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CONT E'N TS

OF THE

Subſequent V O L U'M E S oſthis' W O R K.

dered the EARTH 5 its Formation and

Structure; its Change at the UniVCrſal De

luge; its ſeveral Parts, Mountains, Seas,

Deſarts, Cataracts, Lakes, and Rivers: To

gether with the Phoenomena of Earthquakes,

Vulcanoes, and Hot-Springs 3 comprehend

ing the whole Syftem of Coſmogony, and the

ſeveral Theories of the Earth.

IN the SECOND VOLUME, will be confi

In the THXRD, will be compriſed the Hiſ

tory of METALS, MINERALS, and GEMS 3

of Fossus buried in the Earth at the De

luge, and ſince petrified; of later Petreſac

tions -, ofSulphur, Salts, and naturally-figured

Stones. In this will be comprehended acom

pleat System oſ Metalurgy, Mineralogy, and

whatſoever other Arts relate to the Study

of Foffils.

In the FOURTH, will be explained the ſe

veral Syfiems of BOTANY; and the Vege

tables of the different Parts of the World, re

markable for their Beauty, Singularity, and

Uſe, will be treated of at large: Together

with their, Uſes, In. this will be compriſed

whatſoever concerns the Study of Plants.

 

 

The FIFTH VOLUME will have for its

Subjects, the ANIMALS, INSECTS, WORMs,

SERPENTS, BIRDs, BEASTS, and Frsm-zs:

Theſe will be treated at large; and the ſe

' veral Systems of Zoology will be explain'd in

this Volume, under their proper Terms.

The SIXTH VOLUME will contain accu

rate and full Accounts oſ the ſeveral MA

THEMATICAL, OPTICAL, and other In

ſh'uments, with their different Apparatus's,

according to the latest Improvements. In'

this will be compleat Explanations of the

Structure, Nature, and Purpoſes oſ the ſeve

ral Kinds of TELESCOPES, MICROSCOPES,

and whatſoever other lVorks of Art, are ne

ceſſary for examining the Subjects treated of

in the other Volumes.

Each Volume will be illustrated with a

great Number of FIGURES, engrav'd after

Drawings, taken, r for the most Part, from

the Subjects themſelves, in the Author's Poſ

ſeſſion, and ſo diſpoſed, as to contain a com

pleat Explication of jſome one Science, in

order that it may. be purchaſed ſeparately from

the rest, by thoſe who do not chuſe the whole.
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TO THE

RIGHT HONOUſſRABLE'

THE

EARL of MACCLESFIELD'.

-My LORD,

* AV I N G none of the common Views

'oſ dedicators, and being convinced of

the favourable opinion You are pleaſed

to entertain of my application, and per.

feflly aſſured of Your Lo RDSHIP'S conſummate

A know

  



DEDICATION.

knowledge in this ſcience, I doubt not but You will

pardon my addreffing the ſucceeding volume to

Your Name, Without the ceremony of a prior

application. ' '

My intent, my LORD, in the Work, has been to

render the great and important truths, diſcovered by

Astronomy, familiar to thoſe Who have not opportu

nities to inform themſelves of the calculations, or in

the more abstruſe parts of the ſcience 5 and to throw

together, in a famſiiar style, and in one book of

moderate, price (not Without additions, which Your

LOR DSH I P's experienced eye will readily distinguiſh)

vthat knowledge which is diſperſed in many volumes,

and obſcured by a multiplicity oſ terms.

The deſign of this addreſs is to ſhew the world,

that I do not fear to ſubject the performance

to the nicest judgment; and that I am convinced

that judgment rests in Your LORDSHIP.

I ſhall



DE'DICATION.

I ſhall not preſume, to detain You farther, my

LORD, except to ſay, that

I am,

With the mast true Reſþect,

lily Lord,

Tour Lord/baſſ;

jllost OZedz'ent and

M/Z Humb/e Servant,

JOHN HILL,



- -_-__._ _.,
_--___-___ 

  



 

 
 

PREFACE.

HE deſign of the COMPLEAT WORK, of which this

volume is the first part, is to convey, to the general

body of mankind, A compleat Sjstem of Natural

and Pbiloſop/Jical Knowledge, understanding the latter term

in that ſenſe in which it is applied to the objects of the
viſible creation. i '

As it is intended. for general uſe, a first care has been to

adapt it to all capacities 5 and this was in no part ſo eſſential,

as in the preſent volume. The astronomical knowledge,

which does honour to ſo many treatiſes, is written for a

few, and beyond the reach of ordinary capacities; yet are

the truths, and ſeveral diſcoveries, in no ſcience whatever

more plain.

Theſe are delivered in the following ſheets, and care is

taken that they are all delivered there; nor is that the whole:

care has been alſo taken, that nothing but theſe is delivered ;

ſo that he, who is not in a ſituation to calculate and

dcduce, has before him the refults of the calculations and

deductions of others. All that is needful to be known in
i Astronomy,
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Astronomy, for the glory of God, and for the ſervice of

mankind; all that is instructive, and all that can be enter

taining in it, is laid down in the fullest manner ; and as the

book is intended for the uſe of thoſe who are not accustomed

to calculations, the eye is not offended with the figures.

Had this work been written for astronomers, a very diffe..

rent method had been purſued; the form had been that, of a

ſystem, not a dictionary, and entertainment had given- Place

to the abstruſer ſciences, on which this is founded: but ſuch

a work would not at all have fuited the preſent plan, nor

is it neceſſary; all that can be done, in that matter, has

been done already; and thoſe readers are able to comprehend

it in the form and language in which it stands.

Theſe, however, are but few; the perſons for. whoſe uſe

this is written, are innumerable, the whole body of mankind.

The purpoſe has therefore been, to deliver all that is pub

liſhed in thoſe writings, in a form in which it is fitted for

their peruſal; whether it be executed faithfully, others are

leſt to judge. '

Nothing is delivered in it that has not been examined,v

not alone in thoſe books, but in the heavens themſelves, by

repeated obſervations. What there is new, is propoſed to the

reception of the astronomers; iſ they accept it, the author

will have a pride, as well as pleaſure, in having added

ſomething to the ſcience. It is his intent, that this volume

may stand as a ſpecimen of a work he has a great deſire to

render
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render uſeſuſi] : and it will be his care to compleat the others

in no inferior manner.

The whole will be A compleat &stem of Natural and

Pþi/qſhpbical Knowledge, -in ſix volumes, 'quart0. And in

theſe will be contained, a general and particular explication

oſ the SYSTEM of the UNIVERSE; with an history of

the heavens and earth; their inhabitants and contents; or

a review of the wOrks oſ the viſible creation.

Each volume will contain a compleat explication oſ ſome

one ſcience; its terms, ſubjects, and diſcoveries; and will

be in itſelf a ſeparate dictionary for that study. The Whole

will be delivered in a plain and familiar manner, and di

vested oſ the obſcurity that attends mere works of ſcience.

The FIRST VOLUME is this.

In the SECOND, will be conſidered the EARTH ; its ſor

mation and structure; its changes _at the univerſal deluge ;

its ſeveral parts, mountains, ſeas, deſarts, cataracts, lakes, and

"rivers ; together with all meteors, and the phcenomena ofearth

quakes, vulcanoes, and hot-ſprings ; comprehending the whole

ſystem of coſmogony, and the ſeveral theories of the earth.

In the THIRD, will be compriſed the history of METALs,

. MINERALS, and GEMs; of FossrLs buried in the earth at

-- the deluge, and ſince petrified; of later petreſactions 3 oſ

ſulphurs, ſalts, and naturally-figur'd stones. In this will be

comprehended a compleat ſystem oſ metalurgy, mineralogy,

and whatſoever other arts relate to the study of ſoſiils.

' In
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In the FOURTH, will be explained the ſeveral ſystems of

BOTANY; and the vegetables oſ the different parts oſ the

world, remarkable for their beauty, fingularity, and uſe,

will be treated at large; together with their uſes. In this

will be compriſed whatſoever concerns the study oſ plants.

The FrFTH VOLUME will have ſc; its ſubjects, the

ANIMALS, INSECTS, WORMS, SERPEN **.. BIRDS, BEAsTs,

and FrSHES. Theſe will be treated of at large; and the

ſeveral ſystems of zoology will be explained in this volume,

under their proper terms.

The SlXTH will contain accurate and full accounts

oſ the ſeveral MATHEMATICAL, OPTICAL, and other in

struments, with their different apparatus's, according to

the latest improvements. In this will be compleat explana

_tions of the structure, nature, and purpoſes oſ the ſeveral

kinds of TELESCOPES, MICROSCOPES, and whatſoever other

works oſ art, are neceſſary for examining the ſubjects treated
oſ in the other volumes. ſſ

Each volume will be illustrated with a great number of

FIGURES, engrav'd after drawings, taken, for the most part,

from the: ſubjects themſelves, in the author's poſſeſſion.

A DIC'
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DICTIONARY

O F

ASTRONOMY.

 

A.

In astronomy, is frequently uſed to

expreſs one of the fixed stars, but

that not always the ſame -, for there

is a star of this denomination in every one of

the constellations. It is ſo alſo with reſpect to

the other letters of the Greek and Roman al

phabet. When a star is mentioned under this

deſignation, 'tis always with the additional

name of the constellation to which it belongs ;

and thus to thoſe who are acquainted with the

figures of the constellations, and with the ca

talogue of the fixed stars, it becomes as deter

minate a denomination as iſ the star was called

by a proper name; and the ſame purpoſe is an

ſwered, only in a more familiar manner, and

with aleſs load upon thememory, as if a distinct

name had been given to every star in the hea

vens. Thus if an astronomer, ſpeaking of a

fixed star, calls it the A oſ Aries, or the B of

Orion, it is known that he means that particu

lar star in either of thoſe constellations,

Vor. I.

which is marked by that letter of the alphabet

in Bayer's catalogue of the stars of that con

stellation. To know what star it is, no

more is neceſſary than to turn to Bayer, or to

any of the astronomers who have followed him

(for they have all adopted the custom) and

ſee where that letter stands in the catalogue,

or against which star in the figure of the con-;

stellation it is placed: this marks the star in

tended by it. Catalogues of the stars, ac

cording to their places in the constelladons,

were made very early in the progreſs of astro

nomical knowledge, tho' perhaps not till long

after the first construction of thoſe constella

tions. It has been a custom to call the oldest of

theſe, that of Hipparchus, and many authors

aſſert this upon the credit of Pliny; but it ap

pears otherwiſe from Ptolemy's account.

When he has occaſion to mention the change .

himſelf had made in_the constellation Virgo,

 

by placing thoſe stars in her ſide, which Hip-,'

. B ' parchus
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parchus had figured in her fhoulder, he

plainly mentions ſeveral ſucceffioris of astro

"nomers who had departed from the cuſ

toms of one another in the places they allotted

to the stars, which they all allowed to belong

to the ſame constellation. It appears from

this, and from many other proofs, that cata

logues of the stars, ſuch as they were, were

very early. All that is due to the Rhodian,

is not that he invented catalogues of the fixed

stars, or was the first that made them, but

that his were greatly the most correct and full

that had at that time appeared. He took into

this catalogue the unformed stars, or thoſe not

taken into the figure of each constellation, as

well as thoſe within its outline; he aſcertained

the number, and he ſet down the place of each.

Hipparchus lived but 120 years before the

birth of Christ. Timarchus and Aristillus, 180

years before Hipparchus, obſerved appulſes of

the moon to the fixed stars; and 'tis evident,

that there were then figures of the constella

tions, and the stars that are in them were ſet

down : and the Chaldaean obſervations men

tion an appulfe of the planet Nlars to one ofthe

stars in Scorpio, which therefore they knew

where to place, and this 27! years before the

Christian aera. Whatſoever others were be

tween, they are lost, and we can only gueſs

at their nature from the mention that is made

of them by the other writers. They must

1however have been very imperfect, and very

'limited in their uſe.

The earliest catalogue that has travelled

down to us is Ptolemy's, and his we find,

partly by what he has ſaid, and partly by

the conſequences of- ſome of his general ac

knowledgments, is almost a tranſcript from

that of Hipparchus. After this the Arabians

publiſhed catalogues, and the astronomers of

many other countries followed their example.

Tycho Brahe publiſhed the first catalogue in

_ did it from his own obſervations.

 

which the longitude and latitude of the stars

was ſet down with the neceſſary accuracy. He

Theſe ca

talogues became more and more uſeful as they

were made under opportunities of greater and

greater advances towards perfection in the

ſcience z but it was not till Baycr that this

happy method of distinguiſhing and charac

terizing the ſeveral stars in each constellation

by the letters of the alphabet was introduced.

Bayer publiſhed his catalogue after Tycho's,

and he gave with it the figures of ſixty con

stellations, the old forty-eight of Ptolemy,

and twelve diſcovered afterwards toward the

ſouth pole. This was a great extent, and his

accuracy in characterizing the stars is very

happy; beſides fixing their places, he deter

mines their magnitudes as regularly as that

which is a mere work of fancy can be done :

and that he might be afterwards able to refer,

in few words, and with eaſe and certainty, to

any of the stars which he had thus distin

guiſhed, he affixed to each'a letter, whichbe

ing conſidered as belonging to ſuch a constella

tion, was as a name for the star. What was

first intended for his own uſe became accepted

by all the world 3 and we find all the astrono

mers, who have written ſince his catalogue,

referring to the stars which they have occaſion

to name under this kind of deſignation, and

preſerving even the letters he has fixed upon.

Thus they will mention the 7 of Virgo, and

the J\ of Sagittary, with or without the name

of Bayer, as the expreſs names of thoſe partie

cular stars to which be has affixed thoſe letters.

Bayer's catalogue contains no leſs than one

thouſand one hundred and ſixty stars, and all

theſe are characteriſed by the letters of the al

phabet, beginning with the largest, and ſo

proceeding to the least. Whatſoever be the

biggest star in the constellations of which he

treats, that is marked by the first letter of the

Greek
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Greek alphabet d, the star which is ſecond in '

fize in the ſame constellation has the letter

B, as the ſecond of the Greek alphabet, fixed

to it, and the third the letter y, and ſo on;

whence we not only know what are the par

tiCUIar stars of the constellation, but can even

form a rude gueſs as to the ſize of the star

from the place oſ the letter in die alphabet,

as the stars markcdaand B, being the largest in

the constellation mentioned, muſt naturally be

ſuppoſed not ſmall ſtars, eſpecially if the con

stellationcontains many. Where the number of

ſtars in the constellation is greater than the

number of letters in the Greek alphabet, he

has recourſe to the Roman, he takes

theſe after the others are all expended, begin

ning after theGreek omega with theRomanA.

XVe may know in what esteem this inven

tion oſ Bayer's ought to be held, when we ob

ſerve, that Lll who have publiſhed large or

correct figures of the constellations ſince the

time of their inventor, have continued them.

The aflistance of teleſcopes has indeed diſco

vered stars in ſome oſ the constellations, which

increaſe the whole account to a number

exceeding that of the two alphabets toge

ther, but there can be no occaſion for parti

cularizing. them by characters.

AARON. According to Schiller and his

followers, one of the new cbnstellations of the

ſouthern hemiſphere. This author is not

content to take out all the figures of the old

ones from the heavens, but he has done

the ſame with the newest. Of theſe in

deed he has generally made ſhortcr work than

with the rest, taking two or three, ſome

times more, into one ofhis new-deviſed figures.

This of his high-priest Aaron contains the

stars which were before comprehended under

the figures 'of the Crane and Phoenix.

 

ABIGAL. A name, according to ſome, of

one of the northern constellations. This is one

of thoſe new denominations given by the

writers whowill allow only ſcripture names to

the constellations, and ſcripture stories tobe re

ferred to in them. Abigal is the name bywhich

they have called Andromeda 5 this is Hartſdorf's

innovation, and it is very pardonable in re

ſpect to Schiller's : that enthuſiast has altered

the figure, and made it repreſent Christ's ſe

pulchre.

ABILAT. A name by which ſome of

thoſe writers, who are ſond of uncommon

words, have called the moon. It is one of

the old Arabic names of that planet.

ABRAHAM AND ISAAC. According to

the innovations of thoſe enthuſiasts, who

have ſet up to reform the ſphere, a name of

one of the constellations. Schiller has been

the inventor of this, and the Centaur is the

old one that gives place to it. Out oſ the

ſtars forming this constellation, he has made

tWO human forms, to which he gives the

names oſ Abraham and Iſaac; but very few

have followed him in theſe alterations.

ABRAHAM's RAM. The ſign Aries;

Schickard, who is for referring every thing

in the heavens to the ſcripture, instead of the

Pagan history, will have this constellation to

repreſent not the famous Ram of the Greeks,

but this of the Old Testament. See Akrts.

_ ABSALOM'S HAIR. A name'given by

ſome of the enthuſiastic writers in astronomy

to the Coma Berenices, one of the northern

constellations formed by Conon out of ſome

stars near the Lion. Theſe writers will not

ſuffer any thing to have reference to any ex

cept ſcripture-history, and they will make

.B 2 this
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this the hair not of Berenice, Ptolemy's queen, '

but oſ Abſalom, or of Sampſon, for ſo ſome'

call it. Schill'cr will not have it to be that of

either, but makes it the ſcourge with which

our Saviour was puniſhed. See COMA BE

nzmcrzs.

ACERRA. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, call the conſtella

tion Ara, the altar. This is to be ſound alſo

among the old poets.

ACUTE angle. Is that angle which is

formed bytwolines nearer to one another,than

thoſe are which-are placed perpendicular to

horizontal; that poſition forms what is call

ed a right angle, and all thoſe which are of

leſs quantity than this are called acute. See

Anon.

ADAD. A name by which thoſe, who

are ſond of uncommon words, ſometimes

call the ſun. It is one of the Syrian names,

and it ſignifies alone.

ADAM. A name by which a certain ſect

oſ writers have called the planet Saturn. This,

like a great many other innovatiOns in astro

nomy, is tobe traced from the enthuſiastSchil

ler. After they had new modelled all the

constellations, placed Saint Peter in the

room of Aries, converted the Hare at the

foot of Orion into Gideon's fleece, and the

great Dog into king David; he began with

the planets, giving them all ſcripture names,

instead of theſe Pagan appellations, by which

they had been uſed to be called. Thus Sauirn

is Adam, Jupiter Moſes, and Mars Joſhua,

the Sun our Saviour, Venus St. John Bap

tiſt, Mercury Elias, and the Moon the Vir

gin Mary.

 

ADARED. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of unuſual words, call the pla

net Mercury. This is one oſ its Phoenician

names, and ſignifies a ſervant or atten

dam.

ADIR DAGS. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of uncommon words, have call

ed the conſtellation Cetus. It is the Hebrew

name oſ that constellation, and in that lan

guage ſignifies only a great fiſh. The giving

hands tothis fiſh, for it has two paws that

are ſo called, is ſuppoſed to refer it to Dagon,

the Syrian idol.

ADON* SCHEMEZ, A namc by which

thoſe, who affect to uſe Uncommon words,

ſometimes call the Sun. It is one oſ the He'

brew nantes, and ſignifies the lord of heat and

ADRA. A name by which ſome fancy

ful writers on the heavens, have called the ſign

Virgo. It is the Arabic name of the con

stellation ; they call it alſo Adrenedepha.

ADRENEDEPHA. A name by which

ſome fanciful people have called the Constella

tion Virgo. 'Tis the Arabic name: but it

is very idle to uſe it where the other is

establiſhed.

IEGIPAN. A name by which ſome ofthe

old astronomers have called Capricorn, one of

the twelve ſigns of the zodiac. They ſuppoſe

that Pan, in terror of the giant Typhon,

converted himſelf into this animal, half goat

and half fiſh, and ſo eſcaped destruction.

IEGOCEROS. A name by which ſome

fantastical writers have called the constellation

"'l

Capri
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Capricorn. 'TiS one of the old Greek names

of that ſign.

AETUSE. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Eridanus. It is one

of its old Greek names, and occurs in Ly

cophron, and ſome other writers.

AGALA. A name which ſome of the

writers in astronomy have called the Urſa

Major, or great bear. It is an Arabic name

of this constellation.

AGANNA. A name by which ſome of

the astronomical writers have called the Urſa

Major, or great bear. It is an Arabic name

of that constellation. At least Agalais, the

Arabic name, is a tranſlation of the Greek

Amaxa, a waggon, for that was the name by

which this was first called, and Aganna is on

ly a corrupt way of writing the word Agala,

as they write Fohm-al-Haut, Fomahaut.

AGLINAM, or I] Aglenam. A name

by which ſome have called the cluster of stars

in the hands oſ the constellation Cepheus.

'Tis an Arabic name for thoſe stars, and ſig

nifies ſheep. They call the star in the foot

Rai the ſhepherd, and that between the feet

Kell the day.

AHAD. A name by which ſome, who are

fond of uncommon words, call the Sun. It is

one of the Syrian names, and properly ex

preſſes alone.

AIGAR AL ASAD. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon terms, have

called the constellation Corvus. It is one oſ

the Arabic names, and ſignifies Clunes Leo

flB- .
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AIN AL THAUR. A name givenby,

ſome to the great star in the bull's eye, called

alſo Aldcbaran. Ain al Thaur is its Ara

bian name, and the Words expreſs the eye of

the bull. The name Aldebaran is alſo Arabic,

and ſignifies the star oſ ſuperiority. '

AKALE, or al die/e. One of the names

by which the astronomical writers call the

constellation Aquila. The word properly

ſignifies a tormentor.

AKATRAB. A name by which ſome have

called the conſtellation Libra: 'Tis its He

brew name.

AKRAB, or AKALKRAB. A name by

which ſome of the early writers have called'

the constellation Scorpio. It is the He

brew name of this ſign at large or ab

breviated.

AKBER, or DUB AKBER. Names by

which ſome of the writers of astronomy call

the Urſa Major, or great bear. It is the

Arabian name of that constellation.

ALAREVO. A name by which ſome, i

who are ſond ofuncommon words, have called

the constellation Scorpio, one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac. It is the Syriac name of

that ſign.

ALASHA. A term by which ſome have

expreſſed the stars in the tail of Scorpio It is

only a miſ-ſpelling of- the term Alſhaula, the

Arabic name oſ this part of that constellation z

it is alſo called Shamelau- onthe ſame founda

tion.

ALBEZ.
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ALBEZ. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, have called the Cen

taur. It is one of the Arabic names of that

conſtellation. They call it alſo Aſmeat.

ALECTOR, the Cork. A name of a con

stellation formed by ſome perſons out of certain

stars belonging to the Ship, but it has not

been allowed generally. The stars are very

well deſcribed in the Ship, and are referred to

it by most.

ALEXANDRIA, C/imate aſ. The climate

of Alexandria was the third of the Arabic

climates north of the Equator. Before the

method ofſctting down the latitudes of places,

in degrees and minutes, was found out, the

custom was to do it by a diviſion of the ſur

face of the globe into climates, and ſo ſpeak of

the place referred to as ſtanding in the begin

ning, in the middle, or in the end of ſuch a

climate. They divided ſo much oſ the earth,

as was known to them, into ſeveral climates,

the first beginning at that parallel where the

length of the longest day was twelve hours and

three quarters. Each climate reached to the

parallel at which the longest day dif

f:red in length halfan hour, from that part of

ſſ the parallel at which it began ; and it was their

custom to name theſe climates from ſome con

ſiderable place that was at or near the middle.

Theparallel thatpaſſed at equal distance in point
of time ſſ(for it was not the ſame with regard to

ſpace)that is the parallel atwhich thelongestday

was a quarter of an hourlonger than that at one

parallel of the extremity, and a quarter ſhorter

than that at the other in this climate, was ſup

poſed to paſs through the city of Alexandria in

Egypt; therefore this city, a ſufficiently re

markable place, was ſuppoſed to be in the

'middle of the third climate, and that climate

was thence called the climate of Alexandria.

 

ALGABBAR. A name we find in ſome

of the old astronomical writings applied to a

constellation, but thoſe who have attempted to

explain the authors, do not ſay to which of

three, Ophincus, Hercules, or Orion. The

word expreſſes giant, and theſe are all gigantic

figures in the heavens, but it certainly belongs

to Orion; for whatſoever may have been the

original name of the others, *tis known of a

certainty, that Orion was originallycalled Chi

mah, and that Chimah ſignifies a giant, and

a man m armour.

ALKAMER. Aname by which ſome, who

affect to uſe uncommon words, call the moon.

It is one of the names by which the Arabs

called that planet.

ALKAS, or Affir. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncomman words, call the

constellation Crater; it is one of its old Arabic

names. The word ſignifies acup.

ALKALE. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of hard words, call the constel

lation Aquila the Eagle ; it is one of the Ara

bic names of that constellation, and ſignifies

torment. '

ALIQUANT part. A part of any num

ber or quantity, which, being ever ſo many

or ſo few times repeated, will not produce

the whole number or quantity: ſuch as will

are called aliquot parts. See Auguor.

ALIQUOT part. A part of any number,

or of any quantity, which, being repeated a

certain number of times, will produce the

whole quantity. Thus, in numbers, three is

an aliquot part of twelve, becauſe being four

times repeated it produces twelve; and, in

meaſure, a line of a foot long is an aliquot part

oſ
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of a yard, becauſe three times repeated it

makes the whole yard. On the contrary,

five being ever ſo many, or ever ſo few times

repeated, will not make twelve, and therefore

five is not an aliquot part of twelve, but an

aliquant part.

ALITTA. A name by which ſhme, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the moon ;

it is one ofthe old Arabic names ofthat planet.

ALKETUS. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Cetus 3 it is one of its Arabic

names, and is doubtleſs formed from the

Greek name Cetus. The Greeks alſo called

it Prestis and Orphys, and the Latins, Leo

Marinus.

ALMANTAR. A name by which the

astrological writers, when they have a mind

to be more than ordinarily obſcure, have called

what they generally expreſs by the term Aſpect,

that is, as they will explain it, a mutual ra

diation of certain planets and constellations on

one another at certain distances, or under the

ſavour of a conjunction. In theſe Almantars,

or' Aſpects, they pretend that the stars and pla

nets co-operate together, and from theſe they

preſage events, and make all their pretenſions

to knowledge of ſuturity. The ſeveral Al

mantars, or Aſpects, beſide thoſe of conjunc

tion and oppoſition, are, the Sextile, the an

drate, and the Trine or Trigon. In the

first of, theſe the stars and planets are at

ſixty degrees distance, in the ſecond at ninety,

and in the third at one hundred and twenty.

Theſe, with the othertwo, when they are to

gether, or when they are half a circle, or one

hundred and eightydegreesdistant, make the five

Aſpects of the astrologers; and this hard word

Almantaris only the Arabic term forAſpect.

 

ALMEGIREL. A name by which we

find ſome of the astronomical writers, who

love hard words and uncommon terms, call

ing the Via Lactea, or milky way. It is

one of the obſolete names that have been

uſed by the Arabian writers.

ALMEGRAMETH. A name by which

ſome, who love hard words, have called the

Constellation Ara the altar. It is one of the

Arabic names of that ſign.

ALMICANTARAHS. A term uſed by

astronomers to expreſs certain circles, which

are continued parallel with the horizon. - The

two kinds of circles dependant on the hori

zon, are the ſecondaries or verticals and the

parallels. The first of theſe are what are

called Azimuths, and the latterAlmicantarahs,

for astronomers are too ſond of hard words ;

but it would be much more intelligible, and

much more expreffive, to call them by the

proper names oſ the verticals and parallels. The

number of theſe circles of both kinds, may be

as great as we pleaſe, for they are, like the

other circles oſ the ſphere, imaginary ; and we

may conceive them as distant from, -or as

cloſe to, one another, as we pleaſe. All the

Azimuths, or Verticals to the horizon, be

there ever ſo many of them, are equal to

one another in ſize; for they all paſs thro'

the ſame two points, the Zenith and the Na

dir, or the poles of the horizon; but it is

otherwiſe with reſpect to the Almicantarahs,.

or parallels, for as they are all of them-in

different places between the broad circle of

the horizon, and the point of the Zenith, they

must be the largest as they are nearest to the

horizon, and ſmaller as they approach to

that point. Thus the higher any parallel or

Almicantarahs is in the heavms, the finaller it.

alſo is, and the lower and larger; whereas the

Verticals,
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Verticals, or Azimuths, have no difference ex

cept the place.

To theſe_two kinds of circles are to be

added a third, called from their uſe circles of

stance, and then we have all the circles

which astronomers ſpeak of, as having re

lation to the horizon. As the Azimuths are

vertical to the horizon, and the Almicanta

rahs parallel, the circles of distance are ob

lique. The uſe of them is to mea

ſure the distance of any two points in the

heavens. To this purpoſe a circle is always

neceſſary, as all meaſures in the ſphere of

the heavens are taken by the degrees of a

circle. If therefore it be required to meaſure

the apparent distanod between two stars in two

different points of the heavens, we are first to

conceive a great circle to be ſo drawn as to

paſs thro' both of them. This is what is un

derstood by the term circle ofdistance, and this

being, like the Azirnuths and Almicantarahs,

imaginary, maylike them be conceived in any

part ofthe heavens where it is neceſſary for

meaſuring, and when it is conceived, all that

is to be done to denote the ſpace or distance

between the two stars, is to find how many

degrees of this circle are intercepted between

the two points, or what is the meaſure of the

arc of that circle ſo intercepted. There are

alſo other uſes of theſe circles of distance,

which must be,explained hereafter under that

head. This is ſufficient to know what they

are with reſpect to the Verticals and Parallels.

ALMICANTARS. Thoſe circles which

are parallel to the horizon, and which termi

nate thcheightof stars. SetALMICANTARAl-LS.

ALMUTABEL ALGANULI. A name

by which thoſe, who love strange names

for every thing, have called the ſouthern tri

angle 5 'tis an Arabic name of theirſorming

 

for a constellation the Arabs know nothing

of.

ALNETARA. -A name by which ſome

of the old astronomers have called the large

star in the constellation Cancer, commonly

called Praeſepe. See CANCER.

ALOHOR. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uſing uncommon words, have called

the constellation Lyra 3 and alſo the great star

in that constellation, which is called Lucida

Lyra, and ſometimes in the Latin ſmeg

Lyra, by the name of the whole constellation.

The word Alohore is a strange and barbarous

one. The Arabs called the constellation Al

Lura from the Greek name, and as it has al

ways been customary to call this bright star by

the name of the whole constellation, ſome

of the writers, who did not well know what

they were about, wrote down its name Alhan

dor, by ear, and others giving it that of the

constellation to which it belonged, called it Al

Lura, or, as they wrote the word, Allore, or

Alohore.

ALPHAROS. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, call the

constellation Pegaſus; it is made out of the

Arabian name of the ſign, which is Alpharas ;

but the Arabs always add an epithet of distinc

tion, that it may not be confounded with the

Equuleus, or Little Horſe. They call the

Pegaſus, Alpharas Adam, which ſignifies the

greater horſe, or Alpharas Al Thani, which

ſignifies the ſecond horſe.

ALPHRIEGANUS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of obſcure words, have

called the constellation Serpentary. They

call it an Arabic name of that constellation,

but it_ is not properly ſuch 5 the true name by

which
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which it is called in thatlanguage, Al Hauwa

and Al Haugue. This strange word may poſ

ſibly be a falſe ſpelling of the latter of theſe
terms. i

ALPHUN. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, have called the con

stellation Crater. ' Kircher ſays 'tis one of its

Arabic names, but it would be hard to find in

which of their authors he met with it. The

people who uſe the word have it from him.

ALSERTAN. A name by which ſome of

the astronomical writers, and by which a great

many of the astrological ones call Cancer 5 'tis

the Arabic name of that ſign.

ALSHAMARICK. A name by which the

per ple, who love hard words, have called the

Centaur and the Wolf, making together one

of are ſouthern constellations. The word is

Arabic, and it was uſed by ſome of the au

thors of thflt nation to expreſs theſe very stars.

They had other names for the constellation,

for they called it Albore and Aſmeat; but we

find them ſometimes ſpeaking of all the stars

that compoſe both the Centaur and his prey,

by this long and hard word 3 'tis an adjective in

that language, and ſignifies dappled, or varie

gated, and probably was meant to expreſs the

diſpoſition of the stars.

ALSUGIA, or ALSHUGIA. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

words, have called the constellation Draco ; it

is one of its Arabic names, and ſignifies a ſlen

der ſerpent.

ALTARE. A name by which ſome ofthe

old Latin writers call the constellation Ara.

ALUK. A name given by thoſe,l who

are fond of hard words, to the conſtellation

VOL. I.

 

Aquila ; it is a Perſian name for that constella

tion, and ſignifies a black eagle.

AMALTHfEAN GOAT. A large star

near the ſhoulder of Auriga, called Capra by

the Latin writers. It is by ſome called Sus

the Sow, that animal, and not a goat, being

ſaid by Agathocles and ſome others, to have

ſuckled Jupiter, and ſo to have got up into'

the lkies.

AMAXAS. A name by which ſome of the '

astronomical writers have called the Leſſer

Bear, and ſome the greater. The antients

ſometimes ſuppoſed the stars of theſe two con

stellations formed into two waggons drawn

by oxen. See the article: URSA MAjOR and'

MINOR.

AAMMON, or JUPITER AMMON. A

name which ſome of the old writers call the

ſign Aries. -

AMORPHOTIE. A term by which the

old astronomers expreſs thoſe stars, which at

preſent we call Stella: Informes, and in Engliſh

unfomied stars. It denodes thoſe which are

ſituated between the ſeveral constellations, and

not compriſcd within the outlines of any of ,

them z theſe are ſpoken of by astrono

mers under the namti of the Stella: Informes,

or Amorphotaz of this or that constellation ;

but the number of them has, from time .

to time, much decreaſed. The uſe of the 1

[constellations is plainly that men might be

able to ſpeak with more certainty and preciſion

of the fixed stars, than they could do other

wiſe, and conſequently all the unſormed stars,

wanting the advantage of ſuch a diſpoſition

and arrangement, the ſcience was ſo far de- _

fective. Astronomers have been ſenſible of

this, and they have, by degrees, remedied the

imperfection more and more.' The recciyed
C ' i 'i constel
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constellations, were originally only forty-eight,

they are now ſeventy. Antinous was added,

formed out of the stars below the eagle, which

had been uſed to be called unformed' stars of

that constellation; and the Coma Berenices,

or queen Berenices's hair, out'of thoſe behind

the tail of the lion, which had been uſed

at other times to be ſpoken of under the name

of Stellze Informes ofLeo. And in the ſame

manner Hevelius has added the Lynx, the

little Lyon, the Greyhounds,Cerberus, the Fox

and Gooſe, Sobieſki's ſhield, the Lizard, the

Carnelopardal, the Unicorn, the Sextant, all

out of the unformed stars, of one or other of

the northern constellations; and the voyagers

who have croſſed the line, and astronomers

who have gone to the proper places on pur

poſe, have added to the ſouthern hemiſphere,

thbſe of the Dove, the Royal Oak, the

Phcnnix, the Indian, the Peacock, the Bird

of Paradiſe, the Bee, the Camelion, the

Triangle, the Southern Fiſh, the Sword Fiſh,

the Flying Fiſh, the Toucan, and the Hydra.

'by the addition of theſe, at' theſe different pe

riods, many of the vacant ſpaces in the hea

vens are filled up, and tnany of the before un

formed stars brought into constella'tions, un

der the figure of which we are able to ſpeak

of" them with preciſion; but yet' there are a

great 'many stars left unformed, and ſome

ſpaces in the'heavens, occupied by ſuch of

them as are very conſiderable, are left with

out inhabitants.

AMPLITUDE 'Rifing, or Ortzſiw. The

arc of the horizon, contained between the

east point, and the place where a star riſes, is

called the Ortive Amplitude of that star. See

ClRCLES gf theſpbere.

AMPLITUDE Settz'ng. The _arc of the

horizon, contained between the' West point,

under it.

 
andltlie' place where a' ſets, is'

ſetting amplitude of that star. St: Crxcrſitk'

qf the ffibere.

ANAITES. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called

the moon. It is one of the Perſian names of -

that planet.

ANCILLA. A name given by ſome fan

tastical people to the last star in the tail of the

Great Bear; the term at large is Ancilla

Marthaa. Theſe writers make the Bear to be

the Bier of Lazarus, and the three stars in the

tail Mourners 3 Mary, Martha, and her maid.

ANDREW, or Saint Andrrw. A name

given by Schiller and his followers, to be the

ſecond ſign of the zodiac 3'he has placed the

figure of St. Andrew in the place of the Bulk'

and arranged the stars, though very aukwardly,

See TAURUS.

ANDROMEDA. One of the constella

tions of the northern hemiſphere, and a very

conſiderable one. It is mentioned by all the

writers in astronomy of whatever period from

vthe earliest among the Greeks, and is one of

the forty-eight original asteriſms or figures un

der which they divided the stars. Theſe all

ſeem to have been' brought into Greece toge

ther with the ſigns of the zodiac at, or about

the time of Thales, and to have been of the

Egyptian origin. The figures into which

they are diſpoſed ſavour much of the hierogly

phical writing of that nation, and we are not

to be mifled by the Greek names and Greek

fables which are annexed to them; and to

which they ſeem to have received their origin.

Theſe have been added very long aftenvards.

Andromeda is a constellation of 'conſider-able,
extent, and though it has ctnot ſo many stars ſi

' compriſed
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compriſed within the figure as ſome others

which occupy a ſmaller ſpace, yet is not

without thoſe which are ſufficiently conſpicu

ous, and they are ſo diſpoſed as very happily

to mark the figure. Andromeda is repreſented

in the heavens in form of a woman, not much

better than naked, with her arms extended,

her feet at a distance from one another, and

the fragment of a chain about each wrist. She

has nothing upon her head, and, except for a

looſe robe thrown over a part of her body, is

quite uncovered; but her hair is repreſented

as covering her temples, and there containing

a conſiderable star, and as flowing down to

her waist behind her.

The constellations near to Andromeda are

Caſiiopeia, Perſeus, and the Triangle ; the

Horſe, and Aries and Taurus are at a distance.

She is placed over the head of Perſeus, but her

right foot comes very near his ſword. Caſiio

peia's palm-branch comes very near her right

knee, the Horſe is at her head, Aries and

Taurus are at a distance on the left, and the

Triangle comes very near to a part of her robe

on the left ſide.

The antients counted ſeventy-three stars in

the constellation Andromeda, and thoſe who

are not accustomed to astronomical enquiries of

the nicer kind, will always form the best idea of

what they are to expect in the heavens, by fol

lowing their account. Ptolemy gives that num

ber to it, and he is a profeſſed and ſacred fol

lower of Hipparchus, who, as ſome ſay, made

the first catalogue ofthe fixed stars that 'ever ap

peared in the world ; an attempt that staggered

the capacities of his cotemporaries, and was

looked upon by Pliny, that'is, by ſome early

writers, of credit, whom Pliny cOpied, to be

the' work not of a man, but of a god. Tycho

continues the number of stars at twenty-three

to this constellation, but Hevelius distinguiſhes

forty-ſeven in it, and Flamstead no leſs than

ſixty-ſix.

There are many of them of the larger ſiZes,

and they are diſpoſed very happily over the fi

gures. There is a very bright and conſiderable

one in the hair on the left temple, three on her

breast. Three in her right hand, and ſeveral on

each arm. There is another conſpicuous one

at her waist, and two others in a line with it.

Theſe are on the robe, or, as ſome expreſs it,

on the girdle of Andromeda, but that is a part

of the dreſs not given in the oldest figures.

There is alſo a conſiderable one upon 'her

left foot, and twa upon the right; and ſeveral

on each leg.

What the Egyptians meant by the figure of a

woman with her arms extended, (for that

ſeems to be all the figure they gave to the aste

riſm) is not eaſy to ſay. As to the chains, they

are doubtleſs of Greek origin; they contain

no stars that are of any uſe to the figure as a

constellation, whatever they may be to the fa

ble. Theſe people, eager to have the ſcience

believed of their origin, and endeavouring to

adapt ſome part of their own stories to every

constellation, added theſe fragments of chains

to the two wrists ofthe figure ; and then having

already placed the valiant Perſeus among the

stars, or adapted the name of Perſeus to an

Egyptian figure, and put a ſword into its hand;

as theyhavechains upon the armsof this, neither

of them containing any stars of note; they made

this woman the Andromeda delivered by the

the family, they gave the names of Cepheus'

and Cafliopeia, ſatheſir and mother to the diſ

treſſed Virgin, ito two other of the forms into

which they found the constellations ranged

among the Egyptians. They tell you, that for

an offence of her mother's, this, Virgin was tied

to a rock to be devoured by a ſea monster.

Wheanerſeuscame into the country, he reſcued!

- to her friends and country thefollowing the'
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hero: and afterwards, to commemorate all '

lthe damſel, and married her', (he preferring i
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fortune oſ'that hero. Minerva, they ſay, at

her death, removed her into the heavens, and

placed her near to her Victorious huſband.

Whatever regard is paid to the history, the

figure of Andromeda is preſerved by the astro

nomers of all nations and all times, except by

the Arabians. The religion of theſe people did

not ſuffer them on any occaſion whatſoever to

draw the figure of an human body, ſo that they

have been forced to place ſomething elſe in the

stead of all thoſe, which, in other authors,

have this character. Thus Aquarius, with

them, is repreſented by a mule ſaddled with two

tubs of water on his back, and Auriga by the

ſame animal unloaded. For Gemini they

give a pair of peacocks, for Virgo a wheat

ſheaf, for Ophincus a crane, for Hercules a

camel, and for Cepheus and Caſſropeia a dog

and bitch; but they preſerve the chair of the

latter; for Sagittary they give only a quiver of

arrows, and poor Andromeda is degraded into

a ſea calf.

Among the enthuſiasts, who have given new

names, and even new figures, to the constel

lations, this has not eſcaped. Schickard has ba

niſhed the name Andromeda, and put the

ſcripture-name Abigail in its place; but Schil

ler has demoliſhed the whole constellation; he

has given the figure of a ſepulchre in it its stead,

and called it the Holy Sepulchre.

ANGLE.Astronomyadoptsthistermfrom the

mathematics. It expreſſes the opening which

is between two lines which touch one another

in a point. An angle is always formed by two

lines thus put to one another, unleſs they are

joined ahſolutely end-ways. When we ſpeak

thus of an angle, we conſider the relation be

tween the two lines, as they go from one an
ſi other, and from the point at which they

touch. To prevent confuſion, it may be pro

per to add, that thoſe who conſider the ſame

 

relation in the contrary progreſs, or ſpeak oſ

it as it concerns the lines in their way from

their greatest opening to the point, call it the

inclination of two lines toward each other,

which meet in a point.

This is the general definition of an angle ;

but as it may be formed of lines of different

figure and denomination, it becomes in itſelf

different, and acquires a new name, under

each appearance. The three great distinctions

are expreſſed by the terms recti/inear, or right

lined angle, curwili'zear, a crooked-lined angle,

and mixt angle, or that formed of both kinds.

When the lines which form the angle are

both strait, it is called a rcctilinear angle.

When the lines which form the angle are

both curves, then ariſes the rurw'linmr angle.

And when one of the two lines is strait, and

the other crooked, there appears the mixed

angle. To ſpeak with the preciſion which is

neceſſary in theſe studies, astronomers have

applied names to the ſeveral parts of the lines

which form the angle : the two lines are call

ed its legs, and the point in which they iouch

is termed the 'vertex of the angle by ſoctme, and

by others the angular point. For farther ac

curacy and eaſe in the deſcription, they alſo

have a custom of marking the three points of

the angle, with three letters of the alphabet;

one oſ theſe they affix to the end of each of

the lines, remote from that point in which

thBy touch 5 and the third letter to that point,

or the vertex of the angle. Sometimes when

there is leſs fear of confuſion, or perplexity,

they mark the whole angle, by way of di

stinction, only with one letter. When they.

uſe three letters or figures, it is always the

custom in deſcribing the angle, to mention

that of the three, which is placed at the ver

tex in the ſecond place.

In deſcribing the extent of anangle, re

gard is not had to the length of the lines

 

which
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'vhich form it,.but to their distance towards

the extremities ; for the quantity of an angle

does not depend upon the extent of the legs in

length, but upon the width of their opening.

A common doubled ruler, or a pair of com

paſſes which move upon a hinge or joint, at

the vertex or point where they join, when

the legs are ſeparated from one another at

the points, form an angle. In this caſe the

two portions unite at one end as the two legs

of an angle, and the place where they are

fixed together, by the joint or hinge, is the

vertex. With the ſame pair of compaſſes it

is poſſible to form a great variety of angles,

all of different quantity from one another, by

opening them in different degrees. It is no

matter that the legs continue the ſame length

howſoever they are moved 5 the angle that

is formed by the opening of them differs in

proportion to that opening, and its quantity is

greater as they are placed farther aſunder, and

leſſer as they are brought nearer together.

It is poſſible ſo to place two lines, or two

strait pieces of wood, ſo that there may

be formed not one, but two angles by them ;

but to this end they must not be jointed to

gether. If one strait line be drawn horizontally

upon paper, and another be drawn perpendi

cularly from a higher part, till it touch the

first with its lower extremity z that is to ſay,

if the ſecond, or vertical line, do stand ex

actly upright upon the first or horizontal line,

then there will be formed by theſe lines two

angles, one on each ſide of the perpendicular

line, and theſe will be as equal as poſſible,

becauſe the ſecond line is ſuppoſed to stand

perfectly upright upon the first, and' not to

lean one way any more than another. Theſe

are called Right Aught. If, instead of drawing

down the perpendicular line to the middle, or

to ſome intermediate part of the horizontal '

line, it had been draWn down to touch it in a

 

point at the end, this alſo would formlwhAt

is called a Right Angle, but then there is only

one. To return to the familiar instance ofthe

compaſſes, it is poſſible to raiſe one leg of theſe

till it be perpendicular to the other, and then

there is formed a Right Angle by the instrument.

This may be esteemed as a ſort of medium be

tween two other ſpecies of angles of different

denominations 3 for if the legs of the compaſſes

be, from this ſituation, preſibd nearer to one

another, they form what is called an Acute An

gle, for all angles are acute be their quantityv

what it will, provided it be leſs than that of a

right angle: on the contrary, if the legs of the

compaſſes be, from this perpendicular ſituation

of one to the other, drawn yet farther back

from each other, hn angle yet larger than a.

right one is formed 5- and this, be its quantity

what it will, is called an obtuſe angle, for all;

angles, which have a greater extent than:

right ones, are obtuſe. \

It is often neceſſary to mention an angle of

different quantity, as only varying from a right

one, or that which is made by the drawing'

down a perpendicular to an horizontal llne ;- in'

this caſe, without any regard to the greater on

leſſer quantity of the angle, or conſidering

whether it be acute or obtuſe, they expreſs its

character by the word Oblique. An Oblique'

Angle is a term therefore which may be appliedi

to the acute or obtuſe, and ſerves only as its

distinction from a Right.

Anchs alternate, Two of. the eight-an

gles which are made when a strait. line inter

ſects a pair of parallel lines. Theſe are the

upper. internal angle on the one ſide,_ and'.

the lower internal angle on the other, For a

farther explication qf this, fie the article Pan-Al.
LEL lines. ſi -

ANGLES canfiquent. A term uſed by grim.

nomers to expreſs two angles, which have one

of:
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of their legs in common to both. This is the
caſe, rifſia'perpendicular line be let fall upon an

horizontal line any where between its two

ends; This will form two angles, and the

perpendicular line will be a leg common to

p both. Theſe are called Conſequent Angles.

' Two angles, formed in this manner by a

perpendicular let down upon an horizontal

line, are to be meaſured by a ſemicircle, or

ſſ one hundred and eighty degrees, for if placing

one point of a pair of compaſſes upon the ver

tex of theſe angles, which, like the upright

leg, is common to both, you draw a compleat

circle, which cuts their legs at the points, the

horizontal line will be the diameter of the circle

dividing it into ſemicircles, the one of which

will take in no part of the angles, nor have

any concern with them; but the other ſemi

circle, taking in all the three points, will

meaſure the Conſequent Angles.

From hence reſults another general demon

ſtration, which is, that whether the ſemicircle

be divided in the middle by the common leg,

or in any other part, yet the quantity of the

two angles put together is the ſame. If it be

let down perpendicularly, then the two angles

are right angles, and conſechntly they are

equal; but if it be drawn from any other part,

and the two Conſequent Angles rendered ever

ſo unequal to one another in their reſpective

quantities; yet the meaſure of both of them

put together is equal to that of 'the two right

angles; this must be the caſe, becauſe they
have the ſame ſemicircleſſ for their commOn

meaſure, however different in themſelves; In

ſhe ſame manner', iſ the tWo conſequent an

gles bel'divide'd into ſeVera] moreangles, by

mere- lines drawn -' to mea/empt] point'froiii'
diffeiizntſſſi parts 'of the verge of the'ſaſſme ſhmi'cirſi

cle, the ſum of_all theſe ſeveral anglespu't'to

gether amounts exact] tQ'the quantity of the

, mit .' Jiu r- .

two right a'ngles', rar' gable engage mix

'meaſures them all, and die ſpace which is

given to be occupied is not the greater, or th:

leſs, becauſe it is more divided.

Men do not ſee how far the most ſimple de-'

monstrations will carry them in their conſe

quences. It follows, from what has been al

ready proved, that, if two strait lines are made

to cut one another, ſo as to repreſent what is

commonly called a Saint Andrew's Croſs,

there will be four angles found about the point

of interſection, or the place where the lines

cut one another, this point will be the com

mon vertex to them all, and the quantity oſ

theſe four angles, however unequal reſpectively

to one another, yet, in the whole, will be

equal to four right angles made by the ſame

two lines, if placed exactly tranſverſe. This

follows from the former obſervation, for the

upper and the right hand angle must be, toge

ther, equal to two right angles, becauſe they

are conſequent ; and the leſt hand and the

lower angle are in the ſame manner equal to

two right angles, becauſe they alſo are conſc

quent; and ſo the ſum of the four, however

unequal among themſelves, must be equal to

that of four right angles. In the ſame man

ner alſo, if there be more than two strait lines

brought to croſs one another in the ſame point

there will be proportionably more angles

made; but 'in this caſe, as in the first explica

tion of Conſequent angles by the ſemicircle,

the ſum, or quantity of all theſe angles put to

gether, will be equal to that oſ four right an

gles. And this for the ſame reaſon, for as the

meaſure of all thoſe in the former instance was

a circle, the meaſure of all theſe is a circle.

When, by the interſection of the two strait

'lines in form of a St. Andrew's Croſs, there

are formed, as has been already obſerved, four

angles round the point of interſection, which

point is the common vertex to them all, any

two of the four, which are oppoſite to each

 

- other
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other atthe'vei-tex, arecalled vertical angles.

Thus, where the figure is repreſented upright

upon paper, the upper and the lower angle

ſpoken of, together, are called vertical angles ;

but this is not confined to thoſe, for the term

expreſſing no more than that the two angles

named under it are oppoſite one another at

the vertex, the right hand. and the left hand

angle in the figure are alſo called vertical an

gles, when ſpoken of together, for they alſo are

oppoſite to each other at their vertex. This

figure therefore gin-'es conſequent and vertical

angles.

It is to be obſerved, that all vertical angles

are equal to one another. This will be eaſily

ſeen by making two lines interſect one another

in this form of the St. Andrew's Croſs : the up

per and lower angles formed by this figure are

acute, and they will be ſound equal to each

other, for this is a conſequence of their being

formed by two strait lines, and in the ſame

manner the right and leſt hand angles will be

found obtuſe and equal. The upper angle and

the left hand angle are, together, equal to two

right angles, for theſe are conſequent angles;

and, in the ſame manner, the two others are

equal to two right angles, for they alſo are

conſequent, and therefore the upper and the

lower angle are equal.

ANch-zs equal. A term uſed by astrono

mers and mathematicians, to expreſs thoſe an

gles which are meaſured by equal arcs of the

ſame circle; Thus, iſ a perpendicular line

be drawn from the Circumference of a circle,

and continued to its centre, and a diameter

of the circlebe then struck, which ſhall be

exactly horizontal to the first line, the angle

formed by the strait line, and one of the ſemi

&ameters, and that formed by the ſame strait

line, and the other ſemidiameter, will be both

meaſured by the ſame, or equal arcs of the
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circle, or as ſome mathematicians expreſs

they will be ſubtened by equal arcs of the ſame

circle, and conſequently they will be equal in

quantity. This will be understood more per

fectly by the explanation of the taking the

quantity of an angle. Theſe are what are

called equal angles. In this illustration the

perpendicular line was a leg common to both

angles z this is alſo the caſe in what they call

conſequent angles, and the term equal is uſed,

by way of distinction, between the one and

the other kind ; though ſome call both conſe

quent.

ANGLES external. Iſ two parallel lines be

interſected by a strait line, whether it is per

pendicularly or obliquely, there are eight an

gles made by the interſection, four oſ theſe

are on the outſide of the two parallel lines,

two above the upper, and two below the un

der one. Theſe four are called the exter

nal angles, in oppoſition to.the four others.

which are called the internal. '

ANGLES internal. Four angles out of the

eight, which are made when a strait line in-'

terſects tWO parallel lines. Theſe are the two.

which are below the upper parallel line, and

the two that are above the lower. The other

four are called external angles. See PARALLEL

line.

ANGLES internal on the ſame This

expreſſes two of the eight angles which are

formed by a straitline, interſecting two parallel

lines, and they are the upper. and the lower

internal angle on the ſame ſide. For afarr/nr

explication qf this, ſhe 'be article PAR'E'LEL

lines.

ANGLES oppoſite on th. ſirmeſide. A term

uſed by mathematicians to expreſs two of the

eight
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eight angles which are formed by a strait line

'interſecting two parallel lines. Theſe are the

upper external, and the lower internal angle

on the ſame ſide. See-the article PARALLEL

line-s. '

lANGLE, quantity When there is occa

ctfion to take the abſolute quantity of an angle,

lthe meaſure is this : take the vertex or angu

lar point for a centre, and fixing one leg of

a pair oſ compaffiIs there, with the other draw

a circle, which will cut the legs of the angle;

when this is done the part of the Circumfe

rence of this circle which is contained be

tween the legs oſ the angle is to be meaſured

According to the general diviſion of the circle

-.into degrees, minutes, and ſeconds. 'Tis

not of conſequence how large or how ſmall

;the circle be, that is thus ſketched with the

_ compaſſcs, provided that it cut the ſaid legs of

the angle in the ſame part, 'tis all that is ne

ceſſizry, for be it larger or ſmaller, it is divid

ed into the ſame number of degrees. The

figure being drawn ſtrait, the two legs distin

guiſh a determinate part; this is an arc of the

cricle, proportioned exactly to the extent of

thoſe legs, and when this is done, on the di

viding the whole circle into the three hun

dred and ſixty degrees, 'tis eaſy to ſee how

many of thoſe degrees are contained in the

arc, thus ſeparated by, or contained within

the legs of the angle, and this gives the quan

tity of the angle, meaſured by degrees, mi

nutes, and ſeconds.

It is a circumſtance oſ importance that the

meaſure is the ſame, through whatſoever part

of the legs of the angle the circle is drawn

which is to meaſure its quantity. If the legs

of an angle drawn upon paper be four inches

long, and in order to meaſure the quantity of

that angle, a circle be drawn by a pair of

'tcompaſſes, one point of which is fixed at the

 

vertex of the angle,_and the other leg ſepa

rated to the distance of one inch from it; and

after this the legs oſ the compaſſes be divid

ed to three inches distance, and one point be

ing again fixed at the vertſſſicx, another circle

be drawn with the compaſſes _thus open;

there will be found two circles cutting the legs

of the angle at different diſtances, and two

arcs of circles, contained between the upper

and the lower part of the legs of the angle,

very different in bigneſs, but belonging to

circles, alſo very different in their diameter,

their meaſure, in proportion of the circle

to which they belong, will be the ſame: that

is, the ſmaller will contain a proportion of the

ſmall circle, exactly equal to that portion of the

larger circle, which is contained in the larger.

Each arc will therefore contain the ſame

number of degrees, minutes, and ſeconds of a

circle, and each will equally give the meaſure

or quantity of the angle, and it will be the

ſame in each to the utmost preciſion.

'Tis plain to experiment, that the arc of

the large circle will be deſcribed by the com

paſiks in the ſame time that the arc of the

ſmaller is; and that if the compaſſes had three

instead of two legs, or when open, to the di

stance of three inches, iſ a point iſſued from

the outer leg, which touched the paper at one

inch, ſo that the two circles might be de-.

ſcribed together; it is evident,vthat in this

caſe they would both be deſcribed in the ſame

time, when the outer point had deſcribed

the larger circle, the inner point would

have deſcribed the ſmaller; and, in the ſame

manner, exactly at the time that the outer.

point had marlted any part of the great circle,

the inner one would havemarked an equal.

part of the ſmaller. Reducing this to the im

mediate caſe, when the outer point of the

compaſſes had drawn that arc of a large circle;i

which extended from one leg of the angle to

the other, in the remote part where that circle _

' ' cut
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cut them, the inner point would be ſound' to

have marked alſo_ exactly that arc of the

ſmaller'circle, which extended from on: leg

to the other in the part nearer to the vertux in

which that ſmaller circle cut thoſe legs. Thus

it appears, that the arc of the larger and of

the ſmaller circle are struck at the ſame time,

and conſequently they are and must be equal

in their proportion to a circle, and their mea

ſure in degrees and minutcs, according to the

univerſal diviſion of a circle equal. Each arc

oſ theſe tv'vo bearing the ſame proportion to its

reſpective circle.

The importance of this truth is very evi

dent, and its uſe very extenſivc. As we can

carry the legs of this angle with the pen to any

extent upon the paper, ſo in the imagination

we can extend them off from it,. and that into

indefinite ſpace, for . the mind allows no

bounds in the extenſion of lines.. And 'tis

owing to this ſingle conſideration, plain, eaſy,

and ſimple as it is, thatwe are able to meu

ſure out the whole expanſe of the univerſe, and

give its place to every star in the ſkies. 'Tis

on this principle that we meaſure the distance

between star and star, and that we are able, by

means of a little circle, ora part oſ a circle

of braſs, to meaſure arcs, in thoſe vast circles

which we imagine in the starry heavens.

To execute this ſurpriſing thing, no more

is neceſſary than this, let a true circle be made

of braſs, or any other material, and let it be

regularly divided into three hundred and ſixty

degrees. Al] circles we know are thus divided

in order to the admeaſurement of their ſeveral

parts, thelargestas Well as the leaſt. We have

adeſire to know the distance of two stars in

the heavens. To meaſure it we are to ſuppoſe

a large circle drawn in the heavens, the cir

cumference of which cuts thoſe two stars.

When this is done, on the principle already

laid down for. the meaſuring an angle, that all

V01.. I.

 arcs oſſicircles, which hear equal proportion

to their circles, are equal, there will need no'

more to know at what distance they are from

one a"-other, than the knowing at what distance

are the lines on which they are viewed along

this circle of braſs, for all circles being alike,

theſe lines are the legs of an angle on the braſs,

which being, by the imagination, extended into

the heavens, are carried beyond thoſe stars, or

at leastto them. Thus, their distance is mea

ſured by an are of a circle which meaſures the

quantity of a part of an angle, and the quan

tity oſ all parts oſ the ſinne angle being equal

in their proportion to a circle, or their num-

ber of degrees, minutes, and ſeconds, the two

lines, along which they are viewed, giving the

two legs of an angle on the braſs circle, they

are instantly meaſurcd by a certain number of

the degrees marked on this circle, and just ſo

many degrees oſa greater circle, that is just ſo

many degrees, minutes, and ſeconds distant

are the two legs of the angle, where they reach

the starry heavens, that is, just ſo many de

grees distant are thoſh two stars from one an

other..

So eaſy. is the meaſuring out the heavens,

and aſcertainng the places of the stars, when.

it is brought to practiſe, difficult and strange

as the attempt appears to the uninstructed ; and

on ſuch plain and ſuch eaſy methods of

working does it depend.

The method of doing it is this; a circle of'

braſs is divided into three hundred and ſixty

degrees, and the stars, whoſe distance is to be

determined, are viewed from its centre. The

, eye being placed there, is directed to one of the

stars, thro' two ſights placed in a line reaching

from that centre to the circumſerence. The

other star is- then viewed by the eye still placed

in the centre of the braſs circle, thro'- two ſights

in a moveable ruler, which is brought to an

ſwer in a line to the ſecond star, as the line it

ſelf, through which the first was viewed, did

D (0
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to it. The line and the rulcr now form the

two legs of an angle, at the vertex oſ which the

eye is placed which views the two stars; and

the imagination continues thoſe legs to thoſe

stars. If they were in reality ſo Continued, and

a great circle was struck in the heavens cutting

them at the place ol the tWO stars, as the braſs

circle does at the place where they meet its cir

cumference z the whole would be just in the

ſituation of the four-inch angle made upon the

paper, it would be an angle with its legs ex

tended to a great length, and cut in two places

by two circles, the one drawn near the ver

tex, the other at a great distance from it. It

has been already obſerved, that the two arcs of

circles contained between theſe legs at the dif

ferent distances, although very different in their

ahſolute, would be altogether the ſame in their

relativedimenſions; that is, the ſmaller would

contain just as many of the three hundred and

ſixty degrees with their minutes and ſeconds, as

the larger, and therefore its quantity, as part

of a circle, would be the ſame ; the caſe is

ſo with theſe two circles, the one ſuppoſed to

be made in the heavens, the other actually

formed in the braſs. Although the arc oſ the

greater would be vastly large in proportion to

that of the lester, or braſs circle, yet they

would be both arcs of the ſame quantity in

proportion to the general diviſion of a circle;

and the one would contain as many degrees as

the other. It is therefore only counting the

number of degrees, which the arc of the braſs

circle contained between the line and the rulcr

has in it, and just ſo many must there be in

- that above in the heavens ; conſequently the

figures marked on the edge of the braſs circle,

and declaring how many degrees there are in

that arc contained between the line and ruler,

- tell how many degrees of a circle the two

stars, which were the object of the obſerva

. tion, .are from one another.

 

The mathematical instrument-makers have

an instrument prepared for this purpoſe, which

they call a pratractor. This is a ſemicircle of

braſs divided into degrees, and, according to

its ſize, into ſmaller diviſions under theſe. To

meaſure an angle by this instrument, the cen

tral point of the protractor is to be laid upon

the vertex of the angle, and -a ſemidiameter of

it upon one of the legs of the angle running.

from that vertex 3 the other leg then falls upon

another part of the marked edge of the instru

ment, and thoſe marks give the quantity oſ the

angle, or the number of degrees contained in

it. Nor is the meaſuring of angles, already

made, all the uſe of this inſtrument. 'Tis

eaſy to ſee, that it will ſerve for the exact and

accurate drawing of angles of any number of

degrees. If a strait line be marked upon pa

per, and the ſemidiameter of the protractor

be laid evenly upon and along it, ſo that its

'central point falls upon one end of the line,

you have then a vertex and one leg of an an

gle. While the protractor lies thus on the

paper, make a mark with a pen at the diviſion

you chuſe, ſuppoſe it fifty, or whatever ; cloſe

to the edge of .the protractor. When this is

done, take away the inſtrument and draw a

strait line from this mark to the extremity of

the first line which had lain at the centre of

the circle; andthis .ſecond line makes the

other leg of an angle. of .the fifty degrees re

quired, which you.have now compleat.

ANGUILLA, 'be Ecl. A constellation now

first offered to the astronomical world, and com

priſing a number of unſormed stars, ſome of

them very conſpicuous, over the heads of Ca

pricorn and Sagittary. It is an asteriſm of

conſiderable extent, and, in proportion to the

ſpace that it occupies in the heavens, is not ill

furniſhed with stars. The figure is that of the

common
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common eel in that convoluted state in which

it is uſually ſeen when in motion. But me

contortions of its body are not many nor vio

lent, ſo they make it very happily compriſc the

stars.

The constellations, between and among

which the Anguilla is placed, are the

Equuleus, the Dolphin, the Eagle, and the

Serpent of Ophiucus. Theſe are above and be

fore it. And it ſeems running from Aquarius,

and over the heads of Capricorn and Sagittary.

The conſpicuons stars in this constellation

are thirty-ſeven, and ſeveral of them are very

large and bright ones ; in general they are

ſo placed as to mark the figure, and make it

very distinguiſhable in its whole courſe. They

are diſpoſed in the following manner ; there

is one at the tip of the ſnout, or verge of the.

mouth of the Eel, and, at ſome distance' be

hind this, there are two at the ſides of the up

per part of the head, which stand as eyes 5

theſe three are all very bright and conſpicuous 3

that at the mouth is the largest of them. At

the first bend of the body there are three, all

near the outlines, two are near the upper, and

one at the centre of the hend at the under:

this is a large star, as is alſo the first of the

others 3 the more remote is ſmaller, and, when

nicely examined, is found to be a double star,.

or compoſed of two leſſer ones. Beyond theſe

are four more in akind of cluster, one is in the

out-line near the bend, the other three are at

a little distance behind and above this; they

fall in nearly a strait line from the upper out

line ; the two upper are ſmall, the lower is a

very large and- bright star. At ſome distance

behind theſe is one little star in the lower out-

line 3 at a distance behind this are three in the

body in an oblique line,, all ſmall; beyond

theſe are three other alſo ſmall, more distant

from one another, and in a more oblique line ;

and the middle one of theſe is a very large
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and bright one. Beyond theſe stands a ſingle

ſmall star in the upper out-line; there is

alſo, in the upper out-line, a very large

At a distance behind theſe are two

in the body; and at the next bend a large star

in the lower, and a much larger in the upper

out-line. Beyond theſe are three near the

lower out-line ; then three more, two near the

lower and one near the upper; then two more

both near the lower; and lastly, two at the

extremity of the tail, both ſmall. Thus is

the courſe of this constellation distinctly

marked from near the body of the Serpent,

where the hand of Ophiucus has hold of it, to

the ſhoulder of Aquarius, and all the way in a

distinct manner.

OllC.

ANGUINITENS. A name by which

ſome of the astronomical writers have called

the constellation, which is more generally

named Ophiucus and Serpentary. This is a

name properer by far than thoſe of the ſeveral

Greek heroes, by which it is called from an

opinion of its having been deviſed in honour

of their exploits ;_ ſince 'tis certain the Greeks

received the figure from the Egyptians, who

knew nothing of their history. The old

writers called the kneeling figure in the ſkies

Engonaſin, expreffing a man kneeling, and

this Anguinitens is a proper name for the figure

of a man struggling with a ſnake, it expreſies

all that need be conceived, and, like the other

names Ophiucus and Serpentarius, does better

than that of Carnabos or Hercules, as ſome

have called this as well as that kneeling figure.

SFB'OPHIUCUSL

ANGUIS, ar ANGUIS AȜschAr-tn One

of the constellations of the northern hemi

ſphere, more uſually known by the name of

Serpens, or Serpens Ophiuci. It has obtain

ed its name of Anguis Eſculapii from the

D 2. Grecian
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ZGrecian story, that makes Ophiucus, between

'whoſe legs the ſerpent is placed, and who

ſeemsvictorious over it, to be lEſculapius. They

ſay-that his victory over this ſerpent meant no

-.m'ore than his power of healing the bites oſ

thoſe venomous animals; and they tell us, he

-was raiſed up into the ſkies, with this trophy

-of his art, under his feet, at the request of

zApollo, by the.hand of Jupiter. The Greeks

'were ready at invention; and this is not-the

only proof they have given us of it in this

ſingle constellation. They received the figure

of this, among others, from the Egyptians, by

'whom they were taught the-rudiments of that

astronomy,which they afterwardsraiſed into ſo

noble a ſcience. They gave names as they

pleaſed to thoſe figures of the heavens, which

Thales, and others, brought among them from

theſe people, but they did not always agree

upon the story. This Serpent and Ophiucus,

ſometimes they made Cmnabas killing one oſ

Triptolemus's dragons, ſometimes fEſcula

pius, as already obſerved, and ſometimes Her

cules killing the famous Lydean ſerpent of

the river Segaris. See OPHLUCUS.

ANSATED. A term uſed by ſome of the

earlier astronomers, to expreſs an appearance

.0f the, planet Saturn, when' it ſeems to have

a handle'on each ſide. One 'of the first

diſoveries oſ.the teleſcope, when brought to a

tolerable degree of perfection, was that Saturn

alid not appear like the other planets. Galileo

in 1610 ſuppoſed it compoſed of three stars,

a larger in the middle, and a ſmaller on each

vſide, and he continued his obſervations till,

' - as himſelf obſerves, the two leſſer stars diſap

peared, and the planet -. looked like the

others-Other astronomers alſo a little after ob

--ſerv.ed,. that this anſated appearance of Saturn

'was-not continual or permanent, but. that he

A

 

often lost theſe handles, or ears, and was

round and ſimple, 'like the other planets.

YVliat Galileo, and his ſucceſſors, took for

distinct stars, or for'the handles affixed to

this planet, were parts of the ring of that

planet on each ſide.

Saturn, which is at a vast distance "from the

ſun, beſide five ſatellites, which ſerve to him

as moons,- has a lucid ring, ſurrounding his

globe ata ſmall distance : this is probably form

ed of a great number of ſatellites, performing

their revolutions about his globe in circles, a

little remote from one another. Howſoever

that be, we ſometimes ſee this ring conſider

ably broad, and ſometimes narrow, and finally

at other times, when -it*preſents only an edge

to us, it quite diſappears, that edge not re

flecting light enough to make it viſible at ſo

great a distance. When the ring appears to

lerably broad, it repreſents the, handles, or the

two stars, deſcribed-by .Galileo and others.

When the ring is in ſuch a ſituation as quite

to diſappear, Saturn looſes his anſaz, or ears;

or his two attendant stars, as Galileo called

them, diſappear; and he is wiewed like the

otherplanets.

vANSER, the goe e. 'A constellation, or ra- 1

ther apart 'oſ a constellation, in the northern

hemiſphere. The whole is the Fox and

G00ſe, Vaþeculn at Aſ-zstrz and this is one ol'

the new constellations of Hevelius, formed by

that 'author out of the stars, not compriſed

under the out-lines of 'the antient figures, an'd

called Stellm Inſormes, or unformed stars.

This constellation is placed' over the Eagle,

with a little one called the Arrow between,

and ſeems running toward Hercules. This is

one of thoſe added of late days to the forty

eight antient asterifins, to the great advantage

of astronomers. For tbestars tamprzfid in it, ſhe

VULPECULA etANssR.

ANSER
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ANSER AMERICANUS. 'A name by

'which ſome oſ the late astronomical writers

'have called the new ſouthern constellation the

*Toucan. It is a very ill name ; for this bird is

not at all of 'the gooſe kind. The constella

*tion is a finall one toward the ſouth pole, ſi

Tuated between the Phaenix and the Indian,

and compoſed of nine stars. See the article

'Toucmxu

ANTARCTIC pfiIc. The ſouth pole.

See the article: POLES of the world and CiRcLES

aft/Jeſhbe're.

ANTARCTIC circle. A term that we

meet with very frequently in the writings of

the old astronomers. They expreſs by this the

largelt parallel that is kept entirely below the

horizon oſ any place in the north latitude.

This parallel is what they called the Antarctic

circle, as on the other hand the largest pa

rallel that was ſeen entire above the horizon

they called the Arctic circle. And as they

found that whatever stars were contained
within the compaſs of the Arctic circle ctcould

never ſet, but were carried about in their

whole revolution above the horizon, and al

:wa-ys to be ſeen ; ſo they comprehended within

the Antarctic circle all thoſe stars which never

could riſe in that place, but were, in their

whole.revolution,_carried about below the-ho

.rizon.

ANTECANIS, tlzeſi little (la-3. Aname giVen

to that conſtellation becauſe oſ its riſing before

Sirius. The Egyptians were the inventors of

both theſe Constellationsz and it is plain. that

they invented theſe in Egypt, although it is

evident they brouyt many of the others

twith them ſrom ſome other place. The ſign

Virgo betokened harvest, and the figure of a

amid or woman of the. harvelt-work, with an

 l

ear of corn in her hand, was made to receive

thoſe stars which occupied the ſpace in the

heavens, which the ſun entered at the ap

proach of harvest : in the ſame manner

Aquarius, a human figure, powerng water out

oſ an urn, was made the constellation at the

entrance of the ſun into which the rain and

bad Weather oſ winter came on. Thiſ was

the meaning of thoſe Figures, and thoſe figures

the Greeks had from the Egyptians; but they

were not deviſed in Egypt, for they do not ſuit

the ſeaſons of that country. _"In Egypt the

harvest is not in Autumn, but in'lVIarch or

April z and their winter is the finest ſeaſon of

the year: neither can the urn have any ſignifi.

cation, ſince they have there no rain at all.

The Egyptians therefore, who were a colony,

ſent off from ſome larger nation to the Nile,

carried with them theſe constellations, which .

they had ſound establiſhed in their original ha_

bitation, and which ſhited that, as it does all

other countries of the temperate zone; but not

that place, where they now were. '

'This is palpably the caſe with reſpect to

theſe and to ſome other oſ the old forty-eight

constellations, probably with most of them,

but thatthere were ſhme invented while they

were in Egypt is certain; This little dog and

the larger, are two of them, and they alford

convincing proofs 'oſ it, ſeeing th-.y relate to

things which could' be obſerved only in Egypt,

and which eoncernedthat'country only. This

ſhews us,-that they were notidle aſironomcrs,

but that ſomc part at least oſ whatthe Greeks

obtained from them was of their own invention

there. They had nothing ſo worthy of their

obſervation, nothing ſo important to them

while in Egypt, as the riſing oſ the Nile; ſor

it was the mud leſt by this river on which they

ſowed the corn for their early harvest," and onſſ

this depended all their encrcaſe. They ſound

_.that the time of the ſun's being under Leo,

flux:
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that is the time when a certain star of the first

magnitude, the brightest and most conſpicuous I

in the whole heaVens, emerged out of his

rays, and appeared before day-break, was the

period of the waters beginning to riſe. The

Nile was called Siris, and they called this star,

which had ſome relation to its ſwelling, by a

name derived from that of the river Sirius.

When they had occaſion to form this into a

constellation, they choſe the watchful and the

faithful dog-for the creature. They aCCOunted

their year from the first riſing of this star,

which was their neceſſary day, and they paid

divine honours to the star, and to the animal,

under whoſe figure they had arranged the con

stellation, by the name of Anubis. They ob

ſerved a couple of other stars, which always

aroſe a little before the others, and theſe they

alſo remarked with reverence, as the fore-run

ners of the more important. They repre

ſented theſe under the figure of a little dog pre

ceding, or leading in the greater; and the

Greeks received one and the other from them,

continued the figures, though unacquaintedwith

their meaning, and that the origin of the ſci

ence might ſeem to have been with them, gave

parts of their own history or fable by way of

explanation to them.. They make the little

dog one of the creatures of that uſeful ſpecies

belonging to the huntſman Orion, and the

greater the famous guard of Europa, which

afterwards became the ſollower of Cephalus,

and, after being turned into stone at Thebes,

was taken into the ſkies.

ANTECEDENT quantity. A term uſed

to expreſs that of two numbers, or qualities,

which have a ratio to one another, which is

placed first. If both are equal, the ratio is of

equality. See RAT.10..

ANTINOUS. A name of one of the

 

constellations of the northern hemiſphere. It

is of a middle period, much older than thoſe

which we call the new constellations of that

hemiſphere, theſe having been made by HCVC

lius out of the-unformed stars, and much la

ter than the old forty-eight. It has been

formed in the manner of thoſe, from ſome stars

left uncompriſed in the out-lines of the other

constellations, and added to the number. The

perſon repreſented is Antinous, the favourite

of Adrian, a youth of fine ſhape and ſi

gure, and the stars, out of which it is compo

ſed, have been uſed to be reckoned among the

unformed ones of the Eagle. It is hence that

the old writers compriſe all the stars belonging

to this constellation under that of the Eagle 3

and while ſome of the moderns count-them

ſeparate, others follow the antients, and mak

ing the Eagle and Antinous one constellation,_

count them together.

Antinous is a conſiderably large constella-

tion, and in proportion to its extent, it com

prehends a conſiderable quantity of stars, and

ſome of them very conſpicuous. It is repre

ſented in the ſchemes of the heavens in figure

of a naked youth, of very good proportion,

and in a posture that is neither standing, fit

ting, kneeling, nor lying, but ſeems as if he

Were falling through. the air._ The whole fi

gure is repreſented naked, the head is covered

with hair, and the body bulky rather than.

thin, the legs are bent backwards, and the

arms expanded. The constell'ations between

which Antinous is placed are the Eaglc, Ophiu

cus,,Sagittary_, and Capricorn.. He is placed

just under. the Eagle, and at ſome distance over

the head of Capricon, the hair of Antinous

comes just under the throat of the Eagle, his

left hand and left foot are bent at. a ſmall di

stance from the tailofOphiucus and the Serpent.

His right knee bends down towards the flow-

ing mantle of Sagittary, and the horns of Ca

pricorn
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pricom are about of an equal distance from it.

Antinous does not occupy the whole ſpace be

tween theſe, nor does it comprehend all the stars

there ; but there are a great many of them very

happily compriſedinit. The ſtars ofconſpicuous

ſize in Antinous are counted by Hevelius to

be nineteen: of theſe, the most conſiderable

are four in the right arm, one in the leſt, and

two in the leſt hand 5 there is alſo a very bright

one at the bottom of the neck, and one on the

right ſhoulder 5 there are three in a duster on

the left fide, one on the belly, and three on

the left hip. There are alſo two on the

right thigh, one on the left leg, and three on

the left foot; one of theſe, which is at the

great toe, is a very conſiderable and bright

ſtar. The whole conſtellation is very well

marked, and eaſily distinguiſhed in the hea

I/CHS.

ANTIECI. One of thoſe terms which the

antients uſed to expreſs the different ſituation

oſ parts oſ the globe, by the relation which

the ſeveral inhabitants bore to one another.

Thus when people lived ſo near to one an

other, that there was no obſervable difference

between the horizons of the two places, they

Were called Synaeci, neighbours; and when

they lived in oppoſite parts oſ the ſame parallel,

ſo that they had the ſame courſeof ſeaſons, but

an oppoſition of day and night, it being noon

at the one, when it was midnight at the

other, they were called Perizeci, oppoſites z

and when two people lived in places that lay

in parallels at an equal distance £rom the

equator, but on' the oppoſite ſide, they Were

called Antaeci. Though theſe people live, the

one in the north, and the other in the ſouth,

yet being at equal diſtance ſrom the line, they

have the ſame ſeaſons, but at different times

of the year, and their encreaſe' of days and

.night.s are equal. There is another thing al

 

ſo in which they agree, that is, the elevation

oſ the pole is the ſame in both; but in one

the north pole, and in the other the ſouth

pole is elevated. It follows, that as the peo

ple who live in the oppoſite points of the ſame

parallel, have midnight at one, when

it is noon in the other; ſo theſe who live in

parallels equally distant, though on the two '

ſides of the equator, have the longeſt day in

one, when it is the ſhortest day at the other;

and that what is the beginning of ſummer at

one, is the beginning of winter at the other;

and ſo vice verſa.

.ANUBIS. A name by which ſome oſ the

old aſironomers have called the Dog-star; it

is of Egyptian origin; for they worſhipped

this star under that name. . They confounded

their god Thoth, which was the Grecian

Hermes or Mercury, with this star, and paid

divine honours to both, under the form of a

dog, with a man's head, or a man with that

of a dog. This was one of the earliest pieces

oſ idolatry. They deiſied the Nile, to the

ſwelling oſ which river, they owed all the ſer

tility of their land; and as they ſaw the Nile

began to ſwell at the time oſ the riſing oſ this

star, they ſuppoſed it influenced by it, and

therefore paid it divine honours. They called

it alſo Sothis and Sothi, holy 5 and its name Si

rius was derived from one of the names oſ the

Nile, which is Siris. This was evidently one

oſ the first ſigns taken notice of by, mankind.

&Ve ſind Homer and Hcſiod, who mention

only four or five of the constellations, always

taking occaſion to do honour to Sirius, and

making it one of that number.

ANWA. A' name given by many of the

writers in astronomy, who affect odd terms,

to the conſtellation Bootes. It ſignifies the

Caller-out. The Arabs. uſe it as one of their

names
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names fo'r the constellation, and ſuppoſe him

the driver of the oxen which drew the great

waggon z ſuch was originally the name of the

Great Bear, or Urſa Major.

APHAAK. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Draco. It is one of the Arabic

names, and in that language ſignifies. a ſer

pent.

APIS', t/'7e bee. One of the constellations

of the ſouthern hemiſphereſi It is one of the

least in the whole heavens, and contains a

ſmall quantity of stars. It is one of thoſe

which the late astronomers have added

to the ſorry-eight old asteriſms.

The constellations, betwecn- and among

which the Bee is ſituated, are the Royal Oak,

the Chamelion, the Bird of Paradiſe, the Tri?

angle, and the Centaur. The last is at the

greatest distance, but none of them ſerves ſo

well to aſcertain the ahſolute place of the Bee.

The Royal Oak ison one ſide, and the Tri

angle is almost oppoſite to it on the other, and

neither at any great distance; The under part

of the body comes near the head of the Cha

melion, which is turned towards it with the

belly upwards, and the hinder feet of the Cen

taur are over its head; the point of the croſs,

which the Portugueſe have added to the

constellations, and which is between the fect

of the Centaur, is almost OVer the head

of the Bce.

This little constellation is very aptly repre

ſented in the drawings of the heavens, but it

is not ſo well exprelled by the stars that are

compriſed in it; all that the authors oſ it meant

by-the figure, ſeems to have been, that, having

a very ſmall cluster of stars to deſcribe, they

choſe as little a figure as they well could to

place them in;

body toward the tail, and on one ſide.

 

There are only four stars in the constellam

tion of the Bce, or Fly, ſoritis indifferently

called by either name ; and as the creature is

uſually repreſented one of theſe, is placed in'2

the centre of the head, and another on the'

The

other two are diſpoſed on the wings: one of'

theſe is near the top of one wing, and the other'

is near the bottom oſ the other.

APOGEE of bie/lar. That part of the.

animal orbit, in which the ſun is at the

greatest distance from-the earth. To under-

stand this properly we are to know that the

earth moves round the ſun, not in a circular,.

but in an clliptical orbit. The ſun is placed

intone of the foci of this ellipſis. VVhat is

called the ſun's apogee,.ma-y more properly

be termed the earth's aphelium, for the earth.

is truly a planet, and is to be ſpoken of as

ſuch; however, to uſe common terms and

common appearances, we ſhall understand

that, in conſequence of the earth's amiual re

volution round the ſun in this ellipſis, the ſun

will appear to thoſe on the earth, as if it re

volved round the earth in ſuch an orbit. Now

as the ſun is in one of the ſoci, the distance:

in one part of the orbit is much greater than

in the other. That point of the ecliptic,

when the ſun is most distant from the carth,,

is called its apogee,,or if we ſpeak of the

earth, its aphelion. Thus alſo, when the.

earth is in that part. oſ her orbit which is

nearest to the ſun, we call it her perihelion 5

or, if we ſpeak oſ the ſun, wecall that point.

of the ecliptic its perigce.

'APOGEE of the ſim, its motion. After we

have determined by the proper methods the

figure of the orbit, which the ſun deſcribes in.

its rcvolutions, and the ſituation of its apogee

and perigee, it will remain to enquire whether

the poſition of that orbit, with reſpect to the

fixed
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fixed points of the eliptic being variable, ſo

that there will happen no change in any pe

riod of time, or when it be ſubject to ſome de

gree of variation. Ptolemy, when he had

ſound that the ſun's apogee anſwered to five

degrees and thirty minutes of Gemini, where

Hipparchus had determined it two hundred

and eighty years before, judged it to be im

moveable, and that the poſition of the orbit of

the ſun was not liable to any variation. There

appeared reaſon for ſuch a determination on

ſuch circumstances; but there only appeared

reaſon. There required more time for the de

terming in this point. The astronomers, who

came after Ptolemy and Hipparchus, did not

find the ſun's apogee to anſwer to the ſame

point in the heavens at which they had placed

it, and were obliged to allow that the line,

which paſie$ through the centre of the earth,

and the orbit of the ſun, changes its poſition:

but although they agreed as to the motion,they

have been greatly divided in their opinions as

to the direction in which it was made. Some

oſ them, on comparing with one another the

obſervations of astronomers of different periods,

according to which the apogee of the ſun

ſeemed to change place by a motion made at

ſome times in a direction according to the or

der oſ the ſigns, and at others exactly in a

contrary way, or directly against that order,.

Were of opinion, that this motion was not ab

ſolutely progreflive, but direct and retrograde,

conſormable to that which they diſcovered,

without much better understanding the nature

oſ it, in the ſuperior planets.

Other oſ the astronomical writers obſerving

that, according to a vast number of their own

obſervations, the ſun's apogee continued to ad

vanceina direction accordingto the order ofthe

ſigns, have attributed thoſe inequalities, which

others had obſerved in its motions, to the diffi

mities which are in the attempt to determine

Yon. 1..

 

exactly what is the fituation of the apogee,

and have concluded, that the apogee of the

ſun had in reality a determinate and regular

progreſiive motion, according to the order of

the ſigns.

As this motion is very flow, . and conſe

quently is very difficult to be diſcerned in the

ſpace of any ſmall number of years 5 it is cer

tainly neceſſary, in order to understand it truly,

and to determine its quantity, tohave recourſe

to obſervations made at a great distance of time

from one another, for thoſe of any one man's

life are unequal to it, and it is idle to trust to

them, or calculate from them. The obſerva

tions of Ptolemy and Hipparchus are the ear

liest that we have any acquaintance with, that

can be depended upon ; but as, according to

Ptolemy's account, the ſun's apogee was at his

time in the very ſame place in which it had

been in the days of Hipparchus, although an

interval oſ two hundred and eighty years had

fallen between, which ought to augment the

quantity of its motion nearly a fifth part, it

may be proper to examine the matter fully.. .

Waltheus of Nuremberg has leſt a great mun

ber oſ obſervations of the ſun made in the year

1503, many ofwhich he has marked, as made

with the most perfect care and preciſion. We

may chuſe out of theſe ſuch as appear to agree

best with one another, and to repreſent the

motion of the ſun the most conſonnahle to

what we ſee it at preſent. When we have

from theſe determined the apogee and perigee

oſthe ſun, according to theestabliſhed rules by

correſpondent obſervations of the ſame inter

val of time, we may proceed to judge..

On the eighteenth of March in 1503, the

true place of. the ſun was O'. 60. 32'. 6'l. and

on the ninthoſ Mayſollowing it was 1'. 279.

7' . 5'. this gives the true motion of the ſun in

the ſpace of fifty-twO days to be 500. 34'. 59'.

On the twenty-ſixth Of lum, in the ſame YFaſz

E. the
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the true place of the ſun was 4.". no. 25',

16'. and on the ſixteenth of September, in the

ſame year, it was 6'. 20. o'. 41". Thi's com

pariſon gives alſo the true motion of the ſun in

a ſucceeding ſpace of fifty-two days to be 500.

35'. 25". The difference is, that the true

' motion of the ſun, in fifty-two days from the

eighteenth of March to the ninth ofMay l 50 3,

was tWenty-five ſeconds of a degree leſs than

that of fifty-two days of the ſame year from

July to September. Notwithstanding that,

this difference is ſo little that it would be very

natural to attribute it to the mere error and un

certainty of calculations; yet if we will chuſe

' to take account of it, the reſult will be, that

-f0urteen minutes of a degree.

the motion of the ſun being leſs in the first

equal ſpace of time, than in the ſecond, at theſe

periods; the ſun, which diminiſhes the ſwift

neſs of his motion as he approaches to his

apogee, was nearer to the earth at the time of

the two former, than it was at the time of the

two later obſervations, and this in a quantity,

which, on computation, we ſhall find to be

ing theſe fourteen minutes from the true

' place of the ſun, as ſeen on the ninth of May

at noon at 1'. 270. 7'. 5". we ſhall have

1'. 260. 53'. 5". as the true place of the ſun

for the time when he was at the ſame distance

from his apogee, as he was on the twenty-ſixth

of July at noon, when he was found 4.', no.

-25'. 160. the difference is 2'. 140, 32'. 11".

the half of which I'. 70. I6'. 6". being added

'to 1'. 260. 53'. 5". gives the true place ofthe

apogee of the ſun in the year 1503 to be at

3'. 40. 9'. ro'l.

Now, according to obſervations taken,with

the utmost care, in France, and publiſhed in

the memoirs of their academy, the apogee of

the ſun was found in the year 17-38, to be at

3'. 80. 19'. 8", the difference is 40. 9'. 58".

and this difference is the meaſure of the mo

tion of the ſun's apogee in the interval of two

Now valu-v
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hundred and thirty-fiveiyears. At this rate the

ſiln's apogee- moves at the rate of one minute

and four ſeconds of a degree in a year. Here

is therefore ſomething of a certainty establiſhed

on ſuch principles that it cannot be diſputed;

and from this we may reaſon.

If we compare the ſun's apogee as its ſitua

tion was determined by Hipparchus one hun

dred and forty years before the birth of Christ,"

at 50. 30'. of Gemini, with the ſituation of it,

according to the obſervations made in France in

1738, which place is at 80. 19'. of Cancer,

We ſhall find, that, in the ſpace of 1878 years,

(for that is the interval between the two calcu

lations) the ſun's apogee has hada movement

of 320. 49'. and this reſolved into years, is at

the rate of 1' . 2". 54.". each year. This ſame

movement of 320. 49', being divided by 1598

years from the time of Ptolemy to that of the

French obſervations, will give the annual

movement of the ſun's apogee at I'. 140. The

quantity of the motion of the ſun's apogee,

which reſults from a compariſon of the differ

ent obſervations of Waltheus, agrees more

exactly with the obſervations of Hipparchus,

than with thoſe of Ptolemy. This last author

indeed, if we examine the matter ſtrictly, will

be ſeen to have been afraid of departing from

the determinations of Hipparchus, not only

with regard to the apogee of the ſun, but alſo

with reſpect to the obliquity of the ecliptic.

The movement of the ſun's apogee, which re

ſuits from a compariſon of the obſervations of

Hipparchus, is alſo more conformable to the

ſituation of it, as determined by different astro

nomers, in the intermediate time.

In order to establiſh the principles of a ra

tional calculation on this head, it may not be

improper to trace the ſituation of the apogee

at different times, asastronomers of different

ages have placed it : from this we ſhall be able

to determine what is its annual motion accord

ing to each. Hippar
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Hipparchus, one hundred' and forty years be

ſore Christ, placed it at five degrees thirty mi

nutes of Gemini; Ptolemy one hundred and

forty years after Christ,v at the ſame place, five

degrees thirty minutes of Gemini; Albateg

nius in 883 at twenty-two degrees ſeventeen

minutes of Gemini; Arzachel in 1706 at ſe

venteen degrees fifty minutes of Gemini ;

Alphonſus in 1252 at twenty-eight degrees

forty minutes of Gemini ; Waltheus in 1503

at four degrees nine minutes of Cancer; Co

pernicus in 1515 at ſix degrees forty minutes

of Cancer; Tycho in 1589 at iiVe degrees

thirty minutes ofCancer; Kepler in the ſame

year at five degrees thirty-two minutes of Can

cer ; Riccioli in 1646 at ſeven degrees twenty

ſix minutes fifteen ſeconds ofCancer ; and Caſ

ſmi, at the Royal Obſervatory in Paris, in

1738, at eight degrees nineteen minutes and

eight ſeconds.

On comparing theſe obſervations of the ear

lier ast'ronomers of different periods with this

last of the French, we ſhall find that the an

nual movement of the ſun's apogee is, accord

ing to Hipparchus, I'. 3". according to Pto

lemy t'. l4/l. according to Albategnius r '.7".{-.

toArzachel r'. 51". 2. to Alphonſus I'.Io'/. to

Waltheus 1'. 4". to Copernicus o'. 25ll. to

Tycho I'.7". to Kepler I'.6".%. and accord

ing to Riccioli o'. 34,". What honour must it

do to the old Hipparchus to find that his ob

ſervations are thoſe which, of all the number,

bring this motion nearest to thoſe of Waltheus

in the calculation. The character of Wal

theus's is ſufficiently establiſhed.

That the apogee of the ſun has a motion,

and a determinate one, is clear from this : but

theſe varieties in the quantity of the apogee

and perigee of that lumiuary, or of the aphe

lium or perihelium of the earth, for that is

the more perfect term, reſulting from theſe

obſervations, according to which the motion

is greater or leſſer fifty ſeconds, has given riſe

 

to an opinion, that the orbit of the earth is

directed at all times to the ſame point of the

heavens ; and that the apparent motion of the

line, which paſſes through its aphelium and

perihelium, is cauſed in the ſam'e manner as

that of the fixed stars, by the proceſſion ofthe

equinoxes, or the movement of the pole of

the earth about that of the ecliptic.

APOLLO. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Gemini. They ſup

poſed Apollo and Hercules, the two figures

of which it is compoſed, and they name it

from the principal. Others, among the

Greeks, call them Triptolemus and Jaſm,

and most Castor and Pollux. See GEMlNI.

APUS. The Bird of Paradiſe; one of

the new constellations of the ſouthern hemi

ſphere, called alſo the Indian bird, Avis Indica.

It is but a ſmall constellation, but propor

tionately to the ſpace it occupies in the hea

vens, it is not very much crowded with stars.

It is drawn in ſighre of the bird generally

know by the name of Bird of Paradiſe, with

a long neck, a ſmall body, and a Very large

tail, no feet are given to it, and the bird was.

at one time believed to have none; it had,

thence its name Apus. People who brought.

it into Europe, accustomed themſelves to pull.

off the legs, in order to favour the abſurd opi

nion of its living at all times in the air.. The

head is in this figure protendcd forward, and.

the tail turned a little upwards.v The constel

lations between and among which the Bird of *

Paradiſe is placed, are the Peacock, the Altar,

the Triangle, and the Camelion, the tail of)

the Hydrus is oppoſite, and almost parallel to.

it on one ſide, but at a great distancc.. The:

lower part of the tail of the Peacock comes.

very near to the head of the Bird of Paradiſe,,

the ſmoke from the Altar is at its top, just op

poſite to the beak of that bird, the corner. of.

E 2 the:
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the Triangle conies cloſe" almost to its neck,

and its tail almost touches the back of the Ca

"melion.

The stars in the constellation Apus are ele

ven, and they are very well diſpoſed to be in

themſelves conſpicuous, and to make the figure

understood. There is a very bright and

conſiderable one just at the baſe of the beak,

a ſmall one at the lower part of the head, two

near one another on the breast, four in the

lower part of the tail diſpoſed in a curve, whoſe

hollow part is toward the beak of the bird,

and one at the tip of the tail, where it is

turned up. By theſe the conſtellation is as

distinctly characteriſed as any can be, and it

were well if all thoſe in the northern hemi

ſphere had as much reſpect paid to the fi

gure in the constellation. But there is a plain

reaſon for this pre-eminence in theſe new ones.

The astronomers, who formed the stars unto

theſe new constellations, had no other conſi

deration in the choice of the form but what

creature would best receive them as they stood

in the heaVens; but, with regard to the _old

forty-eightconstellations, itwas otherwiſe. The

Igyptians, who formed them, were apeople

ſond of hieroglyphic language, and in all things

making uſe of it. When they formed a constel

lation, their buſineſs was not to ſelect ſuch an

animalaswould, by its figure, be most fit totake

in that quantity of stars, but they fixed upon

one' that would convey ſome meaning.

Thus, to denote the stars into which the ſun

entered at the time of lambs and calVes being

brought forth, they did not (be what creatures

form most aptly would ſuit the stars in that

ſpace; but they placed there the Ram and

the Bull, the fathers of the flock; and fixed

the stars they found in that ſpace as well as

they could into one or the other oſ theſe fi

gures. In the ſame manner, for thoſe stars

which occupied the ſpace in which the ſun's

 

heat was most'ſuxious, 'they choſe a lion, and

ſo oſ the rest. 'Tis no wonder therefore if the

stars do not well mark out the lines of thoſe

figures under which they are compriſed in the

old constellations : but the authors of the new

would be unpardonable if they had not fixed

upon ſuch figures as would most properly mark

out by the ſituation of the stars; ſeeing they

had no other care. 'Tis not always howeVCr

that they have ſucceeded ſo well as might be

wiſhed.

AQUARIUS. One of the constellations

of the northern hemiſphere, famous among

the antient astronomers. It is one of the forty

eight old asteriſms, and one of the twelve.

ſigns of the zodiac. It is a large and very

conſpicuous constellation, comprehending in

its extent a great number of stars.

Aquarius is repreſented in the ſehemes of

the heavens as an human figure, a man in a

posture like ſitting naked, except for a robe

flying about his waist, and holding up in his

left hand a part of that robe, and in his right

hand an um or pitcher, out ofwhich he pours

water, which runs in a stream, forming a kind

of river, down to his right foot. The face

is drawn as that of a young man, and the

figure in general not badly executed.

The constellations between and among

which Aquarius is placed, are the Whale,

the Fiſhes, Pegaſus, the Dolphin, and Ca

pricorn. The tail of the Whale comes to

ward a level with his right knee, but it is at

ſome distance, and the stream of water from

his urn is between; the fiſhes are placed one

very near the urn in his right hand, and the

other cloſe to the left foot, the line which

ties them running by the river, the head of

Pegaſus, though in a reverſed direction, comes

very near to that of Aquarius, and the neck

hides the lower part of the um, the Dolphin is

vFt
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at a col'diderable distance OVer his left ſhoulder,

and Capricorn is ſo cloſe before him, that his

tail comes up to the body of the figure on the

left ſide.

The old writers from the time of Hippar

chus allowed forty-five stars to this constella

tion. Ptolemy ſets down ſo many, and he

has been followed by all authors to the time

of Tycho Brahe. That judicious astronomer

has ſet down only f0rty-one: but Hevelius,

who followed him, gives forty-ſeven, and

Flamstead has enlarged the number to an hun

dred and eight. Theſe are very equally diſ

perſed over the body of the figure, the urn,

and the river, and are ſo much alike in gene

ral in ſize, that the constellation is distinguiſh

ed by this very equality.

Among them all there is not one star of the

first, nor one of the ſecond magnitude. It is

uſual with ſome to talk of one of the first mag

nitude at the bottom ofthe water, but it is more

customary to account that to the constellation

Piſcis Anſhalis; it is the famous star known

by the distinct name of Fomehaut, and is placed

in the mouth of the ſouthern fiſh. The largest

stars, properly ſpeaking, in the constellation

Aquarius, are only of the third magnitude, but

there arefive or ſix oftheſe, and they are ſuffici

ently conſpicuous. One is in the right ſhoulder,

and another in the left, one in the hinder

arm, one in the leg, and one in the hips, call

ed by many only a fourth in magnitude. The

rest are in general ſmall, ſome of the larger of

them are in the robe, and about the middle

of the figure.

The Greeks, eager to have astronomy ſup

poſed of the originof their country, have not

failed to adapt ſome part of their history, or

fable, to all the figures of the constellations,

that it might appear to others they were of

their inVention : but this was only a pretence.

'ſhe conſtellations were brought to them from

 

among the Egyptians, and they are ſo far from

knowing any thing of their true history, that

they do not comprehend their meaning. They

tell us, that this ſign of Aquarius is a comme

moration of Ganymede, a Trojan boy, whom

Jupiter, by the help of an eagle, carried off

from mount Ida, and raiſed fust to the ho

nour of being his cupbearer, and afterwards

dignified with this place in. the ſkies. They

call the um, and the pouring out of liquor

from it, an emblem of his office: but others

are not contented with this story. They will

have the figure to be that of Deucalion, and

the water running from the urn in ſo large a

stream, to be a commemoration of that de

luge, which in his time overwhelmed all Theſ

ſaly, and which has by ſome been igno

rantly or deſignedly confounded with the uni

verſal deluge in the time of Noah. The

Greeksidestroy the credit of their own ac

counts on theſe ſubjects by their diſagreement

in them, while ſome called the constellation

Aquarius Ganymede, and others Deucalion,

two perſons as different, as could well have

been choſen, from one another; there have

been others who contradicted both, and made

it Cecrops. They tell us, that this is a name

of greater antiquity by far than the others, and

that the urn and the water uſed to be poured

out in ſacrifices to the gods, and that Cecrops

reigned in theſe early ages. They ſay this

constellation repreſents the good old king

pouring out the um of thankſgiving.

We are no more to regard one oftheſe than

the other, the Egyptians, and not the Greeks,

invented the constellations, at least they are

ſo early; and therefore neither Ganymede of

Troy, nor Deucalion of Theſſaly, nor even

their antique Cecrops, were in being when

they were deviſed. The Egyptians characte

riſed the ſeveral periods of the year by ani
mals, whoſe figures they placed in the zſſodiaCZ

the
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the heat and fury of the ſummer-ſun was ſig- *

nified by the raging lion, the time of harvest,

by the ſun-burnt maid of the field, for that

was the original Virgo, the ſeaſon oſ hunting

by Sagittary, and in the ſame manner the

rainy period of the deep winter by this figure

of an human form, pouring water out of an

um.

It is thus we are to explain this, and thus

i we are to understand all the other constella

tions, but in this light we make a farther diſ

covery. Aquarius denotes the bad weather, and

the rain of the midwinter 5 but Egypt knows

no rain; nor is there any ſeaſon there better,

or finer, than the winter. Therefore although

the Greeks borrowed the knowledge of the

constellations from the Egyptians, they alſo

had them from ſome other people, or elſe they

brought them from ſome other place with

them; the last is the most probable. The

uſe of the obſervations of the heavens is ſo

great, that probably it began very early, and

the Egyptians, when they took poſſeffion of

the country about the Nile, brought with

them thus much of astronomy from ſome

other country, where all mankind after the

deluge had lived together.

The antients, as they gave one of the twelve

months of the year to the care and protection

of each of the twelve principal deities, ſo

they alſo gave to each of them the protection

of ſome one of the ſigns of the zodiac. The

constellation Aquarius was given to Diana,

and from this circumstance it is that we meet

with the accounts in the writings of the astro

logers, which give the influence of ſovei

reignty and chastity to Aquarius.

The poets have frequently referred to the

name of this constellation as preſiding over

rains and winter 5 or, according to their lan

guage, and would it could not be' ſaid, alſo,

inſome degree, accordingto their philoſophy, as

 

the cauſe of the cold and wet of thoſe ſeaſons.

We may laugh at this ; but certainly abſurd as

the opinion was, it was not more contemptiblc

than that of ſome later philoſophers, who, as

the day was allowed to be produced by the ſun,

the cauſe of light, attributed the night to cer

tain stars which they ſuppoſed the cauſe of

darkneſs, or, as ſome of their writers have wor

thily expreſſed it, tenebriferous luminaries.

'Tis certain that the opinion of rains, being

occaſioned by certain stars, had obtained in

Arabia to a degree of worſhipping thoſe lumi

naries 5' and we find Mahomet in his alcoran

expreſly forbidding his followers from ſaying,

that the rains, which occaſioned the ſpring

ing of the verdure, came from any particular

nou, or star. Virgil talks of Aquarius in this

ſenſe;

Cumfrigzſidur alim

J'am cadit extrmaque irrorat Aquarius anno

And Horace names the ſame constellation as

bringing on the winter :

quſimul inverſum cantrz'stat Aquarius annum.

Theſe people were apt to ſpeak figuratively,

and it may be allowed to them : but there

have been a ſet of readers who have choſen to

understand all literally ; and from errors and

follies, as egregious as theſe, has ariſen half

the jargon of astrologers.

The astronomers of all nations have preſerv

ed the figure ofa man pouring water out ofan

urn to expreſs this constellation, excepting only

the Arabians, their law did not allow them to

draw an human figure on any occaſion, ſo

they have, in the stead of that, in this ſign,

placed a mule ſaddled and carrying two barrels

of water.

AQUILA,
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AQUILA, the Eagle. One of the constel

lations oſ the northern. hemiſphere. We ſind

it mentioned by all the astronomers, whoſe

works have came down to us, and by all

under the ſame form, and in the ſame ſitua

tion in the heavens. It is one oſ the old

forty-eight constellations, according to the

diviſionoſ which, Hipparchus made his cata

logue ofthe fixed stars, and which are deſcribed

to us by Ptolemy. Some of the old writers

call it a vulture, but the difference is not great.

The figures however which we ſee in ſchemes

of the heavens, always repreſent it, not as a

vulture, but an'eagle.

It is but a ſmall constellation in compariſon

of many that are near it, though thoſe imme

diately about it are not much larger, and one

of them the Sagitta or Arrow, much ſmaller.

In proportion to the ſpace which it occupies

in the heavens it comprehends a conſiderable

quantity of stars, and ſome of them oſ magni

tude, to make them very conſpicuous, ſo that

upon the whole it is as conſpicuous a figure

as any in the hemiſphere, and its place as

early ſound.

The figure in which we ſee it repreſented

exhibits it on the wing, but falling. It _is

ſuppoſed to have been tranſpierced by the ar

row that is near it, and to have made ſo

much of its way downward, as it is out of a

line with that constellation. The body is

large, the wing extended, and the tail in

ſome degree ſpread.

The conſtellations which are placed imme

diately about the Eagle are the Dolphin, the

Fox and Gooſe, and the Arrow. Theſe are

all very near it. The Dolphin is placed in

the front of it, and the figure extends from

the tip of the wing to the head, but at ſome

little distance. The head of the Dolphin is to

wards the wing of the Eagle, its tail over

against the head of that bird. The Fox and

Gooſe are over the Eagle's courſe, and the

 

Arrdw between the fore legs of the Fox, and

the wing oſ the Eagle, already mentioned.

At a distance in the way towards which it

ſeems directing its courſe, are Aquarius and

Capricorn. The tail oſ the Serpent approaches

towards the wing, and Hercules is at a di

stance behind it.

The antients counted fifteen stars in the

ſign Aquila, but then the constellation An

tinous, which has been of later time formed

out of the stars near the Eagle, was not

known, and they counted thoſe unſormed

stars, out oſ which Antinous has been made,

into thoſe oſ the Eagle. When we ſpeak of

the number allowed to the constellation Aquila

by the late astronomers, we are to be unden

stood as treating oſ thoſe in the figure of the

Eagle alone, for the-unformed stars which the

antients uſed to account to it, we bring in un

der the Antinous. Tycho ſpeaking of the

Eagle in this distinct light, allows it only

twelve stars. Hevclius adds to the number

conſiderably, he makes them twenty-three;

and our Flamstead, whoſe accuracy and diſ

cemment has outdone them all, makes them

no fewer than ſeventy-one in the two constel

lations, for he alſo counts them together.

Of theſe there is one a lucid and glorious

one of the first magnitude; it is near the in

ſertion of the neck, and is distinguiſhed by

astronomers under the peculiar name of Lucida

Aquilz, and by ſome is called ſu'nply Aquila,

it having been a custom with many to call a

constellation, and ſome other particular star in

it, by the ſame name. This is the caſe in

Lyra and ſome others. There have been ſome

for denying this bright star a place in the first

claſs, they-have reduced it-to the ſecond ; but

theſe distinctions are ſo arbitrary that it were

idle to enter into the conſideration. Certainly

the Lucida Aquilae is not ſo large as Sirius, but

as certainly there is no other star allowed to

. be
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be of the ſecond magnitude, that is equal to

it. There are indeed among the ſeveral claſſes

into which men have, for convenience, ar

ranged the stars not two exactly alike in any

one aſſortment. There is not one star of the

ſecond magnitude in this constellation, but

there are ſome of the third, and they make a

conſpicuous appearance. The rest are of the

inferior orders in point of ſize, but not in ge

neral of the ſmallest. They are diſpoſed pretty

regularly over the whole figure, but the body

has fewer of them than the wings, and ſmaller.

There are ſeveral of the third magnitude in

each wing, and ſome in the neck near to the

head. The head itſelf and the tail have many

finalL ones. Toward the right of the tail,

and near the inſertion, there is a cluster.

The Greeks, according to their custom,

have deviſed a great many accounts of the ori

gin of this constellation. 'Tis this diverſity of

stories that expoſes all to ſuſpicion. Had the

thing been their own, they would have known

its origin, and one account would have been

ſufficient. 'Tis undoubted that they received

the figure of this constellation with the rest from

their instructors the Egyptians. Probably Tha

les brought it to them ; but, eager to be believed

the founders of the ſcience, they would make

it their own, by adaptinga part of their history

10 it.

Some ſay it is the Eagſe which their Jupiter

commiffioned to run away, with Ganymede

from mount Ida. Jupiter, they ſay, repaid the

ſervice by placing it in the heavens. Others

ſay, the Eagle was Ganymede himſelf at length

converted into that form, and placed in the

ſphere. But many give it another origin; they

tell us of one Merops, a king of Coos, who

married one of the retinue of Diana; they tell

us, that the goddeſs ſhot the nymph with one

of her arrows ; that which, as they ſay, is still

preſervedin the heavens, and that Juno, after

A
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a ſeries of miſery, transformed Merops into an

Eagle, and at length placed him there. Others

ſay, that when Jupiter, in the form of the

Swan, debauched Leda, he obtained the fa

vour of Venus to purſue him in the ſhape of

an Eagle. 'Twas in this pretended distreſs,

they ſay, that he found the protection of that

lady, and that he repaid the benefit by placing

the Eagle of Venus as well as his OWn Swan

in the ſkies.

But all theſe diſagree with the accounts

which the ſame writers gave of the neighbour

ing constellation, the Arrow; for they ſay,

that was the star with which Hercules tranſ

ſixed the Eagle, or the Vulture, for they called

it indifcriminately by either name, which fed

upon the liver of Prometheus. If that be the

caſe, this Eagle is the bird there ſpoken of, for

they fay 'tis fixed in the ſides just below the

Arrow, we are therefore to understand that

this was the bird' which Vulcan made by his

art, and' which Jove gave life unto, that it

might execiite his vengeance upon the chained

Prometheus, who had been guiltyrof ſo many

inſolencies toward his divinity: See the? article

Þ SAGtTTA..

ARA, the liſten'r One of the old ſixty

eight constellations mentioned by all astrono

mers, and ſituated in the ſouthern hemiſphere,

It is a figure in the heavens of very finall exe

tent, and it comprehends only a ſmall number

of stars. Theſe however are ſome of them

large enough to be distinguiſhable beyond thoſe

about them, and they are placed alſo in ſo.

ſmall a compaſs, that although a great deal

is not to be ſaid in favour of their conforming _

themſelves to the lines of the figure, they are

yet in the whole congexies -, very conſpi

cuous, and the constellationjs very eaſily di

stinguiſhed.

a;
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It is repreſmted in the ſchemes of the hea

vens by the figure of an altar, of plain struc

ture, broad at the bottom, and narrow at the

top, and a body of fire and ſmoke is figured

as riſing from its top, which is more than

equal to the whole altar in extent, and

contains likewiſe the greater part of the stars

that are accounted to the constellation.

The other figures among, and between

which the altar is placed, are the Bird of Para

diſe, the Peacodc, the Southern Crown, the

Scorpion, the Wolf and Centaur, and the

Southern Triangle. The beak of the Bird of

Paradiſe comes Very near the top of the

ſmoke, the tail of the Peacock alſo comes

very near the ſmoke, the Southern Crown is

at a distance from its foot, and the lower part

of the Scorpion's tail is alſo very near one part

oſ the foot, the Wolf and Centaur are at a

distance above, and the Southern Triangle

comes very near_the top of the ſmoke. The

old astronomers counted only ſeven stars to

the constellation Ara, but Flamstead has add

ed two to the number, and made them nine.

Not one of theſe is of the first, ſecond, or

third magnitude, but there are five of the

fourth, and two of the fifth. Theſe are the

ſeven old stars allow-'ed to the constellation,

the two added by Flamstead are ſmaller 3 the

greater part of theſe are in the ſmoke g there

are only three on the body of the altar, and

one of theſe is not very conſpicuous. r

When we conſider that the worſhip of the

host of heaven was as early almost as astro

nomy, and that a degree of piety was always

mixed with the antient obſervations ofthe stars,

we ſhall not wonder that an altar was a figure

very early added to the constellations. It is

doubtleſs of Egyptian origin, as indeed are al

most all the others; but the Greeks, who

are not willing to have the origin of that ſci

ence, which they taught the rest of the world,

V01.. I. '

 

carried out of their own country, will have-'it _

to relate to ſome part of their history. This

is their univerſal custom with reſpect to the

whole forty-eight, every one of which has

ſome part of their fable annexed to it. They

tell us, that- this is the altar on which the gods

themſelves ſwore, and bound themſeIVes to

one another, when they entered into a league

against the Titans; they ſay, it was the

work of the Cyclops. This they give as the

origin of all ſolemn engagements, and ſay,

that men, having been informed of this act

among the gods, when they had any ſolemn

league to make with one another, always be

gan it by ſacrifice.

ARANEA. A constellation offered to the

astronomical world, and compoſed of a cluster

of unformed and very conſpicuous stars near.

the ſign Virgo.

The creature, under the out-lines of whoſe

figure they are comprehended, is-the common

long-legged ſpider,whichwe ſee in. fields among

the graſs in ſummer, and which the old writers

on natural history have all.- deſcribed under the

name of the field ſpider, and the late ones

under that of the long-legged ſpidcr, or'

Acarus.

It is a little constellation, but for the ſpace

it occupies is not ill. providedof stars, and they

are very happily diſpoſed to anſwer to the prin

cipal parts of the figure 5 it is repreſented in, a

posture of walking, raiſedfrom the ground by'

its long legs, and marching from the constel

lation Virgo toward the lower part of that of

Hydra.

The only constellation, beſide theſe, which

is near to it, is the Raven on the back of the

Hydra, and at ſomedistance are the ſcales of

the ſign Libra. It occupies a ſpace between

theſe, but does not fill it up, or become at all

confounded with them, although it takes in

F i all
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all the stars that are left unformed by thoſe 3

theſe stars luckily stand in a cluster together

about the middle of the ſpace, and are all

vplaced in ſome particular part of the figure of

this infect. The hinder part of the ſpider is

very near to the knee of Virgo, and to the

.ſpike or ear of corn in the left hand : its head

is directed toward that part of the body of the

Hydra a little below where the raven ſits, but

at ſome distance; the tail of the raven is

.nearly at an equal distance from the left legs

of the ſpider, its right legs are near a part of

'the robe of Virgo, and are turned toward the

ſign of Libra; but this is at a conſiderable

distance.

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Aranea are thirteen, and they are far the

greater part of ſuch magnitudes as to make a

very bright appearance. There is one placed

'just at the meeting of the forceps before the

head, and one star at the extremity of the

body, or at the rump of the creature. The

rest are diſpoſed about the legs and feet. With

reſpect to the four legs on the right ſide, there

is one star at the extremity or foot oſeach;

and on the third there is alſo another ſtar about

'the joint of the knee. With reſpect to the

four on the left ſide, the first leg has two stars

almost cloſe together at the extremity or foot 3

the ſecond has 'one at the upper joint, and one

at the foot; the third has none at the foot,

but one at the middle joint; and the fourth

has one at the foot, and none in any other

part. Theſe are all remote enough from the

nearest of thoſe of any other conſtellation, and

there is no confuſion.

ARC aſ a Circle. A part of the circum

ſerence of a circle of whatever magnitude.

See Cmcuz.

ARC diurnal gſ t/Jc Sun. W'hcn from the

 

place of obſervation the ſun's apparent diurnal

motion is performed in a circle, one part of

which is above the horizon, and another part

of it is below the horizon, that part of this

circle which is above the horizon, is what

astronomers call the ſun's diurnal are; and,

on the contrary, that part of the ſame circle

which is below the horizon, is called the ſun"

nocturnal arc.

ARC mcturnal. That part of the cirde

which the ſun deſcribes in his motion round

the earth, and in his diurnal courſe, which is

below the horizon of the place of obſervation.

On the difference of theſe depends the diffe

rence of length of day and night: and to

the equality of the diurnal and noctumal are:

under the line, it is owing that there is there

a perpetual equinox; that is, the days and

nights are equal throughout the whole year,

every day being twelve hours, and every night

twelve hours.

ARCAS. A name by which ſome of the

old writers call the star Arcturus 3 a ſingle and

very bright star of the ſirst magnitude, be

tween the legs of .the constellation Bootes.

This was the name of the youth, the ſon of

Callisto, whom, they ſay, Jupiter raiſed into

heaven. See ARCTURUS.

ARCHER. One of the constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, and of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac. It is placed between the

Scorpion and Capricorn. See SAGITTARIUS.

ARCTIC CIRCLE. We find the antient

astronomers frequently uſing this term in

ſpeaking of the viſible hemiſphere. They mean

by it the largest parallel that is ſeen entire

above the horizon ofany place in north lati

tude 3 this they call the Arctic Circle of that

v place. And in the compaſs of this circle,

01'
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or 'm the extent between the circum

fcrence and the north pole, are arranged

thoſe stars which are always above the hori

zon in that place, and make their revolution

above the horizon in circles parallel to the

equator; theſe, whenever it was dark enough,

were to be ſeen in ſome part or other of the

compaſs of that circle.

ARCTIC POLE. The north pole. See 'be

article POLES qftbe world, and CIRCLES eff

'be ſphere.

ARCTOPHYLAX. A name by which

ſome of the old writers have called the star

Arcturus. A ſingle fixed star of the first

magnitude thus named, ſituated between the

thighs of Bootes, near to the left knee of that

constellation. They ſay Arcas, the ſon of

Callisto, byJupiter, when he was about to have

killed his mother in the ſhape of a bear, was,

together with her, ſnatched up into heaven,

andſhe converted into the Great Bear near the

north pole 5 and the youth into this ſingle star.

ARCTURUS. A name given by the

Greeks to a star of the first magnitude in the

northern hemiſphere toward the pole; it is

placed at ſome distance from the Great Bear,

and is between the thighs of Bootes. The

Greeks regarded this ſingle star as a constel

lation, they honouredit withthispeculiar name,

and gave an history of its origin, as they did

of thoſe of the other constellations.

Callisto, who was afterwards, in form of

the Great Bear, raiſed up into a constellation,

they tell us, brought forth a ſon to Jupiter,

whom they called Arcas. They ſay, that

Lyacon, when Jupiter afterwards came to viſit

him, cut the boy to pieces, and ſerved him up

at the table. Jupiter, in revenge, as well as

by way of puniſhment, they add, called

 
down lightning to conſume the palace, and

turned the monarch into a wolf. The limbs

of the boy were gathered up, they ſay, and

the god gave them life again, and he was

educated by ſome of the people. His mother,

who was all tlu's time a bear in the woods,

ſell in his way z he chaced her, ignorant of

the fact, and ſhe threw herſelf, to avoid him,

into the temple of Jupiter: >hc followed her

thither to destroy her, and this being death by

the laws of the country, they ſay, Jupiter took

them both up into heaven to prevent the pu

niſhment, making her the Great Bear among

the constellations, and converting the youth

into this ſingle star behind her.

The stars particulariſed in the ſcriptures are

ſo few, that it were unpardonable not to in

form ourſelves concerning them as ſar as at this.

distanceof time that maybedone. Arcturus is one

of theſe, at least the Engliſh verſion, and many

of the other tranſlations, give it ſo : but we have

cauſe to doubt whether the verſion agrees as

perfectly as it ought ſi) to do with the original,

were it only for this, that Arcturus is not ſo

conſiderable a star in point of its uſe as many

that might have been ſelected; nor indeed

does it appear that the ſacred writers, when

they look up to the heavens for instances of

the power and goodneſs of God, ſelected, at

any time, a ſingle star to expreſs that power,

or one of no immediate uſe to mankind, to

give an example of that goodneſs; The heaa

vens were, at the time when thoſe books, in

which this word occurs, were written, divided

into constellations, and a reſpect was paid to

their forms. The naming one of theſe con

stellations was a thing- of more dignity than

the naming a ſingle star 5 and ſome of theſe

were the directors of the huſhandmen, and

others of them the guides to ſailors : theſe

were of uſe, and all were of ſhew and ſplen<

dor ; it is therefore much more probable, that__

F 2 a con
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a constellation ſhould be named on any occa

ſion oſ this kind than a ſingle star; and among

vthoſe it was most likely that ſuch ſhould be

mentioned, as men had already ſet up to them

ſelves ſor ſigns and marks of the ſeaſons, or

.points by which to direct their courſe when

they had no other marks that could ſerve them

for that purpoſe ; whether this were in voy

aging out oſ ſight of ſhore, or in travelling

over the vast deſerts which they paſſed, and

in the whole ſpace oſ which there was no

land-mark voſ any kind: for we find, by the

earliest historians, that they uſed the constella

tions, eſpecially thoſe towardthe north- pole,

'on theſe occaſions.

That an eastern writer, when he had a deſire

to expreſs the greatneſs and power of thedeity,

ſhould look up to the heavens, and call in

to his affistance the vast form of ſome con

stellation, conſisting of a multitude of stars;

or, that when he was eager to diſplay his good

neſs together with his power, he ſhould appeal

to ſuch of theſe as mark the ſeveral ſeaſons oſ

.the year, or points of the heavens 3 is very na

tural : ſince the 'uſe of ſuch was as con

ſpicuous as the amazing structure oſ the

others. But why, when he had the whole

furniture of the ſkies at .his command, he

ſhould ſix upon a ſingle star, none can ſay,

nor indeed is it to be ſuppoſed that any would

do ſo. If it be urged that Arcturus is a large

and bright star, and therefore conſpicuous, the

reaſon will not be allowed at all concluſive.

Arcturus is. a zstar oſ the first magnitude, but

.zhere are.many more ſuch in the hemiſphere 5

and it isnot die mostxonſiderable of theſe,

.ſmce Sirius, and that .in .Lyra, with ſeveral

- others that might be named, exceed Arcturus

-.in this particular: beſide, that theſe being al

ready ,received into constellations (for the

greater part oſ theſe large stars were very early

received into ſome or other) the writer would

 

have had an opportunity oſ naming I'

them with the rest in the mention oſ ſuch a'
constellation. i

It Will appear from theſe obſervations, and

it will be veriſied by the examination, that,

when the inſpired writers looked up to the

heavens for testimony of the power and other

attributes of God, they did not refer them

ſelves to any ſingle star, for that would have

been idle, nor to the constellations at random,

ſorthat would have been vague and undeter

minate ; but they always ſelected ſome parti

cular constellation or constellations, for they

uſually named two or three together; always

aſſemblages of stars, not ſingle ones: and

among the number of thoſe which were be

fore them, they did not take one or another

at random, but always ſelected ſuch as were

particulariſcd by the people, among whom

they wrote, and ſerved them for uſeful purpoſes.

This we ſhall find by examining the ſeveral

parts oſ ſcripture, in which there is any men

tion oſ constellations, or of any thing relating

to the heavens: and as this is univerſally .the

caſe, we ſhall have reaſon to believe that this

particular word, which the tranſlators have

rendered by Arcturus, did, in reality, _ as well

as the rest, mean a constellation, or an aſſem

blage oſ stars, and not a ſingle star.

In order to know what things are, it

first neceſſary to diſcover what they are not .;

iſ we take the name Arcturus, upon credit, to

be a proper verſion of the word-diſh, for that

is the term which stands-in this place in, the

Hebrew bible, we ſhall have no buſineſs to

enquire farther ; but if we find reaſon to que

stion the authority oſ this verſion, we may

then begin to ſeek after a better, and to de

termine what was the constellation intended

by the ſacred writers in that place, where the

have uſed the word thatis rendered by Arc

turus.

It
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' his-natural to ſuppoſe, that astronomy, ſo i

far as it concerned the fixed stars, Was a very

.early ſcience. People who lived in an open

country, who had the concerns of huſbandry

.to mind, and who had as yet no regular di

viſion of the year, naturally looked up to the

heavens. They ſaw certain stars return at cer

tain periods, and they perceived that the fruits

.of the earth, and the breeding of their cattle,

followed regularly theſe appearances ; they

marked them therefore as notices of what was

.about to follow, and they ſoon after began to

conſider the riſing of certain others as indica

tions of approaching, though not immediately

approaching ſeaſons. There was a time for

ſowing, that their harvest might be ready un

der a certain other ſeries of stars, which

marked the. proper period for the cutting of it.

"They'had no other way of knowing this feeds

time but' by the riſmgs of theſe stars, and they

therefore took account of them as much as of

'the others.

In order to implant theſe things infheir me

mory,they had not'recourſe to any ſingle star on

either 'occaſion ; for as there are' more than

one of any determinate bigneſs or appearance,

they might be miſled by that z '\but they choſe

to remark a certain nuniber together, ten,

twenty, thirty, or more, which stood in a

-certain relation 'toF-one another, that 'was

not to be found' in any other ſeries. Any clu

>ster of stars were by this means to be distin

guiſhed from any other cluster in the heavens

with perfect preciſion, and beyond a poſſibility

of error, although no ſingle star could be ſo

well distinguiſhed. It was this that .natu

rally gave origin to the constellations.

There were quantities of stars, that, riſing

--together, denoted the ſeaſon of certain events

-'m huſbandry ; and how could they ſo Well

ibe remembered, as by giving to them ſome

ziigure correſponding, or, in ſome degree,
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correſponding to the thing-they repreſented,

or which they might, by the help of a little

fancy, be ſuppoſed to repreſent in the heavens.

Thus one parcel of theſe stars was ſuppoſed to

repreſent the form of a giant, another cluster

that of a ſerpent, and ſo of the rest. When

theſe aroſe they knew what was proper to be

done in the field or vineyard. This we find

by their expreſſions on the occaſion. When

Virgil would ſay that he is about to tell

the ſeaſons at which the ſeveral articles of

huſbandry are to be ſet about, he does not uſe

the name of any time of thelyear, but ſays

under what star;

Quafidſſe trrram ' i

'Ya-tare, tt u/mi: adjungert wite-s.

And .we find him, in the ſame manner alſo

afterwards talking of the Lucidus Anguis, that

*is, the constellation Draco, and of ſome

others. ,

When the huſbandmen had.- marked the ne

ceſſary ſeaſons of their labours by certain stars,

which they haire-preſented to themſelves, as

belonging to certain parts of the figures of pe

culiar animals, or other forms, the marks of

fancy or whim, the travellers began .to find

that an obſervation of the heavens zmight be

alſo of vast uſe to them. Not- only thoſe who

first ventured out of ſight- of land win their little

barks, but thoſe who travelled by land over

the vast deſarts in- which all was' as vacant of

marks, or any other means ofdirection for their

courſe,-as on the ſea itſelf. Theſe began to look

up rto- the heavens for what they could not 'find

l- elſewhere, and among the ſeveral stars which

'offered in the bright nights to their obſer

vation, they found ſome, which, being near

the pole, did not change their places like' the

others, and were therefore proper for their

marks ofguidance. This was very natural,

and

'* r**'** l
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and rinrflhavebeenpas we are told it was, very l

antient. Diodorus Siculus, and others of the

early historians, mention this obſervation of

the ſtars about the pole, by thoſe who purſued

their travels over the deſarts of Arabia, and it

is poſſible that it may have been earlier than

the obſervation of the ſame stars at ſea, and

may indeed have given origin to it. Indeed,

without a previous knowledge that there were

ſuch ſtars which would ſo affist them, it is

ſcarce to be conceived that any people could

dare to venture out to ſea, or iſ they did ven

ture out, that they could poflibly get back

again.

Thus we find the origin of certain constel-_

lations very naturally explained ; and ſo

that it was indeed in a manner impoſſible

men could have been long without forming

them. But theſe would be only a few, three

or four for the huſbandman, and one or two

for the travellers would be ſufficient. The

arrangement of all the ſtars in the heavens

into constellations, might very naturally fol

low this, when men had leiſure and curioſity;

but although this first formation of the few

constellations that were neceſſary for the af

fairs of life, had led the way to it, many

agcs might eaſily paſs before the work of cu_

rioſity was accompliſhed 3 many pofiibly be

fore it was ſet about.

Experience testiſies what it was thus natu

ral to ſuppoſe ſhould be the caſe with reſpect

to the constellations of the early ages; four

or five it was natural to imagine would be

thus formed long before any others were

thought of, and accordingly we do find

that four or five conſtellations are named

among the very early writers of all nations,

and we find none added to them for a

great many ages. In the earliest Written

books of the ſcripture-s, we find no mention oſ

 

any conflellations, nor indeed was it to be

imagined that we ſhould, for many who are

for carrying the origin of aſtronomy ver high,

do not yet pretend to make it ſo early as the

days of Moles: but in the later books, as the

prophecics of Iſaiah and Amos, ' and in the

book of Job, which, for that reaſon only,

were there no others, might be concluded not

to be written by Moſes, as ſome have very

idly pretended; there is mention of ſome.

Theſe are, as it was natural they ſhould be

in ſo early a period, only four or five, and

they are the ſame in all theſe writers. When

Amos appeals to the heavens, as tefiifying the

glory and power of God, he mentions three

or four constellations. When the author,

whoſoever that was, of the book of Job, is

warm in expreſſmg the power and goodneſs of

God, he alſo mentions about the ſame num

ber 5 and when Iſaiah denounces the venge

ance of the Almighty, he threatens darkning

the constellations, as one of the articles of

that puniſhment men were to ſuffer, and he

alſo confines himſelf within the ſame number.

They all mention theſe few, and only theſe

few, and they all expreſs them by the ſame

names. Theſe are Chimah, Cheſil, Aiſh,

Nabaſh-Barih, and Mazaroth and Mazaloth.

In the ſame manner we find the old

Greeks, when they have occaſion to ſpeak of

the conſtellations, mention only very few.

Four or five is alſo their number, and in the

writings of whatſoever authors they occur, the

names are, as among the Hebrews, always

the ſame. Orion, the Pleiades, and Arcturus,

are three which we find named in the most

antient of their writings, and after theſe the

Hyades and Syrius; and in the ſucceeding

time the others. The constellations were in

vented by the Egyptians, Babylonians, and

Chaldeans, and by them taught to the

Greeks -,
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Greeks z the learned 'nen ofthe latter nation,

for many centuries before the Chriſtian azra,

making it a part of their education to'travel

to As the Egyptians did not invent

all the conſtellations at a time, ſo neither did

the Greeks name them all at a time. They

were placed one after another, as curioſity en

la'ged itſelf in the maps of the heavens

among the Egyptians; and they were after

ward brought ſucceffively, and not all together,

into Greece, and added one after another to

the ſphere of that country; for that the Gre

cian ſphere was not compleated at once, is a

matter of abtmdant testimony.

Having thus far looked into the origin of

aſtronomy, which cannot be thought foreign

to a work of this kind, and which (as a gene

ral knowledge of the whole is requiſite t'o the

perfectly understanding of any part) was even

neceſſary to the explaining this ſingle constella

tion, of which we treat under the name of

Arcturus; it may be time to enquire into the

motives of the tranſlators of the Bible, for giv

ing the names of certain Greek confiellations,

as a verſion of certain words which they very

properly judged to be names of constellations

in the Hebrew. It is certain, that they did

this at random, and that they have com

mitted great errors in it ; and the agreeing to

this is a first step to our coming at the truth.

It has been already obſerved, that the 'He

brew books mention only four or five conſtel

lations, and theſe they have under names,

which there is no reaſon to ſuppoſe the tran

flators understood; for we cannot, with any

degree of probability, ſuppoſe thoſe tranſlators,

-bc they who they would, to have been at all

acquainted with the Chaldaean, or old astro

nomy, to which they belonged. In this caſe

let us conſider, what it was most likely they

would do, and We ſhall lind they have done

it.

I
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What would have been proper for them to

do is plain ; when they did not understand the

term in the original, they ſhould have conti

nued it in the tranſlation ; and not have at

tempted to give its meaning; but this, though

done in ſome paſſages of the ſoriptures, is not

practiſed in theſe. We ſhall find them deter

mined to tranſlate what they found to he the '

names of four or five constellations, and whioh

they did not know how to appropriate to any

in particular. What were they then to do!

They found theſe were only a ſmall number,

and they found a finall and an equal number

mentioned by the early Greeks, and gueſſing,

not without ſome degree of reaſon, that time

four or five of the Greeks, being the earlieſt

of the oanstellations, were the ſame with thoſe

of the Hebrew,- they determined to give their

names for the tranſlation oftheſe words. When

this was done, it yet remained to aſcertain

which oſ the Greek names belonged to which

of the Hebrew 5 and this it was plain was to

be done at random.

It has happened, that the first conjecture

was in ſome degree true, and that a part of

the few old Greek constellations were the

ſame with theſe of the Hebrew writers, but

not all. Orion and the Pleiades are indeed

two of the Hebrew constellations, but Arctuſi

me has no place among them. And as to

thoſe two, it has ſo happened that neither of

them have been referred to that Hebrew name

to which they belonged.

The Greek verſion of the Bible has every'

where tranſlated Chimah by the Plciades 5 but

Chimah properly ſignifies a giant, and is the

name oſ Orion. They tranſlated the word

Cheſel by Orion, and that is the real name

of Urſa- Major, the Great Bear, and when

uſed, as it is by Iſaiah, in the plural number,

Cheſilim, ſignifies the two Bears, or the con

.ttcllations Urſa Major and Urſa Minor. Aiſh

is
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is the Word they'have rendered by Arcturus,

butthis is the proper name of the Plciades, as

.will be proved in the ſucceeding part of this
article. And the ſiNabaſh Barih, the plain

lEngliſh ofwhich is the crooked ſerpent, they

do not ſeem to have understood as the name

of, a constellation, but of the creature itſelf ;

but hQWever it is plain, that it means the con?

stellation Draco. v ,

, Before we proceed to the reaſons for de

claring Aiſh not to mean the star Arcturus, as

it is-tranſlAted, but the constellation Pleiades,

which is the 'immediate buſineſs of this en

quiiy, it may be neceſſary to explain the rea

ſons for ſuppoſing the tranſlators of the Bible,

not acquainted with the ſcience, by means of

which alone they could have been enabled to

render theſe words properly. That they have

not done ſo, is evident from the paſſages them

ſelves 3 and that they could not, will appear as

plain from an enquiry into who they were

that made the tranſlation. Men might be

capable of doing perfect justice to every other

part of a work like theybible, and yet, in this

ſingular circumstance, they might be quite de

ficient : and this will be found to have been

exactly the caſe.

We are first of all then to enquire, who they

were that made the tranſlations of thoſe books

of the Old Testament, in which theſe constel

lations are mentioned. That they were the

body of learned men, understood by the name

of the Septuagint tranſlators, is not to be aſ

certained, ſince there is ſome reaſon to believe

thoſe men did not tranſlate the whole Old

Testament, but only a part : perhaps only

the books of Moſes. If theſe did not, it is

hard to ſay who it was that did tranſlate theſe

books: and this is to be obſerved, with rc-_

gard to the probability of their not having

tranſlated them, that the book of Job, which

is one of the three in which the constellations

 

are "named, is very ill tranſlated in- man,

places : in ſome the ſenſe of the author is quite

mistaken, and in others it is very imperfectly

expreſled. If the tranſlators oftheſe books were

not the learned perſons employed by Ptolemy

to give _a verſion of- the law, they appear to

have been much inferior to them in abilities,

and conſequently leſs to be depended on: but

as this cannot be proved, for negatives are not

eaſily proved, eſpecially in caſes ſo obſcure,

let us ſuppoſe that they were theſe perſons

who made the tranſlation, and we ſhall still

find there is reaſon enough to conclude they

were ignorant of the meaning of theſe words.

They might be very well verſed in the lan

guages, but quite ignorant of the ſcience of

astronomy, by which alone they would have

been enabled to understand thoſe terms. The

Jews never were allowed a wiſe people, the

ſciences never were regarded among them ;*

and of all others astronomy was the least likely

to be regarded, and was that of which we find

the least probability of their ever having taken

any notice. It would havei'been dangerous

-indeed for any one among them to have at

tempted it: for the worſhip of the host of

heaven having been always named to them

among the most heinous idolatries, they

Would not have distinguiſhed between study

ing their motions, and adoring them as divi

nities. In their most proſperous times we find

no account of their having applied themſelves

to any of the ſciences whatever, and in their

distreſſes it is not to be ſuppoſed they would:

when they were ſlaves, and that to masters,

whoſe affairs were themſelves fluctuating, and

whoſe government often in danger, we can

not ſuppoſe they applied themſelves to ſuch

studies 5 and afterwards we ſee all their at

temps in learning were confined to a credulous

study oſ their own language, which had been

in part lost, and in the old phraſes, of which
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it was their ſole employment to find or 'fancy

myſtical meanings.

In the best of theſe ſituations we ſhall not

find the Jews likely to understand any great

matter oſ astronomy: if there was a time

When they canbe conceived to have known

any thing at all oſ it, it is most probably that

oſ their captivity, when they were among a

people who studied it. At this time they

might have heard the names of a ſew of the

principal constellations, but after this, there

is no doubt of their ſorgeting them again, as

when gathered to themſelves again, they

would neglectthe learning and knowledge of

their conquerors ; and retain no trace of

things, which had never been studied among

their people.

We ſhall find by this that even the Septua

gint tranſlators, whom Ptolemy engaged to

make a verſion oſ the whole, or of ſome part

at least oſ the Old Testament into Greek,

were not likely to know any thing of the terms

of a ſcience, not at all cultivated among them;

and that,-ſuppoſing them to have been the

tranſlators oſ the books of Job and Iſaiah,

and Amos, still we ſhould have no reaſon to

abide by their deciſions, as to what was meant

by the names of certain constellations men

tioned in thoſe books.

That the tranſlators of thoſe books, whe

ther they were theſe or others, were quite un

informed of the nature of theſe constellations,

and the meaning oſ the terms by which they

Were expreſſed, is obvious, in that they have

not rendered the term Nabaſh Barih, by any

name of a constellation at all: not having

Called it Draco, but tranſlated the words as if

ſpoken oſ" the ſerpent, as a reptile upon the

earth; though this could not be the intent oſ

the author; as appears by the context, in

which he names the heavens, whoſe ſpirit

waketh the heavens, and whoſe hand hath

VOL. I.

 

formed the crooked ſerpent. Now it was

not at all natural to ſuppoſe the ſame ſentence

meant to deſcribe the vast power oſ the crea

tor, ſhould call in the heavens as a testimony ,

of it, and add ſo inconſiderable a creature as

the ſerpent oſ the earth ; beſide that, the epi
thet which exactly expreſſes tortuous, has no- - A

thing to do with the ſerpent of the earth 3 þſgl'

although it can twist itſelf about, yet, as it does

not always appear twisted, it would never.

_ have had ſuch an epithet added to its name in

general ; whereas the constelration Draco is

crooked, or exactly what we mean by tortuous,

and its figure in the heavens could not be ex

preſſed by a more proper word. In the ſame

manner, their tranſlating Chimah, which ſig

nifiesa giant, by the Pleiades, and calling Cheſil

Orion, although in other places it was in the

plural number, and although in the very place

in Job, where it is first named, there are, con

nected within it, words which ſigniſy hands

and looſening, ſhew that they neitherknev'

what was meant by the term they ſound in the

Hebrew, nor gave themſelves the trouble to

examine; for certainly, iſ they had conſidered

that this Cheſil, as it was one of the few con

stellations first named, must be one of thoſe

which were of uſe to mankind; if they had

conſidered that Iſaiah makes the-obſcuring its

light, an article of divine vengeance, they

would have known that its uſe must be the most

important; and iſ they had added to this th' _

naming it by Iſaiah in the plural number, as

expreſſmg two constellations oſ the ſame deno

mination ; and, finally, the terms of looſing

the hands or cords belonging to it, they must

have been led to determine, that it was not

Orion, as they have tranſlated it, and to which

it has no one article oſ alluſion, but the Great

Bear, or the two bears, for ſuch it certainly

is. Theſe the old authors, even the old

Greels, did not call two bears, but two wag

G gons 5
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gons; theſe are of ſuch importance'to a na

tion, that there was no voyaging or travelling

without their aſiiſlance; and they, as they

were repreſented to be drawn each by a team

of horſes, might very well jufiiſy the uſe of ty

ing and leoſing, and oſ cords or hands, witl -

out which they could not be fastened to the

'carriage This was undoubtedly the meaning

of the term,, and the explanation oſ the words

uſed in mentioning it 5 and it would have

been much better to have attempted it thus,

ſſ by way oſ finding out what was meant by

the word, than to have endeavoured to LX<

'plain the terms binding and looſing by the chi

merical alluſion to northern stars ſhutting u-p

the earth, and ſourthern ſtars opening it, and

making way for fruits and flowers.

Instead of that method of commenting upon

the accidents, it ſurely would have been more

rational to have fallen upon the other, oſ ex

plaining the term itſelf: and this is what, after

this long but neceſſary introduction, I ſhall

endeavour with reſpect to the Word Aiſh ;

ſſwhich the tranſlators oſ the b00k oſ Job have

rendered Arcturus, but which, I am Con

I'inced, means the Pleiades. Without thus

much, by way of preface, many might have

been unwilling to doubt the Scptuagint tranſla

tion, for ſo it is all called, oſthe bible ; and,

'without instances of the palpable mistakes

_whi-eb thoſe tranſlators have made with regard

to the other constellations that are named in

the ſame books, it might have been with re

iuctancc that many would have liflened to the

opinion of an error with reſpect to this.

In all things, to understand an authorrightly,

the first ſtep is to obſerve the context, and in

this particular we ſhall find that to be the road

to a true explanation. We have ſeen, that, by

Conſidering the words uſed with, and applied

to, .the constellation Cheſil, mentioned in Job

anllſaizb, it appeared not only that it Was

 

be great reaſon to believe that it is this, and

i not that which is givenas the 'tranſlation of i

the word, but we found what it certainly is,

that it is not Orion but Urſa. In the ſame

manner let us conſul" the words, where

Aiſh, rendered Arcturus, is mentioned, and

we ſhall find not only that it is not Arcturus,"

but that it is the Pleiades.

Chimah and Cheſil. are mentioned ſeveral

times, but this Aiſh only once, in the ſcriptures.

The paſſage is in the book of Job, and it is

this : T Canst thou bind the ſweet influence

" of Chimah (that is oſ Orion) or looſe the

hands of Chelil (that is Amaxa, the wain).

V Canst thou bring out Mazzaroth in his ſea

a ſon (that is, the ſeveral parts of that circle

" which the antients called the circle of the

a moon, or manſions of the moon) or lead

V Aiſh, Arctnrus, as they tranſlate it (but truly

* the Pleiades) with its ſons i"

According to the plan of this investigation,

we are to examine what is the meaning of

the words its ſons, for that will lead us to know

to what constellation the term is applicable, and

that the Pleiades, and noother, can bethe proper

renderng ofthe word All/21. That Arcturus has

not, norcan have, any thing that can beexpreſſed

by the term his ſons, or his children, is obvi

ous; all that the commentators have attempt

ed, by Way of accounting for the expreſſion, is

to ſay, that it meant the ſtars about Arcturus ;

.but this might as well be ſaid oſ any other con

stellation, ſince there are stars about all the

other constellations 5 and therefore a writer,

equal to the language and ſublimity of the book

of Job, would not have mentioned ſuch a

thing with no better meaning. That there is

nothing particular with regard to Arcturu-s

Aa

's

'which ſhould make any other stars be called

its children, is certain: let us examine who

ther there be any Other conſtellation that may

.have a right to have other stars called by this

name, and iſ we find ſuch a one, there 'will

not
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not Arcturus, which was intended by the

Word in the original.

Wc know the figurative manner of expreſii- r

on that was univerſal throughout the east 5 and,

according to this, we ſhall fmd that any num

ber of stars, understood to be attendants on

any cordi'ellation, or followers of its motions,

might be Very naturally called its family, its

children, or its ſons. Now we ſhall ſee, that

not only a particular number of stars about the

constellation Aiſh, as thoſe imagined who ren

dered it Arcturus, though without any parti

cular reaſonforſuch an imagination,werecalled

its ſons 5 but that all the host of heaven, the

whole train of the fixed stars, are, with great

propriety and strictneſs, according to the old

philoſophy, to bc called the children of the

Pleiades, and this is much more ſuitable to the

dignity of the writer of the book of Job, than

it would have been to mention a few particu

lar stars, and that with no peculiar reaſon.

Though we can find no reaſon why any

stars ſhould be called by the name of the at

tendants on Arcturus, we ſhall lind that all the

stars might be, nay, and naturally, were called

attendants on the Pleiades, if we conſider of

what importance the Pleiadcs were in the old

ſphere, and in lthe antient philoſophy : and

ſurely the thought and the expreſſion are both

great and ſuited to the ſubject, when the Al

mighty, enumerating his works, and the con

duct, teconomy, and rcgulation of them, ſpeaks

of ſuch aconstellation as was ſuppoſed to lead

in the whole multitude of the stars, and calls

that act the directing, guiding, or leading in

that and all its ſons.

The antients divided the courſe of their

year according to the appearance of the ſeveral z

constL-llations, and the Pleiades were the first

of theſe.

earlix-st Greek writers, and they had their 9

astronomy from the cast, therefore it was the

This account we ſhall find in the 'F

3 ſystem there alſo that the Fleiades led inthe year..

i They were the new year's constellations, and

' all the others were ſuppoſed to follow, them ;

i theſe were therefore called attendants on the

Pleiades, and the year, from the name of this

constellation, was called Pleion. Into what

ſoevcr author of antiquity we look, we ſhall

find theſe stars, or the constellation in which

they stand,which is that of Taurus,mentioned

as that which began the year, and nothing can

be ſo applicable to it, as calling the other stars

its offspring or attendants: nor can this be

applicable to any other constellation whatſo

ever. This might be enough to ſix the cer

tainty of the Pleiades, and not Arcturus, be

ing the Aiſh of the ſcriptures ; but even if we

look into the better ſort of the commentators

on the paſſage, in which Aiſh is named, we

ſhall ſind that they do not all agree to its mean

ing Arcturus : nay, we ſhall find that ſome of

them had met with explanations of the true

ſenſe of the word, though they ſeem to have

confuſed themſelves by miſunderstanding thoſe

expoſitions. Some of them, according to the

Syrian expoſition, ſuppoſe it to mean the con

stellation Orion, and others the three principal

stars in the head of that constellation: theſe

last ſuppoſe that all the rest of the stars,

which go to form that constellation, are in

tended to be expreſſed by the name of the ſons

of theſe. Some have ſuppoſed the star of the

first magnitude in the Great Dog, the Syrius,

a star very early particulariſed, and well known

to all the antient astronomers to have been in

* tended by it; and they will have the rest of

the stars, in that constellation, as little ones

attending the large one, to be meant by the

term ſons. Others have ſuppoſed the ſign

Piſces to have been meant by it; this ſeems

: to have ariſen from the word Aſh, ſignifying,

 

. in the Ethiopic language, a fiſh. But that is

3 not a constellation old enough in the ſphere,

.nor of conſequence enough to mankind to have

G 2 been



&saw-cured with' ſo' particular a notice;

'for is there any particular meaning in the

Words, its ſons, or its attendants, if applied

to this constellation. Let it not ſeem strange,

that one of the ſigns of the zodiac, for ſuch is

' . the constellation Piſces, is mentioned as not

being one of the oldest in the ſphere. We know

that thoſe twelve ſigns are very antient, but

we have all the reaſon in the world to believe

that there are others much more ſo. If we

look into the astronomy of the' Greka we ſhall

ſind 'a few, and only a few arrangements oſ the

stars known at the first, and theſe ſuch as were

oſ immediate uſe : the diviſion of the year was,

' in compariſon of theſe, a matter of curioſity;

and conſequently the zodiac was later received

among them. In the ſame order as they were

bſiroug'ht into uſe among the Greeks, We have

reaſon to ſuppoſe they were deviſed among the

Egyptians, and thus neither among the one

nor the other people, nor indeed in any coun

- try whatſoever, can we imagine a constellation

ſo little conſpicuous in the heaVcns as Piſces,

(for very few are lſieſs ſo) and withal' oſ ſo little

immediate uſe in the affairs of life, was ſo

early known as thoſe which marked the

opening of the year, or denoted the time of

the ploughing the ground, oſ ſowing the corn,

or of reaping the harvest; or, as thoſe, which,

being fixed about the poll, were the guides and

directors to mariners, and thoſe who travelled

over deſarts. The Egyptians, or the foreſa

thers of the ligyptians, before they came into

that country, might deviſe the constellations of

the zodiac, but theſe not perfectly agreeing

with the ſeaſons of Egypt, (for they certainly

do not, the harvest ſign of Virgo, with the

ear of corn, being in the autumn, and their

harvest in April) might be neglected though

known; and the Sirius, whoſe riſing marked

the ſwelling of the Nile, on which all their

'Increaſe depended, regarded even with venera
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tion. In' ffie ſame manner the Bear, by which

ſailors and travellers guidcd their courſe, the

Pleiades', which marked the opening of the

year, and ſome others of ſuch importance,

might be, and naturally would be, regarded

by other nations, and appealed unto by writers,

who were deſirous oſ pointing out the goodneſs

as Well as the magnificence of the Deity in

his Works z while ſuch a ſign as Piſces,although

a part of the zodiac, might be neglected, if

knowu, as improper to be mentioned to 'ſuch

purpoſes, becauſe its uſe is not conſpicuous.

It has been already obſerved, that ſome of

the old conunentators, though without under

standing what they had repeated, had ſome

where picked up the terms oſ a real and pro

per explanation, and, from their miſiepreſen

tations of thoſe terms, ſome of the moderns

have framed notions as remote from truth as

the wildest oſ the others among the old ones.

Wect find many oſ' the late laborious and learn

ed commentators explaining Aiſh, not by

Arcturus, but by the Great Bear. This has

much more appearance of probability than in

the choice of Piſces, becauſe one was a con

stellation undoubtedly oſ very early origin, and

of vast uſe and importance to the world z nay,

and there ſeems alſo a way of accounting for

the Words, its ſons, and for the very original

name of Aiſh, when applied to this constella

tion; though there could be none, nor any

offer made toward either, with reſpect either

to Arcturus or Piſces. This is one of thoſe

errors, which, having the parade of learning

for its foundation, and being ſupported by

ſomething, at least in ſound, agreeing with

it in the old comments, are the most dan

gerous and likely to millead 3 it is thence

the more neceſſary to enquire thoroughly

into what has been alledged in its ſupport.

In the first place we are to understand, that

alth0ugh the Bear be the common term by

which
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which that constellation is know-11 at preſent,

and by which it was known among the Greeks

oflater ages, yet among the earlier it was called

by other names. It will be ſhewn hereafter un

der the article Orion, by which name the tran

ſlators of theſe books of thebiblehave rendered

the oriental name of theGreatBear Chefil, that

thisconstellationwascalledbythe earlier Greeks

(as already ſaid) Amaxa, a waggon: and it will

be obſerved alſo, in the account of this con

stellation under its ordinary name Urſa Major,

that the Arabians called it not a bear, nor even

a waggon, but a bier, a machine for carrying

the dead to their funerals: and that they called

the three stars in the tail of the Great Bear the

Filii Feretri, or children orſons of the bier.

This was a phraſe, harſh as it ſeems to us, not

unuſual among the eastern nations when ſpeak

ing of things dependent on ſome other; and

from this, many of the late commentators on

the book of Job haVe been led to think the

Urſa Major certainly the constellation intend

ed, becauſe here was an eastern phraſe, an

ſwering exactly to the term ſons, belonging to

this constellation. Though Arcturus and

his ſons were nonſenſe, yet to guide the bier

and its ſons, though a strange expreſſion, yet,

according to this account, was not nonſenſev,

at least not without ſomething in its ſupport,

It has been added alſo by the lexicographers,

perſbns, who, conſidering only words, have a

rational excuſe for knowing nothing of mean

- ings, that there is an Arabic word which ſounds

very like Aiſh, and which is a name of this

very machine which the Arabians ſuppoſed ſi

gured out by the constellation that we call the

Bear; for Naſh, they ſay, is Arabic for a bier,

and they ſuppoſe the Aiſh, in the Hebrew

text of the book of Job, might be deriVed from

this word Naſh, and ſo be me proper name of

this, and no other constellation.

Thoſe who are captivated with this ety

 

mology, though it is a very forced; one, and

think the Arabic pluafe of children of the

bier, a full proof that it is right, have treated,

with ſome ſeverity, the tranſlator-s, who ten.

dered the word Aiſh by Arcturus : but they

are as liable to cenſure ; and the more, becauſe

the others have barely given the word they

thought belonged to the place, but theſe have

ſupported their doctrine by imaginary autho

rities.

On tracing this error to its head, we ſhall

find that it is derived from that early approach

made by ſome of the Hebrew commentator;

toward the truth; and by their ignorant and

erroneous interpretation of the terms, which,

whereſoever they found them, might,with a lit

tle better managment, have informed them of

the whole matter. We findin two or three of

them this plain and free interpretation of the

original termAiſh,_that it is the name by which

the author of this book calls theSmetarr.The

Seven Stars is a known, and has been a very

antient name for the Pleiades, and had the

commentators rested here, they had ſaved all

the errors that have ariſen on this head. Aiſh

is certainly the Seven Stars, that is the Pleia

des, and there had needed no more explana

tion. We know that theſe stars opened the

courſe of the year according to the old ac

count of time, and all the rest of the stars fol

lowing them in their courſe, might very na

turally be called their children. But theſe are

a ſet of writers, who, not having the great

ſecret of the painters, the. manum du tabula,

know not where to stop. The first of theſe,

for, in all probability, the rest copied it from

one another, having tranſcribed what he found

in ſome more knowing writer, must add his

explanation of a thing, ſufficientiyplainin itſelfz

and in the true ſpirit of heavy comments, per

plexes and puzzles that which was clear.

One would think the term Seven Stars, which

has gone thm' an language-5 as a name of this

constella
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constellation, was not very likely to be miſun

dcrstood'; but there were alſo ſome others cha

' racteriſtd, as being ſeVen, by. ſome of the an

tients, and call the Septemtriones. Theſe do

' not belong to that part of the heavens where

as

the Ple'iades are, but to a part near the north

pole, and-to that constellation, called, as has

' vbeen obſerVed already, the Bear, the Wain

or Waggon; and the Bier. Thoſe who write

upon ſubjects which they do not underſtand,

and this is the general fate of commentators,

ſeldom miſs an error into which it is poſſible to

fall. One would ſuppoſe the understanding
i the term Seven Stars to be any other than the

Plciades, was a- blunder which it was barely

poſſible to arrive at ; but there was a poflibi'

lity of it, and Aben Ezra, for he is the firſt

that has delivered this doctrine, tells us," that

the Word Aiſh ſignifies the Seven Stars, that

is, the Septemtriones, a conſtellation, other

wiſe called'theWaggon, and the Great Bear,

and ſituated near to the north pole;

Mistakes never ſleep inthe hands to which

' they owe their origin. Here was a pompous

and glaring one, it has been preſerved and

copied, and done into half the languagcs in

the world; and from this has ariſen the ge

neral opinion, that what is called Arcturus in

our tranſlations, ſhould have been rendered

Arctos, and that this ſhould have been again

tranſlated the Bear; and finally, that what is

meant by Arcturus, and his ſons, is the Bear,

and its tail. -

The underſtanding one of the ſcripture con

fiellations, leads us to the aſcertaining an

other. But if we would indeed take upon credit

the tranſlation of any one of them, it might

be in vain we ſought for another. There

are onlv a few named ; there are only a few

 

thatwereconſpicuous, and conſiderable enough

to be named at that early time 3 and one or j

other of theſe names must be ſuppoſed to agree i

with one or other of them. It will be hereafter

ſhewn in its proper place, that the tranſlators

of the book of Job, and of the prophecy of

Amos, have rendered the name of a constella

tion, which in the original is Cheſil, by the

word Orion. It will be ihewn there, that they

did this quite at random 5 as, in reſpect to the

others, only putting one or other of the names

of the ſew old constellations for ſuch few as

they found named by theſe writers. It will be

proved that Chimah, which goes before this

word Cheſil, and is rendered Pleiades, is the

oriental name of Orion, and that Cheſil is the

name of the Bear, Awhich was at that time

called the waggon or wain, Amaxa, and that

this only constellation, oſ all in the heavens,

could be intended by the word. Where the

expreſſion, looſe the bands of Cheſil, is uſed,

to what of all the conſtellations is ſuch a phraſe

applicable, except to this which was repreſent- _

ed as a waggon drawn by three horſes, har

neſſed or bound to it? and when we find

Iſaiah afterwards ſpeaking of it in the plural

number, for ſo he does in the thirteenth chap- .

ter; the word that is tranſlated conſtellations

being Cheſilim, the plural of Cheſil, what

could he mean but the two Bears? He de

nounces this as a vengeance on a wicked peo

ple; he ſays, the stars of the heavens and its

Cheſilim ſhall not ſhine bright; and as it is evi<

dent by this, that he intended to expreſs two

constellations in the hemiſphere which were of

the ſame name, and were of vast uſe to man

' kind, ſince the darkening of them is threat

ened as a terrible vengeance; it is as evident

that only the two Bears, or two wains, the

Urſa Major and lVIinor, could be intended in,

that paſſage. -

As this is certain, and will be ſupported by

many other proofs in its proper place, it ap

pears that the Bear has been mentioned in the

ſame place, even in the ſame ſentence, with this

conſtellation, and therefore it cannot be theſame

with
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with it; and that as Cheſil I; certainly the

Bear, Aiſh, which follows, as certainly is

not. The whole ſentence is, '5 Canst thou.

" bind the ſweet influence of Chimzzh, or

a looſe the hands of Cheſil? Canst thou

** bring forth Mazzaroth in its ſeaſon, or guide

a Aiſh and his ſons 9" Nothing can be more

palpable, than that Cheſil is the Bear in this

place, from the other paſſage, in which the

ſame word is uſed 5 and it is ſurely as certain,

that, if Cheſil is the Bear, Aiſh is not: ſo

much therefore is proved beyond contradiction.

We find the origin of this strange opinion,

which would make the Aiſh of the ſcriptures

the Urſa Major of the astronomcrs, is no other

than a mistake of one of the old Hebrew com- i

mentators on that part of the bible 5 who,

having found in ſome books, now lost to us,

or received from ſome not-understood tradition,

an account that Aiſh was the Seven Stars,

was ſo ignorant of astronomy (for all the Jew

iſh interpreters of the bible were Wholly igno

rant of it) as to ſuppoſe that the Seven Stars

meant the Bear or Wain. From him all the

list of commentators that followed, borrowed

it; ſo that their testimony rests only on the

merit of his. But beſide theſe, there are pro

duced, in ſupport of it, the Arabic accounts

utſithat constellation which call it (as obſerved)

by a name not very different in ſound or ortho

graphy from that of Aiſh, and call 'part ofthe

stars which belong to it by this very name of its

ſons. "I'his has indeed an appearance of ſome

thing, but 'tis eaſrly 'ſhewn to be no more than

an appearance, for the names are indeed not

near enough, according to the customs ofthoſe

languages, to have been borrowed from 'one

another; and as to the expreſſion of its ſons,

with regard to the Bear, 'it is ſo far from be

ing of antiquity enough to Countenance the

opinion of thoſe who Would make this constel

lation theAi'flIof action orjob, that a

 
was probably the child of that opinion; andſſ

while' produced as an authority, is indeed de:

pendent on it.

We are apt to look upon the Arabian astrox.

nomers as very anticnt, and it is poſſible, and

it is alſo probable, that obſervations of the

stars, ſerving to the purpoſes of life, were very

early in uſe among them 3 but their astronomi

cal Writings arc verylate, nay, the very intro

duction of writing among' them is little

earlier than Mohammed. From this ſingle

obſervation it willbappear how very idle it is to

look up to the writings of the Arabs, as mo

numents of the early astronomy. They tranſ

lated their astronomy ſolcly from the Greek,

and the oldest catalogue of the stars, in their

language, was made but between eight and

nine hundred years ago. Their names of the

constellations in general are only tranſlations

of the Greek words, by which thcywcrecalled,

into their own language, and ſuch is the word

Naſh among them; it is their rendering of the

Greek wordAmaxa, awaggon ;' a bicr being not

very different, and the word Amaxa ſignifying

chariot, wai'n, waggon, or almost any other con

venience ofcarriagc. As to their constellations of

the Nlule for Auriga, the Crane for Ophiucus,

and the rest; it is not to be ſuppoſed they are

original, and were therefore preferred to thoſe

of the Greeks : their law forbade them to draw

the repreſentation of an human figure on any

occaſion whatſoever, and ſuch as they found

in the ſphere of the Greeks of this form, they

were obliged to alter. We know not exactly

how early the error of ſuppoſing Aiſh to ſig

nify the constellation Urſa, may hat-'e been,

but it is very poſſible that the calling of the

stars in the tail of that constellation, its ſons,

which is urged in favour of ſuppoſing it to be

'ſ0, might be done in conſequence of the

Arabians hearing that the Bear was a constel

lation namedinſome old books, with the addi

i tion
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tion of ſuch a term as expreſſed its ſons ; and

they might therefore apply this term, its ſons,

to thoſe stars in the tail.

The antients do not ſeem to have been per

fectly agreed about theplace ofthestar Arcturus,

or about the identical starwhich theyſhould call

_ by this name, and'yet they are expreſs in the

imagined influences for which they feared it.

Vitruvius ſays it stands between the two knees

ofArctOphylax, which is the ſituation we give

_ it, and ſeems to expreſs the ſame star ; but

Germanicus and others place it in the girdle

or belt of Arctophylax.

Afflumm dz'cuntſidu: gua viitada hadunt.

So that they either brought the waist of that

figure much lower than we do at preſent, or

elſe they gave the name of Arcturus to another

star. But whatever inconſistence may be among

them about the place or identity of the star,

there is none about its influence ; they all ſpeak

of its foretelling, and the warmest of them as

occaſioning tempests, particnlarly at the time of

its ſetting. Horace alludes to this, when, in

deſcribing the unruffied tranquillity of the mo

derate man, and callinguptheimagesthatmight

most disturb the adventurons and avaritious,

he ſays, tempests do not diſcompofe him;

and, to expreſs that, uſes the name of this

star in its ſituation of ſetting.

Neque 'unmItugfitmſhIliL-itat mare,

Necſzz'vus Arcturi tadentir

Impetus, cut arimtzſis Hzedi.

Plautus is more expreſs and strong 3 Horace,

like the generality of the antients, makes it

only preſage storms at its iefiing; but this

author gives it the ſame power, though in a

leſs degree, at its riſing. He introduces the

star itſelf ſpeaking. -

 

lucrepm' bſhemum, 't fluctu; meat' maritr'mc: -

Namque Arcturwſignum omniumſhm confin'd'

Yelmnemfizm zxm'ms; cum occido whanmtim

AREA. Astronomy borrows this term

from the mathematics to expreſs the ſurface,

or the quantity of ſurſace, contained withinthe

lines which form a. figure. See F10URE.

AREA (ſ a Circle. The quantity of ſpace

contained within the out-line of a circle. Thi'

is ſometimes expreſſed by the term circle

abſolutely uſed: but it is better to uſe 'the

proper term. See Cmcre.

ARGO. A name given by ſome of the old'

astronomers to the constellation, more uſually

known by the name of the Ship, it stands near

the great Dog. See the article NAVIS.

ARIADNE's CROWN. A name by

which ſome have called the constellation, more

uſually known by the name of Corona Borealis,

or the Northern Crown; it stands between

Bootes, Hercules, and the head of the Ser

pent, and is a little constellation with but a

few stars in it. It has obtained the name of

Ariadne's Crown from the Grecian fable,

that Bacchus, when he married that beauty,

placed in the heavens the crown, which Ve

nus gave her as a nuptial preſent. The con

stellation is remarkable for a bright star of the

ſecond, or, as ſome others will have it, of the

third magnitude, which is called Lucida Co

rona.

ARIES. The Ram, one ofthe constellations

of the northern hemiſphere, and one of the

old twelve ſigns of the zodiac; it is the first

in order of the twelve, and one of the divi

ſions, containing a twelfth part of the ecliptic,

takes alſo its denomination from it.

It
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It is amnstellation oſvery cmſiderablenote,

and though not ſolarge as many of the others,

nor ſo thick beſet with stars as ſome of them,

nor even having thoſe stars in general ſo large

as they are in many, yet it has a ſufficient

number that are oſ a ſize and lustre to make

it conſpicuous.

It is repreſented in all the figures of the

heavens in form of a Ram, in a ſitting poſ

ture, with one foot extended forward, and

the other three drawn up under the body; the

tail is protended strait from the body, and the

head is turned ſo as to look behind it. The

figure is generally better drawn than thatofmany

other oſ the constellations. Many ofthe animals

of the astronomers are no more like to thoſe

on the earth, than the creatures of our mo

dern heralds are to any thing in nature, their

dragons having hair upon their heads, and the

like abſurdities; but this is not of the number.

It is in general as good a figure of the animal

as could come from the hands of a painter.

The constellations, between and among

which Aries is placed, are the Whale, the Bull,

the Triangle, and the Fiſhes. The Triangle

is over the Ram's head, the Fiſhes are in front

of it, the line which connects them paffing

very near the pretended ſoot ; the WVhale is

directly under him, the head of that creature

coming to his belly; and the Bull is cloſe

at his tail, his head being turned in the con

trary direction.

The antienrs counted only eighteen stars in

Aries, nor is it a wonder. There are more,

but the greater part of them are very ſmall.

Ptolemy ſets down this number in his cata

logue, and we know he was a strict copier of

Hipparchus in this particular. Thus stood

the account to the days of Tycho Biahr, and

he encreaſed the number only by three stars ;

even Hevelius, with all his diſcernment, raiſed

it afterwards to no more than twenty-ſeven,

VOL. I.

 

and it was not till the ohſervatiom of our.

Flamstead, that we ſaw the number much

more enlarged ; he has ſct down fixt '

ſix stars in the constellation, taking into the

account thoſe over 'the head, and near the

Triangle, which are always called the un

formed stars belonging to the constellation

Aries.

In thewhole constellationof Aries there isnot

a ſingle star of the first, or even oſ the ſecond

magnitude; there are only two that are ſo

large as of the third; one of theſe is at the

root of the horn on the right ſide, and the

other is the brightest of the Informes, and out

of the figure. There are but few even of the

fourth, and theſe ar'e toward the head, one of

the most conſiderable is on the leſt horn. The

rest are principally of the ſixth, and the yet

ſmaller claſſes. ct They are diſpoſed irregularly

OVer the figure ; one of the largest,beſide thoſe

already particulariſed, is toward the tip of the

leſt horn, and two others are in the tail. The -

greatest part oſ'the others are on the hinder

part of the body, the breast and legs having

only a few.

There is great reaſon to ſuppoſe, that all

the forty-eight old constellations were brought

among the Greeks from the Egyptians ; but

this is more palpably than all the caſe with

regard to the ſigns of the zodiac *. and what is

yet more ſingular, if we trace them to their

origin, we ſhall find them of earlier date even

than the inhabitants of Egypt ; for it is cer

tain, that could not be the country in which

they were formed : the ſeveral ſeaſons of har

vest and rains, and the like,'which are evis

dently expreſſed in the figures, either having

no place at all in the country, or happening

at a period of the year very distant from that

at which the ſun enters theſe c0nstellations,

and which was meant to be ſignified by them.

For instance, the wintery constellation Aqua

H . - rius
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n'us was intended to ſignify rain, but there is

none in Egypt; and the constellation,Virg0,

which was in its origin noother than a female

'reaper, with a ſheaf of corn, was intended to

mark the time oſ harvest; but the harvest

in Egypt is not in autumn but in ſpring, in

April not September. It is plain therefore that

'this diviſion of the heavens was made ſome

where elſe, and not in Egypt, and that the co

lony who went from that place, probably the

plain of Shinar, into Egypt, preſerved the

astronomy they had learned from their fathers,

though it no longer was appropriated to the

country in which they were. Thus much

.may be judged neceſſary to premiſe on en

quiry into the origin of that figure which

marks the first place inzthe zodiac, as it will lead

toward an understanding all the rest.

The Greeks, whether they did not diſ

cover, or did not care to allow any thing of

this kind, always talk in the strain of in

ventors when they treat of this ſubject. They

give us, according to their custom, .n very

plauſible account of the origin oſ this constel

lation, and refer it to a part of their own ſa

bulous history. They tell us, that this Ram

was the ſame with that which was the origin

of the famous Golden Fleece that Jaſon

.carried off. The story they give is this;

Nephele gave Phryxus, .her ſon, a Ram, to

be a ſafeguard against thegreatest perils. Juno,

the step-mother of him, and Helle, laid de

'figns against their lives, and Phryxns, re

inembering the admonition of his mother,

itook his ſister with him, and, getting on the

back ofthe Ram, were carried to the ſea. The

Ramplunged in, and the youth was carried

sover, but Helle dropped off and gave name to

uthe Helleſpont, where ſhe was drowned.

Wth he arrived in Colchis, ſEta, the king,

zxeceived him kindly, he ſacrificed the Ram to
ſi Jupiter, and dedicated the fleece to the god.

 This Jaſoni after bore away. The ani

mal itſelf, they ſay, Jupiter ſnatched up

into the heavens, and made of it the-constella

tion Aries. They have other ſablcs alſo to

account for its origin, for they are very apt to

vary in their stories upon theſe occaſions, but

it will be eaſy to trace the Ram in the heavens

up to a better origin.

We are to conſider then that the firstbuſineſs

of the earlier people, was the providing the neſſ

ceſſaries of life; this was to be done by culti

vating the earth that was before them, and

tending thoſe flocks-which they ſound upon it.

Theſe and their corn were their great riches,

and it was with reſpect to distinguiſhing the

ſeaſons that marked the ſeveral times for the

neceſſary care oſ theſe, that theyfirst of all re

garded the courſe of the year, or variety oſ th'

ſeaſons. They ſaw the return of .the ſpring

call up the graſs, and they ſaw the ſame ſeaſon

give strength to the young of the ſeveral do

mesticanimals 5 .they ſound the ſheep the ear

liest of theſe in its produce, and they marked

the time of the ſun's return to a certain part of

the heavens, as the period at which this return

of the ſpring Was made 5 and the vegetable and

animal word imbibed this new liſe. They

wanted to place a mark upon that part oſ the

heavens at which the ſun's appearance pro

miſed all this happyinfluence 5 and there was no

way of marking a part of- the indeſinite ſpace,

but by means of the stars with which it was

beſet. Theſe, irregular as they stood, could

only ſerve the purpoſe, by having a certain

number ſelected and arranged under ſome

figure.

.For ſeveral stars, "that, intthernſelves, stood'

ſo irregularly over the ſpace to be marked, the

out-line of one figure would do as well as that

of another. They were accustomed to hiero

glyphic writing, or to expreſs their ſentiments

by the figures oſ animalsinstead oſ characters'

and
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and letters, and what 'was ſo- natural as to

continue the custom. They expected the

coming 'oſ this time as the period of their in

crcaſe in the flock : they were to aſcertain the

stars that marked that ſpace at the return of

the ſun to" which they. knew this period always

arrived, under the figure of ſome animal 5 and

what was ſo natural for their choice as the

animal itſelf, for Whoſe ſake the obſervation

Was made. They placed the father of the

flock in theſpace, that is, they deſigned,- on

paper, the figure of a Ram, and in the ſeveral

parts of that figure' they marked down the

stars that occupied this ſpace. -From studying

this in the cloſer, it was eaſy for a man to un

derstand it in the 'heaVens, and it grew familiar

to know th'o'ſe stars, and no others, under the

name of the Ram, and ſo understand that the

ſun's' return to them betokened the coming of

the ſpring. In the ſamC manner a Bull was

placed next in Order, the produce of that ani

mal being a little later in the ſeaſon than that

oſ the ſheep; and after that the Goat, the

latest oſ the three. This they expreſſed not

by one, but by two kids, for that was the o'riu

ginal constellation of Gemini, and ſeemed to

ſay by it, that iſ the produce 'was late, it was

alſo double, which is conſonnahle to truth,

the goat uſually bringing forth two at a time

the cow and" the ſheep only one. '

This is the most natural origin oſ this con

ſiellation, and it will lead us out of the idle fa

bles of the Greeks toward the true knowledge

ofthe others. It is familiar and ſimple, and it is

therefore ſuited to the primitive plainneſs oſthe

times, and it regarded their greatest concerns.

They have, on theſe occaſions, alſo contrived

very happily, under the figures of theſe animals,

to diſpoſe the principal ltars in ſuch conſpicu

ous parts of the creatule's figure, that they

could at all times know how to reſer to them,

or to ſpeak of them without trouble. Thus

 

the three principal stars of Aries are in the

horns of the animal, and the most conſiderable

after theſe in the tail. And in the ſame man

ner in Tabrus great stars are in each eye,

and another at the tip of the horn. Thus there

was at once ſimplicity in the contrivance, and

art in the diſpoſition of the stars, and they ſerve

to many purpoſes.

The antients paid great reſpect to the Ram,

as the first of the ſigns of the zodiac. They

talk of its golden fleece, and call its horns

thoſe of Jupiter Ammon. Manilius 'makes

him the ſovereign of the constellations, as

well as of their leader 3. in his first book hc

calls him the Princely Ram, and paints his

glittering fleece, and, in the ſecond, in the

ſame manner calls him,

dries rapid gst a'zte ommſia princeſſ

Sartitur.

_

And in a ſucceeding line,

Codſ/iron ſimm est dries' ut prina'pe fgnum'.

And Coluinella, (for the royal character of

this cenfiellation was univerſally allowed)

calls him ſovereign of the flocks and ſigns.

Si'g-'rzoru'm perarumque prime-155.

Wefind ſtrange honours dene to the animal it

ſelf in the affairs of the world among the early

Romans, and this was all derived from the

regard they paid to the constellation. The

old doctrine of the creation placed the Ram in

the middle of the heavens, ſeated as it were

on a throne, and looking down upon the new

formed World 5 and it was hence they made this

ſign' the first of the' zodiac, the beginning or

opening Of the year, and the ſovereign of the

heavens. The Agnalian fcasts-Were, accord

H_ 2 ing
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ing to Varro, celebrated by the ſacrifice of a l

Ram, the Princeps Gregis, thoſe are his words.

The Ram, among thatpeople, was a ſym-_

bol oſprincipality. \Ve ſee on .ſome'medals oſ

Domitian, a Ram on the reVerſe, and the

'words Princeps Juventutis, and even the

Greek name of the creature KPM, is taken

as a name oſ a ſovereign. Onthis ſoundation

we ſhall not wonder at the reſpect we ſee

'paid by the astronomers of the earlier ages to

the Conſtellation Aries; or that the Judaical

astrologers,' when the credulity of the' ſſworld

countenanced them, always applied to the

'Ram 'by 'ſome way or other, when t'he for?

tune of kings was to'be determined or foretold .

We paint the constellation as a Ram oſ full

ſtature, and by his 'horns as of ſome age 3 but

the names, by which itis called in 'the oriental

languages, ſignify a Lamb, and not a Ram.

Theſe nations-first taught us the ſign, and wc

ought to regard their appellations.

The antients attributed a month in the .year

'to each of the twelve principal oſ their dei

ties, and as they gave to each a month of the

year, they alſo placed under the imniediate

care Of each, one of the twelve ſigns oſthe zo

diac, 'TheRam naturally fell to the ſhare
(iſ Jupiter,*as being xthe emblem ofſovereignty,

and'lord oſif the constellations. Thus declare

zthe followers of Pythagoras, who in this, as

.in many otherof their doctrines, -followed the

'Chaldaeana And thus we are not to-wonder

at that imaginary analogy on which the astrolo

gers, who are alſo followers oſ_ the Chaldaeans,

talk of the alliance between the' planetJu

.piter and the ſign Aries.

.ARIES, the paint-aſ: The .ecliptic is in

clined in an angle of twenty-three degrees

twenty-nine minutes, or thereabouts, to the

-equat0r; and this last circle cuts or interſects

aske other in twopoints oppoſite to one another.

 

Oſ theſe two points, that, in 'which the ſun is.

ſeen at the time oſ the vemal equinox, is called

the point of Aries z that, in which it is ſeen

at the time oſ the autumnal equinox, is called

the point of Libra. See the article CiRCLES

ofthe ſþbcra.

ARITZ. , A name by which ſome, who

are ſond oſ uncommon words, have called the

planet Mars; it is an oriental word, and it

expreſſes, in the original ſignification, strength.

.ARK ofNoe/1. A name given 'by Schillcr

to the constellation Argo, or the Ship.

ARK, 0_r Ani- oftlze Cownant. A name which

Schiller, in what he calls his reſormation of

the ſphere, gives to the constellation Crater.

Others of theſe enthuſiasts call it the Cup of

Joſeph, .-or the Cup oſ the Sack. Theſe are

more pardonable, becauſe they do not alter
the figure. ſi

ARMEIATES, WHARMELATJZS. Aterm

by which ſome expreſs Auriga. It is one of

the old Greek names of thatconstellation, and
ſignifies the ſame as Auriga. A

ARNEB. A namexby which ſome, Who

are ſond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Lepus. _,Arneb.is the Arabic name,

and ſignifies an hare.

ARNEBETH. The ſame with Ameb.

Aname given by ſome to the hare Lepus. It

is theHebrew name of the constellation, and

' in that language ſignifies-an hare.

.ARROW, Sagitta. A name oſ one oſthe

constellations of the northern hemiſphere. See

SAGITTA.

ARRUCHA
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ARRUCHA. One of-the many names by

which astronomers have called the leſſer Bear 5

it is a miſ-ſpelling of the Arabic Al Rucha,

which is one of their names for it.

ARSK AL SIMAK. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon terms, have

called the constellation CorVUs 5 it is one of '

the Arabic names.

ARSLAN, or ASLAN. A name ſome

writers give to.Leo 3 'tis the Turkiſh appel

lation.

ARTES. A name given by thoſe, who

are fond of uncommon words, to the planet

Mars ; it is alſo a name of the pagan deity of

the ſame denomination.

ARTIFICIAL DAY. A term by which

astronomers rſometimes meaſure time; it is

very different from the natural day, being

much ſhorter. The natural day lasts from

twilight to twiligbt, but the artificial day is

only that ſpace of time in which the ſun is

above the horizon, or that number of .hours

and minutes which, on any given day, are be

tween its riſing and its ſetting; and in the

ſame manner the artificial night is .that ſpace

of time in which the ſun is underneath the ho

rizon ; not thoſe hours onlyin whichthere is

darkneſs.

ARYE. .A name by whichſome, who are

fond of unuſual words, have called the con

stellation Leo; it is theHebrewaiame of that

ſign. A See the artk/eLEQ.

.ASAD, ar AL Asnn. A sname by

which ſome oſ the old writershave called the

-constellation Leo ; 'tis the Arabic name of the

dign. They ſay the Arabs havebetween ſc-.

 
'enty and eighty names fora lion, When 'they

ſpeak of that creature on the earth : if it be ſo,

'tis greatly to their honour that they have taken

away the occaſion ofconfuſionby applying only

one of theſe to the conſtellation of that name

inthe heavens.

ASBILA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Draco; it is one-oſthe old Greek

names of that constellation.

ASCENTION rigbtJ That distance which

is between the point of Aries,'and that point

of the equator to which the circle of declina

tion cf a star correſponds. See the riche of

tbe SPHERE.

.ASCIIJM/ing noſhadow. Aterm thathas been

uſed by the antient astronomers and geographers

to expreſs thoſe who lived in ſuch parts of

the earth that the ſun was at ſome time of the

year vertiCal, and conſequently their bodies at

this time castno ſhadow : for when the ſun is

perpendicular over any thing, the ſhadow is

not extended on either ſide, but falls on the

very ground on which the thing itſelf ſtands,

and conſequently is not viſible. The allowing

that there were ſuch a people as were hence

called ,Aſcii, or ſhadowleſs, was in effect Con

tradicting .-the general ſystems of the times,

for theſe could, for very certain reaſons, be

perſons who lived no where-but in the torrid

zone, and that torrid .zone they held uninha

bited, and indeed, by reaſon of its great heat,

not inhabitable.

NVe are to conſider, that the torrid zone

extended from one to the other tropic, as

the -temperate reached from either tropic to

the polar circle, and the frigid zone from the

polar circles to the poles. Now the ſun's de

clination, north andſouth from the equator, is

term-V
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terminated within the compaſs oſ twenty-three'

degrees each way from the equatorr, and this

is the exact limit of the torrid zone. The

ſun can be Venical in no place except where

the latitude is just equal to the degree of his

declination ; and all the latitudes that are

equal to any of the degrees of the ſun's decli

i nation, north or ſouth, arc within the tropics,

flor they alſo must be within twenty-three de

grees and a half of the earth's equator: and all

places that are ſo, are within or between the

tropics, that is, they are part of the torrid

zone. It follows therefore, that when the an

tients gave the'name of Aſcii to any people,

they allow'ed of people who lived within the

tropics, and they allowed in effect that the

torrid zone was habitable, ſince theſb people

must live in it.

We 'are not to understand however by the

term Aſcii, that there are people who never

have any ſhadows at all, for this want of ſha

dows to thoſe who are within the limits of the

torrid zone, and who are the only perſons to

whom it can happen, is only on two days in

each year. Under the equator, it is on the

two days of the equinoxes, on the tenth of

June and twelfth of September; and in all

other places within the due limits it is twice

a year alſo 5 and happens at the ſun's paſſing

and repaffing them, in his declination toward

the tropics, and return to the equator. This will

ſerve alſo to eXplain another term 'of the an

tient astronomers Amphiſcii, by this they

meant people who from the part of the globe

on which they £ved, had their ſhadows at

ſome times of the year extended to the north,

and at others to the ſouth of them. It will

be eaſily underſtood that this must be the caſe

of all who lived in any part of the torrid zone

within the limits of 'its very confines, for at

the confines the ſhadows must fall only one

way, and at the time oftheſun's being vertical,

 

they must leoſe them, and become Aſcii'. It

was the ignorance of the antients, as to the

true ſituation of theſe places, that made them.

look upon the Aſcii and Amphiſcii as diffe

rent people; for except the ſingle instance, just:

given, of people who liVCd on the confine: of

the zone, all thoſe who were Aſcii at one'

time, - muſt be Amphiſcii at others.

It has been obſerved, that the ſun is conti

nually changing his place in the heavens, go

ing from the equator to either tropic, or re

turning again from the tropic to the equator.

Now the term Aſcii was characteristic of the

people only on two days of the year in any of

theſe places, and in the other time their ſha

dows Were ſometimcs on one ſide, and ſom'e

times on- the other, ſo that they were Amphiſ

cii. Thus at the equator, on the tenth oſ

March, the people are Aſcii, ſor the ſun be

ing vertical they have no ſhadows, and in the

ſame manner again on the twelfth of Septem

ber.- But at other times, the ſun being de

clining to the northern tropic, their ſhadows'

were at that time ſouth, and afterwards the

ſun being dſieclining towards the ſouthern tro

pic, their ſhadows were thrown' northward.

In the ſame manner the people inhabiting

any part of the torrid zone between the equa

tor and either tropic, have the ſun two days

in the year vertical, and are Aſcii; that i's,

as the ſun paſſes their zenith in his way front

the equator, and in his way back again: and

at other times they have their ſhadows to the

north part of the ſeaſon, and to the ſouth

another part, as the ſun is not yet advanced

to them, or is beyond them in his courſe ; ſo

that there are to them, as to thoſe thatlive ime

mediately under the equator, only two days

on whichv they are Aſcii, or have no ſhadOWS,

and for all the other part of the year they are

Amphiſcii.

ASELe
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ASELLI. A name given by the Latin

astronomers, in imitation of the Greeks, to two

stars in the constellation Cancer. They are

ſituated near the ſingle star in the breast of that

ſign, which is called from the ſame authors

Przeſepe. The Greeks had a custom of giv

ing particular names in this manner to certain

ſingle stars, or clusters of stars in the constella

tions. They called the five stars in the Bull's

face Hyades, and the little cluster in his neck

Pleiades. The Arabian, as well as the Latin

astronomers, have imitated them in this, and

.it is of uſe: ſome of the names are aukward

and ill-founding, but they ſerve very well to

Jnark what we ſpeak about.

ASH. A name given by ſome-to the bright

star towards the ſhoulder of the constellation

Auriga, called the Goat, and the Amalthaean

Goat, and the mother ofthe twokids, the two

bright stars in the arm of the ſame constella

tion. The word Aſh is the Hebrew name of

the ſame star.

ASHDENA. A name by which ſinne of

the astronomical writers have called the con

stellation Draco 3 it is the Perſian name for

that constellation, and the word properly ſig

nifies a ſerpent. The Hebrews called it Tau

nin, and Fleuhan.

ASLAN. A name -by which ſome 'have

called the constellation Leo; 'tis the Turkiſh

name of that ſign, and they ſometimes write it

Arſlan. See LEQ.

ASMEAT. -One of the names by which

thoſe, who love to write obſcurely, call the

Centaur; it is one of.the Arabick names of

that constellation. They call it alſo Albere.

ASPECTS. A favourite term. among the

 

astrological "Writers, and one that was very

earlyin uſe. Indeed this is not wonderful, ſince

astrology was blended with astronomy in the

earliel- days of that ſcience, and thoſe who

profeſſed the one were the ſame who studied

the other; nay, in many caſes, one was only

studied for the ſake ofv the other, and a true

and noble ſcience made the ſlave and tool of a

falſe one.

We find the oldest authors, who havelwritp

ten on astronomy, mentioning theſe Aſpects;

by the term is understood the mutual radia

tions of two or more heavenly bodies within a

certain distance. Thus there are Aſpects

ſpoken of between planet and planet, but the

most frequent are thoſe between certain pla

nets and certain fixed stars, or certain planets

and certain constellations z the whole ofwhich

constellations, or the principal stars in them,

or the ſingle fixed stars in the other instance, are

ſuppoſed of the ſame nature with the planet.

Theſe are the terms ofthe olddoctrine, and what

they mean by.the planets, and ſuch and ſuch

particular stars being of the ſame nature, is,

that they have the ſame tinge in their light.

This is a curious obſervation, and it has its

foundation. The light ofeach of the planets has

its peculiar tinge, that of Mars ruddy, Venus

yellowiſh, Saturn bluiſh, andſo of the rest 5 and

there are certain fixed stars which have the

ſame tincts. This was a Chaldaean obſerva

tion, and is very just, but it is most distinctly

ſeen in countries where the air is clearest.

Jupiter is the only planet whoſe light is per

fectly bright and filvery, and conſequently all

the fixed stars, which have no peculiar tinge,

are ſaid to be of the nature of Jupiter; and the

others reſpectively of thoſe planets whoſe co

lours they emulate. On this in a great degree

depended the doctrine of Aſpects 3 and under'

theſe advantages the old astrologers ſuppoſed

that they had certain relations' to one another,

All-(i
'
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and, when they came within a determinate

distance, co-operated together. l

The greater Aſpects were five, and they

were distinguiſhed by names anſwering to the

number of degrees of distance. They are

called, I. Conjunction, 2. Sextilc, 3. Qui;

drate, 4. Trine, and 5. Oppoſiu'on. The

conjunction is when they are together, the ſex

tile when at ſixty degrees distance, the qua

drant when at ninety degrees, the trine when

at one hundred and twenty, and the Aſpect of

oppoſition, when at half the circle, or one

hundred and eighty degrees distance. The

writers, who are fond of multiplying terms,

have added to theſe, but theſe are the original

and the most Conſiderable Aſpects.

7 But the most eminent of all Aſpects are the

great conjunctions of the three ſuperior pla

nets, and their distanccs in trine Aſpccts of the

ZOdiac. Theſe the astrological writers have

called Triplicities, and of theſe they always

ſpeak with the greatest enthuſiaſm. Theſe

are of three kinds according to their distincti

on, and hence are the famous words of fiery

Trigons, aerial Trigons, and watery Trigons.

The fiery Afpcct is the first and greatest,

and its angles anſwer to the fiery ſigns, as they

call them; theſe are Aries, Leo, and Sagit

tary. The ſecond is the airy Aſpect, anſwer

ing to what they call the airy ſigns Gemini,

Libra, and Equarius, though one would think

the last ſhould have been one of the watery

ones; and the third is the watery Trigon,

pointing to the watery ſigns, Cancer, Scorpio,

and Piſces: to theſe is to be added, though

leſs rcſpected than the others, the earthy one,

anſwering to what they called the three earthy

ſigns; theſe were Taurus, Virgo, and Capri

corn, Theſe were the aſpects of the greatest

note among them, and it was from theſe they

calculated the holdest of their predictions. We

are happily arrived at a period, when real

 

knowledge has laughed theſe fancies out of the

world, but it may be neceſſary just to ſhew,

what was meant by the words, that no part

of the ſcience, of whatever period, may be

utterly neglected; nor any term, however

obſolete, or idle, mct with, the meamng of

which may not be known.

ASPHOLIA. A name by which lbme

fanciful people have called the constellation

Virgo. -It is the Coptic name, and, in that

language, ſignifies Statio Amoris. They call

the constellation Cancer, Statio Typhonis. It

is not eaſy to ſay what the terms mean.

ASTAROTH. A name by which ſome,

who love uncommon words, call the planet
Venus. Itſſ is one 'of the old Chaldee names

for that planet, and ſignifies conſpicuous.

ASTERION. A name of a constellation,

or rather half a constellation, of the northern

hemiſphere. It is a part of one of thoſe new

ones added by Hevelius to the forty-eight old,

and deſigned out of the unformed stars. The

whole figure conſists of a p'air of Greyhounds,

the other is called Chara, they are held by

Bootes, andſi ſeem barking at the Great Bear.

See CANES VENETICI.

ASTERISMS. A name uſed by ſome for

what are more generally called cpnstellations,

arrangements of . certain of the fixed stars

which are near one another, into the imagi

nary forms of beasts, and other things, for

the ſake of ſpeaking of them with familiarity.

It was but by very flow degrees that the

Greeks arrived at all that knowledge of theſe

asteriſms, which was neceſſary for their per

fecting their astronomy, to the height to

which they at length carried it. They had

the first knowledge of this diviſion of the heal

vens from the Egyptians, who had preſerved

' it
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it from the time of their original ſeparation

from their brethren, and going to the bor

ders of the Nile. t is evident, that the

twelve ſigns, or, as they were called, Asteriſms,

oſ the zodiac, were not first deviſed in Egypt,

although the knowledge of them was carried

thence into the rest of the world. Virgo,

with her ears of corn, denoted the harvest, or

marked the time when the ſun entered that part

of the heavens to be at the reaping ſeaſon 5 but

this was not invented in Egypt, becauſe there

Virgo would have been the ſign for March,

the month of their harvest, though 'not oſ the

rest of the world. It is plain, therefore, that

the Egyptians brought with them from elſe

where thoſe constellations or asteriſms, which

they afterwards propagated among the rest of

the world.

Theſe were about forty-eight in number,

and we find ſome of the Greek poets, nay, the

very oldest among them, mentioning ſome of

them. Homer and Heſiod mention ſeveral,

as things familiarly known in their time 5 and

Aratus the poet, whom St. Paul has honour

ed with a quotation in the New Testament,

wrote profeſſedly upon them. He has how

ever treated them, though very prettily, yet

with little real knowledge ; all that was intended

by his works, was the pointing out their uſe

to ſailors in thoſe little voyages which were

undertaken in his time, and to the farmers for

the plowing and ſowing their lands. Hipparchus

wrote more in the manner of a ſcience, and

with a view to general uſe, and the world 'has

indeed been greatly obliged him. Ptolemy

'was ſenſible enough of the value of his obſer

vations, and has kept to them in many places

where he does, and in many where he does

not confeſs it, with a religious punctuality: it

was Hipparchus, who, of all the authors we are

acquainted with, first treated their asteriſms

like an astronomer, aſcertaining the places of

VOL. I.

 

the stars. We have the names of ſeveral other

of the Greeks who have written on the aste

riſms, or constellations, but little is recorded

of them that is of any conſequence : the figures

into which they arranged the stars in the

ſeveral constellations, were the ſame with thoſe

their predeceſſors had learned from the Egyp

tians, and ſuch we have them preſerved'by

Ptblemy: as the predeceſſors of Ptolemy had

been careful not to deviate from the original

form of the constellations, as th'ey had receiv

ed them; thoſe who have followed him have

taken as much care to conform themſelves to

his account of them. He has left us no deli

neations of the forty-eight asteriſms he treats

of, which is a great pity; but he has been ſo

accurate in his deſcriptions of them, that it

has been eaſy to preſerve them in the ſame

form. We have of late times added about

Wenty-eight to the number, and theſe we

have treated as we pleaſed, but there has been

a religious care to avoid alterations in the old'

ones, and to this it is we owe it, that We

can at this time ſpeak of the ſeveral fixed

stars, naming the places they have in the ſe

veral constellations within this number, as re-

gularly as if they had all ſeparate names, and

had been known alſo to the antients, and in

all ages by thoſe names. Fools and enthuſiasts

have indeed been deſirous to alter the hea-'

theniſh names and figures, and to advance

the bleſſed Virgin into the place of the Bear;

and the twelve Apostles into the zodiac, in

stead of the twelve ſigns; but none have

listened to them.

We ſhall find, on comparingthe account of
the stars in the ſeveral constellations, that irlſi

the ealier periods of astronomy, only the

principal or larger were taken notice of, but

theſe ſerved all the purpoſes of distinctions

which they wanted. What much encreaſes

the ſeveral lists is, that in ſpeaking of a con

I stella
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stellation, we take in the ſeveral unformcd

stars into the account, or thoſe which lie im

mediately about the figure, although they are

not comprehended within its out-lines 5 and

are not made a part of any other. This is

proper, becauſe elſe we can take but a very

wild account, nor are able to name them

with any degree of preciſion. Indeed the num

ber of theſe unformed stars, which were a

diſgrace to the old diviſion of the heavens, is,

at this time, greatly diminiſhed, from the mo

dern astronomers having formed ſeveral new

constellations out of them : thus the unform

ed stars about the Eagle have been received

into Antinous, and thoſe near the tail of the

Lion into Berenice's Hair; and Ccir Caroli,

Charles's Heart, has been made the distinct

name of a star of the ſecond magnitude near

the Leſſer Bear. This gives us still more

means of talking with the due preciſion. The

Greeks had a way of doing ſomething like this,

they gave particular denominations to little

clusters of stars, although they were already

parts of ſome other constellations, . and ſome

times to ſingle stars 5 but it had been better to

have given them to ſo many of the unformed

ones. .

People have been led to believe, that the

asteriſms or constellations were formed by the

Greeks, becauſe they are made to refer

to parts of the Greek history or fable 5

but there is no foundation for this 5 the con

stellationswere much earlier- than their times,

and they retained them as they were, but

adapted parts of their history or fable to them.

It is to be obſerved, that the Greeks gave

Wes to certain little clusters of stars, and to

ſome ſingle stars, which were before a part of

other constellations, the Pleiades in the Bull's

neck, the Hyades in his face, and others are of

this origin, and we find theſe mentioned ſo

Early as in Heſiod-and Homer; but then we

 

find in the ſame authors the names of Sirius,

derived from Siris, the Nile, which began

to ſwell at the riſe of that star, as alſo of.

Orion, and others, evidently foreign, as fami

liarly treated among them. Muſaeus is re

corded to have been the first who drew the

figures of the constellations on a globe among

the Greeks, and this Muſzus being father to

Orpheus, one of the Argonauts, it has been

ſuppoſed, nay Sir Iſaac Newton, in his Chro

nology, countenances the opinion, that the

ſigns and figures he laid down upon the globe

had reference to the heroes concerned in that

expedition, or to ſerve one or other of the re

markable occurrences of it. It is with perfect

justice that this author ſays none of the.

figures among the constellations have reference

to any thing of later date than that expedition 5,

but 'tis unquestionable that most, if not all, of

the oldforty-eight constellations, Were formed

before that time, and that all Muſaeus did was

to adapt that story, or the ſeveral parts of it,

as the other Greeks did afterwards other parts.

of their history, to the figures which he found

already in uſe with all who studied the hea

vens 5. and which had originally been brought.

.from among the Egyptians. The people,

who have endeavoured to adapt the general

history of the Greeks to theſe figures, fre

quently diſagree among themſelves, ſome tak

ing one, and ſome another part of it, to an

ſwer to the ſame constellation: and it is evi

dent, from 'many instances, that the Greeks

had theſe constellations in uſe among them

for marking out the ſeveral parts of the hea-_,

vens, long before any one attempted to reeo'nI

cile them to their history. Thoſe, who ſuc

Ceeded at equal distance to the perſons, who

had first introduced them in Greece, might

be ignormt of theirhaving been brought from

Elſewhere, and thence might fall upon the

enquiry of what they referred to in their

story
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story who they ſuppoſed invented them; but

as they were indeed deviſed elſewhere, and

had in reality no ſuchreference, all must have

been error and confuſion in the ſearch.

It is undoubted that the Egyptians, whether

themſelves invented, or whether they only

brought the constellations away with them

when they ſeparated from the rest of mankind

after the flood (which latter is most probable)

were the people who taught them to theGreeks;
i and that the figuresctof them, which were thUS

received from the Egyptians, were never al

tered by the Greeks, although they, in after

ages, endeavoured to make them relate to

their hiſtory. When they had a mind to

place ſome favourite hero among the stars,

or to commemorate ſome memorable exploit,

or great atchievement, they looked up to ſome

of the constellations already formed, and found

a reſemblance, and then, whether or not they

perſuaded themſelves, they took ſome pains to

perſuade others, that this was the origin of the

ſign. But even in this they were confuſed

among themſelves, for the constellation Ge- '

mini, which was, among the Egyptians, no

thing more than the repreſentation of a pair

of kids, and was only intended to expreſs that

the ſun's entering that ſign denoted the time

of the prolificGoat's bringing forth her young,

was to be made Greek, and two heroes were

to be placed in the stead of the kids. But

in this they do not agree Who thoſe heroes

ſhould be; the generality call them Castor and

Pollux, but there are ſome who make them

Apollo and Hercules, and others Triptolemus

and Jafion. We may ſee by this, as well as

by other instances, that the figures of the

constellations are very old, and that the Gre

cian history did not originally give the form

to them, but was afterwards only applied to

them in compliment to different perſons, but

they have not kept ſo strictly to their originaIS,

 

ſuppoſing them to have received their know

ledge of the heavens the ſame way. It appears

from all who have written faithfully of the

learning of the East, that the constellations of

the Chineſe are very different from thoſe

which are in uſe with us, and have been

among the Greeks, from whom we deducc

all true astronomy: Kempfer ſhews us alſo,

that the Japoneſe, although they have arranged

the heavens under the figures of constellations,

yet have made uſe of figures quite different

from thoſe of the Greeks. This will ſerve to

give their astronomy a different character from

ours, and perhaps to refer it to a different ori

gin, but that diverſity of figures which we

find among the Arabians is leſs pardonable.

Theſe received their astronomy from the

Greeks, and conſequently ought to have uſed

the old figures, derived from the Egyptian di

viſion of the heavens, but holding it unlawful

to delineate any human form, according to

the ſuperstition of their faith, whenſoever they

have met with ſuch in their way, they have

struck out whatſoever had reference to an

image of this kind, and ſubstituted ſomething

elſe in the place : in this alſo they have ſhewn

their ignorance, as well as their ſuperstition.

One of the first things they had to except

.against was Gemini, they could not endure

the two Grecian heroes, Castor and Pollux,

and ſo they introduced a pair ofPeacocks, not

knowing that the Greeks had indeed deviated

from their masters in this reſpect, and that the

proper and original figure was a pair ofrkids,

which they might have therefore restored with

ſafe conſciences z and instead of confounding

the ſcience, have ſo far recovered it, and ſet

it on its antient, and its true foundation.

Poor Aquarius is on this plan baniſhed out of

the ſkies, and the figure of the constellation

is a Mule, carrying two barrels of water: the

Centaur is converted into a couple of animals'

I 2. a Horſe
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a Horſe and a Bear, which are repreſented

fighting; the Virgin is quite lost, only the

ear of corn is converted into a wheat-ſheaf ;

a mule capariſoned, but without any load, is '

in the place of Auriga 5 Ophiucus is meta

morphoſed into a Crane, and Hercules into a

Camel. The quiver of arrows is all that they

leave us of Sagittary 5 for the Grecian Caſiio

ſeia they place a Vadrupe, a Dog, but they

preſerve her chair, and very decently place

that creature in it. The unfortunate Andro

mec'a is changed into a Phoca, or Sea Calf,

and poor Cephus into a Hound. Bootes is

diſplaced alſo, but the figure they have ſub

stituted is not to be-reſerred to any known

creature.

Sc meofthe asteriſms ſeem to have beenthrown

into form in the very earliest ages ofthe world,

probably before the race of mankind, which

ſucceeded the univerſal destruction of the de

luge, ſeparated from one another, to form ſo

many nations. We find the names of Sirius

and Orion familiar in the earliest writers;

Hcſiod frequently mentions them, and as fre

quently the Pleiadcs, Hyades, and Arcturus 5

theſe ſeem to.have been added by the Greeks,

but the two others were doubtleſs of foreign

origin.

import as much.

ASTRONOMY. The general name of

that ſcience, the explication of the ſeveral parts

of which, and of the terms uſed by thoſe who

have written concerning it, is the immediate

buſineſs of this volume. Astronomyis the ſci

ence which teaches a knowledge of the stars,

and, in general, of all the heavenly bodies,

their form, structurc, appearances, and moti

ons; their place or ſituation in the heavens ;

their magnitude, and their distance, a large

vand extenlive field, but at this time greatly

cultivated, ſomuch indeed, that very few im- ſi

The very ſOLLI'Ld of the ſeveral words

 , .

provements can be expected to be hereafter

made in it; very little being unknown of all

that it propoſes to teach.

Astronomy ſerves to regulate the times and

ſeaſons, determining the courſe of the year, and

the length of its ſeveral parts, months, days,

hours, and the like. 'Tis by its affistance that

we are able to diſcover the magnitude and the

form of the earth, for that globe revolving

round the ſun in the ſame manner with Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury, is con

ſidered, in astronomy, as a planet: and it

gives to geography the ſituation of the ſeveral

parts of this globe with reſpect to one another,

their extent and limits. Navigation owns it

as the great guide, and it was with the one

that the other became improved and flouriſhed.

We read of astronomy, or ſome part of its'

diſcoveries, in the earliest authors that are

extant, and they treat of it as a thing long be

fore them, cultivated and carried to great

lengths; nor indeed-is it to be doubted that it

was one of the first ſciences conſidered. The

heavenly bodies are, of all viſible objects, thoſe

which must have first attracted the regard of

men; they are the most conſpicuous, the

most beautiful, and the most important. It

was natural to conſider them, and they must

have been very early found the only means of

determining different periods of time, for

establiſhing the neceſſary order and regularity

in all the offices of government and'religion.

The oldest books distinguiſh the periods of

days, months, and' years, and the ann'ual, or'

otherwiſe aſcertained returns of certain cere

monies, for all which 'the obſervation of the

heavenly bodies must have been previouſly

made ; nor could any offices, ſacred or civil,

be aſCertained, in point of their duration,

without it. ct '

If we believe Joſephus, we ſhall trace up

the origin of the ſcience very high. He tells

us,,
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us, that there was a prediction of the first

man, that the earth ſhould be destroyed by

water and by fire, at two different periods.

He ſpeaks of diſcoveries in astronomy ſo

early as in thoſe days, and makes the esteem,

in which they were held, to be ſo great, that

it was one of the greateſt objects of their care

to perpetuate them against one, at least, of

theſe two great catastrophes. He ſays, the

ſons of Seth erected two pillars, the one of

brick, and the other of stone, on the which

they ſeverally engraved what they, and what

their father, had diſcovered of the motions of

the heavenly bodies, that if one of them pe

riſhed, the other might remain. This is

making astronomy indeed an early ſcience,

and, iſ we may credit the relater of the

event, there was in his time proof of the

tmth of it; for he ſays the column of stone

was then standing. Seth's pillars are pre

tended to be preſerved to this time. The

poſſeſibrs of the treaſure, more unreafonable

than Joſephus, not contented with one, would

preſerve both, but we know how little credit

is to be paid to ſuch pretences. Joſephus

has ſo high an opinion of the utility of astro

nomy, that, after relating this story, he does

not ſcruple to add, that it appeared to him
one of the reaſons for the length of life aſſllot

ted to the patriarchs, that they might bring it

to ſome degree of perfection : he cal-is in the

Almighty's wiſdom as operating towards it by 1

 

miracle; but a miracle like this would not i

have been neceſſary. We are told, that the

astronomy of the earliest times having been

thus preſerved, amidst the ravage of the gene

ral deluge, was cultivated by the deſcendants

of Noah, and in the oldest profane histories

we read of divine honours paid, after their de

ceaſe, to thoſe who had most improved it.

Uranus, a ſovereign of a people, on the bor

ders of the Atlantic otean, was ſuppoſed to be

i

adeſcendant of the gods, becauſe he instructed

man "in the history of the heavens: and Pro

metheus, a Scythian king, (for that appears

to have been his true history) and believ

ed to be the ſon of Japhet, and grandſon of

Noah, is celebrated for teaching his people

the motions of the stars. It is hence the poets

have talked of his stealing fire from heaVen.

And Zoroaster has left behind him an im

mortal name, not as one who was king of

Bactria, but as he who excelled all men of

his time in the knowledge of astronomy. '

ASVIA, A name by which ſome, who are

fond of uncommon words, have called the _

Constellation Draco; it is one of its Arabic

names, and comes very near to Aſbia, one of

its Greek denominations.

ATUD. A name by which ſome have

called the bright star toward the ſhoulder of

the constellation Auriga, called by others Ca

pella, and the Amalthaean Goat. This is

made the mother of the two kids, the Haedi,

two bright stars in the arm of the ſame con

stellation, ſuppoſed to occaſion storms and

tempests at their riſing. The Arabic name

Ayuk, from which this Atud is formed, ſigni

fies alſo a goat.

AVIS INDICA. A name for one of the

new constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere,

which reaches from one corner of the Trian

gle to the tail of the Camelion, and contains

. eleven stars; it is alſo called Avis Paradiſraca,

and Apus. See the article APUS..

AURATUS PISCIS. A name given by

ſome, who love new names for every thing, to

the constellation of the ſouthern hemiſphere,

called Xiphias, the ſword-file, but repreſented

in the figures under the form of Sena Piſcis,,

the.
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the ſaw-fiſh. The Portugueſe, who ſormed the

constellation, call it by a name different from

both theſe, the Dorado, or golden fiſh; and

from this term has been formed the new name

Auratus Piſcis.

. AURIGA. One oſ the constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, and a very conſider

able one 5 it is one of the forty-eight old aste

' riſms, and is mentioned by all the antient

astronomers. Auriga does not, in proportion

to its extent, contain a great number of

stars, and oſ thoſe which it has, the greater

part are oſ the ſmaller kind, and have not

been ſeen by the old astronomers. It is re

preſented by the figure oſ an old man, in a

posture ſomewhat, like ſitting, with a goat and

her kids in his leſt hand, and in the right hand

.a bridle ; he has on his head a* cap of an odd

form, a flowing mantle about his body, and

round the lower part of his legs thoſe hands

of twisted straw, which the peaſants and wag

gonerswear tokeepoff thedirt. This ishisfigure

in the oldest draughts we have of the constella

tions : and this, according to the account oſ

Ptolemy, although he has leſt no draughts

of them, must have been that under which

the Greeks at this time repreſented it.

This is the figure that has been preſerved of

it by the astronomers of all countries, except

the Arabians; and they have not changed it

upon choice, but by compulfion. Their religion

did not ſuffer them, on any occaſion, to draw

the figures of human creatures, ſo they have

ſubstituted a Mule in the place oſ his figure,

with its ſaddle and bridle. This is the more

neceſſary to be mentioned, as they have taken

ſome stars into the bridle of the Mule, whereas .

there are none, except one ſmall one at the ex

tremity, in the bridle of the Auriga of the

Greeks.

The constellations, which stand round about

 

Auriga, are the Lynx, the Camelopardal, Per

ſeus, Taurus, and Gemini ; and theſe are all

ſo cloſe to him, that he ſeems juſt crowded

into a ſpace between them. The head of the

Lynx is over the head oſ Auriga, and the ſore

ſect upon his right ſhoulder. The belly of

theCamelopardal is over his head, and its hin

der feet are oppoſite to his face. The right leg

of Perſeus comes in ſo odd a manner behind his

leſt thigh in the figures, that added to the un

couth posture of Auriga, it ſeems as if the hero

had given the waggoner a kick, and removed

him from the ground. The right horn of the

bull comes cloſe to the right foot of Auriga,

and the hand, which holds the dart in Gemini,

is oppoſite to his knee. The old astronomers

allowed fourteen stars to the constellation of

Auriga ; ſo many stood in the catalogue of

Hipparchus, the first that was made in Greece,

and poffibly in the world 5 for we do not find

that the Egyptians, although they plainly and

immediately arranged the stars into conſtella

tions, ever took an account of the number

which themſelves comprehended under the fi

gure. The catalogue of Ptolemy mentions

the ſame number fourteen, Tycho ſets down

only nine, Hevelius raiſed the number to

forty, and Flamstead has counted ſixty-ſix.

Among theſe there is one oſ the first magni

tude, a very bright and fine star ; it is ſi

tuated on the body of the Goat, which is in

his left arm, and is near the inſertion of the

ſhoulder of that animal. There are alſo two

of the ſecond magnitude, one the bright one in

the ſouth foot, and the other the lucid one in

the hinder ſhoulder. Theſe three are a very un

common ſhare oflarge stars foroneconstellation,

and they make a conſpicuous figure. Beſide this,

there are only two or three of the third mag

nitude. The generality ofthe others are ſmall.

They are diſpoſed with a tolerable regularity

oi/er the figure. There is a cluster OlſſſeVEral

v m
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in the top of the cap, there are two or three

conſpiqious in the face; the upper part of the

body has only ſmall ones, but there are ſeveral

larger in both arms, and a great many in

the robe and on the left leg: the right has

fewer.

The Greeks ſeem to 'have received this

constellation from the Egyptians, and to have

retained the bridle as a part of it from the old

figure ; but they have been perplexed to what

story of their history to refer it. As it has

been their custom, however, to make theſe
things appearſ their own, by adapting to each

ſomething from their own accounts, they have

told us, that this figure of a waggoner was

an honourable character. The antients did

not much distinguiſh between wheel carriages,

but ſometimes call the chariot of the ſun

Phcebus's VVaggon, and even our Shaſeſpear,

do keep up the custom, calls Phaeton, a

Waggoner, when he tells thoſe fine steads,

that ſuch a waggoner as Phaeton would whip

ye to the west, and bring on cloudy night

immediately. They tells us, that this was

Erichthonius, the inventor of coaches.

Vulcan, the fabulists ſay, fell in love once

with Minerva, and when he could not prevail

with her to marry him, would have obtained

her upon leſs honourable terms. There was a

struggle between them, and ſome way or other

Erichthonius was begotten, though 'it does not

ſeem that Minerva had much ſhare in it : ſhe

took care of the offspring however : ſome have

fiippoſed it was only a ſerpent, but the graver

authors ſay, Erichthonius was a man with

legs only like the body of a ſerpent, and that

tohide this monstrous part of his figure he

invented coaches to carry him about. They

add, that Jupiter, doing him honour for an

invention that was, in ſome degree, imitating

the ſun's carriage on the earth, raiſed him up

among the stars.

 i This is what most of the Greeks ſay, as to

the figure that is called Auriga, and others,

who have ſuppoſed the constellations to refer to

Orſilochus, still make him the inventor of

coaches, taking that honour from the heaven

begotten Eriehthonius. It is evident, that the

Greeks, by their own account, did not make

the constellation, for if they had meant it to

commemorate only Orſilochus,theywould have

given him a coach and horſes ; or if, accord

ing to the other, and more received fable

among us, they had intended to make a fi

gure of Eriehthonius, they would have given

his ſerpent-like legs a place in the drawing.

It is evident therefore, that they received this

figure, for the diſpoſition of theſe stars, from

elſewhere, and knew no more of it than

that it was an human figure' What the

Egyptians meant, who first deviſed it, is

lost to us. There are yet other accounts

among the Greek writers, and ſome that

* anſwer much better to the figure of the

 
constellation : but that of Erichthonius is the

oldest, the rest ſeem to have been made, from

time to time, by men who had a ſenſe of the

impropriety of that story to the figure, for

' that they could not alter for fear of con

fuſmg themſelves in the accounts of the stars..
For instance, if they had extended the legs of-ſi

the drawing into the ſerpent length, that

would have ſuited it to their story of Erich-

thonius, but one of them would haVe run into

the Bull, and the other have confounded itſelf

with the legs of Perſeus: and the stars con-

tained in both theſe figures, would alſo have

got within the outwline of this Auriga, and

ſome would have given them to one, and>

ſome to the other constellation. This has

been the reaſon why the Greeks, although

the Egyptian figures they had received did

not agree well with the stories they affixed to

them, yet dared not alter them too far; it

ſeems
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ſeems as iſ they had indeed added the ſword '

to Perſeus, becauſe there are no stars hardly i

in it, and there was a vacant place for it in

the heavens, where it did not interſere with

any other of the constellations ; but this not

being the caſe with the ſituation of Auriga,

they continued the figure, though it did not

quite agree with their story oſ its origin.

Others however, ill ſatisfied with a story

which ſo badly agreed with the figure, have

ſaid, that it belonged to h/Iyrtillus, a ſon oſ

JMercury and Clytie, and charioteer to fEno

maus; they ſay, that, at his death, his father

Nlercury, with the permiſſron of his ſuperior's,

raiſed him thus up into the ſkies. All this,

however, does not at all account for the goat

and her two kids in the hands of Auriga 5 for

certainly theſe animals have nothing to do

with the character or buſineſs oſ a coachman

or coach-contriver. To ſet this right, thoſe of

ſucceeding times have made Aurigaſito be

Olenus, a ſon of Vulcan, and the father of

[Ega and Helice, two oſ the Cretan nymphs

that nurſed the inſant Jupiter. They talk of

a goat that was uſed for giving milk to the

young deity, and they ſuppoſe, that this crea

ture, and two young ones, ſor that is the

number it uſually brings forth, were placed in

the hands of the father oſthe virgins, to com

memorate the creature they took into their

ſervice on that occaſion. This however is all

ſar strained. We know the Greeks aggran

diſed every thing. They raiſed a common fe

male reaper, or worker in the harvest field,

for that is all the Egyptians, from whom they

received- the constellation, meant by Virgo,

into a ſort of angel, and in the ſame manner

it is probable, that all theſe charioteers and

' nurſes, of their fable, were applied to the

figure, by which the original'inventors meant

no more than a countryman, or ſarmer, who

was carrying home a goat, and her kids, to
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take care oſ them out of the rain or bad wea

ther.

Beſides the szi, this constellation con,

tains alſo another oſ thoſe ſtars, which the

antients honoured with peculiar names, the

goat Capra, and Amalthaea Capra. This

is the bright one near the ſhoulder, ſuppoſed

r to be the mother oſ the Haedi, and the nurſe of

Jupiter. Some have indeed taken away the

name oſ goat and kids, and called this star a

ſow, and the two others pigs, aſſerting, ac

cording to the testimony oſ Agathocles, that a

ſow, and not a goat, did this office to the

deity, and producing, in ſupport of it, the di

vine honours which the Cretans paid to this

animal. But we find all the antients almost

in the ſame story, calling the creature a

goat 3 and indeed we ſind the story preſerved.

on medals, ſor there are extant at this time

coins of Valerian, on the reverſe of which is

a goat with a child upon its back, and the in
ſcription Jovi Creſcenti. i

The antients in general agreed to give the

honour of having been the origin of this con

stellation to the first who invented the putting

horſes to chariots, but they are divided about

who that was. Virgil is expreſs in favour of

the ſabled race oſ Vulcan;

Primus Ericbtbam'm curror, et quatuar auſhs

Jungerc eguos rapidzſiſque rotis i'ſſstcre victor.

But Scaliger quotes ſome verſes oſ Corripus to

prove, that the invention belonged to Orſilo

chus. The lines are theſe,

O'ſiloclyum nfiruntprtſimbr guadrtlgor

Et rurrur armqffle news, Pelopemquestcundum

In ſhm'i venzffi- necem.

But
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But if we are to pay any credit to thoſe who

pretend to deſerve it, we ſhall, in this paſſage,

instead of Orſilochum, read Cecropidem, and

theſe two will become the ſame perſon.

Though the whole constellation of Auriga

is not mentioned among thoſe from which the

antients formed preſages of the fucceedingwea

ther, the two stars in his arm were oſ the fore

most in that rank. It is theſe they called by

the name Haedi, and dreaded ſo extremely

on account of the storms and tempests 'that

ſucceeded their riſing, that they were ſaid to

ſhut up the ſea for their ſeaſon. And the day

of their influence being over, we find, was ce

lebrated as a festival with ſports and games,

under the name of Natalis Navigationis. Ger

manicus calls them unfriendly stars to mariners,

and Virgil couples them with Arcturus, men

tioning their ſetting and its riſing as things of

the most important preſage. Horace alſo puts

them together as the most formidable of all the

stars to thoſe who followed the traffic of the

ſea, and when he would deſcribe the tranqui

lity of the man who is content without at

tempting to accumulate wealth by theſe means,

ſays, that the tempestuous ſeas, and riſing and

ſetting constellations of preſage, give him no

pain :

N'eque

Tumultuqſum ſhllicitat mare

Arm-ſqu Arcturi cadmtz'r

Impetur aut orientir szi.

And to the ſame purpoſe ſpeak all the antient

writers, thus making a part of the constella

tion Auriga, if not the whole constellation, a

thing to be obſerved with the utmost attention,

and to be feared as much as the blazing

Arcturus.

AXIS afa Cane. ſi A strait line drawn from

the vertex of the cone to the centre of its

baſe. See CONE.

VOL. I.

 

AXIS aft/2: Earth. A line ſuppoſed to=be .

carried through the centre of the globc, and

to be that on which it turns round abont,

continually in the courſe of its revolution

round the ſun. The two points of this Axis,

where it touches the ſurface, are what are

called the two poles of the world.

It is by a revolution of the body of the

earth about this Axis, that the return of day

and night are made, and the riſing of the ſun

and stars, and their motions round the earth,

arereallyoccaſioned. Thiswasa motion of the

earth unknown to the antients in early times,

and hence, they accounted for the continual

apparent revolution of the heavens round the

earth, which they took to be real, and called -

the first motion, by a ſuppoſedimpulſive force,

communicated from the primum mobile.

The ſun's Axis, and that of the other hea

venly bodies, is ſpoken of in the ſame manner

with the earth's, and is, in the ſame manner,

a line paſſing through their centre, round

about which a continual revolution is made ;

for this motion of a revolution round their

own Axis, ſeems to be univerſal and common

to all the heavenly bodies. We perceive it

plainly in the planets, by the change of place

in their ſpots. In the moon it has been

thought wanting, but after-thought has diſ

covered, and ſucceeding obſervations proved

it. In the ſun, it is plainly ſeen, as in the

planets, by the change of place in its ſpots

alſo; and there is great reaſon to ſuppoſe, that

it is alſo common to the fixed stars, not only

as they are of the nature of ſo many ſuns -, but

as the appearance of ſome, which after a long

time of not appearing, have been called new

stars, cannot be any way ſo well accounted

for, as by ſuppoſing, that they have a ſlow -

revolution round their Axis; and that they

have parts more obſcure, and parts more

bright, on their ſurface, and are only ſeen at

the time when the bright part is turned to

K ' wards
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wards us. If it be allowed to theſe, itwill'l

be natural to allow it alſo to the rest of .the

.fixed stars, and we ſhall thus find this motion

univerſal.
>

AXIS ofa Sphcre.The diameter ſioſa ſphere, '

-round about which the revolution of that

ſphere is made, when a motion of rotation is £

._giVen to it. The two oppoſite points, or the;

.ſurface in which this diameter touches the

Liperficies, are-calledthepoles. See SPHERE. r

'AXTS of 'the 'Iſ/odd. An imaginary =lineſi.

:running through the World, from _.pole -to..

Mole. '.Sce CIRCLE eft/Je ffi/m'c.

iAXIOM. A propoſition which is -ſelſ-evi-,'_

dent, or carries_proof in itſelf, without need?

'of reaſoning or demonstration. .T'hus if we

ſay, that equal numbers or .quantities added'to

equal, will produce a ſum that will be alſo

equal. If we ſay, that the ſum>oſvall.the

parts of a thing is equal to the whole; or

that if any two quantities are equal to a third

quantity, they are alſo equal to one another;

theſe, and the like ſelf-evidentpropoſitions,

.are called Axiorns.

AYUK, or AL AYt-LK. -A name by Which

uſome have called the bright star toward the

ſhoiilder of Aurigz. fThe meaning of the

'word is a goat, and the star has been called

by a name of the ſame import in almost all the

..antient languagcs. It is ſuppoſed the mother

wof the two kids, the Haedi, two bright stars in

--the arm of the ſame constellation, and it is

called theAmalthaeangoat, the 4 nurſe of_Ju

IJuices. '

AZALANGE. ZA name*by which ſome,

'who are fond oſ obſcure words, call the con

 

;fiellationSexpcntary. It is abarharous. term,

and ſeems only 9. .corruption of Al Hangue,

which is one of the Arabic names of this con

stellation, and ſignifies the ſame as Serpen

tarius.

AZHA KL NAAM. A name by which

ſome, who are very fond ofuncommon words,

have called the constellation Corona Australis.

The term is Arabic, and is one of the names

of this constellation. The ſignification of the

wordstis the Ostrich'sNest., there are two stars

in thealegs of Sagittary, *not.very distant from

this constellation, which they call Al Naaim,

Ostrjches, one of which they ſay is going to

water, and the other returning from the wa

ter 3 this-neighbouring cluster of. stars is the

Nest.

_AZIMUTHS. A term 'by which astro

nomers expreſs certain circles of the ſphere,

which are called, in others words, verticals,

vertical circles, or ſecondaries to the horizon.

For, in the. uſual acceptation of the astrono

mical terms, any circles that are drawn thro'

the poles of another circle, .are called ſecon

dary circles --to thatthrough whoſe poles they

are drawn. The horizon is a circle, extend

.ing to thestarry region every way, and hav

_.ing its plane paſſing-through the point of the

-earth's ſurſace, on which the obſerver stands,

or elſe throughlthe centre of the earth, paral

lel-to that point. .In the first caſe it is

called the ſenſible, and-in thelatter the ratio

nal horizon 3 and where theastronomers ſped

-of .the horizon without any epithet, they al

ways .mean the latter, or the rational hori

zon ;'i.but. this to theobſerver makes no diffe

rence ; for the whole earth being but a point

of no meaſure, with. reſpect to -. the ſphere of

_.the fixed stars, theſe .two horizons coincide,

,and make only one line at the heavens, with

.reſpcct to the obſerver, upon the globe of the

earth; their distance not heingiperceivable by

.the
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the nicest' obſervations,- or the best instru

ments.

Thehorizon vthen being a great circle, divid

ing the whole extent of the heavens-into two

hemiſpheres, and having for its poles thezenith

and nadir of the-place, that is, the point im

mediately over the head, and the point imme

diately under the feet of the obſerver ; what

ſoever circles are conceived to be drawn-paſſing

through theſe two points, or through=the two

poles of the horizon; theſe are ſecondary cir

cles to the horizon, and' they are called by

ſome Verticals, and- by others Azimuths.

There may be asmany of theſe Azimuths

conceived: in the plane of the heavens as we

pleaſe, and they may beextended, or drawn

in and through what part of the heavens we

pleaſe : their uſether'efore i's obvious -, ſince as

all meaſure, reſpectiug the heavenly bodies, is

made by thedegrees of a circle', theſe being cir

cles, and ſo capable of the general diviſion into

degrees, ſerve for the immediate meaſuring of

any point of the heavens, or of any phaeno

menon occupyng any point of the heavens,

with reſpect to its height above the horizon.

Thus, if a star be required to be deſcribed

with reſpect to its altitude above the-horizon,

the thing is to be done by means of an Azi

muth. We are to conceive acircle paſſing

through the Zenith and nadir of the place of

obſervation 5 this is an Azimuth, or a ſhoon-

dary circle of the horizon, becauſe it paſſes

through the poles of the horizon. We know

that the star must be between the horizon and

the zenith.v If it be anywhere viſible, it must

be between theſe, and the distance from the

horizon to the zenith being only ninety de

grees, a part of theſe must make its height.

All that is neceſſary to do this, is, to take the

height of a star by a quadrant, and meaſuring

me arc of the circle intercepted between its

place in the heavens and the horizon',

the number of degrees of which that arc"

conſists, are the meaſure of the star's alti

tude. This is the manner in which the ſun's

j altitude is taken in obſervations, and by this.

- may be ſeen the great uſe of theſe Azimuths.

When it is requiſite to be Very preciſe, instead'

_Z of the ordinary plain ſights, through which

the star is to be vieWed on the instrument,

which are only a coupſe of holes pierced thro'

plates of braſs, they put on a teleſcope, and,

drawing a couple of hairs over the eye-glaſs,

ſo that they croſs one' another at its centre,

this place of the stſſar is to Be taken when it is

ſeen at the inverſection of thoſe hairs, and then

the exactneſs is greater. When yet more ac

curacy is required, they uſe an instrument,
I which', Being a ſinalſer part of a circle, may

be divided more accurater at the limb. They

take a ſixth, or only an eighth of a circle or'

this occaſion, and' call the instrument a ſex

tant, or an octant ;* and thus being rid of the

encumbrance of any unneceſſary quantity, they'

divide the ſpace they retain into more minute

meaſures. For, taking the ſun's altitude in the

uſual way, there is no more neceſſary than the

letting it ſhine through one of the ſights, and

turning the instrument about till the ſpot of

light falls upon the centre of the other hole:

and when more accuracy is required, and te

l'eſcopic ſights are made uſe of, it is customary

to receive the ſun's image from the teleſcope

upon a piece of white paper, held in ſuch a

poſition that the rays may fall perpendicularly

upon it. By this means a luminousxcircle is

formed upon the paper, and the croſs hairs,

which arc drawn over the eye-glaſs, are ſeen

upon it ; when the croffing of theſe is exactly

at the centre of this bright circle, all is right,

and the height of the ſun is to be meaſuer

frcm that point.
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If it he "ſuppoſed, that even this is not a i drank, or quarter of a circle, containing ninety

ſufficient degree of accuracy, for there are

ſome occaſions on which, in the taking the

'ſun's altitude, no accuracy can be too great,

the method is, for two perſons, at the ſame

moment to make the obſervation, the one

meaſuring from the upper edge or' the ſun's

image, and the other from the lower 5 then

taking the middle between theſe, we have

.the place of the centre. .All this care is ſome

times neceſſary with reſpect to the ſun's height,

becauſe being of a conſiderable diameter, it is

only with reſpect to his centre that we can

ſpeak with preciſion; but this is not the caſe

with reſpect to the fixed stars, ſor the very

largest of theſe having no viſible diameter ac

cording to ſome astronomers, and according

.to thoſe who allow most, only a diameterof

a few ſeconds, nothing of this kind is neceſ

ſary: their whole magnitude being, with re

ſpect to us, a point, or ſomething ſo very

near a point, that the meaſure is quite unim

zportant.

There is another way alſo of adding to the

preciſion in the meaſure of the altitudes oſ the

ſun and stars by theſe Azimuths, which is by

taking an instrument of ſmall quantity; .by

this, not meant of tſmall bulk, but of a

ſmall portion oſ the circlez; -ſo that it may be

divided into more accurate and minute 'mea

ſures on the limb z ſome uſe a whole circle

.for this purpoſe, hanging it up in ſuch a man

ner that it is vertical to the horizon, and has

a diameter, expreſſmg the horizon drawn a

croſs it. Others take only the half of a cir

cle; and others only a quarter. This last is

'the most uſual, and is all that can be neceſ

vſary, ſeeing that the whole distance from the

chorizon to the zenith being only ninety de

,grees, more than ninety degrees cannot be re

nguifite to any admeaſurement. The qua

 

degrees, is all therefore that can be neceſ

ſary ; and conſequently it ſerves all purpoſes.

But though more parts of a circle than ninety

degrees cannot be neceſſary for any obſerva

tion, fewer may do for a great many. And

it is on this principle that the greater accuracy

oſ diviſion of the instrument is establiſhed.

For theſe purpoſes they make an instrument

which is of as large bulk as can conveniently

be uſed, and yet which is leſs, as a part of a.

circle, than-a quadrant: they make it only a

ſixth or an eighth part oſ a circle, as obſerved,

and theycall it, instead of a quadrant, a ſextant,

or an octant. This being ofa larger meaſure,

in proportion to the number ofdegrees mark

ed on its lines, has the degrees divided into

ſmaller parts, and conſequently gives the mea

ſure the more accurately; with this, as with

the others, the altitude of the ſun, or of a

star, is meaſured by means oſ one of the Azi

muths, or.ſecondary circles, to the horizon ;

and thusall thealtitudes oſ the heavenly bo

dies are taken. The number of theſe Azi

muths is as great as we pleaſe, and one of

them may be at any time conceived for the

uſe, whereſoever a star, or any-other heaven

ly body is, whoſe altitude is to be taken.

Together with .theſe Azimuths, we frequent

ly meet with the mention of Almicantarahs.

Theſe are circles 'parallel with the horizon, as

the Azimuths are vertical to it, and theſe have

been deſcribed already under their proper head.

AZIZUS. A name by which we find

thoſe, who love uncommon terms, call the

planet Mars. It is an oriental word, and ſig

nifies strong and powerful.

AZUR. A name by which ſome oſ the

astronomical writers have call-ed the planet

Mars.
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Mars. It has appeared a ſingular one to ſome

who connect the idea of blue to azure, he

cauſe this word is uſed in ſome languages to

expreſis that colour, which is ſo very different

from that of the planet. It is indeed from the

peculiar colour of this planet in the heavens,

that it has been named Azur, but this is a

Perſian word, and in that language ſignifies

fire. It has been given to the planet, to ex

preſs its ruddy, or fiery colour in the heavens,

as the Greeks call him Pyrois for the ſame

reaſon.
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' 'AAL SCHEMAIM. A name by which

B ſome, who affect to uſe uncommon

terms, call the ſun; it is a Phoenician name

of that luminary, and ſignifies principal' in the

heavens.

BAALATH. A- name by which ſome have

called the constellation Cepheus ; it is only a

part of the Hebrew name of that constellation ;

it is called, in that language, Baalath Halabz,

the ſignification of which is Domina Flammre,

the Mistreſs of Flame, ſo that they made it

female.

BADAD.- A name by which ſome, who'

are fond of uncommon words, call the ſun; it

is one of the Syriae names of that-luminary,

and ſignifies alone.

BADIYA. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of uncommon names, have called the

constellation Crater z it is its Perſian name,

and in that language ſignifies a great calf.

BAGIR.- A name by which ſome, who

are fond of Unuſual words, call the Con

stellation Cygmrs; it is the Turkiſh name

of the ſign, and ſignifies a bird i'n-'- general

BALICK.- A name by which ſome, who

are fond- of uncommon words, call the con

stcllatioſſ Piſces z it is the Turkiſh name of

that ſign, and ſignifies fiſhr

BALTHEUS. A name given by ſeveraF

of the Latin authors to the zodiac.

BARRELL OF MEAL According to

the enthuſiasts, who have taken upon them t'

reform the ſphere, a name of one of the:

ſouthern constellations. It is the Southern'

Fiſh that they call by this name, having ar

ranged the stars, by others compriſed under

the out-lines of that figure, under thoſe of this

ſcriptu-re utenſil.v They are not however

agreed about this.- This is Schiller's innova

tion, but Skiccard makes it the fiſh taken up

'by Peter with the penny.

BARTHOLOMEW, or ST. BARTHO

LOMEWr A name which ſome enthuſiastic

writers have given to one of the ſigns of the

zodiac. Schiller is at the head of theſe fantastic

innovators, and is the man who propoſed diſ

placing the Ram, the Bull, and the rest of the

twelve figures of the zodiac, to make way for

the more Christian astronomy of the twelve

APOstlCSr He has placed St. Peter ſor Aries,

Stſſ Andrew for the Bull, and ſo of the rest.

St. Bartholomew repreſents what in other

writers is the Scorpion- Few have paid any

attention to this, and indeed the miſchief

that would attend it is too obvious. We must

loſe the advantage of all the early obſerva

tions, for they refer to the stars as occupyingj

parts of the old figures. See SCORPIO. '
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BASKNISMOS. A name by which ſome,

Who love hard words, have called the constel

lation Aquila, the Eagle; it is one of its old

*Greel< names; they. called it alſo Baſanos.

BASANISTERION. A name by whichz

ſome, who love hard words, call the constel-I

Jation Aquila; it is one ofJLhe oldnames of.

that constellation.

.BASANOS. A name by Which ſome,r-whoct

.are fond of odd words, call the conſtellation;

Aquila; it is one of the old Greek names of,

that constellation; they callit alſo Baſaniſmos._

BASlLISCUS. A name given by ſome of

the old astronomers to a large star in the breast;

.0f Leo, called alſo by ſome Cor Leonis, the?
lion's heart. .It was not unuſualwith the-r

,Greeks to call ſingle stars, which they ſhould?

have frequent occaſion to mention, and which

were very conſpicuous, by peculiar names.

The Arabians alſo haVe followed them in this)

Their Fomehaut and Aldebaran are not quite"

.ſ0 well ſoundng words as the Pleiades and

_.Hyades, but they ſerve the ſame good pur

_,p0ſe of aſſisting us to talk with the greater. ac

ncuracy and eaſe of the stars.

BATHESHEBA. Amame given'byTſome

.oſ the astronomers to Caffiopeia. Hartſdorf

is the author who first gave it. Schiller goes

to the New Testament for a name of the ſame

constellation, and calls it St. Mary I\'Iagdalen.

St: 'be account eſ it made" Jþe word CASSIO

1..PEIA.

BATHILLUS. A..na:me-'by n-hieh ſome, '

rwho are ſond of uncommon words, have call

.ed the constellation Ara, the altar. It -is one

mſitsnld namesamogg the Latin writers.

g merit in writing obſcurely.

d

 

BATIGNON. A name which ſome

have called the constellation Eridanus. It is

a Tuſcan name for the constellation, and is

ſometimes lſpelt Botinion.

BATIGA. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Crater. It is one oſthoſe

uncouth-terms which thoſe have introduced

into the ſcience,iwho thought there was a

It is thePerſian

name, and ſignifiesa great cup.

BEAR. .A name given'by thezantienta.

and continuedto this time, to two. ofthe con

stellations near the north pole, "thennes

called the Great, and the other _,the ;.Leſſer

Bear 5 they will be hereafter deſcribed At

large, under, the names of .U_rſa ,Major and

Urſa Minor -

LBEARD yfza Comeſ. ,,'A name given go

the tail of a comet, or. to that portion of its

Vapours which is enlightned by the -.ſuq, and

which appearsjh0st,_and on the anterior,_jn

stead of being long, and on the posterior pazt

of the comet. rThe thing is the ſame, ._whe

ther in form of. atail or beard, .0r of hair all

round it ; it is only different according to the

ſituation of ,the ſun, the earth, and 'ſithe _co

,met.
1

TBEE, Ans. &One-oſ 'the new,,conste,ll>

tions oſ the ſouthern hemiſphere, ſituated be

tween the hinder ſeet of the Centaur, and the

head of the Chamelion, and containing only

ſour stars. It is one of the ſmallest constella

..tions inthe. heavens. ..SH tbuzrride, Ams.

eBEI-OCRATOR. z-A znamez by which

ſome of the old writers have called the con

stellation Sagittary. _It is. the name byrwhich

_mar_1y_ oſlhe old-Grceks.calleth.

&II-NE
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BENEDICT, or St. Benedict among 'be

Tbamr. A name given by Schiller to a con

stellation of the northern hemiſphere, which

he has formed by new modelling that of

Ophiucus, or Serpentary. . He has placed

ſome fuze-buſhes in the stead of the Serpent,

and the human figure he calls Benedict.

BENOT. A name by which ſome, who

arc fond of uncommon words, call the planet

- Venus. It is the uſual, though not the only

Hebrew name of this planet; and it is very

poſſible, that the word Venus may be deriVed

from it; the B, being ſoftned into an V,

in the ſpeaking, and the Hebrew termination

reduced into one more natural to the other

languages. '

BERENICE's HAIR. One of the constel

lations of the northern hemiſphere placed be

hind the tail of the Lion; and containing, ac

cording to\Hevelius, twenty-one, and accord

ing to Flamstead, forty-three stars. It is not

of ſo late date as the new constellations of

Hevelius, nor is it ſo old as the forty-eight,

of which we read in Ptolemy. Conon form

ed this out of the Stellae Informes, or unform

ed stars of the Lion, in commemoration of a

lock of hair which Berenice, the queen of .

Ptolemy Euergetes, dedicated in a temple of

Venus, on account of a victory of her huſ

band. The lock by-ſome accident was lost

out of the temple, but Conon perpetuated it

in the heavens. See COMA Benemcas.

BERRI. A name by which ſome writers

have expreſſed the constellation Aries, or the

Ram; the first ſign of the zodiac. Berri, or

Bere, is the Perſian name of the constellation._

BERSANU NICBESTE. A name by

which ſome, who write that they may not

 

be understood, have called the constellation

Hercules. It is a Perſian name, and ſignifies

a man kneeling.

BERSHAUSH. A name by which ſome

call the constellation Perſeus. It is one of the

Arabic names of that constellation, and poſ.

ſibly was only their way of writing Perſeus.

BETHULA. A name by which ſome

fanciful writers have called the constellation

Virgo; -it is the Hebrew name of the ſign,

but it is idle to uſe it instead of the received

one.

BETHULTO. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Virgo; it is the

Syriac name.

BIRD OF PARADISE. One of the new

constellations, extending from one of the cor

ners of the ſouthern triangle to the tail of the

Camelion, and containing eleven stars. It is

alſo called Avis Indica, and Apus, and Avis

Paradiſiaca. See the article APUS.

BITCH. An Arabian constellation, an

ſwering to our Cafliopeia. The Arabians

were no't permitted by their law to draw any

human figures, and they therefore retained the

chair in this constellation, but diſplacing the

lady they put this quadrupe in her stead.

BLAZING STAR. A name by which

the vulgar call a comet 5 and according to the

different ſituations and appearances they an

nexþto it the title of a bearded, a tailed, or an

hairy blazing star. It is not a wonder, that

ſuch appearances as theſe ſhould be looked on

as portents, and ſuppoſed ominous. Their

novelty in the heavens could not but attract

the eye, and the train of light they carried af

ter, before, or round about them, ſo different

from
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from all other thingsſeen in the heavens, must

add vastly_to,_the ſurprize, vIndeed itis but of

very late years that we have 'been able to take
Aoff the wonder by accounting for their appear

ance.

Among the ancient astronomers, 'ſome had

ſuppoſed them only illuminated vapours, or a

kind of meteors 5 nor have there been want

ing ſome of the moderns to ſupport ſuch an

opinion. Others have ſuppoſed them congeries

of little stars, which being too ſmall to be ſeen

ſingly, yet, when they met by accident to

gether, were viſible in the cluster, and conti

nued ſo till they, by degrees, ſeparated again;

and others have imagined them of the nature

of the planets, but out of ohr ſystem, and ſo

only viſible to us in ſome ſmall part of their

orbit, in which they approached nearest to it.

But all this is error.

Blazing stars, as they are called, or, in the

more proper term, comets, are no other than

planets oſ a peculiar rank: they are globes of

compact and firm matter, which revolve round

about our ſun, and are a part of our ſystem,

They are naturally cold and dark as the pla

nets, but they, at times, approach ſo near the

ſun; as to be made red hot 5 and this* in a de

gree that will make them require many thou

ſands of years in cooling: the heat which

they acquire being intenſe to a degree two

thouſand times as great as that of red hot iron.

The reaſon of the variety of ſituations, in

which they are, with reſpect to the ſun, is, that

they perform their revolutions about that lu

minary in ellipſes as the planets do, but then

the ellipſes of the planets are ſhort, and ap

proach to the figure of circles 5 whereas theſe

of the comets are vastly long and excentric.

The conſequence is, that the corner is only ſeen

in a ſmall part of its revolution by-- us who

inhabit this earth, and is at that time in a

ſituation, with reſpect to the ſun, vastly differ

VOL. I.

 

ent from that in whichitis at other. times. As

it approaches the ſunphit becomes hot; when

ltis nearest to him it acquires this extreme de

gree heat that has been mentioned, and
as itſi departs from him, it cools again a little

as it goes into its long eſcape. We ſee the

comet only while it is thus near to the ſun, and

. at this time the vapours which have been ex

haled from it by this heat, being ſhone upon

by the ſun, make this tail.

Among thoſe, who have been much better

acquainted with the nature of comets than the

antients, there have been ſome who would al'

low nothing on the ſubject of their revolution;

but have ſuppoſed, that they only appeared to us

in their fall through the boundleſs air, and that

their appearance was a work of chance, and

thoſe which had been ſeen never would be ſeen

again: but this is all error, for the periods of

three or four of them are known, and the times

of their ſeveral appearances calculated. The

famous one that was ſeen at the death of Ju

lius Caeſar has been known to be the ſame

with that which was ſeen again in the year

531, a third ſince in 1 rob, and a fourth

-in 1681. This therefore performs its revolu

tion in 57 5 years, and two others have been

found to be regular; the one having a revo

lution of an hundred and ſeventy-nine years,

the other only of ſeventy-five years. This last

mentioned is that ſeen in 1682, and it will be

ſeen again, 'iſ the calculations 'hold good, in

about four years. This, however, is one of

the least of the known comets, for as the

ſmallcst planets are thoſe which perform their

revolutions nearest to the ſun, it is to'bejudged,

that thoſe of the comets, 'whoſe revolutions

are ſhortest, and whoſe approaches to the ſun

are most near, are alſo the ſmallest.

It is probable that theſe do, at one time or

other, fall into the ſun, andſerve as a ſupply

for the waste 5' for 'although the particles of

L ' light -
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light are inconceivably ſmall, yet the quantity

of them, emitted from the ſun, is ſo very

great, that there would be ſome diminu

tion of the ſun's bigneſs, were there not ſome l

ſupply. - '

Thus we ſee that the comets, although they

are not, as ſuperstitious people have belZCVed,

the immediate denunciations of vengeance

from heaven; yet they have their uſe in the

.cxzconomy of the univerſe: nor is this all the

uſe. The vapours which are raiſed from them

in their paſſage by the ſun, and are lost in the

air, are, by degrees, and in conſequence of

their own gravity, received into the atmoſphere

of one or other of the planets. We are not to

ſuppoſe that this becomes a load upon the pla

nets, or that the Creator of the univerſe did

not provide for its being of uſe to them; far X

from encumbering, it is neceſſary to them.

We find, by obſerving the operations of na

ture, that there is a continual decreaſc of the

fluid on our globe, and ſo it doubtleſs is on

the rest. The vegetables are ſolids made from

water principally, and when they putrify they

produce earth, earth being always precipitated

to the bottom ofputrifyingliquors. Thus the

ſolids of theſe globes would encreaſe, and the

fluids diminiſh, if there were not a ſupply of

fluids from theſe vapours of the comets.

BLEPSYS. A term by which the later _

Greek writers have expreſſed what the earlier '

called Schematiſms and Syzygys, and what

the Latins called Conſpectus. It is what the

astrologers ofour time mean by the term Aſ

pect. When a planet, and a fixed star, which

they chuſe, or a constellation, to which they

ſuppoſe it has ſome affinity, are in conjunction,

in oppofition, or in aſextile trine, or quadrate

distance, that is at ſixty, ninety, or an hun

 

dred and twenty degrees distance, they were 1

ſuppoſed to have a mutual radiation, and to-co- *

operate together. From this comes all the

jargon of Aſpects, and all the pretenſions of

astrologers, to predict future events, stand on

ſuch foundations.

BODY of: Coma. The whole of a Comet

except its tail. Some, instead of thisterm, cafl

itehe head oftheComet, by way oſ distinc

tion from the tail, but this is leſs expulſive,

and ſome call it the Nudleus, but this is still

more liable to confuſion, as ſome in ſpeaking

of the body of the Comct, as ſeen with the

teleſcope, have distinguiſhed, by the name of

Nncleus, its centre, or central part.

BOOTES. One of the constellationst

the northern hemiſphere, and a conſiderable

one; it is one of the forty-eight old constella

tions, and has a conſiderable extent toward

the north pole. The quantity of stars is not

howaver ſo great as in ſome others, in propor

tion to the ſize. Bootes is repreſented as a

man in a posture of walking; he has no co

vering upon his head; in his right hand he

holds a club, and the other is extended up

wards, and has hold of the cord of the two

Dogs which ſeem barking at the Great Bear.

The constellations about Bootes are the Great

Bear and Dogs, the Berenice's Hair, the Ser

' pent, the Northern Crown, and Hercules.

The Serpent faces him, its head teaching up

as high as to his right knee, the Northern

Crown is just by his club, Hercules is above

him, one of his feet comes near his head, and

just the topof his club; the Dogs are at

his left ſide, with the Great Bear before him,

and Berenice's Hair is near his leſt leg, or at

a little more distance from that, than the Ser

pent from the right.

The amients counted twenty-three stars in

Bootes. Ptolemy allows ſo many in ihis cata

logue 3 Tycho allows but eighteen; 'Bayer

makes them thirty-four, Hevclius fifty-two,

and
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and Flamſiead fifty-four, of all theſe there is

not one, of either the firſt or ſecond magni

tude, within the out-line of the figure, but be

tween the legs, or a little above the left knee,

is a very bright and fine one of the first mag

nitude, called by the Greeks Arcturus. The

others are ſcattered but thinly over his body;

there are three in the left hand, ſeveral on the

club, and ſome conſiderable ones on each leg.

The Greeks do not give any certain ac

count of the origin of this constellation. Thoſe

who of very early days made the ſtars, which

afterwards were formed into the Great Bear,

repreſent a waggon drawn by oxen, made this

Bootes the driver of them: others continued

the office when the waggon was destroyed,

and made a celestial bearward of Bootes, mak

ing it his office to drive the two Bears round

about the pole, and ſome, when the greater

waggon was turned into the Greater Bear,

were still for preſerving the form of that ma

chine in thoſe stars which constitute Bootes.

The antiens have had other opinions alſo

as to this constellation. They have manifest

ly, inſome places, called it Icarus, and have

gone ſo far as to make the Great Bear, or

great wain, dependant on, or formed from

it, calling the three stars which we place in

the tail of the Bear, and which they called

the beasts that drew the waggon, 'by the ex

preſs naInc of Icarus's oxen. We find 'Pro

pertius ſaying,

Fit-ctum Iranſiistdcra tardi [rot/es.

This conſtellation has been' treated like the

others by thoſe enthuſiasts, who ſome time

ago were for na' naming, or new modelling,
all the constellations. Schilltſiſſ calls it St.

Jerom, for he admits none but ſaints into

theſe starry feats; but Hartſdorf, who now

and then picks up a patriarch, calls it Jacob.

 

 

BORYSTHENES, Ch'mm A name

given by the antients to what they call their

ſixth climate, or to the ſixth diviſion north of

the equator. As they had not our diviſion by

degrees and minutes of latitude, they distri

buted the ſurface of the globe, ſo far as they

were acquainted with it, into climates. They

began at ſome diſtance north of the equator,

when the longest day was twelve_hou_rs and

three quarters s this was the beginning of their

first elimate, and from this they acuated ſeVen.

Each clinmte eompriſed the extent that was

between two parallels, the longest day at the

one of which was half an hour different from

the longest day of the other, and they called

each of theſe climates by ſome name taken

froma place of note, which was in or near

the middle. The parallel, which had the day

a quarter of an hour longer than at one of the

extremities of this climate, and a quarter of

an hour ſhorter than at the other, was ſup

poſed to paſs over the mouth of the Boryst

henes, and conſequently they called this their

ſixth climate, after the name of that river.

BUFO. A constellation offered to the aſ

tronomical World, and compoſed of a number

of unformed stars near the ſigh Libra.

The animal, under the out-lines ofwhoſc

figure theſe are arranged, is the common toad,

mentioned by all the writer' on natural hi

story, and celebrated among the vulgar, to a

proverb, for the brightneſs of its eyes, one of

which is repreſented by the most conſider

able star in the constellatiOn.

'It is but a ſmall asteriſm, but for the ſpace

which it occupies in the heavens, it contains a

very fair portion of_ſlars'; theſe have always

been conſidered as a conſpicuous cluster, and

it is wonderful that they have not before been

arranged under the form of ſome animal, in

the manner of thoſe clusters which form the

Lynx, and the others.

L 2 The
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The constellations, between and among

which the Toad is placed, are Libra, the

tail of the'Hydra, the Centaur, and VVolf, and

the Scorpionſi Its head is toward the Scorpion,

'and its rump toward the tail of the Serpent.

One of the Claws of the Scorpion comes very

'nearto the front of the Toad's head, and the

lower part of the under ſcale in Libra, is as

near to the upper part, or crown of its head;

one of the feet of Virgo is over its back, but

this is at ſome distance; the bright star in the

tail of the Hydra comes very near the hinder

part, and the belly and feet are over the VVolf

vand the Centaur. ' -

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Buſo are fifteen, and ſome of them are re'

markably bright and conſiderable ; in the head

there are only two, one is near the extremity

or mouth, and this a ſmall one; the other,

which may be called the Toad's Eye, is a very

fine one of the ſecond magnitude. -There are

two on the upper part of the neck, and two

more in the fore paw. Upon the anterior part

of the body there stand ſeven, they are of dif- .

ferent magnitudes, ' but two toward the back

.are large, and one at the ſide, toward the thigh

of the fore leg, is yet larger. There is alſo

a large one in the hinder thigh, and another

in the rump, or at the hinder extremity of the

body. There is not any one of theſe that is

very near any of the other constellations, but

they are abſolutely a detached cluster.

BULL, Taurus. XOne of the constellati

ons of the northern hemiſphere, and a very

conſiderable one on many occaſions. It is

mentioned by all the writers on astronomy,

and is one of the forty-eight old constellations,

and one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac, giv

ing name to a twelfth part, or diviſion, of the

ecliptic. There has been always judged ſuffi

cient reaſon to imagine, that what are called

1

 

the forty-eight old constellations ofthe Greeks,

were the on'ginal invention of the Egyptians z

or, if their real origin were to be traced. yet

higher, that it was from the Egyptian: how

ever that the Greeks receiv'ed- them; But With

whatever degree of probability this may be .re

ceived, as the caſe with- reſpect to the gene

rality'of the oonstellations, there is almost a.

certainty that it was ſo with regard to the

twelve ſigns of the zodiac, whatchr fables the

Greeks may have ſince deviſed to aſſign the in

ventionof them to their own country.

.Taurus is not a constellation of, the greatest

extent, Pegaſus and ſome others are larger, but

it contains a great quantity of stars within its

out-line, and thoſe are many of them ſo con

ſiderable, and the greater part of them ſo well

placed, that it is not eaſy to name a constella

tion that is ſo very conſpicuous, or ſo eaſily

determined.

We are not to understand by the word

Taurus, that thoſe, who formed the constellaz

tion under its name, gave the whole figure of

a bull for containing the ſeveral stars. The

figure, as it ſtands in all the. ſchemes oſ the

heavens, from the earliest. to-the latest,.is only

that of the fore part of the animal.. It. repre

ſents the head, neck, ſhoulders, and fore legs

ofa bull, with a. ſmall part ofthe back; it is

cut off there, and the tail of Aries is in the

place of the top of its ſide near the ſhoulder.

The constellations, among and between

which Taurus stands, are Orion, Auriga,

Perſeus, Aries, the Whale, and. Eridanus.

Orion is placed full in front of him, but

lower, and ſeems aiming- a blow. at him

with his club, the top of the club coming very

near to the right horn. Auriga is just over his

head, the tip of his lefthorn touching the right.

foot of that constellation, ſo that the bright

star at the tip of that horn may as well be ſaid

to be in the foot of the other constellation be

tween
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ween Orion and the feet of Auriga, but at a

greater distance. On the ecliptic stand Ge

mini. The foot of Perſe'us comes down al

most to touuh the back of' the Bull. - The tail

of Aries, as already obſerved, is at the fection

of the body toward the ſhoulder. The head of

the Wbale comes-near: to the left foot of the

Bufl,_and a part ofone of the curves ofthe river

' Eridanus, is under his feetat a ſmall distance.

We often ſee-a ſmall constellation placed in

a large ſpace made between four or five others,

as is the caſe, for instance, with the Triangle

between the head of Aries, Perſeus, and An

dromeda; but- this is. not the caſe- with Tau-_

rus ; 'tis a- tolerably large ſpace thatis-left be

tween the- conſiellat-ions just named, andthe

figureoccupies-almost- the whole of it.

Many oſ the drawings, in-thc ſchemes of

the heavens, are very unlike to the animals

they are meant-to repreſent, and the creatures

of the ſkies-have been accuſed of being no more

like their names-ſake on the earth, thanvthoſe

of our-heralds; but this is not the caſe with

Taurus. The Serpent of the heavens .may

have a ſine-head of hair, and the Bear may be

furniſhed with va tail like. alion, but the Bull

is, upon the whole, a very good .ſigure ; all

that is amiſs, is, that- the horns-are too long

for that creature : but there is an excellent good

excuſe, two very conſiderable stars are diſpoſed

in the two tips of them,= and it- was better to

make a little free with the out-line, than- to

have omitted them in the tonstellation. It

-"- he ſaid, the head might have been drawn

lUl '

ncteristibai place they poſſeſsat preſent. , *

The antients counted forty-ſour- stars in- the -

constellation Taurus. Ptolemy has given it

ſomany, and we know he followed the ac

count of Hipparchus, who publiſhed the first

catalogue that ever Was made of the fixed stars _

ler, but there are two other stars- that ,

woul-.- *' len-have been as much out of thechaa.

 

arme whole hemiſphere, at least it is the eare

liest we hear of, and by the manner in which'

the writers oſ the ſucceeding ages ſpeak of it;

it ſeems as iſ that was its true character: they

name it as a. thing beſorelunattempted, add'

call it an undertaking for -a god. Tycho

Brahe- makes very near the ſame accounts of

the stars 'in Taurus, that Ptolemy, and the

older Hipparchus had ; he makes them forty

three. Hevelius lus added to them'conſiderably f

he ſets them down at fifty-one ; but our Flam

stead has .ſwelled the account much higher,

he makes them an hundred and forty-one.

Of theſe there is only one of the firſt mag-'

nitude, this is the star in. the ſouthern eye of

the Bull, and is calledby a peculiar name Al

debaran.. Thereis. .alſo one, and only one,

efthe ſecond magnitude, this is that at the

tip oſ the north horn. There areſour or five'

of the third magnitude, and. many oſ the

others rare conſiderable enough to be conſpil

cuous. Beſide theſe ſingle ſtars alſo, which

are thus worthy_notice, .and have. had .pecu

liar denominations, .there are two little. cluſ- -

ters withinthe lines of this figure, whichhave

been distinguiſhed by the ,Greeks, andxfrom

them byall the ſucceeding astronomers, .with

peculiar names, as if they were ſeparate con-i

stellafions. Theſe are the famous cluster in.

the neck toward the ſhoulder called .the Pleia- .

des,.and. the cluster in. the facezealled the .*

Hyades. . -

The reſfof the stars are very equally distri-' .

blited'over the figure; there are ſeveral pretty

conſiderable unſormed ones between and about

the horns, and there are ſome in them. Beſide

the cluster already mentioned in the face, and

the others particulariſed here, there are ſeveral

stars in different parts of it: the fore legs have

each three or ſourct conſiderable stars, beſide ſe

veral ſmaller ; and ſcarce any part of the body

is wholly without them. There are two bright

(far'd
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stars in the farthest part of the ſection about i

oppoſite to the middle part of the head of the

Bull, in their direction, that might very natu

rally be added on this occaſion to the num

ba' oſ thoſe in the body, but they are the two

bright ones in the tail of the Ram, and only

approach the limits of this constellation, they

are not a part of it. Upon the whole, how

ever, the bull is as conſpicuous a constellation

as any in the heavens.

The Greeks, who, by their owu confeſſion,

 

received the rudiments of their astronomy

from the Egyptians; who began only to be ac

quainted with it at the time when Thales (for

he was the first that did ſo) travelled into

Egypt for the improvement of his studies, yet

are ambitious of being thought the authors

and inventors of this ſcience. There is no

thing puts in ſo strong a claim to the diſcovery

oſ any ſcience, as the having its original de

ſrgns among thoſe who pretend to it z-on this

conſideration the Greeks, although conſcious

that they had received from the Egyptians the

figns of the zodiac, and perhaps all the forty

eight old constellations, that is all they were

acquainted with, yet have affixed to every one

of themſome part of their own history, to

blind the world, and make them ſeem their'

vention oſ their own people.

They tell us, that this constellation is the

famous Bull, which isrecorded in their stories

to have carried Europa ſafe acroſs the ſeas to

Crete, and that, Jupiter, in reward for ſo ſig

_nal a ſervice, placed the creature, whoſe form

he had aſſumed on that occaſion, among' the

stars, and that this is the constellation formed

of'it. It would have been well for the Greeks

iſ'they could have kept in one story on theſe
occaſions ; but the multiplicity of their ac- i

counts of the ſame thing, and the variety of

the fables they bring in as the origin of the

 

constellations, this, as Well as the rest; destroy

the credit of one another.

While ſome of their Writers give this ac

count of the Bull in the zodiac, others, a

one stroke, transform it into a Cow, and give

quite another history of its origin. They teI

us, that when Jupiter had transſormed Io' in

to 'a Cow, he took her up into the ſides, and

made this Constellation.

Theſe are not the only stories of the origin

of this constellation, but it is not among the

Greeks that we are to loolt for what truly is

ſo. They received the figure from among a

people of a very different turn and temper,

and as they never knew any thing of the oc

caſion why it was given to the stars that are

arranged under it, it is not to he eitpected they

could give any. As ſond as the Greeks were

of theirvfable, ſo fond were at all times the

Egyptians of their hieroglyphics, and we need

not doubt, but in the diviſion of the heavens,

Under the forms oſ animals, they adhered to

their old custom ; and that having their choice

ofall the animalsin the creation for any part of

the ſphere,as the out-lines oſone would contain

the stars they had to deſcribe, as well as thoſi:

oſ another, they doubtleſs, in theſe caſes, choſe

ſuch - as ſhould convey ſome-meaning, appro

priated to-drezpart of the heavens in which

they wereplaced. Let us examine them in

this light, and we ſhall not be diſappointed.

The careof 'flocks and herds was one part,

and [great part 'of the buſineſs of the first

people, and they Were to watch their encreaſe. _

The principal animals they cheriſhed were

t-he ſheep, the ox, and the gnat, and fpring

was -_the ſeaſon of the year when theſe

. brought forth their young, or if brought forth

ſooner, when they led them out into pastures,

and they beg-an to get strength. The ſheep is

the earliest of theſe, the cow the next,

and
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and the goat lateſt. The ſpring-ſeaſon

was to be divided into three portions, and

theſewe'e to bemarkecl by the entrance oſ

the ſun into a certain part of the heavens.

This part of the heavens was to be determin

ed by the stars which occupied its ſpace, and

theſe were to be aſcertained to the obſerver,

by placing them within the out-lines of ſome

imaginary figure, the repreſentation of ſome

animal z in this caſe, what was ſo naturad for

them to clauſe, who Were to mark out by

'his means, the ſucceffive production and

growth of lambs, and calves, and kid-5, as

thoſe very animals, or the parents oſ them.

They did thus: and Aries, or a Ram, Tau

rusaBuil, andGemini a pair of Kids, for

that was the original figure, were employed to

mark out the three ſucceeding months of the

ſpring 3 that when the huſhandman ſaw the ſun

in the Ram, 'he might be reminded this was

the time for his lambs, when in the Bull for

his Calves, and when in Gemini for his Kids.

The reaſon why the pair of Kids was put in

 

the account, and not a ſingle animal of that

ſpecies, was, that the Goat uſually brings

forth two at a time, the Sheep and Cow only

one. The Greeks have not perverted any of

the ſigns ſo much as Gemini. Theyknew no

thing oſ the meaning oſ the Egyptians, who

deviſed the conſtellation, and they channg

the two young Goats into two human figures,

and gave them the names oſ two of the herocs

of their fabulous history. Nothing can be ſo

rid-icxflous as the account we receive from the

Greeks of the transſormations, and raiſing up

of people, and of animals into the heaVens, to

make the constellations; nothing is ſo ſimple

and familiar as this ſyfiem of the Egyptian dc

ſign 5 and what is ſimple and natural is uſu

afly true.

BUZEGHALL. A name by which ſome, ,

who are fond of uncommn words, have call

ed the.c0nstellation Capricorn. It is the Tur

kiſh name of that ſign, and ſignifies in that t

language a kid.
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_ * ADUCEUS, A name by which ſome

have called the constellation, more uni

verſally known by the name of Corona Au

_flralis, or the Southern Crown.

CALLISTO. . A name' by which ſome of

the old astronomers, or authors, who. have

alluded to astronomers, haVe called the con

ſtellation Urſa Major, or the Great Bear,

from anopinion that -it had its origin, from,

'an Arcadian nymph of that name, first turned

into a bear, and then carried up to heaven. See

an account of .tbe cozſſa'llation under the name

URSA MAjOR.

CALPE. .A name by which ſome, who

.are ſond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Crater. It is no new whim to

call it thus, for we find thc name in ſome old

writers.

CAMARUS. A name 'by whiCh ſome of

the ol'd astronomical writers call the ſign Can

cer.

*CAMEL. One 'of the Arabian constella

tions ; it stands in the place of the Hercules,

or Engonaſin oſ the Greeks. The Arabians

were forbidden by their law to draw any hu

man figurc, ſo they have placed a Camel ca

pariſoned, and in the poſiure of kneeling, to

receive his load, in the place of Hercules.

l

x

 

CAMELOPARDALIS, 'be Cambþardal.

One of the new constellations of the northern

hemiſphere; we are not to expect the name

of it among. the old writers; for it is one

of thoſe which Heveliusxhas added to the ori

ginal forty-eight, and made out of the un

.formed stars, about'one or other of the an

.tient asteriſms.

The Camelopardal is a-conſiderably large

constellation, and contains a quantity of stars,

proportioned to the ſpace which it occupies in

the heavens, but they are many of them ſmall.

It is the figure of a very strange animal of

Africa, and is not ill deſigned upon the

globes, and in the ſchemes of the heavens. It

is a very long-necked creature, and its limbs

are ſmall. vIt is repreſented in a posture of

walking, one of the fore feet advanced, and

the three others kept on the ground, the head

ſmall, and on it are apair of ſhort horns.

The constellations, between and among

which the Camelopardal is placed, are Perſeus,

Cafliopeia, Cepheus, Urſa Major, Lynx, and

.Auriga. Perſeus is placed behind it. The

hinder degs of the creature come to his knee.

The feet of Caſſtopeia are over its rump, but

at ſome distance. The feet ofCepheus are al

most directly over its head, and one ofthem at

a ſmall distance. The head of the Great Bear

comes very near that of the Camelopardal;

they ſeem walking, as it were, to meet one

another. The head of the Lynx comes to the

knee
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knee' of the fore foot which is raiſed, and the

hinder feet are very- near the head of Auriga.

The ſpace left' between theſe constellations is

very conſiderable, the new one of the Came]

opardal does, but in part, fill it, but it does

this very happily, and in the ſpace over its

back, and between that and the feet of Caffio- ,

peia, there are very few stars, any thing con

ſiderable for their ſize.

The Camelopardal, according to the ac

count of Hevelius, who was the inventor of

it, contains only thirty-two stars; but the

diſcerning Flamstead has encreaſed the num

ber to fifty-eight. Of theſe, however, there

is not one of any of the conſiderable magni

tudes, and for the rest, they are not diſpoſed

ſo happily, according to the 'out-lines-of the

figure, as they are in ſome other of the

constellations. There are two conſpicuous

stars standing one' over the other at the bot

tom of the neck, or between that and the

breast, and one not ſo large on the back.

There are two very bright ones on the thigh

of the leg that is lifted up, one on each ſide,

or at the edge of each out-line, and near the

knee; there is one at the lower part of the

belly, tWO near the out-line of the thigh of the

left hinder leg, one in each of the hinder feet,

and three about the ankle of the left hinder

leg. It is obſervable, 'that in the place where

Hevelius has formed- the constellation of the

Little Lion, there are as large a quantity of

stars as are to be found in an equal ſpace in

any part of the heavens, and inthis ſpot, oc

cupied by the Camelopardal, are as few as

can be found- any where in an equal

ſpace in the northern hemiſphere: there
are, however, ſome conſiderable enoughv to

countenance very well the forming of the con-_

stellation; and although few of any ſize,

there are numbers of the ſinaller'orders that

make up the deficiency: the ſpace about this

VOL. I. '- ' ſſ 5

 

constellation is one of thoſe peculiar for the]

abundance of ſmall stars, as well as for the.

ſcarcity of larger. .

CANCER, the Crab. One of the con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere, and a;

very conſiderable one 3 'tis mentioned by;

the astronomical writers of all countries, and

is not only one of the forty-eight old constel-t

lations, but a ſign alſo of the zodiac.

The Crab is not a constellation of very great

dimenſions, nor is it remarkable either for the

quantity ofstars which it contains, or for their

magnitude; nevertheleſs the principal among

theſe 'are ſo fortunately diſpoſed in the ſeveral

parts of the figure, that there are few constel

lations more strongly marked, and ſcarce any

more eaſily distinguiſhed in the ſkies.

The figure is very well drawn in the ſchemes

of the heavens. There are, among the con

stellations, bears with tails, and hairy-headed

ſerpents, and, in general, monsters as great as

ever were formed by ſign-painters or heralds ;

but the Crab is not of this number, it is drawn

in the ſchemes of the constellations in good

proportion, and of its natural form.

The constellations about CancerareLeo, Leo

Minor, Lynx, Gemini, the Unicorn, the Little

Dog,andthe Hydra. TheLion is placed directly

before it, they are face to face, and at a very

little distance; and the Leo Minor is just over:

the head of that constellation. The hinder

feet of the Lynx come very near the ſide of the

Crab. The constellation Gemini is cloſe ba

hind it 5 and the Unicorn, the Dog, and the

Hydra, rare in a' line between 'the lower'part

of Gemini and the Lion. So that they are

under the lower ſide of the Crab. < 1'

' The antients counted twenty-three stars

in the constellation Cancer. Hipparchus, who .

made the first catalogue of the fixed stars ever

known of in the World, certainly ſet down ſo

M many
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many in it, for we find that number recorded

by Ptolemy, who was his ſaithftd ſolloWer.

Hevelius raiſed the number to twenty-nine,

butFlamstead carried theaccount much higher;

he numbers not leſs than eighty-three stars in

it 5 of theſe there is not one star either of the

first or ſecond magnitude. There have been

no more than two ſpoken of as belonging to

the third, and theſe are not univerſally allowed

that rank,but manydegradethemintothefourth.

One of theſe is in the ſouthern claw, and the

Other at the ſecond foot. There are but three

or four ſo large as to be allowed even the

fourth magnitude, the rest are in general very

ſmall: they are diſpoſed irregularly in ge

neral, and ſome oſ them are out of the out

line of the figure howſoever drawn, but in the

whole they have ſomething ſufficiently deter
iminate in their ſituation. There is a large

one on one ſide of the head, and another not

greatly ſmaller on the other z there are two

or three luckin diſpoſed in the thicker part of

each claw, and ſome about the edges of the

body, and distributed among the ſmaller legs

that lie very well for obſervation: on the.

whole, there is ſcarce any one of the ſigns of

the zodiac oſ more importance to astronomy

than Cancer, and ſcarce any one better deter

mined.

The Greeks, for'they would have the origin,

a' well as the improvement, of astronomy,

wholly among themſelves, have contrived to

adapt a part of their fabulous history even to

this constellation. One would be puzzled al

most to gueſs for what they ſhould deviſe that

'a Crab ſhould be exalted into heaven; but

what will not poetic invention accompliſh?

They tell you, that when Hercules was ſight

ing with the Lemazan Hydra, there was aCrab

Upon the marſh which ſeized his foot. The

'hero cruſhed the reptile to pieces under his

he'elz but Juno, in gratitude for the 'offered

 

ſervice, little as it was, raiſed the creature,

they ſay, into the heavens.

The two principal stars which h'tyc been al

ready named, as ſituated on the ſhell of the

Crab toward the ſides of the head, are called

by the Greeks Aſelli. The story they have

given to explainthe originoſ theſe, is this. They

ſay, that Bacchus, afflicted with madneſs by

Juno, fled through Theſprolia toward the tem

ple of Dodonaean Jove. They tell us, that

in his way there lay a great marſh, OVer

which he was carried by an aſs, one of two

which he ſaw toward the limits of the bog.

They add, that, in return, he turned not only

the creature which carried him, but both, into

stars, and placed them in the constellation

Cancer. Others ſay, that the first reward

was his giving the aſs an human voice; and,

in conſequence, when the creature was de

stroyed in a contention with one of their deities

Priapus, that he then removed it, and its ſel

low, into the lkics. Others tell us, that the

aſſes are there placed in commemoration of

the ſervice they were oſ in the battles of the

gods with the giants. They ſay that Bacchus

and Silenus came on aſſes, and that the noiſe

of their braying frighted the enemies.

Theſe are the variety oſ fables invented by

the Greeks to deify two stars which only make

a partoſthis constellation. As to the Crab itſelſ,

they had enough to do to find one account of

its exaltation, ſo have not troubled themſelves

to look for more. But although nothing more

is to be enquired concerning it among them,

ſomething may perhaps be learned among the

Egyptians. Theſe people taught the rudi

ments of astronomy to the Greeks, and they

had always a meaning in their figures. Hiero

glyphic was their manner ofwriting, and every

constellation in the heavens is a part of it.

Macrobius hasvery happily explained this, and

by that explaination he hasopened-the way to

the understanding all the rest. If
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It has been already obſerved, under the ar

ticle Aries, that the Egyptians placed that ani

mal first, the Bull ſecond, and the two 'Kids,

for that was the figure of the original Gemini, *

third in the number ofthe ſpring ſigns 5 becauſe

the Lambs, the Calves, andthe Kids, were

ſeen in ſucceſſion following one another alon

the fields at that period, and in that order. By

the Crab they meant to mark that place in the

heavens, at which, as one of the barriers of

the ſun's courſe, when he was arrived, he be

gan to go backward, and to deſcend obliquely.

They therefore, as the stars which occupied p

this part of the heavens, might as well be de

ſigned underoneſigure ofan animal, as another,

choſe that of a Crab, a creature which, in its -'

ordinary motion, ſideways and baſſckſſwards. v'

It was thus that the constellations werea part \

of the hieroglyphic language of the people who j

invented them ; they came late among the '

'Greeks, andnothing can be ſo idle as the cuſ

tom that obtained among them of adapting

parts of their history, or of their fable, for

that was more uſually the caſe, to figures in

 

tended to convey real instruction ; and calling

thefigures deviſed by the Egyptians, and by

them delivered to their ſages, by the names of

heroesthey hadnever ſeen or heard of. ſi ſi

The Greeks call this constellarion Carcinus

and Octapus, and its name in the orientali

languages is =Sartan, Sartano, Alſertan,

Sarteno. Not one of all the constellationsi

has been the, ſubject of more romantic ſuppo-l

ſition, or moreidle opinions. .In the Chal-l stz-'þgt Iſis-met th there Main 'died Yffihlogcrs

Later, whenfflthey tall: hf

dzan ſystem, _w.hich travelled into Grecceu

and zmapy other .of.the most civilized coun-- =

1
tries, loaded with all its original abſurditiesi

and . follies, this ſign is ſaid. to, be the gate out?

_0f Which thehfonls of men, created in theter?

vens, deſcended intohuman bodies.

The astrologers haveubeen, taught, by the

old flſhqnomem, to_give. one of the conſtella

f Very

 

tions oſthe-zodiac to each of the principal

deities; thoſe, as well as the ſigns,

tWelve, the Crab was given to the god Mer

cury; and from this has ariſen all that unin

telligible and strangejargon amongthe astro

logers, which talks of an alliance between the

planet Mercury, and the constellation Cancer.

The Chaldzans,ſſ for all this is from them,

had a way of talking of reſemblances and ana;

logies betweencertain ofthe planets, andcertain

ſingle fixed stars ; but this was'from the i l__c_,u.

li_2_ir colour of theſe stars, which reſembled that

Of ſQme Particular dent-t? The fish' &if. the
fixed ſtars as have areddiſh tinge, yizere ſaſi'id

to be of ths nature eſMarſis-ctſigxcli as 'had it

yellowiſh cast of Venus, were of

a pure untainted white ofJupiter; and theſe

differences of'cczlour stars, as well

as the planets,ſi_arelobſervezll at this time,

but principally in thoſe countries where the
pair is ſicleargst. Italy them theſe 'thian

linuch more favourany than rance, Land

_Fran_ce tha'n England: I "the qctf

enus, 'oln 'which establiſh-eld _ the

revolution [of that planet 5)va axisſſ,

ſiand which he had ſeenſſat l__B_ologn'a,

terwards eight zn VZF-P-JW its ran Am
he? 'Heart us 'if the Pea-1 dlzſſwatom 'and

ſi' fewe them are The feeſ in Eaſighiia

ctTh. lie 'icqlqiirs Þf stars' wex? gliffifictliIGZP

bythechildflnfl.thfigþmahygate'obſerves

of the heavens, 'beca could

them in unfavourable climates, ſſrhx'ave dilſpptey'd

- - , nsjþ'citctiicen

-*-P1-5>*-*®*'- 3'1-dPſſWhPVſſFP'IstcllaWii, " * '

,CANDAEN. A name by which ſome,

, who love uncommon words, have called the

constellation Orion. Lycophron tellsct us, that

the Bzotians gavg it this name, and that it

.-M 2 ' ſſ ſinne'
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was long after called Oarion, and thence

Rion. The old Latins call it Hyridcs.

CANES VENATICI, the Greyhounds, or,

as ſhme tall them, the Hounds. ' One of the

new constellations of the northern hemiſphere,

or one of thoſe which Hevelius has formed

out of the Stellae Informes, or unformed stars,

of the old catalogues ; and added to the forty

eight ancient asteriſms which we have from

the Greeks, and which they had from the

Egyptians. Theſe two Dogs are distinguiſhed

by the peculiar names of Asterion and Chara,

and are referred to in all the late astronomical

writings, in which this part of the northern

hemiſphere is mentioned.

The Canes Venatici form a constellation of

tolerable extent, but the quantity of stars

compriſed in it, is not great in proportion to

that ſpace it ocmpies in the heavens. And

even of theſe, the greater part are ſmall and

inconſiderable; there are however enough

that are of conſequence to make the arrange

ment of them into this constellation very uſe

ful, ſince before it was not eaſy to refer to,

or to mention them.

The new constellations in general are better *

drawn than the old ones. The Bear, which

theſe Dogs are following, is furniſhed with a

long tail, an appendage which no bear on

earth ever had, however common it may be

to the two that are in the heavens: and in

the ſame manner the dragons have hairy

heads, and ſo of many other of the figures ;

but it is not ſo with reſpect to theſe ; the two

Dogs are Very naturally, and very properly

drawn, and they are indeed ſo well characte

.riſed, as of the Greyhound kind, that it is

almost unpardonable in any to have called

them Hounds.

The Greyhounds are ſituated betWeen the

Great Bear Bootes, and the Coma Berenices;

 there is act ſpace between theſe three con

stellations, with ſome remarkable stars in it 5

and Hevelius has ſo deſigned the figures of his

Greyhounds, that they very happily fill it,

and comprehend thoſe stars which were before

left unſormed in it. They are drawn in a

posture of running, and have their mouths

open, as if barking; at the ſame time. They

have fiendcr bodies, long legs, and curling

tails ; and they have each a collar round its

neck, from which is carried a cord or string

up to the left hand of Bootes, who holds it

up, and ſeems to manage them at his pleaſure.

They are placed one over the other, and both

under the left hand of Bootes; the tail of the

upper comes just to his ſide, and that of the

lower to the ſkirt of his robe ; the hinder part

of the Great Bear is before them; its

tail is carried over the head of the upper Dog,

and the Coma Berenices is- under the other,

at a ſmall distance. -

It has been obſerved, that the ſpace of the

hemiſphere, where theſe stand, is not peculiar

ly filled with stars. Where Hevelius has plaL

ced the littleLion, there were a vast number

more than perhaps in almost any of the con'

stellations under an equal extent; but it is

just otherwiſe in this ; there is ſcaree an equal

ſpace in the northern hemiſphere, where there

are ſo few. Hevelius, who formed the con-_

stellation, reckons only twenty-three stars in

it, and most of theſe ſmall; and Flamstead

has encreaſed the number but by two; he',

who has often more than doubled Hevelius's

account, here only puts twenty-five for his

twenty-three.

Of theſe twenty-five stars in the Caries Ve

natici, there is not one of the first magnitude,

but there are a few conſiderable enough to be

remarked. There is one in the ring that fixes

the cord in the hand of Bootes to the collar

in each, and that in the lower Dog is the

largost
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largest and'brightest star in the whole constel

lation. There is a ſingle star over the eye of

each Dog, and in the lower one's head there

is alſo another ſingle star ſorwarder: there is

alſo one in the neck, and one on the body of

the lower Dog, and another just behind

his hinder foot. Beſide theſe, there are

to be mentioned a cluster of four between

the two Dogs; and a couple ſo cloſe, that

they look only like a ſingle star over the back

of the lower. Theſe are all the stars that are

any thing conſiderable, and that belong to the

Caries Venatici ; but theſe are ſo distant from

the out-lines oſ thoſe constellations to the

figures oſ which they had uſed to be referred

under the name of unformed stars, that it is a

a great affistance to the ſpeaking oſ them to

be able to ſay the star over the eye of Aste

rion, or that in the collar of Chara. It were

well iſ Hevelius had not stopped where he

did, as it would have been eaſy to have add

ed more to the constellations, and all for the

advantage of the study.

CANICULA. A name given by many oſ

the earlier astronomers to the constellation

which we call the Leſſer Dog, and Canis Mi

nor, and ſome Procion and Ante-canis. See

CAms MINOR.

CANIS is the name alſo of a ſingle star,

the bright one between the feet of the con

stellation Cepheus. To explain this name we

are to obſerve, that the Arabs had a custom

of giving names, not only to constellations,

but to ſingle stars in and about constellations.

Thus they called the bright star in the foot of

Cepheus Al Rai, and this between his feet

Al Kelb. Now Al Rai ſignifying a ſhepherd,

and Al Kelb a Dog, the Latins, who have

followed their opinions and customs, have

called the one Pastor, and the' other Canis.

 The Arabs have made out the whole matter

in this ſign, for they have not only thus

named the Shepherd and' his Dog, but they

have called certain stars in his hands the

Sheep Al Aglinam, and theſe have been called

by ſome Pecudes.

Canis is alſo one of the Arabian constella

tions standing in the place oſ Cepheus. They

were forbidden by their law to delineate the

figure oſ 'any human creature, ſo they diſ

placed Cepheus for this animal. t

CANIS MAJOR, the Greater Dog. One

of the constellation-s of the northern hemi

ſphere, and one oF'the most remarkable among'

them. It is one of the old forty-eight aste

riſms which the Greeks borrowed ſrom- the

Egyptians, and it is mentioned by all-who

have written on astronomy.

Although ſo very noted a constellation', the

Dog is- not of ſo great extent in the ſkies, as

many others z but the regard that has been

paid to it is 'eaſily accounted for. It contains

as many stars, perhaps more than any con

stellation in the heavens, and certainly more

that are conſiderable; beſide that, there have

been peculiar reaſons for marking its riſing.

Its posture in the hemiſphere is a very ex

traordinary one; it would be natural to l-'up-ſſvv

poſe, that by its nearneſs to the Hare it was

running that creature down, or by its nearneſs

to the hunter Orion, that it was following

him in ſome chace; but it is otherwiſe ex

preſſed by the poſition ; it is a Dog ſitting up

on his haunches, and in the posture in which

we make ſpaniels beg. The figure however is

very well marked by the stars which belong to

it, and it is better drawn than that of many.

of the other constellations, though with re

gard to this perhaps it would not be eaſy to

ſay to what kind oſ Dog it belongs.

The constellations betWeen and among

which
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which the Cania Major is placed, are then

Ship, the Unicorn, the Hare. Orion, and the

Pigeon. The stern of the Ship is almvst

cloſe to his tail, the Unicorn is galloping over

his head, the ſhoulders oſ that figure are

over his ears, the Hare is strait before his ſore

feet, and, at a'very little distance, Orion

stands over the Hare, and the Dove, with the

olive-branch, is under his hinder feet.

The antients, who paid a great deal of regard

to the Great Dog, counted no ſmaller a num

ber than twenty-nine stars in the very mode

rate limits of that constellation. Ptolemy

gives that .pumber, and he vHollmived Hippar

chus, and all the others him. The later wri

ters have not allowed ſo many till the time

of' Flamstead 5 Tycho Brahe mentions only

thirteen; Hevelius make them but twenty

one; but Flamstead raiſes the number to

thirty-one.

Of theſe there are more of a conſiderable

.ſize than in any other constellation whatſo

ever, aud more ſuch than are to be ſeen to- i

Lgether .in .any part of the heavens beſide]

There 'is one of the first magnitude; this is

'inthe mouth oſ the constellation, it is called

by a lparticular vname .Sirius, and. is the largest

and brightest oſ all thefixed stars. There are

in general accounted no fewer than ſix oſ the

ſecond magnitude, but ſome diſpute three of

them. The three which are allowed arc two

of them, on or before the hinder feet, the

figuresgenerally leaving them unformed: and

the third is in the paw ofthe fone foot. Oſ

the three which are diſputed, one is in 'the

preceeding posterior feet, a ſecond is the

bright one under the bellybetWeen the thighs,

and the third is the brightest star in the tail.

Beſide theſe there are one or two allowed of

the third magnitude, and ſome of the fourth.

This account will ſpeak avgreat ſhew of light
inſo ſmall ſia*'compaſs, to thoſe who are ac

 
qitalnted with the general form and compaſi

tion of the constellations. Indeed when we

conſider how ſmall the number of the first

and ſecond stars in the hemiſphere is, we

ſhall know that they are bestowed in an un

common profuſion upon this constellation.

The finaller stars which belong to it are di

stributed over the body, and about the legs,

but not ſo equally as in many of the constella

tions 3 there are more toward the back than

elſewhere, and but few about the lower part

of the body. '

The Greeks, whoſe ambition it has always

been to claim the origin and invention oſ the

ſciences, have attempted to make the world

believe, that the constellations were first formed

among them, by adapting a part of their own

history, or their own fables, to every one oſ

them. i So conſiderable a constellation as the

Dog, could not eſcape without a peculiar

attention oſ this kind, and we do indeed find

that they have been buſy upon the ſubject.

They tell us', that when Jupiter had run

away with his favourite Europa, he appointed

.this Dog to be her guard in his abſence, and

that he was ſo afliduous and'ſaithful, that the

god bestowed particular honours on him,

Procris, the unhappy wife of Cephalusl, they

tell us, cured the creature ofſome malady-that

had befallen him; and the charge of Europa

being now at an end, ſhe received thecreature,

on whom ſhe had bestowed the benefits, as a

preſent for her pains, with this peculiar ad

vantage, that no creature ſhould (eſcape it in
the chace. On the unhappy death oſ'ſirP-rocris,

they ſay, the Dog became the property of her
huſband. Cephalus took him to ſiThebes,

where. there was ſaid to be a fox that had, for

ſome peculiar benefit, received the power-from
ſome of their deities ſſof eſcaping whenſoever

he was purſued. Cephalus, perhaps alittle

incredulous, perhaps only curious, turned this

Dog,
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Dog, whom no 'creature was to eſcape, looſe

against this fox, 'which no creature was-to take.

All Thebes beheld 'the ehace, batit could ne

ver end by natural means, for the gift was fixed

to both. Jupiter, who had bestowed it, after

a long and wonderful purſuit, turned both of

them, in their posture of running, into stones,

and afterwards took the Dog up-into the hea

vens and made a constellation of him.

'Tis pity that theſe relaters of miracles never

know where to stop. They are not contented

with this strange story, but, while ſome adhere

to it, others invent others. Some ſay this was

the Dog of Orion uſed in his hunting, and car

ried with him into the stars. Others call it

the Dog of Ic-arus, and others give it other

masters.

It is not among the Greeks that we are to

look for the real origin of the constel*lations__

The name Sirius is given in common to this

whole constellation, and to the ſingle 'star

which is in its mouth. We find, by the ac

counts tranſmittcd to us of the Egyptians, that

they watched the riſing of this star, and by it '

judged of the ſwelling of the Nile. They called '

the Nile Siris, and thence their Oſiris; and

nothing can be ſo natural as their flaming the

star which they Conſulted about its ſwelling by

a name formed from its own.. This is doubt

leſs the origin of the name Sirius, which has

been given as 'Well to 'the great star in the

ſnouth ſingly, 'as to the whole constellation;

and if we enquire after the'occaſion of the ge

neral figure, we ſhall find a dog'the most likely

of all animals in the creation to have been ſe

lected by the Egyptians onv-ſuch an occaſion

The Nile Was still at the bottom of the ap

Propriation 5 they called Sirius the star of the

Nile, and they-always-knew, that, when this

star got out ofthe ſun's rays, and began to ap

pear, a time of great canst-quence to them was

approaching. When they first-five Sirius be

 

fore day-break in the ſkies, they knew the ſun

was nnderLeo, vand that the riſing oſ the Nile

followed, for this wm constant and regular.

The preſage of this star was therefore to them.

whoſe harvest, and whoſe immediate means

of life, depended on the overflowng of this

river, a thing of ſuch vast importance, that

they countal their year from it. The riſing

of Sirius was their new-year's-day, and all

their festivals followed in a proper ſucceſſion.

They called this star the centinel and watch.

of the year, and they, accordingto their man

ner oſ hieroglyphical writing, repreſentedit

under the figure ofa dog ;. and they worſhipped:

it alſo in this form, or in a form partly that

of an human creature, and partly that oſ a.

dog, under that name

Schiller deſires this constellation may bc

understood as a remembrance of Tobit's dog,

But Schickard is not ſo eaſily ſatisfied in his

ſcripture references. He has formed a new

constellation out oſ the stars which compoſe

it; and he calls this David..

CANIS lVlINOR,, the Lgffar Dag.. Oneofi

the constellations of the northern.hemiſphere,,

and though a very ſmall, yet by no means an:

inconſiderable one..v It has been a custom,

(not only in.this caſe) to expreſs ſeveral stars in.

different parts of the heavens under the figures.

of the ſame animal, only larger and ſmaller ;.

but, it. is notaneligible one. We have the

Greater and Leſſer-Bear, as wellas- the Greater.

and Leſſer Dog -,- and in the ſame manner we

have. constellations of the ſame name and ſin

gureh distinguiſhed only by their being inonc,

or in the other, hemiſphere.. But this is idle,v

there are creatures enough in the ſublunary

world to have affordedforms and-figures for the

arrangement of all the stars in heaven, and it

would have been much better that they ſhould.

all have been called in, than flutthereihould:

have
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have been this'oocaſion of confuſion upon the

names. We are, however, to take things as

they are, for to alter them now Would be to

encreaſe," not remedy, the fault.

-- The Little Dog is mentioned by all the

writers on astronomy, and is one of the forty

cightvold constellations. It is of very ſmall ex

.tent, and it contains very few stars; yet ſome

of theſe are ſo conſiderable, that it is very eaſily

distinguiſhed. i

- The Little Dog is repreſented in the hea

vens in a more natural posture than the great

one. It is placed on its legs standing, and ra

'ther in a fixed than moving posture; and its

head is uſually raiſed as if in a postureoſ bark

ing or howling.. The figure is avery natural

one, that of a ſhock or long-haired ſpaniel,

and has nothing of that abſurdity which is fre

quent among the drawings of the creatures of

the heavens. The constellations about it are

the Hydra, the Crab, the Unicorn, and

Orion. The head of the Hydra is directly

behind it, but at ſome little distance, and that

head alone is equal to the whole figure of the

Dog. The Crab is at ſome distance over, and

behind him. The Unicorn is directly under

him, 'his feet come near its neck; and Orion

is at ſome distance before him, for the horn of

the Unicorn goes over the wrist of that con

stellation. The Little Dog makes but a very

inconſiderable figure among theſe great con

.stellations : but it is very eaſily distinguiſhed.

The antients, although they paid a ſuffi

cient reſpect to this constellation, counted

only two stars to the formation of it, but they

were large enough to be remarkable. Pto

lemy ſets down no more than theſe two, and

he followed Hipparchus strictly. Tycho Brahe

'has not added any thing to the number; He

velius indeed makes them thirteen 3 and Flam

stead, who uſually adds more largely to the

numbers of Hevelius, has only given one

 

more; he ſets them down fourteen. Of theſe

there are only two of conſiderable ſize, theſe

are the two mentioned by the old writers,

the one of them is, by most, called a star of

the first magnitude, though there are thoſe who

degrade it into a ſecond. This is in the thigh

of the right hinder leg, and is called Ptocyon.

The other is only of the third magnitude, and

is in the neck. There is one of the fourth,

four oſ the fifth, and the rest are of the ſixth

magnitude: they are distributed tolerably re

gularly over the ſeveral parts of the animal.

The Greeks, who will leave no constella

tion unexplained by ſome part of their history

or fable, tell us, that this, whatſoever may

have been the caſe with the Greater Dog, was

one of Orion's hounds, and taken up with him

into the ſkies 3 but as the posture of the other

declared against its belonging to him, the place

of this does the ſame, for it is not following at

his feet, but is upon a level with his ſhoulders.

TheEgyptianswere, doubtleſs, the inventors of

the constellation, and they gave it this figure to

expreſs a little dog, or watchful creature, going

before as leading in the larger, for that is the

caſe with the stars of this constellation with

reſpect to that of the Greater Dog, which it

precedes or leads in; riſing before it: and it

is hence the Latins have called it Ante-canis,

the star before the Dog.

The enthuſiastic Schiller, who has reformed,

as he calls it, the whole ſphere, has called this

constellation by the name of the Lamb, or the

Paſchal Lamb.

CANIS FGZMINA, the Bitch. One of

the Arabian constellations. They put a Bitch

in the chair in the place of the woman in the

constellation Cafliopeia. This is not to be

understood to flow from any diſreſpect they

bore to the lady, but they were not permitted,

by their religion, to draw any human figures,

and
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and conſequently, having retained the chair' in

this constellation, they placed this quadrupede

init. r

CANOPUS. A name given by ſome of

the old astronomers to a ſingle star, one of

the unformed ones, under the ſecond bend

of the Eridanus. Theſe writers ſay, the ri

ver in the heavens is not the Eridanus, but

the Nile, and that this star commemorates an

iſland made by that river, and called by the

ſame name. Some call alſo by this name a

star in Argo.

CANTARATOS. A name by which

ſome have called the bright star Arcturus. Wc

find the name in Bulialdus, and from him

many, who are .fond of writing obſcurely, have
borrowed it. i

CAPRA. A name given by ſhme to the

bright star in the constellation Auriga, near

the ſhoulder, and above the two other bright

ones in the arm of the ſame constellation,

which are called Haedi, the Kids. Theſe

names have been given in very early times to

theſe stars, and this large one called the Goat,

has been ſuppoſed placed there in honour of

the creature of that ſpecies, which gave ſuck

to the infant Jupiter. There are ſome indeed

who would rob the Goat of this honour; they

ſay, he was ſuckled by a ſow, and produce,

as a testimony of this, the divine honours, that

were in old time, paid by the Cretans to that

dirty animal; but the general testimony is

against this; and we find the Goat restored .to

her honours by moſt, and ſupported in them,

not only by innumerable testimonies of the

poets, but by medals. There are at this

time coins of Valerian extant, on the reverſe

of which is a child, riding on a Goat, and the

words JoviCreſcenti. This aſſures us, that

the Goat is the which has a right to

VOL. I.

 

 

this place in theheavens, iftheſtar'belnamed

in commemoration of this nurſe of the fabled

deity. Some have put a ſow in the arms of

Auriga on this foundation 3 but a Goat is the
proper animal. i

CAPRICORNUS, CaPricorn. One of

the constellations of the, northern hemi

ſphere, and one of the twelve ſigns of the

zodiac. It is one of the forty-eight original

constellations which the Greeks received from

the Egyptians, and has travelled down through

all ages and nations without any alteration in

the figure or place. It is not one of the largest

among the constellations; but neither is it a

very ſmall one. The quantity of stars which

it contains, is leſs in proportion to the ſpace

it occupies in the heavens, than that of many

others of the constellations. .

The figure of Capricorn is ſingular enough.

It is a general obſervation, that the animals.

of the zodiac are-more like thoſe of the warld,

than the figures of thoſe which make the other

Constellations; but Capricorn, and his neigh

bour Sagittary, are to be excluded from this

acknowledgment. The Archer is a kind of

Centaur, a creature half man, half quadru

pede 5 and the Goat, which they call Capri

corn, has the tail of a fiſh, and has the legs

of a quadrupede, indeed only on thefore part.

This creature of the inventor's fancy, -for the

earth .or ſea affords none ſuch a real existence,

is repreſented-'inn pasture of rest, one foot is

doubled under it, and the other is .idly pro

tended forward, or ſeems ſo, being dangling

down. The head is that of a Goat, the horns

are moderately long, the neck, breast, and the

ſhoulders alſo belong tothat animal, <but from

thence to the extremity of the hinder part it is

fiſh 3 there is a ſin at the ſide, and another

must be ſuppoſed correſpondcnt to it, and op

poſite, and a. little beyond this the body grows

l N ſmall,
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ſmall, and is' twisted round, turning up at the
endiwhere there is the tail of a fiſh, compoſed

of three parts, a middle prominence, and two

ſide points. .

The constellations, between and among

which this of Capricorn is placed, are Aqua

rius, the Dolphin, Sagittary, and . one of

the fiſhes, the lower of the two. It is ex

tremely cloſe to the two ſigns of the zodiac

between which it stands; the foot which is

pretended reaches almost to touch the hinder

part of the Horſe's body in Sagittary, and the

tail of it ahſoluter lies 'upon the body of

Aquarius, covering a part of his leſt ſide, just

under the breast, ſo that the stars there, may,

with equal propriety, be ſaid to be in xthe

tail of Capricorn, or in the ſide of Aquarius:

the Dolphin is over the head of Capricon,

but at a very conſiderable distance; and the

lowermost of the fiſhes has its tail very near

the bended foot of this constellation.

The oldest and the latest writers, until the

days of Flamstead, agree very nearly in their

account oſ the number of stars in Capricorn.

Ptolemy ſets down twenty-eight, and we may

be aſſured this was the original computation,

for he is a religious follower of Hipparchus.

Tycho Brahe has ſet down the ſame number

twenty-eight; and Hevelius has added only

one, he makes them twenty-nine. Flam

steadhas greatly ſwelled the account, but yet

notnearlyzſoſſmuchzas in ſome of the other

constellai:inns;ſi ,,The stars in Ptolemy's ac

count-of Sagitgaryare 'thirty-one, and Flam
steadſimentionS,fixty-nine.. Theſe in Capri

þorn are cttwentfieight vin Ptolemy, and he

themfifty-onea-Of theſe there 'is not a

imagnitude; 'There are only four ſpoken of,

zasoſ Within, and, oneoſ theſe is diſputed,

inferredzby many to the. fourth. i The

':.-,'.l-:'31---'. "w' . -.

I
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first oſ thoſe of the third magnitude is in the

right, and the ſecond in the leſt hand, there

is another oſ them at the root of the tail, and

the other is very near to this : there are ſeve.

ral of the fourth magnitude, and all the re

mainder are not oſ the very ſmallest ſizes.

The large ones are all, either toward the tail,

or about the head, but the greatest part-'are

toward the tail. The rest are diſperſed with
an cteſiqual hand over the greatest part 'of the

figure, the neck and breast have the fewest of

any part," but they are not altogether with

out. It is owing to this equal distribution

of the stars that the constellation of Capricorn

is very eaſily ſeen and. distinguiſhed in the

heavens, although it have none very conſpi
cuous. , i i

The Greeks, who Would have all the-astro

nomy of the world ſeem to be derived from

them, and who adapt ſome part of their history

to each constellation, that they may have the

credit of being its inventors, tell us, that this

is the famous ngipan. Jupiter, they ſay,

becauſe he was brought up by this creature,

took it into the heavens. They call it alſo

ſometimes ſimply Pan z and they ſay, this is the

creature which was the author of thoſe terrors

which have thence been called Panic fears.

The old writers all agree, that the giants, in

their war with the gods, were frighted by the

noiſe of ſome animal in the heavenly party.

The braying of an aſs, on which Silenus rode,

is, by ſome, ſaid to have been this terrifying

ſcund ; and others ſay, that it was the howlſil

ing of this animal. They give this 'account

of the'hinder part of the figure being made

like that of a fiſh, 'that when it had began to

terrify the adverſe party with its uncouth noiſe,

it threw at them ſea-(bells and maſſes ofcorals,

and the like, way of stones. This, how

ever, ſerved but ill the purpoſe, for there' ap

'I.
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peared difficulties in the way oſ the exPloit.

They had recourſe therefore to older histories,

and brought in the fables which they had

learned from the Egyptians, to affist in the ex

plication of the figure. They tell us, that,

according to the Egyptian history, at a time

when there were many gods together in that

country, there appeared among them a most

terrible giant, Typhon, a declared enemy'oſ

all the celestial people; They don't allow this a

Typhon the dignity 'of a deity, but they ought '

in all good reaſon, ſorhe made them all trem

ble. They changed all their forms, that they

might be hid from this terrible enemy; and to

this they attribute the Egyptian worſhip oſ the

ſeveral animals. Mercury, they ſay, changed

himſelf into the Ibis, Apollo into a thruſh,

and Diana into a Blackbird ; and this they

give as the reaſon why the Egyptians would

never after ſuffer thoſe birds to be destroyed or

injured. 'Tis to this metamorphoſis among

the deities that they aſcribe the origin of the

ngipan, or what we call Capricorn. The

god Pan, they ſay, threw himſelf, in the ſright,

into the Nile, and that his hinder parts be

came changed into fiſh, while, in the rest,

he reſembled a goat. 'Twas under this form,

they ſay, that Pan eſcaped this terrible Ty

phon ; and they add, that Jupiter, who was

all this while ſafe in his own territories, in

commemoration oſ the exploit of Pan, took

up the creature into the heavens, and made it t

one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac.

It is indeed among the Egyptians that We

are to look for the origin of the constellation,

but we are not to trace from it this fabulous

foundation. They were the people ' 'from

whom the Greeks obtained their knowledge

of the constellations, but it was not on ac

counts like theſe, that they contrived them.

They did not commemorate stories of heroes,

'r oſ gods in theſe figures, whatever the Gre

 

cian genius for ſable might do of this kind;

but they intended the ſigns of the zodiae to

mark the ſucceſſion of the ſeaſons: and they

choſe for the figures, under which they ſhould

arrange the stars belonging to them, thoſe of i

animals, whoſe qualities or characters conveyed

ſome idea of-what was to happen when the

ſun came to that place. The two ſigns which

mark the tropics, or barriers, which bound the

ſun's courſe in the ZOdiac, are a Crab and a

Goat; for as to the ſiſhy part oſ the figure,

we are not enough in the ſecret of their hiero

glyphics to understand it. The Crab, which

is an animal that walks backwards and

ſideways, was the mark oſ that part where

the ſun went obliquely, and deſcending, in the

lower part of his courſe; and, on the other

hand, when they were to collect into ſome

figure thoſe which occupied that ſpace in the

heavens at the ſun's approach to which he

quitted his lower courſe, and aſcended more

and more, they choſe for the repreſentation

the Goat, an animal that is always climbing

the ſides' of mountains. This was beyond a

doubt the origin ofthe constellation ; and it is

no new ſolution, for Macrobius has obſerved it.

There is hardly any conſtellation more ſa

mous in the antient mythology, or more ſre

quently named by the early writers than this.

The Pythagoreans call it the gate of heaven,

and ſuppoſed it the part of the ſkiesopened

for the paſſage of the ſouls oſ good men into

heaven. The Romans gave one oſ the twelve

months of the year to the protection of each

of the twelve principal deities, and in the ſame

maturer they put into the protection of each

of them one of the twelve ſigns oſ the zodiac.

This was given to the tutelage of Vesta.

The poets have celebrated it on a number

of occaſions. Among the Romans it was al

most worſhipped for having ſhed its influence

on the birth of Augustus.

N 2 Þ'
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St' qual-m Caria quandam

Ate-(war intrantcm par claustra tenaria cla'vem

Formaturflellir dzſi/i'antibur.

But the generality of the old poets call it Caffio

pcia. Manilius gives it this name, and even

commemorates the occaſion of her obtaining

this ſituation in the heavens. He calls itbeing

made conſpicuous by way of puniſhment, and

ſuppoſes her placed there to ſee the destruction

of her favourite daughter Andromeda, who is

chained just by her to the ſhore, to be devoured.

In the ſame manner alſo the Britiſh poet, who

calls it

flatstzzr'd Etbiop'r quem thatstrwe

Tost! ber beauty's praist allow

Tbefia nymphs, and their power: offZ-ndcd.

This was the original, and this has continued

t0_ be the general ſenſe of astronomers about it.

Among the enthuſiasts, who would have

ſcripture stories commemorated by all the con

stellations, we find Schiller calling this Saint

Mary Magdalen 3 and Hartſdorf, who always

has recourſe to the Old Testament on theſe

occaſions, calling it Bathſheba.

CASTOR. ' According to the Greek fabu

lists, one of the names of the constellation Ge

mini. They ſuppoſed the two figures, which,

from the original pair of Kids ſome of their

predeceſſors had raiſed up two children, to be

Castor and Pollux. See Gtmm.

CATALETTO. A name by which the

Italian writers have called the constellation

Urſa Major; they have the cuſtom from the

Arabiana, who call the Greater and Leſſer

' Bear the Feretrum Majus, and Feretrum Mi

 

nus; the word Cataletto ſignifying bier in

their language. See URSA.

CATHEDRA. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Caffi0peia 3 it is

one of the old Latin names, mentioning the

chair instead of the perſon ſitting in it. They

called it alſo Sedes and Thronus, and Sedes

Regia ; and the Greeks by a name expreſſmg

a woman on a throne.

CAUN. A name by which ſome, who affect

to uſe uncommon words, call the planet Sa

turn. It is one of the old oriental names of

this planet. The Chaldees uſed it.

CECROPS. A name by which ſome of

the old astronomical writers called Aqu'ius.

They tell us that he reigned before the uſe of

wines was known, and that the um was a ſym

bol of the uſe of water in ſacrifices in thoſe

very early ages. See AVIARIUS. *

CEDRON. According to Schickard, and

his followers, one of the constellations. 'Tis

one of thoſe 'which they have not new-formed,

but only new-named. ; This author calls the

Eridanus by the name of the brook Cedron,

mentioned in the ſcriptures 3 but Schiller deſires

that it may be called the Red Sea through

which the Iſraelites paſſed.

CELESTIAL CIRCLES. There is no

point, nor any circle on the earth that may

not be conceived as extended up to the heavens,

or the region of the fixed stars : it there aſſumes

the ſame name, only with the addition of the

word celestial, to distinguiſh it from that which

is understood as deſcribed on the earth's ſurface.

All the circles therefore, which we ſee marked

on the convex globes of the earth, we may ſup

poſe
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poſe continued strait up, and marked upon the

concave ſphere of the heavens. , ,r a- __

Thus the poles of the earth, to begin with

thoſe points (for on their ſituation depends that

of ſome of the principal circles) are ſuppoſed

continued upto the ſkies, and are there called

the celestial poles, or the poles,of-the hea

vens. The earth revolving upon her own

axis, that axis, conſidered 'as a strait line

paſſing through its centre, mhst come to the

lurface in two oppoſite points, and theſe two

points are called from their place on its ſur

face, the poles ofthe earth, the north and the

ſouth pole. This axis of the earth, if ſup

poſed continued through the earth, and each

way carried up to the ſphere of the heavens,

would touch that ſphere in two points exactly

correſpondingvto the two poles of the earth.

Theſe are fixed points therefore in the heavens,

under the names of the arctic and antarctic

pole, and ſometimes under the names of the

north and ſouth pole, though that lefs properly,

becauſe it confounds them with thoſe of the

earth.

From theſe two points upon the earth's ſur

ſace is made its first diviſion. This is done by

a great circle encompaſſmg the whole ſurſace

oſ the globe, and placed at an equal distance

from the two poles. This circle is called the

equator, and, in common ſpeech, the line. If

the plane of this circle be conceived as ex

tended lilce the two points or ends of the earth's

LXls up to the starry heaven, it will become a

circle paſſmg in the ſame manner round the

Whole concave of the heavens at equal distance

from the two poles of the heavens, and it will

deſcribe what is called the celestial equator.

For the farther diviſion of the earth in the

ſame directions, we conceive certain other cir

cles, as many or as few as we pleaſe, en

compafling the ſurface- of the earth between

the equator and either pole. i Theſe circles,

 

being at equal from the

equator, and, conſequentlyin all their parts at

equal distance from the pole, run parallel with
the' equator, vand are thence called parallels to

it, or, in ſimpler expreſſion, parallels. Theſe

may, in the ſame manner-as the equator itſelf,

be all conſidered as removed into the ſphere of

the heavens, and they will there deſcribe pa

rallels alſo to the equator, which will be called

parallels, and parallels to the equator, as well

in the ſkies as on the ground. As theſe paral

lels are ſmaller and ſmaller in extent on the

earth, as they recede, from the equator, and

approach toward the pole, ſo it is alſo in the

heavens, thoſe are the largest which are nearest

to the equator, although none is altogether ſo

large as the equator, and thoſe are ſinallest

which are nearest to the poles of the heavens.

When the earth is thus divided by the

equator into a northern and ſouthern hemi

ſphere, and each of thoſe hemiſpheres is again

divided in a parallel direction, into portions

of what extent we pleaſe, by parallels drawn at

different distances, it is next required, as theſe

parallels will mark the distance of places,

north or ſouth, that is toward the north, to

ward the ſouth pole, to find ſome other divi

ſion of the earth, in conſequence of which

their distances, east and west, may be aſcer

tained; that by this means the abſolute place

may be determined. To this purpoſe a ſe

condary circle mustv be deviſed, that is, a

circle, which ſhall cut the great circle al

ready establiſhed at right angles. To this

purpoſe men establiſh what they call a me

ridian, star first meridian, or great meridian, in

ſomepart of the earth's ſurface. This is a

great circle of the earth, paſſing over the place

from whence it is named, through both the

poles. The Greeks made this paſs over the

iſland of Hera, one of the fortunate iſles, pro

bably our Teneriffe, and many of the mo

dsrns
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ae'm's have some/carven; making the meri- ſi

dian paſſing OVer the Pike of'Tenen'ffe, to

be the first, or the great meridian. But in

this theyþare not agreed, nor have they the

ſame' reaſon for' agreement. The Greeks
'meaſured in longitudect only from the west east

ward, ſo that they'naturally choſi: for 'their

first meridian the' 'most ivcstern part of the

earth that was known to them; but We mea

ſure from it-each way; and as we ſpeak of

the distance of places in longitude east and

West, we uſually ſin this first meridian at the

place where-we write.

Whereſoever this meridian is plated, it be

comes a circle, which paſſing through both *

'the poles, and cutting the equator at right an

* gles, divides the earthv into two equal hemi

ſpheres east and west, .as the equator had di

vided, it into two hemiſpheres north and ſouth.

Thus the ſurſace of the earth being divided

into four quarters, it is eaſy to ſay in which of

them any place that is mentioned lies, and with

a. Very ſmall addition to aſcertain the very ſpot.

As- the astronomer conceives a number of

circles, as many as he pleaſes, marked on the

ſurface of the earth parallel to the 'equator,

'and called parallels; .ſo he conceives a great
number of circles, as many as *heſſ pleaſes,

drawn on the ſurſace'of the earth like the first

meridian, each paſſing through both the poles,

and cutting the equator at right angles: theſe

are all oſ them called meridians, and are

named from the places over which they paſs,

as the meridian of London, the meridian of

Paris, and ſo of the rest.

As the distance oſ a place from the equator,

that is, its latitude, is determined by .the paral

"lel under which it lies, meaſured upon the

.meridian 5 ſo the'distance of any place from the

first meridian, east or west, that is its distance

in longitude,'is marked by the meridians, and

meaſured upon the equator.

Now, as the circles of the ſphere oſ the

 heavens, have their origin from theſe 'On ſithe

ſurface of the earth ; we find that as theſe me

ridians are all circles cutting the equator of

the earth, and paſſing through both its poles,

ſo there are conceived, in the concave ſphere

of the heavens, a number oſ circles (as many

as the obſerver pleaſes)' cutting the celeſtial

equator at right anglesſi and paſſing through

both the poles: theſe are called circles oſdeclþ

nation ; and the uſe oſ . them is to meaſure

the distance oſ any point of the heavens from

the equator. Thus, iſ we are to ſpeak of the

place of any fixed star, or any other oſ the lu-

minaries, as above or below'the equator, the

term uſed to this purpoſe is the declination of

that star, north or ſouth oſ- the equator. 'Tis

from this that theſe zſecondaries to' the equator

are called circles of declination ; and as every

circle of the ſphere of heaven, as well as that

of the earth, is conſidered as divided into-three

hundred and ſixty parts, called degrees, and

each of theſe degrees-into ſixty minutes, and

ſoon by fixties ; the placedf the star is eaſily

meaſured upon one oſ theſe circles, being the

arc oſ that circle interCepted between the star's

place and the celeſtial equator; which distance

ismeaſured in degrees, numbers, and ſeconds,

upon one of theſe circles of declination, paſſing

through the point of heaven in which the star

is ; and this declination is either north or ſouth,

as the star is on one ſide, or on the other oſ the

equator. _

CENTAURUS,tbe Centaur. One oſthe old

forty-eight constellation: mentioned by all the

Greek writers on astronomy, and from them

taken into the ſchemes of the heavens by thoſe

of all other nations. The Centaur is a con

stellation of conſiderable ſize, and although it

does not .compriſea number of stars ſo great in

proportion to its extent as ſome others, it has

ſo many conſiderable ones, and thoſe diſpoſed

ſo happily, that it is very conſpicuous.

It
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It is repreſented, in all the ſchemes of the

heavens, in form of that imaginary creature

formed of the human figure and that of a horſe.

It is a man to the waist, and from thence

downward an horſe. He is repreſented in a

posture of walking, and has in his right hand

a ſpear, in the left he holds a Wolf by the

fore paw, and is piercing it with the weapon

in the other; but the Wolſ is properly another

constellation, and will be deſcribed in its

place, and under the article Lupus. The

figure, allowing for the natural monstrouſneſs

of joining the human and the bestial form, is

well drawn, and appears as in other delinea

tions of the Centaur.

The constellations, between and among

which the Centaur is placed, are the Scorpion,

theHydra, theRoyalOak, the SouthernTrian

gle, and the Altar. The Scorpion is strait be

fore him, and the head of the Wolf, which he

holds in his hand, touches, or nearly touches,

the Claws of that animal. The tail of the

Hydra is just over the head of the Centaur,

the Royal Oak is cloſe behind him, the

Southem Triangle is under his feet, and the

Altar at a little distance below them.

The antient astronomers counted thirty-ſeven

stars in this constellation 5 Ptolemy ſets down

that number, and he doubtleſs took it from

Hipparchus z Flamstead allows only thirty

five. Of theſe there is not one of the first mag

nitude, but there is one of the ſecond, which

makes a very conſpicuous appearance; it is in

his ſhdulder. Some have wanted to reduce

the character of this star to that of a third in

magnitude, but it is truly and properly a ſecond.

There are ſome other very bright and fair

ones, though of ſmaller magnitude, and they

are diſpoſed very happily. There is one in

the hoof of the leſt fore foot, and another in

the right leg, about four Very conſpicuous ones

in the body, and four very happily diſpoſed in

V 01.. I.

 
the face 3 ſo that, upon the whole, the figure

is extremely well defined, and conſequently

eaſy to be distinguiſhed in the heavens.

A figure, part man, part horſe, might very

eaſily have its uſe in the hieroglyphics of the

Egyptians, and it is very probable, that thence

was its true origin. The delineation being one

in uſe, on other occaſions might eaſily be re

moved into the heavens ; and it is most pro

bable, that although we do not know the ori

ginal meaning of the form, this was its intro

duction into the ſphere.

The Greeks, however, who first received

astronomy from Egypt, thought, that as they

were to ſpread it through the rest of the world,

they might claim its invention; with this de

ſign they adapted ſome part of their history to

every one of the celestial ſigns. They tell us,

that this Centaur was the famous Chiron, the

most honourable of that form, and that he was

for his virtues raiſed to a place in the heaVens.

They ſay, he was the ſon of Saturn and Phi

lyra 3 that he excelled not only the rest of the

Centaurs, but all mankind in justice and in

wiſdom, and was the tutor and educator of

Eſculapius and Achilles. They add, that he

periſhed by an arrow of Hercules, but that it

was by accident, though they do not agree

what the accident was. Some ſay, as they

were converſing together, he dropped one

on his foot; others, ' that, wondering how

ſuch little weapons could do ſuch execu-.

tion, he had taken up the bow, and was fit

ting one to it, but being unaccostmed to thoſe

arms, that it fell and killed him by a wound

in the foot; for they all agree that the hurt

was received there. Jupiter, they ſay, taking

compaſſion on him for his untimcly fate,

took him up into the heavms, where his figure

is ſeen over an altar, with a beast in his hand,

which, they ſay, he is about to ſacrifice.

This is the general story of the Centaur, as

O deli>
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delivered by the mythologists; but. as thered

have been more Centaurs beſide Chiron, they

are not all perfectly agreed about which of the

family this was. Several of the old writers

among them ſay, it is Phales the Centaur, fa

mous for divination, and they ſuppoſe him

repreſented with a victim in his hand, and

about to offer it at the altar, to convey an

idea of his uſiial way of propheſying future

events. The Greeks Would have obtained

more credit in general for their stories, if

they had kept always in the ſame, but when

they diſagreed with one another, few could

be inclined to believe any of them.

Schiller, who has baniſhed all the old con

stellations out of the heavens, calls the stars,

oſ which the Centaur is formed, Abraham and

lſaac.

CENTRE iſ a Circle. The point from

which the circle is drawn. This is exactly in

- the middle of the figure, and at the ſame di

stance from all parts of its Circumference; if

the circle be drawn by a line fastened at one

end, this is the place where it is ſo fastened ;

if by a pair of compaſſes, it is the point in

which the fixed foot of the instrument is pla

ced, while the other performs the revolution.

CEPHEUS. One of the constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, and a very conſider

able one. Cepheus is one of the forty-eight

old asteriſms, and is mentioned by all the

writers of astronomy. It is a very large con

stellation, extending ſeveral ways to a con

ſiderable breadth, but it does not comprehend

a great number of stars.

It is the figure of a man standing in 'a firm

posture, with hislegs at a distance from-one

another, and his arms extended; having a

crown upon his head, a ſcepter in his left

hand, and in his right holding up a part of a

 

garment, which falls over the lower part of

his body. The other constellations which ſur

round Cepheus are the Serpent, the Little

Bear, the Camelopardal, Caſiiopeia, the Li<

zard, and the Swan. His back is toward the

Serpent, his ſace toward Caſiiopeia, his right

foot comes just upon the origin of the Bear's

tail, the Swan is behind his ſhoulders, and the

Lizard over his head.

The antients counted but thirteen stars in

this large constellation. Ptolemy's catalogue

allows it no more 3 Hevelius gives it fifty

one; but Flamstead reduces the number to

thirty-five. There is one of theſe amongst

the rays of his crown, ſeveral about the head',

one at the top of the ſcepter, two or three in

each arm, ſeveral upon the body, one on each

knee, and a large one toward the lower part

of the left leg.

The Greeks tells us, that this Cepheus was

a king of Ethiopia, and the father of Andro

meda, the princeſs who was delivered up to he

devoured by a ſea monster, and whom Per

ſeus reſcued. The lady and the hero have

their place among the constellations to com

memorate the fact, and the historians have re

moved the father alſo thither, as a reward for

his piety. Caffiopeia, for ſhe was the mother

of the lady, had brought this miſchief on her

family and country, they tell us, by her va

nity and pride in her beauty; but ſhe alſo is

got up into the heavens, and, in the figures of

the constellations, Cepheus is painted with his

eyes directed toward her.

Among the nick-named constellations Ce

pheus makes a very conſiderable figure. He

is made by ſome of the enthuaſists, who

have given riſe to that custom, the first of

martyrs, and by ſome the wiſest of men.

Hartſdorf, who always has recourie to the

Old Testament on theſe occaſions, calls it

Solomon; but Schiller, whoſe zeal is all de

voted
\
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voted to the new, makes it St. Stephen. But

theſe are fooliſh innovations; they would

make a great deal of confuſion in the ſcience,

ifany body regarded them, but no one does.

CERBERUS. One of the new constella

tions formed by Hevclius out of the unformed

ſtars, and added to the forty-eight old aste

riſmsſi This contains only four stars. -

CERES. A name which ſome of the old

astronomers have called the constellation Vir

go. The Egyptians, who deviſed the figure,

gave it no wings, they meant by it only a

harvest-working-woman. The ear of corn in

her hand denoted this, but that ear has made

her be taken for Ceres. See VIRGO.

CERUCION. A name by which ſome,

who love uncommon words, have called the

constellation Corona Australis. It is a Greek

name, and ſignifies the ſame with Caduceus ;

that beingonc of thoſe figures under which the

ſign was originally repreſented.

CETEUS. A name by which ſome 'old

authors have called the constellation, which

Ptolemy only has named Engonaſin, a man

on his knees, and which the Greeks have

called Hercules. Thoſe who call it Ccteus,

ſay, he was a brother of Lycaon, king of

Arcadia, and that the nymph, transformed

into the Great Bear, was not Callisto, that mo

narch's daughter, but Megiſto Cetcus.

CETUS, 'be le/e. One oſ the constel

lation: of the northern hemiſphere, but at a

conſiderable distance from the pole. It is one

of the old forty-eight which the Greeks re

ceived from the Egyptians, and which they

afterwards taught to the rest of the world. It

is an enormouſly large constellation, one oſ

 

the greatest indeed in the whole heaVens,

but in proportion to its extent it contains

fewer stars than most others.

hiany of the animals of the heavens are

very unlike to all that are upon the earth, and

this is one of them. The figure under which

we always ſee it repreſented in the ſchemes of

the constellations, being like no creature in the

animal world. At first ſight it hath a great

deal of reſemblance to the IEgipan, whoſe

figure is called Capricorn among the ſigns of

the zodiac; having, like that, two legs before,

and the tail twisted and turned up. It is a

monster with the head, neck, and ſhoulders

very like the quadrupede kinds 5 what there is

of fiſh about it is from the ſhoulders to the

tail, and there it has leſs than Capricorn, that

creature having fins at the ſides, which this

wants. The posture of this is alſo ſomewhat

like that of Capricorn. The head is figiired

very large and of a strange form, the mouth

like that of a lion, and armed with terrible

teeth, the neck is thick and ſhort, the breast

large and prominent; from the anterior part

of it there grow two very thick legs, with feet

at the extremities, which are broad, webbcd,

and have long and ſharp claws. The body,

from this part, grows ſmaller, and is termi

nated by a broad tail; but this is vertical as

in the generality of fiſhes, and not horizontal

as in the whale. It is a thing, perhaps, un

obſerved by painters, but naturalists know,

that the whole cetaceous kind, or all the fiſhes

belonging to the whale claſs, have the tail

growing croſs-wiſe to the body.

The constellations, that are about theWhale,

are Taurus, Aries, Piſces, and Eridanus. The

Bull is at a ' little distance above and before

him 3 Aries is almost directly over his head.

The knot in the line, which connects the

two fiſhes, is very near the hinder part of his
neck, and the river Eridanus pours itſelf dowſſn

Oz on
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on a level with his breast, and under his two

feet.

The antients counted, in the constellation

Cetus, no more than twenty-two stars. Pto

lemy ſets down that number, and We know he

was a cloſe copicr of Hipparchus, the first

man, ſo far as we know from the earliest hiſ

tory, who made a catalogue of the stars. Ty

cho Brahc ſets down only twenty-one. He

velius, instead of diminiſhing the old number,

more than doubles it; he makes the stars of

Cetus forty-five, and our Flamstead raiſes it

up to ninety-ſeven. Yet even this largest ac

count is not great in proportion to the ſpace

which the constellation occupies in the hea

vens. Aquarius is leſs, and the stars in him

are an hundred and eight ; and Piſces are much

leſs, and in that conſtellation there are one

hUL'PiſCd and thirteen stars, according to Flam

stcad's own account.

1 Among the stars of the Whale there is not

one of the first, and there is only one of the

ſecond magnitude 5. this is in the jaw. The

stars of the third magnitude are ſix. There are

alſo two or three others, which ſome make of

the third, and others of the fourth z and

among the ſix one is diſputed whether it be of

the third, or of the ſecond. This, which,

next to the star of the mouth, is doubtleſs the

largest in the constellation, is in the neck,

and it is a very remarkable star. We are not

to wonder that authors, who wrote at dif

ferent times, have not agreed about the bigneſs

of it, for its apparent bigneſs is not at all

times the ſame. It is one of thoſe called

re-apparent stars, and is of the nature of what

have been called new stars by the leſs perfect in

the ſcience. All the heavenly bodies, ſo far

as we are able to diſcover, have a revolution

round their own axis. The ſun, we know,

has ſuch a motion; and, as we understand the

fixed stars to be ſo many ſuns, We cannot

 

but conceive them to have the ſame. The

greater part of theſe are luminous all over their

ſuperficics, but it ſeems as if there were ſome

luminous only in part. As theſe turn the opake

ſide to us, they will be inviſible, as the bright

part is more expoſed to us they will be viſible,

and they will appear larger in proportion.

This ſeems to be the caſe with all the re-ap

parent stars, but it is in none ſo probable as

in this of the neck of the Whale, not only the

changes of its magnitude, but the periods of

thoſe changes, and times of the greatest and

least ſize, have been calculated with ſome de

gree of regularity, though not perfectly fixed

and invariable.

Of the other stars of the third magnitude in

Cetus,one is in the tail, another in the posterior

part of the body, a third near to that, a fourth

nearly in the middle of the body, a fifth in the

mouth toward the cheek, and the ſixth in the

hinder part alſo of the body.

The Whale, as we generally term it, de

ſerves another name according to the acconnts

which the Greeks give of its origin. That it

is a monster appears ſufficiently by the figure

of it, and their story makes it one; they ſay

it was the ſea-beast ſent by Neptune to devour

Andromeda, and killed by the most mighty

Perſeus. i Jupiter, they tell us, to conſole the

ſea-god on its destruction, and at the ſame time

to do honour to the conqueror, immortaliſed

the conflict by taking the ſlain creature up into

the ſkies. What the Egyptians, who were

probably the authors of the constellation,

mean to have understood by the creature, is not

eaſy to ſay : we ſhould first know whether

what we ſee was the true figure. The Greeks

were fond of adding to the constellations ſome

little part, that, while it made no confuſion in

the heavens, made the figure agree with their

story. The ſword of Perſeus, and the fetters

of Andromeda, are of this origin, and very

probably
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probably the feet of this creature. The Egyp

tians might give the figure of a plain whale,

theſe feet have made a monster of it; and,

while they adapt it to the fable of theſe fantaſ

tical writers, have taken in no stars that belong

to any other constellation. They cover a

part of the Eridanus, but there is not a star oſ

any conſequence in the part of it ſo covered.

As to a couple that are at the inſertion of the

legs, it is only ſuppoſing the out-line of the

body continued a little lower, and they will

fall within it. , . _

The enthuſiaſls, who have been for new

modelling the heavens, have not omitted this

constellation. Schickard leaves the figure as

it was, but, instead of calling it the monster

that was to eat up Andromeda, he deſires it

may be named Jonas's Whale. Schiller, who

is more violent in his changes, makes a new

constellation of it, under the name of Joachim

and Anna.

CHABAN. A name by which ſome, who'

love hard words, call the planet Venus. 'Tis

one of the Arabic names of that planet, and

ſignifies great.

CHAM. A name by which ſome have called

the constellation Taurus. The Egyptians ſup

poſe it tohave been arepreſentation oſNizzaim,

their Oſiris, who was the ſon of Cham, and

who taught the Egyptians tillage. They often

gave the father's name for the ſon's.

CHAMAH. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the ſun. It

is one of the Hebrew names of that luminary,

and ſignifies, properly, heat.

CHAMELION. One of the new constel

lations of the ſouthern hemiſphere, at no very

great distance from the pole. It is not

a large one, nor does it contain a quantity of

 

stars that is more than proportioned to its ex

tent. '

It is repreſented tolerably well in figure

of the animal, by whoſe name it is called 5 and,

indeed, the stars do, in ſome meaſure, corre

ſpond with that figure. The new-formed con

stellations are, in general, better deſigned than

the old, and that for two reaſons. The one,

that thoſe, who have given origin to them, had

more knowledge of nature, and were better

able to draw the figures of her creatures,- as ſhe

had made them. The other, that they con

trived to ſelect ſuch figures as best anſwered to

the diſpoſition of the stars in the heavens, as

they had no other conſideration; whereas the

antients meant, by their figures, to convey ſome

meaning as in mythological writing, and there

fore fixed upon ſuch an animal as anſwered

that meaning, and then adapted the stars to its

ſeveral parts as well as they could. Thus the

moderns, when they fixed upon a Chamelion

for the creature under whoſe form to delineatev

this constellation (becauſe the diſpoſition and

ſituation of thoſe stars, with reſpect to one an

other, reſembled, in ſome degree, the form of

that creature) had nothing to do but to draw

the animal in their ſchemes as like to what

it was in nature as they could :: whereas,

when the antients had fixed upon the Bear, for

its ſlow motion, to comprehend the stars about.

the pole, they made no ſcruple of adding along

tail to the animal, though nature had not done

ſo, in order to make it comprehend the stars that

belonged to the number they meant to men-

tion.

The constellations, between and" among

which the Chamelion is placed, are the Flying

Fiſh, the Royal Oak, the Bird of Paradiſe, and

the Bee. The Flying Fiſh has its ſide and

two of its fins toward the crooked tail of the:

Chamelion, and, at alittle distance, the Royalv

Oak has the bottom of its trunk just by the

tail 5,
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tail; and this in reſpect of this figure, is

placed, not on its feet, but with the belly

upwards. The back part of the head of the

Chamelion comes to the tail of the Bird of Pa

radiſe ; and the Bear, which is just under the

feet of the Centaur, has its hinder part imme

diately over the head of the Chamelion.

The stars, ofwhich this constellation is com

poſed, are ten, and it has already been obſerved,

that they are happily distributed over the

body. The principal of them are two upon the

anterior part of the body toward the ſhoulder,

two others on the posterior part of the body,

the one near the back, and the other on the

thigh, and four following one another very

happily along the tail. Two oſ theſe in the

middle are very near to one another, and the

hindermost does not reach ſo far as the curled

or twisted part of the tail, that being the fancy

of the painter, or made to help out the figure.

It is neceſſary to the Chamelion, but it cannot

be ſaid that it is neceſſary to the constellation.

CHANGEABLE STARS. Certain fixed

stars, which are ſeen at ſometimes, and are not

ſeen at others, and which, during their appear

ance, diminiſh or encreaſe in apparent magni

tude and brightneſs 5 they are called alſo re

apparent stars. See New STARS.

CHARA. A name given by ſome to a

constellation, or a part of a constellation, of

the northern hemiſphere. This and Asterion

are the two greyhounds, or, as ſome call them,

hounds, that are held by Bootes, and ſeem

purſuing the Great Bear. This is one of the

constellations added by Hevelius to the forty

eight old ones, and deſigned out oſ the un

formed stars. See CANr-zs VENATlCL

CHARLES WAIN. A name by which

ſome of the astronomical writers, in our own

 

language, have called the Leſſer Bear. The

two Bears have been called two VVaggons or

Wains, and by the Latins, who have followed

the Arabians, two Biers, Feretrum Majuz

and Minus. See URSA Mmoa.

CHASARA TSAMAGANDU. A term

by which thoſe, who will go very ſar for a

hard long wood or two, have called the hlilky

Way, or Via Lactea, in the heavens. The

plain ſenſe of the term is, not the Way of

Milky, but the Way of Straw, and it is the

Ethiopian name for that appearance in the

heavens. Most of the Eastern nations have,

in like manner, called it by a name in their

language, ſignifying, like this, the Way of

Straw. The occaſion is, that as the Greek

fable derives the colour and brightneſs of this

part of the heavens from milk ſpilt from the

nippel of Juno, the Egyptian mythology,

which is every whit as extravagant as the

Greeks, deduces it from ſome heaps of burn

ing straw, which their goddeſs Iſis threw be

hind her, from time to time, as ſhe was puz.

ſued by the terrible giant Typhon.

CHELIE SCORPIONIS. -A name 'by

which ſome expreſs the stars in Libra. The

Scorpion originally occupied two diviſions of

the zodiac, and his Claws, which extended

into one of them, have been ſince cut off to

make way for the constellation Libra. St:

thirfartber explained under tlu article FORCEPS.

CHELE NOTIOS. A name given by the

Greek astronomers to a conſpicuous star in

Libra. See LIBRA. '

CHELIDONIAS. A name by which ſome

of the old writers have called one of the two

fiſh, which together form the constellation

Piſces. It is the northern fiſh which is called

by
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by this peculiar name, and it is a very old de

nomination for it. The Chaldeans repre

ſented this fiſh with the head oſ a ſwallow. It

was a coarſe way oſ expreſſuig, that the ſwal

low, which is a bird of paſſage there as well

as in England, first came thither at the time

of the riſing of. that constellation. This was

the occaſion of. the peculiar figure, and Che

lidon being the name oſ the Swallow, the de

nomination of the fiſh, which had the head

of that bird, from it, was eaſy.

CHELEUB, or CHELUB. A name by
which ſome have called Perſeus. It islone of

the Arabic names of that constellation; they

call it alſo Baſhauſh.

CHEREJENGH. A name by which the

astrologers, and ſome of the astronomers, who

love hard words, have called the constellation

Cancer. It is its Perſian name.

CHETIL. A name by which ſome call

that part of the constellation Piſces, which
conſists oſ the band or fillet which ties the twov

fiſhes to one another. It is the Arabian name

oſ this part of the constellation, and expreſſes

a Tape. The Greeks call it Lirion.

CHETZ. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of hard words, call the Arrow. It

is the Hebrew name of that constellation 5 the

word ſignifies an Arrow.

CHlLEA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond oſ hard words, have called the con

stellation Corvus. It is one of its Arabic

names, they call it Al Chiba, the Raven.

CHIMAH. A word uſed by ſome of the

old writers as the name oſ a constellation, and

by them understood to ſignify the Pleiades.

 

This is an error, but it is a deep-rooted one,

and it is eaſily accounted for. Chimah is

uſed in the Hebrew bible as the name oſ a

constellation. It is mentioned inJob, in Iſaiah,

and in Amos, and, being joined with another

word Cheſil, it is, with that, in all the verſi

ons, rendered the Pleiades and Orion, or the

Seven Stars and Orion. The commentators

ſay that it is the ſame with the Al Thuraiya eſ

the Arabians, which is indeed a name eſ the

Pleiades, but it is not the ſame with that.

Whether the Word Cheſil ſignified the Pleiades,

or not, is another conſideration; but Chimah

certainly was not the name of that constella

tion, but of Orion. In its very ſignification it

means giant, a name by which the Egyptians

probably called Orion, for the adding the ct

names of particular perſons to the conſtella

tions was an after-trick of the Greeks, who

had an ambition to be thought the inventors of

that ſcience which they taught the rest of the

world ; and thought they could no way ſo well

anſwer this purpoſe, as by making the figures

in the heavens be understood as repreſentations

oſ their history. In the ſame manner that fi

gure in the heavens, which they call.Orion,

they received from the Egyptians, with a name

only expreffing a man, a warrior of an enor

mous ſize.

The tranſlators of the bible were right, as

has been obſerved, in gueſſing one of the two

words Chimah and Cheſil to be the name of

the very constellation which the Greeks called

Orion. They had enough to lead them into

the error which they have made in fixing upon

the wrong, and they do not want a kind ofjusti

fication afterwards. Wefindthcoldastronomers,

ingeneral, alledging, that Chimah is the ſame

with the Al Thuraiya of the Arabians, and the

Althuraiya is the Pleiades. Thus we ſee many

oſ different periods expreſſing themſelves 5 but

if we would understand the truth we are not to

ſeek
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ſeek it in tranſlations, or commentaries, but

in the original. There is a great deal of diffi

culty in making out the meaning of words by

the etymology in theſe languages, but it is to be

done. lVe find the constellation Orion to be

of Egyptian origin, we find its form to he that

of a man of enormous ſize, and we find it re

ferred to by the old Writers of that nation. We

find a constellation, among the few that are

named in the bible, often referred to, alſo by

the name of Chimah, and we find the original

ſignification of the word Chimah to be a giant.

The Arabians of most credit have tranſlated it

into their language by the Word A] Gabbar,

which ſignifies alſo in that tongue a giant.

It is not probable, that the Egyptians meant

to expreſs the reſemblance of any peculiar per

ſon by this enormous figure, they meant it

only as a giant; and as they must have ſome

name for it, what is ſo likely as that they

ſhould call it a giant. This name was most pro

bably the original one, and this was continued

to the constellation in the languages of all the>

people who received-it, except the Greeks,

who being deſirous of having it ſuppoſed in

vented among them, affixcd to it the name of

their Orion. To this vanity oſ theirs we

therefore owe all this perplexity and error.

The tranſlators ofvthe bible were rightin their

conjecture, that Chimah and Cheſil ſignified

ſome other constellation than Orion 5 but if

instead of Orion the Greeks had continued the

ſimple name of the' giant, it might have led

'them to the etymology of the word Chimah,

and they would have .given undoubtedly

that word to that of the two constella

tions. We very well know the genius of the

oriental languages runs out into ſubordinate

ſenſes of the ſame word, and theſe very

often ſeem, unleſs to thoſe who Can purſue the

chain oſ the ſenſe, to looſe ſight of the origi

nal word. Thus, in the preſent caſe, if Chi

 

mah ſignified a giant, it would alſo ſignify a

warrior, becauſe giants are ſuppoſed to be

men of proweſs, and from this a man in ar.

mour, or a man in the act or poſture of fight

ing, will alſo be expreſſed by it, whether he

be a giant or not. We know the affinity of

the ſeveral oriental languages alſo, and we

ſhall mind that in the Arabic Chamai ſignifies

to gird tllc ſword upon the 'big/2, as the ſcripture

expreſſes it, or to put on armour. Thus we

ſhall ſee that the ſenſe of the word Clrimah,

which in the Hebrew bible is the certain name

of a constellation, is a giant, or a man in ar

mour, and by which ever of theſe names we

ſhall be guided, there is no constellation to

which we ſhall refer the word Chimah ſo

readily, as to that which the Greeks call

Orion. _

That Chimah and Cheſil therefore ſignify,

as they are tranſlated, Orion, and the Pleiades,

may be too much to aſſert ; for the word Che

ſil does not ſeem ſo determinate in its ſignifi

cation as the other. But this is to be allowed

as a certainty, that Orion, as it is now called,

is one of the two constellations ſo named to

gether z and that not the word Cheſil, as has

been thought, is the name of it, but Chimah,

that word, which has been ſuppoſed to expreſs

the Pleiades, and to be the ſame with the Al

thuraiya of the Arabians.

CHIMO. A name by which ſome, who

love to write obſcurely, call the constellation

Pleiades ; it is a Syriac name. The Perſians

call them Peru, and the Tartars Ulgher.

CHIRON. A name given by ſome of the

old writers to the constellation, generally called

the Centaur. The Greeks tell us, that it was

this peculiar Centaur, who was for his wiſ

dom and piety honoured with a place in the

heavens, and they ſuppoſe him placed over

* the
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the altar in a posture of ſacriſicing to Jupiter,

and call the Wolf in his hand the victim.

This creature, it is to be obſerved, they have

not all called a Wolf, ſome expreſs it only by

the name Fera. See CENTAURUS.

CHOTEB. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, have called the planet

Mercury. It is one of the Hebrew names of

that planet, and ſignifies an attendant or ſer

vant who is always nearest to his maſter ; poſ

ſibly they might give it to this planet, becauſe

of his constant nearneſs to the ſun.

CHRIST'S CROSS. A name given by

Schiller to a constellation in the ſouthern he

miſphere, which he had ſormed out oſ the

stars, compoſing the ſouthern triangle, or Tri- '

angulum Australe.

CHRISTUS. A name by which Schiller,

and his followers, expreſs the ſun. Theſe

writers, after they had cleared the heavens of

all the Pagan constellations, placing Christian

stories and figures in their room, began to

nickname the ſun, moon, and planets. Thus

Christ is the name oſ the Sun, the Virgin

Mary is the Moon; and they call SatumAdam,

Jupiter Moſes, Mars Joſhua, Venus has with

them the name oſ St. John Baptist, and Mer

cury is Elias.

CHRULIUS. A name by which ſome,

who love hard words, have called the bright

star in the stem of Argo, generally called Ca

nopus; this is its Coptic name. The word

originally ſignifies gold.

CHRYSOMALLUS. A name by which

ſome of the, old astronomical writers call the

constellation Aries. ſſ '

CHRYSOPHRIS. A name which ſome,

who will have new names, and hard names,

VOL. I.

 

for CVery thing, have invented for the con

stellation Dorado, as ſome, or as others, call

it the Xyphias, the Sword-Fiſh, though as the

figures expreſs it the Saw-Fiſh. This Chry

tophris is a new name, and there is affectation

in calling in the Greek upon ſuch an occaſion,

ſince the people who ſpoke, or who wrote, in

that language, could know nothing of a con

stellation that was not formed till ſo long after

their time.

CHUSHEE. A name by which ſome peo

ple have called the constellation Virgo. lt is

properly the Perſian name ſor one of the stars

of that constellation, the large one which is in

the ear of corn in the hands of Virgo, and

which is called Spica Virginis, but it is uſed for

the whole constellation alſo in that language.

See the article VIRGO.

CICONIA, the Stork. One oſ the Arabian

constellations. They were not permitted by

their law to draw human figures, ſo they have

put this into the place of Ophiucus, a mule

into that of Auriga, and ſo oſ the rest.

_CIENGH RUNH. A name by which

ſome, who are ſond oſ uncommon terms, call

the constellation Lyra, or ſometimes the bright

star alone in that constellation, which is called

Lucida Lym. This is a Perſian name, pro'

perly given to the whole constellation. It

means Lyra Graeca, the Grecian Harp.

CINGULUM, the de. A name given

by ſeveral of the Latin authors to the zodiac

CIRCLE, it: Arm. To find the area of a

circle is to ſquare the circle. This celebrated

problem will be ſolved when we ſhall ſind any

rectilinear plane figure, be it a ſquare, a triangle,

or whatſoever, that is equal to the circle, be

cauſe the area of any ſuch figure is eaſily found,

P and
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and that of the circle, when ſuch a figure is

found just equal to the circle, is the ſame with

its area. But although this has not been done,

nor will be perhaps perfectly, we come near

enough to anſwer all the uſeſul purpoſes ; the

rest is ſpeculation.

The area of any circle is exactly equal to the

area of a right-angled triangle, which has one

of its legs equal-to the radius or ſemidiameter

of that circle, and the other leg equal to the

Circumference. This ſeems to bring it to a

concluſion; but there is a latent difficulty,

which, although not ſeen by thoſe who have

not studied geometry, is plain enough to thoſe

who have. The difficulty is, to find a strait

' line equal to the Circumference of a circle, the

radiusbeinggiven; or (forthatis the ſame thing)

to find the ratio between the diameter and the

Circumference. All the geometricians in the

World have attempted this, but it is in

vain to expect to perform it perfectly. We

can come as near to the doing it exactly as we

pleaſe, but we never ſhall do it exactly.

The general calculation is, that the dia

meter of a circle is to the Circumference as one

to three, and this does in the groſs very well,

being near enough to the truth for ordinary

purpoſes ; but it is not the truth. It was

very early improved ſo far as to giVe the dia

-meter to the Circumference as ſeven to ſeventy

two, and from that time men of ſcience have,

by calculation, brought it nearer and nearer to

the truth, but still only near. They have not

reached it, but they come as near to the truth

as will be neceſſary to the astronomer. We

may take it as a maxim, that the diameter of
a ſſcircle is to its Circumference as one thouſand

is to three thouſand one hundred and forty

one 5 and though we know this not to be the

truth, yet we may very well anſwer all or

dinary purpoſes by it.

According to this, when the diameter of a

 

circle is given, we can find its circumſcrence

by the golden rule ; or, on the contrary, the

circumſerence being given, we can find the

diameter, and, to all neceſſary purpoſes, we

can thus ſquare the circle, or find its area, al

though we cannot do it in the strict and ſcruti

nous eye of calculation ; for the diameter and

the Circumference of a circle being thus found,

half the diameter is to be multiplied by half the

Circumference, and the product will be the

area of the circle. Thus is this problem,

which puzzles all the world in theory, ſolved

ſufficiently for all uſes of practiſe.

CJRCLE, great ofthe Spbcre. If We ſup

poſe a ſphere, turned round upon its axis, a

point which is at equal distance from both

poles, or, in other words, from either extre

mity of that axis, it will, in its revolution, de

ſcribe a circle round the middle of the ſphere.

This circle cuts the ſphere into two equal

halves, and, being the largest that can be

drawn upon that ſphere, it is called the great

circle, or a great circle of that ſphere. See the

article SPHERE.

CIRCLES inclined. Circles, of whatſoever

diameters, which are drawn from the ſame

centre on two inclined planes, their inclination

has the ſame angle with that of the planes. See

PLANE.

Cmcuzs parallel. Circles oſ whatſoever,

equal or unequal, diameters, which are drawn

from the ſame centre upon parallel planes. See

PLANE.

Cmcu-zs perpendicular. Two circles drawn

from the ſame centre on planes, which stand

perpendicular to one another. See the article

PLANE.

Cmctzs

.r
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Cracus iff the Spbzre. In reading the an

tient astronomy, it is neceſſary to understand,

that thoſe authors attributed a particular ſphere,

or, as they ſometimes called it, an appropriated

heaven, to every planet, and to the other stars.

Every planet had its heaven, the ſun among

the rest, for they ſuppoſed it moved 3 and above

all, the fixt stars, in a body ; theſe they ſuppoſed

were all fixed, in what they called the eighth

heaven: this they called' alſo the firmamenr,

from an opinion of its great stability. This

firmament, or eighth heaven, they ſuppoſed

was carried about from east to west every

four and twenty hours, by what they called

the Primum Mobile, and this, they ſuppoſed,

made the daily revolution ofthe fixed stars about

the earth. Nothing can be ſo natural an er

ror as this, though nothing is ſo contrary to

truth ; but when the first principle is falſe,

there is no end to error in deductions. Thoſe

who had establiſhed it as a certainty, that the

earth stood still, might eaſily ſuppoſe the ſphere,

or heaven ofthe fixed stars, to move 5 otherwiſe

they could give no account of appearances.

This motion of the firmament is ſuppoſed

to be made round about two fixed points in

the heavens, theſe are placed oppoſite to one

another, and theſe are called the poles of the

world; that which is near the Great Bear is

called the north pole, that which was called the

ſouth pole is directly oppoſite to it. The line

joining theſe two poles is the axis of the world.

This is ſuppoſed to paſs through the centre of

the earth, and to mark upon its Circumference

two poles anſwering to thoſe in the heavens;

theſe are therefore the poles of the earth. The

great circle of the ſphere, or that which is at

equal distance from the poles, in other words a

circle, ſuppoſed to be marked round the ſphere

by the revolution of any one point, which is at

equal distance from each pole, is called the

equator, and the plane of this circle, paſſmg

 

through the centre of the earth, determines,

on its Circumference, a great circle, which is

at equal distance alſo from its north and ſouth

pole; and this is alſo the equator, or the equi

noctial, becauſe the the inhabitants of that part

of the globe, which falls within it, have the

days and nights all equal throughout the year.

This circle, called the equator, is divided, as

all other circles of the ſphere are, into three

hundred and ſixty parts, or degrees, and theſe

are each divided into ſixty minutes, each of

thoſe into ſixty ſeconds, and each ſecond into

ſixty thirds, according to the establiſhed di

viſion.

Thoſe circles, which the stars appear to

make round about the pole by their diurnal re

volution, are called parallels to the equator, or

they arc ſmeg named parallels, and this at

whatſoever distance they are placed from either

pole. The parallels, which astronomers mark

at about twenty-three degrees from each pole,

are called polar circles ; and thoſe circles,

which are placed on each ſide at an equal diſ

tance with this from the equator, are called

the tropics. That which is placed toward the

north is named the tropic of Cancer, that

whichis toward the ſouth the tropic of Ca

pricorn.

All the great circles of the ſphere, which

paſs through the two poles, are called circles

ofdeclination, becauſe it is upon theſe that we

count the distance of stars from the equator,

this being called their declination; it is the

complement of their distance from the pole.

That circle of declination which paſſes through

the pole, and that point of the heavens which

is directly over our heads, is called the meri

dian; and in this circle are placed the zenith

and the nadir; the zenith is the poi'nt imme

diately over our heads, and the nadir is the

point directly under our fect.

P 2- i The
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The only viſible circle, among all that we

conceive in the ſphere, is the horizon, called,

by way of distinction, the ſenlible horizon.

' The occaſion of this term is to distinguiſh it

from the rational horizon. This rational ho

rizon is a great circle of the ſphere, which is

parallel to the other, and which is ſuppoſed to

paſs through the centre of the earth. This

ſenſible horizon, which is what we uſually

understand when the term horizon is uſed, is

that which ſimply paſſes round the earth. The

circle already mentioned, and called the meri

dian, ſeparates, in its paſſage, the horizon into

two equal halves. Of theſe two equal parts,

distinguiſhed by this diviſion, that in which all

the stars ſeem to riſe is called the east, and that

in which they ſeem to ſet is called the west.

That point of the horizon which is placed ex

actly at its interſection with the meridian,

nearest the north pole, is called the north

point, and that which is nearest to the ſouth

pole, is called the ſouth point: and thoſe two

points on the horizon, which are at equal

distance from the north and ſouth points, are

called, according to that part of the hori20n

in which they are ſituated, the one the east

point, and the other the west point. The

arc of the horizon, which is contained between

the east point, and the place where a star riſes,

is called the amplitude. And, on the other

hand, the distance between the place of a star's

ſetting and the west point, is called the ſetting

amplitude.

Thoſe great circles of the ſphere which paſs

through the zenith and nadir, and divide the

horizon into two parts diametrically oppoſite,

are called vertical circles. And of theſe, that

which paſſes through the east point, and the

west point, is called the first vertical. This

cuts, at right angles, that other Vertical circle,

which, in the ſame manner, paſſes through the

ſouth and north points, and which, by that

 

means, confounds itſelf with the meridian.

It is upon theſe vertical circles that astrono

mers meaſure the apparent height of the stars

above the horizon, the greatest o'f theſe is -

always that which is taken on the meridian.

The circles parallel to the horizon, which

terminate the height of thoſe stars, are called

Almicantars. The equator cuts, or interſects,

the rational horizon at two points, east and

west, and it appears differently elevated above

the horizon in different parts of the earth, and

thisin proportion as they are nearer to, or far

ther from, the poles. Thoſe, who live under

the equinoctial, ſee it perpendicular to the ho

rizon, and, as they are removed farther from

that circle, it is more and more inclined to the

horizon, till, at the poles, it is hid under the

horizon.

The parallels to the equator, which the stars

ſeem to deſcribe by their diurnal revolution

from east to west, are, in the ſame manner,

differently inclined to the horizon, according to

the different parts of the earth from which

they are viewed. Thoſe, who live in the

equinoctial, ſee them, as they ſee the equator,

perpendicular to the horizon, and, in the ſame

manner, they are divided by that horizon into

two equal parts. It is this that renders, in every

diurnal revolution, the time in which thoſe

stars appear above the horizon exactly equal

to that which they are under it, and-conſe

quently render their day and night, throughout

the year, exactly of equal length. From this

place of view theſe parallels are divided by the

horizon into unequal parts, in proportion as

they are viewed from parts of the ſurface of the '

earth more and more distant from this equi

noctial, that is, more and more approaching to

the poles. This is what cauſes the inequality

of days and nights in theſe places. This in

equality increaſes, according to the distance

from the equinoctial to the pol'ar circle, where

thoſe,
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thoſie, who inhahit them, ſee the ſun appear in

the time of the ſolſtices the whole day without

ever ſetting, or deſcending 'below the horizon ;

and, on the contrary, it remains afterwards the

whole period of the day beneath the horizon,

without appearing or riſing at all, and this for

the plaineſi reaſon in the world, becauſe the

parallels, which the ſun there deſcribes, touch

the horizon without any where interſecting it.

This preſence and abſence of the ſun increaſes

and diminiſhes by degrees as the approach is

made from the pole itſelf to the polar circle,

or from the polar circle to the po'le 5 whereas

the pole itſelf of the circle, which the ſun de

ſcribes, being abſolutely parallel to the hori

zon, that Luminary is ſix months oſ the year

without ſetting, and fix months without riſing;

ſo that 'the year at the pole conſists only of one

day and one night, the day continuing ſix

months, and the night ſix.

That great circle of the ſphere, about which

the ſun performs his annual revolution, is called

the ecliptic. Thisvis ſuppoſed placed in the

middle of a. great girdle or band, of about ſix

teen degrees in breadth, which band or girdle,

is called the zodiac. This zodiac is divided

into twelve equal parts, each containing thirty

degrees, and each called by the name of a ſign.

Theſe ſigns are the ſigns of the zodiac, and

theſe anſwer to twelve constellations to which

they owe their names. Theſe are Aries, Tau

rus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra,

Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius,

Piſces. The ecliptic is enclined about twenty

three degrees twenty-nine minutes to the equa

tor, and in its paſſage cuts or interſects it at two

points, which are equally oppoſite to one an

other; one of theſe points, which is that in

which the ſun is found in the time of the ver

nal equinox, is called the point of Aries, and

the other, in which the ſun is ſeen in the au

tumnal equinox, is called the point of Libra.

ecliptic.

 

This circle is tarminated on the two ſides by'

the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, which

touch it in two points at the distance of ninety

degrees on the one part, and on the other from

the point of Aries, and the point of Libra.

The ecliptie has its two poles, which are

twenty-three degrees and twenty-nine minutes

distant from the poles of the equator, and

which conſequently are within the polar cir

cles.

That meridian, or that circle of declination,

which paſſes through the poles of the equator,

and that of the ecliptic, is called the colure of

the ſolstices ; and that circle, which paſſes

through the poles of the ecliptic, and the inter

ſections ofthe ecliptic with the equator, is called

the colure ofthe equinoxes. Theſe two circles,

or colures, cut one another at right angles,

and they divide the ecliptic and the equator

into two equal parts.

Thoſe great circles of the ſphere which paſs

through the poles of the ecliptic, and through.

any star, are called circles of latitude, becauſe

it is on theſe circles aſtronomers meaſure the

distance of ſuch a star from the pole of the

the ſtars latitude, '

The distance which is between the point of

Aries, and that point of the ecliptic, to which

the circle of latitude anſwers, which paſſes

through the star, as mentioned in the laſt in

stance, is called the longitude of ſuch a star,

and this is counted from west to east. In the

ſame manner, that is called the right aſcenſion

of a star, which is the distance between the

point of Aries, and that point of the equator,.

to which the circle bf declination, which paſſes

through that star, anſwers. '

When geographers uſe the term latitude,

they mean by it the distance in degrees of any

place on the ſurface of the earth from the

equinoctial, meaſurcd upon the meridian of'

that

The compliment of that meaſure is t
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* that place; this distance is equal to the height

of the pole in that place 5 and when they uſe

the term longitude, they mean by it the di

.stance of any place from the first meridian,

'meaſuer on the parallel of that place. The

poſition of this first meridian is arbitrary.

_ Some make it paſs through the Pike of Tene

.riffe, others through the ille de Fer, which is

the most western ofthe Canaries. The French

in general count from the last plaCG, we from

the former. _

Geographers have much to conſider on this

head 5 but it is ſufficient for the astronomer to

know the differences of longitude between the

place upon the earth's ſurface, with regard to

the meridian for which the tables are calcu

lated, and the different places of the earth, or,

as it is otherwiſe expreſſed, the differences of

' meridians. Thus are all the circles of the

ſphere eacplaincd, as to their poſition and uſes,

and little more than a remembrance of theſe

explanations is neCCſſary to understand, not

'only whatſoever is ſaid of the heavenly bodies,

. in the murſe of this work, but to read most

of the astronomical works of the moderns with

eaſe.

The Greeks lay a claim to very early know

ledge in this article, and perhaps if we were

inclined to allow them all they allert, we ſhould

give it still higher to the Egyptians. Plutarch

tells us, that Thales divided the celestial ſphere

into five circles, which he called zones; the

one the arctic, alway in ſight, next the ſum

mer tropic, then the equinoctial, after this

the winter tropic, and then the antartic, never

ſeen by us at all. Plutarch is not the onl

writer who records this of Thales. Stobxus

is another of the authorities quoted by thoſe

who believed it. They add, that he ſaid the

oblique circle, called the zodiac,lay under the

three middle circles, and touched them all 5

and that they were all cut at right angles by

 

the meridian which goes from pole to pole;

but had this been the caſe, we ſhould have

X heard more of it; if it were, indeed there

would be great reaſon to ſuppoſe it of Egyp

tian origin, for Egypt was at that time the

ſeat of the ſciences. What the Greeks knew

of astronomy they obtained thence; and this

very Thales is recorded to have travelled thi

ther, and to have been admitted to the greatest

intimacy with their priests, who poſieffid all the

knowledge that was amongst them. It is,

however, by no means to be ſuppoſed, that

the Egyptians themſelves, much leſs their pu

pils, the Greeks, were informed of this in the

time of Thales, Parmenides lived fifty years

after the death of Thales, who is pretended to

have made this diſcovery 5 and Strabo tell us,

that Parmenides Was the first man who planned

out the terrestial zones. There is no reaſon

v in the world to believe, that the celestial were

invented till long afterwards.

CrRCULus ANTltLUUS. A name that ſome

have given, very oddly, to the Milky Way ;

but the meaning of the appellation is this.

Some of the old philoſophers, puzzled in what

manner to account for that strange effuſion of

brightneſs, and willing to give their fabulous

history an air of reality, by referring from it to

viſible objects, declared, that the ſun had, at

ſome time, long before theirs, altered what

had been his original courſe, and that his way

through the zodiac was in a manner a new

thing. They declared, that it originally lay

through the Via Lactea, and that it was ow

ing to the hectat he every where diffuſed about

him, that the path he before purſued still re

tained this colour of an enlightned ſky, and

that, if he were to leave the zodiac, ſome por

tions of it would have the ſame appearance.

This was the old opinion, how. idle it was

needs not be obſerved. They give the origin

of
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of it to [Enopides Chius, but it was received

by many of later name. The fabulists, when

they found among the philoſophers an opinion

of the ſun's having changed his courſe, were

not wanting to give reaſons for it. Some of

them ſaid, it was not an abſolute change, nor

did the ſun ever regularly move in this path,

but that it was the part of the heavens through

which Phaeton drove the chariot of his father,

and that he was the occaſion of the appear

ance. This opinion Manilius mentions, and

gives it as one of the favoured ſystems for

accounting for the phaznomenon; but others,

not ſatisfied with an accidental, and, as it

were, instantaneous thing, as an account for

an appearance of ſo much conſequence, 'and

deſirous to fall in with the original opinion of

an ahſolute and regular courſe of the ſun, of

which this was a part, ſay, that as the ſun

is reported to haVe refuſed to ſee the banquet

of Thyrstes, it was then that he altered his

courſe, and left this mark of his former tract,

when he betook himſelf on that occaſion to

the zodiac. This, as it favoured a famous

story, was very generally received, and it be

came almost a part oftheir religion to believe it.

CrRCULus PERPETUE APPARITIONIS.

A term by which the antient astronomers ex

preſſed, what they otherwiſe called, the arctic

circle. By theſe names they expreſſed the

largeſt parallel that was to be ſeen entire above

the horizon of any place in north latitude, and

they gave it the name of the circle oſ perpe

tual appearance, becauſe no part of it was ever

hid, and conſequently not one of the stars,

that were contained in its compaſs, ever ſet

or ſunk below the horizon, being all carried

perpetually round in circles parallel to the

equator, and all to be ſeen above the horizon,

in one part or other of thoſe circles, as ſoon as

it was dark enough for them to be viſible.

 

ClRCULUS PERPETUE OCCULTATIONIS.

A term we frequently meet with in the writings

of the old astronomers, and which expreſſes a

circle containing a quantity oſ stars which are

never ſeen in the place whence the circle is not

ſeen. They mean by this term the ſame with

what they, in other places, call the antarctic

circle; that is, the largest parallel which is hid

entirely below the horizon of any place in the

north latitude. It had the name of the circle

of perpetual occultation, becauſe no part of it

was ever viſible, 'and it contained a great num

ber of stars, no one of which was eVer viſible

in that place, but all of them were carried

round, in their revolution, in circles parallel

to the equator, no part of which circles ever

appeared above the horizon of that place, and

conſequently no one of all which stars was ever

ſeen at any time there. This was alſo called
the Circulus Maximus ſemper Occultarum. i'

CLIMATE. A term uſed by the antient

astronomers to expreſs a diviſion of the earth,

which, before the marking down the latitudes

of Countries in'degrees and minutes was in uſe,

ſerVed them for dividing the earth into certain

portions in the ſame direction, ſo as to enable

them to ſpeak oſ any particular place with ſome

degree of certainty, though not with the duev

preciſion. The diviſion by climates, though

far from equal to ours by the degrees of lati

tude, yet had its uſe, and that very great,

among them.

This difference of climates ariſes from the

different length of day and night in two places

at the ſame ſeaſon of the year. And the

Latins expreſſed the ſame thing ſometimes by

the term inclination of the heavens. It

was natural for the earliest obſervers to re

mark, for one of the first' things, the diverſity

that there was in the ſun's riſing and its ſet

ting, and the natural conſequence ofthat in

the
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the different length of days and nights in dif

ferent places at the ſame ſeaſon. It was ſoon

ſound, that this difference was proportioned to

the distance of thoſe places from the equator,

and from this there naturally followed a Way

Of meaſuring that distance by theſe obvious

means, and the part of the world, with which

they were acquainted, was ſoon, by this, diſ

tributed into certain diviſions, which they

called by this name of climates.

A climate, according to this diviſion, con

tained an extent of the ſurface of the earth,

that was compriſed between two parallels re

mote from one another, by ſo much, that the

longest day in the one of theſe parallels dif

fered half an hour from the longeſt day in the

other. The ſeveral countries, or ſeveral parts

of a country, contained within the ſpace be

tween theſe two parallels, they called a climate,

and they became able, by ſaying in what cli

mate a place was, to give ſome idea of its ſitua

-tion. This anſwered their purporſe, when

they ſpoke of large places ; but _when they

mentioned a ſingle city, or a mountain, or any

other ſingle object, or when inſearching ofpart

of a larger, they had a mind to be more than

ordinary exact, they would ſay, that it was in

the beginning, in the middle, or in the end of

ſuch a climate. We find the arrangement of

places very imperfect, even, according to their

own plan, on this foundation. All about the

equator was a ſpace with which they had no ac

quaintance, and about which they gave no ſort

of concern; they ſuppoſed theſe countries un

inhabitable by reaſon of the heat, and they

were quite unknown to them 3 and they con

ſidered them (for they must know that there

were ſuch places) as lying in a right ſphere,

and therefore having nothing to do with their

diviſion of climates, which were only the pro

duct of the obliquity of the ſphere.

Properly ſpeaking, only the parts which lie
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directly under the equator, were in this ſituation

of a right ſphere, and had nothing to do with

climate aCCOrding to their diviſion; but it is

not a wonder, that they ſpoke more at large,

and gave this ſituation to the parts about them,

as they were ſuch as they had no knowledge

of, nor ſuppoſing them uninhabitable, gave

themſelves any trouble about. On this prin

ciple of only dividing ſuch parts of the globe

as they knew ſomething of, and ſuch as were

habitable, into climates, they began with that

parallel, in which the length of the day is

twelve hours and three quarters, and called

this parallel the beginning of the first climate,

and from this they meaſured to its middle and

its end, and from thence began, wliat they

called, their ſecond climate, and*ſ0 on. Theſe

climates they found it neceſſary to name, and

they gave them their names very properly,

from ſome remarkable place, which they ſup

poſed to be in the middle, or nearly in the

middle, of that climate. Thus among the ſe

ven climates, which they propoſed to the north

of the equator, and to which they made ſe

ven alſo on the ſouth ſide of the cquator cor

reſpond, they called the first the climate of

Meroe from the middle of it, being ſuppoſed

to paſs through Meroe; the ſecond, for the

ſame reaſon, they called the climate of Syene z_

and the third the climate of Alexandria ;' the

fourth was the climate of Rhodes; the fifth of

Rome, and this was called alſo the climate of

the Helleſpont; the ſixth was the Climate Of

Borysthenes, from its middle being ſuppoſed

to paſs through the mouth of that river, and

the ſeventh was the climate of the Riphean

mountains, ſo called like the rest, becauſe the

middle of that climate was ſuppoſed to paſs

over thoſe mountains. As to the ſouthern cli

mates, theyhadnoopportunities ofnaming them

from the places in their middle, or indeed in

any other part of them, for they were coun

tries
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tries with which they were wholly unac

quainted. But that they might not let them

vpaſs without ſome deſignation, they uſed the

names of the northern climatcs, in a ſecondary

ſenſe, to expreſs them. They only ſuppoſed

theſe ſouthern climates to be ſeven, lilte to, or

correſponding with, the northern ones, and ſo

they named them. They called the first ſou

thern climate, that which correſponded to the

climate of Meroe, the ſecond to that of Syene,

the third to that of Alexandria, the fourth to

that of Rhodes, the fifth to that of Rome, or

the Helleſpont, the ſixth to that of Borysthenes,

and the ſeventh that which anſwered to the

northern climate of the Riphean mountains.

What is meant by the old phraſes of the be

ginning and the end of a climate, is very plain

from this, but it is not ſo with reſpect to the

middle. This was not a place at equal diſ

tance by meaſure ſrom the beginning and from

the end, for they took this meaſure by time, or,

according to the ſoundation of the original di

viſion, by the length of day, and not by the

distance. Thus, when they ſpeak ofthe mid

dle of any of their ſeven climates, they mean,

by that term, a place in which the longest day

differs in length exactly a quarter of an hour

from that of the beginning, and a quarter of an

hour from that of the end of the climate.

Thoſe, who are not accustomed to astronomi

cal obſervations, might ſuppoſe, at first ſight,

that this amounted to the ſame thing. But

this middle will not be found to divide the cli

mate into two parts of equal meaſure; for the

part nearest to the equator will be larger than

the other; becauſe we find that the farther and

farther we go from the equator, the ſmaller

and ſmaller difference of latitude will be ſuffi

cient to increaſe the length of the longest day

a quarter of an hour, which was their meaſure.

The aſtronomical, and the ordinary ſenſe of

the word climate, differ extremely, as well as

V01.. I. 4

 

the deſign of the word, in the one and in the

other uſe : nay, and there are a thirdſet of per

ſons, who uſe it in a way different from both,

theſe are the geographers. The astronomi

cal uſe of the diviſion of the ſurface of the

globe into climctates, is to explain the different

apparent motion of the ſun, and of other of

the heavenly bodies, and to investigate the

cauſe oſ the differences oſ day and twilight and

night. The geographer chiefiy conſiders the

ſituation and place oſ mountains, lakes, and

rivers, in the diviſion. And, in the ordinary

ſenſe of the word, it stands for difference of

heat and cold, and the change of the tempera

ture of the air. What common people mean

by another climate, and a different climate, is

a place where the air is colder or warmer.

This may probably haVe had its origin in the

old diviſion, and the antients may have been

accustomed to explain, in few words, the,

difference between the heats of Egypt, and the

cold of the Riphean mountains, by ſaying, that

they were in different climates; becauſe they

were in very remote ones. But this does not

hold good abſolutely with reſpect to the change

of climate, nor is the warrner or cooler tern

perature of the air a neceſſary conſequence of

that change. The difference of half an hour

in the longest day, does not take in ſo great a

compaſs of earth, that between parallel and pa

rallel marked by it there must be a neceſſary

alteration in heat and coldneſs: the ſpace of

many climates may do this, but of a ſingle

one, it is not a neceſſary attendant. For the

temperature of the air, in places ſo near to one

another, is more inſluenced- by the accidents of

covert and expoſure, than oſ all theſe 5 and

its heat or cold depend more upon the differ;

ence of its being open or ſheltered, oſ its hav

ing mountains behind or before it, or being

planc, or of its being barren or covered with

ſorrests. The difference of climates there

Q _ fore
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ſore may, in a larger ſenſe, be ſuppoſed to

correſpond with the temperature of the air,

and that thoſe nearer to the equator are hotter,

and thoſe nearer to the pole colder. But, if

we ſuppoſe the terms are correſpondent, in the

strictest ſenſe, or immediately dependent on

one another, we ſhall give them a meaning

they will not bear. '

CLOUDS wage/laide. A name, though a

very improper one, by which ſome authors
vhave called certain luminous ſpaces of the hea

vens, ſituated near the ſouth pole, and not to

be ſeen in this part of the globe. The ſailors,

who first diſcovered them, called them clouds,

and the name was a long time continued, but

theſe very people ſaid they always retained theſe

"places, and were of the ſame uſe for obſervation

in the stars about the north pole. There are

ſeveral of them ſmaller and fainter about, but

the two principal are one larger, and the other

ſmaller, both under the polc. The one is ſi

tuated between the constellations Hydrus and

Dorado, and is the larger. The other is be

tween the Toucan and the Hydrus. They ap

pear of a whiter hue than the rest of the hea

vens, and are permanent. And when they

are examined by a teleſcope, are found to con

tain a great many ſmall stars, and among them

certain ſpots, which, to the teleſcope, appear

very much what the clouds, as they have been

called, do of themſelves to the naked eye 5 and

las the rest of the ſpace owes its brightneſs to the

blended light of thoſe ſeveral stars which the

teleſcope diſcovers, theſe, doubtleſs, owe their

appearance to other leſſer stars, which are, in

themſelves, inviſible for want of better instru

ments, but whoſe mingled light comes down

to us under this affistance. From this it is

plain, that theſe clouds, as they are called, are

truly of the nature of our Milky Way in the

heavens, viſible here, only of leſs extent.

 

There have not been wanting, however, ari

thors who have aſſerted the light of theſe (paces

to be independent of stars : they have ſuppoſed

them to be, in their own nature, luminous

tracts of the heavens, enjoying an everlasting

day-light, and have accounted, on the ſame

plan, for that appearance of light which is

mentioned in the Moſaic account of the crea

tion before the appearance'of the ſun. They

have at first argued upon the aſſertion of no

stars being ſeen in them; and afterwards have

ſuppoſed that the stars, which teleſcopes have

diſcovered in them, and unto which they doubt

leſs owe their light, had no concern in the ap

pearance, but that being placed at a vast diſ

tance behind, they were ſeen through theſe

tranſparent and enlightened ſpaces. .The ſame

ſpecies of reaſoning has carried others to the

ſuppoſing the nebulous or cloudy stars, as that

in Orion and the rest, to be of the ſame kind,

only tracts in the ſirmament enjoying an ever-

lasting day independently of any stars at all, but

fixed stars are alſo ſeen in theſe. In that of

Orion, in particular, a teleſcope of moc

derate power ſhews two, and, instruments

of more efficacy, more than twenty. Theſe

are indeed of the ſame nature with the magel

lanic clouds, but they owe their light alſo to

stars. In fine; the magellanic clouds, or lu

minous ſpaces, or nebulous stars, or by what

ſoever other name we call thoſe parts of the fir

mament in which we diſh'nguiſh only a con.

fuſed brightneſs, do, without question, owe it

to the mixed light oſ a great number of ſmall

stars, and they are all of the nature of the

Milky Way.

COCHAB. A name by which ſome, who

love hard words, call the planet Mercury. It

is one of the Hebrew names of that planet,

and ſignifies a bright star.

QOCHAN.
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COCHAN. A name by which thoſe,

who are fond of uncommon terms, call the

planet Mercury. It is one of the Hebrew

names of that planet, and it ſignifies a brigh

star. ,

COCK, Gallus. A name by which ſome

have called a new constellation, formed out of

ſome stars properly belonging to the constella
tion Argo, and- preſerved to it by theſigenera

lity of writers; ſo that this is little regarded.

COLUBER TORTUOSUS, ib' crooked

&man. A name by which many of the oid

writers have called the constellation Draco in

the northern hemiſphere. The name ſeems

to have been first given to it in the book of Job,

where the author, expreſſing the power ofGod

in the works of the creation, ſays, his ſpirit

beautiſied the heavens, and his hands had

formed the Crooked Serpent. Some have

imagined, that no more was meant by this, but

that God was the creator of all things, the

test as well as the least, and that the ſame

hand, which had formed the vast expanſe of

the heavens, had alſo created the meanest rep

tile on the earth. But the context ſhews abun

dantly that he meant nothing on the earth ; and

the uſe that was made' 'very early, both by

huſbandmen and ſailors, of the constellation

Draco, leaves it undoubted, that this Was the

peculiar constellation the author meant.

COLURE ofthe Sol/fices. That meridian,

or circle of declination, which paſſes through

the poles of the equator, and thoſe of the

ecliptic. The Colure of the equinoxes is

that circle which paſſes through the poles of

the ecliptic, and the interſections of the eclip

tic with the equator. Theſe two Colures cut

one another at right angles, and divide the'

ecliptic and the equator into two equal parts.

 

COMMUNIS STELLA. A name by

Which we find ſome authors calling the planet

Mercury. To understand what they mean by

this term, we must enter into their establiſhed

opinion. Astronomy was at first joined with

judicial astrology. Thoſe, who first remarked

the courſe of the planets, expected good and

ill from their aſpects, and were perſuaded

that, in themſelves, they had naturally good

and bad influences. Thus they called Jupiter

a star of good fortune, and Saturn and Mars

stars of ill fortune. Mercury they ſuppoſed to

deſerve neither one nor the other character,

but to influence according to the aſpect in which

it stood.

CONCEPTACULUM. A name by which

certain, who love uncommon terms, have called

the constellation Ara, the Altar. It is one of

the old names for that constellation; we meet

with it in the Latin poets, but it is quite out

of uſe among the late writers.

CONJUNCTION, in the writings of the

astrologers, ſignifies particularly the coming oſ

certainplanets into the ſame part of theheaVens

with ſome one of the constellations to which

they are ſuppoſed to have ſome affinity. This

is the aſpect under which they form the most

bold of their preſages.

CONSEQUENT QUANTITY. That
of two quantities, which have a ratio to ſſone'

another, which is namedlast. See RA'rro.

CONSPECTUS. A term by which ſome

of the Latin writers have expreſſed what the

astrologers meant by their word aſpect, a mu

tual radiation of certain planets and certain stars

on one another at certain distances, the trine,

quadrate, or the like, from whence they pre

ſaged events, and pretended to be let into the

Q 2 ſecrets
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ſecrets oſ ſuturity. We find the word in

Cenſorinus and others.

CONTEMPORARY LIGHT. This

term is uſed to expreſs that quantity oſ light

which falls at any one time, upon an object.

This is uſed by way of distinction from the

term ſucceflive light, which denotes that which

is thrown upon it at ſucceeding intervals. See

'be article LlGHT.

COLOURS. The origin of colours is in

the different reſrangibility oſ the ſeveral rays

_ oſ light. Newton ſuppoſed the whole body of

light to conſist of certain extremely minute

particles of matter; and the ſame Newton,

ſeparating that light by after-experiments, diſ

' covered, that thoſe particles were not oſ the

ſame ſize in all the parts, or, in Other words,

in all the rays of light 5 he found them larger

in ſome, and ſmaller in others, by the diffe

rent degrees of refrangibility and reflexibility: '

and to this he refers the origin of colours.

Thoſe rays, which conſist of the largest par

ticles being red; thoſe, which conſist oſ the

ſmallest of all, violet Coloured 5 and thoſe oſ in

termediate degrees, constituting the interme

diate colours of green, blue, yellow, and

orange. Theſe ſix colours are called primary

colours, and the rays oſ light, which produce

them, are called ſimilar, or homogeneal rays.

All other colours ariſe out oſ different mixtures

of theſe primary colours, or different combina

tions oſ thehomogeneal rays. Light is a mix

ture oſ all the ſeveral rays of light; and, in

the ſame manner, whiteneſs is a mixture of all

the kinds of Colours. See this fart/Mr ex

plaintd under the article REFRACTION.

ECQLUMBA NOACHI, Noah's Dew, or,

ar/irlzc'rxprzyi it, the Pigca'h One of the con

 

stellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere; it i;

not of the number of the forty-eight old ones,

mentioned by the ancient astronomers, but has

been ſound ſince their time, and the name of

it is formed only among the latest.

It is but a ſmall constellation; but, for its

extent, it takes up a proper number of stars.

lt is repreſented by a tolerably good draw

ing, and is the figure of the Dove, which

Noah ſent out oſ the ark, returning with an

olive-branch in the mouth, an emblem of the

decreaſe of the waters. The constellations, be

tween and among which this little one of the

Dove is placed, are the Dog, the Hare, a

part of the Eridanus, Dorado, and the Ship.

The olive-branch in the mouth, and a. part

of one of the wings, come very near the hinder

legs of the Dog. The Hare is at a ſmall

distance behind the Dove's tail, which points

toward the place of its fore feet. One bend of

the Eridanus comes toward the wing, oppoſite

to that which is near the hinder legs. The

Dorado is oppoſite to the top of that wing, but

at a distance; and the stern of the ſhip is very

near the head of the Dove, ſo that it might *

ſeem the ark to which the bird is flying.

The stars in the constellation Columba are

ten, and they are very happily diſpoſed for

marking of the figure. There is one in the

hinder part of the bird's head, and there are

five on its body, two in one line, and three

in another, the three are ſmaller stars than

the two, theſe very well define the bigneſs and

figure of the body; there are three almost in

a line in the olivevbranch, and one in the

under wing.

The new constellations, like the old, were

ſome oſthemintendedmerelyasformsthatwould

best compriſe the stars that were to be referred

to, and ſome in commemoration of great

events. This Dove is in remembrance of the

delugo
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deluge in the days of Noah: the Royal Oak,

in commemoration of the preſervation of our

king Charles, and ſo of ſome of the others :

theſe a thouſand years hence may be as inex

plicable as any of the old ones; and we are

not to wonder, that we do not perfectly under

stand thoſe: we are to remember, histories

do not last for ever.

COLURE aft/'e Man. Some of the astro

nomical writers have called by this name a

great circle of the globe of the moon, parallel

to the great circle which paſſes through the

poles of her orbit, and through thoſe of the

ecliptic, They have called this the colure

of the moon, from the ſame reaſon that others

have given the name of the colure of the ſol

stices to that great circle which paſſes through

the poles of the equinoctial and ecliptic, at the

distance ofninety degrees from the interſection

of thoſe two circles. The poles of the moon

are at all times in this circle 5 and from the

'notion of this circle, and that of the poles of

the moon from east to west, the appearance of

the ſpots of the moon being fixed in the ſame

places, while the globe of that planet turns

like the other heavenly bodies raund its axis,

is explained. This will be demonstrated at

large in its place under the article Moon.

COMA BERENICES, Berwice'r Hair.

One of the constellations of the northern he

miſphere. It is of a middle date as to is ori

gin, being much older than the Lynx and

Unicorn, and the rest ofthoſe which Hevelius,

and others, near our own time, have added, and

yet much later than the forty-eight old ones,

of which we read in the earliest astronomers.

The constellations, which the early Greeks

were acquainted withal, were, probably, de

ſigned by the Egyptians, and by them taught

to that people, who afterwards diffuſcd the

 

knowledge' of them throughout the' world 3

but theſe did not comprehend all the stars of

which men frequently found occaſion to ſpeak.

There were left ſpaces between them in the

heavens, and the stars in thoſe ſpaces were

called Stellae Amorphotre, or Informes, or un

formed stars, and accounted to the next con

stellation. It was a deficiency in the early

astronomy, not to have provided properly for

theſe 5 and it was an aukward and round-about

way of ſpeaking that they were forced to have

recourſe to in calling theſe the unfonned stars

of this or 'that constellation, from which, per

haps, ſome of them were very distant, and

many of them equally near to ſome other.

Astronomers, of ſucceeding times, perceived

this, and, by degrees, they have, though not

yet ſufficiently, improved the ſystem; they have

collected the most Conſiderable of theſe stars

into other constellations, and they have filled

up the largest ſpaces. Much of the praiſe of

this is owing to Hevelius, but the thing Was

begun very long before his time. This con

stellation of Coma Berenices is an instance of

it. It was added to the ſphere ſo long ſince as

in the days of Conon, who placed the un

formed stars behind the Lion in the figure of a

lock of hair, to commemorate a certain lock

which Berenice, the queen of Ptolemy Euer

getes, had dedicated in a temple of Venus, on

account of one of her huſband's victories, and

which had been, by ſome accident, lost out of

the place, Conon perpetuated the act of de

votion more than could have been done by all

the reliques in the world, and, at the ſame time,

did an acceptable ſervice: to all ſucceeding

astronomers. _ _ ,

The Coma Berenices is a constellation of ſome

bigneſs, and contains a quantity of Zstars very

well proportioned to the ſpace which it occu

pies in the heavens. I-t is repreſented in the

ſcherncs of the hearen: in form of a cluster or

hair
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hair tied u'p at one end, and flowing looſe at

the other. It is ſituated between the Lion,

the Little Lion, the Great Bear, the Grey

hounds, Bootes, and Virgo. It is behind the

tail of the Lion, and at ſome distance from the

hinder leg of the Bear. The belly of the lower

ofthe two Greyhounds comes just over it. The

diſhevelled, or looſe part of it, reaehes nearly to

the leg of Bootes, and the Wholecluster, or

lock, runs parallel, or nearly ſo, with one of

the wings of Virgo.

Tycho Brahe mentions only fourteen stars

in the Coma Berenices. Hevelius raiſes the

number to twenty-one ; and Flamstead makes

it forty-three. They are none of them of the

largest magnitudes, but a great many are con

ſiderable enough to be Very conſpicuous, and

they are very equally diſperſed over the ſeveral

parts of the constellation. There are five of

conſiderable ſize in the centre, or nearly in the

centre, of the part that is tied up; and there

are ſome others about theſe, and ſcattered ſin

gly at distances. There are two in the band,

or tying, and the rest ſpread very well at equal

distances over the whole diſhevelled, or looſe

part. There are ſeveral stars about it, which

it would have been as well to have compriſed

within the out-lines of the figure, and which

might very well have been compriſed ſo ; but,

as it is, the constellation is of very conſiderable

uſe, and is eaſily distinguiſhed by the eye.

COMETS. A kind of stars, appearing at

unexpected times in the heavens, and of ſin

gular and various figures, which, while their

motions were not underſtood, were imagined

to be planets and prodigies, hung out by the

immediate hand of God in the heavens, and *

intended to alarm the world. There have ap

peared many of theſe, at different times, of a

variety of figures, and extremely different in

apparent magnitude 5 but we at preſent have

 

obtained ſome knowledge of their laws and re

volutions, and, as it is in all other caſes, being

understood, they are no longer terrible. Be

fore we enter into the explanation of their ſe

veral motions and appearances, it will be pro

per to distinguiſh, among the accounts that are

left us of them, what have, and what have

not been comets, at least to obſerve, that all

which have been called by that name have not

a right to it; and to add, that ſome appear

ances in the heavens, which have not been

called by that name, have a right to it.

We read of what are called new stars in the

earlier as well as later works in astronomy,

and there are not wanting authors who ſup

poſe all theſe to have been comets; but this is

an error of the groſſest kind. The most con

ſiderable of all theſe, the new star in Callio

pcia, which was ſeen in 1572 for ſixteen

months together, was by ſome ſuppoſed a

comet, but that opinion was abſurd in the
highest degree ; it had no tail, nor any of that i

hairy appearance which ſome comets have

which want the tail, and to this its light was

of that brilliant kind which distinguiſhes the

fixed stars. But this is little proof. It was

far out of the limits of the ſolar ſystem; its

place was in the region of the fixed stars, and

it preſerved exactly the ſame place there,

ſtanding in the ſame ſituation with the ſeve

ral stars about it, from the first to the last mo

ment of its appearance.

We read of many other appearances in the

heavens under the name of new stars, but we

are not ſo well able to judge what they were,

from the want of accuracy in the obſervers.

Pliny tells us of one, ſeen, as he ſays, by Hip

parchus, one hundred and tWenty-five years be

ſore Christ ; another was ſeen in vthe time of

Hadrian, one hundred and thirty years after

Christ; a third, its place aſcertained near the

Eagle, in the year three hundred eighty-nine,

ſeen
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ſeenby Cuſþieianus; fourth, ſeen by Haly

'and Albunazar," in the ninth century, in the

fifteenth degree of Scorpion; another in nine

hundred and forty-five, between Cepheus and

Caiſſiopeia; and another in one thouſand two

hundred and ſixty-four near Caffiopcia, The

accounts of theſe are all very imperfect, poſ

ſiny ſome of them might be comets, but cer

tainly not all. The star in Caffiopeia (and

probably the greater part of the others, were

like it) was undoubtedly a fixed ſtar, and is

undoubtedly still in its place, though unſeen.

We know of many others which appear and

diſappear at times, and it is owing either to a

revolution upon their axis, which diſcovers, at

ſome times, an enlightened or fiery, and others,

an obſcure part of their ſurface; or to their oc

caſionally throwing up, from the fiery maſs of

which they are compoſed, opake matters, ſuch

as form the ſpots in the ſun, but in ſuch quan

tity that they obſcureit with the whole ſurſace,

at least ſo much of it as not to leave enough va

cant or clear to-tranſmit the light to us at this

vast distance. '

Howſoever that be, we, of a certainty,

know, that the new star in Caſſiopeia, and many

others of that name, were out of our ſystem,

and among the fixed ſtars and stationary like

them. This ſufficiently diſtinguiſhes them from

the comets truly ſuch, for theſe are, although

a very remote part, yet a part of our ſystem,

and belong to this part of the univerſe of which

the ſun is the centre.

Objects, ſo very viſible, and ſo very ſingular,

cannot eſcape the notice of thoſe who addicted

themſelves to obſervations of the heavens.

Accordingly we find them named from all an

tiquity, though never, till verylately, at all un

understood. The Chaldzans, from whom we

trace the knowledge of the ſtars,- 'as they were

favoured in point of climate, and naturally,

and, from immemorial time, addicted to ob

 

ſervations of the heavens, could not but ſee

them at times. They had a cuſtom of enter

ing down, in the public regiſters, the extraor

dinary phzhomena of the airy region, and theſe

certainly had their place there. They were

ſo well acquainted with the Conſtellations, and

places of the fixed stars, that they could not but

perceive the comets were not of their number.

They watched ſeveral from their firſt appear

ance till they became inviſible, and theyſſcould

not but perceive that they changed their place

in the heavens in the manner of the planets.

Thus much we may, with reaſon, ſuppoſe the

Chaldaeans knew concerning comets. W'e are

told indeed, by thoſe who have written con

cerning the antient astronomy, that they fore

told the appearance of them; but this has not

the leaſt foundation. They knew that the co -

mets were not fixed ſtars, but had ſome revo

lution 3 and that is all that has been known of

them till of very late time.

Comets are indeed no other than planets of

apeculiar kind, and they are planets belonging

to our own ſolar ſystem. They turn about

the ſun as Jupiter and Saturn do, but they are

at a vastly greater diſtance from him. Al

though we ſee ſo little of them, or have op

portunities of viewing them ſo rarely, there

are more in number of them, than what we

uſually call the planets, and their bigneſs and

motions ſhew, that they are truly of the na

ture of thoſe planets. We alſo diſcover, by

the ſame means, that they perform their revo

lutions about the ſun in ellipſes, ſo extremely ,

long, that the part of them which comes with

in our view has the figure of a parabola. This

must have appeared a strange doctrine at the

time when the earth and the ſeveral planets

were ſuppoſed to run ronnd the ſun in circles.

but it has been evidently prOVed by Kepler,

and acknowledged and ſupported by all the

astronomers who have ſucceeded him, that

' they
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they do in reality all oſ them deſcribe, not

circles, but ellipſes round the ſun; the orbits

therefore of the comets are not ſingular in

figure, but are only a figure of the ſame na

ture, more extended in length.

We farther distinguiſh that the comets have

an atmoſphere about them, nay, and that it

is immenſely great; we can diſcover that the

moon has no atmoſphere, and we can per

ceive that the planets have. In regard to Sa

turn we abſolutely ſee clouds ſuſpended in it:

but this' of the comets is of all the most con

ſiderable ; it is to this that they owe that

strange appendage of a tail, which is here an

nexed to them, eſpecially after the time of

their perihelium.

The comets must needs paſs through a

strange state of cold and darkneſs in that part

'of their orbit, Which they run through in their

aphelion, and from this they must enter into

an exceſſive state oſ light and heat in their pe

rihelium : this is owing to the eXtreme length

of their ellipſis, and, in conſequence of this,

they must be, in their preſent state, globes ut

terly uninhabitable by any ſpecies of things of

which it is poſſible for us to form the least ima

gination. Although unfit for any uſe in them

ſelves, they may however be of infinite im

portance with reſpect to the other worlds in

our ſystem, being capable, in the hands oſ the

Almighty, to produce strange changes and re

VOlutions, if, in any part of their orbits, they

paſs near them. When they ſhall fall in the

way of any of our planets, (the earth not ex

cepted) in their deſcent toward the ſun, they

must, iſ they approach near enough to'them,

be the occaſion of deluges 5 and, if they come

too cloſe to them in their aſcent again from the

ſun, they must occaſion univerſal confiagra

tions.

The comets themſelves can only be therefore

in a state of abſolute chaos in their preſent con

 

dition, but they may alſo become planets in

cur ſenſe of the word, or may be capable to re

ceive and to ſustain inhabitants like the others,

iſ, at any time, their courſe ſhould be changed,

'An-i they ſhould be made to form circles, or

clllpſss, oſ leſs length about the ſun. As it is,

vie arc not to ſuppoſe that every time a co

met is ſeen, it is a new one that appears 5 the

ſame has come in ſight at different times 3 and

from this we are able to determine their pe

riods, and events calculate their future appear

ances. The principles of this are plain and

indiſputable.

It isevident, from the compariſon of a mul

titude of obſervations, that the comets, as

they were called, of the years 1531, 1607,

and 1682, were the ſame, and conſequently,

this having appeared at three times, of which

the distances are equal, we know thoſe diſ

tances must mark its period, and conſequently

that the comet, which last appeared in 1682,

performs its revolution round the ſun in about

twenty-five years; ſo that iſ the calculation

have the truth, which there is at preſent all the

reaſon in the world to believe it has, we ſhall

again ſee that comet in the heavens in about

four years, or in the year 1757.

The comet, which was obſerved in 1661,

ſeemed, by all that was obſerved concerning it,

compared with what we know of that comet

which appeared in 1532, to be the ſame. If this

be true, the period of that comet is one hun

dred and twenty-nine years, and it will appear

again in the heavens in the year I 789. -

The most remarkable of all the comets, of

which we have accounts, was that which ap

peared forty-four years before the birth of

Christ, in the ſame year in which Julius Caeſar

was murdered. It is palpable, from the whole

courſe of obſervations, that this comet has ap

peared ſince, once in the year 53r, a ſecond

time in the year 1 106, and a third in the year

1681.
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1681. It has made three rei'nlutions therefore

round the ſun, in the times of which we have

account, and they have been at regular periods

that it was ſeen. The period of this comet's

revolution is therefore about five hundred and

ſeventy-five years, and it will be very long

before mankind will have an opportunity of

ſeeing it again. This is the comet to which

Nlr. Whiston, who has explained at large

how the earth may be drowned or burnt by a -

comet's paſſing too near it in its deſcent to,

or in its aſcent from, the ſun, refers the gene

ral deluge in the days of Noah.

The orbits of theſe comets have alſo been

explained, and it appears, that the first men

tioned in its aphelion, is four times as far

from the ſun as Saturn. - Its greatest distance

appears to be to its least in the proportion of

ſixty to one; and its greatest degree of heat

and light, compared to its least, must be as

three thouſand ſix hundred to one. How

amazing a viciſiitude! The comets may be

well declared uninhabitable.

The ſecond, in its aphelion, is near ſix times

as remote from the ſun as Saturn is in his

aphelion, its greatest distance to its least as one

hundred to one, and its greatest degree of heat

and light, compared to its least, as one thou

ſand to one.

The aphelion of the third must be fourteen

times greater than that of Saturn, its greatest

distance from the ſun, compared to its least,

must be as twenty thouſand to one; and its

greateſt degree of heat and light, proportioned

to its least, as four hundred millions to one.

As we have been amazed at the viciſfitudes of

the first comet, with what thoughts of astoniſh

ment must we ſurvey thoſe of the last? _

Notwithstanding this vast distance of the

comets from the ſun, particularly that of the

last in the time of its aphelion, yet, onthe

most moderate computation, the diſtance of

VOL. l.

 

the nearest of the fixed stars is ſo immenſely

greater, that, , in the most remote part of their"

oc'bits, they cannot approach ſo far toward any

of thoſe as to fall in the way of their influence,

or have their courſe in the least disturbed by

them, but may perform all parts of it with an

uniform regularity : therefore, after a proper

number of obſervations they are as liable to

have their revolutions calculated, as the nearest

of the planets. Thirty or forty years more will

strengthen or invalidate this ſystem.

What we learn farther by theſe obſervations

is, that thoſe comets, which have given us op

portunities for examination, are very large bo

dies, and are ſurrounded with an atmoſphere

of great extent: this atmoſphere, like that of

the earth, is thickest, or most denſe, toward

the centre, or near the body of the comet, and

proportionably more rare at a distance, till it is

most ſo at the ſuþe'rficies ; and the diſorder and

confuſion of its parts very wellrepreſent thestate

ofa planet in chaos. Whenthey are nearthe ſun,

it appears that their atmoſphere turns round of

itſelf, in the manner of a globe that turns upon

its centre, and this toward the ſide oppoſite to

- the ſun; as ifthe vapours, of which itis com

poſed, were puſhed forward by the ſun's rays..

\Ve obſerve, in general, that their tails are the

longer in proportion as the body of the comet

is nearer to the ſun, and conſequently more in

fluenced by the heat of that luminary.

There have been many obſervations to prove

that theſe three comets, which have been par

ticulariſed above, are, in reality, as repre

ſented, the ſame individuals, each having ap

peared at its period. It has been found, that

their degree of motion Was, in all theſe ſeveral

appearances, _the ſame, and their Colour alſo

the ſame. We find, by the return of theſe,

that their orbits are of different extent, and it

is owing to this that they appear for a different

ſpace of time in the heavens within the reach

R oſ
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of our eyes, or of our teleſcopes. In propor

ticn to the greatneſs of its orbit, the comet ap

pears to run through a larger ſpace of the hea

vens under our eye ; for the more extenſive is

the ellipſis, the leſs is the curve oſ the line, but

vthere has been very ſeldom ſeen a comet that has

gone through the half of the heavens; for in

the place where the ellipſis is most bent, it is in

that place that the comet begins to re-aſcend,

and to render its apparent motion flower, al

though it do, in reality, move at all times with

an equal degree of velocity.

The French astronomers obſerved a little

comet in 1723 in Capricorn, and many more

were inclined to believe it the ſame with ano

ther little comet which had been ſeen in the

ſame part of the heaVens in 1707, but the best

and most accurate obſervations ofthelast ſeemed

to determine otherwiſe. Comets have been

obſerved to preſerve their courſe in very differ

ent ranks, for ſome of them have not followed

the path of the zodiac nor parallcls, but ſome

have travelled from north to ſouth, others

from ſouth to north, and others in other direc

tions. It is this irregularity that has given

origin to the variety oſ conjectures as to the

real nature oſ the comets. We have many

authorswho ſpeak of them as bodies perfectly

irregular in their motions, and even ſo great av

name as Kepler's stands to the opinion that

they are, no other than fires in the region of

unbounded ſpace, which become illuminated

at once, kindling, as it were, in a moment,

and diffipating themſelves afterwards by little

and little. There have not been wanting men

of ſome knowledge who have adhered to this

opinion. De La Hire, an astronomer of re

putation in France, has left it upon record in

the memoirs of the Paris academy, that he ad

heres to this ſystem. Seneca obſerves, among

the ſeveral things that maybeexpected from the

progreſs of ſcience, that, probably, the time

 

will come when ſome astronomer ſhall explain

the motions of the comets. However distant we

ſhould be from it, on ſuch foundations as this

ſentiment of Kepler, the time ſeems to have

been approaching with our Newton ; and per

haps, in another century, the prediction of

the philoſopher will be wholly accompliſhed.

The opinion of Protagoras, received by

many of the old philoſophers, was, that every

comet conſisted ofa great number ofſmall stars,

that theſe were of the nature of planets, and

performed a revolution in the heavens ; that

when they were. alone they were inviſible, being

too little for the diſcernment of the human

eye, but there were times when they got to

gether, and that in this cluster they became vi

ſible, continuing ſo as long as they continued

together, and after that diſappearing by de

grees, as the ſeveral little stars ſeparated

from one another. Others, adhering to the

ſystem of Kepler, have ſuppoſed the comets t0'

be no other than exhalations from the ſun itſelf,

and to have become inflamed as they were in

his atmoſphere, in the ſame manner as the

vapours of our earth become ſometimes illu

minated in its atmoſphere. But theſe are too

idle to be received by any who have the least

tincture of true knowledge. The ſystem of

Deſcartes had much more appearance in its ſa

vour; he aſſerted, that the comets were truly

stars or planets, and that they moved in vast

circles out of our ſystem, and wholly uninflu

enced by our ſun, and that they were only vi

ſible to us when in that part of their circle

which approached toward our ſystem. Caſſmi

adopted this ſystem, and wrote largely in its

ſavour; but appearances only were to be al

ledged in its behalf. It is beyond a doubt that

the comets are a part of our ſystem, revolving

round our ſun, and without this first true prin

ciple, it is impoſſible we ſhould make any thing

out in their hiſtory. t

While
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While we have been able to Calculate the

periods of only three or four of the comets, we

are ſenſible, that there are amuch larger num

ber of them in the heavens. Thoſe which

have been obſerved at times, by no means

correſpondent with any others, and of appear

ance ſo unlike all others, that they ſeem evi

dently to many different individuals, though of

the ſame general nature, encreaſe the number

to at least twenty 3 and we are to obſerve, at

the ſame time, that ſome have been ſo ſmall as

to be ſeen only by the best teleſcopes. Theſe

can have been diſcovered no way but by acci

dent; the teleſcope of ſome astronomer hav

ing been for ſome other reaſons, and with no

intent of looking after comets, directed toward

the place where they were. Beſide, the few

that have been thus ſeen by accident, there may

be many of the ſame kind too remote alſo to

be viſible to the naked eye ; and even among

thoſe which do come near enough to the earth

to offer themſelves to the unaflisted ſight in

ſome part of their orbit, may, at the fame

time, chance to be ſo near the ſun, as to be

immerſed in his rays, and therefore inviſible ;

for there is no star of any kind, that may not

be hid from us in that manner. We are to add,

that the orbits of the ſeveral comets are not

all of the ſame place, but in places different

from one another, and, as a conſequence of

this, we must be ſenſible, that their heliocen

tric circles will be different alſo. If an ob

ſerver could be placed in the centre ofthe ſun,

every comet, ſuppoſing that it could be ſeen

throughout an entire revolution, would appear

to deſcribe a great circle upon the ſphere of the

heaven; for although the orbit of a comet be in

truth a long ellipſis, the plane ofthat orbit, ex

tended totheheavens, would make a great circle

there, and the eye in the centre of the ſun,

would be at the centre of that circle. All that

would appear different from this would be,

that as the comet does in reality move round

 

the ſun in an ellipſis, it would ſeem to grow

larger, as it came nearer to the ſun, and

ſmaller, as it was farther off. This would be

all the difference.

Upon the whole it appears, from manifcst

evidence, that the comets are indeed of the

nature oſ planets, only that their orbits differ:

that thoſe which fall within the reach of our

eyes are all truly parts of our own ſystem, and

have, as this earth and the rest' of the planets

have, the ſun for the centre of their revolu

tion. The orbit of every comet is then an

ellipſis of a very excentric kind, having the

ſun in one of its focus's. Their motion round

the ſun is conſequently not equable, but a line

drawn from the ſun to the comet, paſſes over

equal arcas upon the plane of its ellipſis in un

equal times. Therefore it is evident, that comets

move much ſwifter when they arc nearest to

the ſun, than they do at thoſe times when they

are farthest off, and that they have a mean

motion at the parts of their orbits, which art:

at a mean distance from theſe extremes. And

it is evident, that the more excentric the orbit

of a comet is, the greater difference there will

be between the arcs it moves through in equal

times. It requires a conſideration of this dif

ference, to understand at all the period of a

comet ; for if we knew the exact extent of its

ellipſis, and counted by the motion which it'

had when near the ſun, we ſhould be very far

from having the account of its true period, for

the ſame comet may move extremely fast while

it is near the ſun, and extremely ſlow when at

a diſtance from it. It is only in a very finall

part of their courſe, that the comets are viſible

to us; it is neceſſary to our ſeeing them, that

they ſhould be as near to the ſun as the orbit

of Jupiter. Sir Iſaac Newton has laid it doWn

as a certainty, that when they are farther

from the ſun, they are inviſible to the in

habitants of this earth. It is not a wonder,

therefore, that notwithstanding they arl: ſo

R z many,
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many, we ſi) ſeldom ſee any of them, ſince

they are, for the greatest part of their periods,

performing portions of their revolutions, which

are in a part of the heavens remote from us,

and which they perform very fiowly.

The ſun has been, by ſome, imagined to

be a congeries of a vast number of comets 3

they have allotted ten thouſand to make' up the

ſupefficial part of that luminary; and others,

who have paid no regard to ſuch opinions,

have yet ſuppoſed, that, if not originally formed

of them, the ſun was occaſionally recruited by

them z and this they have ſuppoſed to be one

of their greatest uſes in the ſystem of nature.

Many other Conjectures have been made as to

the intent with which theſe wandcring stars were

formed, and the purpoſe to which they ſerve

in the oeconomy of the univerſe. That they

were a kind of chaos of planets, ready to be

called into being in form of planets, or

worlds like this, in which we live, at the

command of heaven, and to have their long

ellipſis changed into ſuch an one as marks the

orbits of the other planets; and that they were

instruments in the hands of heaven against the

other planets ready to drown, or to burn them,

by falling upon them in their deſcent to, or in

their aſcept from, the ſun z has been obſerved

already. But there are purpoſes, which true

philoſophy will find out, that they may ſerve

independently of thoſe immediate ſhocks, or

of thoſe changes. The greatest of all au

thors, on this ſubject, Sir Iſaac Newton, is of

opinion, that, even in their preſent ordinary

courſe, they ſerve to keep together and pre

ſerve, in its due form and condition, the whole

ſystem of that univerſe, of vwhich they are or

dinarily conceived ſo ſmall a part; and which4

they are ſuppoſed to threaten with continual

miſchief in ſome part or other. It is his opi

nion, that they may ſupply the ſun with fire,

and the planets with water. This will be

 

eaſily explained.

It appears reaſonable, that the ſun mustwaste

in bulk, and, iſ it be ſo, to keep nature in her

due courſe, and ſupport this ſystem to which

wc belong, it must have ſome means of recruit.

It is true, that thc particlcs of light We know

are inconceivably minute, but still they are

ſomething, and they are continually_streaming

from the body of the ſun. "Small as they are,

therefore, in ſuch a courſe of time, and in ſuch

quantities as they are ſent from his body, they

must,bydegrecs,wasteor impair his bulk, and, if

this diminution is certain, a ſupport is neceſſary,

Now comets, which, in their revolution round

the ſun, come ſo near to it as to be within

its atmoſphere in their paſſage, may have their

motions retarded in that part of their courſe, by

the denſity of the atrnoſphere : this indeed

must be a conſequence, and, approachingnearer

and nearer to the ſun's body at every revolution,

they may at length fall into it. Such a ſup

ply would be very ſmall, and could be ſuppoſed

to happen but rarely; but still it is a ſupply,

and the waste being alſo very ſmall, it may be

calculatcd by that hand that governs all things

to recruit it.

With regard to the other uſe of comets, it -

is very clear that water is raiſed from them, and

returns not to them again : this is as evident as

that the water ofthe planetary worlds neceſſarily

decreaſes. We are aſſured that comets abound

with watery matter, and we are as certain, that,

in their approach toward the ſun, that water

is, in part, 'raiſed in vapour. It is this vapour

which formswhat is called the tail of the comeſ.

We ſee theſe tails, that is, we ſee immenſe

quantities of watery vapours attending comets

in that part of their courſe which is nearest to

the ſun, and we ſee thoſe tails, or that vast

collection of watery vapours ſent off with them

into the more remote regions, where they will

be lost by little and little, and the comet will .

become bare, continuing ſo till its approach

toward

__ _\_,*
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toward the ſun again produces this appendage.

The vapours thus brought with the comet from

the part of its courſe nearest to the ſun, and

lost in the remoter part of its orbit, are, in this

dilated and rarified state, ſpread throughout the

airy region, but they will not continue ſuſ

pended in it, they are too heavy for that, and

they will, by means of their gravity, be, by de

grees, attracted down toward one or other of

the planets, and will make part of their atmo

ſphere 5 intermingling themſelves with the reſt.

We are not to ſuppoſe that the atmoſpheres of

thoſe planets will, by this means, become over

loaded with water for the ſupplies of the planet.

On the contrary, it appears that there would

be a defect without this, and that the comets are

neceſſary for the keeping up a due proportion

of water in the planets. lVe may well know,

by what paſſes upon our own earth, for it is

from what we ſee there we are tojudge, that the

water of the globe is in a ſtate of decreaſe, a

great quantity of it being, from time to time,

converted into earth. Vegetations, which are

the produce in great part of water, conVert it

into ſolid forms, from which it does not all of

it return in water, and the effectof putrefac

tions we know to be the ſame. The water of

the globe decreaſes: a due proportion of that

fluid is neceſſary for the preſervation and ſup,

port of its own frame, and of all that, grow

upon it, or inhabitit. . What is lost therefore

must be ſome way ſupplied, and we ſee that it

may be done this way, and only this, .ſo far

as appears to us. The condenſed .vapours of

the comets may, when diffipated in the air in

the vast regions of ſpace, and taken up by the

ſeveral planets, by being attracted into. their

atmoſphere, add to their fluid in a quantity

equal or proportioned to that which is expended '

by the ſhveral methods mentioned already.

All vegetables, we are ſenſible, grow and in

creaſe by meansof fluids. From ſmall-and in

 

 

conſiderable beginnings they advance in this

manner, and, by this ſupply, to trees: and we

are equally ſenfible, that, after their putrefac

tion, they do, in a great part, become earth : for

we ſee an earthy ſediment precipitated from all

putrefying liquors. W'e ſee thus a quantity of

fluid co_ntinually lost. This is the courſe of

nature, and it is very eaſy to ſee, that, in con

ſequence of this courſe, the earth of the globe

muſt be continually increaſing at the expence

of its fluids, and that, by degrees, there would

not be enough of the last to perform the natu

ral operations, if a ſupply were not occaſionally

to be brought from elſewhere; The comets

afford this ſupply. That they do ſo is evident,

becauſe the vapours, which form their tails, .

being ſeparated from their bodies, and diffuſed

in the expanſe of the air, must go ſomewhere, .

and it does appear, not only-that it will be added

to the atmoſphere of the. planets, but that it

is neceſſary to their preſervation that it ſhould .

be ſo added... Theſe are two uſes which the

diſcernment of that great author hasdiſco

vered, may be made of the comets in the ſystem

of nature zi and he.adds a conjecture of a third .

yet greater. . He delivers it as his opinion, that .

the ſpirit, which constitutes the fineſt and ſub."

tilest part of our air, .and which is of ahſolute

neceſſity for the life and being of all- things,

comes principally from the comets. This ſpirit

has been ſuppoſed a pure elementary fire: but

of this,. as neither the ſubſtance itſelf, nor its

immediate effects, are properly cognizable by

our. ſenſes, there is no ſpeaking with that preci

ſion with which we may concerning the others;

All is conjecture, but it depends upon con

jecture well ſupported.

Having thus conſidered the nature vof the

comets, and the theory of. their motions, it .

may. be time to examine their ſeveral forms

and appearances, as well.to the naked eye as

to the teleſcope. .This might naturally have

been
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been expected as the first conſideration, but

it is after theſe obſervations only that the whole

will be properlyvconceived, and the phaenomena

understood.

It has been obſerved, that the tail, which is

the great characteristic of the comet, is not at

all times an appendage to it. It is a Congeries

of vapours formed by the effect of the ſun's

heat upon the ſurface of the comet, and, by

degrees, ſeparating themſelves from it, and

deſcending into the atmoſphere of the planets.

A comet, in its orbit, is a great while at avast

distance from the ſun and us, and in all that

time-it is bare, or naked; it is only a ſmall

part of its courſe which lies near the ſun, and

it is only in that part that it has this tail, or

appendage 'of vapours in whatever form z but

this being the only part of its courſe in which it

is viſible to us, we always ſee it with this appen

dage of vapours in ſomeform or other. Inallthe

remote part ofthecourſe it is, as obſerVCd, naked:

as it deſcends toward the ſun ſome little ſhort tail

is gradually and fiowly produced from the head,

and this afterwards, in the perihelion of the

comet, deſcending down into the ſun's atmo- *

ſphere, will be vastly increaſed. And.it is thus

we ſee them of different lengths and forms.

A comet is then a firm, ſolid, and durable

body, Which, at the times when We have op

portunities of obſerving it, is always attended

with atail in ſome form or other, and this tail,

in whatſoever form it appears to us, is a very
ct fine and thin vapour emitted by the body, or,

as ſome call it, the head of the comet, in con

ſequence of its being heated by the ſun.

It is to the different form in which this tail,

or emanation of vapours is diſpoſed, that we

owe all the different appearances of comets,

according to which they have been expreſſed

by ſeveral names. The three principal of

theſe are the bearded, the tailed, and the hairy

oomet, the Barbatus, Caudatus, and Crinitusz

 

the ſame tail, or quantity of vapours, accord

ing to the different diſpoſition and place of

the comet, with reſpect to the ſun and the

earth, appearing as a beard, a tail, or a buſh

of hair. When the comet is to the east of

the ſun, and in its progreſſion moves from

that luminary, the light is before it, and the

vapours enlightened there, form a kind of

beard. This is the ſituation in which it forms

what is called the bearded comet. When,

on the other hand, it is westward of the ſun,

the comet is ſaid to be tailed, Caudatus, the

stream'of illuminated vapours following it in

the manner of a tail 3 and, finally, when the

comet and the ſun are in oppofition, and the

earth is between them, the appearance is

quite of another kind. The train of light is,

in this caſe, hid behind the body of the comet,

only that being larger than can be wholly ob

ſcured by it, a part of the tail is ſeen diſpoſed

all round the body of the star, in form of a

buſh of hair. This is the state in which the

comet is called hairy. From this conſi

deration it will appear, that the names given

to theſe ſeveral appearances, and with which

the world have been ſo terrified, are, in effect,

the produce of different accidents attending the

ſame comet, and the poſition of the eye that

views it; and that instead of their being three

distinct ſpecies of bodies, the ſame comet may,

in the different parts of its courſe, be at one

time a bearded, at another a tailed, and at a

third an hairy one.

The tail of the comet is not only its cha

racteriſtic of distinction from all other stars,

but it ſerves to explain its nature. When

Ariſtotle had overthrown the chimerical opi

nion mentioned before of the comets being

only congeries of stars, too little to be viſible

fingly, he establiſhed in its place that ſystem,

according to which they were to be under

stood only as a kind of meteors, lighted up at

once
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once in the regions of the air, and by degrees

burning themſelves out again. But this will no

more bear the test of enquiry than the other;

for, if this were the caſe, there could be no

train or tail, that being an effect of the ſun's

influence, of which comets, in this caſe, would

be independent. Aristotle placed them indeed

beneath the courſe of the moon; but others,

who have, in ſome degree,. adhered to the

ſame opinion, have ſuppoſed them ſituated a

great deal higher, placing them very near the

ſun; and ſome of them, ſuppoſing them even

formed out of exhalations from the body of

that luminary, condenſed after they have left.

his ſurface : but not only the appearance of a

tail, but the duration of the comet's appearance

in the extreme heat of the ſun, to which ſome

of them are in a part oftheir courſe liable, and

which must diſlipate the most condenſed va

pour, ſhew, that they are indeed fixed and

ſolid bodies, and that they have their vrevolu- r

tions as the planets have them.

It is evident from the conſideration of co

mets as bodies, ſuch as they are here laid

down to be, that the atmoſphere ofany of them

must be ſufficient to form its tail. The va

pours will be produced in ſufficient duantity

to form it in all the extent in which we ſee it,

and the appearances we ſee in it perfectly

anſwer to this origin. This will be ſeen by

conſidering theſe ſeveral appearances. We

find their tails are always the largest and

brightest immediately after their paſſage thro'

the region of the ſun. They are brighter, and

they are more determinate, or better defined in

their convex, than in their concave part ; and

they are always broader in the farther end,

than near the body of the' comet. It is plain

by this, that they are formed of vapour-s, and

illuminated by the ſun ; and thence it is evi

dent, theſe must be the appearances. This

 

stream of illuminated vapour is ſo thin and

rare, that the ſmallest stars which are, on any

other occaſion, viſible to the naked eye, are

ſeen through it. While it is itſelf ſo conſpi

cuous, it does not at all obstruct the view

with reſpect to'any thing behind it.

The tail of a comet, for it may be warrant

able to call it by that name, in whatſoever

form it happens to appear, as it is ahſoluter

the ſame in all, is at all times of the ſame

uniform colour, which is that of vapour, en

lightened by the ſun. Whether it be diſpoſed'

all round the comet in form of hair, or ad

vance before it as a beard, or be drawn be

hind it in the more regular appearance of a

tail, it is still of the ſame bright white colour.

But it is otherwiſe with the body of the comet,

that is opake, and as it is illuminated and

ignited in a different degree, or as it is com

poſed of materials in themſelves different (for

we are not to ſuppoſe all comets exactly alike)

in this reſpect it appears of a different hue. It

is by this, among other things, that the ſeve

ral comets, which have appeared at different

times, have been diſcovered to be, in ſome

caſes, the ſame with, and, in others, different

from, one another.

Thoſe of different periodshave-appeared to

the naked eye, ſome of a pure and bright

white, others dim and troubled, ſome reddiſh,

and others abſolutely fiery. But at all times

they have a peculiarity in their look, and their

very light distinguiſhes them, both from the

fixed stars and planets. If their tails Were want

ing, an accuſtomed eye would know them for

comets. only by their ſight.- We distinguiſh

the fixed stars from' the rest of the heavenly

bodies by their twinkling, their brilliant, and

lively light, this is the conſizquence of their

being luminous in themſelves, or having the'

ſource of light in their own bodies. The pla

nets
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nets are, on the other hand, distinguiſhed by

their steady light : although very bright, it has

a stillneſs and tranquility, which is the conſe

quence of its being reflected, not inherent in

themſelves. Now the comets being in reality

in a condition between theſe two states, have

a peculiarity of aſpect which distinguiſhes

them from both. They are naturally opake

bodies, as are the planets; but their courſe

leading them in one part of it very near the

ſun, they become heated in an immoderate

degree, and ſhine. It is not a wonder, that

they ſhould therefore appear different not only

from the fixed stars, whoſe full lustre is in

comparably greater, but from the planets alſo,

which never are ignited at all.

This peculiarity of appearance, although it

be ſufficiently viſible to the naked eye to di

stinguiſh them from all other of the heavenly

bodies, yet is much more particular, and cha

racteriſes them much more strongly when they

are viewed with the aſſistance of teleſeopes.

When viewed under this advantage, they are

found entirely different from all the other stars.

hen we look at the fixed stars, even at the

largest of them, they appear little more than

lucid points, and what we ſee of their diſk is

all uniform. The planets, when vie-Wed with

the fame advantage, appear enlarged, and they

are ſeen to have a placid and bright light, like

that of the mOOn, and to belike her, obſcured

with various fpots: but when we direct the

ſame instruments to the body of a comet, we

ſee a very different appearance. In the first

place, the diſk becomes enlarged in the manner

of thoſe of the planets, although in a ſome

what leſs proportion; in that, differing from

the appearance of the fixed stars, and ſhewing

that the corner, although beyond the orbit of

the farthest planet, yet is not remote in any

degree like the fixedstars, nor placed in their

region.

 

The colour and appearance are quste dif

ferent from thoſe of all Other stars, and though

not alike in all comets, nor indeed in the ſame

comet at all times, yet abundantly ſufficient to

distinguiſh the object as ſuch. Some of them

appear yellowiſh, others reddiſh, and many-of

them duſky. All have the look ofſome ignited

matter, or ſeem, as they truly are, globes of

ſolid and denſe materials, not always kept hot,

but accidentally ignited, and, by degrees, cool

ing again : they have the appearance of a glow

ing coal, more or leſs brightly burning, and,

in itſelf, more or leſs pure. Some have ap

peared, throughout their whole diſk, equally,

or nearly equally, enlightened, and others very

glowing in the middle and dark at the edges :

ſome have appeared uniform and clear as a

piece of heated iron, others irregularly bright

and like a coal, a part of which was in its full

glow, and part burnt to a cynder. In ſome,

the light or brightneſs had been ſeen pure, in

others troubled, dim, and, as it were, ſmoaky;

but the brightest, and the purest of them, in

the most favourable obſervations, have never

any glittering light. They have nothing of

the ſparkling or vivid-ſplendor-of the fixed stars,

or of the placid brightneſs of the-planets. In

ſome of the brightest that have been the ſubjects

of examination, the middle has appeared much

more vivid than the other parts, and the edges

have appeared, as it were, -0f a ſubstance abſo

luter differing from the middle. When the

obſervations are continued for ſome time,

changes, and thoſe very conſiderable, are diſ.

tinguiſhed in the body of the comet. Its glow

ing light appears to become stronger or fainter,

according to the state of the comet with reſpect

to the ſun; from an uniform maſs it will ſome

times appear cracked, broken, and divided, and,

of the ſeveral parts, produced by that diviſion,

ſome will loſe their glowing appearance ſooner

than others. There will be all theſe changes

about

*_*ffifi- Nfl
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about the centre of the diſk, and there will be

yet greater toward the circhmfe'rence. The

edges will, in ſome periods, appear rough, and

in other obſervations the eye loſes ſight ofthem,

and the whole diſk appears much ſmoother.

Theſe changes have miſled many in their

obſervations on the comets, into ſystems very

abſurd, and, where we ſee ſome favourite

ſystem is to be establiſhed, it will be well to

give but a limitted credit to the appearances

as repreſented by the author of it. Prejudice

and prepoſſeſiion will make people ſee that

which is not, and it will often torture what is

ſeen, to make it anſwer the purpoſe. But as

to all the alterations of the ſame comet, or the

variety in different comets, mentioned here,

they all ſerve to strengthen, and not to over

throw, the ſystem which declares them to be

no other than planets of a peculiar kind: bo

dies naturally opake and cold, but, at times,

coming within the reach of the ſun's influence

in ſuch a manner as to be violently heated, and

afterwards, in their courſe, By degrees, cool

ing again.

We ſhall the leſs wonder at theſe changes,

which are viſible in the bodies of comets, by

the affistance of teleſcopes, if we conſider the

extreme cold regions from which they come in

their approaches to the ſun, and the abſolute

effect of the ſun upon them, or the degree of

heat which they must acquire in'their approach

to that luminary, and the length of time pro

portioned to the degree of that heat, and to

their own bulk, which it must take to cool

them. The heat of the ſun is as the denſity

of his rays, that is, reciprocally as the ſquares

of the distance; from his body. The distance

of one of the comets from the ſun, meaſured,

with the greateſt accuracy, was found to be to

that of the earth from the ſun, at one time, as

ſix to one thouſand; this was the comet of

1680, conſequently the heat of the ſun in that'

VOL. I.

 

comet, at that time, was to the heat oſ the ſun

' upon this earth, at midſummer, as eight and

' twenty thouſand to one. The heat of boiling

water, carefully examined and compared, ap

pears to be to that of the dry earth heated by

the lſiun, at midſummer, only as about three to

one: we may allow the heat of red-hot iron to

be three or four times greater than that ofboiling

water, and thus we ſhall riſe to an idea ofſome

thing like a knowledge of the heat ofthat comet

at that time : for the proportion on theſe princi

ples will ſhew, that the heat of the body of the

comet, at that period, when it was nearest to

the ſun, was two thouſand times as great as that

of 'red-hot iron. It appears by computation,

on unerring principles, that a globe of iron,

of the bigneſs of our earth, heated red-hot,

would be fifty thouſand years in cooling;

therefore, if we ſuppoſe the matter of the co

met to cool an hundred times quicker than red

hot iron, yet, ſince its heat was, at the time

of its being nearest to the ſun, two hundred

times as great as the heat of red-hot iron, ſup

poſing it to be of the bigneſs of this earth, it

would be a million of years in cooling.

We have no certain method of determining

theabſolutemagnitudes ofthe ſeveral comets that

have been ſeen at ſeveral times z but as to their

relative bigneſs, with reſpect to one another,

there is probability that as thoſe planets which

are nearest to the ſun, and revolve in least orbits,

are the ſmallest in their diameters ; ſo among

the comets we may believe, that ſuch as, in

their perrihelion, come nearest to the ſun, are

the ſmallest, and thoſe, which are, at that

period of their courſe, the most remote of all

from the ſun, are the largest, and have the

greatest orbits. We may generally judge ſafely

by analogy, and thereforeit is probably thus.

It is very ſingular that there ſhould be,

among the astronomers, and thoſe of eminence

too, ſome who argue against the whole ſystem

S of
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of comets as revolving round the ſun, and are

of opinion, that they only paſs by us in their

fall through the regions of ſpace, having no

dependence upon our ſun, or comiection with

our ſystem ; and that, having been once ſeen,

they never return to us any more; yet this is

aſſerted by ſome of the most eminent amongst

the astronomers of a neighbouring nation.

The perfection, however, to which the ſystem

of theſe stars has been brought in England,

(for it is our own country that claims the merit

of this vast improvement in the ſcience) has

now ſet aſide all ſuch, and indeed all other,

objections. We are as perfectly aſſured that

the comets are firm and durable bodies, and

that they revolve in regular periods about the

ſun, as we are that the planets are ſuch bodies,

or that they perform ſuch revolutions : the

Very figure of their orbit is the ſame, as to its ge

neral denomination, both the one and the other

deſcribing an ellipfis; only the ellipſis of the

planets is ſmaller, and approaches more to the

iigure of a circle being ſhorter, and that of the

comet is larger, and immoderately long. It is

from this that we ſee the planets in a great part

of their courſe, and the comets in very little

of it. Their ellipſes are ſo vastly excentric,

that we ſee them only in a ſmall part of their

revolution, and in the rest of it they are car

ried away to immenſe distances, out ofthe reach

both of our eyes and ofour teleſcopes. This is

indiſputably their true theory, and there wants

only time for obſervations to prove it yet more

abſolutely.

It is pretended, that the theory of the co

mets was better known in very early periods

of astronomy, than it is at preſent. We have

accounts in ſome of the earliest Greek and

Roman authors, that the Chaldzeans were ac

customed to predict their appearance, which

could not be effected without a' very perfect

knowledge of their laws and revolutionsz but

 

it is not at all probable that it was ſo, nor

have we any thing more than the aſſertion to

ſupport it. We know from all accounts, that

the Chaldaeans paid great attention to the hea

vens, and ſet down in their histories whatſo

ever appeared new or strange in them. Men,

who ſpent any time in obſervation, could not

but ſee, that theſe were not of the nature of

the fixed stars, and accordingly we hear it as

a part of their praiſe, that they first distin

guiſhed them to have a motion 3 but that they

knew any thing farther of them, or made but

the least gueſs, as to the nature, or time of

that motion, is highly improbable. They were

famous alſo for calculating eclipſes, but it is on

no better foundation. Indeed much ofthe repu

tation of theſe antient people is owing to the

Veneration thoſe who have written of them had

for antiquity. They have ſaid much more of

their knowledge, than they had warrant to

ſay. It is with eclipſes, on this head, as with

comets; we find the Chaldaeans ſet down ac

counts of them, but that is all 5 nay, we can,

by no means, believe all that is ſaid, even on

this head. They appear too numerous in

their accounts, and probably the greater part

were added to make good their claim to anti

quity. But we do not find they ever calcu

lated, or foretold theſe, nor is it likely, for

they do not appear to have known even the

moon's theory.

COMPAGES CCELI. An old term which

occurs in ſome of the Latin writers, and is

uſed to expreſs the Milky Way. This was

done in conſequence of an opinion of Theo

phrastus, adopted by ſome of the philoſophers,

who ſuppoſed that the heavens, being a con

cave globe, must have been formed of pieces,

and thoſe fastened together strongly where they

were united. This place of uniting them he

called the Compages Coeli, and he took the

Milky
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Milky Way to*be this place, and appealed to

the peculiar brightneſs of it to corroborate this

opinion: ſo that with him, and with thoſe

who have adopted the opinion, and continued

the name from him, the Milky Way was un

derstood to be the commiſſure, or joining, of

the northern and ſouthern hemiſpheres.

COMPASS. Nothing being ſo determinate

as the directions of the ſeveral points of the

compaſs, nothing can be more preciſe than

the expreſſions of thoſe who ſpeak with regard

to them ; but nothing is more vague than

the common mention oſ the right and left hand

' parts of the heavens. In the antients, in par

ticular, it is impoſſible, without certain data,

to know what is meant by them, the term

right, with ſome, being what is left with

others, and ſo vice verſa.

Although there is this contradiction, it is

eaſy to be explained, and knowing whence it

ariſes, there will be no error. In order to un

derstand what a man means by the right hand

part of heaven, we are to conſider which way

he ſuppoſes the face of the perſon who ſpeaks

to be turned. If all had meant the ſame way,

all would have expreſſed themſelves in the

ſame terms when they meant the ſame part of

the ſkies 5 but although it is otherwiſe, yet, as

certain ſets of perſons have always meant the

ſame thing, we are to know only to which of

theſe ſets the perſon, who writes, belongs, and

we ſhall understand him.

The astronomers, making the great end

- of their obſervations the time of the ſeveral

heavenly bodies coming to the meridian, always

look to the ſouth, and in ſpeaking of the part

of the heavens on either hand, whether the

right or leſt, they are to be understood accord

ingly. Therefore, when an astronomer ſays

any phaenomenon was in the right hand part of

the heavens, we know he means that it was in

 

the west, and iſ he ſpeaks of the leſt hand part

of the heavens, we know that he means the

east. On the other hand, the geographers,

determining themſelves in preference oſ that

part of the globe which was most known, al

ways are to be understood as looking toward

the north; and, conſequently, when they talk

of the right and leſt hand parts oſ the heavens,

they mean exactly the contrary of what the

astronomers intend. So that when it is a geo

grapher who mentions the right hand part

of the heavens, he means the east, and when

he mentions the left hand part, he means the

West.

But this is not all that is to be conſidered ;

there are two other ſorts oſ writers ofwhom we

are to know what they mean by this term, in

order to understand it; the poets and the ſooth

ſayers, priests and augurs. We frequently

meet with the terms right and left part of the

heavens in the poets; and as to the augurs, the

very eſſence of their art depended upon the

quarter in which things appeared. The poets

are often interpreters of the augurs, and then

they uſe their terms ; but when they ſpeak of

themſelves, there is the ſame difference be

tween them and the others, as between the

astronomers and geographers; they mean just

the contrary of one another by the ſame

words.

It was a point of their religion in the augurs

always to look to the east, ſo that when they

tell you, or, when the poets, ſpeaking for

them, ſay, that this bird flew to the right, or

that it thundered to the left, they mean, by'

the right hand part of heaven, the ſouth, and,

by the left hand, the northern part: and just

on the contrary, the poets, when they ſpeak

from themſelves, always ſuppoſe the face turned

to the west, for as the gcographers look to the

northern part of the world, theſe looked to the

fortunate iſlands. With them therefore the

s 2 right
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right hand part of heaven was the northern

part, and the left hand part the ſouth. Thus

we ſee, among four different ſets of people,

the ſame term standing for east, west, north,

and ſouth, and conſequently all must be con

fuſion in this reſpect without the clue: but

with this ſingle information all is intelligible,

and all certain. We must conſider who ſpeaks,

and we ſhall eaſily understand what we hear.

We are only to remember that the astronomer

looks to the ſouth, the geographer to the north,

the augur to the east, and the poet to the west,

and all the rest is palpable.

COMPLEMENT of Latitude. A term

uſed by astronomers and geographers with re

ſpect 'to places distant in the north or ſouth

from the equator, or, in other words, to all

parts of the earth that have any latitude: and

it reſpects the general diviſion ofthe circle. It

is that number of degrees, minutes, and ſe

conds, which, added to the number of degrees,

minutes, and ſeconds, that mark the latitude

of the place, make up the number to be ninety.

Ninety degrees being known to be the distance

of the equator from either pole, this conſiderau

tion of a complement of latitude will not ap

pear trifling. In the first place it gives, at one

calculation, the angle which the plane of the

equator makes with the plane of the horizon ;

that is, in other words, it ſhews the height of

the equator at that place.

CONE.v One of the regularly figured ſo

lids, in ſhape reſembling a loaf of ſugar,

Geometricians uſe the term to expreſs not

only any thing material and palpable, but

any quantity of ſpace filling the lines of ſuch a

figure, and the astronomers, taking the term

from them, uſe it alſo in the ſame ſenſe. The

generation of a cone is this 5 if we take an im

moveable point, elevated at ſome distance above

the plane of a circle, and ſuppoſe a strait line '

 

drawn through the point, and extended both

ways from it to anindefinitc length, this is the

baſis of the figure. This line we are to ſup

poſe carried quite round the circle, all the

while touching its Circumference, and still fixed

at'its immoveable point; the line, by this mo

tion, will deſcribe two conic ſurfaces, which are

vertical, or oppoſite to one another. The

common vertex of both will be at the immove

able point. The ſolid, contained within the

conic ſurface, between the immoveable point

and the circumference of the circle, above

which we marked it as elevated, is acone; the

immoveable point is the vertex of the cone,

and the circle itſelf is the baſe; and immedi

ately over it there will stand another cone of

equal dimenſions. If a strait line be drawn

from the vertex to the centre of the baſe, it is

called the axis of the cone ; and all strait lines,

drawn from the vertex to the Circumference of

the baſe, will be ſo many ſides of the cone.

If the axis of a cone be perpendicular to is

baſe, the figure is called a right cone ; but, if

the axis be inclined to the baſe, it is called

an oblique, or a ſcalenous cone. But when

astronomers call any thing a cone, or mention

a cone without any farther words, they are al

ways to be understood to mean a right cone.

Beſide the method already given for the origin
of a cone, the ſame figure may be formed an-ct

other way. The revolution of a right-angled

triangle round one of its legs, as upon an axis,

will form a cone. In this caſe the fixed leg

of the triangle will be the axis, and the cir

cle, deſcribed by the other leg, will be the

baſe of the cone.

The cone, thus formed, will be more or leſs

acute, as the acute angle, adjoining to the im-'

moveable leg of the deſcribing triangle, is more

or leſs acute. The acute angle of a cone is

often neceſſary to be estimated, and it is to be

done in this manner alſo. From the extreme

points
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points of any diameter of the baſe, draw ſtrait

lines to the vertex. A triangle will be thus

formed, and the acuteneſs of it may be mea

ſured by the angle of this triangle at the vertex.

If two cones, of equal diameter in the baſe,

are of different length, the longer is more acute

than the other. Similar cones are ſuch as have

their axis and the diameter of their baſes pro

portional. Thus all right cones, which have

their acuteneſs the ſame, are ſunilar. Alſo verti

cal cones, whoſe baſes are parallel, are ſimilar.

If a plane be imagined to paſs through all,

or any part of the ſides of a cone, the curve

line, deſcribed upon the plane by the ſides, is

called a conic fection. If all the ſides of a

cone are cut through by a plane, to which the

axis is perpendicular, the fection of the cone

is a circle: but if all the ſides of a cone are cut

through by a plane, to which the axis is in

clined, the conic fection is then called an el

lipſis. An ellipſis, made by the fection of the

ſame cone, or of two cones that are ſimilar, is

the more oblong the leſs the angle is which the

axis of the cone makes with the interſecting

plane. If a cone is cut through by a plane,

to which one of the ſides of the cone is paral

lel, the fection is called a parabola. 'If a cone

is cut through by a plane, to which one of the

ſides of the cone is inclined in ſuch a manner

that the plane, andthe ſide extended both ways

from the baſe of the cone, would meet in a

point beyond the vertex of it, the fection is

called an hyperbola. When two cones are

placed, on one another, top to top, they are

called vertical.

CONSEQUENT ANGLES. A term

uſed by aſtronomers to expreſs two angles,

which have one of their two legs in common

to both. Thus, if a perpendicular line be let

fall upon an horizontal one in any part of its

length, there are two angles formed which

 

have the perpendicular line, as a leg in com

mon to both. Howſoever unequal the two

angles formed by this common leg be to one

another, the ſum of the quantity of both is

equal to that of two right angles made by the

ſame lines, this follows from their being con

ſequent. See ANGLE.

CONSTELLATIONS. Certain imagi

nary ſigures of birds, beasts, fiſhes, and the

like in the heavens, under the out-lines of

which astronomers have collected certain stars,

in order to the ſpeaking regularly of them

with regard to their places in the heavens.

The fixed ſtars, although they are not by a

great deal ſo numerous as might naturally ap

pear to an unexperienced eye, are yet ſo many

and ſo irregular in their ſituation, that it

would be impoſſible to treat of them without

ſome ſort of arrangement; and by the diſpo

ſing them in this manner, in ſome part of the

figure of an animal, or whatſoever elſe, they

may be regularly and intelligibly ſpoken of,

with reſpect to their ſituations or places, in re

gard to one another, and be treated of with

the greater facility.

Among other figures, the reverence of early

times for certain perſons, whom enthuſiaſm had

ſpoken of as carried up into heaven, led them

to ordain their repreſentations for the receiving

of certain stars : animals, and even things in

animate, which the fabulous stories of thoſe

times had afterwards ſuppoſed removed into

the ſame regions, on particular occaſions, be

came added to thoſe, and, by degrees, the

heavens were fully stored with theſe imaginary
ſigns and lineaments. ſi

It was very early in the study of aſtronomy,

that the fixed stars Were distributed into ſix

claſſes, according to their different bigneſs, and

ſoon after catalogues were made of them, deſ

cribing their magnitude according to theſe

claflEs,
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claſſes, the largest being called stars of the first

magnitude, and ſo of the rest, down to the

ſixth 5 and in theſe catalogues their ſituation in

longitude and latitude was laid down. It is

owing to theſe catalogues that We can apply

the antient obſervations to uſe, by comparing

_ them with the modern; and this would have

been impoſiible without the affistance of the

prior arrangement of the stars into constella

tions: ſince without this it would have been

impoffible for them to have ſpoken of them

intelligibly.

The first or earliest of theſe catalogues, of

which we have any knowledge, is that ofPto

lemy, this is given in the ſeventh book of his

Almagest, and he prepared it, as he aſſures us,

from his own obſervations, compared with

thoſe of Hipparchus, and the other antient

astronomers. Ptolemy, in this catalogue, has

formed forty-eight constellations. Of theſe,

twelve are about the ecliptic, twenty-one to

the north, and fifteen to the ſouth. The

northern constellations are, the Little Bear,

the Great Bear, the Dragon, Cepheus, Bootes,

the Northern Crown, Hercules, the Harp,

the Swan, Caffiopaeia, Perſeus, Auriga, Ophiu

cus, or Serpentary, the Serpent, the Arrow,

the Eaglc, the Dolphin, the Horſe, Pegaſus,

Andromeda, and the Triangle.

The constellations about the ecliptic are

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,

Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aqua

rius, and Piſces : according to the' Engliſh

names, the Ram, the Bull, the Twins, the

Crab, the Lion, the Virgin, the Balance, the

Scorpion, the Archeſ, Capricorn, the Water

Carrier, and the Fiſhes. '

The constellations which Ptolemy has deſ

cribed to the ſouth are, the Whale, Orion,

the Eridanus, the Hare, the Great Dog, the

Liule Dog, the Ship, the Hydra, the Cup, the

Raven, the Centaur, the-Wolf, the Altar, the

 

Southern Crown, and the Southern Fiſh.

Theſe are the celestial ſigns according to Pto

lemy and the antients.

When the ecliptic was divided into twelve

equal parts, each containing thirty degrees,

they aſſigned to each of theſe intervals one of

the ſigns. They gave it the name of the

conſtellation, which was at that time in that

part, excepting with regard to Libra, the stars

compoſing that were in the constellation

Scorpio, which occupied the ſpace of two

ſigns.

In order to make one constellation anſwer to

each ſign, they afterward propoſed to withdraw

a part of the Scorpion, and in the place ofthat

portion of the extent of it, to place the figure

of Julius Caeſar with a balance or ſcales in his

hand, in the manner as we ſee the figure ofthat

emperor in ſome baſs-reliefs, and on engraved

gems preſerved to this time. This is the

explanation of that paſſage in Virgil, in which

the poet expreſſes the Scorpion as drawing in

his arms, and retreating a little way to make

a place for that hero in the heavens.

However, Ptolemy, and a great many of the

old astronomers, call thoſe stars which we ex

preſs by the term Libra, the claws of the Scor

pion, Chelze and Forcipes Scorpionis 3 and we

find them marked in the old manner in Coper

nicus's tables ofthe fixed stars. In the Alphon

ſine tables, however, they are called the stars

in Libra, and referred to under the lineaments

ofthat figure 3 and ſo Tycho has placed them 3

and ſo they are now in general received.

Beſide the stars regularly compriſed in each

of the constellations, Ptolemy has taken no

tica of thoſe others which are in different parts

of the heavens near and about them, and

which not being comprehended within the lines

of thoſe figures, are called unformed stars, or

by ſome inform stars. He has determined the

longitude of all theſe stars, and their latitude

for
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for the beginning of the reign of Antonine,

which is about the year 137. The starsthus

deſcribed amount to the number ofone thouſand

and twenty-two, and of theſe three hundred and

ſixty are in the northern part, three hundred

and forty-ſix about the ecliptic, and three

hundred and ſixteen to the ſouth.

Among the modern astronomers Tycho

Brahe is the first who determined, with exact

neſs, and in conſequence of his own obſerva

tions, the longitude and latitude of the fixed

stars, out of which he has formed forty-five

constellations. He adds to thoſe, deſcribed by

Ptolemy, the Coma Berenices, which com

prehends the unformed stars about the tail of

the Lion ; and Antinous, formed out of thoſe

which are about the Eagle; but he omits five

of thoſe to the ſouth, viz. the Centaur, the

Wolf, the Altar, and the Southern Crown

and Southern Fiſh : theſe he could not make

the ſubjects of his obſervations, becauſe of the

too great elevation of the pole at Uranibourg.

After Tycho, Bayer gave the figures of

ſixty constellations very exactly done, and with

tables annexed. Forty-eight of theſe are the

ſame with the constellations of Ptolemy, and

the additional twelve thoſe which had been

diſcovered after his time toward the ſouth

pole. He has very accurately marked the big

neſs and the fituation of every star mentioned >

in the antient catalogues of the forty-eight con

stellations of Ptolemy, and he has marked

each star by a letter in the Greek and Roman

4 alphabets. This was a very happy thought,

for ſuch an agreed character being allowed as

the mark for each star,v astronomers could treat

of them with as few words as ifthey had each

its ſeveral name; and they have all adopted it.

Wherever we ſee a letter after the mention of F

a star in any of theſe writers, the meaning of

it is, that it is the star marked by that letter in

Bayer's catalogue. Bayer has, in theſe tables,

 

 

been of vast ſervice_ to the astronomical

world.

With reſpect to the twelve constellations,

which are toward the ſouth pole, he has been

leſs preciſe or large upon them : he has repre

ſented them all in one plate with the stars they

comprehend; but he has ſaid nothin of their

number, or of their ſeveral magnituzſes. They

are called the Peacock, the Toucan, the

Crane, the Phoenix, the Dorado, the Flying

Fiſh, the Hydra, the Chamelion, the Bee,

the Bird of Paradiſe, the Triangle, and the

Indian. i

In the twenty-one constellations of the nor

thern hemiſphere there are ſeven hundred stars,

only three of which are of the first magnitude,

twenty-five of the ſecond, eighty-one of the

third, an hundred and fifty-one of the fourth,

an hundred and fivelof the fifth, and one hun

dred and thirty-four of the ſixth. To theſe

we are to add two hundred and one unformed

stars about the ſeveral constellations, and we

have the full number. About the ecliptic he

has given four hundred and forty-five stars 3 of

theſe, five are of the first magnitude, and there

are eleven of the ſecond, fifty-one of the third,

eighty of the fourth, one hundred and twenty

one of the fifth, one hundred and thirty-two

of the ſixth, and forty-five unformed ones.

And, finally, in the twenty-ſeven constella

tions to the ſouth, he counts five hundred and.

' ſixty-one stars; of theſe, nine are of the first

magnitude, and twenty-ſeven of the ſecond.

There are alſo ſixty-found the third magni

tude, an hundred and eighty-four of the fourth,

an hundred and twenty-two of the fifth,

twenty-five of the. ſixth, and eighty unformed

ones. So that all the stars, mentioned by this

author, taken together, amount to one thou

ſand ſeven hundred and ſix, of which ſeventeen

only are of the first magnitude, and there are

ſucty7three of the ſecond, an hundred and

mnety
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ninety-ſix of the third, four hundred and fifteen"

of the fourth, three hundred and forty-eight

of the fifth, three hundred and forty-one of the

ſixth,andthreehundredand twenty-ſixunformed

ones. Theſe are all the stars viſible to the

naked eye. When we cast up our eyes to

ward the ſky in a clear night, their uncertain

ſituation, and their twinkling lustre, deceives,

for we ſccm to ſee them innumerable, but, in

reality, what we ſee are thus limitted.

Thus stood the state of astronomy with re

ſpect to the doctrine of the fixed stars to that

time : it has ſince that been vastly improved.

The uſe of teleſcopes has diſcovered ſuch mul

titudes of stars that are not viſible to the naked

eye, that they are become innumerable. But

before we proceed to this, it is proper to con

ſider the intermediate time between thoſe days

and our own, in which the study is thus ad

vanced.

After Bayer, we find a catalogue of the

fixed stars by Schiller, it is publiſhed in 1627.

The stars are here diſpoſed in the lineaments of

certain figures, but not the ſame which Bayer,

to avoid confuſion, had continued from the

days of antiquity. The author calls his work

Coelum Stellatum Christianum, the Christian

Starry Heaven, and he ſubstitutes to the anti

ent and profane names of the constellations,

names taken from ſacredJiistory. But this,

as it would bring in perplexity and confuſion,

and could be of no real good, has been rejected

by all the ſucceeding astronomers.

In the year 1665 the accurate and faithful

Riccioli publiſhed his Astronomy Reformed. He

gives, in this work, a catalogue of the fixed

stars, of which he has formed ſixty-two con

stellations, comprehending in the account the

Coma Berenices, and the Antinous onycho,

for the Collecting of the before unformed stars

of that part of the heavens. He has distributed

the flaſs contained in theſe constellations into

 

four claſſes. In the first of theſe are contained

thoſe stars which he had determined by his own

proper obſervations, and thoſe of Grimaldi.

In the ſecond are comprehended thoſe-stars

which had been aſcertained by Tycho Brahe,

or Kepler. In the third are contained the

stars determined by Hipparchus and Ptolemy.

And the fourth conſists of thoſe of the ſouthern

hemiſphere diſCOvered by navigators, who have

aſcertained, in a more or leſs accurate manner,

their places ; and he has marked their longitude

and latitude for the year 1700, which is the

period to which he has reduced all his obſerva

tions. This catalogue, in which there is great

merit, not only with reſpect to the exactncſs

of thoſe obſervations that were made by the

author, but with regard to the different degrees

of exactitude in other caſes, was followed by

a number of celestial ſchemes and maps of the

heavens publiſhed in 167 3 by Pardies, who

has repreſented, very carefully, all the constella

tions, with the stars they contain. After this,

Jerom Vitalis publiſhed a catalogue of the fixed

stars in his tables of the Primum Mobile. In

this are marked the longitude and latitude,

with the right aſcenſion and declination of the

stars for the year 167 5.

Sometime after this Augustine Royer pubo

liſhed maps of the heavens, reduced into four

tables, with a catalogue of the fixed stars for

the year 1700. He gives in theſe the longi

tudes and latitudes of the ſeveral stars marked

by Bayer, the ſituations of which had been

calculated by Chartreuxz and he adds a num

ber of stars not before ſeen, and others taken

from the tables of'Riccioli, and not mentioned

by Bayer. Beſide all this care and exactneſs,

Royer has formed out of the ſeveral unformed

stars eleven other constellations. Five of theſe

are to the north, and are called the Giraffe,

the River Jordan, the RiverTigris, the Sceptre,

and the Flower-de-luce; and ſix on the ſouth

part,
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part, which are called the Dove, the Unicorn,

_the Croſs, the Great Cloud, the Little Cloud,

and the Rhomboide. The stars which Bayer

has deſcribed are one thouſand eight hundred

and ſix z fifteen of theſe are of the first magni

tude, ſixty-two of the ſecond, two hundred

and eighteen of the third, five hundred and

four of the fourth, four hundred and ſeventy

nine of the fifth, five hundred and thirteen of

the ſixth, and fifteen nebulous stars. He has

joined to his work the catalogue of the ſouthern

stars, which Halle obſerved, with great at

tention, in the iſland of St. Helena, to which

place he went expreſs, for the determining

their ſituation.

Hevelius has alſo improved upon the labours

of thoſe who went before him, and collected

together ſeveral stars of the before unformed

claſs into ſome new constellations. Theſe are

the Unicorn, the Camelopardalis, deſcribed by

Bartſchius, the Sextant of Urania, the Dogs,

the Little Lion, the Lynx, the Fox and Gooſe,

the Sobieſki's Crown, the Lizard, the Little

Triangle, and the Cerberus 5 p and to theſe

Gregory has added the Ring and the Armilla.

Some of theſe new constellations, however,

anſwer to thoſe of Royer, as the Camelopar

dal to the Giraffe, the Dogs to the River

Jordan, and the Fox to the River Tygris ; and

he has given alſo for the year 1700 the longi

tude and latitude of all the stars, except thoſe

about the ſouth pole. Theſe are laid down

with great exactneſs.

In fine, Flamstead has given a catalogue of

the fixed stars, not only much more correct,

but much larger than thoſe of all that have

gone before him. He has marked the longi

tude, latitude, right aſcention, and distance

from the pole of a multitude of stars, as they

were at the beginning ofthe year 1690, which

he has determined by his own proper obſerva

lions. He distributes all the stars into ſeven

V 01.. I.

 

Claſſes, according to ſeven degrees of magni

tude, distinguiſhing thoſe of Bayer by the let<

ters by which they were marked by that au

thor, and he has marked their variation in

right aſcention, in order to the finding their

ſituation in the ſucceeding years.

This catalogue was followed by an Atlas

Celestis publiſhed in London in the year 1 729,

inwhichthere are deſcribed, in ſeveral ſchemes,

the figures of the constellations ſeen in our

hemiſphere, with the exact poſition of the

fixed stars, with reſpect to the circles of the

ſphere, as reſulting from the last catalogue

corrected by Flamstead. In this manner has

the study oſ that part of astronomy, which re

ſpects the fixed stars, been improved from time

to time, till it is now, in a degree of perfection,

ſufficient to anſwer the ſeveral purpoſes of the

astronomer in a degree of accuracy which will

never be much exceeded. It began very early.

For there are no books ſo antient in which not

only the heavens are conſidered, or but ever

ſo ſlightly mentioned in this reſpect, but we

find them treated of as distinguiſhed into con

stellations. Heſiod mentions ſeveral of the

constellations familiarly by the names by which

we now know them ; and Homer calls them

by the ſame. We find Orion and the

Pleiades mentioned alſo in the book of Job;

and there is hardly an author of antiquity who

has not talked of them.

It has been Oſten attempted to alter the'

names of the constellations, but it is an

idle and uſeleſs deſign. The venerable Bede

was the first perſon whom the' heathen names

offended 5 he changed the twelve ſigns of the

zodiac from their heatheniſh characters, and
called them by the names of thev twelve apo

stles; and Schiller, whom we have already

mentioned, borrowed from him his ſcheme of

new naming them all. Aries was converted

T into
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into St. Peter opening the gates of heaven,

Taurus into St. Andrew, and ſo the rest.

Nor was the deſign of marking out the par

ticular stars, of which the constellation con

ſisted, or ſome in partiCular of them which were

most conſpicuous, or most likely to be referred

to in diſcourſe, or writing, by certain parts of

the animal under whoſe figure they arranged

ctthem, all that induced the antients to allot

the peculiar figures they have aſſigned for the

delineation: they had, in many things, reaſons

which are not common to us, 'and itwas ſo in

this.

Cancer and Capricorn, a Crab and a wild

Goat, were the creatures they choſe for giving

form to the constellations, or arrangements of

thoſe stars, which, according to their language,

made the barriers of the ſun's courſe. The

Crab is an animal, of all others, the most ſin

gular in its motions. It goes not strait for

wards, as other creatures, but ſideways, or ob

liquely, and backward. This was their choice

therefore to expreſs that the ſun, when he

came into that part of the heavens, began to

. go retrogradely, and to deſcend obliquely.

The reaſon of the wild Goat's being choſen

for the other, is not leſs obvious, the character

of the animal is to be continually climbing ; as

it feeds it is always aſcending ſome mountain,

and it browzes as it goes on all the way, higher

and higher to the top of the aſcent. They

uſed this animal as the figure under which to

arrange thoſe stars, at which, when the ſun

arrived, he began to quit the lower part

of his courſe to attain, by degrees, the higher.

It is plain therefore, that while we have ſup

poſed all this choice of animals among the

antients to be fancy, and have arraigned them

of impropriety, at least of wildneſs in it, there

was a great deal of meaning and intent in it;

they evidently meant, by the figures which ex

preſſed theſe two ſigns, at which the ſun is

 
found in the two ſolstices, to expreſs, by afym

bol, and in a ſuccinct and clear manner (and,

at the fame time, to do it in ſuch a way that it

ſhould be fixed upon the memory) what lt-Was

that happened in the courſe of nature at the

time when the great luminary of the heavens

arrived in theſe places. We have the testi

mony of their own authors that this was the

intent with which they did this: and it is un

reaſonable and abſurd to doubt of their having

'had a like reaſon for all the rest of their choice,

* although it does not happen to be as punctually

named to us. There is all the reaſon imagin

able to believe that they ſelected the other ten

constellations, at least, of the zodiac, to ex

preſs in this manner what paſſed in the courſe

ofnature upon the earth from time to time, as

the ſun entered one or the other of thoſe-parts.

But, in order to enquire properly into this, we

are first to inform ourſelves of what were the

original ſigns or figures, for they were not alto

gether the ſame with thoſe at preſent; and it

would be idle indeed to expect to find the mean

ing of the inventors of theſe figures, in figures

which they did not apply to the purpoſes. We

know that the Romans were the authors of the

constellation Libra, and it would be abfurd to

expect that we ſhould find the meaning of the

inventors of the ſigns of the zodiac under that

form. They placed Julius Cazſar with a ba

lance in his hand, as we ſee him repreſented on

many antiques in that part ofthe heavens, ar

ranging under that form thoſe stars which had

before been in the claws of the Scorpion, the

Scorpion of old times coeupying the place of

two ſigns. We find one of their poets compli

menting Caeſar on the honour which they did

him in thus taking him up among the stars :

ijZ tibz'jam brac/nſia contra/air ardem

Scorpiu: et ca-li plusjuxta part: reliquit.

They did this as an honour to their emperor,

and by way of 'regularity, that every ſign of the

modiac
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zodiac might have a constellation annexed to

it, not one of them, as was the calle in this,

taking up two ſigns.

In the fame manner We find among the

Greeks (who are indeed the people that esta

bliſhed astronomy in the world, for every thing

before them was wild and uncertain) the figures

of the two brothers, Castor and Pollux, for the

thirdſign mthezodiaq. The Greeks, altho' they

improved and advanced astronomy to that great

pitch at which we ſee it in the ſecond period,

yet received its principles, and took the rudi

ments of it, from the Egyptians. This is an

undoubted truth; themſelves acknowledge it,

and, although they did not, the general testi

mony of the world at their time would prove

it. The Egyptians, it is certain, were the

inventors of the zodiac, and were the people

who adapted the constellations to its ſeveral

parts ; but what could the Egyptians know of

Castor and Pollux, theſe make up the ſign

Gemini, the third of the zodiac, and theſe,

before they were exalted to this place in the

heavens, we are told, were the two ſons of

Leda, wife of a Laconian king. The Greeks

might reverence the defcendents_ of Tyn

darus, and they might wiſh to immortalize

the princes of their country, who had accom
panied Jaſon in his voyage to Colchis, and ct

reſcued Helen from the arms of Theſeus. But

what could the Egyptians, who formed the

constellations of the zodiac, know of Per

ſons, who are ſaid to have been born many

age: after the time of their making this distri

bution of the heavens? The Roman Libra,

and the Grecian Gemini, therefore, would

greatly perplex and miflead us in the purſuit of

what was meant by the original choice of the

figures which were given to the zodiac constel

lations; ſince they were not the original fi

gures; nay, and were given by thoſewho had

 

noknowledge oftheintentwith which theothers

had choſen thoſe which were ſuch. When

We trace up the origin of the constellati

ons to the early Egyptians, we give them

their birth among a people who uſed the hiero

glyphic language ; a people with whom it was

the custom, on all occaſions, to repreſent

their ſentiments, not by letters 'and words, as

we do, but by the figures of animals, and

other things, whoſe natural properties and qua<

lities correſponded with what they had to ex

preſs. It is. therefore, on all accounts, pro

bable, that they had the ſame deſign in thoſe

figures, under the lineaments of which they

compriſed the stars which anſwered to certain

parts of the zodiac, and belonged to certain

of the ſeaſons. It was natural they ſhouldin

tend to do this, and they had all the opportu

nity imaginable for it, ſince thoſe stars might

as well be compriſed under one form as an

other. ' ' *

Having found then that Gemini, for in'

stance, could not be the original figure of that

part of the zodiac where it now stands, let us

inquire what was the antient constellation, be

fore we attempt to aſſign the occaſion of its be

ing made ſo. Herodotus expreſly tells us, that

*the very 'names of theſe brothers were not

known among the Egyptians of- a much later

date than the time of thoſe who formed the

constellations of the zodiac: and, on inquiry,

we find that the original constellation for this

place, although it did repreſent two figures,

did not make them men, but kids, or young

goats. The Ram and the Bull are indiſputably
the authencttic figures of the earliest times, and

we find, on this inquiry, - that the true constel

latiometbf, the ſpring of the year were, origi

nallyuiaoRam, a Bull, and two Kids. It re

mainsfflto inquire, for what particular reaſons

theſe animals were choſen preferably to all

others, and what theſe hieroglyphical writh

T a - - ->'-. * meant
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meant to inſcribe under their characters in the

heavens. Commerce was among the earliest

ſubjects of man's application, and the earliest

articles of commerce were thoſe flocks and

herds which he nouriſhed. If we look into

the ſacred, as well as into the earliest of

profane history, we ſhall find the riches

of the antient world contained in theſe

creatures. So many ewes, ſo many oxen, and

ſo many ſhe-goats, is the uſual method of ſay

ing what were the poſſeſſions or riches of a

patriarch, as regularly as ſo many thouſands

are ſpoken of ſince the uſe of money, to denote

the fortune of the poſſeſſor. While theſe were

the great care of the earliest people, and

made their immediate riches, it cannot be

doubted but they were a principal object of

their attention. It was, in a great meaſure,

for the ſake of theſe that they remarked the

periods and ſeaſons of the year, and it was

from theſe they named the constellations which

marked the times of their increaſe. Autumn

is the ſeaſon at which the ſeveral kinds of do

.mestic animals, in general, conceive; and

ſpring is' that, when the young are brought

forth, or, if brought forth ſooner, it is the ſea

ſon when they begin ſito feed and strengthen

from the growing pasturage. The earliest of

theſe is the lamb, the ſecond in time the calf,

and the third the kid 5 the ſheep uſually bring

ving forth her young before the cow, and the

cow before the goat. The constellations,

through which the ſun paſſed in ſucceſſion

during the ſpring-time, were marked from theſe

animals. When he entered Aries the huſband

man knew his lambs would begin to follow

the ewes, and that they would have ſome good

weather: when he entered Taurus, .themalves

would grow strong ; and whenhe cameimo the

third ſign, which, with them, was not two

heroes, but two kids, that the young ofthegoats

would follow. Ifthey placed two oftheſe for the

constellation, and only one of each ofthe other

 

animals, it was, becauſe the goat often brings

forth two at a time, the others uſually one,

The fourth of the constellations of the zo

diac is the Cancer explained already, the ſign

by which they expreſſed the retrograde and ob

lique motion ofthe ſun. The fifth is the Lion.

The heat and fury of the burning ſun, when

he has gone from Cancer, could not more na

turally have been expreſſed, by any of the ani

mals, than by the Lion, the most furious.

The ſucceeding constellation, the ſixth in or

der, received the ſun at the time of ripening

corn and approaching harvest: by what could

they better expreſs this, than by one of the

female reapers with an ear of the reddening

corn in her hand. This is Virgo the maid,

the name by which ſhe was called among the

old astronomers. Erigone alludes to this, the

meaning of it is reddiſh, or tawney. It might

poſſibly be given to repreſent the tanned com

plexion of the reaper, but it is more probable

that they intended to ſay by it, the corn grows

brown, or reddiſh, and is preparing for the

fickle. We are to examine why they chz

racteriſed the ſucceeding stars under the figure .

of a Scorpion. They gave to this creature not

one, but two, of the twelve diviſions of the

zodiac. Autumn, which affords fruits in vast

abundance, affords the means and cauſes of

diſeaſes, they follow quick behind it, and the

ſucceeding time is the most unhealthful of the

year. This was the ſentiment they intended

to expreſs by the figure under which they ar

ranged the stars of this constellation. They

have placed the most venemous and terrible of

animals here ſpreading out his long claws into

the one ſign, as threatening miſchief, and in

the other brandiſhing his tail to denote the com

pletion of it. The one threatens miſchief, nay,

threatens to draw men into it, the other ſhews

the conſequences,

The fall of the leaf was the ſeaſon of the

antient hunting 5 that hunting which had not

for
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for its game ſome weak defenceleſs animal,

which it is cruel to destroy, and which, when

deſtroyed, will ſcarce afford the family one

meal. The objects of their chaſe were the

Wolf, the tyger, and the other large and ter

rible animals that destroyed their flocks and

themſelves. They arranged the stars, which

marked the ſun's place at this ſeaſon, into the

constellation Sagittary, a huntſman with his

arrows and his club, the weapons of destruc

tion for the large creatures he purſued. Ca

pricorn has been explained already.

There yet remain two of the ſigns of the

zodiac to be conſidered with regard to their

origin. The winter is a wet and uncomſort

able ſeaſon, the fields are bare, the flocks must

be fed, but they do nothing, the chace is no

longer-comfortable for the rains: they ex

preſſed this by their Aquarius, a figure of a

man pouring out water from an urn. The

last of the constellations was Piſces, a couple

of fiſhes, not looſe and at liberty, but tied to

gether: fiſhes that had been caught. The

leſſon was, the ſevere ſeaſon is over, your flocks

do not yet produce to you in abundance,

but the ſeas and rivers are open. The

fiſh will ſupply the place of the fleſh for the

table, and may be exchanged for commo

dities of other kinds. Now is the ſeaſon for

your employing yourſelf in taking them.

The conſequences of this explication of the

ſigns of the zodiac, and the reaſons why they

were choſen to repreſent the courſe of the ſun

preferably to other figures, leads farther than

might at first have been imagined. We not

only ſee by it that the affignment of theſe ſe

veral parts of the heavens to thoſe particular

animals, was not the mere work of fancy, but

had meaning and instruction in it; but we

ſhall be brought by it to understand where,

and in what part of the World this great thing

was done. That the Egyptians were the

 

people who taught this diviſion of the zodiac

to the rest of the world is most certain; nor

is it leſs ſo, that they were acquainted with

that diviſion under theſe very forms from their

earliest antiquity : we find the figures of Can

cer and Capricorn, and of the Leo, Virgo,

Sagittary, and the rest, on the oldest of their

monuments. It is impoſſible, however,

from the very nature of things, that Egypt

ſhould have been the place where they were

invented ; for.although they anſwer to the ſe

veral ſeaſons of the year, and the courſe of hu

man affairs in-the ſeveral regions of the tem

perate zone, it is otherwiſe toward the tropics,

and under the torrid zone: it was therefore

ſomewhere in the temperate climates that they

were invented. In Egypt they ſow in Novem

ber, and reap their harvest in March or April 5

now the constellation Virgo,- which, by the

ears of corn in her hand, indiſputably and'

plainly denotes the harvest time, anſwers to

August and September. The watery constel

lation for the winter, although in other places

very proper, could have no meaning in- Egypt,

where they have no rains at all, and where

the winter is a very pleaſant ſeaſon. The

Egyptians were not natives of Egypt, but

strangers, who were induced by the fertility of

the country to ſettle there. They were ſettled in

that place from a very early period, and they

continued there their obſervations of the-hea- -

vens, nor did they alter the names which their

fathers had given them, although in that place

they had lost the strength of their original ex

preſſion. It is certain, that they uſed in

Egypt thoſe figures, and thoſe names which

had been establiſhed for that purpoſe in ſome

other place: and if we trace this back to its

ſource, we ſhall bring astronomy to a very

early origin, and find the diviſion ofthe Zodiac

in particular was made, and theſe figures ap

plied to the stars, which belonged to its ſeve

ral.
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ral portions in the plains of Shinar. It was

from hence the Egyptians were ſent to people

the borders of the Nile, and they went thi

ther very early. It was hence indeed all the

kingdoms of the earth Were peopied. The

early deſcendants of Noah were undoubtedly

the people, and that part of the world where

they met to erect the tower oſ Babel, was the

place where obſervations of the heavens were

first made after the flood, and where the names

were given to the constellations oſ the zodiac.

The story oſ the deſcendants of Seth being

ſkilled in astronomy before the flood, is what

we can have no proof about, and the relation

of the pillars they erected to perpetuate their

diſcoveries, and which are ſaid to have eſcaped

the deluge, one of them at least (although

ſupported by all that Joſephus, ſond to make

the antient Jews the inventors of all things,

could ſay in its ſavour) is abſurd and chimerical.

But this traces up the invention of the constel

lations very high, and with all the probability

of which ſuch a ſubject is capable. The courſe

oſ the ſun muſt neceſſarily be remarked by

people of all places, as the only means of re

gulating their affairs, and moſt important con

cerns. This could no way be done ſo well as

by marking out the stars, among which it

was ſeen at ſeveral times. It was natural

to divide theſe into ſome number of equal por

tions, and the motions oſ the moon naturally

directed it into twelve. Thus the heavens be

came divided into twelve parts ; theſe parts

were marked with certain figures, under the

lineaments of which the stars were deſigned,

and the names of theſe became ſo many ſingle

words, expreffing the ſeaſons. The general

courſe of the ſun, and the great concerns of

mankind, dependant on that courſe, were

thus expreſſed by twelve words 5 and we find,

that all nations of the earth were in the earliest

times acquainted with theſe, all uſing the

 

'ſame. This, among other things, may ſerve

as a great proof oſ their being deviſed, when

all mankind formed but one people.

Th r,- Figures oſthe constellations may,however,

appear ill choſen, and it is notto be diſputed but

more proper ones might have been ſelected.

But we are to Conſider, that the world was in

its inſancy of knowledge When this great work

was attempted, and there has been more rea

ſon, than many perhaps are aware of, for not

changing them. Beſide the idleneſs of Schiller,

and the weakneſs oſ Bede's ſcheme, they

wanted the strong and ſtriking particularities

that appear in the old method. It is true, that

the diſpoſition of the stars has ſo little relation

to the ſeveral figures into which they are

thrown in the constellations, that they might

as eaſily be arranged into many others; but

yet if a man of genius was to take the tables

oſ the ſeveral stars, and putting out the out

lines of the figures to arrange them under

others, he would probably looſe as much in

the art of marking the particular stars, as he

would gain in the propriety of his figures. We

ſee that Julius Caeſar, and a pair oſ ſcales, were

very early put into the place of the claws oſ

a Scorpion in the zodiac, and they anſwer

just as well. We find Hevelius making that

a couple of dogs which Royer had formed in

to the river Jordan ; and it must be confeſſed,

that the stars do just as much repreſent the

ſcales as the Scorpion, and the dogs as the

water, but ſtill they may be more uſefully

repreſented by one than by the other. It
is equally certain, i that the Bull, for in

stance, might as well be repreſented by a pair

oſ wings, or an altar, the ſtars as much re

preſenting the one as the other z but ſtill there

ſſwould want ſomething in point of utility, for

the Bull, like the other oſ the antient constella

tions, is ſo contrived as to take in the ſtars of

the
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the greatest magnitude, and ſuch as being

most conſpicuous would be most likely to be

ſpoken of, into the parts of the figure eaſily

namedt Thus in the Bull, there are two re

markable stars which stand-for his two eyes,

and are eaſily diſtinguiſhed by thoſe who write

of them under the name of the Northern and

Southern Eye, and two others are at the tips

of his two horns; theſe alſo-are particular

stars which there may be occaſion to refer to,

and they, like the others, are eaſily mentioned

under theſe nanes.

We may ſee how dangerous it is to attempt

any innovations with regard to the figures of

the constellations, if we only recollect what

great perplexity has ariſen from thoſe very

little changes which the antients ventured to

make with reſpect to-them. It never came

into their heads to alter the figures them

ſelves ; they only ſometimes placed the ſeve

ral stars in different parts of the ſame figure,

and we are perplexed enough to understand

them. Indeed if the oldest authors in this

stience had met with the fortune to have their

works preſerved to us, we ſhould have pro

bably found a vast deal of this 3 but Ptolemy

is the earliest we refer to, and he is one of

the last of the correctors. ,

The ſchemes of the heavens ſeem at first

to have been very rudely drawn, and very

little regard had to the proportion of the

figures ; and thoſe writers who publiſhed from

time to time on the ſubject, differed from one

another when ſpeaking of the ſame stars, as

to the part of the figure under which to refer

to them. Ptolemy tell us, he has ventured to

depart greatly from the determinations of Hip

parchus in this reſpect, and particularly in

stances it in the ſign Virgo. Thoſe stars

which Hipparchus alludes to, as placed in her

ſhoulders, he tells you he calls the stars of her

ribbs, and grounds the variation on their being

l

 

too far from her head, in proportion to the ge

neral dimenſions of the figiire. We find a dif

ference in the places aſſigned to the ſame stars

by the different antient writers, which would

much perplex us if we did not take this con

ſideration along with us, and know that they

mean the ſame with one another, although

they have, for the ſake of propriety, altered

their place in the figure.

One of the earliest uſe of the constellations

was the dividing the night by their poſition,

their riſing or ſetting. The oldest of the Greeks

mention this; and it is evident, that it was in

practice at the time of the Trojan war: the

7 ſoldiers, in this expedition, divided and ordered

their ſeveral watches by the riſings and the

ſituations of the stars, and this not of ſingle

stars, but of stars as formed into constellations.

We have even very early accounts of the man

ner in which this was done. Sun-ſet they ob

ſerved at the beginning of the night, and the

ſun being always in one of the twelve ſigns of

the zodiac, they knew from a computation of

his place what must be the ſituation of the

rest, and in what ſucceſſion they must riſe.

Thepropertyand uſe of the early arrangement

of the fixcdstars into constellations, or asteriſrns,

is not more evident than the advantage which

the ſcience of astronomy has received, and the'

great facility that has been added to its re

ſearches, by the addition of thoſe new ones,

which have, from time time, been thrown

into the iphere, comprehending greater or

leſſer num ers of thoſe unformed or looſe stars,

to which it was before difficult to refer, as they

were not compriſed under the lines of any of

the old constellations, nor could be ſpoken of

ſo distinctly as thoſe which might be named as

belonging to ſome part of this or that figure.

Thus, between the Swan and Dolphin,

were a vast number of stars, which Hevclius

has made a constellation under the name of the

Fox
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Fox and Gooſe, and behind the tail of the

Swan was another cluster, ſo remote from any

other, that there was great perplexity in nam

ing them, and theſe the ſame author formed

into the Lizard. I wiſh it could be ſaid that

Hevelius's figures were always as well choſen

as they might have been, or that they com

priſed as many'stars as they ought, but still

they were very uſeful. This conſideration,

and the obſervation of the ſeveral vacant ſpaces

still left in the heavens, in which were clusters

ofstars aptly enough joined together by nature,

and too remote from any other figure to be

named Without perplexity, have induced me

to offer a farther addition of new constellati

ons, made out of theſe unformed stars. There

are fourteen of theſe, the names of which will

' be found in the ſeveral parts of this work, and

their figures in one or other of the plates. To

name them all together, they are the Anguilla,

the Limax, the Uranoſcope, the Hippocam

pus, the Gryphites, the Dentalium, the Bufo,

the Aranea, the Lumbricus, the Scarabaeus,

the Pinna, the Patella, the Manis, and the

Testudo.

The Eel comprehends a great number of

stars between the Eagle and Capricorn, and

extends from Aquarius to the hand of Ophi

ucus. A vast length of ſky well ſpangled with

stars which were before very difficultly referred

to. The Limpet, or Patella, compriſes four

very conſpicuous stars forming a cluster by the

ſhoulder of Ophiucus, and the Pinna Marina,

a clusterofſeven others, veryconſiderrable ones,

between the tail of the Serpent and the feet of

the new constellation Antinous. The Gry

phite comprehends a very conſpicuous ſet near

the arm of Hercules, and the Uranoſcope a

whole ſeries that are between the belly of the

Lynx and the heads of Gemini. The Manis

stretches its long form through a great extent

left vacant of censtellations, though very full

 

of stars between the constellations Caffiopeia,

Cepheus, Draco, and Lacerta. The Snail

takes in ſeveral that are under the begin

ning of Eridanus, and before the Hare, and

the Hippocampus a great many that were left

unformed, though often neceſſary to be re

ferred to, under the feet of Taurus. Theſe

occupy the ſpace between that ſign and the

Eridanus, and are terminated, one way, by

the ſhield of Orion, and the other by the head

- of the Whale. Between the back of the Whale

alſo, and the lower fiſh of the constellation

Piſces, stands-a great ſpace occupied by ſeveral

conſpicuous stars, but with no constellation.

The Tortoiſe is now placed there; and the

ſeries of stars, between the ſhoulder of Aqua

rius, and the extended hand of Antinous, are

comprehended, under the figure of the Denta
lium, or tooth-tſſhell. The Toad takes in ſe

veral conſpicuous stars under the ſign Libra,

and over the Centaur; and alittle cluster, of

very bright ones, between the Scorpion and the

Serpent, are comprehended under the out

lines of the Beetlel Between the back of the

Hydra and the Spike, or ear ofcorn, in the hand

of Virgo, arev a cluster very happily taken in

under the figure of the Spider, and the Worm,

which crawls up between Cancer and Gemini,

alſo take in a very fair ſeries.

Theſe are the figures which will be found

added to the ſcheme of the heavens in this

work z if they are approved by astronomers, it

will be a pleaſure to me to haVe added ſome

thing to the ſcience, if they are neglected, the

harm is not much: they take up but a few

pages of the work in the deſcription; and in

the plates, the stars of which they are com

poſed must have been marked where they are,

whether or not they were connected by the

dotted out-line which arranges them under

this form.

The
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The number of stars, obſerved in the ſeveral

cpnſiellations, has been greatly increaſed from

the times in which they were first deſcribed.

It may not be amiſs to lay down, at one view,

the earlicst accounts, and the ſucceeding ad

ditions. In the Little Bear, Ptolemy obſerved

eight stars, Tycho Brahe reduced the number

to ſeven, Hevelius increaſed it to twelve, and

Flamstead to four and twenty. To the Urſa

NIajor, or Great Bear, Ptolemy allowed thirty

five stars, Tycho reduced the' number to

twenty-nine, Hevelius made it ſeventy-thrce,

and Flamstead eighty-ſeven. In the Draco,

or Dragon, Ptolemy mentions thirty- one stars,

Tycho makes them thirty- two, Hevelius forty,

and Flamstead eighty. In Cepheus, Ptolemy

gives thirteen ſtars, Tycho only four, Hevelius .

fifty-one, and Flamstead only thirty-five. In

Bootes, Ptolemy gives twenty -three, Tycho re

duces them to eighteen, Hevelius makes them

fifty-two, and Flamstead fifty-four. In the

Corona Borealis, or Northern Crown, Pto

lemy lays down eight, Tycho eight, and He

velius eight, _F1amstead makes them twenty

one. In Hercules, according to Ptolemy, they

are twenty-nine, according to Tycho twenty

eight, aocordingto Hevelius forty-five, and ac

cording to Flamstead an hundred and thirteen.

In Lyra, Ptolemy gives ſeven, Tycho eight,

Hevelius eleven, and Flamstead fourteen. In

the Swan, Ptolemy gives nineteen, Tycho eigh

teen,Hevelius forty-ſeven, and Flamsteadeighty

one. In the Caffiopeia, Ptolemy gives thir

teen, Tycho twenty-ſix, Hevelius thirty-ſeven,

and Flamstead fifty-five. In Perſeus, Ptolemy

gives twenty-nine, Tycho twenty-nine, Heve

lius forty-fix, and Flamstead fifty-nine. In

the Auriga, or Waggoncr, Ptolemy gives ſour

tccn, Tycho nine, Hevelius forty, and Flam

stead ſixty-ſix. In Serpentary, Ptolemy gives

twenty-nine, Tycho fifteen, Hevelius forty,

and Flamſiead-ſeventy-four. In the Serpent,

Ptolemy-has given eighteen, Tycho thirteen,

VOL. I,
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Hevelius twenty-two, and Flamstead ſixty-four.

In the Sagitta, the Arrow, Ptolemy hx given

five, Tycho and Hevelius have continued the

. ſame number, and Flamstead has made them

eighteen. In the Eagle, or Antinous, Pto

lemy has given fifteen, Tycho twelve, Heve

lius twenty-three, and Flamstead twenty-one.

In the Dolphin, Ptolemy has given ten, Tycho

ten, Hevelius fourteen, and Flamstead eighteen.

In the Equuleus, or Horſe's Head, Ptolemy

has given four, Tycho four, Hevelius fix, and

Flamstead ten. In the Pegaſus, or Horſe,

Ptolemy has given twenty, Tycho nineteen,

Hevelius thirty-eight, and Flamstead eighty

nine. In the Andromeda, Ptolemy has given

twenty-three, Tycho twenty-three, Hevelius

forty-ſeven, and Flamstead ſixty-ſix. In the

Triangle, Ptolemy has given four, Tycho four,

Hevelius twelve, and Flamstead ſixteen. In

the Aries, or the Ram, Ptolemy has giVen

eighteen, Tycho twenty-one, Hevelius twenty

ſeven, and Flamstead ſixty-ſix. In Taurus,

or the Bull, Ptolemy has given forty-four,

Tycho forty-three, Hevelius fifty-one, and

Flamſiead one hundred and forty-one. In
Gemini, or the Twins, vPtolemy has given

twenty-five, Tycho twenty-five, Hevelius

thirty-eight, and Flamstead eighty-five. In

Cancer, or the Crab, Ptolemy, has given

twenty-three, Tycho fiſteen, Hevelius twenty

nine, and Flamstcad eighty-three. In the

Lion and Berenice's Hair, Ptolemy has given

thirty-five, Tycho thirty and fourteen, Heve

lius forty-nine and twenty-one, Elamstead

ninety-five and forty-three. In Virgo, Ptolemy

gives thirty-two, Tycho thirty-three, Hevelius

fifty, and Flamstead anhundredand ten. In Li

bra,- or the clawsofthe Scorpion, as itwascalled

by the antients, Ptolemy gives ſeventeen, Ty

cho ten, HeVelius twenty, and Flamstead fifty

one. In the Scorpion, Ptolemy gives twenty

four, Tycho only ten, Hevelius twenty, and .

Flamstcad' forty-four. In Sagittary, Ptolemy

U gives
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gives thirty-one, Tycho only fourteen, Heve

lius twenty-two, and Flamstead ſixty-nine.

In- Capricorn, Ptolemy gives twenty-eight,

Tycho the ſame number, Hevelius twenty

nine, and Flamstead fifty-one. In Aquarius,

Ptolemy gives forty-five, Tycho forty-one,
Hevelius forty-ſeven, and Flarſſnstead an hun

dred and eight. InPiſces, or the Fiſhes,

Ptolemy gives thirty-eight, Tycho thirty-ſix,

Hevelius thirty-nine, and Flamstead an hun

dred and thirteen. In the Whale, Ptolemy

gives twenty-two, Tycho twenty-one, Heve

lius forty-five, and Flamstead ninety-ſeven.

In Orion, Ptolemy gives thirty-eight, Tycho

forty-two, Hevelius ſixty-tWO, and Flamstead

ſeventy-eight. In the Eridanus, Ptolemy gives

thirty-four, Tycho only ten, Hevelius twenty

ſeven, and Flamstead eighty-four. In the

Hare, Ptolemy has given twelve, Tycho thir

teen, Hevelius ſixteen, and Flamstead nine

teen. In the Canis Major, or Great Dog,

Ptolemy gives twenty-nine, Tycho only thir

teen, Hevelius twenty-one, and Flamstead

thirty-one. In the Canis Minor, or Little

Dog, Ptolemy only two, Tycho the ſame

number, Hevelius thirteen, and Flamstead

fourteen. In the Ship, or Argo, Ptolemy.

forty-five, Tycho only three, Hevelius four,

and Flamstead ſixty-four. In the Hydra, Pto

lemy twenty-ſeven, Tycho nineteen, Hevelius

thirty-one, and Flamstead ſixty. In the Cup,

or Crater, Ptolemy gives ſeven, Tycho only

three, Hevelius ten, and Flamstead thirty-one.

In the Crow, or Corvus, Ptolemy only ſeven,

Tycho but four, Flamstead nine. In the

Centaur, Ptolemy thirty-ſeven, Flamstead only'

thirty-five. In the Wolſ, or Fera, Ptolemy

nineteen, Flamstead twenty-four._ In the Al-'

tar, Ara, Ptolemy ſeven, Flamstead nine. In

the Southern Crown, or Corona Australis,

Ptolemy thirteen, and Flamstead twelve. In

the Piſcis Australis, Ptolemy eighteen, Flam- .

ſtead twenty-four.

 

This is the account of the ſeveral numbers

with reſpect to the antient constellations. To

theſe we are to add two other lists ; the new

ſouthern constellations, and the constellations

made by Hevelius out oſ the before unſormed

stars. The account of the new ſouthern ones,

according to Hevelius is this : the Noah's

Dove has ten stars, the Royal Oak twelve,

the Crane thirteen, the Phoenix thirteen, the

Indian twelve, the Peacock fourteen, the Bird

of Paradiſe eleven, the Bee four, the Chame

lion ten, the Southern Triangle five, the Fly

ing Fiſh eight, the 'Sword Fiſh ſix, the Amer

cian Toucan nine, and the Hydrus, or Water

Serpent, ten.

The stars of Hevelius's new constellations

are, in the Lynx, according to Hevelius, nine

teen, to Flamstead forty-four; in the Little

Lion, according to Flamstead, fifty-three;

Hevelius gives to the dogs Asterion and Chara

twenty-three, Flamstead twenty-five 5 Heve

lius to Cerberus four; Hevelius to the Fox

and Gooſe twenty-ſeven,- Flamstead thirty

fiVe; Hevelius to Sobieſki's Shield ſeven; to

the Lizard ten, Flamstead ſixteen; to the

Camelopard, Hevelius gives thirty-two, Flam

fflead fifty-eight; to the Unicorn, Hevelius

gives nineteen, Flamstead thirty-one; and

to the Sextant, the ſormer gives only eleven,

and the latter forty-one. The Cor Caroli is

a ſingle ſtar of the ſecond magnitude near the

Great Bear.

CONVERSE. A term uſed by mathema

ticians to expreſs their making a ſecond uſe of

the ſame demonstration, and employing it to

prove ſomething more than what immediately

relates to that which it was eſtabliſhed to ſhew.

In this caſe aſecond propoſition is aſſ conſe

quence of the first, and proves its point upon"

the ſame principles. One propoſition is ſaid

to be the converſe of another, when after a

concluſion
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concluſion is drawn from ſomething, ſuppoſed

in the converſe propoſition, that concluſion is

first ſuppoſed; and then that which was be

fore ſuppoſcd, is drawn from it as aconcluſion.

It is not eaſy to deſine theſe things clearly to

thoſe who are unaccustomed to theſe studies,

but an example will ſet it in a plain light.

If two parallel lines are croſlbd by a third,

the alternate angles will be equal. In this

propoſition the ſuppoſition is, that the lines

are parallel. The concluſion is, that the an

gles are equal. Now the converſe of this pro

poſition is, iſ the alternate angles are equal,

then the lines are parallel. In this the ſuppo

ſition is, that the angles are equal, and the'

concluſion is, that the lines are parallel. Theſe

propoſitions are the converſe of one another.

This is a circumstance of more importance,

than a young student might be aware of : for in

geometry wherever the inſeparable and incom

municable property is ſound, there is the thing

itſelf 5 and every propoſition about ſuch pro

perties implies the truth of its converſe.

COPERNICAN SYSTEM. That ſy

stem of the univerſe which Aristarchus, Philo

laus, and the rest, had establiſhed in leſs happy

times, Copernicus revived, and added to it ſo

much that he deſerved it ſhould be called by

his name. Theſe philoſophers aſſerted, that

the ſun stood still in the centre of the univerſc,

and that its ſeeming motion was owing to that

of the earth, but they were diſcountenanced,

and their principles rejected. Instead of the

ſystem which might have been founded on

theſe, and the grounds of which, even the

early Aristarchus had laid, the doctrine of the

carth's immobility was received; and Ptolemy,

putting together the opinions ofthoſe who had

endeavoured, at different times, to account

for the appearances oſ the heavens on that

plan, and adding to them a great deal from

 

his own imagination, put-together, and deliver-

ed to the world that ſystem, which, though

erroneous, must be allowed ingenious, and by

the help of epicyclcs and excentrics, accounted

in his way for the appearances and motions,

direct, retrograde, and stationary, of the pla-ſſ

nets. Theſe, according to him, were three in

ferior, o'r between the fixed earth and the cir

cle of the ſun, the moon, Mercury, and Ve

nus 5 and three ſuperior, or above the ſun,

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. Thus was the

world contented for ſome agcs.

Copernicus, ſetting out upon the plan of

truth delivered by theold philoſophers, ſubsti

tuted to the daily motion of the ſun, planets,

and fixed stars round about the earth, that of

the earth itſelf. He placed the ſun in the

centre of the univerſe, immoveable and fixed,

and he made the earth, as well as the rest of

the planets, for he declared the earth no more

than one of them, move round the ſun. He

was not content with giving one motion to the

earth, he immediately allotted it three different

movements. The first round its own axis,

turning from west to east, in deſcribing the

equinoctial circle in the courſe of a day and a

night: the ſecond is the annual motion which

it makes round the ſun upon the eliptic: this

is in the ſame direction with the first from

west to east : and the third he called its mo

tion of declination: this alſo is annual, and

is made contrary to the ſucceſiion of the ſi ns;

and this being combined with the ſecond, is the

cauſe why the axis of the earth is at all times

directed to the ſame point in the heavens, and

the appearance is the ſame as iſ the earth were
utterly immoveable. ' i

Copernicus having fixed in this manner the

ſun in the centre of the univerſe, diſpoſes the

planets round about it in the following manner.

He begins with the most remote; and having -

given Saturn thc circle or ſphere ſor his rew-

U 2 lution
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lution about the diſtant ſun, he next affigns

the place of Jupiter, then Mars has his sta

tion, and before he deſcends to Venus he

leaVes a ſpace, in which he forms a circle for

the courſe oſ our earth, attended by the moon,

which is properly its ſatellite. Below this, or

nearer to the ſun, he placed in their stations

Venus and Mercury. On the Circumference

of the excentric of each planet he placed the

centre of an epicyclc, to which he attributed

a ſynadic motion, during the time in which

the planet was nmning the circle of the epi

cycle by a periodical motion. This epicycle

had for its diameter that which Ptolemy

had attributed to the circles of the pla

nets.

Thus far Copernicus adapting an early opi

nion, and adding to it, with great ingenuity,

but we are not to ſuppoſe, that Copernicus

finiſhed what he began, or perfected that ſy

stem which is the truth itſelf, and which in

honour to his early ſervices in it we continue

to call by his name. Kepler laboured on this

ſystem, and he reduced it to a much greater

ſimplicity. He ſubstituted to the excentrics

and epicycles, which Copernicus had attributed

to the planets, ellipſis's, which very nearly re

preſented the ſame appearances. He ſuppoſed,

with Copernicus, the ſun fixed in the centre

of the univerſe, for on that principle all truth

in astronomy depends, and he placed round

that body first Mercm'y, then Venus, then

the earth, with her moon, about her, and

finally Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; thus far

they went together.

In order to repreſent the different heights of

the ſun above the horizon ondifferent days ofthe

year, which Copernicus hadexplained by a mo

tionofdeclination in the earth, Kepler propoſed

the earth's motion, as being formed in the el

liptic, in ſuch a manner, that the axis of its

equator was, during the courſe ofthe year, di

 

rected to one and the ſame point in the hea

vens, which forms all the ſame appearances.

And finally to take away from the fixed stars

all kinds of motion, not excepting even that

by which they ſeem to revolve about the poles

of the ecliptic in the allotted ſpace of five and

twenty thouſand years, which was a received

opinion, he attributes to the axis of the earth,

which paſſes through the poles of the equator,

a motion, though a very ſlow one, round the

poles of the ecliptic from east to west. This

motion he propoſed to be performed by the

axis of the earth, in the ſame number of years

as Copernicus had taken for the revolution of

the fixed stars about the poles of the ecliptic.

Thus was the ſystem of Copernicus im

proved, and rendered much more ſimple by

Kepler, but still retained its name of the Co

pernican. This ſystem, thus improved by

Kepler, repreſents perfectly well all the appear

ances in the univerſe, provided we ſuppoſe the

fixed stars to be placed at a distance from the

earth, which is extremely great in compariſon

of the ſun's distance. For ſuppoſing the earth

in its annual orbit, and a fixed star placed at

ſuch a distance as ſhould be determined pro

per, the earth running in its proper motion

over its annual orbit in the appointed ſpace of

ayear, will be, at the end of ſix months, in a

place very distant from that in which it was

before; and this distance, being no leſs' than

the whole diameter of its annual orbit, a

Perſon ſituated on the earth, will ſee the fame

fixed stars, inclined to its first direction, in

a quantity meaſured by the angle, which is

called its parallax: and this star will ſeem to

anſwer to ſeveral different parts of the heavens,

which will be leſs and leſs distant from one

another, in proportion as that star is more

and more diſtant from the ſun.

To anſwer to the preſent appearances, it is

therefore neceſſary to place the fixed stars at

an
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an immenſe distance from th'e ſun, in order to

make that parallax, or that angle, almost in

ſenſible, and to our perceiving little or no pa

rallax from the annual motion of the earth,

according to the Copernican ſystem. The

fixed stars are at this immenſe distance, and

thus what is taught as a proof of one thing,

often conVey knowledge alſo in another. Ty

cho Brahe could not perſuade himſelf, that

the fixed stars were at that distance from the

ſun Which the ſystem of Copernicus esta

bliſhed, he therefore adapted part, and diſ

carde'd part. His ſystem is part Copemican,

and .part Ptolemaic. It will he ſeen under the

article TYCHONIAN SYSTEM. . _

COR LEONIS. A name given to a large

and bright star in the breast of the Lion, they

called it alſo Baſilius: this is a very uſeſul

method with regard to conſpicuous stars.

CORONA BOREALIS, the Northern

Crown. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere; it is but a ſmall one,

but it is one of the old forty-eight mentioned

by all the Greek writers, and in general bor

rowed by .that people from the Egyptians.

As the Crown is not of any great extent, it

does not comprehend a great quantity of stars.

It is drawn in figure of a ſingle circle, or rim

of a flat form, from which there riſe ten py

ramids of equal bigneſs. The constellations

placed about the Northern Crown are Bootes,

Hercules, and the Serpent. It occupies in

deed a ſmall ſpace left between theſe three fi
gures. ſi

CORONA AUSTRALIS, the Southern

Crown. One of the constellations of the

ſouthern hemiſphere, distinguiſhed by this

addition from one of the ſame name in the

northern. It is a figure of no great con

* and not without reaſon.

 

 

ſideration in the hemiſphere, it is but of

ſmall extent, and it contains only a few stars:

Theſe however are ſo diſpoſed that the conct

stellation is ſufficiently marked by them, and

eaſily distinguiſhed. It is repreſented in form of

a crown, conſisting of a broad rim, and ten rays

riſing from it. Theſe are of the ſame form

with thoſe of the Northern Crown, but they

are greatly ſhorter.

The constellations, between and among

which the Southern Crown is ſituated, are Sa

gittary, the Indian, the Peacock, and the Al

tar. - It is placed directly between the two

fore feet of the figure Sagittary, which is in a

pasture of walking. -The Indian's arrow is -

almost parallel in direction to it. The tail of

the Peacock is oppoſite tolits rays, and the foot

of the Altar to the circle on which thbſe rays -

are placed. .

The antients counted thirteen stars in the '

Southern Crown, but the writers of later time

do not allow ſo many. Ptolemy took this

number, which he gives it, from Hipparchus,

but even Flamstead ſets down no more than

twelve, and not one of theſe is of any conſi

able magnitude. They are principally ſituated

along the line of the rays, but they are all ſo

near to the constellation Sagittary, that it is a

Wonder they were ever formed into one by

themſelves. The Greeks indeed ſeem to have

understood it as a part of that constellation,

Thoſe who deviſed

the figure of Sagittary, though we know not

why, probably made and intended it as a part.

The Greeks, who are never at a loſs for a fa

ble on theſe occaſions, tell us, that this Sa

gittary was one Crotus, a ſon of Eupheme,

one of the nurſes of the muſes, and they ſay,

that the whole figure of Sagittary, which

approaches very much to that of the Centaur

kind, only that the hoofs are cloven, was em

blcmatical, and intended to expreſs the ſeve

- ral
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ral qualities of this ſportſman and poet, whom

the Gods had at length taken from Helicon,

where he lived among the muſes, and placed

among the stars. They ſay the crown at his

feet ſerved to expreſs his contempt of worldly

grandeur.

CORRESPONDING PARALLELS. A

term uſed by astronomers to eXpreſs certain

circles in the concave ſphere of the heavens,

and certain others on the convex ſurface of the

earth, which have this mutUal relation to one

another.

The circles called parallels, in the deſcrip

tion whether of the earth or heavens, are

thoſe which are drawn either way between the

equator and one of the poles, and are at equal

distance, in all their parts, from the pole and

equator. There may be as many of theſe con

ceived as the perſon pleaſes, and they ſerve on

the earth to mark out the diſtances of Iatitudes,

as the meridians do to meaſure the distances of

places in longitude, the one being meaſured

upon the meridian, and the other upon the

equator.

As all the circles ofthe earth havecircles an

ſwering to them in the heavens 3 theſe parallels

have ſuch as anſwer to them there, and theſe

with thoſe distinct parallels, to which they ſo

anſwer upon the ſurface of the earth, are what

astronomers understand bythe term correſpond

ing parallels. v

The circles in the heavens, which anſwer

to certain circles upon the earth, are formed

by ſuppoſing the plane of the circle on the

'globe of the earth to be continued up to the

heavens ; just as the poles of the heavens are

formed by ſuppoſing the poles of the earth, or

the ends of the earth's axis each way extended,

strait to the heavens. Thus as we may con

ceive any number of parallels between the

equator of the earth, and either pole of the

 

earth, ſo we, in the heavens, conceive an

equal number of parallcls between the pole

and the equator, which are ſmallest as nearest

to the pole, and all the way become larger

towards the equator, theſe parallels being

formed, like the other circles of the heavens,

by producing or continuing the planes of the

circles on the earth up to the heavens. Each

of them may be conſidered as ariſing from ſome

parallel on the earth, and then the parallel on

the earth from which it ſo ariſes, and the circle,

or parallel itſelf, in the heavens, are called

correſponding parallels. Thus every parallel

on the earth that we conceive, on which fide

ſoever of the equator, may be conceived to

have a correſponding parallel on the ſame ſide

of the equator of the heavens, this being a

circle in the ſphere of the heavens formed by

continuing thither the plane of the parallel

upon the earth: and, on the ſame principle,

if the parallel in the heavens be first formed,

we may conceive a correſpondent parallel to be

formed for it on the earth, by continuing, or

bringing down, the plane of the celestial circle

to the ſurface of the globe, where it will fall

upon it. '

The correſponding parallels, therefore, are

thoſe which in the heavens are at the ſame

number of degrees, minutes, and ſeconds, diſ

tance from the celestial equator, that the pa

rallels, correſponding to them upon earth, are

from the equator of the earth, be it on the

north or ſouth ſide in the heavens, and on the

earth, that they are drawn. Some astronomers,

fond of multiplying terms without occaſion, .

have called thoſe parallels on the heavens,

which have the ſame distance on one ſide of

the equator, and thoſe on the earth which have

the ſame distance on the other ſide of the

equator, oppoſite parallels.

coavus,
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CORVUS, the Ram', or, a: ſhmc call it,

'be Crow. \One of the forty-eight conſtella

tions of the antients, of which'We read in

Ptolemy, and in all the writers who have

followed him. It is a ſign that makes no

great figure in the heavens; it is ſmall, and

contains only a few stars. The figure is better

drawn than in many other ofthe constellations.

We have bears with tails, and ſnakes with

hair upon their heads in the ſkies, though

there are none ſuch upon the earth; but the

raven is a raven, and the figure is a very good

one. It is ſituated upon the back of the Hy

dra, the posture of which creature ſhews, that

it is deſigned as in motion, conſequently the

Raven's ſituation is not a very ſafe one, it

stands accordingly in a tottering manner, and

has its head bent down, and its wing in part

raiſed as ready to balance it.

The constellations, between and among

which Corvus is placed, are the Centaur,

Virgo, and the Cup. I have already men

tioned that it stands upon the back of the Hy

dra; its ſituation is near the tail of that con

stellation. The Centaur is under it, and at

ſome distance behind 5 the hand of Virgo, in

which is the ſpike, or' ear of corn, is over

its wings and tail ; and the Cup, which is alſo

fixed upon the back of the Hydra, is at a ſmall

diſtance before it.

The antients counted ſeven stars in the con

stehation Corvus, and ſo many are readily

viſible in it. Ptolemy has ſet down this num

ber; and the latest obſervations, thoſe of

Flamstead, have added only two to it, they

make it nine. Of theſe there is not one of

the first or ſecond magnitude, but there are

no leſs than three of the third, and theſe, as

there are no others very near, make a conſpi

cuous appearance. One of theſe is in the

right, another in the left wing, and the third

in the foot, and conſequently in the body of

 

the Hydra, for the foot stands upon it. There

is alſo a conſpicuous star in the beak, another

in the neck, and another in the breast. The

last of the ſeven old ones is behind that in the

right wing of the bird.

That the constellation Hydra, with the

Raven and the Cup upon it, were all ongyp

tian origin, appears very probable. The

Greeks, however, who will have all the con

stellations to refer to ſome part of their history

or fable, that they may ſeem the produce of

thoſe of their own country, ſay, that this

ſſRaven was once a beautiful Virgin Coro

nis, the daughter of Phlegeos, and mother

of Eſculapius by Apollo; they ſay," that the

nymph afterwards played the deity falſe, and

had an intriguc with Iſchys the ſon of Elatus.

The ſun ſaw nothing of this, though Homer

ſays, that he ſees every thing ; but the Raven

was perched upon the tree, under whoſe ſhade

it was tranſacted 3 the bird told Apollo of the

violation, and they ſay, till that time it had

been white," but that the god turned him, and

all his generation, black, for the meſſage, and

made him the prophet of ill-news of all kinds

after. Iſchys, they ſay, he transſixed with

his arrows z but in the end, thinking he had

ſome obligation to the Raven, he took it up

into the ſkies.

CORYNETES. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Hercules, or

Engonaſin. It is one of the old Greek names,

and expreſſes only a man with a club.

CORYNEPHEROS. A name by which

ſome have called the constellation Hercules,

or the Engonaſm of the old Greeks. This

alſo is one of its Greek names; and expreſſes

aman with a club. The Greeks, it is evident,

when they had received this constellation

from the Egyptians, did not know what to

make
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make of it, it is evident that they received it in

the figure ofa man kneeling and having a club

in his hand; and they named it from the one

' or from the other of theſe circumstances. From

the latter it obtained this name Corynepheros,

and the other Corynetcs, and from the other

thoſe of Oclanos and Engonaſin. It was long

after, that, in the ſcheme of adapting their fa

bles to the figures in the heavens, they called

this Hercules.

CRAB. One of the northern constellations,

or of thoſe of the northern hemiſphere. It is

alſo one ofthe twelve ſigns of the zodiac, or a

mark ofa diviſion ofthe ecliptic. See CANCER.

CRABRO INDICUS, the Indian Homer.

Aname given by ſome, who will have uncom

mon names for every thing, to the constellation

Apis, the Bee, or, as others call it, the Fly,.

Muſca, one of the new ones of the ſouthern

hemiſphere.

CRANE. One of the new constellations

of the ſouthern hemiſphere. See GRUS.

CRATER, the Cup. One of the forty

eight old constellations mentioned by the Greek

astronomers, and from them by thoſe of all

other nations.

The Cup is butaſmall constellation, and it

is not conſiderable either for the quantity or

magnitude of its starsſi Its figure is regular

enough, and it is decently drawn, we ſee it in

the ſchemes of the heavens as a cup with its

baſe, its rim, and a pair of handles, from

the top of each of which there riſes the body

and head of a ſerpent, as is common in pieces

of carved plate.

The constellations, among which the Cup is

placed, are Corvus, Virgo, Leo, the Sextant,

and Hydra. It is fixed upon the back of the

Hydra at a ſmall distance before the Raven,

 

whoſe head is towards it, and the top oſ its

wings,very nearto one ofthe handles, Virgo and

Leo are over it The left wing of the former,

and the hindcr feet of the latter ſign, come

over its two handles, and the limb of the Sex

tant is at a ſomewhat greater distance before

them; the Raven is behind it.

The old astronomers counted ſeven stars in.

the constellation,Crater. Ptolemy ſets down ſo

many, Tycho Brahe mentions only three, but

Hevelius has brought it higher than the old

number, he makes it ten, and Flamstead raiſes

it to three times that number, and ſomething

over, he makes them, thirty-one ; of theſe

there is not one either of the first or ſecond

magnitude. There is only one ofthe third,

and even this has its title to that rank diſputed,

many allowing it to be only a fourth, This

is in the foot or baſe ofthe cup, toward its edge.

The other stars in this constellation are, for

the most part, of_ the fourth magnitude; and

this in the foot being larger than all theſe, there

is no room, to diſpute its ti_tle,to a higher claſs.

There are ſeven allowed stars of the fourth

magnitude, and theſe take, up the greateſt.

number among thoſe which are eaſily ſeen, the

rest are principally of the ſmallest kinds, and

no one can Wonder, that they were over

looked by the antients. There are three

pretty conſpicuous ones on thebody of the,

Cup, as many in the rim, andone in the Ser

ent that riſes from each handle, one of theſe

is in the head ofthat ornament, andthe other

in the lower part of_its neck. There is alſo a

conſpicuous star in the hollow or mouth of

the Cup, and one very near the foot, in the

body, of Hydra, oppoſite pretty nearly to the

largest of the stars in Crater, which is onthe

other ſide of the foot.

TheGrecl-ts, as will be hereafter obſerved

under the article Hydra, were very much at a

loſs
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loſs to know what part of their history, or of

their fable, to adapt to theſe three contiguous

constellations. One account of the Cup will

be found there, but that is wilder than any

thing that can be conceived ; the more modest

among them give it another origin. They tell

us, that, in Cherfoneſus, in the neighbourhood

of thcte antient Troy, where Proteſilaus had a

monument, there was a city called Phlaguta,

where one,whom they callDemiphon, reigned.

In theſe territories, there was a ſudden and ter

rible destruction of the people by ſickneſs. De

miphon conſulted the oracle of Apollo how he

ſhould obtain relief, and the ſevere decree was,

that one of the noblest families in the place

must annually give a Virgin daughter to be ſa

crificcd to the houſhold-gods. Demiphon, they

tell us, had the order obeyed, and excepted

only his own family, the rest had the chance

every year of eſcaping, and only the chance,

for it was decided by lot. Mathuſius, at

length, declared his unwillingneſs that his

daughter ſhould stand a hazard from which

thoſe of the royal family were excluded; he

was a man of power, and he declined giving

in his daughter's name unleſs thoſe of the king's

daughters ſhould alſo be given. Demiphon,

enraged at the inſult, t00k the only child of

Mathuſius without the chance. Every body was

glad to have eſcaped, and only Mathuſius Was

left to complain. He did it in ſecret, and he

meditated that revenge in ſecret, which he

could not take openly. He pretended to be re

ſigned, he ſaid it was but his fortune, and that

what had happened now might have been done

thc next year by lot. Demiphon and he were

reconciled, and the diſpute forgotten. When

_ all was at peace between them, he pretended

a public ſacrifice, and invited the unſuſpecting

monarch and his family. Demiphon had

publick buſineſs, but he ſent his daughters

early, himſelf followed. Mathuſius kined

VOL. I.

 

them all, and, by way of welCOme, when the

father came, gave him a cup in which their

blood was mixed with wine. When the mur- -

der was diſcovered, Mathuſius and the horrible

cup were thrown together into the ſea, and

the ſea was called by his name, and the port by

that of the veſſel, Mare Mathuſium and Crater.

The god, who had been the original occaſion

of the ſacrifice, they ſay, placed the Cup

afterwards in 'the heavens as a ſign of

cruelty.

The reformers (as they call themſelves) of

the ſphere, being determined to make every

one of the constellations allude to ſome ſcrip

ture story, have pitched upon two or three'

for this. Schickard calls it the Cup of Joſeph,

and Hartſdorf the Cup of Saul 5 but Schiller,

who is at the head of this folly, makes it the

ark of the covenant; to this purpoſe he take

into it the stars of Corvus. '

CRESCENT. The figure of what we call

the new moon, an edge of light, of greater or

leſſer breadth, ſurrounding part of the circum

ference of a globe of opake matter. It is not

only the moon that we ſee put on this form,

the two inferior planets, Venus and Mercurv,

alſo aſſume it, and in the former, it is a most

pleaſing ſpectacle through the teleſcope.

Theſe planets, like the others, and like to

our moon, receive their light wholly from ,

the ſun, and conſequently one complete hemi

ſphere of them is always enlightened. The

half of their ſurface, which is toward the ſun,

is light, and the other half dark -, but as theſe

two planets are not beyond the earth, but be- A

tween us and the ſun, we do not ſee the whole

enlightened hemiſphere, but only a larger or

a leſſer part of it: they encrcuſe ſrom an ab

ſolute state of darkneſs to all the degrees of il

lumination, which we ſee in the moon, and

by degrees decreaſe again. When Venus rip

' peai's
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pears with all that ſurprifing lu'stre, and When l

ſhe appears largest in the heavens, ſhe is no

more than a creſcent. When ſhe appears

ſmaller, ſhe is fuller of light, but then ſhe is

more remote from the earth.

No planet ſhews more of this change than

Mars, although he being above the earth, and

not between that and the. ſun, never becomes

the creſcent or half moon, but only changes

in the different parts of his orbit from oval,

or, in part impaired, to round; yet, at ſome

times, that is when most distant from the earth,

he appears faint and little, and is as little ob

ſervable as any star in the heavens; and, at

other times, when nearer to the earth, he ap

' pears ſo much larger and brighter, and with

a light ſo much purer, that he may be taken

for another star.

Additionally to theſe changes, 'Venus has

her altered figure from the thin creſcent to the

fully illuminated globe. Mercury has the

ſame, but we have few opportunities of ſeeing

him, and of thoſe few only a part, nay, and

that but a ſmall part, are favourable. Venus,

on the other hand, is very perfectly to be ſeen,

but not most ſo when ſhe appears bright. The

utmost distance at which Venus is ever ſeen

from the ſun, is forty-ſeven degrees and an

half, that is about the distance of the moon on

the fourth day after her conjunction. Some

times ſhe only gets to forty-five degrees and

an half. _

\Vhen this planet paſſes out of the ſun's

rays on the east, ſhe appears above the horizon

after ſun-ſet, and, by the teleſcope, we diſ

cover her to be ſmall and nearly round, that

is, ſhe is beyond the ſun, and we ſee her

whole enlightenedhemiſphere, or nearly ſo, but

ſhe is very distant from us. As ſhe gets more

and more distant from the ſun, ſhe increaſes

in brightneſs and apparent magnitude; one

would ſuppoſe ſhe had been in the first state,

 

or creſcent, and was all this time filling with

light, but it is otherwiſe, ſhe is all this time

in the decreaſe, and the teleſeope preſents her

as the moon in that period, abating more and

more from her roundneſs. When ſhe is in

her greatest digreſiion, 'we ſee her like the

moon at her first quarter, for ſhe preſents to

the earth at that time only half her enlightened

hemiſphere; from this time approaching, in

appearance, towards the ſun, ſhe becomes

concave, and forms a creſcent ſmaller and

ſmaller in its breadth," till ſhe is immerſed

again in his rays, and we have her Whole dark

hemiſphere towards Us.

Ithen this planet comes out of the ſun's

rays on the west, we ſee her in a morning be

fore ſun-riſe, and ſhe is then a beautiful creſ

cent, continuing ſo till the time of her greatest

digreffion, when ſhe again appears cut in half,

and from this time ſhe becomes fuller of light,

but decreaſes in apparent magnitude till ſhe is

again hidden in the ſun's rays. When this

planet is neareſt to the earth, ſhe makes the

most beautiful appearance to the teleſcope,

her ſurface appearing ſpotted like the moon's,

and her figure a beautiful creſcent ; but to ſee

her most distinctly, ſhe must be viewcd when

at a moderate distance, for at thoſe other times

ſhe is ſo little elevated above the horizon, that

the vapours of the earth ſpoil the accuracy of

the view.

CRIUS. A name by which ſome call

the constellation Aries, the Ram. Kpio; is its

Greek name.

CRONOS. A name given by ſome of the

old astronomical writers to Saturn.

CROSS, or Cnoss OF anrs'r. A name

by which ſome have called one ofthe northern

constellations. It is the Swan they have dig
ſſ nified
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niſied with this name, altering the figure, and

diſpoſing the stars accordingly. Schickard

makes it the croſs only 5 but Schiller adds to

it the figure of St. Helena, the ſinder of the

croſs, and calls it the croſs and St. Helena.

See CYGNUS.

CROSS, or CHRIsT's *Caoss. Accord

ing to Schiller, alſo one of the constellations

of the ſouthern hemiſphere z it anſwers to the

ſouthern triangle, being formed of the stars,

which, according to other astronomers, form

that constellation. Schiller was the inventor

of this idle emendation. After he had raiſed

up the apostles, ſaints, and martyrsto the

ſides, it would have been very hard to have

retained no marks of the Saviour of the world

there. He accordineg turned the' triangle in

to a croſs, as the others of the ſame perſua

ſion had made the northern constellation of

the ſame name an emblem of the Bleſſed

Trinity.

CROTUS. A name by which ſome of

the old astronomers have called the constella

tion Sagittary. The Greeks were divided in

their opinions what to make of this figure, it

could not be a Centaur, though very like one,

becauſe they never deſcribe the Centaurs with

bows and arrows. They ſolved the difficulty

' by drawing up the story of this Crotus; they

ſay he was a companion of the muſes, and a

notable huptſi'nan, and that Jupiter placed him

at their request among the stars.

CROW. One ofthe old forty-eight constel- *

lations, of which we read in Ptolemy, and in

all the writers who have followed him z it is

more properly called the Raven. See Convus.

CROWN or THORNS. A name which

Schiller has given. to the Corona-Borealis,

 

one of the constellations of the northern he

miſphere. He will have every constellation

repreſent ſome part of the ſcripture-history ;

and this he makes the Crown of Thorns worn

by our Saviour.

CROWN SOUTHERN. One of the

constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere, di

stinguiſhed by that epithet from one of the

ſame name 'in the northen; this is placed at

the feet of Sagittary. For an account ofi the

star: 'which it contains, ſhe CORONÞTJAU

STRALIS.

CUBE. A name of one of the regularly

figured ſolids. A die is a cube. The term

expreſſes a ſolid, terminated by ſix ſides,

every one of which is an exact ſquare. A

cube may be thus formed. Suppoſe a ſquare

to be carried parallel to itſelf, the length of

one of its ſides, it will thus have deſcribed a

cube. The ſide of the ſquare by this motion,

of which the cube is generated, is called the

root of the cube, and this exactly anſwers to

the ſingle power, the ſquare and the cube

root in arithemtical calculations and in num

bers. The quantity of a cube is denominated

by the ſide of one of its ſquares. If every ſide
of a cube is of aſſfoot ſquare, the whole is

called a cubic foot, and the meaſure of any

cube is expreſſed by ſaying how many cubic

inches, or the like, it may be divided into.

Now in order to diſcover how many cubic

inches, or the like, there may be in a cube of

a givedmeaſure, the method is to find how

many inches ſquare there are in one of the

ſides, and when this is found, that number

being multiplied by the ſquare root, the.

productis the number of inches in the cube:

a ſquare number multiplied by its ſquare root

produces what is called a cube in numbers.

This term is uſed to 'expreſs it, becauſe if we

X 2 repre
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repreſent every unite in the number by a little

cube, the whole produce will be a larger cube,

compoſed of all the little ones. We meaſure

all ſurſaces by ſquares, and in the ſame man

ner we meaſure all ſolids by cubes : the cube

being to the ſolid, what the ſquare is to the

ſurſace. The dimenſions oſ theſe are expreſ

ſed by ſaying how many cubic feet, inches, &e.

they contain. Thus we ſay, how many cu

bic feet of earth there are in an -hill, or the

like.

m'

CUBITUS NILI. A name given by ſome

to the stars which form the ſign Leo in the

zodiac. It is a tranflation of the Coptic name

Pimentekeon.

'CUL A name by which the planetJupitcr

is called among the eastem astronomers. The

proper ſignification of the word is a year, but

why it is made a name for this planet is not

eaſy to ſay. '

CUP. One of the antient forty-eight con

stellations continued down through all times.

It is ſituated upon the back of the constellation

Hydra, and contains only a few, and thoſe not

very conſiderable stars. Some pretend that

this constellation was placed in the heavens in

commemoration oſ the cup of Icarius, in

which he first taught men the uſe of wine.

Others ſay, it was the famous cup in which

Mathuſius gave Demiphon the' blood of his

daughters ;_ this last is the more general story,

but the Greeks were not the inventor-s oſ the

Aconstellations, nor knew with what deſign they

were invented. For 'be/lar: comprized in this

constellation, fie the article CRATER.

CUPID AND VENUS. Aname bywhich

ſome oſ the old astronomers have called the

constellation Piſccs. They have ſuppoſed Venus

 

and her ſon, in terror of the giant Typhon, to

have thrown themſelves into the Euphrates,

and there to have taken up this ſhape till the

danger was over.

CURRUS. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Delphinus, the Dol

phin. It is an old name, and was received

among the Latin writers; we find Cicero

uſing it.

CURVILINEAR ANGLE. Expreſſes

an angle formed by the opening oſ two curves,

or curve lines, which touch one another in a

point. See tbisfartber explained under the term

ANGLIE.

CUSPIS. A name by which ſome oſthe old

writers have expreſſed the large star that is at

the point of the arrow in the constellation Sa

gittary. It is borrowed from the Arabians.

It was a custom with them to name the con

ſpicuous stars in every constellation, beſide

giving the general name to the aſſemblage.

They call this star Zugi AJ Nuſhaba, which

ſignifies the point of an arrow. The whole

constellation they call Al Kaus.

CYCLE aft/ac ſſſoan. A cycle of nineteen

years, calculated by the Greek Meto, and

from his name more uſually called the Meto

nic cycle.

CYGNUS, the Swan. A constellation of

the northern hemiſphere, mentioned by all

who have written on astronomy, but by ſome

of them called only Avis the Bird, and by

others Gallina the Hen. It is one oſ the an

tient forty-eight constellations, and ſeems to

have been brought from Egypt into Greece by

Thales, or ſome others notlong after his time,

though the Greeks have attempted in this, as

4 m
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in reſpect to the others, to adapt their own

history and fables to them, that they might ap

pear of the origin of that country.

The Swan is a moderately large constella

tion, and is pretty thick ſet with stars, though

there are ſo many unformed ones about it, par

ticularly toward the lower part of the neck,

X that we, who cannot determine with what in

tent'the Egyptians, if it be their invention,

gave this figure, are ready to wiſh that ſome

other had been taken which might have com

prized thoſe alſo.

The figure is that of a ſwan flying, the tail

ſpread in ſome degree, the wings extended,

and the feet drawn up under the body: the

neck is not protended forward in a strait line,

but has two or three undulations.

It is ſituated between Hercules and Pegaſus,

in a ſpace which it very happily fills. The

other constellations about it are the Lyre, the

Fox and Gooſe, the Lizard, Cepheus, and

Draco. Hercules's left hand is protended to

ward it, but the Lyre is between: the head of

the Fox with the Gooſe in his mouth, are very

near that of the Swan. The fore feet of Pe

gaſus come near the tip of the left wing, for

the Swan is repreſented with the belly towards

us, the Lizard is beyond 'the legs of the Horſe

toward the tail of Cygnus. The head of

Cepheus alſo is near the tail, as is alſo the

upper convolution of the body of the Dra

gon. The figure of the Swan is_ better

drawn than thoſe of many of the con

stellations. The Lizard, which is near its

tail, is figured a great deal more like a grey

hound.

The old catalogues ofthe fixed stars allowed

nineteen to the constellation Cygnus. Hip

parchus ſet down ſo many in his catalogue,

and Ptolemy has followed him. Tycho re

duced the number to eighteen, but Hevelius

raiſed it to no leſs than forty-ſeven, and the

 

accurate Flamstead makes them no'fewer than

eighry-three. Among theſe there are none of

the first, nor even the ſecond magnitude, ſome

few are of the third, but the greatest part of

them are of the ſmallest ſizes. "I'hey are diſ

poſed very irregularly over the figure, there is

one in the bill very bright and conſpicuous,

there are a few in the head, and though a

great many lie unformed aboutthe neck, there

are but few within the out-line of that part of

the figure, two of the largest in the constella

tion are on the body, one toward the breast, and

the other nearer the tail, the rest are ſcattered

over the wings and tail, more plentifully than

on the body, and there is a conſpicuous star

on each foot, beſide ſeveral on the legs, one

of which, towards the knee of the rightleg, is

a very bright one.

The Greeks probably received this figure

of a Swan among the other forms ofconstella

tions from their Egyptian instructors, but will

ing to make it paſs for their own, they adapted

ſomething from their own history to it, that

it might ſeem deviſed among them, and not

put ſucceeding ages in mind to look farther

than among themſelves for the origin of the

arts. They tell us, that this was the Swan

in the form of which Jupiter debauched Leda,

and became the father of Helen. They ſay,

that when the borrowed form of the bi-rd

had done its purpoſe, the grateful deity, who

had animated it for the time, carried it u-p into

heaven, and here fixed it for ever among the

stars. -

This is the general ſtory of the Swan, the

parent of Helen z but the oldest writers among

theſe people tell it otherwiſe. They ſay, that

it was Nemeſis, with whom Jupiter was in

love, and that having attempted her chastity in

vain, 'he at length thought of this ſtratagem ;

he transformed himſelf into a ſwan, and he

commanded Venus, who was always his good

friend
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friend on theſe occaſions, tov purſue him thro'

the ſkies in the form of an Eagle. Nemeſis

ſaw the chace, and the poor Swan threw it

ſelf to earth, and flew into her boſom for pro

tection. The nymph received, and fondled

the bird, ſhe kept him in her arms till ſhe

dropped into a ſleep, and Jupiter, who being

adeity oſ intrigue, took all advantages, raviſhed

her in this condition. This done, he took his

flight; and to commemorate the adventure,

when he and Venus had aſſumed their own

forms again, he placed both the Swan and

the Eagle in the starry heavens. This makes

ſome difficulty about the mother of Leda; for

all agree, that ſhe was hatched out of the egg,

which was the conſequence of the embrace 3

but this may be reconciled. Some have gone

a very round-about way toward it, and ſup

poſed, that Mercury, when Nemeſis had laid

the egg, carried it to Sparta, and dropped it

into the boſom of Leda, and that Helen was

afterwards produced out of it; but others find

out that Nemeſis and Leda were the ſame per

ſon.

Schickard, Schiller, and their followers, that

they may make this, as well as the other con

:stcllations, preſerve ſome part of the ſcripture

history, call this the Croſs, or the Croſs of

Christ, and St. Helena the hinder part of it.

But theſe have few followers. It is obvious

to all men what confuſion must attend altering

the figures of the constellations.

CYLINDER. One of the regular ſolids.

It is an oblong figure rounded in the circum

ference, and GVery where of eqdal diameter.

An even tubeof glaſs, or other material, is a

cylinder. If a strait line, which is either per

pendicular, or-inclined to the plane of a circle,

 
be carried round the circle, all the while con

tinuing parallel to itſelf in its first ſituation,

and touching, with one end, the Circumfe

rence of the circle. This line, thus moved,

will deſcribe a cylindrical ſurface; the origi

X nal circle is the baſe of the cylinder, and the

oppoſite end of the line will, in its motion,

deſcribe another circle exactly parallel to this,

and equal to it in diameter. When the figure

is formed, this alſo may be called a baſe of it,

as well as the other: and the ſolid, contained

between the cylindrical ſurface and the planes

of theſe two circles, is a cylinder. A straitline,

drawn from the centre of one of theſe baſcs to

the centre of the other, is the axis of the cylin

der, and the deſcribing line, in any part, is

called a ſide of the cylinder. So alſo is called any

strait line that is carried from any part of the

Circumference of one of the circles directly to

the other. A cylinder is expreſſed by the term

right, if the axis be perpendicular to the baſe :

but if it be inclined to the baſe, it is then an

oblique, or a ſcalenous cylinder. Ifa plane,

to which the axis of the cylinder is perpendi

cular, cut through every ſide of the cylinder,

the fection is a circle, and if the axis be in

clined to the plane that cuts through. them,

the fection is an ellipſis. The leſs the angle

in this caſe, the more oblong becomes the el

lipfis. It is thus alſo in conic ſections.

CYNOSURA. A name given by many

of the old writers to the constellation which is

otherwiſe called Urſa Minor, or the Leſſer

Bear. The Greeks pretended that a'nymph

of this name, who had been one of the nurſes

of the infant Jupiter, was carried up into the

ſides.

D.
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ZEMON. A name by which ſome, who

love obſcure words, call the constella

tion Sagitta, the Arrow. They have this from

Kircher, he ſays the Hebrews call it ſo.

DAGON. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Cetus the Whale, from

a ſuppoſition that it was placed in the heavens

in commemoration of the idol of that name.

It is certain that the Whale, as it is called,

has nothing of the figure of a whale about it.

It has the head ofa quadrupede, and the paws

Of one. Dagon was a Syrian idol, and had an

human head and hands with a fiſh's tail, and

the Jews called him Odir Dag, the Great

Fiſh.

DAGAIM. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of uncommon words, call the constel

lation the Dolphin. It is the Hebrew name

of that ſign, and ſignifies only a ſea fiſh.

DAI USAR. A name by which ſome,

Who are ſond of uncommon terms, have called

the ſun. It is one of the Arabic names of that

luminary. It expreſſes ſeer of all things.

DART. A name of one of the constella

tions of the northern hemiſphere, commonly

called the Arrow, and by the Latins Sagitta.

It is ſuppoſed to be that with which Hercules

ſhot the Vulture which preyed upon Prome

 

theus's liver. See an account aſ it: comptffitiarz

under the article SAGITTA.

DAL AL CURSA. A name by which

ſome, who are ſond of hard words, call the

constellation Caſſiopeia. It is the Arabic name,

and it ſignifies inthroned, or ſeated on a

throne, and is only a tranſlation of the old

Greek name.

DANAB ALKETUS. A name by which

ſome, who love hard words, have called the

bright star in the tail of the constellation Cetus.

It- is an Arabic term, and ſignifies, in that lan

guage, the tail of the Whale. They ſrer

quently thus named ſingle stars.

DAVID. According to certain writers,

and their ſystems, a name of one of the con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere. It

means the ſame with Perſeus. Schiller, Schic

kard, Hartſdorf, and ſome others, took it in

to their heads to reform the ſphere, and thisx

they were to do by throwing out all the allu

ſions that were ſound in it to Pagan ſupersti

tion, or but to Pagan history or fable. The

two last only attempted this by adapting new

names, or giving new stories of the figures as

they found them, and they were therefore

much more pardonable than the other, ſor he

would be contented with nothing leſs than:

altering the figures, which would have been

an occaſion of endleſs confuſion. Thus Schicſi

kard
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kard leſt the Lion in the zodiac, and only

instead oſ the Nemxan ſavage of the Greeks,

deſired it might be called the Lion oſ the tribe

of Judah; but Schiller took the figure quite

out of the zodiac, and put up that vof

St. Thomas in its place. It is to theſe wri

ters that we owe all theſe new names, but

they do not agree in them. Schiller calls

this old constellation of Perſeus St. Paul ; but

Schickard, that he may have ſomething appli

Mble to the Gorgon's head in the hands of

Perſeus, makes it David, with that of Goliah.

According to theſe cnthuſiastic reſormcrs oſ

the ſphere, David is the name oſanother of the

constellations. Schiller, reſolved that every part

oſ the heavens ſhall preſerve, or ſhall refer to

ſome ſcripture-story, has formed the stars of the

Canis Major, or Great Dog, into this constel

lation. Schickard is much more moderate,

he preſerves the Dog, and only deſires that, in

order to keep up a good understandng with

the bible, it may be called Tobit's Dog.

DAVID's CROWN. A name given by

Hartſdorf to the Corona Australis, or constel

lation called the Crown in the ſouthern hemi

ſphere. Schiller makes it Solomon's Crown.

'DAVID's HARP. A name given by

Schickard, and ſome other enthuſiastic writers,

to the constellation Lyra. There are a ſet of

theſe who will make every constellation allude

to ſome ſcripttire-story. This is very pardon

able, while they do not alter the figure, but

only give it a new name, as Schickard has done

with reſpect to this : but Schiller has gone too

far, he alters the form as well as the name,

and, in place oſ the Harp, puts the Manger

in which our Saviour was laid 3 arranging the

stars under a new form. This makes conſu

lion.

DAULO. A name by Which ſome, who

 

are fond of hard words, call the constellation

Aquarius. It is the Syrian name of the ſign.

The Hebrews called it Deli

DAYS. There are ſeveral different ways

to count the days of the year, and they have

been variouſly employed. Some have taken,

for the beginning of the civil day, the moment

of the ſun riſing. This was a very early cuſ

torn; the Chaldaean astronomers of old time

began it. Others have taken, for the begin

ning of the day, the moment of the ſun's ſet

ting, and the Italians, and many other nations,

do it at this time in all their civil computa

tions. Others have meaſured the extent oſ the

day by the time which the ſun takes to return

to the meridian, and this is the custom at this

time received in most parts of the learned

world 3 but with this diſtinction in the various

computations, that, in all civil conſiderations,

the day is ſuppoſed to begin at midnight;

and, in astronomical calculations, it is ſup

poſed to begin at noon. They begin at the

moment when the ſun paſſes through the me

ridian, and count the four and twenty hours

into the term, ſo that their day ends exactly at

noon the day afterwards.

No'withstanding that all theſe ſeveral man

ners of counting the days, agree together in

this, that they all meaſure the day by the re

turn oſ the ſun to one of the great circles oſ

the ſphere, the horizon, or the meridian of

the place where the computation is made,

there is a great difference between them ; for

the duration oſ the day is not the ſame ac

cording to theſe ſeveral manners of counting or

meaſuring it. The day is moreunequal a great

deal when it is counted from the riſing or the

ſetting oſ the ſun, than when it is counted by

its paſſage over the meridian.

It is true indeed, that, under the equator,

the days, which terminate at the horizon, are

the most ſimple, and the most equal that it is

poſſible
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poflible to be, one with another, becauſe the

people, who inhabit there, have the two poles

of the earth on their horizon, which, con

curring with a circle of declination, cuts or

interſects perpendicularly the equinoctial, and

the parallels which the ſun deſcribes by his di

urnal revolution: but out of the region which

is under the equator, the horizon cuts theſe

parallels obliquely 5 whence its follows, that

the days become more and more unequal with

regard to one another, the more we are re

moved from the equator and the polar circles z

beyond which the ſun appears whole days

without ever ſetting at all, and is, for other

days, hid beneath the horizon without

ever riſing. It is eaſy to ſee therefore that the

method of counting the day by the riſing and

ſetting of the ſun, is not the most univerſal or

the best, ſeeing that there are places where it

is quite impracticable.

It is with great reaſon therefore that the

astronomers have taken care to determine their

obſervations by days, which are meaſured by

the return of the ſun to the meridian, for this

cuts perpendicularly the equator, in the (ſame

manner as the parallels which the ſun deſcribes

in his diurnal revolution; and which are, in

conſequence, equal to thoſe which terminate

at the horizon under the equator.

Notwithstanding that theſe days, meaſured

by the revolution of the ſun with reſpect to the

meridian, and which are thoſe uſed by astro

nomers, are like thoſe meaſured by the return

to the horizon under the equator, as ſimple and

as equal to one another as can be choſen ; and

notwithstanding that every day of the year be.

of the ſame extent, according to this meaſure,

on all parts of the earth, we still are ſenſible

of two other kinds of inequalities in them, the

one of which depends upon the annual motion

of the ſun in the ecliptic, and which is in dif

ferent degrees of ſwiftneſs, or ſlowneſs, as the

Yon. I.

 

ſun approaches, or is distant from his apogee

and perigee; and the other is cauſed by the

obliquity of the ecliptic with regard to the

equinoctial 3 whence it follows, that equal parts

of the ecliptic, paſſed over by the proper mo

tion of the ſun, do anſwer not to equal, but

to unequal parts of the equinoctial. To con

ceive the difference which there is between

the true day and the mean day, we are to

conſider that the true day is meaſured by the

return of the ſun to the ſame meridian, which

is compoſed of the whole revolution of the

equinoctial, which is three hundred and ſixty

degrees more thanthe arc of the equator, which

anſwers to the daily motion of the ſun in the

ecliptic. With regard to the mean day, which

ought to be of equal duration throughout the

whole courſe of the year, it is meaſured by the

revolution of the equinoctial, which is three

hundred and ſixty degrees joined to the mean

daily motion of the ſun, which is fifty-nine

minutes and eight ſeconds.

Now as the revolution of the equinoctial is

a common part of the true day and of the

mean day, the difference between the extent

or duration of theſe two days conſists entirely

in that which there is between the mean daily

movement of ſſthe ſun, which is fifty-nine mi

nutes and eight ſeconds, and its true daily

movement in right aſcention: as this is the

caſe, we may determine immediately, and

without any hypotheſis, the difference between

the true day and the mean day, at any time

of the year, in this manner.

Having obſerved, on any day of the year,

or particularly on any day near to one of the

equinoxes, the true place of the ſun, by means

of taking its meridian height, or by any of the

methods ſet down for that purpoſe under the

article Sun, we may determine its true place

for theſame day of the year following ; and we

ſhall have its mean motion, which anſwers to

Y i the
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the interval between theſe obſervations. This

being divided by three hundred and ſixty-five,

when it is a common year, will give the ſun's

mean daily motion, which will be found to

be fifty-nine minutes, eight ſeconds, and fif

teen thirds.

As in every mean day the ſun runs through

the whole equinoctial, or one of its parallels,

which is three hundred and ſixty-five degrees

more than its daily meanmotion,whichwehave

. already found to be fifty-nine minutes, eight ſe

conds, and fifteen thirds, we ſhall find that,

as three hundred and ſixty degrees more, fifty

nine minutes, eight ſeconds, and fifteen thirds,

is to three hundred and ſixty degrees, ſo is

twenty-four hours to the whole time of the

equinoctial taken by the ſun to return to the

meridian, which we find to be twenty-three

hours, fifty-ſix minutes, four ſeconds, and

four thirds. This meaſures very nearly the

time which the fixed stars take to return to

the meridian.

The daily revolution of the fixed stars being

thus known, we are to obſerve, in the courſe

of the year, the hour of the paſſage of the ſun,

and of ſome one of the fixed stars through the

meridian ; if the pendulum is regulated ac

cording to the mean movement, that is, if it

advance exactly three minutes and fifty-ſix ſe

conds a day, the difference between the time

of the daily revolution of the ſun, and that of

the star, will meaſure, for that day, the equa

tion of time.

If the pendulum do not advance preciſely

that quantity, we ſhall find the difference from

three minutes fifty-ſix ſeconds, and we are

to add this to the first difference : if the pen

dulum advance more than three minutes fifty

ſix ſeconds, this is to be retrenched, and we

ſhall, in the ſame manner, have the equation

oſ time for the given day.
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DECLINATION, Circle: of. Any great

circle of the ſphere, which is carried through

the two poles of the earth, and through a star,

is called by this name, becauſe it is on theſe

circles that astronomers count the distance of

that star from the equator. This is called its

declination, and is the complement of its di

stance from the pole. See Cmcuzs qf the

Sp/yere.

DECLINATION of a Star. A term uſed

by astronomers to expreſs the place of a star

in the ſphere of the heavens, meaſured in di

stance from the equator. This circle is the

standard or place from which the meaſure of

declination is taken, and the ſecondary circles

to the equator, which are thence called circles

of declination, are the means of meaſuring.

The equator, which is this standard ofmea

ſure, is a circle drawn quite round the con

cave ſphere of the heavens at equalv distance

from the two poles. The ſecondary circles

to the equator, or, as they are uſually called,

the circles of declination, are a number of

circles, as many as the obſerver pleaſes, drawn

through the ſeveral parts of the heavens, but

all ſo drawn that they cut the equator at right

angles, and paſs through both the poles of the

heavens.

When the declination of any star is to be

deſcribed, the obſerver immediately conceives

one of theſe circles of declination, drawn

through the point of the heavens in which

that star is, and thus cutting the equator at

right angles, and paſſing through both the

poles; the declination of the star is then

ſoon known 3 for as every circle is compoſed

of three hundred and ſixty equal degrees, the

arc of this circle of declination, intercepted

between the point of the heaVens, occupied by

the star, and the equator, being meaſured, gives

the declination of the star. As the star may be

on
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on the north, or on the ſouth ſide ofthe equa

tor, the place of it is generally determined by

adding the term north or ſouth to the meaſure

of its declination. As theſe circles of decli

nation are conceived at pleaſure, they are as

eaſily carried through one part of the heavens

as another, and conſequently the ſituations of

all stars are eaſily deſcribed by them.

DEGREE. Astronomers, to affist them

ſelves in their meaſures and calculations, ima

gine every circle to be divided into three hun

dred and ſixty degrees. This being under

, stood of a circle generally conſidered, a de

gree being the three hundred and ſixtieth part

of a circle, is a fixed thing, and ſerves as a

meaſure for the distances of the heavenly bo

dies: fmce, be the circle of what extent it

will, a. degree being a regular portion of that

circle, bears a certain and a known propor

tion to its whole Circumference. See CIRCLE.

DELPHINUS, the Dolphin. One of the

constellations of thenorthernhemiſphere, men

tioned by all the astronomical writers, and

containing ſeveral conſiderable stars. It is

one of the forty-eight old constellations men

tioned by the Greek astronomers, and pro

bably brought by them in the time of Thales,

or about that period, from among the Egyp

tians.

It is of no great extent, but in proportion

to the ſpace it occupies in the heavens, it

compriſes a large number of stars, as well

asſome of conſiderable ſize. It is well that

we have the name of Dolphin affixed to this

constellation by all the writers who have men

tioned it ; for by the figure that is given of it,

(and by the stars alluded to at all times as com

priſed in it, that ſeems to haVe been the ori

ginal figure) it would not be eaſy to ſay,

what fiſh we ſhould call it. The astronomi

cal deſigners have been, in general, too much

 

like the herald-painters of the preſent time,

and the animals in the heavens are no more
like any on the earth, than thoſe which we ſee ſi

in coats of arms. Their ſnakes have all got

hair upon their heads, their bears have both

long tails, and this Dolphin is twisted almost

into a figure of eight. The Dolphin, how

ever, has been at all times unfortunate in this

reſpect. It is one of the straitest fiſh in the

ſea, and the least likely to twist, and bend it

ſelf about; but our very ſign-painters have

made it as curve as a rainbow. This Dolphin

of the ſkies is in form a flat thick fiſh, with a

monstrous head, a turned-up noſe, in the man

ner of a hog ; it has twolarge fins at the gills,

and an horizontal tail ; it has alſo a long fin

down the back. The writers on natural hi

story have diſputed about two fiſh under this

name, one of the porpus, or whale-kind, and

another ſmall one, acoryphazna. The astro

nomers ſeem to have compoſed their fiſh out

of both; the fin on the back belongs to the

coryphaana, the tranſverſe tail to the whale,

and the noſe to common report. Howſoever

this be, the head is bent a little downward,

and the tail is turned up, the lower part of

the body being formed into a circular bend

ing.

The constellations in the neighbourhood of

the Dolphin, are Pegaſus, the Fox and Gooſe,

the Arrow, and the Eagle, and at ſome di

stance below is Aquarius. The Dolphin oc

cupies a ſpace between the Horſe, the Eagle,

and the Fox ; but the constellation might

have been made larger, and there are ſeveral

unformed stars that might have been taken

into it. The horſe's head comes very near

the lower part of the Dolphin's body, the Fox

is over his head, and the Eagle is on the other

ſide of him. Below, but at adistance, are

Aquarius and Capricorn.

The antients allowed ten stars to the con

stellation of the Dolphin, Ptolemy ſets down

_Y 2 _ ſo
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ſo many, and we know he was the faithful

follower of Hipparchus, who made the first ca

talogue of them 5 Tycho preſerved the ſame

account; but Hevelius raiſed the number to

fourteen; and Flamstead has added leſs to his

account in this than in most of the other con

stellations; with him they are only eighteen.

Of theſe there is not one star of the first, nor

any allowed to be of the ſecond magnitude,

but there are ſeveral of the third, and they

make a very bright figure; one of theſe to

ward the upper part of the head is particu

' larly lucid, and perhaps deſerves, though it

has not been allowed it, the honour of being

referred to the ſecond magnitude. The stars

of this constellation are in general about the

upper part, on the head there are two conſi

derable ones, and two more on the fin of the

gills 5 there are four or five about the upper

part of the body, and the rest in general are

dituatcd on or about the tail, and in particu

lar one bright one of the third magnitude is

placed toward its verge, and near the middle.

Notwithstanding that it appears most pro

. bable, the Greeks received the figure of this

constellation from the Egyptians, they have,

according to their custom, applied a part of

their own fabulous history to it, as if to con

vince mankind that it was themſelves who had

deviſed it. They tell us, that when Neptune

was in a humour to marry Amphitrite, the lady

was not quite complying; ſhe fled, they ſay,

and while many were in ſearch of her, one

whoſe name was Delphis, found her, and

uſed a great deal of eloquence in his plea to

her to marry the deity; he prevailed, they ſay,

and the god; in return at his death, took him

into the ſea, where he gave him a new life in

the form of a fiſh, one of the most beautiful

of the deep; and afterwards, with the conſent

of Jupiter, raiſed the fiſh, which had continued

to be called by the name of the mortal inter

 

ceſſor, into the heavens. This, however, is

a round-about story; there is ſomething in it

out of the common courſe of transformations,

and there were thoſe among the fabulists who

Were diſihtisſied enough with it to ſetk a new

origin for the conſtellation.

They ſay, that Bacchus, when the ſailors,

in whoſe veſſel he was, were about to run

away with him, cauſed his followers. to play

ſome peculiar muſic, in conſequence of which

the mariners danced and leaped about the

deck, till at length they one by one jumped

over-board ; and as ſoon as they reached

the ſea, were transformed into Dolphins. ſi

They add, that Bacchus, to perpetuate the

memory of the event, placed one of the fiſhes

in the lkies. Others make this celestial fiſh

the very Dolphin that received 'Orion on its

back, and carried him to Taenarus ; and, they

ſay, that,for this ſervice, Apollo, who loved the

muſician, placed it in the heavens. One of the

stories has, doubtleſs, as much to do with the

origin of the constellation as the other, and

the Dolphin in the fkies has about as much

to do with the Dolphin in the ſeas.

DELTOTON, A name by which ſome

astronomers have called the constellation

more uſually 'known by the name of the Tri

angle. The constellation was formed by

the Egyptians, and repreſented the figure of

theircountry, Egypt being ofa triangular form.

The word Deltoti, in the Egyptian language,

ſignifies a rich or fertile country.

DENTALIUM. A constellation offered

to the astrOnomical world, and compoſed of

certain unformed stars- near the ſhoulder of

Aquarius.

_ The creature, under whoſe out-hues theſe

stars are compriſed, is a ſhell-fiſh, an inhabi

tant of the ſhallow ſeas, and is frequent in the

collections of the curious. It has its name

from
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from the reſemblance which it bears to the tuſk

of ſome animal, and is deſcribed by all who

have written on natural hiſtory.

It is a finall constellation, but, for its ex

ſent, it contains a conſiderable number of

stars. The constellations, between which it is

placed, are Aquarius, the Dolphin, Antinous,

and Capricorn. Its open part, or mouth, is

towards Antinous, andits extremity, or point,

towards Aquarius. This point comes very

near the ſhoulders of that figure, and the lower

part of the_bend of the ſhell is alſo near the

hand, and a part of the robe. The tail, or

'lower part of the Dolphin, is over the open

part of this constellation, but at ſome distance 3

one of the hands of Antinous is very near

to the fame open part, and the head of

the ſign Capricorn is under it at adistance,

about equal to that at which the Dolphin is

above it.

The conſpicuous stars in the Dentalium are

fifteen, and they are diſpoſed, as it were, in

four clusters at ſome distance from one another.

The first cluster conſists of five, and marks

the mouth, or opening. One is placed at

each limit of the ſhell, but theſe areboth

ſmall ones. The three others are ſituated be

tween theſe, and are larger, two are nearly

upon a leVel with one another, and the third

is lower on the ſhcll. The ſecond cluster

conſists of three little stars, it is- at ſome diſ

tance above the middle of the ſhell, two of

them are near together, the third is ſingle, and

is a little above theſe, and ſomething larger.

The third cluster is alſo of three, this is ſome

what beyond the middle of the ſhell, and theſe

are placed nearly at an equal distance from one

another; one of theſe is on each out-line, and

the third nearly in the midst of the ſhell. The

fourth cluster conſists of four stars, or rather

of two leſſer clusters, of two each. The first

ſſtwo are ſmall, and at ſome distance from one

'luge-of his time.

 

another, they stand at a ſmall ſpace from the

extremity of the ſhell 3 the other two are ai

most cloſe together, and are very near the

point of the extremity: theſe are just over

the ſhoulder of Aquarius ; and the third clatter

is almost immediately over his hand.

DERCETO. A name by which ſome

called the constellation Cetus, the' Whale.

This is a name of the Syrian idel Dagcn,

which was repreſented part human and part

tiſhy, and poſſibly the head and hands of this

constellation may have bcen originally human,

and only the tail ſiſhy, as we ſee it at preſent.

The upper part, though not human, is not

at all fiſhy, it is rather that ofa quadrupede.

_ DEUCALION. A name given by ſome

of the old writerson astronomy to the constel

lation Aquarius. It was ſuppoſed to be the

figure of that old king of Theſſaly exalted into

the heavens, and the urn with the water com

ing from it, was called an emblem of the de

See AQUARrUSt

DIAMETER aſ a Circle. This is the term

uſed "to expreſs a strait line drawn from any

part of the circumference of a circle, carried

through the centre, and continued to the cir

cumference on the oppoſite part. ' This always

divides the circle into two halves, or ſemi

circles. Sea Cmcnr.

DIAMETROS. A term we meet with in

the old Greek astronomers ſavouring the doc

trine of astrology, ſignifying what they called

one of the five aſpects of the planets and con

stellations, or of the planets and fixed stars.

The Diametros of the Greeks was what the

Latins called Oppoſitio, and what our astrolo

gers, at this time, call alſo Oppoſition. The

ſituation, in which the planet and star are ſound

m

w *'___
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in this aſpect, being at one hundred and eighty

degrees, or half a circle, distance. The other

four aſpects were the conjunction, or ſynodus,

when the planet and star were together. The

ſextile, or hexagonus, when they were ſixty

degrees distant; the quadrate, or tetragonos,

when they were at ninety degrees distance ; and

the trine, or trigon, when they were at one

hundred and twenty degrees.

In all theſe aſpects the antients ſuppoſed the

planet and the star, or stars, ſhed mutual in

fluence, or received reciprocal radiations from

one another, and that from this they co-ope

rated together in modelling the events of ſub

lu'nary things. From theſe they preſaged the

fate of kingdoms, and the fortunes of private

perſons.

DIDYPOI. A name by which the Greek

writers have ſometimes called the constellation

Gemini.

DIOSCURI. A name by which ſome of

the Greeks have called the constellation Ge

mini. ct

DIPHDA, or DIPHDA AL AUWAL. A

name by which ſome, who are fond of hard

words, have called the star of the first magni

tude in the ſouthern hemiſphere, which is at

the bottom of the water of Aquarius, or in

the mouth of the ſouthern fiſh. They alſo

call it Phomal Hault, which is ſpelt commonly

Fomahaut, and ſignifies the mouth of the fiſh.

The term Diphda Al Auwal ſignifies Rana

Prima, or the First Frog.

DIPHRELATES. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon words, call

the constellation commonly known by that of

Auriga. It is one of its old Greek names.

DISTANCE of an OUe-ct. Opticians

'

 

confine this term, vague as it is in its nature,

within certain bounds : though theſe alſo are,

in themſelves, indeterminate enough, yet they

ſerve to limit it a little. When the ſurface of

a lens, or magnifying glaſs, which is turan

towards an object, is ſmall, compared with

the ſpace between the object and the lens,

that object is ſaid to be distant from the lens.

In the ſame manner an object is ſaid to be diſ

tant from the eye, when the aperture of the

pupil of the eye is ſmall in compariſon with

the ſpace between the eye and the object.

DISTANCE CIRCLES, or CIRCLES aſ

DISTANCE. A term uſed by astronomers to

expreſs certain great circles of the ſphere, by

means of which they meaſure the distance of

any two stars, or any two points in the hea

vens, and by which they alſo meaſure the

diameters of the larger luminaries, as they oc

cupy the ſpace between two ſuch points by

their bigneſs. The uſe of the circles is very

evident and very great, but, in order to under

stand them perfectly, we must have recourſe

to certain other circles.

In the ſirst place, we are to understand what

is that great circle the horizon, which, di

viding the whole concave of the heavens into

twohemiſpheres,ſhews the place in one ofthem

where the points to be meaſured are ſituated;

and, after the explaining, in a few words, the

nature of thoſe circles of two kinds which

have immediate reference to this, we ſhall

eaſily lead the most unexperienced to the

meaning of this circle of distance, and put him

into a way of dividing and portioning out the

heavens with all poſſible, at least all neceſſary,

preciſion.

In the first place then, the horizon is a great

circle of the ſphere, whoſe plane paſſes through

either that point of the ſurface of the earth on

which the obſerver stands, or elſe through the

centre of the earth parallel to it. In the first

of
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of theſe caſes it is called the ſenlible horizon,

in the other the rational horizon. Theſe might

ſeem two circles of great distance from one

another in the heavens, in as much as they

are, in reality, at the whole distance of a ſemi

diameter of the earth, aſunder. But although

this be a very great thing with reſpect to us,

yet it is ſo perfectly nothing with regard to the

ſphere of the heavens, in which the fixed stars

are placed, that theſe two horizons coincide,

and make only one, their distance being not to

be perceived in the nicest obſervations, or diſ

tinguiſhed by the best instruments. Nor is

this a wonder, when we conſider the earth to

be, as it truly is, a point only, or a thing of

no meaſurable quantity in reſpect to that part

of the ſphere in the heavens, in which even the

fixed stars which are nearest to us are placed.

In effect then, not to make confuſion, by diſ

tinctions about it, there is no viſible difference.

If a man, standing on a flat stone in a pave

ment, conceive that stone to be extended every

way in a circular form, still retaining its flat

neſs, and to terminate at its edges at the region

of the fixed stars z that extended plane, which

would then be a circle, the plane of which

paſſed through the point of the earth's convex

ſurface on which he stood, will be the ho

rizon of the place. This will divide the con

cave of the heavens, as before obſerved, into

two hemiſpheres, and, the one of theſe, being

above the horizon, would be viſible, the other,

below it, inviſible, to him, becauſe of the in

tervention of the earth's ſurface. Theſe two

hemiſpheres are, from this ſituation, and theſe

circumstances, called the upper and the lower,

and the viſible and the inviſible, hemiſphere.

Thus are understood what is the horizon, and

what mean the terms expreſſmg its diviſion.

All the stars in the upper or viſible hemi

ſphere are above the horizon, as all thoſe in

the lower and inviſible hemiſphere are below

 

it. But this is only a general distinction.

Astronomers, on many occaſions, want to

know how much theſe ſeveral stars are above,

and how much they are below this horizon;

and at what distance they are, not only from

the horizon, but from one another. On the

determination of this rests a very great part of

astronomy, and this is done by means of cer- -

tain circles, of which theſe circles of distance

are ſome.

In the first place then we are to understand,

that the point of the heaVens which ſhall be

immediately above the head of the perſon

standing on this pavement, and the point in

the lower or inviſible hemiſphere, which is

immediately under his feet, must be the poles

of that horizon, in the centre of which he

stands. The point above his head is called

the upper pole and the zenith ; and the point

under his feet is called the lower pole, or the

nadir. Now, whatſoever circles are drawn

through the poles of any other circle, are di

stinguiſhed by the name of ſecondary circles to

that. When we would meaſure the altitude

of any heavenly body, we can only do it by

means of ſome circle, conceived to paſs thro'

theſe poles of our horizon : of theſe circles we

may ſorm as many as we pleaſe, for they are

all imaginary, and when they are thus formed,

they are ſecondary circles to the horiZon. It.

were greatly to be wiſhed, that theſe plain

and expreſſive, and therefore instructive terms,

were to have been continued, but we are to

know, that theſe circles are called azimuths.

And to meaſure the height of the ſun, or of

any star by an azimuth, is to do it by an arc

of one of thoſe ſecondary circles.

Beſide theſe vertical circles, or azimuths,

there are another ſort of circles dependent alſo.

on the horizon: theſe are parallels, and they

are called by another hard name Almicanta

rahs. Theſe are drawn above the horizon,

if
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iſ in the viſible hemiſphere, and parallel

withvit, all the way up to the pole or

zenith.

It follows ſrom this ſhort explication of the

azimuths and almicantarahs, that the former

being vertical, and paſſing through the poles

of the horizon, must be all equal: and, on

the contrary, that the almicantarahs being

only parallel to it, and at different heights

between it and the zenith must be unequal.

This is the caſe : for they are larger, as they

are nearer to the horizon, and ſmaller, as

they are nearer to the zenith above, or to the

nadir below: for though it is the custom for

plainncſs to ſpeak only of the upper, or the

viſible hemiſphere, all is understood to refer

alſo to the lower or inviſible.

"The horizon, its parallels, and its verticals,

being thus understood, there will be no dif

ficulty to conceive what is meant by circles of

distance, which are circles conceived in the

ſphere of the heavens, and paſſing through

parts of the upper hemiſphere, and are neither

azimuths nor almicantarahs, neither verticals

nor parallels, but oblique.

We have ſeen, that, in order to meaſure the

altitude of a star above the horizon, the me

thod is to conceive a vertical circle or azimuth 5

and, after taking the place of the star in the

heavens, to meaſure the arc of that circle

which is intercepted between the place of that

star and the horizon. This arc of the azimuth

gives the altitude of the star, for it is just ſo

many degrees high, as there are in this arc of

that vertical circle. But we may alſo have oc

caſion to know what is the distance between

two stars which are in two different parts of

the heavens, and this neither the azimuths nor

almicantarahs will ſhew us, ſince it cannot be

determined upon circles that arc either vertical

to,or parallel with, the horizon. Now as all diſ

tances, in the ſchcmes of the heavens, are to

 

be meaſured only upon great circles of that

ſphere, it becomes neceſſary, in order to de

termine the distance between theſe, to conceive

a great circle of the ſphere to be ſo drawn that

it ſhall paſs through both of them. A circle,

thus conceived, is, from its uſe in meaſuring

the distance between the tWO stars through

which it is drawn, called a circle of distance.

And the stars are to be meaſured in this reſpect

as in altitude, by meaſuring the arc of this

circle of distance that is drawn through them,

for ſo many degrees as are contained in the are

of this circle intercepted by them, ſo many de

grees are alſo the meaſure of the distance of

thoſe stars from one another.

But this is not all the uſe of theſe circles of

distance, they may ſerve alſo to meaſure the

diameters of the larger luminaries. For in

stance, let us ſuppoſe one of the circles of di

stanCe, drawn through the centre of the ſun,

we ſhall eaſily ſee that the two oppoſite limbs

or verges of the ſun, which are cut by the

circle, are two points distant in the ſame man

ner as the places of the two stars in the

former instance, and that nothing more is ne

ceſſary in order to meaſure the ſun's diameter,

than to take the arc of that circle, intercepted

betwen the one and the other limb ofthe ſun's

diſk; and that the meaſure of this arc, must

be in the ſame manner the meaſure ofthe ſun's

diameter.

DISTANCE qf thefixed Stars. When we

cast our eyes in the night up to the concave

of the ſkies, we ſee a number of stars, diffe

rent in magnitude and in lustre. It is eaſy to

ſeparate the planets from the fixed stars by

their steady light, none of them, except h'Ier

cury and Venus, having any thing of that vi

vid lustre, or twinkling to the eye, which we

ſee itſ the fixed stars ; and even they, but very

little _of it; and the comets, when they ap

pear,
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pear, having yet more dead or faint light,

than the most remote of the planets.

The fixed stars being thus distinguiſhed from

all the other heavenly bodies, it remains to

regard them as varying from one another; this

is only in apparent magnitude, and in the de

gree of that brightneſs which is peculiar to

them as fixed stars. This distinction is in

the general in an equal degree in both reſpects,

but not univerſally, and without exception.

Thoſe of the fixed stars which appear larg

est, appear alſo brightest, and the ſmallest

faintest: this would refer the difference in ap

parent magnitude to distance only, but there

are ſome exceptions. We know that distance

diminiſhes light as well as bigneſs, but there

are the Syrius, Aldebaran, and ſome others,

which ſhine with a lustre greatly ſuperior to

the others, that are of equal apparent diame

ters ; therefore there is ſome difference in the

brightneſs of their fire. Thus much ſettled,

when we conſider the apparent bigneſs of the
fixed stars, ſiwe naturally enquire alſo into

their different distance from the earth. VVe

ſee theſe two conſiderations too intimately

united to be ſeparated in our minds, for they

depend in ſuch a manner upon one another,

that when the one is determined, the other

,naturally reſults from it. Geometry, a ſci1*

ence of continual uſe in the study of astro

nomy, convinces us, that in meaſuring the

apparent diameter of an object, that is, in pre

ciſe terms, the meaſuring the angle it makes

with the eye, we may, on knowing its distance,

determine what is its real magnitude, or re

ciprocally, if we are aſſured of its real magni

tude, we may diſcover this way its distance.

Now to bring this to uſe in astronomy, we

can, with a ſufficient degree of accuracy, de

termine what are the apparent diameters of

the ſun, moon, and planets, and this with

no great trouble, their diſks being determi

1'01.. I.

 

nate, and well ſeen. But it is otherwiſe with

regard to the fixed stars; we find it extremely

difficult to meaſure their apparent diameter,

becauſe of the vivacrty of their light, and the

rays they continually ſend forth ; that twink

ling which they have when ſeen by the naked

eye, not being eaſily quite excluded in astrono

mical obſervations, and even when it is, their

edges being by no means determinate. This

is a conſequence of their being in themſelves

bodies of fire, and not receiving their light,

as the moon and planets do, from the ſun, and.

ſending it to us only by reflection.

The most familiar manner of determining,

with any degree of exactneſs, the different

magnitude of theſe stars, in order to the ſpeak

ing of them in that reſpect, is by comparing

them with the diameter of ſome other heavenly

body of known dimenſions. Jupiter may be

choſen for this purpoſe, as that is the planet of

which we most certainly know the dimenſions,

the moon and ſun excepted, whoſe apparentbig

neſs is too much ſuperior to render a compa

riſon familiar or convenient. Now for a first

conſideration, with this view let us ſelect the

most conſpicuous and the brightest of the fixed

stars of our horizon, let us fix upon Sirius,

or that in the Great Dog. In order to view

this distinctly, apply ateleſcope of ſome con

ſiderable power, ſuppoſe one of the refracting

kind, of thirty-four feet in length, and to take

offſome of the rays, and render the view more

preciſe, it is proper to cover the object-glaſs

of this teleſcope with a paper, having only a '

hole of an inch and a half diameter in the

centre. . When Sirius is viewed through a te

leſcope of this power, and with this stricture

upon the object-glaſs, his diſk will be ſeen very

clear, and all that twinkling or ſparkling of'

rays, which confound the ſight, being cut off,

his Circumference will be determinate. We

ſuppoſe the time of this obſervation choſen ſo'

Z that
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that Jupiter may be, at the ſame time, above

the horizon, to be ready as the object of corn

pariſoni immediately after viewing Sirius, the

teleſcope is to be directed to that planet.

When this has been carefully viewed, the te

leſcope is to be again directed to Sirius, for

the difference is much more plainly ſeen in

turning from a larger object to a ſmaller, than

from a ſmaller to a larger. The alternate ob

ſervation is to be ſeveral times repeated, and

the reſult will be, that Jupiter appears ten

times as large as Sirius. This will ſerve our

purpoſe. We know the apparent diameter of

Jupiter to be fifty ſeconds, and conſequently

that of Sirius, being only one tenth of that

meaſure, is five ſeconds. This is not ſpeaking

with a perfect preciſion, but it is ſufficient.

We know then the apparent diameter of

Sirius: what we were to enquire was the real

bigneſs of that star. This, if we can find what

is its distance from the earth, will be known

by the rules of geometry from this diameter,

or the angle it makes with the eye as thus

ſeen, This will be a ſhort method, and an eaſy

one, when that distance can be found 5 but at

preſent this is one of the deſiderata in astro

nomy. It is certain, that all trials to find the

distance of the futcd stars have hitherto been

vain. The parallax would have done it

effectually, could we have abſolutely diſcovered

any, or could we have diſcovered ſuch as

ſhould have been ſufficient for meaſuring 5 but

it muſt be conſeſſed, that all the accuracy of

astronomers has not certainly diſcovered that

they have any, or if any has been ſet down, it

is ſo little, that itſeems more probably owing to

errors in the obſervations, than to any thing

in nature. All that we certainly know on

this head, all that is received as certainty by

astronomers, is, that they are greatly more re

mote than all the planets. Their distance

therefore must be inmenſely great, that of

 

Saturn' being about three hundred millions of

leagues, or an hundred thouſand times the

diameter of the earth. .

To do all that can be toward finding ſome

thing out with regard to the magnitude of

the fixed stars, let us ſuppoſe the apparent

diameter of Sirius, what we have allowed it,

that is, five ſeconds. If Sirius, whoſe dia

meter is five ſeconds, were at the ſame di

stance from the earth with Saturn, we ſhould

eaſily find his true diameter z this would be as

the total ſmus is to a ſinus of five ſeconds, ſo

three hundred millions of leagues are to ſeven

millions of leagues, which are the meaſure of

its diameter, which exceeds more than twice

the diameter of the earth, and which, notwith

ſtanding, is the least that it is poſſible to affign

it, according to whatſoever ſystem of the world

We ſhall chuſe.

Now if, with the generality of astronomers,

we agree, that the fixed stars are of the ſame

nature with the ſun; that they are, like that,

bodies of fire, and luminous in themſelves,

and that they are alſo nearly of the ſame mag

nitude, (the diſtance of the ſun being about

ten thouſand diameters of the earth, and the

apparent diameter of Sirius being to that of the

ſun only, as one to three hundred and eight

four) we ſhall, on theſe principles, have the

distance of Sirius from the earth fixed at three

millions eight hundred and forty thouſand dia

meters of the earth.

This being received as the distance of Sirius,

which is the brightest and most conſpicuous of

all the fixed stars, we must ſuppoſe that of

the other fixed stars to be in general greater,

and that of a great many of them immenſely

greater. In ſpeaking upon theſe ſubjects,

where we have ſo few data, we must argue,

in a great meaſure, on conjecture; þut if we

agree with the generality of philoſophers and

attronomus, that the fixed stars are all of the

' ſame,
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ſame, or nearly of the ſame, magnitude ;

when we view, at the ſame time with Sirius,

which is ſo bright and ſo large, the numbers

of others which appear ſo faint and ſo minute,

we must ſuppoſe their distance to be immcnſely

greater than that of Sirius from the earth.

This is not confined alone to thoſe which ap

pear to the naked eye, for when we have taken

the advantage of a clear night to ſee all that

the naked ſight will diſcover to us in the hea

vens, if we direct a teleſcope to almost any

part of them, we ſhall, by its means, diſcover

others too minute to be ſeen by the unaffisted

organs. If it be true, that all are ofequal ſize

in themſelves, and they only look ſmall in

proportion to their distance, what and how

immenſe must be that distance in theſe ? We

have ſettled that of Sirius at three millions eight

hundred and forty thouſand diametcrs of the

earth ; the leſſer stars we ſee by the naked eye,

must be at an immenſely greater distance from

the earth than Sirius, and what must be the

distance of theſe ? When we'have viewed, in

any part of the heavens, the number of thoſe

which are not to be ſeen by the naked eyc, and

appear to our teleſcopes, if we apply ſuch

teleſcopes as are of larger power, and di

rect them to the ſame parts of the heavens,

we diſcover yet other stars which are too mi

nute to be made viſible by the first, and this

without any end or stop: our instruments at

length fail us, but the works of this part of the

creation never. All theſe must be yet more

and more remote in proportion to their mi

nuteneſs as ſeen from the earth. What numbers

then could convey the distances of the last, or

of thoſe yet unknown, which we fail to ſee in

our most accurate reſearches, for want of yet

more powerful instruments. The more we ſee

of the works of the creation, the more we must

admire and adore its Author. It does appear

that the unbounded ſpace is filled at proper diſ

 

tances with' theſe stars: each of theſe is aſun;

and if we continue the inquiry, reaſoning by

analogy, we ſhall determine that each of theſe

ſuns has earthy planets rolling round it, for to

what end elſe ſhould they have been created ?

In this view, what, and how amazing is the

structure of the univerſe l

Some of the teleſcopcs which are uſed to

this purpoſe, magnify to ſo powerful a degree,

that they make objects appear two hundred

times greater than they do to the naked eye.

Now as calling Sirius a star of the first magni

tude, thediameter ofthe ſmallest ofthoſewhich

we ſee with the naked eye, is but about a ſixth

part as large as that of Sirius ; conſequently,

ſome of thoſe which we diſcover with our

teleſcopes appear twelve hundred times ſmaller

than Sirius, and the other largest fixed stars.

If, therefore, We allow the fixed stars to be all

of the ſame bigneſs, we must conſider theſe

stars as twelve hundred times the distance of

Sirius from the earth, and the distance of that

star we have already fixed at three millions

eight hundred and forty thouſand times the

diameter of the earth.

Vast as this appears, it is the least distance

we can allow to the fixed stars, whatſoever

method of computation we uſe. If we take the

ſystem of Copernicus for our guide, and con

ſider this distance on the principles of that ccr

tain theory, we ſhall find it yet vastly greater '

than at this computation. -It was this im

menſe distance oſ the fixed stars from the earth,

that reſulted from the Copernican ſystem,

which made Tycho Brahc depart from it, and

form another of his own, to ſolve the matter

on leſs amazing conſiderations. But the error

of his ſerves to 'establiſh the truth of the ſy

steſim he meant to invalidatc, and is a proof,

collaterally, of the reality of this yet more im

menſe distance. The Copernican ſystcm, to

which men, at this'time, adhere, and which

Z 2. the
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the name of Newton has rendered ſacred, ſup

poſes the ſun and the fixed stars to be im

moveable in their places. _The earth makes

a revolution about its own axis in tWenty-three

hours and fifty-ſix minutes, and from this mo

tion of the earth, which, as every thing about

us moves with it, we do not perceive, rcſults

the apparent diurnal motion of the ſun and

stars round the earth. This naturally ſeems to

be from east to west, becauſe the revolution of

the earth upon its axis is from west to east.

The earth, according to the ſame ſystem, per

forms alſo an annual revolution round the ſun

in the ſpace of a year, deſcribing, in this revo

lution, a circle which is called the ecliptic, or

the annual orbit of the earth. There is alſo,

'beſide theſe, an apparent motion of the fixed

stars, which tends to form a revolution round

the poles of the ecliptic. This apparent mo

tion of the fixed stars is accounted for in the

fame ſystem by a motion almost inviſible of the

earth about that circle 3 a complete revolution

of which will be performed in about twenty

ſix thouſand years. It is plain then, that, ac

cording to this ſystem, the earth does, in the

ſpace of ſix months, run through half of her

annual orbit, and is carried, in this motion,

oppoſitely to the place from whence it ſet out,

and from which it is Conſequently distant the

double of its distance from the ſun, that is

about twenty thouſand diameters of the earth.

We ſee then, that the ſame star, viewed from

the earth at any certain time, and again viewed

at the distance of ſix months, although it be

obſerved from the fame ſpot of the earth, is yet

ſeen from a place in the univerſe at a vast diſ

tance from that whence it was first viewed, at

a distance no leſs than ſeventy thouſand times

the diameter of the earth ; for the earth has,

in that time, changed her place 'in no leſs a

ſpace. This is an immenſe distance from the

first ſpot; it is indeed ſo great, that the two an

 

gles are of no leſs than ninety degrees each.

The star ſeen from the earth, when in its first

place, or in the place where it was when the

first obſervation was taken, will appear to an

ſwer to a certain point of the ſirmamcnt at an

infinite distance 5 if, after this, we obſerve its

place, or the point of the ſirmament, to which

it anſwers at the ſecond obſervation,madewhen

the earth, from whence we view it, has

made half its annual revolution, and compare

the angles, it will be eaſy to compute ſo as to

find the distance yet infinitely greater; for if,

instead of the star being in the ecliptic,

we ſuppoſe it placed at one of the poles of that

circle, and continue the obſervations, the re

ſult will be, that the stars, which are on the

ecliptic, have no parallax in latitude, and that

what they have in longitude is according to

the direction of the plane of the ecliptic.

When the best poſſible methods have been

employed to diſcover the parallax of the fixed

stars, whatſoeverhas appeared to favour the opi

nionof their having any, ſeems, as ſaid already,

to a judicious enquirer, rather the reſult ofſome

little error in the obſervation, orofthe very aber

ration of light, than in the thing itſelf z and the

conſequence of this is, that the distance of the

fixed stars from the earth is ſo immenfely great,

that the whole diameter of the earth's orbit,

the extent of which is about ſixty millions of

leagues, is as a point to it, or cannot be con

ſidered in any degree of compariſon. Accord

ing to this, the real distance of the fixed stars,

even of the nearest of them, is great beyond

all computation ; and there is all the reaſon in

the world to conclude, that thoſe, which ap

pear ſmaller and fainter to the eye, are, in

reality, more and more distant in a degree pro

portioned to that first distance. There are

ſome who allow the largest of the fixed stars no

apparent diameters, but this ſeems carrying it

too far. ſſ

DOG.
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DOG. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere. See the article CANIS.

DOLPHIN. One of the conſiellations of

the northern hemiſphere, ſituated near the

Eagle. For an account of the number andſitua

tion cffitbestarr, ſee the article DELPHINUS.

DORADO. A name given by ſome to

the constellation of the ſouthern hemiſphere,

more commonly called the Sword Fiſh; but

thoſe who have ſon-ned the constellation, and

thoſe who have thus named it, ſeem to have

had very little knowledge of the fiſh they meant

to repreſent in the delineation, or by the de

nomination. Dorado is not the name of the

Sword Fiſh, nor is the figure they give of

that ſpecies : they call it Xiphias, or the Sword

Fiſh, and the figure is of the Serra Piſcis, or

Saw Fiſh. For tbestars compriſed undcr it, ſee

'be article XIPHIAS.

DOVE, or Dovn and OLIVE-BRANCH,

COLUMBA NOACHI. One of the new ſou

thern constellations. It is ſituated near the

hinder fect of the Great Dog, and contains ten

stars. For an account of tbeſituation of tbeſh and

theirſize, ſee the article Cot-UMBA NOACHL

DRACO, the Dragon. One of the con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere, and a

very conſiderable one among them. It is one

of the forty-eight old asteriſms, and we find

it named by the earliest writers who have

profeſſedly treated of astronomy. It is proba

bly of Egyptian origin, and was received from

them by the Greeks, among whom we find it

first mentioned; for the creature of this form

is, though not in nature, very common in

their hieroglyphical Writings. The Greeks,

however, have deviſed fables for its origin, as

is their custom with regard tſſthe rest.

It is a constellation of very great extent, and

contains a conſiderable number of stars, and

 

many of them'large ones. Its body is thrown

into convolutions in order to receive them pro

perly, and it is repreſented as a ſerpent of

enormouslength with a head ſomewhat like that

of a bird of prey 5 but without wings or feet.

The head is large, and has apair of ears; the

body has three of thoſe convolutions already

mentioned, one of them very near the head,

the farthest at a conſiderable distance from the

tail, and the other at about the intermediate

point between them. The whole body is alſo

bent, and carried in varied directions.

The Dragon is furrounded by the constellu

tions Cygnus, Lyra, Cepheus, and the two

Bears. The foot of Hercules, and the tip of

one of the Swan's wings, come near its head.

Great part of- its body runs by the right arm,

right leg, and right ſide, of Cepheus; and its

tail is carried up between the Greater and the

Leſſer Bear, running almost parallel with the

back oſ the greater, and perpendicularly to the

face of the leſſer.

It is, like many of the constellations,

a creature of the astronomers invention, for

there is nothing like to it in nature, but the

stars are very happily contained within the out

line of its body. The Greeks were very well

acquainted with it; we find they allowed

thirty-one stars to it z Ptolemy gives ſo many

in his catalogue; Tycho makes them thirty

two; Hevelius counted forty, and Flamstead

eighty in it. There are three or fcur very

bright ones about the head; the rest are diſ

poſed, in ſome few places, in a double line,

but in the greatest part in a ſingle line along

the body. -

The Greeks tell us that this was the famous

dragon of the Heſperides, the creature that

guarded the golden apples there,, and which

was killed by Hercules. They ſay that Juno,

in reward for its faithful ſervices, when it

was ſlain by that hero, took him up

into the heavens, and made this constellation.

Others .
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Others give it another origin; they ſay, that,

in the war of the giants, this dragon was, by

thoſe earth-born enemies of the gods, brought

into the combat, and oppoſed to Minerva; the

goddeſs, they add, taking the dragon in her

hand, threw him, twisted as he was, up to

the ſkies, and fixed him to the axis of the

heavens, before he had time to unwind his

contorſions. The Greeks are, in many things,

thus uncertain and various in their accounts;

we do not know that they had any right to the

denomination of the ſign, becauſe probably

they received, it with the rest, from Egypt, in

the time of Thales; but, if otherwiſe, the

foot of Hercules, coming upon the head of this

constellation, ſeems to give it more title to be

thought the Heſperian dragon; unleſs, as ſome

ſay, that constellation do not ſo properly re

preſent Hercules as Ceteus, whom they make

father of the nymph turned into the Greater

Bear. If ſo, this may, if the fabuliits pleaſe,

as well be the dragon of Minerva.

Although this constellation is not mentioned

by Homer and Heſiod, who have named the

Pleiades, Orion, Sirius, and ſome others, it

will be found, on inquiry, that it is a very an

tient one. It has been ſuppoſed, from this

omiflion, not to have been knOWn to the

Greeks at thoſe times; but if that be the caſe,

(for their ſilence is no proof) yetits not being

known to the Greeks is no proof of its not be

ingthen formed. We find that they receiVed the

rudiments of their astronomy from the Egyp

tians, and they did not receive it all at once:

they had the constellations from the fame

ſource, but they had them not all at a time.

The Draco, therefore, might be in uſe, and fa

' miliar among the Egyptians, and in other

places, although not known to them, and we

have indeed proof that it was ſo 5 for whatever

regard we may pay to the deeds of Hercules,

and to the hiſtory of that dragon which guarded

 

the Heſperian fruit, we ſhall find this is the

constellation mentioned in the book of Job un

der the name of the Crooked Serpent.

There have been ſome who have ſuppoſed

this expreſſion to mean the ſerpent of the earth,

but that is idle, for it is mentioned as one of

thoſe things which beautified the heavens.

_Others have imagined, although they allowed

that it meant ſomething in the heavens, that

the zodiac was intended by it. Others have

thought it alluded to the Milky Way, but nei

ther of theſe is at all like a ſerpent, or has a

title to the epithet tortuous, which is the exact

tranſlation of what we render by the word

crooked. There is no queſtion that aconstel

lation was intended by it ; there is no question

that the author, who had all the constellations

of the heavens to chuſe out of, would mention

one that was uſeful to mankind, as well as or

namental to the heavens. The ſituation of

Draco, near to the north pole, rendered it very

fit to be obſerved, and the old authors, who

ſpeak of it, name it as one of thoſe which

ſailors and huſbandmen regarded.

DRAGON. The name of a constellation

of very conſiderable extent near to the north

pole ; it is near to the Little Bear, Cepheus,

and Cygnus, and has been just deſcribed under

the article Draco.

Draco is alſo a name given by ſome to the

Serpent between the legs of- the constellation

Ophiucus, which is ſuppoſed to repreſent one

of Triptolemus's dragons of his chariot, pe

riſhing under the hand of Carnabos; -but

that is more uſual, as well as more properly,

called the Serpent. See SERPENS.

DUL. 'A name by which ſome, who are

fond of hard words, have called the conſtella

tion Aquarius. It is the Perſian name; the

Hebrew is Deli, and the Arabic Al Delu.

' DUPLE
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DUPLE RATIO. That ratio which is

'between two numbers, the antecedent in which

contains the conſequent preciſely twice. Thus

in the numbers eight and four there is a duple

ratio.

DUPLICATE RATIO. When the ratio

between two ſecond powers, or ſquares, is con

ſidered, it is thus called. See RATlo.

DUSARES. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, call the ſun. It is

one of the old Arabic names, and it ſignifies

properly the ſeer of all things.

DUSHIZA. A name by which fanciful

people have called the constellation Virgo. It

is the Perſian name of the constellation, and

it is idle for us to uſe it.
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AGLE. One of the constellations oſ the

northern hemiſphere. Some alſo call it

the Vulture. It is ſuppoſed to have been the

bird that preyed upon the liver of Prometheus ;

and the arrow, that is just above it, to have

been that with which Hercules ſhot it. See

the article AVJILA.

Schiller, who has new-modelled all the con

stellations, in order to make them refer to ſome

parts of the Christian history, has plaCed a fe

male figure instead of this, and calls it Ca

tharine.

EAST. That half of the horizon, accord

ing to the diviſion made of the horizon into two

parts by the meridian, in which all the stars

riſe, is called, in general, the east 5 as that other

half of it, in which they ſet, is called the west

in general; but, when we ſpeak of' the east

point, we are to distinguiſh more accurately.

That point of the horizon, which, in its inter

ſcction with the meridian, is nearest to the

ſouth pole, is called the ſouth point, and that

which is nearest to the north pole is called the

north point ; and the two points in the horizon,

which are at equal distances from theſe two,

are called east and west.

We often uſe the terms east and west as if

ahſolute, when they areonly relative. Thus,

in ſpeaking of the meridians, we ſay, that a

meridian divides the earth into two hemi

ſphers, an eastern and awestern, as the equa

 

tor divides it into two hemiſphercs, a northern

and a ſouthern. But in the thing there is a

great difference, though not in the terms.

The north and ſouth hemiſpheres are fixed

things, and that place, which is ſaid to be in

the northern hemiſphere, is always, and in-all

reſpects, in the northern hemiſphere; but it is

otherwiſe with reſpect to thoſe ſaid to be in the

eastern or western z for although the equator

is but one circle, the meridians may be a thou

ſand, and conſequently that place may be in

the eastern hemiſphere with reſpect to one me

ridian, which is in the western with reſpect to

another. The terms east and west are, in

general, relative, and a place may be east with

reſpect to one part of the world, and west with

reſpect to another. The true and certain

points of east and west are, with reſpect to any

particular place, thoſe places where the hori

zon is interſected by the equator. This is the

true and determinate east of that place ; but,

in ordinary ſpeaking, astronomers give the

name of east to all that half of the circle ofthe

horizon, in the middle of which the east point

is. The ordinary way of ſpeaking is to divide

the horizon into two parts, the east and the

west 5 the east is that where the ſun and stars

riſe, and the west is that where they ſet. This

must be the caſe, ſeeing that the rotation of the

earth is from west to east: for the apparent

motion of the heavenly bodies, owing to that,

must be in a contrary direction, that is, from

east
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east to west; ſo thalt, dividing the circle of the

horizon'there into two parts, an eastern and

a western, as the whole globe of the earth is

divided by a meridian, the ſun and stars must

be found to riſe in the east, and ſetin the west.

EASTERN, OR ARABIAN ASTRO

NOMY. A term very frequent in the writings

of certain astronomers, and expreffing that part

of the ſcience Which was known in Arabia,

and the manner in which it was studied and

inculcated. * 4

There is ſome reaſon for the term, for the

ſcience was received in a different form among

that people, and obtained many peculiar regu

lations, and, in ſome parts, many changes;

but they err extremely who place the date of

theſe very high, or ſuppoſe the improvements

or additions the Arabs made were of any early

date: yet this is a very common error.

In the first place, the astronomynoſthe Arabs

is later than that of the Greeks, whatever may

have been imagined by ſome. The Greeks

received the rudiments of the ſcience from the

Egyptians, and the Arabs from the Greeks:

nay, and this not in the earliest times of the

Greek knowledge, but after it had become re

ceived from age to age, from-the time of its first

introduction into that country.

That this is the caſe is certain; for the very

Arabic names of the principal constellations

are no other than tranſlations of thoſe names

by which they are called by the Greeks.. And

ſometimes, instead of tranſlations, they are

words ofthe ſame ſound, or are the ſamewords,

with no more difference than that of the Ara

bic manner of pronunciation, or the common

addition of the particle Al. Thus the constel

lation Cetus, the 'Ketos of the Greeks, is called,

in the Arabic, Alketus, and of the other kind

_ instances are very familiar ; in the name of the

Raven, which, being called by the common

VOL. I.

 

name of that bird Corax in the Greek, is, in
theſſ Arabic, called Al Gorab, the common

name of the ſame bird in that language z and

the name of the Serpent being in the ſame

manner in the Arabic, the word that expreſſes

a long and ſlender ſnake.

That they preſerved, in general, the forms

as well as the names of the constellations just

as they received them from the Greeks, is very

certain, and in every other part of the ſcience,

although ſome they have made very great

additions, the ſame will' appear to be the ori

ginal. Indeed the Very dates of the ſeveral

improvements and additions will ſerve to aſcer

tain the thing in the ſame manner.

'To-'take no notice of the claim to remote

antiquity made by the Egyptians, Chaldaeans,

and Babylonians, which is most probably falſe,

and the offspring of a fooliſh ostentation, we

ſhall find that, long before 'the first acquaint

ance of the Greek astronomers with the ſci

ence, the Egyptians were abſolutely in posteſ

ſion of ſome part of its'rudiments. They had

arranged the fixed stars, in ſeveral places, into

Constellations, and they had accustomed them

ſelves to watch their riſmgs and ſettings as uſe

ful to them in their religious ceremonies', and

in their civil concerns. They had obſerved

them ſo long, and ſo carefully, as to find their

heliacal riſings to be the preſages, or, in other

words, to b_e the natural forerunners of certain

changes in the ſeaſons z and they had long bc

forethe earliest acquaintance the Greeks boast

with them, _made voyagcs. _If theſe were not

long ones, at least they were out of ſight of

land, and that was enough to give them op

portunity, nay, and to introdUCe a neceſſity of

obſerving ſome fixed stars toward the pole.

They ſound that the Dog-Star roſe hcliacally

at a certain time of the year, and that there

constantly followed violent heats; they ſound

alſo that the ſeven stars roſe hcliacally at an

-A a other,
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other, and that this was always ſucceeded by

rains. They ſaw the ſame riſing of other con

stellations annually return at a ſeaſon when it

was proper to ſow their corn, or to bring forth

the young of their flocks and herds to enjoy the

warm ſun, and ſatten upon the pasture z and

they expected the riſing of theſe constellations

as the notices that they were to do theſe things.

They alſo marked the stars about the pole, ar

:anging them into constellations, the Bear's,

or Wain's, or be they what they would; and

theſe were their marks when out at ſea, and alſo

when in long land travels they had ſandy de

ſarts to croſs of 'vast extent, and without any

trees, or mountains, or buildings, to ſerve as

a direction, for many leagues together,

At what exact period this first knowledge

of astronomy was establiſhed, is impoſſible to

ſay. But although it cannot be ſuppoſed ſo re

mote as their romantic accounts nretend, yetwe

find it very early ; we find th' .>phet Iſaiah

mentioning ſome constellation , and the

prophet Amos others. Theſe are writers

whoſe date is eaſily known, vbecauſe they tell

us the names of thoſe kings under whoſereigns '

they propheſied, and we find that by this they

were nearly cotemporaries, and were near

eight hundredyears prior to our Saviour. They

ſpeakofeonstellations familiarly,and as known

r-things atnthat'time, and it is palpable, they

were 'therefore known long before, and that

among the Egyptians. If we thus ſuppoſe the

origin of astronomy vto have been, or, to

ſpeak in more expreſs terms, if we allow

astronomy to hat/e been known *to the

Egyptians a thouſand years before- the Chriſ

tian arra, we ſhall vlind it there much earlier

than we 'have any trace of it in Greece; nay,

'we ſhall find their astronomers, vwho are ae

lknow'ledged tohave brought their rudiments of

rit ſirst from thence, to have been later than

&hisperiod by near fivehundredyears.

If we examine strictly into the ſituation of

Egypt, and the distribution of the ſigns of

the zodiac, and their appropriation, or in

tended appropriation, to the ſeaſons of the

year, we ſhall find that they agree ſo ill with

Egypt, and ſo well with other countries, that

Egypt is the last of all places in the world in

which we can ſuppoſe they were invented.

This will be more properly a ſubject of enquiry

when the constellations are treated of; in the

mean time it is enough that here is proof of

the Egyptians being, with reſpect to the

Greeks, the inventors of the ſcience ; and not

the Arabians, as ſome have been ſo abſurd to

imagine.

We ſhall now have opportunity of tracing

it to the Arabians: we find it evident, that

the very names, by which the constella

tions are called in that language, are derived

from, or are tranſlations of, thoſe of the

Greek, and conſequently it was from theſe

people, who, five hundred years after the time

when we find astronomy known among the

Egyptians, borrowed it from that people, that

the Arabs ſo idly ſuppoſed its inventors ahſo

lutely learned it. Nay, and on enquiry, we

ſhall find that they did not learn it of theſe ſo

ſoon as their masters became poſſeſſed of it,

but long after.

We find them a very rude and uncultivated

people till times that are very late, in compari

ſon with even the Greek period of astronomy.

It was only about the time of theirprophet

rMahomet, or a very little before, that the uſe

of letters came among them 3 they even till

then 'were the rudest people of the east, and
ſſ where is the probability that they ſhould in

struct others ? It is poſſible that they might,

before this time, have made ſome obſewations

of the stars, and even have arranged them

into constellations 5 but it is not probable, for

 

Lthey adopted all the Greek ones: and we find

non'
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mue but the Greek, or thoſe which are of

Greek origin, among them 5 whereas if they

had before had any of their own, it is probable

they would have mixed them with theſe : but

even if they had earlier knowledge it could be

of no uſe to others, ſince they Wanted the com

mon means of communicating their thoughts.

There is indeed no appearance of- their hav

ing known any thing of astronomy even in its

rudest state, before they became acquainted

with the Greeks; but as ſoon as they were ſo,

by adopted this among the other ſciences,

and ſtudied it to great advantage. There are

pretencesof names among them that are ſaid

to have been given to certain stars from their

earliest time, and tranſmitted from father to

ſon among them throughout a thouſand ge

nerations. But there is nothing to ſupport

this, and there is improbability in the very

aſſertion. Nor are we to regard that ſome of

their own writers affirm this, for it must be

granted that, of all mankind that have made

any pretenſions to knowledge, the Arabians

are the most ignorant of their own affairs.

The earliest writer in astronomy, among

them, is Suphi, and he lived but between ſe

ven and eight hundred years ago, and far from

ſpeaking of any early writers of his own coun

try in the fame ſcience, he quotes the Greeks.

It will appear evidently enough then that

the Arabian astronomy has nothing of that

claim, that is pretended, to an antiquity earlier

than that of the Greek, but that it was from

this people they received it. Notwithstand

ing, however, that they received it from theſe,

the many alterations, additions, and improve

ments, which they made in it, very well in

title the ſcience, as profeſſed and taught among

them, to the peculiar name of their astronomy :

and this the more as a great deal of what they

added to the ſcience has not been received, nor

practiſed any where elſe.

 
To conceive the alterations they made in

astronomy,We are first tolook up to the constel

lations themſelves. Theſe they received from

the Greeks, as that people had before received

them from the Egyptians, and they were as

much inclined as they had been to keep them

ſacred and unaltered; but this becameimpoffi

ble. Many of the constellations had the forms

of men and women. What the Egyptian:

meant, who deviſed theſe, is uncertain, but

the Greeks retained them as they Were ; only

giving to them new names that they might

ſeem of their own origin. The Arabs ſeem,

by their conduct with reſpect to the rest, to

have been as well inclined as the Greeks to

keep theſe as they found them, but it was im<

poſſible. Their law ſorbad them on any oc

caſion whatſoever to draw the figure of an hu

man creature, and confequently, ſo many of

them as they found in this form, they were

obliged to alter, and we ſee how they have ,

done it; they have placed very different forms

in their places, but yet ſuch as had ſome allu

ſion to the figure, the posture, or the nature

of the original ones. Hence aroſe a number

of new constellations, which,_being found in

no books but in thoſe of the Arabs, and in all

thoſe, are properly a part of the Arabian, or

Arabic astronomy.

In the place oſ Aquarius we find in them the

figure of a mule with a kind of ſaddle upon

his back, and carrying two barrels oſ water.

In the place of Gemini they have put two

peacocks. This may ſerve to ſhew us, that

they had no other knowledge of the Egyp

tian astronomy than what they received from

the Greeks, for if they had known more,

when they found it neceſſary to diſplace the

Castor and Pollux of the Greeks, they would

not have made another innovation by placing

theſe two birds in their stead, but would have

put the original two kids there. The ſign

A a a Virgo
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Virgo they were obliged to alter on the ſame

occaſion, and they have put in the place of it

a wheat-ſheaf. In the place of the Centaur,

for though but half an human figure, they

would not admit it as it was, they have putan

horſe and a bear fighting. In the place of Au

riga they have alſo put a mule, but it is un

loaded; it has a ſaddle upon its back indeed,

and the bridle is ſo diſpoſed as to have ſome

stars in it, which is a conſiderable variation,

for in the bridle in the hand of the constella

tion, as uſually drawn, there are none. In

the place of Ophiucus they put a crane, a bird

famous for destroying ſerpents, becauſe the

l human figure, which they dared not to draw,

was in the act of destroying a ſerpent. Her

cules, who is repreſented kneeling, is put out

of the ſphere, but, that' they may have ſome

thing that knccls, if they cannot have a man,

they have put a camel in the place with his

equipage on and kneeling, as that creature

will do to receive his burthen. Sagittary's

place is ſupplied by a quiver of arrows that

they may keep up the remembrance of the

archer by his instruments. Inſtead of Caffio

peia they preſerve the chair, but place a dog

in it. For Andromeda they give the figure of

a ſea-calf; and, in the place of Cepheus, a

dog. '

Here then was a great alteration in the

ſcheme of the heavens, which was not made

out of whim or fancy, but from neceflity: and
in this we ſee ſomething that is properlyſicalled

a part of the Arabian astronomy, ſince it has

nothing to do with the aſtronomyv of any other

people. But this is not all. Beſide this al

teration of figures in the heavens, the Arabs

added ſome, and they added a great many

names where they did not add any figures. It

is not to be understood by this, that the Arabs

added constellations, for if that were the caſe,

.we ſhouldnot have been certain about their falſe

 
claim to antiquity, ſince thoſe figures might

be prior to the Greek or Egyptian constella

tions, being_received among them; but they

gave peculiar forms for the arrangement of

certain clusters of stars which were in the

larger constellations, and they gave names

alſo to many other clusters of stars, and alſo to

many ſingle stars which were already in the

other constellations.

Some very learned writers have been oſopi

nion, that all the names of particular stars, and

that the arrangements of thoſe ſeveral cluste.

of stars which are in the larger, constellations,

Were of Arabic origin, and that they were

older than the Greek : that whatever the

Greeks have taken of theſe, they took from

the books of the Arabs, and that the rest they

never heard of. But this, although counte

nanccd by Dr. Hyde, one of the most ingeni

ous and learned writers We have had on this

ſubject, is an overſight and an error. , The

Pleiades is one of the leſſer constellations or

arrangements of stars within a larger constel

lation; and we fmd the Pleiades mentioned

in Homer, Heſiod, and the oldest of the

Greeks 5 men who wrote a vast many ages be

fore there were any ſuch thing as books among

the Arabs, and before even the uſe of writing

among that people.

_l Although the Greeks did not take theſe

names from the Arabs, the Arabs, as in the

other parts of the ſcience, took them from

the Greeks, and having taken only a few they

added to them almost innumerably. The par

ticular ſcheme and ſystem of their astronomy

gave them occaſionvto add to theſe, and they

did it without end or meaſure. So that if we

look into any one of the cdnſiderable constel

lations, we ſhall find a, number of the stars,

whether ſingle or in little clusters, named

fromſome fancied reſemblance of figure, from

ſome poſition, or from ſome imaginary- influ
h ' ence ;
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ence ; and in ſome almost all the ſeveral stars

are thus named. In Pegaſus, for instance, we

' ſhall find ſome of the conſiderable stars called

and distinguiſhed by particular-names taken

from the parts of the figure in which they

stand. One-cluster is called by a name ex

_ preſiing the neck oſ the horſe, another the ſad

dle-place, and another the ſhoulder, another

the loins or back; but when we have gone

thus far according to the parts of the animal,

we ſhall find ſingle stars, and clusters of stars,

inthe remainder of the constellation, named

more at random from influences and ſuch other

doctrines; two are called Sad Mator, the

meaning of which is, the fortune of rain ; two

others Sad Bois, the fortune of storms; two

others Sad Al homan, the fortune of the hero ;

two others Sad Al Bahaim, the fortune of

beasts 3 and ſo of others. And in Cancer, for

instance, on the other part, weſhall find a

ſingle star called Malaple, and two others Al

Hamiran. The word Malaple ſignifies a

manger, and the term Al Hamiran ſignifies

the aſſes. Theſe are given to two parts of the

constellation which the Greeks had before

characteriſed by a ſingle star in one part, and

by two stars in the other, and had called the

one by a word ſignifying a manger, and the

other in aterm ſignifying two aſſes. But it is

evident, that, in a thouſand other places, they

had themſelves been theinVentors ofthe names

and arrangements, ſince they have nothing to

do with the Greek astronomy, nor are men

tioned either by names of parallel ſenſe, or by

any other nameswhatſoever among the Greeks,

or were ever referred to in their writings,

otherwiſe than as parts of this or that constel

lation which they deſcribed.

But having mentioned theſe arrangements

of stars of the ſubordinate kind, and the names

of particular stars, whether ſingle or in cluſ

ters, as having ſomething to do with the A-ra-I

 

bic astronomy, but nothing at all with the

Greek, it may be proper to conclude theſe '

obſervations on the astronomy ofthat people by

ſome notice of what was the great peculiarity

of it, and the occaſion of theſe names; and of

the innovations which they made in, and the

additions they made to, that of the Greeks,

whence come a multitude of the terms they

uſe.

The lunar theory, as establiſhed at this time,

they were wholly unacquainted with, and yet

they were not without a ſort of form of

obſervation. They took notice of certain

stars, or clusters ofstars, which the moon came

in the way of every night, and even ofccr

tain parts of the heavens which that planet, in

the ſame manner, came into every night, al- -

though there was no star in them : for we find

them giving names on this account not only to

stars, and clusters of stars, but to vacant places,

for Alhelda is exprefiy ſaid to have no star in

it. Thoſe ſeveral ſpaces, whether vacant, or

beſet with stars, they called the houſes of the

moon, and by whatſoever name they called the

parts ofthe heaven, as ſuch, that became the

name of the star, or cluster of stars, which

were placed in it. Theſe gave occaſion to a

great many of the names Of the leſſer constel

lations, or of ſingle stars in the other constel- \

lations: and the doctrine of influences gave

names to many more. They arranged all -

theſe parts of the heaven into one broad and .

large band, or circle, which they fanciedin the \

heavens; this belt or band being divided

into twenty-eight parts, and theſe anſwering

to twenty-eight days of the lunation, they

became'able to ſpeak with ſome degree of pro;

priety of the moon's place at certain times, .

and they Could, for other purpoſes, mark the

heliacal riſings of the ſeveral houſes, or parts

of this great circle of the moon, as preſages,

and for the ſake of their imaginary influences.

This
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This is one of thoſe things which is properly

to be called a part of the Arabic astronomy,

for it is what we meet withal only in their

uritings ; and as the Greeks knew nothing of

this, they could not have had occaſion to name

the ſeveral stars, or clusters of stars, that were

conceived in theſe. The houſes of the moon

therefore are ſolely an Arab invention, and are

a conſiderable part of the Arabian aſtronomy.

EASTERN HEhIISPHERE.A term ſome

times applied to a part or an halfofthe earth, as

divided by a meridian, it therefore only expreſſes

that part which is relatively east or weſt, un

der the conſideration of that meridian : for the

ſame country, may be in the castern hemiſphere

with reſpect to one, and in the westcrn hemi

ſphere with reſpect to another meridian.

As the equator is a circle drawn round the

earth at equal distance from the two poles, it

divides the earth into two hemiſpheres, a nor

thern and aſouthern; and theſe are fixed things.

The line which divides the earth there being a

fixed thing: in the ſame manner as this line

divides the earth's ſurface into a northern and

ſouthern hemiſphere, ſo does the meridian of

any place, be it where it will, divide itinto two

hemiſpheres, an eastern and a western,. The

meridian is a circle drawn through the two

poles of the earth, and through the place of

which it is ſaid to be the meridian; this must

therefore neceſſarily divide the earth into two

halves, as the other divides it, but as this may

be drawn through any part of the earth's ſur

'face, it may divide it in any manner with re

ſpect to the particular parts.

ECLIPSE. We meet with many pre

tences to calculations of eclipſes very early in

the astronomical times, but they will all be

found idle and abſurd on comparing them with

the knowledge of the times, by which alonewe

 

ought to judge, or can determine of them',

We are told, that, before aſtronomy was a

ſcience in Greece, the Chaldzans could cal

culate and foretel eclipſes; but the ſame au

thors, who tell us this, tell us alſo that they

could ſoretel earthquakes.

We are told, with much pomp, by the de

claimers in favour of the Greek aſtronomy,

that Thales foretold one: but there is too

much againſt it to give us leave to pay it much

credit; at leaſt we are to underſtand it in a

very different light from what the words would

ſeem at firſt ſight to make it. Thales had no

tables that we know of, there is no account

of any in his time, nor any reaſon to believe

there were any, or, if there were, we cannot

ſuppoſe them accurate enongh for ſuch a pur

poſe as the calculatinganeclipſe. Herodotus

is quoted for ſaying that he foretold one; but

Herodotus, though a very honest writer, we

full well know, is crcdulous. Beſide, what

does Herodotus ſay? not that Thales calcu

lated an eclipſe, as we ſhould naturally.

To understand, and as others ſeem wilfully

to have understood by the word, all that He

rodotus affirms, is, that he foretold it within

the compaſs of a year, and if he did this truly,

it was a miracle for the time in which it was

done. But there is ſo much uncertainty in

the accounts, and ſuch a diſagreement in the

opinions of authors about it, that very little

streſs can be laid on it. This is certain,

eclipſes were looked upon as portents and mi

racles after, even long after this, which

would not have been the caſe, if men had

known that they could be foretold.

One would imagine, from the accounts of

eclipſes quoted from the Egyptian annals by

the oldest of the Greek writers, that astro

nomy had been much longer known in the

World than it truly has been. The Egyptiansarc

ſaid to have kept records of betWeen three and

four

-i
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four hundred eclipſes of the ſun, but we know

how much they were addicted to fallacies,

when they were ſpeaking of any thing that

might tend to make out the antiquity of their

nation. That eclipſes were incidents men

tioned in the writings of the Chaldarans is cer
tain, but then they were only ſet down as ar-ſſ

ticles of history, and remarkable events of the

period at which they happened. The Chal

daeacns were ſituated in a country very well

calculated for astronomical obſervations, they

had a great extent of the horizon open, and

a clear air. Astronomy was in esteem among

them, and they made, and they marked down,

obſervations as they occurred z but it does not

appear that they knew any thing of the laws

and motions of the heavenly bodies farther

thanarſight be learned from immediate ſight.

There is no room toſuppoſe that they under

stood enough of the lunar ſy'stem to foretel an

eclipſe, or that they ever attempted it.

ECLIPTIC. Isthat greatcircle ofthefphere

about which the fun performs his annual re

volution round the earth. This is ſuPpoſed

to be carried along the middle of the zodiac.

ELACATE. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have called

the constellation Coma Berenices. The word

ſignifies a distaff with the flax tied about it.

This is no had repreſentation of the lock of

hair as generally figured, and it is one of the

names by which weſind it mentioned in ſome

of the late Greek Writings.

E-LASIPPUS. A name by 'which ſome,

.who love to write obfcurely, have called the

constel'lation Auriga; though an odd, it is

not a new, name-3 itjs one of the old Gueelt

nppellations.

 

.ELEVATION gr ram. .A term rſhſſ

quent in astronomical and in geographical

writers, and denoting an obſervation of many

and very conſiderable uſes. The elevation of the

pole of any place is the ſinallest meaſure from

the horizon of that place of the pole, or the

least distance of the pole from it. This is to be

meaſurcd on the meridian of the place where

the obſervation is made 5 and this elevation of

the pole is equal to the latitude of that place

from evident principles.

ELGIAZIAB. A strange name by which

ſome have called the constellation Hercules.

There is no language in .the world to which

this can be referred otherwiſe than by mista

ken pronunciations. It ſeems a bad way of

writing Giarhi Ala Ruchbatichi, which is the

Arab name of the constellation, and ſignifies
a man on his knees. A ſi

.ELHAD. A name by which thoſe, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the ſun. It

is one of the Syriac names of that luminary',

and ſignifies alone.

ELIAS. A name which we find, by ſome

authors, given to the planet Mercury. Schil

ler was the deviſer of this term, *and his fol

lowers only uſe it. This authorſet out upon

the plan of what he .called reforming the

ſphere. The first step was to new-mode] and

new-name all the constellations, and, instead

of alluſions to the Grecian history, or fable,

to make them refer to ſome part of the bible

history, o-r ſome article ofthe Christian reli

gion. Thus he converted thetwelve animals

of the zodiac into the twelve Apostlcs, the

Ram into _St. Peter, .the Bull to .St. Andrcw,

and ſo of the rest. After this the other old

constellations fell in his way, and he converted

the Eridanus into the Red Sea, and the Hare

into Gideon's Fleece, and ſoofthe rest. .Aſ

U
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ter theſe he took the new ſouthern constella

tions into his conſideration, and, after turning

tWO or three of theſe into one of his ſcripture

figures, and constituting his Job, his Eve, and

the rest, to guard the ſouth pole, he fell to

work upon the planets.

Saturn he called by a new name, Adam;

and Jupiter, IVloſes; Mars, with him, is Jo

ſhua 5 and Venus, St. John the Baptist; the

ſun, he calls Christ the Son of Righteouſheſs,

as he expreſſes it; and the moon, the Virgin

Mary.

ELIAS's CHARIOT. A name given by

ſome to one of the northern constellations, the

Great Bear. There have been a ſet of writers

who would refer every thing in the heavens

to ſome part of the bible-history; theſe have

called the two Bears, while they retained the

'form of thoſe quadrupeds, the Bears of Eliſha:

when made wheel-carriages they make the

great one the Chariot of Elias, and the leſſcr

Jacob's Waggon, or the Chariot of Joſeph.

See the article URSA.

' ELIAS's RAVEN. A name given by

Schickard to the constellation Corvus.

. ELLIPSIS. An oblong circle formed by

vthe paſſing of a plane in an oblique direction

through a-cone; This is one of the figures

called a conic ſection by_ astronomers. See

Coma.

ELZAHARETH. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of strange and founding

words, call the planet Venus. It is one of the

.Arabic names, and the word in that language

properly ſignifies large or conſpicuous, a very

proper term for this planet.

ENGONASIN. One ofthe constellations

 

of the antients, it is the ſame with that now

called Hercules. Ptolemy mentions it Under

this name, and many at that time follOWed

him. '

EOOPHOROS. A name by which ſome

have called the bright star Arcturus.

EOSPHORUS. A name by which many

of the old astronomical writers mention the

planet Venus, but they only call her by that

name when ſhe appears before ſun-riſe in the

morning. The term ſignifies the bringer of

the morning. They alſo called her Phoſ

phorus, the bringer of light.

EQUAL, in power, or EQUIPOSSE.

Aantities or numbers, which, being multi

plied into themſelves, produce equal ſquares

and equal cubes, or equal ſecond and third

.powers, are expreſſed by this term.

EQUAL PLANET. A name given by

ſome of the astrological writers to Mercury.

The denomination is founded upon an old tra

dition, and indeed is little other than a tranſla

tion of the Stclla Communis, a name by which

it was called among the Latins. The people

who look up to the planets for preſages, beſide

allowing great force to their aſpects, or mu

tual influence with certain constellations, al

lowed them certain inherent qualities, or

povVers oſ influences, well or ill. Thus Ju

piter was naturally the planet of good fortune,

and Saturn and Mars were the planets of ill

fortune, but in a different degree, Saturn being

esteemed more ſo than Mars: on the con

trary, Mercury was ſuppoſed equal, or nei

ther good o'r ill in himſelſ, but determined

only by his aſpect.

EQUATORt
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EQUATOR. A great circle of the ſphere,

placed at equal distance from the two poles.

Sn- CIRCLES oft/ye Spbm.

To find the height of the equator, the fa

miliar method is this. Provide an instrument

fixed on the plane of the meridian, and with it

take the meridian height of ſome one of the

fixed stars which is in the equator, and con

ſequently has no declination : or, instead of a

star, take the most conſpicuous of the hea

venly bodies, the ſun, and take his height at

noon when he is in the equator; and this

obſervation, whether made in the first way

by a star, or in the ſecond by the ſun, gives

the height of the equator at one opera

tion. But although this is the most familiar

method, the thing is not limited to this,

for the height of the equator may be found

either by the meridian height of a star which

has declination, or by the meridian height of

theſun when it is not in the equator, only

knowing first' what is the declination of the

star from the equator, or how much the ſun's

declination for the time of the obſervation.

The obſervation being made on the ſun's me

ridian height at any time, the ſun's declina

tion for that time is to be found ; as by

all this declination, he is lower than the equa

tor, this quantity of his declination being

added to his meridian height, gives the height

of the equator.

The finding the height of the equator has this

advantage, that the height of the pole is known

as a conſequence, for the height ofthe pole is the

compliment ofthe height of the equator. This,

however, is not the readiest way of finding the

height of the pole: that is to be done as this

other, by an immediate, and a very familiar

obſervation 3 any of the stars that are within the

arc'tic circle of the place ſerve for this pur

poſe, and it is to be done either by a ſingle

obſervation, or by the reſult of two. If it be

V 01.. I.

 

done by a ſingle obſervation, ſome star in the

arctic circle is to be fixed upon, and its decli

nation being first known, which is to be

found in the table of declinations, the greatest

height, or the least height of that star, is to

be obſerved 3 that is, its meridian altitude, or

its altitude in that point, which is the lowest

of its apparent motion, which is its oppoſite

meridian : for in theſe stars which are within

the arctic circle, although in no others, the

oppoſite meridian is to be ſeen. If the greatest

height of the star be taken, the distance of the

star from the pole is to be abstracted from it;

and this gives the height of the pole in the

remainder. If it were the least height of the

star that was taken, the distance of the star

from the pole is to be added, and the whole

gives the elevation of the pole for the place of

the obſervation. lf the two obſervations were

made, and the star's height was marked down

at its meridian, and at its oppoſite meridian,

then the middle between theſe two is the ele

vation of the pole of that place.

The only caution that is neceſſary in this

reſpect is, that whether the greatest and least

height of the star, or only the least height of

it be taken for this purpoſe, the star that is

pitched upon for obſervation ſhould be one

not nea' to the verge of the arctic circle, for,

in this caſe, being near the horizon in the

time of its least height, the obſervation will be'

rendered uncertain from the refraction. It is

not only that an error might ariſe from not

obſerving the refraction, but that there will

always be uncertainty in theſe obſervations

from the variableneſs of that refraction.

In either of theſe methods the height of the

pole being taken reciprocally, ſhews alſo the

height of the equator in that place, ſo that

the one being given the other is always

known ; for the height of the one of theſe is

always the compliment of the height of the]

B b ' other.
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other. But it is more ſafe to judge of that of

the pole, from the obſervations of that of the

equator, than converſely 3 for the height of the

equator is taken by obſervations out of the

way of error from refraction.

EQUINOCTIAL. A circle on the ſur

face of the earth, anſwering to the circle

called the equator in the heavens, and ſup*

poſed formed by the plane of that circle paffing

through the centre of the earth. Thoſe who

live in the equinoctial have the days and

nights of equal length throught the year. Sn

Cracms.

EQUULEUS. A constellation in the

northern hemiſphere, mentioned by all the

astronomical writers, and called alſo Equi

ſectio, and the Horſe's Head. It is one ofthe

old forty-eight constellations, which are ſup

poſed to be of Egyptian origin, if not even

older than the inhabitation of Egypt, and to

have been taught by the Egyptians to the

Greeks, who began about the time of Thales

to travel into Egypt by way of improvement.

It is a ſmall conſtellation; but it contains

in proportion to its extent a tolerable quan

tity of stars. It is a very ſingular one in

point of figure. It is repreſented in 'form of

the head, and part of the neck of an horſe,

cut off as it were from the body, and its ſitua

tion adds alſo to the ſingularity of its appear

ance, for it is placed just before the head

of the horſe Pegaſus, whoſe figure makes

another of the constellations in this part of

the heavens; the bottom or fection of the

netk reaches to the front of the head of the

horſe, and extends from about its noſe to

its forehead. When the constellation Pegaſus

is viewed in the proper posture, this head,

affixed as it were to his, has the appearance

of that of another horſe, urging forward on
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the oppoſite ſide of him, and juſt getting ſo

far as by the head and neck before him.

Equuleus is at a conſiderable diſtance from

the pole. The conſtellations near to it are the

head of Pegaſus on the one part, and the Dol

phin on the other. The tail of the Fox is

oppoſite to the opening of the mouth of Equu

leus, but at a conſiderable diſtance. The

fection of the neck, as already obſerved,

comes to the head of Pegaſus, and the noſe is

oppoſite to the lower part of the body of the

Dolphin.

The antients have mentioned only four

ſtars in the Horſe's Head, and ſtrictly ſpeaking

in the head there are only four that are con

ſpicuous 5 there are ſome ſmaller on the neck,

and ſome ſmall ones alſo beſides theſe on the

head. Ptolemy ſets down four stars to this

constellation, and we know he religiouſly fol

lowed Hipparchus. Tycho allows only the

ſame number, but Hevelius raiſed it to ſix, and

Flamstead diſcovered ten stars in it. The

four principal of theſe, as already obſerved,

are in the head, one is ſituated on the fore

head, one at the eye, and twoat the mouth,

the three others, most conſiderable, are in a

cluster in the neck. There is alſo a little one

near the larger at the eye, and the rest are

ſmall. The largest of theſe are only of the

fourth magnitude, the reſt ofthe fifth and ſixth,

and principally of the latter.

EQUUS, the Iſorst. A name by which

ſome of the astronomical writers have called

the constellation more generally named Pe

gaſus. Ptolemy has led them into this, but

the more determinate term Pegaſus is much

more proper, as there is an Equuleus beſide.

ERICHTHONIUS. A name by which

many of the old astronomical writers have

mentioned the constellation called Auriga,

The
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The Greeks, willing to adapt ſome part of

their fabulous histtny to a- figure which they

had received from their instructors, the Egyp

tians, called this by the name of that ſon of

Vulcan, becauſe the bridle in his hand ſeemed

a ſymbol of his invention of coaches. They

knew not well what to make of the Goat and

Kids in the figure, but they could not get

rid of them, becauſe of a very conſpicuous star

in the constellation, one ofthe first magnitude,

which was always understood and mentioned

to be in the Goat's ſhoulder. They invented

ſeveral other stories to adapt to this constella

tion, but all as idle. The Egyptians ſeem to

have meant nothing by it but a countryman

taking care ofhis flock of goats. See Aumo A.

ERIDANUS, 'be River. A constellation

of the northern hemiſphere, very conſiderable

in its extent, and comprehending ſome stars

that are ſufficiently conſpicuous. It is one of

the forty-eight old constellations, and'is named

by all the writers on astronomy. NIany of the fi

guresofthe constellations are unnatural enough.

The Bears-have long tails, and the WVhale has

legs, but thefigure of a river isleſsliable to miſ

repreſentation in the deſigning. It is repreſented

in the ſchemes of the heavens as a river of

conſiderable breadth, running in a crooked,

not in a direct, courſe, turning, in one part,

into a kind of ſemicircle. After this, it runs

with various windings into the ſouthern hemi

ſphere, and continues its courſe to the foot of

the thnix. V

The constellations, about the part of the

Eridanus which is in the northern hemiſphere,

are Orion, the Bull, the Whale, the Dragon,

and the Hare. In the ſouthern hemiſphere

are the Phaenix, the Hydrus, and the Toucan.

The constellation begins at the left foot of

Orion. The star of the first magnitude in that

foot, which is alſo called by a particular name

 

Regel, may be esteemed the head oſ the Eri

danus. It runs with ſome convolutions under

Taurus, and has its great or ſcmicircular bend

just at the breast of the Whalc, the legs and

feet of that monster among the Constellations

(for the Whale of the heavens has feet) come

upon it. The Hare is oppoſite to another

part of its courſe, and the Dog, but at a

larger distance. It terminates at the Toucan,

Hydrus, and Phuznix, which all stand near

one another in the ſouthern hemiſphere ; but

it does not end there ſo determinately as it

begins in the other.

The old astronomers allowed thirty-four '

stars to the constellation Eridanus. Ptolemy

from Hipparchus ſets down ſo many, and all

the others have followed him. Hevclius al

lows no more than twenty-ſeven, but Flam

stead raiſes the number to eighty-four. Of

theſe there is not a ſingle star either of the first

or ſecond magnitude, but there are a conſider

able number of the third, ſome reckon twelve,

others ten of theſe, but thoſe who diſpute a

part, reducing them to the fourth claſs, yet al

low eight or nine to be truly of the third mag

nitude, and there are enough in number to

make a constellation very conſpicuous. One

of the most conſpicuous of theſe is just be

fore the breast of the Whale, and there are

two others allowed on all hands to be of the

third magnitude near to this. The rest are,

together with ſeveral ſufficiently bright stars, of

the fourth and fifth magnitudes, distributcd

with tolerable regularity over the figure.

TheGreeks, in their uſual manner ofadapt

ing ſome part of their history, or of the story

of their country, or of thoſe who had been the

ſubjects of the exploits of their gods and he

roes, have given the name of Eridanus to this

constellation, which we find on all hands was

in the earlier times called only by the general

name of the River. lt is likely that the figure

B b 2 of
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oſ one river is ſo like that ofanother, that there

needed no peculiar legend to aſcertain the

name; and yet there arc ſome among their

writers, who, instead of the Eridanus, call

it the Euphrates, and ſay it is the river into

which Venus and Cupid jumped for fear of

the giant Typhon, and transformed them

ſelves (to avoid the danger) into thoſe two

fiſhes, which were afterwards -taken up into

the ſkies, and made the ſign Piſces in the zodiac.

Others, however, ſay, that the constellation

repreſents the ſea in general, and was deſigned

as a figure of it 5 and others, perhaps, with

more propriety, that it is a picture of the

Nile. Thoſe who tell us this, ſay alſo, that

the ſingle large star underneath it was once

called Canopus, a name derived from that of

an iſland in the Nile ſo called. All that we

could know of it is, that it is a river, and that

it very fortunater comprehends ſeveral stars.

Among the enthuſiastic writers on astro

nomy this constellation has obtained a couple

of ſcripture names, but they have none of them

altered its figure. Schickard only deſires that

it may be called the brook Ccdron, and Schil

ler that it may be the Red Sea over which the

Iſraelites paſſed under the conduct of Moſes.

 

ERIGONE. A name by which ſome of t

the astronomical writers have distinguiſhed the ;

ſign Virgo. Some, who would explain this, i

have ſuppoſed ſome queen, or great perſonage g

of the name of Erigone, to have been, for her '

peculiar virtues, exalted into the heavens z but

a more probable ſolution is, that it was meant,

like the constellation itſelf, to tell men of the

time of harvest. This constellation receives

the ſun in August and Septembcr, when the

ears of corn grow reddiſh, as promiſing har

vest. The word Erigone properly ſignifies

red, and the Virgin was intended only

to repreſent ſome female labourer in the har

vest-work, by an ear of corn in her hand.

EVE. According to Schiller and his fol-l

lowers, a name of one of the ſouthern constel

lations, Theſe are a ſet oſ enthuſiasts, who

have, under the name of reforming the ſphere,

new-modelled all the constellations; they have

placed St. Peter in the place oſ the Ram, the

Bull is converted into a St. Andrew, and ſo oſ

the rest of the zodiac. In regard to the old con

stellations they have uſually given one for one

among their ſacred new ones 5 but when they

got among the late-formed constellations of

the ſouthern hemiſphere, they have generally

taken two or three for one. Thus Eve is

formed out of the stars, which, in the ordinary

ſphere, compoſe the Bird of Paradiſe, the Cha

melion, and the Flying Fiſh 5 and stands ſmgly

in the place of them all.

EXASTION. A name by which ſome

i have called that cluster of stars in the constel

lation Taurus, commonly known by the name

oſ the Pleiades, or, in Engliſh, the Seven

Scars.

*_l
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ERA, the wild Beast. A name by which

F ſome of the old astronomers call that

constellation, now known by the more deter

minate name of Lupus, or the Wolf.

Schiller has transformed this constellation

into one which he calls the patriarch Jacob,

as out of the stars, which form the Centaur,

he has made Abraham and Iſaac.

.FERETRUM, the Bitr.

which, with the addition of the epithets Ma

jus and Minus, ſome authors have expreſſed

the Greater and the Leſſer Bear. The Ara

bians began the custom. See URSA.

FIDICULA. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of unuſual words, have called

the constellation Lyra. It is one of the old

Latin names, but it is affectation to uſe ſuch.

Fidicula is alſo name by which the Latin astro

nomers have called the largest star in Lyra.

FISH. A name alſo given by ſome of the

astronomical writers to the conſtellation Ce

tus, the Whale. A very Conſiderable one in

the northern hemiſphere. See Cz'rvs.

FISH, flying. .A name given by the later aſ

tronomers to a constellation in the ſouthern

hemiſphere, which ſome alſo call the Paſſer.

It is a ſmall constellation, and is ſituated be

tween the root of the Royal Oak, and the

A name by

 

 

 

body of the ſhip. See 'be article Prscrs Vo.

LANS.

FISH SOUTHERN. A constellation of

the ſouthern hemiſphere, placed at the ſeet of

Aquarius, and ſwallowing the whole stream

of water that comes from his urn. It has the

epithet Southern added to its name, to distin

guiſh it from the constellation Piſces of the

zodiac, for one of which figures it might elſe

be mistaken. See PISCIS AU.STRALIS.

FLAMINGO. A name by which ſome

call the new constellation of the ſouthern he

miſphere, more univerſally known by the

name of the Crane, Grus. The Flamingo,

called alſo the Flammant and Phcenicopterus

is a tall bird, and they give its figure, instead of

that of the Crane z but it is better to continue

that of the more known fowl.

FLAIVINIANT. A name given by ſome,

who are fond of new names, to a constellation

in the ſouthern hemiſphere, commonly called

the Crane, Grus. This Flammant is a

name of the thnicopterus, or Flamingo, a

tall bird, under whoſe out-lines ſome arrange

the stars of the Crane, instead of uſing the

figure of that more familiarly known bird.

FLUVIUS, the River. A name by which

One of the conflellations is called by ſome of

the.
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the old writers; it is that which we characte

riſe by the name of Eridanus. There was no

impropriety in this at the time when they

'wrote, nor will there be any confuſion abdht

it when We know that they always mean the

Eridanus by it 5 but it Would be an occaſion

of perplexity to denominate the constellation

ſimply the river now, becauſe Royer has ſince

exalted the Tigris into the ſkies 5 ſo that it is

neceſſary to ſay now which river we mean, and

to particulariſe this by the name Eridanus.

FLY. One of the constellat'ons added to

the forty-eight old ones by late astronomers,

and ſituated in the ſouthern hemiſphere. It

'has its place between the feet of the Centaur

and the head of the Chamelion, and it con

tains only four ſtars 3 it is called alſo the Bee.

See APIS.

FOMAHAUT. A name by which many

astronomers have called a bright star in the

Fiſh's mouth; it is an Arabic name, it be

* ing a custom among the astronomers of that

  

nation, as well as with the Greeks and La

tins, ſrequently to call ſingle stars by ſome

peculiar name.

FORTUNA. A name by which ſome of

thc old astronomers have called the constella

tion Virgo. The head oſ this ſign compriſes

only a few stars, and thoſe not very large;

they left all her head obſcure, and attri

buted the whole figure to that diety of their

imaginations, Fortune. -

FORTUNA MAJOR. A name by

which ſome of thoſe authors, who affect

uncommon expreſſions, call the planet Jupi

ter. It is founded on a very old opinion

oſ this planet, being one of thoſe that denoted

proſperity. The JeWS call it by a name ex

preſiing the star of good fortune, and the bride

groom, as a part of the marriage-ceremony,

preſented his wife with a ring, on which were

the figure and name oſ this planet, as an emu

blent of good fortune and of fertility.

  



 
 

ABRIEL. According to Schiller, one

of the constellations oſ the northern he

miſphere : it is in the place of Pegaſus. This

author has new-modelled all the constellations

to make them repreſent holy histories. Schic

kard has done ſomething of this, but he only

converts the Horſe into one oſ the kings of Ba

bylon, and Hartſdorf follows the ſame emen

dation.

GAD. A name by which ſome of the old

astronomical writers have called Jupiter. It

is ſuppoſed to be the name by which that planet

was called among the old Jews.

GADIO. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Capricorn. It is the

Syriac name for that ſign, and properly ſignifies

a young goat or kid.

GALAXY. A name by which many have

called the Via Lactea, or Milky Way in the

heavens, a tract of a whitiſh colour and con

ſiderable breadth, which runs through a great

compaſs in the heavens, ſometimes in a double,

but the greatest part of its courſe in a ſingle

path or stream; and is compoſed of a vast

number oſ stars too minute, or too remote

from the earth to be ſeen by the naked eye,

but diſcovered in great numbers in all parts oſ

it by the teleſcope. There are ſome traces oſ

the ſame kind of light about the ſouth polc,

 

but they are ſmall in compariſon of this.

Thoſe who have written on them call them

luminous ſpaces and magellanic clouds, but

they are, in reality, the ſame with the Milky

VVay. -

GALLINA, the Hen. A name by

which ſome astronomical writers have called

that constellation which we at this time

know by the name of the Swan. Ptolemy

calls it the Bird, and ſome of thoſe who fol

lowed him have expreſſed themſelves in the

ſame indeterminate manner. Others have

appropriated the name to that of the Hen.

GALLINELLA. A name by which ſome

oſ the Italian writers have called the Pleiades,

or the Seven Stars. It is formed on an old

custom oſ calling them the Hen and Chickens.

GALLUS. A constellation formed by

ſome authors out of the stars about the stern of '

the Ship, which they have thrown together un

der the figure of a cock : but the generaiity of

writers continue to reckon them among the

stars of the Ship.

GANYMEDE. A name by which ſome

of the old aſtronomical writers have called the

conſtellation Aquila. They ſay, in general,

that this was the bird which Jupiter uſed in the

carrying off that youth, and that he placed it

afterwards
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afterwards in the heavens ; but ſome ſay Ga

nymede himſelf was changed into an eagle,

and placed there. For the diſpoſition qf 'bestart

'ſin 'his constellation, ſhe AVJILA.

Ganymede is alſo a name given by ſome of

the old aſtronomers to the conſtellation Aqua

rius. They pretend that it is the figure ofthat

youth exalted to the heavens. See AVM

duus. '

GARLAND. A name by which ſome of

'the aſtronomical writers have called the con

ſtellation more uſually known by the name of

Corona'BoreaJis, or the Northern'Crown. See

'CORON A.

GAVERO. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have ca'llcd the

conſtellation Orion. It is the Syriac name of

that conſtellation, and ſignifies the Giant.

GEDI. A name by which ſome have called

the conſtellation Capricorn. People, who are

fond of uncuſtomary names, will ranſack all

the languages for them. This is the Hebrew

name of that conſtellation.

' GEMINI. One ofthe conſtellations of the

northern hemiſphere, and one of much conſi

deration, being of the number of the twelve

which mark the diviſions of the zodiac, and

from which the ſeveral parts of the ecliptic

have been named. Gemini is plainly, on-this

account, one of the forty-eight old conſtella

tions, and it is mentioned by all the aſtrono

mical' writers. It is the third in order ofthe

ſigns of the zodiac following Aries and

Taurus.

The Greeks, it is probable, received the

figures of all the conſtellations from the Egyp

tians. That thoſe of the zodiac were of this

origin is yet more evident than that the others

 
are ſo, and none more plainly ſhan this.

The Greeks had a vanity in boasting them

ſelves to have been the inventors ofwhat they

received from this early people ; and they had

a custom of adapting part of their history to

the ſigns in the heavens to countenance this

pretence : but in this they often betrayed them

ſelves, and they have particularly done ſo in

this article, as will appear when we preſently

come to trace the origin of this figure.

Gemini is a constellation of ſome extent

in the heavens, but it does not contain ſo great

a number of stars as ſome others which occupy

a ſmaller ſpace; but 'then ſome of thoſe con

tained in' this figure are ſo conſpicuous, and ſo

advantageotu placed, that the constellation is

as eaſily determined on ſight, as any in the

heavens.

The figure, under which we ſee the constel

lation Gemini repreſented in the ſeveral ſchemes

of the heavens, is that of two children, twins,

placed cloſe to one another, and repreſentedas

looking each other affectionately in the face.

They have ſhort hair, naked bodies, except

for a little piece of a robe about the middle,

and a kind of ſandals upon their feet. The

0ne_holds in his right hand a club, his left is

round the waist or hid behind the back of his

brother; the other has in his right hand a lyre,

and in the left a dart. The hand which holds

this is extented.

The constellations, between which Gemini

is placed, are CanCCr, the Lynx, Auriga,

Taurus, Orion, the Rhinoceros, and the Lit

tle Dog. Cancer is immediately behind them

on the ecliptic, and Taurus before them; the

back of the right hand figure is toward Can

cer, and the faCe of the left toward Taurus.

The Lynx is galloping over their heads, the

hinder feet of that constellation coming near

the Crab, and conſequently near to the head
of the right hand figure of Gemini. Aurigaſi

'5
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is near the right hand figure, his right knee

comes toward the dart in its hand. The hea'

of the Unicorn is just-under their feet; the

ihead of Orion just before that, and the whole

constellation of the Little Dog just behind it.

The ſpace that is between theſe ſeveral con

stellations is larger than Can be filled up by this

of Gemini, and conſequently there are many

unformed stars left in it; but iſ a larger had

been deviſed to take in a greater number of

theſe, ſome of the most conſiderable could

not have been ſo-well determined.

The old writers allowed twenty-five stars to

the constellation Gemini, there are ſo many

ſet down to it by Ptolemy, and we know he

was a strict follower of Hipparchus, who, ac

cording to all history, made the first catalogue

of the fixed stars that mankind ever ſaw, Ty

cho Brah'e counted exactly the ſame number,

but the ſucceeding astronomers were of a

greater diſcernment. Hevelius diſcovered

thirty-eight stars in Gemini, and Flamstead

eighty-five.

Of theſe there are ſome very conſiderable 5

there is one of the first magnitude in the ſore

head of the left hand figure, or Castor, ſor that

is the uſual distinction. Some have called this

only of the ſecond magnitude, but iſ not quite

ſo large as Sirius is, it is bigger than all oſ the

allowed ſeconds. There is one of the ſe

cond magnitude in the head alſo of the right

hand figure, or Pollux. This is by all agreed

to be of the ſecond magnitude, and it is much

inferior to the other both in ſize and lustre.

There are five or ſix of the third magnitude,

and they are very conſpicuous stars, one of

them is in the left footof Castor, another in

the upper knee of'the ſame figure, a third (but

this is diſputed whether of the third or fourth

magnitude) is in the ſore arm of the ſame ſi

gure. A fohrth is in the left knee of Pollux,

a fifth in his left-ſide toward the waist. From

the ſituation of theſe ſeveral stars, which are

VOL. I.

 

the conſpicuous ones of the constellation, and

thoſe, which the perſons who formed it were

most deſirous to determine in a particular man

ner by their places, -it appears very plainly,

that they had reaſon not to enlarge the figure

to ſill up all the ſpace, for if ſo, theſe ſeveral

stars could not have been allotted to places ſo

eaſily determined when they are ſpoken of.

The other stars in the constellation are,-in ge

neral, of the ſmallest kinds, and they are diſ

perſed with a tolerable regularity o'ver .the

whole figure, but there are, in general, more

of them in the upper than in the lower part

of it. v r- -

This ſigſiurc ofthe constellation Gemini, re

preſenting it under the ſorm of two children,

twins, has been received by all nations of the

world except the Arabians, although it is not

the figure that was originally adapted to that

ſign, nor does convey any idea of the intent

of thoſe who deviſed it. The Arabians have

not departed from this through any knowledge'

of the error, nor have they come back to truth

in the alteration. Their religion did not per

mit them to draw, on any occaſion, a repreſen-

tation of human figures, and they were there

fore obliged to alter all thoſe which had this

original form in their delineations of the hea-_ ,

vens. Thus they made a crane of Ophiucus,

Auriga they debaſed into a mule, Hercules

was made a camel, for Andromeda they put a

ſea-calf, and in the place of Gemini, as rc

preſented by twin children, they put a pair of

peacocks. v

The Greeks, who have adapted ſome-part

of their fabulous history to every constellation,1

could not omit to claimv the origin of ſo conſi

derable a one as this, which was a zodiac

ſign. They tell us, that the two figures , rc

preſented in this constellation are the two br_o

thers, Caſtor and Pollux, who make ſo grieat

a figure in their history. .The IOVe and friend

ſhip of theſe heroes has been propoſed as a pat-_

C c len-i
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tern of affection to all ſucceedingbrothers, and

for this, as Well as for their numerous exploits
and deeds ofiheroiſm, they ſay Jupiter placed

them in this conſpicuous ſituation in the hea

vens.

The Greeks, however, are not ſo Well

agreed among themſelves about the history of

this constellation, as men uſually will be who

ſpeak truth; for while the generality of their

writers make the two figures, Castor and Pol

lux, ſome of note among them ſay they are

Hercules and Apollo, and others Triptolemus

andJaſion, the favourites of Ceres, who car

ried them to this place in the heavens.

This is the general account among the

Greeks themſelves. Sir Iſaac Newton, who

has been at great pains to aſcertain the history

of the constellations, refers them all to the

time of the Argonautic expedition. He takes

notice that Muſaaus, who is celebrated for hav

ingmade thefirst ſphere everſeen inGreece,was

father to Orpheus, who was one of the Argo

nauts; and he adds, that the old constellations

are deſigned to refer to certain incidents in that

exploit, and that none of them have reference

to any later. We do agree that none have,

for their ſubjects or occaſions, things that have

paſſed ſince the time of the Argonautic expe

dition ; but there is abundant proof that they

are many of them, and probably they are all

of them ſo, much earlier than that period,

and that they are not the offspring of that peo

ple. It is evident, that, though we meet with

continual mention of the-constellation among

the Greek astronomers, we are to look up

much earlier for their on'gin.

Thales is allowed to be the first of the

Greek astronomers who travelled into Egypt

for the improvent of his knowledge, and great

merit is laid to his converſations and familiarity

with the priests of that nation, for they were

the univerſal ſcholars. Thales died about five

 

hundred and fiftyyears before thebirthof Christ.

Muſazus,who,upon the credit of Laertius, is re

ceived as the maker of the first ſphere amongthe

Greeks, must have lived about ſeven hundred

years earlier than that time, butby thelittle that

was known, even by Thales, with the help of

his Egyptian instructions, it does not appear

that astronomy could have made any great

progreſs at the time of Muſaeus. Theſe, to

which ſoever of them we would refer the riſe

of astronomy among the Greeks, are very late

periods in reſpect to thoſe from which we may

trace it amongthatpeople, fromwhom the Gre

cians, in the time of Thales and his ſucceſſors,

confeſſed, and from whom it is probable, that

they always had received the knowledge of the

stars. It is to theſe people, or to their anceſ

tors perhaps in another country, that we are

to refer the origin of the constellations, for we

ſhall find remains of their figures among them

much earlier than the period of the Argo

nauts.

Although we are not willing to allow the

full claim of the Egyptians of old any more

than that of the Chineſe at preſent to antiquity,

for both nations carry their claim back into

abſurdity and folly, yet we must allow that

they are a nation much more antient than any

other of which we have any knowledge, and

there are among them remains of acknow

ledged antiquity, in compariſon of which all

other things are modern. On theſe monu

ments of their earliest time which are covered

with figures, which were the hieroglyphical

writing of that people, there are found the

forms of the constellations, and particularly oſ

the ſeveral ſigns of the zodiac. The Crab

and Goat are the most frequent, after theſe the

Ram, the Bull, and Gemini, the Lion, and:

the others. It is certain, from the things

about theſe, that they are meant to repreſent

the ſigns in the heavens, not the animals

themſelves

"'l
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themſelves as on the earth, and their order '; ligion oſthe Perſians obſerves, that the eaſicm

and diſpoſition on ſome, the ſamſ; in which

they follow one another in the heavens, con

dirms it. .

We are no longer then to look among the

Greeks, an infant nation in Compariſon of

theſe, for the origin of ſigns and figures, long

before they became a people in uſe with theſe,

and by their own accounts, ſo far as we have

accounts of any thing on the occaſion, bor

rowed from them. It is among the Egyptians -

then that we are to look for the origin of the

constellations, and to come back to the point

aimed to be explained here, how ſhould any

part of the Grecian story belong to the inven

tion of the Egyptians many years before them ;

or what could thoſe Egyptians, at that ſo much

earlier period, know of the Castor and Pollux

of the Greeks, born ſo many centuries after

the invention of the constellation, in the figure

of which they are pretended to be repreſented.

That Castor and Pollux could not be de

ſigned by the constellation Gemini then is

evident, that on going yet farther back we

ſhall find that no human figures at all were

deſigned or repreſented in it. Theſe old mo

numents ſhew us that not two children, but

a pair of kids, was the original figure in

this constellation, and the testimony they

give, though in itſelf ſufficient, is corrobo

rated by the accounts of the earliest authors,

who tell us, with one voice, that they were

two young kids which the Egyptians placed in

that part of the heavens. The obſervation

was too plain not to have struck ſeveral who

have conſidered it. Herodotus, who was well

aequainted with the history of the times pre

ceding hiS, ſo far as it was or could be known,

tells us expreſly, that the Egyptians knew no

thing of Castor or of Pollux, and that it was

impoſſible they ſhould have heard even their

names; and Hyde, in his treatiſe on the re

 

l

1

people could know nothing of thoſe two

heroes, whom the Greeks had honoured with

the place of the third ſign of the zodiac.

Thus far then we are led with eaſe. The

Greeks did not deviſe the constellations, nor

has their fabulous history, one part or other

of which they have adapted to every figure in

the heavens, any rclation to them. The

Egyptians invented them, or they brought

them from ſome other place where they had

been invented, and this invention was ſo early

that it preceded the fabulous hiſtory of this

vain people, and having been made in the

ſimpler ages of the world, had doubtleſs more

ſimplicity, and more reſpect to uſe, than pomp

and ostentation. lVIacrobius has very judici

ouſly explained the origin and the intent of

the invention of the constellations in his ac

count of Cancer and Capricorn z and Pluche

has followed the plan. This venerable an'

tient refers the figures to ſome meaning and

expreſſion, and making them a part of the

hieroglyphic' language of the people, among

whom they were invented, he gives them ap

propriation and utility, and places their origin

in reaſon. A Pollux, or an Hercules, might

be as well placed in one part. of the' heavens

as in another, and the placing them any vrhercv

would anſwer no purpoſe, but that of an idle

ostentation, whereas if we ſuppoſe a people

who expreſſed themſelves by hieroglyphics,

formed of the figures of animals instead of

Words, ſelecting ſome or other of thoſe ani

mals on theſe particular occaſions, we ſhall

find instruction and utility in the aſligning

them their places, and the study of them will

be like that of a language. Macrobius ſays,

they placed the Crab and the Goat, Cancer

and Capricorn, not by chance, or without

claim, at the two barriers of the ſun's courſe,

z but at once to mark the points, and ſo con

vey the knowledge of what happened at them.

C c 2 When
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'When the ſun arrived at va certain part of th'c

'7hca\'ens, they perceived that he began to move

backward, and to deſcend obliquely. To

mark that ſpace or portion of the heavens,

-ar which this happened, they Were to take

note of the stars which stood in it ; and they

Were, for the ſake of ſpeaking of them fami

liarly, to arrange them under the form of ſome

animal: they were aCCUstomed to hieroglyphic

writing, and they choſe for this purpoſe the

figure of a Crab, a creature which moves ob

liquely, and backward, as the ſun then began

to do. On the other hand, they were to

mark, as the other barrier of his courſe, a part

of the heavens, at which that luminary, hav

ing quitted the lower part of his courſe, be

gan to riſe higher and higher. On the ſame

plan, and with the ſame intent, they ſelected

for the figure, under which to arrange theſe

stars, that of a wild Goat, anſianimal which

was always climbing up the mountains.

It is on this principle laid down by the

happy thought of Macrobius, that we ſhall

make out the meaning of all the rest. The

diviſion of the zodiac into constellations was

very early, and the uſe of that diviſion was to

point out to the huſbandman the ſeveral pe

riods of buſineſs and of profit.

The ſpring was the time when the young

lambs, and the rest of the offspring of the

stock, began to follow their mothers over the

new covered fields, and gather strength in the

warm ſun, and from the freſh grown her

bage. The great articles of this stock were

the ſheep, the ox, and the gnat, and theſe

brought up their young ſucceffivcly in the en

creaſmg Warmth of the ſpring, and under fa

vour of the farther growing of the pasturage :

the lambs followed their dams along the fields

in the earliest offer of good weather ; a month

after theſe the calf trotted along after its

larger parent, and at a yet more advanced pe

 

riod, but still within the limits of the' ſpring,

the Goat, followed by her doublelitter, cloſed

the encreaſe. It was the great point of the

huſhandman's buſineſs to know when all this

was to happen, and it was of importance to

him to have notice of the approach of the

glad ſeaſon, and to prepare for it. It was

ſoon ſeen, that the progreſs of the ſun along

the ſeveral parts of the heavens occaſioned

this, and it was with intent to know exactly

when this effect ſhould be produced, that they

remarked theſe ſeveral places. They were to

aſcertain the stars that occupied each ſpace,

or part of his courſe at this time under the

figures of animals, any animals would ſerve the

purpoſe, and which ſhould they chuſe ſo natu

rally, or indeed ſo properly, as thoſe very

ſpecies, the care of which occaſioned the ob

ſervation 3 they ſelected theſe, and they placed

them in the order of time in which their

young appear. The Ram, the father of the

flock, was the constellation that marked, by

the ſun's entrance into it, the first portion of

the ſpring ; the Bull the ſecond, and the third,

the fruitful Goats encreaſe the twin kids, but

not twin heroes, according to the fabulous

Greek history.

As the origin of the constellations has on

this occaſion of the ſingular and little under

stood ſign Gemini, been enquired into, it may

not be amiſs to add a few words, by way of

explanation, of that hint, given toward the

beginning of this article, that Egypt, although

the place whenCe the Greeks received the ſi

gures of the constellations, might not be that

where they were first invented, and that thoſe

who diffuled them over the rest of the world,

might themſelves have brought them from

elſe where. It is not only that they might,

they certainly did bring them from ſome

other, and that ſome very distant place. We

have ſeen that theſe three figures of the con

stellations,

__.\_1\_.--
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--stellations, which mark the ſeveral parts of

the zodiac, or the twelve diviſions of the e

cliptic, were deviſed to remind men of the ſea

ſon for their ſeveral parts of huſbandry, and

this will be eaſily proved with reſpect to all

the rest. Among theſe the constellation Vir

go, which however raiſed into a kind of angel

by the Greek painters, was in the original,

and among the Egyptians, no other than a

'ſun-burnt maid, who wrought in the fields,

holding in her handan ear of reddening corn,

betokened the approach oſ harvest :v this ap

pears ſrom the Egyptian figures of the highest

antiquity. I ſhall mention only one more,

Aquarius, the wateryconstellation,who ſeemed

to pour the rains of winter out of his full urn,

and was the ſign of foul weather. Theſe

marked the ſeaſons of approaching harvest and

oſ winter, and it was with that intent the

figures were placed in thoſe parts of the hea

vens; but although this anſwered very well

to the ſucceſſion and nature of the ſeaſons in

all other parts of the world, it by no means

agreed with Egypt. August and Septcmber

are indeed the times of approaching harvest

with us, and over all the world beſide almost,

but not in Egypt. The harvest there is in

March and April. And as to Aquarius, who

very well marks the rain and bad weather to

us, and to the rest oſ the world, in this alſo

Egypt is particular, and has nothing to do

with the prcgnostication; ſor in Egypt it

never rains, and the winter is the finest ſea

ſon of the year.

It follows then, that the constellations

which mark the ſeveral diviſions oſ the zo

diac, although they were brought from Egypt

into all the other parts of the world, yet were

not invented in Egypt. There is great rea

ſon 'to believe, that the obſervation of the

heavens was very early, probably it had its

origin in that country, where all mankind

i lived together immediately after the flood;" and

that the Egyptians carried theuobſcrvations

with them to the borders oſ the Nile when

they went to ſettlc there; and although the

figures of the constellatith nd longer conveyed

the meaning that was intended by them, and

which is anſwered to all other people, they

continued the uſe oſ them to prevent the con

fuſion that might have ariſen from innova

tion.

The antients attributed to every ſign oſ the

iodiac one-of the principal'deities ſor its-tute

lary power. Phoebus had the care of Gemini,

and thence all the jargon of astrologers about

the agreement of the ſun, and this constella

thfl. '

GENASH. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of hard words, have called the con

stellation Urſa Minor. It is the Hebrew

name of that constellation.

GEOGRAPHICAL MERIDIAN. A

term that is uſed by astronomers to expreſs

what is properly only the half oſ a meridian

circle. A meridian, when the term is under

stood at large, is a great circle oſ the earth,

drawn through both the poles oſ the earth,

and through the place whoſe meridian it' is.

In this caſe the two poles oſ the earth divide

this circle into two equal halves, or'ſemi

circles, the one of which paſſes through the

place whoſe meridian it is ſaid to be, and the

other through the Point of' the earth that is

exactly oppoſite to that place. Now as the

ſemicircle which paſſes through the place is

oſten referred to without any connection with

the other ſemicircle, it is, in this caſe, called

ſometimes the geographical meridian, or

ſometimes only ſimply the'meridian. The

other being called the oppoſite meridian. All

thoſe places which lie ſo that this ſemicircle,

 

called
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called the geographical meridian, paſſes thro'

them, are callcd places under the ſame meri

dian.

GERGNUS. A name by which ſome

affect to call one of the new formed constella

tions of the ſouthern hemiſphere the Crane.

It is a Greek name of that bird; but it is a

strange ſolly to adap't that to a constellation,

of which the Greeks had no knowledge.

GHAU. A name by which ſome call the

constellation Taurus. It is the Perſian name

of that ſign.

GHEZDUM. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of hard words, have called the

constellation Scorpio. It is the Perſian name

for that constellation.

GHIRDEGAN. A name by which ſome

astronomers, or more properly ſpeaking ſome

astrologers, have called the constellation Ge

mini. It is the Perſian name of the ſign.

GIATHI ALA RUCHBATECHI. A

term by which ſome, who are fond of un

.common words, have called the constellation

.Hercules. It is a founding name, and is that

by which the Arabs call the ſame constella

.ti.on. 5 but it means nothing more than a man

on histknees.

GIAUZA. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Gemini. It is one of

the Arabic names of that constellation; but

the more-uſual name vin that language is

Taua-aman.

GIDEON's FLEECE. A name, accord

ing to ſome writers, of one of the constella

.tions. Schiller has been the deviſer of this.

 

He has arranged under this form the stars

which compoſe the Hare of the old aſtrono

mers, at the foot of the constellation Orion.

GIEDI, or AL GJEDO. A name by

which ſome writers, fond oſ hard words, have

called the ſign Capricorn. It is the Arabic

name, and ſignifies a kid.

GIEDYAN. A name by which ſome

have called the two bright stars in the arm oſ

Auriga; the Arabs gave them this name.

They are the famous Haedi, ſo often men

tioned in the old Greek and Roman poets, as

the cauſes of storms and tempests.

GIGAS, the Giant. A name that we

meet with in ſome of the old astronomers, as

belonging to one of the antient constellations.

There having been diviſions about its mean

ing, all that can be aſcertained among the old

authors is, that it is the ſame with the constel

vlation, called Al Gabbar by the Arabians ; but

as this is not well determined among thoſe

writers, and as the ſignification of the word

is no more than Gigas, a Giant, nothing

more is to be collected from it, than that this

and the other are the ſame. It was natural

on the reading oſ a Giant, as a constellation,

to cast up the eyes toward the great human

figures which there are in the heavens, ſince

the Arabs having learned their astronomy

from the Egyptians, 'and thoſe constellations

having been all formed by that people, it

must .be ſome one_.among theſe. The most

natural conjecture was, that it was that figure

which, being kneeling on one leg, the Greeks

had called Engonaſin, and afterwards Her-

cules; ſome have diſputed this, and ſuppoſed

it Ophiucus, whom others have aſſerted to be

Hercules alſo, only under another name;

but it is much more probable, that it is Orion

than

fijhl<
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than that it is either of theſe; we do not well

know by what names the Egyptians called

the constellations 3 but it is lucky that in this

we find the oriental word Chimah preſerved

as its name. Now Chimah ſignifies, as Al

Gabbar does, a Giant; and as that constella

tion, which the Greeks, out of a vanity of

being ſuppoſed the inventors of astronomy,

called Orion, was, as we thus find, called

ſimply a Giant by the real inventors of it 5

it is not to be doubted, but that it is the

constellation called Al Gabbar by the Ara

bians, and Gigas by ſome of the old Latins.

The name of this constellation Chimah,

with another word Cheſil, the name of an

other constellation, occurs twice in the book oſ

Job, and alſo in Iſaiah and Amos, as the

names of certain arrangements of stars, and

theſe words the Greek verſion renders by

Orion and the Pleiades. Unluckily they

have fixed Cheſil for Orion, and they have

made Chimah the Pleiades, but all was gueſs

work in this reſpect, and the wonder is that

they came ſo near the truth.

GLOBE. Nothing is more frequent in

calculation than the demand of what is the

ſuperficial content of a globe, the diameter or

the Circumference oſ which is given. In or

der to determine this, we are first to find the

area of a great circle oſ the globe which we

know to be as little more than three to one to

its diameter. This is eXplained under the

article Cmcuz. When this is found, we are

to multiply that area by the number four, and

the product of this is the ſuperficial content

required. When the ſuperſicial content of

the globe is thusſound, it is eaſy from it to

find the ſolid', or the whole content. In or

der to this the number exPreſſmg the ſuperfi

cial content is to be multiplied by a ſixth part

of the diameter of the globe, and the product
is the ſolid content required. i

 

GLOBE, Celg/Iial. A ſphere of wood, or

any other materials, intended to repreſent to

the eye the outer or convex ſurface, of what

we call the ſphere of the heavens, as it is

imagined it would be ſeen by a perſon placed

at an immenſe distance from it in the void of

ſpace. On this are drawn a number of circles

to repreſent thoſe which astronomers imagine

to be drawn in the heavens themſelves. Theſe

are ſometimes alſo repreſented for the ſame :

purpoſes upon what is called an hollow>

ſphere. This is formed of braſs-hoops, or.

rings, placed in the ſituation of theſe imagi

nary circles, and the interstices void. See

SPHERE.

GLOBE, terrg/iial. A ſphere of wood, or

other materials, on the convex ſurſace of .

which are marked out the earth and ſea of the

globe we inhabit, the mountains, plains, and ..

extent of kingdoms; and beſide theſe real ob

jects, certain imaginary lines and circles, ſerv- -

ing the purpoſes of the geometricians, and .-.

which they imagine drawn upon the ſurface

of the. earth itſelf. See SPHERE.

GOAT, Capricorn. One of the constella

tions of the northern hemiſphere, and one of

the tWelve ſigns of the zodiac. See the article,

CAPRICORN.

GOAT. A large star in Auriga, near the '

ſhoulder. It is called the Amalthaaan Goat,

and the mother of the kids, and is often .

named in the Latin poets under the name of -.

Capra.

GAIND DAY. A term zuſed by astro

nomers to exPlain what may. ſeem . a strange

paradox to thoſe who are not acquainted with

the doctrine of meridians, that is, the twenty- -
i four hours, or ſpace of a day and night, which

would .
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would be lost by the perſon who ſhould take

the whole circle of the globe in a journey

made westward by that time he returned to the

place from whence he ſet out, or came to any

place under the ſame meridian. The term

Lost Day expreſſes the twenty-ſours lost by

making the ſame journey eastward, and un

der that articleit is explained.

GOOSE AMERICAN. An Engliſh name

for one of the new ſouthern constellations,

called, by the original deſigners oſ it, the Tow

can. It is ſituated between the Phoenix and

the Indian, and the figure is that of a bird

with a very large beak. The drawing is near

enough to nature, and the Engliſh name has

been given by ſome who were very badly qua

lified for that office. The Toucan is a Brafi

lian bird, remarkable for its enormous beak, it

is indeed almost a genus by itſelf, and reſer- 1

able to none of the known kinds of; fowl

among us. Thoſe, ,who ſpeak of it before it

had a peculiar generical name given to it, and

comprehending two or three others like it,

called it not the American-Gooſe, but the

American Magpie, or the Brafilian Magpie.

GORAB. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the constel

lation Corvus; it is the Arabic name of it,

They call it alſo Algorab, that is, the Raven.

GORGONIUS. A name by which ſome

call the constellation Pegaſus. It is one oſ its

old Roman names, and we meet with it in

Pliny and others.

GRADIVUS. A name which people,

who are ſond of uncommon words, have given

to the planet Mars. It was one oſ the old

appellations of the deity of the ſame name.

 

GREYHOUNDS. A name of one of the

new constellations of the northern hemiſphere,

deſigned out of the unformed stars of the an,

tient ſcheme, and added to the forty-eight old

constellations. The Greyhounds, or Hounds,

ſor they are called by either name, are distin

guiſhed under the denominations of Astcrion

and Chara. They are in the hands of Bootes,
i and ſeem barking after the Great Bear. Su

tbe article CANES VENATlCl.

GRUS, the Crane. One of the new con

stellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere; it is

but a ſmall one, and the quantity of stars

which it contains is not even proportioned to

the ſpace it occupies in the heavens. It is re

preſented by the figure of a crane standing

erect, with the head turned to one ſide, and

the wings extended. As they uſually draw it

indeed it ſeems rather a bird stuffed in a col

lection, than any thingliving.

The constellations, between and among

which this oſ the Crane is placed, are the

Phoenix, the Southern Fiſh, and the Toucan.

The Phoenix is just at its fide ; the leſt wing

of that bird touches the right wing of the

Crane. The tail of the fiſh is at a ſmall diſ

tance from the head of this constellation,

its left wing is ata ſmall distance from the ar

rows of the Indian, and the head of the Touv

can comes very near to its leſt leg.v

The stars allowed to this constellation

are thirteen, and they are ſo distributed that

the figurevis eaſily known in the heavens.

There is one in the middle of the head at the

place of the eye. There are two in the neck,

. one at the beginning of the breast, one large

and conſpicuous one in the middle of the

breast, and another nearly parallel to it.

In the leſt wing there are two others

ſmaller than meſe, but conſpicuous enough,

a and tWo or three others in the lowe:

part
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part of the body toward the left thigh; theſe

are what mark the constellation, and they did

it with a ſufficient accuracy.

Grus is alſo one oftheArabian constellations; '

it anſwers to our Ophiucus. They were not

permitted to draw human figures on any oc

caſion, their religion forbad it, ſo they Were

forcedinto theſe alterations.

GRYPHITES. A constellation offered to

the astronomical world, and formed out of

certain conſpicuous stars near the ſign Her- '

cules in the northern hemiſphere. It is a

ſmall constellation, but for its extent very well

ſet with stars.
The Gryphites, from which it obtains itsſſ

name, and under-the out-lines of whoſe figure

the stars very happily fall, is a ſpecies of (hell

fiſh, the remains-of which are very frequent in

beds of stone, and at depths in the earth, but

which, in its recent state, is an inhabitant of

the deep feas only, and ſcarce ever is waſhed

on ſhare: it is of the oyster kind, but has a ſi

gure approaching to the Nautilus. Most of

the writers on natural history have mentioned

it, and it is deſcribed and figured in the history

of foſſils. ,

Its figure and place in the heavens will be

ſeen in the ſame plate with Hercules ; it is ſi

tuated between that constellation and thoſe of

Lyra, Vulpis et Anſer, Aquila, and the Ser

pens Ophiuci. It is placed in an inverted poſ

ture with reſpect to Hercules, and is at a ſmall

distance over his left arm; the horns of the

Lyra are at ſome distance over the head of the

Shell, it is in a line with the Fox and Gooſe,

and the head of it stands oppoſite to the wing

of the Gooſe. The tail of the Eagle comes

alſo toward its head, and the ſweep of the lower

part,-or back of the ſhell, is over, the tail of

Ophiucus's-Serpent, and in part over the head

of Ophiucus. -The "upper part or hollow of

VOL. I.

 

the ſhell is oppoſite to the lower part of the

arm of Hercules, his hand is against its middle,

and the lip, or turning-up of the ſhell, is op

poſite, to his ſhoulder.

The Gryphites conſists principally of eleven

stars, and theſe almost all very conſpicuous 5

they are ſo well diſpoſed alſo in the figure, that

there is not a constellation in the heavens bet.

ter marked, or more eaſily distinguiſhed. '

They are ſituated principally toward the head

and toward the lip of the ſhell, in the middle

there is a vacancy, there is one in the head,

and another a little below it ; beyond this, to

ward the body, there are two, one of them

near the upper, and the other near the under

out-line of the ſhell, and alittle above and be

yond that of the upper out-line there is a fifth

ſmaller than any of the others, but ſufficiently _

conſpicuous. Towardthe extremity there are

two in the lower part near one another, and

very conſpicuous. Beyond theſe, where the

ſhall turns up, there are three others, one

near the lower, one near the upper out-line,

and a larger and more conſpicuous than either

a little beyond and between them. This

tenth star is the largest in the whole constella

tion. The eleventh and last is a ſmall, but

very bright one, placed at the verge of thelip.

The whole constellation is as bright a cluster

of stars as any in the heavens.

_GUAD. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon terms, call the constel

lation Eridanus. It is a Mooriſh name, and

ſignifies only the river.

GYHON. Aname by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called

the constellation Eridanus. \We find it uſed

by ſome, but not by many,__0f the _old_writers.

Dd _ H.
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AGJILER ULI. A name which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon and hard

words, have called the Via Lactea, or Milky

YVay in the heavens. It is the Turkiſh name,

and ſignifies in that language the road of the

joyful. They alſo call it by another name,

ſignifying the way of straw. Names of this

last ſignification are given to it in all the eastern

countries from the Egyptian fable of Iſis's

straw.

HAJAH. A name by which ſome of the

astrologers haVe called the constellation Draco 5

it is one of the Hebrew names, and ſignifies

aſerpent; but its more uſual name in that

language is Nabaſh Barih, the meaning of

which is the Crooked Serpent; it is by this

name that it is mentioned in the book of Job,

when the Almighty is ſaid to have formed it.

HAIJER. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Draco, near the north

pole; it is one of the Arabic names of that

constellation; but it is liable to ſome uncer

tainty in the interpretation, ſince they ſome

times expreſs by the ſame word the constella

tion Hydrus of the ſouthern hemiſphere. The

word ſignifies a ſerpent.

HAIR bfa Comd. When the tail! of a

comet is viſible only in form of a circle of

light, round about the whole circumference

 
of the star, instead of being drawn one way

in length behind, it is called the Hair

of a comet; as when it is before, and

not behind the body, it is called, not the

tail, but the beard. This is all the real

distinction between the tailed, the bearded,

and the hairy comets. When the comet is

in oppoſition to the ſun, the earth being be

tween them, the tail is, with reſpect to the

earth, thrown quite strait behind the body,

and can only be ſeen as forming a border of

light round its verge, by being of a breadth

too great to be wholly obſcured by the body

of the comet.

HAIYA, or AL HAYRO. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of hard words,

call the constellation Serpentarius; it is pro

perly indeed the name of only the Serpent;

for it is an Arabic word, and ſignifies a ſnake 3

they put it in the female gender to distinguiſh

it from Draco.

HAMEL, or ALHAMAL. A name by

which ſome of the old writers have called the

constellation Aries, or the Ram; it is the

Arabian name of that ſign. The aſtrologers

have principally uſed it.

HAMIL. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, call the constellation

Perſeus; it is a part only of the Arabic name

- , of
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of the ſame constellation. The whole name

is Hamil Ras Al Ghul, and ſignifies carry

ing a fury's head, alluding to the Gorgons.

HAMMOSCLUSCH. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of hard names, have

called the Triangle; it is the Hebrew name

of the constellation, and ſignifies a Triangle.

HANCE, or Al. HANCE. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

words, have called the constellation of the

Arrow ; but it is a corrupt word. They in

tend it as the Arabic name of that ſign, but

that properly'ſpelt is Al Tahin.

HAUD. A name by which ſome, who

lOVe uncommon words, 'have called the con

stellation Coma Berenices, it is made out of

the Arabic name of that ſign. The writers

of that language call it Alhaud, a word which

ſignifies a-stream, or fountain of water 5 this

may poſiib-ly be ſuppoſed to be in ſome manner

repreſented by the figure.

HANGUE, or ALHANGUE. A name

which ſome of the writers of astronomy,

who are fond of obſcure terms, have called

the constellation Serpentary; it is one of the

Arabic names of that constellation; 'and

ſeems derived from the Turkiſh name

Yilange, or Alyilange, which, in that lan

guage, ſignifies a man combating a ſerpent,

the ſame as Serpentarius.

HAPLETURENGH MEHEN. A name

by which ſome, who are fond of strange

words, call the constellation Urſa Major, or

the Great Bear; it is the Perſian name of

that constellation.

HARE, One of theconstellations of the

 

northern hemiſphere ; it is one of the forty

cight old asteriſms, and stands at the right

foot of Orion, See the article LEPUS.

HARMELATES, or ARMELATES. A

name by which ſome, who are fond of hard

words, have called the constellation Auriga;

it is one of the old Greek names of that con

stellation.

'HARP. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere. The antients counted

only ten stars'in it, but the moderns have diſ

covered twenty-one; one of theſe is of the

first magnitude, and is called Lucida Lyraa.

The constellation is before the figure of the

kneeling Hercules. For an ate-aunt of its rom

paſitz'on and origin, ſee the article'LYRA.

HASUS 'CHAIL REZMIN. A strange

name by which ſome have called 'Pegaſus, or

the Greater Horſe ; it is the Hebrew name of

that constellation, and it ſignifies not a winged

horſe, as this is painted upon our globes, 'but

a'horncd horſe.

HAUT, or AL HAUT. A name by which

ſome, who are ſond of unuſual terms, haile

called the constellation Piſces; it is the Ara

.bic name of the ſign, and ſignifies fiſh.

HAUWA, or Al. HAUWA. Aname by

which ſome, who are fond of 'hard words,

have called the constellation Serpentarius, or

3 Ophiucus; it is one of the Arabic names, and

ſignifies one who keeps or nouriſhes ſerpents.

Some ſuch idea they conceiVed from the figure

of a man, with a ſerpent between his legs,

and in his hands; but certainly he is killing

It.

HAWITE. A name by which ſome, who

D d 2 He
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are ſond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Draco ; it is one of its Arabic names,

and it ſignifies in that language a ſerpent.

HEAD ofa Comet. This is the term uſed

by ſome astronomical writers to expreſs what

is properly the body of the comet, or in di

stinct words, the comet, including all but its

tail. Others uſe the word body of the comet,

or Neucleus of the comet, in the ſame ſenſe.

HEAVENS. The ſpace extended every

way above our heads in which the stars are

placed. The antients had very faint and con

fuſed ideas oſ what this Was; but ſince the

invention of teleſcopes, which is about an X

hundred and fifty years, we have become

better acquainted with this ſpace, and are able

to examine the ſeveral bodies that are fixed im

moveably in the ſeveral parts, or revolve

round about one another in them. It is by

means of theſe instruments, more than all

others, that we have been led onwards in our

advances towards the perfect knowledge of

thoſe bodies, and that astronomy has been

improved from little more than a catalogue of

obſervations into a ſcience; it is therefore of ſſ

the heavens, as teleſcopes ſhew them to us,

that we ſhall ſpeak in this place.

It was but by flow degrees that men be

came acquainted with what truly paſſed in

this vast ſpace ; but they no ſooner ſaw, than

they began to enquire into the cauſes of what

was ſeen there, and their ſeveral ſystcms as

they were founded upon, ſo they were pro

portioned to the truth, and the extent of their

diſcoveries. Plato and Aristotle ſuppoſed the

heavens ſolid, although tranſparent, and ſup

poſed the blue ſpace extended over our heads

firm as a ſapphire. They placed the earth in

the centre of the univerſe, and ſuppoſed it to

be wholly at rest, while they divided that

 
ſpace into ſeveral distinct heavens, but all of

the ſame firm'neſs and ſolidity.

Ptolemy diſcountenanced this ſystem. He

ſays, that the deities, that is the name by

which he calls the stars (for they Were adored

in his time) moved in' an etherial fluid. Not

withstanding the many errors in' the ſystem

which he gives us, (for the ſole principle of

his placing the earth in the centre, must make

Way for a thouſand).we cannot but admire

the addreſs', by which, although ignorant of

the truth, he, in ſome way, explained the appa

rent motions of the heavenly bodies, and

framed- a ſystem, which brought them into

the reach of caiculation.

The ſucceeding astronomers agreed in his

doctrine of the nature of the heavens, and we

are at this time ſenſiblc that the ſpace which

is called by that name is ſupplied only with

aether, or with a fluid, more fine and ſubtile

than air itſelf. Most of the ſucceeding wri

ters on the ſubject agreed with him alſo that

the planets rolled round about the ſun ; but

it. was not till about two hundred years ago

that CapemiCus revived the ſystem oſ the old

Pythagoras, and aſſerted, that the ſun was

placed in the centre of the uniVCrſe, and that

the earth, as well as all the other planets,

performed a revolution round it. What Co

pernicus thus establiſhed, all the ſucceeding

astronomers and philoſophers countenanced till

the days of Sir Itaac Newton, who, from the

obſervations he made, and the laws he deli

vered concerning the whole ſystem of the uni

verſe, proved and ſupported it in ſuch a man

ner, that it will never be overthrown. Men

believed before that it was truth; but they

are now aſſured of it: what was but probable

conjecture, is perfect certainty; and there will

be no more doubts about it ſo long as the world

itſelf holds together. The ſeveral parts of

this ſyſtem will be explained under their pro

per
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per heads in this work; but here we are'only

to give a ſummary account! of what we under

ſland'by that which they call the heavens.

The heavens then, to follow the path of

this-true' ſystem, are of an indefinite extent,

they are filled with- a fluid much finer and

thinner than this air, and extending be

yond all limits, of which we have any con

ceptions. There being nothing viſible to

us in the remote part of the heavens, we

can only conſider them as the places of

the stars. All the fixed stars are ſituated in

them, and although they ſeem ſo near to one

another in our view of them, they are doubt

leſs at. an immenſe distance each from the

other, and at a very different distance' with

reſpect to us. We ſhall have a vast idea of

this ſpace if we conſider that the largest of the

fixed stars, which are probably the nearest to

us, are at a distance too great for the exprefiion

of all that' we can conceive from figures, and

for all means of admeaſurement; the ſmaller

are doubtleſs more and more remote' to the

least, or thoſe which are of the ſixth magni

tude. Theſe must be in a part of the heavens

vastly more remote from us than the others ,

and yet beyond theſe teleſcopcs diſCOVer to us

more stars, too distant t0' be at all per
ceptible to the naked' eye ; andſi as theſe in

struments are more powerful, they diſcover yet

more numerous ones. We may conceive by

this, in ſome meaſure, what, and how great

must be that extent, which admits oſno known

limits. Plato and Aristotle ſuppoſed the hea

vens terminated ſomewhere 5 but what must

it be that is beyond them.

In that little ſpace of the heavens which

makes the ſystem, of which our world is a

part, the ſun occupies the centre. The

ſun is in reality nothing more' than a

fixed star, although from our being ſo near to

it, it appears vastly larger. Round about this .

 

ſun rolls our earth, and with it the other five

planets. Of theſe the two nearest perform

their reVOlution alone, or unattended; but

three of the other four, calling the earth one,

and thus raiſing thenumber to ſix, have leſibr

planets rolling round them, the earth has the

moon her ſatellite, Jupiter has four, and Sa

turn has five. It is ſingular that Mars, which

is placed at a greater distance from the ſun than

we are, ſhould have no ſatellite, buthe has

none. We look upon things as they appear

t'o us from' their distance, not as they are.

The globe of Jupiter is in its ſolid con

tents nine hundred times as large as our

earth, and his ſatellitcs, which are too distant

to be ſeen by the naked eye, are each of

them fully of the bigneſs of this earth; the

fifth of thoſe of Saturn is much larger. We

are not to be prejudiced from our near ſight

of things therefore, or to be amazed that ſuch

a vast globe as our earth ſhould roll round the

ſun, accompanied by the moon; we find

vastly larger, and more distant globes per

forming the ſame courſe, whoſe very atten

dants are equal to this earth, or more than

equal to it in bigneſs.

Theſe planets revolve round the ſun in the

following order. The nearest is Mercury,

then Venus, after that the Earth, then Mars,

then Jupiter, and last Saturn. The four ſa

tellites of Jupiter were diſcovered by Gaiileo,

and Were ſome of the first things found out by

the teleſcope 3 he called them the Mediczan

stars, in compliment to the great duke of

Tuſcany, who was his patron. Saturn, as

more remote from the ſun, has- five ſatellites ;

one of theſe was diſcovered by Huygens, the

otherſour not till Caſſini's obſervations. Be

ſide the ſatellites, Saturn has a luminous ring

ſurrounding his body, but at a distance ofvery

many millions of miles 5 this greatly perplexed

the first astronomcrs, and is not certainly ac

counted
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counted for by the latest. Probably it is com

poſed of a great number of ſatellites perform

ing their revolution round the planet in con

centric circles. It is evident, that the ring

does turn about the body of- the planet. Thoſe

who have divided the heavens into ſeveral por

tions, as was at one .time the custom, call

that ſpace, which is between this planet and

Jupiter, 'the heaven of Saturn; that between

Jupiterand Mars, the heaven of Jupiter, and

ſo of the rest.

The ſpace between Jupiter and the ſun is

'double to that between the ſun and Mars, a

vdouble to that. which is taken up by Mars,

the earth with the moon, Venus and Mercury

all together, for the place of their revolution' ;

the heaven of Jupiter therefore is a very large

ſpace, and it is the ſame with regard to Sa

turn; ſ0.that- theſe two planets, withtheir

ſatellites, occupy a ſpace greater than thrice

that of all the other planets together.

.The distance of.Saturn from this earth is very

great, but vastly beyond that, a ſpace of un

limited extent, filled with azther, .is occupied

by millions of fixed stars, globes of fire, that

ſhine with their own proper lustre, whereas

the brightneſs of all theſe planets is only that

light which they receive from the ſun. The

immenſe expanſe in: which they are placed is

called the heaven of the fixed stars; and they

are called fixed, becauſe they remain always

at the ſame distances from one another.

Theſe the antient astronomers have divided

into constellations, under the names of va

.rious-perſons,.and of various animals; and

the poets have on theſe grounded a multitude'

of fables, and compl-imented their patrons, the

emperors, and the rest of the illustrious.

The distance ofthe fixed stars is already ob

ſerved too immenſe for ordinary calculation.

Some idea may be however 'establiſhed as to

"what the greatest men have thought of it,

 

' when it is obſerved, that ifa bullet was to he

diſcharged from one of them, the very nearest,

.anduſhould fly to the ſun with that-rapidity

with which it-leaves the mouth of the cannon,

it would be twenty thouſand years in reach

ing that luminary. The most remote that we

ſee even by telcſcopes are not to be understood

as the most remote in the heavens. That in

strument has its limits like our eyes, although

it reaches farther; but the extent of the hea

vens, and the creation, ſeems to have no

limits. The heavens therefore appear inde

ſinite in ſpace, and the stars unnumbered and

unmowable. Theſe, as they are truly ſo

many ſuns, may be ſuppoſedall to have planets

revolving round them; and thus the ſpace

filled in a manner worthy the ideas We have

of the creator. Huygens had given the pla

nets the name of celestial earths; and it

is probable, that they are in many re

ſpects-like to this globe which we inhabit;

and that as the plants and animals which

abound with us, are formed out of the prin

ciples of this earth; ſo there are on theſe

globes plants alſo, and animals formed out

of the constituent particles of thoſe, and

therefore calculated for living on them. We

can eaſily .conceive, that creatures like our

ſelves, like thevanimals which inhabit this

earth; or theplants which grow upon it, could

not live in the extreme cold of Saturn, or in

the extreme heat of Mercury, all must be

ſolid icein the former, and upon the ſurface

of the latter the heat is ſo great that it will

make water boil. But although creatures of

our texture could not live in ſuch worlds, he

who created us,and our-world, and appropriated

the one unto the other, could alſo form crea

turesproperfor the other worlds he has created.

We ſee that he has faſhioned them in many

reſpects like to this earth, their form, their

motions, and their ſeveral laws of the ſame

kind,

._._'_'_.<
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kind, he could as eaſily create inhabitants for

them ; and as he has not left with us a drop

of water unpcopled with life, it is not to be

ſuppoſed, that he has neglected ſuch vast orbs.

It is most probable, that the fixed stars, being,

as they aſſuredly are, ſo many ſuns, every one

of them has a number of planets revolving

round it, for that is their uſe 3 and that thus

the whole heavens are filled with worlds, and

thoſe worlds with inhabitants. An extent

like this is much more agreeable to the ma

of the divine creator, than the ſuppoſing

this little ſpot of all the millions that might

have been formed on the ſame principles, and

that therefore probably are ſo, to be the only

part ofthe creation inhabited, and that the rest

were made for us to look upon. This aſſured

ly is not the caſe, ſince many of the fixed

stars are beyond Our ſight, and even if all

were within the reach of it, it is unworthy oſ

our reaſon, and inadequate to the ideas We,

in other reſpects, establiſh in our minds oſ the

creator, that he ſhould have made them only

for our pleaſure. We ſee that the ſun and

stars alone are bodies of fire, the planets we

diſcover to be earths, like this, fit for inhabi

tants, and having like this the viciffitudes oſ

day and night, and of the ſeaſons, although

at different intervals. The ſole office of the

ſun is to give this light, and be the centre of

their motion, for in itſelf it is not to be con

ceived that it can be oſ any uſe at all. Iſ

this be the caſe, why ſhould we ſuppoſe ſo

many ſuns as we ſee in the heavens under the

form of fixed stars, created to be uſeleſs, or

to ſpend their light, many oſ them with re

ſpect to us, wholly in vain, becauſe we can

ſee nothing of them.

It is not to be diſputed but the Chaldzeans

very early studied the heavens ; nay, it is cer

tain, they were of all people, of whom any

account has travelled down to us, the first

 

who did ſo. They were favoured by their

ſituation: they had an open country, and a

clear air, and they were from generation to

generation addicted to the study of the stars,

but they pretended to more knowledge than

they had. Mere obſervation must ſhew them

that the planets moved along the heavens,

whilst the fixed stars retained their places z and

but for the perplexity occaſioned by the earth's

alſo moving, they would undoubtedly have

found out the period of their ſeveral re

volutions. The comets they must alſo have

the ſame opportunities of knowing to have

motion 5 but when we are told of their hav

ing had the art oſ ſoretelling their appearance,

and predicting eclipſes, we may know what

we ought to think of the account, when we

ſee added to it, that they could predict tem

pests and earthquakes, which we know tobe

impoſſible.

From theſe people, who doubtleſs distin

guiſhed the comets and the planets from the

other luminaries of heaven, and who certainly

had the diviſion oſthe fixed stars into constel

lations, and, for ought. we know, were

the first who had it z the Greeks received

their rudiments of astronomy 3 and whatſo

ever may be boasted by thoſe who love to

carry all knowledge back to the remotest an

tiquity 3 it is probable this, or a very little

more than this, was all they learned from

them.

The Greeks we find-very early had ſhips.

The Argonautic expedition is a proof of it;

and Sir Iſaac Newton ſuppoſes a great deal of

the knowledge oſ the fixed stars to be from

that period. It is certain, that perſons who

were out many nights together at ſea, were

the most likely to obſerve them. Toward

the time oſ the Trojan war the Greeks, we

find, were very intent upon the study, and

the father of Agamcmnon is celebrated by

Euripidet
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Euripides as an astronomer. Palamedes and

Astreeus were cotemporary with the ſons of

1 Atreus, and they are recorded tohave added

many things to the ſcience 3 ſome have aſcribed

to them the construction or\invention of cer

tain of the constellations. They aſcribe alſo

the Great 'Wain to Nauplius, an astronomer

of about the ſame period, as they do the

Leſſer Wain to Thales, but all this is to be

diſputed : theſe might revive the attention to

what had been neglected 5 but the constella

tions in general were doubtleſs Egyptian.

The Argonautic expedition was, as ſome ſay,

twelve hundred years before the birth ofChrist,

and we hear of Muſzeus, one of the heroes

concerned in it, as having invented a ſphere z

but we are not to-conceive any very great

things of ſuch an early diſcovery, or to ſup

poſe it like to rwhat we now underſtand by the

term.

The oldest of all the Greek authors who

has mentioned the constellations is Heliod,

and he has named only a few of them, and

theſe very imperfectly, and in ſuch' man

ner, as to prove the 'very names of ſome

of them were foreign. If we allow the Pleia

des, the Hyades, and the ſingle-star Arcturus,

to be of Greek denomination ; - certainly the

'Orion is foreign to that people; and Skins,

whoſe name is from Siris, one oſ thedenomi

nations of the Nile, which river was ob

ſerved to ſwell at the riſing of that star, must

- have been delivered to them' from the Egyp

tians. Bootes and the Wain are all, beſide

the constellations named in Heſiod, that we

find mentioned by Homer ; and indeed from the

very words of that poet it ſeems, that no con

stellation had been ever formed to the north

of the Great Bear. This is 'a circumstance

that gives ſome credit to the story of the

Leſſer Wain, being the invention of Thales ;

but we are to understand even this with due

 

restrictions. If we look into the history of

this astronomer, to whom Greece had been

ſo much indebted for -her improvements, we

ſhall find that he studied the ſcience in Egypt:

why then may we not ſuppoſe, that thoſe

things of which his countrymen are proud to

call him-the inventor, might be only what he

had learnedrin that country; and ſirst taught

after his return in his own?

Indeed all things concur to give the origin

of the Greek astronomy, and in a particular

manner, to the Egyptians. We find Thales

the man who first establiſhed astronomy on a

tolerable footing among the Greeks; and we

find it alſo recorded of the ſame Thales, that

he was the first Greek who travelled to Egypt

to study the ſciences. Does not this ſay, be

yond a doubt, that-the Greek astronomy was

brought from Egypt, and that Thales was not

the inventor of all he taught his countrymen?

_Nay, if we look deeply into it, we ſhall find-it

ſo. The greatest praiſe that has been bestowed

on Thales is, that he regulated and fixed

the'period of the year, determining it to

conſist of three hundred and ſixty-five days.

' This is indeed recorded of him by old writers

among the Greeks, but Strabo ſays the, Egyp

tians made this regulation. Is it not plain

that Thales, who studied in Egypt, was taught

this in that country, and that his countrymen

ſuppoſedhe invented it becauſe he first informed

them of it? They ſay of him alſo, that

he predicted an eclipſe z a thing impoſſible, if

we conſider the state of astronomy in'his time.

Herodotus is ſuppoſed .to have ſaid this, and

we understand by it what we ſhould at this

time understand by the expreflion; but if He

rodotus be conſulted, it will appear he only ſays

the astronomer foretold that ſuch a thing

would happen ſome time within the compaſs

of ſuch a year. We are, with the ſame re

strictions, to understand whatſoever elſe is ſaid

of
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of his diſcovcries, or we ſhall ſuppoſe the

astronomy of that time much better than it

was. We find eclipſcs, when they have ſur

priſed Greece long after the time of Thales,

looked on as portents and indications of the

wrath of heaven; but this would not have

been the caſe if they were before known

to be natural occurrences, and capable of be

ing predicted. '

Thales lived between five and ſix hundred

years before the birth of Christ, and if we con

ſider the time and the state of astronomy be

fore him, we ſhall think very greatly of him if

we believe but a ſmall part of what is recorded.

Parmenides, who lived about a century after

him, added a great deal, and improved on

many of the diſcoveries which he had brought

imperfect from the Egyptians, or which he

had made from his own obſervations, and had

not time to complete. The invention of the

terrestrial zones, which Strabo gives to Par

menides, robs Thales of the glory of invent

ing the celestial, which, it is evident, were

an after-diſcovery, but at the ſame time it ſets

the history of astronomy on a much better

footing.

Anaximander, who must have ſucceeded

Thales alſo, for he declares himſelftohave been

his ſcholar, gives evident proof, by the doctrines

which it is his honour to have establiſhed, that

the astronomy of Thales could not be, by any

means, ſo perfect as many have ſuppoſed it. He

ſeems to have first diſcovered that the moon

borrowed her light from the ſun, and it is an

unfair reflection on his memory in thoſe who

ſay he taught the contrary.

The obliquity of the ecliptic is reckoned

among the number of thoſe improvements

which Anaximander made in the Greek astro

nomy, and he has the undoubted honour of

being the first writer who has ſpoken of it.

The gnomon is alſo ſaid to be one of his diſ

Von. I.

 

coveries, but it is evident from what we read

of the Babylonian diſcoveries, that they must

have had it in uſe long before. All that is ſaid

of theſe old writers and improvers of the ſciſi

ence, is to be understood with great limitation.

The whole truth in this caſe can only be, that

Anaximander applied the gnomon, which

had long been in uſe in other places, to new

purpoſes in astronomy. Ptolemy expreſly tells

us, that Meto obſerved the ſolstice with a gno

mon, and he fixes the time of this obſervation

to a period prior to the Peloponeſian War by

one year, that is, he makes Meto to have

uſed the instrument fourhundred and thirty-two

years before the birth of Christ. This is that

Meto who publiſhed his cycle of nineteen

years, which himſelf called the cycle of the

moon; but others, in honour to his memory,

have named it the Metonic cycle.

If there be a name more famous than that

of Thales for the improvement of astronomy

among the Greeks, it 'is that of Pythogoras; he

lived five hundred and odd years before Christ,

and was ſixty or ſeventy years later than ſi

Thales. There is no diſputing his title to the

improvement of astronomy in a great degree

among the Greeks, and if we enquire into his

hiſtory, we ſhall find that he ſpent a great

many years in Egypt, and was famous for his

good intelligence with the priests of that coun

try, who were the people most eminent in

knowledge, not only in astronomy, but in all

the other ſciences. The ſystem which goes

by his name, and which he is, according to

the custom of his country, ſaid to have in

vented, he probably brought from Egypt, and

being the first that taught it in Greece, he was

there called the inventor of it. But with all

the boast that is made of the aſtronomy ofthoſe

times, we ſhall have but a very moderate opi

nion of'it when we find one of the establiſhed

doctrine' to have been, that the ſun was only

E e three
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three times as far off from the earth as the

moon : or, if we take the largest account, and

give credit to thoſe who ſay they made it ſix

times as distant, still the abſurdity is ſufficient.

The antiquity of obſervations on the hea

vens is then, beyond all doubt, to be given up

to the Egyptians, but there is enough to be

allowed to the Greeks. They were abſolutely

the first who called in geometry to the affist

ance of astronomy. We ſee by a thouſand

instances in the earlier periods, that this was

never thought of, and we ſee by as many ſince,

that, without this, nothing' could be done

to purpoſe in the ſcience. It isv pretended

that they invented the coctnstellations, nay,

Pliny goes ſo far as to ſay who invented them,

he gives thehonour toCleostratus, but it is plain

enough how little cr'edit is to be paid to ſuch

accounts, when we have proofs of their having

been mentioned and referred to many hundred

years before him. We read of certain treatiſes

which this Cleostratus wrote on ſome of the

constellations, and that is all that is to be con

' ceived of him. This a vain people, like the

*Greeks, might eaſily extend to his inventing

them. But it is unlucky that the very constel

lations are named and proved to be of a

great deal earlier time. Aries, and Sa'gittary,

and Gemini, are the three, and it will be

hereafter ſufficiently ſhewn, that all the ſigns

of the zodiac were prior to the name of astro

nomy among theſe boasting people. From

this time they claimed more and more in the

title of inventors of astronomy, and adapting

the histories or fables of their Country to the

ſeveral figures of the constellations, claimed

from thence the having invented them, but it

is not only in the zodiac that their claim is re

futed. The ſeveral stories they tell of the oc

caſion and origin of the others aſſure us, that

they were wholly ignorant what that occa

ſion and origin truly was. If we examine, for

 
instance, the kneeling figure by Bootes, and

the Crown, we ſhall find ſome of their authors

ſaying that it is Hercules, others that it is

Theſeus, and others Cetheus, the father of

the nymph transſormed into the Great Bear,

whom theſe aſſert, not to have been Calliſto,

the daughter of Lycaon, but Megiſto his

niece, and daughter of this Cetheus. Can

any thing be truly collected from this, except

that they received this figure of a kneeling man

from elſewhere, in other words, from Egypt,

and that they fathered at times different parts

of their history upon it, not knowing what to

call it. Nay, we find that ſome of them, and

probably they were the wiſest, did not pretend

to ſay what it was, for they gave it no parti

cular name at all, but called it Engonaſin, a

man on his knees, and thus Ptolemy names it.

Eudoxus, who wrote three hundred and

ſixty years before the birth of Christ, is another

to whon'i the Grecian astronomy has great ob

ligations; he is alſo another of thoſe Greeks

who travelled into Egypt. This is a material

part of his history 3 we are even told that he

obtained the interest of the reigning ſovereign

to introduce and recommend him to the priests

of that country, and that he wrote ſome of his

works, not only on the foundation of what he

had learned there, but even while he was in

the place, and under the eye of his instructors.

Thus we ſee Egypt still the country of ſcience,

and all its treaſures derived thence. It was

Eudoxus who taught the Greeks that the year

conſisted of three hundred and ſixty-five days

and ſix hours, adding that fraction to the ac

count of Thales z and it is undiſputed that he

owedthis, as well as Thales did the other ac

count, to the Egyptians. We have proof alſo

that he wrote on the ſubject of the constella

'tions :\ we have the ſurest of all proof, for Hip

parchus has preſerved many parts of the work,

and gives them as ſuch. - Does not this alſo

with
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with the rest attribute the knowledge of the

heavens originally to the Egyptians? or, are

we to doubt but that he wrote this part of his

works, as well as the rest, upon the foundation

of what he had learned there, and that he

gives the constellations names as he re

ceived them. He may have added obſervati

ons, but doubtleſs he wrote upon the figures as

he found them, for what he had ſo received

he would hold ſacred.

As Hipparchus has preſerved to us a part of

Eudoxus, we owe to Ptolemy that knowledge

which we have of Timacharis from his writ

ings, for what we know of them is preſerved

in the ſyntaxis of that elaborate and faithful

writer. He wrote about three hundred years

before the birth of'Christ, and as his works

conſisted of obſervations of the heavens, and

theſe were made at a 'time when the Grecian

astronomy had receiVed ſcme degree of im

provement from the Egyptian, it is a misfor

tune to the world that they are lost; We

might as well give 'to Eratosthenes, who pub

liſhed his Works twenty or thirty years after,

the credit of inventing thoſe of Gonstellations,

which were the ſubject-of his obſerVations.

Indeed partly the obſcurity of thetimes, partly

the loſs 'of the writings, and partly the vanity

of the Greeks in general, have made it almost

impoſſible to distinguiſh where they are origi

nal, and where they only retail to one an

other the knowledge of the Egyptians con

cerning theſe early obſervations of the hea

vens: when we come to trace the riſe of

astronomy as a ſcience, it is indeedall theirown.

Aristarchus was a little later than theſe, and

he has immortalized himſelf, and worthily,

by his conjectures, not to call them ahſolute

calculations, of the earth's distance from the

ſun, of the moon's diſtance from the earth,

and of their comparative magnitudes; theſe

being foundedon the moon's dichotomy, must

 

have a true mathematical foundation, and this

we are to allow was not the growth of Egypt.

From this time the ſcience flouriſhed on theſe

true and certain principles. Archimedes ſoon

followed, and with him a vast quantity of

real knowledge ; he aſſigned, with a ſurpriſrng

accuracy for that time, the places and di

stances of the planets, and laid the ſoundation

of what has done ſo much and ſo true honour

to astronomy.

Hipparchus followed in the next age, and

being perfectly acquainted with all the princi

ples ofArchimedes, and reverencing him as he

deſerved, he carried on the deſigns, pointed out

by what he had left, to vast improvement in

compariſon of all that was past."

Hipparchus had the opportunities of a

long liſe, and an early application 5 there

are proofs from what Ptolemy has record

ed of him, that he continued his obſerva

tions more than forty years. His obſervations

on the ſun, and his attempt to determine the

vparallax of that luminary, will be an honour '

to his name : and there is another article that

is ſcarce leſs ſo: it was he who, according to

all account, first ſct about that difficult and

uſeful work, the making a catalogue of the

fixed stars. His own words indeed convince

us, that it had not been before attempted,

and the uſes of which, he ſays, it must needs

be, concur in ſhewing it quite new. The

appearance of one of thoſe stars, which astro

nomers call new ones,- gave origin to the at

tempt, and be ſucceeded in it to a miracle.

Ptolemy, whom we reverence ſo highly, and

who lived at ſo great a distance after Hippar

chus, as in the hundred and fortieth year of

the Christian zra, follows him in all things,

we frequently find him Confeſſedly fearing to

depart from him; and much of that know

ledge, which we reverence in this author, is

truly the knowledge of Hipparchus.

E e 2 From
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From Ptolemy we may date the great

progreſs of astronomy throughout the world,

before what had been learnt ſrom the Egyp

tians, had been in a great meaſure confined

among the Grecians. Ptolemy wrote for all

mankind: his ſystemwas publickly taught every

where, and his writings tranſlated not only

into Arabic, but almost all the other lan

guages. The ſystem of Ptolemy was looked

upon as ſacred truth beyond all diſpute. It

was long after him, however, that Europe

received the true taste ſor the study of the

heavens. Spain was the country where it

firſt flouriſhed, but we can have no very high

idea of its state among the Moors. It was

not till almost eleven hundred years after their

publication, that the works oſ this author were

tranſlated into Latin, and that astronomy be

came a study regarded by the learned in this

quarter oſ the world; in which it has at length

arrived to an height, as much above all that

it reached inGreece, as thehighest pitch of the

Grecian knowledge was above the Egyptian.

Indeed it is only within theſe hundred years,

or thereabout, that the heavens haVe been

understood, and all that was before delivered

is ignorance, in compariſon with what is now

establiſhed, and explained amongst us.

HELICE. A name by which many of

the old writers have called the Great Bear.

Se'e URSA MAJOR.

HELLESPONT, Climarc aſ. A name

given by the antients to what they called their

fifth climate, north of the equator; but this

was not the most received name, it was more

generally called the climate of Rome 3 the

ſixth was that oſ the Borysthenes 5 and the

ſeventh that oſ the Riphean mountains.

HEMITOCLES HIPPUS. A name by

which ſome, who love uncommon words,

 
have called the Horſe, or Pegaſus; it is one

of the old Greek names of this constellation.

HENIOCHUS. A name by which ſome

call the constellation Auriga; it is one of its

old Greek names, and it ſignifies the ſame

with Auriga, one who hold the reins, or

guides a carriage. For the account aſ this tan

stallatian, ſee 'be article AURIGA.

HERCULES. One of the constellations

in the northern hemiſphere, and one of the

most conſiderable among them. We find it

' mentioned by the old writers on astronomy,

and by many who have only occaſionally

ſpoken of the ſubject; but this under different

names, ſome calling it Theſeus, and ſome

Cetheus. It is one oſ the old forty-eight,

with which the earliest writers, of whoſe

works we have any knowledge, were ac
quainted 5 it is ofſſ a gſeat extent both in

length and breadth, four or five times as large

as Lyra and the Northern Crown put together,

and it contains a proportioned quantity of stars.

The figure under which it is repreſented is

that of a man kneeling, holding forth one hand,

the left with the fist clenched, and in the other

holding up a club, he kneels only on one knee,

and is repreſented naked, only with a lion's

ſkin behind him, a part of which, with the

Claws, is ſeen a little below his ſhoulder, and
a part round his waist. i

Hercules is ſituatedbetween the constel lations

Ophiucus, Serpens, Corona Borealis, Bootes,

Lyra, and Anſer. The head of Ophiu

cus almost meets with that of Hercules, the

head of the ſerpent almost touches the arm

that holds his club, the Corona Borealis is

by his right ſide, Bootes's head almost touches

the foot of his kneeling leg, the Dragon is under

his feet, the Lyra is near his clenched, or leſt

hand, and the Swan oppoſite tohis leſt ſhoulder.

The_antients counted twenty-nine stars

in
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in the constellation Hercules. Hipparchus

inſerted ſo many in his catalogue, the first

that was ever made of the fixed stars, and we

find the ſame number in Ptolemy. Tycho

reduced them to twenty-eight, but Hevelius

raiſed the number to forty-five, and Flam

stead afterwards to one hundred and thirteen 5

but of all this number there is not one of any

conſiderable ſize, there is not a ſingle star ſo

big as of the ſecond magnitude, there are very

few even of the third, the rest mostly of the

fifth and ſixth; ſo that, with all its extent,

Hercules is not one ofthoſe constellations that

attract in any part the eye of the vulgar.

There are but few of the stars in the head

of the constellation. In the neck there is only

one, and that standing distant from any other

is as conſpicuous as any part of the constella

tion, and is as ready a character of it to the

young obſerver as any. There are five

or ſix in the club, and about as many in the

right arm, one of which that stands ſingle to

ward the ſhoulder is one of the largest in the

conſtellation. The left arm has two or three

more than the right, and there are two more

on the hand, and two other unformed ones

very near the wrist. The body has a confi

derable number, but the largcst and most nu

merous are toward the belly, there are ſome

on both thighs, ſome ſmall ones on the right

leg, particularly three in a cluster toward the

anckle, and five or ſix conſpicuous ones on

and about the left foot.

The Greeks have never been wanting to

adapt part oftheir history to the ſigns in the

heavens. It Was no ill compliment to the

names, which they wiſhed to honour, to ſup

poſe the perſons to whom they had belonged,

taken up for their ſucceſsful conrage into the

heavens. Beſide, it anſwered another pur

poſe, it flattered the vanity of that people in

blinding to_ the world their obligations to the

 

Egyptians. Astronorny flouriſhed among them,

and they would be ſuppoſed to have invented

it. It is indiſputable, that they received the

twelve ſigns of the zodiac from the Egyptians;

nay, it is even plain, that the Egyptians

themſelves brought them from elſewhere, for

they do not anſwer to the ſeaſons of Egypt;

they are therefore very antient, and it is pro

bable, that the rest, if not altogether as old',

becauſe not quite ſo uſeful, yet were ſoon after

them invented, and that the constellations in

general, as well as thoſe twelve, were received

by the Greeks from Egypt. It has been the

more proper to take notice of this under the

head of this constellation in particular, be

cauſe it is evidently one that they knew not

what to make of. It has been already ob

ſerved, that they called it ſometimes Her

cules, and ſometimes Theſeus, and ſome

times Cetheus, the father oſ Megisto, whom,

and not Callisto, they will have to be the

Bear at this time in the heavens. The ear

liest writers of all have called it by no one of

all theſe heroes names, but have ſimply named

it Engonaſin, a man on his knees 3 it is un

der this name that Ptolemy mentions it in his

catalogue. Is it not plain from this, that

they received the figure from elſewhere .P that

among the other ſigns of the heavens they

ſaw certain of the stars arranged into this

ſhape, and that they called it a kneeling man,

knowing nothing of what the Egyptians, who;"

delivered it to them, meant by it. After this

the Greeks of ſucceeding time, eager to ho

nour ſome of their gods or heroes with every

figure in the ſkies, first applied it to Cetheus,

the father of the neighbourig Bear, once a

Virgin and a princeſs, afterwards to Theſeus,

whoſe memory was naturally called up by

the Crown which they had called Ariadnes, 7

and which was just beſide this figure 5 but at

last they gave it to Hercules.
ſi The .
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The Dragon, which is placed just below

the feet of this constellation, they had already

ſaid to be that which guarded the golden ap

plcs of the garden of the Heſperidcs, which

Hercules ſlew, and which Juno, in whoſe

ſervice it had bccn engngcd, tranſplanted into

heaven. Nothing was then ſo natural as to

make the human figure over it, that Hercules

who conquered and destroyed it. According

to this fable of their origin the two ſigns are

the hero, and the monster, just preparing for

the combat, the Dragon is repreſented as with

its head raiſed up for the attack, and the hero

kneeling on one leg, and with the foot of the

other in act to tread upon it, while his club

is raiſed to give the fatal blow. Thoſe who

tell this story leave nothing to Juno ; they

ſay, that Jupiter ſaw and admired the combat,

and that he took both up to heaven.

Thoſe who would adapt the constellation

to Cetheus, took away the club, and ſuppoſe

him kneeling, and lifting up his hands to

heaven to have his daughter the Bear restored

to her human ſhape. Thoſe who make it

repreſent Theſeus, alter the figure, yet they

continue him kneeling on .one 'knee, 1 but

they bring both his hands down, and ſuppoſe

him in the posture of lifting up the vast

stone under which ngaus had buried the Elo

pian ſword, with command to his mother not

to let him go to Athens till he ſhould have

taken it up.

Others make the constellation repreſent

Thamyris, blinde by the muſes, others Or

pheus kneeling to the bacchanals, the harp

which is before him anſwering very well to

theſe conjectures as belonging to him, and

even to Theſeus, who has been celebrated for

his ſkill on that instrument. Some others have

called it Ixion, with his hands bound behind

him, and others Prometheus bound to Cau

caſus ; and finally others, who have continued

 

the name of Hercules, have taken away the

ſuppoſed connection with the Serpent, and

have ſuppoſed it that hero kneeling in his di

streſs to Jupiter, when after he had wasted all

his arrows on the Ligurians, and stood ex

poſed to their fury, he prayed for stones to

throw at them, with which he vanquiſhed

them. ' .

I have introduced thc mention of theſe ſe

veral stories, as to the origin of this constella

tion, to ſhew how confuſed the-Greeks them

ſelves were as to the accounts they gaVC of theſe

things; and to evince the truth, at least the

probability, of their not having been the in

ventors ofthe ſeveral constellations, from their

not agreeing in the story of what was the oc

caſion of their being invented. All this pains

has been taken to account for a figure which

they had frcm the Egyptians, and which,

among that people, was probably no more

than an emblematical way of ſaying, pietx

carries men to heaven.

Hercules is a name alſo given by ſome

of the Greek writcrs to the constellation Ge

mini. They ſuppoſe the two figures in that

ſign to be Apollo and Hercules, others call

them Tiiptolemus and Jaſon, and more Ca

stor and Pollux ; they were originally a pair

of kids. The Egyptians taught the know

ledge of them to the Greeks, and what could

they know of one or other of theſe famous

people ? See t/Je constellation taplained under its

proper name GEMINl.

HERCULES LYDIUS. A name given

by ſome of the old astronomers to the cohstel

lation Ophiuc'us, or Serpentaiy. They ſay,

it was deſigned in honour of that hero for his

killing the famous Lydian Serpent of the river

Segaris, which destroyed all the country, and

they give the epithet Lydian, to distinguiſh it

from
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from the other Hercules killing the Heſpcrian

dragon, which, being the oldest, is, by way of

eminence, called, ſimply, Hercules. See t/J:
article OPHIUCUS. ſſ

HERNLEDONE. A name by which ſome

writers have called that part of the constellation

Piſces which is extended with certain convo

lutions from one of the' two fiſhes which com

poſe that constellation to the other. This has,

by ſome, been called a stream of water, and

by others, more rationally, a cord or line, as

it ties the two fiſh to each other. The word

Hermedone is Greek, and is'uſed by ſome of

the oldest writers in that language. The

commentators, who are always ready enough

at etymologies, ſay, that it ſignifies Hcrmetis

Donum, the gift of Mercury; but it is much

more probable the word was Harmedone, a

knot or bandage, or Harpadone, which ſignifies

'a cord or chain. Others call it Syndeſinus.

HERMIPPUS. A name by which ſome

affect to call the Dolphin. It is not a new

term, for we find' Pliny, and ſome other of the

old writers, calling it by thisdenomination.

HERON. A name, but an improper one,

for one of the constellations of the ſouthern he

miſphere; it is called by the inventors of it

Grus, ſo that the proper Engliſh name is the

Crane. - - -' - -

' HESPERUS. A name given by many of

the Greek writers to the planet Venus, which

they make by this a male, and not a female,

as thoſe do who call it after the name of the

goddeſs. They were for having the honour of

the invention of astronomy, and that all might

ſeem to have been do'ne in their country, they

adapted a part of their history, or of their fable,

to every constellation, and to every planet.

 
They ſay the Bear was their Calisto, whom

Jupiter first converted into another creature on

earth, and then raiſed up into the heavens:

They ſay the Dragon of the ſphere was that

which guarded the Heſperian fruit, and ſo of

all the rest.

In the ſame manner they have given ac

counts of what they call the origin of the pla

nets. Jupiter, which they called Phaeton;

they ſay, was a man of that name, the most

beautiful in the world, whom the gods made

a planet in the heavens. Saturn, they ſay,

was the other Phaeton, the ſon of Phoebus,

and they tell us, that when Jupiter struck him

dead with thunder, his father_Phoebus took

him up into the ſkies, and made of him

that planet: they call this .Filius Solis, to

countenance the story, and ſay it was there

fore placed at the remotest distance from the

ſun, becauſe it had already ſuffered too much'

miſchief from it. Mars, they ſay, was Her

cules taken burning from the Pyre, and there

fore that it is of a ruddy colour; they alſo

call it Stella Herculis to countenance the story.

This Heſperus, of whom they have made the

planet Venus, the largcst, as they call it, of

all the stars, they ſay it was once a mortal

alſo of this name, a ſon ofAurora by Cepha

lus. They tell us he was the handſomest of

men, and that he eVCn vied with the cclestials,

and challenged Venus to the trial before any

judge. When he died, he was taken up into

the heavens, and made a star bright as he uſed

to be in 'his perſon, which still is attendant,

a great part oſ its time, on the imaginary

parent, and is ſeen preceding the morning.

Nothing can be ſo idle and abſurd as theſe sto

ries are,yet from ſuch as theſe it was theGrecks

expected to be called the inventors of astro
nomy. i i i

' Heſperus is alſo a name by which many of

the old writers have called Venus, who applied

' ' the
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the term to her only when ſhining in an even

ing after ſun-ſet. When ſhe appeared before

ſun-riſe in a morning they called her Phoſphorus

and Eoſphorus, the bringer of light and bringer

of the morning. The poets all mention her,

and, from the brightneſs of her light, which

they celebrate under many epithets, they call

her the finest and most beautiful of the stars.

We find the name Phaeton applied by the

ſame writers to one of the planets, and

might be naturally enough led to ſuppoſe it

this, but it is evident they applied that name

to Jupiter. They did not ſuppoſe that planet

ſuperior, but equal to Venus in lustre; but ſhe

having already many founding names, they

gave this to Jupiter, as deſerving itin compa

riſon of the other ſtars.

HESTER's CROWN. A name uſed

by ſome of the later writers on aſtronomy.

There are alſo ſome of theſe who will have

every conſtellation refer to ſome part of the

ſcripture-history, and they make this repre

ſent the Crown worn by that queen.

HETEROSCII. A term uſed by the old

astronomers and geographers to distinguiſh the

inhabitants of certain parts of the earth by the'

place of their ſhadows at noon. There are

ſeveral other terms alſo anſwering the ſame

purpoſe, ſuch as the Aſcii, thoſe, who, on

certain days of the year, have the ſun at noon

vertical or strait over their heads, and have, at

that time, no ſhadows: and the like. Theſe

are explained in their ſeveral places.

The termHeteroſcii is uſed to expreſs thoſewho

live in ſuch parts ofthe globe that theirſhadows

at noon always fall the ſame way. It is a term

of distinction from the Amphiſcii, thoſe who

have their ſhadows not always the ſame way,

but at different times of the year to the north

and to the ſouth.

 
All this depends upon the ſun's continual

change of place within the tropics, and his never

going beyond them ; whence it naturally fol

lows, that thoſe who live between the tropics

must have theſe differences in the diſpoſition of

their ſhadows, and that to thoſe who live out

of that part of the globe, they muſt be always

directed the ſame way.

The ſun never is two days together in the

ſame place in the heavens. At the vernal and

autumnal equinoxes he is at the equator, and on

all the times between he is declining either north

or ſouth toward one of the tropics, or returning

back again from that declination. Thoſe who

live under the equator therefore have the ſun

vertical on the tenth of March, and on the

twelfth of September, and at other times of

the year they haVe their ſhadows ſometimes to

the north and ſometimes to the ſouth, and the

caſe is the ſame with all thoſe parts of the

globe that are between the tropics, The in

habitants of all theſe places are therefore Am

phiſcii, or have their ſhadows the two contrary

ways at different ſeaſons of the year.

It is in distinction from theſe that the term

Heteroſcii is uſed, its ſenſe is, people who have

their ſhadows at noon always in the ſame di

rection; all thoſe nations come under this de

nomination who are without the tropics, for

the ſun never becoming vertical to any ofthem,

can never go beyond any of them, and there

fore being always on one ſide, their ſhadows

always fall on the other. Thus thoſe people

who inhabit countries to the north of the tropic

of Cancer, which' is the caſe with all Europe,

as the ſun never comes to the north of that

tropic, will always ſee that luminary ſouth,

and conſequently their ſhadows will always

fall north at noon, we therefore, who inhabit

this part of the globe, are all contained under

the denomination of Heteroſcii, and, in the

ſame manner, thoſe who live to the ſouth of

the
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the tropic of Capricorn, the ſun never coming

to the ſouth of that tropic, will always have

their ſhadows ſouth at noon, as the ſun will

always be to the north of them 5 and theſe, as

well as the others, having their ſhadows al

ways the ſame way, are comprehended under

the name Heteroſcii. When in ſpeaking, of

theſe things the ſun's motion is mentioned; it

is to be understood as done in compliance

with the common custom and forms of ſpeak

ing. The ſun, we very well know, stands al

Ways still in the centre of the univerſe, and it

is the earth that moves 3 but to us, who, liv

ing on that earth, do not experience its mo

tion, the appearances are as if every thing elſe

moved, and the generality of men have ac

customed themſelves to ſpeak of theſe things

as they appear, and not as they are. It is

more familiar to ſpeak in the uſual form.

Thus we ſay, that the ſun is half the year de

clining to one of the tropics, and returning

from that declination; and the other half

year the ſame with reſpect to the other, and

hence ariſe all the changes in the place of

ſhadows within the tropics.

HEXAGONUS. A name given by the

old Greeks to that aſpect, as it is stilcd,

of the planets, and the constellations, ſup

poſed to be allied to them, which the Latins

calls Sextilis. This is the aſpect they are in

when at ſixty degrees distance from one an

other, and in this, as well as in the four other

aſpects, they are ſuppoſed to ſhed mutual 'ra

diations upon one another, and, as thoſe peo

ple phraſc it, to co-operate together with re

ſpect to human affairs.

All this is jargon and frivolous error; but

we are not to wonder that it has place in the

old writers. Astrology, though now properly

laughed out of the world, was in the early

times joined with the ſcience of astronomy,

 

and when ever we read of one we read oſ the

other. The other four aſpects were thoſe of

conjunction and oppoſition; in the first of

theſe the planet and constellation were to

gether, and in the other at one hundred and

eighty degrees, or half a circle, distance 3 and

the quadrate, and the time or trigon; in the

first of theſe the distance was of nincty de

grees, and in the other of one hundred and

tWenty.
no

HIEROS ICHTHYS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond oſ hard words, call the

constellation Delphinus, the Dolphin; they

call it alſo Piſcis Sacer, thc Holy Fiſh.

HIMARAN. The name by which thoſe,

who follow the Arabian writers, call the twa

bright stars in the constellation Cancer, com

monly called Aſelli. See CANCER.

HIPPOCAMPUS. A constellation offer

ed to the astronomical world in the plates of

this work, and compoſed of certain conſpi

cuous and unformed stars under the feet of the

constellation Taurus. It is of ſome conſider

able extent in the heavens, and, for the ſpace

it occupies, is ornamented with no inconſider

able number of stars, and theſe are all happily
diſpoſed, and ſome of them ſufficienſſtly conſpi

cuous. The creature from which it takes its

name is one of the most ſingular animals in

the world, it is frequently met with dried in

the collections of the curious, and its long and

narrow head, its curled body, and bent neck

make it very remarkable. It is a fiſh of the
Syngnathus, or Needle Fiſh kind. Nlost of the i

naturalists have named it, and it is deſcribed

and figured in the history of animals, publiſh

cd ſome little time ſince by the author oſ theſe

obſervations.

F f The
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The Hippocamp is placed between Orion,

the Bull, the lthale, and the Eridanus.

There is a vacant ſpace between theſe in the

centre of which are ſeveral looſe stars, and

'this figure comprehends them all. The head

of the Hippommp is pointed at the breast of

the Whale, and comes between the head of

that monster and Eridanus. Its tail points at

the ſide of Orion, and comes near to the

lion's ſkin he holds up in his laft hand. The

fore feet of the Bull are over the hinder part

Of its body, and the Eridanus runs in ſome de

gree parallel under it. There might be an

objection started against the making ſo ſmall

a fiſh as the Hippocamp extend over ſo large a

ſpace of the heavens ; but there is an example

very near at hand, that proportion has not

been obſerved between the ſeveral figures.

When we ſee the paw or fin of the Whale

cover the whole breadth of the river Eridanus,

we are not to except against making the' little

Hippocamp longer than the club of the Great

Orion.

The conſiderable stars in the constellation

of the Hippocamp are twenty-one, there are

many of them very conſpicuous, and their ex

act places and ſituations will be ſeen in the

figure of the constellation, which is given in

the ſame plate with that of Taurus. _They

are in general terms diſpoſed in the following

manner. In the head there are four, two

near to one another about the end ofthe ſnout,

and two others near alſo to one another about

the upper part of the head, theſe are all ſmall,

but distinctly enough to be ſeen. In the riſing

part of the neck there are two near the upper

out-line of the figure both large, but the hin

der one the larger and brighter; in the de

ſcending out-line of that bend there are four,

three near the ſame out-line, and one more

in the body, the lower one of the three, and

the ſingle star are both large and bright. In the

 

lower part of the bend, near the out-line are

three, one larger, and distant two ſmaller,

and near to one another; beyond theſe, in the

out-line alſo, are three in a cluster very near to

one another, one of theſe is large, and two

are ſinaller. A little beyond theſe, near the

upper out-line, are two very conſpicuous, and

the three last are at the tail, one at the extre

mity of it, and two a little distant, one in the

upper, and the other in the lower out-line. By

theſe the whole figure is very well deſcribed.

HIPPOLATES. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Auriga ; it is one

of the old Greek names. They called it alſo

Elaſippos, Hamiclates, and Diphralates, all

which names have, in the ſame manner, got

from their writings into the books of our astro

nomers and astrologers.

HIRCUS IEQUORIS. A name by which

ſome of the Latin writers have called Capri

corn. They give it this name to account for

its being half a goat and half a fiſh.

HIRUDO. A constellation offered to the

astronomical world, and compoſed of a ſeries

of conſpicuous unformed stars over the head of

Orion.

The creature, under whoſe out-line theſe

stars are arranged, is the common Leach ;

the infect uſed in bleeding; common in ſhal

low waters, and deſcribed by all the writers

on natural history.

It is a ſmall constellation; but in propor

tion to the little ſpace that it occupies in the

heavens it contains a conſiderable number of

stars. It is repreſented under the figure of

that animal, not stretched out at length, but

in its ordinary poſition bent, and with the

head directed back again toward the tail. The

stars are very happily comprehended under the

lines
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ll'mes of this figure, and there is this peculiar

advantage, that as a part of them are 'much

larger than the others, thoſe are all diſpoſed

tOWard the tail, and the ſmall ones run in a

ſeries along the part toward the head, which,

'when the creature extends itſelf, is much the

'ſmaller part of its body.

The constellations between which the Hi

rudo is placed are Orion and the Bull, and

theſe are ſo diſpoſed that there are no others

that can properly be called in to aſcertain its

place. The lion's ſkin in the left hand of

Orion is held up to the knee of the Bull, and

his club is in ſuch a poſition as to come very

near the top of the horn 5 by this means, be
tween the two arms of Orion and the fronctt of

the Bull,there is leſt a ſpace vacant, and in that

part of this ſpace, which is just over the head

of Orion, stands the new constellation. Its

tail, or larger extremity, is near the back part

of the head of Orion, the thicker portion of

its body runs parallel with the club in his right

hand, and the bend toward the ſmaller part

comes near the horn of the Bull; from this

the head is bent again downwards, and is

pointed toward the crown of Orion's head,

but at a greater distance than the tail.

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Hirudo are twenty, and eight of theſe, which

are toward the head are of the ſmallest mag

nitude that can be called conſpicuous; there

is a ninth among them a little larger, but it

owes its ſeeming lize to their particular little

neſs. They are diſpoſed about the ſigure in

the following manner: there is one ſmall star

in the top of the head: at ſome distance from

this there is a cluster of ſix, of theſe two are

in the lower out-line of the figure, and three

in the upper, and one is on the body; this

ſingle star is that of the first nine that is larger

than the rest. At a distance beyond theſe'

there is another cluster of two, alſo ſmall ones,

 

theſe are the last of the nine little stars of the

constellation ; after theſe stands a ſingle larger

star in the upper out-line, beyond this there

is another ſingle one of nearly the ſame ſize

alſo in the upper out-line, then there are three

following one another along the lower out

line ; beyond theſe there are five in a cluster,

or rather in two clusters, three of them are

against the upper, and two against the under

our-line. The twentieth is a ſingle star, and

is placed in the centre of the hollow of the

tail.

HO. A Chinefe name for the planet Mars.

The proper ſenſe of the word is Fire. It is to

be obſerved, that all astronomers, in what

ſoever language they have written, have

agreed in calling this planet by a name ex

preffing alſo Fire. The Greek astronomers

call him Pyrois; and the names Azen and

Azer, by which he is 'called in many of thoſe

of the middle ages, are Perſian terms, import

ing the ſame ſignification. The ruddy colour

of this planet in the heavens has doubtleſs

given occaſion to this imagined ſimilitude with'

fire.

HGZDI. A name given by the oldþRomans

to two bright stars in the arm of Auriga.

They had the custom of calling them by this

name from the .Greeks and the Arabs, and

all other nations alſo, in which astronomy has

been cultivated, have called them by ſome

word, expreffing kids or young goats. Theſe

were among the number of stars that were ter

rible to failorsſi The weather was generally

tempestuous about the time of their riſing, as

alſo at their ſetting, and according to the cre

dulity of thoſe times, they were ſuppoſed to be

the cauſes of thoſe tempests which they pre

ſagcd. We lind them univerſally distinguiſhed

by the epithets of horrida et inſana ſydcra.
F f 2 i Mani
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Manilius goes ſo far as to ſay, that they

bar up the ſea during that period in which

they exert their influence -, and Vegetius, who

calls them Hoedi pluviales, for there were al

ways rains accompanying the tempests they

called up, as was the opinion of thoſe times,

joins in the ſame opinion.. Germanicus di

stinguiſhes them by the name of

Aſtmtir ininimicum Sydus in malſ: :

and the day on which their influence was ſup

i poſed to ceaſe,was called Natalis Navigationis,

and we find that it was celebrated by the an

tient Greeks and Romans with festival games.

The ſetting of Arcturus, and the riſing of the

Hcrdi, were the two great preſages, or cauſes,

as they were called, of tempests. Virgil gives

the strictest caution about them in his mild

and gentle way :

Prctorea tamſhnt Arcturi ſidcra nobis

deorumque dies fer-Handſ.

And Horace, in his ſpirited and rapid manner,

couples them together in the ſame ſenſe, as the

most terrible of all things, to thoſe who de

pended upon the effects of commerce and na
vigation : i

Nccſm/ur Iſrcturi cadmti:

Impetus, aut orientzſir Hoedi :

But we find both theſe were understood to pre

ſage storms at their ſetting as well as riſing,

only that thoſe which attended the riſing of

Arcturus were leſs, and thoſe which attended

the riſing of the Hcedi greater, than thoſe

which followed their ſeveral ſettings.

HOMOGENEAL RAYS. The whole

body of light is understood to be compoſed of

minute particles of matter. This light, as di
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vided into rays, conſists of particles differing in

ſize between ray and ray, and to this is owing

the diviſion. To this alſo is owing that ſome

of them are more, and ſome leſs, refrangihle_

and reflectible. The rays, which conſist each

of a quantity of theſe pure and distinct parti

cles, are called homogeneal, they are known

by the colours they produce 5 that which con

ſists ſolely of the largest rays, produces red,

that which has ſolely the ſmallest, violet co

lour. To this alſo is owing each colour. Set

COLOURS and REFRAC'TION.

HOPEUTUS. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have called

the constellation Capricorn; it is the Coptic

name of that ſign, and the ſignification of the

word is Brachium Sacrificii, the Arm of Sa

criſice. See CAPRICORN.

HORIZON. A circle round that part of

the earth in which we are, and which is cut

exactly into two halves by the meridian. This

is called the ſenſible horizon by way of distinc

tion from the rational horizon : ſo astronomers

call a great circle of the ſphere which is parallel

to that horizon, and the plane of which is

ſuppoſed to paſs through the centre ofthe earth.

See CIRCLES qftbe SPberl.

HORSE. A name of one of the constel

lations of the northern hemiſphere, more

uſually called Pegaſus. For 'be number and

diſpzffitian of tbestars compoſing it, ſhe PEGASUS.

HORSE'sſHEAD. Aconstellation of the

northern hemiſphere, more uſually known by

the name of the Equi Sectio and Equuleus.

See 'be article EAJULEUS.

HORSE AND BEAR. One of the Ara

bian constellations, it is in the place of the old

The Arabians were not permitted

by

fi.__
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by their religion to draw human figures, ſo

they were forced to make theſe alterations.

HORUS. A name by which the Egyptians,

and many after them, called the ſun.

HOUNDS. A name of a constellation in

the northern hemiſphere, added of late years

to the forty-eight old ones, and compoſed of

ſome of the unformcd stars, or thoſe left out

of the out-lines of thoſe original figures. The

Greyhounds, or Hounds, (for they are indif

ferently called by one or other of thoſe names)

have been distinguiſhed by the titles of Aste

rion and Chara 5 they are coupled by strings

from their collars, and are held by Bootes,

and ſeem barking at the Great Bear. See the

article CANES VENATICI.

HOUR CIRCLES. A term uſed by astro

nomers to expreſs certain ſeries of circles,

twelve in number, which are ſo marked that

their planes all paſs through the centre of the

ſun in the courſe of a natural day, that is be

tween the noon of one day and the noon of the

next. To figure to ourſelves theſe hour circles,

we are to conceive twelve great circles of the

earth, one oſ which is the meridian of the place

where the obſervation is made, and to make

theſe interſect one another at the poles of the

earth, and divide the equator into twenty-four

equal parts. In the rotation of the earth the

quantity of fifteen degrees in theſecircles an

ſwer to an hour in time, and conſequently

that place, which isjust fifteen degrees east of

another, comes to point at the ſun just an hour

ſooner than the other in the courſe of the re

volution. Thus there is establiſhed a meaſure

of time, as well as of ſpace, for the fixed ex

preffion of distance of any two places, and

theſe circles may be ſo divided as the hour may

be as eaſily, as the degree, parted into mi

nutes.

 

HOUR CLIMATES. We find among

the antients a diviſion of ſo much of the ſurface

of the globe, as was known to them, made into

climates by the names of the beginning, mid

dle, and end of which they deſcribed the ſitua

tion of places north of the equator, as we do

by degrees and 'minutes of latitude. Each

climate among them comprehended ſuch a

quantity of ſurface of the globe, that the longest

day at the one extremity, and the longest day

at the other, differed half an hour.

The antients, believing all about the line

uninhabitable, gave themſelves no trouble

about it, but began at that parallel, where the

longest day was twelve hours, and three quar

ters, and from hence meaſuer out ſeven cli

mates at the ſpace determined by an half hour's

difference in the length of the day, the last of

theſe was that in the centre of which lay the

Riphzan mountains. But the later writers,

who have followed the ſame diviſion, hare

been more correct. They have reckoned the

different climates in the ſame manner by the

increaſe of an half hour in thelongcst day, but

they have begun at the equator, and have con

tinued this admeaſurement to the polar cir

cle, where the longest day is actually twenty

four hours, and all theſe climates, between

the equator and the polar circle, they call hour

climates ; on thecontrary, thoſe between the

polar circle and the pole, as they are reckoned

by greater meaſures of time, they call by a

different term Month Climates.

HUNTER. A constellation of the noro

them hemiſphere, more uſually called Orion.

See ORION.

HUZME. A name given by ſome to the

bright and beautiful star Arcturus ; it is a falſe

ſpelling of an Arabic name of the ſame star.

HYADICS.
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HYADES. The Greeks have adapted to '

this cluster oſ stars, which they distinguiſhed

by a peculiar name, a part oſ their fabulous

history. It was their custom to do ſo with re

ſpect to thoſe constellations which they received

from the Egyptians -, it was therefore no won

der they ſhould do it by thoſe of their own ſor

mation. They tell us, that Atlas and Pleione

had fifteen daughters ; ſeven oſ theſe, who

were charged with the education of the infant

Bacchus, acquitted themſelves ſo well in that

office, that they were, in reward, raiſed up

into the heavens, and called the Pleiades ; and

five others, they tell us, were, from their pe

culiar love for their brother Hyas, called the

Hyades. The young Hyas, in one of his ex

peditions in the woods, was killed, they tell

us, by a lion, and theſe affectionate girls wept '

themſelves to death : they were aſterwards, in

reward for their affection, raiſed up into the

heavens, and each converted into a star; they

were placed together in the constellation

Taurus, and, as they died weeping, were ſup

poſed to be a rainy asteriſm.

Others give other accounts of their origin,

they ſay, they were the daughters of Hyas and

Bzotia, and of no kin to the Pleiades' com

monly ſuppoſed to be their ſisters. Others,

who make the Pleiades the daughters of Occa

nus and Atlas, tcll us, that Orion perſecuted

one oſ them to get her to conſent to his deſires,

but that ſhestill refuſed; they ſay they had

this ſituation given them in the heavens on that

occaſion, and that Orion still ſeems to ſollow

them. \

They are a clusteroſ stars in the Bull's

ſace, and are five in number, their ſituation

may be ſeen in the deſcription of that constel

lation. See TAURUS.

HYDRA, or DRAco. We meet with this

constellation mider a very different name

 

among the enthuſiastic reformers of the ſphere.

Schiller has cut off its head, and called it the

body of the river Jordan. See DRACO.

HYDRIA. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond oſ uncommon words, have called the

constellation Crater, the Cup. It is one oſ

the old Greek names, but is now ſeldom

heard of.

HYDRIDURUS. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Aquarius. We

find it among ſome oſ the old Greek writers ;

Appian has it, and theſe lovers ofstrange words

have got it.

HYDROCHOUS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond oſ uſing uncommon words,

call the constellation Aquarius. It is one oſ

the old Greek names oſ this ſign.

HYDRUS, the Water Serpent. One of the

new constellations oſ the ſouthern hemiſphere.

It is oſ conſiderable length, but its breadth is

not great, ſo that it contains but a ſmall quan

tity oſ stars. The figures of the new constel

lations are in general better drawn, or repre

ſented more according to nature, than thoſe of

the old ones, and the caſe is ſo in this; the

Dragon of the northern hemiſphere and the

Serpent of Ophiucus have both of them hairy

heads, and other additions bo the ſerpent-kind *

which are not in nature, but this is drawn

without any thing monstrous about it. This

however may be obſerved, that as ſome other

figure might as well have compriſed

the stars which form this constellation. as

thoſe of the Serpent; it would have been bet

ter, iſ, to avoid confuſion, a creature not

ſo nearly allied to the two Snakes of the other

hemiſphere had been ſelected.

The constellations, between and among

which the Hydrus is placed, are the Toucan,

the
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the Peacock, the Bird of Paradiſe, the Chame

lion, and the Sword Fiſh. But ſome of theſe

are at a conſiderable distance. The head of

the Hydrus is ſituated under the tail of the

Toucan, 'that is at the feet of the Phoenix and

the termination of the Eridanus ; it is at a

conſiderable distance from the Sword Fiſh, but,

by a great bend about the middle of its body,

it cornes nearer to it afterwards. The Cha

melion and the Bird of Paradiſe are oppoſite,

though at a conſiderable distance to that part

of its body which is between this bird and the

extremity, and the tail terminates just at the

feet of the Peacock.

The stars that compoſe this long, and, as

it were, straggling constellation, are only ten.

The most conſiderable ofthem all in magnitude

is in the head. There is a ſingle one at ſome

little distance below this, and a little lower

two others, the-one of which is alſo double,

or compoſed of two stars. There is no star

from this part till after the bend oſ the body.

There is there a ſingle and ſufficiently conſpi

cuous one, a little farther there is another ſin

gle but ſmaller, and at a ſomewhat greater

diſtance another, then there is a ſpace vacant

till near the tail, where there are three of them

veryſair and conſpicuous stars diſpoſed in a line,

one beyond, and another at a very little diſ

tance.

HYPENTHERIAN. A name by which

people, who are fond of hard words, call the

constellation Aquarius, it is the Coptic name

of that ſign, and in that language ſignifies

Brachium Bencficii.

 

HYPERBOLA. A figure made by the

curring through a part of a cone with a plane

inclined in ſuch a manner to one of the ſides

of the cone, that, if the plane and the ſide

were extended both ways ſrom the baſe of the

cone, they would meet in a point above the

vertex of it. See CONE.

HYPOCYRRUS. A name given by ſome

to the great star in the Bull's eye called Alde

baran.

HYPOTENUSE. Where a triangle is

right-angled the ſide oppoſite to the right an

gle is always the longest, and this is called the

Hypotenuſc. The other two ſides are, in this

caſe, the legs, and in eveiy ſuch triangle the

ſquare of the Hypotenuſe is equal to the ſquarcs

of the legs, or the ſquare oſ the longestlide is

equal to the ſquares of the ſhort ones. When

astronomers would expreſs this in ſew words,

they ſay the Hypotenuſe is equal in power to

the legs. This is oſ vast uſe in Trigonometry,

for by it the meaſure of any right-angled tri

angle is eaſily ſound, if we have any dam to

go upon. Thus, in every right-angled tri-,

angle, if one acute angle and the length of

one ſide be given, the whole triangle may be

known, or we may find the quantity of every

angle, and of every ſide.

HYRIDES, OR HYRIADES. A name

by which ſome, who love hard words, call the

constellation Orion. Ovid gives the reaſon

for this, Hyreus, he tell us, was the father oſ

Orion.
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A C O B. According to Schiller, and the

rest of the reformers of the ſphere, one oſ

the constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere.

They have arranged the stars of both the he

miſpheres into ſets of new constellations, and

out of thoſe which form the Wolf in the old

astronomy, they have made the figure of this

patriarch. Just by him are placed Abraham

and Iſaac, whoſe figures are made out of

"the stars of the Centaur.

Jacob is alſo a name with ſome of one ofthe

northern constellations Auriga. Schickard and

Hartſdorf, with ſome others of the ſame turn,

became ſcandalized at pagan names given to

the constellations, and after they had destroyed

all theſe, calling Perſeus, David ; Andromeda,

Abigal, and ſo of the others; they proceeded

to adapt ſome ſcripture name alſo to every hu

man figure which they ſaw in the ſphere.

Thus ſome of them made Bootes, Jacob, but

the more pious Schiller, who will not admit

a patriarch among the stars while there is a

ſaint unprovided for, calls this St. Jerom.

Theſe are authors regarded by very few.

JACOB's WAGGON. A name given

by ſome to the Leſſer Wain, or Leſſer Bear.

Others call it Joſeph's Chariot, and Schiller

altering the whole figure, makes it St. Mi

chael.

_JACOB AND ESAU. Aname by which

 

Schickard and ſome other fantastical people

have called the constellation Gemini. Theſe

are a ſet of writers who would not ſuffer the

heavens to be defiled by the pagan histories,

and therefore have placed stories from the

ſcripture in their room. The ſame author

puts David with the head of Goliah in the

place of Perſeus, with that of the Meduſa, and

ſo of ſeveral others. Nothing can be ſo con

temptible as this attempt of new-modelling

the constellations to keep out pagan ſupersti

tion, but Schiller has done more in it than

even Schickard : he has gone ſo far as to place

the twelve Apostles in the stead of the twelve

ſucceeding ſigns of the zodiac. The Ram gives

place to St. Peter, and St. Andrew stands for

the Bull; and ſo of the rest. This was play

ing the ſame piece of artifice upon the Greeks,

that they had before played upon the Egyptians.

The constellations were the origin of that

country, and it was from thence that the

Greeks, at and about the time of Thales, ob

tained them from the priests: but although

they borrowed the knowledge from that peo

ple, they had an ambition that thoſe who re

ceived it from them ſhould ſuppoſe it original

to them and their own; they knew no way

ſo likely to effect this as the adapting their

history, or their fable, to the ſeveral figures,

and this they did. The kneeling man they

called Hercules, the other human figures they

named Perſeus, Andromeda, Cepheus, Caſſio

peia,
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peia, and by other names belonging to their

history or their ſable, and the conſequence was

what theyhad expected, and what they intended.

Nlany ofthe leſs informed countries, into which

they carried the ſcienCe, would, as of their own

invention, receive constellations, the very fi

gures of which did, as they imagined, refer to

theirhistory ; and conſequently the origin oſ the

constellations was understood to be no earlier

than theGrecian learning. Theſe honestChriſ

tians hadcertainly no deſign of this diſingenuous

kind, but, without their fault, the effect would

haVe been the ſame, for commentators of ſome

future period, if this later ſystem ſhould have

takenplace ofthe elder,would havedetermined,

that the formation of the constellations could

be no earlier than tl ' time of Chriſtianity,

becauſe the apostles and ſaints of that church

made the ſigns.

JAMES, ar ST. JAMES the YOUNGER.

A name given by an enthuſiastic ſet of writers

to the constellation Virgo. Schiller is at the

head of theſe; he had determined to raiſe the

twelve apostles, by a new way, into the ſkies,

and he placed them as the twelve ſigns of the

zodiac, arranging the stars under the linea

ments of an human form, which he called by

one or other oſ their names; Aries became

St. Peter, the Bull St. Andrew, the Lion St.

Thomas, and ſo ofthe rest. Schickard has all

the pious folly of this writer, and grieves that

the heavens ſhould be made the registers of

falſehood and of folly; he attempts the get

ting rid of the heathen fables however in a

gentler way. He had the diſcretion to know

 

that the placing new figures for the ſeveral ._

constellations, would be giving up a great part

of the advantage from the old astronomy, he

therefore retains the figures as they are, and,

as the Greeks ſerved the Egyptians, he is for

having us ſerve the Greeks. Thus the Lion,

V 01.. I.

which, with the Egyptians, ſerved only

as a ſymbol or hieroglyphic to expreſs the ſun's

great heat, the Greeks made to be the figure of

their Nemaean Lion, and to have fallen from

the moon ; ſo they made a figure, which they

ſound ready formed in the ſkies, comme

morate one of the labours of their Hercules.

Schickard deſires the Lion may be, by us, un

derstood to repreſent the Lion of the tribe of

Judah; and on the ſame plan, without alter

ing the figure of the constellation Virgo, as

Schiller does, who converts it into his younger

James, this author deſires it may stand as a

Virgin still, only being ſuppoſed to repreſent

the Virgin Mary. This is leſs miſchievous

than the other innovation, but it is not at all

leſs fooliſh. We receive the figures in the

heavens as of no uſe but to mark the places of

the stars, and as they were formed in pagan

times we must be content with the alluſion to

stories that we deſpiſe. To alter them is to

throw away the aflistance of all early obſerva

tions.

JAMES, or S'r. JAMES the ELDER. A

name given by Schiller and his followers to

the third ſign of the zodiac. He has placed

the figure of this ſaint in the place of the con

stellation Gemini, and arranged its stars under

a ſingle figure. See GEMINI.

JASION. A name by which ſome of the

Greeks have Called the constellation Gemini,

or a part of it. They ſuppoſe the two figures

Triptolemus and Jaſion.

ICLIL, or AL ICLIL. Anamebywhich

ſome, who are fond of obſcure words, have

called the Constellation Corona Borcalis, or

the Northern Crown. It is one of its Arabic

names, and the word, in that language, ſig

niſies a crown. They call it alſo Al Phecca

_Apertio.

G g JEROM,
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JEROM, or ST. JEROM. A name by

which Schiller has called the constellation

Bootes. Others, ofthe ſame enthuſiastic turn,

have called it Jacob. See BOOTES.

IMMERSIONS. A term uſed by astro

nomers who have written concerning the ſa

tellites of Jupiter and*Saturn, to expreſs their

entering the diſk of the planet when their

courſe in their orbits, with reſpect to us, car

ries them through that part of the heavens

which is oceupied by the body of their pri

mary planet. The term emerſions is uſed for

their leaving the body of the planet again.

YVith regard to the ſatellites of Jupiter we ſee

very distinctly theſe immerſions and emerfions,

and uſe them in Computation ; but with reſpect
to Saturn, his ſatellites appear ſo much ſmaller, I

and, when near the body of the planet, are

ſeen ſo much leſs distinctly than thoſe of Ju

piter, that we do not at all distinguiſh theſe

immerſionsr or emerfions ; nor is this a won

der, forthe two firſt ſatellites of Saturn are, in

a great part of their courſe, inviſible.

INDEFINITE. Astronomy adopts this

term from the mathematics," and expreſſes by

it extent not circumſcribed by bounds; Thus

a line extended both ways without limitation is

' an indefinite line, a ſurface ſo extended is an

indefinite ſurface, and ſo of the rest. Some

expreſs the ſame meaning by the term infinite,

but that is leſs proper.

INDIAN. One of the constellationsof the

ſouthern hemiſphere. See t/Jc article INDUs.

INDIAN BIRD. A name for one of the

new constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere

which is ſituated not very far from the ſouth

pole, teaching from the Chamelion and the

Triangle, and containing eleven stars. It is

 called alſo Avis lIndia, and Apus. See the ar

ticle APUS.

INDUS, the Indian.

the ſouthern hemiſphere. It is one of the

newſiformed ſigns, and the name of it

therefore is not to be expected in the old

writers. The Indian is but a ſmall constella

tion, and it does not compriſe more stars than

are proportioned to the ſpace which it occupies

in the heavens. It is repreſented in form of a

naked man with an arrow in one of his hands,

and three more under the other arm,

The constellations, between and among

which the Indian is placed, are the Toucan,

the Crane, the Peacock, and, at a greater diſ

A constellation of

tance, the ſign Sagittary and the Hydrus. The ,

beak of the Toucan comes toward his thigh,

the wing of the Crane is at a ſmall distance

from the feathered ends of the three arrows

that are under his arm, and- the lower part of

his figure is, in a great meaſure, hid behind

the breast of the Peacock. The ſign Sagittary

is at a distance over the arm that holds out the

ſingle arrow; and the Hydrus is alſo at a. diſ

tance on the oppoſite ſide.

The stars, which are accounted to the con

stellation Indus, are twelve, ſome of them are

tolerablylarge, but they are notdiſpoſed ſo hap

pily for marking the figure as in many of the

constellations. There is aſmall one toward the

head of the arrow which he holds in his hand,

and a much larger toward the feathered part,

and there are three others oppoſite, one in the

feathered part of each of the arrows that are

underhis other arm. There is onestar on the face

of the Indian toward the lower part; on one

of his ſhoulders there is alſo a ſingle star, and

there are two on the other ſmaller, and Very

near to one another. There is one larger on

his breast, and one on his belly just above the

belt, and one inthe breast of the Peacock that

' ' is
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is alſo common to the thigh of the Indian, the *

lower part oſ this figure being hid behind

that constellation. There is another con

ſiderable star alſo on the breast oſ the PeaCOck,

which, if it be made to belong to the Indian,

will fall ſomewhere about the other thigh.

Upon the whole, the constellation Indus,

though not extremely well marked as to the

K out-line of the figure, yet contains stars ſo par

ticularly ſituated with reſpect to one another,

that they are eaſily known.

INFORM STARS. A term by which

ſome expreſs what others, in general, call the

unformed stars in the heavens, ſuch as are not

taken into any constellation. Set the article

UNFORMED STARS.

INFORTUNA MAJOR. A name we

ſind the planet Saturn called by in the writings

of thoſe who love obſcurity. It is a name that

occurs among the Latin writers, and ſeems

derived from ſome of the old Greek ones.

Some called it Stella Tremeſcoſa.

INFORTUNA MlNOR. A name ' by

which many, who affect to uſe uncommon

terms, haVe called the planet Mars. As they

call Saturn Inſortuna Major, the notion was

very early that the planets had an influence

upon human actions, and the events oſ things,

particularly in certain aſpects with the constel

lations ; and they thought ſome of them in

general bad, and ſome good in their preſages.

Jupiter was among the number of the good,

and he was the first of them 5 Mars was the

ſecond of the unſavourable, he and Saturn

being the two most ſcandalized.

INGENICULUS. A * name by which

ſome'of the Latin writers have called the con

' INNOCENTS. According to ſome, a

name of one oſ the northern constellations.

Schiller is the author of theſe innovation's; out

oſ patience with the Heſperian Dragon, the fi

gure and story oſwhich was ſuppoſed to be pre

ſerved in the constellation Draco, he has

draWn a parcel of children, whom he calls

the innocents destroyed by Herod,'in its place.

Schickard is much more pardonable, he lets

the figure remain as it is, and only deſires,

that, instead of the Heſperian Dragon, it may

be called the Inſernal Dragon, .or Draco In-v

fernus. To this 'the ſcience has no ob

jection.

JOACHIM AND ANNA, ar ST. JOA

CHlM and ANNA. A name given by Schiller

to the constellation Cetus, or to a constella

tion which he has formed out of the ſame stars

and put' in its place. Schickard calls it

Jonas's Whale; but all this is idle and ri

diculous.

JOB. According to Schiller, one of the

constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere.

This author, after he has demoliſhed all the

constellations, affects the new-arranging the _

stars, of which they are compoſed, under ſuch

other figures as pleaſe him.

JOHN, or ST. JOHN the BAPTIST. A

name of one of the ſigns oſ the zodiac. Schil

ler, and ſome other enthuſiastic people, ſcan

dalized at the heathen figures in the heavens,

diſplaced them all, and put ſaints, martyrs,

and apostles in their room; St. John, ac

cording to theſe gentlemen, occupies that

part of the zodiac which others aſſign to the

Crab. See CANCER. '

JOHN BAPTIST: According to ſome

 

stellation Hercules. Writers a name alſo ofthe planetVenus. This is

G g 2 a part
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a part oſ the jargon and nonſenſe introduced,

or attempted to be introduced into astronomy by

Schiller. When he had new modelled all the

constellations he began to newname the planets.

Saturn he calls Adam, Jupiter is Moſes, and

Mars Joſhua, the Sun is Jeſus Christ, the

lVIoon the Virgin Mary, and Venus and Mer

cury are St. John Baptist and Elias. It is

well this enthuſiaſm never got ground. As

to the new naming the planets, there Would

have been no great matter, but the naming.

the constellations a-new would have been the

cauſe of endleſs confuſion.

JONATHAN'S ARROW. A name

given by Schickard to the constellation Sagitta.

This author leaves the constellations in figure

as they are, but he adapts ſome ſcripture inci

dent to them. Schiller takes greater liberties,

he turns this into the lance and X nails that

wounded our Saviour.

JONAS's VVHALE. A name given by

Schickard to the constellation Cetus. Schiller

has new modellcd it, and calls it by the name

of a couple of ſaints, St. Joachim and St.

Anna.

JOPHERUD. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond oſ umommon words, have call

ed the constellation Cygnus ; it is the Perfian

name of that ſign, and ſignifies a bird.

JORDAN, or 'be River Jora'an. A name of

one oſ the constellations according to Schil

ler. He has cut off the head oſ the Hydra, and

has formed the body of that ſerpent into the

courſe of the river, which he calls by the ſcrip

ture name Jordan.

JOSEPH, or S'r. JOSEPH. A name of the

constellation Orion. Schiller gave it this de

 

nomination. Schickard deſires that it may be

called Joſhua, vbut people have not much

minded either of them. \Ve find it called

Orion as it uſed to be.

JOSEPH's CHARIOT. A name given

by ſome to the Leſſer Wain, or Urſa Minor;

others calls it Jacob's lVaggon, and Schiller

alters the figure, and makes it a St. Michael.

JOSEPH's CUP. A name given by Schic

kard to the constellation Crater, on the back

oſ Hydra.

JOSHUA. A name by which ſome have

called the planet Jupiter. Schiller first gave it

this appellation. After he had demoliſhed all

the pagan constellatiorfs, he began with the

name of the planets. Saturn he calls Adam,

Mercury Elias, Jupiter Mars, and Venus St.

John Baptist.

Joſhua is a name given by Schickard, and

continued by his followers, but they are not

many, to the constellation Orion. Schiller

calls it Joſeph and St. Joſeph. v

IRRATIONAL QUANTITIES, cal/m'

aZ/ſia INCOMMENSURABLE QyANTxTres.

Such as have no common meaſure that can be

applied to both. See QUANTITrEs COM

MENSURABLE.

ISHA. A name by which ſome have called

the constellation Andromeda. It is the first

word only oſ the Hebrew name oſ the ſame

constellation. The whole term is Iſha Sha

lahajala Baal. The plain interpretation of

which is a woman wanting an huſband.

ISIAS. A name given by ſome to the con

stellation Scarpio. It is the Coptic name of

that ſign, and it is made' to expreſsin that

language Statio Iſidis.

ISIS,

NAfi
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ISIS, Star of. A name by which we find

the planet Venus called in the Egyptian astro

nomy. They called Jupiter the star of Oſiris,
giving the twoſibrightest and greatest planets

the names of theſe their reverenced deities.

Venus has by ſome alſo 'been called the star of

Juno. The Egyptians worſhipped the moon

under this name, ſometimes as a male, and

ſometimes as a female deity: they alſo wor

ſhipped the star Syrius under the ſame name,

but that only as a male.

JUDAH'S LION. A name which Schic

ltard has given to the constellation Leo, the

fifth ſign of the zodiac. We may very well

pardon enthuſiaſm when it goes no farther

than this 5 but when it comes to alter the

figures, it is out of its province, and disturbs a

ſcience. Let the Lion be a lion still in form,

and we may permit theſe gentlemen to call it

what they pleaſe; but it is an unpardonable

folly in Schiller, another of theſe writers, to

have altered all the figures. This writer has

placed the twelve apostles in the zodiac, and

St. Thomas stands in the ſpace occupied by

Leo. This however was too wild a deſign to

be countenanced.

JUDE, or ST. JUDE. The name of one

of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac, according

to ſome enthuſiastic writers on astronomy.

Schiller is one of the principal of theſe. He

has diſplaced all the old figures from the hea

vens, and has put the twelve apoſtles in the

place oſ the twelve ſigns of the zodiac. His

St. Jude is that which all the other writers in

the world call Aquarius. There have been

others who have aimed at reconciling ſome

part of the story of the Old Testament to all

theſe paſſages, and they have made this con

stellation Naamam; but it is abſurd and idle.

We receive theſe figures in the heavens as

 
proper forms for aſcertaining the places of the

fixed stars with reſpect to one another; and

we mean no more by them; we reject and

deſpiſe the histories and fables that are annexed

to them; and to introduce new ones is to

create confuſion, and to take away the uſe of

the old obſervations. For tlzc amunt qf the

stars in Ilium-has, ſi'e AQUARIUSi

JUDICIAL ASTROLOGY. Astrology

is a term that has been, at various periods,

uſed in very different ſenſes, having by ſome

been made ſynonymous with the word astro

nomy, and understood to expreſs a very ho

nourable ſcience z and by others ſeparated quite

in its ſignification, and uſed to expreſs what we

more generally ſignify by the name ofjudicial

astrology ; a ſcience, or pretended ſcience,

which from the ſituations of the stars, and

their imaginary influences, foretclls events.

If we meet with the word astrology in an

tient writings, we are to understand by it most

frequently no other than astronomy ; but when

it is uſed by the moderns, it generally is in

tended to ſignify preſages from the stars, and

not the knowledge of their motions.

It will not appear a wonder that the an

tients confounded astronomy and astrology to

gether, if we conſider, that with them they

were naturally one ſcience, though at preſent

ever ſo distinct. The first notices that were

taken of the stars were that their riſing and ſet

ting, preſagcd, as they understood it, certainly,

they precceded rains, storms, or fair wea

ther. Nothing was ſo natural as to ſuppoſe,

that they had ſome ſhare in the cauſing what

followed ſo constantly their appearance; and

from this imaginary effect upon the air and

elements, the tranſition was eaſy to the ſup

poſing they had the ſame effeet upon the hu

man body, and from this, with the mixt prog

nosticazions that followed, aroſe the whole

of that imaginary ſcience.

That
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That astrology was thus early blendedwith

astronomy, appears from the earliest accounts.

XVe hear of the Chaldaeans as the first astronov

mers; we have records of their obſerva

tions, which countenance the bciief of their

having a title to this honour ; and we find the

Chaldaeans as early celebrated as ſoothſayer's

and vizards. - Even the vſcriptures mention

them under that character. Astronomy, at

least what we at this time understand by the

Word, is far from an old ſcience. The Greeks

were the first who began to apply geometry to

the heavenly obſen'ations, and Thales (the

first who introduced any regard to the ſcience

among them) was not more than ſive or ſix

hundred years earlier than our Saviour. This

may appear a period at ſome distance, but

when we reſpect the origin of ſciences we

look deeper, and we ſhall find much earlier

mention oſ a knowledge of the stars than this,

Thales had his knowledge from Eg'pt. The

constellations had been known in Egypt very

long before his time, and there is proof that

the very ſigns of the zodiac, which probably

were not the earliest of them, were not of

Egyptian origin, for they refer to ſeaſons, as

thoſe ſeaſons occur in other countries, but not

as they happen in that ſingular kingdom.

Virgo ſignified the harvest ſeaſon approaching ;

the ripe ear of corn in her hand ſhews it;

and autumn, the ſeaſon when the ſun enters

into Virgo, is the harvest-time of other coun

tries ; but lVIarch and April are the harvest

months of Egypt._ In the ſame manner Aqua

rius, pouring water out of his urn, expreſſed

the rains of winter., But in Egypt their is no

rain, nor hardly any winter; for the months

of December and January are the finest of the

year. It is evident from this, that the Eg 'p

tians, who brought the knowledge * of the

constellations to all other people, brought

them from elſewhere themſelves. This will

 

 

ſhew us a very early period of astronomy.

Probably its zera is to be dated from ſoon after

the flood -, and this early astronomy we ſhall

as certainly find connected with astrology, as

the ſucceeding ſcience of that name ſeparated

from it. -

'When we find therefore the word astrology

in the old authors, we are to understand by it

all that was known, and all that was imagined

of the stars : that ſcience, if it could deſerve

ſuch a name, in which was comprehended all

the little that was known of the nature and

motions of the heavenly bodies, and the great

deal that was believed of their influences. Aſ

trology contained therefore, in its early ſenſe,

the mixt and falſe ſcience ; at preſent it is

understood only of the falſe, as ſeparated from

the true; or the judicial, as distinguiſhed

from the other part.

It will appear too harſh to ſome to cenſure

judicial astrolog r as wholly falſe. There were

in the times of ignorance many who repoſed an

entire confidence in it; and there are ſome in

theſe days of knowledge, for knowledge, tho'

general, is not univerſal, who pay ſome re

ſpect to its deciſions. But we ſhall find, that

the opinion of its ſalſity is not wholly owing

to, or entirely to be dated from the diviſion

of the ſciences, for the men of judgment in

the earliest ages paid no reſpect to it.

The stories annexed to the constellations by

'the early Greeks were known to be fabulous,

too contemptible for belief; and the early

writers have bantercd the people who ſeemed

to be dropped down from among the stars

by their perfect acquaintance with them.

There were very early attempts made to esta

bliſh rules for the ſcience; but theſe being the

offspring of the fancy, not the fruit of the

judgment, of thoſe who ſet them on foot, were

ſo inconſistent, and even contrary, that they

overthrow one another: and it was not with

out
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out reaſon that thoſe among the antient philo

ſophers, who diſcountenanced its pretenſions,

argued, that, from the inconstancy and uncer

tainty of the art, they were convinced it was

no art at all. .

We know how addicted the people of the

first ages, of which we haVe account, were to

ſuperstition. It is not a wonder that thoſe,

who would look for the deciſions of fate in

the entrails of an animal, cast their eyes up

strait for it to the heavens alſo, or that men,

who ſuppoſed a magpie, or afox, by flying or

running acroſs their way, had the effects of

good or ill preſages upon their journey, ſhould

ſuppoſe no part of their lives out ofthe influence

or direction of ſuch ſuperior bodies.

The stars thus got into repute, as having in

fluence over human events, and when they were

alloweda power it could not be long before men

would pretend to the understanding it. Where

there are weak, there will alſo be deſigning

men, the one are the natural prey of the other,

and the carcaſſes will always' draw together

vultures. It was on this principle that astro

nomy itſelf was first studied. Thoſe who best

understood the motions of the stars, were ſup

poſed best acquainted with their hidden influ

ences ; and it became their interest to keep

up the opinion of their power.

From the understanding, in ſome degree,

the revolutions of the year, they came to pre

ſage, at ſome distance, ſeaſons which always

happened at ſuch parts of thoſe reVOlutions,

and they were almost ſuppoſed to create the

things which they foretold. The reception of

thoſe attempts encouraged them to greater,

and if, among a hundred conjectures, but onev

ſell out right, the mistakes were all forgot, and

the one event that followed the preſage immor

talized them. Men wiſh to find a power lodged

ſomewhere of ſeeing into ſuturity, and what

they wiſh they eaſily believe. From the in- .

 

Huence of the stars, at certain times of men's

lives, they began to regard thoſe at their birth,

with a peculiar attention, and the first attempts

at calculation Were not with reſpect to what

ſhould, but to what had happened. They

Went back to the birth of the perſon-who con

ſulted them about his fortune, and having

found, or thought, or pretended they found,

the conjunctions of the stars at that time, they

thence told the past, and preſaged the events of

the whole ſucceeding life.

Here was the beginning of the art of casting

nativities ; and from the regard paid to- the

opinions ſounded on this, the astrologers were

encouraged to extend their art, and the power

and influence oſ the stars to every human con

cern. They made them intelligent beings,

acquainted with all ſecrets, and pretended an.

acquaintance with them, bywhich they learned

all that was known to them. Hence astrolo

gers undertook to reſolve questions, foretel fu

ture, and explain past events, interpret

dreams, and diſcloſe the intentions and the

thoughts of others. They ſeemed, if them

ſelves might be believed, (and there, were

enough who did believe them) to be admitted

into the deſigns oſ providence, and to be able

at least to foretel, if not to procure, the good

events of its intendame.

To lay their art beyond the reach of every

little attempter, or of every little enemy, they

pretended to go back to very remote ages, and

to carry their knowledge of the heavens into'

the rcmotest time, and to prcſage events yet to

haſpzn from the great conjunctionsz-hkh they

calculated to have happened many' agcs before

the earliest periods of history. This was puz-'

zling to the uninſormcd of the agcs in which

the artiſice was uſed, for the ignorant cannot

fix-bounds to the knowledge of others ; and it

is to this artful attempt that astronomy OWcs

its.



its pretences to that early origin which we ſee

its votaries aſſert. The old astrologers had their

ſehemes of what had been the conjunctions,

what the oppoſitions, and what the faces of the

heavens, at periods far before the time of their

ſirstor remotest annals 5 and to theſe, (no matter

whether true or falſe, for none Could contra

dict them) perhaps, is owing the prettnce of

antiquity in ſome of thoſe nations. The Ba

bylonians, Chaldazans, and Egyptians, were

the first astrologers, and when they had cal

culated the ſacc of the heavens for ſuch early

periods, it was eaſy to invent kings names to

anſwer to thoſe periods, and thus to carry the

origin of their monarehies farther back than

all other people.

The late astrologers have in all things been

faithful copiers of the earlier; if thoſe pre

tended to calculations for times before the ori

gin of their empires, there have been among

theſe ſome who have figures of the heavens at

periods before the flood; and the weak people

of theſe times pay as much reſpect to theſe, as

thoſe among the Egyptians did to the others.

From theſe, and their ſubſequent calculations,

they pretend to foretel the duration of empires,
i and it cannot be strange that thoſe, who can

do this, make it the eaſiest part of their art to

foretel the ſeveral accidents that are to befal

particular perſons.

Whentheſcienceswere in theirinfancy,this,

which was the earliest of them, eaſily claimed

a right even to their dependance, and its pro

feſſors were not of thoſe people who were

likely to forfeit any of its pretenſions. Phyſic

was one of the next ſciences studied, and the

astrologers found a way to make themſelves

and their own art conſiderable at the expence

of this. The influence of the heavenly bodies

on the human frame was a doctrine early esta

bliſhed, and not at this time altogether re

jected ; and this immediately ſent the phyſi
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cian, as well as the ſick,to the astrologer, toknow

under what face of the heavens he might expect

mostſucceſs from his medicines. Nor was this

all; they pretended that the heavenlybodies dif

fuſed their influence, not only over the human

frame, but equally over all ſublunary produc

tions, and that all theſe obtained their virtues

from them. Thus the medicines, as well as

thoſe who were to be relieved by them, were

thrown under the protection of the planets and

fixed stars, and the virtues of plants and mi

nerals, as well as thoſe of animals, were ſup

poſed owing to their influence. The astro

loger therefore was the true phyſician, and in

deed there were very few of the concerns of

the world that did not come immediately under

his cognizance. Here was a beginning there

fore of astrology that gave it pretenſions to

univerſal reſpect, ſuch as no other ſcience had

ever boasted, andthoſe, who were in poſſeſ

ſion of its advantages, did not fail to puſh them

to the utmost. rom preſaging the ſuc

ceſs of an amour, or the event of an under

taking, the proficients, in this pretended ſci

ence, (for still it was a fiction at the bottom)

became conſulted about the health, and in the

common concerns of life. If a peaſant lost

his cow, or if he ſuſpected that his tawny miſ

treſs was unfaithful, the ſame ſage reſolved the

doubt, or pointed out the way the stray beast

had taken 3 if he were ſick, not onlywhat phyſic

was proper, but under what aſpect it would

be most efficacious was to be determined by the

ſame mouthſſ; and the hufbandman, who had

great caution, and leſs judgment, would not

ſow his corn till he knew whether the stars fa

voured the operation, nor cut down his har

vest unleſs the astrologer predicted good

weather. .

It was in vain that the wiſer people of theſe

ages deſpiſed and cenſured the pretences of the

artists, and rallied the eredulity of thoſe who

trusted
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trusted them ; nay, it is in vain, that reaſon

and religion join at this time to diſcountenance

the folly; there always were, there are, and '

there always will be ſome to believe in it.

The cheats who calculate nativities, and pre

tend to foreknow the events of actions at this

time, all pretend to astrology as the ſource of

their information; and they are as ignorant,

and ſomewhat more hardened, than their pre

deceſſors. If we look among the wiſe men

of old time, weſhall find the greatest names to

condemn all pretences to this art. Pythago

ras, ſuperstitious enough in ſome things, de

clares against every article of it. Democritus

was the champion of a whole ſect that con

demned it; and Bion Favorinus, Panzetius,

Carneades, Poffidonius, and Timaeus, are all

quoted as rejecting its doctrines, and con

demning thoſe who paid reſpect to them. Ari

stotle was earnest against it ; and Plato has

taken as much pains to destroy the credit it at

that time obtained with ſome credulous peo

ple, as he calls them, as he would have done

to overthrow a falſe religion. If it be ſup

poſed, that the phyſicians, for they have at

other times been, as they are at this, a body

distinguiſhed by their learning, favoured this

opinion, establiſhed by astrologers, and re

ceived by their fathers, we may produce the re

verend names of Hippocrates and Galen in flat

contradiction z they declare against it all z nay,

not the Greek phyſicians only, but the Ara

bians, among which people the falſe ſcience

was received with credit, after it was rallied

out of Greece, all join againſt it. They de

ſpiſe and condemn all who paid credit to it;

and it would not be eaſy to produce more

strenuous advacates against it than Avicenna

and Averrhoes. Among the Latins we ſhall

find, as among the Greeks and Arabians,

ſome enthuſiasts, but they were in one coun

try, as well as in the others, formed among

VOL. I.

ſ the weak, or interested people. Let us enquire

into the opinions of thoſe whom we reſpect

among them, and we ſhall find they all agree

in the contempt with which they treat this

ſcience. CiCero and Seneca have ſpoken of

ten, and expreſsly of it, and both, in the most

clear and strong terms, reject and condemn

it. All theſe were perſons of the most inqui

ſitive and most diſinterested turn. They

have all attempted to explain the cauſes of

things from ſome one or other of the ſciences ;

but not one of them has in any place referred

us to the stars for them, or underſtood astro

logy, as one of thoſe ſciences, to which it was

worthy the name of a philoſopher to refer.

Were it their ſilence alone, on this head, that

pleaded against their belief in ſuch a ſcience,

this were enough; but when it is ſupported

by that reproach and contumely with

which they treat it and its profeſſors, the

proof is doubly strong, and ought to be con

vrncmg.

In what light the men ofreal ſcience, among

the moderns, have ſeen this ſcience, as it is

called, is plain enough. Nothing has been

' ſo perfectly, nor any thing ſo justly, an object

of their contempt; but that it might not be

alledged, that there had been wiſe men of

other times, and that thoſe men countenanced

what theſe deſpiſe, it appeared neceſſary to

produce this honourable list ofthe philoſophers,

and learned men of old 3 and it were eaſy to

add to it almost every name of repute at this

-time with the world, to ſhew that ſuch have

never credited its pretenſions ; but that astro

logy has been at all times, as it is now, the

contempt of the wiſe, and that all which can

be alledged in its favour from early times is,

that weak men did then, as weak men do still,

believe it z andthat knowledge havingbeen then

leſs diffuſed among the generaiity of mankind

than it is at preſent, they were a greater num

H h ber,
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ber, whom ignorance, the natural parent of

error, at that time, induced to believe it.

If it be objected, that theſe whoſe names

have been already mentioned as men, who

held the ſcience in contempt, were not the,

most competent judges of it, becauſe, altho'

men of great wiſdom, they had not in parti

cular applied themſeIVCs to the study of the

heavens; the plea is artful, but it will not

ſerve the purpoſe. In the first place, theſe

philoſophers were none of them ignorant of

what little was in their time known oſ true

astronomy, therefore they were informed of

whatſoever abſolute and real foundation there

was for the opinions of astrology; but al

though the objection has an unfair advantage

in that, as has been already obſerved, astro

nomy and astrology were too much confound

ed in the early days, and they who studied the

one, were the very people who favoured the

other ; and perhaps the greateſt part of them

attended to the true ſcience only to Counte

nance the falſe 5 yet if we look into the story,

or conſult the writings of the greatest among

them, we ſhall find them far from counte

nancing the least part of the judicial astrology,

ſo favoured by the leſs informed in the ſame

ſcience. If we strictly examine what is re

corded .of the last writings of Eudoxus of

Archilaus, Caſſandrus and Hoichylax, we

ſhall find them confeffing, that although the

heavens and heavenly bodies were to be allow

ed ſome power and influence over human

events, yet there arc ſo many other cauſes of

thoſe events co-operating with them, that no

thing could be preſaged with any degree of

certainty from their influence alone. This

we find deliVered as the opinion of the most

moderate, and this is enough to overthrow

all the pretenſions of judicial astrology from

antient authority; but if we enquire into the

opuions of thoſe who carried the ſcience of

 astronomy to its greatest height, or made the '

boldest improvements and advances in it, we

ſhall find all the credit of astrology OVerthrown

by the Contempt with which they treat it. If

we reſpect what is ſaid of Thales, the first

among the Greeks' who travelled to Egypt for

improvement, and probably the father of aſ

tronomy among them, we ſhall find that al

though he brought the knowledge of ' the

Eg ptians into Greece, he held their predic-z

tions in the most perfect contempt, and that

while he received, as the greatest of all trea

ſures, theiraccounts ofthe constellations, and of

the motions, ſo far as they had informed them

ſelvesconcerningthem of themoon and planets,

he laughed at the pretended influence of all

theſe bodies, and if he named it, it was butv

to warn men not engraft ſuch follies on that

ſublime ſcience in which he instructed them.

Perhaps it is from Thales that we are to date

the ſeparation of the two ſciences, for ſo, in

compliance with vulgar opinion, we must call

them, of astronomy and astrology ; for devoted

as he was to the study of the stars, no man

appears, by the accounts we have of him, to

have treated the opinion of their influence with

ſo perfect a contempt. If we after this en

quire what is ſaid oinpparchus, he who is

celebrated in all antiquity for understandng

what Pliny tell us was esteemed a workþnot

fora man, but a God, the making a cata

logue of the fixed stars, which vast undertak

ing he lived to execute to his immortal honour;

We ſhall read ofhirn as one who far from be

lieving that the constellations, or the planets, -

had any effects on the actions of mankind,

or that the events of enterpriſes, or fates of

private perſons, or of kingdoms, could be pre

dicted from them, treated with the ſeverest

cenſure thoſe who affected to believe ſuch

things, and held them as intentional deceivers

of mankind, not to be deſpiſed but puniſhed,

- not
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not ignorant or deludcd, but wicked and de

ſigning. Ptolemy, who followed this great

man at the distance of ſome ages, and who

reverenced his ſentiments, and adopted all _

' logy lost in its credit, 'it_<vas repaid in its crehis opinions, did not quite vary from him in

this; yet living in an age of more credulity, or

elſe being of leſs boldneſs to oppoſe a common

folly, he does not ſay, that the stars have no

natural influence on human bodies ; but that

there' are ſo many co-operating cauſes, and

ſome of them ſo much stronger than that in

fluence, that therefore men are not always

governed by it. This was the opinion of

thoſe earlier astronomers already mentioned,

and as it was more moderate than the others,

it gained ground.

h/Ien will reaſon differently on the clearest

principles, and often what with ſome will

wholly overthrow, will with others tend to

ſupport the opinion. It thus happened with

reſpect to the credit of astrology from the time

oſ Ptolemy. What ought to have wholly

diſcreditcd, has been made its strongest bul

wark, and far from overthrowng it, has

proved the very cauſe of its ſupport, when it

would otherwiſe have fallen by its own abſur

dity. Men adopted the moderate opinion of

Ptolemy, and as it rendered the stars leſs cer

tain in their effects, and conſequently the pre

ſages from them more fabulous, it gave an

excuſe for all the errors of the calculators.

From this ſprang the doctrine, that the stars

only ſhewed what would naturally happen;

but that this was liable to ſo many accidents

from theſe co-operating cauſes, that it was no

miracle if it were prevented; and that they

did not compel men to particular actions, but

only enclinedthemto them. Hence from an abſo

lute, astrology became but a conditional ſcience

of prediction. Thus were all the blunders of

its profeſſors excuſed ; and though leſs was

now pretended and propoſed from it than had

 

been, yet ſomething was promiſed, and men

were, as they still are, ſo eager to look into

futurity, that not being able to know, they

would be ſatisfied to gueſs ; and what astro

dibility. The proſeſſors of the art were re

; joiced, the world Was ſatisfied ; an'd from this

time it became a ſcience only of probable con;
jecture, and therefore liable to' novjcenſuieſſ

from the moſt unfavourable concourfe of ac

cidents;

Judicial astrology was thus, in its origin,

probably Chaldaean; from thence it diffuſed'

itſelf over the east, and after it had been re-'

ceived many agcs in remote countries, of

whoſe history we have very imperfect ac-'

counts, travelled into Greece, and thence into

Arabia, and into the Roman world. In all

this time astronomy led it by the hand, and in

all this time, altho' an idle, yet it affected to be

an innocent ſcience. But tho' it did not continue

ſo nearly allied in its offices, as it had been to

magic; it, by degrees, allied itſelfin its nature ;

and when unable to ſupport its credit on its'

own foundation, it called in this affistant, and

aſſociated itſelf to a ſcience (for magic alſo

was honoured with that name) as idle, as'

abſurd, as falſe, and as imaginary as itſelf.

From the allowed unCertainty of the pre

ſages from the stars, men began to reflect up

'on the very ſmall number of them that were

veriſied : and though they had now, for ſome

ages, been content under the uncertainty ofſſ

the theory, they at length grew diſſatisfied

under the great uncertainty of the practice.

The w0rld grew weary of ſo unſatisfactory an

art, and the profeſſors of it found their craft.

falling, and all their hopes of future advanſi
tage lost. i i

From this period a' new ſystem became ad-ct

vanced. The few who had the wit' and the'

reſolution to attempt to raiſe their drooping

H h 2 ' ' ' profeſ
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profeſſion, ſeparated themſelves from the rest

of the astrologers, who had ſat tamely by to

ſee it periſh, and confeſſed what they declar

ed themſeſivzs very unwilling to own, but

what they could not decline, as it was the

only means of informing the world on what

they might, and on what they might not, de

pend: they owned, that there was ſome

thing more in astrology than was generally

imagined by the world, or eVLn understood

by its profeſſors of the ordinary rank, and

that while all was uncertainty which ſuch pre

dicted, yet there was dependance to be placed

upon the deciſions of the accompliſhed.

From theſe dark expreſſions they proceeded

to obſerve, that astrology_was an art of the_

most conſummate intricacy, that it had ar

rived at its preſent state of excellence from thc

joint labours of a number of wiſe perſons,

that all theſe had leſt in their writings rules

for prediction and preſagcs, and that all theſe

were founded on true knowledge; but that,

as occaſions varied, theſe were in themſelves

all different, and that among ſuch diſſonant

and contrary opinions as were to be formed by

the ſeveral rules of the ſame event, there re

quired ſomewhat more than the wit of man

to know on which to fix: that among a

number that appeared all different, and yet all

ſounded on the most certain baſis, allowing

only for the variety of accidents, only one

could be true; that he who was guided by

chance, and much more he who was directed

_by what he would Call judgment on which of

theſe to fix, would naturally err; for that,

when the ſcience was arrived at this height,

human judgment was to be no more regarded.

That the truth, the most certain and unalter

able truth, was among theſe preſages; but

that he alone, who had within himſelf an in

stinct of preſage, ſuch was their term, could

chuſe the true rule, and therefore he alone

could give the true prediction. 1

 

It is not much to the credit of the age that

this was received, but it was received. And

from the obſcure hints they had first given of
this instinct,ithey became bold enough to con

feſs, that it was the knowledge Communicated

by a daemon; and their champion Hali has

aſſerted, even in his writings, that unleſs a man

was favoured by this ſupernatural intercourſe,

all the rules of the art ſignified nothing, and

he would be dubious which opinion to ad0pt,

and according to what rule to act, till fixing at

random, he was more likely to be wrong than

right. This author declared the study of the

stars to be requiſite to this purpoſe 3 but he

roundly aſſerted, that without this ſupernatu

ral aſſistance, the astrologer could never be aſ

ſured of ſpeaking truth.

This was referring the prediction to ſome

obſcure cauſe in the breast of the astrologer,

rather than to any ſettled rule of the art, for

this information of- dzemons was a most idle

and contemptible pretence ; ſo that the art

lost its credit, while enthuſiaſm took the place

of rules. And to this opinion Ptolemy, not

mucll to the credit of the planetary influenccs,

alſo ſubſcribcs; aſl'erting, that the ſcience is

more in the breast of the profeſſor than in

the heavens. 7

Thus we ſec this art begun in ignorance,

ſupported by credulity, and when falling by

its diſcoveredſallacy, raiſing itſelf again on

enthuſiaſm. A glorious origin, and a pro

portioned progreſs. The greatest advocates

for it confeſs, we ſee, that in the art itſelf, or,

in its best rules, there is not any certainty,

but that theſe are in themſelves contradictory,

and are convertible any way, according to the

opinion, conjecture, or whim of the astrolo

ger, or the imaginary influence of ſome ſuper

natural agent. We can have no reaſon in

the world to believe in this pretended ſuperna

tural aſſistancc, ſo the whole falls to this, that

astro
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astrology, even on the principles of the warmest l

and wiſest patrons, is not an art at all, but is

the vague conjecture of deſigning, or of ſuper

stitious men: ſome of them laughing at the

fools that regard their predictions; others,

from long custom, having fancied an art out of

uncertainty, and while they delude others, de

ceiving alſo themſelves.

We have ſufficient opportunities ofjudging

by the mere force of reaſon, whether there be,

or ever have been, ſuch an art. If there be

ſuch, if it be like other ſciences establiſhed on

certain rules, and if thoſe, who profeſs, un

derstand it 5 how happens it, that, from the

earliest times to the preſent, the predictions

have been full of blunders, for this is the caſe.

A part of the world is very deſirous to believe

that there is ſuch an an, and it is only from

the knowledge of theſe errors that they have

been compelled to doubt it. If there be no

ſuch art, nor the people who pretend to it do

themſelves know any ſuch rules as thoſe to

which they pretend, or even believe that there

are any ſuch, is it not raſhly, fooliſhly, wick

edly, and, in defiance of providence, that they

make pretences to ſuch an art? and are not

they ehargeable with one or other of theſe

cenſures who countenance, ſupport, and be

lieve them ?

We have gone through the earlier history

of this famous ſcience, but they are another
ſi ſet of men who have, of late times, pretended

to it, and we are to look with other eyes upon

their operations. We ſhall find, even among

theſe, ſome half-mad, and doating perſons,

eaten up with fpleen, and ſlaVes to melancholy,

who are enthuſiasts enough to believe them

ſelves what they tell others. We ſee the veffect

of the hypochondriac diſorders in many in-_

stances as flagrant and as extraordinary as this 5

and we are not to doubt but that the ſame

force of imagination, which leads one man to

 

imagine he is a tea-pot, or diſh of meat,.and

keeps him in continual alarms lest he ſhould

be eaten up, or broken, ſhould be able to per

ſuade another that he has inward light and ſu

pernatural notices of events ; or that brooding

over a ſetof idleſchemes and unmeaningfigures,

he ſhall fancy he is able to ſee into futurity.

The ſame ſpecies of madneſs, (for this diforder

is a degree of madneſs) that leads a man to

one of theſe abſurdities, may alſo lead him

to the other; and if we allow that a diſorder

of the frame can make an astrologer, we can

not wonder that it ſhould alſo make him be

lievers. This is a conceffion we ought to

make in favour of the unhappy, for it is most

undoubted that there have been honest people,

who pretended to divination, as well as weak

ones, who believed in the effects of fitch an

art.

But, with the generality of modern astro

logers, it is much otherwiſe; they are an artſul

ſet ofpeople, who prey upon the weak and the

unwary. From devoting their whole time to

the attempt, they have found a thouſand artiu

fices by which to find from people themſelves

thoſe things which they pretend afterwards to

have diſcovered. As to their predictions,

they have studied a ſet of general terms in

which to deliver them 5 and adding to this the

obſcurity with which they ſpeak them, it is

impoſſible but the imagination of the hearer

must hereafter find ſome occurrence that tallies

to ſome part of the dark preſage. Theſe peo

ple have all the art and all the ob'ſcurity of the

old oracles. VVhatſoevcr they diſcloſe may as

well be ſpoken to one perſon as another, it is

weakneſs and credulity that apply it. But

among a multitude of general preſages deli

vered without time or circumstance, .when

ſomething, that may be forced to the meaning

of ſome part, has happened, all the rest is ex

pected. The credit of the astrologer is esta

bliſhed,
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liſhed, and every thing elſe is expected. The

art is ſo little in the deceiVer, that it is

more ſhame to be deceived.

The applications of dreams arc not more

vague, or more idle, than theſe predictions.

The story of the astrologer dwells upon the

'mind just like the viſion of the pillow. There is

nothing that the perſon knows to which either

bears the least analog , nor poffibly ever may

happen any thing to which either has but the

most remote reſemblance: ifſo, the one and

the other are forgot. But if at any time after an

event happens, at all reſembling either, the

dream is out, and the prediction is fulfilled,

and there is just as much room for one obſerva

tion as the other. The poſitions of the stars,

with reſpect to one another, must be innume

rable, and of theſe the obſerver judges not by

any ſettled principle, but just as he pleaſes.

He ſhews his ſcheme, and he makes it mean

whatever he has a mind to ſay. After this,

if the heavens do not tell truth, he cannot help

it, and the old excuſe is always at hand, that

the stars do not compel, but only incline men

to thoſe actions, the events of which they

foreſhew.

It is not difficult, from a few minutes con

verſation with a man, to know what is his

predominant paſſion ; at least thoſe, who ap
i ply to conjurers, are ſo little upon their guard,

or have ſo little judgment to guard them, that

it is not difficult to do it; and from this the

principal events and occurrences of a man's

past as well as future life may be, without con

juring, known in the general 5 and it is only in

general terms the astrologer, with all his pre

tended aſiistance from the stars, deſcribes

them. In private families diſſentions and diſ

quiets, which are only foretold, are occaſioned

by the very foretelling 5 and when princes

have been ſo credulous as to give way to theſe

infatuations, the lives of millions have been

 
ſacrificed, and empires have been overthrown,

by thoſe things being ſuggested which ſeemed

foretold. That there is no truth in the art is

palpable, but even if there were, it would be

'unſafe to encourage it: in all countries it is

forbidden, but notwithstanding it is practiſed

in all countries; and while there are fools

enough to believe in it, there will not want

people deſperate enough to practiſe it. We

find them rooted out by the laws of all coun<

tries, and yet ſkulking about in all. Tacitus,

ſpeaking of them with all the cenſure which it

is poſſible for words to convey, obſerves, that

they were forbidan by the laws to exerciſe

their art in Rome, but that no power would

ever be of force to ſuch a purpoſe: and as it

was in Rome, ſo it is in London. The laws

are in force against them, and the opinion of

all people of common ſenſe is ſo much against

them, that laws, one would think, might be

unneceſſary; yet we meet with their billsin

the streets, and their advertiſements in the

public papers 3 and it is no longer ſince than

during the time of the last lottery, that one of

them ſold his advice about the lucky numbers.

There is all that can be in reaſon against the

least credit being paid to the ſcience, as they

call it, but there are two principles in its fa

vour, which are very often too powerful for

the reaſon, timidity and credulity. Men run

to theſe imaginary wiſe people to be aſſured of

what they hope, and guarded against what

they fear, and they take their word for aſſu

rance. It is pity thoſe, who will accept ſuch

eaſy terms, ſhould ever be refuſed the conſo

lation.

It is to the common interest of mankind

that the whole ſhould be known for impoſi

tion, ſince to credit it is to be unhappy. The

people, who place a firm belief in theſe pre

dictions, are not very numerous, but, of all

mankind, they are the 'most wretched. Eager

to
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to know, or to be made to believe that they

know what is to happen; and when they are

informed of it, miſerable till it does happen z

expecting it probably in vain their whole lives,

and forfeiting every rational proſpect to

theſe ideal ones. If thoſe among our own

people, who pay credit to the predictions of

the worst of all foretellers of events, (for

certainly thoſe at preſent among us are the

very worst and meanest that any age or coun

try ever ſaw) would open their eyes to convic

' tion, and look into the fate of thoſe who had

trusted to the best, they will find them all un

fortunate in the end 5 and what is much more

to the immediate purpoſe, they would find the

most unfortunate events of 'their lives to have

ariſen from this very ſource. If we examine

ſcripture-history we ſhall find Pharaoh and

Nebuchadnezzar trusting in the ſoothſayers

and magicians of their times, and we ſee the

conſequences. Caeſar is a fatal instance among

the pagan heroes, and we may add to'his name

thoſe of Craſſus, Pompey, Nero, and Julian the

apostate, all crcdulous in the greatest degree in

divination, all led into destruction by the faith

they had placed in the falſe predictions. Pom

pey, Caeſar, and Craſiiis, were all to die in

their beds at a good old age, applauded by

their country, and full of glory ; but every one
of them found the promiſe ct falſe. In this,

however, the astrologer ſhares the favourable

lot of the phyſician, the dead find no fault on

the one hand, as they tell no tales on the

other,

If there were any truth in their prognostica

tions, there must first be certainty in the

principles on which they found them 3 but if

we look into the writings of the ſeveral al

lowed masters of the ſcience, we ſhall find, as

has been already obſerved, all the rules dif

ferent in one from what they appear in ano

ther 5 and to come to what was intended in

 

this place, we ſhall find the very properties of

their ſeveral houſes, from the qualities of

which they all agree that every thing is to be

deduced, differently deſcribed by the ſeveral

writers. Ptolemy gives them one way, and

Heliodorus another, and ſo every one beſide.

Porphiry ſays one thing of them, and Aben

ragel another; and even the opinions differ ac

cording to the countries, for the Egyptians had

one opinion of them, the Arabians another.

The Greeks explained them one way, the

Romans another, and the moderns, of what

ſoever nation, differently from them all. Nei

ther are the very ſpaces and extent of theſe

houſes to be determined 3 Ptolemy giving them

one way, and his ſeveral followers in the ge

neral, yet in this differing from him, and

giving them ſome one way, and ſome another,

and indeed each according to his own fancy.

Their rules for determining of nativities

from conjunctions are not leſs irregular; and

if we were not to laugh at the abſurdity, we

ſhould, in ſome caſes, ſhudder at their im

piety, for they take all the power out of the

hands of God, and give it to theſe Conjunc

tions. When Saturn and Gemini, Mercury

and Aquarius, get into conjunction, (theſe

are the very words of one of the principal of

them) then a prophet is to be born; and they

go ſo far as to tell you that theſe conjunctions

happened at the birth of our Saviour, and that

therefore he was the greatest of all prophets. A

conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, they ſay,

gave origin to the religion of the Jews, for all

religions they derive from theſe conjunctions,

and Jupiter is always to be one of the objects.

Jupiter in conjunction with Mars, they ſay,

gave birth to the religion of the Chaldzans;

Jupiterwith the ſun, to that of the Egyptians ;

and Jupiter with Vends, to that of the Turks.

Can any thing be equally ridiculous to this l

to what principles would it refer the most im

portant
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portant things, and what would it make of men

but aſet of machines like puppets actuated by

the w'u'es of starry influence? What becomes of

the attributes of God, what of the free-will of

man, by ſuch ſuppoſitions? or what regard

can we be expected to pay to religion, if ſome

thing elſe, and not that being which is the

object of it, have the care of our concerns ?

It has been neceſſary to be large and expreſs

on this head, becauſe there are still among

us too many who pay credit to the fraud or

ignorance of the pretenders to this art. We

fee that reaſon and experience, the dead and

the living, the testimonies of history, and the

opinions of wiſe and of good men in all agcs,

agree in rooting out the opinion, and declaring

art itſelf a pretence, and all thoſe bubbles who

put any faith in it. Leſs than this might not

have been ſufficient to diſcountenance it', all

this may perhaps be too little to effect that,

but, in a work intended tobe uſeful as well as

entertaining, no_ pan: of the argument, on ſuch

an occaſion, could' be omitted.

Having thus condemned astrology to infamy,

there remains ſomething to be ſaid in favour of

ſome who have been called astrologers 3< not of

thoſe who at this time aſſume the name, for

they are, without one exception, contemptible

or odious, enthuſiasts or cheats. But among

'thoſe who have been weak enough to give ſome

credit to the ſcience in earlier time, we ſhall

meet with ſome that deſerve a very different

treatment. There is. great difference between

the characters of thoſe who have been miſled,

and thoſe who intend to mifiead; and though

ignorance, in the preſent improved times, is

hardly pardonable in thoſe who make but the

least pretenſions to ſcience, yet, in earlier

'days, ignorance was to be pitied, not con

demned, in thoſe who pretended most to

them, becauſe knowledge was not yet come

to them.

 

As Boerhaave ſays of the ſearchers after the

philoſophers stone, the alchemists, that he

finds more real knowledge and better experi

ments, and more faithful accounts of them

in their works, however wrong their purſuit

was, than thoſe of any other writers whatſo

ever on the ſubject : ſo we may pronounce upon

the astrologers, as they are called, nay, and as

they have called themſelves, of certain periods,

that while we deſpiſe their opinions of the

influences oſ the stars, orof the poffibility of

making preſages from them, as thoroughly as

all men of reaſon do the pretenſions of the

others to making gold, or diſcovering an uni

verſal medicine, yet as there is much know

ledge in the works of the one, ſo there alſo is

in the obſervations of the other 5 and we ſhall

find many things recorded'and preſerved in

their writings, of which there remain not the

least notices in any other. Thus the different

colours of certain of the fixed stars is a point

of curioſity, preſerved no where but in their

writings, or thoſe who have copied it from

them; and there are many more ſuch, and

ſome of uſe, which have done more honour

than they ought to thoſe who copied them,

and concealed the obligation; accounts of

which will be found in' the ſucceeding'parts of

this work.

It will not indeed appear ſurpriſing that the

first diſcoveries of astronomy are to be found

among astrologers, for the first astronomers

were all of this claſs; and as the stars were

conſulted on account of their imaginary in

fluences, thoſe who put confidence in theſe

imaginary powers were they who diſcovered

them. We know the Chaldaeans studied the

stars with this deſign, and ſcarce with any

other. Theſe were the first astronomers of

Kwhom we have any distinct account: they

Were affiduous and careful, they had a clear

air and an open country, and they, doubtleſs,

made
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made many, andthoſe important as well as curi

ous diſcoveries. Some of theſe travelled into

Greece, and from thence into the rest of the

world; a great part have been preſerved only

among the writings of thoſe who regarded the

influences, and neglected the laws and motions,

of the stars, and theſe we find only in the

Writings of profeſſed astrologers.

JUGULA. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, have called the con

stellation Orion ; it is no new name, for we

find it in uſe among the antient Romans.

Plautus and Varro both mention a constella

tion under the name of Jugula, and mean

Orion.

JUGULZE. A name by which Manilius,
and ſome otheriof the Latin astronomers, call

the two stars in Cancer, commonly named

Aſelli.

JUGUM. A name by which ſome of the

Latin writers have called the constellation

Libra. Cicero has uſed this name for it, and

it ſeems to be the cloſe tranſlation of the,

Greek name Zygos.

JUNO, Starof. A name by which we

find ſome of the old astronomers calling the

planet Venus.

JUNONIS STELLA. Is alſo a name by

which ſome, who love uncommon words, call

the planet Venus; it is a tranſlation of one of

the old Greek names, which was the star of

Juno.

JUPITER. The ſecond of the planets,

or the most remote of all, except Saturn,

from the' ſun. When we ſee Jupiter in the

VOL. I.

 

  

heavens, he is eaſily distinguiſhed from all

the other stars, by his peculiar magnitude and

light. He appears, of all the heavenly bodies,

after the ſun and moon, next to Venus, the

largest, and, for a planet, the brightest.

Saturn being much nearer to us, he appears

much larger for that reaſon, and he looks leſsct

than Venus, though ſhe is much ſmaller

than him, only much nearer to the ſun-and

to us.

The planets have not that brilliant lustre

of the fixed stars 5 their light is more placid,

but it is very clear and ſine, and Jupiter, next

to Venus, is the brightest of them all. If he

wants the peculiar ſplendor of that near pla

net, he is not dead like Saturn, or ruddy

and duſkiſh like Mars, but clear, white, and

fair. Jupiter will be thus known at ſight in

the heavens, but thoſe who are not acquainted

with his distance from the earth, will have little

gueſs as to what kind of body it is that ſhews

itſelf to them in the form of this lucid ſpangle.

The earth is eighty-two millions of miles diſ

tant from the ſun, but what is this to the diſ

tance of that planet? Jupiter is four hundred

and twenty-ſix millions of miles distant from

the ſun, and as he revolves round the ſun, as

well as the earth does, it is eaſy to ſee what

must be his distance from the earth. The diſ

proportion of Jupiter to the earth in ſize, is

alſo great 5 we look upon him as a little body

at that distance, but the quantity or ſolid con

tents of his globe are almost nine hundred

times greater, that is, in ahſolute words, Ju

piter is eight hundred and ninety-nine times

larger than this earth, his ſurface is equal to

ninety-three times the ſurfaee of the earth,

and his diameter is between nine and ten times

as great. The revolution of a planet round

the ſun makes the year of that planet, and it

is proportioned to the distance of the planet

from the ſun, that is to the extent of its orbit,

I i and
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and its degree-of motion. The revolution of ct

' the earth round the ſun is performed in three

- hundred and ſixty-'five days and a quarter, but

that of Jupiter takes up four thouſand three

hundred and thirty two days and an half, ſo

that the year of Jupiter is equal to about

twelve of our years.

Jupiter is the fairest of all the planets, and,

according to the uſual distinction into ſuperior

and inferior, he is one of the three ſuperior,

being beyond the earth, and not between the

earth and the ſun; his place is between that

of Saturn and Mars. Beſide the revolution

round the ſun, the planets, in general, have

a revolution round their own axis, a motion

like that of a bowl along a green, where all

the time that it is running to the mark it is alſo

turning round upon its own axis. Saturn is

ſuppoſed to want this, but all that ought to be

believed of this is, that he is too distant for us

to be able to make it out; all the rest of the

planets have this, nay, and the ſun himſelf,

and many, if not all, of the fixed stars. Ju

piter has this very vilibly and very quick, it is

performed in ſomewhat leſs than ten hours.

Jupiter, as remoter from the ſun, and as a

larger globe than ours, will neceſſarily have

occaſion for more light reflected upon his ſur

faee; accordingly, instead of our ſingle ſa

tellite, which we call the moon, Jupiter has

four ſatellites, or four moons, plaCed at diffe

rent distances from his ſurface, and performing

their revolutions round his body in different pe

riods of time. All theſe, as our moon with

the earth, are carried round the ſun with Ju

piter. Theſe eclipſe one another, and are

eclipſed by the body of the planet; and the

planet itſelf alſo is ſubject to eclipſes; he is

ſometimes eclipſed by the moon, ſometimes

by. the ſun, and he may be eclipſed even by Mars

as will eaſily appear on conſidering the places

of the earth, Mars, and Jupiter. This de
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pends alſo on the distance ofMars from Jupiter.

It might occur to an unaccustomed reader that

in the ſame manner as Jupiter, which is be

yond Mars in the ſystem, may be eclipſed by

Mars, ſo Saturn, being beyond Jupiter, might

be eclipſed by Jupiter; but we must have re

courſe to their magnitudes as well as' their ſi

tuation to determine this. On computation it

will appear that Saturn could not be eclipſed

by Jupiter, unleſs Jupiter's diameter were half

as big as that of the ſun, but this is by no

means the caſe; vast as Jupiter is, it is not

one ninth part ſo big as the ſun, and therefore

ſuch an eclipſe cannot happen.

It will eaſily be understood, that a planet

placed with regard to the earth and ſun as Ju

piter is, must come, at times, into Conjunction

and into oppoſition with the ſun. In the op
poſitions to the ſun Jupiter iis much nearer to

the earth than in the conjunctions, and this is

the reaſon of the planets appearing much more

luminous, as well as much larger, at thoſe

times than at others.

The globe of Jupiter, viewed through tele

ſcopes of great power, and under the proper

opportunities, appears very nearly, but not

abſolutely, round; it is a little longer cast and

west than it is north and ſouth, but this is ſo

little that it may be very well understood as a.

round body. After Saturn, Jupiter was the

object which first employed the teleſcope.

Gaiileo ſoon perceived, by the affistance of

that instrument, that the whole ſurface of Ju

piter was not equally bright ; he distinguiſhed

certain bands, or, as he and all ſince have called

them, belts of' a duſkier colour than the rest

of the ſurface, running parallel to one another,

and that according to the direction. of the

courſe of the planet in its proper motion. '

The belts of Jupiter, ſeen thus early, have

been confirmed by all astronomers ſince, but

their number does not at all times appear the

ſame.
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ſame. We generally ſee three of them by a

common refracting teleſcope of ten or twelve

feet. I have often uſed one of thirty-five feet

without distinguiſhing any more. Sometimes

we ſee only one, and at others there have

been ſeen as many as eight. The belt, which is

always one of the number viſible, and which

is always the ſingle one when there is no

more, is broader than any of the others, and its

ſituation is on the north part of the diſk of the

planet, but very near to its centre. This is

the reſult of general obſervations on Jupi

ter, but the most accurate go farther. If

the accustomed eye continues its obſerva

tions and examination for ſome time, the

changes in the belts will be found to come on

occaſionally, and not only theſe ' but others.

The three belts (for that is the quantity uſually

ſeen) will become more and leſs bright at times,

either throughout, or on a part of their ſur

faces, and the changes will happen more fre

quently in the two narrower belts; but they

will be more perceptible when they do happen

in the larger. If the rest of the ſurface of the

planet be alſo carefully attended to, and the

teleſcope a powerful one, there will be found

changes in that; ſeveral tracts of it will, at

times, appear darker than the rest, and occa

ſionally there will be ſeen ſpecks of a lustre

ſuperior to the rest. Theſe, in a great degree,

reſemble the tops of eminences which we ſee

in the moon, and call rocks and mountains.

Caſſmi ſirst obſerved them, and he ſays they

are like thoſe peculiarly lucid ſpots which oc

caſionally appear on the ſun's diſk, but they

have nothing of that glare; the light is bright,

but it is placid.

We are obliged to the obſerver, just men

tioned, alſo for the ſirst obſervation of a move

able ſpot in Jupiter. This he diſCOvered on

the most norther part of the ſouthern belt, and

he purſued its motion, which he found to be

 

from east to west, on the apparent diſk of the

planet. When he had lost ſight of this for a

time, itappeared again, and he found it at the

very ſame point where he had first ſeen it, at

the distance of ten hours all but four minutes.

This was not a diſcovery to be trifled with;

he purſued his obſervation for no leſs than

twelve months, and he always found the ſame

ſpot return to the ſame place, at the distance

of nine hours and fifty-ſix minutes, as at first.

This ſpot alſo appeared, as was expected,

larger when at, or near the centre of the pla

net, and byt degrees grew ſmaller as it ap

proached the edge, and that in ſo conſider

able degree that it was always lost to the ſight

entirely, before it arrived at the edge of the

planet's diſk. Its motion alſo was found to

appear quicker when near' the centre, than

when toward the Circumference. Theſe ap

pearances of a ſpot on an heavenly body, will

be explained at large in-the ſucceeding ac- \

count of thoſe on the ſun, and thither we

ſhall refer for the reaſon of the aſſertion ; but

it is very ſafe to aſſert, that this encreaſed'

magnitude and ſwiftneſs of the ſpot, as it ap

proached the centre of the diſk, ſufficiently

prove, that it was 'not at a distance from the

body of the planet, but adherent to its ſurface ;

and that it turned round on its axis by a.

movement, which conſidered from the centre

of Jupiter, was made from weſt to east. This

must be, as it appeared, from east to west to

our eye.

Spots of this kind are not to be always ex

pected on the body of Jupiter; the ſame ſpot

is not to be ſeen at all times. This which

was the ſubject of Caſiini's obſervations was

viſibleſor about two years after the time of

his first ſeeing it, and after that it diſappeared

for five or ſix years 3 at the distance of which

time it was again ſeen in the ſame form and

v ſituation as at first. On comparingthe obſer

I i 2 vations,
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vations, after an interval of ſix years, the re

volution of the ſpot was found, at the end of

that time, to be performed in nine hours, fifty

five minutes, and fifty-one ſeconds ; and two

years after in nine hours, fifty-fire minutes,

fifty-three ſeconds and a half -, ſo that it was

aſter this time flower by two ſeconds and an

half in a revolution.

All the astronomers bent their obſervations

on Jupiter from this time for ſeveral years.

The moveable ſpot was first ſeen in 1665, it

diſappeared after two years, and was not ſeen

again till 1672, and in 1675 and 1676, it

was inviſible again: but, as thoſe wholook

after one thing often find another, although

the ſpot was not ſeen in theſe two years, ſeve

ral very remarkable changes happened in the

planet, which, in all probability, would not

have been taken notice of, but for the great

attention that was paid to it on that occaſion.

A particularly clear and bright ſpace was ob

ſerved upon the body of the planet, between

two of the obſeure belts, divided and broke

of itſelf into ſeveral parts, as it were into ſo

many ifiands, the obſcurer traces, made be

tween them by the diviſion, repreſenting the

currents of rivers, or little arms of ſeas. The

two obſcure belts had been only at a ſmall di

stance from one another from the beginning ;

7 and this clear ſpot, now divided into ſeveral

portions, had been the broadest part of the di

viſion between them. As the obſervations were

continued on them, the tracts of a more

dulky hue between theſe ſeveral new-formed

iflandsrgrewlarger, and the belts, between

which the whole clufler were placed, drew

nearer and nearer together, by both theſe

means the ſpots grew leſs and leſs continually,

the general cluster diminiſhing as much as the

ſingle portions, till, by degrees, like iſlands

undermined, and worn away by the ſea, they

were quite obliterated 'and effaced. They

 

ſeemed eaten away by degrees, and at length

ſwallowed entirely by the waters, and the two

obſcure belts, which had been ſeparated by

them met, and formed together only one

very broad band. Jupiter, at this time, became

loſt in the ſun's rays, but the year after, when

he was out again, things were obſerved to have

taken their original form and fituation. The

broad band, formed under the eye of the ob

ſerver out of two narrower, was again divided

into two, the ſpace was ſeen between them,

and the lucid ſpot re-appeared entire, and in

the exact form it had been ſeen in before the

diviſion into the ſeveral iſiands. This may

give ſome idea of the nature of that change,

Which has been ſpoken of in the belts of Ju

piter, and explain the wonder of ſometimes

more, and ſometimes fewer of them being

ſeen. We ſee the ahſolute number may

vary, and that out of one may he formed

two or more, or out of more only one.

This lucid ſpot was very proper for obſerv

ing in its motions. The revolution of it was

exactly remarked, and was now found to be

performed in nine hours, fifty-five minutes,

fifty-two ſeconds, and ſix thirds. This was

at the end of about twelve years from the

time of the obſervation of the first ſeen move

able ſpots, revolving round the body of the

planet, which was performed in nine hours,

fifty-ſix minutes. This, compared with a num

ber oſ other obſervations on the revolutions of

this, and other ſpots, ſince that time, ſhews,

that there is ſome little difference in the pe

riod. The revolution of this ſpot is the re

volution of the body of the planet on its own

axis; for being fixed to the ſurface of the

planet, it can revolve or change place no

other way; and the time of its coming to the

ſame place gives the time of the planefs re

volution. We ſee this to be about nine hours

and fifty-ſix minutes, or a little leſs; but on

nice
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nice obſervations we ſee the time not to be

always exactly the ſame. There are found

differences of a few ſeconds in the period,

when the obſervations are made with the most

conſummate accuracy 3 and theſe are not be

tween periods near to one another, but thoſe

obſerved at conſiderable distances. The diſ

ference of two ſeconds and a half was eaſily

diſcovered, and that, at various intervals, has

been ſeen ſdice. Upon comparing the obſer

vations, with the place of the planet, with re

ſpect to the ſun, we ſee that this is not acci

dent, or at irregular times, but according to

the distance of the planet from the ſun. This

is a truth of importance, and is clearly made

out by obſervation. It appears, that when

Jupiter is in the part of his orbit nearest to

the ſun, his revolution round his own axis is

ſomewhat quicker, than when he is at his

greatest distance from it. The ſpot moves

round in leſs time by ſome ſeconds in that ſi

tuation than in this. The ſame thing has

been obſerved of the earth as to her revolu

tion round her axis, in proportion to the di

stance, or nearneſs of the part of his orbit, in

which ſhe then is with regard to the ſun; and

we have double reaſon to be convinced of the

things obſerved in one oſthe planets, when we

ſee them in another.

This bright ſpot, whoſe original appearance

and variations had been taken ſo much notice

oſ, was carefully watched ; but after the re

uniting of the ſeveral parts it diſappeard, and

continued inviſible for no leſs a ſpace of time

than eight years : after this it appeared again,

exactly in the ſame place, and of the ſame

form and dimenſions. It now continued viſi

ble for two years : and at the end of this time

was quite lost again; three years after it ap

peared again as obvious and as lucid as at

first. It was nearly of the ſame figure as at

first, and adherred to the ſouthern belt at one

 

part. Much about this time, which was in

the year 1690, another ſpot was diſcovered be

tween theſe two belts, which had occaſionally

united. This was quite unlike the former, not

brighter than the rest of the ſurface of the pla

net, but darker, and more like the belts. If the

other had been taken ſor an iſland, this might

be called a lake, ſuppoſing the belts to be

ſeas, and the intermediate ſpace dry land.

This had much the appearance of a lake in

deed ; but although it has been the custom,

both with regard to the diſks of the planets,

and to that of the moon, to call the brighter

parts ſeas, and the more duſky land 5 yet it

by no means agrees to what one ought to con

ceive oſ thoſe bodies 3 the ſmoother ſurſace of

water ought to reflect the light more strongly,

and conſequently to be brighter, not darker,

than that ofthe land. And indeed the diſ

tinction ſeems in this the more faulty, that

there is great reaſon to ſuppoſe there is no water

at all in the moon, as there are no exhalations,

clouds, or atmoſphere about her. Thus much

may be neceſſary to excuſe the uſe of ordinary

terms, instead of more appropriated ; for to

be understood, it is neceſſary to ſpeak accord

ing to the received custom.

Theſpot, now first ſeen on the diſkofJupiter,

adheredtothemorenorthernofthetwo belts, and

was of a dark colour, and roundiſh figure. The

ſize was about the ſame with that of the ſha

dow of the third ſatellite, when it falls on the

body of the planet: it covered about a twen

tieth part of the ſurſace oſthe planet. A little -

ſpeck; but iſ we compute according to the

distance, it will appear ſomething; it must

have been, be it what it would, as large as all

the continent oſ Africa, on our globe.

This ſpot was not leſs ſubject to change of

ſorm than the first. From the round figure

first ſeen, it was in a few days perceived

when about the centre oſ the planet's diſk of

the
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the figure of a crefcent, the points of which

were turned towards the northern belt, it

changed figure ſeveral times after this, and

that very remarkably, till at length it became

divided into three ſpots, the one at a 'little di

stance from the other. The first of theſe, to

the westward, was the least of the three, and

adhered the most perfectly to the 'belt 5 the

ſecond was the largcst of the three, and the

most distant from it 5 and the third, or eastern

ſpot, of a middle ſize betu'een the other two,

and although it did not touch, was but at a

ſmall distance from the belt. Theſe were

formed of the two horns, and the centre of

the crcſcent; they changed figures ſeveral

times after, indeed more or leſs from day to

day, and at a little distance of time formed a

figure like what our heralds call a chevron,

the point ofwhich was turned toward the belt,

and the ſpace adhering toward the centre,

became ſo bright that it had the appearance of

a mountain, of which the rest ſeemed but

the ſhadow. Sometime after a long ſpot ap

peared in'the centre,'a roundifh one before,

and an irregularly figured one just after it.

This was distant from the middle one about

a ninth part of Jupiter's diameter. The re

volution of the middle ſpot was performed in

the ſpace of nine hours, and fifty-one minutes.

Theſe ſpots changed leſs after a time, than

they had done at ſirst ; but they continued vi

ſible in the ſame parallel of the planet about

two months ; and then totally diſappeared.

The diſappearing and re-appearing of theſe

ſpots on the body of Jupiter, and their change

of figure during the time of their appearance,

is not the most wonderful among the changes

we ſee in the diſk of that planet on a conti

nued obſervation. His belts, which have by

many been imagined ſeas, and which take up

ſo 'conſiderable a part of his ſurface, one would

ſuppoſe ſhould naturally be more permanent ;

 

but this is not the caſe. We have already

obſerved, that they are liable to changes z but

it is ſcarce to be conceived how quick thoſe

changes ſometimes happen. The elder Caſ

ſmi in 1690, while he was buſy in remark

ing theſe ſpots, ſaw one evening, very distinctly,

five bands, or belts, upon the planet, two

northward, and three ſouthward, they were

all very conſpicuous and distinct; but while

his eye was upon them, they ſuffered the most

ſurpriſing change. In an hour from their fairest

and fullest appearance, there remained only -

three out of the five, and one of theſe ſcarce

perceptible, two had-ahſolutely diſappeared,

and a third very nearly. This was not a

change like that in regard to the two belts,

between which the famous ſpots were obſewed,

and which, joining together, made only one

broad one in the place of the two narrower.

The two that remained of theſe five, after ſo

ſhort an obſervation, were thoſe nearest to the

centre of the planet, and they were not at all

broader than at first. The vestige that re

mained of one more was distant to the north,

and the places of the two others clear.

After a few hours more there appeared be

tween the two remaining belts toward the

east, two little black ſpots not ſeen before.

Theſe were very distinctly viſible, becauſe the

ſpace between the two belts was very bright

and clear; they were of a roundiſh figure, and

adhered one to the edge of the upper, and

the other to the edge of the under belt, al

most oppoſite to one another. Theſe made

their revolutions in the ſame manner as the

others, in nine hours, fifty-two minutes; and

after a ſhort duration on the body of the pla

net, without any viſible change of figures, they

diſappeared, as the others had done before

them.

Soon after the vaniſhing of theſe there ap

peared a ſingle large ſpot between the two

princi
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principal belts, in a place were none had been

ſeen before : after this three ſpots at a distance,

in a yet different plaCe, of the ſame intcrstice

between theſe two belts, and afterwards others.

It is ſingular, with regard to theſe ſpots, that

they almost always appear in the bright ſpace

between the two principal belts for the time

being. They change figure frequently, and

often from round they become oblong. \Vhen

this change is made it is always according to

the direction of the belts 5 they are all ofthem

adherent to the ſurſace of the planet, not bo

dies at a distance from it; and although they

appear ſuch ſpecks to us, are of an extent

amazingly great on the body of the planet.

They all make their revolutions in periods

within four or five minutes equal to one an

other, between fifty and fifty-ſeven minutes

beyond nine hours is the extent of the time 5

and it appears on the nicest obſervation, that

thoſe, which are nearest the centre of the pla

net, make their revolutions in the ſhortest time,

and thoſe which are most remote from the

centre in the longest. Of all the ſpots, thoſe

which have the ſwiftest motion, are thoſe

which happen to be nearest to the equinoctial

of the planet, which is parallel with the belts.

From this, if we fall into the opinion of the

belts of Jupiter being ſeas, we may compare

the motion of theſe ſpots in ſome reſpect to

the currents on our globe, which are ſwifter,

ſtronger, and greater near thc earth's equator,

than in any other part. A

There is not any object that will afford the

contemplative astronomer more opportunities

of employing his faculties than Jupiter. Theſe

changes in his ſurface, for they must be of

vast conſequence, are, ſubjects of the most

deep enquiry as to their cauſe. They

are to be ſeen at all times, more or leſs, with

the affistancc of teleſcopes of ſufficient power;

but the best time is to ſieze upon that part of

 

his revolution in which he is nearest to the

earth, for Jupiter at ſometimes, and Jupiter

at others, is an object strangely different with X

reſpect to distance from us. Nor is leſs regard

to be paid to his belts than to theſe ſpots, the

changes in them, though often as ſudden, are

not ſo frequent; for when a new ſpot appears

it almost always varies quickly, and continues

for ſometime varying ; but theſe in the belts

are more conſiderable, and indeed to the rea

ſon, as well as to the eye, they are more aſ

toniſhing. Two or three belts are uſually

ſeen, and of theſe one, the northern one, ſeems

the most permanent. From the very time when

the belts of Jupiter were first ſeen, which was

in 1630, this has always continued viſible,

whatſoever changes have happened to. the

rest z and it is uſually the most conſiderable of

thoſe which appear at whatever time. It is

but at a little distance from the centre of the

planet to the north, and is generally uſed to

compare the rest. This is commonly of a

darker colour than the others, and broader

than any of them naturally are 5 but we often

ſee two of the others join, and then they ert

ceed it in breadth ; and this alſo may happen

unſeen to us. As it is the most fixed in its na

ture, it is the least of all ſubject to change in

its appearance. In the others there frequently

are ſeen lucid ſpots like iilands, in this rarely.

The ſpots which are in the interstices often

adhere to its edge, and ſometimes ſeem pro

duced from it. This belt always reaches

completely acroſs the body of the planet,

and is distinct to the extremities. The others

appear and diſappear at times, and this very

ſuddenly. They are narrowcr, and uſually

fainter in colour than this; they are often

more or leſs strong, and diſtinct at one hour

than at another, and very frequently they do

not reach quite acroſs the planet; but are on

ly ſeen over the central part, and terminate

before
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before they are continued to either ſide. I have

often ſeen one of theſe belts begin in a clear

ſpace ofthe planet's diſk, and extend itſelf by

degrees quite acroſs 5 a belt, and a very conſpi

cuous one,has thus been extended parallel to the

great one in an hour and a half from the first

appearance of it on the eastern edge of the diſk,

and has continued very blear and distinct along

time.Thecompaſsofone evening will ſometimes

ſhew the face of this planet, with one, two,

three, and four belts. New belts are often

formed in an hour or two ; and we frequently

ſee a belt wanting on the eastern edge, and

coming out by a little and little of the western.

This makes it evident that there are, on the

ſurface of Jupiter, interrupted belts which

ſhew themſelves, and again withdraw their ap

pearance on his apparent diſk according to his

revolution round his axis. It is common,

when we have been viewing the planet

for ſome time, to looſe a belt, and after a

while to have it re-appear ; when we have

remarked the places of two conſiderablydistant,

anotherſhall grow between them, and often be

yond all thoſe which we have ſeen there ſhall

appear others very faint at first, and gathering

ſtrength afterwards, and appearing more dark

and obſcure: all theſe run, for the most part,

parallel with the great or original belt, and with

one another, but ſome few years ſince Ihad an

opportunity of ſhewing an oblique one to most

of the astronomers of this time. It was not

the first, or the most oblique, that had been

ſeen, but the thing is ſo rare, that many had

- diſbelieved it.

This is not the onlyſmgularitywehave of late

ſeen in this planet. From four very apparent

belts we have ſeen one vast obſcure blotch

upon its ſurface. I have already men

tioned two of the belts joining together;

in this caſe four did ſo, and the planet never

made ſo duſky an appearance. There Were

 

many ſmall, and ſome conſiderably large ſpot:

appearing like iſiands in this vast ocean, and

theſe changed figure faster than any before

ſeen. It was a great while before the planet

recovered its pristine appearance and general

ſplendor: when it did ſo the ſingle original

band or belt only was ſeen, and Jupiter never

looked ſo bright or fine. The French astro

nomers obſerved an appearance of this kind

much earlier, but when it was over four

distinct bands were ſeen, and not a ſingle one.

Although the great belt, or that immedi

ately to the north of the centre, be the least

ſubject to ſpots and changes, they ſometimes

happen there,and are no whereſeen ſo distinctly,

orbeautifully. Wehavehad none ofthem lately,

ſo that we must refer to the accounts of them.

About ſixty-two years ago there appeared a

very large and very bright ſpot in it almost

equal to its whole breadth, and in a manner

interrupting the courſe. Soon after this an

other of the ſame dimenſions, and ſoon after

that tWo others leſs bright, and oppoſite to

one another. There were at this time two

other belts on the planet, both very distinct

and plain, but much narrower than the other.

Soon after the appearance oftheſe ſeveral ſpots,

the belt itſelf began to diminiſh in breadth, and

grew viſibly narrower from time to time ; the

others alſo grew larger at the ſame period, till

at length they were all three equal. Thoſe

who were convinced ofthe opinion, that theſe

belts were ſeas, thought it eaſy to account for

this from a deficiency of water in the great

one, which had first ſunk in depth, ſo as to

ſhew in the ſhallower places large parts of its

bottom, and at length from the ſame cauſe

deſerted its ſhores. It were well if they could

as eaſily have accounted for the loſs of its wa

ters, as for the effects of ſuch a loſs. They

went ſo far as to ſuppoſe it emptied itſelf into

the tWO others, and even perſuaded themſelves

that
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that they ſaw traces ofcommunication between

them. It- was ſometime after this uncommon

change that things recovered their former ap

pearance and ſituationl Eight different belts,

parallel to one another, Were at ſome distance

of time perceived on the ſurfaee of the planet 3

but they were all faint and dead,' except the

great northern one, which still distinguiſhed

itſelf among them; before this happened the

three equal belts had frequent new ſpots, and

ſometimes ahſolute interruptions in them. The

water which had filled the principal belt was

ſuppoſed not ſufficient for them all ; but theſe

philoſophers never attempted to account for

the eight that followed. At about a year

after this, the famous ſpot which had ſome

time before appeared, divided itſelf and diſ

appeared, was ſeen again in its old place; it

was near the ſouthern belt, and although not

contiguous, yet had probably ſome trace of

communication with it, though too minute

to be diſcovered, for it depended abſolutely

on that belt. The belt ſoon after was in

great part effaced, and the ſpot was lost with

it. Two years after it appeared again, and

the'obliterated belt with it. This is of all the

ſpots that have been ſeen on the body of Ju

piter, the most conſiderable and the most re
markable 5 it evidently keeſſps its place, altho'

it ſo often, and for ſo long a time diſappears :

at this return it continued two years viſible;

and was after that lost for fourteen years. In

the year 1708 it appeared again very viſibly,

and it has occaſionally been ſeen ſince.

The Greeks, in order to give themſelves

the honour of having invented the ſcience of

astronomy, not only adapted the ſeveral fables

with which their early history abounded, to

one or other of theſe constellations, or

arrangements of stars, which they had re

ceived from the Lgyptians, but they even

would make ſome part or other of their
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story agree with the planets themſelves,

There was artifice in this, and the Greeks,

who were not leſs cunning than ambitious,

a-re the most natural people in the world to

have had recourſe to it. They found that at

the time when Thales brought the rudiments

of the ſcience out of Egypt, all the rest of the

world were ignorant of it 5 and as they ſaw

they ſhould have the glory of teaching it to

the rest of mankind, it is not strange, that

they wiſhed to hide its being of the origin of

ſome other country. That place was most

likely to be ſuppoſed in after ages the birth

plaCe of a ſcience, with whoſe story the ſeveral

parts of the ſcience coincided. They there

fore gave ſome part of their fable, as the oc

caſion of every constellation, and the origin

of every planet; for theſe ſingle luminaries,

like the ſeveral congeries of the others, they

pretended to be from men, or other creatures

raiſed to that elevated station. Thus the

Bear was Calistho, whom Jupiter transform

ed into that creature on the earth, and then

took up into the ſkies z the Dragon was that

which guarded the Heſperian gardens, and ſo

of the rest. In this plan they tell us, that

the planet Jupiter was once a mortal heine',

They ſay, that when Prometheus made men,

there was one whom he finiſhed more highly

than the rest, and called him Phaethon. This,

they ſay, was much earlier than that Phaeton

who adventured to guide the chariot of his

father Phoebus. They ſay, that Jupiter be

ing told of this charming youth, thought him

too good for the earth, and ſending Mercury

to invite him into the heavens, placed him

for ever 'there in the bright planet, called by

his own name. They tell us, that the other

Phaeton was afterwards tranſlated in the ſame

manner into the ſkies, and made the planet

Saturn, which was therefore, they ſay, called

Stella Solis.

K k
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' v i Jupiter is alſo a name by which ſome oſ the

old writers call the constellation Aries, they

call it Jupiter Ammon.

JUSTICIA. A name by which ſome of

the old astronomers have called the constella

tion Virgo. They ſuppoſed it, according to

the Greek fable, to have owed its origin to the

removal of that lady from the earth. They

make her the daughter of Jupiter and Themis,

or of Astrzeus and Amora, and fix her period

to have been that of the golden age. \Vhile

men were innocent and virtuous, they ſay

ſhe staid among them z but when their crimes

grew intolerable, ſhe fled up to heaven, and

now ſhews herſelf to them under the form of

this constellation. See VIRGO.

IXION. One of the northern constella

tions, according to the writings of the old

Greeks. It is a name they gave to that con

ſtellation, which wc uſually call Hercules, and

which the earliest writers among them called

Engonaſin. The Greeks received their astro

nomy from the Egyptians, and among the

rest of it the figures ofthe constellations. They

 

did not understand what a man on his knees,

as they received it from the Egyptians, meant.

Probably that people, fond of hieroglyphic,

intended to convey this moral by it, that devo

tion carries men to heaven ; the Greeks, who

aimed to bury the remembrance of their obli

gations to this people, and to perpetuate astro

nomy as of their own invention, adapted one

or other of their fables to the Egyptian figures.

They called this Ixion, and ſuppoſed him

kneeling, and ſupplicating pardon for his in

tent on Juno, At other times they made it

Prometheus, Orpheus, and Theſeus, but at

last Hercules, and ſuppoſed him fighting with

the Heſperian dragon. See HERCULES.

IXIONIS ROTA. A name given by

ſome to the constellation Corona Australis.

It ſeems to have been originally repreſented in

the figure of a wheel, and not a crown.

IZAR. A name by which ſome have called

the bright star in the girdle of Andromeda. It

is an Arabian name for that star. They alſo

call it Mizar'.

  



 
 

AMAN. A name by which we find the
ſign Slagittary mentioned in ſome of the

old writers on astronomy. It is the Perſian

name of that constellation.

KASCHI DERUISHAN. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

words, have called the constellation Corona

Borealis. It is one of the Arabic names of

that constellation; and ſignifies in the exact

ſenſe of the words Stella Pauperum.

KASE SHEKESTE. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon words,

have called the Northern Crown; it is one

of the Arabic names for that constellation, and

ſignifies Stella Fracta. It was originally

drawn in form of an incomplete circle.

KATHA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon terms, have called the

constellation Cygnus. It is one of the Arabic

names of the constellation ; but it does not

ſignify a ſwan, but a ſmall water fowl, of the

bigneſs of our moot-hen. -

KATHARINE, or ST. CATHARINE. A

name of one of the northern constellations ac

cording to Schiller. This author will make

every constellation in the heavens refer to

ſome Christian history, and he has accordingly

vtaken away the figure oſ the Eagle, and put

 

that of this female-martyr in its place. Schic,

kard retains the Eagle, and calls it the stand

ard of the Roman empire.

KAUS, or AL KAUS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of hard words, have

called the constellation Sagittary. It is the

Arabic name of that ſign. Others call it

Keſheth, after the Hebrew.

KEIKAUS. A name by which ſome call

Cepheus. It is one of the Arabic names of

that constellation, but it is nothing mere than

a miſpelling of Keiphus.

KEIPHUS. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Cepheus. It is its Arabic name,

and is only their way of writing Cepheus.

KEKEUS. A name by which ſome affect

to call Cepheus. It is one of the common

Arabic names oſ the constellation, but is only

a miſpelling of Keiphus, Cepheus.

KELB, or AL KELB. A name by which

ſome have called the bright star, which is be

tween the feet of theconstcllation Cepheus. It

is an Arabic name, and ſignifies a dog. They

call the bright star in the foot Al Rai, the

ſhepherd, and the cluster in the hands Al

Aglinam, ſheep.

K k 2 KEL
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KELBASGHER. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have call

ed the constellation the Little Dog. It is its

Arabic name, and ſignifies a little dog.

KELB HA GILBBOR. A name which

ſome, who are fond of hard terms, have uſed

for Orion. There is authority for this, for

it is the Hebrew name, at least one of the

Hebrew names of the constellation. The ſig

nification of the term is astrong and fierce

dog; but in their figurative manner it may

very well stand for a warrior.

KESHETH. A name by which ſome of

the fanciſul writers in astronomy have called.

the constellation Sagittary 3 it is the Hebrew

name of that ſign. '

KESHTO., A name by which ſome have

called Sagittary ; it is the Syriac name of that

ſign.

KHIUN. A name given by ſome of the

old astronomical writers to the planet Saturn 5

it ſeems to be one of his earliest names, and

is that by which he was called among the

Jews.

KHOKHAB ZEDEC. A name by which

ſome of the astronomical writers have called

the planet Jupiter. The ſignification of the

term is the-star of justice. The astronomy of

certain periods was much diſgraced by being

blended with their judicial astrology, and this

ſeems to be a part of that folly 3 the naming a

planet from ſome imaginary influence.

KIDS. A name given by ſome to two stars

in the arm of Auriga. Cleostratus first digni

fied them with a peculiar name ; and gave

origin to the old opinion of their cauſing tem

ptſls.

 

KIKANS. A name by which ſome call

Cepheus, it is a miſ-ſpelling of the Arabick

Keiphus. L

KIN. A name by which the Chineſe astro

nomers expreſs the planet Venus. The word

ſignifies gold, but for what particular reaſon

they have applied it to this plantt is not eaſy

to ſay. They alſo call Venus Taipe, the

ſenſe of which is ſomething very white 5 the

reaſon oſ this is obvious.

KING OF BABYLON. According to

Hartſdorf, one of the northern constellations,

Cepheus.

KIR SCHETALI. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of obſcure and uncommon

words, have called the constellation Corona

Borealis, the Northern Crown 3 it is the He

brew name of that constellation, and the exact

meaning of the word is the Leſt Crown. Go'

rona Sinistra. >

, KITA AL PHORAS. Aname by which

ſome have called the constellation Equuleus,

or Equiſectio; it is one of its Arabic names,

and ſignifies a part of an horſe, or a ſegment of

an horſe, as the Greeks alſo called it.

KLARIA. A name by which the' astro

logers, and ſome of the astronomers, who love

hard words, call the constellation Cancer 5 it

is the Coptic name of the constellation, and,

in that language, ſignifies no more than a beast

or animal in general.

KNOT. A name by which astronomers

expreſs a bright star between the tails of the two

fiſhes in the constellation Piſces 5 it is between

the northern and ſouthern lines, divrding thoſe

stars, which are expreſſed under that denomi

nation, into two ſeries, the northern and ſou

thern line;

KOIRUGHT.
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KOIRUGHT. A name under which we

find the constellation Scorpio mentioned in

ſome of the old astrological writings 5 it is the

Turkiſh name of that constellation.

KOS, or KUS. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Crater 3 they are

the Hebrew names. Others call it Alkas, the

Arabick, or Badiya, the Perſian, name.

KUBBA. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, have called the con

stellation Corona Australis, or the Southern

Crown; it is one of its Arabick names, and

does not ſignify, in that language, a crown,

but a tortoiſe. There ſeems to have been a

great diverſity in the figures under which this

constellation was originally repreſented; for

we find ſome calling it a garland, ſome a

crown, ſome a wheel, and ſome a tortoiſe.

 

The name Rota Ixionis, or ixion's lVlict._

is very common in the Latin authors.

KUGHA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of hard words, have called the con

stellation Aquarius 5 it is the Turkiſh name of

that ſign.

KUS. A name by which ſome have called

the constellation Gemini 5 it is its Turkiſh

name. The word, in the Turkiſh language, '

ſignifies a nut, and ſo does Giauza, one of

the Arabic names of the ſame ſign 3 perhaps a

pair of twin nuts was one of its figures

KUZI. A name by which ſome have ex

preſſed Aries ; it is the Turkiſh name of the

constellation, and it ſignifies, as do alſo most

of the names in other languages, a lamb of the

full growth.
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ACERTA, the Lizara'. One of the new

constellations of the northemhemiſphere;

it is one of thoſe which Hevelius added to the

forty-eight old ones, and which he deſigned

out of the unformed stars of the earlier cata

logues, or thoſe which had not been taken in

within the out-lines of any of the other figures.

The Lizard is but a ſmall one, but it con

tains a very fair proportion ofstars for its extent,

and theſe are ſo distant from all the other ſi

gures, and ſome of them at ſuch a nearly equal

distance from all of them, that they could by

no means be ſo well ſpoken of any other way.

It has been obſerved of the new constella

vtions, that they are in general better drawn

than the old ones, that is, that the figures,

under which they are repreſented, have more

reſemblance to the creatures, whoſe names

they carry, than the others, but this is not uni

verſal. If the Bears of the old asteriſms have

long tails, and their Serpents have hair upon

their heads, the Lizard of Hevelius is as un

like a lizard as any, the very worst of thoſe

can be to the creature -it repreſents; it has

conſiderably more the look of a greyhound, or

ſome other quadruped of that kind, than of any

thing that approaches to the lizard claſs. It

vis repreſented under the form of a long-bodied

animal, with a long head,thick legs, ears, and

a tail not continued from the body, but affixed

to itas in the quadrupeds. It is repreſented in

a posture of running, and with the mouth

open. ſi

 

 

The constellations, between and among

which the Lizard is placed, are the Horſe,

Caffiopeia, Cepheus, the Swan, and the Fox.

There is a ſpace left between theſe, and the

Lizard stands nearly in the middle of it, but

does not fill it. Pegaſus is placed behind it;

the tail of the Lizard comes down just to the

fore foot of that constellation. Caffiopeia is

alſo behind it, and above it an arm of her chair

is over its head, but at a distance, and one of the

hands of Andromeda comes near the back.

The head of the Lizard is directed toward the

head of Cepheus, and its fore feet come near

the tail of the Swan. The tail of the Fox is

oppoſite to the hinder feet of the Lizard, but

there is a ſpace between, and even the two

feet of the Pegaſus are in ſome degree between

them. The constellation is ſurrounded with

the yet unformed stars of ſeveral of theſe. The

stars accounted to it by Hevelius, who deſigned

it, are only ten, but Flamstead has counted

ſixteen. Not one of theſe is of the greatest

magnitudes, but there are ſome ſufficiently

conſpicuous ; there is one in the noſe a little

forwarder than the place of the eye, another in

the neck, and one in the ſhoulder. There is

alſo one at the loins, and one on the belly

nearly oppoſite to it, and there are four on the

tail, three of theſe are in the bend toward the

middle, and one near the extremity. Theſe

are the stars which are most conſpicuous in the

Lizard. The rest are ſmall, but theſe

are
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are a ſufficient number to mark the constel

lation.

LAMB, or PASCHAL LAMB. A name,

according to Schiller, and the ſet of enthuſiasts

who follow him, oſ one of the constellations.

It is the Canicula, or Little Dog, that they

call by this name. They have very little al

tered the figure, the stars stand in the ſame

parts of the animal.

LANIBADlA. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of uncommon Words, have

called the constellation Libra 5 it is the Coptic

name, and ſignifies Statio Propitiationis.

LAMPADIAS. A name given by ſome

to the great star in the Bull's eye, called Al

debaran.

LAMPIS. A name given by many oſ the

old Greek writers to the planet Saturn. This

ſeems to have been meant as a ſynonyan for

the older name Phaenos or Fhmnon, by which

it is called by Plato, and ſome of the oldest

anlong the Greeks, but it is not ſo proper.

Saturn is far From being conſpicuouſly bright

among the planets, but yet Saturn had a title

to the name of Phaenos, conſpicuous in pre

ference to them all, ſince he is least oſ all of

them obſcured by the ſun's beams. It was

with this view that the antients distinguiſhed

Saturn by a name that ſignified Conſpicuous,

and with this view, that they alſo called him

Nyctiurus, the guardian of the night, becauſe

he is ſeen in a greater part of the revolution

than any other planet, and conſeqUently is the

planet most constant to the night, or most ſeen

in the heavens, ſpeaking in general terms and

of general time.

LANCE AND NAILS. Aname of one

 
of the northern constellations according to

Schiller. He makes every thing a Christian

story, and he alters the constellation Sagitta

into this form oſ a ſpear and ſome nails, and

calls them the instruments that wounded our

Saviour.

.t

LAR. A name by which ſome, who love

uncommon words, call the constellation Ara,

the Altar. It is an odd name, but we meet

with it in ſome of the old Latin writers.

LATITUDE. In, mentioning astrono

mical obſervations made in different places, it

is very neceſſary to know where thoſe places

are, that is, in what part oſ the earth reſpec

tively to certain establiſhed diviſions. To this

purpoſe the earth is ſuppoſed divided by two

circles, which cut one another at right angles,

and each encompaſſmg the whole earth, they,

together, divide it into four parts, each mak

ing two hemiſpheres, and the other dividing

each of thoſe two again into tWO parts.

Theſe circles are of different natures, the

one fixed and permanent, the other variablc at

pleaſure, but still being fixed for the preſent

obſervation, it anſwers all the purpoſes of this

diviſion. The one of theſe circles is the

equator, the other the meridian. The equator

is a fixed circle encompaffing the earth at an

equal distance from either pole; the other is a.

circle cutting that, and extended through both

the poles, but as circles of this denomination

may be made to paſs through all parts of the

earth's ſurſace, it is neceſſary to establiſh ſome

one as the principal from which to meaſure all

the others. This being done, it becomes as

much a fixed circle oſ the earth as the other,

and it is eaſy to meaſure the distance oſ any

place from the one and the other oſ theſe ; that

is, it is eaſy to find its place upon the earth's

ſurſace.

- Astronomers
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Astronomcrs and geographers, finding the

neceſſity of a fixed circle paſſing through the

poles, as well as of that paſſing round the earth

between them, have establiſhed, at all times,

ſome one of theſe many circles that might

be ſuppoſed to paſs ſo through them as this

fixed one. This place, from which to mea

ſure, and this fixed circle, is what they have

called the great meridian, the fixed meridian,

or the first meridian. Meaſuring from this

east and west, as from the other north and

ſouth, they find the true place of any point

upon the earth's ſurface. This fixed circle has

not been the ſame at all times or with all

people. The Greeks made it run through the

1 iſland of Hera, one of the fortunate iſles, the

Arabs through the extreme coast of the western

ocean, ſome of the late astronomers have made

it that which paſſes through Corvo, one of the

Azpres iſlands, and the latest of all through

the place where they happen to live. Thus iſ

the astronomer reſides in Holland, the ſirst me

ridian is that of Amsterdam, and from thence

he meaſures all places east and west; iſ he

lives in Paris, the meridian which paſſes thro'

the obſervatory, that obſervatory being the

place where he makes his obſervations, is the

first meridian; if in London, the first meri

dian is that which paſſes through that city.

It is enough to name one place through

which this circle paſſes, for as it goes through

the two poles oſ the earth, it is only neceſſary

to know any one ſpot in order to know the

courſe of it over all the earth. The modern

geographers are not to wonder that the pike

of Teneriffe was not named among the places

from which the first meridian was at ſome time

dated. It was long a custom to make the

circle, paſſing through this iſland, the great me

ridian; and Bleau, and ſome other gcographers,

Count from it in their maps, but this is the

ſame with the old Greek meridian, the iſland

 
which they called Hera, and the Latins Juno

nia, being this Teneriffe. As to the rest, the

Greeks choſe it, becauſe, being the most weſ

tern part of the world known, it best an

ſwered the purpoſe of their meaſure, who al

ways counted the degrees only eastward.

This meridian is what concerns what is

called longitude, as the equator what is called

latitude; but in order to understand the one,

the other must be explained with it. Which

ſoever of theſe places be fixed for that through

which the first meridian is to paſs, there is one

great circle oſ the earth fixed from pole to pole,

and the equator being altogether a fixed circle,

there is another at equal distance from the

poles 5 and the earth being globular, or ſphe

rical, it is evident that there can require no

more for the meaſuring and aſcertaining the

place oſ any point on its ſurſace than a refe

rence to theſe two circles. Through what

ſoever place the ſirst meridian paſſes, that be

ing a known and fixed point, the meaſure is

equally eaſy.

Every great circle, whether of the earth or

heavens, (for all theſe circles of the earth have

their correſpondent circles in the heavens) is

divided into three hundred and ſixty equal

parts, called degrees, and each of theſe degrees

is again divided into ſixty minutes, and each

minute into ſixty ſeconds. The diviſion is

carried farther proceeding by ſixties, but the

ſub-diviſions below theſe are ſeldom uſed.

Now it is eaſy to mention the distance of any

two places by theſe degrees, becauſe it is eaſy

to meaſure the quantity of the arc of the cir

cle that is intercepted between them 3 and the

bigneſs of the earth being known, it follows,

that, in the whole, the matter is ſufficiently

distinct and plain.

The quantity of degrees and minutes, east -

and west, by which one place is distant from

another, is the distance of thoſe two places in

longitude,
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longitude, and is to be determined by the me

ridians, and meaſured on the equator; and

the quantity of degrees or minutes, north and

ſouth, by which any two places are distant

from one another, is their distance in latitude,

and is to be determined by parallels to the

equator, and meaſured on the meridian. The

ahſolute longitude of any place is its distance

from the first or fixed meridian, east or west ;

and the ahſolute latitude of any place is its diſ

tance in degrees and minutes from the equator,

north or ſouth. -Thus all thoſe places, which

are ſituated on the equator, or, as is the uſual

form of expreſſion, which lie under the equa

tor, have no latitude at all ; with reſpect to all

other places, whether near the line, or remote

from it on either ſide, they are ſaid to be in ſo

many degrees of latitude, as they are degrees

distant from the line 3 and this is called north

latitude, when they are between the equator

and the north pole, and when they are be

tween the equator and the ſouth pole, it is

called the ſouth-latitude. .

LATITUDE, Circle: aſ: Thoſe great cir

cles of the ſphere, which paſs through the

poles of the ecliptic, and thro' a star. On theſe

circles astronomers meaſure the distance of

that star from the pole of the ecliptic, the

complement of which distance is the latitudc

of the star. The geographers expreſs, by the

name of latitude, the distance in degrees of

any place on the ſurface of the earth from the

equinoctial, which they meaſure on the meri

dian line of that place. This distance is equal

to the height of the pole in that place.

LEBANAH. A name by which ſome of

the old astronomical writers have called the

moon. It is an oriental word, and imports

whiteneſs, and was given her from her colour.

LEFT, Part qf the Heat'e'zr. Different
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people mean different and contradictory

things by the ſame term. It stands for all the

parts of the compaſs according to the idea of

thoſe who uſe it. With the astronomer it'is

the eastern part of heaven 3 with the geogra

pher the west; with the old augurs the north,

and with the poet the ſouth. The astronom'cr

always looks ſouth, the geographer north, the

augur east, and the poet west, 'and this cauſes

the difference.

LEGS, oſan zing/e. Expreſs the two lines

whether they be strait or crooked, which,

touching in a point, form the angle by their

opening.

LEO, tbe Lion. One of the constellations

of the northern hemiſphere, and a very conſi

derable one. All the writers of astronomy, of

whatever age or country, mention it, and it is

one of the old forty-eight constellations, and .

one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac.

It is a constellation of very conſiderable ex

tcnt, and contains a large quantity of stars,

ſome of them of conſiderable magnitude, and

the greater part of them very luckily diſpoſed, ,

or placed on Conſpicuous parts oſ the figure. .

The creatures of the heavens are, many of

them, very unlike thoſe of the earth ; the

Bears of the stars have long tails, and the

Dolphin is as crooked as the horn of the Ram;

but the ſigns of the zodiac are, in general, bet

ter figurcd than the other constellations, and

this is one of the best and most regular even of

thoſe. It is a figure of the ſavage in a posture

ofrunning, but not violently, his mane is large,

and his tail twiſted or curlcd ; his buttocks are

too large, but that is eaſily pardonable, many

an earthly painter makes the ſame blunder.

The Lion is, of all animals, the least bulky for

his ſize behind; but it is not every deſigneſ

that is natuialist enough to he in that ſecret.

L 1 The
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The constellations, between and among

which the Lion is placed, are the Little Lion,

Cancer, Hydra, the Sextant, the Cup, Virgo,

and Berenice's Hair. The Little Lion is

placed just over the great one, and alittle for

wgrder, his head reaches just beyond that of

the other; Cancer is immediately before him,

they stand faCC to face, and at a very little diſ

tance from one another. The Sextant is cloſe

under his fore paws, and the head and part of

the body of the Hydra is just before that, or be

tween it and Cancer. The Cup is below the

hinder feet of the Lion, and at alittle distance,

and Virgo is just behind him. The Coma

Berenices is a ncw constellation formed out of

thoſe just over the Lion's tail, and the stars

which it contains are, by ſome, accounted into

the number of thoſe of the Lion.

The constellation Leo contained, according

to the old astronomers, thirty-five stars, but

then they counted into the number thoſe of

the Coma Berenices; the later astronomers

generally ſpeak of the Lion ſeparately from that

constellation. The Lion then contains, accord

ing to Tycho Brahe, thirty stars; Hevelius

counted in it forty-nine, and Flamstead has

ſet down.no leſs than ninety-five. Among

theſe there are two of the first magnitude, and

as many of the ſecond, ſix or ſeven of the

third, and many of the fourth, and fifth in ge

neral the leſſer stars are in ſmaller numbers

in proportion in the Lion than in almost any

of the constellations. One of thoſe of the

first magnitude is in the breast of the Lion,

and is distinguiſhed by authors under the par

ticular names of Regulus and Cor Leonis, the

other is near the extremity of the tail, it has

been, by ſome, accounted only of the ſecond

magnitude. Theſe distinctions are arbi

trary, it is leſs than the other, but it is too

large for the ſecond fize. One of thoſe of

the ſecond magnitude is toward the lower part
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oſthe neck, and theotherin theloins ; this latter

is alſo degraded, by ſome, into one ofthe third

magnitude. Among thoſe of the third mag

nitude, one is in the ſouthern foot, another the

ſouthermost of three in the head, a third north

in the head, a fourth the ſouth of three in the

neck, a fifth the north in the neck, a ſixth an

unformed one, (the fortieth of Urſa Major ac

cording to Tycho Brahe) and a ſeventh ſouth

in the hip. The rest are diſpoſed tolerably

regularly over the body, and it will not appear

a wonder that a constellation, ſo very well

marked, ſhould be very conſpicuous in the

heavens. .

The Greeks, who never want ſome part of.

their fabulous history to which to refer the

origin of every one of the constellations, and

by which they affect to place themſelves with

the world as the inventors of the ſcience, tell

us, that this ſign in the heavens owes its origin

to the famous Nemaean Lion which Hercules

ſlew. It is no great Wonder indeed that this

creature ſhould be raiſed up among the stars,

for they tell us, that, in its origin, it dropped

down from the moon. Jupiter, they ſay, in

honour of the hero, and in commemoration

of the dreadful conflict, placed it among the

stars ; but this is very foreign to the intent of

the inventors of the constellation. The Egyp

tians taught this part of astronomy to the

Greeks, and it was from them that they ob

tained the figures of the constellations, which

they always retained, whateVer stories they

told concerning their origin. The Egyptians

could know nothing of Hercules, for the con

stellation was formed ages before the story of

the Nemman Lion was invented. They uſed

theſe figures as hieroglyphics, and they ſelected

among the animals. Accordingly Aries, Tau

rus, and the two Kids, which were the ori

ginal Gemini, were plaCed in the zodiac to

mark the time of the breeding of thoſe animals.

The
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The Crab, to figure the ſun's oblique deſcent

and retrogradation, the way of walking of that

animal 3 and all that they meant by the fury

of the Lion was, that the ſun, when he en

tered into that diviſion of the ecliptic, occaſi

oned furious heats. It is thus we are to un

derstand the real origin of the constellations:

all the Greek fable is impertinence.

The opinion of Leo's being the Nemaean

Lion of the Greeks, and of that ſavage's hav

ing been dropped from the moon, and after

wards raiſed up to the heavens in form oſ this

ſign, is univerſal among the antients, and we

find one or other of them continually alluding

to it. Seneca names it twice in this light in his

Hercules Fureus.

Sublimis alias Luna canst'piatflras,

and much more expreſsly,

Lcastammz'flris agstzſibus ardens

Iterum a cwla cadct Herculeus.

Nor did they confine this lunary origin to the

Nemaean Lion, or Lion of the zodiae 3 the

Bull, which occupies the ſecond place in the

zodiac, is, by ſome, complimenth with the

ſame origin, and, instead of the father of the

ſecond produce among the cattle, as the Egyp

tians certainly conceived it, we find ſome of

the old poets giving it, as to the Lion, its

birth in the moon, and its place on earth, be

fore it was raiſed a ſecond time into the ſkies

in the Dictatan field ;

Taurus media namſydsra Luna
Pragcmſitus Dictam Jovis pqfflidcrat maw.

The old astrologers, as they gave one of the

twelve months of every year to each of the

twelve principal deities, ſo they alſo com

mitted to the protection of each, one of the

 

twelve ſigns of the zodiac. The Lion was

given to Jupiter, and from thisridiculous fancy

has ariſen all that jargon of astrologers, who

talk of an alliance between the planet Jupiter

and the constellation Leo. Theſe are a ſet of

writers who often confound themſelves; but

when they ſpeak of any ſingle fixed star as

partaking of the influence, or being of the na

ture of any of the planets, they mean that

there is a tinge of the ſame colour in thelight

of that planet and that star. This is a nice

obſervation, but there is ground for it; on the

other hand, when they ſpeak of the analogy

between a planet and a whole constellation,

they only allude to this generd deſignation of

the ſign to a deity, oſ whoſe name there hap

pens alſo to be a planet.

LEO MINOR, or 'be Leſſ" Lion. One

of the constellations of the northern hemi*

ſphere. It is one of the new ones formed out

of what were left under the name of Stellze

Informes, or unformed stars, by the antients,

and added to the forty-eight of their con

struction. ,

The Little Lion is a constellation of conſi

derable extent, notwithstanding that in com

pariſon of its great neighbour in the zodiac, it

very well deſerves that epithet, and it contains

a quantity of stars very fully proportioned to

its extent, or to the ſpace which it occupies in

the heavens. It would indeed be difficult to

pick out a ſpace in the whole hemiſphere

which is thicker beſet with stars than this in

which the Little Lion is now placed to com

prize them, although it had not occurred to

the antients to put any figure there.

The Little Lion is repreſented in the ſphere

in that posture, which, with reſpect to this

beast, is called couchant, and the figure is

drawn veryjustly; he is drawn ſquatted down

on his belly, with his hinder legs drawn under

L l 2 him,
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him, and the fore ones protcndcd, the head a

very little raiſed and the mouth open; he is re

preſented with a very buſhy mane and a long

tail bent down, and ornamented with a buſh

oſ hair at the end.

The Little Lion is ſituated between the

Great Bear, the Greater Lion, and the Lynx.

The ſpace leſt between theſe is filled very ad

vantageoufiy by this constellation. He is placed

'just over the head of Leo, his breast and ſore

paws being at a ſmall distance above his head,

and his hinder legs over his neck. The Great

Bear is placed over him as he is over the

Greater Lion, the right hinder foot of the

Bear is just at his haunches, the left hinder

foot, which is advanced as in walking, is at a

finall distance over his neck; the two fore

paws of the Bear are above and beyond his

.head, and the bent part of the tail of the Lynx

is just at his noſe. -

The stars, compriſed in the Little Lion,

are, according to the account of the accurate

Flamstead, fifty-three, but many of them are

ſmall, and indeed there is not one of them of

thefirst magnitude 5 there are, however, ſe

veral very conſpicuous, and though there yet

remain behind the tail a few stars which might

have been better brought into it, yet thoſe,

which are comprized in the out-line, are ſo

happily diſpoſed, and many of them ſo con

ſiderable in their ſizes, that there is not, in the

whole hemiſphere, a constellation better de

fſined, or more eaſily distinguiſhed at ſight than

this. The largest star in the whole constella

tion is a very bright one, nearly in the

middle of the body by the inſertion of the

hinder thigh; there is alſo avery ſine one

between the knce of the right hinder leg

and the bended part of the tail, which is

just by it. There are ſive stars diſpoſed in a

curve along the lower jaw on the front part

teaching to the opening of the mouth, which

 

very happily mark the out-line in that part o'ſ

the figure. There are two near the eye, one

at a ſmall distance above, and the other below

it, one just on the crown of the head, and one

before the mouth, and one over the left eye,

both out of the lines of the drawing, but very

near to them. There is one in the middle of

the mane, and ſeveral about the edges of it,

particularly a little cluster of three toward the

middle of the back, and at the edge of the

mane, in that part, which have a very pretty

effect. There are a conſiderable number

ſprinkled over the ſeveral parts oſ the body,

and that with great regularity, ſcarce any ſpace

of conſequence being leftvacant; toward the

top of the haunches there are but few stars of

any great ſize, but there is amends made in

the numbers of the ſmaller; there are ſeveral

conſpicuous ones on the fore and hinder right

paw, and one very fair and conſpicuous at the

extremity of the tail in the buſh Of hair.

There are, in particular, five stars behind the

tail, which it might eaſily have been made to

comprehend, but they are eaſily to be marked

as being behind that, and over the haunches

of the Great Lion, and even in this there is

an uſe in the new constellation. '

LEO MARINUS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon words,

have called the constellation Cetus. It is a

name by which ſome of the old Latin writers

called it, and to ſay truth, the figure is at least

as like a lion as a whale. The term Sea Lion

has been given but of late years to one of the

large ſpecies of Sea Calſ, or Phoca ; iſ it had

been an old one there would have appeared a

great deal of propriety in this application of it 3

for the figure, tho' like no other animal in the

creation, bears ſome ſort ofreſemblance to that

creature, having a large mouth and two ſins at

the breaſt reſembling paws. But the old au

' thors,
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thors, who uſed the term, did it quite at ran

dorn, for they have called it alſo Urſa Marina,

LENS. A ſolid, which is convex on both

ſides. Each ſide of the lens is a ſegment of

a ſphere, and they may be equal, or of unequal

ſpheres, and the ſolid still determined by the
ſame name oſif lens. The term is general,

and expreſſes any ſolid of this figure, of what

ſoever materials it is compoſed ; but it is in a

manner appropriated to a ſolid of this figure

made of glaſs. All glaſſes of this figure do

what is commonly called magnify, that is,

they repreſent objects ſeen through them as

if larger than they really are, and ſhew us

their ſeveral parts more distinctly. The very

ſmall magniſying glaſſes uſed in microſcopes,

most regularly come under this denomination,

as they most approach to the figure of the lentil,

a ſeed of the vetch, or pea kind, from whence

thename isderived 5 but the reading glaſſes, and

burning glaſſes, and all, which magniſy, come

alſo under the denomination; for their ſur

faces are convex, altho' leſs ſo. Adrop of

water is a lens, and it will ſerve as one. Many

have uſed it by way oſ lens in their microſ

copes. A drop of any tranſparent fluid, in

cloſed between two concave glaſſes, acquires

the ſhape of a lens, and has all 'its properties.

The crystalline humour of the eye is a' lens

exactly of this kind, it is a ſmall quantity of

a tranſparent fluid, contained between two

concave and tranſparent membranes, called

the coats of the eye, and it acts as the lens,

made of water, would do in an equal degree

of convexity. When we mention the term

axis of a lens, we mean by it to expreſs a line

drawn from the middle point of one of the

convex ſurfaces of the lens, and carried di

rectly to the centre of the other. This line

continued both ways, Would paſs through the

centres of thoſe ſpheres, oſ which the convex

 
ſurſaces oſthe lens are ſegments." And iſ a.

circular plane be imagined to divide the ſeg

ments of ſpheres which form the lens, that

plane is called the fection ofa lens. _ When

a lens is turned directly toward an object, its

axis, if continued, Would fall directly upoh

the middle point of that object.

LENKUTCEL A name by which the

astrologers, 1 and ſuch of the astronomers, as

love hard names, have called the constella

tion Cancer.. A It is its Turkiſh name.

LEPUS, the Iſart. One oſ the constella

tions of the northern hemiſphere. It is named

by all the writers on astronomy, and is one of

the forty-eight old constellations; the know-i

ledge ofwhich the Greeks owed to their Egyp

tian instructors. But it is one of the least con-'

ſidcrable among them, whether we regard its

bigneſs, or the number of stars it contains,

though that, in proportion to its extent, is not

very inconſiderable.

Many of the creatures of the heavens are

unlike to all thoſe of the earth, and this is

one oſ them. The deſigners of the constella

tions have as good an hand at miſrepreſenting

nature, and making monsters, as the heralds.

If it were not for the name, one 'would as ſoon

take this for a tyger as an hare. As it is uſually

repreſented in theſe drawings, the ears are in

deed long, but it is a thick-bodied animal,

with long legs, and a ſine curling tail. Any

other figure might as well have contained the

stars which belong to it, but that which ſhould

have been like an hare, would not have been

the best in the World ſor that purpoſe.

The constellations, between and among

which the Hare is placed, are the Great Dog,

Orion, and Eridanus. The Dog is behind

it, but in an odd poſition, he is not running

upon the ſame plane, but almost Vertical to it.

Th'e
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The fore foot, however, is near the hinder

part of this constellation. Orion is just over

it. His right foot, and a part of the right

leg are behind it: his leſt foot, which is lifted

up, and in which is the famous star Regel, is i

just over the ears of the Hare, and a bent I

part of the river Eridanus is just before it.

The old astronomers numbered tWelve stars

in their constellation Lepus. Tycho gives

place to thirteen; Hevelius has enlarged the

number to ſixteen, and Flamstead makes

them three more, nineteen. Among theſe

there is not one star either of the first or ſecond

magnitude, There are two allowed to be of

the third z the one of theſe is in the middle of

the body, and the other is under the belly.

There are two others in the posterior foot,

which are alſo, by ſome, called stars of the

third magnitude; but the generality of authors

call them only of the fourth. There are ſome

others of the fourth and fifth, and indeed of

the whole number there are not more than

two of the ſixth magnitude.

The Greeks, who are fond of referring the

origin of every constellation to ſome part of

their own history or fable, tell us, that this

Hare was one of the creatures which Orion

uſed to hunt, and that it is therefore repre

ſented as running away before him, but there

was no ſuch thought in thoſe who deviſed the

ſign. The Dog of Orion is not in a posture

of purſuing or regarding it, nor is Orion look

ing down upon it, tho' it is cloſe at his feet:

beſide that, as others of themſelves obſerve,

it was unworthy the character of this great

huntſman to meddle with ſo paltry an animal.

Indeed we ſee the poets of old time of a diffe

rent opinion about his ſports. Horace, when

- he talks of his game, does not mention the

Hare, but the most deſperate among the

beasts of prey:

 
Ne: curat Orion Lame:

Aut timidas agitare Lymar.

It is from the stars of the constellation Le

pus that Schiller, and the enthuſiasts who fol

lowed him, have formed the constellation,

which they call the Fleece of Gideon.

LEVIATHAN. According to Schickard,

and his followers, one of the constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, but the name is all

that is new, he applies it to the Dolphin.

Schiller not content with ſuch eaſy innova

tions, alters the figure, and makes it the

pitcher of the Canaanitiſh woman.

LIBRA. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere, and a very conſiderable

one. It is one of the old forty-eight, and is

alſo one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac, or

a mark of one of the diviſions of the ecliptic.

Libra is not an extremely large "constellation,

nor are the ſtars contained in i't very nume

rous ; but there are ſeveral of them of conſi

derable fize, and they are diſpoſed in ſuch a

manner as very strongly to mark out the con

stellation.

The figures of the zodiac are in general

much better drawn than the other constella

tions, ſome of thoſe are monstrous enough,

but theſe are in general very well done, and

none better than this of Libra. It is repre

ſented in all the ſchemes of the heavens by a

pair of ſcales, one of the diſhes of which is tra

verſed near its middle by the ecliptic, and the

other, with the whole beam, is placed above

it.

The constellations, between and among

which Libra is placed, are the Scorpion, the

Serpent, Virgo, Hydra, the Centaur, and

the Wolf. The Scorpion is immediately be

hind, and the Virgo immediately before this

constel
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constellation. The head and fore claws of

the Scorpion come very cloſe to the lower

bucket, or baſon of the two, and the right

foot of Virgo treads upon the bcam. The

Serpent twists itſelf over one end of the beam,

and the handle which is turned that way. The

tail of the Hydra comes toward the ſcale that

is on the ecliptic, and the Centaur's head, and

the Wolf, are yet nearer to it, the latter com

ing very near to a part of the figure of the

Scorpion.

The antients allowed ſeventeen stars to this

constellation according to Ptolemy, in whoſe

books it stands deſcribed under the name of

Chele ; for they, at that time, protended a pair

of vast claws from the Scorpion into this ſpace,

and made that constellation cover two diviſions

of the zodiac. Tycho Brahe mentions only

ten stars in Libra 3 but Hevclius makes them

twice that number, and Flamstead raiſes the

account to fifty-one. Of theſe there is one

of the ſecond magnitude, it is in the upper

or northern ſcale toward the centre of it, and

is a very bright and beautiful star. There

are three of the third magnitude all very con

ſpicuous, and ſeveral of the fourth. The

three oſ the third magnitude are ſituated, one

in the ſouth ſcale, toward the upper part;

this is ſo bright and large that many call it

one of the ſecond magnitude. Theſe diviſions

are known to be arbitary. Another is among

the informes, just below the ſouth ſcale,

and another under the north ſcale ; but this is

by ſome called only one of the fourth magni

tude. Certainly there is a claſs difference

between this and the first named among thoſe

of this kind. The rest of the stars, at least

of the conſiderable ones, are diſpoſed about

the body of the ſcales principally 5 for there

are very few in the co_rds or beam.

It has been generally understood, that the

conſtellation Libra was a kind of innovation

 

in the heavens; but there is great room to

doubt whether this be the caſe. We find

the astronomers of the ſeveral age: that ſuc'

ceeded one another, of whateVer nation they

were ( the Arabians only excepted) very cau

tious of altering the figures under which the

stars had been arranged by thoſe who Wrote

beſore them. The Arabians were under a ne

ceſſity of making certain alterations from their

adherence to their religion. Their law for

bade them on any occaſion to draw human

figures, and, in conſequence, they were obliged

to alter all that they found ſuch in the hea

vens. They gave a mule for Auriga, and a

ſea calf ſor Andromeda, and ſo of the rest.

But among other nations the figures have been

preſerved as if ſacred. That Libra has been

altered at ſome time or other is certain, and

if we except the Greek vanity ofconverting

the pair of kids of the Egyptian Gemini into

their Castor and Pollux, this change in Libra

is almost a ſingle instance.

To examine it to the bottom, we ſhall per

haps find a pair of ſcales were the original

figure. That the Greeks were not acquainted

with any ſuch is certain z but we find them

among the Sagittaries and Capricorns on the

old Egyptian remains, and according to their

custom in hieroglyphical writing, it is very

likely that they did place a pair of ſcales in

equilibrium here, by way of denoting the

equality of days and nights, at a time when

the ſun arrived at this part of the heavens. It

is palpable, that we have not exactly the

original meaning, for ours are thrown

down in the figure, not ſupported in equili

brio. The Greeks, by ſome accident, ſeem

to have lost this constellation in the coming

over, for they found the gap, and wanting

ſome figure for this portion of the zodiac, they

lengthcned the claws or ſorcipes of the Scor

pion, and carried them into this place. Thus

it
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it stood evidently with theni for many ages,

for all their writers mention Chelae Scorpionis

in the place of Libra.v The Romans, when

they grew fond of the ſcience, were aſhamed

to ſee only eleven figures for the twelve divi

ſions 'of this important part of the heavens,

and they cut off the long Claws of the Scor

pion, and in their place gave the figure of

their Julius Caeſar, holding a, ballance in his

hand, as we fee him repreſented on ſeveral of

his coins. In after-time the figure of the em

peror was thrown o'ff, and we have retained

only the ſcales; and have brought our ſchemes

nearer, perhaps, to thoſe of the old Egyp

tians; for the ſcales are repreſented in their

antiquities.

vThe antients, as they gave one of the

twelve months in charge to each of the

twelve principal deities, ſo they alſo allotted

to each of them the care of one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac. The Libra fell to the

ſhare of Vulcan, and from this ſingle piece

of old ſuperstition, is owing all the jargon of

the later astrological writers concerning it.

LIBR A, t/'M Pcz'nt of. The ecliptic or

circle, in which the ſun performs what is

called his annual Revolution, cuts the equa

, tor, or that great circle of the ſphere, which

is at equal distance from each of the poles, in

two points oppoſite to one another; the e

ciiptic being enclined to the equator twenty

three degrees, twenty-nine minutes, or there

about. The ſun is ſeen in each of theſe points

of interſec'iion once in the year, that in which

he appears at the time 'of the vernal equinox

is called the point of Aries, that at the autum

nal equinox the point of Libra.

LIBRATION, of 'be Man. When we

examine the body of the moon by the naked

eye, as when we view that of the ſun by. the

affistance oſ glaſſes, we ſee certain ſpots'on the

ſurface. And if we apply glaſles alſo to the

moon, we ſee thoſe ſpots on its face more diſ

tinctly. One of the first diſcoveries, reſulting

from the obſervation of the ſpots of the ſun,

was, that it had a revolution round its own

axis: this was evident, for that the ſame ſpot

was ſeen traverſing the diſk, and diſappearing

at one edge, and, after a proper time, re

appearing on the other. It is not thus with

* regard to the moon. VVhenſoever we look upon

her we ſee the ſame fpots, and we ſee them in

the ſame ſituation. It is evident, therefore,

that the ſame face of the moon is always

turned to us; at the utmost this little diffe

rence is all, that thoſe ſpots, which always

preſerve the ſame ſituation with regard to one

another, appear ſometimes to approach a little

toward the edge of the apparent diſk, and

ſometimes to depart from it in the ſame little

proportion.

This little difference of place had not been

obſerved by the earlier astronomers, and even

by thoſe who 'have ſeen it, has never been

placed to the account of a revolution of that

planet, nor can be; its courſe is of another

kind. It was very natural for thoſe who had

determined that the ſun had a revolution about

its own axis, becauſe they ſaw a motion in his

fpots, to determine that the moon had no ſuch

revolution, becauſe they ſaw her ſpots always

in the ſame place. All that thoſe, who had

diſcovered the little variation of place in the

- ſpots toward the edge of the diſk, inferred

from it, was, that her globe was ſubject to

certain tremblings or balancings, ſuch as we

; ſhould fee in a bowl when we changed its

centre of gravityz theſe balancings or trem

blings they called libratiam of the moon.

The conjecture that the moon had no re

volution about her axis, from the ſpots conti

nuing in the ſame place, was natural, but it
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was raſh and hasty. Nature is very uniform

in her works, and we ſhould not agree on ſu

perficial reaſons, or bare appearances, to an

opinion, than in any thing ſhe has in a parti

cular manner departed from her courſe. We

ſee the ſun and planets revolving round their'

axis, the one as it is fixed in its place, the

others as they revolve in their orbits round it.

We know this earth revolves round her axis

as one of them, and to that we owe our day

and night: we know, that, even among the

fixed stars, there are ſome, which, in the ſame

manner, revolve round their axes ; (this will be

aſcertained hereafter under the article of new

stars) and we have all the reaſon in the world

to believe the rest do ſo too. Why then

ſhould we be hasty to ſuppoſe the moon alone,

of all the rest of the heavenly bodies, to want

this motion? Were it not more prudent to

imagine, that theſe little motions, which we

distinguiſhed in her, and which are ſo irre

gularin themſelves, and ſo different from thoſe

of the other heavenly bodies, are owing to

a combination of two motions, the one a re

volution of the moon about the earth, and the

other round her axis.

We have no occaſion to wonder at the diſ

covery of ſuigularities in the motion of the

moon 3 we ſee her different from the other

planets in many reſpects 5 ſhe is carried round

the earth, and with it round the ſun : the others

are ſimply carried round the ſun as the earth

is. YVe have no reaſon to ſuppoſe her mo

tions would be exactly like theirs 5 and the

only bodies to which ſhe has a. real analogy,

the ſatellites of Jupiter and Saturn, (to be

ſpoken of hereafter) are too remote for the

Compariſon.

Let us conſider what would be the effect of

the moon's having'a rc-v- 'ution round her own

axis, during her In:

round the earth.

VOL. I.

Ing a re- ulution monthly
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ſuppoſe in conformity to the laws of the other

heavenly bodies ; let us ſuppoſe it ſo then, and

conſider what would be the conſequence's.

We are to conſider, that there is, in the globe

of the moon, in the ſame manner as in that of

the ſun, an axis, which at all times paſſes thro'

the ſame ſpots, fixed upon the ſurface of the

moon, at the extremitiesofwhich are placed two

poles elevated eighty-ſeven degrees and an half

above the plane of the ecliptic, and eighty-two

degrees and an half above the plane of the

moon's orbit. From this it will follow, that

the equator of the moon, which is ninety de

grees distant from either of the poles, and

which alſo paſſes, at all times, over the ſame

ſpots, is inclined to the ecliptic two degrees

and an half, and to the moon's orbit ſeven de*

grees and an half.

In the ſecond place, let us conſider, that the

poles of the moon are, at all times, in a great

circle of the globe of that planet parallel to a

great circle which paſſes through the poles of

her orbit, and through thoſe alſo ofthe ecliptic.

This we may call the colure of the moon, for

the ſame reaſon that great circle, which paſſes

through the poles of the equinoctial and of the

ecliptic, at the distance of ninety degrees from

the interſection of thoſe two circles, is called

the colure of the ſolstices.

Let us, in the last place, ſuppoſe, that the

globe of the moon does, in reality, turn round

about its own axis with a motion from west

to east in the ſpace of twenty-ſeven days and

five hours, by a period equal to that of her re

turn unto the ſame point of the orbit, or to the

node of her orbit with the ecliptic. This mo

tion would be analagous to the revolution of

the earth about her own axis, which ſhe makes

from west to east, and returns to the ſame co

lure in the ſpace of twenty-three hours and ſix

mlſiUECG'
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This is not too hard a ſuppoſition, nor is

there any thing unnatural init, and this will

perfectly explain all the varieties of the appa

rent librarion of the moon, upon principles

which ſubject that planet to the ſame kind of

laws which have place in all the rest.

We have already obſerved, that, in the

globe of the moon, its poles, which are two

degrees and an half distant from thoſe of the

ecliptic, according to this hypotheſis, are

always placed upon a great circle parallel to

that which paſsts through the poles of the

orbit and of the ecliptic. This must be kept

in mind 3 theſe poles ought to appear to move

about the poles of the ecliptic in deſcribing

two polar circles, which are two degrees and

an half distant, and to finiſh their revolutions

in eighteen years and ſeven months, from east

to west; in the ſame time, and in the ſame di

rection, with the nodes ofthe moon : this must

be in the ſame manner, which, according to

the Copernican ſystem, the poles of the earth

erform their reVOlution about the poles of

the ecliptic, from east to west, according to

two circles, which are three and twenty degrees

and an half distant, in the ſpace oſ twenty-five

thouſand years. This is what cauſes the ap

pearance of a motion in the fixed stars, about

the poles of the ecliptic, in the ſame period.

XVhen we have' taken notice of this, we

are to conſider, that the poles of the orbit, re

preſented on the globe of the moon, ought,

at all times, to appear on the Circumference of

its diſk 3 for the centre of the moon being on

its orbit, its globe is ſeparated into two equal

parts by the plane of that orbit, which there

forms a circular fection; which fection, being

ſeen from the earth, placed in the. ſame

plane, must appear in the form only of a dia

metcr, or strait line: this is obvious from the

known laws of optics and perſpectives, and

this strait line must paſs through the centre of

 

the moon. The poles of the'moon, which are

at 'the distance of ninety degrees from all the

points of this circular fection, which repreſents

the orbit, must be formed on the Circumfe

rence of the diſk in their proper points.

- XVhen the moon is in her nodes, the great

circle, which paſſes through the poles of her

orbit, and through the nodes, 'paſſes alſo thro'

the centre of the moon, and forms a circular

fection, which, placed in the plane and at the

centre of the great circle, is repreſented by the

diameter. The poles of the revolution of the

moon, which, according to this hypotheſis,

are in a great circle parallel to that which

paſſes the other poles of its orbit and of the

ecliptic, and interſects thoſe circles at the diſ

tance of ninety degrees from the nodes, are

then on the Circumference of the moon's diſk,

which cuts the circular fection that paſſes

through the nodes at right angles.

Taking the four arcs then, each of ſeven

degrees and an half, the north and ſouth poles

of the moon will be at ninety degrees distance

from two diametcrs. Theſe two diameters

will repreſent, in this caſe, the equator of the

moon, which paſſes always through the ſame

fixed fpots on her ſurfacc, appearing as diſ

poſed in a right line. .

When the moon is at the distance oſ ninety

degrees from the nodes, the great circle, which

paſſes through the poles of its orbit and that of

the ecliptic, paſſes alſo through the centre of

the moon, and it there forms a circular fection,

which, being viewed from the earth, is there

repreſented by a diameter, and concurs with

the colure of the moon, which we have ſup

poſed parallel with the great circle that paſſes

through the poles of the orbit and of the

ecliptic. The poles of the globe of the moon

may therefore be there repreſented on the dia

meter, and we eaſily determine' their ſituation.

When the moon is in her greatest latitude

north,
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north, the plane of the ecliptic is toward the

ſouth, with regard to the plane of the orbit ;

and the north pole of the ecliptic will be then

repreſented on the apparent hemiſphere of the

lunar globe, and the ſouth pole, which is its

oppoſite, on the dark hemiſphere, at the diſ

tance of about five degrees from the ſouth pole

of the orbit towards theþnorth. The north

pole of- the moon's equator, which is ſeven

degrees and an half distant from the pole of

her orbit, and two degrees and an half from

that of the ecliptic, will then be in the appa

rent hemiſphere of the moon, and the ſouth

pole, which is oppoſite to it in the hemiſphere,

which is hid from us. The plane of the

moon's equator, which is at an equal distance

from its two poles, will therefore be always re

preſented by an ellipſis ; just on the contrary,

when the moon is. in its greatest ſouth latitude,

the plane of the ecliptic is toward the north

with regard to the plane of the orbit. The

north pole of the ecliptic will therefore be

then repreſented on the hemiſphere which is

hid from us, and the ſouth pole will be on

the apparent hemiſphere; whence it follows,

that the moon's equator will appear in form

of an ellipſis. In this caſe we ſhall ſee, that

the ſpots, which, when the moon was in her

nodes, appeared to he diſpoſed in a right line,

will appear now according to the direction of

an ecliptic or oval line. -

In the other ſituations of the moon out of

her nodes, and her greatest digreſſion from the

ecliptic, the poles of her globe will be placed

on parallel lines, and the circles, which repre

ſent the ecliptic and the equator, will tranſ

form themſelves into more or leſs open ellipſes,

according as the moon is more or leſs distant '

from her nodes.

While the poles of the moon's globe per

form their revolutions from west to east, the

colure of the moon, on which thoſe poles are

 

placed, and which is repreſented by astrait

line when that-y planet is at the distance of

ninety degrees from the nodes, turns alſo in

the ſame way, and transforms itſelf into an cl

lipſis, the breadth of which increaſes till the

moon being arrived at her node, it conforms

'itſelf to the eastern edge of that planet: and

as that colure, which is fixed on the ſurface of

the moon, paſſes always through the ſame

ſpots, it follows, that, if the moon had indeed

no revolution about its own axis, we ſhould

not ſee theſe ſpots keep their places, but ſhould

ſee them paſs ſucceſſively from the western to

the eastern edge of the moon, and return again

to the ſame place after the return of the moon

to the nodes, This is contrary to what we

obſerve in the moon, for we, at all times, ſee

very nearly the ſame ſurface and the ſame

ſpots. '

It is neceſſary therefore, in order to explain

this appearance, that we ſuppoſe the moon

has a revolution about her own poles, with an

equal and uniform revolution from west to

east, which, being viewed from the earth, will

be, from east to west, in a direction contrary

to that of her colure's apparent motion. This

contrary motion cannot, however, hinder but

that thoſe ſpots, which are near the pole of

the moon, or thoſe parallels, which they de

ſcribe, being very ſmall, ſhall be, at all times,

carried toward the east by the colure, in ſuch

manner, that the motion of theſe ſpots about _

the axis, which they perform, in appearance,

westward, cannot, by any means, compenſate

the contrary motion; but they ſerve to mo

dify the ſwiftneſs, ſometimes decreaſing, and

ſometimes augmenting it.

This compenſation can never be just, ex

-cept when it happens that the ſame arcs of the

parallel make equal angles with the pole of

cthe moon and the pole of its orbit. This is a

thing that can happen very rarely, and that

' M m 2 when
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when it does, varies in an instant. It is for

this reaſon that this ſingle cauſe produces ſe

veral balancings in longitude as Well as in la

titude. But, beſide this, there is another

cauſe which greatly affects theſe balancings,

and eſpecially in longitude : this lS, that the

motions, which are made about the poles of the

moon, arc nearly equal in equal times ; while

the angles, which the motions of the colure

make with the pole of the orbit, have the ſame

inequalities with the apparent motion of the

moon about the zodiac, and theſe may ariſe

to ſeven degrees and an half.

Finally, when the motion of the moon is

rapid, the motion of the colure in the appa

rent diſk of the moon, which is made toward

the east, takes ſomething from the motion of

the globe about its own axis, which is appa

rently westward ; and when the motion ofthe

moon is ſlow, the motion of the globe, to

ward the West, takes from the motion of the

colure toward the east.

The pole of the ecliptic, according to the

mostſimple hypotheſes, anſwers,at all times, to

ſome one fixed star, and the ſame fixed stars

are, all times, on the ecliptic, or on its paral

lels. This is the reaſon why, in the Copernican

ſystem, the poles of the earth, fixed upon its

furface, move round the poles of the ecliptic in

twenty-five thouſand years, or thereabouts,

and this in a circle, which is fortyvſix degrees

and eight minutes distant from its poles. This

is the real motion which forms the appearance

of a revolution of the fixed stars about the

poles of the ecliptic in this ſpace of' twenty

five thouſand years, and makes their declina

tion-distance from the pole vary forty-ſix de

grees and eight minutes in the ſpace of twelve

thouſand five hundred, which is about the half

of this reVOlution.

For the ſame reaſon the poles of the moon,

fixed on the ſurface of the moon's globe, mak

 
ing their revolutions about the poles of the

ecliptic in eighteen years and an half in a cir

cle, which is two degrees and an half distant,

repreſent, with regard to the moon, a revolu

tion of the fixed stars about the poles of the

ecliptic in eighteen years and an half, which

makes their declination, or distance from the

pole of the moon, vary about five degrees in

nine years.

LIGHT. According to the Newtonian

doctrine, conſists of extremely ſmall diſtinct

parts of matter, which, moving with a vast ra

pidity, make their way into our eyes, and im

preſs, upon the intemal parts of them, that

motion which excites in our mind the ſenſa

tion of ſeeing. This light, in ſome caſes,

comes directly and immediately from the lu

minous body, as that from the ſun or candle,

or elſe it is tranſmitted to us by means of ano

ther body, containing in itſelf no light, but re

ceiving it from the other. This is the caſe

with regard to the moon, which is an opake

body, but being enlightened by the ſun, the

light, emitted from that luminous body, and

falling upon the opake matter of which the

moon conſists, is thrown back, and ſcattered

every way. The ſame is the caſe with a.

looking-glaſs itſelf, an opake body, but

which, receiving light from a candle, reflects,

or ſcatters it every way. Bodies, in themſelves

luminous, as the ſun and candle, are continu

ally emitting theſe particles of light; bodies in

themſelves opake, as the moon and thelooking

glaſs, continue to reflect light no longer than

while they receive it from the others. The

progreffive motion of light is extremely ſwift,

but it is not instantaneous, it takes ſome time

in paffing from one body to another. That

portion of light, which falls upon an opake

body at once, is called, by astronomers, co

temporary light 3 from this they distinguiſh

that
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that which falls in ſucceffion on it according to

this motion from the other body; this they

call ſucceflive light; and any the least por

tion of light which can be conceived to act,

or to be acted upon alone, and by itſelf, is

called a ray of light.

LlGHT. Rays oſlight, which are of diffe

rent degrees of refrangibility, when reflected

from opake bodies to our eyes, do excite inv

us ſenſations of different colours. When all

the rays are abſorbed, except the least re

frangible, and theſe alone are reflected to

our eyes, they give us the ſenſation of red.

On the contrary, when the most reſrangible

rays are alone, or only in the greatest quan

tity, the rest being abſorbed, we then ſee a

1 violet colour. Theſe are the two extremes, and

between theſe are formed all the other colours,

according to the greater or leſſer degree of re

frangibility in the rays of light. The rays

therefore which gives us the red, arc the least

refrangible, and thoſe which gives us the

violet colour are the most refrangible of all the

rays, becauſe the most refrangible are the last

to be reflected, and vice verſa. The rays which

produce the intermediate colours, as orangc,

yellow, green, and blue, are hence ſaid to be

of intermediate degrees of refrangibility, of

which theſe colours are marks.

As all light, and conſequently all rays of

light, conſist of minute particles ofmatter, it

is probable, that the red rays conſist of the

largest particles, and the violet coloured of

the ſmallest, and the intermediate coloured

rays of particles of intermediate magnitude in

different degrees ; and it is no raſh ſuppoſition

to imagine, that theſe rays, compoſed of par

ticles of different bigneſs, falling from that part

of the eye called the retina, exctie different

vibrations, and that from theſe ariſe our ſenſe

of different colours.

 

LſMAX, 'be 'rated Smil. A constellation

offered to the astronomical world, and com

poſed of certain conſpicuous unformed stars

near the foot of Orion, and under the Erida

nus. It is a constellation of finall extent, and

contains only a few stars; but ſome of theſe

are very conſiderable and bright ones.

The creature, under whoſe out-line they are

arranged, is the black naked ſnail, which is

frequent in gardens and damp places, and is

deſcribed by all the naturalists. The stars are

diſpoſed principally toward the head, and to

ward the lower part of the body, the middle '

is leſs characteriſed by them.

The constellation Limax stands between

Orion, the Hare, and the Eridanus. Its

head comes up toward the edge of the river,

at ſome distance from the foot of Orion, and

its body falls at ſome distance before the head

and fore feet of the Hare. The tail points at

another part of the Eridanus after its first

bend; but this is at a very conſiderable di

stance. In all this ſpace, however, there are

no very remarkable stars, nor indeed any

where elſe about it.

The conſpicuous stars,\of which the con

stellation Limax is compoſed, are nine. Their

exact places may be ſeen in the figure given

in the ſame plate with that of Orion. In ge

neral they are diſpoſed as follows. There is

one at the extremity of the head, one at the

hinder part of it near the out-line, and theſe

are both large and bright ones. A little di

stant from theſe, near the oppoſite out-line,

toward the hinder part of the head, are two

ſmall stars placed near one another, after

theſe is a vacant ſpace in the figure, till to

ward the lower part of the body, where there

is in the out-line a ſingle large and conſpi

cuous star; a little lower than this, and at the

oppoſite out-line, stand three in a cluster to

gether; the last, which is alſo a tolerably

large
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large and bright ,one, is at the tip of the

tail.

LINE. The astronomcr borrows this

term from the mathematician, and expreſſes

by it that magnitude or quantity which is con

ſidered as extended only in length, without

connecting with this any idea of breadth,

depth, or thickneſs ; it ſerves him for admea

ſurement, or for deſcription. In this ſenſe

the word line will be found to expreſs an idea,

and not any thing that is, or can be, an im

mediate object of the ſenſes. Since they can

not take in any idea of a line which has not

breadth as well as thickneſs; but in the

mind's eye it does very well, and is perfectly

understood; it is alſo best understood, and

best applied thus, becauſe we confound our

ſelves in nice diſquiſitions, by adding ideas

which are not neceſſary t'o the ſubject.

If we draw a line upon paper, in order to

make it viſible to the eye, we give it breadth,

and according to the finencſs of the stroke it

has leſs of this, but still it has ſome : take that

away, and the eye can no more perceive, than

the pen could make it. But from the paper

let us raiſe this line into an object of the un

derstanding, let us conſider it as extended

from one body to another, and We no longerfind

anyidea of breadth neceſſary. In this conſidera
tion itiſcrves for the meaſuring the distance

of one of thoſe bodies from the other, from

the one to the other of which it is extended,

and breadth is not neceſſary to this, only

length. When we add breadth to it, be

that ever ſo little, We complicate the idea 3 it

is then no longer a line, but a ſuperſicies or

ſurface. The astronomer uſes a line in its

proper ſenſe to meaſure the distance of one

star from another; to this purpoſe he ima

gines to himſelf a line drawn from one of thoſe

stars to the other, and in this line he does not

 

conceive any breadth, nor any thickneſs. All

the uſe to which he puts it is to meaſure the

distance, and this may be done without breadth

or thickneſs in the line, which ſerves as the

means of meaſuring, ſince for this purpoſe

there is only required length. This is a gene

ral deſcription of a line, conſidered 'as a line,

as quantity extended in length only; but al

though we deny to this line either ſurface or

ſolidity, either depth or breadth, its direction

may still vary, and aCCording to this variation
the astronomer conſiders it under ſeveral new i

names, or terms, expreffing the difference.

Thus it may be either strait or crooked. The

ſiist is called a right lina, the ſecond a arm:

line, or curve. The strait line is limited to

no bounds in its extent length-wiſe. lVe

may conceive it as extended from the middle

both ways to any given distance, and meaſur

ing the distance wev have the length of the

line 5 but as ſpace is unlimited, we may alſo

conſider it as extended without bounds. In

this ſenſe it is called an indeſinite line, or by

ſome an infinite line. To talk like a geome

trician, it would be eaſy to extend the conſi

deration of a line under a thouſand other de

nominations, and as many figures and rela

tions; but this will be ſufficient for the un

derstandng it, as uſed by the astronomer.

Line is alſo a term by which our ſailors,

and after them ſome writers, call the equator.

This is a circle ſuppoſed to be drawn round ,

the earth, at equal distance from the two

poles, and conſequently to divide the earth

equally into a northern and ſ0uthern hemi

ſphere. When a ſhip fails OVer this they call

it croſling the line.

LINES. A term under which are com

priſed fourteen stars, ſituated between the two

fiſhes in the constellation Piſces. Five oftheſe

are reckoned in the northern, and nine in the

ſouthern
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ſouthern line. There is a bright star that ſe

parates theſe, it is called the Knot. See

PlSCES.

LINES, parallel. They are two lines run

ning at equal distances.

LINON. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of unuſual words, call that part of

the Constellazion Piſces, which conſists oſ the

cord or string that ties them to one another 5

others call it Hermedone, Syndeſmus, and

Arpadone. They are all Greek names.

LION. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere, and one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac. For an account tff itsstars,

ſee the article L'Eo.

LION, little, 'be Little Lion, or LſffirLion.

Leo NIinor is one oſ the new constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, which Hevclius

added to the forty-eight old ones, forming

them out of the Stella- Informes, or Unform

ed stars. This stands between the Great

Lion and the Great Bear, and contains a

very conſiderable quantity oſ stars. There is

indeed hardly any ſpace in the hemiſphere

more tlliClle ſprinkled with stars than this,

which was for ſo many ages leſt _unoccupied,

and in which the L'eiicr Lion is now placed 5

yet even this does not take in ſo many as

might have been wiſhed of that unformcd

number, though it tolerably well fills the

ſpace. See tlz'e article LEO MINOR.

LITRA. A name by which ſome call the

constellation Libra. It is one of its Greek

names.

LIZARD, Law-m. One of the new con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere. It is

 

one of thoſe which Hevclius added to the

forty-eight old ones, having deſigned them

out of what were called the unſormed stars i'n

the other catalogucs. The Lizard is placed

near the tail of the Swan, and contains ſix

teen stars. See the article LACERTA.

/

LONGITUDE. The favourite method

of finding the longitudes of places, by the ob-_

ſervation of the ſame pliamomenon in the

heavens, in remote parts of the world, is

owing to this principle, that a certain num

ber of degrees on the great circle of the earth,

anſwering exactly to a certain portion of time,

the distances may be counted as well by the

time as by the meaſure of ſpace. In this com

putation we are to allow fifteen degrees to

an hour, for that is the proportion, and all

the rest is eaſy.

The hour circles, and the hour ſemi

circles, by the attention to which this admea

ſurement is made, are on this principle. W'c

are to conceive, in the first place, twelve great

circles, ſo diſpoſed, that they ſhall divide the

equator equally, that is, into twenty-four

equal parts, all of them paſſing through the

two poles of the earth, and one of the twelve

being the meridian of ſome given place. Theſe

are the hour circles, with reſpect to that place,

the meridian of which is one of them, and as

every meridian is divided by the two poles of

the earth into two ſemicircles, ſo theſe twelve

are by thoſe, two poles, through both of which

they paſs, divided into twanty-four ſemicircles'.

Now if we compute the parts of the equator,

as divided into three hundred and ſixty de

grees, like all other circles, we ſhall ſind that

ſiſteen is a twenty-fourth part of this whole

three hundred and ſixty, and conſequently the

equator being, as already obſerved, divided

into twenty-four parts by theſe circles, each

of theſe diviſions must contain a ſpace equal

* to
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to fifteen degrees, or to a twenty-fourth part

of the hundred and ſixty. Therefore, in

other words, an arc of the equator, contained

betWCen anytwo of theſe hour ſemicirclcs nearest

to one another, is fifteen degrees. This is

the great admeaſurement, and from this all

the rest follows.

We know that the rotation of the earth,

or her revolution, on her own axis, is per

formed from west to east, and conſequently

the places of theſe hour ſemicircles will, by

that rotation, be brought one after another to

point directly at the ſun, and this in the courſe

pointedout by that rotation. Now each of

theſe being of fifteen degrees distance from

that which is nearest to it, and an hour in

the periodical revolution of the earth on her'

axis, being equal to fifteen degrees, the plane

of every one of them will be brought to point

directly at the ſun an hour after the plane of

that ſemicircle which is next to it toward the

cast, has pointed directly at the ſun : and this

ſſ will he the caſe exactly in the ſame manner

with reſpect to the fixed stars, and to the

other in the heavens. The-whole twenty

four meridians, of which that of the place is

one, will thus paſs over the centre of the ſun

in the courſe of a natural day, and this at

the exact distance of an hour from one an

other; their distance from one 'another being

fifteen degrees, and fifteen degrees being an

hour in this manner of admeaſurement: and

after a ſucceſſion of the whole ſeries, the

earth will punctually, at the return of the

ſame hour the next day, come to the ſame

place in the meridian, and the hour circle,

-which'before pointed at the ſemicircle, again

directly point at it. And the meridian of any

place is brought to point directly at the ſun,

ſooner or later than that of the given place,

by a time exactly proportioned to its distance,

an hour, if it be fifteen degrees, and more

 

than an hour, or leſs than an hour, exactly

in proportion, as it is more or leſs than fif

teen degrees distant.

The uſe of theſe hour circles, as appro

priated to the diviſions upon the equator, is

therefore very evident; and as they expreſs

certain equal diviſions upon the equator, the

longitude of places may be as well ſet down

as by the common form of degrees and mi

nutes, And thus, whatſoever be the given

place, or the occaſional first or great meri

dian, the distance of any place from that in

time, or the longitude of that place expreſſed

in time, is the number of hours,:minutes, and

ſeconds, by which the meridian of that place

is distant from that of the other. Thus, if

we ſuppoſe this city of London to be the place,

whoſe meridian is one of the twelve equal

circles that are the hour circles of the divi

ſion, if we look at any place, whoſe meri

dian is forty-five degrees diſtant to the east

upon the equator, We ſhall find, that the ſun

is directly over the plane of the meridian of

that place exactly three hours before it is over

the plane of that of London, becauſe fifteen

degrees are equal to an hour ; and there are

three times fifteen in five and forty. Now if

we have a mind to ſay what is the longitude of

this place, we may with equal propriety, and

equal accuracy, deſcribe this by time, or by

ſpace; for if we ſay, that this place is in

distance five and fortydegrees east of London 3

or, if weſay, that it is three hours east of

London, the meaning is the ſame, and it is

as accurater conveyed as if we ſpoke by the

number of degrees, every one knowing that

fifteen degrees ſpace, and an hour's time in

the revolution of the earth, on her own axis,

are equal. And as hours may be divided into

minutes and ſeconds, as accurately as degrees,

the meaſure is not limited to round numbers,

or even distances, but ſerves as well for the

irregular
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irregular or unequal. In this caſe we may

either continue the meaſure of the distance

eastward all round the globe, and admit no

other terms; or, with reſpect to places that lie

not very remote to the west of the given place,

we may count both ways. It will be plain,

that the hours will ſerve for this purpoſe, as

well as the degrees. For if any place be at

thirty degrees west of London, the ſun will

there come to the meridian just two hours la

ter than it does at London, the hours and

degrees being, in this reſpect, commenſurate ;

and to expreſs that distance we may as pro

perly ſay, that the place in question is two

hours distance in longitude west from London,

as ſay, that'its longitude is thirty degrees west'

of that place.

Now with reſpect to finding the longi

tudes oſ places by time, it follows very plainly

from theſe obſervations. For if two perſons,

in two remote places, obſerve any instan

taneous appearance in the heavens, and after

compare their obſervations, the time at which

this was ſeen at each place, will give the di

stance of thoſe two places in longitude, be

cauſe it is very plain, by the before mentioned

obſervations, that every hour of time anſwers

to fifteen degrees in meaſure, and conſequent

ly every part of an hour to ſo many propor

tioned degrees, or parts of a degree.

It is not neceſſary to this purpoſe, that the

two places where the obſervation of the ap

pearanCC in the heavens is made, ſhould be in

the ſame parallel, or at equal distance from

the equator, for it is a first principle in the

doctrine of meridians, that all places, which

lie under the ſame meridian, have the 'ſun at

the ſame moment, and this is extended to all

other obſervations of the heavenly bodies; ſo

that the ſame instantaneous appearance in the

heavens, be it what it would, must be viſible

at the ſame moment in all places under the

- VOL. I.

 

ſame meridian; and hence when the meri

dians of the two places, in which the obſer

vation was made, are brought downto the

equator, the distance of hours and minutes in

the obſen'ation, being reduced to degrees and

minutes, at the establiſhed rate of fifteen de

grees to a minute, gives the difference of the

two meridians in meaſure: that is, in other

words, it ſhews what is the distance of the

two places in longitude. So that ſuppoſing the

appearance in the heavens an eclipſe of the

ſun, the moon, or but of one of the ſatellites

of Jupiter, there requires no more than the

hour of the day at which it began, was cen

tral, or ended; at each plaCe, to be able to

determine exactly the distance in longitude of

the two places. Thus, if the moment of

the beginning of an eclipſe was at London,

ten o'clock at night, and by accounts from

the obſervers in tWO other places, it appears,

that the moment of the beginning was in

the one at nine o'clock, and in the other at

midnight, it will be very plain, that whatſo

ever the place was where it was at nine o'clock

at night, that place is exactly an hour distant,

that is, it is exactly fifteen degrees distant in

longitude east of London; for an hour, ac

cording to the doctrine of the hour circles, is

just equal to fifteen degrees: and as to the

other place where it began at midnight, that

being two hours later than the moment of

its beginning at London, it will be very

plain, that this place is thirty degrees distant

in longitude west from London, two hours

being equal to thirty degrees; and thus the

computation may be made in broken num

bers with great exactneſs, and with great eaſe.

For it will appear, that the number of mi

nutes in an hour, and the number of minutes

in a degree being the ſame, and the hour be

ing equal to fifteen of the degrees, every mi

nute of an hour must be equal to fifteen mi

N n nutes
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hutes of a degree, and _every ſecond of time

to fifteen ſeconds of meaſure. The quantities

being thus known, the calculation may be

made by the common rules of arithmetic.

Longitude is alſo one of the two terms un

der which the ſituation of any place, upon the

ſurface of the globe, is deſcribed and aſcer

tained; the other is the latitude, and they will

be most naturally explained together. In or

der to afcertain the ſituation of any place,

there must first be a ſettled part of the earth's

ſurface from which to meaſure, and as the

place to be aſcertained may lie in any part of

the ſurſace of the earth, that ſurfaCe being

ſpherical, the place from whence to meaſure

must be a circle. When one ſuch circle

however ſhould be establiſhed, it would still

' only ſhew the distance of the place to be aſ

certained one way, or in the direction of right

or left of that circle, there would ſhll be no

way of gueſſing at its ſituation forward or

backward, with reſpect to any other place.

It was therefore found neceſſary to fix upon a

ſecond circle which ſhould interſect the other,

and in conſequence of theſe the ſituation of

any place might be aſcertained with reſpect to

every direction, or its ahſolute ſeat on the

earth's ſurface known. .

The first of theſe circlesdepended upon the

poles of the earth. It was found, that the

earth revoked about its own axis, or about

an imaginary line drawn through its centre.

This imaginary line must touch the ſurface of

the earth in tWO oppoſite points. Theſe two

points are called the two poles of the earth,

and the first circle mentioned is that drawn

round the who-leearth at equal distance from

theſe two points; this circle is called the

cquator. This being fixed in its place by its

equal distance from' the poles, gave the first

duuhcn of the earth, and the first grounds for

meaſurng the distance of places. The whole

' ſwered by what is called the meridian.

 
ſurface of the earth was by this divided into

two hemjſpheres, the one a northern, that in

which the north pole was, the other, in which

was the ſouth pole, the ſouthern. This circle

was the first stan'dard by which to meaſure

the distance, or aſcertain the ſituation oſplaces,

for as they were to the north, or to the ſouth

'of this, more or leſs, they were ſaid to be

- wide of it ſo much, or in ſo much north or,

r ſouth latitude.

This, however, only anſwered one of the.

tworequiſities for meaſuring and aſc ertainingthe

ſituation of places, it remained to ſix another

circle,which,interſectingthis,ſhouldbea means

ofmeaſuring the other way. This purpoſe is an

The

equator, or place, from whence to meaſure la

titude, is but one circle, but the meridians are

innumerable, for any circle that goes through.

the poles of the earth cuts the equator, and is

the meridian of that place which lies under it,

or of all theſe places which lie in a line with

one another in this reſpect, and ſo are all un

der it. Out of the great number of theſe cir

cles that might be conceived to be drawn up

on the earth's ſurface, it remained to ſelect.

ſome one which ſhould be the standard of

meaſure in the oppoſite direction to that from

the equator. The Greeks fixed upon the me

ridian which paſſed through the iſland of Hera,

(that is, Teneriffe) for this purpoſe, becauſe,

being the most remote part of the world west

ward that was then known, it was the most

proper place for the beginning of their account

who meaſuer only east 5 others have fixed

- upon the meridian which paſſes through Corvo,

one of the Azores iſlands 5 others that which

paſſes. over the extreme coast of the western

ocean; and the generality of the moderns.

that which paſſes'through the place where

they live. '

'Whichſoever of all theſe is fixed upon for

the
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the first, the fixed, or the great meridian, it

becomes a circle cutting the equator, and is

the standard from which to begin the meaſure

in the other direction. Now as the meaſure

from the equator, north or ſouth, is called la

titude; the meaſure from the first meridian,

east or west, is longitude. The latitude of

any place therefore is its distance, north or

ſouth, from the equator meaſured in degrees,

minutes, and ſeconds 5 and the longitude of a

place is the distance of that place from the first

meridian meaſured in degrees, minutes, and

ſeconds, and by the joint meaſures the ſituation

of the place is aſcertained.

To understand this meaſure by degrees, mi

nutes, and ſeconds, we are to obſerve then,

that the meaſures are all taken with reſpect to

ſome proportion to the general quantity of the

earth's circumſerence; and that as theſe cir

cles of the earth are the standards fro'm which

to meaſure, ſo they alſo give the means of

meaſuring.

Every great circle is understood to be di

vided into three hundred and ſixty parts ; and

each of thoſe parts is a degree. Each degree

is again divided into ſixty parts, which are

called minutes, and each of theſe minutes into

ſixty others called ſeconds, and ſo on, conti

tinuing the diviſion by ſixties, but more than

theſe are not often uſed. Now ſuppoſing the

equator to be thus divided, and the diviſions

marked upon it, and the first meridian in the

ſame manner divided, and its diviſions marked,

nothing is ſo eaſy as to bring any place to the

meaſure; for the distance in longitude is ſo

many degrees in distance from the meridian

meaſured on the equator, and the distance in

latitude is ſo many degtees from the equator,

meaſured on the meridian. Theſe may both

be done by means of astronomical obſervations

at any one place, and conſequently the ahſo

lute ſituation of any place on' the globe known.

 
ThusWe ſhall find, that, ofthe number aſ ,

places, which lie under the ſame meridian,

they have all the 'ſAme longitude at whatſoever

distance they may be from the equator, and

' this meridian, as it paſſes on one ſide oron the

other of the first or great meridian, is ſaid to

have its longitude ſoſimanydegrees east or west of

that meridian, which is fixed, and ſerves as the

standard of meaſure. This was not the me

thod among the antients, for they meaſured

only one way, that is eastward, for which

reaſon they HXed what they called th'eir first

meridian, or the standard from which to begin

their meaſure, in' the most wester'n part of the

'world which they knew.- We, fixing it any

where at pleaſure, ſave the trouble of go

ing quite round the globe, and the perplexity

xof uſing larger than neceſſary numbers, meat

ſure each way from it; therefore, although

we read, in the writings of our astronomera

and geographers, of ſo much longitude east,

and ſomuchlongitude Westſi, as, with reſpect

to the equator, of ſo milch latitude north, and

ſo much latitude ſouth; when we look into .

the antients we are to expect no ſuch thing,

they always ſpeak of longitudes ſingly, and.

without diſtinction of direction; and we are

'to underſtand them, Under that name, as

ſpeaking of distances east of Hera, for: they

>meant no other. '

With reſpect to the latitudes ofplaces, fhey

'are determined by, or confined within, circles

'parallel to the equator; for although all th'e

citoles, which ſurround the globe of the earth

betiveen the poles, are not called equators; ds.

all that ſur'round it, paſſing through the polesſi,

are called meridians, yet ſuchcircles there are

Conceived upon the earth, and there may bca'

many of them as the perſon who treats of them

pleaſes. Theſe are to en'compaſs the whole

globe of the earth, and are to be in' every

part, or equal distance from the p'ole', and froin
N n 2. ' the I
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the equator. 'Circles, thus'drawn, are called

parallels, or parallels of latitude, and they, in

this reſpect, alſo anſwer to the meridians, that as

all places, which lie under the ſame meridian,

are in the ſame longitude, ſo all places are in

the ſame degree of latitude, which lie under

the ſame parallel.

From this doctrine of the longitudes and

latitudes of places, depending upon the meri

dians and parallels drawn round the globe,

ariſes this accidental information, that the

earth is ſpherical, for if it had not been told

before to the perſon who ſhould be informed

of this ſystem of longitudes and latitudes, he

would diſcover it as a conſequence. It is very

palpable, from the courſe of the two different

meridians in their coming in ſucceſſion after

one another, to point at the ſun, that the

earth is round from east to west, and in the

ſame manner, from the elevation of the pole in

different places under the ſame meridian, it is

evident, that the earth is round from north to

ſouth; from both it appears, therefore, that

the earth is round every way.

Astronomers expreſs, by the term longitude,

the distance betWeen the point of Aries and

the point of the ecliptic, to which the circle of

latitude, carried through any star, correſponds,

and they count this distance from west to east.

Geographers, by the term longitude, expreſs

the distance of any place on the ſurface of the

earth from the first meridian, meaſured on

the parallel of the place. This first meridian

being fixed at pleaſure, most people make it paſs

through the pike of Teneriffe ; ſome through

the most westerly of the Canary iſlands.

LOST DAY. A term which we find uſed

in astronomical and geographical writers, to

expreſs the time in the courſe of a year which

would be lost in conſequence of the difference

of meridians, and the earth's revolution, to

 

the man who ſhould ſet out from any place,

and go eastward round the earth till he re-l

turned to the ſame place. This has an odd

ſound, but it will be eaſy to ſhew that it is

what must happen in ſuch ajourney. They

uſe the term of the Gained Day alſo to expreſs
i that time which would be, in the ſame man

ner, gained by him who ſhould go round the

earth westward, for the hour circles dividing

the equator into twenty-four degrees, and the

hour being equal to fifteen degrees, this is what

must, in the compaſs of the whole earth, hap?

pen to him who paſſed over, in one or the

other direction, the twenty-four meridians that

are at fifteen degrees diſtance each from the

other.

This follovvs from the doctrine of meridians.

It being apparent that the ſun comes to the

meridian an hour ſooner at a place fifteen

degrees east of any given place, than it does at

the place given ; that is, it is noon an hour

ſooner at every place fifteen degrees advanced

to the east, than it was at the place then fif

teen degrees distant. If we ſuppoſe, therefore,

a man to be ſent from London due east, and

conCeive him to make a journey round the

whole earth till he return to London again,

we ſhall find, that, it being noon at twelve

o'clock by his watch at London, it would,

by the ſame watch, if it kept an exact account

of the time, be noon at eleven o'clock when

he was at the place which is fifteen degrees in

east longitude from London; and, counting

thus, it would be noon at thirty degrees diſ

tance when it was but ten o'clock by his

watch; at fifteen degrees more east it would

be noon, when it was but nine by his watch,

than when it was but eight, ſeven, ſix, and ſo

on to midnight, and to the hour of noon again,

an hour being the distance of every fifteen de

grees: ſo that, having gone the whole round

of the four and twenty, in the paſſing the three

hundred
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hundred and ſixty degrees, which meaſure the

whole'earth, he' would have at length ſound,

when he was at London, that it was again

noon at twelve o'clock, and that he would

just have lost a day, or, he would find it only

Friday with him, when it was Saturday with

thoſe who had staid at London, and kept a re

gular account.

In the ſame manner, if another ſhould ſet

out from London, and travel west, 'to go

round the whole earth, he would find, that,

if it were noon when it was twelve o'clock by

his watch at London, when he had got fifteen

degrees west, it would not be noon till it was

one, at fifteen degrees more it would be two

by his watch, when the ſun came to the meri -

ridian, or it was the true noon oſ the place;

and, in this manner, he would have paſſed

over the midnight in which it would have been

noon at the Antipodes, and have come back to

London when it was twelve o'clock by his

watch at noon again -, having, in this manner,

gained a day in the courſe of his journey, and

finding it Thurſday with him, when it was

Wedneſday with thoſe who had remained in

London, although he had kept ever ſo regular

an account of the time.

This ſuppoſes a watch to keep its time ex

actly during the courſe oſ ſuch a journey, and

in this caſe the traveller, knowing the corre
ſpondence between the meaſures of vtime and

ſpace, would know at all times in what longi

ſſtude he was, only by obſerving the time by

his watch at which the ſun came to the meri

dian, and the advantages would be very pal

pable.

In the making this journey round the earth,

it is not neceſſary that it ſhould be done at the

equator, and go strait forwards; for it being

known that all places, under the ſame meri

dian, have the noon at the ſame hour and mi

nute; it is all one through what part of the

vin the back of the Chair.

 

twenty-four hour circles, or twelve meridians,

of which that oſ the given place is one, the

journey is purſued.

LUCIDA CATHEDRlE. A star in the.

constellation Cafliopeia. See LUCIDA CASSlO

Pan-e.

LUClDA CASSIOPEIZE. A name by

which the aſtronomical writers have called the

largest and brightest star in the constellation

of Castiopeia; it is oſ the ſecond, or, as others

will have it, only of the third magnitude, (for

theſe things are very arbitrary) and is ſituated

Hence ſome have

called it Lucida Cathedraz; it is ſomewhat

larger than the bright star in the breast of that

constellation. See the article CASSIOPEIA.

LUCIDA CORONIE. A name by which

astronomers have called a bright star of the ſe

cond, or, as others make it, of the third mag

nitude in the Northern Crown; a constella

tion placed between Bootes, Hercules, and the

Serpent. See the article CORONA Boaaaus.

LUCIDA LYRE. A name given by

many of the antient writers to a ſingle star, a

very bright one, in the (hell of the constella

tion Lyra; it is of the first magnitude, and is

in the rim of the ſhell, on that ſide which is

next to the constellation Hercules. See

LYRA.

LUMBRICUS. A constellation offered to

the astronomical world, and compoſed oſ a ſe

ries of conſpicuous and unformed stars between

the ſigns Cancer and Gemini. The creature,

under the out-line oſ whoſe figure theſe are

arranged, is the common earth-worm, or dew

worm, which *we ſee coupled above the ſmi- .,

face of the ground in damp mornings.

It
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(t is aſmall constellation, and it compre

hcnds only a ſew stars, but theſe are in ſo re

markable a place that it is very fit theyihould

be aſcertained within the lineaments of ſome

figure. The creature, that is made to anſwer

this purpoſe, is drawn in a crawling posture, a

little convoluted, and running up from the

Little Dog to Gemini.

Theſe are the three constellations between

which it is placed, its head is very near the

ſhoulder of one oſ the twins, the greater part

of its body runs up between that ſign and

Cancer, and the lower, or bent part of the

body toward the tail, runs over the back of the

Little Dog, and that but at a ſmall distance.--.

The conſpicuous stars, in the constellation

Lumbricus, are nine, and they are of very diſ

ferentſlzes, though none oſ them oſ the larger

magnitudes. There is one at the extremity

of the head, this is very near the ſhoulder of

one of the Twins; at ſome distance below

this is a ſingle star in the middle of the neck;

a little lower than this, at the thickened part

oſ the Worm, there are three stars, two on

the one, and one on the other out-line. At a

distance, below theſe, there are two ſingle

stars alſo on the out-line; and finally, there

are two others at the end of the bended part,

the one of theſe is at the very top of the tail',

and the other is a little before the tip. Theſe

stars are very well compriſed within the out

line of the figure, and there is yetthis farther

advantage, that there is no conſpicuous star

ſi any where about it that is left unformed ſo as

to create confuſion.

LUPUS, 'bell/off. One of the forty-eight

old constellations; it is but of ſmall extent,

and contains only a few stars; by many it is

made only a part of another constellation, and

is given to the Centaur, who is then called

Centaurus cum LuPOz the Centaur with the

 

Wolf, and is conſidered only as one asteriſm.

They ſuppoſe the creature, in the hands of

that figure, a victim for the altar, which stands

underneath, and on which they ſuppoſe he is

about to offer it, and as a wolf was not the

most common animal in the world, on ſuch

an occaſion they are divided about the name,

and while ſome have expreſsly called it by

this name, others have only distinguiſhed it

by the appellation oſ a beast in general. It is

hence that the constellation Lupus is ſome

times called only Fera.

Its figure, as repreſented in the ſchemes of

the heavens, agrees hOWever, in ſome degree,

with- the denomination Lupus; it is repre

ſented as heldwith its belly upwards in the

leſt hand of the Centaur, who has in his right

an instrument to kill it. The head is large,

the ears moderately long, the mouth open, and

the legs, in ſome degree, drawn up.

The constellations, between and among

which the Wolſ is placed, are Scorpio, Libra,

the tail of ,the Hydra, the Centaur, and the

Altar. The Scorpion's legs come ſideways,

almost cloſe to his head, the Balance is at ſome

height above it; the tail of the Hydra has

its tip nearly over the centre oſ the WolFs

belly, but at ſome distance ; the Centaur has

it in his hand, and the tail comes to his breast,

and the Altar is beneath it under the middle

of the back, but alſo at ſome distance.

The antients counted nineteen stars in the

constellation Lupus; Ptolemy ſets down ſo

many, and he is a ſollower, and a very strict

one, of Hipparchus; Flamstead has raiſed the

number to twenty-four. Of theſe the most

conſiderable is placed just under, or, as the ſt

tuation of the creature is, it may be called over

the belly, and the greatest part of the others

are toward the belly, and upon or among the

legs.

The

'HLJ
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The Greeks, who are for making all astro

nomy the produce of their own country, tell

us, that the Centaur, who has the VYolſ inv

his hand, is Chiron the tutor of Achilles, and.

that the VVolſ is just going to be offered up on

the Altar in the piety of the goodCentaur.

Others make the figure Pholos, and they ſup

poſe he is about to kill the Wolf in order to

inſpect its entrails, for this Pholos was famous

at divination. See CENTAUR.

LURA, OR AL LURA. A name by

which ſome, who areſond ofuncommon words,

have called the constellation Lyra 3 it is one

of the Arabic names of that ſign, and is formed

oſ the Greek word;

LYNX. A constellation of the northern

hemiſphere, and a very fair and conſpicuous

one, but it is of modern invention; it is one of

thoſe new constellations which Hevelius has

added to the forty-eight old ones, and which

he formed out of the Stellx Informes, or, as

they are called, the unformed stars, which,,al

though not compriſed under the out-line of

the old ones, uſed to be accounted to one or
other of them. i 7 A

The Lynx is a tolerany large constellation,

and it compriſes a conſiderable number of stars.

It is repreſented, in the ſchemes of the heavens,

under what is called a figure of that animal, þ

but it is not very Well' draWH. The Lynx is

the LuPus Cervarius, or what is uſually called

the Ounce, and is of the leopard or panther

kind, a robust animal with thick lcgs and a deep

fur, but it is commonly drawn naked, and

with the legs of a_ grey-hound. The true fi

gure would full as well contain the stars, ſo

that wehave ſeemed to profoſs our unacquaint

ance with nature in the drawing. is re-_

preſented in a strange posture rampant, or half

erect, and with a tail of a great length, naked

all the way, but with a buſh of hair at the end

 
* like the lion's. This, however, is not quite

' without its uſe, though out of nature, for it

contains a star which is very fair and conſpi

cuous.

The constellations, among which the Lynx

is placed, are Cancer, the Little Lion, the

Great Bear, the Camelopardal, Auriga, and

Gemini', The hinder feet of the Lynx are

just over the great claw of Cancer, the back

part of his tail comes just to- the noſe of the

Little Lion, the Great Bear is behind it, the

ſore paws of that figure falling almost upon the

haunches of this; the fore feet oſ the Camelo

pardal are near the head of the Lynx, its head

is over the head of Auriga, and its fore feet

come almost upon his right ſhoulder. Gemini,

in ſine, is at a ſmall distance under the belly.

There is a conſiderable ſpace leſt in the

heavens among theſe old constellations,

and this new one very happily fills it, and

comprehends a fair quantity of stars. Heve-r

lius, who formed the constellation, made theſe

to be only nineteen, but Flamstead has raiſed

the number to forty-four. _

Among all theſe there is not one of the first

or_ ſecond magnitude, but there are ſome

conſiderable enough tobe very conſpicuous. One

oſ the most' remarkable of theſe is ſituated just'

at the noſe of the constellation, and there are

two others larger than the rest upon the' head z

there is alſo another conſpicus one in the rightv

ſhoulder, and onejust over the middle of the

back, and two of very bright appearance at the

end of the tail. One of theſe is,. as already,

obſerved, in the buſh at the end, and the other

a little above it. '

The rest of theſe stars are diſpoſed without

much regularity over the figure. There are

more on the head than on the whole body, and

there is a pretty cluster of about fourjust be

hind it z there is one in the centre of the neck,

two or three on the belly, very few conſpi

cuous onesv on the ſides or haunches, and only

' ſi two,
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two, beſide thoſe already mentioned, in the

'whole length of the tail. Indeed more than

half of the number of which the constellation

is compoſed, according to Flamstead's account,

are too finall to be eaſily ſeen. Thoſe

counted by Hevelius are most of them very

obvious, and the world is much obliged to him

for reducing, into ſome ſort of form, ſo conſi

derable a number of stars as were in this before

unoccupied part of the hemiſphere. There are

still a conſiderable number of unformed stars

behind the head of the Lynx, and before the

mouth of the Great Bear, which it is pity the

new figure was not made to comprehend.

LYRA, 'be Harp. One of the constella

'tions of the northern hemiſphere ; it is one of

the old forty-eight, and is named, by the most

antient writers on astronomy.

Lyra is a ſmall constellation, and contains

'but a'very moderate number of stars ; it makes

a very'inconſiderable figure in the heavens in

proportion to the vast Hercules, and the

other figures which comprehend the stars

about it.

It is repreſented by a figure, ſuppoſed to

be that of the antient Grecian Lyre, very dif

ferent from the form of our harp 5 it has for

its baſe a kind of ſhell, over which thoſe who

have drawn the oldest figures of the constel

lations have thrown a kind of curtain, from

the extremities of this ſhell, on the upper part,

ariſe two arms, reſembling the horns of ſome

animal, largest at 'the baſe, twirled back at

the top, and wreathed all the way. Toward

the upper part there is carried a tranſverſe bar

from one to the other of theſe, and from this

to the ſhell are drawn liVe strings. This is the'

figure of the antient Lyre, as repreſented in

the draughts of this constellation, and it tole

rably well holds the stars that belong to it.

The constellations round about the Lyre

 

are Hercules, the Dragon, the Swan, the

Fox and the Gooſe. Hercules has his left

hand ſo near it that it has been ſuppoſed to

belong to that constellation, and the figure has

been called Orpheus and Thamyris, instead of

Hercules; the head of the Dragon being at

the foot of Hercules, is at ſome distance be

low the ſhell of the Lyre; the neck of the

Swan runs very near the left arm of the Lyre,

and the Gooſe in the Fox's mouth, is at a

ſmall distance over the top of it.

All the old writers have named the Harp:

Hipparchus, who publiſhed the first catalogue

of the fixed stars, an undertaking, as Pliny

calls it, for a god rather than a mortal,

counted ten in the constellation Lyra; and

we ſee the ſame number ſet down for it in

Ptolemy's catalogue. Tycho has added one ;

he ſets down eleven. Hevelius has farther ad

vanced the number to ſeventeen ; and our ac

curate and diſcerning Flamstead makes them

twenty-one.

Of this ſmall number there is one of the

first magnitude, this is ſituated in the rim of

the ſhell about the middle of its height, and

on that ſide which is toward Hercules, this

is called Lucida Lyraz, the Lucid Star of the

Lyre, and ſometimes Lyra, a custom the

Greeks had of naming a ſingle star that was

very conſpicuous, by the name of the whole

constellation, the rest are ſmall ; there is not

one of the ſecond magnitude, and only a few

of the third. Two of the larger among the

others are toward the top, one in the arm

next Hercules, and the other in the croſs bar,

and there are two little ones near them, and

very near to one another toward the end of

the bar, and one unformed one just over the

great one in the bar, the greater part of the

others are in the ſhell, or about the strings.

The Harp is a very old constellation, and

probably was brought out of Egypt into

Greece
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Greece at about the time of Thales; but

that nation, ambitious to ſink the origin o ſ

the constellations, that they might be ſuppoſed

themſelves the inventors of them, have claimed

the constellation as their own, and adapted

to it a part of their own history : in this how

ever they betray themſelves, for they do not

agree what part that ſhall be. It has already

been obſerved, that they ſometimes called it

the Lyre of Theſeus and Thamyris, and call

ed the constellation by that name, which is

the Hercules of the ſipreſent ages. The most

received story of its origin however is, that it

was the Lyre of Orpheus, received into the

heavens after his death 5 and among thoſe who

have given it this origin, ſome have ſuppoſed

the kneeling figure, before which it stands, not

to be Hercules, but Crpheus its master, ſup

plicating the bacchanals just before his death :

this however has been afterwards over-ruled;

and the great figure has been determined to

Hercules; the Lyre has yet been called the

Lyre of Orpheus, and it is as ſuch mentioned

in all the Pagan ritual. They ſay, that this

Lyre was originally the work of immortal

hands. They tell us, that Mercury made it

Out of the ſhell of a tortoiſe, and that it was

given to this ſon of Calliope, as the most

worthy ſo divine an instrument. It is by the

ſound of this instrument that he is ſaid to have

tamed wild beasts, and ſoftened Pluto in his

request for his dead wife; they make this

journey fatal to him, however proſperous in

the appearance. In his ſong before Pluto,

 

which was in honour of the gods, they ſay he

i VOL. I.

forgot Bacchus, and in revenge for the affront

that deity ſent in the bacchanals upon him,

who tore him to pieces. The muſes, they

ſay, got together the manglcd parts of the

body, and buried them, and that with the ap

probation ofJupiter and ofApollo, they carried

up the Lyre to the heavens, and made it this

constellation, which we 'ſee in the northern

hemiſphere.

LYRA. The largest star in the constella

tion Lyra is often ſingly expreſſed by this

name.

We find Manilius giving the origin of Lyra

wholly to the Lyre of Orpheus, and that in an

extremely beautiful and poetical manner, inſſ

one place he makes it, as Milton exPreſſes it,

Lead, in dance, t/Jfl month: andycarr,

telling us, that as trees and stones and ſavages

followed it while in the hands of the divine ar

tist on earth, ſo now it is advanced to the lkies,

the rest of the constellations are led on by its

muſic; and, in another place, ſpeaking of its

power while on earth, he ſays,

Qua quondamſhnitumqueflrms zEagrius Orpheus

Etſenſus stopulir, etſylwſir addidit aunt',

Et ditt' larbrymar, et morn' deniqurfinem.

We find, in the ſame manner, many of the

other poets celebrating it.

LYRE, the Hmp, Lyra. A constellation

in the northern hemiſphere. See LYRA.

Oo
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AADIM. A name by which ſome of

thoſe writers, who are fond of un

common words, have called the planet Mars ;

it ſignifies properly blood or bloody. It is

one of the Hebrew names of the planet, and

probably was given it from its red colour.

MAAZEIN. A name by which thoſe,

-who are fond of hard words, call the two

bright stars in the arm of Auriga ; it is an old

Arabic name for them, and ſignifies two

young goats. Theſe stars are the famous

Haedi of the old poets, ſo terrible to mari

n'ers.

MARATZ. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon Words, call the planet Mars 5

it is one of the Hebrew names of that planet,

and ſignifies properly powerful.

MAGDALEN. A name given by ſome

fantastical people to one of the three great

stars in the tail of the Larger Bear; they call

this constellation the Bier of Lazarus, and

they make the four stars in the body of the

Bear repreſent that instrument, and the three

in the tail to be the three mourners; that

next the body is called Mary Magdalen, the

middle one is Martha, and the last her maid.

They call all the three Filize Feretri Majoris.

MAGELLANIC CLOUDS. 'Certain

 
parts of the heaven, reſembling the Milky

Way. See CLOUDs.

MAGI. A name given by Schiller, and his

followers, to a constellation which they have

establiſhed in the northern hemiſphere; they

have made it out of the Engonaſin, or Her

cules, dividing it into three figures. Others,

more moderate in the ſame strain, have ſuf

fered the figure to remain as it was, and only

in the place of Hercules, have put the name

of Sampſon. This is very pardonable, the

other intolerable 5 it is making confuſion in

the ſcience to no purpoſe, and rendering uſe

leſs all the obſervations of the antients.

MAGIERRA. A name by which we find

ſome, who are fond oflong words and uncom

mon phraſes, calling the Via Lactea, or Milky

Way. It is a barbarous term, and ſeems

formed out ofa much earlier name Almegires,

by which we find it called by ſome, who

have affected to write of astronomy, in Ara

bic terms.

MAGNITUDE. The astronomer bor

rows this term from the geometrician, to ex

preſs that ſpecies, or kind of quantity, which

men conceive as extended and diviſible, or

as capable of being extended, or of being di

vided into parts. Under this term he under

stands three different kinds of extended ſub

* stance,
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stance, or of extenſiOn, or, as they are by

,ſome termed, three ſpecies of magnitude.

That which is conſidered as extended

only in length, without either thickneſs or

breadth, he expreſſes by the term line, as

when he is to meaſure the distance between

any two of the heavenly bodies, he does it by

conceiving a line drawn from the one to the

other. In this he has no concern with breadth

or thickneſs, but conſiders its length only;

this is only ideal, ſince we cannot perceive

by our ſenſes any magnitude, or extenſion of

this kind, which has not alſo breadth 5 but it

is eaſy to conceive it in the mind's eye, and

when we uſe it as meaſure, we ſee it in no

other light at all, nor connect any idea of

other extent of body with it, either in breadth

or thickneſs.

When we conſider magnitude in a farther

degree of extent, and look on it as containing

both length and breadth, we deſcribe it by

the term ſurface or ſuperficier. This is the

term uſed when we would compute the quan

tity of ſpace between one body, and ſeveral

others not lying in a line one with another;

when we ſpeak of a ſquare, or a circle, we

uſually understand them as ſurfaces only of

ſuch length and ſuch breadth, without any re

gard to that thickneſs which, on farther con

ſideration, may be attributed to them. They

may be uſed to deſcribe to us things which

have alſo any degree of thickneſs, but they

are not leſs ſquares and circles when we con

nect no ſuch ideas to them. They are per

fectly uſed to repreſent ſurface, or admeaſure

ment of ſurface, nor is any figure or form ne

ceſſary to the distinction of what we term ſur

face. We ſpeak of any part of the heavens
as ſo much in quantity or meaſure, and wei

mean as ſo much ſurface, for we ſpeak of it

only as ſuch a part of ſpace, extended in

length and breadth'to ſuch or ſuch dimenſions,

 
but we do not at all concern ourſelves about

its depth, or enquire how far it runs back

ward.

NIagnitude, regarded in its three ſpecies of
extent, conſidered asſi extended in length, in

breadth, and in thickneſs, is the third ſpecies

of quantity in matter, and is expreſſed by the

term ſolia'. This with the line or lines which

mark the verge of the quantity, and the ex

tent which takes in all between the ſeveral

parts of that line or lines, and which makes

what we call ſurface or ſuperficies, connects

depth or thickneſs. To make this plain by a

familiar example, I may meaſure the length

of a field only, and this is done by a line : if

I take in its breadth and dimenſions the ſeve

ral ways, this gives the quantity the denomi

nation of a ſurface, and this I may do with

out conſidering any thing farther 5 but if I dig

for clay or gravel, and first examine the depth

to which that clay goes, I can meaſure alſo

the thickneſs to that depth, and then I con

ſider it as a ſolid. This will be farther ex

plained under the ſeveral terms, line, fitrface,

and ſhlia'.

MAGNiTUDE, apparent. The apparent

magnitude of a strait line is the angle formed

by two strait lines, drawn from the extreme

points of that line, and meeting at a certain

point in the eye. If we ſuppoſe a circular

plane placed before the eye directly, and in

tended as an object of viſion, we are to ima

gine strait lines to be drawn from every part

of its ſurſace through the pupil of the eye;

theſe lines will croſs and form two ſunilar

Cones. The one of theſe has its baſe upon

the retina 3 the other, which is called the op

tical or viſual cone, has the object for its baſe;

the common vertex of theſe two cones, for

they are oppoſed point to point, is near the

centre of the crystalline humom' of the eye.

O 0 2 The
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The viſual cone is formed by straitlines dravm

from every part of the object to a point in the

eye. It is obvious now, that if instead of' a

circle the object were a triangle, a ſquare, or

a polygon, the lines drawn from it would

have formed a viſual pyramid, instead of a

cone; but a circle is the more ſimple figure,

and therefore it ſerves much the best for the

explaining this article of apparent magnitude

by an instance. The apparent magnitude

of a circle, is the apparnet magnitude of its

diameter. The apparent magnitude of any

given circle therefore is proportioned to the

distance from which it is ſeen, and is the

angle formed by two lines carried from the ex

treme parts of it to the eye, and we ſay its ap

pearent diameter is ſo many degrees, minutes,

or ſeconds as that angle contains.

MAGNiTUDE, apparent oſtbe Sun. When

we have obſerved the apparent magnitude of

the ſun during the courſe of awhole year, we

ſhall have perceived that this varies at diffe

rent times, and that conſiderably, or, at least,

that it ſeems thus to vary: this happens ac

cording to the ſun's changing place in the

ecliptic. We know, according to' the rules of

optics, and from continual experience, that

any object appears larger as it is brought

nearer to us, and ſmaller as it is placed more

remote, and from this we ſhall be able to de

termine, that as the ſun is doubtleſs a fixed

body, and, in reality, always of the ſame

ſize, it must change place with regard to the

earth, and must at times be nearer to us, and

at times farther off. We ſhall be curious to

determine what theſe changes of distance are,

as well as what are the apparent variations in

the ſun's diameter; this is eaſily done.

We are to prepare a quadrant with its te

lcſcope, and to obſerve the height of the upper

edge of the ſun's diſk, and that of its lower,

 

as it paſſes through the meridian; it may be

most conveniently done in this ſituation of the

ſun, becauſe if attempted when that luminary

is at any other height above the horizon, its

continual apparent motion would interrupt the

obſervation; but when it is at the meridian,

it is still for the ſpace of a minute or two,

which is as much as is neceſſary for making

the obſervation. We are to correct both theſe

heights by the rules ofrefraction and parallax,

ſo as to have the true and exact height of the

upper and lower edge of the diſk, and the dif

ference between theſe gives the true diameter

of the ſun's diſk. Nothing can be ſo familiar

as this obſervation, yet it ſerves many pur

poſes 5 it gives with a ſufficient exactneſs the

apparent diameter of the ſun's diſk, and, in

conſequence, the reſpect which it bears to

the ſeveral distances of that luminaryfrom the

earth. .

This may be done alſo by obſerving, with

a well-regulated pendulum, the time which

the diameter of the ſun takes to paſs 0Ver the

meridian, or by an horary circle. It may alſo

be done by two parallel threads placed upon

a micrometer, and adapted to a teleſcope with

which the ſun is viewed ; but the first method

is, of all others, the most ſimple and familiar,

according to the most accurate obſervations

taken by all thoſe ways ſucCeſſively, and com

pared one with another; for this is the very

way to arrive at the true preciſion z the great

est diameter of the ſun is thirty-two minutes,

thirty-ſeven ſeconds, and twenty-four thirds 3

and its least diameter is thirty-one minutes,

thirty-two ſeconds, and forty-nine thirds.

When we thus know the ſum of the ſun's

greatest apparent diameter and of its least, we

have the reſpect of its greatest and least diſ

tance from the earth, which is in an inverted

ratio to its apparent diameter. As the half of

theſe diameters, which is thirty-two minutes

and
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and ſive ſeconds, is to the greatest diameter,

whidh is thirty-two minutes thirty-ſeven ſe

conds and an half, ſo is one hundred thouſand

to one hundred and one thouſand ſix hundred

and eighty-eight, which is the meaſure of the

greatest distance oſ the ſun from the earth;

and, taking this from two hundred thouſand,

we ſhall have the least distance of the ſun,

which is ninety-eight thouſand three hundred

and twelve. The difference between this

and the greatest distance, is three thouſand

three hundred and ſeventy-ſix, the half of

which being one, thouſand ſix hundred and

eighty-eight, is the meaſure of the greatest

extremity of the ſun's orbit, which is dne of

the principal of the elements in the theory of

this luminary.

M.AHI. A name by which ſome, who are

fond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Piſces; it is the Perſian name of

that constellation.

MAJORITY, in Ratia's. When in two

quantities, which have a ratio to each other,

the first, or antecedent, is greater than the ſe

cond, or conſequent, the ratio is called a

ratio oſ majority. See RATIO.

MALAPH. A name given by ſome to

a large star in the constellation Cancer. The

astrologers, and ſome astronomers, preſerve

the appellation; it is no other than the star

called Praeſepe. The word Malaph is the

Arabic name, and it ſignifies, in thatlanguage,

a manger.

MALPHELEARTI. A name by which

ſome, who love uncommon words, have called

the constellation Corona Borcalis, or the Nor- '

' in the heavens, and comprehends a great manythem Crown. It is the Chaldee name of that

constellation.

 

MANGER. A name given by Schiller to

the constellation Oſ the northern hemiſphere

called by others Lyra: indeed he has altered

the form of the constellation, and placed the

figure of a manger there, under which form he

has, as well as he could, ranged the stars that

belong to the Old Harp. He calls this the

manger in which our Saviour was laid: but this

anſwers no purpoſe in the world, and it tends

to make great confuſion in the ſcience.

MANIS. A constellation offered to the

astronomical world, and compoſed of a ſeries

of very conſpicuous unformed stars near the

constellation Cepheus.

The creature, under the out-lines of whoſe

figure theſe are arranged in this new-made con

stellation, is one of the most ſingular in the

world. It is preſerved in ſome of the most cu

rious muſaeums, and has been mentioned by

ſome of the late writers under the name of the

ſcaly lizard, but it is not at all of the lizard

kind, although it, in ſome degree, reſemble

them in figure. The antients were unacquainted

with it, and but fewwriters, whohave ſpoken of

it, have done this with any degree of accuracy.

It will be found deſcribed and figured from the

real animal in the history of animals lately

publiſhed by the author oſ this work.

The creature is repreſented in this constella

tion in its uſual poſition of ſquatting down

upon the ground with its legs ſpread out, its

tail a little bent, and its long tongue extended.

It is in this manner that in the woods it watches

for its prey; it is of the colour of witheer

leaves, and its ſcales ſomewhat oſ their ſhape,

ſo that it is unobſerved, and its tongue is thrust

out that flies and ants may fix upon it, and it

feeds on theſe by drawing it in again. A

The constellation is of conſiderable extent

stars 5 ſome of theſe arevery conſiderable, and

were
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i ſiderable stars in that ſpace are comprehended

'Cygnus.

were very ill counted before under the name

of this, or that constellation. It is placed be

tween Caffiopeia, Cepheus, the Swan, and the

Lizard. There is a great extent of the hea

vens left vacant between theſe, and all the con

in this constellation. Its head is at a ſmall

distance from the right arm of Caffiopeia, and

its tongue is extended toward the palm-branch,

which he holds in her left. The body of the

creature runs between the ſceptre in the hand

of Cepheus and the Lizard, and the tail is

continued down between the head of Cepheus

and the head of the Lizard, and by the tail of

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Manis are twenty- one in number, and ſome of

them are oſ very conſiderable magnitudes;

they follow one another in a crooked ſeries, and

are Very happily comprehended within and

upon the out-lines of this figure. There are

twa on the head, a conſiderable one at the tip

of the noſe, and another much larger at the

eye 5 and there is a third alſo, a conſpicuous

and beautiful star, at the extremity of the

tongue. At each of the fore feet there is alſo

one star, and on the lower part of the back

there runs a ſeries of five. Below theſe there is

one larger and more conſpicuous at the origin

of the hinder leg on the right ſide; and at the

foot of the hinder left leg there is ano

ther very conſiderable one; this stands very

near the head of the Lizard. At the beginning

of the tail there is a ſmall star on the left ſide,

and a little lower, on the ſame ſide, there is

another at a conſiderable distance 3 below this

there stand two more almost oppoſite to one

another, and placed one on each ſide of that

part of the tail. Theſe are oppoſite to the right

hand of Cepheus. At ſome distance below

theſe is a ſingle and very conſpicuous star, this

is on the right fide of the tail toward the end,

 
and it 'is very near the little star at the extre

mity of the tail of Cygnus. The remaining

stars of the Manis are only four, one of them

stands at ſome distance below, this is in the

middle of the tail, and beyond this there are

two near together alſo in the middle, and, fi

nally, one at the extremity of the tail, not an

inconiiderable one, though ſmaller than many

of the others. '

This and twelve others are the constel

lations, added to thoſe already formed, in this

work. There appeared a deficiency of ſome

figure in thoſe places where they are ſituated,

and theſe figures very happily ſill them. If

they are accchd by thoſe who profeſs astro

nomy, I ſhall be glad to have added ſomething,

be it ever ſo little, to the ſcience; if they are

neglected, there is only a little trouble lost.

They have taken up but about as many pages

in the deſcription, and the stars, of which they

are compoſed, must have stood in the plates

where they are given, whether or not they had

been connected together by the faint out-line

under which they are diſpoſed. \

MARA, OR AL MARA. A name by

which ſome have called the constellation An

dromeda; it is one of the Arabian names of

that constellation, and ſignifies chained.

MARIGH. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the planet

Mars 3 it is the Arabic name Marigh, and, in

the proper ſenſe of the word, ſignifies bloody.

A name probably given on account of the

ruddy look of this planet.

MARGIMAB. A name by which ſome,

who love hard words, call Mercury.

MARS. The least of all the planets except

Mercury, and the most diſtant from the ſun

except
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except Saturn and Jupiter. His place is next

above that of the earth in the ſystem of the

univerſe, his courſe lying between the orbit of

the earth and that of Jupiter, but very distant

from both. Mars is eaſily distinguiſhed in the

heavens from all the other stars, his appear

ance is, of thoſe of any conſiderable ſize,

the least bright or elegant. He is distin

guiſhed from the fixed stars by not having that

twinkling which they have, and from the pla

nets by the want of their placid brightneſs and

their clear light. Mars appears of a dulky

reddiſh hue, and has leſslustre than any star in

the ſkies. Saturn's light is feeble and dead,

compared to that of Jupiter; and Jupiter, at

his times of being brightest, is vastly inferior

to Venus; but Mars is below Saturn in this

reſpect many degrees, his light is not at all

more bright than that of Saturn, and it wants

the agreeable whiteneſs. Thediffuſion of a red

diſh hue over this planet is ſo very ſingular, that

the eye cannot eſcape obſerving it, although

it deadens the light that 'would otherwiſe be
ſent' to the earth from ſo near a planet. ſi

While we ſpeak of Mars in this light, we

are yet to conſider him as a body conſiderably

large and extenſive, though not ſo in compa

riſdn of the generality of the other planets.

Mars, which appears ſo inconſiderable to us

in the heavens, is a globe of more than half

the bigncſs of this earth ; his diameter is

four thouſand eight hundred miles. His diſ

tance from the ſun is an hundred and twenty

five millions of miles, and his revolution round

the ſun is performed in a little leſs than ſix

hundred and eighty-ſeven days.

The period of a planet's revolution round

the ſun is its year; that of our earth is per

formed in three hundred and ſixty-five days,

and conſequentlyjhat is the length of our year,

conſequently the year of Mars is nearly equal

to two of ours. According to the distinction
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into ſuperior and inferior planets, as they are

nearer to, or farther remote from the ſun than

Our earth, Mars is one of the ſuperior planets,

but the lowest of them.

Mars, like the other two ſuperior planets,

when he is in oppoſition to the ſun, is nearer

to the earth than when he is in conjunction

with it 5 and this has a very viſible effect in

the appearance of the planet. It is for this

reaſon that we ſee him, at ſome times, ſmall

and very duſky, and, at others, ſo large and lu

minous, that it would be likely an uninstructed ſ

eye ſhould take him for another star. He still

however retains his characteristical ruddineſs,

and, at best, is ſaint, at the worst, in his ſmall

est appearance, the light alſo is ſo, troubled,

and the colour ſo duſky, that few regard him at

all. The difference in his apparent diameter

is fully proportioned to the difference of light.

When he is nearest to the earth it is about

thirty ſeconds, and, on the other hand, when

his diſtance is equal to the mean of the earth

and the ſun, he appears but of eleven ſeconds

in diameter. How vast a diſproportion l

The Moon, Venus, and Mercury, as they

are between the earth and the ſun, have,

at times, as ſeen from the earth, the form of

a creſcent in different degrees 3 but the ſuperior

planets have nothing of this. Mars, though

the lowest, being one of them, can never be

found between the earth and the ſun; and,

conſequently, although his light is in very

different degrees, according to his distance

from us, yet he always preſerves nearly the

ſame form, and ſhews us a round, or nearly

round face enlightened. This planet how

ever is not wholly without changes of appear

ance in its different lituations. Theſe are not

to be ſuppoſed viſible by the naked eye, but by

the aſlistance of teleſcopes we ſee that the diſk

of this planet aſſumes an oval figure from the

time of its conjunction with the ſun to its first

quadrature;
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quadrature: at that time it appears much as

the moon in her decreaſc about three days

after the full. From the time of its first qua

drature to that of its oppoſition, its disk en

tirely fills itſelf up, and it appears round 5 and

from the oppoſition to the ſecond quadrature,

it is again in decreaſe as in the first; ſſand fi

nally, from its ſecond quadrature to its conjunc
tion again, it takes again its round form. i

Theſe are the changes of figure which tele

ſcopes diſcover to us in Mars. They are not

ſo conſiderable as thoſe oſ the inferior planets,

or of our attendant planet the moon, but still

they are obſen'able. Theſe, however, are not all

the uſes that glaſſes have diſcovered to us with

regard to this planet. We ſee his ſurface en

]ightened in an irregular manner; and his

whole disk covered with ſpots in the ſame man

,ner of that of the moon . In this NIars differs

greatly from Saturn and Jupiter: in viewing

Saturn we are entertained with the ring and the

ſatellites, but his ſurface appears quite plain"

and equal. Not that we have reaſon to ſup

pbſe it is abſolutely even, any more than that

of the other planets, but his great distance

renders the inequalities not viſible. There

have'been ſome who have deſcribed belts on

Saturn, but they are only appearances of belts,

they are very far from his ſurface, and are truly

clouds. On the ſurface oſ Jupiter, which is

very remote, vthough greatly leſs remote than

Saturn, we ſee ahſolute belts, or tranſverſe

broad bands, and 'ſometimes ſpots: but theſe

are uncertain, of no great duration, and they

change their figure ; on the other hand, in the

nearer body of Mars, we ſee ahſolute fixed and h

permanent ſpots, and a great number of them ;

theſe we ſee very distinctly, and they are very

large, but they are not ſeen equally well at all

times, but appear with various advantages ac

cording to the different states of the planet with

reſpect to its ſituation.

 
From the first quadrature to the ſecond we

begin to ſee them very plainly, in which

time it is near enough to the earth to be ſeen

with great distinctneſs; at other times, the

whole planet is ſmaller, and at length reduced

to one third of its apparent diameter: in all

theſe places the ſpots of the planet are more

distant, and grow leſs, are the leſs distinguiſh

able, and require the more powerful glaſſes:

theſe, however, do not make any tolerable

amends for the encreaſe of distance. A tele

ſcope of twelve feet will do vastly more in the

time between the first and ſecond quadrature,

than one of ſive and thirty feet afterwards.

The fpots, which we distinguiſh in this man

ner, preſerve their ſigure a great while, when

in the ſame expoſition with regard to the earth :

we can, at any time, distinguiſh them one

from another by their particular figure; and

they might be called by names aswell as thoſe

of the moon; but Mars has been leſs exa

mined or regarded than any of the other

planets. '

On obſerving theſe ſpots carefully, we find

that they have an apparent motion from east

to west, and this brings them back to the place

whence they ſet out in the ſpace of twenty

four hours and forty minutes. vIt is by theſe

ſpots that we diſcover the revolution of the

heavenly bodies round their own axis; as

they are adherent to the ſurface of the planet,

they can only turn with it, and conſequently

its motion is deſcribed by theirs. The diſtance
of Saturn renſidering it impoſſible to ſee any

ſpots on his ſurface, takes from us this oppor

tunity of knowing whether he have any ſuch

revolution. We are ignorant whether he

does revolve about his axis or not, though

whatſoever others may think from this Want

of proof, it is most probable he has, and that

we only want the means of evidence. We

ſee, by the ſpots of Mars, that he does re

volve round his axis, and that this revolution

O
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is performed in little more time than that of

this earth. The axis of this revolution ſeems

a little inclined to the orbit of Mars, and to

make a revolution, like that of the axis of the

globe of the ſun about the poles of the ecliptic,

in ſuch a manner, that the north pole and the

ſouth pole are found ſuccefiively on the appa

rent disk.

Theſe ſpots on the planet Mars were diſco

Vered at that time when astronomy was riſing

fast to its perfection. Caſlini ſaw them in 1666,

and ſo good an astronomer was not likely to

make the diſcovery, and leave it unemployed.

He ſaw not only the ſpots, but their motion,

and he, from that, first determined the revo

lution ofthe planet about its axis. From that

time the eyes of all the astronomers were upon

the planet, but they added little to his diſco

veries ; he wasv a maſter of the ſubject; he

was indefatigable, and he had the best instru

ments that could be procured. His figures of

the planet expreſs all that have been ſince de

ſcribed, but perhaps not al-l that have been

ſince ſeen. At a ſmall distance from his largest

ſpot there is a most remarkable conic one, the

top of which is decorated with a' protuberance

of an irregular figure ; it is, if not the largest,

by much the most ſingular ſpot on the planet,

and one would almost be tempted to ſuppoſe it

had 'appeared ſince his time, by his not having

deſcribed it. I have-ſhown it to most of our

astronomers through a refracting teleſcope of

eighteen feet. There are, on the face of

L'Iars, oppoſite to that which Caſiini has ſo

distinctly figured, ſome ſpots 'not unlike, in

ſhape and diſpoſition, to thoſe which he has

figured there, particularly the ſCCOnd in mag

nitude, which stands at no great distance from

the centre of the planet in his figures, has one

very like it in ſituation on the other hemiſphere.

This is indeed more like in ſituation than it is

in ſhape, but the ſituation is more regarded.

VOL. I.

 
I had the opportunity, ſome time ſince, of

ſhewing theſe ſpots in the compaſs of about

twelve hours ; Mars was very viſible from the

top of my houſe in the evening, and Continued

ſo till morning, we ſaw the very face figured

by Caflini ; and, at the distance of about

twelve hours, the oppoſite face; this was a

little before day-light in the morning; the

first obſervation was, that Mars had made a

complete revolution round its axis, for that the

ſame ſpots were in the ſame places. On exa

mining particularly why thoſe who ſaw- it en

tertained that opinion, I-found that this ſingle

ſpot, which is like the ſecond in magnitude of

Caſlini, was the object of their attention. I

deſired them to look for the larger, and ſo far

will fancy go when on a wrong ſcent, that

they thought they ſaw ſomething like that alſo,

only leſs clear. We had examined the ſpot l

have already mentioned ; the conic one, with

the large head undeſcribed by Caffini, on the

evening obſervation ; this was not to be found,

and from the abſolute want of this it was

given up, that we did not now ſee the ſame

hemiſphere of the planet.

The mistake of theſe gentlemen, with me,

was not particular to them; there are ſome

accounts of about eighty years ſince, which is

within a few years of the first diſcovery of the

fpots of Mars, publiſhed at Rome, which,

from obſervations of thoſe ſpots, and of their

return to their place, fix the revolution of

lylars, round his own axis, at thirteen hours

instead of twenty-four hours forty minutes;

but it-is plain theſe roſe from the mistake

of taking the two hemiſpheres of Mars, that

are nearly oppoſite to one another, to be the

ſame; nay, the obſervations, although they

are not ſo far particulariſed as to aſcertain that

they ſeem to have been made from this very ſpot,

which, being nearly, but not exactly, oppoſite

to the ſimilar ſpot on the other hemiſphere, ,

P p will
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will appear on the ſame part of this hemiſphere

which occupied that on the other in the ſpace of

thirteen hours. \Ve may ſee from this how eaſy

mistakes are in ſuch nice obſervations 3 and

' we ought to learn how ſlow men ought to be

in departing from the opinions of thoſe who

have examined with care 3 and with how ſcru
i pulous a caution they ought to examine every

circumstance on ſuch an occaſion. 'When the

'time of Mars's revolution, about his own axis,

is ſet down at twenty-four hours and forty mi

nutes, we are to obſerve alſo, that this is not

given as hisconstant, nor as his mean motion

in that reVolution. All the planets have ſome

variation in this motion, according to the dif

ferent part of the orbit in which it is made;

but as to Mars, the only time in which he can

be viewed with ſucceſs, is from his first to his

ſecond quadrature, and this is to be understood

as the period of his revolution round his axis

at that time, or in that part of his orbit.

l ſhould the more have wondered at the ac

curate Caffini's not having obſerved the ſin

gular ſpot I have mentioned in Mars, if the

face of that planet were ſo perfectly conſistent

with itſelf at all times in this reſpect, as that

of ſome other of the planets. Although the

ſpots are, in compariſon of thoſe real ſpots and

belts of Jupiter, and of the imaginary belts of

Saturn, fixed and permanent, yet they are not

totally void of changes in their appearance.

In Jupiter ſpots appear at certain times, and

are quite lost at others; nay, the ſame part of

the planet ſhall, in the courſe of a week, be

plain, ſhall haVe a ſpot in it, that ſpot ſhall di

. vide itſelf into ſeveral others, theſe ſhall alter

their figure, and, at length, they ſhall diſap

pear, and the place appear plain again 3 nay,

belts ſhall vaniſh where they were, and new

ones ſhall appear in other places, and this

in a few hours; ſo that, in the ſpace of one

evening, there ſhall be two, four, and five, or

  

fix belts. In compariſon of theſe changes, '

the ſpots of Mars may be called ahſoluter

fixed, for they are liable to none ſuch; but still

though they keep ſeverally not only their ex

istence, but their places, and, in a great de

gree, their figure, there is ſomething of a

change of appearance among them: ſome,

that have been very clear, become confuſed,

and ſome, that, were the most preciſe indeter

minate, till, among the leſſer, many, that, at

first, were very conſpicuous, are almost lost;

others of them, in the different ſituations from

the various lights during the courſe of arevo

lution, alter, in ſome degree, with reſpect to

their dimenſions. This is a thing that may

have milled ſome of thoſe ſuperſicial gazers,

who ſuppoſe astronomical diſcoveries are tobe

made in one evening; and this is, doubtleſs,

the real foundation of thoſe exceptions which

have been made to the repreſentations of the

ſpots in Caflini's figures, by ſome who pretend

to great astronomical knowledge here. Some

variation in appearanCe there will be, not only

in different oppoſitions of the planet, but in

different periods of 'that oppoſition 3 but they

principally regard the leſſer ſpots, and are only

apparent in theſe. There are no real changes

of figure but may be principally referred to

the ſpots, being more or leſs ſharp or determi

nate at the edges: the larger remain, at all

times, in their plades, and retain their form,

and were there but one of theſe aſcertained, it

would be ſufficient to determine the revolution

of the planet on its axis, and to fix the time of

that revolution. '

In the ſeveral obſervations I have made on

this planet for the last twelve or fourteen

years, I have been led to believe, that,

whatſoever thoſe helts are, which appear and

diſappcar in ſo strange a manner upon the ſur

face of Jupiter, there is ſomething ana

logous to them on Mars, not that there appear

to
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tobe ſſmanyof them,but certainly there will ſome

time be abſolutely diſcovered one. On uſing

a refracting teleſcope of thirty-five feet, I have

often ſeen the appearance of an oblong duſky

band, quite different from the ſpots on this

planet, and always in the ſame place, not far

from the centre. Many have ſeen this with

me, and have mentioned it without my first

pointing it out to them ; it is continued quite

round the planet, but is interrupted in many

places, and in ſome is ſo faint, as, for a Conſi

derable ſpace, not to be viſible. After this, it,

by degrees, is ſeen again in exactly the ſame

direction, but in its beginning very faint and

broken, and, by degrees, becoming perfect.

lnthe whole it is of an obſcure hue, ſomewhat

darker than the rest of the ſurface of the pla

net, and, when it is most perfect, is not very

determinate at the edges : it is as broad in pro

portion to the apparent diameter of the planet,

as the broadest of the belts of Jupiter, that a

little to the north of his centre; and although

it has a duſkier hue, yet has ſomething of the

general appearance oſ thoſe belts. *

This belt, if it may be ſo called, of lVIars,

is much better ſeen in ſome oppoſitions of the

planet than in others, and if the obſervations

be occaſionally continued through the courſe

of one oppoſition only, it will he found much

more conſpicuous at certain times of it than

others : ſometimes there appear only detached

pieces of it, which form a kind of oblong and

broad duſky ſpots; it was in this appearance

that I first ſaw it, and when any other obſerver

diſcovers one of theſe ſpots, I would wiſh him

to he exact in his 'obſervations for ſome-ſuc

ceeding days, and he will make out more.

The appearance of an oblong ſpot of this kind

was one of the first things that directed me to

employ more attention, than most people have

done, to this planet. I conſulted the figures of

Caflini, and found no account of it, no trace,

 

nor veſtige of any thing in the place where ſo

large and ſo conſpicuous a ſpot appeared; from

time to time it grew more faint, till I entirely

lost it. In a ſucceeding oppoſition of the pla

net with the ſun, which is the only time for

theſe obſervations, I watched strictly for it,

and at length diſcovered ſome faint trace of it

From the day of my

ſeeing it, it became more distinct, and what

was ſingular, appeared to return to its place at
nine or ten hours after it was lost. Thisv

might have led a hasty obſerver to diſpute

Caflini's ſettled period of the revolution of the'

planet about its axis, as the inconſiderate Ita

lians had done from the mistake of one ſpot

for another. It was just the ſame caſe here,

what I had ſeen was not a return of the ſame

oblong duſky ſpot, but the appearance of ano

ther ſuch at the ſame part of the planet. Many

hours continued obſervation, and that repeated

for ſeveral evenings, gave me at length a true

knowledge of what theſe ſpots were. They

appeared unlike the rest of the ſpots on the

planet, and, in all reſpects, they were like the

þelts, or parts of the belts, ofJupiter, It is

the custom every where, (but no where is it ſo

much ſo as in England) to stand against any

thing new in obſervation. Thoſe who had

heard me ſpeak of a belt in Mars held the opi

nion in contempt; thoſe who had been with

me in the obſervations would hardly believe '

that what they ſaw was what they ſaw. From

time to time I became able to trace the "

continuation of one of theſe oblong ſpots

over ſome little interruption, perhaps perfect,

in its former place.

perhaps only partial, to another, and continue

the belt. In this manner I have traced it all

round the planet; and one year, when it was

more favourably ſeen than before, could diſ

cover it in a continued, and almost unintcr

rupted courſe, over at least one third of the

Circumference of the planet where it broke off,

Ppa
ſome ſi
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ſome irregular ſpots appeared, and by theſe the

belt grew viſible again, but faint; it was after

this broader,butleſs perſpiCuous, for ſome ſpace,

and after that recovered its old dimenſions,

'and continued of the ſame breadth, though,

with many partial, and ſome entire interrup

ruptions, to the place where the other had ſet

out 3 but toward that joining itbecame ſo very

faint, that it was no wonder it had not been ſeen

in the obſervation of the preceding night, ſince

nothing but the keeping the eye along it could
vhave diſcovered what ſlight appearance there

was of it there.

I have obſerved that Mars has been more

neglected than all the planets, but_ it is pity

that it ſhould be ſo. Here is a theme for obſer

vation, and I hope it will' be continued z the

vobſervation of ſomething of the appearance of

part of a belt on Mars is not entirely new,
though overlooked. Maraldi,v fifty years ago,

thought he ſaw ſomething like it, but, not

tracing it accurately enough, he ſuppoſed its

extent was but about half over the planet,

not quite round it, as it certainly does go. As

none of the earlier astronomers had ſeen it,

none of thoſe, who followed Maraldi, much

cared to ſee it. They have either treated the

opinion as a chimera, or talked of it from opi

nion more than obſervation. It is pity he did

not employ more time about it. That it ſur

rounds the whole globe of Mars I am certain 5

I have traced it quite round, and although the

interruptions are very great in ſome years, they

are much leſs in others; the fixing on an un

favourable time may have diſheartened many

from the enquiry, but if any one, who is qua

liſied for theſe obſervations, will lay down the

globe of Mars in two hemiſpheres, and, from

time to time, trace upon it the ſeveral oblong

ſpots, and what farther he diſcovers in its ſe

veral parts for ſome few revolutions, he will

find the whole deſcribe, upon the body of the

planet, a belt very near complete.

J

 
It has been greatly doubted what theſe belt:

of the planets are; we are very ready to an

nex ideas to the ſeveral appearances in them,

taken from what we ſee upon the earth ; but

it is not certain, that we have always reaſon.

We talk of ſeas and lakes in the moon, and

we call the belts of Jupiter, and his duſky

ſpots, by the ſame name Very familiarly, but

this is no proof that we are right. In the

moon it is most probable there is no water;

for it is certain, there are no exhalations, no

clouſids about her, nor any atmoſphere ; what

may be the caſe in this reſpect with Jupiter

we cannot ſay, his distance is too great to give

room for the determination. As to Mars we

have proof that he has an atmoſphere ; his

ruddy colour to the naked eye is owing to its

vapours, and there are farther evidences of it.

He therefore may have ſeas, and although it

ſhould ſeem that ſeas ought to look brighter,

and not more duſky than land in one of theſe

remote globes, yet every other appearance fa

vours both this and the belts of Jupiter, being

in reality vast Collections of a fluid of ſome

kind or other. We ſee iſlands formed, and

ſwallowed up again by the ſeas of Jupiter;

nay, there is all the appearance in the world

of their emptying themſelves occaſionally into

one another, and their appearance and diſap

pearance at times may be owing to their dry

channels making no figure, whereas they are

viſible as ſeas or belts when the water gets

into them. Thus much, although it has not

been obſerved by any of the astronomers in

favour of the belts of Jupiter being truly ſeas,

may ſerve to promote the opinion that they

are ſo; and if they be ſeas in Jupiter, it is

the more probable, that this is a ſea in Mars z

in this indeed all the appearances Concur in

favour of ſuch an opinion. The Channel is

continued, but it is not perfectly regular 3 in

ſome places it is narrow, and exactly circum

ſcribed,
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ſcribed, there it appears of the duſkyest co

lour, for there it is the deepest; and allow

ing the first propoſition, which, however odd

it appears, all grant, with regard to the moon

and Jupiter, that thoſe parts which are water

appear on a diſtant globle more dark than

thoſe which are land; it follows, that where

that water is deepest, the colour will be darker :l

thus then it is right, and as it ſhould be; the

ſea oſ Mars, when narrow, and limited in its

expanſe, is deep, and therefore it is _duſky;

when it ſpreads, and is leſs regularly limited

by banks, it is ſhallower, and conſequently

the appearance'is paler; theſe narrow parts

therefore of the channel make the distinct por

tions oſ the belt, and the broad ones the in

terruptions ; and this is ſo far confirmed, that,

according to the strictest obſervations, where

ſoever the belt is broadest it is palest, and

whereſoever narrowest darkest. But theſe are

not the only interruptions to which the belt

of Mars is liable; and indeed in this alſo it

agrees with the belts oſ Jupiter; there are ſre

quently lucid ſpots of a larger or a ſmaller ex

tent in the middle oſ the belt; theſe are

doubtleſs iflands in the ſea, and though ſuch

ſpecks to our eye, they may be vast tracts oſ

land, the least of them equal perhaps to this

famous England. Theſe bright ſpecks, or

ſpots, in the belt of Mars, as well as thoſe in

the belts of Jupiter, are ſometimes more,

ſometimes leſs viſible. The ſmaller appear, and

are lost at times, the larger change their form

as well as magnitude; this may- be from

changes in the water as to depth or quantity :

in Mars the changes are leſs obvious, in Ju

piter they are frequent and great; this may

be owing to the strange communication there

is between his ſeveral belts, or ſeas, as they

may empty themſelves more or leſs into one

another; and in Confirmation of this I have

never ſeen that ſpot in the great northern b'elt

 

oſJupiter ſo large or ſo plain as when the

other helts have been broadest, which is pro

bably ſrom ſome of its waters running into'

them, and having its own Channel emptieſ.

This is not the only collateral proof of the

belt oſ lVlars being an abſolute ſea. The

ſhores or lines which circumſcribe it are not

strait or regular: in many places ſpots run

from its ſides, with a viſible neck of commu

nication, and ſwell into prodigious lakes 3 and

in other parts, instead of ſwelling outboth

ways, it only does ſo on one fide, making

vast gulphs, with promontories at their edge:

indeed the whole appearance is of a ſea, and

the different degree of plainneſs, with which '

ſeveral parts of it are ſeen at different times,

may very probably be the ſame with that oſ

the occaſional appearance and diſappearance

of the leſſer belts of Jupiter, the different de

rivation of water into them. If it can be al

lowed, and all ſystems ſuppoſe it, that the

belts of Jupiter are ſeas, it ſeems a very fami

liar way oſ accounting for that phaznomenon,

which has ſo strangely perplexed them all, the

appearance and diſappearance of them, to

ſuppoſe, that they all communicate with the'

great northern belt in that planet, which is

the common reſervoir, that when their beds

or channels are dry they are not ſeen, being

then like the rest of the ſurſace of the planet ;

but that as ſoon as water is poured into them

from that reſervoir, becoming then ſeas, they

are then viſible. This may account ſor the

ſuddenneſs of their appearance, and for the

very manner of it, ſince they oſten begin at

ſome one point, the place where the water is

rolled, thence continue to advance as it runs

forward, till they encompaſs the whole globe

according to the direction oſ their channels. Iſ

this be the caſe with them, it perfectly explains

the difference between the more determined,

and the leſs determined parts of this belt of

Mars,
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Mars, by making them parts of the ſea, Which
are narrower and deeper, or brOadeir, and

mOre ſhallow, and they ought to appear, as

they do, most dark coloured, where there is

the greater body of the fluid. In the ſeveral parts

of Nlars's revolution round the ſun, he appears

' to have a motion ſometimes direct, ſometimes

rctrograde, and at other times is stationary,

or ſeems to stand abſolutely still in his place;

this is common to Mars, with Jupiter and

Saturn, and is not to be ſuppoſed any iregu

larity in their motions, although it appear

ſuch. Theſe planets. continue their motion

in their orbits, always direct, and nearly in

the ſame degree of velocity; but we are to

conſider, that the earth, from which we view

them, is not fixed in its place, but is at the

ſame time making a revolution like to

theirs, and round the ſame fixed centre the

ſun, to which ſhe is nearer than they, and

conſequently her orbit leſs, and the time of

her revolution ſmaller. It is owing to this

motion of the earth that we ſee theſe planets

ſometimes appearing to move one way, and

ſometimes another, as alſo ſometimes to be

fixed in the heavens, or stationary, ſo as to

mimic the fixed stars : but in the retrograda

tion, Mars, as nearer to us, runs thro' much

larger arcs in the heaven, with reſpect to 'the

fixed stars, than the others. It is in part to

this alſo that he owcs his different appearance,

which, as has been already obſerved, is ſome

times that of one of the least and meanest of

the stars, ſometimes great and bright. Even

in the time of his oppoſitions to the ſun,

which is the period, at which he of right -

ſhould appear the largest, he does not always

appear to the earth with the ſame degree of

lustre, nor the ſame magnitude. From this

we distinguiſh plainly, that he is not only
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alſo nearer to the earth in ſome, than he r

Comes in others of thoſe revolutions. This

alſo is owing to the motion of the earth corn

bined with his motion, and it is at the time

when theſe concur the most favourably, (and

that may be at any time determined by calcu

lation) that he 'is to be examined with most

advantage from the earth, with regard to his

ſpots, and particularly with regard to that belt

which is ſo worthy the attention of astrono

'mers. _

As little reſpect as we pay to this planet, it

was the obſervation of its different appearances

that, in the most terrible manner, ſhook the

Ptolemaic ſystem 5 and it was his appearance

that gave Kepler opportunity to imprOVe upon

the Copernican. It was to the motions of

this planet that we have owned Kepler's new

ſystem of the orbits of the planets in general,

for it was impoſſible to confine it to any one

of them alone. We ſee from this, that it is

of the utmost importance to the astronomers

to examine with the utmost poſſible attention

the theory of this planet, although it is the

custom ſo much to neglect it. The old opi

nions oſ exccntrics and epicycles, and of the

ſolidity of the heavens, are all overthrown

by the obſervation of this ſingle planet. Co

pernicus had got rid of the grand ſource of all

error, the opinion of the earth's being immove

able, and fixed in the centre of the univerſe;

this he had eaſily overthrown, and establiſhed

evidence enough in its place; but theſe epi-_

cycles he could not get rid of. It is not to

be ſuppoſed a man of his true philoſophy could

heartily concur in the doctrine of ſo vast and

I heavy body as a planet, making a revolution

about an imaginary centre; but though his

_ reaſon contradicted this, he was not able to

place any thing elſe in their stead, and ſo he

mo'e distant from the earth in ſome parts of heaped them one upon another to explain

1.: re" 'lution than in others, but that he is i theſe 'inequalities and irregularities of direc

tion,
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tion, station, and retrogation, which we ſaw

in the planets during their courſe in their or
bits. i

' Kepler dived to the bottom of all this, and

indeed of all that had been propoſed, or had

been establiſhed before him; he allowed truth

when he found it, he gave no quarter to er

ror, and he was not content with pointing

out what it was, but whence it had ariſen.

He ſhews, that all this abſurdity and contra

diction to the laws of nature was neceſſary in

the ſystems of thoſe who ſet out with that

strange error of aſſerting the heavens to be

ſolid.

Tycho Brahe demonstrated, that the hea

vens were not ſolid, becauſe they were tra

verſed by the comets; and having gone thus

far in the road of truth, he flew from it by

establiſhing the stragne doctrine, that the

planets in their revolution deſcribed circles,

cxcentric to the earth, ſuch however, that

the mean motion was made round about a

point, which was placed out of the centre of

the circle. Abſurd as ſuch an opinion was,

it was received till Kepler ſhewed the impoſ

ſibility of what it advanced: he proved, that

it was wholly repugnant to the laws of nature,

that an heavenly body ſhould move itſelf un

equally round a perfect circle, and yet in ſuch , .

a manner that it ſhould all the time appear to

have an equal rapidity round one point, which

point was distant from the centre of the circle.

VV hat a strange kind of direction, ſays he,

must we underſtand as necaſſary to a planet in

performing its revolution, to make it deſcribe

a circle round an imaginary point, and that

perfectly exact, and with ſuch degrees of

ſwiftneſs, that it ſhould appear to deſcribe

equal arcs about another centre, which ſhould

not be that of the earth.

The abſurdity of the former ſystems no

ſooner appeared to this accurate and distin

 

guiſhing genius, than conſideringlhat the or

bit of the planet Mars had an excentricity

much greater than that of Jupiter, or of Sa

turn, he fixed upon this as the most proper

for his purpoſe, and from his obſen'ations on

this he establiſhed his whole ſystem, accord

ing to which it appears, in the most abſolute

and unquestionable manner, that the planets,

not this of LvIars alone, but all of them, do

not deſcribe circular orbits, or perform their

revolution about the ſun in circles, but in el

lipſes. He gives the ſun as the fixed point in

the univerſe, and the principle of all the mo

tions of the heavenly bodies, and he places

this in one of the focis of the ellipſis, and

drawing rays from this point, or from the ſun

to the planets, in different parts of their or

bits, the arc, as contained within thoſe rays,

ſhall be proportioned to the times, which the

planet particulariſed, takes in running over

the arcs of the orbit, compriſed betWeen the

extremities of thoſe rays. The establiſhment

of this hypotheſis we owe to the obſervations

of Kepler on the planet Mars, and it has been

received by all the astronomers ſince, and

will be ſo for ever, for it is conformable to

all the obſervations that have been made at any

time on the motions of the planets.

I ſhould not leave the conſideration of this

planet without obſerving, that although the

true condition of one belt, which is at all.

times more or leſs viſible upon his ſurface, has

never to this time been thoroughly conſidered,

we are not without writers who have talked

of ſeveral. From the proof, that what have

been ſuppoſed by ſome ſupcrficial obſervers to

be belts on the body of Saturn, were only

clouds at a distance from its body; others, as

ſuperficial in their reaſonings, as theſe in their

obſervation, have taken for granted, that thoſe

of Jupiter were not on his body, but were

clouds alſo. From hence they have deſcended

to
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to Mars, who as he has a perpetual equinox

like Jupiter, must have alſo a pretty equal

degree of heat in the ſame parallels; and ſup

poſing, that as Jupiter has, he must haVe

belts, they not been contented with the one

that has been ſcarce, yet well ſeen, but have

mentioned ſeveral, which they alſo ſay are

clouds in his atmoſphere. We ought to ap

plaud, in no common degree, the genius of

this enterpriſing turn, who will create phocno

mena in order to account for them: and I

am ſorry to remember what names are at the

head of ſuch an opinion.

Systems ſhould be formed from obſervations,

not obſervations pretended to establiſh ſystems ;

even when they are real, they may be miſap

plied, but theſe will be of no harm; when

they are thus deviſed by the fancy, they per

vcrt all reaſon, and impoſe upon mankind in

points that ought of all others to be free from

miſrepreſentation. Although all the honour

of determining the revolution of the planet

Mars, Aby an obſervation of his ſpots, be due

to the elder Caflini, and in that ſenſe he may

be called the diſcoverer of them, we meet

with writers before, though but a little before,

that time, who talk of the face of the planet

being varied; and our Dr. Hook mentioned

fpots, and even the motion of fpots, on this

planet in 1665, which was a year before the

time of Caffini's famous obſervations. Hook's

obſervations are much more vague and un

certain, and he had leſs frequently repeated

them. He goes ſo far as to ſay, that from

the motion of theſe ſpots, Mars must have a

revolution on its axis, it is amazng ſuch a

beginning of a diſcovery was not proſecuted

as it deſerved 5 we generally improve upon the

first hints of the French ; here a Frenchman

played the Engliſhman upon us. lt is not

probable, that either of theſe astronomers

took the hint of theſe ſpots on Mars from the

 

other; astronomical knowledge was in great

vogue at that time. Every body was examin

ing the planets, and teleſcopes were just

brought to their perfection: it was natural

that ſuch a diſcovery ſhould be made in more

than one place at the ſame time. I am ſorry

England was not the place where the most

uſe was made of it.

MARTHA. A name given by ſome fan

tastical people to the middle star of the three

that are in the tail of the Great Bear. Thoſe

who call it by this name, do not preſerve to the

whole constellation the name or figure of a

bear, nor the older name of a waggon; they

call it a Bier, Feretrum, and they make it, in

particular, the Bier of Lazarus, Feretrum La

zari. They call it the three stars of the tail

Filiae Feretri, and make them Mary Mag

dalen, and her Maid; that next to the body

is the Mary Magdalen.

hIARY MAGDALEN. Among Schil

ler's Christian names of the constellations, this

is the denomination of that which others call

Caffiopeia. Hartſdorf, who will have a ſcrip

ture name ſor this constellation, goes back to

the Old Testament for it, and calls her Bath

ſheba,

MARY, or the VIRGrN MARY. A name

given by Schiller and the enthuſiasts his fol

lowers, to the moon. They call the ſun,

Christ; Saturn, Adam ; and the like.

MASATHO. A name which ſome,wh0 are

fond of hard words, have called the constella

tion Libra; it is the Syriac name of a pair of

ſcales, and is a construction of the Greek

Zygos.

MASIK.
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MASIK. A name by which ſome, who

are fond oſ uncommon words, call the con

ſtellation Auriga; it is a part of the Arabic

name, the whole is MaſickAl Inan, and it

ſignifies one holding a bridle. This is a name

which they copied after the Hebrews, whoſe

name Ha Roah Schehido Ha Reſan, ſignifies a

ſhepherd holding a bridle.

MATER MUNDI, Mtbtr qſ 'be Mrlaſ.

A name by which ſome, who affect to uſe

strange terms, call the moon z it is a tranſla

tion of one oſ the old Greek names of that

planet.

MATTHEW, or ST. MATTHEW. A

name given by ſome enthuſiastic writers to one

oſ the ſigns of the zodiac. It was Schiller

who first deviſed this Christian ſcheme of the

heavens. He has placed St. Matthew in the

place oſ Sagittary. Others, who are deter

mined to have ſomething out oſ the Old Teſ

tament, will have Iſhmael to be this figure. But

there is no ſace oſutility in theſe innovations,

and the confuſion they introduce is palpable.

See S AGlTTARY.

MATTHIAS, or ST. MATTHIAS. A

name given by ſome fantaſtic writers to one of

the twelve ſigns oſ the zodiac. Schiller is at

the head of theſe innovators. He has raiſed

the twelve Apostles into the place of theſe

twelve ſigns, and Matthias is that which has

been uſed to be called Piſces. This is an intole

rable innovation, as it robs us of the advantage

of all the old obſervations ,- Schickard is de

termined to make the ſigns commemorate ſcrip

ture ſtories, but he does it much more decently. ſi

ſſHe lets the fiſh beſiſhflill, and ſays theyare to

stand for thetwofiſhes which are mentioned

in the goſpel ofSt. John.

VOL. I.

 

MATTER SUBTILE. A term uſed by

ſome oſ the astronomical writers, who are un

willing to allow the ſun and fixed stars to be

globes of fire, to explain what it is of which

they are compoſed 3 but it is an explanation

that leaves all greatly in the dark. Theſe phi

loſophers, unwilling to acknowledge material

fire, or any glowing materials, ſuch.as we can

conceive, capable of diffuſing heat to the com

poſition of theſe luminaries, ſay, that they are

frained of a ſubtile mather, unlike to all thing'

with which our ſenſes are acquainted, as the

cauſe of heat, and yet capable oſ exciting the

ſcnſations (ſuch are their terms) both of heat

.and light.

Not to be at the trouble oſ combating words,

which are ſcarce connected with any ideas,

we may produce almost an ahſolute proof that

the ſun is, as the old philoſophers aſſerted,

and as most of the later have believed, a globe

oſ abſolute fire, or of heated matter ; by the

appearances which we ſee on examining its

diſk; and iſ ſo, the fixed ſtars, as they are in

all other reſpects of the nature of the ſun,

they may be ſafely concluded not to differ

in this. The very nature oſ their light diſtin

guiſhes theſe from the planets ; their luſtre and

twinkling ſhew them to be bodies luminous in

themſelves, not ſhining with borrowed light as

thoſe; and there is all that our obſervations

can determine, and perhaps that is more than

many are aware, in favour of their being all

globes of actual and groſs heated matter, ſuch

as our ſenſes are acquainted with, or not un

like to it.

When we ſee the ſun's diſk, we ſee in lt

a varietyof matter, the greater part appears to

'be a fluid ſubstance, like to iron, or ſome other

"groſs metal,- in a state oſ ſuſion ; and, among

this, weſeemaſſes and lumps of a firmer mat

. ter, in form of darker ſpecks. Theſe are the

- ſpots in die-ſum, and it is natural there ſhould

Q q be
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be ſuch on the plan of its being a body ofgroſs

heated ſubstance. But ſuppoſing it this ſubtile

matter, capable of exciting the ſenſations of

light and heat, we need not, nor indeed could,

expect to find ſuch distinction of parts in it,

but it would be naturally quite uniform.

It is probable, as will be obſerved in its

place, that the fixed stars alſo have their ſpots,

although unſeen by us, becauſe of the distance

of thoſe luminaries ; and upon this indeed de

pend, perhaps, the true explanation of that

most strange of all the phaenomena in the hea

Vens, the appearance, or ſeeming occaſional

creation, of new stars. Theſe bodies, which

experiments and obſervations prove to be quite

out of the ſystem influ'enced by our ſun, and to

be placed among the fixed stars, and which,

although they are allowed to be fixed stars,

appear only at certain times, hewe amazed the

ordinary obſervers of the heavens, and per

plexed the most judicious ; but they will per

haps be accounted for on this principle.

Theſe new stars, as they have been called,

(of which that in the constellation Cafliopeia,

which appeared in 1572., and was larger and

brighter than Sirius, or the biggest of the fixed

stars, was the principal) appear at certain

times in the heavens, having all the characters

that distinguiſh the fixed stars, and, after a

time, are lost again. Some of them, as it is

ſaid,'-never ſhewing themſelves again; others

appearing after a time, and ſome appearing

and diſappearing at ſomewhat like regular in

tervals.

This great one in Cafliopeia astoniſhed all

men at the time, and it had a right the more

to appear ſingular, as astronomy was not then

arrived at any great perfection. This was,

next to Venus, the largest star in the firma

ment ; it was not only larger than all the

fixed stars, but larger than Jupiter, and of an

amaz'mg brightneſs; they ſaid, and they be

 

lieved, that it appeared all in an instant in this

its ſull glory ; but it is more probable that it

acquired its bigneſs and brightneſs by degrees,

only that it was not regarded till at its full fize.

It continued ſixteen months viſible in the hea

vens, without changing its place at all with re

gard' to the fixed stars about it, and at the end

of that time diſappeared, having, for a great

part of the period, been diminiſhing in bigneſs

and brightneſs.

Authors had ſpoken of stars of this kind be

fore. Pliny mentions one ſuch appearing in a

part of the heavens where there was no star

before or after, and obſerved, as he ſays, by

Hipparchus, above an hundred years before

Christ; we are told of another in the time of

Adrian one hundred and thirty years after

Christ. Lintus tells us of a third as large and

bright as Venus, ſeen, as he ſays, by Cuſpi

nianus, near the Eagle. Another we read of

as ſeen by Haly and Albumazar at fifteen de

grees of Scorpio; another in the year 945, in

the time of Albo, ſeen by Leonitius, between

the constellations Caſliopeia and Cepheus ;

and another in the year 1264, nearly in the

ſame part of the heavens. All theſe were

ſpoken of in the light of miracle, or extra

natural appearances, and this of Caffiopeia,

ſeen in 1572, was added to the number. They

are all ſaid to have appeared at once in their full

lustre in the place where before there was no

star, and to have diminiſhed gradually till they

diſappeared, after ſhining many months.

None of theſe ever had been heard of in the

ſame places, nor were expected to return again,

or had been obſerved to do ſo. They might

therefore naturally enough be taken for new

stars, and ſuppoſed created on the instant.

As astronomy acquired new improvements,

and the heavens became more studied than

they had been, it was found that theſe new

stars were ſingular in nothing but their great

ſrze,
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stz'e', for that other parts of the heavens are, at

many times, (perhaps one part or other at all

times) affording them; and theſe leſs conſpi

cuous ones were ſoon found, after their

diſappearing, to appear again in the ſame

places. Many of the stars, named by the old

writers in certain constellations, were not to

be found, having diſappeared, and they after

wards were ſeen again, having appeared anew.

A star, like that in Cafiiopeia, was ſeen in Ser

pentary in the year 1604, and before this a

new one, oſa third magnitude, was diſcovered

in the neck of the &Vhale. This was not a star

abſolutely unheard of before, but ſome, who

had deſcribed the constellation, had omitted it,

becauſe not viſible at the time they viewed

that part of the heavens 3 and others have ſet it

down, at different degrees of magnitude, un

der the third, according to its appearance at

the time of their obſervation. This has been

the caſe with ſome other of the fixed stars, not

mentioned by the earlier writers, and ſeen

now, but not all of them, for there are many

they certainly never ſaw; and this obſerva

tion alſo excuſes them of the miſrepreſenta

' tion laid to their charge, in ſetting down others

in particular places, where thoſe who exa

mined afterwards did not ſee them. It is not

that the earlier writers pretended to have ſeen

stars where they did not, but they viewed

thoſe parts oſ the heavens when ſome of theſe

stars were viſible, which only are viſible at

times, and the others examined them when

they were not ſo.

This new one, in the neck oſ the Whale,

began to ſet the phoenomenon leſs in the

light of a miracle. Though not ſo conſpicuous

as the earlier noticed ones, it was more strictly

obſerved; Fabrius ſaw it in 1596 of the third

magnitude; Bayer in_1603, as a star of the

fourth, and afterwards Holwarda in 1637.

This last author, not having obſerved that it

 was in Bayer, ſaw that it appeared in a part of

theheavens where it had notbeen ſeen ſomelittlc

time before, and publiſhed his accounts of it

as quite new; he watched its appearance till

he found it appeared and diſappeared at tolera

bly regular periods, coming to its full bright

neſs and magnitude in three hundred and

thirty-three days ; and it has been obſerved to

hold the ſame changes, and ſomething like the

ſame period ſince. It is first ſeen as the ſmall-

est star that can be imagined viſible. From

this state it arrives at its full bigneſs and bright- <

neſs by ſlow degrees, and after it has continued

in it about a fortnight, begins to grow leſs,

and from this time continues diminiſhing till

it is quite lost. The time of its diſappearing

is about four months, and then it is ſeen again, *

a ſmall ſpeck of light gradually encreaſing as

before. This change of appearance is ob

ſerved tolerably regularly, only that it is ſome

times miſſed for ſeveral years together. From

1672 to 1676 Hevelius declares it Was invi

ſible z when it does appear, it is at the greatest r

bigneſis, in ſome years only equal to a star of

the fifth magnitude; and at other times it ex

ceeds one of the ſecond, but the bigncſs ofthe

third is its uſual standard. Its times of con

.-tinuing viſible alſo vary at different periods,

and in ſome of its appearances it has been

found to advance from its first stage quickly

to its bigneſs, and to diminiſh ſlowly;

in others, to advance (lowly and diminiſh

quickly.

There have been many of theſe stars oſ this

kind ſince diſcovered, stars which are at certain

times inviſible, at others ſmall, and at others

larger, and this with a tolerable regularity;

there are three ſuch in the Swan, one in the

tail of the Serpent, and ſeveral others in the

other constellations, which gradually encrcaſe

and deereaſe in bigneſs, and at times quite

diſappear. All theſe are ſmall at first, and

Q q 2 grow
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grow gradually 'larger till they become conſpi

cuous, and then diminiſh again.

This being known, the wonder as to that in

Caſiiopeia appears leſs, but still there is to be

ſought ſome cauſe oſ this appearance and diſap

pearance oſ stars, which thus keep their places

in the heavens, although they have ſo many va

riations. The great one oſ Caffiopeia has

been ſuppoſed a comet by ſome, and by others

a planet on fire; but its keeping in, its place

alone were enough to reſute thoſe opinions.

Riccioli advanced an opinion, as to this and the

other stars, which thus change their appear

ance, having one of their hemiſphercs lumi

nous and the other dark, he ſuppoſes the dark

hemiſphere naturally turned to us, but that the

Almighty, when he would uſe theſe his works

as portents or ſigns, turns about the bright he

miſphere towards the earth. Banilland adopts

the opinion of the two different hemiſpheres,

but he does not make the change a matter of

miracle, but ſuppoſes that they revolve about

their axis in long periods, and ſo occaſionally

turn the bright and the dark ſide to us; and

this agrees better, not only with reaſon and the

courſe oſ nature, but with the appearances,

ſmcc this explains the gradual encreaſe of the

light and bigneſs from the ſmallest to the largest

ſize, and its gradual decreaſe again. They

are not, however, regular enough in their mo

tions perfectly to warrant this, and poſſiny

there may be another way of ſolving the diffi

culty. This, iſ it be allowed, will prove, that

the fixed stars are not, any more than the ſun,

compoſed oſ ſubtile matter, but of abſolute

heated ſubstance.

As we have reaſon to ſuppoſe them like the

ſun in many other reſpects, let us alſo ſuppoſe

them like to that luminary in their compoſition;

that is, let us conceive them to be vast maſſes

of a fluid fiery matter, with lumps oſ hard and

duſky ſubstances among it. We ſee theſe

 

thrown up at ſome times to the ſurface on the

ſun's diſk, and there appearing in form oſ ob

ſcure ſpots, and at other times buried, or

ſunk under the fluid matter and inviſible.

When the whole fluid ſurſace is clear oſ them,

the ſun is most bright 5 when they are very nu

merous, as they are at ſome times, they must,

in ſome degree, impair his light and lustre,

and there have been years in which they actu

ally have done ſo.

Now we may ſuppoſe the fixed stars liable,

in ſome manner, to this change of appearance,

from the ſpots being more frequent, not only

at ſome times than at others, but more ſre

quent in ſome than in other of the stars. As

we ſee theſe opake maſibs, which cauſe the

ſpots in the ſun; at times, thrown up to the

ſurface, and, at times, buried in the fluid mat

ter; ſo it may be in the stars; and it may be

that theſe in particular, which appear and diſ

appear at times, and which, during the period '

oſ their being viſible, are continually changing

appearance, becoming gradually larger, and

gradually ſmaller again, have more oſ this

opake and hard matter than the others. Wc

may account for all their changes in this caſe

by conceiving that, as in the ſun, ſo in theſe

stars, there isacontinual motion, bydegrees,

throwing theſe ſolid 'maſſes up to the ſurſace,

and, by degrees, taking them down, or ſwal

lowing them up again. Let us ſuppoſe the

whole ſurface covered in a certain degree with

them, inſomuch as not to be viſible to us : this

may, perhaps, be the general state of that great

star in Caffiopeia, which, doubtleſs, at this hour,

holds its place where it was, although we do

not ſee it, and it may occaſionally be ſo with

the others; the fluid, at ſome Certain time,

begins to ſwell about and between theſe maſſes, '

and to plunge down, or overwhelm ſome oſ

them z at length ſo many are ſunk, that

enongh of the bright fluid ſurſace appears to

tranſmit
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tranfinit its light to us. We ſee it then as a star

of the ſixth magnitude. The fluid matter con

tinues its motions, and, by degrees, over

whelms and draws in more and more, till- at

length the whole quantity, or a very conſider

able part of it, be buried under the ſurface.

The appearance this would have to us is evi

dently that of the stars becoming brighter and

larger to its full ſwe, or to a certain degree of

it. This will account even for all the varia

tions. Let us imagine the star properly, and,

all the ſpots be obliterated, that is, all the

maſſes of opalce matter be ſwallowed up in the

fluid, the star will appear of its full ſize, and

be of the ſecond degree; but if a only a cer

tain part, it will appear only one of the third,

or as one of the fourth magnitude, as is the

caſe, at times, with that in the neck of the

XVhale. From the time of this full appear

ance, we may conceive the ſpots, or lumps of

matter, riſing to the ſurface again by degrees,

and conſequently the light and bigneſs of the

star diminiſhing by degrees, till quite extin

guiſhed, with regard to us, as in the period of

the first obſervation.

This ſyſtem not only accounts for the dif

ference of the ſeveral states of the greatest

light and bigneſs, but for all the va

riety of the advances to it. If it were done

by a revolution about the axis, the advances

and the decreaſe ought always to be regular;

on the contrary, they are not ſo; this

ſystem accounts for their irregularity, and in

deed nothing uniform can be expected in the

progreſs of the star, to or from its greatest

lustre, if it be owing merely to the throwing

up, and the ſwallowing again of theſe ſpots, or

maſſes of ſolid and dark matter,

We are not to imagine, that, in order to

the stars diſappearing with reſpect to us, from

this principle, every part of its ſurface ſhould

j

 

be totally covered with theſe ſpots. When we

conſider the immenſe distance of theſe lumi

naries, we ſhall find, that the ſatellites of

the planets, Jupiter and Saturn, turn toward us,

more or leſs of their more ſpotted hemiſphere,

the conſequence is not, as might at first ſight be

imagined, that they appear more duſky, but

they become, with reſpect to us, ſmaller, and

one of Saturn, the fifth, when a great deal of

the most ſpotted ſurface is toward us, abſo

lutely diſappears. Thus, in theſe stars, when

when fully ſeen, of the ſecond magnitude; if i a great quantity Of the hard and Opake maſt

z ter is thrown_up to the ſirrface'iri ſpots, al

though that ſurſace be not entirely, or indeed ,

nearly all covered with it, yet the star may diſ-_

appear at this distance ; and'as fewer of thoſe

ſpots are on the ſurface, that is, as more of

the fluid matter appears, they may be more

viſible.

This ſeems, according to the known laws

of nature, to ſolve all the perplexities attending

theſe changes in certain of the fixed stars ;.

nor does it reject the opinion of a_revolution

of thoſe stars 'round their axis, although it

does not concern that motion in the produc

tion of the appearances. It is probable all the

heavenly bodies have that motion; but as,"

in this caſe, all parts of the ſurface of the star'

may be eaſily ſuppoſed ſpotted in a ſomewhatr

equal degree, or free of ſpots in the ſame pr'o-*

portion ; it is all one what hemiſphere of themct

is turned to us. All this is, however, barely

propoſed to the astronomical world; it is no

more than conjecture, and every one, after he '

has conſidered it, is to determine as he pleaſes.

I \

MAXIMUS SEMPER APPARENTIUM._

A term by which we find many of the antient

. astronomers mentioning what they otherwiſe.

called the arctic circle. Theſe were the two

names they gave to the largest parallel that

was ſeen entire above the horizon in any

place
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place in north latitude. Within this were

comprehended all thoſe stars which never ſet

in that place, but were carried about in' their

'whole revolution all the way above the ho

rizon in circles parallel to the equator, and

conſequently always in ſight.

MAXIMUS SEMPER OCCULTORUM.

A term which we frequently meet with in

the old astronomers, and which they uſe to

exPreſs the circle, for ſo they understand the

term Ceralius, which contains all thoſe stars

that never riſe in any place of north latitude :

they call the ſame circle the antarctic circle,

and understand by it the largest parallel that is

entirely hid below the horizon of any place in

north latitude. All the stars that are contained

in this circle are carried round in circles, pa

rallel to the equator, no part of which circles,

or parallels, coming above the horizon, the

stars that are comprehended in their compaſs

can neVer riſe in that place.

MAZAL TOB. A name by which ſome

of the writers, among the astronomers of the

middle ages, have called the planet Jupiter;

the ſenſe of the words is the star of good for

tune. Judicial astrology at that time diſgraced

the study of astronomy by the alliance it

claimed with it, and this was probably one

of the terms uſed 'o denote an imaginary in

fluence of the planet. The enthuſiasts, who

adhered to the principles of that art, called

Saturn the cold and malignant planet, and ſup

poſed heat, and rage, and fury, the influence

of Mars. They placed Jupiter between their

extremes, and ſuppoſed him benign and gen

tle, and ſo a friend to human kind.

MAZEUS. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of uſing uncommon words, call the

planet Jupiter. Heſychius ſays, it is a name

of Jupiter in the Phrygian language.

 

MAZZAROTH. A term uſed in the

Chaldzan astronomy, and preſerved to us in

the books oſ the Old Testament ; it expreſſed

ſomething which has no name in the astrono

my of any other people, and which may be

rendered the circle of the moon. They re

marked the paſſage of the moon by the ſeve

ral fixed stars in the period of her revolution

round the earth, and this conſisting of twenty

eight days, they divided that circle into twenty

eight parts, allotting one to every day 3 theſe

they marked in the heavens by certain stars,

or by certain ſpaces 5 for in ſome of theſe

parts there were no other stars viſible to the

naked eye, and there were at this time no

aſſistances to it: and theſe parts of the circle,

whether characteriſed by certain stars, or not,

they called, by a term expreffing, the man

ſions of the moon. Theſe followed one an

other in ſucceflion in their riſings and ſettings,

and to this alludes the phraſe in the book of

Job, which mentions the bringing forth Maz

zaroth in his ſeaſon, that is, the cauſing every

manſion, of which Mazzaroth conſisted, to

appear in its regular proceſſion. The Hebrews

had a frequent uſe of that figure, which men

tions a whole by ſome of its parts 3 and the

plain ſenſe of this is, Canst thou direct the

courſe of the heavens, and makes every con

stellation follow in its proper place and order ?

The Latin tranſlation of the bible has in ſome

places put, bya strange mistake, the name of

the planet Venus, Lucifer in the place of this

word Mazzaroth; but the Septuagint have

retained the original word, as it would have

been always best to have done in caſes where

they did not understand the term; where it

alluded to a custom at that time lost, or When

it referred to a ſcience the tranllators were not

augmented with. Instead of this wc find them

in many places making strange havock among

the constellations. Though few of them are

men
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mentioned, all that are mentioned are miſ

repreſented by the tranſlators. Chimah, which

is the name ofOrion, is tranſlated the Pleiades ;

Cheſil, which is the Great Bear, is tranſlated

Orion 3 and Aiſh, which is the Pleiades, is

rendered Arcturus. This Aiſh is mentioned

in the ſame ſentence in the book of Job, in

- which Mazzaroth is named, as being brought

forth in its ſeaſon, and it is mentioned in a

ſenſe, in ſome degree, ſimiliar. Canst thou

bring forth Mazzaroth in its ſeaſon, has been

already explained to mean, canst thou lead up

into the horizon the ſeveral stars in their or

der, through whoſe places the moon paſſes in

her monthly revolution round the earth ? And

the ſucceeding expreſſion, or guide the Pleiades

and its children, means direct the courſe of the

stars through the greater period, or that of

the year. In the antient account of time the

Pleiades, or the constellation Taurus, in

which the Pleiades are ſituated, was that

which began the year, and therefore all the

rest of the constellations, as they followed it,

and in ſome ſort depended on it, were very

naturally, in the language of the east, called

its ſons. By this explication of the words uſed

as denominations of the peculiar things re

ferred to in this paſſage of the Old Testa

ment, we understand the paſſage, and we

'find it to be very noble and ſigurative, correſ

pondent in its ſeveral parts, and complete in

the whole; whereas, on the common footing,
i it remains abſurd or unintelligible. The two

constellations mentioned before this circle of

the moon, and constellation of the new year,

it has been obſerved already, are, when pro

perly tranſlated, Orion and the Bear; the

one a guide to the huſbandman in the tillage

oſ his ground, Pointing out by its riſing the

period of cErtain important operations; the

other the great direction of travellers and

voyagers 5 for in old times they had as much

 reſpect to the northern stars, in traverſing the

deſarts of Arabia, as in going by ſea. Thus

then we ſhall find the ſenſe of the paſſage very

magnificent and glorious. It is the Almighty

who is repreſented ſpeaking, and in enumera

ting to man his power and goodneſs, he ſays,

Canst thou prevent the good ſeaſon which is

preſaged by Orion? or canst thou looſe the

bands of the Bear, and make it forſake that

fixed station in which. it is ſo uſeful to man

kind? Canst thou call forth the stars through
the tplaces of which the moon directs her

courſe, or bid the whole army of theconstel

lations follow one another throughout the pe

riod of the year ? This was a language natu

ral for the inſpired writer to put in the mouth

of the Almighty, and this is exactly expreſſed

by the terms in the paſſage, when thoſe terms

are properly understood 5 but as they are com

monly rendered, it is difficult to ſay, that they

have a title to any meaning, at least to any

appropriated meaning. Mr. Costard, who

has written with great accuracy and judgment

on this ſubject, imagines the terms, looſe the

bands of Cheſil, to be applicable to the old

figure undcr which that constellation was re

preſented by the G'reek, and their masters, the

Egyptians, which was not that of a bear, but

a waggon, and ſuppoſes they refer to the har

neſs with which the three stars, which are in

the tail of the Bear, and which are the horſes

in the other figure, are ſixed to the machine ;

but it ſeems much more great, and more pro

per to the occaſion, on which this constella

tion is mentioned in the text, to ſuppoſe the

alluſion was to the fixed nature of thoſe stars,

whoſe keeping always in the ſame place is

their great uſe to mankind, and whoſe being

ſo fixed might be very well expreſſed in the

figurative language of the east, by a phraſe

that mentioned them as girded or fastened to

the pole. ' '

MECHA
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MECHARES. A name by which thoſe,

who are fond of unuſual words, call the pla

net Mars ; it is a Hebrew name of that pla

net. The proper ſenſe of the word is destroy

ing. The Jews had a notion of this planet

'being of a miſchievom, as they had of Jupiter

being of a friendly and benign quality, and

the opinion has been continued.

'MEDIUM. When we ſpeak of light, any

body that is tranſparent, or through which the

rays of light can paſs, is called a medium.

Thus the air, "water, oil, and the like, are

mediums. See LIGHT.

If the medium, through which the rays

ofllight paſs, be, in all its parts, of the ſame

denſity, then the rays of light will paſs

along in strait lines. If a ray of light paſs in

its courſe out of one medium into another,

and the ſecond be of a degree of denſity diffe

rent from the first, as if it paſs out of air into

glaſs, or out of glaſs into air, if it falls per

bpendicularly upon the ſurface of the ſecond

medium, it will continue to go on in a strait

line, in the ſame direction as through the first

medium; but if it falls obliquely upon the

ſecond medium, it will be bent at the point

of incidence, and it will go through the ſecond

medium in a different direction ; this bending

of the rays is what is called refraction. See

REFRACTION.

MEDICIEAN STARS. The ſatellites of

Jupiter, ſonamedby Galileo,whofirſtdiſcovered

them, in compliment to the family of Medicis

his patron; they were diſcovered in the year

1610; they are four in number, and in

ſpeaking of them are distinguiſhed by the

names of the first, ſecond, third, and fourth

ſatellite, the first being that nearest to the

body of the planet. They have their light

from the ſun, in the manner of our moon,

 

'and they tum ab0ut the planet as ſhe (lon

round this earth, being in effect ſo many

moons, giVen, perhaps, in ſome degree, to

compenſate for thedistance of that planet from

the ſource of light. Saturn, as more distant,

yet has five ſatellites, and beſide theſe has a

ludd ring, which is probably no other than a

congeries of ſuch ſatellites. See all this-farther

explained under the term SATELLlTES, andzm

der the article SATURN.

MEDUSIEUS. A name by which ſinne,

who love uncommon terms, have called the

Pegaſus a Great Horſe of the ſkies 3 it is an

old Latin name.

MEGISTO. A name by which ſome of

the old writers have called the constellation

Urſa Major, from the name of an Arcadian

nymph, transformed into this constellation,

whoſe true name, they ſay, was not Callisto,

as uſually ſuppoſed, but Megisto, and who

was not daughter, but niece to Lycaon, and

daughter to Ceteus, which Ceteus, and not

Hercules, they ſay, is the old constellation

Engonaſin.

MELICHI. A name by which ſome call

a star of the first magnitude in the constella

tion Leo z it is the ſame with that commonly

named Cor Leonis'and Baſilicus.

MELOCH. A name by which thoſe,

who are fond of uncommon tenus, call the

planet Mars ; it is one of the Egyptian names,

and ſignifies the planet of destruction. All

nations ſeem to have been agreed in giving a

bad character to this planet; they ſuppoſed it

the cauſe of all bad things, as Jupiter of all

favourable and good ones. *

MEMESCHlATI-L A name by which

ſome, 'who love hard wards, call the con

stella
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stellation Auriga; it is one of the Arabic

names of this constellation, and it expreſſes

the figure as the Arabs gave it. The ſenſe of

the word is a mule with a bridle, and their

religion not permiting them to draw the figure

of any thing human, it is thus they expreſſed

the form of this constellation.

MEMBRA VULCANI. An affected term,

by which we find ſome writers, who are fond

of uncommon expreſſions, call the fixed

stars, by way of distinction from the planets ;

they meant by this to expreſs, in the poetical

manner of the antient Greeks, that the fixed

stars were fire, or portions of ſome univerſal

fire, for that was one of their doctrines. We

meet with the term in ſome of the affected

writers of our own country, uſed to expreſs

the heavenly bodies in general, including the

planets and the moon; but this is uſing the

antients unfairly, and is either taking away

their distinction, or ſetting aſide the propriety

and expreſſion ofthe word. We find in the

fragments of Orpheus, indeed, the ſun, moon,

stars, and planets, all included under the term

Hephaistaio Mele, the limbs or parts of Vul

can; but we ſhould find it difficult to obtain

any ſatisfactory proof of thoſe fragments be

longing to the perſon whoſe name they bear 5

they are more probably the invention of ſome

'genius of the middle age, and may be very

well brought to anſwer the time of this con

fuſion, in which the distinction, establiſhed by

the antients in the term, was lost, and all the

heavenly bodies indiſcriminately called by a

name, which was deviſed on purpoſe to ſpeak

the difference among them. It is much to

their credit, that when they thus gave a name

that distinguiſhed ſuch of the heavenly bodies

as were fiery, from ſuch as were not, they

took into the number of thoſe that were the

ſun, or we ſhall find that luminary always

VOL. I.

 

comprehended in the number of the Membra

Vulcani, and the moon not.

MENALIPPE. A name by which ſome

call the constellation Pegaſus,

MEUKAR ALKETUS. A name by

which ſome, who love uncommon terms,

have called a bright star that is in the ante

rior part of the head of the constellation Ce

tus; it is one of the Arabic names of ſingle

stars, and it ſignifies in that language the

Whale's Noſe.

MERCAB. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the con

ſtellation Argo, or the Ship g it is the Arabic

name of that ſign: but there is ſomething

ſingular in it, for the word in that language

does not expreſs a ſhip, but a chariot. NVc

are not to imagine, however, that they figured

it as a chariot, for ſhips were ſo new when

this was raiſed up into the heavens, that it is

not a wonder if they wanted a name for them.

In effect we find, that they were called chariots

of the ſea, and flying chariots, by the oldest of

the Greek writers 5 and this explains the

Currus Volitans, and Arma Thalaſes, which

have been names among the' Latins and

Greeks for this constellation. We find in

deed, that beſide the name Mercab, it is

called in the Arabic Al Seplina, which strictly

ſignifies a ſhip.

' MERCURY. The leaſt, and least con

ſiderable, of any of the planets, and the nearest

to the ſun. Mercury is eaſily distinguiſhed

from the other stars, but he is rarely to be

ſeen for any ſpace of time together. The co

lour of his light is perfectly white like that of

Venus, and much brighter, but he is always

ſo Bear the ſun that-we hardly ſee him when

1' it

'
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it is quite dark, ſo as to judge of him. The

fixed stars are known from the planets in ge

neral by their brightneſs or twinkling, but this

is leſs the caſe with reſpect to the inferior

planets, for Venus has ſome of this twinkling

to the eye, and Mercury has more. If at

any time we ſee a bright ſrlvery-looking star

near the place of the ſun, as before the

ſun-riſe in the east, or in the west ſoon after

ſun-ſet, with a fine clear light, and great

luiire, it is Mercury.

Mercury is vastly ſmaller than any of the

other planets. Venus, which 'is the ſmallest

next to him, is ſeven thouſand nine hundred

miles in diameter, but the diameter of Mer

cury is only two thouſand fix hundred : if this

be inconſiderable with reſpect to Venus, what

an attom is it when compared to Jupiter,

which is ſeventy-ſeven thouſand miles in dia

meter .F We often ſuppoſe the planets habitable,

and indeed it ſhould not ſeem that the Al

mighty's beneficenee, which has not left with

us a drop of water unpeopled, would make

ſuch vast orbs to be of no uſe; but if they are

inhabited, it must be by creatures very different

in their ſrame from ours. The cold of Jupiter

must be intenſe ,to a degree with which we

are not acquainted even in theory 3 what then

riiust be that of the yet more remote Saturn .P

'i'o an inhabitant in that planet, the ſun

would be ſeen only as a large star, twice, or

little more than twice as big as Venus appears

to us z but with Mercury the conſideration is

of another kind; he is ſo near the ſun, that

the heat upon his ſurface' must be ſufficient to

make water boil; thisdistance is indeed strange

ly ſmall in compariſon with that of the other

planets.The distance ofthe earth, for it is by its

distance that we most naturally 'meaſure the

others, is eighty-two millions of miles 5 that

of Saturn is ſeven hundred and eighty millions

of miles, and that of Mercnry is only thirty

 

two millions of miles. The time of the re

volution of a planet round the ſun is the mea

ſure 0f.the year of that planet. The earth

performs her courſe in three hundred and'

ſixty-five days and a quarter, that therefore'

is the period of our year ; Saturn is ten thou-

ſand, ſeven hundred, and fifty-nine days in.

making his revolution 3 ſo that his year con

ſists of all that time. Mercury, on the con

trary, fuiiihes his courſe in eighty-ſeven days,

twenty-three hours, and ſuttecn minutes,

that period therefore is the year of this pla

net.

The reaſon that we ſee Mercury ſo ſeldom,

is, that performing his whole revolution ſo

near the ſun, he is almost always hidden by

the rays of that luminary; and from the ſerare

opprtunities of obſervation, and ſome other

cauſes, to be mentioned in their place, we

know leſs of Mercury than of most of the

other planets, though they are ſo vastly more

remote, both from the ſun and from us. Eng

land is an unlucky part of the world alſo for

ſeeing Mercury, for he is leſs viſible by much

in the northern than in the ſouthern climates ;

for this reaſon, that the more oblique the'

ſphere, the leſs this planet appears above the

horizon, whether it be before the riſing of the

ſun, or after its ſetting.

Mercury ſometimes, hOWCVer, is at the di

stance of twenty-ſeven or twenty-eight degrees

from the ſun, that is, as far from it as the

moon is two days before, or two days after

her conjunction; in the other revolutions he

is distant only eighteen degrees; his greatest

digreſſions thereforevary no leſs than nine de

grees, which is nearly a third of his greatest.

The revolution of Mercury'about the ſun

is like that of all the other planets in an el

lipſis, not in a circular orbit, as had been be

lieved until the time of Kepler. The ſun is

in one ofthe ſocuſes of this ellipſis, and he is

there
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therefore ſometimes more, ſometimes leſs di

stant from that luminary: the proportion of

his greatest distance from the ſun to his least,

it is nearly as two to three 3 the great axis

of this ellipſis is to that of his annual orbit, as

thirty-nine to an hundred 3 ſo that the di

stance of Mercury from the ſun exceeds a

little the half of the distance of Venus from

that luminary.

As Mercury is never to be ſeen unleſs at the

time ofhis greatest'digreſſions from the ſun, he

never appears full, or of a round figure, as

ſeen through the teleſcopes, but either cut in

half, as the moon at her quadratures, and ſo

repreſenting an half moon, or a little more

convex, or concave in form, approaching to

a new moon or creſent. Venus is in a part

of her orbit ſeen round, but Mercury never;

not but there are ſituations in which he would

appear ſo, but in theſe he is not viſible to us

at all, and at the best times he is not ſo near

to the horizon, and ſo obſcured by the va

pours of our annoſphere, that it is not eaſy to

distinguiſh his figure perfectly, or to meaſure

his diameter ; we therefore know leſs of him

than of any other. Howſoever, we distinguiſh

thus much, even by theſe imperfect obſerva

tions, that Mercury is not a fixed star, nor

has the ſource of his light in himſelf. We

ſee that he receives his illumination frOm the

ſun, and that he turnsgabout the ſun in the

manner of 'the other planets.

It is neceſſary, that Mercury, in ſome of

his conjunctions, must paſs immediately over,

or before, the body of the ſun 5 in- this caſe he

is ſeen in the ſun, or traverſing his diſk in

form of a black ſpot. This ſingular phoeno

menon was first ſeen 'by Gaſſendi, about an

hundred and twenty-two years ago, and ſince

that it has happened, and has been obſerved

ſeveral times : the ſame thing may alſo hap

pen to Venus, but, as ſhe' is more distant from

 

the ſun, more rarely; it has been ſeen, and

we ſhall have'an opportunity of ſeeing it again

in 1761.

Theſe are obſervations very favourable for

determining many things with regard to the

planet Mercury; but there are difficulties at

tending the concluſions even from theſe.

When the diſk of the ſun has been examined

at the time of ſome of theſe tranſits, or paſ

ſages of Mercury over it, the body of that

planet has appeared exactly round, and in

others of them he has appeared a little oval.

We conclude from theſe obſervations, that

the figure'of Mercury is ſpherical, or nearly

ſpherical.

As to the magnitude of the planet taken

from theſe obſervations, Gaffendi, in the

first of them, was of opinion, that the appa

rent diameter of Mercury was equal to about

one hundredth part of that of the ſun; Galileo

made the ſun an hundred and eighteen, or an

hundred and nineteen times the diameter of

Mercury at the ſame distance, which agrees

yet better with the obſervation of Hevelius,

who judged the ſun's diameter an hundred and

twenty times larger when Mercury was yet '

near t0'the earth, than in either of their ob

ſervations; he found it in 1736 to be nine_

ſeconds and fifty thirds, that of the ſun being

thirty-tWo minutes and thirty ſeconds. The

distance of the earth from Mercury at that

time, was to the distance of the earth from the

ſſſun, as ſix hundred 'and eight-five to a thou

ſand. And from this it follows, that the true

diameter of Mercury is ſix ſeconds and forty

thirds, which is to that of the ſun nearly as

one to three handred.

In conſidering the theOry of Venus, we

have recOurſe to the obſervations of the an

tient' astrOHOmers, made with regard to that

planet's greatest'digreſſions'; for the orbit of

Venus having' but a very little excentricity

R r 2 may
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may be conſidered as a circle, and we may

determine by the means of that planet's digreſ

ſions, her true place ſeen from the ſun, which

must be then about three ſigns distant from

its true place ſeen from the earth; but this

will not do in examining the theory of Mer

cury, his orbit being ſenſibly elliptic, and its

excentricity exceeding very much, not only

that of the orbit of Venus, but indeed that of

any other of the planets. For this reaſon we

,can place no dependance upon the antient ob

ſervations with regard to Mercury, for it was

from this- impoſſible for any of the astrono

mers, who have uſed the circular hypotheſis,

to explain the theory of the planets, to fix

exactly the motions of Mercury. It is only

ſince the time of Kepler, who establiſhed the

doctrine of elliptic orbits for them, that

any thing can be learned from the obſerva

tions of astronomers, the differences between

the calculations of astronomers amounting to

no leſs than ſeven degrees. For this reaſon we

are to employ, in the ſettling the theory of this

planet, the obſervations of Mercury made in

his conjunction with the ſun, in the time

when that planet, being near his nodes, paſſes

over, or before, the diſk of the ſun. Theſe

are obſervations, the opportunities of which

do not happen frequently, but they are very

favourable for determining the true motions

of the planets, and theſe, although they are

but of modern date, yet ought, by their great

preciſion, to atone for all the advantages

which, in other caſes, we have, from com

paring very antient with modern obſervations.

The first of theſe known tranſits of Mer

cury over the diſk of the ſun, and which', as

already obſerved, was ſeen by Gaſſendi in

1631, was foretold by Kepler ſome years be

fore, according to his new hypotheſis z in this

'he was fortunate, the appearance was on the

day, and at the time mentioned, but he was

 

not ſo happy with regard to Venus; he fore

told, that ſhe ſhould alſo, in the ſame year,

paſs over the ſun's diſk; but whatſoever at

tention Gaſſendi uſed to obſerve, this he ſaw

nothing of. The planet Mercury was ſeen

exactly, according to his prediction, on the

ſeventh of November, a little before nine in

the morning, in form of a little round black

ſpot on the ſun's diſk. Although Gaſſendi

was appriſed of the phaznomenon, and ex

pected it at the time, he did not at all ſup

poſe, that what he ſaw was what he looked

forand expected. He took the little ſpeck to

be a new ſpot which he had not ſeen the day

before, of the nature of the other ſpots, on

the body of the ſun, which he had often ſeen

form themſelves a-new in this manner. The

ſpot appeared, in this ſenſe, a very ſingular,

and a very conſiderable one, but still he con

tinued to believe it must be ſuch ; for although

he expected Mercury there, it was impoſſible

for him to conceive that planet ſhould make

ſo ſmall an appearance upon the diſk of the

ſun. This unlucky mistake made him looſe

a great part of the obſervation, but he ſaw at

length, by the motion of the ſpot, that it was

not one of thoſe which belong to the ſun's

body, and are adherent to his ſurface; he

recollected that, different as the the appearace

was from what he expected, it must be Mer

cury, and he obſerved it carefully from this

time till its going off. The moment when

the centre ofthe planet was on the edge of the

ſun's diſk, was at twenty-eight minutes after

ten o'clock, the ſun being at that time twenty

one degrees, and forty-four minutes high;

and adding three minutes for the parallax, he

found the true height of the ſun to be twenty

one degrees, forty-two minutes; and ſup

poſing the declination to be ſixteen degrees,

nineteen minutes, the elavation of the pole at

Paris forty-eight degrees, fifty-two minutes,

he
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he fixes the true time of the paſſage of Mer

cury off from the ſun's diſk, 'at twenty-eight

minutes after ten. Gaffizndi confeſſes, that

he did not find, with the ſame exactneſs, the

point of the ſun's diſk from which Mercury

went off; but he judged it to be about thirty

two or thirty-three degrees distant from the

vertical between the north and the west. The

angle of the ecliptic, with the vertical, was

at that time fifty-ſix degrees, forty-ſeven mi

nutes, from which, taking thirty-two de

grees, thirty minutes, there remain twenty

four degrees, ſeventeen minutes, which mea

ſure the arc of the diſk of the ſun, between

the place of Mercury and the ecliptic, whence

the north latitude is found at ſix minutes,

twenty ſeconds, of which the diameter of the

ſun is fifteen minutes, and twenty-five ſe

conds.

Theſe are the obſervations neceſſary to ren

der the tranſits of Mercury and Venus uſeful

to astronomers, and this may ſerve as an in

timation to thoſe, who ſhall hereafter ſee them,

what is to be done. Now with regard to

this of Gaſſendi, let us ſuppoſe the daily- mo

tion of the ſun at one degree and twenty-nine

ſeconds, that of Mercury at one degree and

twenty minutes in longitude, and at tWenty

minutes in latitude ;_it will appear, that Mer

cury paſſed that day at two hours and thirty

one minutes after midnight through his node,

which appeared in fourteen degrees, fifty-two

minutes of Scorpio, the ſun being at that time

at fourteen degrees, twenty-one minutes and

a half of that ſign. We ſhall find, that the

cntrance of Mercury on the ſun's diſk ought

to have happened at twenty-eight minutes af

ter five in the morning, and that its true con

junction was a little beyond the middle of that

trace, on the diſk of the ſun, where Mercury

Paſſed at eight minutes after ſeven, its true

place, as alſo that of the ſun, being at four

 

teen degrees and thirty-ſix minutes ofScorpio,

with a north latitude of four minutes and

thirty ſeconds.

This is the reſult of Gaſſendi's obſervation ;

and in order to bring it to uſe in a proper and

perfect manner, we are to examine the ele

ments on which Gaſſendi calculated his ob

ſervations, and to determine, by other obſer

vations, alſo the quantity of its motion, and

the inclination of its orbit. At first ſight we

may perceive, that the place of Mercury, as

determined by theſe obſervations, is no leſs

than four degrees, and twenty-five ſeconds di

stant from that which reſults from Ptolemy's

tables; five degrees from the Pruſian; ſeven

degrees and thirteen minutes from that, ac

cording to the Daniſh z one degree and

twenty-one minutes from the Lanſberg, and

only fourteen minutes, and twenty-four ſe

conds from that of the Rhodolphan tables.

Theſe last mentioned tables give the obſerva

tion with a preciſion greater than Kepler, who

was the author, preſumed to expect: for in

the explanation, which is at the beginning of

his ephemerides of 1617, he does not ven

ture to aſſert, that his calculation. will repre

ſent the place of Mercury in his conjunctions

with more preciſion than that of one day, in

which time the place of Mercury, ſeen from

the ſun, may vary no leſs than five degrees,

and his place ſeen from the earth, which is

retrograde, one degree and twenty minutes 5

ſo much better will eventsbe than expecta

tion.

The ſecond view of. the paſſage of Mercury

over the ſun was. on the twenty-fourth of;

October, in 1651 5 this was ſeen at Surat

forty minutes after ſix in the morning by Ska

kerly, and must have been viſible at London

at eighteen minutes after one in the aſternoon.

The third tranſit of Mercury was that ob

ſerved by Hevelius on the third of May, in

1661,
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1661, at Dantaick; he ſaw the planet on

the ſun's diſk at four minutes after three in

the afternoon, and obſerved it till thirty-one

minutes after ſeven. This tranſit has been ex

tremely accurately ſet down, and has been re

ferred to by all the astronomers ſince, in their

ſystems of the planet.

The fourth tranſit of Mercury was on the

ſeventh of November 1677 3 Halley took an

obſervation of this at the iſle of St. Helena,

and Gallet at Avignon. On the tenth 'of

November 1690, .Mercury paſſed before the

ſun for the fifth time, ſince this perfection of

astronomical obſervations. This was obſerved

at Canton by the jefuits, and at Nuremberg,

by Wurtzelbourg. In 1697 a ſixth paſſage

of Mercury was obſerved at Paris: from this

time we hear of none till the year 1723, on

the ninth of Novemberz this was obſerved in

most parts of Europe. On the eleventh of

November 17 36, there was another tranſit of

this planet over the (ſun's diſk obſerved alſo

'in many parts of Europe; it is from the re

ſult of theſe obſervations, compared together,

that we owe the preſent theory of this planet,

which, however, we must acknowledge to be

more imperfect than that- of anyxother, and

one of the deſiderata in astronomy.

The Greeks, who are for having the origin

of all astronomy to be ſuppoſed their own,

give parts of their own history, or fable, to

explaineach of the constellations, and even

deduce the origin 'of all the planets from ſome

of their gods, or heroes alſo. As they made the

world believe the Lion was the Nemasan ſa

vage of that ſpecies, and gave the name of

Hercules to the figure of a kneeling man,

which they had received without a name from

the Egyptians (for they taught the Greeks

the rudiments of astronomy) they made the

planet, which thhy called Phaethon, that is, our

Jupiter, to have been one of Prometheus's

 

men, whom he had made ſo beautiful, that

the gods thought him too perfect for earth,

and called him up into the ſkies, there esta

bliſhing him in form of that planet, excelling

all the rest in beauty and purity of light. This

is a ſingular circumstance, and from this,

among other things, we may know that the

Greeks received their astronomy from the

Egyptians. Venus is a brighter planet, and

most people would have been for making that

the star, into which a man was exalted, for

the ſake of the elegance of his figure; but the

Egyptians first obſerved the colours of the pla

nets, they found Venus to be yellowiſh, Sa

turn bluiſh, and Mars red. Jupiter was the

only one quite pure and imstained, and it was

therefore they gave it the name Phaeton. This,

tho' very little regarded, is a real circumstance

with reſpect to the planets, and even the fixed

stars have alſo different colours, tho' in alefis

degree, and this the Egyptians of old ob

ſerved, and this their followers in opinion, the

astrologers of all nations, have alſo obſerved;

and it is this they mean when they ſay, certain

stars are of the nature of certain planets, and

influence things in the ſame manner, They

mean, that certain stars have the yellow tinge

of Venus, others the ruddy colour of Mars,

and ſo of the rest 5 and they judge them of

natures anſwering to their colours.

As the Greeks made Jupiter the tranſ

formed state of the handſorne Phaethon, 81..

turn, whom they called Filius Solis, they ſup

poſed to have been the other Phaeton, the ſon

oſ Phttbus. When Jupiter had destroyed him

for miſguiding the chariot of the ſun, they ſay,

his father took him up intothe ſkies, and

made him this planet, whom he placed

fartheſt of all from that luminarry, which had

occaſioned his destruction. Mars, they ſay,

was Hercules, taken hot and burning from

the pile, and ſo retaining the fiery colour.

Venus,
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Venus, which they called alſo Heſperus,

was, they ſay, a youth alſo once. Heſpcrus,

a ſon of Cephalus and Aurora, who dif

puted the prize with the goddeſs Venus.

And this Mercury was a mortal alſo of that

name, who invented the diviſions of the year

into months and weeks, and whom, from his

continued obſervance of the ſun during his

life, they ſuppoſed him 'transformed into a

planet, and placed ſo as to be always near

him. Others give the invention of months

to their god Mercury, and ſay, the planet was

only called after him for that reaſon. It has

been already obſerved, that the light of the

other planets is in ſome degree coloured, ex

cepting that ofJupiter alone 5 Mercury is very

littleſo, but what it is, is bluiſh, though not

the ſame tinct with Saturn's, his is aglaucous

or greeniſh blue; the little that Mercury has

is true and pure blue.

MERKOLIS. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, call the

planet Mercury. It ſeems a barbarous word,

but it is to be met with in ſome authors of

credit.

MERIDIAN. A circle ſuppoſed to be

drawn through the pole, and through the

point of the heavens, which is immediately

over our heads. This point of the meridian

over our heads is called the zenith, and that

point, which is immediately under our feet, is

called the nadir. See CIRCLES of the Spbere.

GREAT MERlDIAN. On the meridian

ofplaces depends the meaſuring of their natu

ral day, the ſeveral parts of which are con

ſequently the ſame with reſpect to all places

that are under the ſame meridian. .The astro

nomers count the natural day from noon to

noon, they do not begin it at the ſun-riſe, be

 

cauſe that is a leſs determinate thing, but at

the moment the ſun cornes to the meridian,

and the ſpace of time which paſſes be

tween the noon of one day and the noon of

the day following, is what they expreſs by the

term a natural day. It is a conſequence

that, as the day begins at the moment of the

ſun's coming to the_mer_idian, the day is the

ſame in all places under the ſame meridian ;

that is, the ſun coming to the meridian, or, it

being, in other words, noon in all theſe places

at one and the ſame moment, it is one o'clock,

tWO o'clock, and ſo on, for the whole day and

night, exactly at the ſame point of time in

every other place under the ſame meridian.

On the place of the ſeveral meridians de

pends alſo what is called the longitude of any

place. When we conſider the meridian of

a place, it is not only the time of the day,

or the coming of the ſun to any given point in .

the heavens, that is the ſame in all of thoſe,

places which lie under the ſame meridian, but

all thoſe places are alſo ſaid to have the ſame

longitude ; and the ſpace between one and

another meridian, is the meaſure of the longi

tude of the ſeveral places to which the men'di

ans belong._. This distance, when places are.

marked drawn upon a'globe, is to be mea

ſured upon the equator in degrees, minutes,

and ſeconds, if that be neceſſary; and how

many ſoever degrees and minutes the meridian

lines of the two places are distant upon the

equator, ſo many degrees are the places under

thoſe meridians upon the globe of the earth -.

distant from one another in longitude. This

longitude may be either abſolute or meaſured,

with reſpect to ſome one fixed meridian 5 or it

may be relative or reſpecting the place men

tioned as that ofthe immediate distance 5 and

as there are places on each ſide of every meri

dian, that is, places to the east, and places to .

. the .
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the west, it may be meaſured in degrees east, or

degrees west, of the place named. Thus it is

frequent to ſpeak of the distance of places in

longitudefrom that 'place where the obſerver is,

and this is naturally counted east and west, as it

is morefamiliar and ſoonerdone, not by follow

ing the courſe of the equator round the earth,

and coming to within a few degrees of the

ſame place again. To know the distance of

longitude of one place from another, the me

thod is to ſee the meridians of the two places,

and to obſerve where they cut the equator,

and at whatſoever number of degrees distant

they do that, this number of degrees is the

meaſure of the distance. Thus ſuppoſing the

obſerver to he in London, and any place, at

ſome distance, to he conſidered with reſpect.

to its distance in longitude, he conſiders the

meridian of that place, and examines in what

part it cuts the equator, and how far, as well

as on which ſide of the meridian of London

it falls on the equator. In conſequence

of this, according to the number of the degrees

between the places, it is ſaid to be ſo many de

grees distant in longitude from London, and,

according to the fituation to the eastward or

the westward, it is ſaid to be ſo many degrees

east, or ſo many degrees west, of London.

\ But although this is customary, and is
i proper enough with reſpect to any particular

place, and any particular obſervation, yet there

was ſomethingmore neceſſary where places were

to he ſpoken of, as it were, in an ahſolute

ſenſe 5 as, when any part of the earth's ſurface

was tov be deſcribed with reſpect to its refe

rence to the heaVens, and when, with reſpect

only to the globe of the earth, and not to the

particular place where any obſerver chanced

to be, it was neceſſary to ſpeak of its eastern

or western, as well as of its northern or ſou

thern ſituation on the globe, in aſort of ex

preſs terms, at least in ſuch terms as ſhould be

 be understood equally to all perſons, and in

all places. As the ahſolute distance north

and ſouth could he named, becauſe of the ah

ſolute place of the equator, which is one fixed

circle encompafling the earth at equal distance

from each of the poles, ſo in order to make

the places east and west ahſolute and determi

nate, it was neceſſary, among the multitude

of meridians that might he drawn, to fix upon

ſome one which ſhould be the standard, and

ſhould, by way of eminence, be called the me

ridian, thefixcd meridian, or 'be meridian.

The earliest astronomers found the neceſſity of

this 5 and we find, among the Greeks, a cir

cle fixed as the meridian, as fixed, and as cer

tain, as the equator, from which, as from

the other, all places were meaſured. Thus

any place, or part of the earth's ſurface, be

ing meaſured east of the meridian, and north

or ſouth of the equator, the glohe being, by

theſe two circles, divided into f0ur quarters,

the ahſolute place ofthat Point could he known

in any of thoſe quarters.

As it was from the earliest time, and still

continues to be, the custom to meaſure the ah

ſolute longitude of places by counting the de

grees of their distance eastward on the equa

tor, it was natural for theſe people, who

establiſhed an ahſolute meridian, or a first me

ridian, from which to meaſure the distance of

all others, to make that meridian as westward

as they could, that it might be a place from

which to meaſure the longitude of all others,

without the trouble of going quite round the

glohe 5 for as they meaſuer only on the equa

tor, eastward, according _to the motion of the

earth, if any place had been to he meaſured

West of this meridian, it could have been done

only by going quite round the globe, and ſo

coming at it. ' _

It was natural for the Greeks then to_esta

bliſh this ahſolute meridian, or first meridian.

This
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This circle, which, like the equator, was to

be a fixedline from whence to meaſure in the

most distant part, west, they knew. We find

they have done ſo. We hear them, with one

voice, ſpeak of the fortunate iſiands as the most

Western part of the earth that was then

known, and accordingly they drew this first

meridian, or fixed meridian, over one of theſe

iſlands, which they named after Juno, one

of their deities, and which is accordinbrly

called, by the Greeks, Hera, and, by the La

tins, Junonia. The meridian of this iſland

was the first meridian, or the fixed meridian,

from which the distance of all places in lon

gitude was ſet down as their ahſolute longitude,

according to thedegrees marked on the equator.

This iſland of Hera and Junonia appears to

have been one of the Canaries, (Teneriffe)

an iſland ſufficiently remarkable for the vastct

mountain that is on it, and for that reaſon, had

there been no other, very proper for this pur

poſe. But being the most westem part of the

world then known, it was for that, as the

most palpable reaſon in the world, alſo choſen

for the meaſuring all places east from it.

In a caſe of this importance about which to

be ſettled, and of this ahſolute indifference as

to the place where, provided that it were ſet

tled, and were remarkable, it is pity all man

kind ſhould not be agreed. The iſland of

Hera, ſuppoſing it to be Teneriffe, as it does

appear to be on all accounts, was as proper and

conſpicuous as any, and the Greeks having

fixed upon it, it were pity to alter it, becauſe

it rendered all their writings the more familiar

by being preſerVed; but ambition, or' even

whim, are too powerful for propriety. The

Arabs, ambitious that the study of geography *

ſhould be ſuppoſed of thc improvement, if not

of the origin, of their country, would have

the first meridian taken from them. Thus

they fixed it to be the circle under which lay" th

VOL. I.

ſ the farthest ſhorc of 'the weſ'rem ocean, but

i there was great impropriety in ſuch a choice,

, ſince, of all places in the World, a ſhore is the

least fixed. We ſee in a few ages the ſea, in

' ſome places, receding from the land, and in

others gaining upon it, and each to a great diſ

tance; ſo that the choice of a ſhore for the

great meridian, was, at the best, not a thing

of ſuch preciſion as that of a mountain, or

ſome other fixed and remarkable point. But

this is not the only variation that has been

made in a thing in which ſameneſs was ſo

much to be wiſhed. Corvo, one of the Azores

iſlands, has been ſince made the place of the

great meridian, and this from an apparent .

reaſon 3 the needle at that time pointed directly

north, without any variation, on the iſland of

Corvo, and this was the cauſe of their fixing

on that iſland ; but it has been ſince diſco

vered, that the variation of the magnetic needle

is, in itſelf, ſubject to variation, and conſe

quently the ſeeming great cauſe ſor the choice

of this place, was not quite ſo concluſive as it

appeared.

After this it became a custom, to give up

this ahſolute meridian, and indeed when it had

been unuſed from time to time, the first steps

had been taken, for it was no longer any thing

when unſettled, and different with different

people. From this time every writer came to

* make the great meridian, or the first meridian,

or that from which he meaſured, the meridian

of the place where he lived, or where he made

his obſervations. Thus, if a Frenchman writes,

he makes the great meridian that of Paris z if

a Dutchman, it is that of Amsterdam ; and if

an Engliſhman, that of London. In this,

however, ſome of the late are much more to

be priſed than ſome of the early geographers;

for the French, in particular, who are most

 

accurate obſervers, instead of ſhewing it, like

e Arabs, an alterablc ſhore of the ſea, or

S ſ i even
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eVen acity, which is alſo to be altered by ad
dition ofbuildings, have, with a just preciſion, i

made it the meridian line, which paſſes through

the royal obſervatory there. There have been

attempts to recover the old meridian, and

Bleau in particular has revived it in his ta

bles, and has added the meeſſary preciſion by

making it the meridian line, not of that iſland

in general, but that which paſſes through the

pike of Teneriffe, or the middle of the ſmall

top of that mountain, a place ſufficiently re

markable. This, however, is diſregarded. It

anſwers the private purpoſes of calculators best,

and it is at the ſame time most familiar to let

the first meridian paſs through the place where

they live, at least to meaſure all distances in

longitude from the meridian of that place, and

it has been the common practiſe ſince. Thus

we, who write in London, when We ſpeak of

the distance of places in longitude, mean their

distance from London in longitude 3 and ſo do

the maps and globes in general, which are made

in London, expreſs it.

Though we have differed from the an

tients in the place of the first or great

meridian, yet we have continued their courſe

of meaſuring; and at this time, as in theirs,

it is done only eastward. So that the longi

tude of any place is marked by figures, ex

prefling the number of degrees, which are to

be counted eastward, upon the equator, be

tween the first meridian, be that where it

will, and the meridian of that place. It fol

lows, as already obſerved, that all places,

which are under the ſame meridian line, are

at the ſame distance in longitude from theſifirst,

and from this follows a very ſhort and fami

liar way of knowing the degrees in longitude'

of a vast number of places at one time,

ſince the numbers upon the equator at the '

point, where the meridian of any one place

mterlccts it, give the distance in longitude,

 

not of that place only, but of all thoſe places

which are under the ſame meridian.

MERlDlAN, afany Place. A circle drawn

r0und the earth in ſuch a manner that it paſſes

through the two poles of the earth, and through

the place whoſe meridian it is. There is a

custom alſo of ſpeaking only of one half of this

under the name of the meridian; and when

this is the form of expreſſion, the other half

of the circle is called the oppoſite meridian.

In this ſenſe they uſe the term as the meridian

of the places which lie under the half of the

circle which they distinguiſh by the name ;

and as this is a fixed circle with reſpect to this

first place and the two poles of the earth, it is

altogether fixed, and is called the meridian of

all thoſe places, or they are ſaid all to lie under

the ſame meridian.

The meridians may therefore be as many as

people pleaſe. With reſpect to the equator,

or the line, they differ in this ; that being only

one ſingle circle at equal distance from the

poles, but in this each meridian agrees with

the equator, that as the equator divides the

earth into two hemiſpheres, a northern and a

ſouthern, ſo does the meridian, through what'

ſoever place it be drawn, divided into two he

miſpheres, an eastern and a Western. When

the meridian of the place is directly pointed at

the ſun, which, by the reVOlution of the earth,

happens once in twenty-four hours, it is then

noon at that place.

MEROE, Climafcaf. A name given by

the antients to one of the ſeven climates, or

diviſions, north of the equator, into which

they distributed the ſurface of that part of

the world that was known to them. The cli

mate of Meroe was the first of theſe ſeven, it

began in that parallel where the length of the

longest day differed half an hour from that.

Meroe
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Meroe was ſuppoſed to be in the middle oſ this

climate, and it was always their cuſtom to

name their climates from ſome remarkable

place, which they ſuppoſed in, or about, the

the middle oſ each.

MEROPS. A name by which ſome ofthe

old astronomers have called one of the con

stellations, the Eagle; the story, they have

for it, is, that this Merops, a king of Coos,

obtained the conſent of one of Diana's nymphs

to marry her. The goddeſs, they ſay, ſhot

her with one oſ her arrows, which is that pre

ſerved in the ſkies just above the Eagle; and

Juno, after many miſeries, transſormed him

into an eagle, and in fine gave him a place

in the heavens. See AVHLA.

MESTIERI. A name by which ſome

have called the planet Jupiter; it is its Arabic

name.

METEORS. Certain tranſient appear

ances in the airy region of different nature,

form, and effect; but all confined to that ſpace.

It is true that many of them ſeem, to the ig

norant, to be formed in the ſtarry heavens, and

ſo fall from thence into our atmoſphere; but

thoſe who haVe but the ſlighteſt knowledge oſ

the firucture of the univerſe, will ſee this to

be a vulgar error. They are all Confined within

the bounds of the earth's atmoſphere. That the

moon has no atmOſphere is almoſt certain from

obſervation; that the planets have not is too

much for us to ſay, but, iſ it be ſo, they are

too remOte for our obſervation. So that all

of which we read, or concerning which we

can ſpeak, are belonging to the ſystem oſ our

own earth, and are formed within the corn

paſs oſ its atrnoſphere, and oſ its vapours.

Among the meteors there are many very

curious, though not permanent, and astoniſh

 

ing, although they have no stable ſoundation.

It is impoſſible indeed that they ſhould, ſeeing

they are formed oſ vapours only, which, as

theyhave been collected by accident, are eaſily

diffipated again, and must diſappear when this

happens ; in the ſame manner as thoſe which

owed their appearance only to their being on

fire, muſt as ſoon as they are extinguiſhcd.

There have not been wanting thoſe who have

referred the comets to this claſs, nay, ſome of

great and deſerved character in the times have

countenanced the error, and ſuppoſed that

they were only vapours illuminated at once,

and burning till they Were wasted, and ſeen

no mOre.

lthas been ſufficiently proved, under the head

of the comets, that they are bodies of a very

different kind, being indeed no other than pla

nets oſ a peculiar order, revolving about ourſun,

but in very long ellipſcs, and viſible to us only

in that part of their courſe in which they are

near the ſun, and are ſubject to his influence.

We are therefore to ſeparate the comets from

this claſs of appearances, and, with this ex

ception, we may aſſert, that all thoſe fiery, or

luminous appearances, which ſhew themſelves

on aſudden, and laſt onlyſoratime, are meteors.

It is hardly neceſſary to add to the exception,

thoſe phoenomena in the starry region called

new stars, ſuch as that in Caſiiopeia, and ſome

others oſ leſs note, theſe being eaſily perceived

to be quite out of our ſystem, and truly of the

number of the fixed stars among which they are

placed. v

All other luminous appearances, which last

only for a time, are meteors 5 they are formed

of collections oſ vapours and exhalations from

the earth, and are elevated to a certain height

in the air, but within the limits oſ our atmo

ſphere. Theſe may become luminous two

ways, they may reflect to us the light oſ the

ſun, 'or other luminaries, or they may take fire

S ſ 2 themſelves
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themſelves ſeveraſ ways. In the first caſe,

they continue luminous, provided the light fall

properly upon them until they are diſlipated;

in the other, until they are burnt out.

An examination of a few of theſe will ſerve

to convey a general idea of the manner in

which they are produced, and oſ their nature.

Thunder and lightening are of the number

of meteors, and they are alſo of the nature of

the most frequent and moſt conſiderable -, the

, matteroftheſeisdoubtleſsformed of ſulphureous

and nitrous cxhalations from the earth, which

being elevated to a conſiderable height, and

agitated in the region of the air, became en

flamed, and waste themſelves with a flaſh and

noiſe, not unlike to that which accrues from

the mixture of the ſame principles with char

coal in the making oſ gunpowder, when any

way enflamed.

The first which We occaſionally ſee in _the

air appearing for a different degree of time,

and under a variety of circumstances, are diſ

ſerent in themſelves in quantity, and not leſs

in quality. The quantity will make lightening

more or leſs great and terrible ; but the qua

lity of it will alſo have a vast effect on the

manner of its operations. As it is more ſubtile,

and more nearly related to the pure etherial

fire, it will have the more ſurpriſmg effects 3 and

as it is more groſs, and loaded with particles,

ſuch as we know to have place in ordinary

fire, its effects will, in proportion, the more

reſemble thoſe of that common fire. Thus we

ſee lightening ſometimes ſo ſubtile, that it will

kill without any viſible mark, and will melt a

ſword without injuring the ſcabbard 5 at other X

times it will burn whatſoever comes in con

tact in the manner of common fire; and

the hurts which thoſe receive from it, who

eſcape with life, are exactly ſuch as are occa

ſioned by burning with any material, or

 

ordinary'fire, and ſurgeons cure them in the

ſame manner. At other times the effects are

Very different: not are theſe to be attributed

only to the nature or quality oſ the fire; the

manner of its deſcent will aiſo make great dif

ferences 3 it ſometimes expands at oncea large

ſurface in a broad and leſs powerful blaze,

ſometimes it is driven along in a narrow ſtream

with a prodigious force; and in ſome caſes it

is more moderate in its motion z in others, its

rapidity is aſtoniſhing. The duration of light

ening is alſo as variable, ſometimes it is instan

taneous, and diſappears the moment it is ſeen,

and, as the poet'expreſſes it,

Datb red/2 to be e'er one canſay it Iigbtms.

At other times it is more durable. We fre

quently hear of its falling in a ſolid globe as it

were, or in a compact maſs, which ſhall con

tinue in its form ſome moments, and if it

meet with any thing in its courſe, ſhall break

into 'tWO or more parts, yet holding together

in the ſeveral parts for ſome time ; theſe will

run about with violence upon the ground, and

at length diſſipate themſelves with or without

noiſe. Sometimes the crack at their bursting

is violent; always a ſmell of. ſulphur is leſt

behind them.

The lightening, in theſe caſes, approaches

to the nature of thoſe other meteors which are

fiery in their nature and appearance, and

which, being produced without thunder, re

main a long time in the air with greater or

leſſer motion, and at the length diffipate them

ſelves uſually without noiſe, but ſometimes

with a great crack, and not unfrequently with

i miſchief.

Bodies, or maſiEs of fire, of this kind, have

been ſeen of two, three, or more yards in dia

meter, elevated to a very conſiderable height,

and
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and purſuing their courſe ſlowly for ten or

twelve hours together; theſe are ſo uncom

mon, however, that, like comets, they are

taken by the ignorant for preſages of ſome

thing ſatal. The city of Barcelona was, in

the last century, alarmed with ſuch an ap

pearance, which lasted the Whole night, and,

by degrees, diſſipated itſelf about ſun-riſe,

theſe ſome have called tum oſſire.

Somewhat of kin to theſe, but more vio
lent, although ſmallcrlin extent, are what are

called lances and ſpears of fire 3 theſe are

uſually of an oblong figure, their magni

tude very various, and their motion ſwift;

they have a brightneſs that will obſcure the

light of a full moon; they are ſeen continu

ing their courſein a strait line in any direction,

and are viſible ſometimes for near half an hour,

often only for two or three minutes. They

are generally at ſome height in the air, but

are often ſo low as to terrify people extremely

in their paſſage; often they do not run more

than half a mile, ſometimes eight or ten miles.

When they are near the earth, their motion

is attended with a noiſe like that of the mount

ing of a ſky rocket; they always burst at last

with a violent noiſe, often not inferior to the

report of a cannon, and generally diſperſe into

an innumerable quantity of rays. Theſe alſo

are looked upon by the vulgar as portents and

ſigns; they are a kind of natural fire-work,

ſeldom doing any harm, and very 'pleaſing in

the obſervation.

The column of fire is another of the me

teors of this kind, it uſually makes its ap

pearance in an evening, and ſometimes con

tinues many hours; more frequently, how

ever, its duration iS*but of ten or a dozen mi

nutes, the height and the thickneſs of theſe is

different, but, in general, thoſe which have

the' largest diameter are of the ſhortest dura

tion, theſe uſually burst with a crack, equal

 

to that of a cannot', the ſmaIer often continue

till they diflipate by degreesſiwithout any ex-i

ploſion. The people of Thorn in Lithuania

were alarmed with the appearance of one of'

theſe pillars of fire in 1725, and preſagcd, as

uſual, the most terrible events from its ap

pearance.

Nothing is ſo frequent as the little ball of

light which we ſee in a ſummer evening

in the air, lighting itſelf in a moment, and

in another extinct, purſuing in the mean time

acourſe along the heavens, oblique, or to

ward the earth; theſe are what we call

ſhooting or falling ſtars. They are fires

wholly of the ſame nature with thoſe,

which in the larger maſſes appear ſo formi

dable to mankind, although, in thoſe little

portions, they ſeem rather amuſing. When

a little parcel of inflammable vapour takes fire,

with no more of the ſame kind near, if the

agitation throws it forward, it goes on with

violence, if not it fails, and as it continues

burning ſo long as any part of it remains, it

marks its paſſage by a lucid train, leaving in

deed all the way a part of its body burning

behind it. We ſee theſe only in an evening,

or in the night, becauſe the air is dark enough

to ſhew them distinctly ; but there is no doubt

but that they are falling, and ſhooting alſo by

day-light, only their light is not ſo ſtrong as

to be viſible. There do not, however, want

instances of this 3 ſome of them have been ſo

bright, that, although little larger than the

reſt, they have been viſible in an evening

while the ſun was yet up. Gaſſendi tells us

of one of them which he ſaw fall in form of a

body of white flame. '

The parhclia, or mock-ſuns, are alſo very

beautiful appearances of the meteor kind, but

they are not frequent. We principally hear

of theſe toward ſun-riſe, or ſun-ſet, and there

are the appearances of two or three ſuns in the
' ſi place
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place of one, in this caſe the true ſun

is always in the middle: the mock-ſuns,

which we ſee beſide it, are formed by clouds,

compoſed of ſubtle vapours, but thoſe of ſo

much denſity that they reflect the image of the
ſſ ſun in the manner oſ mirrors.

The paraſelenes, or mock-moons, are of the

ſame kind alſo, and properly come under the

rank of meteors, as do alſo thoſe circles which

we call Halos. 'A kind of luminous croſs is

alſo formed from the moon at times, and with

this the appearances oſ thoſe mock-moons in

all reſpects like to the mock-ſuns 3 theſe ap

pearances are much more common in Iceland,

and very far north, than in this part of the

world. .

To the meteors, we are to add alſo the

rainbow, full of all the colours in their greatest

beauty, and the Aurora Borealis, whether in

a broad flood of light, or in streams, and

waving ſpears. And to conclude, we are to

enter 'alſo among the list, thoſe lambent fires

which are ſo frequent in marſhy countries,

and which 'are called will a't/u wſ/þr; theſe

are uſually found about stagnant waters, and

they are ſo low that it is not uncommon for

people who travel in the countries where they

are frequent to paſs among them unhurt. In

Lincolnſhire men often ſee them ſettle upon

their own cloaths, and on the mane of their

horſe, and may wipe them off with the naked

hand, for they do not burn.

METONIC CYCLE, or Cycle of the Alom.

A cycle of nineteen years, calculated by the

old Greek astronomer Meto, and called after

his name. Meto lived in the eight-ſixth Olym

piad, and is celebrated for having made many

improvements in the early astronomy.

MICHAEL, or ST. MICHAEL. A name

given, by a ſet of fantastical writers, to one

 

of the northern constellations, the Little Bear.

Schiller is at the head oſ theſe ; he will have'

every constellation refer to ſome story in the

bible, or of the histories dependant on the

bible. He makes this St. Michael 5 others

more moderate, retaining one or other of its

antient figures, adapt ſome proper part of

the ſcripture story to them. Some continuing

'the figure of the Bear, ſay it is one of Eliſha's

Bears, and others call it, according to the

original form, the Waggon of Jacob, and

Chariot of Joſeph.

MILKY WAY. A vast tract in the hea

vens, distinguiſhed from the rest by its white

colour, whence it obtains the name. The oc

caſion of this distinction of appearance from

the rest of the hemiſphere, is readily diſcovered

by the teleſcope. The whole ſpace, when

examined with that instrument, is found to be

full of little stars 5 theſe are too minute to be

ſeen by the naked eye, but they give a blended

light, which together forms that milky ap

pearance.

MILINUS. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Cygnus; it was a re

ceived name for it among the Latins; for we

find one and the other poets ſpeak oſ it by that

denomination.

MINCHIR AL ASAD. A name given

by the astrological, and though not much to

their credit, by ſome of the astronomical wri

ters, to the _star in the front of the Lion's

head, toward the top oſ his noſe; it is the

Arabic name, and ſignifies, in that language,

the Lion's nostrils. Nothing is ſo contemp

tible as the retaining the Arabic names in our

catalogues. Fomahaut is another of them;

it ſignifies only the mouth of the Fiſh, the

place where the star, ſo called, is ſituated;

and to ſſwhat purpoſe ſhould it be preſerved?

, MIMKA
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MIMKARALGERAH. A name given

by ſome to a star in the beak of Cor

vus.

MINORITY, in Ratio'r. When two

quantities have a ratio to one another, the

first or antecedent is leſs than the conſequent;

it is called a ratio of minority. See RATlO.

MINTACA, or ALMJENTACA. A name

by which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

words, call the zodiac ; it is the Arabic name

for that circle of the heavens, and, in that

language, the word ſignifies a belt or a girdle.

All nations have called the zodiac by ſome

ſuch name.

MINTAKA-AL GIACENA. A name

given by ſome, who are fond of uncommon

terms, to the stars which form the belt of

Orion; they are ſo conſpicuous in the hea

vens that it is not a wonder they ſhould be di

stinguiſhed by a peculiar name. Our ſailors,

who know nothing of the constellation Orion,

yet have a name for theſe stars, call them

the Golden Girdle, or the Golden Yard,

the last is the more uſual expreſſion. The

Arabic name uſed by others, means only the

belt of Orion.

MINUTE. Conſidered as a meaſure of

ſpace, is the ſixtieth part of a degree; the

degree being the three hundred and ſixtieth

part of a circle. See CIRCLE.

MIRROR. A name by which ſome have

called the bright star in the girdle of Andro

meda; they alſo call it lſar, Mizar, Mizath,

and Mizaz. Theſe are only ſo many corrup

tions of the Arabian word Mizar, which is the

name by which they call this star.

MISAN, or AL MISAN. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of hard words, have

called the constellation Libra ; it is the Arabic

name of that ſign, and the word, in that lan

guage, ſignifies a pair of ſcales. '

MITRE, or MITRE of St. Peter.

name given by certain enthuſiasts to one of the

northern constellations. It is Schiller who has

made this innovation ; he has altered the Nor

thern Triangle into this form, and given it the

name of St. Peter's Ornament. Schickard is

as eager as this writer to refer to ſomething re

ligious in every constellation, but he is-more

pardonable in that he does not alter the ſi

gures ; he preſerves theTriangle, but he gives it

the name of the Trinity, of which he deſires

it may be understood as an emblem.

MIXT ANGLE. Is that angle which is

formed by the opening of two lines which

touch in a point, and the one of which lines

is strait, and the other crooked. See ANGLE.

MIZACH. A corruption of the word Mi.

zar ; a name of the great star in Andromeda's

girdle.

MIZA_TH. A corruption of the word

Mizar 5 a name of. the bright star in Andro.

meda's girdle.

MIZAZ. A corruption of the word Mi

zar; a name of the bright star in Androme

da's girdle.

MO. A- name by which Jupiter is called

by the eastern astronomers. The proper ſenſe

of the word is W'and, but why it is applied to

this planet is not eaſy to ſay.

MOLOBOBAR. A name by which .we find

 

L ſome, who love strange and ill-founding words,

call
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the planet Jupiter. It is found in the writings

of ſeveral languages, and always in the ſame

ſenſe. But we find ſome who ſuppoſe it to be

only a barbarous way of writing the term Mo

loch Baal, a name by which many call

Jupiter.

MOLOCH BAAL. A name by which

thoſe, who are fond of introducing hard names

on every occaſion, call the planet Jupiter; it

is a term that we find indeed uſed by very early

writers, but that is no reaſon why late ones

ſhould uſe it. Voffius is of opinion, that the

word Molohahor, by which this planet is alſo

ſometimes called, is only aharbarous pronun

ciation of this word.

MOMIMUS. A name by which ſome,

who will ſearch very far after an unuſual word,

have called the planet Mercury; it is one of

the names by which the Emiſlſiaeans called it.

JMONOCEROS, the Unicorn. One of the

new constellations of the northern hemiſphere,

or one of, thoſe which Hevelius has added to

the forty-eight old asteriſms, and formed out

of the Stella: Informes, or thoſe which were

not compriſed within the out-lines of any of

the others. The Unicorn is a constellation of

great extent, but of leſs conſideration than

many which are ſmaller. It makes a great figure

in the maps and fchemes of the heavens, but a

Very moderate one in the hemiſphere, it con

'tains, in proportion to the ſpace it occupies,

fewer stars than almost any constellation of

the northern hemiſphere. Theſe are not

diſpoſed in the happiest manner that might

have been poſſible under the ſame advantage of

a better choſen figure.

The figures of the new constellations are, i

in general, better drawn than thoſe of the old,

and that for a good reaſon, the antients placed

 

their animals in the heavens as hieroglyphic',

and made them a kind of writing. The con

stellation Virgo told men, that when the ſun

came into that part of the heavens the ſeaſon of

reaping was at hand, which ſhe denoted by

the ear of corn. The Ram beſpake the time

of the breeding of that flock, and the Bull and

Kids that of thoſe animals. The antients,

who had this deſign in their figures, which

they adapted to the ſeveral portions of the hea

vens, were pardonable therefore, if they

put ſuch as did not the most happily, that

could have been contrived, anſwer to the ſi

tuation of the stars compriſed in them; and

they were in this alſo, in ſome meaſure, par

donable, if, to make them take in the most

eſſential, they a little deviated from nature in

the drawing: their bears with long tails, and

their dragons with hairy heads, want this

apology; but this is not the caſe with thoſe

creatures which we have put into the ſkies.

We have had no intent but to chuſe a figure

that might best anſwer to the diſpoſition of the

stars, and take in the more conſiderable of

them into ſome peculiar places; ſo that we

are unpardonable if we chuſe ſuch as do not

anſwer to this purpoſe, and if we do not keep

to nature in the drawing; yet we do not always

keep up to this. ., '

When there were ſo many real animals for

Hevelius to have choſen amongst, it was very

idle in him to fix on an imaginary one, and he

is still leſs to be excuſed in giving the drawing

of this not agreeable even to the fabulous sto

ries. There is no ſuch creature in nature as

an unicorn, unleſs the rhinoceros is meant by

that name z buſit thoſe who have been idle

enough to ſuppoſe there was another, have

painted it as an horſe with a horn in its fore

head. Instead of this, the unicorn of the ſkies

is a long-bodied animal, with the divided hoofs

of an ox, the head of an horſe, and a horn in

 

i

the
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the midst of the forehead, which is strait,

long, and twisted or wreathed, and exactly

reſembles that tooth of the whale called the

Narwhal, which is preſerved in many mu

ſzums, and has been called, in the times of

ignorance, an unicorn's horn. It is probably,

to this ſingle thing indeed, that the whole story

of the unicorn owed its origin. People, who

had been voyages to the north, ſound this

tooth, which is white as ivory, and nine or ten

feet long, upon the ſhores. The ſolidity of

its texture preſerving it when the creature, to

which it belonged, was waſhed to pieces.

. Not knowing what to make of this, they took

it to be an horn, they brought it into Europe

by way of curioſity, and thoſe who poſſeſſed

themſelves of it fancied that it belonged to ſome

animal, and therefore deviſed an imaginary

quadruped to make out its history.

This is the true and proper origin of that

animal which Hevelius has raiſed up into the

ſhies. The place it holds there is between the

head of the Hydra, Cancer, the Little Dog,

Orion, the Hare, the Great Dog, and the

hip. There is, among theſe, a ſpace of con

ſiderableve'xtcnt left in the heavens, and that

is not quite ſo thick ſet as ſome others are with

stars, yet there are enough in it to justiſy the

forming a constellation, and to make it an

uſeſul one. The head of the Hydra comes juſt

over the rump of the unieorn ; the ſign Cancer

is at a greater distance over its back 5 the Little

Dog has its fore feet just at the inſertion ofthe

neck, and hid under the mane; the horn of

the unicorn Comes behind the right hand of

Urion about the wrist, and its ſore paws are

very near his right hip ;' the Hare is at a diſ

tance below his feet; the head of the Great

Dog comes under his ſhoulders, and his hind

fect touch the maſt of the Ship.

In this vast constellation, Hevelius, who

formed it, counted only nineteen stars, but

VOL. I.

 

Flamstcad has encreaſed the number to thirty

one. They are ſcattered irregularly as well

as thinly over the figure, and they are none of

them of the largest magnitude. The most

conſiderable are ſituated as follow 5 there is one

toward the tip of the ear, there are two over

the eye, two about the mouth and noſe, and

one on the lower part of the face, two behind

the ear, and one on the out-line of the throat

near the middle; there are four in a cluller

over the ſhoulder, and two lower, one in the

middle of the body, three on the buttocks,

two at the inſertion of the tail, and abo'ut four

on the tail itſelf. Beſide theſe, there are three

or four on the hinder logs, and one on the

right fore foot, and another larger near the

left; there are two little ſtars on that part of

the horn'that is near the wrist of Orion. Theſe

are all that mark the constellation in the hea

vens, ſo that its place is much better known

by the constellations that ſurround it, than by

the stars of which it is itſelf compoſed. It is

indeed faintcr in the expreſſion than almost

any other.

MONSTER. A name, and a very pro

per one, for the constellation commonly called

the Whale, for it is not at all like that crea

ture. It has legs, and the head, neck, and

breast of a quadruped, in all the figures

that are given us of it. The Greeks ſay it

was the ſea-beast which Neptune ſent to de

vour Andromeda, and which was killed by

Perſeus. See CE'rus.

MONTH-CLIMATES. A term uſed

by the modern astronomers to expreſs thoie

climates which they have meaſured between

the polar circle and the pole. The name is

given them by way of distinction from that of

thoſe which are meaſured between the equator

and the polar circle, and which, being deter

T t mitted
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mined by ſmall differences of time in the

length of the longest' day, are called hour

climates.

They reckon from the equator to the polar

circle, as the antients did, by allowing the

difference of half an hour in the length of the

longest day between, the parallels that mark

the beginning and end of the climate; but in

theſe, which are between the polar circle and

the pole, the quantity of time that marks the

difference by the length of the longest day, is

neceſſarily greater. At the polar circle the

longest day is twenty-four hours ; kand from

this place, toward the pole itſelf, they add, on

every diviſion of a climate, the quantity of a

whole natural day, instead of that of half an

hour, as between the equator and this circle.

As they advance more toward the pole, the

day growing yet longer and longer, they find

it neceſſary to add to the quantity which is

. the mark of encreaſe in the longest day in the

ſame proportion. When they are arrived at

that parallel,v where the longest day is equal

to fifteen days, they begin a new account.

From this place they divide or meaſure the

climates by an encreaſe of one of theſe days,

which is equal to ſomewhat more than a fort

night, or to about the half of a ſolar month 5

and after this, by the encreaſe of twice that

quantity, or of whole months: thus continu

ing to the pole itſelf, where the length of the

day is equal to just that of half the year. This

is the modern method of perfecting what the

antients ſet about ſo rudely; they either ſup

poſed a conſiderable extent about the equator

to be in the character of a right ſphere, and

ſo imagined it to have nothing to do with that

obliquity on which all theſe changes depended;

or elſe thought that part uninhabitable, and ſo

not of any neceſſary conſideration. However

it was, one part of their imperfcction, with re

ſpect to the diviſion of the globe into cliniates,

 

Was, that they began only from thatparallel

where the longest day was tWelve hours and

three quarters, and the other was, that they

never varied the encreaſe of time by which they

meaſured, but kept it at the half hour in the

longeſt day, and that they carried the admea

ſurement no farther than the Riphzan moun

tains. Ours is much more perfect, for we be

gin at the equator, and terminate at the pole

itſelf, and, by the aſſistance of theſe month

climates, encreaſing the quantity added as is

neceſſary, we do all with great regularity, as

well as great perfection.

The most accurate table of climates that

ever was publiſhed, is Ricciolus's. It is na

tural to conceive, that, in comprehending a

much greater quantity of the ſurfaceof the

earth than the antients did, the number of cli

mates, in a modern account, must be greater;

but this is not all, the diviſion is vastly more

accurate, and the length of the day, on which

all the punctuality of the diviſion depends, is

much more strictly aſcertained.

This author has made the number of cli

mates, in his diviſion, twenty; and in the

laying down the parallels, where they begin

and terminate, he has uſed a caution, that all

the other authors neglected; that is, he has

made an allowance for the effects of the re

fraction of the atmoſphere, which we know to

be very conſiderable, and which yet none of

the others have accounted for. This we

know makes the ſun appear higher than he

is, and even ſhews his images after he is ſet,

and before he riſes 3 and, in conſequence of

this, the ſun appears above the the horizon

every day longer than he truly is, and ſo the

length ofday, that is, of the artificial day, (for

this is the day by which we meaſure in count

ing of climates, and this is accounted by the

hours which the ſun is above the horizon) is

greater in appearance, than in reality. Ric

ciolus,
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ciolus,by making allowance for this reſraction,

has reduced the account to truth, and conſe

quently acts in his diviſion on aplanmuchbetter

than anyothcr. Beſides,hehasgone further than

what has been already obſerved as the general

custom of the moderns, in varying the quantity

of the addition to the length of day at the ſe

, veral northern parallels, and, in the whole, has

given a diviſion vastly more accurate, as well

as more judicious, than any other.

This author, whom it is best to follow in

the whole diviſion, begins at the equator, not

at any distance from it, as the antients did, and

taking up their diviſion, he carries it as far as

it can be continued with prudence. He then
extends the addition i not ſo abruptly as

others have done, but continues what he has

begun gently. His climates are meaſured by

the addition of half an hour in the length of

the day, till he comes to thoſe of ſixteen hours

for the longest. _ '

From this, which is his first point of chang

ing, and a very proper one, he meaſures the

climate by the addition of an hour to the length

of the longest day, till he comes to that pa

rallel where the day is of twenty-four hours.

This is the beginning of another diviſion, and

from this he meaſures by the encreaſe of two

hours to the longest day, till he comes to thoſe

of twenty-four hours. Here he begins the

month-climates, which he meaſures by the

encreaſe 0£half a ſolar month, or a little more

than fifteen days to the longest artificial day.

The general admeaſurement of the modern

writers has been mentioned already, and, by

comparing that with ſi this of Ricciolus, and

taking in his regulation of the length of the ar

tificial day, by the encreaſe of which they are

meaſured, according to the laws of reſraction,

we ſhall ſee that this is the meaſure most to be

depended on. ſ

His climates are denominated like thoſeofthe

 antients, from ſome place, through which a pai

rallcl, marking the middle, is found to paſs.

Thus, the middle of the first climate north,

according to his diviſion, paſſes through the

iſle of Mindanao, and the first ſouth through

the iſle of Aſcention. In the first parallel,

the height of the pole is two degrees and fifty- '

nine minutes, and the length of the longest day

twelve hours and fifteen minutes. The middle

of the ſecond climate, north, paſſes through

Goa, and of that ſouth through the iſland of

St. Helena. The third climate, north, has,

in its middle, St. Luca in California, and the

third, ſouth, Aſſurnption in St. Omer. The

fourth has, in its middle, Cairo ; and the

fourth, ſouth, Coquimba. The fifth climate,

north, has, in its middle, C. Di Chille

in the Morea ; and the fifth, ſouth, the

mouth of the river De La Plate. The ſixth

climate, north, has, in its middle, the Alca

lade Henraes, and the ſouth, Baldinia; the

ſeventh climate, north, has, in its middle, Asti

in Pied ; and the ſouth the Coronatum Locus z

the eighth climate, north, has, in its middle,

Briſac in Alſace, and the ſouth, Port Deſire 5

the ninth climate, north, has, in its middle,

Hamburgh, and the ſouth, the middle of the

streights of Magellan ; the tenth climate,

north, has, in its middle, Jeroſlaw, and the

ſouth, Cape-horn 5 the eleventh climate, north,

has, in itsmiddle, Egrinculum in Tartary ; the

twelfth has, in its middle, the N. ofFriezeland ;

the thirteenth, the S. of Iceland; and the

fourteenth, the middle of Iceland. The others

are in places not determined 5 but for the fif

teen ſirst, they may be very conveniently

named, as the antients named theirs; as the

ninth may be called the climate of Hamburgh,

the eighth the climate of Briſac, and ſo of the

rest.

MOON. Notwithstanding that the moon

T t 2
appears
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appears to the common obſerver larger than

any of the heavenly bodies, it is the least of

of them all. Things appear greater or leſſer

in proportion to their distance from the perſon

who views them, and the moon is nearer, by

multitudes of degrees, than any other of the

heavenly bodies. We are indeed to look on this

luminary in a light quite different from that

in which we ſee all the others. The distance of

the ſun is immenſe 5' the planets roll round that

ſun as the earth alſo does, and are alſo very

distant from it; the fixed stars are yet vastly

more remote than all theſe 5 ſo far indeed,

that their distance goes beyond computation,

and we can make no conjecture about it.

On the contrary, we are to regard the moon

as not placed among theſe, nor revolving like

the others round the ſun; it reVOlves round

our earth alone, and that at a little-distance.

When we ſpeak of distances under the term

little, in regard to heavenly bodies, we mean

comparatively with that of the others 3 for the

least abſolute distance when put down ſingly,

will appear great, and the ſmallest magnitude
immenſe. This moon, ctwhich is a ſpeck, in

compariſon of the other heavenly bodies, and

in compariſon oftheir places, is ſo near to us 5

yet is, in her mean diſtance from us, more than

ſixty ſemi-diameters of the earth remote z or, in

plain words, is distant from the earth two hun

dred and forty thouſand miles, and its diameter

is nearly a fourth part that of the earth's -, it is

about two thouſand, one hundred, and ſe

,Venty-five miles *. the ſurface therefore con

tains no leſs than about fourteen millions of

ſquare miles. This, conſidered in itſelf, is a

conſiderably large object 5 but when conſidered

as an heavenly body, and in compariſon with

the others, it is little. ,

As the moon is the nearest to the earth of

all the planets, her motion alſo is the quickest,

the complete revolution being performed in

 

about the compaſs of a month. This revolu

tion of the moon is performed in an orbit,

the plane of which is enclined to that of the

ecliptic about five degrees, and cuts that of

the ecliptic in two oppoſite points, which are

what we call the moon's nodes. The aſcen

dant node is that point of the orbit in which

the moon is plaCed, when ſhe is paſiing from

the ſouthern part of her orbit to the northern.

The deſcendent node, on the contrary, is

that point when ſhe paſſes from the northern

part of her orbit to the ſouthern.

The moon appears in a great many different

forms to the earth, ſometimes more, ſome

times leſs enlightned, and accordingly ſhew

ing more or leſs of her ſurface under the illu

mination. Theſe different appearances Of the

moon, with regard to the earth, are called

the different faces of the moon, and they are

occaſioned by the different poſition of the

moon with regard to the ſun, whence ſhe is
enlightned in a different degree. A

The full moon, or oppoſition, is that state

in which the whole diſk of the moon is en

lightned, and we ſee the whole of a circular

figure, and all bright. The new moon, or

conjunction, is that state in which the whole

ſurface, or diſk, turned toward us, is dark,

no part of it being enlightned, or ſhone upon

by the ſun; in this state, conſequently it is not

at all ſeen. Astronomcrs call both one and

the other of theſe faces of moon ſizygies.

The first quarter of the moon is the state in

which ſhe appears in the form of a ſemicircle,

the circumference of which is toward the

west; and the last quarter is that state in

which ſhe appears to us in the ſame figure

of a femicircle, but with the circumference

turned toward the east. Theſe two faces are

called by astronomers quadratures.

The time between the new and the full

moon is called the creſcent, and that between

the
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the full moon and the new moon again the

decreaſe.

All theſe appearances of the moon will be

eaſily understood, only by conſidering the ſi

tuation of the earth, moon, and ſun. The

ſun we know is placed at an immenſe distance

from us in the centre of the univerſe; the

moon very near to us ; the earth all the time

making a reVOlution round the ſun, and the

moon at the ſame time making a revolution

round the earth. When the moon is between

the earth and the ſun, that half of her globe,

which is turned toward the ſun, will be en

lightned, and all the half, which is turned to

ward us, will be left dark : this is the state in

which we ſee nothing of the moon, and it is one

oftheſizygies, called the conjunction, or thenew

moon. On the contrary, when the moon is

got behind the earth, or the earth is between

the ſun and the moon, the whole ſurface of

the moon, which is turned toward the earth, is

enlightned z this is called the full moon, or the

oppoſition, and is the other of the ſizygies.

When the moon is in a ſlatejust between

theſe, or is in her quarter, ſuppoſe the first

quarter, and is at ninety degrees from the

ſun, we can have only half of the enlightned

hemiſphere of the moon turned toward the

earth; for we are to underſtand, that one

half of the moon, or one of her hemiſpheres,

is always enlightned, although we ſee but a

part of it. In conſequence of the preſent ſitua

tion, we ſee only one moiety of the diſk of:

the moon, the Circumference of which is

turned toward the west: and, for the ſame rea

ſon, when thev moon is in her laſt quarter,'

that is, when ſhe is diſtant from the ſun two

hundred and twenty degrees, according to'

the order of the ſigns, we can again ſee only

one half of her enlightned hemiſphere, and ſhe

appears a ſemicircle, with the. Circumference

tumed toward the eaſt.

 

In the other aſpects, or ſituations, although

the moon be at all times enlightned in an

equal quantity by the ſun, yet in conſequence

of her different turning toward the earth, we

perceive only a part of her diſk enlightned,.

which part is encreaſing all the way as ſhe

is departing more and more from the conjunc

tion, and going toward the oppoſition; and

which diminiſhes in the ſame proportion as

ſhe moves from the oppoſition to the conjunc

tion. Thus ſhe is continually encreaſing in

the enlightned part from the first to the latter

of the ſizygies, and continually decreaſing in it,

as ſhe returns from the latter to the former;

this cauſes that viciſſitude of faces which we

ſee in the moon in each of her revolutions.

Theſe appearances demonſtrate clearly that

the moon is an opake body, deſtitute oflight

in herſelf, and that what light ſhe gives us

ſhe reflects from the ſun. We do indeed,

when the moon is in her encreafe, as wel-i as

in the decreaſe, diſtinguiſh very clearly the

opake part of her diſk, which is not at all en

lightned by the ſun, and this has led ſome

Very ſuperſicial perſons to imagine, that the

moon had really ſome light of her own,- al

though the greater part were borrowed from

the ſun. But we are to conſider, that as the

moon being an opake body, casts upon this

earth a light reflccud from the ſun, ſo this

earth, being alſo an opake body, and enlight

ned by the ſun, must, in the ſame manner,

reflect that light in proper directions to the

moon. This is indeed the caſe; and that faint

light which we distinguiſh upon the darkor

part of the moon's diſk at thoſe times, is

cauſed by a reflection fzom the part of the

earth which 'is- enlightned by the ſun', and is

turned that way towazds it. The effect Vl hich

this has upon the moon mustbe the ſame with

that which the reficc'ted light oſ die moon has
upon the earth. U

When
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When we view the moon by the naked

eye, we ſee a great number of irregular

marks on her diſk, distinguiſhed by their

darker colour from the brighter, or more glar

ing parts: theſe are the moon's ſpots; and

when we direct a telcſcope to its body, we

not only ſee theſe much more distinctly, but

we alſo perceive a great many others, which
do not ſhew themſelves tolthe naked eye. We

distinguilh very plainly by this aflistance, that

ſome parts of the moon's ſurface are plain,

ſome elevated, and ſome depreſſed, or hol

low; and more than this, we can distinguiſh

among the elevated parts ſome that are level,

and have the appearance of mountains, others

rough, craggy, and abrupt like rocks, and

we ſee alſo plainly a number of circles, or

ovals, which have an eminence in the\

middle : we do not ſee theſe ſpots always alike.

On the contrary, the different expoſition of the

moon with regard to the ſun, and her diffe

rent ſituation with reſpect to the earth, pro

duce a diVerſity of appearance in all of them,

and this very happily ſerves to give us means

of distinguiſhing their true nature.

One of the first certainties at which we ar

rive in a courſe of obſervations on the moon's

ſpots is, that there are mountains on its ſur

face, altogether like to thoſe on the earth;

for when the ſun is perpendicular to the place

were any one of theſe stands, it does not cast

any ſhadow; but when the light of the ſun

falls obliquely upon them, they cast a ſhadow

on the ſide oppoſite to the ſun, and that ſha

dow is plainly perceived by our teleſcopes.

Every ſhadow of this kind on the moon's ſur

face is of a triangular figure, and terminates

in a point; it is evident from this of what na

ture, and what form the bodies are which

give thoſe ſhadows.

In obſerving the ſeveral other ſpots on the

 

moon's ſurface, which are of a circular, or

nearly circular ſigure, ofwhich there are many,

we find that their part which is expoſed to the

ſun is enlightned, while, at the ſame time,

the other part of the ſpot is dark and obſcure ;

we ſee that this is exactly the caſe with an

hemiſphere of any ſubstance, hollowed and

expoſed to the light in an oblique direction ;

of a baſon, placed upon a table, at ſome di

stance from a candle, in a room where there

is no other light. We know what would

be the effect of this. The part of the baſon

oppoſite to, or farthest from the candle, would

be enlightned, and the contrary part of the

cavity, or that nearest to the candle, would be

dark. The laws of nature are fixed and in

variable; the ſame ſhadows must be formed

by light in the ſame direction on bodies of the

ſame figure, and the conſequence is very evi

dent, that theſe ſpots, which give this appear

ance on the moon's ſurface, are really pits, or

hollows. Thus much then is evident from

the most plain obſervation, that there are

mountains and caverns, pits, or hallows, on

the ſurface of the moon.

The ſection of the moon, which distin

guiſhes its enlightned, from its dark part, is

the place which is, of all others, expoſed

most obliquely to the ſun; it is in this part

conſequently that the ſhadows of thoſe ſeve

ral eminences, which we distinguiſh on her

body, are largest. We distinguiſh them there- _

fore better in the quadraturesi of the moon,

than in any of her other faces, becauſe the

ſhadows which at that time fall toward the

centre of her diſk, which is the part most of

all expoſed to our view, are most ſenſible.

This happens from the ſame reaſon, that

thoſe ſpots of the ſun appear the largest which

are nearest to the middle ofhis diſk, and are at

that place alſo the most determinateanddistinct.

Theſe
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Theſe ſhadows of the eminences and hollows

on the moon's ſurface, do alſo augment, di

miniſh, and turn about, as the moon ap

proaches toward the ſun, or recedes from it.

'In the encreaſe, the moon being then in the

east, with reſpect to the ſun, the ſhadows fall

to the east; and, on the contrary, in the de

' creaſe, the moon being then accidental, with

regard to the ſun, theſe ſhadows fall to the

west, according to then'ue rules of optics and

perſpective. We ſee alſo, by the afiistance of

teleſcopes, very often, certain little ſpots en

lightned beyond the illuminated edge, and

appearingas little flames, or ſpecks of fire,

in the dark part; theſe reſemble ſo many little

stars. This is an obſervation that convinces

us not only that there are mountains in the

moon, but that they are of very conſiderable

height, ſeeing that their tops intercept the

light, and become luminous, while their bot

toms are yet dark.

It is a common thing to chuſe the full moon

for obſervation by the teleſcopes, to ſee theſe

appearances, but this is an error; it is of all

times, when any part of the enlightned diſk

is towards us, the worst. At the full moon we

cannot distinguiſh any ſhadows, for the whole

diſk is directly oppoſite to the ſun, and in all

its middle part there can be none; and as to

thoſe which are found toward the edges of the

moon, they cannot be perceived by us, be

cauſe we ſee the eminent parts on the ſame

ſide with the ſun, and as our eyes, and its

light, fall upon them in the ſame manner, the

places where the ſhadows fall are hid from us.

It is for this reaſon, that lthe ſame part of the

diſk affords us a very different appearance

when, the moon is full, and when in the en

crcaſe, or in the decreaſe, for it is all one in

which of thoſe states ſhe is viewed.

Notwithstanding, however, that in the time

of the full moon the appearance of the

 

elevations and dcpreſiions in its ſurface are

wholly obliterated, we ſee a very different

degree of light in the ſeveral different parts,

and ſome appear to us vastly'different from

others 5 the occaſion of this distinction is, that

ſome parts of the moon*s ſurface are diſpoſed

to reflect light much more than others. We

ſee in ſome places ſpots of ſuch peculiar

brightneſs that they ſeem to throw out rays

every way from them upon the moon's ſurface 5

the three brightest of theſe are thoſe which

astronomers have named Tycho, Coperni

cus, and Kepler; notwithstanding theſe rays,

which are, according to appearance, parts of

the moon, elevated above the rest of her diſk

which is about them, do not distinguiſh them

ſelves, nor are ſeen the greater part of the

encreaſe or decreaſe, but only at theſe times

of the full illumination. This, however, may

only be owing to their being leſs elevated than

ſome other parts of the diſk, and conſequently

interrupted by the ſhadows of thoſe more emi

nent parts, in the time when thoſe ſhadows

are viſible to us. This difference of brighter

and darker parts, which we distinguiſh in the

time of the full illumination of the moon,

has occaſioned the astronomers to give to the

ſeveral parts the names of ſeas, lakes, and

gulphs, continents, iſlands, and promontories 5

this has been done in conformity to the struc- -

ture of the earth, but it has not been donc

with a ſufficient degree of attention to the ap

pearances. It would be Very difficult to deter

mine abſolutely whether there be water any

where on the ſurface of the moon: that there

are higher parts of the ſurface is certain, and

wc well distinguiſh them by the name oſmoun

tains; but as to the hollows, which might

contain lakes, and other collections of wa

ters, we palpably diſcover many of them to

be empty: we do not pretend to aſſert, that

there are not waters on the ſurface, there may

be
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be collections of them large enough to obtain

the name of ſeas 5 but aſſuredly it is not thoſe

ſpots which are called ſeas that have a right

to the name : theſe are duſkyer parts than the

rest, and certainly ſeas would not he ſuch. It is

the property of water, though it abſorb much,

yet to reflect light strongly 5 on the contrary,

leſs is reflected from theſe parts than from any

other. It is more probable, that theſe immenſe

tracts of theſurfaceare rougherthan the rest,ſince

ſuch ſpots would abſorh the light more than any

other, and conſequently would reflect leſs.

Be it as it will, with reſpect to theſe parti

cular conjectures, as to the particular parts of

the moon's ſurface, there is great reaſon to

believe, that the elements of which that pla

net is compoſed are Very different from thoſe

of this earth ; for we ſee nothing of thoſe ap

pearances, which must be the conſequence

oſclouds, ſuch as ours, if any ſuch floated,

at a ſmall distance, as ours do, over the ſur

face of the moon. We are ſo near to the

moon, and we distinguiſh ſo well, by means

of teleſcopes, what concerns that planet, that

if there were clouds about it, as about this

earth, we ſhould, and must perceive the dif

ference of the ſeveral parts as ſeen through

them. The apparent configuration of the ſe

veral parts of the moon's ſurſace would he

continually altered as they were ſeen through

a clear air, through thin and light, and thro'

denſe and thick clouds 5 for the rays abſorbed

by them, and not reflected to us, would cer

tainly cauſe a great difference between the

appearance of a cloudy and clear pro

ſpect of any part of the moon : ' and as theſe

clouds would be like ours, frequently chang

ing place, the difference would be the more

obvious. I have not advanced, as a certainty,

that there is no water in the moon ; but when

it is obſerved, that in ſpite of nominal ſeas

and lakes there is no real appearance of any,

 

and we conſider, that there alſo no appear

ance of clouds, the one circumstance corrobo

rates the other in ſuch a manner, that it ap

pears the more probable.

As we ſee no appearance, ſuch as ought to

ariſe from clouds; ſo neither can we by any

means diſcover that the moon has any at

moſphere like to ours. The fixed stars, or

the planets, when eclipſed by the interpoſi

tion of the moon, do not ſuffer any alteration

in their figure, or in their colour, at the time

when they are getting behind the body of the

moon, or at that when they are making their

way out again. Now this can only be ow

ing to the air, or etherial matter, being

wholly the ſame, cloſe about the moon, as at

any other distance: we know, that the at

moſphere which ſurrounds the eanh up to a

certain, and that a very conſiderable height,

is of a different denſity from the air alone;

and accordingly we know, that it makes

changes in the appearances of bodies, and we

are obliged to account for theſe in all our

computa-tions. If the m00n had ſuch an at

moſphere about her, if the air ſurrounding

her globe were different from that at a di

stance, we must neceſſarily ſec thoſe changes

in the figure and colour of the heavenly bo

dies paſſing through it when very near her

edge, which are the natural and the neceſſary

reſult of their beingr ſeen through a different

medium. This is not the caſe, they are im

mediately before their immerfion, and imme

diately aſtcr their emergence, ſeen just as at

other times, and conſequently there is no dif

ference between the air just about the moon,

and that at a distance from her; that is, the

moon has no atmoſphcre.

Upon the whole, as there is no appear

ance' of water, clouds, or annoſphere, on or

about the moon, it is highly probable, that

the matter of which her globe is compoſed,

although
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although it may be analagous to earth, has

nothing in it reſembling water. That there

is nothing there to form exhalations, vapours,

clouds, or meteors, ſuch as we have about

the earth, we inhabit, and there is nothing

diſſonant from reaſon in this. It is probable,

that the primary intent oſ the moon's crea

tion was to give light to us, and if this be her

great and principal uſe, it is not a wonder,

that the all-wiſe hand, which formed her orb,

ſhould have madeit mostcapable oftheſe effects 5

to this earth, an atmoſphere, and meteors,

are neceſſary, becauſe it was to be inhabited,

and the fruits of the ground, and the imme

diate life of all the inhabitants, were to be

ſupported by them. This, as the earth was

made for its inhabitants, was therefore a pri

mary intent in its creation ; but with regard

to the moon, if we conceive the giving light

to us, her great and her eſſentialpurpoſe,

water was no neceſiary part to her frame;

on the contrary, ſhe is better ſuited to the

purpoſes of the creation without any. The

estect of water, influenced by the ſun, would

be clouds, vapours, and meteors; theſe could

be of no uſe, and they would have obstructed

her brightneſs. For the revolution of the Moon

about her axis, fit the article LIBRATlON.

The antients repreſented the moon, as they

did the ſun, ſitting in a chariot, and drawn

by horſes. The old opinion was, that one

of theſe horſes was black, and the other

white, a motley equipage z but we find Ho

mer, Heſiod, and, among the Latins, Ovid,

mentioning it. They intended to convey by

it ſome idea of the moon's being ſometimes

dark, and ſometimes enlightned z but they

were not ſo well agreed about her cattle, as

her chariot. Claudian, to expreſs the rapi

dity of her motion, makes them stags; and

we ſind ſome very old writers, among the

Greeks, who fix'upon oxen for h'er. This is

V01.. I.

 

a point neceſſary to be explained, as there are

paſſages in the writings of thoſe times, not

otherwiſe intelligible. Nothing is more fre

quent than the calling her the driver of oxen,

Boum agitatrix Luna ; and this would be un-

intelligible, if the testimony of old writers, and

the countenance of antient medals, did not

ſupport the opinion, that her chariot was un

derstood by many to be drawn by thoſe crea

tures. Among the Latins, ſome repreſent

her alſo as drawn by mules, and the reaſon

they give for this deviſe, is a very extraordi<

nary one. They ſay, it is to expreſs, that

the light is not properly her own, or gene

rated of herſelf, but received from the ſun, as

the mule is not an animal, of a ſpecies oſ its

own, as others are, but owing to a mixed ge

neration; this was as odd a way of expreſ

ſing her bastard light, the nothum lumen,

as Catullus calls it, as that of a black and

white horſe, for the ſucceſſion of light and

darkneſs ; but ſuch people were theſe great

antients, and to ſuch conceits had they ſome

times recourſe.

MOON's Hoxſſ's. This is a term which we

ſhall frequently find in the Arabian astronomy,

and it expreſſes thoſe parts of the heavens

which the moon came to every night; they

were therefore twenty-eight in number, and

they were arranged into one great circle. The

Arabs called each of theſe by a peculiar name;

and if the ſpace in the heavens, deſcribed by

it, were vacant, as was ſometimes the caſe,

it stood only for that ſpace 5 but if thereſſwere

stars in it, which was almost univerſally the

caſe, theſe stars were called by that name;

and to this is in part owing the great multi

plicity of terms in the Arabian aſtronomy, in

which leſſer constellations are formed in the

greater, and names are given to peculiar stars.

They uſed the ſeveral parts of this circle alſo

U u for
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for other purpoſes, beſide that for which it

was originally intended, and understood every

houſe, as having ſome peculiar influence,

either over the ſeaſons, or mens actions.

MOSALSALA, or AL MOSALSALA. A

name by which ſome have called the constella

tion Andromeda; it is one of the Arabic

names of that constellation. They call it alſo

Mara.

MOSES. A name by which ſome have

called the planet Jupiter. Schiller has been

the inventor of all this folly 3 after he had al

tered all the constellations into ſcripture

pieces, he began the ſame innovation among

the planets ; Adam is Saturn, Moſes the name

of Jupiter, Christ of the Sun, the Virgin Mary

of the Moon, and Mars is Joſhua, Venus St.

John Baptist, and Mercury Elias.

MOTHALLATH. A name by which

ſome have called the Triangle; it is one of

the Arabic names of that constellation. The

ſignification of the word is a triangle.

MOTION Apparent, of the fixed Stars.

One of the first diſcoveries in astronomy was,

that there was an eſſential difference between

ſome certain stars and the generality of others.

This was ſeen in the change of places of the

few, while the others kept the ſame ſituation

with regard to one another, and with regard

to their ahſolute place in the heavens. Thefirst

kind, and which were only a few in ntunber,

were called erratic, wandering stars and pla

nets 3 and the rest obtained the name of fixed

stars.

Thus remained the doctrine of the heavens

for ſome time. It was not till after many

years, nay, many ages paſſed, before men diſ

covered that even theſe stars', which they called

 

fixed, and which their fathers believed to be

ſo, had, in reality, a motion proper to them

ſelves, and independent of their diurnal revo

lution round the earth; indeed in a direction

contrary to that, namely, from west to east. -

This was aſterwzrds called their motion in

longitude. The first astronomers having ob

ſerved the horizon, which is the only fixed

circle we can name in the heavens, and con

ſidered theſe stars with regard to it, found, on

repeated obſervations, that they roſe and ſet at

the ſame points of this horizon. They had

made their obſervations for ſeveral years, and

found them always in the ſame points; they

naturally concluded that they always had,

and that they always would, continue to riſe

and ſet in the ſame preciſe places ; but the

ſons and ſucceſſors of theſe astronomers, com

paring the accounts and obſervations of their

ancestors with their own, found that, in re

ality, it was not ſo. They ſaw that theſe stan

did not, in their time, riſe and ſetat the ſame

points of the horizon as in their fathers, but

that ſome ofthem had, in this period, gradually

approached nearer and nearer to the points of

the equinoxes, while others had reeeded farther

from them. The natural reſult of this obſer

vation was, that the stars, hitherto called fixed,

were not abſolutely ſo, but that they had a mo

tion peculiar to themſelves 5 and that this

motion was not made about the pole of the

equinoctial, becauſe they did not all of them

preſerve the ſame ſituation with regard to that

pole.

It was obſerved alſo, that in the paſſage of

the fixed stars through the meridian, their

height above the horizon, and conſequently

their declination, with regard to the equinoc

tial, was ſubject to ſome variation ; but that

this variation was not uniform with regard to

all the fixed stars. They found indeed that ſome

of the fixed stars approached toward the equi

noctlflls
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noctial, and others of them receded from it at ſ ſatisfied with the perfect preciſion oſ the ob

the rate of ſeveral ſeconds in the courſe of a

year, and this more or leſs according to their

different ſituations with regard to the points of

the equinoctial, and the'poles of the world;

and this in ſuch manner that it was almost in

ſenſible in thoſe which were placed in a cer

tain quarter of the heavens, while it was thus

conſiderable in the others. When they had

conſidered all theſe appearances, they con

cluded, and indeed there was appearance to

justiſy the concluſion, that theſe stars did turn

about, or perform a motion of revolution in the

heavens, and that this revolution was per

formed about a point which they fixed in the

constellation Draco. This is, at this time,

found to be about three and twenty degrees and

an half distant from the poles of the equator z

and is the ſame with what we call the

pole of the ecliptic; the point round about

which the ſun ſeems to perform an annual re

volution.

Ptolemy, afteraninfinitenumber of compari

ſons and obſervations, attempted to prove that

thefixed starshad a revolution about the polesof

a circle which paſſed through the middle of the

ſigns, and that they always preſerved the ſame

latitude with regard to this circle. He records

to this purpoſe the opinion of Hipparchus 5

who, by the compariſon of his own obſerva

tions with thoſe of Timocharis, a man of ſi

delity as well as knowledge, made at the

distance of an hundred and fifty-five years,

found that the Spica Virginis, or ear in the

constellation of the Virgin, had preſerved, in
all that time, the ſame distance withct regard to

the ecliptic, and not with regard to the equi

noctial, its latitude having been, at all times,

two degrees ſouth. From this he concluded,

that this motion of the fixed stars was a revo

lution about the polcs of the zodiac; of this,

however, he had ſome doubt, being not quite

 

ſervations of Timocharis, and not convinced

that the time between the obſervations of Ti

mocharis and his own had been enough to give

him the opportunities of a perfect evidence.

To this Ptolemy adds, that, for his own part,

having had the opportunity of a number of

obſervations made in a long courſe of years

ſince the time of Hipparchus, and having

found, according to all thoſe obſervations, the

motion of the ſixed stars the ſame that Hip

parchus found it, he was aſſured, that the fact

was as that author had ſuppoſed it, and that

the fixed stars did, in reality, perform revolu

tions about the poles of the zodiac. In this he

was the more confirmed, becauſe the distances

of thoſe stars in latitude, from the great circle

deſcribed about the poles, appeared to be the

ſame with thoſe determined by Hipparchus,

except for very little and inconſiderable differ

ences, which were the natural reſult of the

ſmallest errors in the obſervations.

It is by no means thus, continues Ptolemy,

with the distances of theſe stars from the equi

noctial; thoſe which are in the hemiſphere

from the winter ſolstice to the ſummer ſolstice,

that is, from the commencement of Capricorn

to that of Cancer, being always more and more

toward the north, and that of the oppoſite

stars, in the oppoſite manner, more and more

meridional ; but this is in ſuch manner, how

ever, that thoſe stars, which are nearest to the

points of the equinoxes, have a greater motion

of declination than thoſe which are near the

points of the ſolstices. This he confirms by

obſervations which himſelfhad made on many

of the fixed stars, and which he compared

with thoſe ofAristillus, Timocharis, and Hip

parchus. As to the quantity of the motion of

the fixed stars in longitude, they could not de

termine it otherwiſe than by the compari

ſon of different obſervations taken at the diſ

U u 2 tance
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tahce of a great number of years. Hipparchus,

who lived about a hundred and thnty-eight
ct years before the date of the Christian mra,

found, according to the report of Ptolemy,

that, in his time, the Spica Virginis was ſix de

grees distant from the equinoctial point, con

trary to the order of the ſigns. Timooharis,

one hundred 'and fifty-five years before, had

found it at the distance of eight degrees from

Libra in the ſame direction, from whence it

appeared that this star had run, in the ſpace of

one hundred and fifty-five years, two degrees

according to the Courſe of the ſigns, and this

he obſerved had happened in the ſame, or very

nearly the ſame manner, to all the rest of the

fixed ſtars.

According to this obſervation, the motion of

the fixsd stars, in longitude, appeared to be at

the rate of a degree in twenty-ſeven years

and a half; but, in the place of this, Ptolemy

allows them a motion only of one degree in an

hunder years; this was according to the ſenti

ments of Hipparchus, who, as he ſays, ob

ſerved, in general, that the fixed stars had a

motion but of an hundredth part of a degree

in a year, or of three degrees in three hundred

years. To confirm' this opinion, he aſſerrs,

that, in the ſecond year of the reign of Anto

nine, that is, in the hundred and thirty-eighth

year after the birth of Christ, the Cor Leonis,

or star called the Lion's Heart, was two de

grees and thirty minutes from that ſign ; and,

at the distance of thirty-two degrees and thirty

minutes from the point of the ſummer ſolstice.

Hipparchus had found it, at the the distance of

one hundred and twenty-eightvyears before the

birth of Jeſus Christ, at twenty-nine degrees

and fifty minutes of Cancer; ſo that, in the

ſpace of two hundred and ſixty-five years, or

thereabout, which had paſſed between the

time of Hipparchus's obſervations and his, this

star had advanced two degrees and forty mi

 

nutes, which is pretty nearly at the rate of one

degree in one hundred years. He adds to this,

that, according to the obſervations which he

had made on the Spica V irginis, and ſeveral

other stars of the zodiac, he found that the

fixed stars, in general, had, from the time of

Hipparchus to his own, advanced about two

degrees and forty minutes according to the or

der of the ſigns.

Now to deduce the apparent motion of the

fixed stars in longitude, from the true princi

ples, and conſider what it is, as well as to

what it is owing, let us compare theſe obſer

vations of Hipparchus, who deſerves the

greatest favour for them, with ſuch as have

been made at or near2the preſent time. _As the

Spica Virginis and the Cor Leonis, are con

ſpicuous stars, being both of the first magni

tude, and alſo of the number of the brightest

of the fixed stars 5 Hipparchys obſerved theſe,

the first at the distance of ſix degrees from the

point of the autumnal equinox, contrary to

the order of the ſigns; that is, in other words,

at twenty-four degrees of Virgo, and the other

at twenty-nine degrees and fifty minutes from

the point of the ſummer ſolſtice, or from
Cancer. ſi

According to obſervations made in the most

accurate and careful manner, the Spica Vir

ginis was, in the beginning of the year one

thouſand ſeven hundred and thirty-eight, at

twenty degrees eleven minutes and forty-five

ſeconds distance of Libra. The difference of

this, from twenty-four degrees of Virgo, is

twenty-ſix degrees eleven minutes and forty

five ſeconds 5 which, being divided, according

to the term of one thouſand eight hundred and

ſixty-ſix years, the interval, between the

time of Hipparchus's obſervation and the year

one thouſand ſeven hundred and thirty-eight,

ſhews th'e annual movement of this star to have

been at the rate of fifty-minutes and thirty

t'vVO
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two thirds; The Cor Leonis, obſerved, with

the ſame accuracy, in the year 1738, gave

twenty-ſix degrees, eleven minutes, and forty

ſeconds for the difference, which being re

duced to years, allows fifty ſeconds and fifty

thirds for the annual motion; the difference

between the two is therefore only eighteen

ſeconds, and therefore taking the middle point

between theſe two determinations, we ſhall

find 'the motion of the fixed stars, according

to the obſervations of Hipparchus, at fifty

ſeconds, and forty-one thirds annually', and

at the rate of one degree in twenty-one years,

and a few days.

This does great honour to Hipparchus;

but an exact obſervation, in compariſon with

thoſe of Ptolemy, does not ſo perfectly and

accurater agree with his peculiar opinion. By

comparing the places of Aldebaran and An

tares at this time, with thoſe which he has

fixed, according to his own obſervations, it

appears, that the distances are, as in the

former obſervations, of the Spica Virginis,

and Cor Leonis of Hipparchus, little different

from one another; but in taking the middle

quantity in this caſe, in the ſame manner as

in the other, we find the motion of the fixed

flars, reſulting from the obſervations of Pto

lemy, to be at the rate of fifty-two ſeconds,

and forty-ſix thirds in the year, or at about

the rate of one degree in ſixty-eight years,

and three months. This is a quantity Very

different from what Ptolemy himſelf aſſigned

them when he gave their motion at the rate

of one degree in one hundred years, and ap

proaches much nearer to that which reſults

from the obſervations of Timozharis, com

pared with thoſe of Hipparchus.

Theſe obſervations of Ptolemy have been

followed by thoſe of Albategnius, who lived

at about ſeven hundred and forty-one years

 

after him, and one hundred and ſeventy-eight

years after Christ, and his were extremely

accurate, as appears by compariſon 5 and from

his time to that of Tycho Brahe, there were,

at different periods, many more obſervations

made on the places of the fixed ſtars : and in

the year one thouſand and ſix hundred, Tycho

publiſhed his own, which are extremely

accurate. On comparing the obſervations

of Albategnius, the reſult is, that the motion

of the fixed stars is fifty-one ſeconds, and

thirty-one thirds a year, which is about a de

gree in ſeventy years; and Tycho Brache's

own ſet it at the rate of fifty ſeconds, and

thirty-nine thirds, taking the mean of the ob

ſervation for either; this latter account makes

the motion of the fixed 'stars in longitude to

be at the rate of one degree in ſeventy-one

years and ſix months.

It is to no purpoſe to compare the obſerva

tions oſ the fixed stars, made ſince the time

of Tycho, with thoſe made at preſent by our

ſelves, for the distance of time elapſed is not

enough to form any regularjudgnient; but

it appears by the repeated compariſon of thoſe

of Hipparchus, Ptolemy, Albategnius, and

Tycho, with thoſe of our own time, it is

plain, that the apparent motion of the fixed

stars in longitude is about a degree in between

ſeventy and ſeventy-one years ; and if any

thing farther be to be added on the occaſion,

it is, that the motion of them appears to be,

if any thing, ſomewhat flower at this time than

it was, ſo at least ſeem to ſay the compariſon

of the later obſervations. However, to give

the most fair general rule that can be collected

from ſuch a multitude of obſervations, made

at ſuch diſtant times, it ſeems, that, to ſpeak

in whole numbers, we ought to ſay, the

apparent motion ofthe fixed stars in longitude,

is at the rate of one degree in ſeventy years.

Moron
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hIOTIoN zffiichun, 'wit/2 regard to flye Earth.

It has been the custom with astronomers to

attempt determining the mean motion of the

ſun, before they had laid down rules for aſ

certaining his apparent, or, as ſome call it,

his true motion 3 but it is better not to have

ſo much to be ſuppoſed. The most intelligible

method of treating a ſubject to thoſe who are

not- before acquainted with it, is to begin

with things the most known- and most fami

liar, and paſs on from ſuch to thoſe which

are leſs known, and more abstruſe. It will

be the most eligible method therefore to begin

here with the motion which the ſun ſeems to

deſcribe to our ſenſes, and which is called by

ſome his true, and by other his apparent mo

tion.

The most plain and eaſy way of determin

ing what is the true or apparent motion of

the ſun is, to obſerve every day, for a conſi

derable time, the centre of the ſun in its meri

dian altitude. This may eaſily be done by

means of a quadrant, or a gnomon, the

height of which is known, and which will

tranſmit the image of the ſun upon an hori

zontal plane. This height is to be corrected

according to the rules of reſractions and pa

ſallax, and there will then be known the

true height of the centre of the ſun at its paſ

ſage through the meridian. We are then to

take the difference between the true height

of the centre of the ſun, and that of the equa

tor of the place, where the obſervation is

made, which we know to be the complement

of the height of the pole, and we' ſhall have

its declination, which will be north, when

the height of the ſun is greater than that of

the equator, and ſouth when it is leſs 5 when

this is done, the common method of reſolving

ſpherical triangles does all the rest. In the

ſame manner, the longitude of the ſun may

be known for the day following, or for any

 

other day required 5 and taking the difference

between theſe two longitudes, we ſhall have

the meaſure of the apparent motion of the

ſun for any required time.

MOVEMENT, First. A term uſed by

ſome of the writers on astronomy in our lan

guage, to expreſs the apparent diurnal revo

lution of the heavenly bodies about this earth;

this is univerſal, and alike. In reſpect of all

their annual revolutions, or thoſe ofany other

period, whether apparent or real, they are not

regular, nor are they ſo obvious 5 this includes

even that of the ſun itſelf. The term,

motion, by which this is expreſſed, is not the

invention of thoſe writers of our own nation

who uſe it. We meet with terms of the ſame

import among the earliest Greek and Latin

writers, and indeed, in conſideration of its

meaning, it was much more likely to be the

offspring of their conceptions than of ours. -

The occaſion ofthe term was, that this motion

was understood to be owing to the movementof

what they called the primum mobile, and

therefore the original motion of the heavens.

This was ſo obvious, that it was impofiible

for any to miſs obſerving it. The effect of it

was to be ſeen in all the stars 5 but theſe be

ing like one another, might not be remarked

enough, as ſeparate, to point it out, till they

were formed into constellations. But before

this, or any other attempt in astronomy, or

any conſideration of the stars at all, the ſun

must ſhew this, for whoever ſaw him riſe

one day, ſaw him, after running the whole

Concave of the heavens, ſet at a certain hour,

and at, or near the return of the ſame hour,

at which he roſe before, after having been hid

ſo long under the earth, riſe again. His ſetting

must be alſo obſerved in the ſame manner to

be at a regular period, and at whatſoever time

of thc'day he was obſerved to be at the highest

part
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part of the heaven, or in any other fixed and

obſerved point of it, preciſely at that time,

the next day he was found to be at the ſame

point. Nothing could ſeem ſo clear, as it

must appear from this, that the ſun every day

revolved, or run round the earth ; it was a

mistake indeed, for it was the earth's motion

on her own axis that occaſioned it; but still

that motion being unknown, nothing could

appear ſo plain as that the ſun ran round the

earth in the ſpace of four and twenty hours.

From this obſervation, it was eaſy to carry on

the examination ; and the conſequence pro

bably was the perceiving first, that the most

conſpicuous of the planets performed the ſame

revolution in the ſame time : after his, that the

rest of the planets did ſo ; and finally, that all

the stars did the ſame.

What appeared ſo general, must be allowed

ſome general cauſe, _ and, according to the

establiſhed opinion of thoſe times, no cauſe

was ſo general, or ſo proper to produce it, as

that of the imagined primum mobile. This

general revolution therefore of all the stars,

planets, ſun, and moon, round about the earth

in the ſpace of twenty-four hours, was called

the motion, depending on the primum mo
bile, and thence the first motion. i

It was one of the first principles in thoſe

times, that the earth stood still, and was

fixed in the centre of the univerſe; this was

very natural to a first obſervation, and while

it was received, and while little more than

this diurnal revolution of the ſeveral heavenly

bodies'was obſerved, it was impoſſible to gueſs

at any other ſystem. Could but the first hint

have been given concerning the motion of the

earth, people of this penetration would ſoon

have known, that the appearances they ſaw

would equally be ſeen whether it were, that

the whole ſystem of the heavens did revolve

 

daily round the earth in the direction in which

they appeared to do ſo, or the earth itſelf

turned round upon its own axis by a motion.

in a contrary direction. This is indeed the

caſe; for the earth is now known to have this

revolution, and what is called the first mo

tion is known to be owing, not to any thing

that really paſſes in the heavens, but to a re

volution of the earth itſelf. The ſenſes alone

of the antients could not lead them to diſco

ver this ; for to the ſenſes, the effect is exactly

the ſame, whether the heavens, with all their

furniture, do revolve round the earth, or the

earth move round of itſelf. The ſucceeding

obſervations of motions, beſide this ; of mo

tions which were particular to each of the

heavenly bodies, and which they did not

agree, as in this general ſeeming one, first

led to the diſcovery that this was only appa

rent, and what could not have been made

out by the ſenſes, was a diſcovery of the rea

ſon.

It was diſcovered then, that the fixed stars,

and that the ſun abſolutely stood ſtill, retain

ing their place for ever in the heavens, and

that the planets revolved round this ſun. It

was found afterwards, by additional obſerva

tions, that this earth itſelf moved alſo round

the ſun, performing that revolution in the

compaſs of a year. But this was ſoreign to

the conſideration of the apparent motion of

the heavens, as performing their diurnal revo

lution; this required, in order to explain it

at all, that revolution of the earth, upon its

own axis, which was made all the while

that it was running its annual courſe; which

was made each time in the courſe of twenty

four hours, and on which alone the riſing and

ſetting of the ſun, with other the most obvious

appearances in the heavens, depended.

To explain this, they began to delineate

the
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the earth on paper, and to repreſent it in a

manner more striking to the eye by a globe.

Through this globc they repreſented an imagi

nary line to paſs from one 'ſurface to the

other, and through the centre; this line they

call the axis of the earth, round which it

turns in the compaſs of twenty-four hours;

all the time that it is making its great circle,

or annual revolution. On that great one de

pends the year, and that has been already

ſpoken of in its place. On this leſſer de

pends the return of day and night, and the

apparent motion of the heavens called the first

motion ; this therefore is the place of explain

ing that. This axis, or line, continued

through the earth, is the line round which

the revolution is made, and as the two points

at which it touches the ſurface are of great

importance in relation to the ſystem, they

are distinguiſhed by a peculiar name, and

called the poles of the earth. Theſe termi

nate the two extremities of their axis, and

the one of them is what we call the north,

the other the ſouth pole. Next after theſe,

it became proper to conceive a circle, that

ſhould encompaſs the earth exactly in its

middle. This circle is imaginary, as well as

thoſe points ; but we know exactly the place

where it is conceived to be. This the astro

nomers call the equator, and the vulgar the

line 3 it encompaſſes the whole globe of the

earth, and that at equal diſtances from the

north and ſouth pole. Thus was the gene

neral diviſion of the earth, made into two

equal parts, the one north of the line, or the

equator, and the other ſouth of it 3 and when

in navigation the ſhip paſſes over the equa

tor, the expreſſion is, that it croſſes the line.

When a beginning was thus made of points

and circles conceived upon the earth's ſurface,

it was as eaſy to proceed, as it was neceſſary

to do ſo, in order to explain any of the hea
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venly revolutions, or but to talk rationallyl

about them. The earth, we ſee, was thus,

in general, divided into two hemiſpheres, a

north and a ſouth, by the equator; it was

neceſſary to divide it on many occaſions again

into two hemiſpheres, an eastern and a western,

by ſome other circle. To this purpoſe was

invented the meridian, which is not like the

equator, fixed, or always the ſame, and only

one, but was ſuited to any place, and was con

ceived at pleaſure by any perſon; the equator

therefore was at all times the ſame, it was

but one and the ſame equator of the earth.

The meridian was different in every place:

there might be conceived a thouſand as well

as one, and it was not the meridian of the

earth, ſpeaking of it ſingly, but it was pro

perly expreſſed by the term meridian of this or

that place.

This line, or in proper terms, the meridian

line of any place, is a circle conceived to be

drawn round the whole globe of the earth in

the manner of the equator, but in a direction

exactly oppoſite, as that is between the two

poles, and at equal distance from them both ;

this is drawn through them both, and be

comes the meridian of the place for which it

is named, by being ſo drawn as to paſs

through that place in its courſe.

After this another circle is conceived, that

is, the horizon, a circle, in the centre of which

the perſon, whoſe horizon it is, stands. This,

like the meridian, is variable, and there may

be as many horizons as meridians. As the me

ridian becomes the meridian of any place from

its paſſing through that place, ſo the horizon

becomes the horizon of a particular place by

every way ſurrounding it. If it be a circle,

whoſe plane paſſes through the place where the

feet of the perſon stands, and is extended to

the heavens, it is called the ſenſible horizon;

iſ it be acircle, whoſe plane paſſes through the

centre
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centre of the earth parallel to that place, it is

called the rational horizon. But theſe (ſo ini

menſe is the distance of the ſtarry heavens) co

incide, and become the ſame thing at the

stars. _

It will appear, from this account of theſe

two circles, that the meridiun of any place

cuts the horizon oſ that place at right angles.

By this are marked upon the horizon the north

and the ſouth points, and the whole globe of

the earth is divided by it into two hemiſpheres,

the eastern and the western. In order to un

derstand the books on theſe ſubjects, it is,

however, neceſſary to obſerve, that not this

whole circle, but often only half of it, is

meant by the term meridian, as it occurs in

the ſeveral writers. The two poles oſ the

earth are the two points through which this

circle, be it drawn for what place it will, must

paſs, otherwiſe it is not a meridian. Now

theſe two circles, being at equal distance on

the ſurface of the globe, divide any circle of

the globe that paſſes through them into two

ſemicircles. The one of theſe ſemicircles is

- then drawn through the place whoſe. meridian

it is, and that ſemicircle, in which the place

stands, is understood to be the meridian of the

place when only one of the two ſcmicircles is

called by the name of the meridian. The

other ſemicircle paſſes through that point on

the ſurface of the earth, which is exactly op

polite to the place whoſe meridian the whole

is, in general, ſaid to be, or whence the other

ſemicircle is, denominated.

When we conſider only the ſemicirclc, in

which the place, whoſe meridian it is, stands,

as a meridian, wc ſay, that all other parts oſ

- the eartb's furface within that compaſs, and

being under that ſemicircle, that is, all other

places through which it paſſes, as it does

through that for which it was drawn, lie un

der the ſame meridian. When the one ſemi

YUL. I.

 

circle is thus dignified with the name of the

Whole circle, and that in which the place

stands is called the meridian, the other half oſ

the ſame circle, paſiing over the ſeveral oppou

lite parts oſ the earth, is called theoppoiite

meridian; or, by ſome, the oppoſite part of

the meridian. This neceſſarily ariſes from

taking a part under the name oſ the whole.

We ſhall now be in the way of understand

ing, in another manner, what is called, by

the antients, the first motion, and was by

them conceived to be owing to the motion of

all the heavenly bodies round about this earth.

It has been already obſerved, that, whether

the whole frame revolves round about the earth,

or the earth revolves about upon its own

axis in a contrary direction to that in which

the heavenly bodies are ſuppoſed to move, the

conſequence will be the ſame to a perſon living

on this globe; that is, he will, in either caſe,

ſee the ſun, moon, and stars riſe and ſet, and

as all things on the globe move with him,

he will not be able to distinguiſh whether it be

the heavenly bodies, or that globe, that moves.

Now having obſerved, that the axis of the

earth is a fixed line, and the poles of the

earth, which are the points that terminate that

line, are alſo fixed ; iſ the place, the meri

dian of which was taken, be alſo a fixed ſpot

upon the earth, a city, a tract of land, or a

building, that being fixed, and the poles fixed,

the meridian is alſo a fixed circle; for as it

must neceſſarily paſs through that place and

thoſe poles, it muſt be invariable in its own

poſition : therefore, the earth making a revolu

tion about its own axis in twenty-four hours,

this meridian must make a rCVOlution alſo with

it, and that constantly, certainly, and equally.

The ſun's standing still in its place, its riſing

and ſetting, and all thoſe other appearances,

which, in compliance to custom, and the or

dinary form of. ſpeaking, we call by peculiar

X x names,
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names, as iſ they were fixed things, must be,

in Conſequence of the earth's revolution, de

pendent on it. Now this revolution being

performed in twenty-four hours, the place for

which a meridian was conceived, and together

with it that meridian, ſmce it is in conſequence

' of what has been already ſaid, a fixed thing,

must, at ſome part oſ thoſe twenty-four hours,

or in ſome period of that revolution, be brought

to point at the ſun, and whenever they do ſo,

it is then noon at that place. Inthis caſe, not

only this particular place for which the meri

dian was drawn, but all thoſe other places

which lie in the ſame ſemicircle in which it is,

will alſo point directly at the ſun at the ſame

moment, and in it will Conſequently he noon

in all theſe places at one moment, or, the

mid-day oſ all theſe places, ſituated under the

ſame meridian, is the ſame. This is plain

from hence, that, iſ the circle were continued

up to the heavens, it would, at that instant,

'paſs through the centre of the\ſun, and that

equally, from all thoſe places, becauſe it is the

ſame circle with reſpect to all.

_ When we have extended the meridian of

any place, or the plane of that circle which

we conceive to paſs through any place, and

through the' poles of the earth up to the ſun,

we ſhall find it eaſy to conceive all the rest,

that is, the reſult oſ this ſuppoſed revolution

oſ the stars, called the first motion. We ſup

poſe the meridian of a placeacircle, the plane

of which is continued to the ſphere of the fixed

stars. We ſee that this meridian, paſſing

through three fixed points on the earth's ſur

face, is a fixed thing, and, in the revolution of

the earth round its axis, must be carried

with it. As it therefore, in the former obſer

vation, (once in its revolution) is pointed di

rectly at the ſun, ſo, being extended to the

starry heaven, it is once, in each revolution of

the earth, alſo pointed directly at every star

 

in that heaven; the ſtar is, at that moment,

ſaid to be in its meridian with reſpectto that

place; and astronomers, though they mean

this, yet, ſpeaking according to the accuſ

tomed ſorms, uſually expreſs themſelves in

terms that ſay, the star comes to its meridain

at 'ſuch an hour, meaning, that the meridian,

being carried round with the earth, points at.

that star at ſuch an hour. Thus we ſee in how
eaſy a manner this first motion, or the appa- i

rent revolution oſ the stars and ſun round aboutv

the earth, may be accounted for by the ſimple.

revolution oſ the earth itſelf about its axis..

We have ſince ſeen it proved, that the earth

makes an annual revolution round the ſun;

and iſ wewill only look upon a bowl that is

thrown forward on a green, and ſee, that while

it is making its greater journey, or running

toward the place to which it is thrown, it all

the while is turning ſwiftly round upon itſelf,

that is, upon its own axis, we ſhall very

eaſily conceive how this earth, in its great re

volution, or courſe round the ſun, perſorms, at

the ſame time, its diurnal revolution about its

own axis, in conſequence oſwhich the ſun and

stars riſe and ſet, and day and night are made.

Although it might not occur at first to the an

tients, that the earth had any motion, becauſe

living themſelves upon it, and ſeeing all things

move with it, they could have no ſenſe of its

having ſuch motion, yet, when the ſuſpicion

was once started, nothing could appear ſo na

tural, nor any thing ſo reaſonable.

A man in a ſhip, carried along by a briflc

gale in a direction parallel toa ſhore at no

great distance, while he keeps his eye upon

the deck, the mast, the ſails, or any thing

about him in the ſhip, that is to ſay, while he

ſees nothing but ſome part oſ the veſſel on

board oſ which he is, and conſequently every

part oſ which moves with him, although that

ſhip goes on ever ſo ſwiftly, will not perceive

that
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'that it moves at all. Let him, after this, look

'to the ſhore, and he will ſee the houſes, trees,

and hills run from him, a direction contrary

to the motion of the veſſel 3 and ſuppoſing him

informed by no former opinion, it will be na

tural fqr him to imagine that the apparent mo

tion of all theſe things is real. In a ſituation

h'ke to this we may conceive the inhabitants

of the earth, who, in early times, knowing

nothing of the true structur'e or laws of the

univerſe, ſaw the ſun, the stars, and planets

riſe and ſet, and perform an apparent revolu

tion about the earth. They had no concep

tion that the earth moved, and therefore all

this appearance ſeemed reality. But, in the

eye of reaſon, if the man in the veſſel had but

the ſlightest hint, we must expect him to give

into the ſuſpicion: it would be plain that iſ the

veſſel, in which he was, which was a little

thing in reſpect of the trees, houſes, hills, and

all the ſhore he ſaw beſide him, moved in a

direction contrary to that in which they

ſeemed to move, the appearance would be the

ſame as if they really moved; and when the

doubt was once propoſed to him, he would

think it much more likely that ſo little a thing

as the ſhip, in which he was, ſhould move,

than that all that part of the earth ſhould 5 and

he would begin to form a new' opinion.

In the ſame manner, an idea could be no

ſooner formed of the extent and greatneſs ofthe

univerſa with reſpect to this earth, nor could a

conception any ſooner enter into men's heads,

'that all they ſaw as the effect of the motion

of all the heavenly bodies might be produced

by its motion, than they would conclude it

much more probable that the earth ſhould

move, than that all the ſabrick of the heavens

ſhould; and, in conſequence, although this

doctrine of the first motion being an effect of

ſhe primum mobile, might be received while

nothing was started otherwiſe, and the whole

 
starry heavens might be then ſuppoſed to be

impelled round this earth, yet no ſooner would

it be propoſed, that a motion of the earth upon

itſelſ, a motion which they might allow it,

without ſuppoſing it changed place at all, could

effect 'all the ſame appearances, than they

would be led to embrace it, and ſo to account

for the first motion on more rational principles

than thoſe of appearance.

MOUNTAINS,1'n the Man. Astronomers

have given the names of mountains to thoſe

parts of the moon's ſurface which are conſider

ably elevated above the general level. Theſe

are very numerous, and the obſervation of

them is one of the most pleaſing that the tele

fcope affords. - .

A very powuſul teleſcope is not neceſſary

for this purpoſe. Indeed the view is much more

pleaſing when a larger part oſ the moon's diſk

is taken in at a time than can be by thoſe in

struments which magnify a great deal. Ano

ther circumstance is alſo proper to be obſerved,

to ſet thoſe, who are not much accustomcd to

theſe things, right as to ſeeing them to advan

tage. It is a common error to chuſe a full

moon for the time oſ the examination 5 but this,

is, of all times, the worst that can be choſen ;

for the way we distinguiſh the elevations, or

mountains, if they are ſo called, in the moon,

is by the ſhadows which they project from

them, but theſe ſhadows are quite obliterated

in the time oſ the full-moon, the light of the

ſun at that time falling full upon the ſurface,

whereas it must come obliquely, in order to

the cauſing of thoſe ſhadows. Nor is this all

the diſadwntage, we not only cannot ſee the

mountains which there really are on the ſur

face of the moon at this time, but we take

thoſe things for mountains which are not ſo.

Thoſe ſpots on the moon's diſk, which are'

called after the names oſ Tycho, Copernicus,

X xlz and
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and Kepler, have a brightneſs that makes

them ſeem elevated above the ſurface at this

time, and it is natur'al to takethem ſor moun

tains while we over-look thoſe parts that really

are elevated. Theſe ſpots are only harder, or

ſmoother parts oſ the globe oſ the moon than

the rest z ſorwhen the moon getsinto herdecrcaſe,

and the mountains are diſcovered by their ſha

dows, theſe ſpots cast no ſhadows at all, but, by

degrees, grow more and more faint. The full

moon is a pleaſing ſight through the teleſcope,

and has great variety of lustre and of Colour,

but it is not the face, on which to diſcover

theſe mountains. They are best ſeen in the en

creaſe or decreaſe, and at thoſe times (beſide the

evidence we have of their being truly what

they appear from their ſhadows) we ſee others

in the very part of the moon not enlightned z

their tops catching the rays of the ſun before

they reach that part of the ſurface on which

their bottoms are placed. Theſe appear like

little stars in the dark part of the moon, and

have a very pleaſing effect.

Aſironomers talk alſo oſ water in the moon ;

but what they mean by it cannot be water; it

is probable there is no ſuch fluid in the moon ;

the dark places they expreſs by this name are,

more probably, immenſe tracts oſ forest, or

ſome other thing abſorbing the light, not re

flecting it, as water.

We are told alſo of mountains in Venus

like to thoſe in the moon, and it is certain

that there are ſuch, but they require glaſſes of .

a more powerſul kind to view them, and an

accustomed eye as well as a favourable ſeaſon.

They may be distinguiſhed very clearly here

in England by thoſe who take the proper op

portunity 3 but the greatest diſcoveries con

cerning them have been made in Italy, where

the air is clear, and much more favourable for

inch obſervations. -

 M(ct)ZENAlM. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of hard words, call the constel

lation Libra; it is the Hebrew name of that

ſign. The Arabs call it Mizan.

LIUGAMZAH. A name by which ſome,

who arc ſond of uncommon words, have

called the constellation Ara, the Altar. It is

one of the old Arabic names. Thoſe wri

ters call it frequently Al Mugamzah, and

from this term is made that strange name Al

megrameth, by which we find the Altar

called upon ſome globes.

MUIA. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond oſ uncommon words, call one of the

new-formed constellations of the ſouthern he- .

miſpltere, the Bee, or Fly.

MULE. One of the Arabian constella

tions 5 it is the figure they place for Auriga,

and they have contrived the bridle ſo as to

take in ſome stars, in which, as well as in

the general figure, they differ from the

Greeks. They have alſo, upon their globes,

another mule capariſoned in the ſame man

ner, and carrying two barrels of water.

This latter figure ſtands in the place of

Aquarius. Their religion did not allow

them to draw the likeneſs of any human fi

gure, and they have put theſe alterations in

their ſpheres.

L-IULIER SEDIS. An affected name by

which ſome call the constellation Cafliopeia ;

it is a tranſlation oſ one of the Greek names of

it z they call it the woman in her ſeat.

MULTAHAB. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of uncommon words, have

called the constellation Cepheus 5 it is the

Arabic
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Arabic name of that ſign, and, in its proper

ſignification, expreſſes fiery, or inflamed.

There is ſomething ſingular in this," as it

agrees with the Hebrew denomination in ex

prcffing this character; for they called it by

a name that expreſſed the mistreſs of fire,

making it female : the term in thatlanguage is

Baalath Halab, which expreſſes domina flam

mar, and from this is that name formed, by

which our astrologers often call the constella

tion Baalath.

MUMSIK. A name given by ſome, who

are fond of hard words, but do not care to be

at the trouble of understanding them, to the

constellation Auriga ; it is a part of one of

its Arabic names ; the whole is Mumſikal

Ainna, and the ſenſe of it is one holding the

reins. The constellation has been called by

a name, expreſſing this ſenſe among all peo

ple. The Hebrews call it Ha Roah, Scho

hido Ha Reſan, that is, the ſhepherd holding

the bridle, and ſo the Greeks and Latins.

'MUNDUS. There is ſome confuſion be

tween the ſeveral' old authors with reſpect to

the ſenſe of this word, and till we understand

exactly what they mean by it, it will be dif

ficult to determine concerning ſome of their

opinions about it; though there are others,

ſuch as its eternity, and ſelf-agency, which

we ſhall equally explode in whatſoever ſenſe

we take the word. It is plain, that ſome of

them mean by it only this earth which we

inhabit, and others extend it to the whole

frame of the univerſe, including the ſun, stars,

and all that is viſible in the heavens.

Among thoſe who limited .the term, and

meant by it only this earth, the greater part

gave into the opinion of its being uncreatcd

and incorruptible. Xenophanes is one of the

names we find quoted, with great reſpect, on

 

this occaſion, and we are told-his doctrine

was, in expreſs words, that the earth was

from all cternity, and was to continue for

ever, that is, ityvas uncreated, ungeneratcd,

and incorruptible. Aristotle, and a multitude

of the great names of antiquity ſubſcribed to

this opinion 3 and Pliny, who never failed to

adopt every abſurd ſentiment he found, and

who ſeldom failed to stretch them a little far

ther than their authors had done, ſays, that

it is rational to believe that the earth is a

deity eternal and immenſe, and that it was

never created, nor is ever to periſh.

Some among them who were willing to

allow the earth and elements not to have been

at all times in the condition in which they are

at preſent, yet are not for allowing a crea<

tive power, but reſolve the whole of them

into ſome one which they believe to be eter

nal, and ſo to have formed the rest by different

modiſications of itſelf. They made fire this

univerſal principle, and ſuppoſing it to be un

created, they referred all the rest to it, as

different modiſications of it. Thus 're

first doctrine was, that all things conſist of

fire, and all things are at last reſolved into it

again; from this they advanced, that all

things chmged their appearance according 'to

circumstances, and that condenſation and ra

refaction, did almost the whole matter. Thev

ſaid, that .ſire, when condenſed, became

moist and cool, and was air; that air, when

farther condenſed, became water, and water, '

yet more condenſed, was earth, and that in

the end, when things aſſumed their original

forms again, we ſhould find that earth, when

it became diffuſed, was water, that water dif

ſuſed was air, and air, ſet at liberty from its com

preffion,_was fire ; ſo that nothing was created.

or periſhed, but that the World being eternal,

and every thing about it eternal, things ſhifted

form and place, but continued for ever. Such

were
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were the doctrines even of the wiſest among '

theſe wiſe people, and from this we may ſee

how much knowledge and religion are con

nected together. We have arrived at a more

complete acquaintance with the laws of na

ture, and the ſystem of the univcrſe, and it

gives us a new reverence for its author.v

MUSATOR. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Sagitta, the Ar

row; it is a very well eſtabliſhed Latin name,

for we find it uſed by Cicero, and other claſ

ſics.

MUSCA, 'the Fly. One of the constella

tions ofthe ſouthern hemiſphere ; it is an eX<

vtremely ſmall one, and contains only four

stars. It is one of thoſe which the late astro

nomers have added to the forty-eight old

ones, and is ſituated between the hinder fect

oſ the Centaur, and the head of the Chame

lion; it is called alſo the Bee. See the article

APls.

MYRTILUS. A name by which ſome

of the old writers have called the constella

tion Auriga. The Greeks, eager to adopt

 
ſome part or' their fabulous history to all the

constellations, at first, from the bridle in the

hands of this constellation, the figure oſ

which they had received from the Egptians,

called it by the name of Erichthonius, the ſon

of Vulcan, whom they called the inventor of

coaches; but here was an abſurdity. Their

story told them, that Erichthonius had legs

like a ſerpent, and therefore lnvcntcd his

Coach to hide them 5 there were no ſuch legs

to the figure they had received, nor could

they add them without conſounding the con

ſtellation with that of Taurus, over which it

ſtands. They therefore afterwards gave up

this history, and called it Myrtilus, whom

they understood to be the ſon oſ Mercury,

and charioteer to Emmaus, and whoſe fat'

ther, after his death, they ſay, carried him

up, bridle and all, into the ſkies. This, how

ever, gives no account oſ the goat and twa

\kids in the constellation. The Egyptians

only meant a countryman taking care of his

flock. See AURlGA.

MYSTICK ROSE. A name given by

Schiller to the constellation Equuleus.
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AAMAN. A name by which ſome

N fantastical writers have called the con

stellation Aquarius, one of the twelve ſigns

of the zodiac. There have been a ſet of

people who were deſirous of referring every

figure in the heavens to ſome part of the hi

story of the Old or New Testament. As

ſome have called this Naaman, others have

called it. St. Jude.,

NABASH BARIH; One of the ſcripture

names of the constellations. It occurs in Job,

when ſpeaking of God, the author, after ſay

ing, that his ſpint beautifics the ſkies ; adds,

and his hand hath formed the crooked ſerpent.

There have been commentators dull enough

to ſuppoſe, that by this was meant the ſer

pent of our fields, but this would have been

a strange and an unnatural leap; and it is

plain, that, ſpeaking ofthe heavens, and ſpeak

ing of them under- the term of ornamenting

and beautifying, he means, when he adds the

name of the crooked ſerpent, the constella

tion. There are ſome who have ſuppoſed the

zodiac intended by the word, and others have

thought the Milky Way 3 this opinion indeed

has had many advocates; but it is yet unna

tural. The Milky Way is not like a ſerpent,

but has been always called by names, ex

preſling a ſea, or a path way, and never by

any one that had relation to an animal. It is

evident, that the author of the book of Job

 

  

was acquainted with the constellations from the.

names Orion and the Pleiadcs. It is evident,

that the dragon, or ſerpent, near the north

pole, was a constellation well known in early

times; nay it was called a ſnakc. We find

the old poets talking of it among the constel <

lations that were obſerved by hufbandmen and -

ſailors ; and that under the name of Lucidus

Anguis. When the author was ſpeaking of the

heavens, he added, very naturally, the or-

namenting of them, and he would as natuj

rally ſay, how that was done, he formed the.

heavens, and he adorned them with the con

stellations. Instead of naming all the constel

lations, whoever knows any thing of the

Hebrew language, will know it was very na

tural the author ſhould name only one ofthem 5 .

and what could be ſo likely to obtain that pre

ference as one of thoſe which was in common

uſe among the people who occupied the land. , .

He ſays undoubtedly, his ſpirit beautified the

ſkies, and his hand formed the crooked ſer

pent, that constellation which ornaments the

northern ſkies, and which points out to you:

the ſeaſons and times which you obſerve. We

know that the Dragon was always figured as .\

a crooked ſerpent, and Nabaſh Bariih is cer- -
tainly Draco. i

NAHR. A name by which ſome, who -

love uncommon words, have called the con

stellation Eridanus; it is one of its old

Arabic *
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Arabic names. The word only ſignifies a

river.

' NAlR PHECCA. A name given by ſome

to onc'of the bright stars in the Corona Bore

alis; that distinguiſhed by the name of Lu

cida Coronae; it is an Arabic name of the

ſame star. '

NANO. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Piſces ; it is the Syrian name of

the ſign, and ſignifies a fiſh.

NAVISſi One of the forty-eight old con

stellations mentioned by all the writers on

astronomy, and of very conſiderable extent in

the heavens. There is hardly any one of the

constellations which occupies a larger ſpace in

the hemiſphere, but there are- many which

compriſe a greater quantity of stars 3 and what

is more remarkable is, that in all this extent

there are none very conſiderable in their ſize

or lustre. It is repreſented in the ſchemes of

the heavens with masts and fails, and a large

and full body, its place is in the ſouthern he

miſphere, and the bottom of its hull comes

within a moderate distance ofthe ſouth pole,

although its masts reach'up to the hinder legs

of the Unicorn. The figure is uſually tole

rably well drawn, at least it has nothing of

that monstroſity and strangeneſswhich is in

many of the images of the constellations, and

the stars, though not very numerous, are diſ

poſed in a happy manner, to mark ſeveral of

its principal parts from the names of which

they may be ſpoken of with ConVenience.

The constellations, between and among which

the Ship is ſituated, are the Royal Oak, the

Centaur, the Hydra, the UniCOrn, and the

Great Dog. The Royal Oak is under its

bottom, the Centaur is at a distance from one -

 
end, the Hydra is at a greater distance, but

runs parallel, or nearly ſo with the masts,

and the Dog is on the oppoſite'ſidc toward

the stern, and much nearer.

The old astronomers allowed forty-five

stars to this constellation, a number, though

in itſelf conſiderable, yet very moderate in

proportion to 'the ſpace occupied by the figure.

Ptolemy, ſets down this number, therefore

this was the account of Hipparchus, and all

the old astronomcrs have followed him in it.

Flamstead makes them ſixty-four; but neither

is this number at all ſuited to the extent.

Aquarius is a much ſmaller figure, and it

compriſes more than an hundred.

Of theſe there is not one of the first, nor

one of the ſecond magnitude, but there are

two of the third magnitude, and three more,

which ſome will have of this claſs, though

others refer them to the fourth, one of the

allowed thirds is in the stern in the lower,

and the other in the upper part, and "a third

of theſe, the first of the diſputed ones, is in

the middle of the stern, another in the yard,

and the third between the ſail and hull,

there are ſome of the fourth magnitude, but

more yet of the fifth, and of the ſixth more

than all. Theſe are distributed about the

figure, though _in an irregular, yet in an uſe

ful manner; there are ſeveral in the body,

ſome on the masts, and a pretty cluster in the

ſail.

The Greeks, who are for having astronomy

owe its riſe, as well as improvement to them,

affix parts of their history, or fable, to every

constellation. They tell us, this was the fa

mous ſhip in which the Argonauts made that

celebrated expedition, which has been ſo fa

mous in all their history. Sir Iſaac Newton

is for referring the origin of many of the

constellations to that period; it is certain,

none of them refer to any thing later, but

many
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many of them to things much earlier. That

the uſe of the constellations was as early as

that of navigation is certain; for people

would never have ventured to looſe ſight of

land till they had got ſome fixed point,

which could only be in the heavens, by

which to direct their courſe. This will let

us know, that the formation of the constella

tion was as early fas navigation, but there

is nothing to inform us, that it Was not

earlier. We find Diodorus Siculus mention

ing the'uſe made by the Arabians of the Two

Bears in the heavens, which they obſerved as

regularly in travelling over the vast deſarts of

that country, as ſailors in guiding themſelves

at ſea. We have no cauſe to doubt but that

land-travelling was much earlier than that by

fea; and we find the uſe of theſe constella_

tions very plainly mentioned, as well as ſpe

cified, by a peculiar denunciati'on, as early

as the prophet Iſaiah. The stars of heaven,

and its Cbzfils, that is the Hebrew word, ſhall

not ſhine'bright; this is a threatning to the

Babylonians; the word is plural, but it is

the ſame that is uſed in the ſingular in the

book of Job, and is there tranſlated by Orion 5

there is 'no reaſon to doubt but that it means

the Great Bear, or Wain : and ifwe ſuppoſe

both the Bears, or 'both the Wains, known

in thoſe times, the uſe of the plural number
is eaſilyvaccounted for, and this, though it

Would have been of no ſuch vast importance

to them, if ſpoken of any other of the fixed

stars, yet was of the greatest when ſpoken

of theſe, which were their guides and direc

tors in their land-travels, as well as voyages

at ſea, if they made ſuch. We ſee all this

among the things unknown to the Greeks.

Nothing can be ſo idle as that people's aſſum

ing to themſelVCs the honour of inventing

things which were in uſe ages before they

Were a people, and which we know to have

VOL. I.

 

been ſamiliarly mentioned by authors, who

wrote before the time of that Thales, who is '

confeſſed to have brought the knowledge of

the constellations into Greece.

NEBULOSE STARS. Among the fixed

stars there appear here and there ſome, which

vary in a great degree from the characters

and appearance of the rest. It is an obſerva

tion, and a very one, that the fixed stars

may be known from the planets by the radi

ance and brilliancy oftheir light 3 they twinkle,

and, to the eye, have not the steady and equal

appearance of the others. The fixed stars, in

general, have this peculiar brightneſs, but

what are called nebuloſe stars are an excep

tion to the rule 5 far from having more bright

neſs than the planets, they have leſs than any

other of the heavenly bodies. Theſe nebuloſe

stars appear to the naked eye not, as the

others, bright and ſhining, but, as the term

expreſſes, in form of a kind of fine cloud;

they look like the Milky Way in the hea*

vens, only that they have ſo little extent.

They exhibit a kind of whiteneſs, or go

neral illumination, in the places where they

are without any determinate figure. When

the teleſcope is applied to theſe, it finds them

of two kinds, or at least different greatly in

degree 5 but by the explanation which it gives

of the one, it leaves no room to doubt the

true state of the Other, ſome of them, when

obſerved, through glaſſes of proper power, are

ſound to be clusters of extremely minute fixed

stars, distinct and distant from one another;

theſe are very remote from the earth, and

though we ſhould not, with the unaffisted eye,

distinguiſh them ſmgly, their blended lustre,

when they come to be ſo near to one another,

gives this appearance of a luminous ſpace;

theſe are therefore eaſily to be understood, but

the others will not be ſo diſtinguiſhed, even

Y y by
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by the best instruments we are yet poſſeſſed of.

Our most powerful teleſcopes only extend

their ſurface, and make the lucid ſpeck larger,

but ſhew no distinct points of light in them.

There is ſomething very extraordinary in

the latter kind' of nebuloſe stars. The fa

mous one in the constellation Andromeda,

diſcovered in 1612, is a remarkable one of

this kind; this was first obſerved by Simon

h-Iarius ; it is ſituated near the most northern

star of the girdle. To the naked eye, it ap

peared to him like a little bright white cloud;

when he applied a teleſcope to it he did not

distinguiſh, as might be expected, a number

of distinct ſpecks oflight, or little stars. The

ſpace, or magnitude of the lucid appearance

was augmentcd, and he found it full of bright

and white rays, which were more and more

bright, as they approached more to the centre 5

its diameter was about fifteen minutes, and

it had, in many reſpects, greatly the ap

pearance of the comet ſeen by Tycho in

1'586. Marius heſitated whether he ſhould

call it a new star, or not ; but he was ſur

priſed to find ſo remarkable an appearance

not at.all mentioned by Tycho, who had

been ſo careful in his view of the very part of

the heavens where it was, and had aſcer

tained the place of the northern star in the

Girdle.

This nebuloſe star was lost for ſome con

ſiderable time; but Bouilland ſaw it in its

true place again in 1664; and doingjustice

to the obſervations of NIarius, he declared it

his opinion, that, like the re-apparent; or

changeable stars, it ſometimes diſappeared,

and ſometimes was in ſight, therefore Tycho

might eaſily want an opportunity of deſcrib

ing it, as it might not appear during the time

he was obſerving that part of the heavens.

What the more favoured this Conjecture was,

that this nebulofe star is put down in the ca

 

talogues of stars, publiſhed ſo early as in 1500,

and yet that neither Tycho nor Bayer ſaw it

afterwards. Fom the time of his firſt appear

ance, noted down in 1500, no one appears

to have ſeen it till Marius, one hundred and

twelve years afterwards, and from his time

none till Bouilland, fifty-two years after that.

Bouilland publiſhed his obſervations about two
years after he first ſawſſit, and he adds, that

it had, though at that time viſible, been de

creaſing in brightneſs ever ſince its first ap

pearance. ,We are, however, to look upon

theſe accounts as Coming from men liable to

err, and most likely to do ſo when they

have any favourite ſystem to advance. Bouil

land wanted to make this a re-apparent star,

and conſequently he fancied that, from its first

appearance, it had been looſing its brightneſs 5

as to the loſs of it in the heavens, in the in

tervals of which authors are ſilent about it;

their ſilence is no proof of any ſuch loſs. Ty

cho and Bayer might ſee it, and not allow it to

be a ſtar, This is certain, that_it has kept its

place and figure in the heavens, ever ſince

the time of Bouilland, and does ſo still, with

out any encreaſe or diminution of magnitude,

or luſtre, ſo far as can be judged from what

has, from time to time, been written of it in

this period. Its figure is nearly triangular,

and it is at this time very conſpicuous, and of

a ſingular appearance.

The nebuloſe star in Orion, which is alſo

one of the most ſpoken of, was diſcovered by

Huygcns in r656; it is in the ſword ofOrion.

This, when viewed through a teleſcope, is

ſeen to be a ſpeck of bright light in the hea

vens, of a parallelogram, as the other of a

triangular figure, but it is one of the nebu

loſe "stars, of the first, or ordinary kind 3 for

if the glaſſes be of ſufficient power, it is ſeen

to conſist of a great number of points of light

distinct from one another: theſe are ſo many

fixed
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fixed stars, which, although not viſible ſingly,

without ſuch an affistance, yet together form

a brightneſs with their blended light, that is

perceptible at the earth's distance. The pa

rallelogram formed by this nebuloſe star, is

irregular, and there is yet more in it than is

diſcovered even by the best teleſcopes. It is

true, that we ſee certain fixed stars in it, but

there are not enough oſ them, nor are they

conſiderable enough to give all that brightneſs

to the ſpace, taken up by this appearance.

'This ſeems therefore, though truly of the first

kind of nebuloſe stars, ſo far as to be ſeen,

furniſhed with little diſtinct and distant points

of light, yet, in ſome degree alſo of the ſe

cond, ſince there is a light in it that must have

another origin in part, as that of the trian

gular one in Andromeda has altogether, no

lucid point, or fixed star, being ſeen in that

diffuſion of brightneſs.

There is another nebulous star near the

head of Sagittary, much ſpoken of by astro

nomers 5 this was first diſcovered by Araham

Ihle in 166 5 ; but there is doubt whether the

expreſſion ſhould not be changed in regard to

Ihle. Kirkius ſays, he diſcovered it, and

others have followed him; it is certain, he

first named it, but there is ſome appearance

that it had been ſeen before.

A fourth of the nebulous stars is that which

Kirkius himſelf first diſcovered in 1681 5 this

is near the north foot of Ganymede. The

figure was, according to his account, Very

like that of the comet ſeen in 16105 this is

ſo ſmall that it does not appear to the naked

eye, but a very ordinary magnifying power

will ſerve to diſcover it. A four-foot refract

ing teleſcope ſhews it distinctly among the ſe

veral informed stars that are about that con

stellation. .

Theſe nebuloſe stars have greatly perplexed

ſome astronomcrs 3 but it ſeems eaſy to ac

  

count for them, and, as was obſerved before,

the first or ordinary kind, which are perfectly

well understood, will ſerve to explain the

others. We ſee theſe by the naked eye as ſo

many lucid ſpecks in the heavens, as ſpaces

of diffuſed light, the origin of which we know

not. On directing a teleſcope to theſe, the

mystery is explained, for we ſee them com

poſed of a multitude of fixed stars, at ſome

distance from one another. As to the other

kind, they are doubtleſs compoſed of the ſame

points of light, or have clusters of stars for

their origin,butſome oftheſe are ſo remote, that

the teleſcopes we have at preſent in uſe, have

no more power over them than our eye over

the others. Some of theſe are, as nebuloſe stars,

to be ſeen only by means of teleſcopes, can it

then be a wonder, that the stars which com

poſe them, ſhould not be distinguiſhable even

by thoſe teleſcopes .P The regions of ſpace are

unbounded, and we have reaſon to believe

stars are placed throughout; if ſo the very re

mote, which are not distinguiſhable to the te

leſcope ſingly, may appear to it when they

form theſe clusters; this is evidently the caſe

with the ordinary kind, and there is no room

to doubt it is ſo of the others, only that theſe

stars are vastly more remote. Beſide the four

nebulous stars, just mentioned, there is one

in the Crab, and another in the head of Sa

gittary, but ſmaller than that near it, and

one between the Great and Little Dog.

NECKAR. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon words, call the constellation

Bootes; it is one of the Arabic names of the

constellation, and ſignifies an huſbandman.

NEGIM, or Ar. NEGIM. A name by

which ſome, who love hard words, have called

the Pleiades; sit is the Arabic name for that

constellation. The proper ſenſe of the word

Y y 2 A is
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is the star, or the constellation, they called the

Plciades ſo by way of eminence ; as they were

regarded in an uncommon manner as preſages
ofythe rains which give the earth's increaſe,

and were understood to be the new year's stars,

the antients counting the year from the time

of their riſing. From this alſo aroſe the cuſ

tom of calling all the other constellations the

children of the Pleiades. The word, in the

Septuagint, rendered Arcturus, in the original

ſignifies this cluster of stars, and this is the

origin of the expreſſion, which the inſpired

writer makes uſe of on the occaſion, '* Guide

*' the Pleiades and its ſons.

NEMESIOS ASTER, The Star of Ne

me 15. One of the Greek names of the pla

net Saturn.

NEPA. A name by which ſome of the old

writers call the constellation Cancer.

NESCHER. A name by which thoſe,

who are fond of hard words, call the constel

lation Aquila ; it is the Hebrew name of that

constellation, and ſignifies an eagle.

NEW STARS. What are called the

new stars offer a phmnomenon more ſur

priſing, and leſs explicated, than almost any

thingin the whole courſe of the ſcience. That

there have, at certain times, appeared stars in

the parts of the heavens in which there were

none before, and they have gradually diſap

peared again, and their places are now as va

cant as they were before, is certain, nor is it

leſs ſtrange than certain. This is very obvi

ous ; but there are other appearances relating

to the fixed stars, which, although leſs ob

vious, are very ſingular, and which tend the

ſame way.

We ſee, in many parts of the heavens at this

 
time, stars, which, although large enough for

the view, are not mentioned by the antients,

who named the rest with ſufficient accuracy.

Wc are not to condemn thoſe authors on that

account, till we have conſidered all circum

stances: there are others, the ſituation and

preciſe place of which has been marked here

tofore, and which we do not ſee at preſent.

Finally, there are others which have, and do,

from time to time, augment and diminiſh in

point of bigneſs and apparent diameter; ap

pearing much larger and brighter at ſome

times than at others, and which, after having

entirely diſappeared, do, at a distance of time,

become again viſible, and afford, in ſucceſſion,

all theſe variety of appearances. In order to

the conſidering one of theſe phoenomena, we

ought to be informed of the rest, for they. tend

to explain one another.

With regard to thoſe stars which we ſee

and inſert in their places at preſent, and which

have not been named in the catalogues of the

antient writers, nor ſet down in the figures

they made of the constellations, we are not to

ſuppoſe that they were all of them inviſible at.

that time, and have appeared in the heavens

only' ſince; this would be to encreaſe the

number of stars at a strange rate, and at avery

unfair one. We have opportunities of exa

mining the heavens, which they wanted, and

perhaps we have a yet greater accuracy z at

least, having the uſe of all they knew, we

have the better opportunities of going farther.

Most of theſe stars which we have ſet down,

and of which they took account, are ſmall,

and might be overlooked.

A great deal of confuſion has been let in on

this account. Not to ſay any thing of the uſe

of glaſſes, which are modern, the natural ſight

in ſome men is very strong, and in others

weak conſequently; and it has proved ſo in

fact. Some men will distinguiſh certain stars,

L_

which
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which others do not nor can ſee. Such stars

as have been in this manner ſeen by ſome, and

not ſeen by others, who have treated-of them

at distant periods, have, by raſh and hasty

judges, been ſuppoſed to appear and diſappear

at times ; and thus stars, becauſe they are not

very eaſily viſible, have been added to the ac

count of new ones; but thoſe of which we ab

ſolutely ſpeak as new stars, or as ſuch as really

do appear and diſappear at times, are large

enough for all eyes to ſee, and their place ſuffi

ciently marked. To avoid any error, it may

be proper to give an instance of one of theſe

ſuppoſed new or re-apparent stars; for ex

ample :

The Pleiades have been called ſeven stars,

but in general there are ſeen only ſix, that is

to ſay, in proper terms, there appear only ſix

to the generality of people. Let us examine

this matter according to the testimony of an

tiquity, and we ſhall ſee an instance of this

error very evidently. All men have distin

guiſhed as many as ſix, and a ſeventh has

been ſpoken of by ſome. This ſeventh has

therefore the character of a re-apparent, or

new star. It is ſaid that it appeared before

the destruction of Troy, and that they were

then ſeven; after which- event, they ſay,

it was lost for many ages, and at length re

appeared in its place again; and to this many

have referred the diſputes on the ſubject of the

Pleiades, whether they were ſix stars or ſeven,

and have determined on neither ſide. How

ever, Attalus and Geminus counted only ſix

stars in the Pleiades, but then we find that

Simonides, Varro, Pliny, Aratus, Hipparchus,

and Ptolemy, have all mentioned ſeven, and

the generality oſ astronomers have followed

them, and called the stars, univerſally, ſeven.

We are to conclude from this, what appears

even at this day on inſpection, not that a ſe

venth star has appeared and diſappeared. at

 

times, but that ſix being large, and very viſi

ble, all men have been able to ſee and count

them, and, the ſeventh being ſmall, no one

has been able to ſee it but the few who have

had very good eyes, or eyes adapted to ſuch

objects. In estect, We find the generality of

mankind, at this time, mentioning only ſix,

and ſeeing no more, but here and there a man

distinguiſhes ſeven. As to the real number of

stars in that constellation ,. it is much greater.

It has been obſerved, that teleſcopes distinguiſh

stars in all parts of the heavens, and they

do this as well in the constellations as out of

them. Galileo, ſoon after the improvement

which he made in- theſe instmments, put forth

his Nuncius Sidereur, in which he mentions

thirty-ſix stars of which this constellation was

ſeen to conſist, by means of the glaſſes he

uſed. He has given the place and ſituation of

theſe in a figure, and that very justly; he ſays,

in general, that he could ſometimes ſee forty

stars in this constellation by the help of glaſſes,

beſide thoſe obvious to the naked eye; theſe

he calls ſix, the ſeventh, he ſays, being very

rarely viſible.

From the time of Galileo to this, teleſcopes

have been more and more improved, and con

ſequently greater and greater diſcoveries made

as to the number of stars in the constellations.

De La Hire, of the French aeademy, about

ſixty years ago, having occaſion to mention

this constellation, on occaſion of the paſſage of .

the moon through it, gives an account of ſixty

four stars, which he, at that time, diſcovered

in it. Among theſe, beſide the ſeven men

tioned by many of the antients, he allbws the

two named by Longrenus, the Atlas, and the

Mater Pleione. He is very accurate alſo as

to their places, and gives way to a ſilſipicizm,

from his obſervations not perfectly agreeing

with thoſe of Riccioli on this head, that the

fixed stars do. not always keep the ſame place

with
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with regard to one another. Maraldi, fifteen

years aſterward, took great pains about the

ſame constellation; he puts down only fifty-ſix

indeed (eight leſs than De La Hire) and there

is ſome difference between him and the other

as to their poſition', but this, as well as the

other, is to be referred to the great difficulty

of being exact on theſe occaſions, and not to

any change of place in the stars themſelves.

Men would over-turn the ſystem of the uni

verſe, rather than own an error.

By this instance of the Pleiades, which has

been conſidered at large by way of example of

what may have been the caſe with the other

constellations, we ſee how eaſy it is, not only

for the naked eye, but even teleſcopes, in the

hands of the mostjudicious, to over-look cer

]tain stars, and that when others ſee them.

We are not thence to conclude that they were

not in the ſame places, becauſe not ſeen be

fore. This is of conſequence, as it ſeparates

a number which have no title to the name

from out of the claſs of what are called new

stars, and takes away doubt and confuſion.

When under that term were comprehended

all thoſe minute stars, which, for that reaſon

only, might be ſeen by ſome and not by others,

the whole might appear uncertain and indeter

minate 5 but when we confine the term, and

expreſs nothing by the name of a new star,

but ſuch as has appeared at certain times, and

diſappeared at others, and whoſe appearance

was conſpicuous, the bigneſs and brightneſs

of which have rendered it at once conſpicuous

to all perſons, and which has been ſeen to ſade

and grow leſs gradually till it diſappeared, we

ſhall reſcue the term from obſcurity, and limit

it to the expreffing ſomething very certain,

and very ſurpriſing.

Men have, in all times, given an account
ſſ of what they called new stars, and thoſe which

are mentioned by the old writers, are of this

 

conſpicuous kind, but still ſome of them are

to be excluded. To reduce the matter to a

certainty, we ſhall place no great dependence

upon the accounts of thoſe new stars menti

oned by ſuch writers among the antients as did

not make astronomy their study, ſince they

have not aſcertained their places, nor is it

postible to distinguiſh, by what they-have ſaid,

whether thoſe, of whichthey ſpeak, were fixed

stars or comets. Without knowledge and pre

ciſion, history is blind and uſeleſs. Of this ſet

is that which Pliny mentions as having been

obſerved by Hipparchus an hundred and twen

ty-five years beſore the birth of Christ. In

this list of the uncertain, we ſhall alſo place a

ſecond, which is ſaid to have appeared in the

time of the Emperor Hadrian. A third of

this claſs is that which Cuſpinianus diſcovered

in the year three hundred and eighty-nine, in

the Eagle. This, Licetus ſays, was, at its

first appearance as bright as Venus, and that,

after having been ſeen three weeks, it diſap

peared. Authors ſpeak of a new star ſeen in

the year 388 or 389, in the time of Honorius.

This was, undoubtedly, the ſame with that of

Cuſpinianus. A fourth we read of, ſeen by

Meſſahala, Haly, and Albumazar, at fifteen

degrees of Scorpio. This, they tell us, ap

peared for four months, and was ſo bright that

its light was reckoned equal to that of a fourth

part of the moon. A fifth is mentioned by

Cyprianus Leonitius, diſcovered in the year

945, in the time of Otho, its place between

Caſiiopeia and Cepheus. And a ſixth, which,

according to the ſame author, appeared in

1264, near in the ſame part of the heavens.

There is no doubt of there having been ap

pearances to giVC origin to theſe obſervations,

but the circumstances, neceſſary to have been

added to the accounts of them, are wanting,

and there is no ſpeaking any thing of certainty,

concerning them. But it is much otherwiſe

with
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with regard to thoſe obſervations that have

been made ſince the late improvements in

astronomy; of theſe we can ſpeak with cer

tainty. v

To begin with the earliest of the accounts

that can be compriſed within theſe bounds,

we are to mention the new star which was

ſeen in the constellation Cafliopeia in the year

I 522. This Was at a time when astronomy

was ſufficiently cultivated to give the account

with preciſion, and of this we can judge. This

appeared at once in the beginning of NOVCm

ber that year, and remained ſixteen months

viſible. In all this time it kept its place' in

the heavens without the least variation 3 it

made a triangle with the three first stars of

that constellation, and, in all the time of its

appearance, it never had the least change of

place. This star had nothing of that hairy ra

diation which has been obſerved about certain

comets, nor did it, in any thing, reſemble

them. The light of a comet is more placid

and steady, as well as more faint, than that of

a planet; but the light of this star was distinct

from both, it had the genuine distinction and

true radiancy of a fixed star, it twinkled in the

manner of the fixed stars, and was, in all

things, like to Sirius, the largest and brightest

star in the heavens, except tha't it was larger

and brighter. In this there could be no e'rror,

every eye ſaw ſo conſpicuous a star in a place

- where none ſuch appeared before, and the

astronomers found it never to change place,

ſo that, to the distinguiſhinglight of the fixed

stars, it had their fixed station ; this, there

fore, was undoubtedly a fixed star, and as un

doubtedly a new one. Jupiter approached it

in his perigee, and it appeared larger than Ju

piter, and next in ſize to Venus. It did not,

by degrees, acquire this diameter, it appeared

at once in the heavens in its full bigneſs and

 

brightneſs, as if it had just then been created of

that ſize. It continued about three weeks in

its full and entire ſplendor, and, during that

time, might be ſeen through thin clouds, and,

by thoſe, who knew Where to look for it, and

had good eyes, it was ſeen all day 3 before it had

been ſeen a month it became viſibly ſmaller in

diameter, it was reduced to about the dia

meter of Jupiter. In January it was ſome

thing ſmallcr than Jupiter, but still larger and

brighter than Sirius; in February and March

it appeared altogether like the fixed stars of the

first magnitude in ſize, and in brightneſs; in

May it was reduced to a star of the ſecond

magnitude, and in July it appeared of the

ſame ſize with the largest in the constellation

of Caffiopeia, which are of the third magni

tude ; in October it was a star oſ the fourth

magnitude; in the January '1579 it was no

larger than a star of the fifth magnitude; in

February it was no more conſpicuous than a

star oſ the ſixth magnitude, and from this time

it Continued diminiſhing in magnitude and

brightneſs till March, when it entirely diſ

appeared.

The brightneſs of this star diminiſhed with

its apparent diameter; nor was this all, the

very colour of its light alſo differed; at first its

light was white and extremely bright and.
ſparkling. From this time, as the star dimiſſ'

niſhed in bigneſs, the light became yellowiſh,

and, in January and February, 1573, it was

of the colour ofMars; it reſembled Aldebaran,

and was ſomewhat leſs bright than the star in

the ſhoulder of Orion. After this, it had the

pale whitiſh colour of Saturn, which it rc-

tained to the end of its appearing, but that it

grew ſainter and ſainter to the last. In all this

time, however, it preſerved that twinkling

which is peculiar to the fixed stars, and which,
although it diminiſhed with its lustrcv and mag

nitude, it never wholly lost to the last of its

ap Fearance.

We
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W'e can have no doubt about the truth of

this, the star was ſeen by many good astrono

mers ; but it is enough to ſay, that the accu

rate Tycho Brahe perceived it on the eleventh

of November, and continued to obſerve it to

the last 3 he began an account of it under the

tide of De now Ste/la, and has done it with

great accuracy and fidelity. He determined

its longitude at ſix degrees, fifty-four minutes

of Taurus, and its north latitude at fifty-three

degrees, forty-five minutes, its right aſcen

tion at twenty-ſix minutes, and its declina

tion north .at ſixty-one degrees, forty-ſeven

minutes : he attempted to find its distance

from the earth ſeveral ways, but having in all

his obſervations found that it had no ſenfible

parallax, he was convinced, that it was out

of our ſystem, and was truly in the region of

the fixed stars.

It was fortunate that this star had a ſitua

tion in the heavens, very favourable for ob

ſervation, it was but at the distance of twenty

eight degrees, thirteen minutes from the pole,

and conſequently it performed its diurnal re

volution without ever being under the horizon.

This gave Tycho an opportunity of obſerving

its paſſage through the meridian, as well in

the lower as in the upper part of its circle,

and, in conſequence, he found in it that great

and true characteriſtic of afixed star, that it

was always at the ſame distance from the pole

star, and from the other fixed stars; this

could not have been the caſe, had it not been

that immenſe distance from the earth; for

otherwiſe the parallax making stars appear

below their real fituation, he would have ſeen

that star approach the pole in its greatest

height, and, on the contrary, depart from it

in its least height; but nothing of this hap

pened, and conſequently it was at that di

stance, and had this place, together with the

other characters, to determine it truly a fixed

 

star. Riccioli has propoſed ſome doubts about

Tycho's determination from this obſervation',

and ſays, that all his obſervations did not

prove it to be above the ſphere of the moon',

but although he reaſons on geometrical prin

ciples, he errs. The obſervations of Tycho do

abſolutely ſhew, that the new star was at a

greater distance from the earth than the ſun

is, and all things concur to fix its true place

to be, as he ſuppoſed, in the region of the fixed

stars.

After the time of this star, in the year 1604,

there appeared another new one in Serpentary 5

this first appeared in the month of October,

and it was ſeen in ſeveral parts of the world,

remote from one another, as in Germany,

Italy, and Spain, Many astronomers made

their obſervations on it, and Kepler, in par

ticular, publiſhed a treatiſe on the ſubject,

under the title of De not/a Stella Serpentarii.

Kepler fixes the day of the first appearance

oſ this star to have been the tenth of Octoher,

though Spate ſays, it was ſeen by Heraclius

on the twenty-ſeventh of September 3 he adds,

that it was preciſely round, that it had neither

hair nor tail in the manner of the comets, and

that it had all the brightneſs and lustre of a

fixed star, twinkling as they do. He adds,

that many perſons ſuppoſed its brightneſs

greater than that of any other star. Another

ſingularity in it was, that as the colour of that

in Caffiopeia, was, at its finest and strongest

appearance, only a bright white, this star

ſuceeſiively gave all the colours in the man

ner of a diamond; thoſe, in general, who

ſaw it, agreed, that it was larger than any

other fixed star, or than any of the planets,

except Venus. Jupiter was for a conſider

able time near to it, and appeared ſmaller.

In this, and in other reſpects, the new star

in Serpentary perfectly agreed with the former

in Caſiiopeia; it was alſo like the other in

ltS
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its decreaſe 3 it kept all its lustre, and its full

bigneſs for about three weeks, after this it

grew ſmaller. The astronorners of Turin

continued their obſervations on it to the

tvrenty-third of November, at which time it

Was entirely hid in the beams of the ſun; it

was now lost till the third of January, but on

that night it was ſeen again ; it had retained

its lustre in'a great degree, but was dimi

niſhcd greatly in ſize. It," at this time,

appeared fully as large as the Cor Scorpionis,

which was farther off the ſun's rays. About

the middle of January it was judged larger

than Arcturus, but from this time it dimi

niſhed more and more continually, till to

ward the end of March it was ſmaller than

Saturn, and hardly exceeded in ſize the stars

in the knee of Serpentarius. In April it was

of the ſize of the bright one in the knce of

Serpentarius. In August it was not larger

than a star of the third magnitude 3 but in all

this decreaſe of magnitude, it continued bright

and twinkling. -In September it was still leſs 3

in October it was difficult to be perceived, _

it approached the ſun's rays ſo nearly; in the

January following, the morning crepuſcule

Would not let it be ſeen, nor the ſmall stars

about it; in February, Kepler thought he

ſaw it, but it was uncertainly. In fine, it is

not abſolutely certain how long it continued

after the October, I6o5, accidents were then

strongly against it; ſo that it is not unliker

it lasted three or four month longer. In March

there Were favourable opportunites of looking

after it, but no trace or vestage of it remained

in the place where it had first appeared, and

from which, during the whole time of its

appearance, it had never removed. Kepler

examined it cloſely, but he diſCOVered no mo

tion in it, nor any ſenſible parallax. Hence

hjudged, as in the caſe oſ the other, that is

was more distant than the planets, and was

VOL. I.
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in the region of the fixed stars. Most of the

astronomers of the time concurrcd in this opi'

nion of Kepler, but Scipio Claramontius de

clared against it. He calculated from ob- X

ſervations made by others, not by any of his

own. Bleau has alſo attributed ſome motion

to it ; he ſpeaks of ſome degrees accord*

ing to the order of the ſigns; but although he

mentions obſervations of his own as the foun- '

(lation of this opinion, they were probably not

ſufficiently exact. We know what regard is

due to Kepler, and we know the greatest aſ

tronomers of his time agreed with him, that it

remained all the time fixed in its place. He

has given an exact deſcription of the stars

about the place where it was, and aſſures us,

that it retained the ſame ſituation with regard

to them; ſo that it is beyond doubt that it

had not any motion, _nor any ſenſible paral

lax, but agreed'perſectly, and in all things,

with the new star of Caſfiopeia, and in all

things with the character oſ the fixed stars,

except in its fading away.

In the year 1576, Fabricius diſcovered a

new star in the neck of the Whale'; but this

being no more than equal to a star ofthe third

magnitude, was leſs univerſally regarded. He

first flaw it in August, and it was wholly lost

in the Octobcr of the ſame year; ſo that its

duration was much ſhort of the others, and r

ſeemed proportionedto its bigneſs 5 though few,

except David Fabricius, have expreſsly men- ,

tioned this collateral and very ſufficient proof

that it was there. Bayer publiſhed his figures

of the heavens in 1603, they were drawn,

according to his own aCCOunt, ſeven years be

fore, which correſponds with the time of Fa

bricius's obſervation, and we find this very star

marked in this constellation in the place the

other aſſigns it, as a star of the fourth magni

tude: he' had no notion of its being a new

' one, but there is none ſuch in the place at

Z 1. this
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this time. He had probably ſeen it a month

after its first appearance z for, like all the rest,

it diminiſhed gradually, both in bigneſs and

lustre, till it was quite lost. What is yet

more ſingular, in regard to this star, is, that in

1637, Phacylides Holwarda, who ſeems to

have had no knowledge of Bayer's tables, ſaw

it again, and took it for a quite new diſco

very. He watched the place in the heavens

exactly, and he ſaw it appear again in the

ſucceeding year, just nine month after its diſ

appearance at his first obſervation; after this

it was ſound every year to come in ſight again

very regularly, except that in 1672, it was

miſſed by Hevelius, and not ſeen again till

December 1676.

This was a phoenomenon ſo conſiderable

in astronomy, that the studies of all the per

ſons of knowledge of that time were employed

upon it. Bouilland publiſhed an account of

it at Paris in 1667, and in this, having com

pared, with great accuracy, the ſeveral ob

ſervations made from the time of its first ap

pearance, he computed that the period of its

return, in full brightneſs, was three hundred

and thirty-three days. He had for this pur

poſe beſore him obſervations made from the

year 1638 to 1666, ſo that the materials were

ſufficient. He found that the interval between

the time of its first appearance, and its abſo

ſolute diſappearing was about one hundred and

twenty days; and that it continued in its full

l-ustre about fifteen days *. he obſen'cs farther,

and that alſo is very ſingular', that this star

did not appear at once in its full magnitude,

or brightneſs, but by degrees arrived at them z

and he ſolVCs the phoenomenon, by ſuppoſing

this star to be a globe, the greater part oſ the

ſurface of which is obſcure, and a ſmall part

luminous 3 he ſuppoſes, that it has a periodi-'

cal revolution about its own axis, and that it

preſents to the earth, at ſome times, the dark,

 

and, at other, the luminous part of its ſurface;

this was, however, not an abſolutely new

opinion, for Riccioli had advanced it in 1651,

in his ſecond volume of the Almagest. Speak

ing there of what are called new stars, he

ſays, that he takes it ſor granted they have

been created from the beginning of the world,

but that they are not-'like the other stars, lu

minous all over their ſurface; he ſuppoſes

them to be globes, one half of whoſe ſurſace

is obſcure, and the other luminous; but he

is a little enthuſiastic in his account of their

ſhewing their bright ſide. He does not ſuppoſe,

that they have any revolution natural to them,

but he imagines, that when the Almighty has

a mind to ſhew _a ſign to mankind, he turns

about the bright face to us, this he imagines

done instantaneouſly, and that therefore we

ſee them at the first moment in their full lu

stre. Their dark ſide, he ſays, is naturally

toward us, and that from the time of this

turning them about, there is a motion of get

ting back to that their original ſituation : this,

he ſays, is performed ſlowly, and therefore,

that we ſee them looſe their light not all at

once, but gradually, till they quite diſappear.

Bouilland was wiſe in dropping the ſuperna

tural part of this ſystem, but he would have

been more honest to have confeſſed where he

got the natural. All the difference between

the two writers is, that the one ſuppoſes a

regular revolution of the star upon its own

axis; the other makes the turning about in

stantaneous, and the immediate Work of God.

They calculated their explications ſor their

ſeveral ſubjects. Bouilland ſrom 'the star

in the Whalc, which gradually encreaſed in

bigneſs from its ſirst appearance, when it was

only equal to a star of the ſixth magnitude,

and then decreaſed again to nothing. Ric

cioli calculated from the star in Caffiopeia,

and that in Serpentarius, which are ſaid to

have
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have appeared at once in their full glory and

greatest bigneſs. L'Iight he not as reaſonably

have ſuppoſed, that theſe acquired that bigneſs

by degrees, but that they were not obſerved

till they became conſpicuous at their full pe

riod, and ſo were obſerved by astronomers

only during their decline from it? Surely.

there would have appeared as much probability

in this, as in their appearance being owing

to an immediate miracle. But be the ſystem

of Bouilland plauſible, as it may, it will not

hold: a ſimple revolution of the new star in

the neck of the Whale round its own axis,

would not account, for all its appearances,

according to thoſe Very obſervations that were

before him 3 for were there no more in it, its

appearance was different in different years;

in the first year in which it was obſerved it

never exceeded the apparent bigneſs of a star

of the third magnitude 3 in ſome other years it

was ſeen to encreaſe to the ſize of a star of

the ſecond magnitude; in ſome of the ſuc

ceeding appearances 'it was yet larger than a

star of the ſecond magnitude, and in ſome

others it did not arrive at a bigneſs equal to

one of the third. It appears alſo, by thoſe ob

ſervations, that the times of its appearance

were not of equalduration, ſome years it

continued viſible four months, and in others

only three: neither was it equal to itſelf in

the time of its encreaſe from the first appear

ance to the full magnitude, nor in the period

betWeen its full lustre, and its total diſappear

ance. Theſe were circumſtances in which thoſe

who made the obſervations were too careful

to err, at least, to err much; and it is evi

dent from the accounts, that it ſometimes

encreaſed much 'quicker than it diminiſhed,

and ſometimes diminiſhed quicker than it had

encreaſed, ſo that there is no regularity 3 and

finally, Hcvelius aſſures us, that it never ap

peared at one time for four years together.

 

Perhaps theſe appearances may be better

explained by attributing a particular motion

to the poles of the revolution made by this

star, round its own axis; this might eaſily

make the appearance of the star to us ſhorter

or longer, and account for many other of its

variations, according to the different poſition

of thoſe poles, with reſpect to the luminous

part of the star, which it occaſionally preu

ſented to us in different aſpects.

If, in order to determine the period of its ſe>

veral appearances, we compare together the

first obſervations made concerning it in the

year 1596, and all thoſe which were made in

ſucceſiion afterwards, from the thirteenth of

August 1596 to the first of January 1678, we

ſhall find eighty-one years, four months, and

eighteen days, that is, 29725 days, and theſe

divided by 89, give 334, and not 333 days

for each revolution. In the month of August

1723, it was obſerved of the ſame magnitude

of which Fabricius determined it; equal to 2'

fixed star of the third magnitude. We have

here a period of an hundred and ſeven years,

twenty-four of which being biſſextiles, 'this

allows, in the whole, 39080 days, which be.

ing divided by 117, give alſo every revolu

tion for its period the ſame number, three"

hundred and thirty-four days; this is truly

therefore the mean of its revolutions.

Since the'ſirst obſervation of this star, there

have been diſcovered no leſs than three other

changing, one-apparent stars, in the ſingle

constellation of Cygnus. The first of theſe

was diſcovered by Kepler in 1600, at the bot

tom of the Swan's neck, near that in the

breast, which is the 7 of Bayer; this does

not appear in the catalogue of Tycho, al

though he has mentioned, with great preci

ſion, ſeveral that are near it, and ſmaller.

Bayer has called this a new star; he names it -

as of the third magnitude, and ſays, it never

Z z 2 changes
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changes its place. Janſon ſpeaks of it alſo as a

new one, and claims the diſcovery; he ſays

he first ſaw it in 1600. What is ſingular in

this star is, that, during a period of nineteen

.years, in which it was obſerved by Kepler, it

always kept its proper and original magnitude z

_being not quite ſo large as that in the breast

which was near it, nor quite ſo ſmall as that

in the neck. Liceti ſaw it again in 1621, and

continued to obſerve it_ till it grew ſo ſmall that

.he wholly lost ſight of it. It was again ſccn

in 1695 by the elder Castini; it continued, at

this time, not the ſame as in Kepler's obſer

vations, but augmented, during five years,

till it was equal to a star oſ the third magni

tude, and after this it graduallydiminiſhed. He

velius ſaw it again in 1665, in 1666 it was

yet very ſmall, and though it continued en

creaſing in ſize, it never arrived at the third

magnitude; and in 1677 and 1692 it was no

more than a star of the ſixth. In the year

17 15 it was ſeen in the very place where it is

marked by Bayer, its bigneſs that oſ a star oſ

the ſixth magnitude.

The ſecond of the changeable stars in Cyg

nns was diſcovered by Antebeline Chartreux,

near to the head of the Swan, in the year

1670 ; it appeared, at first, equal to a star oſ

the third magnitude, and it continued to be

- viſible three months, but continually diminiſh

ing both in bigneſs and lustre; at the end oſ

that time it wholly diſappeared. This star is

not named in any oſ the old catalogues of the

fixed stars, although, ſeveral that are near it,

and are a great deal ſmaller, are marked with

a ſufficient accuracy. It was first ſeen on the

twentieth oſ June, and, like the star in Caffio

peia, was then in its full glory; in the begin

ning of July it began to diminiſh both in ſize

and lustre. According to the author's obſerva

tion, its light grew ſaint heſore it began to di

miniſh in ſize 5 he obſerved it, on the third of

 

July, equal to a star of the third magnitude,

and, on the eleventh of the ſame month, it;

was hardly equal to one oſ the fourth. On

the tenth of August it was redUCLd to the apq

pearance of a star of the fifth magnitude, and

from this time it grew daily leſs and leſs till

quite lost to the ſight. After it had thus ab.

ſolutely diſappeared, the place, where it had

been ſeen, continued ſix months vacant. On

the ſeventeenth of March following, the ſame

obſerver ſaw it again, in exactly the ſame

place, equal to a star of the fourth magnitude.

On the third oſ April, 1671, the elder Cafi'mi

ſaw it, it was then oſ the bigneſs oſ a star of

the third magnitude, he judged it to be

a little leſs than that in the back oſ the con

stellation 5 but, on the next day, repeating the

obſervation, it appeared to him very nearly as

large as that, and altogether as bright; on the

ninth it was ſomewhat leſs, on the th-lfth it

was yet ſmaller, it was then leſs than the two

stars at the bottom oſ Lyra 5 but, on the ſiſ

teenth, it had increaſed again in bigneſs, and

was equal tothoſe stars; from the ſixteenth

to the twenty-ſeventh of the ſame month he

obſerved it with a peculiar attention; during

that period it changed bigneſs ſeveral times, it

was ſometimes larger than the biggest of thoſe

two stars, ſometimes ſmaller than the least of

them, and ſometimes of a middle ſize between

them. On the twenty-eighth of _the ſame

month it was become as large as the star in the

beak of the Swan, and it appeared larger

from the thirtieth of April to the ſixth of Liay.

On the fifteenth it was grown ſmaller; on

the ſixteenth it was oſ a middle ſize between

the two, and from thistime it continually (ll'

miniſhed till the ſeventeenth of August, when

it was ſcarce viſible to the naked eye. This

star therefore, during this ſingle appearance,

was two ſeveral times at its full bigneſs and

ſplendor, in the beginning of April and in the

beginning
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beginning of May-1671. This is a ſingular

event; it is not recorded to have happened to

any other of theſe stars, but the punctuality of

Caffini's obſervation fixes it as a certainty that

this did ſo.

On comparing the obſervations of theſe two

years, it appeared that the new star was ſeven

months in returning to the ſame appearance

in the heavens. From this time it was ex

pected that it would be ſeen again in February

1672, but it was ſought for at that time in

vain by thoſe who would not have failed to

find it had it been viſible; however, Hevelius

distinguiſhed it on the twenty-ninth of March

in the ſame year. It was in its exact place in

the heavens, but then appeared only as a star

of the ſixth magnitude ; after this it never

appeared at all, ſo that there are evidently

natural irregularities, or changes, in the ap

pem-ance of theſe stars.

The third're-apparent star in Cygnus was

diſcovered by Kirkius, it was not abſolutely the

first time the star had been ſeen, ſo that it

could not prOperly be called a new one. This

astronomer obſerved, in the year 1686, that

the star in Cygnus mark with the letter X, in

Bayer's catalogue and tables, and mentioned

(as of the fifth magnitude, augmented and di

miniſhed its diameter and its luilre in the man

ner of that called the new star in the neck of

the Whale. In the middle of July, 1686, he

could not find any star where Bayer had placed

this ; but, on the nineteenth of Octvber fol

lowing, he found, exactly in that place, a ſtar

of the fifth magnitude. From this time he

watched it narrowly, and found it diminiſh in

i ſeen by the naked eye.

 

ſize and in luſtre to the ſucceeding February, z

at which time he quite loſt it, not being able

to diſtinguiſh it even with teleſcopes. On

the ſixth of Auguſt following he ſaw it in its

old place with a four-feet teleſcope, but he

could not diſtinguiſh it by the naked eye till

 

the October after, and from this time he

ſaw it till the February ſucceeding. In the

September 1655 he hoped to have ſeen it re

turn to its place again, but he ſought in vain ;

he carefully examined the place with an eight

feet teleſcope, but he ſaw nothing of it till the- _

twentieth of October. In December, 1688,

it was in its full ſplendor, and in the January

following. From this time, itdiminiſhed till the

thirteenth of April, when the eight-feet tele

ſcope would no more ſhew it. In 1692 Ma

raldi declared, that he could ſee no change of

any kind in it; but in 1694. there was no veſ

tige of it in the place where he had before ob

ſerved it till the ſixteenth of April. He looked

for it again at the latter end of Auguſt in the

ſame year, and ſaw nothing of it, no trace
nor veſtige even by powerful teleſcopes. It ſ

diſappeared from the middle of July to the

end of Aguſt, and from this time it never ap

peared again until the thirtieth of July, 1695,

and it was then ſo ſmall as to be very difficultly

From this time it en

creaſcd a-pace in light and bigneſs, for, on the

ſecond of Auguſt, it cqualled aſtar of the ſixth

magnitude, on the twelfth it was of the bigneſs.

of one of the fifth, and it continued encreaſing

till the end of that month. In the beginning

of Scptember it was again ſmaller, and from

this time it gradually decreaſed till the middle

of October, and was then again quite loſt.

i It appears, that, in the year 1695, this ſtar

was at its full lustre and bigneſs on the thirty

firſt of Auguſt, and comparing theſe appear-

ances, obſerved by Miaraldi, with thoſe ſet:

down by Kirkius, it appears that the period.

of its variations is about thirteen mouths and,

ten days, or 405 days: but it appears alſo to.

be ſubject to thoſe natural changes and appa

rent irregularities of the others, having been

inviſible for three whole years from 1698 to

1701, though ſou®t for at the times when it

ought
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oilght to have been in its full lustre. 'In the

year 1717. it was ſeen in the middle of May

equal in ſlZC to the e, of Cygnus ; on the

ninth of June it Was of the ſize of the inform

star that is near it, but on the ſixteenth of the

ſame month it was much ſmaller; in 1715 it

was ſought after in June, but in vain ; in Au

gust it was ſeen equal to the inform star near

it, forming an iſoſcele triangle with that star,

and another very ſmall one not viſible, except

in clear nights. Comparing this last obſerva

tion with that in the year 1695, we ſee, that,

in this interval, which is about twenty years,

it has had about eighteen revolutions, each of

405 days, whichis in ſomereſpects conformable

to the computions made from a compariſon of

its first appearances with thoſe of 1695. The

times of its re-appearance agree therefore ex

tremely Well with the period establiſhed by

Nlaraldi, notwithstanding, that,in the courſe of

its different revolutions, there have been very

conſiderable variations in its apparent bigneſs.

Beſide theſe ſeveral re-apparent stars, cha

racteriſed and establiſhed in ſo strong and cer

tain a 'manner by the earlier astronomers,

there have been many ſpoken of by the later;

Caſiini, the elder, gave accounts to the Paris

acadcmy of a conſiderable number of stars

he took to be of the changeable or re-appa

rent kind, but they are almost all minute ones,

ſo that they are not ſo striking to the eye, nor

is the obſervation of them ſo eaſy. He has

mentioned one of the fourth magnitude, and

two of the fifth, in the constellation Caffiopeia,

neither of which is named by any astronomers,

although ſeveral have taken an account of that

constellation, and have very exactly marked

down ſmaller stars than theſe. He afterwards

ſaw five more in the ſame constellation, three

of which diſappeared ſoon after he had ſhewn

them to the curious at the obſervatory; he

diſcovered two others in Eridanus, one of the

 

fourth, the other of the fifth magnitude, in

places where none had been ſeenct by any other

before, and wherehimſelf had not ſeen them till

that time, though he had made not leſs careful

obſervations. This part of the heavens had

been alſo carefully remarked on account of the

paſſage of the comet that had thenlast appeared,

and had paſſed over it. The astronomers had

taken account of all the stars in it on that oc

caſion, but they had not mentioned any ſuch

as theſe. Four others he diſcovered of the

fifth and ſixth magnitude toward the north

pole, apart of the heavens ſo frequently the

objectofthe astronom'ers obſervations, that they

would have been deſcribed before, if they ap

peared constantly. He obſerved alſo that the star,

which Bayer places near his a, in the Little

Bear, is no more ſeen, or ſeldom at the utmost.

That marked in the ſame catalogues, a, in

Andromeda, had diſappeared ſome time, and

appeared again in 1695 i that instead of the

ſingle star, marked in the knee of that con

stellation, there have appeared two a little to

the north of the place, and 'that the star marked

was conſiderably leſs than _ repreſented z

that the star, which Tycho Brahe places at

the end of Andromeda's chain, and calls of

the fourth magnitude, was, in 671, ſcarce

large enough to be viſible 5 and that which is

called the twentieth in his catalogue, in Piſces,

was not viſible.

Theſe were obſervations Caffini left to the

acadcmy at Paris for hints toward farther in

vestigation. Since that time, Maraldi has alſo

obſerved certain remarkable changes in the

appearances of the fixed stars. The starin the

leg of Sagittary, marked by Bayer, and ſaid

to be of the third magnitude, appeared in the

year 1671 no larger than the ſixth. Halley,

in 1676, found it again of the third magni

tude z in 1692 it was ſcarce poſſible to ſee it,

it was ſo ſmall; and, in 1693 and 1694, it

Waſ
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was again got up to the fourth magnitude.

Halley has marked that in the right arm of

Sagittary as of the third magnitude, but it has

been much ſmaller ſince ; that in the thigh of

the ſame constellation, the 'e of Bayer has diſ

appeared, and afterwards been ſeen again;

Maraldi ſaw it in 1699 of the ſixth magnitude,

'and in 1709 he diſcovered it to be a cluster of

two stars at thirtſſy-fiveminutes distance from

one another. The ſame variation has been re-'

markedinthatof the fail of the Serpent, marked

all, by Bayer. Tycho and Bayer both call this a

star of the third magnitude. Montanari has

mentioned it as of the fifth, and it afterwards

appeared again of the third. The star 1, in

the Lion's head diſappeared many years, but

it was again ſeen by Montanari in 1667; in

1691 Miraldi alſo ſaw it, but extremely ſmall. *

The star 6, of the ſame constellation, which

Tycho and Bayer have marked as of the fourth

magnitude, was inviſible in 1693. The

star 7, of the ſixth magnitude, in the breast of

the Lion, was not viſible in 1709, but, to

the astoniſhment of the Engliſh, as well as

French astronomers, (for it is hard to ſay in

which kingdom the diſcovery was made) eight

stars were at once ſeen in the place of it, not

one of which is marked in any of the earlier

catalogues. The star, in hieduſa, marked g,

by Bayer, was perceived by Montanari to be

of different bignestes in different years ; in the

whole year 1693 Maraldi could ſee no change

in it, but in 1694 he ſaw it vary many times.

At ſome times of this year it appeared of the fe

cond, at ſome of the third, and at others only

of the fourth magnitude. The star 7, in the

right ear of thev Great Dog, is ſet down, by

Tycho and by Brahe, as of the third magni

tude. In 1670, according to Montanari, it was

not at all viſible, but in '1692 and 1693 it

appeared again but equal only to a star of the

fourth magnitude. In the ſame constellation,

 

Montanari obſerved alſo four stars not named

by Bayer, which he judged to be re-apparent,

and in the year 1695 he found the stars ſg and

7, both of the ſecond magnitude, in the Ship, '

had diſappeared. . *

In the year 1704. a new star was diſcovered

in the constellation Hydra, Maraldi first ob

ſerved it; at that time it stood in a right line

with the two last stars of the tail, the e and 7

of Bayer. It is true that Montanari menti

oned the having ſeen this star in 1670, but it

had been ſought in vain from that time. The

obſervation of Montanari fell into the hands

of Maraldi in 1705, and he ſought very care-l

fully for the star, but there was no vestige of

it in the place. He continued, occaſion-ally,

to look at that part of the heavens afterwards,

in hope it might ſome time re-appear, and, in

1704, he ſaw it in the very place where it had

been obſerved thirty-four years before by

Montanari. It was of the bigneſs of a star of

the fourth magnitude, and very bright 5 it con

tinued of the ſame ſize till the beginning of the

ſucceeding month, and from that time it be

came leſs and leſs to the end of May, when

it totally diſappeared to the naked eye, but the

teleſcope ſhewed it in its place a month longer,

still growing leſs and leſs, till at the end it was

entirely lost. At the end of November,

1705, that part of the heavens then coming

from the blaze ofthe ſun's beams, the star ap

peared again, but very ſmall and faint, and

continued viſible to the end of February 1706,

when it entirely diſappeared. It did not ap

pear again till the-middle of April 1708; it

was then ſomething larger than the stars of the

ſixth magnitude, encreaſed in ſize to the ele

venth of NIay, but from about this time it be

gan again to diminiſh. It appeared again in

1709 on the twenty-third of November, and

ſoon decreaſed in bigneſs. On the ſeventh

of February, in 1710, it was ſo ſmall that

' the
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the teleſeope hardly diſcovered it. On the

twenty-fourth of May, 1712, it re-appeared

the fifth time, and remained in ſight till the

end of June, when it was again wholly lost to

the view.

Since the time of theſe ſeveral obſervations,

the attention of astronomers has been very

much employed on the appearances of the.
i fixed stars, and they have found other variati

ons among them. The most ſouthern of the

A two stars, placed by Bayer under the ſouthern

hand of Virgo, has wholly diſappeared; the

other is ſeen as he places it, but no one has

yet found the first to re-appcar. Riceioli

mentions a star in the northern thigh of the

ſame constellation, which is not now to be

ſeen. Bayer had not marked this, ſo that,

probably, it was not viſible in his time, and

was properly a new star of Riceioli's obſerva

tion, and has diſappeared ſince. There is not,

at this time, any vestige of that star of the ſixth

magnitude, which Bayer has placed in the

Wcstern Balance at ten degrees, and that of

Scorpion with a north latitude of three de

grees. Tycho and Bayer found a star of the

fourth magnitude in the eastern ſcale of the

Balance. Hevelius ſought it in vain, and de

clared that it had diſappeared, but it was again

ſeen afterwards, not ſo large indeed as they

have deſcribed it, but remarkably bright, and

it has, from time to time, diſappeared and ap

peared again in that place. The star of the

fourth magnitude, ſeen by Caſiini the elder,

in the Hare, has been ſince ſeen at times, and

lost at times, in the ſame place; and it has

been obſerved, both by him and by Halley,

that the star of the third magnitude in the hin

der leg diſappeared at times. This was ſought

in vain for ſeveral years, and at length it ap

peared again viſible to the naked eye, and of

the ſize of a star of the ſixth magnitude. On

examining it in 1699, at its appearance after

 

ſo long a loſs, by the means of powerful 'cele

ſcopes, it was found to be compoſed of two

stars, distant from one another about five and

thirty minutes in latitude.

There is not any phrenomenon in the hea

vens that has more ſurpriſed thoſe who have

conſidered, or indeed known theſe things at all,

than this of the appearance of a new star in

the heavens. That in Caſiiopeia was most

taken notice of beCauſe of its extraordinary

ſiZe and brightneſs, and many have ſuppoſed

it a ſingle appearance of its kind in the hea

vens. It has been gueſſcd by ſome to have

been a comet, and by others a planet on fire.

So wild and ſo abſurd are the opinions of men

who are hasty to determine', and ſlow to exah

mine. I have brought together theſe nume

rous instances, all ſupported by the most au

thetic testimony, to ſhew that there was n0

thing ſingular in that appearance, except its

bigneſs; for that there are, among the fixed

stars, others which appear only at times, and

which do it in different degrees. The fixed

places of theſe new stars ſufficiently prove,

'that they are neither comets nor planets, as

indeed does alſo the nature of their light.

Their return at certain times, though not

with a perfect regularity, ſhews that their ap

pearance is owing to a motion in themſelves,

and that a 'periodical one. And it is evident

from their want of any ſenſible parallax, that

they are abſolutely in the region of the fixed

stars, and that they have this motion only

about their own axis, and remain otherwiſe

at rest.

The probable account of them muſt be',

therefore as already hinted, that they are

globes of ſolid matter, obſcure on one part of

their ſurface, and luminous on the other.

And as a revolution round about their own

axis would account for all the appearances,

were they regular, there is this particular

motion
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motion alſo in the poles of that revolution

round the axis. This will ſhew us, occaſi

onally, more or leſs of the enlightned ſurſace;

and all the reſt will follow from the other.

If this be the caſe, the ſingularity, in regard

to that oſ Cafliopeia, is, that the time, taken

up by its revolution, is ſo long, or, that the

variation fi'om the revolution oſ the poles is ſo

great; but, be it from either, there is nodoubt

oſ its appearing again.

NILE. A name by which ſome of the old

astronomers have called the river among the

constellations of the northern hemiſphere,

more generally known by the name Eridanus.

See ERLDANUS. -

NILI DONUM. A name by which ſome

have called the Triangle.

NIMROD. A name given byſi ſome to

Bootes, one oſ the northern constellations.

There have been a ſet oſ writers, Schiller,

Schickard, and the like, who would not ſuffer

the pagan history to remain in poſſeffion of any

one of theſe constellations. In theſe caſes,

where they leave the figure as it was, and only

alter the name, the miſchief is not great; but

they become intolerable where their enthu

fiaſm alters the form of the constellation.

Schiller has done this almost throughout the

heavens, he has placed the twelve Apostles in

the room of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac,

and he has converted the Great Bear into St.

Peter's boat, and the constellation Draco into

the innocents ſlain by Herod. This creates

. confuſion, and is unpardonable.

NITAC. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond .oſ uncommon words, call the zo

diac; it is one of the Arabic names for it, and

fi'gnifies, in that language, a belt.

VOL. I.

 

NIXUS. A name by which ſome of the

Latin writers have called the constellation Her

culcs. - "

NOAH's ARK. Aname given bySchillerl

to the constellation Argo, or Navis, the

Ship.

NOBU. A name by which ſome of the

aflrological writers have called the planet

IVIcrculy ; it is the Chaldee name of that pla

net, and it ſignifies an attendant.

NODUS CGLESTIS. A term which

occurs in Cicero and ſome oſ the other Latin

writers as a denomination of an arrangement

of stars. It means that part of the constella

tion Piſces, which conſists of the string or cord

that ties the two fiſhes to one another.

NOGAH. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of, uncommon words, have called the

planet Venus 5 it is one oſ the Hebrew names

oſ that planet, and ſignifies, in the proper

ſenſe, light or ſplendor; it is therefore a ver)r

proper name ſor ſo bright a planet.

NOON. That time of the day at which

the ſun comes to the meridian of any place;

or, in proper words, that time oſ the day at

which the meridian line of that place is

pointed directly at the ſun's centre, or, iſ the

plane of it were continued up to the heavens,

would cut the ſun's centre in its courſe.

The meridian of any place is a great circle

oſ the earth drawn through that place, and

through the two poles oſ the earth. Now as

theſe two poles keep their place at all times, and

the part oſ the earth, through which the line.is

drawn, keeps alſo its place, this circle must,

with reſpect to that place, be a fixed circle,

and conſequently it must, like all other fixed

parts oſ the earth, turn round with the rest

A a a of
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of its ſurfacc in its revolution about its own

axis. Now as this part of the ſurface, or this

line, is, by this revolution, brought to point

- to the ſun directly once in twenty-four

hours, the time, when it does ſo, is that when

the ſun is farthest from the horiZOn in that

place, that is the noon, or thc mid-day at

that place.

In the ſame manner this circle on the

earth's ſurſace is, by the general revolution of

the earth, brought once, in every twenty-four

hours, directly oppoſite to every star, and the

point of time, when it is ſo, is the point at

which that star is ſaid to be at its meridian.

The common form oſ expreſſion on this ſub

ject is, that, at ſuch an hour, ſuch a star comes

to its meridian, as if the star travelled to it.

But in this, as on all other occaſions of this

kind, we uſe the common ways of ſpeaking

instead oſ the proper. The term is not, a star's

'coming to the meridian, but the meridian tra

velling to the star; and thus it is that astro

nomers are to be understood when they ſpeak

oſ the riſing and ſetting ofthe ſun and the stars,

they ſpeak only in conſom-ity to appearance,

and the ordinary method of expreſſion, for the

stars and the ſun keep their place for ever, and

this revolution of the earth does all the

matter.

NORTH. We are to obſerve, that all the

books we know of in astronomy have been

written by perſons who have liVed on the north

ſide of the equator, and have had the north

pole, in the countries in which they lived,

eleVated above the horizon. As this happens

- to be the caſe, there is no confuſion in the

terms that are uſed, which there would be in

the books ofwriters, ſhme ofwhomſhould have

lived on the one, and ſome on the other ſide of

the equator; and to ſome of whom the north,

and toothers the ſouth pole were elevated above

l

 

the horizon. Thus, for instance, we name'

the two equinoxes according to this ſituation,

and very ſamiliarly call that in March the

vernal, and that in September the autumnal

equinox 5 but, if we had books oſ astronomers

who had lived on the ſouth ſide of the equator,

we ſhould find a. very different language in

them, for their autumn begins in March, and

their ſpring in September, ſo that they would

as naturally call the September equinox the

vernal, and the March the autumnal equinox,

as we do the contrary by theſe names. In the

ſame manner it would be univerſal with them

to call the ſouth pole the upper part of the

heavens, as it is with us to call the north pole

by that name : and as we expreſs any/motion,

that is made from ſouth to north by the name

aſcending; and any motion, that is made from

north to ſouth, deſcending; just on the

contrary, thoſe who ſhould live in countries

to the ſouth oſ the equator, and ſee the ſouth

pole elevdted above their horizon, as they would

call that the top of the heavens, would call

every motion, from north to ſouth, aſcending,

and every motion, from ſouth to north, by the

name of a deſcending motion. '

To understand rightly where the north

point is, we are to conſider the horizon as

forming a circle, which is interſected by an

other circle, the meridian, and by it divided

into two equal parts. The point of inter

ſection of theſe two circles, which is near

est .the north pole, is called the north point, or

the north 3 and that, which is nearest the

ſouth pole, is called the ſouth, or ſouth point.

See the article ClRCLES eft/ye Spbere.

NORTHERN CROWN. A name by

which the aſtronomical writers call one oſ the

constellations, the Corona Borealis of the La

tin writers, a ſmall one placed between Bootes,

Hercules, and Serpens, and remarkable for a

star
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'star of the ſecond magnitude in it called Lu

cida Coronae. The bent leg of Hercules is

immediatelv over the top of it, and the head

'of the Serpent is just under it, all at a ſmall

distance.

The antients counted eight stars in the Co

rona Borealis, and they were a long time fol

lOWed by the later writers. Ptolemy gives the

account at eight, and Tycho and Hevelius

make them of the ſame number, but Flam

stead makes them twenty-one. Of theſe there

is not one of the first magnitude, and only one

of the ſecond z this is the Lucida Coronaz,

and many have been for reducing this to the

third. The magnitude of the stars, according

to theſe claſſes, is indeed very ill determined,

ſome making thoſe of one claſs that others

place in another, nor is it a wonder, for ſcarce

any two stars in the firmament are truly of

the ſame bigneſs. Theſe stars are principally

diſpoſed in the circle of the Crown, ſeven of

the old eight are ſo; the points orrays have

very few of them.

The Corona Borealis is ſo univerſally ſpoken

of among the old writers, that it is probable

the Greeks had it, among the rest of their

astronomy, from the Egyptians. They have,

however, according to their custom, annexed

one of their fables to it, and ſpeak of it as of

their own invention.

They tell us this was the crown of Ariadne,

and that Bacchus placed it among the stars.

They ſay, that when this beauty was married

to Bacchus in the iſland of Dia, all the gods

gave her ſome preſent. This crown was the

testimony of reſpect from Venus, or from

that goddeſs and the hours; or, as others will

have it, Bacchus gave her the CſOWlLl'limſle

as a preſent to purchaſe her conſent, and that

ſhe was taken with the gaiety and ſplendor of

the gift, and accepted him.

l

 

However they have diſputed this point, they

all ſay it was the work of immortal hands;

Vulcan, they tell us, fabricated it, and it Was

wrought of gold and Indian gems z and that it

Was, by the power of Bacchus, for which

ſoever reaſon, carried up into the heavens.

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE aſ tle'

Earl/2. A term uſed by the geographers to

expreſs one half of the ſurface of the earth,

and often referred to by the astronomers under

the name of the earth's northern hemiſphere.

It is that half of the earth extending from the

equator to the north pole. The equator, or,

as it is vulgarly called, the line, divides the

earth into two equal parts, being drawn round

it at equal distance from the two poles ; theſe

two hemiſpheres may therefore be very pro

perly called the northern and the ſouthern he

miſphere, as they fall between the line and

the north, and that and the ſouth pole.

NUCLEUS of a Comet. Astronomers uſe

this terſſm to expreſs the body of the comet, or

the whole of the appearance, excepting the

tailr They alſo ſometimes call this the head

of the comet; this is the general ſignification

of the term Nucleus, when applied to a comet,

but there are ſome who have uſed it in another

ſenſe. The body of a comet, when viewed

through a teleſcope, has not at all the look

either of a fixed star or planet, but ap

pears a glowing heated maſs 5 this is ſome-

times of an uniform colour and appearance,

and ſometimes it is brighter in the middle and

darker at the edges; ſometimes alſo, while

this central part appears entire, the edges ſeem

cracked and lacerated. Such appearances are

deſcribed-'by astronomers in their accounts of

'continued obſervations on the comets. In this

caſe the word Nucleus is uſed, not, as in the

general, to expreſs the whole body of the co

A a a z ' met,
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met, but only to ſignify that part of it which

appears different, from the rest in its centre.

NUÞIBER, pit-me. By this term astrono

mers expreſs any number that may be pro

. duced by the multiplication of one number by

another. Thus eight is a plane number, be

cauſe it may be produced by four multiplied

by two, for two times four make eight 5

twenty is a plane number, becauſe it may be

produced by four, for four times five are

tWenty.

In this instance, the number four and the

number five are called the ſides of the plane

number twenty, and in the ſame manner the

two and the four, in the former instance,

are the ſides of the plane number eight. In

general, thoſe numbers, which, being multi

plied by one another, produce a plane number,

are called ſides oſ the plane.

Theſe plant: numþers are often repreſented,

in astronomical uſe, by lines instead of figures,

and only theſe can be ſo repreſented. Thus,

if we ſuppoſe the number twenty to be repre

ſented in this manner, we ſhall first ſuppoſe

the units, of which that number conſiſts, to

be repreſented by ſo many ſquares, and theſe

ſquares are then to be placed in the form of a

rectangle, In this manner the number twenty

is repreſented by a rectangle, one of the ſides

of which is four, and the other is five. On

this the doctrine of ſquare numbers depends.

See So_u ARE.

 

NYCTYURUS, the Ke'apsr of the ATgbl,

orGuanZian zffthe Night. A name given by

many of the old Greek Writers to saturn; we

meet with it in Plutarch and in Aratus. The

Greeks took cſſonlideration in their naming of

the stars, and they uſually did it from ſome

thing that was very ſingular and appropriate.

The other names, by which they alſo called

Saturn, may ſerve to explain their intent in

this. Among theſe, we find thnon and

Phaeton, which ſignify apparent. Plato has

been cenſured, ſor his calling this planet Phae

non, by thoſe who ſuppoſed thenon could

mean nothing but bright or ſhining; but this

is not the ſenſe of the word when applied to

Saturn. Phaznon ſignifies apparent, in any

ſenſe of that word, for the verb, from which

it is derived, only ſignifies to appear. VVhat

was intended to be conveyed by it in this uſe,

was not that the planet, to which it was given,

was the brightest of all the ſet, for it is, on

the contrary, the dullest; but that it was that

*which was moſt constantly ſeen in the hea

vens. This is acharacter of Saturn, and is

owing to this plain cauſe, that it is not ſo often

hid under the ſun's beams as any of the others -,

for this reaſon it was alſo called by Plutarch

by a name which expreſſed the night-watcher,

or guardian, Nyctyurus, becauſe ſo generally

apparent in ſome part of that time.

  



 

AK ROYAL. One oſ the new ſouthern

constellations, establiſhed in Comme

moration of the tree of that ſpecies, in which

an Engliſh monarch was preſerved. For all

account of it: place in the lJemQþ/zm, and the

stars 're-bid) it contains, stc the article ROBUR

CAROLINUM.

OBLIQUE ANGLE. A term uſed by

mathematicians to expreſs any angle that is

different ſrom a right one. Iſ one of the two

lines which form the legs of an angle be per

pendicular to the other, it is called a right

angle; if they be farther removed from one

another, it is called an obtuſe; if they be

brought nearer to one another, it is called an

acute angle; but both theſe, whatſoever be

their quantity, are called in distinction from

the right angle, oblique. Scr ANGLE.

OBLIQUITY of the Erliptic. Beſide the

apparent daily revolution of the ſun round the

earth, which is from east to west, and is per

formed in twenty-four hours, and is common

to the ſun, and to all the other stars, the ſun

has, to ſpeak according to appearances, a

particular motion alſo which he makes from

west to east, in direct contrariety to thc other 3

this will be found on comparing the ſitua

tion of the ſun with that of the fixed stars at

different times of the ſame year. If, ſor ex

ample, we obſerve the hour of the paſihge of

 

the ſun, and of certain fixed stars through the

meridian, we ſhall find, that the interval of

time between the ſun's paſſage through it,

and that of any fixed star, ſituated to the east

ard of the ſun, does diminiſh every day;

and, on the contrary, iſ we take the hour of

the paſſage of the ſun through the meridian,

and of a star to the west of the ſun, we ſhall

find, that the interval of time, between the

' aſſaoe of the' one, and of the other encreaſes
p D I

every day. We have abundant prcoſ of the

fixed stars being immOVeable in their places,

and the reſult of the experiment therefore ap

pears to be, that the ſun does continually ap

proach toward the star to the east, and depart '

from thoſe to the west; or, in other words, that

the ſun travels on continually from the west

ward toward the east. If the obſervations be

continued a ſufficient time, the appearances

will, at length, be exactly as they were in the

first obſervation. This will happen at a certain

time, which time marks the revolution of the

ſun round the earth, as it appears to be, and

this period of time, between its leaving that

point, and coming to it again, is the ſolar

year.

This was one of the earliest obſervations

in astronomy, and as ſoon as this was made,

as it Was agreed that the ſun' had a mo

tion peculiar to itſelf, which was performed

from west to east, and compleated a revolu

tion in the courſe of a year 5 the next obſer

vation
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vation was, that this motion was made round

the poles of the world, or the equator. As the

daily revolution of the ſame ſun round about

The'earth, and that 'of the stars with the meri

dian altitude of the ſun, varies every day,

and that, in ſuch a manner, that, at ſome

times of the year, it is more elevated above

the horizon than at others, in the quantity-of

half a quarter of a circle, it hence reſults,

that the distance of the ſun from the north

pole, which we ſuppoſe to have at all times

the ſame height above the horizon, is ſubject

'to the ſame variation. , Its distance from the

equinoctial, which is a great circle of the

ſphere, placed on each ſide at ninety degrees

distance from the poles, varies alſo oontinu-'

ally ; for when we have fixed the points of

cast and west, at which the equinoctial cuts,

or interſects the horizon, we perceive, that

the riſing and the ſetting of the ſun anſwers

every day to a different point in the horizon.

Sometimes it happens exactlyat the interſection

of the equator with the horizon; this is the

caſe in the equinoxes, when the day and night

are exactly of the ſame length, at other times

. it departs from theſe points in the place of

its riſing and its ſetting to a certain distance,

and after this it ſeems to come back again the

ſame way.

This distance from the equator is equal on

one ſide, and on the other; it goes to an

equal remove, north and ſouth, in ſuch a

manner, that in winter the ſun departs from

the point of ſetting at the equinox to the

ſouthward, just as far as in the ſummer he

departs from the point of his riſing toward the

north, and thus it is ſeen, in the distances be

ſore and after th'e equinoxes, in points diame

trically oppoſite.

It follows then, that the ſun is continually

in ſome part of a great circle which interſects

. the horizon, and is enclined ſeveral degrees to
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the equator; this circle is called the ecllpthz

The parallel circle, which the ſun deſcribes

daily in his revolution round the earth, when

it is at its greateſt distance from the equator,

toward the north, is called the tropic of Can

ccr, and the parallel circle which it deſcribes

_ when it is at its greatest distance ſouthward,

. is called the tropic of Capricorn. Theſe circles

are called tropics, which ſignifies places of re

turn, becauſe when the ſun has arrived at them

he returns back again ; and astronomers call

thoſe days, when the ſun is in the tropiCS,

ſolstices, distinguiſhing them by the names of

the ſummer and the winter ſolstice, becauſe

about theſe times the ſun's meridian altitude,

and his places of riſing and ſetting have no

ſenſible variation.

In order to determine the greatest declina

tion, or obliquity of the ecliptic, with regard

to the equator, we are to obſerve the meri

dian height of the ſun's centre above the ho

rizon,when it is in its greatest elevation, which

is about the twentieth day of June. Six
montſihs after, or thereabouts, we are to ob

-ſcrve the meridian altitude of the ſun when it

is at its least elevation. Theſe two altitudes

are to be corrected according to the rules

which regard refractions and parallaxes, and

We are to take the difference, which being

equally divided into two parts, gives the true

obliquity of the ecliptic, which is at this time

about 230. 28'. 20".

OBLIQUE SPHERE. A term very fre

quent in astronomical writers, and very im

portant. It expreſſes one of the three ſitua

tions of the ſphere, with reſpect to the inhabi

tants of the earth, and it is that of the three

which is of the greatest conſequence, becauſe

it regards almost all the inhabitants of the

earth. They live in a parallel ſphere, who

live at either of the poles; they in a right

ſphere
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ſphere who live under the celestial equator;

but all who live between the equator and el

ther of the poles, that is, in a manner, all

tſſhe inhabitants of the earth liVe in an oblique

ſphere, and ſee the heavens aſſecordingly. _

In order to explain this perfectly, it may be

proper to premiſe the meaning of the other

two terms, the parallel, and the right ſphere.

With reſpect to the first it is plain, that who

ſoever lives at either of the poles of the earth,

must have one of the poles of the heavens

over his head, and the other under his ſeet z

that is, one of them will be in his zenith, and

the other in his nadir ;* and conſequently the

equator' will be to ſuch a perſon coincident

with the horizon, and all its parallels, pa

rallel to it; he is therefore ſaid to live in a

parallel ſphere, that is, he has a parallel ho

rizon.

The right ſphere may require a few more

words to explain it, but after this the oblique

will be very eaſily understood ; if we ſuppoſe a

the earth to be viewed from an infinite di

stance, the eye being in the place oſ the equa

tor, We ſhall find, that the equator, and all

its parallels, will appear only as ſo many right

lines, only half oſ each oſ thoſe circles will

be ſeen, and being vieWed from a point thus

circumstanced, thoſe ſecond circles will appear

no otherwiſe than as right lines. A perſon

who lived under the equator, would be, in

ſome degree, in the ſame ſituation, he would

have both the poles in his horizon, and the _

celestial equator, and all its parallels, would

cut his horiz'on at right angles, conſequently

he would live in what is called a right ſphere,

in distinction from that parallel ſphere which

has been, and that oblique ſphere which is

now to be mentioned.

This oblique ſphere is the term uſed then

to expreſs that lituation in which the globe oſ

ſhe earth, and the ſphere of the heavens, do

 

relatively preſent one another to the eye of

thoſe who live between the equator and the

poles; and this great compaſs of the earth,

taking in all who have written oſ the heavens,

and almost all who have conſidered, or looked

at them, it is the most material to be truly

understood.

In whatſoever part of the temporate zones

a perſon lives, and in whatſoever part even of

the torrid and frigid, excepting only at the

centre of either oſ the latter, he will have the

celestial equator cut his horizon in an oblique

direction; in conſequence of this, the equa

tor being reckoned the standard circle on the

globe, he is ſaid to have an oblique horizon,

or to live in an oblique ſphere, for theſe are

ſynonimous terms. In whatever direction the

equator is with reſpect to the horizon, in that

direction alſo are the ſeveral parallels to that

circle, or, as they are uſually termed in

ſimple words, the ſeveral parallels. The equa

tor therefore cutting the horizon at right an-_

gles to thoſe who live under the line, all its'

parallels alſo, to ſuch perſons, cut the horizon

in right angles, and in the ſame manner the

equator to all people, between the equator

and the poles," cutting the horizon at oblique

angles, all its parallels do alſo cut the hori

zon at oblique angles to the inhabitants of

this part oſ the globe, and this is what is un

derstood by the obliquity of the ſphere to thoſe

people.

It is to be understood, that to an inhabi

tant in an oblique ſphere, when we ſpeak oſ

all the parallels to the equator, cutting the ho

rizon at oblique angles, we mean, that he is

to Conceive no more parallels, (theſe circles

being all imaginary, and in number what

people pleaſe,) than do appear in ſome part of

that horizon ; for ſuppoſing a great many pa

rallels drawn between the equator and either

pole, as establiſhed circles of the ſphere, ſome
ſi oſ
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of them would be entirely above, and ſome

of them entirely below the horizon : and all

that is to be understood of thoſe in this doc

trine oſ the obliquity of the ſphere is, that they

would, iſ their places were ſufficiently ex

tended, cut the horizon at oblique angles; ſo

that, to uſe the most proper and punctual

terms, all the parallels in the ſphere of hea

ven, have, in an oblique ſphere, their planes

oblique, to the plane of the horizon.I This is

the proper character of the oblique ſphere;

but, in a work of this kind, where terms were

to be explained, more than this was requiſite

to make it intelligible to thoſe who have not

been converſant in the terms which regard

the ſcience.

OBTUSE ANGLE. The term by which

mathematicians expreſs that angle, be what

ſoeVer its quantity, which is greater than a

right one. A perpendicular line drawn down

to touch an horizontal one, forms what is

called the right angle, and any thing greater

than this, that is, any angle formed by ſepa

rating the two lines, or legs, still farther

aſunder than they are in this figure, is called

obiuſe.

OCULI MUNDI. A term by which we

find the stars expreſſed inſome of the old wri

ters. This might'ſeem a mere poetical phraſe,

but there is more in its ſoundation. The

floics made the world, Mundus, by which

term they understood the whole univerſe a

corporal deity, and they ſuppoſed the stars to

be the eyes of that body, with one or other

of which it ſaw all parts of the earth. The

omniſcience of a deity was a neceſſary ac

knowledgment in any ſystem oſ religion ; but

what a poor and mean way was this ofaccount

ing for his ſeeing all things; how unworthy,

whenwe ſee it impartially, the name of that ſect
who adopted it. ſi

 
OCULUS JOVIS, 'be Eye ty" Jupiter. A'

name by which ſome, who are fond of aſ

fected terms, call the ſun. The term occurs

in ſome of the old Latin writers.

OCEAN. A name by which. ſome oſ the

astronomcrs have called the constellation Eri

danus.

OCLAZOS. A name by which we find

ſome oſ the old Greeks calling that constella

tion, which others oſ their writers have called

Engonaſin, and others Hercules; they ſeem

to have received it without a name from the

Egyptians.

OCTAPUS, or OCTIPES. A name by

which ſome of the aſtronomical writers, as

they follow the Greeks in their orthography,

or the Latins in theirs, call the constellation

Cancer.

OCTXPES, the tight Foot. A name by

which ſome of the astronomical writers have

called the constellation Cancer; others, ac

cording to the Greek orthography, call it

Octapus.

GZSCULAPIUS. A name given by many

of the old writers to that constellation in the

northern hemiſphere, more uſually called

Ophiucus. The Greeks pretended, that the

figure owed its origin to ffiſculapius, and that

the Serpent between his legs, and periſhing

under his gripe, repreſented his ſkill 'm phyſic,

by which he cured the þites of thoſe animals.

When we read of the Angius Gſculapii in the

heavens, it is this Serpent; they ſay, Jupiter

placed the phyſician in the ſkies at the request

of Apollo. See OPHlUCUS.

OKAB.
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OKAB. A name by which th'oſe, who

are fond of out of the way words, cemmonly

call the constellation Aquila; it is one of the

Arabic names ofthatſign, and ſignifies a black

eagle. '

OLOR, the Swan. One of the constel

lations in the northern hemiſphere, pretended

by the Greeks to be the ſame which Jupiter

uſed to debauch Leda, and afterwards raiſed

among the constellations. For it: ſituation,

and number afstars, ſhe CYGNUS.

OPHIS, ar OPHIS OPHIUCI, the Serpent,

or OPHIUCUS'r Serpent. A name by which

ſome have called the Serpent in the northern

hemiſphere. Ophis is Greek for a ſerpent.

See SERPENS.

OPHIUCUS, Scrþeniary. One ofthe con

stellations in the northern hemiſphere; it is

one of the old forty-eight, and is mentioned

by the earliest writers on astronomy; it was

probably in its origin ſome part of the hiero

glyphic writing of the Egyptians; but that

being understood only by themſelves, the

Greeks have explained it by ſome of their fa

bulous history. Many of the modern writers,

out of that natural averſion men have for things

they do not understand, have given up the

Greek denomination, and call it Serpenta

rius.

Serpentary, or Ophiucus, is a very large

constellation, and comprehends a great num

ber of stars, The figure, as repreſented in the

ſchemes of the heavens, of whatſoever time,

(for theſe are strictly alike, and are probably

the very ſame that were received from the

(Egyptians, is that of a man standing, with

his legs at ſome little distance from one an

other, and an immenſe, and monstrous shr

pent between them, a part of the body of

VoL. I.

 

which he alſo graſps with each hand; the

figure is repreſented naked, except for a looſc

robe about his waist, and over his ſhoulder,

and he has nothing upon his head.

Ophiucus is placed under the head of Her

cules, and over the ſigns Libra, Scorpio, and

Sagittary; the [tgi'e is on one fide of him,

though at a distance, and on the other the

leg of Bootes, though at a greater. The

head of Hercules comes very near to the head

of Ophiucus, and his arm with the club in;

it is between the left arm of Ophiucus, and

the upper part of the body of the Serpent. The

left foot of this constellation touches Scorpio,

and he ſeems as iſ walking from Sagittary to

Lyra.

The antients have allowed twenty-nine stars i

to the' constellation Ophiucus ; Hipparchus

counted ſo many in it, and Ptolemy, his faith

ful follower, has ſet down the ſame number;

Hevelius has raiſed the account to forty, and

Flamstead makes it ſeventy-four.

Among all this number there is only one

star of the ſecond magnitude, and this is in

his head; there is not one of the first, and

but few of the third: the great number are

of the-ſmallest kinds 5 r they are distributed

with a tolerable regularity over the whole

figure. There are ſeveral in the head, fewer

indeed of the tolerably large ones on the bod

than might be expected, but a conſiderable

number on the legs, and more on the arms.

Upon the whole, the constellation is as con

picuous as most in the hemiſphere.

What the Egyptions meant by the figure

of a man striding over a ſerpent, is not eaſy to

ſay; but the Greeks, who never failed to

adapt ſome part of their history to every on'e

of their figures, tell us, that this constellation

repreſented Camabos, ſovereign of the GCKX,

a people of Myſia. They ſay, that he reigned

as long ago V when men first began to ſow

B b l' ,' corn.
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corn. Ceres is ſaid to have instructed men in

this uſeful art, and, to that purpoſe, to have

commiſſioned Triptolemus, whom ſhe had

educatcd, to ſpread it throughout the world.

That he might have cxpcditionin his courſe,

thcv ſay, ſhe placed him in a chariot drawn

by dragons. Among other of his viſits, Trip

tolemus, they tell us, came to Carnabos, who

at first received him graciouſly, but deter

mined to destroy him in the end. They ſay, he

first killed one of the dragons that drew his

chariot, that he might have no poſſibility of

getting away, and then was about to murder

him; but Ceres came, and fixing another

dragon to the chariot, carried him off with

her, and to puniſh Carnabos, placed his

figure in the ſkies, as an eternal memorial of

his ingratitude, in the act of killing the ſer

pent, or dragon, which had belonged to the

chariot of the viſitor.

This, however, is but an ill adapted story.

The being removed into the ſkies has been,

on all other occaſions, conſidered as the

greatest honour, an apotheoſis, and a triumph

above all others, ſo that this, making it a pu

niſhment, ſounds but uncouthly. Hercules

was the natural and ready story for ſuch a

figure, but they had got an Hercules, killing

a dragon, in the ſkies already; however,

others, quite diſſatisfied with this account of

Carnabos, have thought it better to have two

Hercules's, than one ſuch ridiculous story in

the account of the heavens. They have called

Ophiucus therefore an Hercules alſo, and

have distinguiſhed him by the name of Lydius.

They ſay, this constellation was formed in ho

nour of that hero, on his having killed a mon

strous ſerpent at the river Segaris, in that

part of the world, who had destroycdia mul

titude of people, and frighted all 'mankind

from the neigbourhood of the river. The

queen of the country, they ſay, ſent him back

 

to Argos, loaded with gifts for the ſervice;

and Jupiter, in honour of the exploit, placed

him in the heavens, with the Serpent in his

hands, struggling and gaping under the fu

rious gripc.

There are other stories as to the origin of

Ophiucus, but they ſeem rather confuſed ac

counts oſ thoſe before establiſhed, than abſo

lutcly new ones; ſuch is that which makes

the constellation repreſent Triopas, a king

of Theſſaly, who, for diſhonouring Ceres,

was, after many miſeries, destroyed by a

dragon, and placed uprin the ſkies together

with that creature; this is only a blundering

account of the story of Carnabos : others call

it Phorbas, a ſon of Triopas, and an hero,

whom, in commemoration of his exploits,

Apollo raiſed, together with a dragon he had

conquered, into heaven; but there are others

who will have it to be GL'ſculapius, and call

the Serpent Anguis ffiſculapii. The con

quered Serpent was a very natural emblem of

the ſkill he had in medicine, which could cure

the bites of thoſe animals; and Jupiter is ſaid

to have plated him in the ſkies at the request

of Apollo.

Schiller, who will make every constella

tion repreſent a Christian story, has oblite

rated the Snake, and placed ſome buſhes in

its place; he call it St. Benedict among the

Thorns. Schickard leaves it as it is; but

instead of Ophiucus, he calls it St. Paul and

the Viper. -

OPPOSITE MERIDIAN. A term uſed

by astronomers and geographers to expreſs that

ſemicircle, or half of a meridian, in which

the place from which the meridian is denomi

nated is not; but which paſſes through the

point of the earth, that is, oppoſite to that of

which it is called the meridian.

In
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In order to understand this perfectly, it is to

be obſerved, that a meridian is a great circle

which is drawn through both the poles of the

earth, and through which it is ſaid to be a

meridian. Now as the poles of the earth di

vide this into two equal halves, or ſemicircles,

and the one of theſe, which is that in which

the place stands, is much more referred to than

the other; it is a custom to call this halſ of

the meridian, ſometimes, in ahſolute terms,

the meridian ; in either of theſe caſes the other

ſemicircleis called the oppoſite meridian. All

' the places, through which the ſame ſemieircle

paſſes, which is carried through the place

whence it is named, are ſaid to be places in

the ſame meridian; hnd all thoſe places,

which are exactly oppoſite to theſe, and

through which in conſequence the other paſſes,

are ſaid to be in the oppoſite meridian.

OPPOSITION. When we meet with this

term in the writings of the astrologers it means

an oppoſite ſituation of ſome one of the planets,

and of ſome fixed star, or ſome constellation,

when they are just half a circle, or one hun

dred and eight degrees distant from each

other. This is one of the five aſpects, con

ſpects, or ſyzygies, ſo famous among the old

astrologers. They ſuppoſed, that, in theſe,

the stars and the planets ſhed a mutual influ

ence over one another, or had reciprocal ra

diations to and from each other 5 and by means

of theſe that they co-operated together in

cauſing, or at least in giving ſome ſhare to

ward t.he cauſing of events, ſo that they had

opportunities hence of fore-knowing them.

The other four aſpects were Conjunction,

Sextile, Badrate, and Trine. In the ſirst

of theſe they were together, in the ſe

cond at ſixty, in the third at ninety, and in

the fourth at one hundred and twenty degrees

distance. From all theſe, preſages were

made.
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OPPOSITES, or ANTIPODES. A term

by which we expreſs thoſe people who

inhabit that part of the earth which is exactly

oppoſite to that on which we live, and whoſe

feet are therefore directly placed against ours,

only with the diameter of the earth between.

It has been, at one time, accounted hereſy to

maintain that there were people thus ſituated,

and to this day, among the vulgar, it appears

strange, irrational, and improbable, to ſpeak

of it 3 but it is abundantly proved that the

earth is round, and very few parts of it are

uninhabited. Thoſe places, which are oppo

ſite to Europe, are not the most improper for

inhabitants, and, if inhabited (as indeed we

know they are) the people, who live in them,

must have their feet oppoſite to our feet, and

be antipodes to us.

There is not any thing more ſurpriſing to

thoſe, who are unacquainted with the 'ſystem

and structure of the univerſe, than this; but

there is nothing ſo evident, or ſo far from im

probability. The immediate question is, NVhy

do not theſe people, whoſe feet are oppoſite to

our feet, and whoſe heads are downwards, fall

off the earth ? Whether ſhould they fall, into

the ſkies .P Certainly the term is ridiculous 3 the

earth is at their feet, and the ſkies beyond

their heads, they, as well as we, must there

fore fall upwards if they ſhould fall into the

heavens. In the structure of the univerſe there

is a power of gravitation, or attraction, or call

it by what name we pleaſe, there is a tendency

of all things on the ſurfacc of the globe toward

its centre. This tendency (call it attraction,

þor by what term We will) does evidently

exist, and this alone must keep the inhabitants

of the earth, on whichſoever part of it they

live, from falling from its ſurface. The hea

vens are the place which we look at as up

wards, and they must have this denomination

in whatever part of the earth welive 5 ſo that

B b b 2 falling.
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falling to them would be falling upwards and

not downwards, from whatſoever part of the

earth it ſhould happen. If we could ſuppoſe

this power of attraction, by which we are kept

upon the earth's ſurſace, taken away with re

ſpect to ourſelves, we ſhould be influenced in a

manner we little think; but this is not a place

to enquire into that. At preſent the establiſhing

as a certainty, in the minds ofthe uninſormed,

this doctrine of the antipodes is the point;

and this maybe done perhaps without having

recourſe to any very abstruſc matters.

In the first place it will be allowed, that, iſ

the earth be round, there is a part of it oppo

poſite to this in which we live; in which, if 'it

be inhabited, the inhabitants must be anti

podes to us, or must have their feet oppoſite

to ours 3 but the earth, to the vulgar eye, ra

ther appears to be a great plane than a ſphe

rical body. By the term earth, uſed in this

ſenſe, we mean the earth and ſea, and this

appears the more incomprehenſible to ordinary

minds, ſince, if there be ſeas making a large

part of the globe, and theſe ſeas elevated in

the manner of parts of a globe's ſurface, they

imagine that theſe would not keep their con

vexligure, but would over-run the land 5 and

that, in reſpect to ſuch as ſhould be oppoſite to

us, they would as undoubtedly empty them

ſelves into the ſky, as the people of that part of

the globe would fall thither. But that this is

the caſe isevident, and the ſame law of nature,

which prevented the one, prevents the other.

This gravitation, or attraetion, (or by what

ever name it is called) this tendency of heavy

bodies to the centre prevuits the running of

the ſeas into the ſkies, as well as the men's

falling into them 3 and in the ſame manner the

one would be running upwards as much as the

other would befalling upwards, and one would

be as unnatural as the other. The ſame cauſe

alſo preſerves the ſea in its convex form, and

prevents its over-running the land in any
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place. _Theſe are the laws; but, to 'examine

the evidence of the fact, let us look into ap

pearances.

If we will examine the manner in which

distant objects affect our ſight, we ſhall ſee

that the largest ofthoſe equally remote are first

ſeen : and that as large and ſmall ones advance

together, the largest are first ſeen, and the ſmall

ones afterwards. Thus, if a church and a

buſh are at the ſame distance, and that a very

conſiderable one from the eye, the church

will be ſeen while the buſh is inviſible; and

thus in objects which are in motion, and ad

vancing toward us ; if we ſhould ſee, upon a

plane, a cart in which the driver ſhould have

stuck upright his long whip, we ſhould, first

oſ all, at a great distance, ſee the cart; after

this, as it came nearer to us, we ſhould ſee

the carter by the ſide, but it would be very

long before we diſcovered ſo ſmall a thing as

the whip, even though we ſhould have been

told that it was put there. Now let us reduce

this to the compariſon. Iſ a perſon be standing

upon the coast of the ſea, and waiting for a

veſſel which he knows is to arrive; in what

manner ought he to ſee it? why according to

the following obſervation, he ought to ſee the

ſhip first, and, after a great while, he ought

to ſee the mast just in the middle of it, that be

ing little more, in compariſon, than equal to

the whip of the carman 3 'but it is not thus.

Let us enquire then in what manner he dees

ſee it. He ſees first of all, at the greatest diſ

tance, the top of the mast, as it were, riſing

out of the water, and the appearance is exactly

as if the ſhip was _ſwallowcd up in the water,

and drowned ſo deep. As he continues his

eyes upon the object, this part of the mast,

which is above water, grows more and more

long, and at length he begins to ſee the top of

the deck, and, by degrees, the whole body of

the veſſel.

Now
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Now let us examine why this is.the order

in which things preſent themſelves : if the ſea

were a great plane, as ſeems to be the caſe to

theſe obſervers, then the ſhip would, in the

fame manner as the cart, have its body first

ſeen; and, as it advanced much nearer, the

mast, as the whip in the other obſervation : the

mast would not come into ſight by the top first,

for the top is the ſmallest, and not the largest

. part, but the whole length of it together, or,

if there were any distinction in point of time,

the lowest part of it, for that is the largest,

first.

It is impoſſible to acc0unt for the order of

its appearance upon the ſeas being a flat ſur

face, but the appearance is in this order, and

therefore the ſea is not a flat ſurface. We

have obſerved, that the part ofthe ſea, which

has been traverſed by this veſſel, is a part of a

fpherical ſurface, as every part of the ſea is ſo ;

and we ſhall ſoon ſee, that, on this ſystem, all

things must appearjust as they do; and as the

ſhip is behind a very elevated part of the body

of water, when the top of its mast is at first

ſeen, it would be just as natural to ſuppoſe,

that, instead of riſing with the ſurface, it

must cut through the conx'exity, as to con,

ceive that a perſon must fall to the ſky becauſe

his feet are oppoſite to our feet. The eye,

when it is cast over the ſea, takes in a great

extent. 'The veſſel, when its mast comes

first in view at the top, is behind a great part

of that convex ſurface of the ſea, which makes

up a part of this extent, and, all the time that

it is riſing, as it were, out of the water, the

veſſel is climbing up that aſcent. This is the

reaſon why the veſſel becomes only gradually

ſeen, and in this manner. Nay, it is not ne

ceſſary to have recourſe to the ſea on this oc

caſion, it may be, at any time, ſeen, that water

is convex upon a lake or river, where the eye

can be carried strait and uninterrupted but two

 

or three miles forward. Thus, iſ a perſon

be in a boat, and can ſee another boat at the

distance of two or three miles, (which appears

but a little way upon the water) although he

ſees this boat very distinctlyas he stands upright,

yet, if the water be perfectly still, and he be

down in the boat, ſo as to have his eye very

near the level of the water where he is, and ſo

look forward, he will not then fce the boat,

but he will find the water, in that little extent,

ſwell ſo as to hide it.

There is a greater proof than all this

that the earth is round, and that there is ſea

in all parts of that round. \Ve know, that,

if it were a plane, the perſon, who ſhould ſet

out from any one point, and go on, without

stopping, strait forward, would be continually

going farther from that point from which he

ſet out; but, on the contrary, that, if the

earth, and the ſea with it, be a globe, by go

ing strait forward continually, at least as strait

forward as the courſe of the ſea and land would

let him, he would at length arrive at the ſame

place again. Now this has been tried, and

the event has anſwered to the ſystemſſ of the

earth's being round, for perſons,whohave ſailed

forward, have Come, after a certain voyage,

(without ever returning back) to the place from

which they ſetout. The Lord Anfon, every

one knows, has been round the world, that is,

he has been carried in ſhips, upon the ſurface

of the ſea, quite round the ſphere of the earth,

though not in a strait line, yet without altering

the ahſolute direction of his courſe : and in the

ſame manner, long before, Captain Dampier,

and Sir Francis Drake, and Ferdinand Ma

gcllan, had done the fame; and the courſe,

by which they did this, is marked upon the

maps and globes.

Now if this be the caſe, if perſons, ſetting

out from the West ſide of a kingdom, and ſail

ing directly westward, can, without turning

to,
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to the east, return to the ſam'e kingdom on

the eastern ſide of it; it is plain, th'at they

have been carried round the globe of the

earth; and it is plain alſo, for that was the

point here, that the earth, and ſeas together,

make up a maſs of a globular figure, and that

there may be antipodes, ſince in ſome part of

this voyage, the ſhips must haVe been in

points directly, or, in ſome degree, accord

ing to the courſe of the ſeas, nearly oppoſite

to that point from which they ſet out. And

aſſuredly if ſhips can ſail upon a ſea with their

masts downwards, as it is called, when anti

podes are ſpoken of by the unacquainted with

the ſystem of the world, and not fall out of

the ſea, or not have the ſeas together with

them fall into the ſkies; men, iſ there had

been earth in the place of thoſe parts of the

ſeas, might have walked upon it without

falling into the ſkies: and if it be ſo, that the

ſhips were obliged to go out of their strait

courſe by the interpoſition of land in theſe

points, then there is land oppoſite to that on

which we tread 3 and iſ that land be inhabited,

as no doubt but it is, then the perſons living

upon it are antipodes, and their feet are op

ſite to our feet, and they are in all this ima

ginary danger of falling down into the ſkies.

If we go farther in the enquiry, we ſhall

all the way find new proofs of this, and not

one objection to it. If we examine the ſeve

ral appearances of the heavenly bodies in dif

ferent parts of the earth, or of the ſea, we

find them to be exactly ſuch, as they must

appear, if they were ſeen from the ſeveral

parts of the globe, and not as they would be

if ſeen from a plane. This proves alone, that

the earth is a globe, becauſe appearances must

anſwer to the form and structure of the

things; but beſide this, we have another evi

dence, that a ſphere is the true ſhape of the

earth. We know by the laws of perſpective

 

and optics, that if any body do in all ſitua

tions, and under all'circumstances whatſo

eVCr, cast a circular ſhadow, that body must

be a globe. Now in eclipſes of the moon we

know, that the cauſe of the eclipſe is the

ſhadow of the earth thrown upon the moon ;

and we find, that whatever is the ſituation of

the earth at that time, or under what circum

stance ſoever 'thoſe eclipſes happen, the ſha

dow is always circular 5 therefore, the body

'which casts that ſhadow must be a globe, and

it being the earth which casts it, the earth

must be ſo.

_It is very palpable from all this, that the

earth is in reality a globe; and that there are

inhabitants on almost every part of it is cer

tain. lVe find, that even the torrid zone,

which the antients ſuppoſed, becauſe of its

heat, to be uninhabitable, is inhabited, and is

a pleaſant country; the extreme heat of the

ſun being allayed by breezes and ſhowers, and

even ſo far toward the north pole, as they

never imagined human industry, or human

hardineſs, would puſh its way; we find alſo

inhabitants. In theſe ſeveral places, and under

this general inhabitation of the globe, there

must be continual instances of people who are

oppoſite, or are antipodes to one another, and

all thoſe things which are ſaid of them must

be true, ſuch as their having their noon at our

midnight, and the like, all which, howſoever

strange they appear, depend upon the gene

ral laws of the plaCes and revolutions of the

heavenly bodies, and must be exactly truth.

But the people who have been wavering

about this belief, have this to urge in their ſa

vour, (at least, in their excuſe,) that the very

terms, uſed by astronomers themſelves, are ſuch

as lead them not to ſuppoſe it. It is certain,

that the astronomers in general are more to

be blamed than any other perſons of ſcience,

for the uſe of vulgar terms which they know

[0
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to be improper and abſurd. Thus they conti

nually ſpeak of the riſing and ſetting of the

ſun and stars, and of the ſun's diurnal motion

of revolution round the earth ; whence people,

who only dip into their works, have been led

to believe they maintained ſuch a ſystem:

and, in the ſame manner, they ſpeak of the

upper and the lower hemiſphere, when they

talk of the diviſion which the horizon makes

in the ſphere of the heavens.

upper and lower, may have led them to ſup

poſe, that there was a distinction of upper and

lower, in reſpect to the ſituation of the ſkies,

with regard to the earth, and may have tended,

not a little, to the strengthening this opinion

of an upper and a IOWer heaVen, with regard

to us and the antipodes. The truth of ex

preſlion is this, toward the earth is, with re

ſpect to the inhabitants of the earth, always

downward, and toward the heavens is always

upward: ſo that in whatever ſituation the in

habitants ofthe earth are, in reſpect to one an

other, they Would still, if this proper expreſ

ſion had been regarded, have been ſound in

the ſame ſituation with reſpect to the earth

and heavens, 'and the very term of falling up

to the heavens, would have ſhocked thoſe

who were inclined to the opinion.

The miſapplication of words in the diviſion

of the heavens is unneceſſary; for there have

beenterrhs invented independentoftheirſituation

to deſcribe them to us, and to distinguiſh them

from one another. The diviſion is made by

the circle of the horizon, the plane oſ which

being extended to the heavens, does divide

them-into two halves, or hemiſpheres, the

one of which, being over our heads, is al

ways ſeen by us, the other not, becauſe the body

loſ the earth is between, and perfectly hides

it from our view. In conſequence of this

difference, the two hemiſpheres have been

distinguiſhed by the terms viſible and inviſible,

Theſe terms, i

 

and theſe are certainly as expreſiive, and more

proper than thoſe which distinguiſh them into

upper and lower, from their relative ſituation.

ORBIS LACTEUS. A name by which

ſeveral of the Latin writers have called the

Via Lactea, or Milky Way, the Galaxia

and Circulus Galacticus of others.

OREBJ A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Corvus, it is one of its Hebrew

names, and the word in that language ſigni

fies a raven. '

ORFEREALEM. A name by which

ſome call the Sagitta ; it is its Turkiſh name._

ORIAS. A n'ame given by ſome of the

old writers to the constellation Taurus, the

'ſecond ſign of the zodiac. The term is oſ

Egyptian origin, and it means Statio Hori,

the Station of Horus; it regards ſome tradi

dition of thatcountry, and is not to be under

stood at this time.

ORION. A constellation of the northern

hemiſphere, of great extent, and very Con

ſpicuous in the heavens. It is named by all

authors, and is one of the forty-eight old con

stellations, the knowledge of 'which the_

Greeks obtained from the Egyptians, and

which all other nations have obtained from

them. Orion, though oſ great extent, and

marked, in a very fortunate manner, by the

poſition of the stars, yet does not contain ſo

large a number of them, as many which oc

cupy a ſmaller ſpace in the heavens.

This constellation is in all the ſchemes of

the heavens repreſented by the figure of a man,

in a posture oſ fighting, his left leg is lifted

high, but the right stands firm; in his right

hand

___ _ We_4
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hand he holds a club raiſed to give the blow,

and his left is protended forwards, and has

over it'a lion's ſkin by way of ſhield, his head

is naked, except for vthe hair, his body is co

Vered 5 his belt is happily defined by three con

ſiderable stars, and there is affixed in it a ſhort

ſword.

The constellations, between and among

which Orion is placed, are the Unicorn, the

Bull, the thale, the Eridanus, the Great

Dog, and the Hare. The Unicorn is gallop

ing up behind him, and its horn paſſes behind

the wrist of his right hand; the Bull is in

front, and alittle above him; the Whole is at

a distance, but stands facing him; the river

Eridanus takes its origin at his left foot; the

hinder part of the Hare hides his right foot,

and the Great Dog is at a little distance below

the Unicorn, and its fore ſect Come near the

hinder part of the Hare.

The figure of Orion is naturally drawn,

and he ſeems engaging with the Bull. No

constellation in the whole heavens is more hap

pily defined, or more eaſily distinguiſhed.

The old astronomers, counted thirty-eight

stars in the constellation Orion; Ptolemy has

ſet down that number i Tycho Brahe has of

ten counted a star or two leſs in them than

theſe early obſervers, but he has, in this in

stance, added four, he makes the stars of

Orjion forty-two; Hevelius makes them ſixty

two, and Flamstead raiſes the number to

i ſeventy-eight, Itis not a wonder that Orion

is eaſily distinguiſhed in the heavens; there

are, in this constellation, no leſs than two

stars of the first magnitude, and three of the

ſecond, beſide a great many of the third and

fourth', there are indeed fewer stars of the

leſſer magnitudes accounted in it than almoſt

in any whatever. One of the stars of the first

magnitude is that upon the instep of his leſt

foot about the middle, of the breadth of the

s

 
Eridanus, and this is distinguiſhed by a parti

cular name by ſome astronomers, being called

Rags! ; the other is in the right ſhoulder.

One of thoſe of the ſecond magnitude'is in the

left ſhouldcr, another in the girdle at the edge,

another in the middle of the girdle, or belt, as

it is varioully called, and the other, the last of

the three, which mark that part of the habit;

in all the heavens three stars of this ſize are not

to be found together, except there. The rest

of thoſe in Orion are distributed pretty ſſequally

over the figure ; there are ſeveral in the ſhield,

a great many upon the breast, and ſome on

each of the legs.

As to the real number of stars, compriſed

within what we make the limit of each con

stcllation, it is impoſſible to be determined;

when we apply the more powerful teleſcopes

we ſee the more and more of them, and this,

ſo far as we know, without end. There can

not be a better instance of this than in the con

stellation Orion, for the stars of that constel

lation have been attempted, more than once,

to be counted by the aſſrstance of the most

powerful teleſcopes. Galileo, who first

thought of it, was diſheartened in the under

taking. By the first steps he made in it, he

counted no fewer than twenty-one in the ſm

gle star as it is called, known by the name of

the n'ebuloſe or cloudy star in Orion ; and, in

the ſpace between his belt and the hilt of his

ſword,'where our best figures of the constella

tions give only three or four stars, he counted

eighty-one ; and in another part of the ſame

constellation, within the compaſs oſ between

one and tWO degrees ſquare, he numbered

more than five hundred. De Rheita, who

ſays he went through the toil of counting all

that his teleſcopes would ſhew him in this con

stellation, numbered two thouſand. It is very

probable that better instruments would have

diſcovered two thouſand more.

The
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The Grceizs, who have an ambition to be

esteemed the firſt inventors of astronomy, and

have adapted ſome part ofthejr fabulous history

to every one of the constellations, tell us, that

this Orion was a ſon of their ſea-god Neptunc

by Euryale, the famous huntrcſsn The ſon,

they ſay, poſſeſſed the inclinations of his moe

ther, and became the greatest hunter in the

world. Neptune gave him, they tell us, this

ſingular privilege alſo, that he ſhould walk

upon the ſurface of the ſea as well as iſ it were

on dry land. Aristomachus is recorded to

'have mentioned one Hyreius in Thebes, or as

Pindar places him, in the iſland of Cheos, who

received, with great hoſpitality, Jupiter and

Mercury, and requested of them that he might

have a ſon. The ſkin of the ox, which he

had ſacrificed to them, was buried in the

ground, they ſay, with certain idle ceremo

nies, and that the ſon deſired was produced

from it, a youth of promiſing ſpirit, and called

Orion. This is the opinion more received

by ſome as to the birth of Orion. They tell

us, that he viſited Chios when grown up, and

raviſhed Penelope the daughter of (Enopron ;

the father, they ſay, put out his eyes and ba

niſhed him the iſland; thence, they tell us,

he went to Lemnos, where Vulcan received

him, and gave him Ccdalion for a companion.

When he had been restored to ſight by the ſun,

for that is the story, he returned to Chios, and

would have revenged his injuries, but the peo

ple hid their king from him. They tell us,

that, after this, he hunted with Diana, and

was ſo exalted with his ſucceſs, that he uſed to

ſay he would destroy every creature on the

earth. The earth, irritated at this, prodUCed

a ſcorpion, which stung him to death, and

both he and the reptile, they ſay, were after

terwards taken up into theſkies, the Scorpion

making one oſ the twelve ſigns of the zodiac.

Others, however, give a different account

VOL. I.

I of his destruction; they tell us that he would

l have raviſhed the goddeſs ofchaſtity, and that

i ſhe killed him with her arrow. Tothis story

Horace alludes,

Inteng

Tenmtor Orion Diana:

I/n'ginia damz'turſhgz'tta.

So that we may ſuppoſe that the most received'

tradition of the time. This, however, all of

the writers are not agreed about; they, who

make him the ſacrifice to the vengeance of the

offended goddeſs, ſay, that herſelf afterwards

placed his figure in the ſkies as a memorial of

the attempt, and a terror to all ages; but there

are ſome who ſay ſhe loved him ſo well that

ſhe had thoughts of marrying him. Theſe

add, thatApollocould not bear ſo diſhonourable

an alliance for his ſister, and that he killcd

him 5' and Diana, after ſhe had ſhed 'ſhowers

of tears lover his corpſe, obtained ofJupiter a

place for him in the heavens.

No constellation was ſo terrible to the mari

ners of the early periods as this of Orion.

We find all the Greek, and all the Latin

poets mentioning it. They ſpeak of the star '

Arcturus, and the two Hcedi, as raiſing, ſo

they understood it, storms and tempests at their

riſing and at their ſetting ; but it is Orion that

they always ſpeak of with the greatest terror.

We find Archytas, in Horace's beautiful ode

upon the death oſ that celebrated mariner,

calling the auster, the dux inquieti turbidus

adriae, the constant attendant on the ſetting

oſ this constellation, and the cauſe of his ſhip

wreck in the Illyrian ſea.

Ille quoque de'wxzſi raþidu: come: Oriani:

Illjrtſicis mfur obruit undis.

 

l/Ve find Virgil alſo ſpeaking of the constella- -

C c c tion
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1 doctrine throughout.

tion in the fame terms, and with the ſame

lthaS of terror. .In the fourth book of the

fEneid, lie calls him Aquoſus Orion; and,

in the first book, be couples him with the ſame

wind under the influence of which Archytas

calls him the occaſion of his death, to stir up

that terrible storm which was the great danger _

' of his heroe :

Cum ſnl-z'to (ſſxrgrmstuctu 'limbs/'us Orion

In wade (zeal r'ulit, pcnituſque pi'orari/mr (Izſſrir

Pcrquc urlzzlarſilpemnteſhlo per-gite invia ſhxa

Dſſzllſſt.

The hurry and rapidity of the danger from this

constellation is kept in view by all the poets,

and we find not only their epithets, but the

opinions of the historians confirmed the doc

trine of thoſe tempests, which instantly accom

panied the riſing and ſetting of the constella

tion. When Horace would diſſuade Galatea

from Venturing to ſea, this is the image of ter

ror that he calls up for that purpoſe; he ſays

vnothing of the rainy Hyades, nor even of Arc

turus or the Hoedi, which he elſewhere names

as the cauſes of terrible storms, but there

it is,

Sed wide: quanto Wept-'det tumultu

Pranur Orion!

We find this poet, in all theſe paſſages, allud

ing to the ſetting of Orion as the cauſe of the

ni'ost terrible tempests, and he purſues the ſame

He never calls up this

idea of a tempest, to which he has a mind to

give a peculiar terror, but he names this con

stellation, and he always names it as pronus,

devexus, ſetting; when he alarms his mistreſs

it is by the ſetting Orion, and when he prays

for a ſhipwreck for a bad poet, Mazvius,

the circumstance: he wiſhes is, that,_where this

 
threatning consteliation ſets, there may not be

a ſingle star to guide the pilot of the veſſel

through the storm that follows,

Meſidur atra nacte amz'cum apparent

Qui: trg'stzſir Orion cazlat.

He makes the distreſs, that attends the ſetting

of this constellation, with reſpect to mariners,

proverbial, and as Virgil makes the ſhepherd

tell his departed friend, that, while the bears

love the modntains, and the fiſhes the wa

ters, he ſhall preſerve his memory

Dumjuga mentis aper, stuvios dam pisti: amabtſit,

Dumque t/'jymo paste'ntur opes, dum rare drede,

Seper [Jonas mmctzque tuum laudcſhua mantbunt.

Horace, in the ſame fire and ſpirit that is ſe

conſpicuous throughout his Odes, makes, per

haps a little raſhly, awoman promiſe her faith

ſhall be as permanent as- the fatal influence of

this constellation ;

Dum pecori Iupus, at nautis zſinſrstur Orion

Turbm'et bybrmum more.

It would not perhaps be proper to produce

this paſſage as an instance of the poet's accu

racy with reſpect to character, but it joins

with all the rest in ſhewing that the constella

tionwas terrible, even to the greatest notoriety,

as the occaſion of tempests: and ſuch abun

dant proof from one writer of this character,

is more than the ſingle testimonies oſ a thou

ſand, ſlightly naming what they all joined to

confirm.

As the Pleiades were called the leaders of

the ſeveral northern constellations, (for though

ſome have called them the leaders of all, the

northern only were mentioned, as being

guided by them, in the. earliest writers)

as
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as theſe followed the Pleiades, the ſouthern

ones were made the attendants on Orion.

Nlanilius names this vast constellation with an

uncommon reſpect and veneration, as it were,

on this account, and ſays, that, as he marches

through the heavens, the starry legions of the

ſouth all follow him as their general, and

wait upon his motions z and even in the

capacity of the huntſman, they make the Dog,

one of the most important constellations ofthe

heaVens, his attendant. There were a few,

and only a few, of the constellations known

to the Greeks, and theſe were always treated

with a particular reſpect. This was one of

them, and we find it accordingly named as of

dignity and importance in almost all their

writers, and from them in all the Latins.

We meet with the name of this constellation

alſo in the ſcriptures, and it would be a great

negligence, in a Work of this kind, not to

endeavour at least to exPlain what is meant by

the word. The constellations, mentioned in

the ſacred writings, are very few, and they

are not expreſſed ſo clearly as might be wiſhed ;

nothing can be ſo proper as to ſet them right,

ſo far as that can be done, and no place ſo
proper as this, where the origin of the constel-ſi

lations is the expreſs ſubject of enquiry.

To read the words as they stand in our En

gliſh bibles, it ſhould ſeem that there could

be no difficulty about them ; but this does not

appear to be the caſe, as we enquire farther.

We ſind Orion first mentioned in the book of

Job, where that imaginary perſon, ſpeaking

with an holy reverence of the power and great

neſs of God, expreiles himſelf by appealing to

the greatest of his works, the heavens and all

the host: of them ; who maketh, ſays he, ſirctu

fur, and the Plaindes, and the chambers zff the

ſhuth ; and in another part of that work the

Creator himſelf is introduced ſpeaking, and,

in the enumeration of the works of his hands,

 
naming over again the constellations,

thou him! theſweet i'yſumce of the P/z'iadcr, or

[host the hand; aſ Oria'z .P Cat-'zfl thou bring sr'ih

Mazzamth in hisstaſon, ar guide Arcturus with

his ſhnr ?

The prophets are full of this idea of the

greatneſs of their God, and have had recourſe

to theſe images on all occaſions; and they have

named the ſame constellations on all of them.

When Amos exhorts the Jews to repentance,

and ſolicits' them to apply themſelves to the

great God of all the univerſe, he has recourſe

to the ſame phraſe; it isnot, turn your hearts

to him who created you; no, his ideas are ſuch

as ſhew the Almighty in a ſuperior light: Scrh

ye, ſays the royal prophet, ſick him that mahcth

the Seven Smrr and Orion, and turneth the-ſha

daw ofdeath into mcrmſing.

There is no doubt but in all theſe paſſages

the inſpired writers have meant to bid men turn

their eyes to the heavens for proofs of the hia

jesty of the Almighty, and they concur' with the

pſalmist, who ſays, The heaven: declare his

glory, and theſirmtmzmt his hmzdy-worh. Nei

ther can there be any more doubt that, by

theſe peculiar names, which are tranſlated the

Pleiades and Orion, and the rest, meant cer-t

tain constellations : but what constellations in'
i particular they intended by them, is not ſo rea

dily to be ſeen. The names ofArcturus, and

Orion, and Pleiades, are not Hebrew ; nor are

they thoſe which stand in the Hebrew copy of

the ſacred Writings; all we ſee is, that the

authors meant theſe words as names of con

stellations, and that the interpreters have put

names alſo of constellations for them ; but

whether theſe are the names of thoſe constel

lations intended in the Hebrew, remains to

enquire.

To this purpoſe we are first to look into the

date, ſo far as that can be determined, of the

original writings. If we ſuppoſe the book of

C e c 2 Job
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Job to lie-written by Mt- es, as ſome pretend,

it must alloniſh us exceedingly to find the

names of any constellations at all in it: the

oldest accounts we have, and the earliest ori

gin to which we can trace the ſormation of

any of the constellations, is but about ſeven

hundred years before the 'Christian aera, (for

with all the Egyptian pretenſions to antiquity, .

their boasted early obſervations came to this

period, and it' is unwarrantable and idle to

look'farther) and this we must allow to be a i

very modern date in compariſon with the

time oſ Moſes.

Written the'book oſ Job, and we have this,

among other reaſons, to urge,

did not.

certainly written by IVIoſes, we find no

mention of the constellations, and yet he had

We have no authority T

to ſupport- the imagination of vhis having

that he?

In all thoſe books, whicharei

many occaſions of naming them, had there;

been any formed at that time, but certainly

there were not.

ſame period, or nearly the ſame period with

the b00ks of Geneſis, Exodus, and the rest,

there is almoſt evidence that Job was written

during the captivity oſ the Jews. The'whole

allegory was intended perhaps to repreſent

their captivity, and to comfort them under it.

They were flattered with having ſuffered with

out offences of their own, they were exhorted

in it to put a full confidence in God ; and it is

for that reaſon that his greatneſs and his power

are ſo ſet ſorth in ſeveral parts of it 5 and they

were promiſed, in the concluſion, a reitera

tion. Submifiion to the will of heaven was to

be the means, and a state oſ greater affiuence

'and proſperity, than that from which they had

fallen, was to be the conſequence.

This ſeems to be the tenor and intent of the

book of Job, and this concurs with a thouſand

other proofs, to fix the time of its being written

to that of the captivity of that people. Though

So far from being oſ the

 
it would have been very ſtrange to have found

the names oſ conſtellations in a writer of the

age of Moſes 5 yet it is not at all wonderful to

meet with them in one who wrote during the

Jewiſh captivity. The beginning of that cap

tivity was not quite ſix hundred years before

Chriſt, and we have proof that constellations

were formed in the heavens, and were well

known among the Babylonians, more than-an
hundred years before that. i

It appears, therefore, that the author of the

book of Job, whoſoever that was, might very

eaſily mention the names of constellations
known at that time to the Babyſſlonians, and

there is no doubt but thoſe which are tranſlated

by Orion and the Pleiades, and the rest, were

ſuch. Iſaiah and Amos are the only

inſpired writers, who mention the con

stellations 5 they are undoubtedly earlier than

the writer of the book of Job, but it is a dif

ference, that, with reſpect to a compariſon

with the period of Moſes, will amount to no

thing. They tell us themſelves the names of

the ſeveral kings in whoſe reigns they prophe

eied, and we know the times of thoſe reigns.

They were nearly cotemporary, for they both

mention the name of one ſovereign under

whom they prophecied. This was Uzziah,

and we know that the reign of Uzziah is be

tween ſeven and eight hundred years earlier

than the Christian aera.

We have therefore fixed the period of thoſe

parts oſ the ſacred writings in which the con

stellations are mentioned, and, instead of re

ferring them to the improbable time of Moſes,

we find that two of the writers lived juſt about

the very period in which we find the earlieſl:

mention of the constellations among the Baby

lonians, and the other a century and an half

after; a period not much earlier than that in

which we know the Greeks travelled into

Egypt for the improvement Of their ſciences,

and,
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and, among other things, brought from them

the knowledge of theſe conſtellations into

Greece.

Having fixed the period oſ theſe Writings,

we are to enquire into the names of thoſe

constellations which are mentioned in them.

The two which are, in all theſe paſſages,

named-together, and which are tranſlated the

Pleiades, or the ſeven stars, and Orion, are

called in the Hebrew text, Chimah and Che

ſil, and throughout the tranſlation, giVes the

Pleiades for Chimah, 'and for Cheſil, Orion.

Our tranſlations oſ the bible are from the

Septuagin't, or what is called the Septuagint.

.Iſ we give the whole Greek verſion the cre

dit of having been done by that number oſ

wiſe and learned men, whom Ptolemy coni

manded to tranſlate the ſacred writings, ſtill

we ſhall have no great reaſon to depend upon

their astronomy; for it is a ſcience in which

we have abundant proof thc Hebrews oſ

that age had very little knowledge: but there

is reaſon to believe, that theſe did not tran

ſlate the whole, perhaps they tranſlated only

the books of Moſes, or iſ ſome other part,

probably not this. Iſ they had, it would give

no ſanction to their verſion of the names oſ

the conſtellations; and if the tranſlation oſ

the hook of Job, and oſ the prophecies of

Amos and Iſaiah, were tranſlated by other

unknown hands, We have lcſs reaſon to de

pend upon them.

The names by which theſe conſiellations of

Orion, the Pleiadcs, and the rest, as they stand

' in the ſeveral verſions, are put in the original,

weredoubtleſsthoſebywhich the Egyptians,who

had formed thoſe constellations, called them ;

for, without doubt, the Phoenicians, and the

Hebrews, and all the other people who were

known to that nation, had imbibed their astro

nomy from them, and uſed their terms in the

expreffing the constellations. Chimah and

 

Cheſil therefore will appear to be Egyptian

words, uſed as the names of two constella

tions, or of ſomething conſpicuous and de

terminate in the heavens; which are men

tioned in the book oſ Job, and by the pro

phets Amos and Iſaiah, under thoſe names 3

which it was the buſineſs oſ thoſe, who tran

ſlated the Hebrew bible, to expreſs, by certain

other words, the ſignification of which was
more known. It iis too evident, that theſe

tranſlators, whoſoever they were, knew not

to what constellations the names were applied 5

they were therefore, on the best ſoundation

that they could, to give the names oſ con

stellations which were more known, and bet

ter underſtood, as the explication of theſe;

and, iſ they could, to fix upon thoſe very

constellations meant by them.

This was a work oſ hazard, but not of ſo

great hazard as might have been imagined.

It was to be done by conjecture, ſor Certainly

they had no better grounds for it, but that con

jecture was not ſo much at large as might be

thought. The constellations of the old astro

nomers were forty-eight in number, but it

was not among all theſe at random that the

conjecture was to be made : though ſo many

are recorded in the old writers, that number

was not formed and completed at once; men

began with a ſew, and added to them aſter

wards. It was thus they were establiſhed

among the Egyptians, and it was thusi they

were received among the Greeks; for as

the Egyptian conſtellations were ſormed in a

ſucceſiion, the Grecian ſphere received them

alſo one after another, and at different pe
riods. i

Among thoſe which were the earliefl', we

are to expect thoſe which mankind ſound

most uſeſul; for it was neceſſity that first esta-v

bliſhed them. The huſbandman, who had no

callendar to tell him of the 'ſced's time, pre

pared
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pared his gr0und for ſowing at the riſe of cer

tain stars, and of theſe stars he made a con

stellation. In the ſame manner, the man

who ventured out of ſight of land in his little

veſſel, must mark the stars, for they alone

could direct him when no other object ap

peared, and of theſe he made a constellation.

The approach of a periodical ſeaſon of fair

weather was marked by another ſet of stars,

formed likewiſe inffi the figure of ſome animal

to fix them on the memory: and the perio

dical return of a rainy one, was in the ſame

manner marked by others. When there were

ſi two of theſe rainy ſeaſons, as we find the

Jews ſpeaking of theforms" and the latter rain,

two ſuch were formed, and thus four or five

constellations were establiſhed. Theſe being

of uſe were best known, as they were first in

vented : the others, which were more of cu

rioſity, were neglected by many, even after

they were added.

As theſe four or five constellations were

establiſhed long before the others, among

thoſe who gave origin to astronomy, the

Greeks, in the ſame manner, were acquainted

with theſe long before they knew any others.

This was doubtleſs the Conſideration on which

the tranflators of the bible grounded their

conjecture, and it was a very rational one :

and we ſhall'find, that though 'it did not carry

them abſolutely to the truth, it brought them

very near it. They conſidered, that as the

most uſeful constellations Would be the first

formed, ſo they would be the most regarded,

and that both with reſpect to their utility, and

to the common acquaintance of the world

with them, the ſacred writers, even 'if they

had had before them the choice of the whole

forty-eight, Would have ſelected theſe; at the

ſame time, that they alſo conſidered it as very

1 probable, that thoſe authors wrote at a time

when no more than theſe four or five original

and uſeſul ones were formed.

 

They found in their writings the words

Chimah, Cheſil, Aiſh Nabaſh, and Barih,

they found it certain, that theſe were the

names of four constellations in the heavens,

and they found, that not only the ſame wri

ter, in different parts of his book, uſed only

a repetition of theſe names, and not any new

ones, but that the different authors uſed the"

ſame. It appeared from hence alſo, that they

were either the only constellations then

known, or that they were the most conſider

able ; and being to tranſlate them into Greek,

'or to give Greek words for them, they had

recourſe to the earlist Greek writers to ſee

what constellations they were which they

mentioned. Homer a'nd Heſiod were the

oldest writers among theſe, and, upon re

courſe to them, they found that they alſo,

like the ſacred writers, mentioned only four

or five. There was great reaſon to ſuppoſe,

as in the former caſe, that either theſe were the

only constellations then known, or that they

were the most uſeful; and there was all the

reaſon in the world to believe alſo, that they

were the ſame with thoſe mentioned in the

ſcriptures, ſeeing that the- Greeks were known

to have obtained their knowledge of them

from the very people, among whom the He

brews had learnt them. Among the four or

five names of constellations which the tran

ſlators of the Hebrew bible met with,in the

writings of the earliest Greeks, were thoſe of

Pleiades and Orion, and theſe of all tho others

occured the most frequently. They ventured

to apply the four or five old Greek names of

eonstellations to the four or five constellations

mentioned in Job, and the prophets.; and as

the words Chimah-and Cheſil occured in the

bible more frequently than the other names,

and the words Pleiades and Orion were, in

the ſame manner, the most frequent among

the Greeks 5 they adapted theſe to the

others,
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others, and ventured to expreſs them by

them. ſi .

Thus we alw'ays ſee the Pleiades and Orion

for the Chimah and the Cheſil of the origi

nal; and throughout, the word Pleiadas is
given as the verſionctof Chimah, and Cheſil

as that of Orion. They were ſo near the

truth, that undoubtedly one of theſe two He

brew words was the name by which they

called Orion, but unfortunately it was not

Cbefil. ' * .

Cheſil had another ſignification, of which

in its place: and Chimah was the name by

which the_ Greeks called Orion, and which

has been deſcribed in the beginning of this, -

article.

It has been obſerved, that the Greeks very

r often did not understand the meaning of the

figures they received from the Egyptians as

marks of the constellations : among theſe there

were ſeveral human forms, to which, with

out any knowledge of the Egyptian intent,

they gave the names of ſome of their heroes,

or ſome perſon famous in their history. This

was the caſe with their Castor and Pollux,

perſons of whom the Egyptians,.who con

trived the ſign Gemini, could have no know

ledge, and ſo of the rest. The Perſeus, the

Cepheus, and other ſuch names, given to the

human forms among the constellations, were

no part of the characters of Lheſer'constella

tions among the people who dgviſed them,

but were added by theſe Greeks out___of an

ambition to have the ſcience ſuppoſed of their

origin. Thus the figure of a man kneeling,_

which they received,with0ut any account of

what it meant from the Egyptians, they called

Hercules. ,

Among the enthuſiaſtlcai reformers of the

constellations, Orion has obtained two new

names. Schiller calls it St. Joſeph, and Schic
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kard Joſhua; but few pay any regard to

them.

ORNIS, the Bird. One of the northern

constellations, the ſamethat'is uſually called

the Swan. For its/iteration, bgſistary, and num

ber cffstars, ſhe CYGNUS.

ORPHEUS. One of the northern con

stellations, the ſame that we uſually call Her

cules; and that the old Greeks and Ptolerr'.

call only Engonaſm. They have ſuppoſed it

Orpheus, by the Harp which isjust befOre him,

' and to explain the kneeling posture, imagine

which the Hebrews called that conſtellation, 7 him petitioning the bacchanals for his life.

They received this constellation, as the others

in general, from. the Egyptians, and not

knowing what that people meant by a man

upon his knees, (probably only an emblem of

devotion,) they have adapted theſe, and many

other. names to it. See the article HERCULES.

ORPHYS. A name by which ſome, who.

are fond of uncommon words, have' called the

constellation Cetus z it is one oſ the old Greek. '

names for that ſign.

ORSILOCHUS. A name by which many

of. the old writers have called the constella

tion more generally known by the name of,

Auriga, _ It is pretended by the Greeks, that

an Argean of this name was raiſed up into

the ſkies for being the inventor of coaches,.

and that the bridle in his hand expreſſes as.

__r_nuch. This is robbing the ſon of Vulcan,v

Erichthonius, of the honour of that inven

tion; but the constellation ſeems to belong

just as much to one of theſe as the other. It

is only a countryman carrying home a teem-

ing goat. See AURIGA.

ORUS. A_ name by which ſome of the

aſtronomical writers have called the Sun..

OSIRISa
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of the parallax in any' given height, astrono-__

mers have many different inventions 5 the most

familiar of them all is this.

Let there be two obſervers placed as far as

may be from one another, but upon the ſame

meridian, their distance being limitted only

by this, that they are in ſuch places that they

may both ſee the star they are to make the ob

ject of their obſervations above their horizon.

Each of theſe obſervers in his post is to take

the height of this star at pastage over the me

ridian, and he is to correct this according to

the rules laid 'down with regard to rcfractions,

in order to have its true meridian altitude, the

complement of which is its distance from the

zcnith. When this is done, he is to find the

height of the pole for the place where he has

ſſ made his obſervation, the complement of

which is the distance of the pole from the ze

nith, and this, beingCOmpared with the diſ

tance of the star from the zenith, gives the diſ

tance of the star from the pole for the place

where each made the obſervation.

The difference between this distance gives

the meaſure of the parallax of the star viewed

from theſe two different places. From theſe

it will be eaſy to deduce its horizontal pa

rallax, making it as the ſum of the ſinus of the

complement of the distance of that star from

the zenith, with regard to the two different ob

ſervers, when that star was found on the one

ſide and on the other of the Zenith 5 or, it will

be as the distſierences between theſe ſinus's,

when the ſtar is in the ſame reſpect to the ze

\ pith, as to the total ſinus; as the one of theſe

is to the other, ſo will be the parallax obſerved

in compariſon with the horizontal parallax.

On the principle of this admeaſurement

alſo, taking advantage of the proper opportu

nities, the obſerver will find the horizontal pa

rallax of any ofthe planets, and their distance

from the earth, on the foundation of first

 

knowing their distance with regard to that be

tween the earth and the ſun.

PARALLEL. The antients, who, before

the method of ſetting down the latitudes of

places in degrees and minutes was invented,

uſed to divide the ſurface of the globe, ſo far as

it was known to them, into what they called

climates, and, to account by what they called

the beginning, the middle, and the end of the

climate, ſometimes uſe the word parallel,

as a term of meaſure expreffing half of what

they called a climate.

A climate was a ſpace of the globe compre

hended between two parallels north of the

equator, the one of which, (that nearest the

equator) was called the beginning, and the

other, (or that fartheſt from it) the end of the

climate, and which were ſo far diſtant from one

another, that the difference of length, in the

longest day of one and of the other, was half

an hour. When they ſpoke thus, they meant,

by the term parallel, as we do at this time,

only a linear circle, but, when we find them

mentioning a parallel as the name of a mea

ſure, they always mean by it the meaſure of

half a climate, that is, an extent of the ſurface

of the earth north of the equator, the longest

day at the one extremity and at the other of

which ſpace, differcd a quarter Xof an hour.

PARALLELS. Among the number ofthe

parallels to the equator we are to reckon two,

which are distinguiſhed by peculiar names, and

which ſerve to divide the heavens into portions.

Theſe are the arctic and the antarctic circles,

or, in plainer words, thect north polar circle,

and the ſouth polar circle. In whatſoever place

of northern latitude we are, the largest paral

lel, which appears entire above the horizon of

that place, is the arctic circle accordingr to the

uſe of that term among the antient astrono

mers 5
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mers ; and in the ſpace contained between

this circle and the north pole, are compre

hended a number of stars which never ſet, but

are carried about round the pole in circles pa

rallel to the equator, but in all their parts

above the horizon. This is plain from the

fituation of thoſe stars, for the arctic circle

being itſelf a parallel in every part above the

horizon, all thoſe parallels, which paſs through

the points of the heaven in whichl stand the

stars that are above that circle, being in two

parts, like that circle, parallel to the equator,

must be in all parts above the horizon, and

conſequently thoſe stars, which are there, can

not, at any time, ſet. .

In the ſame manner, the largest parallel,

which is, to that place, hid beneath the hori

zon entirely, is called, by the old astronomers,

the antarctic circle of that place. In this are

contained all thoſe stars which are carried

round the pole at all times in circles parallel

to the equator, and compriſed within that

circle ; ſo that, in reſpect of their revolution,

they never appear above the horizon of

that place. It was for this reaſon that the old

writers have alſo called the arctic circle, circu

lus ſemper apparentium, the circle of the stars

which always appeared 5 and the antarctic

circle, the circulus maximus ſemper occulto

rum, or greatest circle of the stars which were

always hidden 5 and others of them have called

the one the circle of perpetual apparition, and

the other the circle ofperpetual occultation.

We ſhall ſee from this account of the arctic

and antarctic circle, that, to a perſon who

ſhould live at one ofthe poles, the equator

would stand in the place of both of them, and

Would be, in effect, the arctic and-the antarctic

circle of that place; for, in this caſe, the

equator is coincident with the horizon, and

conſequently all the parallels on one ſide of

the equator would be perpetually in ſight, and

 

all the parallels on the other ſide perpetually

hidden; ſo that the fame circle Would mark

the limits of both, and would be at once the

circle of perpetual apparition, and the circle of

perpetual occultation. Thoſe who live at the

poles, from having the equator thus parallel

to the horizon, or coincident with it, are ſaid

to live ina parallel ſphere, as'thoſe, who have

the equator and its parallels (ſo many ofthem '

as are ſeen) cutting the horiZOn obliquely,
i are ſaid to live in an oblique ſphere ; and thoſe,

who have the efiuator and all its parrallels cut

ting the horizon at right angles, are ſaid to

live in a right ſphere. This last is the ſitua

tion of thoſe who live under the equator, and

the former, of thoſe who live any where be

tween the equator and the poles, that is, in a

manner of all people in the world. It is hence

that we are accustomed to conſider the heavens

in the light of an oblique ſphere, and that we,

of all things, are first to comprehend what the

oblique ſphere is, in order to understand any

thing in aſtronomy. _

If we place ourſelves in a right ſphere, we

ſhall ſee every star riſe at right angles in the

east part of the horizon, and from this point

we ſhall ſee it aſcend gradually all the Way

of its courſe till it comes to the meridian,

when, being at the highest, it from thence

deſcends gradually in the ſame manner as it

had aſcended, going all the way lower and

lower till it comes to the western part of the

horizon, where 'it ſets at right angles as it roſe.

This is the courſe of its parallel, and from the

doctrine of parallels, already laid down, it is

clear that nothing but this could happen.

PARALLELS, or PARALLEL CIRCLES.

Circles which the stars ſeem to deſcribe in the

heavens by their apparent diurnal ret'olutions

about the pole. They have this name at what

ever distance from the pole. Sit' CrRCLEs.

D d d 2 PARAL
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PARALLEL Cmcus to the Harizon. A

term uſed by ſome, (and it were to be wiſhed

that it was uſed by all) to expreſs what are

more generally called almicantarahs, circles

conceived to be drawn parallel to the horizon,

and at any height between that and the zenith.

Theſe will be large as they are near the ho

rizon, and ſmall as they are nearest to the ze

nith, or, ſpeaking of the lower hemiſphere,

to the nadir. The term, parallel circles, would

be uſeful, becauſe it would expreſs what they

are, and could not be forgotten. The other

is aniaffected word.

PARALIJZL LINES. Two lines are parallel

when they are in every part at equal di

stances from one another. If it be neceſſary

to try whether they be parallel, the ſpace be

tween them is to be meaſured by other lines

drawn from ſeveral parts in a perpendicular di

rection, and continued from one of them to

the other. If it appear, by meaſuring, that

theſe perpendicular lines are all of the ſame

length, then the two others are truly parallel

to one another; if there be any difference in

the length of the latter, the former cannot be

parallel. It is plain from this, that parallel

lines, if we ſuppoſe them continued to ever ſo

immenſe a distance in the ſame direction, can

never meet; be their ſpace ever ſo ſmall, it will

continue to_ the end of their extent, ſuch as it

Was at firſt, and they will be always, and in

all parts of their courſe, equidistant from one

another. ,

A straitline, drawn acroſs two parallel lines,

in whatſoever direction, will have the ſame

inclination with regard to both. This is a

conſequence of its being a strait line, and their

being parallels, if it be perpendicular to the

one, it will be alſo perpendicular to the other ;

if it be oblique to the one, it will have the

fame obliquity with regard to the other, in

 

conſequence the angles formed by it with the

one will be equal to the angle which it forms

with the other. This must be the caſeſi, ſince it

preſerves its direction without bending, and

they are fixed in their places in the ſame di

rection. The strait line, in cutting theſe two

parallel lines, forms eight angles, four with

each line, two being above, and two undcr

the line. The two of theſe that are below the

upper parallel line, and the two which are

above the lower parallel line, are called the

internal angles in ſuch a figure; and the two

which are above the upper parallel line, and

the two which are below the lower, are called

external. Of theſe the right hand of the upper,

and the left hand of the lower internal angles,

are called alternate, as are alſo the upper right

and the lower left. The left hand external

upper angle, and the left hand internal lower

angle, are, when conſidered together, called

oppoſite angle: on the ſameſide, and ſo are the

right hand upper external angle, and the right

hand lower internal. The upper left hand in

ternal angle, and the lower leſt hand internal

angle, are cal-led the internal angles on the

fame ſide, and ſo are thoſe on the right deno

minated. Among theſe the alternate angles are

equal, and the internal angles on the ſalne ſide

are equal to two right ones.

PARALLEL SPHERE. A term uſed by

astronomers to expreſs what would be the ſi

tuation of the-ſeveral great circles of the earth

to a perſon who.lived at one of its poles, as he,

who lives under the equator, and has the ce

lestial equator, and all the parallels, cutting'the

horizon at right angles, is therefore ſaid to live

in a right ſphere, or to have a right horizon 3

and as a perſon who lives, (as almost all the

inhabitants of the earth do) in a part of the

earth between the equator and one of the poles,

and who has, from this ſituation, an oblique

horizon, r
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horizon, or has the equator interſecting his l

horizon obliquely, is ſaid to live in an oblique

ſphere." So the perſon, who lives at one of the

poles, having, in conſequence of that ſituation,

fhe poles of the heavens, one in his zenith,

and the other in his nadir, and having the

equator conſequently coincident with the ho

rizon, and all the parallels parallel to it, is ſaid

to live in a parallel ſphere, or to have a paral

lel horizon.

PARALLELOGRANI. A quadrilatcral

ſigure, which has its oppoſite ſides parallel. See

(LUADMLATERAL

PARTHENOS. A name by which ſome

of the old astronomers have called the constel

lation Virgo. -

PASCHAL LAMB. A name given by

Schiller to the Little Dog. -S£c CAle

MINOR. '

PASSER. A name given by ſome to the

constellation of the ſouthern hemiſphere, more

generally known by the name of the Flying

Fiſh. Seetbearticle Prscrs VOLANs.

PASSER MARINUS. A name by which

thoſe, who affect to have new names for every

thing, call the Piſcis Volans, or Flying Fiſh,

one of the new constellations of the ſouthern

hemiſphere. This is an unluckily choſen in

novation, for Paſſer Marinus'is not a name

of this Flying Fiſh, Paſſer, applied to a fiſh,

ſignifying avery different one, a plaiſe; the

Flying Fiſh has been called by the name of

ſome of the birds, as the Kite and the Swal

low, Hirundo, and Milvus, but never by

that of the Sparrow, till by their nick names

of the constellations, who ſeem to think a

 

multiplicity of terms the ornament of a

ſcience.

PATELLA. A conſtellation offered to

the astronomical world, and compoſed of a

little cluster of very- conſpicuous unformed

ſiars, near the right ſhoulder of Ophiucus.

The creature, under the out-lines of whoſe

figure theſe are diſpoſed, is the common Limu

pet, a (hell-fiſh, frequent about our rocke,

and very familiarly known to all who have at

all conſidered that part of the animal creation ;

it is placed with its opening, or broad part,

oppoſite to the ſhoulder of Ophiucus.

The Patella is a ſmall constellation, and

contains only a few stars; their exact place

and ſituation may be ſeen in its figure given

with that of Ophiucus.

The constellations, between which it is

ſituated, are Ophiucus, the Serpent, and the

Eagle 5 but it is more distant from the two

latter, and its ſituation is ſufficiently aſcer

tained with reſpect to the former only. The

stars of which it is compoſed are eaſily counted,

for, they are only four, but they are all large

and beautiful ones; three of theſe which are

diſpoſed almost in a line, mark the bottom of

the ſhcll, and one which stands ſingle over

them, the top.

PATERA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Crater 3 it is a name by which

we find it called in ſome of the old poets.

PATHOS. A name by which ſome of

the antient writers, and from them ſome of.

the modern ones, have expreſſed that pecu

liar appearance which We call twinkling in.

the fixed stars, and which distinguiſhes them

from the planets. The old writers were very

much puzzled to account for this. Aristotlc

ſays, it is owing to their distance, in conſe-

quence of which their light comes but weakly,_

and interruptedly to our eyes, but thoſe who

' will
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will look upon Syrius thebrightstarinLyra, and

' indeed upon any of the others of the larger kind,

will find this by no means the caſe, ſor far

fromv being fainter, their light is much more

strong and vivid than that of the planets.

We are to conſider, in order to understand

this difference in the appearance of the fixed

stars and planets, what is their real difference

in themſelves; we ſhall find, that the fixed

stars are bodies of fire, ſhining with their

own light, as the ſun does, and we ſhall find,

that the planets are opake bodies, globes of

earth, or of ſome other unluminous materials,

which only reflect to us the light which they

receive from the ſun, and ſhining but with a

borrowed brightneſs, can have nothing of that

fiery rhdiance which must be ſeen in the

others. We cannot have a more familiar in

stance of this difference, than in the different

light of the ſun and moon, the one a body of

fire, all bright and dazzling, the other a globe

of earth, though tranſmitting to us a very

bright light, yet having it calm and steady.

The stars are ſuns, the planets are moons;

this is the strict truth, and where then is the

wonder, that the one ſhould blaze, and the

other only ſhine, though they are both at ſo

great distance in reſpect to the ſun and moon ?

for as they poſſeſs the distinct qualities of theſe

luminares, they must exert them.

There have been ſome who have advanced,

that this twinkling of the fixed stars is owing

to their instantaneous appearing and diſappear

ing; for' they ſay, their diameters-are ſo ex

tremely ſmall, that every particle of floating

dust intercepts them, but the other has the

more face of probability.

PAUL, or ST. PAUL. A name, accord

ing to ſome, of one of the northern constella

tions. It is the name which Schiller has given

to the Perſeus of the Grecian ſphere.

PAUL AND 'rue VIPER. A name given

by Schickard, and ſome of his followas, to

the constellation Ophiucus, or Serpentary;

this is as extravagant a thought as ever came

into the heads of all theſe menders of the

ſphere. That a ſerpent of ſo enormous a

length ſhould have been hid among the billets,

thrown upon the fire unſeen, and afterwards

be ſhaken from a man's ſinger, is monstrous

and abhorrent to common appearances 5 but

what will not theſe gentlemen do to make

every thing a ſcripture story in the heavens.

Schiller, who never stops at altering the figures,

new models the constellation, and turns the

ſerpent into'a fume-buſh; he then calls it St.

Benedict among the Thorns. See the article

OPHIUCUS.

PAVO, rbe Peacock. One of the constel

lations of the ſouthern hemiſphere; it is not

one of the forty-eight old ones, but of thoſe

which have been added by the late astrono

mers. It is not a large constellation, nor

'does it contain a quantity of stars more than

proportioned to the ſpace ofthe heavens which

it occupies ; but theſe are ſome of them con

ſiderable ,enough to be very conſpicuous, and

they are, in general, ſo diſpoſed as to mark

the out-line of the figure very happily, and

be well distinguiſhed in the ſphere.

The Peacock is repreſented standing with

its head erect, its wings cloſed, and its tail

not ſpread, as is ſometimes the caſe with

peacocks, but carried strait from the body in

a tolerable length.

The constellations, between and among

which the Peacock is placed, are the Indian,

the Altar, the Southern Triangle, and the

Bird' of Paradiſe; theſe are all very near it.

At a greater _distancc are Sagittary and the

Hydrus, but it, in ſome reſpect, stands be

 

_ tween theſe 5 it stands before the Indian, its

breast
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breast covers the lower part of his figure, his'

thighs, and a part of his waist: Sagittary is

over its head, the head of the Peacock being

against a part of its belly, the Altar, with its

ſmoke, are very near the tail of. this constel

lation, as are alſo one part of the Triangle,

and the head oſ the Bird of Paradiſe: the tail

of the Hydrus reaches just to the feet, but the

greater part of its figure is at a conſiderable

distance from it.

The Peacock is very naturally drawn ;

this indeed is an advantage the new constella

tions have in general over the old ones. The

stars which are counted in it are fourteen,

and they are distributed very equally over the

figure ; there is a ſingle large star in the head,

which may very Well stand for the eye 5 there

are three conſiderable ones, almost in a line,

one on the breast, another on the top of the

wing, and another'on the back ; the two first

of theſe, if we ſuppoſe the figure of the In

dian continued when it is carried behind this

bird, would fall one upon the right, and the

other on the left thigh, there is one just by '

the thigh of the Peacock, and one just under

the body,_ at the inſertion of the tail, but

theſe arc rather out of the line of the figure,

and there is one between the feet of this bird,

but that may be ſuppoſed to be in the tip of

the tail of the Hydrus. There are ſeven or

eight in the tail of the Peacock, very well diſ

poſed, according to the out-line of that figure.

Theſe together render the Peacock a constel

lation as well defined as any in the heavens.

PAVONES, the Peacock. One of the

Arabian constellations 5 it is the figure of two

Peacocks, and stands in the place of Gemini.

Thoſe people, by their laws, being ſorbidden

to draw human figures.

PECUDES. A name by which ſome have
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called a cluster oſ stars upon the hands of Ce

pheus. It is of Arabic origin; for the astro

nomers of that nation call theſe stars Al

Agh'nam, Sheep. _ They alſo call the bright

star in his foot Al Rai Pastor, and that be

tween his ſeet Al Kelb, the Dog, ſo that

here is the Flock, the Shepherd, and his

Cur.

PEGASUS, the Horst. One oſ the con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere, men

tioned by the antient astronomers, and one of

the old forty-eight which we have from the

Greeks, and which they probably received

from the Egyptians. It is aconstellation of

great bigneſs, and though stars are to be ſeen,

more or leſs, in every part of it, it is not ſo

full as many others, nor does contain ſo many

as ſome others oſ leſs extent in the heavens.

The Equuleus, which stands immediately

before the head oſ Pegaſus, is only a fection,

or part of a figure 5 it repreſents no more than

the head and neck oſ a horſe, and even Pega

ſus, though a constellation of ſuch conſider

able extent, is not a complete animal; it is

repreſented in the ſchemes of the heavens as

only the anterior half of an horſe with wings

upon the ſhoulders 3 the figure conſists of the

head, neck, ſore legs, and half, or more

than half the body, but none of the hinder

part is ſeen, the stars that would have fallen

into it being taken up by Andromeda, Piſces,

and ſome other constellations. Pegaſus is at

a very conſiderable distanCC from the pole;
its ſituation is between the Fiſhes, Andromeda, i

the Lizard, the Swan, the Fox and Gooſe,

the Dolphin, and Equuleus. The last five

of which, put together, will not make up

the extent oſ this ſingle constellation. The

Southern Fiſh is over his back, and Andro

meda is under his belly, the Lizard is at a

. ſmall distance imder his fore feet, the Swan

lS
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is before them 3 the tail of the Fox comes very

near the hoof of the right foot ; the Dolphin

is oppoſite to his noſe, and the Equuleus ſeems

to grow from the front of his head. It is to

lerably regular in figure of thus much of an

horſe, but the wings are ſmall in proportion to

the bulk of the body; and the legs are alſo

uſually drawn ſhorter than they ſhould be.

The antients counted twenty stars in the

constellation Pegaſus; Ptolemy has ſet down ſo

many, and we know that he was a faithful

follower of Hipparchus, who made the first

catalogue that ever was drawn of the fixed

stars. Tycho reduced the number by a ſingle

star, but Hevelius greatly enlarged it, he has
ſet down thirty-eight stars iniPegaſus, and our

diſcerning Flamstead has raiſed the number to

eighty-nine 5 of theſe ſeveral are of conſider

able ſize, and theſe are distributed over almost

all parts of the figure, but eſpecially the fore

part. There are no fewer than four stars of

the ſecond magnitude in Pegaſus, which is a

very conſiderable account for'one constella

tion; one of theſe is in the riſe ofthe hinder

leg, and another in the ſhoulder, or point of

the inſertion of the wing; a third of them is

in the lower part of the belly of Pegaſus, just

at the head of Andromeda 5 and the fourth is

near the tip of the wing. The rest are prin

cipally of the fifth and ſixth magnitudes, for

there are but few of the fourth, and yet fewer

of the third. Two of the larger of theſe are in

the face of the Horſe, one in the neck,

two others on the breast, and four or five

in the two legs : there are ſome tolera

bly large about the wing, but thoſe of the body

are, in general, ſmall.

The Greeks could not find a flying horſe

among the constellations which they had

learned from the Egyptians, without immedi

ately fathering upon it the story of their own

monster of this form. Indeed it isa question,

 

whether they did receive a flying horſe among

theſe at all. The wings are not very neceſſary

to the figure, for the uſe of comprehending

stars, for they riſe but a little above the back,

and there are no conſiderable stars above it.
iThey, very probably, received no other than

the fore part of an horſe from the Egyptians,

but added wings by way of making it conſi

derable, and the occaſion of a good story.

They tell us, that Pegaſus, a famous horſe

with wings, recorded in their story, was the

offspring of an amour between Neptune and

the gorgon Meduſa,_ (for their gods Were as

whimſical as our mortals in their taste) and

this was the famous horſe, that, with a stroke

of his feet, opened a fountain in hlount He

licon, which, from its origin from this acci

dent, was called 'Hippocrene.

Others tell us, that when Bellerophon came

to Praetus, the ſon of Abas, the king of the

Argives, Antia, the wife of that monarch, ſell

in love with her guest, and offered him a part

of the kingdom if he would eomply with

the dictates of her pa'ſiion. The youth re

fuſed, ſhe accuſed him to her huſband, and he

ſent him to one who expoſed him to de

struction by the famous chimera z the horſe on

which he rode to the attack was this winged

Pegaſus, and, after the conquest of the ſavage,

he would have raiſed the victor into heaven.

They tell us, Bellerophon fell off by the way,

but that the creature made good its joumey,

and remains, at this time, among the stars.

Others take this horſe to be a mare, and talk of

a nymph converted into this form. They give

alſo, on this foundation, a most notable ac

count of our ſeeing only one half of the ani

mal 3 for, they ſay, ſhe hides the hinder part

from the Centaur in the ſame hemiſphere,

whom they make to be Chiron, and that ſhe

will not let him ſee ſhe is a female.

Among
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PEGASUS. Among the religious re- l venly bodies in the ſame manner, would ne

formers of the constellations, we hear of this

under very different names and figures. Hartſ

dorf, who goes back to the Old Testament

always for his alluſions, makes it to be the

king of Babylon mentioned by Jeremiah ; and

Schiller has raiſed it into the angel Gabriel.

Some have called it Lucifer and Gabriel.

PENCIL of Rays. There are rays of light

going off every way from any point of aviſible

object. Thoſe of theſe rays, which, coming

from one ſuch point, fall upon the ſurface of a

lens, and, paſſing through it, are connected

together in apoint behind it, are called a pen

cil of rays. The whole pencil, thus conſi

dered, conſists therefore of two cones, applied

to one another, baſe to baſe, and the fection of

the lens is the plane where they thus meet.

The vertex behind the lens is called the tip of

the pencil, the other is called the radiating

point of the object.

PERUECI. One of the terms by which

the antients expreſſed the ſituation of places on

the globe, by their return and duration of ſea

ſons with reſpect to one another. They uſcd

this term Periaeci in two ſenſes, not different

from one another, but only more or leſs ex

tenſive. The general acceptation of the Word

was, that it expreſſed people who lived upon

the ſame parallel, but oppoſite to one another,

or on oppoſite points of this parallel ; the
conſequence of thisiwould be, that they would

have the ſame ſeaſons of the year all alike, and

at the ſame time ; and the heavenly bodies,

(the ſun among the rest) would be ſeen to

come to their meridians, and to riſe and ſet in

the ſame portions of time, but at exactly op

poſite hours, ſo that it would be noon at one

of the places, when it would be midnight at

the other. The riſing and ſetting of the hea

V01.. I. -

 

ceſſarily ariſe from their having the ſame eleva<

tion of the pole, and both a like horizon z but

the contrariety of time, or our marking it mid- '

night at one, when it was noon at the other,

Would as neceſſarily follow from their being

oppoſite; ſince, having but one ſun to cauſe

the day to both, he must be the most lost to

the one, when he ſhone the most strongly on

the other.

This is the particular ſenſe of the word Pe

ri;eci, and, being the most ſtriking, it was

the most frequently uſed in this ; but the anti

ents alſo extended it ſito ſignify, not only thoſe

who lived in places oppoſite to one another in

the ſame parallel, but to thoſe who lived at

any distanca on the ſame, or in any different

parts of the ſame circle. The ſeaſons of the

year are alike to all theſe, as they are to thoſe

who live in the oppoſite points, but their day

and night are not exactly at contrary hours,

but only at different ones, and thoſe are diſſer-v

ent in proportion to their dillnnce from one

another, or, as they approached more or leſs

toward being oppoſitcs.

PERIGEE AND APOGEE of 'be Sun.

After we have conſidered the figure of that or

bit which the ſun deſcribes by his proper mo

tion, it is neceſſary to fix the poſition of that

orbit in the heavens 5 that is, we are to deter

mine the points of the ecliptic to which the

apogee and perigee of the ſun anſwer. Theſe

are' at the extremity of the great diameter,

which paſſes through the centre of its orbit,

and the centre of the earth, as alſo at the ex

tremity of that orbit, and the ſun's greatest

equation. There have been many methods

propoſed for determining the apogee and peri

gee of the ſun, the excentricity of its orbit,

and its greatest equation. Theſe are founded

on the ſeveral different hypotheſc-s that have

E e e been
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been establiſhed, and require a very perfect

knowledge of thoſe to which they belong, or

on which they depend. In the uncertainty

of this, and the trouble of acquiring the

prior knowledge, may it not be well to pro

poſe a method of determining the apogee and

perigee of the ſun, and, at the ſame time,

fixing the aphelia and perihelia of the planets,

the excentricity of their orbits, and their

greatest equation, according to which none of

theſe hypotheſes is neceſſary; but to the un

derstanding and executing of which, it is only

neceſſary, that we allow the true motion of

the planet from its aphelium to its perihelium,

to be like that which has been obſerved in its

going from its perihelium to its aphelium in

its contrary direction. Let us ſuppoſe, a circle,

or an ellipſis, or any other curve, be it what

it will, to repreſent the orbit of the ſun, or

of any of the planets; let us ſuppoſe the

globe of the earth, fixed in any point of the

diameter, or axis of this curve, which dia

meter, or axis, paſſes through the points of

the apogee and perigee.

If we ſuppoſe the ſun, or planet, runs round

that orbit, with all the degrees of ſwiftneſs,

which it really has, in ſuch a manner, however,

that two given arcs be like; and let its mo

tion in one part of its orbit be ſimiliar to its

motion in the other, it is evident, that when

the planet is in its apogee, we ſhall ſee it paſs

through all the degrees of its inequalities, till

it be arrived at its mean time, in which place

its equation will be as great as it poflibly can

be any where. From this point, in purſuing

its courſe in the orbit, its equation will di

miniſh till it has arrived at its perihelium,

where the inequality will entirely ceaſe. After

this, as the planet will continue in its courſe,

its inequalities will appear again a-new, in

the very ſame manner, as they had before en

muſed, or diminiſhed; and thus they will

 

continue varrying till the planet has returned

to its apheliuin, where its true place will co
incide with its mean place. i

It follows from this, that if the planet be

ſeen at first in its mean distances, after it ſhall

have compaſſed the half of its revolution, as

it has afterwards changed place, the true mo

tion will be meaſured by the angle it has then

made, and its mean by the other, more the

former, and the difference of theſe will be

the double of its greatest equation; from this

the rest will follow, and no way will be found

more certain, or more familiar.

PERISCII. A term uſed by ſome of the

old astronomers to distinguiſh the inhabitants

of certain parts of the earth by the place of

their ſhadows at noon. As the ſun always

bears the ſame reſpect to the ſeveral parts of

the earth without the tropics, and is annually

ſubject to the ſame changes with reſpect to the

places within them, theſe terms, while they

conveyed ſomething of astronomy, at the ſame

time determined very fairly the ſituation of the

places. There are ſeveral of theſe terms de

rived from the place of the ſhadows at noon,

and anſwering the ſame purpoſe of aſcertain

ing the place of the globe, inhabited by the

people to whom they belong. Thus the term

amphiſcii, or thoſe who have their ſhadows

at noon, ſometimes to the north, ſometimes

to the ſouth, can mean only ſuch, as living in

the torrid zone, or between the tropics, have

the ſun ſometimes to the north, and ſome

times to the ſouth of them at noon ; as he ad

vances toward them from the equator, or is

got beyond them toward the tropic, and the

ſame with reſpect to his return : on the other

hand, thoſe who live without the tropics, hav- .

ing the ſun always in one reſpect to them, as

he never goes beyond, or indeed comes up to

them, have conſequently theirſhadows always

one
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one "way, and theſe are called heteroſcii 5 the

term comprehending equally thoſe who living

to the north of the tropic of Cancer, as we

of Europe, have the ſun always to the ſouth,

and conſequently the ſhadow always north at

noon ; and thoſe, who, living to the ſouthoſthe

tropic of Capricorn, have the ſun always north

at noon, and conſequently have their ſhadows

always ſouth. Having explained theſe, the

word Periſcii will be eaſily understood: the

ſenſe of the term is, ſuch people as have their

ſhadow every way round about them.

To understand this, we are to obſerve, that

as any place is ſituated farther from the equa

tor, the longest day is in proportion longer.

Now when we arrive at ſuch a distance that

the longest day is more than twenty-four

hours, the ſun being Carried round without

ſetting, or ſinking beneath the horizon, their

ſhadows, at that time, in the ſeveral parts of

the day, change place and direction continu

ally, til] between the morning and the night

of this longest day, they having one quite

round them. Theſe people are therefore, for

that time of the year, in which their day is

more than twenty-four hours in length, called

Periſcii. '

It will be understood, that people became

Periſcii by living toward the pole ; and it fol

lows, that the nearer they live to the pole, for

the longest ſpace of time, they will be Periſcii.

At the poles the day is ſix months, and con

ſequently, if there be any inhabitants at the

poles, they are Priſcii for ſix months to

gether. '

PERPENDICULAR. A column that

stands upright upon a plane, or astraitline that

stands upright upon a plane ſurſace, is ſaid to

be perpendicular to that plane. A line is

then perpendicular to a plane, when it makes

right angles with all the lines which can be

o
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drawn upon the plane, through the point cn

which it stands. If a strait line stands ob

liquely upon a plane, or a column leans up

on a pavement, the line is ſaid to be inclined

to the plane, and the acute angle contained

between the line and the plane, when they

approach nearest to one another, is the angle

of the line's inclination. When a strait line is

placed about a plane in ſuch a manner that

it no where touches it, but is in all parts at

an equal distance, it is called a line parallel

to the plane. Theſe are the great relations

of strait lines to planes. See PLANES.

PERPENDICULAR to a Spbm. Any line

is perpendicular to a ſphere which can be ſup

poſed formed, by continuing the line, which

makes its diameter out beyond the ſurface.

The term means no more than a line, which

stands upright upon the outer or inner ſurſace

ofa ſphere. See SPHERE.

PERSEUS. A constellation, and a very

conſiderable one, in the northern hemiſphere.

It is not at a very great distance from the

north pole, and is one of the forty-eight old

constellations, of which all the astronomical

writers ſpeak. It is of great extent, and

comprehends a great number of stars. * ,

It is the figure oſ a man without armour,

or any covering, except a looſe robe abOVe

his middle, but with a helmet on his head,

and having in his right hand a ſword, and in

his leſt the gorgon's head. '

Perſeus is placed between Caffiopeia, An

dromeda, the Triangle, Taurus, the Came

lopardal, and Auriga. Caſiiopeia is over

his head ,- the ſword in his right hand cornes

very near to her arm 5 the feet of Andromeda

are alſo over his head, and the right near his

ſword 3 the Triangle is at his back, and near

the head of Meduſaz his leſt ſoot comes very

E e e 2 near
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near the back of the Bull, his right foot meets

the leſt knee of Auriga, and the hinder feet

of the Camelopardal come toward that knce.

Perſeus is a constellation of extent, and it

comprehends a proportioned number of stars.

'ſhe catalogucs of the old writers allow

twenty-nine to it, we find ſo many ſet down

in Ptolemy, and hc followed Hipparchus with

a religious strictneſs ; Tycho admits the ſame

number, but Heveliusraiſes it to forty-ſix,

and Flamstead has given the magnitudes and

places of no leſs than fifty-nine stars which he

counted in it. Of theſe there is one allowcdly

of the ſecond magnitude in the ſide, and an

other, which ſome call of the ſecond; and

others only of the third magnitude, called the

lucid one, in the head of Meduſa. Theſe lizes

are very arbitraiy. There are ſeveral of the

third, and more of the fourth magnitude.

Upon the whole, the constellation Perſcus,

although it have not one star of the first mag

nitude, has more ofthe larger kinds in general

than any of thoſe about it, and theſe are diſ

poſed tolerably regularly. In the ſword there

is only one of any conſiderable ſize, the

arms have principally ſmall ones, the body

and legs ſhew ſeveral large stars, and there

are ſome on the face, and four very conſider

able ones in the head of Meduſa, beſide a

conſiderable unformed one. One oſ theſe is

on the fore-head, one near each eye, and the

other toward the mouth; the unformed' one

is near the check on the left ſide.

The ſword of Perſeus has ſo little to do

with the buſineſs of the stars contained in that

constellation, that it is very probably an ad

dition made to the figure by the Greeks, to

adapt it to their history, and very poſſibly'the

head of Meduſa was no part of the original

constellation. The Egyptians taught the rudi

ments 0f astronomy to the Greeks, and they

probably received from that people the figure

 

 

oſ a man in 'his place, whom not knowing

what to make of, they called Perſeus, be-,

cauſe of the neigbourhood of thoſe constella

tians which they had before called Cepheus,,

Caſſzopeia, and Andromeda; they put the

ſword into one hand, and the gorgon's head,

by way of ſhield, into the other, and called

him the deliverer of the lady. ,

Pcrſeus, they tell us, was the ſon of Jupi

ter by Danae. The father of that lady had

been told, that he ſhould be killed by his

grand-child, and having only Danae to take

care of, he locked her up 5 but Jupiter found

his way to her in a ſhower of gold, and Per

ſeus veriſied the oracle. The child was

thrown into the ſea, but taken up by fiſher

men. When he was full grown, the gods,

they tell us, all furniſhed him for exploits;

Mercury gave him a ſword of adamant, that

nothing could reſist, and wings for his feet;

but the Greeks have omitted thoſe in the figure

of the constellation. They needed not have

done this, for there are, at least, as many
ctstars that might have got into them as into

the ſword. Pluto gave him the helmet they

have figured, and Pallas a ſhield 5 the helmet,

when he pleaſed, rendered him inviſible; he

cut off the head of the gorgon, and affixed it

to his ſhield, and after many other great ex

ploits, he reſcued Andromeda, the daughter

of Caffiopeia, whom the ſea nymphs, in re

venge for that lady's boasting of ſuperior

beauty, had fastened to a rock to be devoured

by a monster. Jupiter, his father, in ho

nour of the exploit, they ſay, afterwards took

up the hero, and the whole family with him,

into the ſkies.

Among the enthuſiasts, who have been for

giving ſcripture names to all the constella

tions, Schiller, who always refers to the

New Teſtament, makes Perſeus St. Paul;

but Schickard, who has recomſe to the Old,
ſi calls
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calls it David, and makes the gorgon's head

that of Goliah.

PERSPECTIVE. The repreſenting up

on a plane any object, in ſuch a manner as

it appears to the eye, when viewed in gene

ral, and at a distance. _ The principles of this

are often referred to in astronomy, as affisting

the imagination in conceiving the ſeveral re

preſentations of the heavenly bodies. When

this repreſentation is drawn perfectly accord

ing to rules, it no way differs from the ap

pearance which the object itſelf makes. To

effect this, the rays of light ought to come

from the ſeveral parts of the picture to the

eye, exactly as they do from the ſeveral parts

of the object which the picture repreſents; and

they ought alſo to come with the ſame strength

of light, ſhadow, and colour.

VVhen the eye is at a moderate distance

from the object, the projection of it is called

ſcenographic 5 when the eye is at a very'great

or infinite distance from the object, the pro

jection is called orthographic. Thus the pro

jection of a globe is a circle, the projection of

a circle, viewed directly, or perpendicularly, is

a circle, but viewed obliquely, it is an el

lipſis.

PESEBRE. A name by which ſome have

called the star in the constellation Cancer,

commonly called Praaſepe, and by the Arabs,

Malaph. Peſebre is the Chaldxan name.

PETER's BOAT, or ST. PETER's BOAT.

Schiller, who will adapt ſome part of the

Christian history to every constellation in the

heavens, has diſplaced the Great Bear from

its ſituation near the north pole, and out of

the stars has made a repreſentation of a fiſh

ing boat, which he calls Peter's Boat 3 others,

of this enthuſiastic turn, have retained the _

 

figure as it is, but deſired that we will under

stand one of Eliſha's Bears to be ſignified by

it, and the other by the Leſſer Bear.

PETER's FISH. A name given by Schic

kard to the Piſcis Australis, or Fiſh of the

ſouthern hemiſphere, in whoſe mouth is the

bright star Fomahaut, and whoſe jaws open

to receive the water from Aquarius's urn.ſi

This is a very moderate innovation, ſince it

still leaves to the creature the form of a fiſh.

All that Schickard deſires, being, that we may

ſuppoſe it a repreſentation of that fiſh taken

up by the apostle with the tribute-penny in

his mouth ; but Schiller makes much greater

innovation, he puts a kind of tub here, and

calls it the barrel of meal of the widow.

PHZENICOPTERUS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of new names, call the

constellation Grus, the Crane, one of the

new-formed asteriſms of the ſourthern hemi

ſphere. The word Phaenicopterus is the La

tin name of a tall bird, the Flamingo, and as

this has a long neck, and long legs, the stars

which form the Crane may, without much

distortion, be thrown into the out-lines of its

figure; but as the Crane is a much more

known bird, there is no pretence for the mul

tiplying names by the innovation.

PHZENOS. A name by which Plato, and

many other of the Greek writers, have called

the planet Saturn, the most remote ofthe whole

number. The expreſs ſenſe of the word is

apparent, and they have been rallied who

made uſe of it, as the name of Saturn, the

least bright, and therefore the least conſpicuous

of all the planets 5 but the antients had rea

fon for what they did, though theſe, who are

merry upon them, have not always appre

henſion to diſcover what it was. Although

Saturn
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Saturn is the least bright of all the planets,

Saturn is the least hid 'under the ſun-beams of

all of them, and therefore he has a title to a

denomination, which expreſſes his being more

apparent; that is, not more bright or glaring,

but more constantly apparent than all ofthem,

as there is leſs time that he is obſcured by the

light of the ſun.

PHAETHON. A name given by ſome

of the old astronomical writers to Jupiter. It is

ſuppoſed to have been given him on account of

his peculiar ſplendor or brightneſs '5 but if this

be the caſe, they'ſhould certainly have given

it to Venus, as that planet appears much

more 'lucid than Jupiter. _Jupiter is doubtleſs

the ſecond of the planets in this reſpect z but it

is ſingular, they ſhould give him a name more

proper for the first.

PHALIENA, 'the Motb. A name which we

find, in ſome very old writers, uſed as the de

nomination of one of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere. The astronomers, who

are ſond of their improvements in'thectſcience,

'have held in contempt the appellation Phaſilzena

'and Moth, as belonging to any'figure in the

\heaVens; but although it is among a ſet'of

men, not greatly to be reſpected for their
ſcience, that wect find it, yet we have reaſon to

pay reſpect to the term, which perhaps, with

'out understanding it, they preſerve, amon

many others, to themſelves equally'unintel

ligible,'from very early antiquity.

It is among the profeſſors of judicial astro

'logy that we meet with the term, and how

ever much we may contemn the doctrines of

their art, yet we find ſome traces of the

earliest obſervations recorded and preſerved

ſſ among them, which are either totally lost,

or but very little regarded by any other' wri

ters.

 

We are to obſerve, that the Chaldaeahs,

who were among the earliest astronomers, and

from whom the knowledge of the constella

tions travelled into all other countries,-blended

together astronomy and judicial astrology.

The country, in which they lived, being open,

and the air clear, they had all the opportuni

ties imaginable for making obſervations, and

they did this with as much intent ofjudging

by the influence of the stars, as any other.

We find them poſſeſſed of a notion of the ſimi

litude of certain of the fixed stars with certain

of the planets, as it is at this time, though diſ

regarded by astronomers, preſerved among

the aſtrologers; and there is, (however little

there may be in the application) yet ſome de

gree of reaſon in the origin of the opinion.

The'Clialdzeans were the first who obſerved

that the light of- the ſeveral planets was very

different, that of Jupiter being a pure and un

tinged white, and his alone ſo; the light of

Saturn they perceived to be a bluiſh z that of

Mars, as e'very one elſehas obſerved, ruddy; and

that of Venus, _yellowifh; Mercury they de

termined to be alſo bluiſh 5 the tinct in all very

flight, but in that'planet ſlightest o'f all. 'Some

thing of this may be perceived with us, but

very faint 5 more of the difference is ſeen in

Italy, where the air is clear; and it must have

been most perceptible of all amongst the

Chaldaeans, whoſe air is the most clear of all.

They did not stop their obſervations here,

they found, that, among the fixed stars, all

were not of the ſame colour, but ſome of theſe

alſo yellowiſh, ſome reddiſh, and ſome bluiſh.

This alſo is an ahſolute truth, and is owing to

the difference of their materials, and of their

purity. Thoſe, which were of an untinctured

brightneſs, they ſaid, were of the ſame nature

with Jupiter; thoſe, of a yellowiſh hue, they

claſſed with Venus ; thoſe, which were

ruddy, with Mars 3 and thoſe, which were
i ſunplc
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ſimply bluiſh, (for they made this distinction

between the two other planets) they referred

to Mercury; and thoſe of a glaucous, or

greeniſh, blue, to Saturn.

This was the effect of great and accurate

obſervation ;_ their doctrine of the influences

is idle, but the actual difference in tinctin the

colours of the fixed stars, as well as planets,

is no chimera. I't is an obſervation worthy

the astronomer, it was first made in Chaldaea,

and it is preſerved among the astrologers of

the ſucceeding ages._

I, have taken this opportunity to oblerve,

that parts of the antient astronomy, that is,

parts of the astronomy of thoſe nations who

taught the rudiments of the ſcience to the

Greeks, from whom the rest of the world re

ceived it, is preſerved among theſe men,: al

though not regarded by thoſe who profeſs the

ſcience.

The constellations, we full. well know,

Were of Egyptian origin 3 the Greeks obtained

their knowledge of them from that people, and

this not all at once, but by degrees, for their

ſphere was not finiſhed when it was. begun,

but received continual additions. We ſee that

the astrologers, in this instance already quoted,

and it is a conſiderable one,_have preſerved,

from their predeceſſors the ſoothſaycrs of Chal

dza, adoctrinewhich the aſ: ronomersneglected.

It will not be difficult to ſhew, that they have

alſo preſerved this constellation from the ſame

ſource, although it has been lost in name, at
least by others. They obſerved ſſthoſe things

the most which were most immediately uſed

in prognostics ; and this constellation, if we

find the means to aſcertain what it was, will

be found to have all the claim that could be,

on that ſcore, to their attention ; and to have

been uſed to that end by all nations of the

world. t

We perceive the Greeks giving peculiar

 

names to certain clusters of state' which made

a part of other constellations 3 and I know no

reaſon why we ſhould ſuppoſe the Greeks the

first who did this. They learned from the

Egyptians and _Chalda:ans, the rest of their

customs, with reſpect to arranging the stars,

and they followed them faithfully. There is

no reaſon why we ſhould doubt but they have

done the ſame in this.

One of the principal clusters of stars which

they have thus honoured with a peculiar name,

is that called the Pleiades, and why they

ſhould be ſuppoſed to have done this, otherwiſe

than in conſequence of the Egyptians or Chal

daeans having done it before them, I know not.

They received the Bull, _ in which this leſſerl

constellation is placed, accordingly from the

Egyptians, and why not the conſtruction in

the constellation, or the peculiar degradation

of this cluster of stars within it, The Pleiades

were understood by the Greeks as stars of a

friendly nature, and we find them ſo under

stood bythoſe who have followed them. Our

own poet ſpeaks of

The grey dawn and the Plziadcs ,.

Sh'dding ſweet influence;

and we have all the reaſon in the world to

ſuppoſe that the Chaldaeans gave this with the

rest to the Greeks; if ſo, they must have ta

ken notice of the cluster of stars, and they

must have had ſome peculiar word by which

to expreſs them. The Greeks, _when they

had received, might not understand that word 3 1

they might call the cluster of stars P-leiades,

not alluding to any particular figure 3. but the

Egyptians, making it a custom to ſpeakof ar.

rangements of the stars only under the names

of thoſe animals, under whoſe figures they had

diſpoſed them, most probably had, out of re

ſpectto this littlecluster, which theyſupppſed

. to .
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to have great influence, given it, though in,

the compaſs of a large constellation, a peculiar

form i'n itſelf, and called it by the name of

A that animal under whoſe out-line they had

Compriſed it.

AThey must have uſed ſome very ſmall ani

i mal to this purpoſe, and the Moth ſeems very

Well to ſuit the purpoſe in this ſenſe, it bearing

ſomewhat like the ſame proportion to a bull,

ſpeaking in a general manner, that this cluster

'does to the whole constellation. It was na

'tural for the Chaldmans to repreſent theſe

stars, called by the Greeks the Pleiades, un

vder the figure of ſome animal; that animal

must be a little one; and the followers of the

'Chaldzeans mention a constellation unknown

ito the ordinary astronomers, under the name

'of Phalaena, the Moth, and they mention it

as a constellation of peculiar influence. ' They

ſay, that as ſome ſingle stars were of the na

ture of Jupiter, and they ſay the ſame of theſe

all together, which formed this constellation,

that is, they called them friendly and bene

volent stars, and promiſed mankind ſomething

favourable at their riſing; this agrees very

happily with the influence that is allowed by

almost all writers to the Pleiades, and this is

one of the many things that might ſerve as a

collateral Proof that this Moth, and the Pleia

des, are the ſame arrangement of stars.

There is alſo a farther proof of the ſame

origin. We are to obſerve, that the antients

\ ſometimes contradict themſelves with reſpect

'to the infiuences of the stars, nor is it a won

der, that there ſhould be all this uncertainty

in a thing which has in itſelf no foundation in
fact. 'While they applaud the Pleiades for ſſ

'their benign influence, they alſo make them

the cauſe of tempests; and, in the ſame man

ner, the modern astrological writers, from the

'ſame ſource, whence the oldest authors had

their informations alſo of this kind, tell us,

 

  
that the Phnlazna was a tempetuous ſign, and

adviſe the mariner to beware how he leaves

port just at the time of their strongest influ

ence. When authors agree even in thoſe points

that ſeem in themſelves diſcordant, they by

that give a strength to one another 5 or when

that is not the caſe, they know, by the

strongest proof imaginable, that they have their

informations from the ſame ſource. We ſide

by a thouſand instances, that the astrologers

of late times have taken their opinions from

the astrologers and ſoothſayers of old 5 and as

to the antients, whoſe works we have at this

time preſerved to us, we know them to have

all imbibed their opinions from the ſame

ſource. The Greeks obtained their first ru

diments of astronomy from the Egyptians,

and the Romans from the Greeks; and we

are not to wonder, if while the race of astro

logers, who follow the informations received

from the old Chaldaeans, and tranſmitted

down through ages to them, call the Phalzena

a constellation, which preſages, or which, as

they expreſs it, occaſions storms; Horace,

when he has a mind to deſcribe the fury and

the impetuoſity of a warrior by a tempest,

talks of the ſame constellation, and tell us,

that he broughtlconfuſion amongst them:

Indamitas prope quaIzſis under

Extract (eaſier Pleiadam chere

Suſiendcnte nulzcs.

We have all the reaſons to ſuppoſe, that the

Chaldzans of old had a name for the Pleiades

as a constellation, and yet no name of theirs

is preſerved to Us, at least none by which

we understand any peculiar form, or objeaft of

arrangement. We find, that the ſucceſſors,

ſuch as they are, of the Chaldazans and ſooth

' ſayers, do distinguiſh a constellation, though

they know not perhaps what it is, under the

name
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name of a Moth. Phalaena, to which they

attributeinfluences good and bad, in all re

ſpects the ſame with thoſe which the claſiics

attribute to the Pleiades. We find in the

ſcriptures alſo the name of a constellation

which has been tranſlated Pleiades, and

which, whatſoever were its real name, is

univerſally received to be the ſame with the

Pleiades. Now if we have recourſe to the

original Hebrew, we ſhall find the name there

to be ſitſ/1, and we ſhall find, that, in the

ſame language, the word fiſh, which is very

near it in ſound, ſignifies a Moth, a fly that

wanders about by night, as a worm that eats

garments. The moth that eats garments is

only the reptile state of one of theſe night fly

ing moths, or butterflies, as the caterpillar is

to the ordinary butterfly, and the Hebrews

might therefore very properly call both by the

ſame name. There is all the appearance in

the world that this was the original deſigna

tion of the constellation, and that the

Greeks, who took 'notice of it, after

wards lost or forgot the word; and as they

found it neceſſary to denote by ſome name,

or other, a cluster of stars which they uſed in

their obſervations, they gave to them a name

of their own, Pleiades, or Pleiones, ſignify

ing no more than that they were ſeveral

stars together. It is certain by all obſerva

tion, that the Pleiades was a cluster of stars

taken notice of by the very earliest writers.

The very oldest, whoſe works are extant, if

they name but three or four of the constella

tions, always have this of the Pleiades for

one. Homer and Heſiod, who are the oldest

we know, mention the Pleiades, and three or

four others, and it is ſingular, that thoſe

which they do mention, are the ſame with

thoſe which we have alſo in the ſcripturcs,Orion

and the Pleiades making the ſame figure in

both. That the word which the Septuagint

VoL. I.

 

has rendered Pleiades, was intended to con

vey the mention of the ſame stars which the

Greek poets meant by that name, is not a

doubt, and this was the Moth of our astrolo

gers. It is not a wonder they ſhould agree

about theſe things. 'The earliest knowledge

of astronomy was in the east, and thence the

Greeks learned it. We are aſſured of obſer

vations of the Egyptians between ſeven and

eight hundred years before the birth of Christ,

and the nations that were in their neighbour

hood, or had any concern with them, might

be ſuppoſed, very naturally, to become ac

quainted with their opinions. The Greeks re

ceived their knowledge from the Egyptians,

and it is therefore not at all wonderful, if the

Jews and the Greeks ſpoke of the ſame con

stellations in their writings.

PHANES. A name by which ſome of

the old astronomical writers have called the

Sun.

PHARETRA, the Quit/er. One of the

Arabian constellations. Theſe people were

forbidden by their religion to draw any human

figures ; ſo they diſplaced the archer, and re

tained only his caſe of weapons.

PHARAS. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the con

stellation Equuleus, or the Leſſer Horſiz. It

is formed of one of its Arabic names, which

is Al Pharas, Al Acuval, and exPreſſes the

ſoremost horſe, the head of this being for

warder than that of the other over which

it is placed. We may ſee by this how ill

theſe introduceis of antiquated words were

qualiſied for doing it, they understood 'no

thing of the meaning of the Arabic, but

ſiezed upon the fnst Word out of three or four,

which together made a proper and expreſſive

name for the constellation.

F f f ' PHAROS.
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PHAROS. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of uncommon words, have called

the constellation Ara, the Altar. It is one

of the old Greek names of that ſign.

PHASES (ſtile Had-verily Bodies. Astrono

mors expreſs by the term Phaſe, that part of

the heavenly bodies which is turned toward

the earth, and is the object oſ our obſerva

tion z and when they ſpeak of the different

Phaſes oſ the ſame luminary, they mean thoſe

ſeveral parts of its globe, or ſurſace, which'it

exhibits at different times to the earth.

Theſe phaſes of the ſun, moon, and pla

nets, have been the great means of diſcovering

their revolutions, and oſ establiſhing their ſe

veral theories. The diverſity of phaſes which

the ſameluminary ſhews to us at different times

oſ obſervation, are owing to its revolution

round its own axis. When a bowl

is thrown along a green, we ſee, that beſide

its courſe forward, or in the direction in

which it is delivered from the hand, it all the

time turns round upon its own axis as it goes

along, making a great number of theſe rc

volutions in the courſe of one cast. This is

a motion ſound in all thoſe of the heavenly

bodies, which we have power to examine, and

therefore probably is given to them all ; and to

this motion, as perceived by the aſſistance of

teleſcopes, are owing nearly all the modern

improvements in astronomy.

The ſun revolves about his own axis, fixed

as he is in all other reſpects. Although the

firm centre of the univerſe, he is not excuſed

from this common motion 3 and in conſe

quence oſ this, he offers to us every day a

different phaſe 3 and changes it, in ſome mea

ſure, even while we look upon him. Thoſe

ſpots, which have been diſcovered on his ſur

ſace, change place continually, the old ones

go off on one ſide, and new ones appear on

 

the other; nor is this all, thoſe which we

trace along his ſurſace appear ſmaller, or nar

rower on their entrance, largest when they

are in the centre of his diſk, and again

ſmaller, as they approach the ſide where they

go off. ſſ .

This diverſity of phaſes oſ the ſun, in the

firſt place, convinces us oſ the revolutionof that

luminarv round his axis, and, by the return

oſ the ſame ſpot to the ſame place, we deter

mine the period of that revolution ; while this

change of figure, in the ſame ſpot, as ſeen on

different parts of the diſk, convinces us, that

theſe ſpots are not, as ſome have ſuppoſed,

planets revolving round the ſun at ſmall di

stances, or, as others have thought, exhala

tions raiſed from the burning matter 3. but

parts adherent to his ſurſace, probably ſolid,

'and hard matters riſing above a lake oſ liquid

fire.

That the fixed stars, in general, ſhew us

the ſame phaſe, is what ſome have aſſerted,

but as we cannot contradict it, becauſe their

great diſtance takes away the opportunity of

obſervation, ſpots being not viſible ſo far, ſo

they who aſſert it, want the proofoſ their aſler

tion in the ſame degree. It is indeed probable,

that all the fixed stars do offer, at different

times, different phaſes to us, although we

cannot ſee them; ſince thoſe called new stars

are certainly and undoubtedly of the number

of the fixed stars, and have their place in the

heavens among them, and quite out oſ the

ſystem of our univerſe; and theſe do ſhew us

different phaſes. We ſee them by degrees

growing'to their full lustre from very faint be

ginnings, at least, it is ſo oſ thoſe which

have been latest obſerved, and probably would

have been of the others, iftraced with the ſame

accuracy 3 and all of them, even the famous

one in Cafiiopeia, declining afterwards from

that full lustre, by degrees, to the ſize and-ap

pearance
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pearance of the ſrriallest stars, before they be

come quite extinguiſhed. This can only be

ſolved by the doctrine of their having different

phaſes, with regard to the earth at different

times. We are to ſuppoſe a part of the

globe lucid, and a part dark, perhaps a ſmall

part of the one kind, and a larger of the

other. The star having a revolution in a long

period, is quite lost to us during the time of its

dark phaſe, being preſented to us toward the

earth, and grows larger and larger, as the

revolution, by degrees, brings more and more

of the luminous part in ſight; till we have the

full enlightned phaſe: from which time the

ſame revolution carrying it on, leſs and leſs

of its luminous part is ſeen, that is, the star

becomes to our ſight leſs and leſs, till it is

quite lost. The returns of ſome of thoſe,

called new stars, at tolerably regular periods,

ſpeak loudly for this, and it is probably ſo

with regard to all the others, although their

periods may be different. On this plan the

fixed stars do ſhew different phaſes as the ſun

does, and thoſe phaſes prove their revolutions

about their own axis.

The phaſes oſ the planets are different in

the greatest degree, and indeed are hardly the

ſame at any time for half an hour together.

In Saturn, becauſe he is ſo very remote, We.

cannot diſcover them indeed for the ſame rea

ſon that we cannot in the fixed stars, becauſe

our teleſcopes have not ſufficient power, at

least I must confeſs this to be the caſe with

regard to all that I am poſſeſſed of or have ſeen,

but in all the others we ſee a continual change

of phaſes, and, from that diverſity, are in

structed in their theory. Mercury and Venus

ſhew us the ſeveral appearances of the moon

from the ſine

 tions round her axis. Mars; beſide his ſpots, i

which ſerve to the ſame purpoſe, has alſo his

changes of form, though not ſo great as theſe

two; and the ſpots of Jupiter return, like

thoſe of the ſun, to the ſame part of his diſk,

after a regular time which marks his revolu

tion. We are alſo to mention, under the dif

ferent phaſes of theſe planets, the ſingle and un

certain belt of Mars, and the ſeveral belts which

appear at different times in various numbers

on Jupiter. Saturn has been alſo ſuppoſed to

have them, but what haVe been taken for belts

in that planet, are at a distance from his ſurface,

and are probably therefore clouds of a pe

culiar kind.

Even the ſatellites of Jupiter, and of the.

distant Saturn, have theſe changes in their

phaſes. We cannot indeed distinguiſh the parti

cular ſpots upon objects at once ſo remote and

ſo comparatively ſmall 3 but we can determine

that they have ſpots, and that thoſe are in diffe

rent quantity on their ſeveral hemiſpheres. All

the effect ſpots could have on ſuch little planets,

with regard to us, would be, as they are more

in number, to diminiſh the apparent bigneſs of

the object, or, when ſufficient to that purpoſe,

quite to hide it from us. This is exactly the

caſe; the ſeveral ſatellites of Saturn, as well

as Jupiter, appear to us at different times even.

when in the ſame parts of their orbit of very

different fizes, and the fifth of Saturn is often

lost to us, or quite diſappears, for a conſider

able time, without any apparent cauſe. This

can be only owing to theſe little bodies turn

ing to us ſometimes a lighter, and ſometimes a

duſkier phaſe, and by this we are convinced

i at once both of their ſhewing us, at different

timcs, different phaſes, and of the cauſe of it,

thin creſcent to the en- tI

lightened hemeſphere; and beſide this Venus '

has ſpots that mark the period of her revolu- l

which is a revolution of theſe little planets

alſo (like the great ones, about which they

move, and like the ſun about which thoſe

F f f 2 great
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great ones turn) round their own axis. There

_ is alſo a farther obſervation to prove this revo

lution, and theſe different phaſes oſ the ſatel

litcs oſ Jupiter; it frequently happens, that,

in their courſe round that planet, they paſs

betWeen the earth and its body. In this caſe,

they ought to be ſeen travelling over it, ac

cording to the motion of their general revolu

tion, but this does not always happen, the ſa

tellites and the planets both receiving their light

from the ſun, they have it in a degree nearly

equal, and conſequently the ſatellite is in a

great degree lost to view when travelling be

tore the planet. This is uſually the caſe, and

the best glaſſes, and the most accustomed eyes,

can ſee nothing of it; but at other times we are

able to trace the ſatellite, in a part of its courſe,

in form of a little ſpot ſomewhat more duſky

than the rest of the diſk of the planet, and

which would appear one of its natural ſpots,

adherent to the ſurſace, but for the different

degree oſ motion. This can be owing only

to the different phaſes of the ſatellite, which,

when it has, in its revolution on its axis,

turned a bright hemiſphere toward us, is ſo

like the planet itſelf, that it cannot be distin

guiſhed, but, when it turns a ſpotted ſurſace,

is ſo much more obſcure than the body of the

planet, that it Can be distinguiſhed on it.

Last of all, we are to examine the ſatel-lite

of our own earth, the moon. This differs

from all the other luminaries of heaven, ſo ſar

as we know them, in that it always ſhews the

ſame phaſe with reſpect to ſpots : what are

called its different phaſes, being only different

as it is more or leſs enlightned, or, in properer

terms, as more or leſs of its enlightned hemi

ſphere is turned to us. This is a v'ery ſingular

pheenomenon; it is most certain that the ſpots,

which we ſee on the moon, are not at all times

the ſame, and in the ſame poſition, the only

variation is, that theſe ſpots, while they pre

 

ſerve the ſame poſition with regard to one an

other, do appear at times to approach a little

nearer to, and to depart a little farther from,

the edge of its apparent diſk.

This ſingular appearance has occaſioned

ſome to ſuppoſe, that the moon made no reVo

lution about her own axis, and certainly there

was appearance in ſavour of ſuch an opinion.

Theſe little variations were understood to be

the effect only of certain ballancings of the

moon's globe, motions ſuch as we ſee in a \

bowl when we change the centre of gravityt

theſe they called librations of the moon. It is

certain that the moon always does preſent the

ſame phaſe to the earth, only that different

parts oſ it are, at different times, enlightned,

and this is ſingular to the moon, ſo far as we

know, among all the heavenly bodies. The

moon, howeVer, although ſhe does always

preſent the ſame phaſe to us, has a revolution

round her own axis, as has been already ex

plained at large under the proper article. See

MOON.

PHATRA. A name by which the Greek

astronomers have called a large star in the con

stellation Cancer, the ſame that the Arabs

call Malaph, and others Prazſepe.

PHECCA, or AL PHECCA. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of obſcure words,

have called the constellation Corona Borealis,

the Northern Crown; it is one oſ the Arabic

names of that constellation, and ſignifies

Apertio, or the opening of ſomething. They

call it alſo AlIclil.

PHED. A name by which ſome, who are

fond of uncommon words, have called the

beast that is in the hand of the Centaur; we

generally call it a wolf, and the common name

of
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of the whole constellation is Centaurus et Lu

pus, or, Centaurus cum Lupo; but this is

not authorized from antiquity, for the antients

called it only Fera., a wild beast in general.

This word Phed is one of its Arabic names,

and it ſignifies a panther 5 ſo that we ſee the

antients, when they gave it the name of ſome

peculiar beast, were not at all agreed about

what beast that ſhould be. The Greeks, in ge

neral, call it Therion Fera.

PHER. A name by which ſome, who are

fond of uſing uncommon words, have called

the Centaur; it is one of the old Greek names

of that constellation.

PHILIP, or ST. PHILlP. A name given

by a ſet of enthuſiastic writers, with Schiller

at their head, to the constellation Libra, he

has taken away the Balance, and placed the

figure of this ſaint in the place. Schickard is

more moderate, he retains the figure, and only

deſires men to believe that it means the Te

kel, the balance in which the tyrant was

weighed and found wanting. It has been the

fate of this ſign to meet great changes, and

ſuffer the most revolutions of any of the zo

diac. If we credit the earliest accounts, and

the earliest monuments of the Egyptians, a ba

lance, or ſomething like a balance, was the

original figure. The Greeks diſplaced this,

and extended the claws of the Scorpion, who

occupies the next diviſion of the zodiac, into

this, making that creature occupy two ſigns ;

but the Romans, after all this, not willing

that the twelve diviſions of this important cir

cle ſhould have but eleven figures, cut off theſe

claws, and placed their emperor Julius Caeſar

there, as he is repreſented, on ſome antient

gems, holding a balance in his hand. After

ages dropped the emperor, and retained the

ſcales, and' Schiller put out them, and ſet the

 

good apostle in their place. We are not at all

to wonder that kingdoms on the earth are un

quiet, when we ſee men are able to make

theſe revolutions even in the heavens, but no

thing is ſo idle. We receive the Greek stories

that are connected to the figures in the ſizies

as fable and folly. Nobody, after he leſt

ſchool, ever regarded them; and to alter the

figures is to create endleſs confuſion in the

ſcience, and to give up all the advantage of

early obſervations.

PHOCA, the Sea-Calf. A name of one of

the Arabian constellations, it stands in the place

oſourAndromeda; theywere forbidden bytheir

religion to draw any human figures, and they

placed this monster in the place of the lady;

they have ſerved Cafliopeia and the rest as

badly.

PHQZNIX. One of the constellations of

the ſouthern hemiſphere, it is one of the

new-formed ſigns, and therefore is not to

be expected among the old ones mentioned

by early authors 3 it is not a constellation of

any great extent, nor does it compriſea num

ber of stars greater than is proportioned to that

ſpace which it occupies in the heavens.

The constellations, between and among

which the Phtnnix is placed, are the Crane,

the Toucan, the head of the Hydrus, and the

bottom of the Eridanus. The Crane is very

near to the Phaenix, the right wing of that

reaches nearly to the left of this constellation.

The back of the Toucan is just. by'its feet, as

is alſo the head of the Hydrus that is more

under them than the back of the Toucan,

which comes down rather. on one ſide, and on

the other is the very termination of the river

Eridanus, the great and bright star which

marks that termination being placed just under

the right foot of the Phoenix.

This
\
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.This bird is repreſented as standing on a

kind of pedestal, with its feet at ſome

distance from one another, its head is

turned to the right ſide,- and its wings ex

tended, and, in countenance of the old fable of

the burning of the thnix, there is a cloud

of ſmoak behind it. The stars accounted

to belong to the Phoenix 'are thirteen, ſome

of them are conſiderable enough to make the

constellation conſpicuous, and the rest are diſ

poſed in ſuch a manner as very well to mark

out the form. There is a large and bright one

' at the bottom of the neck, and a ſmaller near

it; there are twu conſiderable ones at a diſ

tance below theſe on the body, and two near

the feet, one a ſmaller between them, and the

other a larger on the pedestal near the leſt

foot; the right wing has three, and the leſt

four, but of the last two are almost out of the

verge of the figure 5 the cloud of ſmoak is

decoration 3 there are no conſiderable stars

in it. *

PHOLOS. A name by which ſome of the

"old astronomers have called the constellation

generally known by the name of the Centaur.

'They ſay this Pholos was a centaur, and was

particularly ſkilled in divination, and they ſup- '

poſe him placed with a victim in his hand over

the altar, as if ready to ſacrifice it, and to in

ſpect the entrails. For an account qf the ran/fel

.-latz'an,ſee CENTAURUS. -

PHORBAS. A name of oneof the nor

thern constellations, more generally called

Ophiucus and Serpentarius. The Greeks tell

us, among other stories, that this Phorbas was

an hero, a ſon of Triopas, and that, after

' many exploits, Apollo, for his killing a mon

strous ſerpent, took him up to heaven. Others

ſay that it repreſents Hercules in Lydia, or

Carnabos. See the article OPHIUCUS.
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PHOSPHORUS. A name by which many

of the old writers haVe called the planet Ve

nus, but they uſed this name only when they

ſpoke of her as appearing before the ſun-riſe in

a morning, at which times they looked upon

her as the harbinger ofday; when ſhe was an

evening star, they called her Heſperus.

PICLZEUS. A name by which we find

the planet Jupiter called by ſome of thoſe wri

ters who love uncommon terms. This is,

originally, an Egyptian word, and it was uſed

by that people as a name of that planet. The

meaning o_f the word is the father of life. The

Greek Zeus, a name of this planet, and of the

deity after whom it was named, is alſo of the

ſame ſignification, and ſeems a tranſlation

of it.

PIGEON, Columl'a, and Calumlm Noacbi,

Noah's Dew. A name of one of the constel

lations of the ſouthern hemiſphere ; it is not of

the number of the old forty-eight mentioned

by the early authors, but it is one of the new

constellations formed there by late astro

nomers. See COLUMBA NOACHI.

PIKOTORION. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of hard words, have called th'

constellation Piſces 5 it is the Coptic name,

and ſignifies Piſcis Heri.

PIMENTEKEON. A name by which

vſome writers, fond of hard words, have called

the constellation Leo; it is the Coptic name

of this ſign, and, in that language, ſignifies

Cubitus Nili. There is ſome reaſon to ſuſpect

from this, that the figure of a lion was not al

ways pl-aced in this diviſion of the zodiac.

PINACION. A name by which ſome

have called the Corona Borealis; it is bor

rowed
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rowed from the Greeks, and ſignifies Diſcus.

They alſo call it Periacis.

PINNA, or PINNA MARINA. A constel

lation offered to the astronomical world, and

formed of a cluster of very conſpicuous stars

near the left foot of Antinous. The occaſion
ofctmaking new constellations is in no part of

the heavens ſo conſpicuous as with reſpect to

this of Antinous. The stars of which it is

compoſed, although of a very conſiderable

conſequence as to the ſize, and of confi

derable number,wereformerlyreckoned among

thoſe of theIagle, or rather were counted with

them under the name of the unformed stars

of the Eagle 5 although ſome of them are very

remote from that constellation. It was a great

affistance to the astronomers to arrange theſe

into a new constellation, and yet this has not

done what was intended perfectly, for still

there remain a cluster of conſiderable stars be

tween Antinous and Ophiucus's Serpent, ſo

ſituated, that they are as near one as the other,

and as proper to be added to the numbers of

one as of the other. It is of theſe that the new

constellation, here propoſed, is formed.

It is of ſmall extent, and it takes in but

few stars, but they arelarge, conſpicuous, and,

as has been already obſerved, remote from all

the other constellations. The creature, under

the out-lines of whoſe figure they are repre

ſented, is a ſhell-fiſh, an inhabitant of the

ſeas, ſomewhat approaching to the nature of

the muſcle kind, but very large, and having,

in the place of their beard, a tuft of fine ſilky

matter of great length, of which, in ſome

places, they make gloves and other manufac

tures. Itis repreſented in the constellation

with the ſmaller end, or head, upwards, the

lip downward, and the tuft, or beard, ex

tended. -

 

The constellations, between which it is

placed, are Antinous, the Serpent, and Sa

gittary. There is a large extent of the heavens

between theſe, but it is only in that part of it

near Antinous that there are any conſpicuous

stars, all about the head of Sagittary is in a

manner vacant. Theſe stars, toward Antinous,

are the cluster which make the new constella

tion 5 the whole figure of the ſhell ſtands be

tween the tail of the Serpent and the two feet

of Antinous, and the beard is extended almost

to one of thoſe feet; the head ofSagittary is

directly under the ſhell, butit is at a greatdiſ

tance.

The conſpicuous stars in the Pinna are only

ſeven, but they are very'conſpicuous, and they

are diſpoſed in the following manner. One of

them is at the extremity or head of the ſhell z

this is not a very inconſiderable star, and yet it

is ſmaller than any of the other ſix. There is

another ſingle star a little lower down, just

where the beard has its paſſage out of the ſhell.

In the beard itſelf there are two, one at the ex

tremity, and the other at a little distance from

it, and the other three are at the other end of

the (hell near the lip of it, one of them is at

one corner of the lip, another is in the out-line

a little above it, and the last is on the veree of

the lip, but not at the comen. it

PINOITEN TEPITOK. A. name by

which ſome, who will go the farthest part of

the earth for-an hard Word, have called the

Via Lactea,' or Milky W'ay. It is a term that

has been uſed to expreſs it, for it is the Coptic

name of that part of the heavens; but there can

be no reaſon why we ſhould have recourſe to

theſe strange terms to expreſs things for which

we have names ſo univerſal and familiar. Hav

ing mentioned that this is the Coptic name of"

the Milky Way, it may not be improper to

obſerve,_
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obſerve, that its ſignification is not the ſame

with the Greek and European names of this

part of the heavens. The words Pinoiten Te

pitok do not ſignify a Way of milk, but a way

of straw, and this is the ſenſe of thoſe names

by which the Via Lactea is called in all the

eastern languages. The Greek story we know

is, that the Milky Way Was owing to Juno's

ſpilling ſome milk from her nipple z but the

Egyptians have their mythology as well as the

Greeks, and, pas the European nations in ge

neral have followed the Greek, the eastem in

general have folloWed the Egyptian. The story

of theſe people is, that their goddeſs Iſis, being

purſued byTyphon, threw dOWn burning straw

all the way behind her, and that this road in

the heavens is a commemoration of this path.

By this they meant Semiramis, whom they

deified after her death ; and the giant Typhon

ſignifies no more than a land-flood, very ſud

den, and very terrible, in that part of the

world.

PIORION. A name by whlch ſome have

called the bright star in the Bull's eye, called

alſo Aldebaran. This Piorion is the Egyptian

name, and ſignifies the station of Horus.

PISCES. One of the constdlations of the

northern hemiſphere, and one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac, of which it is called the

twelfth, or last. This is one of the old forty

eight constellations which the Greeks, of very

early time, received from the Egyptian', and _

which they have tranſmitted down to all other

astronomers ; it is preſerved to this time in the

heavens in the ſame place, and under the ſame

form, in which it stood with them, and with

their instructors. '

Piſces, taking in the whole compoſition of a

the figure, is a conſiderably large constellation,

and contains, even in proportion to that extent,

 

a large quantity oſ stars, and thoſe diſpoſed ſo

happily, that the whole compoſition is well

marked, and eaſily distinguiſhed in the hea

vens.

The constellation Piſces does not, as most

of the others, Conſist of a ſingle figure; it is

compoſed of three parts, two fiſhes placed at

a conſiderable distance from one another, and

a long line or chord that connects them toge

ther. The fiſhes are not very large, but the

line is oſ great length, and is folded and

waved. The fiſh are not of any particular

ſpecies, nor was it neceſſary, all that was

intended to be repreſented was two fiſh, and no

peculiar or ſpecilic name was ever given to

them 3 they are repreſented as thick and ſhort

fiſh, with very large heads, open mouths, and

forked tails z just above the tail of each fiſh

there is figured a kind of ring, to which is fixed

the end of the cord; the cord ſeems broad and

flat, and is not carried strait from one of them

to the other, but, for the ſake of taking in the

greater number of stars, is twisted about, and

in one part has a knot toward the middle,

which ſerves as the mark of one conſiderable

star.

The constellations, to which the two fiſhes

are near, are Aries, Andromeda, Pegaſus,

Aquarius, and the Whale. The upper fiſhis

repreſented in a posture nearly perpendicular,

and the lower in one nearly horizontal with

reſpect to the ecliptic. The Ram is very near

to the upper fiſh, his head is Within a ſmall

distance of its tail, and the um 'of Aquarius is

very near the noſe of the lower z the head, and

part of the body of the upper fiſh, fall uponthe

breast of Andromeda, and the back and wing

of Pegaſus are very near the back of the

lower fiſh.

The antients counted thirty-eight stars in

the constellation Piſces, Ptolemy ſets down ſo

many, and, as he is an exact follower of Hip

, parchus,
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parchus, we may ſuppoſe, with good founda

tion, that was the original number. Tycho

Brahe ſets down thirty-ſix stars in the ſame

constellation; and Hevelius, as he had taken

two from the original number, added one to

it, he makes them thirty-nine. It is an amaz

ing addition that is made by Flamstead, he de

ſcribes on hundred and thirteen stars in this

constellation.

Of theſe it is very ſingular that there is not

one of the first or ſecond magnitude; nay,

there is only one generally allowed to be of the

third; there is another, but its title to this

rank is diſputed, and most authors degrade it

into a fourth. Both theſe are in the lines, the

allowed third is at the knot of the line, and

the other is the northermost of three in the

north line. The rest are in general of the

ſmallest kind, a vast number of them are ofthe

ſixth magnitude, but they are diſpoſed with

ſuch an equality and regularity on the ſeveral

parts of the constellation, that the whole is

eaſily traced by the eye in the heavens.

The Greeks, who have ſome fable to ac

count for the origin of every constellation,

tell us, that when Venus and Cupid were one

time on the banks of the Euphrates, there

appeared before them that terrible giant Ty

phon, who was ſo long a terror to all the gods.

The deities immediately, they ſay, threw them

ſelves into the water, and there acquired the

form of a couple of. fiſhes, under which they

eſcaped the danger. The Syrians, they tell

us, from that time refuſed to eat fiſhes, and

would neVer ſuffer any to be caught for fear of

diſlodging a deity. Thus idle are the Greek

fables in general, by which they have pretended

to account for the origin of the constellations.

The Egyptians, from whom the received

them, were a people of another stamp; they

uſed the figures, which they placed in the

ſkics, as parts of their hieroglyphic language,

A' VOL. I.

 
and, by the twelve, which characteriſed the

ſigns of the zodiac, they conveyed an idea of

the proper employment during the twelve

months of the year. The Ram and the Bull

had, at that time, took to the encreaſe of

their flock, the young of thoſe animals being

then growing up; the maid Virgo, a reaper

in the field, ſpoke the approach of harvest;

Sagittary declared Autumn the time for

hunting, and the Piſces, or fiſhes tied toge

ther, in token of their being taken, reminded

men that the approach of ſpring was the time

for-fiſhing. Thus ſimple are things in their

origin, which affectation and pedantry have

made ſo pompous, obſcure, and fooliſh. '

The antients, as they gave one of the twelve

months ofthe year to the patronage of each of

the twelve ſuperior deities, ſo they alſo de

dicated to, or put under the tutclage of each,

one of the twelve ſigns oſ the zodiac. In this

distinction the fiſhes naturally fell to the (hare

of Neptune ; and to this whimfical dedication

ofthe ſign to that deity, has been owing all that

folly of the astrologers, which have thrown

every thing that regards the ſate of fleets and,

merchandiſe, under the more immediate pa

tronage and protection ofthis constellation.

PISCIS AUSTRALIS. One of the con

stellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere. It is *

one of the old forty-eight, and is mentioned

by all the writers on astronomy.

It is a constellation of very ſmall extent,

and contains only a few stars, but they are

ſo well diſpoſed, according to the lines of the

figure, that it is eaſily distinguiſhed, and one

of them, in particular, is ſo large, that no

constellation in the ſouthern hemiſphere is

more conſpicuous.

The Southern Fiſh is repreſented in the

ſchemes of the heavens in form ofa fiſh in

general; but it would not be eaſy to reſcr it

G g g to
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to any particular ſpecies, nor was that in

tended; it is drawn thick, and with a

large tail, and with its mouth open to rcceive

the water. The stream from Aquarius's um,

as already obſerved, terminating there.

The constellations, between and among

which the Southern Fiſh is placed, are Aqua

rius, Capricorn, the Crane, and the Phcnix.

Aquarius's left foot comes very near the tail,

and his right is at a little distance above the

head: the belly of Capricorn is alſo a little

distance from the tail, as is alſo the head of

the Crane, and one part of the ſmoke about

the Phoenix comes toward the breast of the

fiſh.

Ptolemy allows eighteen stars to this con

stellation ; he took this account from Hippar

chus, and many of the antients from him;

Flamstead makes them twenty-four; one of

theſe is of the first magnitude, and is a great

and glorious star; it is that at the mouth of

the fiſh," and is called, by a peculiar name,

Fomahaut. There are ſeven or eight others

conſpicuous enough in the body, and they are

diſpoſed very well about its ſeveral out-lines,

ſo as to mark its figure, and there are two

conſiderable enough to strike the eye in the

tail. It would have been eaſy to have taken a

_ figure that would have compriſed ſome stars,

which are at preſent left unformed behind the

tail of this fiſh; but the Egyptians, who,

without a question, Were the deſigners of

all the old constellations, had their reaſons

for the peculiar animals they gave to the

ſeveral parts of the heavens; of which one

are, in a great meaſure, ignorant, and which

the Greeks never gave themſelves any trouble

to enquire after. The oldest writers ſeem to

acknowledge this constellation of Egyptian

origin, and even to point out a way to the un

derstanding, why it was honoured with a place

in the heavens,under the peculiar circumstances

 
in which we ſee it. It is repreſented as drink

ing up the water of a whole river; and the

old writers ſay, that it was recorded, at one

time, to have ſaved, or preſerved Iſis when in

danger. The old people deified great ſove

reigns and great conquerors. One of the first

founded monarchies in that part of the world

where this constellation was formed, was the

Babylonian. Semiramis, or Hamamah, for

that was the true name of the queen, was the

founder of this, and there is no wonder the

is deified. We are told, that Venus, when

ſhe was once in danger from the giant Ty

phon, threw herſelf, and her ſon Cupid, into

the Euphrates. There are a thouſand reaſons

to believe, that Venus was no other than this

Semiramis. We arſſe told of her having two

ſons, and one of them is recorded to have

been lost. This Semiramis had two ſons, ſhe

was fond of one more than the other, and

this favourite ſon was lost. The Adonis of

the-Greeks was doubtleſs this ſon, and her love

was no more than a motherly affection, and

that he was not killed by a boar on the moun
tains, but drowned in ſome river, is tolbe

collected from the very circumstances of the

ſolemnities establiſhed in memory of his

death. The lamenting for Thammuz is

known to be commemorating the death of

Adonis, and, in this ſolemnity, they threw

an image of the youth into the river.

We are forced to go very far round for

the explanation of one of theſe stories, for

they depend upon one another. This giant

Typhon, which is frequently talked of as

coming ſuddenly upon the gods when they

were in Egypt, is no more than a land flood -,

this appears from incontestible proofs, too long

and tedious to be produced here. We find

then, that Venus, in Egypt, throwing her

ſelf, and her ſon, into the river, on ſight of

Typhon, who threatned-her with destruction,

. is
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is very probably Semiramis, betaking herſelf

with her favourite ſon to a boat or boats, in

the time of a land-flood in which ſhe eſcaped,

but the youth was drowned. The Greeks

borrowed their fables often from the Egyp

tians, and not being masters of what they

were about, often blundered upon words.

Some name of a river, ſignifying alſo a boar,

probably occaſioned the story of his being

killed by a boar; but we find, though the

history failed, the rites and ceremonies still

preſerved the memory of the truth.

We ſhall ſoon come to explain the figure

of the fiſh, to get at which all theſe wind

ings are neceſſary. We find this very story of

Typhon, and of the goddeſs, and her ſon,

throwing herſelf into the river, preſerved in the

constellation Piſces. All the fabulists ſay, they

were placed in the zodiac, to commemorate

the forms into which that goddeſs, and her

ſon, transformed themſelves on the occaſion;

Now if the fiſhes preſerved the memory of

Venus and Adonis, for he was one of the two

Cupids, or, in plain words, oſ Semiramis,

and her beloved ſon, throwing themſelves into

the river to avoid the danger of a land-flood,

which they always repreſented as a giant,

threatning the lives oſ the gods; it is ex

tremely probable, that Aquarius was this Ty

phon, or a land-flood, repreſented under the

ſorm of a man, pouring a stream of water out

of an urn, with a ſudden violence. If this be

allowed, what then is the Southern Fiſh

ſwallowing up this water ? And as the fabu

lists themſelves ſay, ſaving the deity, or dei

fied empreſs? Let us lookinto the custom of

hieroglyphics in this nation, and we ſhall not

be at a loſs. We know, that it was cu

stomary with the Egyptians to repreſent the

earth by an ox, and the ſea by a fiſh, their

inhabitants. They ſay, a fiſh ſwallowed up the

water of Typhon, and that' Venus was ſaved,

 
that is, Semiramis, in the danger of a ſud*

den land-flood, committed herſelf in a boat

to the river, and the flood running quickly

into the ſea, or being ſwallowed up by a fiſh,

that is, by the ſea, ſhe eſcaped. There are

many paſſages in history that countenance this

relation : and it is not a wonder, that a peo

ple who adored the empreſs as a divinity, ſhould

pay divine honours to the Fiſh, which they

made a repreſentation of the ſea, and place it

among the stars: that they did pay it theſe

divine honours we have abundant testimony.

We find the old writers recording, that the

Syrians preſerved the figure of a fiſh gilded

among their houſhold gods, and paid divine

honours to it.

The enthuſiasts, who were for reforming

the ſphere, have laboured variouſly on account

of this fiſh. They have called it, in gene

ral, the ſiſh of St. Peter, or that in which

the penny for the tribute was found; but

Schiller, and his followers, are not ſo eaſily

ſatisfied; they take the whole figure away,

and put in the place of it a barrel, which they

call the barrel of meal of the widow, in the

ſcripture.

PISCIS MAGNUS. A name which ſome

have given to the constellation Piſcis, in the

ſouthern hemiſphere. But it is not of a big

neſs to authoriſe this epithet 5 others call it

Piſcis Solitarius, to distinguiſh it from the true

fiſhes of the zodiac.

Plscu SACER. A name by which ſome

have called the Dolphin; it is an old name

for this cnnstellation; and the Greeks expreſ

ſed it by a phraſeof the ſame meaning, HlClLlS

Ichthys.

PISCIS VOLANS, the Flyzſirzg One i of

the constellations ofthe ſouthern hemiſphere.

Gggz h
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It is not to be expected in the writings of the

antients, for it is one of the new ones, added

by the astronomers of late time to their forty

eight. It is a constellation of ſmall extent,

and compriſes only a few stars; but theſe are

ſo favourably diſpoſed that the figure is very

well marked, and eaſily distinguiſhed in the

heavens.

It is repreſented in the fchemes in figure

of what is called the Flying Fiſh, a ſea

fiſh of the ſmaller kind, which has ex

treme long ſins, that ſerve it occaſionally in

the place of wings, and by the aſiistance of

which it leaves the waters, and betakes itſelf

to the air, to avoid the purſuit of larger fiſhes,

flying, as long as the ſins continue moist, and

then of itſelf falling again into the ſea. The

figure is tolerably well drawn 5 the creature is

repreſented with its long ſins extended in a

posture'of flying, and is in a direction nearly

parallel with that of the trunk of the Royal

Oak, near which it is placed. The other

constellations that are about the Flying Fiſh,

are the Ship, the Sword Fiſh, and the Cha

melion, The head, and the upper part of

the body of the Flying Fiſh, are near to the

lower part of the trunk of the Royal Oak,

and its head is pointed up toward the branches,

part of the bottom of the Ship comes on its

oppoſite ſide, the tail of the Chamelion reaches

Very nearly to the ſin, on the ſame ſide on

which the trunk of the Oak is placed, and

the tail is directed toward the head of- the

Sword Fiſh.

The stars which compoſe this constellation

are only eight 3 but they are, as has been

already obſerved, very happily diſpoſed on the

figure, one of them is on the head, and one

at the tail, theſe mark the exact length, and

there is one on the body, nearer to the tail

than to the head, but toward the middle : there

are ſome others on the ſins, very well diſpo

 

i ſed, and one near the tail, which though an

* unformed star, and not in the lines of the

figure, yet ſerves to mark the constellation.

PITCHER. A name of one of the northern

constellations, according to Schiller, in his

Christian ſcheme of the heavens. He has al

tered the Dolphin into this figure of a veſſel,

and calls it the Pitcher of the Canaanitiſh wo

man 5 Schickard leaves the figure as it was,

and only calls it the Leviathan. The inno

vations of Schiller, if any regarded them,

would make great confuſion.

PLACE or VIEW. A thing of great

importance in astronomy, and its differences

neceſſary to be understood, in order to the

properly uſing the obſervations of authors who

have written on the ſubject. For the pher

nomena of the heavens are ſo very different,

ſeen from different quarters of the earth, and

the ahſolute place of them ſo variouſly de

ſcribed by authors, who uſe different princi

ples with regard to the place and direction of

the ſight, that their words, being ever ſo di

stinct, may miſlead without the caution of first

ſettling this point. The earth is the general

place of view, ſince it is from ſome one part,

or other of it, that all who have written have

ſeen the thing they have deſcribed ; but

the earth being of a globular, or ſpherical

form, the ſame appearances will not be had

from the ſame objects, ſeen from different

parts of it, or from particular places of view ;

and the climate and condition of the air will

alſo impede, or promote the nicer reſearches:

and, additionally to all this, men, from diffe

rent first principles, will ſpeak differently of

them, even when they are the ſame with re

ſpect to their place.

It becomes neceſſary therefore to conſider

what Was the place of view, and what the

manner
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manner of viewing, before we determine on

any of the nicer obſervations. Thus, if we

read ofthe riſing and courſe ofthe revolution of

any of the heavenly bodies, with references to

their ſeveral places in the heavens, we are, be

fore we determine any thing upon them, to

' conſider in what part of the world he, who

made the obſervation, was at that time; ſince

we very well know, that from the figure of

the earth, and its motions, the ſame lumi

nary must riſe in the north, in a manner very

different from that in which it riſes in the east,

and in both very differently from the man

ner in which it is ſeen to riſe in ſome of the

intermediate countries. Thus, till it is un

derſtood that there is ſuch a difference, all the

obſervations made in remote parts will be full

of confuſion; and when that is known, very

little uſe can be made of them in the theory of

the ſcience, till it is known exactly what that

difference is. The figure of the earth being

however certain and known, and it motions

regular, and alſo known, the diſcovery of this,

with the ſufficient exactneſs, is not diffi

cult.

With reſpect to obſervations that have been

made, with great preciſion, and by men who

were great judges of what they were doing,

the ſame caution is required of knowing when

they were made, before we preſume to fix

any determination concerning them. Theſe

often refer to things which we arc to ſeek in

the works of thoſe who deliver them, or

look after in vain. Now, although wc do

not find what they ſay they ſaw, we are not

to cenſure them as dealing unfairly with us in

the account, or endeavouring to ſupport a

ſystem by a pretence of ſeeing what was not

ſeen, till we have fairly conſidered this cir

cumstance. It is not only that different parts

of the globe, in reſpect to their ſituation, ſa

vour different obſervations 5 but the very dif

 

ference of the air, in purity, will render

things viſible in ſome, which are beyond all

ſight, or are, at the best, very faintly and ob

ſcurely ſeen in others. Thus, to give an in

stance in a matter that concerns the unaffisted

ſight. We can ſee, that Mars is of a ruddy

colour, and Jupiter of a ſilvery brightneſs;

and we can perceive, that the fixed stars are

diſtinguiſhed by their twinkling, from the

planets which yield a steady light; and this is

all that we readily distinguiſh by casting the

eye up to the heavens in England. Now

when we read the works of the Arabs, and

of certain other writers, who have, ſome way

or other, borrowed their knowledge from the

Chaldaeans, or from thoſe who derived it

from them, we meet with a great deal more

reſpectng obſervations made with the unaflisted

ſight. We fmd thoſe who wrote before any

of the preſent affistances to it were diſcovered,

ſpeaking of distinct colours in all the plae

nets, and even of colours as distinct, although

leſs strong, among certain of the fixed stars ;

and we find thoſe planets, and thoſe stars,

which ſhed alight of the ſame tinge, placed in

a kind of affinity together, and ſuppoſed to

have the ſame influence over ſublunary things.

We ſmile at this ſameneſs of influence, and

we have reaſon, becauſe it is abſurd and idle

to ſuppoſe, that any planet, or any star what

ſoever, has any influence, but we alſo ſmile

at this pretended ſimiliarity of colour, ſup

poling, that, excepting Mars, none of the

stars, nor any of the planets, have any co

lour, much leſs any difference of colour: but

in this we err. Let us [oak back to the ear

liest writings that have establiſhed this opinion,

and we ſhall find them confeſſing the origin of

the obſervations from the Chaldaeans; and

We ſhall find them, after their Chaldzan ma

sters, aſſerting, distinctly and plain, that the

light of Saturn is bluiſh, that of Venus yel

lowiſh,
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lowiſh, and that of Mercury alſo bluiſh, but

much more faint. The ruddy hue of Mars

they alſo mention, and declare Jupiter to be

the only planet that has a pure and untinctured

light. In the ſame manner they go through

the names of the principal fixed stars, men

tioning them according to their places in the

ſeveral constellations, and they tell us, that

ſuch and ſuch of them are reddiſh, ſuch others

yellowiſh, and others, which they alſo parti

culariſe, bluiſh. They ſuppoſe the ruddy stars

to be of the nature of Mars, the yellow of Ve

nus, and the bluiſh, according to their de

cree of tinct, of that of Mercury and of Sa

turn. The ſunilarity of their influence from

this was a natural concluſion for people who

had a firin faith in the doctrine of influences,

and they have fallen into it: but while we

reject this, without enquiry, (for it does not

deſerve any) before we join in the common

ſenſe of whim and error concerning the other,

let us conſider the plate of'w'm, and enquire

-what is to be allowed for the difference be

tween that, and the place where we live, who

determine. We have a right to judge at once

what was the effect of imagination in the doc

trine of influence 5 but with reſpect to this

variety of colour, it was an object of the

ſenſes, of the eye-ſight, and they who aſſerted

it must have ſome reaſon.

When we conſider the place of view all will

be eaſy. The Chaldaeans, we ſhall find, lived

in an open country and pure air, their atmo

ſphere was a medium through which men must

ſee more distinctly than it is poſſible to do

in ours, and even if we had nothing farther in

countenance of the obſervation, we ought to

believe that they ſaw it, becauſe they distinctly

deſcribe it, although we now,'under ſo com

paratively foul an atmoſphere we live, can

not. But there is more in favour of the doc

trine 3 for even here, if we take a tolerable

 
night, we can diſcern the yellowiſh tinge

of the light of Venus, and if we take advan

tage of a very clear one, we ſhall ſee not only

ſomething of the leaden hue in Saturn, and

of the ſkyiſh colour in the bright lVIercury,

but even a differenCC in the tinge of the fixed

stars. This is very little, and very faintly to

be ſeen here, but still it- is ſomething, and

it is enough to countenance all they ſay.

After producing this inſtance of an obſerva

tion made by the unaſſisted ſight, in which the

place of view plainly makes a great difference,

I ſhall call in another, in which the affistance

ot'teleſcopes is concerned, and in ſiwhich the

difference is at least as striking, and the effect

of determining, without calling in the conſi

deration, would be no leſs than cenſuring one

of the greatest men who ever wrote on the

ſcience, for one of the greatest things he ever

did in it. This, as well as the other, will be

treated of more largely in their proper places

in the ſucceeding parts of this work, but, with

out all that preciſion, enough may be produced

from them here to justify all that can be ſaid

with reſpect of the importance of the place of

view in the mere quality of the atmoſphere.

The great Caſſmi, having, from the ſpot:

of Jupiter, in which he perceived a motion of

revolution, and, after a stated time, a return

to the ſame place of the ſurface, plainly proved

the planet to have a revolution round its axis,

ſet about the ſame form of obſervations with

reſpect to Venus. He ſucceeded. As he had

found that Jupiter revolved about his axis, and

had, by the ſame means that led him to diſ

cover that, made out alſo the time or period

of that revolution; ſo, with reſpect to Venus,

the ſame fpots, which, by their motion, proved

that Venus did revolve alſo about her axis, by

their return to the ſame place, proved what

was the period of that revolution. Men had

been convinced with reſpect to Jupiter, and

the;r
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they received, without enquiring thoroughly

into it, (for that was very difficult) the doc

trine with reſpect to the other planet.

After ſome years, Bianchini, an Italian, ſet

about to obſerve Venus with the ſame atten

tion; and he called in question, from his ob

ſervations, not the doctrine of an ahſolute re

VOlution about the axis in this planet, but the

period of that reVOlution, which he made very

different. Caflini was now dead, but he had

left behind him a ſon not unworthy of ſuch a

father. This gentleman, eager to ſupport

the reputation of his father, and with ſhe ob

ſervatory at Paris, and all its instruments at

his command, yet found it impoffible to de

termine the point from obſervation. What he

propoſed to do was to repeat the obſervations

of his father, to view thoſe ſpots which ap

peared in his figures of the planet, and, on the

return of which to their places, he had esta

bliſhed the period of the planet's revolution 3

and to trace them in the ſame courſe, and ſee

whether they did, or did \not, return as he had

laid it down that they did. The ſpots were not

no be ſeen at all. It was impoſſible to ſuppoſe

Cafiini unfaithful in his accounts, and it was

more impoſſible to imagine the instruments,

which they uſed, leſs perfect than thoſe he had

employed 3 ſince the artists had improved,_not

lost ground, in the making them. The face

of the planet however was not as he deſcribed

and figured it; nothing of that preciſion and

accuracy of form appeared in any of its varia

tions : what Were ſeen were not ſpots, but

blotches, faint, irregular, and indeterminate,

and inſufficient to the purpoſe. In ſhort, the

face of the planet appeared there, as it does

to us at this time, very beautiful, but not at

all determinately marked with ſpots. It would

have been eaſy to have determined, upon this

diſappointment, that Caffini was a deceiver,

and that Bianchini, who pretended to accuſe

 

him of error, Was not any thing better; but

the plate of view determined what to judge.

Caſſmi had made his obſervations, not in

France, but in Italy, and Bianchini had alſo

made them there. So much difference was

there therefore even between France and Italy,

that what could be ſeen most distinctly in ozfe

of thoſe countries, was quite inviſible in the

other.

Such are the ahſolute differences ariſing.

from the different place of view, when we

make the ſame obſervations, and, as

was hinted before, the very poſition of the

perſon making the obſervation, is alſo to be

conſidered in many caſes before we come to a

determination. It is very common to ſpeak

of a phmnomenon as being on the right, or

on the left, in the hearens ; but, unleſs you

conſider who it is that ſpeaks, it will be as eaſy

to err as if in the most remote place, although

this regards only the direction 5 for-the right

or left of heaven may ſignify every part of it,

and be expreflive of every point of the come

paſs, according as the perſon changes place

who makes uſe of the word. But there is a

certainty to be obtained in this, by obſerving

what, and who it is that uſes the expreſſion.

Thus, if it be an astronomer ſpeaks, his eye

being always turned to the obſerving stars as

they come to the meridian, he naturally turns.

his face ſouth, and therefore the right, or right

hand part of heaven, is the west; if it be a.

geographer who ſpeaks, we know that he al

ways ſuppoſes the face turned to the north,.

and therefore with him the right, or righthand.

part of heaven, is the east. When we read

the antients, if it be a poet who is delivering

the ſentiments of an augur or ſoothſayer, when

he ſays it thundered to the right, or that bird

liew to the right of heaven, the term right here

means the north, ſor they directed their faces

always toward the west, the place of thoſe

fortu
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fortunate iſlands ſo celebrated in their compo

litions.

Thus we ſee that the place of view, and

the direction of the eye in viewing, are of the

greatest conſequence to be known, in order to

determine, with any degree of candour, or of

certainty, with reſpect to what is delivered to

us on the obſervation oſ others: ſince the lat

ter may lead us to look to a wrong part of the

heavens if we make any error in it, and the
former ſſmake us doubt what we ought to re

ceive upon the firmest credit, merely from .the

diſadvantages under which we make the ob

ſervation.

After thus much with reſpect to the parti

cular places of view, and their conveniences

and inconveniences, it may be proper to re

turn to the general effects ariſing in this reſPect

from, the ſpherical figure of the earth. This very

frequently renders distant objects inviſible to

us, while their distance would not make them

ſo. In open countries, objects, that are very

remote, and yet not too remote for the eye's

diſcerning them, are not viſible from the

ground, but become ſo when the perſon, who

looks for them, aſcends the steeple oſ a church.

When there are in this caſe no intermediate

inequalities of the ſhrface of the earth, there is
ſſ 'nothing to occaſion this advantage of an ele

vated place of view, and diſadvantage of a

lower, but the abſolute convexity of the earth,

which, though it be not a very great thing

within that distance that comes under the

reach ofthe eye, yet it is enough to effect ſuch

an alteration.

But if the obſervers had been inclined to

doubt, that the impediment in this lower

place of view was particular, and not gene

ral, and that it aroſe from ſome partial ele

vation of the ground between, which was only

ſuppoſed to be level, and not from the abſolute

convexity of the ſurface of the earth, he may

 

be ſet right by removing the place of view to

the ſea; for that, as a part of the terraqueous

globe, has the ſame general convexity with,

the land. He will find, that the ſailor upon

the top of the mast ſhall ſee the top of the

mast of another, before he who is upon the

deck has any view ofit. The distance be

tween his eye, and the remote ſhip, and be

tween the ſailor's eye, and that object, is the

ſame : to what then can his not ſeeing it,

and the other ſeeing it distinctly at the ſame

time, be owing, but to the convexity of that

part of the ſurface of the ſea, that is between

the two ſhips, and which is not equal to the

height of the mast from the deck of the ſhip.

There are thoſe ſo unexperienced in the laws

of nature, and the construction of the globe

they inhabit, that it will be hard for them to

conceive a part of the ſea, at a ſmall distance

from them, to be higher than their eye, ſince

they will think it must, if it was ſo, overflow

and drown them; but that the whole body

of the ſea riſes thus in the ſame manner as that

of the earth, and is of the ſame ſpherical figure

on the ſurface, is very certain, and the cauſes

of its not overflowing the land at its edges are

very Well known, and are ſufficiently explained

in their places in this work. But taking this

for granted, (as it is not here a place to prove

it) all is eaſy. Let us, if the two former in

stances be inſufficient, remove the place of

view from the ſhip to the land, but still keep

ing the ſea between the eye and the object,

as the ſwelling, or convexity of that fluid is

the difficulty. Let us ſuppoſe a perſon on the

ſhore looking for a ſhip, which, coming to

ward it from the remoter part of the ſea, if the

ſurface of the ſea were a plane, the body ofthe

ſhip, being the largest part of it, would be ſeen

ſirst, and from the greatest distance, and the

masts would become viſible afterwards as it

came nearer. But this is not the caſe, for al

though
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'though naturally larger objects are viſible at

a greater distance than ſmaller, yet, in this

caſe, the first thing that is ſeen of the ap

proaching ſhip is the top of its mast riſing, as

it were, out of the midst of the water. As

the ſhip continues to advance, this becomes

longer and longer, and, by degrees, ſhewing
itſelf to its bottom, the deck, the ſides, and i

the whole body of the ſhip are ſeen; this must

be the caſe if the ſea be convex on the ſurface,

ſeeing, that, at the first, the ſhip is behind

a part of that convexity, and it must, by de

grees, become viſible as it advanced up it.

This is the caſe z for the bulk, or body of the

ſhip is out of light, while it is yet within a

distance at which it might be ſeen, for the

mast of the ſhip is at the ſame distance, and

is ſeen ; therefore this being the caſe, the ſur

face of the ſea is convex. In the doctrine of

what regards the place of view, this convexity

of the globe has a great part, and conſequently

it becomes neceſſary to establiſh it to the unex

perienced upon the most unexceptionable foun

dation. In fine, whatſoever obſervations are

made, from whatſoever part of the globe of

the earth be they, with reſpect to the heavenly

bodies, or with reſpect to things on earth,

the appearances are all the ſame that they must

be, iſ they were ſeen from a part of a globu

lar ſurfaCe; and, conſequently, we ſhould find

it neceſſary to conclude from this, that the

earth was globular, whether or not there were

any other proof of it.

After thus much, as to the general place of

view, from whence we look upon the heavenly

objects, that is, the general globe of the earth,

and the particular inconveniences, and the

particular advantages, reſpecting particular

places, we may come to the uſual diviſions,

the terms of which occur continually in the

accounts ofobſervations, and are unintelligible,

without ſome previous general-knowiedge. The

VOL. I.

 

man who, unacquainted with the principles of

a ſcience, reads the explication of ſome term of

it, detached and' unconnected with all other

matter, will forget as ſoon as he has read it;

but if ſome general principles are laid down

with it, the ſenſe will be imprinted on his

memory, becauſe the words have been ad

dreſſed, not to the retentive faCulty only, but

to the understanding. a

Astronomers, to define what are the ſeve

ral places of view upon the ſurface of the

earth, concci'e certain imaginary circles to be

deſcribed upon it, and as theſe are only ima

ginary on the earth itſelf, howſoever real ſome

may appear upon the globes, it is eaſy for

them, by continuing the line that deſcribes

them through the air, to make certain correſ

ponding circles in the heavens ; this is one of

the great steps in the ſcience, and, beſide mak

ing them able to aſcertain the place of view,

with all the neceſſary preciſion, it conveys,

without the formal recital ofthe terms, an idea

of its correſpondence, in ſome degree, with

the heavens.

Among theſe there is one, which is. not of

the number of the fixed ones, but changes

with every place of view, or every part of the

globe's ſurface on which the obſerver stands,

and which is one of the most frequently

named, and the most important to be rightly

understood, the horizon; in order to this we are

to understand, that there are two circles, pro

perly ſpeaking, called by this name, but they

are distinguiſhed by added epithets, the one

being called the ſenſible, and the other the ra

tional horizon.

VVhenſoever a perſon stands upon the ſur

face of the earth, a circle being drawn, the

plane of which touches the ſurface of the earth,

in that very ſpot on which his feet stand, and

continued to the heavens; this circle is the

ſcnſxble horizon of that place, and is what is

H h h to
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to be called the ſenſible horizon by that ſpec

tator. Thus, if a man standing upon the flat

ſlonc of a pavement, conceives that stone to

he extended on every part till it reaches to the

starry heavens every way, yet retaining its

statneſs throughout, thatstone, ſo extended, will

be the ſenſible horizon of that obſerver; and

whatſoever stars are above its Verge will, with

reſpect to him, be above the horizon, and

whatſoever stars are below it will be below

the horizon.

The rational horizon is a circle of the ſame

kind, but the plane of which paſſes not

through the ſurface of the earth, at 'the ob

.ſerver's feet, but through the centre of the

earth, parallel to the plane of the other, and

is in the ſame manner with that extended every

Way to the heavens: concerning this they

ſpeak as concerning the other, or without con

fuſion, they may be ſpoken of conjointly. It

might appear from the bigneſs of the earth,

and the quantity of its ſcmidiameter, (for all

that meaſure is the distanCe between the ſen

ſible and the rational horizon of any place of

view) that they must be very remote from one

another in the heavens 5 but it is otherwiſe in

the obſervation. Notwithstanding that the

globe of the earth appears a great thing to us

who inhabit it, it is ſo minute a ſpeck, ſuch

an abſolute point with regard to the univerſe,

that the difference is nothing. In effect, the

rational and ſenſiblc horizon, however remote

the points through which their ſeveral planes

paſs, may be to us who stand upon the earth,

yet although they run parallel all the way,

and are as distant at the heavens, in reality,

as they are here, do, in all reſpects, with re

gard to obſervation, coincide, and become

one line there. The distance of the starry

heaven is ſo great, that the great ſpace be

tween them is quite inſenfible to us, nor can

be diſcovered by any obſervation. It is evi

 

dent from the laws of Optics, that the more

remote theſe parallels run, the leſs and leſs

will become the distance between them, and

that, at a due distance, they will come to

gcther : and it is equally evident, that the

starry heavens are at this, and much more

than this due distance for their coalition 5 for

it is a certainty found by all obſervation, that

the whole earth is a point, and no more, to

the expanſe of the starry heavens. But though

the magnitude of the earth is nothing, with

reſpect to the extent of the heavens, yet to

ourſelves, who inhabit its ſurface, it appears,

as it is, a very conſiderable thing, and by the

interpoſition of but a ſmall part of it, or the

removal of the place of view from one part to

another of its ſurface, hides or diſcovers certain

parts of the heavens, or ſhews them in certain

manners, and isindeed the great thing to be con

ſidered in all our obſervations : for the ſame stars

will appear to riſe and ſet in a very different

manner, and the whole face ofthe heavens will

appear very different to him who views it from

within the polar circle, from what it does to

him who views it from ſome part of the tem

perate zone to the north of the tropic, and yet

very different here from what it does to him

who ſees it from ſomewhere ſouth of the tropic

of Capricorn. The plane of an horizon, or

circle, thus continued from the part of the

earth on which we ſtand to the starry hea

vens, divides the whole heavens into two he

miſpheres, the one of which is in all parts na

turally viſible to us, and the other in all its

parts naturally inviſible. Theſe are the terms

alſo under which they are expreſſed 3 for that

part of the heavens which is hid from us by

the earth's intercepting our view, is distin

guiſhed by the name of the inviſible hemi

ſphere, and that which is above the plane of

the horizon, from its being neceſſarily in our

ſight, is called the viſible hemiſphere. The

terms
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terms 'upper and lOWer are alſo very naturally I

uſed in this ſenſe, that which is beneath the

earth, being naturally called the lower hemi

ſphere, and that which is above the plane the

upper hemiſphere: and, with reſpect to this,

it is very natural alſo to divide the stars into

two parts for any given time, by the limb of

this circle, and ſay, that ſuch and ſuch stars

are above, and ſuch and ſuch stars are below

the horizon. This ſituation of the ſeveral

stars, with reſpect to the horizon, is the most

vague and uncertain imaginable, being rela

tive only to the preſent movement, and to

the exact ſpot on which the perſon stands.

No star is to be ſaid to be abſolutely above, or

below the horizon, ſince, from the revolution

of the earth, the whole multitude of them are,

with' reſpect to the ſame place, continually

removing, and thoſe which were at one hour

below, are, at the next, above the horizon,

and that which reſpect to the places, as the

horizon, is different in every place qf Wit-14',

Thoſe stars which are above the horizon are

below, and thoſe with are below it are above

that in ſome other part of the earth, or from

ſome other point of view, and that at the

ſame moment; ſo that the term above and

below the horizon, when applied to stars, is

to be understood of a certain moment and a

certain place, both abſolutely fixed, or elſe it

can have no meaning.

When a man stands upon an open plain,

and has nothing to intercept the view of the

heavens any way; iſ he casts his eye all round

him, he will ſee the view terminated every

where at an equal distance, by the meeting,

or apparent meeting, of the heaven and earth.

This circle which terminates his view, and is

the place of this meeting of the heavens and

the earth, is his horizon, ifthere were any diſ

ſerence between the ſenſible and the rational

horizon, this would be the ſenſible one, be

 

cauſe it is a circle, the plane of which paſſes

through the part, where his ſect touch the ſur

face of the earth 3 but as there is no difference

in the extent oſ this circle, and that whoſe plane

paſſes through the centre of the earth, where

both reach the heavens, the rational and ſen

ſiblc being then united, what he ſees from

the ſpot where he ſtands is the rational, as

well as the ſenſible horizon, and may, in

ſimple terms, be called the horizon of that

place oſ view. But, iſ there were any distinc

tion, the regard would be required to be had

to the rational, and not to the ſenſible hori

zon; for whenever we meet with the term

horizon in the writings of astronomers, they

intend to be understood as ſpeaking oſ the ra

tional horizon, unleſs they distinguiſh what

they mean by adding the word ſenſible to the

general term.

From the obſervation, that from every ſpot

of the earth, the horizon is a different circle,

and is not the ſame in any two of them, it

. appears, that the earth is round, or ſpherical 5

for it is evident, that the horizon of every

place is different, and it is as evident, that if

the earth were a great plane, the' horizon

from every part of it would be the ſame; and

that, in this reſpect, all places of view would

be alike, whereas it is in this reſpect that they

differ ſo very eſſentially.

It is not only in reſpect of the place of view

that the horizon is a circle of this great con

ſcquence with regard to astronomical obſer

vations: but, as it is a great circle oſ the

ſphere, it must divide the heavens into two

equal parts from its ſituation, and, in conſe

quence oſ that, it must alſo divide into two

equal parts all thoſe great circles of that

ſphere which are interfected by it; this is a

point of great conſequence alſo in the adjust

ing of astronomical obſervations.

H h h 2 VVhere
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Whereſoevcr the perſon stands, who views

all about him this circle of the ſenſible ho

rizion, there will be two poles of it; theſe

are distinguiſhed by peculiar names, that they

may be ſpoken of the more ſamiliarly. They

are ſituated, the one over the perſon's head,

and the other under his feet, and are called

the zenith and the nadir. The zenith is that

above his head, and the nadir that under his

ſect 5 and theſe alſo are aſſistances, and great

ones, in determining what are the places of

view of the ſeveral phoenomena of the hea

vens.

PLANE. An epithet applied to ſurfaces

when they are flat, or neither raiſed into con

vexity, nor depreſſed into concavity. This zſir

fart/Mr explained under _thu term SURFACE.

PLANES. A line falling strait on aplſſane

is ſaid to be perpendicular to it; if it touch it

i in a. point and ſlant, it is called inclining, if

extended equally over it, it is parallel to it.

A point is ſaid to be in a plane produced,

when it is in ſuch a place, that if the plane

were extended, or continued, it would paſs

through it. A point is ſaid to be eleVated

above a plane, when a line, draWn from the

point to the centre of the plane, is either per

pendicular or inclined to the plane. Parallel

planes are like parallel lines, ſuch as, if ex

tended ever ſo far, will always keep at the

ſame distance, and can never meet. The di

stance is meaſured by strait lines, let down

ſrom plane to plane, and the equal length of

theſe lines proves the parallelliſm of the

planes. The two oppoſite ſides of a cube, or

die, are parallel planes. A wall upon a

pavement repreſents an upright plane, stand

ing upon another plane; two ſuch planes are

ſaid to be perpendicular to one another, or to

interſcct each other at right angles. Whm a

 

wall leans it repreſents one plane standing ob-v

liquely upon another; the one is ſaid to in-

cline to the other, and the angle, contained

between the two ſurfaces of the planes which

are nearest to each other, is called the angle

of inclination of that plane. If two planes,

which are not parallel, be extended, they will

intcrſect each other, ſomewhere in a right

line, and this line is called the common ſec

tion of the two planes. The inclination of

two planes to one another is meaſured by an

angle, contained between two right lines,

which are drawn upon the planes perpendi-

cular to their common fection, and which

meet in a point of it. If two planes interſect-

ing one another be imagined to move upon.

their common fection, the wider the planes

are opened aſunder, the greater is the angle of

their inclination, and this will encreaſe till.

they are one perpendicular to the. other.

PLAN-a FlGURE, irregular. A plane figure:

conſisting of various ſides, and various angles,

which are unequal one to the other. Thev

astronomer will often find it neceſſary to de

termine the area of ſuch a figure as this; it.

is to be done by the aſſistance of a diviſion of

its ſurface into triangles 3 theſe triangles must

be formed by drawing lines from one angle to

another. When this is done, the area of

theſe ſeveral triangles is to be found by the.

rules preſcribed under the articleTRlANGLE ;

and, when this is done, theſe ſeveral ſums are.

to be added together, and the product gives

the whole area. On this ſimple principle,

beſide the uſe it is of to the astronomer, de

pends the art of ſurveying.

PLANETS. Although the planets differ'

very widely from the fixed-stars in the nature

of their light, yet they do not differ all equally'

from all the fixed stars, The conſequence of

the
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the stars being bodies luminous in themſelves,

and of the planets, ſhining only with a bor

rowed light, is, that the one are more vivid,

and the other more calm and placid, and

that the eye bears the light of the latter much

better than that of the former, as it bears

with great eaſe to look upon the moon, though

very near, and very bright 5. and cannot bear

at all to look upon the ſun, although very di

stant. But the stars have differences of light

and radiance among one another, and they

have even differences in the colour of their

light. Although this is not ſo obvious as many

other of their characters, it has been distin

guiſhed by ſome of the old obſervers, and the

ſeveral colours noted down by ſome of them.

This alſo is the caſe with reſpect to the planets,

and in a much greater degree, and we can very

eaſily account for it. YVhen we conſider this

variation among the fixed stars, which are in

themſelves luminous bodies, we must refer

the difference of colour to the different nature

of the inflamed materials, and the difference

in brightneſs to the greater degree of purity,

or to their greater or leſſer quantity of ſpots.

We ſee the-ſun's face is ſubject to theſe, and

as the stars are ſuns, they alſo, we need not

doubt, are ſubject to them ; and as theſe are

in greater or leſſer quantity, the ſurface of

the star will be more or leſs bright. With

reſpect to the planets the account is yet eaſier,

we ſee that they are cold and opake bodies,

they reflect the light which they receive from

the ſun, and as they reflect all the rays of that

light, not any particular aſſortment of them,

the colour is white, that being, as we know

by experiment, thc reſult of all the rays re

flected together, all the colours blended in the

reflection of light making white : in this how

ever there is ſome little variation, though all

the planets reflect in general all the rays of

light, yet there are ſome of them which have

 

their ſurfaces ſo formed that they do n'ot'

reflect all with this perfect equality, but one,

ſomewhat more of thoſe of one ſort or colour,

and another, thoſe of ſome other ſort or colour

in the greatest abundance; it is this which

makes them appear to us of different colours,

as they in truth do, though the difference in

all, except Mars, be ſo little, that, in corn

pariſon of their difference of colour from him,

they all appear white.

The colour of Mars is reddiſh, or ruddy,

very plainly, and very strongly ſo, inſomuch

that, by this tinge alone, that planet may be

distinguiſhed from all the stars in heaven.

The light of Jupiter is nearest of all a perfect

aſſemblage of all the rays, and it is therefore

Jupiter appears of a pure unstained and ſilvery

white. Venus, with all her brightneſs, has

not the pure colour of JUpiter, but a curious

eye will, at all times, distinguiſh her to be a

little tinged with yellow, approaching toward

what we expreſs the palest straw colour,.or

what the ladies expreſs in their filks by straw

colour, ſhot with white. Mercury, with all

his brightneſs, has a tinge of blue, but it is

very faint, and leſs perceptible than that of

any other; and Saturn has alſo a dead tinge

of the ſame kind, butin that planet it is mixed

with the yellowiſh, and approaches, though,

in the faintest manner in the world, to what

is called glaucous, or the aqua marine colour.v

Some have ſuppoſed this dead bluiſhneſs of

Saturn to be owing to his immenſe distance -,.

but they err: for Mercury, which is ſo very

near the ſun, abſolutcly has it alſ0.. _

As we find common obſervers quite unap-

priſed of this, we may conceive, that it is, at

the best, faint, and that it requires a very nice

and cloſe inſpection to diſcover it 3 to this we

are to add alſo, that England is not the most

favourable place in the world for the obſerva

tion. The air of Italy is much clearer,- and

13.
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ſuitcd to all nice diſquiſitions, which reſpect

the heavenly bodies much better than that of

England. VV'e find by the obſervations of

the planet Venus, made in Italy by Caſſini,

and in vain attempted by his ſon at Paris,

when his diſpute with Bianchini made it ne

ceſſary, as far as might be, to repeat them,

that, everi that country, more favourable by far

than this is, yet leſs ſo than Italy; and we

are not to wonder, that to the naked eye alſo,

that air is more favourable for obſervations.

It is from the Chaldteans that we have the first

hint as to this difference of colour in the

planets, and we must be ſenſible that it will

be leſs ſeen here.
As the Italians Were the first among the mo- i

derns who obſerved the different colours of

Mercury and Venus, the Chaldaeans were, as

far as we know, the first who obſerved that

there was this difference in the hue of the fixed

It is not a wonder that they were hap

picr than all other people in theſe obſervations.

. They were ſituated in an open country, and

had a very clear air, and they were bred, from

generation to generation, astronomers, if ſuch

obſervations, as we find recorded of them,

give a title to that name. They connected

together the ſciences of astronomy, ſuch as it

then was, and of judicial astrology,- They

pretended to tell events by the stars, and not

only preſaged, (as they would have it believed)

eclipſes, but earthquakes. They had acon

tinual recourſe to the stars on all occaſions,

and, as they had ſuch opportunities of viewing

them, it is not a wonder they made out all

their minutest differences. They ſuppoſed the

differences of colour were owing to peculiar

Commixtions of elements aſcending from the

earth to the star, and that thoſe elements were

peculiarly affected by the star on all occaſions,

and hence they preſaged events from the pre

ſiding power of ſuch and ſuch stars. In this

stars.

 We find, by their own accounts, they were di

rected principally by the difference of their
colours. ſi

Thoſe, who have given into the follies of

judicial astrology, have borrowed many of their

opinions from the old Chaldzcans, for errors

and follies have been tranſmitted down from

age to age, and often by thoſe who ſcarce un

derstood the words in which they delivered

them. We find the astrological writers of

later times arranging the fixed stars into certain

ſeries, of which we haVe little idea, calling

ſome of the nature of Mars, others of the na

ture of Venus, others of Jupiter, and others of

Mars and Mercury. They preſage from the

influence of theſe as they would do from that

of the planets, to which they are, as they ſay,

allied; and this alliance, whether they know

it or not, (for poffibly the most of them take it

only by hearſay) is founded on the different

colours of the ſeveral fixed stars, obſerved first,

and that with the ſame intent, by the Chaldzr

ans. Thus thoſe stars, which have a reddiſh

cast, are ſaid to be of the nature of Mars;

thoſe, which have a tinge of yellowiſh, of the

nature of Venus; thoſe, which are bluiſh, of

the ſame with Saturn; and thoſe, whoſe light

is quite pure, to be of the nature of Jupiter.

All this requires an eye of diſcernment, and a

great deal of attention. When it is diſcovered,

it will be found very faint, but very different in

its nature in the fixed stars and planets; the

colour of the fixed stars being like thoſe

thrown out in radiation from a diamond, or as

if only tranſitory and accidental; thoſe upon

the planets, like the tincts upon a stained

cloth, permanent and steady, but very light,

and eaſily overlookcd.

The antients worſhipped the planets among

the rest of the host of heaven. This ſpecies

of idolatry was called Zecliciſm, and was,

doubtleſs, the earlicst in the world. The ſe

veral
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veral planets, as alſo the ſun, moon, and stars,

were understood to be either in themſelves of

a divine nature, or the habitations of ſome

deities. The planets were the first of the hea

venly bodies honoured with this adoration;

they were found to move, and that with a per

fect regularity, in the wide ſpace of the hea

vens 5 and it was not eaſy for thoſe, who were

unacquainted with all the laws of the univerſe,

to conceive how this could be, otherwiſe than

by their having a ſuperior Being, which guided

and directed them. Some ſuppoſed that they

were themſelves a kind of animals poſſeſſed of

a living ſoul, and moving at their own plea

ſure; and others, that the ſupreme Being had

lodged in each of them a portion of his own

eſſence. From this they were ſuppoſed to in

fluence, and in ſome degree fuperintend, the

affairs of mankind, and it was not strange,

that, under this perſuaſion, men (hold worſhip

them. The Egyptians were devoted to this

ſnperstition, and their Iſis and Oſiris were no

other than the moon and the ſun adored under

a variety of forms; Oſiris was the ſun, and a

male deity; Iſis the moon, and a female; but

in this they Were not fixed, for they ſometimes

make their Iſis male. In this they still

mean the moon, only conſidered in differ

ent capacities.

PLEIADES. The Greeks, who will father

ſome part of their fable upon all the constella

tions, may very well be expected to have

adapted ſome story of it to this cluster of stars

which was no constellation originally, but was

only honoured with a name by themſelves.

They tell us that theſe Pleiades were originally

ſeverfDodanian nymphs, who had ſerved in the

office of nurſes to Bacchus 3 they give us their

names Ambroſia, Eudora, Pheſyle, Coronis,

Polyxo, Pharo, and Thycrce. Theſe, they

tell us, were all baniſhed by Lycurgus, and

 
that they all fled, except Ambroſia, to Tethys,

or, as others ſay, to Thebes, where they

delivered up their charge to Juno, and that, for

their ſervices, they were afterwards taken up

into the heavens, and each converted into a

star, where they still ſhine. They were called

Pleiads, we are told, becauſe they were the

daughters of Atlas and Pleione, one of the

daughters of Oceanus. They ſay that this

nymph bore to him fifteen daughters, of whom

theſe ſeven had this title from their mother;

and five others, on account of their love to

their brother Hyas, were called Hyades.

The Pleiades are of the number of thoſe

stars particulariſed in the ſcriptures, and they

are ſo few which are ſo, that it would be un

pardonable not to enquire into the real history

of them. The thought may ſeem needleſs to

thoſe who are content with the words of the

bible, as they find them in the Engliſh verſion,

nay, it were not going ſo far to ſay, that, if the

Septuagint could be depended upon, there

would be no room for farther diſquiſition, nor

occaſion for enquiry; but that is not the caſe.

The word Pleiades stands very fair in the ſeve

ral parts of the book of Job, and, where the

constellation Orion is named, is always in

company with it; and in Amos, where the ſame

Orion is mentioned, the other constellation,

which is named with it, is.called the Seven;

Stars, which we very well know to be another

name of the Pleiades. Thus stands it in the

Greek, the Latin, and the Engliſh bibles 5,

but the question is, YVhat is the caſe in the.

Hebrew ?

The words,which are rendered by theſe con-

stellations, are, in the original, Chimah andv

Chcſil; but upon what authority are they thus

rendered ? The best we can give_is that of the

Scptuagint verſion, and there is much uncer

tainty with reſpect to the aſſurance we would

allot from that; In the first place, the credit of

that:
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that Veſiorn depends uponitshavingbecn madeby

the concurrent opinion of thoſe ſeventy learned

and wiſe men whom Ptolemy engaged in the

undertaking 5 but if we look into the best au

uthorities, perhaps we ſhall find reaſon to queſ

tion whether they tranſlated the whole bible

or not; if they tranſlated only a part of it,

that part was the 'beginning only, the books of

hides, and, if ſo, they have no ſhare in ren

dering theſe words in the Hebrew by the names

of theſe constellations,-for they are not named

in the books of Moſes, nor could be, forit is

not to be imagined that writer could ſpeak of

any constellations at all, ſince it is not to be

imagined that there were any constellations

formed in histime.

If this ,be allowed, .weſhall not well know

on whoſe authority we build the opinion that

the Pleiades are named in ſcripture, for it ison

that of the tranſlators of thoſe books only, and

if they were not thoſe whom we understand by

the Septuagint authors, we know not who

they were. That the Hebrew, in the places

where we hear of the Pleiades and Seven Stars,

uſes a word that ſignifies ſome constellation is

beyond doubt, but the question is, whether

that word meant what we understand by the

Pleiades. Thoſe, who ſuppoſe the book of

Job to have been written by Moſes, will be

ready to object to the obſervation just made,

that Moſes could not name any constellations,

but theſe are but ſlightly acquainted with the

history of the ſeveral parts of the Old Testa

ment; far from having them ſo old as the

_ time of Moſes, the book of Job was doubtleſs

written in the time of the captivity of the Jews,

that is between ſivc and ſix hundred years be

fore Christ 3 and as we know that constella

tions were, before that time, figured among

the Egyptians, and indeed about, or not long

after, that time, introduced by them among

.the Greeks from the labours of thoſe who tra

 
vclled from that country into Egypt to im

prove their knowledge, there is nothing won

derful in finding them mentioned in this book.

The other parts of the ſacred writings in which

they are named, that is, in which any of the

constellations are named, are the prophecies

of Amos and Iſaiah, and theſe we know, far

from being of the early period of the b00ks of

Moſes, are not more than between ſeven and

eight hundred years earlier than the Christian

atra; theſe prophets having been Cotemporaries,

or very nearly ſo, and both, according to their

own accounts, having prophecied in the reign

of Uzziah, who began his reign in the year

3899 of the Julian period, and died 3950.

Theſe were therefore writers who might very

well mention constellations, though we know

not how to imagine Moſes could do ſo, and

they were the most likely to name thoſe

which were then most known and most in

uſe. It was a very early period in astronomy,

and although we imagine ſome constellations

to have been formed, we do not imagine all to

have been ſo, not the ſeventy that are now in

uſe, for many of theſe are very modern; not

the forty-eight old ones named by Ptolemy,

for they were formed but by degrees, and

brought in the ſame manner by degrees into

Greece, the most uſeful first, and afterwards

thoſe of curioſity. The most uſeful are only

four or five, that is, the most immediately

uſeful, and thoſe which huſbandmen and ſailors

had recourſe to; and theſe Were doubtleſs the

first formed, and the most generally known.

Poſſibly the writers of this part of the ſcriptures

lived at a time when but a few more than theſe,

(poffibly when no more than theſe) were

known: if ſo, theſe were the only ones they

could mention, or, if it were otherwiſe, when

they had the whole heavens to chuſe out of, and

there were ſo many constellations before them,

in ſpeaking of the greatneſs and goodneſs of the

Deity
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Deity, they would naturally ſelcct, to illustrate

thoſe attributes, ſuch of the constellations as

were most conſiderable, most known, and of

most uſe to mankind.

Theſe are reaſons why four or five constel

lations only ſhould be named in the writings

of the Old Testament, and we find no more

are ſo.l As to the crooked Serpent mentioned

in the book of Job, notwithſhmding the strange

'blindneſs and perverſeneſs of thoſe commenta

tors who have ſuppoſed the zodiac and the

Milky Way intended by the name, the very

epithet tortuous, for that is the strict ſenſe of

the Hebrew, and it is ſo tranſlated by many,

ſhews that it could mean only the constellation

Draco near the north pole; the Lucidus An

guis of the Latin poets ; and a conſtellation to

which the ſailors and the huſbandmen of the

times had regard. As to the others, the tran

flators of this part of the Hebrew bible, who

ever they were, ſaw only ſuch a number men

tioned in thoſe early writings, and, not un

derstanding what was meant by the names,

(for this is not too much to ſay, even if we

allow the authors of the Septuagint to have

tranſlated thoſe books) they had recourſe to the

early Greek writers. They found theſe, in

the ſame manner, mentioning only four or five

constellations, and thoſe the uſeful ones; they

ſeem to have taken, for want of a more perfect

knowledge, theſe upon trust, as the ſame with

thoſe four or five of the ſeriptures, and to have

put their names where they found thoſe which

they did not underſtand in the Hebrew. The

questionwas,ſuppofing thoſe four orfive constel

lations, mentioned by Homer and Heſrod, and

the rest of the old Greeks, to be the ſame with

thoſe named in the ſacred writings, which

names in the Greek anſwered to which in

the Hebrew. This alſo was conjecture; but

they found among the Hebrew two always

mentioned together under the names of Chi

VOL. I.

 

mah and Cheſil; and in the ſame/mahnerthey

found among the Greeks two alſo frequently

accompanying one another 5 theſe were the

Pleiades and Orion ; they therefore put theſe

in all places for the Chimah and Cheſil of the

Hebrew text, and thus far they happened to

be right, that one of theſe two names did belong

to one of theſe constellations ; but, acting only

on conjecture, they gave it to the wrong of the

two. They have always rendered Cheſil by

Orion, and for Chimah they have given the

word Pleiades 3 thus, they ſay, " Canst thou

5' bind the ſweet influence of the Pleiades, or

ſ' looſe the bands of Orion i" In this part of

the original it is Chimah, whom Job is aſked

if he can bind, and Chefil if he can loofe, and

it is Chimah, and not Cheſtl, that is the name

of Orion ; ſo 'that it ſhould be, '5 Canst thou

5' bind the ſweet influence of Orion, or looſe

" the bands of Cheſil .P" Whether this be the

Pleiades or not, is the buſi'neſs of the preſent

enquiry.

It has been already obſerved, that there is

great doubt whether the book of Job, and

thoſe of Amos and Iſaiah, (in which three

books alone this constellation Cheſil, which is
rendered byſſthe word Pleiades, or the Seven

Stars, is mentioned) were tranſlated by the ſe

venty men of learning, employed by Ptolemy

to tranſlate the law. Probably they were not, for

we find the books of Geneſis, Exodus, and

the following, very well tranſlated, and theſe

much worſe. There are many errors in Amos,

more in Iſaiah, and, in regard to the book of

Job, the very meaning is ſo often mistaken,

that no man can judge of it that does not read

it in the original.

But ſuppoſing that theſe Were tranſlated by

the authors of the Septuagint, what reaſon can
we have to place an ahſolute dependance upon i

the rendering of theſe names of the constella

lations? The Jews were far from a learned,

I i i * or
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or a wiſe people, ignorance and obstinacy

make their character. They neVer paid any

reſpect to the ſciences, even in their most flou

riſhing state. We have little reaſon to ſup

poſe thcy regarded them, when they were the

ſlaves of another monarchy. They had enough

to do to keep on terms with their masters, and

theſe very masters were, for a great while, in

ſſ no condition to study the ſciences themſelves ;

much leſs is it likely that a people, who were

captives among them, ſhould. When govern

ments are fluctuating, and states in danger

of revolutions, arms, and not arts, are the

study of the people. It would have been in

ſolence in their ſlaves to have studied the arts

of peace, while they were enduring all the ha

vock of War : and there was yet another reaſon,

for, having themſelves a ſaith in astrolog ,

they would have ſuppoſed theſe people conſult

ing the stars not out of a view to knowledge,

but curioſity, to pry into futurity z and would

- have reſented the reſearches as ſo many inſults

on their diviſions, and examinations into the

time of their ruin. Theſe reaſons, the natural

dulneſs, and incurioſity of the Jews, and their

fear of offending thoſe, to whom they were ac

countable for all their actions, and who, being

themſelves in a tickliſh ſituation, would be

ready to quarrel upon little occaſions, must be

ſuppoſed to have prevented all the improve

- ment of astronomy among the Hebrews during

their captivity ; and, after their restoration,

they were no more at peace than they were

during that period. They had not been at li

berty, even if they had had inclination to it,

to purſue the study of the ſciences 3 they were

continually at war with one or other enemy,

and no way ſucceſsful in their enterprizes. We

find; even in their most quiet times ſucceeding

this, no notice of their studying the ſciences.

Seminaries of learning were ſcarce heard of

among them, and where any thing, that had

 
the face of erudition, was encouraged, neither

history, nor philoſophy, nor the ſciences

were conſidered 3 but all that was the ſubject

of their diſquiſitions, was the ſenſe of ſome ob

ſolete term in their books of the law, or the

meaning of ſome word concealed in its constr

tuent letters. Their language was, at this

time, no longer in its purity, it was become a

lingua franca, a mixture of twenty tongues,

from the ſeveral people among whom they had

lived; and it was not wonderful that diſputes

ſhould ariſe about the meaning of certain terms

of thoſe writings, which contained their pre

cepts and instructions, delivered in their lan

guage, as it was written at the time of the

greatest purity it had ever known.

If we ſee the Jews in this light, and this is;

the exact and true light in which we are to ſee

them, we ſhall not be inclined to pay the

greatest veneration to their knowledge in the

ſciences, nor ſhall we wonder that thoſe, whom'

Ptolemy employed to tranſlate the bible, even

ſuppoſing that they did tranſlate this part of it,

might mistake in rendering the names of con

stellations. Whoſoever theywere that tranſlated

Amos, Iſaiah, and Job, whether theſe ſeventy

or others, we have not the leaſt ground to ſup

poſe that they knew any thing of the eastem

astronomy, and it appears, by the tranſ

lations of theſe ſeveral paſſages, that they did

not understand it. It is plain, from a- thou

ſand proofs, that they acted by mere gueſs

when they rendered Chimah and Cheſil by the

Pleiades and Orion, and that they gave the

name to that which was one of them, although

they uſed it in the verſion, they applied it to

the other. The very meaning of the word

Chimah might have led them thus far, it ſig

nifies a giant, and Orion, that great figure in

the heavens, has been call Al Gabbar by the

Arabians, the interpretation of which is alſo a

giant, and ſome have called it Gigas in Latin.

Upon
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Upon the principles of this preliminary exa

mination (and leſs than this would not have

furniſhed ſufficient) let us enquire then what

is meant by the word which has been rendered

the Pleiades and the Seven Stars, and joined

with the name of Orion in theſe ſeveral places.

In order to this, let us first examine the paſ

ſages themſelves, and the intent of the writers in

them, ſeverally. The author of the book of

Job, when he deſigns to deſcribe the'majesty

and power of God, looks up to the heavens,

and, calling in the conſtellations, their

great furniture, and ornament, ſpeaks of

him who made Arcturus, and Orion, and the

Pleiades, and the chambers of the ſouth. In

another part of the ſame allegorical work, the

Creator of the univerſe is introduced himſelf

ſpeaking, in the ſame reſpect, of theſe vast

orbs, which ſhine in the expanſe of the ſkies :

he calls upon man, who ſuppoſes himſelf of

ſome conſideration, and aſks, whether he can

do any of thoſe things which his hand is eter

nally regulating. " Canst thou bind, ſays he,

" the ſweet influence of Orion, (for that, as

already obſerved, is the true tranſlation) 4' or

- " looſe the hands of the constellation Cheſ ")
A for this, though called the Pleiades in the tranſ

lations, it may not be warrantable to call by

that name here. '_

Before the author of the book of Job, who

ſoever that was, we find the prophet Amos,

for he lived undoubtedly ſome centuries before

that writer, mentioning the ſame conſtella

tions, and in the ſame order, and under the

ſame names. When he urges the Jews to repent

and turn themſelves to their God, he does it

on the great argument of the power and great

neſs of that Being ; and when he would expreſs

that greatneſs, he has recourſe to the ſame ob

jects by which to point it out to them. ſ' Seek

" him who made Cheſil and Orion, (the Se

ven Stars and Orion is. the Engliſh verſion)

 
'4 and turneth , the ſhadow of death into

" morning."

If we content ourſelves with referring to the

Engliſh bible, we ſhall find no more mention

of this conſtellation : but, if we have recourſe

to the Hebrew, We ſhall find that the word,

which they have tranſlated Cheſil, occurs-in

Iſaiah, although it is not rendered the Pleiades,

but, by a general term, wyle/lations. The

reaſon is alſo obvious, for the word, although

ſingular in both places of Job and in Amos, is

plural in Iſaiah; not Cheſil, but Cheſilim.

They, who had tranſlated it the Pleiades,

knowing that there could not be two consteL

lations of that name, knew not what to do

with the word, when they found it in the plural

number, but rendered constellations without

any peculiar appropriation. The prophet is'

denouncing the vengeance of God againſt

Babylon, and threatning it with ahſolute de

struction ; and to denote his wrath in this

place, as the others, to ſignify his greatneſs

and power in the former, he has recourſe alſo

to the conſtellations which decorate the hea

vens. Behold the day of the Lard cometh, cruel

hath with wrath andſierte anger, to lay the [and

ahſolute. For the-star: of heaven, and the Cheſilim

thereof, ſhall not give their light. Theſun ſhall he

day-heried at his goingforth, and the moon ſhall not

caust her light to ſhine. Ihave obſerved, that the

word Cheſilim is rendered, in this place, con

stellations, and that from the perplexityof meet

ingwithwhat theyhad rendered in other places.

by the name of a ſingle conſtellation now in

the plural number. This might, indeed, well

puzzle men who acted only on principles of

conjecture, but perhaps the very occaſion of

their difficulty may be that which will princi

pally clear up the matter, when we ſet out on

the right foundation. '

There have not been wanting commentators

upon theſe books oſ the holy ſcriptures of that

I i i 2 ' nation,
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nation, who had most right to judge of the lan

guage and the meaning of the words; but, if

we examine what theſe laborious triflers have

i leſt us, we ſhall only find conviction of

what has been already advanced, that, of all

people oſ the earth,'the Jews knew least of

the ſciences; and were, by no means, either in

their darker, or more enlightened periods, to

be ſuppoſed judges of the astronomy of the early

times, or able to determine what constellation

was meant by any name oſ one that is found

in the ſacred writings of their nation.

It has been already obſerved how they erred

with reſpect to Chimah, which, being the real

name of Orion, they tranſlated by the Pleiades ;

and though we have allowed them, that one

oſ theſe conſtellations was deſigned by one of

the two names, yet, after ſuch a mistake in the

application, we can, by no means, allow that

their ſaying the other oſ the two belonged to

the other constellation, is to be ſuppoſed oſ any

weight, or authority toward proving it. The

tranſlators, we plainly ſee, knew nothing what

the Word Cheſil meant, although they have

tranſlated it Orion, and Chimah Pleiades, in

twa places, and the Seven Stars, which is an

other name, in a third; for they have made

the ſame word indeterminately ſignify the 'con

stellations in general in another: and we ſhall

find the commentators of the ſame nation, in

stead of attempting to diſcover their error, or

to ſupport the truth oſ their expoſition, taking

it for granted that they are right, and talking

upon that which they allow to be right in ſuch

a manner, as to convince the world that they

knew nothing of the matter: or, iſ they broach

other opinions, yet as far from truth in one as

in the other.

Chimah haſis already been explained, it re

mains to ſee what they ſay of Cheſil. Among

thoſewho establiſh other Opinionsdifferent from

thoſe oſ the tranſlators, and will not have

 

Cheſil to be Orion as they make it; ſome

make it a ſouthern constellation, and others

ſuppoſe it to be only a ſingle star, the ſame

with the Sohail, a bright and beautiful star in

the constellation Argo, or Navis, called by

ſome Canopus. Others bring it back to the

northern hemiſphere, and will have it to be a,

ſingle star in one or other of the constellations

there : but they are still puzzled to know what

Iſaiah means, who threatens the darkening of

it, and ſpeaks of it in the plural number. Some

of them even ſuppoſed it to be Aldebaran, or

the star in the Bull's eye 5 others, that in the

Spica Virginis; others, Sirius z and again,

others, that in the constellation Scorpio, called

Cor Scorpionis, or the Seorpion's Heart. In

ſhort, ſuppoſing that Cheſil must mean ſome

conſpicuous star, theſe have gueſſed, one

after another, at almost all the stars of the firſt

magnitude in either horizon 3 and the others,

when they have allowed Orion to be meant by

it, have ſpoken of Orion as ſituated ſometimes

in one, and ſometimes in another part oſ the

heavens; and when they have readily agreed

to Chimah's meaning the Pleiades, have talked

of them alſo under the name oſ the Seven

Stars, and have ſhewed that they knew not

what even the Seven Stars meant, but have

placed them ſometimes in the constellation

Taurus,and ſometimes near the north pole, un

derstanding ſometimes the Pleiades, and ſome

times the Septemtn'ones.

As We find that no dependance is to be laid

upon the tranſlators, nor any light to be ob

tained ſrom thoſe who have attempted to com

ment upon the paſſages where theſe are

mentioned; let us conſider what may be

done by an attention to the paſſages them

ſelves. It often falls out thus, that, where no

other means are oſ uſe, an author exPlains

himſelf; and we are the more fortunate in this

reſpect, as it is not only in one part of the

ſcriptures,
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ſcriptures, or in one book of them, that

'the two constellations, Orion and the Pleia*

des, or the Chimah and Cheſil, of the He

brew, are mentioned, but in different places,

and by different writers ; by Amos, by Iſaiah,

and by the author, whoſoever that was, of

the book of Job. Let us conſider the

ſeveral circumstances under which the word

Cheſtl is mentioned, and ſee whether they

will make it ſeem to agree either with the

Pleiades or Orion, for, iſ it would do ſor either,

we would forgive the miſ-'placing of the

words. '

Amos, when he would expreſs the greatneſs

of the Deity by the works oſ his hands, calls

in, upon that occaſion, the names oſ two

constellations, and names the God oſ heaven

and earth as him who made Chimah and

Chefil. Doubtleſs, he has named, on this

occaſion, two which were very conſiderable,

ſince he had more to chuſe out of, and he ſe

lected theſe.

Iſaiah, when he denounces the vengeance of

God againſt a ſinful people, ſays, as a part of

their puniſhment, that the Cheſils ſhall not

ſhine. It appeared, by the first quotation,

that Cheſil was a constellation oſ vast conſe

quence, and this confirms it, ſince it would

neither have become one oſ theſe writers

to name the making a conſtellation which

Was of little importance, as one oſ the great

works of the Almighty, nor the other to have

threatened a people with the taking away the

light oſ a constellation as a puniſhment, un

leſs it were a very conſiderable and important

one. We find by both, therefore, that Cheſil

was a constellation oſ great conſideration;

and we find by the latter, that it was not one,

but two, or that there were two constellations,

both oſ the ſame name, and both of this im

portance.

In the first place, in the book of Job, where

 
they are mentioned, they are named as in

stances of the power and goodneſs of God in

their ſormation; and thus the opinion of

Amos and Iſaiah, as to Cheſil being a constel

lation of importance, is confirmed z the words

are, Who made Aiſh, Cheſil, and Chimah i

that is, as it is tranſlated, Arcturus, Orion,

and the Pleiades.

But the laſt place in Job is more particular;

the words are, " Canſl: thou bind the ſweet

" influence of Chimah, or looſe the bands of

" Cheſil." This implies ſomething in the

form or figure oſ the constellation, or constel

lations, Cheſil, to which the word untie could

have reference. Let us ſum up the whole to.
gether. r

Cheſil appears to be a constellation of vast

importance to mankind, it appears to be one

which is not ſingle, but which has another oſ

the ſame name with it, and it appears to be one

which has ſomething about it that may be ex

preſſed by the words cords, or hands, and tying.

The firſt article, its importance, will turn

our eyes directly towards the north pole, the

ſtars about which were of the moſt immediate

uſe to mankind, as they were thoſe by which

people directed themſelves in ſailing, and not.

only in that, but in travelling over the great

deſerts of Arabia, and other countries where

there were no marks to direct them in the

way. This all the old writers tell us, and

this places the stars about the north pole as.

thoſe which were most important to mankind -,

they were the moſt likely to be first formed.

into constellations becauſe of their utility, and

thoſe constellations were what would be moſt

probably referred to, ſor the ſame reaſon, by

thoſc who mentioned any of them at all, as,

instances of the power and goodneſs of God.

We are thus referred, by the first conſidera

tion, to the stars about the north polc, and

then, in conſequence of the ſecond, the plural.

uſe
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uſe of the word, we are to ſeek for two con

ſiellations of the ſame denomination. There

are two ready, the Greater and the Leſſer

Bear, and theſe are alſo ſuitable in the other

reſpect, inſomuch as they are, and always

were, esteemed of the most importance'in'thc

heavens: and the taking away their light, or

the making them ceaſe to ſhine, must have

been of the greatest ill conſequence to a trading

pc0p1e.

The third article remains. Theſe constella

tions must be two, and they must be conſi

derable, 'the two Bears are ſo. But they

must be al-ſo ſuch as in their figures have ſome

reference to cords, or tying, or might justify

the 'uſe of ſuch words in ſpeaking of them.

Now -we are to allow, that a bear has no

more tovdo with cords than the lion, or any

other of the .wild beasts there; but although

she Bear has not, the constellations, under

another name, have 3' for theſe two constel

lations were formed long before the name of

two Bears was given to them, and even, in

that-time, they were both called by the ſame

name, as we find from all antiquity.

We call them at this time the Waggons,

as well as the Bears 5 and we ſhall find upon

enquiry, that all our denominations of the

constellations, and the terms which we uſe in

expreſſmg the ſeveral heavenly bodies, have

an earlier origin than we might imagine. The

-Greeks were acquainted with theſe constella

tions before they called them by the names of

Bears, or added to the history ofthe greater the

fable of Calisto. .If we look into the oldest of

their writings we ſhall find Amaxas, and not

the word which ſignifies a bear, applied to

them. Amaxas is the term by which they

expreſs a wheel-carriage, a chariot, coach,

or waggon. This wasthe earliest nameof the

twa constellations : it-was by this name they

called them when they had first received the

 

knowledge of them from the Egyptians, and

it was most probable therefore, that this was

a tranſlation of the Egyptian name.

If we were before convinced, that the Bears

anſwered very well to the Cheſil, or Cheſilim,

in their being of importance, and in their be

ing two of the ſame name, we ſhall now find,

that they agree alſo in the appropriation of

the terms, tying and Iooſing, and bands or cords;

for if we understand each of theſe constella

tions as the Greeks themſelves under this name

deſigned it, as repreſented under the figure of

a waggon, drawn by a tcam of horſes, we ſhall

eaſily ſee, that looſing the bands was appli

cable to the harneſs of thoſe creatures, and

that it might be eaſily uſed in a ſigurative

ſenſe, in ſpeaking of the constellation. .

Thus, instead of understanding by Cheſil,

or Cheſilim, either Orion, or the Pleiades,

,we find, that there are two constellations

in the heavens, which, in importance, qua

lity, and figure, do perfectly agree with all

that is ſaid in the different parts of the ſcrin

ture of Cheſil and Cheſilim, and that no

other but theſe two constellations can be made

to agree with thoſe terms in which they are

ſpoken of 3 theſe must therefore be they, and

no other can be ſo. This invalidating

the tranſlation, but it is warrantable, and it is

neceſſary. We ſhall find thus, instead of Orion

and the Pleiades, Orion and the Great Bear,

understood by Orion and Cheſil ; and we

ſhall find, instead of the indeterminate tran

ſlation of the conſtellations, the two Bears to

be meant in the threatning of Iſaiah. It is in

deed natural to ſuppoſe, that an aſſemblage of

stars, ſo much reſpected, and ſo early in uſe

as the Pleiades, ſhould be named in the ſcrip

tures, among thoſe which are ſpoken of, and

we ſhall find it ſo. We ſhall find, that what

is tranſlated in one of theſe paſſages, Arcturus,

means the Pleiades. Who makes the Arcturus',

Orion
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Orion and the Pleiades, is in the original, who

maketh Aiſh, Chimah and Cheſil z and the

true interpretation is, who maketh the Pleiades,

Orion and the Bear; for by Aiſh the Chal

dzans expreſſed the Pleiades, which they had

formed into a constellation, notwithstanding

that they were already a part of another con

stellation, and given to them the ſhape of a

moth, the word Aiſh ſignifying a moth in

that language. This is what our astrologers

mean by the constellation Phalzena.

Pleiades is alſo a name given by the Greeks

to a cluster of ſmall stars in the neck of the

constellation Taurus; they were ſuppoſed to

ſhed a benign and kindly influence. See

TAURUS.

POINT. Astronomy borrows this term

from 'the mathematician, to expreſs the place

or ſpot from which, or to which a line, or

ſurface, or any other degree, or ſpecies of

quantity, is extended. It is customary to ex

preſs the point by a ſmall dot, made with a

pen upon paper, but this does not properly

convey the idea of the mathematician. He in

intends the point to have no extenſion at all,

either in length, breadth, or thickneſs z. but

this dot, by which it is expreſſed, has both,

length and breadth, and it is therefore not a

point, but a ſurface. It hocher is the only

manner in which we can 'convey to the eye

any idea of what is meant by the term, and

to do this the most properly, is to make the

dot the ſmallcst poſſible.

The point is in reality an object of the un

derstanding, not of the ſenſes, and to under

stand properly what it is when we look-upon

the dot, made by the pen upon the paper, we

are to take away every thing from it but place.

VVhatſoever is the object of the eye must be

material, and whatſoever is material is divi

fible. Any thing therefore that can be the

 

object of the ſight, cannot expreſs what' is

meant by mathematicians and astronomers by'

the point 5 ſince the latter take the term from

the former, and they 'define a point to be

without extenſion, without parts, and not di

viſible. ' This, though it cannot be expreſſed

to the eye any more than a line, which, as

it means length without breadth, cannot be

come an object of the ſenſes, becauſe in what

ſoever form we would deſcribe it, ſome breadth

is neceſſary to render it viſible ; yet both this,

and the line, may be conceived by the mind,
as mathematicians define them ſi: ſince we can,

in the reflection, ſet aſide that breadth, which,

in order to render them viſible, converts them

into ſurfaces. Thus, if I conceive a strait

line drawn from the centre of a piece of paper,

each way to ſome distance, but not- teaching

to the verge of the paper, there is a place at

which each end ofthe line stops. To deſcribe it,

1 ſhall call theſe two places on the paper, the

two points,which terminate the line, and, in

this ſenſe, I conceive them, and I uſe the

term to expreſs them exactly as the mathema

ticians mean. By the word point here, I

only mean place, deſigned by an idea of fix

ture, but I do not Cloath that idea with a viſible

form, becauſe, if I did, I ſhould give it ex

tent, and it would then ceaſe to be a point,

becoming a ſuperſicies. It is with this term

point, as with that of line, what. is meant by

it is not an object of the ſenſes, or even of

the imagination, for that would give them.

ſigurc, and, as there can be no figure without.

breadth, would turn them both from their

proper nature into ſurfaces ; but they arc ob

jects of the understanding only, and they are

formed by abstracting from the repreſentation

thoſe parts which fall under the cognizance of

the ſenſes. *

The relation of a point to a plane, ſee under

the article PLANE,

Pomr,
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Form', angular. This is a term by which

mathematicians expreſs that point, a t whic

the two lines join, or touch one another,

whoſe opening forms an angle. See ANGLE.

POLAR CIRCLES. Thoſe parallels, or

parallel circles, which the stars ſeem to de

ſcribe about the pole in their diurnal revolu

tion, which are at twenty-three degrees, and

twenty-nine minutes distance from the pole.

See tbt article CIRCLES qf tbe Spbere.

POLE, its height. The height, or, as it

is often called, the elevation of the pole for

any particular place, is eaſily to be taken by

means of an instrument fixed in the plane of

the meridian. It may be done by a ſingle

obſervation either; the declination of the

star being known, and its distance from the

pole added to its least, or ſubstracted from its

greatest height, the star being in the arctic

circle of the place; or by two obſervations,

one of its greatest, and the other of its least

height, the middle betWeen which two is the

elevation of the pole in that place. To de

cribe this more particularly :

If , the latter method be choſen, and the

height of the pole is to be determined by two

obſervations, ſome star is to be choſen for the

obſervation, which is in the arctic circle of

that place, and, conſequently, never ſets.

This star is to be obſerved in two points of

its courſe, an instrument, for that purpoſe, be

ing fixed in the plane of the meridian. One of

theſe points is to be, when it comes to the

meridian, the moment of this obſervation,

which is known to be, when it comes with

its centre acroſs the vertical hair, that is

drawn over the eye-glaſs of the teleſcope, is

the time when it is at its greatest height; this

height isto be marked down, and it is then

to be watched at the place of its least height,

 

which is the lowest point of its apparent mo

tion, or, as it is truly called, with reſpect to

theſe stars which are within the arctic circle,

its oppoſite meridian : for, in reſpect of theſe,

the whole parallel, in which they move, be

ing above the horizon, the oppoſite meridian

is to be ſeen, although, in reſpect to all

others, it is hid behind the earth. This point

of the oppoſite meridian is that of the least
height of the star; itsſiheight here is alſo to

be marked down, and this, and the greatest be

ing compared, the middle between them is

the elevation of the pole in that place.

If the other method be preferred, the first

thing to be done, after fixing upon a proper

star for the obſervation, the declination of

that star is to be known; this will be found

in the tables of declination. When this is

done, the star being, as, in the former caſe,

in the arctic circle of the place, only its

greatest, or_only its least elevation is to be

known by obſervation; for taking from the

greatest height ofthis star at the meridian, the

meaſure of its distance from the pole, the re

mainder gives the elevation of the pole in that

place. In this manner alſo, if the least height

of the star be taken, all that is to be done is

this, to add to it the distance of the star from

the pole, and this gives the elevation of the

pole for that place.

When it was mentioned, that a proper star

was to be ſelected for this obſervation, the in

tent was, that a star ſhould be ſelected, whoſe

parallel did not, in any part, come very near
to the verge of the ſſarctic circle, for ſuch a star

being, in the lowest part of its courſe, very

near to the horizon, the, obſervation would

be liable to uncertainty and error from the re

fraction; for it is not only in the way of error

from the refraction, but of uncertainty alſo,

from the variableneſs of that refraction in ge

neral. In all the obſervations' of the heavens

- thoſe
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thoſe stars are to be preferred which can be

obſerved at a great distance from the horizon,

and the nearer to the zenith the obſervations

are made, the more they to be are depended

upon, and it is nothing more neceſſary than in

thoſe which are intended for this purpoſe of

giving the elevation of the pole.

The ſame instrument which ſerved, on this

occaſion, is ready for taking the meridian of

all the heavenly bodies, ſor being placed on

the plane of the meridian, it is only obſerving

when any star comes ſo before it, as to cut

the.vertical thread, and that star is then in its

meridian.

POLES (iſ a Sp/Icre. The two points at

which that diameter, round which a. ſphere

turns when it has a rotatory motion on its

own axis, terminate, or the two points at

which that diameter of a ſphere, which forms

the axis on which it turns in that motion,

terminate at the ſurſace of the ſphere. Theſe

are the only points of the ſphere which do not

turn round when that motion is given to it.

See 'be article SPHERE.

POLES oft/2: Ifbr/d. Two points imagined

to be placed in the heavens, and round about

which the antients ſuppoſed the whole fir

mameht made its rCVOlution diurnally. The

line continued from one oſ theſe to the other,

* was called the axis oſ the world, and was

ſuppoſed to paſs through the centre oſ the

earth, and to mark on its ſurface two points,

called its poles, correſpondent to thoſe in the

heavens.

POLLICIS PROLES. A name given by

ſome of the old Latin writers to the planet

Saturn. It not eaſy to ſay, why it was givenſi

to the deity of that name; but as we find by

the oldest accounts that it was, we need not

Wonder at its being transferred to the planet.

VOL. I. ' - ,

 

.POLLUX. A name for a part ofthe con

stellation Gemini. The Greeks pretended the

two figures to repreſent Castor and Pollux,

Sec- t/Je article GEMINI.

POLYGON. A plane figure, which has

many angles. This is the exact and literal ſenſe

oſ the word 5 but the astronomers have ſol

lowed the custom of tl'ie mathematicians, and

limited it in ſome degree. As they have ex

preſs names for all the plane figures, which

have fewer than five angles, they ſuppoſe this

name to belong only to thoſe which have more

than four, and theſe they distinguiſh under the

general head oſ polygons, by ſeveral peculiar

names, each expreſſmg the number oſ angles.

The number of angles is always the ſame,

with the number of ſides, and, in conſequence,

when you have heard the name only of a po

lyon, you have a general idea of the whole

figure.

The polygon which has five angles, for

that is the lowest number, is called a pentagon,

that with fix 'a hexagon, that with ſeven a

heptagon, that with eight an octagon, and

ſo on. Polygons are divided, under theſe ge

neral heads, into two ſpecies,undcr the names

oſ regular and irregular. Thoſe of the first

denomination have all 'their angles and ſides
equal, when theſe are ctunectqual they are called

irregular._ When a poiygon oſ any oſ theſe

denominations is mentioned, it is always un

derstood to be a regular one, iſ nothing is ſaid
to particulariſe the contrary. _ſi

Any polygon may be divided into triangles,

and theſe of a determinate number, for they
willv be one ſor every ſide; this is done by

taking a certain fixed p0int any where within

the polygon, and from this drawing a line to

every angle. The conſdquence is plain, that

as ſoon as this is done, each ſide of the poly
Kk.k.__ .. , . .. .. i. gon
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gon is become the baſe of a triangle, the leg:

of which are two of the lines ſo drawn, and

the vertex, that point whence all the lines

proceed 5 the uſe of this diviſion is a very evi

dent one, it isvno other than a familiar man

ner of meaſuring the polygon; for according

to the axiom, that the ſum of all the parts is

equal to the whole, the ſum of the areas of all

triangles is the ſum of the whole area of the

polygon. To meaſure theſe it is only neceſ

ſary, that eVery triangle is the half of a paral

lellogram ; and that all parallellograms, whe

ther oblique angled ones, or rectangles, hav

ing equal baſes, and equal perpendicular

heights, are equal. There needs no more than

to multiply the baſe of one of theſe, if they

are equal, and if they are unequal, by the

perpendicular height, the reſult of this gives

the area of the parallellogram, of which that

triangle is an half, and Conſequently half that

ſum is the area of the triangle 5 on ſuch eaſy

principles do the propoſitions in this ſcience

depend, and thus eaſily do they follow one

ſ another; thus eaſily is the area of any poly

gon found, by rules establiſhed on other oc

caſions.

PORTA DEORUM, the Gar: of the Gods.

A name given by ſome, of the old fantastical

writers on astronomy, to the constellation Ca

pricon. The Pythagorean doctrine celebrated

this constellation, as the place where the hea

vens were open, for the ſouls of good men to

enter among the gods.

PORTA LUNE, or PORTA MANSIONUM

LUNE. Names by which ſome have called

the Milky &Vayz it is a name of eastern ori

gin. What the old Chaldaeans called the

manſions of the moon, were certain ſpaces of

the heavens, ſome of them marked with stars,

and others without any, which the moon was

 

obſerved to approach on the ſuceeflive days-'of

her revolution. There were twenty-eight of

theſe manſions 'of the moon, the circle in

which they were contained is that called Maz

zaloth in the ſcriptures 3 and although the

term Maz'zaloth be a plural, in the manner

of the Hebrew, it might very well be ap

plied to a ſingle thing, conſistng of many di

stinct parts. Thus, to bring forth Mazza

loth in its ſeaſon, is to bring forth every riian

ſion, of which Mazzaloth was compoſed, in

its ſeaſon, As the whole circle of theſe

chambers, or manſions of the moon, was

called Mazzaloth ; ſo tue opening, or en

trance into it, was ſuppoſed to be by the

Milky Way, and that was afterwards called

the gate of Mazzaloth, or the entrance of the

manſions of the moon, Porta Manſionum

Lunz.

POTERIS. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon terms, have called the

sun z it is originally an Egyptian name, and

ſignifies the Holy Lord.

POVVER. Astronomers expreſs by the

Word power any number/'or quantity, when

conſidered as capable, by 'muliplicatiom of

producing, or being produced, by another

quantity or number. When any quantity is

multiplied by itſelf, the product is called a

ſecond power, this is the ſquare of the number

ſo multiplied. When this ſecond power, or

ſquare, is multiplied by the first quantity, or

ſimple power, the product is called the third

power, or the cube. In all theſe caſes, the

ſimple qiiantity, or power, to which the rest

owe their origin and production, is called,

in numbers, the root; and, in geometry, the

ſide of the ſquare, or cube, for theſe are equal.

Thus, in numbers, let the root be ſour, the

ſquare produced by four, multiplied by four,

is
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is the ſecond power, this is ſixteen; and this

multiplied again by the first power, produces

the third power, or the cube of four, which

is ſixty-four ; and in lines, a line multiplied

into itſelf produces a ſquare; here the line is

the first power, and the ſquare the ſecond;

and this ſquare, multiplied by the first line,

generates the third power, or the cube. See

SVXARE NUMBERS.

PRIESEPE. A name given by the Greeks

to a ſingle star ; a cloudy one in the breast of

the constellation Cancer. See it: place in the

account of the constellation.

PRESTIS. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon terms, have called the

constellation. Cetus. We find it called by

this name among the old Greeks.

PRIMARY COLOURS. Thoſe colours

which are formed by the ſeveral rays of light

that are homogeneal, and conſist of particles,

uniform in themſelves, but different between

each other. The colours formed by theſe

rays are red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

and violet; theſe are primary colours ; all

the other colours are formed by different mix

tures of tWo or more of theſe.

PROCELLA, or PROCELLA PELAGI.

A name by which ſome of the old writers

have called the constellation Capricorn, from

an opinion-of its being the occaſion of storms.

PROCYON. A name by which the old

astronomers have called the constellation over

the neck of the Unicorn, more generally

known by the name of the Little Dog. See

CANIS MlNOR. As they have ſometimes

called the whole constellation the Great Dog,

and ſometimes only the star of the first mag

niziide, which is in its mouth, by the

£ .3

 

name Sirius ; ſo they have ſometimes called

the whole constellation of the Little Dog

Procyon ; and ſometimes they have understood

by that name only the ſingle star of the first,

or, as ſome will have it, only of the ſecond

magnitude, which is on the thigh of the right

hinder leg in the constellation.

PROMETHEUS. A name familiar among

the old Greek writers, as the denomination of

one of the constellations; they mean by it

that which is now called Hercules. The

Greeks received their astronomy from Egypt;

and, as they adapted their own fables to the

figure of the constellations, which they had re

ceived from that people, they ſometimes

changed their opinions about them. This con

stellation, which they received probably ſoon

after the time of Thales, was meant, most

likely, by the Egyptians, as an hieroglyphic ;

the ſenſe ofwhich was, piety carries men up to

heaven. Of this they had no notion, and

they conſequently adapted, in different ages,

different stories to it. Sometimes they called

it Theſeus, ſometimes Orpheus, and ſome

times Thamyris 3 all this becauſe of the con

stellation Lyra just before it, an instrument

for which they were ſeverally famous; ſome

times Ixion kneeling to deprecate the venge

ance that attended his attempt on Juno ; and

ſometimes Promethcus fastened on Caucaſus 5

but the most received opinion was that of its

being Hercules fighting, or preparing to fight,

with the Heſperian Dragon, which they re

preſent by the constellation Draco ſeen just

under his feet, The earliest of them gave no

attention to any thing of this kind, but, nam

ing things ſunply as they received them, they

called this constellation Engonaſin, a man

kneeling, and ſo we find it named in Ptolemy.

For an account of theſituation and saints/friar: aſ

the constellation, jZ-e HERCULES.

K k k 2. PROPOR
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ſi PROPORTIONAL QUANTITIES.

Astronomcrs uſe this term to expreſs certain

quantities, or numbers, which have their ra'

tio's to one another, and which are more in

number than twoſi

There is frequent occaſion to conſider four

quantities together, and to compare them by

pairs. They are thus brought into the com

pariſon, two and two 5 and when, under this

conſideration, it is found that the ratio be

tween one pair, is equal to the ratio between

the other pair, this equality of ratio, which

they have reciprocally, pair to pair, is called

proportion, and thoſe quantities, which have it,

are called proportional quantities, this term

taking in all the ſour.

This proportion, between theſe ſeveral

numbers, may be of two kinds. The first

antecedent may be to the first conſequent, as

the ſecond antecedent is to the ſecondvconſe

"quent, and, in that caſe, the proportion is

ſaid to be direct. For instance, if we produce

'the feur numbers', four, ſix, eight, twelve,

and compare them to this purpoſe, we ſhall

find, that, dividing them into two pairs,

426 :: 8 ; 12, the antecedent, in the first

pair, bears the ſame ration to its conſequent,

as the antecedent, in the ſecond pair, to its

conſequent, four being to ſix as eight is to

twelve, two thirds of the quantity, and this

is direct proportion. All this is expreſstd in

their calculations, -without the trouble of

words, by the manner of noting the numbers

dOWn, which is, as_I have expreſſed them in

the'figures, 4. : 6 : : 8 : 12, with theſe points

"between, expreſs vthe ratio, and are under

stood to ſay, four is to ſix as eight is to tWelve.

Nor is this limited to numbers, for, if four

lines are drawn proportioned to one another

as theſe numbers, a first two thirds of the

length of the ſecond, and the third two thirds

of the length of the fourth 3 and theſe lines

 

are marked with letters for the ſake of refe

rence, the first with a. b. the ſecond with A. B.

the third with c. d. and the fourth with C. D.

in writing them down by theſe letters, as the

others are by the numbers, the proportion is

conveyed to the reader. Thus, a b : AB : : c d

: C D. The reader understands the compu

tation without words, and knows, that, as

a b ; A B, ſo is c d ; C D, the first therefore

were proportional numbers, and theſe are

proportional quantities. See the article RA

TIO.

It is uſual to expreſs quantities by numbers,

and if this be done in direct proportion, more

requires more, or leſs requires leſs 5 the

greater the third number is, the greater must

be the fourth, or, the leſs the third number,

the leſs the fourth. This will be made fami

liar by an instance; if one degree of a great

circle upon the earth be equal to ſixty miles,

to how many ſuch miles will the whole cir

cle, that is, to how many ſuch will three

hundred and ſixty degrees be equal? Here

more requires more, more degrees require

more miles. The anſwer is found, by the

common rules of arithmetic, to be twenty-one

thouſand and ſix hundred miles. To note this

down, without the trouble of words, it is thus

done, Io : 60 miles : : 360O : 21600 miles.

Thus is all this expreſſed in the compaſs of a

quarter of aline, instead of ſpreading over half

a page. But, to give an example on the other

ſide, and ſhew how leſs requires leſs, let us

ſuppoſe it aſked, if the moon goes through a

great circle in the heavens, or 360' in twenty

ſeven days, how many degrees does ſhe go in

one day? Here leſs requires leſs, that is,

the leſs time oſ the motion will run through

fewer degrees 3 the anſwer will be found to be

thirteen degrees with a fraction as part of a de

gree, and it will be noted down thus, 27 days

: 360" *.: r day : 1327. The golden rule

anſwers
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anſwers the question in numbers proportional,

three being given, this diſcovers a fourth.

When of three given quantities the first is

in the ſame ratio to the ſecond, as the ſecond

is to the third, the ſecond of the three is

termed a mean proportional between the first

and third ; thus twelve is a mean proportional

between ſix and twenty-four; and this alſo

may be expreſſed in lines as well as numbers.

&Ve have hitherto ſpoken oſ direct propor

tion only, or of that proportion in which more

requires more, and leſs requires leſs 5 but there

is another kind of proportion, in which more

requiresleſs, and leſs requires more. This is

called reciprocal proportion 5 in this, the

greater the third quantity is, the leſs will be

the fourth, or, on the contrary, the leſs is the

third, the greater will be the fourth. This is

explained in the poiſing of unequal heavy

bodies; iſ a moveable beam be placed upon a

ſupport, and two weights, unequal in them

ſelves, are to be poiſed, or hung in equilibrio

on the beam, that which is heaviest must be

placed nearest to the ſupport'of the beam, that

which is lightest farthest from it, and this in

an exact proportion to their weights, for the

more is the weight, the leſs must be the diſ

tance, and the leſs the weight, the more

the distance 3 this is reciprocal propor

tion. The ſupport here is the centre of gra

vity, and the distance being exactly propor

' tioned, three oſ the numbers being given, a

fourth is found by the golden rule inverſe.

PROPUS. A name by which the Greeks

called a star at the feet oſ Gemini mentioned

with that constellation.

PROTOMES. A name by which thoſe,

who love uncommon terms, call the constella

tion Equuleus, the Leſſer Horſe, or, more

properly, the Horſe's head. It is part oſ a

 

Greek name, by which Ptolemy has called it

Hippou Protomes.

PROTRACTOR. The name oſ an in

strument uſed by astronomers for meaſuring

the quantity of an angle 3 it is a ſemicircle of

braſs, or ſome other material, divided into 4

degrees, and the angle to be meaſured is to be

laid with its vertex at the central point oſ the

instrument, and one of its legs a ſemidiamc_

ter of it, the other leg then falls upon the ſi

gures on the verge which marks the distance,

or meaſure, the arc of the circle contained be

tween them. It ſerves alſo for drawing angles

of any quantity. The instrument will be de

ſcribed at large in the ſixth volume, or appen-r

dix to this work. Sze a/ſa 'the term ANGLE in

this volume.

PROTRUGETES._ A name given by

the Greeks to a bright star in the right wing of

the constellation Virgo.

PTOLEMAIS. A name given by many

to a star in the extremity of the rudder of the

constellation Argo; it is the conſpicuous star

that is uſually called Canopus, and had this

name given to it in honour to Ptolemy Lagus,

one of the Egyptian ſovereigns.

PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM. A ſystem of

the univerſe, for the explanation of its ſeve

ral parts, and their relations to one another, as

laid down by Ptolemy.

It was eaſy to perceive, that, of all the pla

nets, the moon was that which was nearest to

the earth. This could not be unknown, be

cauſe every man ſaw, that, when ſhe came

into the ſame line with any star or planet, ſhe

intercepted our view of them, or hid them;

nay, that ſhe hid the very ſun itſelf from our

ſight, as was the caſe in eclipſes oſ the ſurIi.

t
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It was evident from this, that the moon was

placed between us and them, and conſequently

that the moon was nearer to the earth than

the ſun, the ſiked stars, or any of the planets.

Here was a first obſervation, which could

not but be first, made, and which fixed the

place of the moon, with regard to the earth,

beyond a doubt; it was ſoon after perceived

that the moon hid, or eclipſed, certain planets

or stars, by coming before them when viewed

from certain places at acertain hour, and that

viewed from other remote places at the ſame

hour, ſhe was ſeen at a distance from thoſe

planets. They ſaw, that, from different parts

of the earth, the moon did, at the ſame time,

Correſpond to different parts of the heavens.

When an age had gone thus far in obſerva

tions, they found that there were natural and

neceſſary conſequences of the moon's being

nearer to the earth than thoſe planets; but

not only this, they diſcovered that theſe differ

ences would be great in proportion to that

nearneſs ; they ſaw them very great with re

gard to the moon, and very ſmall with regard

to the other planets; indeed they ſeemed al

most, or altogether, inſenſible with regard to

theſe while they were ſo very great with re

ſpect to the moon: they therefore perceived

that the moon was nor only nearer, but a vast

deal nearer, to the earth than any of thoſe.

'They obſerved farther, that her particular mo

tion was very quick in compariſon with that

ofany other of the heavenly bodies, and it was

ſoon after determined, that the more ſlow the

motion of any planet appeared, in compariſon

with that of the others, the more remote was

that planet from the earth.

r The place of the moon had been thus aſcer

tained in theſe early times, and, after it, that

of the rest of the planets. They placed Mer

cury next above the moon, becauſe his motion

was, next to that of the moon, quicker than

 

that oſ any of the other planets. \ The earth

was their immoveable point. They had thus '

placed the moon as making its revolution

nearest to it, and Mercury as turning round

it in a ſphere behind, or ſomewhat farther

distant than that of the moon. Next to Mer

cury they placed Venus, then the ſun, and

then, at farther distances, Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn. Each of theſe they placed in a par

ticular ſphere, which they called by its name,

the ſphere, or heaven, of Mercury, of Mars,

of Saturn, and the rest.

As to the fixed stars, they ſoon found theſe

to be very different from the planets; their

motions being ſo extremely ſlow, in compa

riſon. of that of the planets, they placed them

in a peculiar ſphere, which they called the

eighth heaven ; this they ſuppoſed to be placed

at a vast distance beyond the ſpheres of the

most remote of the others z and they gave to

this, and to all the others, a common motion

which turned them all completely round the

earth in the ſpace of four and twenty hours,

This, they ſaid, was effected by what they

called the primam maln'le.

Thoſe three planets, which they placed, in

their ſystem, beneath the ſun, or between the

ſun and the earth, they called the inferior

planets 5 theſe were the Moon, Mercury, and

Venus 5 and the other three, which they

placed above the ſun, they called the ſuperior

planets, theſe were Mars, Jupiter, and Sa

turn. The revolution of the ſun about the

earth, in the ſame manner as that of the moon,

was repreſented by excentric circles, which

they ſaid theſe planets formed by their motions

round the earth 5 and theſe motions they distin<

guiſhed by the name ofperiodical motions. With

regard to the other planets, they repreſented

theirs by means of an excentric circle, which

they called defirent, on the circumference of

which there was placed the centre of an epi

cycle,

*<_-\_
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cycle, which ran through this circle by a pe

riodical motion, performed during the time

that the planet was deſcribing its epicycle, by

a much ſwifter motion, in ſuch manner,

that the centre of the epicycle performed its

revolution upon its excentric in the ſpace of

thirty years, that of Jupiter in tWelve years,

and that of Mars in about two years, while

the planet, placed on its epicycle, ran over

the circumference of that epicycle in one

_ year. v *

It was in this manner that men at first ex

plained the motions of the planets, and their

different distances from the earth; and for this

reaſon they ſeemed to go, at first, accord

ing to the courſe of the ſigns, with a very ra

_pid motion, which, by degrees, grew (lower

and flower, till, at a certain time, it became

ſcarce perceptible; and, after this, it became

retrograde, or, they moved backwards; after

which they became stationary again, or, for a

certain time, ſeemed to have quite lost all

motion z and, after this, continued their courſe

in their firstdirection.

As to Mercury, and Venus, they were of

opinion, that the centre of their epicycle was

one line, which, being drawn from the centre

of the earth, paſſed very near the centre ofthe

ſun; and that Mercury could depart to ſome

distance on one ſide or the other of this, and

Venus alſo to a larger distance, with regard

to the earth. They allowed Mercury a diſ

tance of twenty-eight degrees, and Venus

a distance of forty-eight.

They gave therefore to Mercury and to

Venus an apparent periodical motion, which

was very little different from the apparent mo

tion of the ſun, while thoſe planets, however,

made their revolutions about their epicycles,

in a manner very different the one from the

other. .

To repreſent the different distances of the

 
planets amongst one another, they ſuppoſed

that the least distance of a ſuperior planet ex

ceeded, but very little, the greatest distance of

its inferior; and having determined, with re

gard to each planet, the proportion of its least

distance to its greatest, which was the reſult

of a compoſition of its motions, they gave, to

the orb of each, all the thickneſs, or depth,

that this compoſition required.

Finally, in order to explain the inequality

of the true, or apparent motion of the planets,

Ptolemy ſuppoſed that the ſun had an equal

motion along the Circumference of a circle

excentric to the earth, and to this he had given

an excentricity ſufficient to repreſent all the

apparent inequality of the motion found in his

revolution.

With regard to all other planets he ima

gined, that the movement of the centre of

the epicycle, round about the excentric, or

deferent circle, was equal, and particularly

that it was always flower in the apogee of the

planet, and faster in the perigee; he reduced

this to an equality, by reducing the movement

of the centre of the epicycle to a point, taken

in the line of its apogee, distant from the

centre ofthe earth double the excentricity'; for

if he had placed the centre of the excentricity

of the planet, as distant from the earth, as

the centre of its mean motion, the variation

of the bigneſs of the epicyles, ſeen from the
earth, would have ſſbeen evidently too large.

Thus, the excenuicity of their mean motion

was divided into two halves by the centre of

the excentric.

This is the ſystem called the Ptolemaic,

and attributed to Ptolemy for the inventor; it

cost him pains, and it is not without inge

nuity; but what is to be expected, when the

principles 'on which men ſet out, are falſe?

This would pretty regularly account for the

appearances of the planets, provided one gives

to
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r' to Mercury and Venus the ſame excentricity

r with the ſun, and makes them move on epi

cycles, the centre of which is little distant

from that of the ſun: and if, with regard to

ſi the ſuperior planets, we place them on epi

- cyclcs, the ſemidiameters of which are equal

* to that of the distance between the ſun and

the earth : ſuch was the account of things re

ceived for many ages. On what a different

footing all things appeared when the first point

was determined rightly, and the ſun placed

in the centre, will be ſeen under the article

COPERNICAN SYSTEM.

PUGNANS. A name by which ſome of

the Latin writers hai'c called the constellation

Hercules. They do not mean, by calling it

a man fighting, to perpetuate the opinion of

his combat with the I-leſpcrian Dragon, but

follow the ſystem of thoſe among the Greeks,

who ſaid it was Hercules, ſpent with toil,

and covered with wounds, in his Ligurian

conflict, after his arrows were all wasted,

  

 

praying to Jupiter for stones to throw at his

enemies. See HERCULES.

PUTEUS. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Ara, the Altar. NVe

meet with it in ſome of the old Latin writers,

and in ſome late ones, who love odd terms.

PYRAMME. A name by which we find

the constellation Ara, the Altar, called in the

writings of ſome who are fond of uncommon

Words 5 it is one of its old Greek names.

PYROIS. A name by which many of the

old astronomical writers expreſs the planet

Mars. The word ſignifies fiery. l\'Iars has

a ruddy look in the ſkies, by which he is diſ

tinguiſhed from all the other planets, and this

being the most obvious of his characters, and

conſpicuous to all eyes, was the origin of his

denomination in ſeveral languages. The names

AZur and Aaer, by which many call this pla

net, ſignify alſo ſire. *

--*.a ffl--.4
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UADRATE. A name of one of the

aſpects of the planets and cOnstella

tions, under which, according to the old

doctrines of astrology, they had a peculiar

connexion, and a power of influencing ſub

lunary things. This is the Latin term for

that aſpect, which we find mentioned under

the name of Tetragonos among the-Greeks ;

and it is that aſpect in which the planet and

the constellation are at ninety degrees, or a

quadrant of a circle, distant from one an

other.

The astrology and astronomy of the antients

were blended, in ſuch a manner, together,

that we must expect to hear of the one with

' the other, and to meet with the terms of the

one in all the books that treat of the other.

The aſpects were five in all : beſide this of the

quadrate, or tetragone, there were the con

junction, the oppoſition, the ſextilc, and the

trine. In the first of theſe, the planet and

constellation were together, and in the ſecond

they were at half the circle distance, in

the third they were at only ſixty degrees,

and in the last at twice that, or one

hundred and twenty degrees distant ; in

ſo few words is the whole doctrine of aſpects

compriſed. In whichſoev'er of theſe relations

the star and the planet stood to one an

other, the antients ſuppoſed, that they ſhed

a peculiar influence reciprocally from one to

 

the other, or had, as they expreſſed it, mu
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tual radiations, and co-operated together in

the power that they exerted over human af

fairs 5 all thisis jargon and'nonſenſe; but it

is a jargon that occurs ſo frequently, even

in good writers among the antients, that it

is neceſſary to be explained.

QUADRILATERAL FIGURE. A term

uſed by geometricians, and from them bor

rowed by the astronomer, to expreſs any

figure which has four ſides, be they equal or

unequal. If the oppoſite ſides, or the oppo

ſite angles, are unequal, it is then a trapelium.

If a quadrilateral figure have its oppolite ſides

parallelled, it is then aparallellogram. If the

parallellogram have all its ſides equal, and all

its angles right ones, it is then called a ſquare.

If a parallellogram have only its oppoſite ſides

equal, and all its angles right ones, it is then

a rectangled parallellogram ; this the mathe

maticians ſometimes call ſimply a rectangle.

If a parallellogram has all its angles oblique,

and all its ſides equal, it is then called a

rhombus. If all the angles of a parallellogram

are oblique, and only the oppoſite ſides equal,

it is then called a rhomboide.

Theſe are the principal kinds of parallcllo

grams mentioned by the astronomical writers,

and the method which is uſed to mark them

by way of diſtinction, and for the more eaſy

referring to their ſeveral parts, is by placing

four distinct letters, or marks of any other
kind, at the fourſi corners. Sometimes it

L l l is
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is mentioned only by two letters placed at the

two oppoſite corners.

It will be often neceſſary, in astronomical

calculations, to meaſure the quantity in the pa

rallcllograms. This canonly be done rationally,

by conſidering what is the principle of the

parallellogram, and in what manner it is ge

nerated, or formed; this will be eaſily under

stood from the courſe of the right line that

begins it. A right line is first to be struck of

any given length, ſuppoſe, for instance, ſix

inches ; a ſecond right line is then to be

struck, which is to stand at right angles with

the first: the first of theſe lines is called the

dirigent, and the ſecond the deſcribent. When

we have got thus far, in order to form the

parallellogram, the ſecond right line, or de

ſcribent, must be carried, or moved, ſo as to >

be all the while parallel to itſelf in its first

ſituation, along the dirigent. When the de

cribent has, in this manner, moved from its

ſituation, which we will call the top of the

figure to the bottom, and has then made a

parallel line ; the ſurface which it has, in

that courſe, paſſed over, or deſcribed, is a
parallellogram. ſi

When we have thus regularly informed our

ſelves of the generation and origin of the pa

rallellogram, we ſhall very eaſily fall upon,

and perfectly conceive the method of taking

the quantities, or meaſuring ſquares and rect

angles. I have given the length of the first

right line, or the dirigent, at ſix inches, let us

ſuppoſe the length of the deſcribent, or ſecond

line, four inches. Let this deſcribent, be

fore its motion, be divided into any number of

equal parts, ſuppoſe four, and the dirigent,

which ſpeaking of a rectangle, or ſquare, as

the figure to be deſcribed, must stand, as al

ready obſerved, at right angles with the other,

into as many of the like parts as it contains ;

this, according to the proportion of the two

 

given lines to one another, will be ſix. It is

after this diviſion is figured, or marked out,

upon the lines, that we are to begin the mo

tion of the deſcribent, and this will perfectly

explain the formation, and the menſuration of

the figure at the ſame time. We now put

the deſcribent into motion upon the dirigent,

When it has moved one inch, let us stop, and

we ſhall find the ſurface deſcribed by it to be

four inches, that is, it will have moved the

length of one of its diviſions,which being inches '

in this figure, the four will be contained in

the figure in one row. When we have un

derstood this, let us continue its motion one

inch farther, it will then have taken in

four more, and the quantity thus taken in by

the motion of a deſcribent of four inches up

on a dirigent of ſix, will be eight ſquare inches ;

let us now continue its motions over double

the ſpace of either of the last remains, it will

then have deſcribed a line, equal to its own

original length. The reſult of this is a figure,

deſcribed by a deſcribent, upon as much of a

dirigent as is equal to its own length, and the

reſult is that figure which is called a ſquare:

and the maeſure of this follows naturally from

the knowledge of the length of the deſcribent,

and the courſe of its motion, If in moving

one _ inch it had deſcribed a ſurface of four

inches, and in two inches of eight, it must,

in the being carried four inches, have taken in

a ſurface of four times four, that is of ſixteen

ſqUare inches; this is in reality what it has

done; and the ſquare figure which we ſee

thus, does indeed contain ſixteen ſquare

inches.

But we are to remember, that the dirigent

affords yet ſome farther ſpace, and the deſcri

bent may be moved along this : let us purſue

its courſe, in order to understand the forma

tion and quantity of parallellograms, that are

more in their contents than ſquares. Thoſe

, _ , , l

ſeve
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ſeveral stages at which we stopped, of one

inch, and of two inches, and that which we

paſſed over of three inches, having deſcribed

parallellograms, which were leſs in their con

tents than ſquares, we have ſeen the defect

and the medium ; let us conſider the exceſs.

From the resting place of four inches, we

will ſuppoſe we have moved down the deſcri

bent at once two more, that is, to the whole

length of the dirigent, for it were multiplying

words unneceſſarin to stop at five: when

the deſcribent has moved the whole length of

the dirigent, there is a rectangle deſcribed,

which is half more than a ſquare, and its

contents accordingly are not four times, but

ſix times four, that is, twenty-four ſquare

inches.

Whenſoever therefore we have a mind to

meaſure a rectangle, or find the quantity of

its area, the method is to meaſure two con

tiguous ſides of it, a top and a ſide, or a ſide

and abottom; we are to enquire what num

ber of inches each ſide contains; when this

is obtained, there is no more neceſſary than

to multiply the one number by the other, or

the number of inches on one ſide, by the

number of inches in the other, and the pro

duct is the quantity or ſpace required. To

instance in the given figure, ſix inches are con=

tained in the dirigent, and four in the deſcri

bent of the last mentioned rectangle, ſix are

to be multiplied by four, and the produce is

twenty-four, which is the number of inches

in the rectangle. If instead of this rectangle

of unequal dimenſions, we were to have com

puted the quantity of that, which is every

way of equal dimenſions, that is, the ſquare ;

all the ſides, being equal, the multiplying the

inches in any one, by thoſe in any other,

gives the quantity, in this a ſide being four

inches, and a top, or bottom, four inches,

four is to be multiplied by four, and the pro

 

duct is ſixteen, which is the number of' ſquare

inches in the area.

This method of expreſiing the quantity

in the area of a figure is not limited to the

ſquares and rectangles, of which we have

hitherto been ſpeaking. The quantity of all

plain figures whatſoever, as circles, triangles,

and the like, is expreſſed in ſquare feet, ſquare

inches, and other meaſures 3 nor is the com

putation limited 'to plane ſurfaces 5 but the

convex and concave are meaſuted in the ſame

manner; but to explain the method of doing

this would be foreign to the purpoſe here;

what concerns astronomy will be perfectly

understood by theſe familiar instances, the rest

belongs to the mathematics, &e.

When we enquire into the nature of that

variety of parallellograms, which have been

already deſcribed, we ſhall find, all ſuch as

have equal baſes, and equal perpendicular

heights, whether they be oblique angled, or

rectangles, are equal. This is a propoſition

of Euclid's, and the reſult is evident and im

portant, it gives nothing leſs than the abſd

lute method of meaſuring, or finding the area

of any oblique angled parallellogram; for it

is plain from the propoſition, that if we mul

tiply the baſe by the perpendicular height, the

product is the area, or ſpace, contained. Thus

it is in the propoſitions of this happy ſcience,

they are all eaſy in their principles, and they

all introduce one another.

When a strait line is drawn from one corner

of a parallellogram to the oppoſite corner, that

line is called the diagonal of a parallellogram.

If a line of this kind be drawn from the upper

corner on the right, to the lower on the left,

or from the oppoſites, it is equally adiagonal,

and this diagonal divides the parallellogram
into two equal halves, theſe halves areitrian

gles, and theſe triangles are equal to one ano

ther. It is ſeen therefore by this, that every

L ll 2 triangle
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triangle is the half of a parallellogram, which

has the ſame baſe, and the ſame perpendicular

height. From hence comes aconſequcnce of

ſome importance. To find the triangle oſ an

area, nothing more is neceſſary than to mul

tiply the number oſ inches in the baſe by thoſe

in the perpendicular height 5 the conſequence

is evident ſrom the propoſitions already laid

down. The reſult of this multiplication is a

product which gives the area oſ that paral

lellogram of which the triangle in question is

one half, and the taking halt' the ſum is the

area oſ the triangle. It is thus that things,

the most evidentv and familiar, introduce

concluſions to the young ſtudent unexpected

and important. Many of the propoſitions,

laid down under this head, are ſo ſelſ- evident,

that it ſeemed almost unneceſſary to name

them, but it is the way to have them remem

bered, and the most obvious of them has its

uſe in the study, and will ſamiliarize the per

ſon, who has not read the mathematics, to

the concluſions in the ſeveral articles which

concern the motions and magnitudes of the

planets.

QUANTITY. The astronomer borrows

this tetm from the mathematician, and ex

preſſes by it the ſubject on which mathema

tical reaſoning is originally employed. He

underſtands, by the term quantity, every thing

which can be an object oſ enquiry as to de

gree, anything in ſpeaking, or thinking of

' which, men may enquire how great it is, or

how much there is of it. Thus time and ſpace

came under the denomination oſ quantity, as

alſo magnitude, weight, number, motion, and

many other properties, adjuncts and affections,

which we look on as belonging to material be

ings. All theſe are conſidered under the de

nomination of quantity, and thence become

the objects of that part of astronomical diſqui

 

ſitions, which are built on the ſoundation of

the mathematics. t I'

Qiantity is ahſolute, but the deſighation of

that quantity varies, and one kind of it may,

on many occaſions, be deſcribed, or expreſſed

by another, and this with great convenience

and advantage. It is on this principle that

numbers, which are one kind of quantity,

and are, of all the kinds, most manageable and

ready, will ſerve to expreſs all other kinds of

quantity whatſoever; and thus an infinite

deal of labour and intricacy is ſaved in calcu

lations. For a familiar example, if we have

occaſion to compare together the weight of two

maſſes of meal, the weight of the one oſ which

is juſt double to that oſ the other, it will be

eaſy to expreſs the Weight oſ the greater by

the number ſix, and that oſ the leſſer by the

number three 5 and thus the uſe of two little

figures, which take up ſcarce any room, and

are made without trouble, stands in the place

of many words, and at the ſame time conveys

the compariſon more clearly.

This will ſerve to ſhew how the different

quantities of heat, light, motion, and whatſo

ever elſe ſhall be needful to note down, may

be expreſſed by correſpondent numbers, a

practice of endleſs uſe to the calculator, and the

ſervice of great eaſe and perſpicuity.

Although numbers are thus happily calcu

lated for exprefling all kinds of quantity, yet

it is not to numbers alone that the utility is

confined. It will be explained hereafter how

near a relation there is between lines and

numbers in the doctrine of ſquare numbers_

and their ſquare roots 5 a ſide oſ a ſquare an

ſwering, in all reſpects, to a root oſ the ſquare

number. On this occaſion we may obſerve,

that all kinds of quantity may be expreſſed by

lines as well as by numbers. Iſ it be neceſſary

to deſcribe a ſingle day, I may do it by a line

oſ a certain given length, the time of two days

will
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will be then intelligibly expreſſed by a line of.

the ſame form twice as long, that oſ a week

by one ſeven times ſo long, and ſo on. The

form and diſpoſition of lines may be varied on

this plan to ſuit all the variety of occaſions.

Thus different quantities may be expreſſed by

ſquares, or rectangles of different magnitude.

And in this manner we become able to com

pute any quantity, neceſſary to be known,

two ſeveral ways, and by the aſſistance of two

ſeveral arts. When this is done by figures, it

is arithmetic that eXCcutcs it; when by lines,

rectangles, or ſquarcs, or the like, it is effected

by geometry. \Vhether the quantities, under

conſideration, be repreſented by numbers,

lines, or ſquares, we may equally, with eaſe

and certainty, computc by thoſe numbers,

lines, or ſquares 3 and, by that computation,

we ſhall learn the thing ſought, which is the

proportions of theſe quantitics to one another.

Quantities,oſwhatſoeverkind, are conceived

as conſisting ofdifferent parts, theſe areſuch as,

being repeated a certain number of times, will

produce the whole quantity, or elſe they are

ſuch parts as cannot, by any repetition, pro

duce the whole quantity. The former kind

are called the aliquant part: oſ a quantity, and

the others, or thoſe which cannot, by any re

petition, be made to produce the whole quan

tity, are called its aliquant parts. This will be

better explained in regard to numbers than to

any other ſpecies of quantity. Three is an

aliquant part oftwelve, becauſe three, repeated

a certain number oſ times, namely, four, will

meaſure the whole quantity, or produces

twelve, ſour times three being twelve 3 on

the ſame principle, four, is alſo an aliquant part

oſtwalve, becauſe, repeated three times, it mea

ſures the full quantity ; on the contrary, five is

an aliquant part of twelve, ſor beingr repeated

twice, it produces a leſs number than twelve,

namely, ten, and, being repeated three times,

 

it producesagreater number than twelve, being

fifteen. There being therefore no number oſ

times under which five being repeated will

produce twelve, five is not an aliquant part, but

an aliquant part oſ the number twelve. In the

ſame manner, a line of a foot long is an ali

quot part of a yard, but a line, oſ eleven

inches in length, will be an aliquant part oſ a

yard, becauſe no number of times repeating

it could make it meaſure the exact quantity of

the yard.

(lUAN'n-rras rommenſurable. This is a

term uſed by astronomers in the ſame! ſenſe

with rational quantities; its purpoſe is to

expreſs any two numbers or quantities, with

regard to which a third number or quantity

can be ſound, which is the common meaſure

of them both. Thus the number two is a

common meaſure to four and twelve, and three

is a common number to nine and fifteen.

Indeed when we ſpeak of numbers in the ge

neral ſenſe, they are, strictly ſpeaking, all

commenſurable, becauſe, being formed of

units, an unit is a common meaſure to them

all; ſuch, as ſpeak of certain numbers as in

commenſurable, exclude the uſe oſ the unit;

but this, though neceſſary to be explained, is

making too free with terms in the uſe. As to

quantities, all that are commenſurable may

be expreſſed by numbers.

QUANTITIES incommen/izralzle. Such quan:

tities as have not any common meaſure; theſe

cannot be expreſſed by numbers, as thoſe,

which are commenſurable, may. For in

ſtance, the ſide oſ a ſquare, and the diagonal

oſ the ſame ſquare, are incommenſurable quan

tities, for there is no meaſure common toboth.

Theſe are alſo called find quantirisr.

QUANTITY zffan ſingle. Is the ſpace formed

by
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by the opening of two ſtrait lines which

are joined in a point. This is not owing

to, or determined by, the length of the

logs, but only by the degree of their open

ing. 7721': it fart/ac" explained under 'be term

ANGLE.

QUIVER. One of the Arabian constella.

tions; it stands in the place of the Grecian

Sagitttary. The Arabians were forbidden, by

their religion, to draw any human figure, ſo

they give only the Aiver in the place of the

Archer.
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ADIUS qfa Circle, called' alſo the Semi

dimneter of a Circle. A strait line drawn

from any part of the Circumference to the

centre, and continued no farther. The word

circle is a term borrowed by the astronomers

from the mathematicians, and expreſiing any

quantity of ſurface, that is of magnitude, ex

tended in length and breadth, and circum

ſcribed within a figure, all parts of whoſe

circumference are at an equal distance from

its centre ; this round figure is called a circle 3

it is formed by fixing one end of a line, and

drawing the other round till it return to the

point from whence it ſet out. In this, the

point where the fixed end was placed, is the

centre: and the curve deſcribed by its mo

tion, is the circumference oſ that circle. If

a strait line be drawn any way through the

centre, and terminated at each end at the cir

cumſerence of this figure, this strait line is

a diameter of this circle ; ever ſo many dia

meters may be drawn acroſs the ſame circle,

the only requiſite to constitute them ſuch is,

that they be strait, and that they be drawn

through the centre, and terminated by the cir

cumference of the figure.

Any one of theſe diameters, or diametrical

lines, divides the circle into two exact halves,

and theſe are called ſemicircles.

If a strait line be drawn from any part of the

circumference to the centre, and do not paſs

through it, but terminate, and stop there, it is

called a ſemidiameter, or a radius of a circle.

 

The ſemidiameters of a circle are only ſo

many repreſentations of the line, by the mo

tion oſ which, round its fixed point, the circle

was formed, stopping in that place; all ſe

midiameters of the ſame circle are therefore

equal; for in making oſ the circle, this line

continued all the way of the ſame length, and

conſequently theſe meaſures of it must be the

ſame; the equality is not establiſhed on a leſs

certain foundation. If the circle have been

drawn by a pair of compaſſes, for, in this

caſe, the ſemidiameter is a line continued

from the one point to the other of the com

paſſes, and this must be of the ſame length,

from whatſoever part of the Circumference it

be begun, becauſe the two ſeet, or points of

the compaſs, have been kept at the ſame ex

act distance from one another, during the

forming of that whole circumſerence, other

wiſe the circle would not be perfect.

Astronomers uſed the word circle in two

ſenſes, which although related to one an

other, are not perfectly the ſame. They

ſometimes expreſs by it the whole figure, in

cluding the continued curve, which makes

the line about it, and the included ſpace, and

this is the proper and strict ſenſe of the term,

for it means the complete figure; but they

very often mean no more by the term circle,

than the circumference of a circle 3 this, how

ever, is leſs strict and preciſe, and it were

better, as there is a form of words to expreſs

exactly
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exactly what they mean, that thoſe words

were uſed. When I ſay circle, I mean the

whole figure; when I would expreſs the curve

line only, which marks the bounds of that

figure, it were better to cal] it, as it is, the

circumference oſ a circle z but this is not all,

we meet with the term circle, uſed by au

thors, and thoſe not inaecurate in other

things, neither the term circle, uſed to ex

preſs neither the whole figure, nor the line

which circumſcribes it, but only the ſpace

contained in it: but it were' better to call this

by its proper name; it is the area of a circle.

The ſamc confuſion and inaccuracy will be

obſerved in the ſame authors, ſpeaking of the

ſemicircle, but it is ſufficient to have named

it in this.

If there be occaſion to mention any part of

the Circumference of a circle, ſeparated from

the rest, this is called an arc of a circle, or,

as ſome write it leſs properly, an arch of a

circle: this is the name for the piece of the

Circumference of a circle, be its quantity

greater or leſs ;. and if they have occaſion to

mention a strait line, drawn from one end of

an arc of a circle to the other, they call this

the cord 'of the are.

When a straitline is ſo drawn near a circle,

as only to touch it in a point, that strait line is

called a tangivzt of acircle. A tangcnt of a circle

therefore is a strait line, which touches it in a

point, and that in ſuch a manner, that, if it

were extended both ways from the point in

which it touches, it would not enter into the

circumſcrence of the circle, nor cut any

part of it; but, on the contrary, would, in

its whole progreſs from the point of contact,

be farther and farther off from the Circumfe

rence. It will appear from this, that a radius

oſ a circle, drawn to the point of contact, is

perpendicular to the tangent.

As it is neceſſary, on many occaſions, to

 

ſpeak of a circle, under ſeveral parts, or dſ

viſions, it has been found convenient to aſ

certain a certain general diviſion, that men

might, without the trouble of a new admea

ſurement, on every occaſion, be able to ſpeak

intelligible to one another concerning thoſe

parts. To this purpoſe every circle is ima

gined to be divided into three hundred and

ſixty equal parts, and theſe have the name oſ

degrees of a circle; ſo that when the term

degree occurs, Without any farther explana

tion, it is always known to mean a three hun

dred and ſixtieth part of a circle.

As a farther diviſion is alſo often neceſſary

in ſpeaking of ſinaller quantities, and with

more preciſion, every one of theſe degrees, or

three hundred and ſixtieth parts of a circle, is,

in the ſame manner, ſuppoſed to be divided

into ſixty equal parts, and theſe are called

minutes. And as yet more accuracy may be

required on other occaſions, the diviſion of

theſe ſmaller parts is understood as carried

on by ſixty in the ſame manner. Thus, one

of theſe minutes is ſuppoſed divided into ſixty

parts, which are called ſecondr, and every ſe

cond, in the ſame manner, into ſixty parts

again, which are called thirds.

Te ſave the trouble of unneceſſary words,

and quantity of writing, astronomers, in their

calculations, expreſs theſe ſeveral primary,

and ſubordinate diviſions of a circle, by cer

tain marks : thus a degree is expreſſed by (O),

a minute .by ('), a ſecond by ("), and ſo on.

If they have occaſion, for instance, to ex

preſs thirty-one degrees, five minutes, four

ſeconds, they are not at the trouble of

writing down thoſe words at length, but they

mark it thus, 310. 5'. 4'/.

RAH KASHKESHAN. A term which

we meet with (in ſome of the aſtronomical

yvriters, who will go very far for an hard

word)
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*word) uſed as a name of the Via Lactea; it

is the Perſian name of that part of the hea

vens, and its literal ſignification is the Road,

or Way of Straw. As the Greeks gave the

origin of this from milk ſpilt from the nipple

of Juno; the Egyptians ſaid, it was a com

memoration of the eſcape of their goddeſs Iſis

from Typhon. In her flight before him they

tell us, ſhe ſcattered burning straw behind

her, to impede his courſe, and that this was

the origin of the name, and of the appear

ance in the heavens. As the Latins, and

other Europeans, have followed the Greek

tradition, and called this part of the heavens,

the Via Lactea, or Milky Way; the people of

the east, in general, have followed the Egyp

tians, and called it the Way of Straw. Its

names in the Coptic and Turkiſh, as well as

the Perſian language, all ſignifying a way of

straw, as alſo the Tark Al Tibu of the Ara

bians: but theſe people have adopted both

stories; for their other name, which is Tarik

Al Lubanna, ſignifies the Way of Milk.

This is no wonder; for the Arabs received

their astronomy in general from the Greeks,

as appears by the names of their Jconstella

tions, being, in general, tranſlations of the

Greek ones; but they alſo preſerved among

them certain traditions, handed down from

the Chaldaeans. The one of their names

therefore of this part of the heavens, was ac

cording to the Greek story, and the other

according to the Egyptian.

To form any idea of the mythology of the

Egyptians, we must understand the nature of

their country, as well as the turn of the in

habitants. We find, in all their early history,

accounts of terrible land-floods, laying waste

every thing, and coming on ſo ſuddenly, that

great numbers of people often periſhed in

them. Theſe land-floods, ſo destructive to

themſelves, and to their ſovereigns, whom

* VOL. I.

 

they deified after their deaths, were charac

tered in their way of writing by hieroglyphics,

under the name of the giant Typhon ; and

from this has ariſen all that part of the Greek

fable which relates to the gods running away

from Typhon, and his threatening them with

destruction whenever he met them. Semiramis,

who was, after her death, worſhipped under

the name of Iſis, was, at one time, ſo near

destruction by one of theſe ſudden idnunda

tions, that, in her ſlight, ſhe lost a favourite

ſon. This may be the flight of Iſis from Ty

phon, alluding to the story of the Via Lactea,

or, as they call it the Via Straminea, or Way -

of Straw; and the immediate origin of that

fable may be this. We find it recorded,

of the people of this country, that, whether

out of ſuperstition, by way of ſacrifice, or as

an emblem of drying them up, they often ſet

fire to whole forests of reſinous trees, through

which the courſe 'of the country ſhewed, that

the flood would, in a few hours, take its

way. However this be, the name of Way

of Straw, and Way of burning Straw, is

univerſal in the eastem nations as a name of

this part of the heavens.

RAI AL GIAUZA. A name given by

the Arabs to the bright star in the foot of

Orion. ' '

RAI, or AL RAL A name by which

ſome fanciful people call the bright star in the

foot of Cepheus. It is an Arabic name, and

ſignifies the Shcpherd; hence ſome call it

Pastor.

RAMPHASTES. A name by which we

find ſome, who are fond of strange words,

calling the Toucan, one of the new-formed

constellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere.

The Toucan, under the figure of which theſe

stars are arranged, 'is a strange bird of Amc-ſi

M m m - rican
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rican origin, with a beak as large as its whole

body. They have very wrongly called it the

American gooſe, ſor it is not at all of the na

ture of that fowl. The earlier Voyagers, who

mentioned it, called it the Braſilian magpye,

which was much more near to nature. It is

deſcribed and figured in an history of animals

lately publiſhed by the author oſ theſe obſer

vations. Its name Ramphastes is only a miſ

ſpelling of Ramphastos, one of the denomi

nations under whichA it is deſcribed by ſome

of the best writers.

RAPHAEL, rr ST. RAPHAEL. Accord

ing to Schiller, and the enthuſiasts his ſol

lowers, a name oſ one oſ the constellations oſ

the ſouthern hemiſphere. Theſe writers ſet

_ about what they called a reſormation of the

ſphere, and their intent was to baniſh from the

* heavens all thoſe figures which bore relation

to pagan ſuperstition, or pagan fables, and to

put ſaints, angels, and apostles in their places.

They had gone through the old constellations,

placing one by one, new figures, in their

room 3 a St. Peter for the Ram, a St. Andrew

fer the Bull, and Gideon's Fleece ſor the Hare

at the feet of Orion. At length they came

to the new-formed constellations of the ſou

thern hemiſphere 3 and, to make ſhort

work of theſe, they take them, two or three,

or more, together, into ſuch as they put in

their places. Thus, the Crane and the Phae

nix made the high-priest Aaron, Job was

formed out of the Indian and the Peacock, the

Bird of Paradiſe the Chamelion, and the Fly

Fiſh went to make up the Eve of theſe inno

vators, and for this Raphael, the Dorado, the

Toucan, the Hydrus, and the two Magellanic

Nubeculze. It is very well ſuch innovations

_ never took place among the generality

of astronomers. It is neceſſary, ſor the ſake

of underflanding the few books in which they

 

occur, to explain them here; but, if they had

ever been thoroughly received, the confuſion

in the study would have been endleſs, and

we ſhould have lost the advantage of all the

early obſervations.

RATlO. It is neceſſary, on amultiplicity

of occaſions, to compare certain different.

quantities, or numbers, together, as to their de

gree, to know whether they are more or leſs

one than the other, or whether they be equal 5,

iſ they are unequal, and come under this con

ſideration of more or leſs, when we conſider

by how much the one is greater, or is leſs,_

than the other, we are ſaid to study the ratio

of thoſe quantities; and, when we are to put
this down in words, the fectrm oſ exPreſſion is,

that the one is in ſuch a ratio to the other.

In theſe compariſons, we call the first quan

tity or number, antecedent, and the ſecond is

named the conſcquent. If, upon the enquiry,

the two are ſound to be equal, the term ratio

is still uſed, ſor the expreſſion is, that theſe

two numbers, or theſe two quantities, have a

ratio of equality; if they are found to be un

equal, the ratio is, that-they have a ratio oſ

inequality. When the antecedent is greater

than the conſequent, as, for inſtance, if the

antecedcnt were twelve, and the conſequent

ſix, itlis called a ratio of majority; iſ, on the

contrary, the anteccdent be leſs than the con

ſequent, as, if the antecedent were ſix, and

the conſequent twelve, the term, to expreſs

this, is a ratio of minority, With regard to

the ratio's oſ inequality, another distinction is

alſo to be made as to the proportion which the

leſſer number bears to the greater. Suppoſe

the numbers twelve and four, the leſſe: is then

an aliquot part of the greater, becauſe four,

repeated a certain number of times, makes the

whole ſum oſ twelve ; but, if the number

were twelve and five, then the leſſer number

15
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is an aliquant part ofthe greater, becauſe five

, being repeated, whatſoever number of times,

twill not make twelve.

Astronomers have very frequent recourſe to

theſe ratio's in their calculations, and they

have found it conVenient, for the ſake of ex

preſſmg their ſenſe in a few words, to adopt

certain terms expreſiive of the ſeveral principal

kinds.

and the antecedent is just twice equal to the

conſequent, they ſay the antecedent is in a

duple ratio to the conſequents; thus, ſix and

three are a ratio of a majority called a dup/e

ratio. When the first number contains the

ſecond just three times, as, if the numbers are

nine and three, it is then called a triple ratio;

when four times, as twelve and three, it is

a quadruple ratio, and ſo on.

When they are leſs regular to one another

they yet have determinate names, as, if the an

tecedent contains the conſequent just once and

and a half, as, if the numbers are three-tWO,
vit is called a ſeſquialterate ratio; if the ante

cedent contains the conſequent one and a third

part, as, if the numbers are four-three, then it

is called a ſeſquitertian ratio. This may ſerve

to explain the terms uſed to expreſs the ratio's

of majority. Thoſe of minority will be eaſily

understood from theſe, for the terms that ex

preſs them are the ſame, only the prefix ſub is

uſed to indicate the minority. Thus, if the

antecedent number be contained twice in the

conſequent, the term of the ratio is a ſubduple ;

when three times, it is called a ſub-triple

ratio; when four times, as, in numbers three

twelve, the ratio is a ſub-quadruple ; when

once and an half, as two-three, it is called a

ſub-ſeſquialterate ratio 5 when once and a third

part, as three-four, it is called a ſub-ſeſqui

tertial ratio. Thus far we have conſidered

two numbers only as the ſubjects of a ratio,

but four may alſo be conſidered, comparing

When the ratio is a ratio of majority,

RA

them by pairs. W'hen this is the caſe, the

equality, or ſimilitude of ratio's, is called by

the name proportion, and the quantities are

called proportional quantities. See PROPOR

TIONALſſ'.

* RATIO of Po-wm. The uſe of ratio's is

not confined to ſimple quantities, it extends to

their ſeveral powers in the ſame manner, but

it is then expreſſed by peculiar terms. The

ratio, between two ſecond powers, or ſquares,

is called a duplicate ratio, and that between

two third powers, or cubes, is called a tripli

cate ratio. In the ſame manner, the ratio,

between a ſecond and a third power, that is,

between a ſquare and a cube, is called a ſeſqui

plicate ratio.

RATIONAL HORIZON. A term uſed

is formed by a circle, the plane of which paſſes

through the centre of the earth. It is uſedi

by way of distinction from what is called the

ſenſible horizon, which is a circle, the plane

of which paſſes through that point of the

earth's ſurſace on which the obſerver stands.

When astronomers ſpeak of the horizon in ge

ing this rational horizon, for, if they intend

the other, they ſpeak of it with the addition

of the term ſenſible.

RATIONAL BANTITLES. The ſame as

commenſurable quantities,. ſuch as may have

a third quantity formed that will be a common

meaſure to them both. See WANTrTrEs. -

stellations. - See the article Cortvus.

RAY of Light. The ſmallest part of light,

-which can be ſuppoſed to be acted upon, or
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to act of itſelf, is, in that ſeparated ſenſe,

ſſcalled a 'ray of light. See the article LIGHT.

RAYS if Light. When any object what

ſoever is before our ſight, every point of that

object, which is viſible, ſendsforth from it

ſelf, as from a centre, rays of light in strait

lines, through an hemiſphere, every way

equally. It is from this, that, in whatever

part of the hemiſphere .a ſpectator stands, ſo

that a strait line can be drawn from his eye

to that point of the object, he ſees that point.

It is from this alſo, that the ſame point, or

part of the object, is viſible to many people,

at the ſame time standing in different places.

See the article LIGHT.

RAYS, parallel. All rays of light which

can be drawn from any one point of an ob

ject, distant from a lens, to that ſurface of it

which is toward the object, may be conſi

dered as phyſically parallel; for they are ſo

near being parallel that they will be reflected,

or refracted, as if they Were parallel. From

this it is evident, that the rays which come

from the ſame point of an object, and fall

upon the ſurſace of a lens, turned directly to

ward the object, unite in a point beyond the

lens. They will be ſo refracted at their paſ

ſage out of air into glaſs, and out of glaſs into

air, that.they will be made to converge ſo as

to meet ſomewhere at a point. The whole

pencil of rays which thus coming from any

point of an object fall upon the ſurface of the

lens, turned directly toward the object, do

meet accordingly in a point beyond the lens,

and theſe rays thus comingfrom the point of the

object, falling upon the ſurface of the lens, and

uniting in a point behind it, are called a pen

cil of rays. A pencil of rays is therefore a

double con'e, the common baſe whereof is

the lectionof the lens. The Vertex of one

 

cone is the radiating point of the object, the

vertex of the other cone is the tip of the pen
cil, and a lineſidrawn from one of theſe ver

texes to the other, is the axis of the pencil of

rays, and may be conſidered as a strait line.

The rays of light coming from different

points oſ the ſame object croſs each other in a

vast manyplaces, and this they do without at all

hindering one anothers progreſs : this is ow

ing to the inconceiveable ſmallneſs of the par

ticles of matter which compoſe them, but

still ſmall as theſe particles are, it is amaz

ing, that the rays do not, in ſome degree,

impede one anothers paſſage.

RE-APPARENT STARS. Fixed stars

which do not, like the others, keep their

place and appearance at all times in the hea

vens, but are ſometimes ſeen, and at others

wholly inviſible. The most remarkable of

'theſe is the famous new star in Caſſiopeia, it

appeared all at once, and gradually dimi

niſhed in bigneſs and ſplendor, till it was

quite lost again. See New STARs.

RECIPROCAL PROPORTION. That

proportion between antecedents and conſc

quents, in which more requires leſs, and leſs

more, in oppoſition to the direct where it is

contrary. See BANTXTIES Pnoronrro

NAL.

RECTANGLE. Astronomers uſe this

term as more conciſe, for what they, at Other

times, call a rectangled parallellogram, either

term eXpreſſes a quadrilateral figure, which

has all its 'angles right ones, but in which

only the oppoſite ſides are equal to one an

other, this is what people vulgarly call a

long ſquare. See QpAnRILATaaALFIGURE.

RECTILINEAR ANGLE- Expreſſcs an

angle
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angle formed by two right lines which touch

in a point. See ANGLE.

RED SEA. According to the ſystem of

Schiller, one of the ſouthern conflellations:

he gives this name to the Eridanus of the old

ſpheres, and deſires it may be underſtood that

ſea over which the Iſraelifes paſſed. Schic

kard will have it to be the brook Cedron.

REFRACTION. The bending oſ the rays

of light, as they paſs out of one medium into

another, in an oblique direction, the ſe

cond medium- being of a degree of denſity,

unequal to the first, is called refraction 5 this

is different in degree, under different circum

stances, but is always strictly conformable to

its laws. If a line be drawn perpendicular to

the ſurface of the ſecond medium, a ray go

ing out of a thinner medium into a more denſe

one, is refracted toward that perpendicular;

but, on the contrary, iſ the ray go out of a

denſe into a thinner medium, it is reſracted

from the perpendicular. This is the caſe iſ

the ſurface oſ the ſecond medium be a plane.

When the ſurface of the ſecond medium is

a curve, a line, which, being drawn to the

point of chntact, is perpendicular to the tan

gent of a curve, is perpendicular to that curve 5

a line, which, bring drawn to the point of

contact, makes oblique angles with the tangent,

makes the like angles with the curve; in this

caſe the mixt angle is equal to the rectilinear

angle. It is on the principles of this propoſi

tion that we are to explain the reſraction in

which the ſurſace oſ the ſecond medium is a

curve. The ray, paſſing out oſ one medium

into another, the ſurſace of that other being

curve, is ſubject to the ſame gent-ral laws of

refract'ron as when it is plane. Iſ it-talls per

pendicularly upon the ſurſace of the ſecond me

dium, it-wiil continue to go on in a ſtrait line

 
ln the ſame direction as in the first medium 3,
but, if it falls obliquely upon the ſuſirſace of the

ſecond medium, it will be refracted at the

point of incidence, ſo as to bend towards the'

perpendicular, when the ſecond medium is

more denſe than the firſt, and from the per- *

pendicular when the ſecond is thinner than

the first. Parallel rays, therefore, falling upon

a lens turned directly towards them, the lens,

then conſidered as a medium, will be reſracted,
ſo as to conveſſrge, or draw near to one ano

ther, and will at length meet in a point 5 at

this point they will croſs one another, and

from this point they will go on diverging, or

ſpreading farther aſunder.

When a ray of light, in paſſing out oſ one

medium into another oſ different denſity, falls

inclined to the ſurſace of the ſecond medium, it

will not enter the ſurface of the ſecond me

dium, whether it be more denſe, or more rare,

than the first, but it will be reflected in ſuch

a manner that the angle of reflection ſhall be

equal to the angle of incidence. Iſ we exa

mine this matter nicely, we ſhall find that all

the rays oſ light are not equally reſracted, or

reflected, in paſſing through different mediums, _

for, with the ſame angle oſ incidence, ſome of

the rays are more reſracted, that is, are bent

farther from the perpendicular, and others

leſs 5 and when they fall very much inclined

upon the ſurface oſ the ſecond medium, ſome

of them are ſooner reflected than others, that

' is, With the ſame angle of incidence, ſome of

the rays will be reflected, and others will not ;

theſe latter will require to have the angle of

incidencc still leſs, in order to their being re

flected. Thus, the light of the ſun conſists

oſ rays different in themſelves, which is found

by their being differently reſrangiblc.

Light is not reflected, or refracted, by im

pinging upon the ſolid parts of the reſracting,

or reflecting, medium, but by a power which

- is.
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in uniſormly diffuſed through that medium,

which acts upon the particles oflight, without

immediate conract, in a direction perpendi

cular to the ſurface of the medium. Light, in

_ paſling (loſe by the ſides of bodies, is bent

out of its way, and that in ſuch a manner,

that parallel rays, paffing on each ſide of any

body, do converge, and, paſſing between

two bodies, do diverge, whatſoever be the

medium.

As one of the 'principal objects of astro

nomy is to fix the ſituation of the ſeveral hea

venly-bodies, it is neceſſary, as aſirst step to

ward any part of the ſcience, to understand

the cauſes which occaſion a falſe appearance

ofthe place oſ thoſe objects, and make us ſup

poſe them, (for this is, in too great a degree,

the eaſe) in a different ſituation from that

which they really have in 'the heavens.

In order to come at the bottom of this mat

ter, we are first to conſider that this earth, on

which we live, and from which we make our

obſervations, is every way ſurrounded with a

groſs, thick, and foul air, which we distinguiſh

by the name of its 'atmoſphere. This is the

air we breathe, and this extends itſelf everyway

about the globe to a great distance 5 exactly

how far it reacheswe have not been able to

determine. Above this, there is a much more

pure and fine air, which we call mther. It is

through this atmoſphere that We ſee the stars,

the rays from which bodxes penetrating its

ſubstance, ektend themſelves to our eyes.

If theſe rays were directed strait from the

stars to the centre of the earth, notwithstand

ing that they paſſed out of a rarer medium,

the zether, into this more denſe one, the at

moſphere, they would continue their courſe

in the ſame direction. But this is the caſe, in

regard to us, only with thoſe rays which fall

directly from the zenith, or ſpot, over our

heads.

 Thoſeſirays, which comefrom the stars 'in the

ſeveral other parts of the heavens to our.eyes,

traverſe the atmoſphere, in their way to us, in

an oblique direction, and, in conſequence of

this direction, they do, in paſſing out of 'a

more rare, into a more denſe medium, bend,

or alter their direction in ſome degree. This

is the occaſion that we ſee them out of their

true ſituation, and they produce the ſame effect

as we ſee when we view an object through

water, through glaſs, or through any other

medium which is more denſe than air. Ifwe

thrust a stick obliquely into'the water, it will

appear broken at the place where'it enters the

water. If we view the bottom of a river it

appears nearer to us than it is. ' Thus it is

with whatſoever we view through a different

medium, it appears in a place at ſome distance

from that-in which it truly is; and thus it is

with the stars ſeen from the earth.

This action of the rays of light, which come

from the stars to our eyes, and are thus bent

in their courſe, is called astronomical refrac

tion, and allowances are to be made for it in

all obſervations. Thus, -if we view a certain

star, the rays coming from it to our eyes are

bent at their paſſage out of the aether into our

atmoſphere, and conſequently the eye ſees

them in a direction not truly their own; we

know nothing of the star, or its place, but by

theſe rays of light pafling from it, and follow

ing the direction of theſe, thus altered, we ſee

the star in a part of the heavens conſiderably

higher than it really is.

There are two ways of determining theſe

refractions, which we thus ſee are, and always

must be, made. This may be done by imme

diate obſervations of the stars in their ſeveral

degrees of height, or only by two obſervations

at two different degrees of height, by the

means of which we find the height of the

matter which thus interrupts and diſſects the

rays,
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rays', "and the refraction which anſwers to' all

the other degrees of height up to the zenith.

The first method is the more natural, and

it is that uſually employed for determining

the refractions of the stars, when they are but

a little way above the horizon; but we are ob

liged to have recourſe to the ſecond, when in

the greater heights, where' the difference ofone

degree from another is not enough ſenſible for

being perceived in immediate obſervations.

The first method ofdetermining refractions

may be practiſed in any part of the earth; but

the most exact, and the most ſimple operations

of it are thoſe made under the equinoctial line,

in obſerving the different heights oſ thoſe stars

which are in the equator, or the height of the

ſun at the time when he is in one of the equi

noxes. There needs no more to this obſer

vation than to have an instrument ſufficiently

exact for taking the' heights of the ſun, or stars,

and a well-regu-uted pendulum to meaſure

the time that a star, or that the ſun, takes in

returning to the meridian from one day to

another. _ ,

The perſon, who makes the obſervation, is

to mark the hour at which the ſun, or star, is

arrived at different heights above the horizon,

and, as the time, which the star takes from

day to day to return to its meridian, is to the

interval between the hour of the obſervation

and that of its paſſage through the meridian,

ſo are three hundred and fiXty degrees to the

distance of that star from the zenith, the com

plement of which is the true height of the star

above the horizon. The difference, therefore,

between this true height, and that which ap

peared in the obſervation, is the quantity of

refraction anſwering to the height of the star.

Thus eaſy and ſimple is the proceſs when

the obſerver is placed under the equinoctial,

but, when he is placed out of it, and the star,

which he is to view, has conſequently ſome

 

declination, it is neceſſary to reduce into de-*

grees, minutes, and ſeconds, as preſcribed

above, the difference between the hour of the.

obſervation, and that of the paſſage of the star.

through the meridian. Then, knowing the

height of the pole at the place where the ob

ſervation was made, and the declination of the

star, we have two ſides of a ſpherical triangle,

the arc of which, meaſuring the distance from,

the pole to the zenith, gives the complement

of the height of the pole at the place, and the

other arc the complement of the declination

of the star, with regard to the equinoctial. The

angle, compriſed between theſe two 1ides,gives

us the difference between the hour of the 0bfer-4

vation, and the paſſage of the star through the

meridian,indegrees,minutes, and ſeconds. We

have the quantity of the third ſide, the true diſ

tance of the star from the zenith, at the mo

ment of the obſervation 3 and the comple

ment of this is the true height of the star above

the horizon.v The difference between this

height, and that which appeared to be the

height of the star in the obſervation, meaſures

the refraction 5 only that we areto obſerve, if

the star, which was the ſubject of the obſer

vation, have any parallax, that must be added.

The ſecond method of determining the

quantity of this refraction is to determine, by

obſervations, the refraction which anſwers to

the two different degrees of height, and to

have a ſurface elevated, at a certain distance

above the earth, where the rays ſuffer re-*

fraction.

In all theſe obſervations the univerſal law

of refraction holds, and the rays of the stars

reaching our eye, are distorted in an equal de

gree, the angle of their refraction being always

equal to the angle of incidence; and, in de

termining the quantity of this by the ſecond

method, if the quantity be found too great or

too little for that determined by the obſerva

tion,.
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- tion, it ctwill be neceſſary to diminiſh, or to

add, to the height, in proportion to that ex

c-eſs or diminution, till the proper quantity be

found.

The height of the refraction being once

establiſhed, it is eaſy to find, in the ſame man

' ner, the refraction which correſponds with all

the degrees of height above the horizon, or

of the apparent height of a star above the ho

rizon. And according to this hypotheſis,

which repreſents, with a ſufficient cxactneſs,

thoſe refractions which have been determined

by obſervation for the different heights of stars

above the horizon, the ſubstance, which

cauſes thoſe refractions, appears to extend it

ſelf buta little way over our heads, in compa

riſon of the ahſolute extent of the atmoſphere:

- for it is found, by repeated obſervations of this

kind, that the height, to which it extends

'eVery way about the ſurfaee of the earth, is

not more than four thouſand yards. This is

very little in compariſon to the abſolute height

of the atmoſphere; four thouſand yards is leſs

than the height of many mountains, and the

atmoſphere reaehes to a height very much

above that of the highest portions of the ſur

face of the earth.

This obſervation gives birth to a conjecture,

Which, indeed, being rather matter of cer

tainty than of ſuſpicion, deſerves a more po

ſitive name than conjecture. We know that

the occaſion of this refraction is the entrance

oſ thoſe rays which are ſubject to it out of a

finer and more rare, into a coarſer and more

denſe medium. We find that the' place,

'where this refraction happens, is at about four

thouſand yards from the ſurface of the earth,

'and that this is not the height of the atmo

ſphere, but only a certain height in it. It ap

pears from hence,thatwhat we call atmoſphere,

is not, as might be ſuppoſed, one homogene,

or ſimilar matter, but that in its upper part,
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or that above four thouſand yards, it is lighter

and thinner, and is, -in the rest, thicker z

above this mark it approaches to the nature of

aether; below, it is thick. We ſeem to

compute the whole maſs, from the given height

tp the ſurface of the earth, as all alike, and

talk of the refraction it occaſions as ſingle ;

on the contrary, as it is here denſer than

where it 'is more high, it probably grows more

and more denſe from this height all the way to

the ſurface, and, instead of the rays ſuf

fering one refraction, they ſuffer many. We

ſeem to understand them as coming directly

to our eyes from that height, but it is more

probable that they are all that way paffing from

a more rare to a more and more denſe me

dium, and conſequently that they form a curve

line following the tangent, whence we ſee

the star.

In order to determine the quantity of this

chrve, it would be neceſſary to know the exact

degree of denſity of the atmoſphere at its

different distances from the earth, but, as this

is not known, it is ſufficient that we attend to

the ſimple and eaſy method laid down here,

by which it is eaſy to find the general quan

tity of refractions nearly, as well as by imme

diate obſervations; and to know, with great

eaſe and tolerable exactnels, by a star's appa

rent height above the horizon, what is its real

height.

The power of this refraction, in elevating

the heavenly bodies to our view above their

real places, is ſo great, that it is aknown fact

that We ſee the ſun before he is riſen and after

he is ſet, at both times, while he is below the

horizon ; but this 'will appear the leſs strange

to thoſe unacquainted with theſe ſubjects, iſ

they conſider, that, if they retreat ſo far from

a baſon as just to loſe ſight of a piece of money

laid in its bottom, the edge intercepting the

view, theywill ſee it, while standing, 'in the

ſame
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ſame poſition, iſ the baſon be filled with

water. The difference between the denſity

ofwater, and that of the air, does this in this

caſe, and the denſity of our atmoſphere, be

yond that of the other, effects it in the other.

REGIO HEROUM. A strange name

by which ſome of the old Writers have called

the Galaxy, or Milky Way. It is impoſſible

to understand the names theſe people gave to

the ſeveral parts of the heavens without en

tering into their opinions. Thoſe among

them, who called this lucid tract tirtulus an

tiquus, the old circle, or belt, understood

it to have been once the part of the heavens

through which the ſun took his courſe; and

they tell you, that, when he turned away

from ſeeing the banquet of Thyestes, he got

into the zodiac, where he has remained ever

ſince; in the ſame manner thoſe who call this

part of the heavens Regio Heroum, the Re

gion of the Heroes, founded it upon an opi

nion, that the ſouls of men being immortal,

thoſe of the best and greatest were taken up

immediately after their deaths into the hea

vens, and allotted to a peculiar bright and

happy place for their eternal habitation. This

part they took to be the Milky Way, and ſome

of them went ſo far as to explain its very

ſplendor by the multitude of theſe bright ſpi

rits enjoying their existence and freedom from

the world and matter in it. This was one of

the favourite doctrines of the antient ethnics,

and we find it ſupported by the concurrence

and adoption of a number of their moralists

and best writers. Macrobius, in the Som

nium Scipionis, refers to it in a very strong

and elegant manner in this light. The

father, again repeating his admonition to his

ſon, that he ſhould obſerve a true piety to

wards the gods, and deal justly with men,

pointed out the immedſhte reward, and, di

VOL. I.

 

recting his eye to the Galaxy, bade him there

look upon the region which was the reward

of virtue, and was, at that time, filled with

the ſouls of great and good men, among

whom he ſhould be admitted,

This opinion is of very early origin. Philo

alludes to it, where he talks of the ſouls of

the great and virtuous living in the highest

heaven, and above the stars; he ſays their

station is in the most exalted part of the ſkies,

and that they are the pure and unembodied

ſouls of great men once on earth, whom the

Greeks call, from their former station, heroes ;

and Moſes, from their appointments, angels

and ministering ſpirits.

REGULAR POLYGONS. Figures con

ſifting of ſeveral ſides and ſeveral angles in any

number more than four, the angles and ſides

of which are all equal 5 iſ it be otherwiſe,

they are called irregular. Figures of this de

nomination may be pentagons, hexagons,

&e. See POLYGON.

REGULUS. A name by which astrono

mers have called a star of the first magnitude

in the breast of the Lion. They call it alſo

Cor Leonis, the Lion's Heart. See LEO.

REPHAN. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of uncommon words, have called

the planet Saturn; it is one of the Egyptian

names of that planet, and ſignifies, in their

language, the god of time. We know in ge

neral, that the Greeks received the rudimcnts

of their astronomy from the Egyptians, but

we ſee, by ſuch instances as this, how cloſe

they applied them. The god of time among

the Egyptians, is the Saturn of the

Greeks.

N n n REVO
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REVOLUTION. Astronomers expreſs

by this term a motion of two kinds ; the one

is, that motion which a body makes in going

round ſome other body 5 the other, that which

it performs in turning round its own axis.

The planets, and among them the earth,

move round about the ſun in orbits, or courſes

differently remote from the ſun 5 and the moon

moves round about this earth, as do alſo the

ſatellites of Jupiter and Saturn, which are

their moons round that planet; this motion

is expreſſed by the term revolution: and by

way of distinction, when the primaiy planets

are ſpoken of, it is called the annual revolu

tion, the period oſ it being the year of each

planet: but beſide this, the earth, and theſe

planets, and the moon, and their ſatellites,

do all the while they are in their ſeveral courſes

turn alſo round upon their own axis. This

motion is alſo called revolution, and when ap

plied to the earth, is its diurnal revolution.

The other, or greater revolution, is confined

to the planets, and their ſatellites; at least,

theſe are all the bodies with which we are ac

quainted that are poſſeſſed of it 5 on the con

trary, the leſſer revolution, or that of bo

dies about their own axis, ſeems univerſal,

and is ſo far, as we know, impreſſed upon all

the heaVLnly bodies. If any thing could be

ſuppoſed, exempt from it, we might naturally

think the ſun ſhould be ſo, but it is not.

We distinguiſh, by the motion of his ſpots, that

the ſun performs a revolution, about its own

axis, in about twenty-ſeven days. The fixed

stars are too remote for us to ſee the ſpots, if

there be any on their ſeveral phaſes, by which

alone we could determine whether they have

ſuch a revolution, and what is the period of

it 3 but iſ we may judge by thoſe called new

stars, which appear and diſappear at-certain

times, and thoſe Very distant from one an

other, we muſt conclude, that the appear

 

ance of theſe stars is owing to the' turning of

a luminous ſide toward us, and their diſap

pearance to the withdrawing that, and turn

ing' an obſcure one; if this be the caſe, it must

be owing to a revolution of thoſe stars about

their axis, and as theſe are undOubtedly fixed

stars, we are to judge from them of the others,

and to ſuppoſe, that the fixed stars have a re;

volution round their axis, and that it is not

performed otherwiſe than in a 'very long pe

riod of time. .

That the planets, in general, revolve about

their axis, we have demonstration, the moon

herſelf, notwithstanding her appearance of

being unmoved, in this reſpect, not excepted.

It has been indeed doubted, with regard to

Saturn, but this is only becauſe that planet is

at ſuch a distance, that we cannot ſee his ſe

veral pli-aſes on which that revolution could be

proved 3 as to the rest, it is evident, the pri

mary planets make their general revolutions,

or, as they may be called, their annual revo

lutions, round the ſun in the following periods,

proportioned to their distances, and their ſe

veral magnitudes. Mercury being of two

thound ſix hundred miles in diameter, and at

thirty-tWO millions of miles distance from the

ſun, performs his revolution round the ſun in

eighty-ſeven days, twenty-three hours, and

ſixteen minutes 3 this ſhort period therefore is

the year of Mercury. Venus being ſeven

thouſand nine hundred miles in diameter, and

distant from the ſun fifty-nine millions of

miles, performs her revolution round the ſun

in two hundred and twenty-four days, ſixteen

hours, and forty-nine minutes. The earth

being in its diameter ſeven thouſand nine hun

dred and thirty-five miles, and distant from

the ſun eighty-two millions of miles, perſorms

her annual revolution in three hundred and

ſixty-five days, ſix hours, and nine minutes.

Mars being four thouſand eight hundred miles

. . in
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in'diameter, and at the distance of one hun

dred and twenty-five millions of miles from

the ſun, performs his revolution in ſix hun

dred and eighty-ſix days, twenty-three h0urs,

and twenty-ſeven minutes. Jupiter being ſe

venty-ſeven thouſand miles in diameter, and

at the distance of four hundred and twenty

ſix millions of miles from the ſun, is in per

forming his revolution four thouſand three

hundred and thirty-two days, twelve hours,

and twenty minutes; and Saturn being ſixty

ſeven thouſand miles in diameter, and ſeven

hundred and eighty millions of miles distant

from the ſun, is ten thouſand ſeven hundred

and fifty-nine days, ſix hours, and thirty-ſix

minutes in performing his revolution, ſo long

are the years of Jupiter and of Saturn.

* While the planets are thus performing their

revolutions round the ſun, they are all the

time alſo performing their leſſer revolution, or

that which is round their own axis. That of

Saturn cannot be aſcertained, becauſe we can

not even be aſſured there is any ſuch, other

wiſe than from reaſon and analogy. That of

Jupiter is performed in nine hours, fifty-five

minutes, and is the quickest known motion

in all the heavens. That of Mars is per

formed in twenty-four hours, and about forty

minutes ; that of the earth we know to be in

tWenty-four hours; that of Venus has been

strenuouſly aſſerted by Bianchini, and ſome

others, to take up twenty-four days z but it

is, in reality, performed in a little more than

three and twenty hours 3 and as to Mercury,

he is as much too near to the ſun, as Sa

turn is too remote from the earth, to give op

portunity for the determination. The ſeveral

phaſes of Saturn we cannot ſee, becauſe of his

great distance; and in Mercury we can no

more ſee them, by reaſon of his being always

ſo near the horizon, that the vapours of our

atmoſphere prevent a' distinct view of him.
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Thus we ſee the day of Jupiter is not quite

ten hours, although his year be of the length

of twelve of our years. * -The year of Mars is

near two of our years in length, and yet his

day is but very little longer than our day.

The year ofVenus is but little more than half

our year, and yet her day is nearly the ſame

with ours. Of the day of M'ercury we know

nothing, but his year is about a quarterofours.

While the primary planets are thus perform

ing their greater revolutions round the earth,

and, at the ſame time, their leſſer revolutions

about one' another,' their ſeveral ſatellites

are alſo performing their great revolutions

about them, and, as they go, their ſeveral leſſer

revolutions about their own axis, although

we can diſcover, that they have this leſſcr re

Volution, we cannot tell the time of it, for

they are too remote for ſuch obſervations as,

could alone accompliſh it 3 but the periods of

their ſeveral greater revolutions have been de

termined, as well as their distances from the.
planets, or diametersiof their ſeveral orbits.

As to thoſe of Jupiter, the diameter of the

orbit of his first ſatellite, or that nearest to his

body, is three minutes, and fifty-five ſeconds,

and its revolution is performed in one day,

eighteen hours, twenty-eight minutes, and.

thirty-ſix ſeconds. The ſecond ſatellite has

for the diameter of its orbit ſix minutes, and

fourteen ſeconds, and the period of its revo

lution is three days, thirteen hours, ſeventeen
minutes, and fifty-four ſeconds. The dia-ſi

meter of the orbit of the third ſatellite is nine ,_

minutes, and fifty-eight ſeconds, and the pe

riod of its revolution is ſeven days, three

hours, fifty-nine minutes, and thirty-ſix ſe

conds. -The diameter of the orbit of the

fourth ſatellite of Jupiter is ſeventeen minutes,;

and thirty ſeconds, and it performs its revolu- .

about that planet in ſixteen days, eighteen

hours, five minutes, and ſeven ſeconds.

Nnnz As
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As to the ſatellites of Saturn, their revolu

tions are alſo proportioned to their distances,

and are as follow. The diameter of the orbit

of the first ſatellite is one minute, and twenty

ſeconds, and the revolution of that ſatellite

about the body of the planet is performed in *

one day, twenty-one hours, eighteen minutes,,

and twenty-ſeven ſeconds. The diameter of

the orbit of the ſecond ſatellite is one minute,

fifty-two ſeconds, and the period of its revo

lution is two days, ſeVenteen hours, forty

four minutes, and twenty-two ſeconds. The

diameter of the orbit of the third ſatellite is

two minutes, -and thirty-ſix ſeconds, and the

time of its revolution is four days, twelve

hours, twenty-five minutes, and twelve ſe

conds. The diameter of the orbit of the

fourth is ſix minutes, and the period of its re

volution is fifteen days, twenty-two hours,

thirty-four minutes, and thirty-eight ſeconds.

And the diameter of the orbit of the fifth, or

most distant of all the ſatcllites of Saturn, is

ſeventeen minutes, and twenty-five ſeconds,

and the periods of its revolution is ſeventy

nine days, ſeven hours, and forty-ſeven mi

nutes.

RlGHT Part gf Heaven. Different people

mean Very different parts of the ſkies by this

term. With the geographer it is the east, and

with the astronomer it is the weflern part, with

the priest, or augur, it is ſouth, and with the

poet it is the north -, all this is owing to the way

they ſuppoſe people to turn their faces when

they ſpeak; the geographer always looking to

the north, the astronomer to the ſouth, the

augur to the east, and the poet to the west.

RIGH-T SPHERE. If the earth divided,

acmrding to the astronomical manner, by

i circles, were to be viewed from a great di

 

the equator extended, the equator wmld not

ſhew itſelf as acircle, nor part of a circle,

but as a strait line drawn over the globe's ſur<

face, and touching it only in a point; and,

in the ſame manner, the parallels. to the equa

tor would appear as ſo marry strait lines, not

circles, and the conſequence would be the

ſame, that they would ſeeml to touch the

earth only in apoint, and not to go round it:

. for their poſition making them appear ſtrait

i lines, and the reaſon keeping up the remenh

.' brance of the earth's being a globe, it would

* appear, that lines could not touch a ſphere in

more than a point, and thus they would ap

pear to do. It is eaſy to ſee that only a ſemi

circle of each of theſe circles would be ſeen 5

but thoſe who are acquainted with perſpective

know, that if the whole circles could be ſeen,

that is, if the ſolid body of the earth were re-,

moved, still the equator would be only a,

ſtrait line, for a circle viewed from a distance,

with the eye, in the plane of that circle, ap

pears but as a strait line: it is therefore only,

an half of the equator, and an half of each

of the parallels, that would be thus ſeen by

an eye, placed at an infinite distance, and

in the plane of the equator, and theſe halves

of circles would repreſent ſo many right lines.

The ſphere of the earth, therefore, as ſeen by

an eye, in ſuch a fituation, would be called

a right ſphere, but the term may be brought

nearer to the point, for it is not in idea that

the right ſphere is to be understood. What

ſoever would be the caſe to an eye, placed

, at a distance in the plane of the equator, is,

'in ſome degree, the caſe of thoſe who live on

- the equator, or, as it is called, under the

r line. Theſe are ſaid to live in a right ſphere 5

for being at an exactly equal distance from

both the poles, they have both of them in their

horizon, and they have a right horizon, becauſe

flance, the eye being placed in the plane of A the celeſtial equator, and all the north and

ſouth

y
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ſouth parallels, cut their horizon atrightangles,

this is what is meant by the terms right ſphere,

and right horizon, and they can happen to

none except thoſe who live under the line.

What is intended by the two other terms,

oblique ſphere and parallel ſphere, will eaſily

appear from this. Whatſoever part of the

earth a man lives in, provided it be between

the equator and the poles, he will have the

celestial equator interſecting his horizon ob

liquely, and he is therefore ſaid to live in

an oblique ſphere z and, in the ſame manner,

whoſoever lives at the poles, has the equator

parallel to his horizon, one of the poles of

the heavens being always in his zenith, and

the other in his nadir, and theſe being the

poles of the equator, the horizon is to ſuch

a perſon a parallel, or a regular circle distant

equally in all its parts from the equator, and

from the pole, and ſuch a perſon is ſaid to

- live in a parallel ſphere. This will explain

what neceſſarily relates to the ſituation of the

right, parallel, and oblique ſphere.

RIPHEAN CLIMATE, or Climate aft/Je

Ripth Muntaim, (far that is the proper term

at length) A name given by the antients to

their ſeventh and laſt climate, north of the

equator. They had not our way of dividing

by the degrees and minutes of latitude, and

they divided the ſurface of the globe ſo far as

it was known to them into climates, they be

gan theſe at ſome distance from the equator.

The first parallel they took notice of, or that

which made the beginning of their first cli

mate, was when the longest day was twelve

hours and three quarters, for all between that

and the line, they ſuppoſed either as a right

ſphere, \and ſo ſubject to nothing of the obli

quity which gave origin to their climates, or

elſe diſregarded it as uninhabitable by reaſon

of the heat, from this they b- t'ffl diviſion,

 

and eVery parallel which was at ſuch a di

stance, that the longeſt day differed at it half

an hour from the length of that, at the last

was the limit of a climate. '

Thus each climate compriſed ſo much of

the ſurface of the globe as fell between two

parallels, at which the length of the longest

day differed but four hours, and they divided

each of theſe into two portions, but theſe not

exactly equal in ſpace, for that toward the

equator, for obvious reaſons, was always the

larger, by another parallel, at which the length

of the day was a quarter of an hour more than

at one of the extreme parallels, and a quarter

of an hour leſs than at the other; this middle

parallel marked the middle of the climate, and

the rest of it they reckoned it under the terms.

of the beginning, or the end of it. Under

this parallel, in the middle, they foundi.

ſome conſiderable place, and from this

they named that climate.. Thus they distri

buted what they knew of the globe north of

the equator (for ſouth of it they knew no

thing) into theſe ſeven climates, and the

first of them from Meroe being in the middle

of it, they called the climate of Meroe, the

ſecond, for the like reaſon, they called the

climate of Syrne, the third the climate of
Alexandria, the fourth the climate" ofſſRhodes,

the fifth was the climate of Rome, or, as

ſome others called it, of the Helleſpom, and

the ſixth of the Borysthenes 3 this of the Ri

phean mountains was the ſeventh. '

RIVER. A name for the constellation,

now distinguiſhed from the Jordau and Tigris

by the name Eridanus.

RHODES, Climate of. The climate of

Rhodes was, according to the old diviſion,

the fourth of the climates, north of the equa

tor. Theſe climates were an eaſy invention

[O
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to ſerve in the place of our diviſion, by Tde

grees, and minutes oſ latitude. The antients

divided ſo much oſ the ſurſace oſ the globe, as

was known to them, into what they called

ſeven climates, beginning at ſome distance

from the line, where all was unknown, and

ſuppoſed uninhabitable: each climate was

contained between two parallels, at one of

which the longest day was halſ an hour longer

than it was at the other, theſe were called the

beginning and the end of the climate; and

that parallel, in which the longest day was a

quarter of an hour longer than at the one,

and a quarter oſ an hour ſhorter than at the

other, was called the middle of the climate.

They named each climate from ſome conſi

derablcplace that lay under this middle pa

rallel ; and the city oſ Rhodes being ſuppoſed

to occupy this ſituation with reſpect to the

fourth climate, that was called the climate

ot'Rhodes.

RHOMBOIDE. A quadrilatoral figure,

or parallellogram, which has all its angles

oblique, and in which only the oppoſite ſides

are equal. See (LIADRrLATERAL Frcuaa.

RHOMBUS. A quadrilateral figure, which

has all its angles oblique, and all its ſides

equal. See this fizrther explained under the ar

ticle QPADRILATERAL Frovna.

ROAH. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uſing uncommon words, call the

constellation Auriga 3 it is a part oſ the He

brew name of that constellation, the whole is

Ha Roah Schohide Ha Reſan, and the ſenſe

of it is the ſhepherd holding a bridle ; and, in

the ſame manner, the Arabs call it Maſik Al

Inan, one holding a bridle. - -

ROBUR CARQLINUM, m Royal Oak,

 

 

or King Charleſ: Oah ; or, not to omit ſh notable

a name, the Carolina Oak, as one of the En

gliſh tſſmwmers talk it. One of the con

stellations of the ſouthern hemiſphere. This is

not one of the old forty-eight, but has been

ſince deviſed by the modern astronomers to

take in ſome of the unformed stars of that

hemiſphere.

The Royal Oak is not a very large con

stellation, nor, in proportion to the ſpace which

it occupies in the heavens, does it compre

hend many stars. Thoſe which are accounted

to it are however ſo well placed, and many

oſ them ſo conſpicuous, that it is eaſily di

stinguiſhed and aſcertained in the- heavens.

The constellations betWeen and arnohgl-which

the Royal Oak is placed, are the Chamelion,

the Centaur, the Ship, and the Flying Fiſh.

The Chamelion is placed near its root, and is

on its back 3 the curled part of the tail of this

constellation nearly reaches to the bottom oſ

the trunk. The hinder legs and tail of the

Centaur are very near the top, or the tufted

part oſ the tree 5 the Ship is cloſe to it on the

oppoſite ſide, and the Flying Fiſh is near its

trunk, on the ſide oppoſite to that on which
the Chamelion is; andithis creature is in a

direction nearly parallel to that of its trunk.

The figure under which this constellation

is repreſented in the heavens is that of an old

oak-tree, with a thick trunk, and a top not

very much branched. The stars in the Royal

Oak are twelve, and ſome of them are large

enough to be ſufficiently conſpicuous; there

are two in the trunk, one toward the root,

and one toward the top, where it begins to

divide into branches 3 there is a cluster of four

just where the branches begin, at the lower

branch, on one ſide there are two, on the

top oſ the other branch there are alſo two,

and there are two other ſmaller about the

branches, on the lower part on this fide.

_ The
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The figure, understood by this constellation,

is that of the oak in which King Charles II.

was, while his enemies were in purſuit

oſ him; and this the modern astronomers

have raiſed up into the heavens, as the early

authors, in the ſame study, did the Scorpion

that killed Orion, or the monster that was to

have devoured the unfortunate Andromeda.

ROME, Climate of. A name oſ the fifth

climate north of the equator, according to the

diviſion of the antients. The way of marking

down the distance of places in degrees and

minutes of latitude being not then known, they

had recourſe to a diviſion by climates. They di

vided ſo much oſ the ſurſace of the globe, as

was then known to them, by this means, into

what they called ſeven climates north of the

equator, for the countries to the ſouth they

were unacquainted with. Each climate com

priſed ſo much oſ the ſurſace of the globe as

lay between two parallels, ſo diſtant from one

another, that the longest day at the one was

half an hour different from the longest day at

the other. They uſed to name each of theſe

climates by the name of ſome conſiderable

place that was in or near the middle of it 5

they thus called their fifth climate, in the

middle, or about the middle of which they

ſuppoſed Rome to be, the climate of Rome 3

though this was not univerſal, for we find this

fifth climate called alſo by ſome the climate

of the Helleſpont. The ſixth was that oſ the

Borysthenes.

ROSE, mystic. A name given, by Schiller

and his followers, to the constellation Equu

leus.

ROTA, and ROTA IXIONIS, A name

by which ſome, who are ſond of uncommon

words, have called the constellation Corona

 

Australis, or the Southern Crown. They

have ſuppoſed it Ixion's wheel, and IVlercury's

Caduceus, and a garland, and have called it

by ſo many different names at different times,

that it ſeems as if they had not any very ſettled

form oſ drawing the figure. We ſee it in that

oſ a crown in the northern ſchemes of the

heavens, but poſſibly that was not always its

figure.

ROTATION. A term properly applied

to the earth, to expreſs that motion which

it performs in its revolution about its own

axis; but, as an apparent conſequence of this

is, that the ſphere of the heavens appears to

to have a motion in acontrary direction round

it, ſome have uſed the term to expreſs the ap

pearance, and not the reality, and have talked

of a rotation of the heavens. Thus, as it is

the earth, on which we live, that moves,_

must appear an univerſal motion with reſpect,

to all parts of the heavens, excepting only>

thoſe two fixed points correſponding to the

earth's two poles, and called the poles of the

heavens. Theſe appear to keep their places,_

and as the places of all the stars are in paral

lels between one and the otherc'pole> and the

equator, and theſe parallels are of the nature

of thoſe of the earth, circles. becoming

ſmaller and ſmaller toward. the poles, and

larger and larger toward the equator, the mo

tion Of the earth being, from west to east, the.

apparent motion of the heavens, which is ow

ing to it, will be in a contrary direction,

that is, from east to west : and thus thoſe stars, ſſ

which are in the equator, will appear to roundi

the earth in the celestial equator, or directly

over the earth's equator, and thoſe, which are,

at a distance, greater or leſſer from it, will ap

pear to go round the earth in a parallel, or a

circle drawn parallel to the equator, and

paſſing through the pointin which is the place

of
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of that star. This circle, by the motion abOVeL

mentioned, will be greater the nearer the star's

place is to the equator, and leſſer in proportion

as it is nearer to either of the poles;

all paſſing over certain parallels to be con

ceived upon the earth, as thoſe in the

equator of the heavens paſs over the equator

of the earth. Theſe parallels in the hea

vens, in which the stars perform their appa

rent rotation, and thoſe on the earth, which

are anſwering to them, are called Correſpon

dent parallels,

ROYAL OAK, Robin' Carolz'num. One

of the constellations oſ the ſouthern hemi

ſphere, and of the number of thoſe that have

been formed by modern astronomers. Some

  

 of the forty-eight constellations were in this

hemiſphere, as the Piſcis Australis, the Argo,

and the like; but this is of later date. For

an account eſ its/fart, ſee Rosua CAROLI

NUM.

RUCHA. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond of uncommon words, have called the

constellation Urſa Minor, or the Leſſer Bear 5

it is one of its Arabic names.

RULXBAHIC. A strange name by which

ſome have called the constellation Hercules;

it is a word of no language in the world, but

ſeems to have ariſen from a falſe writingoſ

the Giathi Ala Ruchbatichi, which is an

Arabic name of this constellation.
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haire called the bright stars in the arm of

Auriga, which the antients called Hoedi, and

the Kids. This is an Arabic name given to

them.

SACLATENI. A name by which ſome

SACRARIUM. Arname by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have

called the constellation Ara, the Altar 5 it is

one of its old Latin names.

SADATENI. A name giVen by the Arabs

to two bright stars in the arm of Auriga.

Some of the late writers, who are fond of

hard words, have borrowed the name.

SAD'R, or, ar it i: U/lc'tſl'u's written, SA

DIR. A name of a ſingle star in the constel

lation Caſliopeia; it is the bright one on the

breast that is called by this name, and the

word is Arabic, and ſignifies the breast. They

had a custom of naming ſingle stars thus from
their places. ſi

SAGITTA. One of the constellations of

the northern hemiſphere, and a very conſpi

cuous, although a very ſmall, one 5 it is one

of the forty-eight old oonstellations, or thoſe

which the Greeks have received from the

Egyptians, and which are mentioned by all

their writers. It contains but few stars in

compariſon of many oſ the others, but then it l

VOL. I.

 

is alſo of very ſmall extent in compariſon of

thoſe: with reſpect to the ſpace it occupies in

the heavens, it is not behind them in num-ſi

ber of stars. _

The Sagitta is repreſented, in all the ſchemes

of the heavens, in figure of an arrow, ſuch as

the antients uſed in war, and ſuch as we find

deſcribed by their authors -, it is strait and

ſlender, bearded at the point, and feathered at

the other end; at its middle, there is a ſquare,

which takes in, very luckily, ſeveral stars.

The constellations about the Arrow are the

Eagle, the Dolphin, and the Fox and Gooſe.

There is a ſpace formed between theſe three,

in the upper part of which this little constella

tion is placed; the Fox and Gooſe is imme

diately over it, and very near; the point 'of

the Arrow coming very near to the right fore

leg of the Fox; the Eagle is under it at a

ſomewhat greater distance 5 the Arrow is

placed ſlanting, but the feathered end comes

toward the tail of that bird z 'the Dolpth is

on one ſide of it, tolerably near, and on the

other Hercules, but at a great distance.

The antients counted five stars in Sagitta.

Hipparchus, who made the first catalogue of

the fixed' stars that is known of, ſet down ſo

many in it; Ptolemy followed his account;

Tycho continued the number five 5 Hevelius

the ſame, ſo that, till the obſervations ofFlam

stead, the constellation stood, in this reſpcct,

as it had been establiſhed by thoſe who first

0 o o took
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took account of it, but Flamſiead counted no

leſs than eighteen in it. Theſe are diſpoſed

pretty regularly over the figure ; there is one

unformed ſtar', but accounted to the constel

lation, strait before the point of the Arrow;

there arc two or three viſible ones in the head,

as many in the ſhaft, and one of theſe large;

three or four in the ſquare at the middle, and

as many in the feathered part 5 of theſe there

are none of a very conſiderable ſize, the three

or four largest are oſ the fourth magnitude,

for there is not one of the first, ſecond, or

third, in it; there are two or three alſo of the

fifth, but the greatest number are of the ſixth

magnitude. v

The Greeks tell us, that this constellation

owes its origin to one of the arrows of Her

cules, with which he killed the eagle or vul

tur that gnawed the liver of Prometheusr

The antients, when they performed their ſo

lemn ſacrifices, uſed to burn whole beaſts in

the fire by way of offering to the gods. Pro

metheus, who found, that, at this rate, only

the rich could be religious, made an order,

that, in theſe ſacrifices, a part of the victim

only ſhould be conſumed with fire, and the

rest eaten with reverence, and pious commu

nion, by the people. When this custom was

establiſhed, they tell us, that he made a ſo

lemn ſacrifice, and offering two bulls, all

that he burnt on the altar was the liver of

each, the fleſh of the two victims he put to

gether in one ox's ſkin, and roasted it for the

attendants. The bones which he had taken

out he alſo wrapt up in another ſkin, and, lay

ing all together, he requested, they ſay, of Ju

piter, to take what he pleaſed. They tell us,

that the firſt permiffion of ſaving a part was

aſked of Jupiter, and that the gods, not being

covetous like men, he obtained it eaſily; but

this was an ill return; he ſeemed to have

thought better of Jupiter than he deſerved, or

 

elſe to havelaid a trap to expoſe him, for, as

all was now wrapt up and concealed, they

tell you, Jupiter made the wrong choice, tak

ing both to be bulls, he choſe the little one,

and conſequently he got the bones. The

deity, they ſay, in revenge, took away from

mankind the uſe of fire, that, as they could

not eat their meat raw, it might be of no uſe

to them. Prometheus, after this, as they

continue the story, found his way to Jupiter's

own fire, and stole ſome of it, and ſet all right

again among his fellow-creatures. This is

the original ſtory, but to this the ſucceeding

fabulists added a multitude of things, as, that

he made men, and many other ſuch matters.

Jupiter, in revenge for the repeated inſult,

they ſay, bound Prometheus to the mountain

Caucaſus in Scythia, faſtening him down with

an iron chain, and placed an eagle as ſome call

it, or, as others,'a vulture, which, piercing

his ſide, fed on his liver, and returned to the

prey as often as nature restored what it had

deſtroyed. This vulture, or eagle, it is ſaid,

was not of the ordinary breed, but was fabri

cated by the hands of Vulcan, and obtained

its animating principle from upiter.

Long after this, they ſay, Jupiter was in

clined to have been very well acquainted with

Thetis, and took ſome pains to ſucceed. The

fates, talking over the ſucceeding ſperiods, ſet

it down as a certain conſequence that Thetis

ſhould have a ſon, who ſhould be greater

than his father. Prometheus, who was in no

condition to ſleep, heard the prediction, and

he acquainted Jupiter with it. Jupiter, in re

turn, ſet him at liberty. Hercules ſent after

the Heſperian apples, and, knowing nothing

of the place where they grew, went tip to

Promctheus, as they ſay, who lay bound upon

the mountain, and obtained the knowledge he

wanted from him, and afterwards releaſed

him.

Schickard,
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lSchickard, who will make every constella

tion commemorate ſome piece of the Old Teſ

tament History, calls this the arrow of Jona

than. Schiller, who will have them all refer

to ſome part of the New, alters the figure,

and makes it the ſpear and nails that wounded

Christ.

SAGITTARIUS, Sagittary, the Archer.

One of the constellations of the northern he

miſphere of very conſiderable note, and men

tioned by all the astronomical writers. It is

one of the old forty-eight constellations, and

one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac 5 standing

between the Scorpion and Capricorn. It is a

large constellation, but, for its extent, it corn

priſes fewer stars than almost any other, and a

great part of theſe are not conſiderable in their

magnitudes 5 what there are of note in it, are,

however, principally about the head and breast,

and they are ſo diſpoſed as to be ſufficiently

characteristic.

The figures of the zodiac are, in general,

more natural than thoſe of many other parts

of the heavens 5 the bears have tails, the dra

gons hairy heads, and the Dolphin is crooked,

but the Ram, the Bull, the Crab, and the

rest of the zodiac ſigns in general, are like

thoſe which are on the earth. This Sagittary,

however, is an archer of the ſkies alone, for,

on earth, there is nothing like to it. The fi

gure we ſee given for it in all the ſchemes of

the heaVens, antient as well as modern, is

that of a Centaur, or ananimal half man and

half horſe, armed with a bow and arrows,

and the bow drawn, and the arrow ready to

be let fly. The whole figure is naked, but

there flows behind the neck a looſe kind of a

robe 5 it is uſeful for compriſing a conſiderable

number of stars, but, as the drawing stands,

it is not eaſy to ſay in 'what manner it is faſ

tened to the body. The body, to the waist,

 

is human, there begins the horſe; the body is

bulky, and the tail that of an horſe, but it is

ſingular that the hoofs are cloven. The bow

is very large, and the posture is that of walk

ing, although the arrow is almost i'n the act

of going forth. .

The constellations between and among which

Sagittary stand are Capricorn, Antinous, and

the Eagle, Ophiucus, and the Scorpion.

Capricorn is cloſe behind him, the forefoot of

that figure, which is put forward, comes al

most cloſe to the horſe's tail, Antinous is juſt

over the flowing part of the robe of Sagittary 5

a part of the body, and the tail of the Ser

pent that is in the hands of Ophiucus, comes

over the top of the bow, and, in ſome de

gree, over the head of the Sagittary, but at a.

conſiderable distance: and the Scorpion is

before him: the point of the Arrow ſeems le

velled at the first joint of the tail, and but at

a very little distance from it.

The antients counted thirty-one stars in the

constellation Sagittary. Ptolemy ſets down ſo

many, and from that we know this was the

account in Hipparchus, the first among the

Greeks who made a catalogue of the fixed

stars, and whom Ptolemy ſtrictly copied. T) -

cho Brahe mentions only fourteen stars in this

constellation 5 but Hevelius accounts for

twenty-two, and Flamstead has exceeded the

, common number of the antients a great deal,

he makes them no fewer than ſixty-nine, of

theſe, ſome of which are about the head and

breast of the figure, and alſo ſome in the bow

and arrow, ſeveral are veryconſpicuous, and they

are ſo happily diſpoſed, that all thefigure is very

determinate. There is not, however, one

vstar in the constellation of the first, or even

an allowed one' of the ſecond magnitude;

there is indeed one in'the ſouth part of the

bow, which ſome have called of. the ſecond

magnitude, but they are more in the right

O 0 0 2 who
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who have allowed it to be only a third -,

all this however is arbitrary.. There are,

however, beſide this, no leſs than five stars,

allowed, on all hands, to be of the third

magnitude, and theſe being all ſo near to one

another as in the head and breast, and bow,

makea very conſpicuous appearance; one of

theſe is placed at the baſe of the Arrow's

head, a ſecond in the ſhoulder, a third under

the arm-pit, a fourth is the last of three in the

head of the figure. There are, beſide theſe,

ſeveral of the fourth magnitude; the rest, in

general, are of the ſmallest kinds.

The Greeks, who ſeem to have named the

figure of this constellation just as it is to this

time continued to us, have had many opinions

-as to its origin 3 they have been, at ſome times,

inclined to call it a Centhur, but they have de

clared against this, becauſe of the bow and ar

rows, which are not allowed to be the arms

of a Centaur, Many of them have gone ſo

far as to give a name to the figure, and, after

that, it was eaſy to affix an history. They

call him Crotus, and ſay that he was a ſon of

Eupheme, who was a nurſe of the muſes;

they ſay that the youth had his habitation on

mount Helicon, and that he, in general,

ſpent his time among the muſes, but that he

ſometimes diverted himſelf with hunting.

They add, he was the best poet and the best

ſportſmen of his time, and that, in reward for

his peculiar merit, the muſcs had requested

of Jupiter to give him, at his death, a place

among the stars, to which the deity conſented,

and made him one of the twelve ſigns of the

zodiac. They ſay that Crocus was ſhaped

like other men while he lived, but that this

complicated figure was meant to commemo

rate his ſeveral excellencies. The bow and

arrows, the enſigns of Apollo, to ſignify his

power of verſe; the horſe-like part of his

body to denote his exerciſes on that noble

 

animal, and his uſe of it in hunting. They

have thrown a crown before his feet, with

which he ſeems playing, as above the wear

ing it 5 and the ſame mythologists ſay, that his

ſatyr's tail was given to ſhew his love of Bac

chus, and his happineſs of celebrating that

' deity in his poems; it ſeems from this that

We have a little departed from the old figure,

for our Sagittary has as good an horſe's tail

as need be drawn, the hoofs alſo are divided,

perhaps by the fancy of the painter, for the

old writers do not mention this, but theſe are

oſ no conſequence.

Instead of all this idle matter among the

Greeks, let us look up to the Egyptians for _

the origin of the figure, and we ſhall not be

at a loſs. They have the form preſerved

on their most antient remains, and they,

doubtleſs, or their predeceſſors in Shinar,

formed the constellation. Sagittary is the

ſign which the ſun enters at the cloſe of au

tumn, or at the fall of the leaf, and this be

fore the rains of wmter come on, is the

ſportſman's ſeaſon. 'The Egyptians, or theſe

their predeceſſors, had before figured the en

creaſe of the flocks in ſpring by the Ram,

the Bull, and the pair of kids, for that is the

original Gemini in the zodiac 3 and they had

for harvest placed a ſun-burnt maid, a la

bourer in the field; what figure could they

therefore chuſe better to repreſent the approach

of the hunting-ſeaſon, than that of anarcher,

or a ſportſman ? Why indeed they joined the

body of the man to that of an horſe, we are

not enough acquainted with their hieroglyphic

language to attempt explaining. Whatever

was the reaſon, all the astronomers in the ſuc

ceeding world have continued the figure, ex

cept the Arabians, and they have departed

from it, not from deſign or chance, but an

unlucky neceffity. The religion of theſe

people did not permit them to draw, on any

occaſion
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occaſion' whatſoever, an human figure, this,

though only in part human, was therefore un

]awful; and they have kept up the intent of

the Egyptians, though they have dropped the

figure, by drawing a quiver in its place.

It was a custom among the old writers on

astronomy, to give one of the twelve ſigns of

the zodiac to the protection of each of the

twelve ſuperior deities. This fell tq the ſhare

of Apollo; and from this ſingle circumstance

we may trace the origin of all that jargon and

nonſenſe which we find in the writings of the

old astrologers, who tell us of a great affinity

between the Sun and Sagittary ; it is only from

the giving the tutelage of this ſign to the god

of day, whom they made conductor of the

ſun.

'We meet with ſome accounts of Diana,

being the patroneſs of the ſign Sagittary, a

thought which probably aroſe from the con

ſidering Sagittary as a hunter, and that deity

as goddeſs of the chace. We are not to won

der if we meet with confuſion in things which

are in themſelves ſo idle, and ſo arbitrary;

but that Apollo was the tutelary deity of the

ſign, at least, among the Romans, is evident

from the coins of Gallien, on ſome of which

we have a reverſe the figure of Sagittary, and

the words Apollini Conſervatori Augusti, to

Apollo, the tutelary deity of the emperor.

SAGITTIFER. A name by which ſome,

who love uncommon words, have called the

new constellation of the ſouthern hemiſphere,

more uſually known by the name of the In

dian ; he has this name given him becauſe of

the arrow in his hand.

SAH'M, or At. SAH'M, A name by which

ſome, who are ſond of uncommon words,

call the constellation Sagitta, the Arrow z it

is one of the Arabic names of that ſign. ,

 

 

SAKIB AL MA. A name by which we

find the astronomers of certain periods call the

ſign Aquarius; it is the Arabic name of that

constellation, and ſignifies a pourer out of

water.

SALKEIM. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Virgo ; it is a Turkiſh

word, and its proper ſignification is an ear of

Corn ; it is uſed properly as the name of that

star in the ear in Virgo's hand, which is com

monly called Spica Virginis, but ſometimes

for the whole constellation; the Perſians call

it Chuſhee, an ear of corn.

SAMACA', and AL SAMACA. A name by

which ſome, who love uncommon words,

have called the constellation Piſces 3 it is one

of the two common Arabic names of that

conſtellation.

SAMAN UGHRISI. A term by which.

we find the Via Lactea expreſſed in ſome of

thoſe affected writers, who will go to the

farthest part of the earth for an uncommon ex

preſiion.

Milky Way, but the Way of Straw, and the

origin of it is this, as the Greeks ſaid, that this

part of the heavens was coloured by ſome

milk from the nipple of Juno, the Egyptians

ſay, it was from ſome burning straw thrown

all the way behind the goddeſs Iſis, in her

flight from Typhon. This Iſis was their queen

Semiramis deified, and Typhon, the giant,

ſo famous in the Greeks, as well as Egyptian

writers, for his enmity to the gods, is a land

flood, a thing most terrible in Egypt in early

times, and from one of which this very Se

miramis eſcaped very narrowly herſelf, and

not without the loſs. of a favourite ſon. All

the eastern nations follow the Egyptian, and

call this lucid tract in the heavens not a way

of milk, but a way of straw.

SAMP

The ſenſe of the term is not the
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SAMPSON. A name giVen by Schickard

to the Engonaiin of the early Greeks, and the

Hercules of the Jucceeding ones. Schiller

will not be content with referring it to a part

of the Old Tcstarnent hiſtory, but refers it to

the New 3 he divides it into three figures, and

calls them the Magi, or eastcrn kings, that

came to pay their adoration to our Saviour.

SAMPSON'S HAIR. A name given by

ſome to one of the northern constellations,

the Coma Berenices. A ſet of authors have

riſen up who will not ſuffer any figure in the

heavens that has not reference to ſome Chriſ

tian, or, at least, to ſome bible story. Theſe

will not let the lock of hair be Ptolemy's

queen's, but Sampſon's, or elſe Abſalom's,

for ſome call it his 3 but Schiller, the head of

all theſe enthuſiasts, will not ſuffer it to be a

head of hair at all, but ſays, it is the ſcourge

with which our Saviour was whipped.

'SANGUE, or AL SANGUE. A name by

which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

terms, have >called the conſtellation Lyra;

it is a barbarous term. miſ-ſpelhſing only

of the word Sengi, or Al Sengi, one of the

Arabic names of that constellation, derived

from the Ciengh of the Perſian.

SARTAN. A name by which ſome of

.the astronomers, and the generality of the

astrologers, call the constellation Cancer; it

is the Hebrew name of the ſign 5 the Arabic

is Alſertan.

SATAN. A name by which ſbme have

called the constellation Sagitta, the Arrow.

They have the word from Kircher, for he

ſays, that ſign is called in Hebrew, Satan, or

Dazmon.

SATELLITES. Certain little planets,

 

attendant on the larger, and performing at

the ſame time their own revolutions round

the bodies of thoſe planets, and going with

them the great courſe round about the ſun.

Theſe are a kind of ſecondary, or ſubordinate

stars. The fixed stars arc ſo many lumina

ries hung up in the _vast expanſe of heaven,

each ſhining with its own light, as the ſun

does in our ſystem, and Very probably each

being a ſun to a certain ſystem, and having

planets rolling round about it.

The planets of our ſyſtem (for if there be

any ſuchaboirt the fixed'ſtars, they are at

too great a distance to be vilible to us) are di

stinguiſhed in the heavens from theſe fixed.

ſtars by their more Ready light. The fixed

ſtars, as luminous bodies in themſelves,

dazzle the eye that gazes upon them, and

have a twinkling which distinguiſhes them;

the planets are bodies of earth and water, or,

of ſome other ſuch principles : they are opake

in themſelves, and only reflect to us the light

which they have received from the ſun. Theſe

roll round the ſun, as this earth on which we

live does, it being properly one of them, and

they are distinguiſhed, even by the ſight, to be

nearer to us than the fixed stars. Saturn is

known by his dead look, Mars by his ruddy

aſpect, Venus by being the brightest in the

firmament, Jupiter by being next to her in

'bigneſs and brightneſs, and Mercury by his

ſilvery lustre, and his nearneſs to the ſun.

Thus are theſe two distinct ſeries and order'

of stars distinguiſhed from one another; the

ſatellites are a third ſeries, and they are too

ſmall to be viſible to the naked eye, excepting

our moon, which is truly one of them, and

being ſo near us, although ſmall, appears ſuffi

ciently large, the others are diſcovered by the

uſe of teleſcopes, and they make a-beautiful

appearance; thoſe of Jupiter are the most

commodioufly ſeen) and oſ 'all make the

prettiest
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prettiest appearance. As the moon turns round

this earth, enlightning our nights, by reflect

ing the light which ſhe receives from the ſun

upon ſome part of the earth's ſurface which

does not receive it; ſo they enlighten the

planets to which they belong, and move round

thoſe planets in different periods of time, pro

portioned to their ſeveral distances : and as the

moon keeps company with this earth in its

annual revolution round the ſun, ſo do they

ſeverally aCCOmpany the planets to which they

belong in their ſeveral courſes round that lu

minary.

It is impoſſible, that the existence of the

ſatellites of any of the planets, except the

moon, belonging to us, could be known be

fore the uſe of teleſcopes. Thoſe of Jupiter,

which are four in number, were first diſco

vered by Galileo in the year I6Io, ſo very

lately has th; knowledgcof astronomy ariſen

to its preſent height, and even now, with

regard t r theſe ſatellites of the other planets,

it is not perfect. In ſpeaking of the ſatellites,

we distinguiſh them according to their places,

into the first, the ſecond, and ſo on: by the

first ſatellite we mean that which is nearest to

the planet.

AsJupiter, being more remote from the ſun

than this earth, has, instead of our one moon,

or ſattellite, four; Saturn, being yet more

remote, has five; one of theſe was diſcovered

by Huygens, in 1655, and this. Was the

fourth, the four others were diſcovered by

Caſſmi, the third and the fifth in 1671 and

1672, and the first andſecond in 1684. There

is reaſon to ſuppoſe, that what is called the

ringof Saturn, is no other than a congeries

of ſatellites, but of this we ſhall ſpeak here

after under the article SATURN. We are

here to conſider only the ſatellitcs, which are

distinct, and are allowed to be ſuch, and

which move round Saturn at different di

flames.

 

The proper revolution of the ſatellites of

Jupiter and Saturn, in their orbits, is in the

ſame direction with that of the primary pla

nets, that is, according to the order of the

ſigns, ſo that they appear in the ſuperior part

of their orbits, which is the part most distant

from us, to go from west toward east, and

in the lower part of their orbit, which is

nearest to us, from east to west. Although,

neither the ſatellites of Saturn, nor of Jupiter,

could be ſeen by the naked eye, thoſe of Ju

piter will be distinguiſhed with a very mode

rate affistance to it. They may be distinctly

ſeen with a teleſcope of three foot, and they

appear thus about equal to stars of the ſixth *

magnitude, when ſeen by the naked eye.

The ſatellites of Saturn are not to be ſeen ſo

eaſily. The fourth, which was the first diſ

covered, and is the most'conſpicuous, is not

to be ſeen with a refracting telestope of leſs

than eight foot,"or thereabouts -, the third and

fifth may be ſeen by a twelve foot teleſcope, '
but the first and ſecond will hardly be diſco-v

vered with a refracting teleſeope of leſs than

thirty-five feet.

We ſhall ſpeak first oſ the fatellites of Ju-,

piter, and afterwards of thoſe of Saturn. Thev

ſatellites of Jupiter, like all others, receive

their light as the planets do to which they be

long, from the ſun; and they are eclipſed by

the ſhadow of Jupiter, in the ſame manner

as the moon is eclipſed by the ſhadow of the

earth ; they alſo form eelipſEs of the ſun upon

the diſk of Jupiter, as the moon does upon

the ſurface of this earth, whenſoever, in the

courſe of their revolutions, they paſs directly

between the ſun and that planet. This may

be distinguiſhed at this distance: we ſee it very

plainly by the ſhadow, which they, at that

time, cast upon the diſk of that planet. Theſe

ſpots are distinguiſhed very eaſily from thoſe

ſpots which are natural, and are a part of the

matter
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matter of the planet, by the motions. Thoſe,

adhering to the ful-face of the planet, have no

motion but with that oſ the planet, and are
carried, together with that part of the ſurfacie

to which they belong, regularly round in the

revolution of the planet round its axis; on

the other hand, theſe ſpots, which are the

ſhadows of the ſatellites on the diſk of the

planet, have a motion peculiar to themſelves,

and in a direction like that of the ſatellite.

Theſe ſpots upon the ſurface of Jupiter, oc

caſioned 'by the ſhadow of the ſatellites, and

being, in effect, ſo many eclipſes of the ſun

for the places where they happen, were first

obſerved in 1664. 'by Caffini. Astronomers

have taken a great account of them ever

ſince.

When Jupiter is to the westward of the

ſhn, which is the vcaſe from the time of his

conjunction to that oſ his oppoſition, the 'ſha

dow is occidental with vregard to the ſatellite,

which, in the 'lower part of the circle when it

it is nearest to the earth, ſeems to run from

east to west, and it is for this reaſon that the

ſhadow enters the diſk of Jupiter before the

body of the ſatellite, and goes off before it.

Just the contrary to this happens when Jupiter

is to the eastward of the ſun, which happens

from his oppoſition to the time of his con

junction.

As thelight ofthe ſatellites ofJupiter,whichis

reflected to us, is very nearly of the ſamebright

ncſs with that of the body of the planet, we

. frequently looſe fight of them when they come

before that planet; we ſometimes are, how

ever, able to distinguiſli, at the place where we

ought to ſee them, a little obſcure mark upon

the ſurſace of the planet. This mark is not

only leſs duſky- in its appearance, but it is alſo

much ſmaller than their ſhadows when thrown

upon the planet from the ſun. This gives us

an opportunity of knowing, that the ſatellites

 

of Jupiter 'have obſcure ſhots upon their ſur

ſaces, and are ſo much the more like our moon'

in that reſpect. Theſe are not to be ſeen at

any time, but when the ſatellite is making its

tranſit over the body of the planet.

The ſhadows, which the ſatellites caſt upon

the diſk of Jupiter, by intercepting the rays of

the ſun, 'appear oftentimes much larger than

the ſatellites themſelves, becauſe we ſee only

the enlightened part of the ſatellite, whereas

the ſhadowis made by the whole globe, and

is as large as its diſk.

We tnot only distinguiſh very clearly that

the ſatellites of Jupiter have a revolution round

the body of the planet, but we ſee alſo many

things that lead us to believe they have, at

the ſame time, a revolution round their own

axis. In the first place, in the time of their

conjunctions with Jupiter, we ſometimes ſee

their ſpots in the place where the line, drawn

from the earth to thoſe fatellites, would make

them fall; and, at other times, with all the

advantages of obſervation, and the ſame in

ſtruments, we do not ſee them at all in the

places where we know they ought to appear,

and where we, at, other times, do ſee them ;

this can be only owing to one thing, which is,

that one of the hemiſpheres of the ſatellitc

must be more ſpotted than the other, and

that, when the ſpotted part is toward the

earth, we can diſtinguiſh the ſatellite

upon the diſk of the planet, but, when the

unſpotted hemiſphere is toward us, we cannot.

This change can only happen from the ſatel

lites turning round upon their own axis, in

conſequence of which motion the ſpotted he

miſphere will be ſometimes turned toward us,

and ſometimes toward the planet.

We may obſerve, in the ſecond place, that

we ſee the ſame ſatellite ſometimes larger, and

ſometimes ſmaller, while it is at the ſame diſ

tance from the diſk of the planet. The fourth

* ſatellite
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fatellite ſometimes appears ſmaller than any

of the others in this obſervation; and, at

other times, it appears larger than either the

firſt or ſecond: and its ſhadow upon the diſk

of the planet, when it intercepts the ſun's rays,

is, at all times, larger than the ſhadow of the ;

first or ſecond. The third ſatellite often ap- i

- reality, the caſe with' the ſpots of Jupiter it
pears larger than all the others, but ſometimes

we ſee it equal only to the first and ſecond.

This can be attributed to nothing elſe, but

that the body of this ſatellite is ſpotted with

Obſeure marks much more on one part of its

ſurfaee than on another, and that it has a mo

tion of revolution round its axis 3 for, in this

caſe, as the brighter part was turned to us, the

ſatellite would look larger, and, as the darker

part, ſmaller; all the effect the ſpots on its

ſurface ' could have, undistinguiſha'ole ſe

parately, at that distance, they would di

miniſh the apparent magnitude of the ſatel

lite.

In the third place, we may obſerve, that the

ſame ſatellite does not always take up the fame

time in entering on the body of Jupiter, or in

going off from it, for ſometimes we ſee it come

on, or go off, in the ſpace of ten minutes,

whereas, at other times, it has been ſeen

to do it in the ſpace of fix minutes and an

half, taking very little more than half the

time to do it on ſome occaſions than it takes

on others. This, however, is not a real,

but only an apparent, difference, and is, like

the others, an effect of the ſpots on the ſate]

lite. All the effect theſe have, at ſo immenſe

adistance, is only diminiſhing the apparent

bigneſs of the ſatellite, ſo that it ſeems, being

leſs to paſs, in leſs time.The period is, doubtleſs,

the ſame at all times; but, as this period is

the time taken up in thelpaſlage of the wholc

ſatellite, if we ſee only a part of it, or if we

ſee the whole diminiſhed to the quantity of a

part, it will take up only a time proportioned

VOL. I.

 
to the whole ten minutes, as the part is to the

whole of its apparent extent.

We might aſſert, that the ſpots of the ſatcl

lites are temporary, that they appear and diſ

appear at times, forming themſelves a-new oc

caſionally. This would anſwer all the pur

poſes of the ſystem, and this we know is, in

ſelf, which form themſelves, and are deſtroyed

again, and appear and vaniſh at times. This

would explain theſe appearances of their differ

ent time of paſſmg over the edge of the planet,

as alſo that of their being ſeen differently, or

not ſeen at all, upon his diſk, in their paſſage

over it, as well as the before-mentioned ſy

stem, which ſuppoſes them to have a motion

of revolution about their own axis. It'would,

however, require a ſuppoſition of very great,

as well as very ſudden, changes in the face of

the ſatellites, of theappearance and diſappear

ance of a strange multitude of fpots, ſuch as we

ſee on no planet in the univerſe 3 and there

fore, although conſistent in manner, it would

be, by no means, conſiſtent in degree with

the changes in the other planets ; beſide, it is

best to refer things to the ordinary courſe of

nature ; and the ſame obſervations, which

ſhew us, that no planet in the univerſe has

ſuch a ſudden change of ſpots as would be ne

ceſſary to effect this appearance, ſhew alſo

that all the planets, ſo far as we have opportu

nities of determining it, have this motion of

revolution about their own axis, which ex

plains it full as well. Finally, when we 'are

in this ſituation, we ought to be guided by

the deciſion of other eminent astronomers in

caſe of doubts, who unanimoully aſſert, that,

when there is the choice, we ought, at all

times, to prefer the ſystem, which explains

appearances in the planet bylocal motion, in

preference to that which is built upon alter

nate productions and diſſipations of ſpots, and

other appearances.

P p p Sometimes
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Sometime after the diſcovery ofthe ſatellitcs

of Jupiter by Galileo, Piereſk ſet about to esta

bliſh-their theory, and to reduce their mo

tions and appearances totally. He engaged

in his deſign a number of perſons of abilities.

By the obſervations made by theſe different

perſons, compared with one another, and with

his own, he ſoon determined the periods of

their ſeveral motions preciſely, or nearly;

and, taking into his aſſistance, the obſerva

tions of Galileo and of Kepler, he attempted

a mechanical method of determining, at all

times, the places of the ſatellites of that planet.

This he extremely laboured, but he never

publiſhed the full reſult oſ his attempts.

It is to him, however, that we owe the first

hint of ſettling the true place of distant coun

tries by this means; he recommended the

viewing the configurations of theſe little stars

in different places, and by that means to learn

the true diſtance of thoſe places, and to correct

the maps of the world, and perfect naviga

tion. He had this tried very carefully; he

had obſervations taken in many places, and

particularly at Aleppo, as well as in France

and elſewhere, but, aſter a number of theſe

trials, he gave up the ſſthought, confeffing,

that, though they promiſed fairly, they were

not ſufficient. He ſaw it after this in the
ilight of a much leſs general thing than he had

originally flattered himſelf it would prove, and

he, as hastily as he had taken it up, abandoned

the enterprize. He gave it up abſolutely on

his own foundation, but he still entertained

hopes, that, under the application and im

provements oſ others, it might ſometime be

brought, if not to abſolute perfection, at least

to great utility. The Dutch were, at this

time, buſy in attempting the longitude; Ga

lileo and Kepler engaged themſelves in it in

the ſervice of thoſe states, and attempted it on

this very plan of Picreſkz he thought there

 

was a probability of that's flouriſhing; in their

hands, which had not ſucceeded in his own,

(ſuch true modesty accompanies merit) and,

he expected the event with an impatience,

and a hope of ſucceſs, little leſs than theirs

who are immediately engaged in it.

Galileo continued his application twenty

years on this ſingle point, and at that time

dropt the attempt, not ſor want of hope, but

for want of fight. This was esteemed a pub.

lic calamity 5 the attempt could be carried no

farther, and the interest and aſſistances of all

the powers of Europe, who were now croud

ing in to his ſupport and encouragement,

were uſeleſs. Hortenſius, Blean, and many

of the most eminent mathematicians of the

age, were deputed to ſerve and to aflist him in

it, but it was too late, and the calculations,

neceſſary for compleating the tables as the

great deſigner had intended them, never could

be executed.

_ Reineri, the author of the Medicxan tables,

(which comprehend the most celebrated astro

nomical tables that had been made for about

four hundred years, reduced into one form,

under the protection of the great duke of Tuſ

cany) ſucceeded Galileo in this great attempt.

He continued, forvmany years, his obſerva

tions on the ſatellites of Jupiter, which Ga

lileo named the Mediczean stars. He at first

propoſed tables of them which ſhould ſerve to

diſcover the longitude, and he labouredon

this plan a vast while, and went ſo far as to

promiſe them to the public in the first im

preſſion of his tables publiſhed in the year"

1639; but in the ſecond impreſſion or' thoſe

tables, which is corrected and augmented

greatly from the first, he ſays notone word

concerning theſe tables which are to ſerve for

finding the longitude. He was too hasty in

the promiſe, as Piereſk was in his expectations ;

both ſct out with aſſurance of ſucceſs, but both

' found
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found greater difficulties in their way than

they 'had imagined. The world never was in

formed oſ the reſult of the pains he abſolutely

uſed to this purpoſe z his very papers were not

to be found after his death, although the great

duke, his patron, took a particular care to

have them ſought after. It is not impro-'

bable that he destroyed them himſelf, as not

having anſwered his expectations, and being

improper to leave behind him for a com

pariſon with the happier labours of ſome ſue

cceding astronomer 5 for it is certain, that all,

who had yet laboured in this attempt, although

they ſound it too long a talk for their own

lives, believed it would be ſometime accom

pliſhed.

' Hodierna, a little time after this, publiſhed

his tables, but, although accurate in a great

degree, they contained the obſervations only

of a ſhort ſpace of time after: a little time

more could not repreſent ſo much as the con *

figurations of the ſatellites ; and Marius, hur

rying himſelf that he might get out his tables

before thoſe of Galileo, did not ſucceed at all

better.

Others, at that time, and ſince that time,

have made attempts to find out the longi

tude by the ſatellites of Jupiter, but 'they do

not ſeem to have been determined in what

manner it was best to ſet aboutit, or what

faces of the ſatellites they were to chuſe for

this purpoſe. In 1664, Horigonns propoſed

what he thought the best manner in theſe

terms. An obſervation is to be made with an

excellent tcleſcope, at what hour of the time

of viewing, any one of the ſatellites of Jupiter

comes to the line that ſhall paſs from the edge

to the centre of the planet. But this method,

is impracticable, becauſe the ſatellites are

uſually not viſible at the time When they are

at, or near this ling-which is carried from the

eye-to the centre' of Jupiter, as has been al

 

 

ready obſerved in ſpeaking of their paſſages

over, or before the diſk of the planet; in which

they are not viſible at all, even to the best te<

leſeopes, unleſs it happen, that, at that time,

they are in ſuch a poſition from their revolu

tion about their axis, that they ſhew their most

ſpotted ſurſace. Beſide, ſuppoſing this objec

tion removed, there is not one of them that

"would be found in this line more than twice

four times, or, at the utmost, ſix times, dur-.

ing the twelve years of Jupiter's revolution.

This will happen from their apparent lati

tude, the laws of which are not yet perfectly

known.

Caſiini ſet about this work with precaution,

he made a multitude of obſervations himſelf,

and he procured alſo a multitude of obſerva

tions to be made by others, as well in the

ſame place as at different places. He found that

the ſatcllites of Jupiter had certain phaſes,

which were more proper than others for this

great work of determininglongitudes, and, on

comparing all theſe, he found that the most

favourable of all, for this eſſential purpoſe,

Were thoſe of the eclipſes, which the ſeveral .

ſatellites ſuffered in paſiing through the ſha-'

dow of Jupiter. V'e may ſee either the en

trance into the ſhadow, in theſe, or the paſſage .

out of it, and ſometimes both the one and.

the other, and this in ſo preciſe and accurate

a manner, that two obſervers, who take their

account ſeparate, ſhall not differ a quarter of _

a minute of an hour. This is an exactneſs

much greater than could be had in the obſcr- i

vation of eclipſes of the moon, which had

been propoſed for anſwering this purpoſe.

Among theſe, the eclipſes of the first ſatellite

he ſound would determine the matter better

than thoſe of any other, as its motion, being

quicker than that of either of the others, its'

cntranee into the ſhadow, and its paſiiige out

Of it, would be more ſudden, and conſe

P p p 2 quently
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quently might be determined with the greatest

preciſion.

Next, after the eclipſes of the ſatellitcs of

Jupiter, (for they are, doubtleſs, of all other

of their appearances, the most proper for de

termining of longitudes) we ſhall find their

apparent conjunctions with Jupiter, and' with

one another, the most favourable opportunity,

eſpecially when they happen on their meeting

from oppoſite parts. The obſervation of the

ſhadows, which the ſatellites form upon the

diſk of Jupiter, when they paſs between the

ſun and that planet, may alſo be uſeful to

this purpoſe, eſpecially when they paſs over

the middle of his apparent diſk; but theſe leſs

than either of the others.

Nor is it only the ſatellites of Jupiter that

may be uſeful for this purpoſe. There are cer

tain fixed and apparent ſpots on the body of

the planet, which might be very well made

objects of obſervation with the ſame intent.

Theſe are ſufficiently plain at all times, and

they have a motion of revolution about the

body of that planet, which is quicker than any

other with which we are acquainted among

all the heavenly bodies. The paſſage of theſe

ſpots over the middle of Jupiter's diſk, how

ever, cannot be determined with ſo much ex

actneſs and preciſion as that of the ſhadows of

the ſatellites.

The accurate obſervations that have been

made by astronomers of the motions of Ju

piter's ſatellites, with intent to this determin

ing of longitudes, although they have not per

fectly ſucceeded as to that deſign, yet have oc

caſioned a great many diſcoveries with reſpect

to their motions. We find that the orbits,

which they run through, in their paſſage round

about Jupiter, are a little inclined to the

eliptic, and that they deſcribe, in appearance,

extremely narrow ellipſes, ſo narrow indeed,

.that, at certain times, they do not differ from
.t a,

 

a ſtrait line. Theſe appearances have greatly

contributed to the determining their motions,r

for, with exception only to the fourth ſatellite,

which paſſes ſometimes, although not often,

over or'under the diſk of Jupiter, we ſee them,

in the courſe of each of their revolutions,

eclipſed in paſſing either before or behind the

diſk of the planet. This gives the means of

determining the times of their revolutions

about the planet. The method is extremely

ſimple, and requires only the knowing the true

place of Jupiter in the time of two of his op

poſitions, and of the entering of the ſatellite

upon, and its paſling off from, the diſk of

the planet. This is all that is required for the

foundation, ſince this ſhews the time it has

taken in paſſing through the centre, but, as it

ſometimes will happen, that, on the (ſay ofthe

oppoſition of Jupiter with the ſun, there are

no eciipſes of any of his ſatellites, or, that the
ſeaſon may not be favaurabl'e for the obſectrvinov

of them, there are other methods as certain:

though leſs eaſy, of 'determining their mean

movements by any two obſervations. The

principles of this are laid down in their pro

per places in this work, and we ſhall not en

cumber this general account of the ſatellites

with a repetition of them.

On compariſon of the reſult of the two me

thods (for that is the most certain way of

judging) we fiſind that the firſt ſatellite of Ju

piter, or that which is nearefl to the body of

the planet, revolves in one day, eighteen hours,.

twenty-eight minutes, and thirty-ſix ſeconds.

The revolution of the ſecond ſatellite is per

formed in three days, thirteen hours, ſeventcen

minutes, and fifty-four ſeconds. The third

takes ſeven days, three hours, fifty-nine mi

nutes, and thirty-ſix ſeconds 3 and the fourth,

which is the most distant, performs one revo-.

lution only in ſixteen days, eighteen hours,

five minutes, and ſeven ſeconds. This

_ _,

15
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ſiIs the exact period of the ſeveral revolu

tions.

As at the return of the ſatellites to their

conjunction with Jupiter, they perfect a com

plete revolution in their orbns, plus an arc,

equal to that of the motion of Jupiter in his

revolution round the ſun; it is neceſſary, in

order to have their revolutions, with regard to

a fixed point in the heavens, to take off, from

each of thoſe which has been ſet down, the

time which that particular ſatellite has taken

to deſcribe an arc, equal to the mean move

ment of Jupiter for the time of that revolu

tion.

Although the orbits of Jupitefs ſatellites

be circular, or of a figure approaching to cir

cular, yet, on occaſion of the inclination of

their plane to that of the eliptic, they ſeem

to. us to deſcribe very narrow ellipſes, and

indeed often appear to move in abſohite strait

lines ; this we know to be natural to ellipſes,

or even to circles, ſeen in ſuch directions as

theſe orbits are ſeen in at thoſe times, accord

ing to the laws of optics and perſpective.

This direction, in the plane of their orbits,

neceſſarily occaſions an apparent inequality in

their motions: they ſeem to move quicker,

the nearer they are to the body of Jupiter,

and more and more llowly, as they are far

ther ost' to the end of their greatest digreſiions,

when they appear stationary for ſome time,

becauſe the arc which they do, at that time,

deſcribe in their orbit, is nearly in the ſame

direction with the viſual ray, reaching from

the eye to the ſatellites; theſe are therefore,

for this plain reaſon, the most convenient of

all times for the determining the diameter,

which their ſeveral orbits occupy in the hea

vens, and their reſpect to the orbit of Jupiter,

to which it is neceſſary to compare them, in,

order to know the times, and the duration of

their eclipſes.. Their greatest digreſlions do. L

 

not- differ ſenſibly from the greatest diameter'

of their orbits, and in finding one, the other

is diſcovered.

The proportion of the diameter of the or

bits of the ſatellites to that of the planet itſelf,

may be determined by obſerving the interval

of time which is between the entrance of the

centre of one of the ſatellites on the diſk of

Jupiter, and its paſſing off from it when theſe

eclipſes are central ; for that is the occaſion on

which they are of the longest poſſible dura

tion. As the time which the fatellites takes

in making its revolution, is to that of its con

tinuance behind the diſk, or before, or upon

the diſk of Jupiter, ſo are three hundredand

ſixty degrees to the number of degrees which;

meaſure the arc, which the diſk of Jupiter'

occupies in the orbit of the ſatellite, and'

therefore as the ſinus of the half of that arc is

to the total ſinus, ſo is the ſemidiameter of

Jupiter to the ſemidiameter of the orbit of its

ſatellite.

We may alſo employ, on this r'ccaſion, the

eclipſes of the ſatellites in the ſhadow of Ju

piter, when we can ſee on the ſame day their

immerſions and emerſions, as in the third and.

fourth ſatellite, chuſing the term of their

longest stay under the ſhadow of Jupiter.

According to theſe ſeveral methods we have

found, that the first ſatellite of Jupiter, when

it is in the greatest digreflion, was distant

from the centre of the planet five ſcmidiameſi

ters, and two thirds of a ſemidiameter. of Ju

piter, the ſecond, nine ſismidiameters of Jupiſi

ter, the third, fourteen, and twenty-three

ſixtieths, and the fourth, twenty-five ſemidia-

meters, and eighteen ſixtieths.

The apparent diameter of Jupiter occupies

in the heavens, when he is nearest to the earth,

fifty-one ſeconds ; and when he is moſt distant

from the earth, thirty-two ſeconds. This

gives his bigneſs, ſeen from the ſun, at his.

mean.
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mean distance, at forty-two ſeconds and a

half; hence wc find the diameter of the 0r<

bits ofthe ſeveral ſatellites.

The diameter of the orbit of the first ſatcl

lite is three minutes and fifty-five ſeconds,

the diameter of the orbit of the ſecond is ſix

minutes and fourteen ſeecnds, that of the

third is nine minutes and fifty-eight ſeconds,

and the diameter of the orbit of Jupiter's

fourth ſatellite, ſeventeen minutes and thirty

ſeconds.

It has been obſerved before, in laying down

the theory of thc planets, that the orbits

which the moon deſcribes about the earth,

and the earth and planets about the ſun, are

elliptic, and that they run on deſcribing, in

.equal times, unequal arcs. This is what pro

duces the inequality in their motions with re

gard to the forms of thoſe ellipſes, where the

earth and the ſun are placed. The ſame ap

pearances we must obſerve ought to be re

marked with regard to the revolutions of the

ſatellites of Jupiter about that planet; how

ever, as the greateſt part of the irregularites

which we diſcover in their motions, ought to

be referred to another cauſe, we generally

ſpeak of them as if they deſcribed circles, or

orbits nearly circular, about the body of that

planet. It has been already obſerved, that,

on account of the excentricity of the orbit of

Jupiter, with reſpect to the ſun, the mean

revolutions of his ſatellites ought to differ

from their apparent revolutions, with reſpect
to Jupiter, in aſſquantity equal to the differ

ence between the true and the mean move

ment of that planet. As the true place of

Jupiter in his aphelion, is the ſame with his

mean place, we ſee that this inequality ought

to begin from his aphelion, and to distribute

itſelf afterwards throughout the whole courſe

of that planet about the ſun, in the ſame man

ner with the equation of its orbit, and that to

have the mean motion, we are to take off

 

from the true. From this it follows, that the

time which the ſatellites take to make 'their

revolutions about Jupiter, with regard to the

ſun, muſt be more quick than their mean

revolution when that planet is between his

aphelion, and his mean distance; and that

thoſe revolutions muſt be, in the following

time, flower when Jupiter is in that part of

his orbit, which is from his mean distance to

his perrihelion.

From this conſideration of the appearances

and theory of Jupiter's ſatellites, we ſhall paſs

to thoſe of Saturn; theſe are five in number,

as has been already obſerved, and they ap

pear, eVCn to the beſt teleſcopes, very ſmall,

in proportion to thoſe of Jupiter. As theſe

ſatellites have their light from the ſun, in the

ſame manner of the other planets, they muſt

appear greatly more faint than thoſe of Ju

piter, their distance from the ſuzi, as well as

from the earth, being double t', at of that pla

net. Hence it is, that although, in the courſe

of their revolutions, there are times in which,

with reſpect to us, they paſs before or behind

the planet, and ſhould be ſeen upon his diſk,

or covered by his ſhadow, yet their distance,

and the faintneſs of their light, proportioned

to that distance, is ſuch, that we have never

ſeen any of their eclipſes, nor been able to

remark their immerfion, or their emerſions.

We find it very difficult indeed to distin

guiſh the first and the ſecond ſatellite at all,

when they approach the body of Saturn ; this

is owing to the ſame cauſe, and this has doubt

leſs been the occaſion that it was ſo long before

astronomers diſcovered that there were any ſuch

ſatcllites. We have not, from the ſame cauſe,"

been able to obſerve them in the courſe of

their revolutions, when the ellipſes which

they deſcribe, by their proper motion, have

the greatest breadth, and they paſs before or

behind that planet. * ' ' *

With
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-\Vith regard to thethird ſatellite, it is ſome

what larger than the two others that are _

nearer to the planet, and there are times when

we can obſerve it during the courſe of its re

volution; the caſe is the ſame alſo with re

gard to the fourth and fifth ſatellites, which

becauſe they are more remote from Saturn,

are very rarely hid by the diſk of that planet.

We obſerve great variations in the' appa

rent magnitudes of Jupiter's ſatellites, but it

is not thus with regard to the four first of Sa

turn, the fourth of theſe at all times appears

the largest and fairest, but it is not thus with

regard to the fifth ſatellite, this ſometimes

appears larger than the third, but, at others,

it diminiſhes its apparent brightneſs and mag

nitude, in ſo furpriſing a manner, that it be
comes ſſabſolutely inviſible, and continues in

this diſapparent state a certain time, the pe

riod of which is not yet perfectly determined ;

this happens uſually when that ſatellite is in

the eastern part of that orbit with reſpect to

Saturn.

It has been already obſerved, that the ſpots,

(as there are undoubtedly ſuch on the ſa

tellites of Jupiter) could not appear to us as

ſpots, but being on ſuch comparatively ſinall,

as well as remote bodies, would only dimi

niſh to us their apparent magnitude. On this

ſuppoſition, which is founded on reaſon and

obſervation, it will be natural tojudge, that

this fifth ſatellite of Saturn has alſo on its

body ſpots extremely large in proportion to its

own bulk, and on this plan we ſhall have

ſome conjecture as to its diſappearance. Theſe _

ſpots may be principally on one hemiſphere,

and when in the courſe of its revolution, that

hemiſphere is turned to us, it may be inviſible,

although, at the times when any other part of

its ſurface is toward us, it may reflect a ſuffi

cient quantity oſ light to mark its place in the

heavens 5 this may happen from the ſpots not

 

being permanent, but it is much 'more likely

to happen from the revolution of the fatellite,

round its own axis, in conſequence of which

it preſents ſometimes one face to us, and

ſometimes another; to this purpoſe it is not

neceſiary, that a whole clear face be exhibited

at one time, or a whole ſpotted face at ari

other, by a ſudden ſhift, for this is not the ap

pearance. The ſatellite does not diſappear

at once, but becomes gradually ſmaller and

ſmaller, and, at length, is quite lost; this may

be, as more and more of the diſk, or ſpotted

hemiſphere, becomes turned toward us in its

revolution, till at the last the whole is lost'

to us, and we ſee nothing.

It will be obſerved in ſpeaking of Saturn,

that the ring which encompaſſes that planet,

preſents, to the earth the figure of an ellipfis ;

ſ at times more, and, at other times, leſs open ;

at ſometimes it bCCOmes more and more nar-'

row, till it, by degrees, wholly diſappears,

and, at others, it grows more and more

broad, till, at length, its least diameter is

nearly the half of its great axis. It is exactly

thus with reſpect to the planes of the orbits of

the ſatellitcs of this planet; the four first of

them deſcribe ellipſes, which are very like to

that of the ring, and their motion is made in

a right line at the times when that ring does

not appear. With regard to the fifth ſatellite

it has been obſerved, that, at certain times,"

it runs in a right line, while the others are

deſcribing ellipſes; from this it is evident,*

that the orbit of that ſatellite is not in the

plane of the ring, nor of the other ſatcllites,

but that it has a motion to itſelf in a peculiar

direction.

The ſatellites of Saturn are, in the fame

manner as thoſe of Jupiter, ſubject to certain

irregularities in their motions, which depend

upon the motion of Saturn round the ſtur,

and, for this reaſon, to determine their mean

move
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movements, the ſame methods are to 'be uſed

as in determining thoſe of the ſatellites of that

planet. It must be remarked, however, that

as the inclination of their orbits is much

greater than that of the orbits of the ſatellites

of Jupiter, it is neceſſary to chuſe from among

thoſe obſervations, which we ſhall compare

together, thoſe when Saturn was nearly in

the ſame part of his orbit, and the ſatellite at

the ſame distance from its conjunction with

that, preferring thoſe times when the ellipſes

which they deſcribe, by their apparent revo

lutions, are the most open, for at that time

their true 'places in their orbits have no occa

ſion for reduction. VVc are alſo, in the en

quiry into the mean motion of Jupiter's ſa

tellites, to have regard to the chuſing thoſe

obſerVations of their conjunctions with that

planet 3 or, at least, thoſe which are the least

distant from their conjunctions, becauſe their

apparent motion is quicker, then than in any

other part of their orbit.

According .to theſe methods of computing,

it has been determined, that the first ſatellite

of Saturn perfoms its mean revolution, in re

gard to the point of Aries, in one day, twenty

one hours, eighteen minutes, and twenty

ſeconds 3 the ſecond in two days, ſeventcen

hours, forty-four minutes, and twenty-two

ſeconds 5 the third in four days, twelve h_ours,

twenty-five minutes, and twelve ſcconds, the

fourth in fifteen days, twenty-two hours,

thirty-four minutes, and thirty-eight ſeconds,

and that the fifth ſatellite of Saturn takes up

in its revolution ſeventy-nine days, ſeven

hours, and forty-ſeven minutes.

As to the diameters of their orbits they are

not ſo eaſily determined as thoſe of the ſatellites

of Jupiter; but the ſum of the enquirics on

that head reſults to this, that calling the dia

meter of the ring of Saturn one, the diameter

.0f the orbit of the firſt ſatcllite will he Me,

 

and fourteen ſifteenths, Very nearly double.

That ofthe orbit of the ſecond ſatellite will be

two and an half, that of the third, three and

an half, that of the fourth, eight, and the

orbit ofvthe fifth ſatellite twenty-three, .o one

of the ring. '

When the fifth ſatellite has appeared to
move inia right line, it has ber-2. round, that

its node, viewed from the ſun, anſwered to

the fifth degree of Virgo, ſeventeen degrees

distant from that oſ the other ſatellites.

There have not been wanting thoſe who

have ſuppoſed the planet Venus to have ſatel

lites attending her in her revolutions about the

ſun, as the moon does our earth, but it is

improbable. Caſfini, the accuracy of whoſe

obſervations is very little questioned, was at

one time of that opinion, but he did not con

tinue perfect in it. Gregory, taking up the

obſervation' of that writer concerning the diſ

appearance of the fifth ſatellite of Saturn at

times, from its having a dark face, or an

hemiſphere, covered with duſky ſpots, at that

time turned toward us, but extended it to

this phoenomenon, or ſuppoſed phmnomenon,

and ſuppoſed, that Venus may have a ſate]

lite, but that it may have ſo great a part of

its ſurface dark, as to be very ſeldom viſib';.

It is thus thoſe who take up arguments a' ſe

cond-hand, will carry them farther than their

authors. This may be the caſe, as repre

ſented, with regard to one of the ſat Jlites of

Saturn, and that the most remote from his

body; but to ſuppoſe an almost wholly dark

ſatellite to a planet, which ſhould have but

one, is abſurd; and it is not indeed in the

courſe of nature, that Venus, ſo near as ſhe

is to the ſun, ſhould haVC one, becauſe ſhe

cannot want any. Theſe are but conjectures,

though they are strange ones, but we have

what amounts to a proof as nearly as a nega

tive can be proved, that there is no ſuch thing,

becauſe
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heauſe in vthe 'many accurate obſervations

that have been made by Bianchini, and others,

on that planet, in a better climate for the ob

ſervations than either France or England,

that ſatellite had then been one, Would have

been at ſometime ſeen.

SATURN. One-of the planets, perform:

ing their revolutions round about the ſun, and

.the most distant of them. When we look at

this planet in the heavens by the naked eye,

it is eaſy to distinguiſh him from a fixed star

by steadineſs of his light. Thoſe ſtars have

a peculiar brightneſs, which makes them

.twinkle to the ſight, and ſuch of the planets

as want this, for Mercury and Venus being

very near the ſun have ſome of it, have yet a

brightneſs; but Saturn the least of them all.

Saturn is thus distinguiſhed at ſight in the

heavens, he appears more dead and dull in

his light than Jupiter, and leſs ruddy than

Mars, indeed ſcarce any star, except ſome oſ

the ſmaller among the fixed ones, makes leſs

appearance in the firmamcnt.

How little does the uninſormed eye ima

sgine, that while directed to this faintvſpeck of

dight, it is contemplating a large and glorious

planet, and one of the most stupcndous bo

dies of this ſyſtem; a planet whoſe diameter

is eight times as great as that of this earth.

The earth's diameter is not quite eight hun

dred miles, and that of Saturn is ſeven thou

ſand, its ſuperficics is equal to twenty-two

times that of the earth, and its real quantity,

or ſolid contents, ſix hundred and twelve

times that of the earth.

We are not, however, to be ſo much

amazed at this vast bulk of Saturn, in pro

portion to the appearance his globe makes in

the heavens, for we are to conſider, that all

objects decreaſe in their apparent magnitude

in proportion '-to their distance, and the di
Vot. I.ſi ' ſi

 

- stance of Saturn is immenſe, and vastly over

proportioned to that oſany ofthe other planets.

Thelearth is no more than eighty-two mil

lions of miles distant from the ſun, a distance

immenſe, as it appears, yet, comparatively,

little. That oſ Saturn, from the ſun, is ſe-i

ven hundred and eighty millions of miles.

The revolution of a planet round the ſun is

what constitutes the year of that planet, the_

earth being at eighty-two millions of miles di

stant from the ſun, performs her revolution in'

three hundred and ſixty-five days and a quar-'

ter. The times ofltheſe revolutions are pro-v

portioned to their distances, and that of Sa

turn is accordingly no leſs'than ten thouſand,

ſeven hundred, and fifty-nine days, and a'

quarter; this is the year of Sa'turn, as the'

three hundred and ſixty-five days are our"

year. What a length, in compariſon to ours l

it makes no leſs than between twenty-nine

and thirty oſ our years. It is not only that;

his orbit is 'vastly large, but his motion is the

ſlowest of that of all the planets 5 and it is not

a wonder, when we Conſider this immenſe

distance at which he receives the light of the

ſun, and the distance through which he is

to ſend it back to us, that he appears the

faintest of all thc planets 3 any more than that

he appears the least of all, although he is, in

reality, ſo very large. Saturn is called a pri

mary, and one of the ſuperior planets. What

is meant by primary is, that he originally re

volves round the ſun 5 this term is uſed in di

stinction from the ſecondary planets, or ſatel

lites, ſuch as thoſe revolving round this pla

net and Jupiter, as alſo the moon, which is

a ſecondary planet, or the ſatellite of our

earth; theſe being carried round ſome other

planet, and with it round the ſun: by this

term ſuperior, is underſtood above the earth,

or more distant from the ſun than the earth

is. Mercury and Venus are called inferior
Q_q q ' planets, i
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planets,- being' lower than the earth, or nearer

"to the ſun; Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, ſu

perior, "o'r more distant, and Saturn most.
i Notviiithstanding that, in viewing Saturn

by the naked eye, nothing ſingular is ſeen in

him; it is much otherwiſe when We ſee him

through teleſcop'es. Some of the first diſco

X'Ieries that were made with thoſe instruments

Were bn this planet, and it Will be no unen

'ſiertainin'g obſerVation to ſee by what ſlow de

grees the astronomers arrived at a knowledge

of his form' and attendants.

' Galileo made Saturn one 'oſ the first objects'

of his" obſervation, and he ſoon perſuaded

himſelf that he ſaw, on each ſide of this planet,

a ſingle star, which was i'mtnoveable, and

fixed to the body of the planet. The appearance

oſ Saturn is indeed Very ſingular, and ſo per

fectly unlike to all other objects oſ the creation,

that we cannot wonder at errors about it.

One of his first accounts ſays, that he had diſ

covered, to his astoniſhment, that Saturn was

not one, but three stars, touohing, or nearly

touching, one another, and always preſerving

the ſame ſituation with reſpect to each other;

that in the middle he ſaid was much larger

than the ſide ones; theſe he ſaid 'were diſ

poſed in a right line from east to west, not

exactly according to the direction of the zo

diac, but ſo that the western star was a little

elevated northwards. When he gave this ac

count, he had employed ſome time in the re

fearch, ſor he gives with it many obſervations.

He ſays, that, if teleſcopes of ſmaller power

were uſed, the three distinct stars were not

ſeen, but Saturn appeared of an oblong fi

gure, or like an olive; but that, when he

uſed ſuch glaſſes as magnified one thouſand

times, he could ſee distinctly the three stars,

the large one in the middle, and, on each ſide,

one of the little ones ſo near to the ſurface of

the great one, that only a fine dark thread

 

ſeemed to part them. lt Was not to be ſup

poſed, that he, who had made ſo strange a

diſcoVery, Would deſist there; he continued

his obſervations on the planet, and, in a little

time more, he diſcovered that theſe two stars,

which he had deſcribed as accompanying Sa

turn, were ſubject to certain variations. It

Was in November, 1610, that he publiſhed

his first obſervations, and, in leſs than a

month, he added to them, that they began to

diminiſh in magnitude; and, in his obſerva

tions publiſhed in 1612, he ſays, that they had

continued diminiſhing more and more, till

they had, at that time, quite diſappeared. At

this time, he ſays, the body of Satum was

round and 'plane like that oſ Jupiter, and there

was no trace nor vestigc of the former ſingu

larity. This change of appearance he en

deavours to account for, but, as his conjec

tures are vague, they have no place here. It will

be agreeable to trace farther the diſcoveries of

Satum's true form, but the errors about the

imaginary are needleſs. Galileo never went

farther than the ſuppoſing Saturn occaſionally

thus to change his appearance from that oſ a

tripple to that of a ſingle star; but the astro

nomers, who ſucceeded him, continuing their

obſervations, attributed to this planet, at dif

ferent times, a strange variety of figures, which

appeared very odd to themſelves, and more

ſo to the world. But it was near fifty years be

'ſore his true form was diſcovered; this was

done by the accurate Huygens ; he, in the

year 1659, gave his ſystem oſ that plahet's

ſorm and motions, and publiſhed with it all.

the conjectures oſ others.

Huygens diſcovered, that what had occa

iioned all theſe ſeveral appearances in Saturn,

was a most strange appendage to the planet, a

circular ring, flat, and detached from the body

oſ the planet on all parts. This ring, being

viewed obliquely from the earth, must ne

cefl'arily
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xeſiſiarily have appeared, according to the laws

of optics, in form of an ellipſis, more or leſs

open, according as our eye is more or leſs

elevated with regard to its plane, which is

inclined about thirty degrees to that of the

ecliptic. From hence it reſults, that, ac

cording to all appearances, when our eye is

in the plane of the ring, it must wholly ceaſe

to appear, unleſs its thickneſs were ſufficient

to let it reflect a quantity of the ſun's rays to

us, ſufficient to make it viſible. He found that

the exterior ſemidiameter of this ring was, to

the ſemidiameter of the globe of the planet, as

nine to four, and that its breadth was equal to

that of the ſpace between its interior edge and

the globe of the planet.

To the figure of Saturn, and the form, dia

meter, and distance of his ring, all which

were diſcoVered and aſcertained by Huygens,

very little has been added lince, that regards

the immediate body of the planet.

Weſee,onſome ofthe otherplanets, ſpots, in

ſome degree, reſembling thoſe on the moon,but

nothing of this kind has been diſcovered on

Saturn; all the variation of its ſurface, that

has been diſcovered, conſiſts in two belts, the

one much fainter than the other; theſe ap

pear much plainer at ſome times than at

others, and are in the direction of the great

diameter of the ring. Sometimes, when the

ſing has quite diſappeared, and the planet ap

peared round like the others, three obſcure

belts, or bands, have been diſcovered running

parallel with one another. This Was the caſe

inz1719, when many obſervations were made

at the royal obſervatory at Paris, and thoſe

who made them knew how to judge concern

ing what they ſaw 3 they eaſily perceived that

the middle belt of the three was no other than

the ſhadow thrown upon the body of the pla

,net by its ring. This was fainter than the

other. two, and of thoſe the northern was de

termined to be ſmaller than the ſouthern, and

 

ſo they have appeared to the best obſerver.

ſince. The diſpoſition and figure of theſe

belts, as ſeen at that time, or at any other

time distinctly ſince, compared with the ac

counts given of them as ſeen at other times,

will lead us to know what they are. The

north and ſouth belts, as ſeen in 1719, were

in a right line, and at the ſame time parallel to

the third, or middle one, which was formed

by the ſhadow of the ring upon the body of

the planet. This ſhews, that they were in a

plane parallel to that of the ring, and that

their figure was like that of the ring, conſe

quently that they were circular. By the ac

counts of former obſervations it appears, that

two other ſuch belts or bands, as thoſe ſeen in

1719, had been obſerved on Saturn in 1696 5

all the difference was, that thoſe of 1696 were

much narrower than thoſe of 1719 ; they

were ſeen to be exactly parallel with the exte

rior ſurface of the ring on the ſouth, and they

had a little curvity, which had its convexity

toward the anterior part oſ the ring. This

appears as well by the deſcriptions given of

them at that time, as by the figures which ſeem

ſufficiently accurate. The ſmallest diameter

of the ellipſis is that which the ring of Saturn

forms 3 by its appearance it was ſomewhat leſs

than half the meaſure of the larger, and the

elevation of the eye above the plane of the

ring was about twenty-ſix. From this it fol

lows, that, if the belts or bands, ſeen in 1696,

had been adherent to the ſurface of Saturn,

they would have been ſeen in form of ellipſes,

the breadth of which would have been equal

to a little leſs than half their length. But

this does not at all agree with the obſerva

tion, for they had only a little bending, ſuch

as there would have been in an ellipſis, the

larger diameter of which ſhould have been

nearly equal to that of the exterior Circumfe

rence of the ring.

Qqqz On
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On many other occaſions there has'bcen a

.-ſingle belt ſeen on the body of Saturn, and

there has not been diſcovered in it that degree

e'

ofcurvity, which ſhould have been required
I accvrding to the elevation of the eyeabovc the

plane of the ring. From all this it has been

'concluded, that theſe belts are not really ad

herent to the globe of Saturn, but that they

are really placed at a great distance from its

ſurface,in ſuch a manner, that we diſcover, on

the body of that planet, only a part of their

Circumference, the curvity of which oue t to

be according to the rules of optics, much leſs

ſenſible than that ofa parallel ellipſis, which

ſhould be to the ſurſace of the planet; the

ſurplus of the circumference of theſe belts,

which. cannot be diſcovered by teleſcopes, must

be of a matter leſs proper for reflecting the

ſun's rays, which has led the late astronomers

to conjecture, that they are, in ſome degree,

like the clouds which are about this earth,

and which intercept. a certain quantity of rays

of light, without having power to reflect any.

Theſe clouds having a curvity like that of the

exterior Circumference of the ring, they ought

therefore to he nearly at the ſame distance

with that from the ſurface of the planet, and

conſequently the atmoſphere,. in which they

are placed, ought to entirely ſurround the ring.

Theſe belts of Saturn have, by ſome, been

takenfor ſcas, and, by others, dry land, the

4 rest of the ſurface being water, and thence re

flectig the light more ſtrongly. But this is.

a much more rational ſolution, and, as ſup

ported by ſuch obſervations, cannot be eaſily

overthrown. i

From what has been already ſaid ofthe ring

_ of Saturn, it will appear, that all the changes

Galileo deſcribes in the planet, were owing to

it. He ſaw the two cnlightened points of it,

which were beyond the globe of the planet,

in his first obſervations, and', ſeeing no mOre,

 
he took theſe for stars. then the ring was if'

a ſituation in which it could not be ſeen, theſe

stars diſappeared, and the planet was round

like the others. In the ſame manner we are

alſo to understand the accounts of the ears and

and handles of Saturn 5 they were appearances

Of the ſame parts of his ring which Galileo

had taken for stars. There is not indeed any

thing in the whole ſyſtem of nature more

wonderful, than this ring ſurrounding Satum';

it i's ſolid, and of amatter ſit for reflecting light,

for it reflects nearly as much as the planet

itſelf, and appears very nearly as bright as any

part of the ſurface of the planet. There is.

ſbmething Very ſingular in the form of this

lucid ring, and it is particularly remarkable

that its thickneſs, in no proportion, anſwers to

its breadth ; it must indeed be very little, for,

when the edge is turned toward us, it never is.

ſeen at all, even under the most favourable

circumstances, but the whole ring diſappears;

although the ſun's rays fall fully upon it, and

we are in a ſituation to receive them both

reflection, yet, in this caſe, we have none

The uſe of the ring being, dbubtleſs, to en

lightenv the globe of the planet, this indeed is

not neceſſary, for the thickneſs would be ofno

uſe in compariſon with the breadth 3 but this.

is strange, that a body of ſuch extent ſhould

have ſo little. The whole appearance is

strange; the whole is held ſuſpended round

the body of the planet without touching it in

any part, and' is like a large flat circle that

ſhould ſurround the globe of our earth, and

its plane paſs through the centre of the earth.

The distance, at- which Saturn is placed

"from the ſun, must render the rays, which it

' receives from that luminary, leſs vivid, and

his globe ſo large withal, that a great deal of

additional light must be requiſite, according to

the proportion of nature, in regard to the

other planets. We find theſe, as more re

mote
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mote from the ſun, and, as larger, eniightened

with more ſecondary affistances. Our earth

has its ſingle ſatellite, the moon; Jupiter,

larger, and more remote than the earth,

has four moons, or ſatellites; and Saturn,

greatly more distant, has alſo his ſatellitcs,

or moons, (but they are ill ſuitcd to his

distance) in the ſame proportion. This

lucid ring is, undoubtedly, given him to

ſupply the place of an additional number;

nay, to ſpeak more plainly, this ring, most

probably, is_ a greater number of moons,

or ſatellites, proportioned to his diameter,

and the distance of his orbit. It is very

hard to conceive what this ring ſhould be,

or how ſupported, at the ſame distance from

the body of the planet, iſ, as astronomers

in general ſeem to ſuppoſe, it be a flat

and broad bottom. Is it not much more

probable, that it only appears continuous

and ſolid ſrom the distance, and that it is,

in reality, compoſed'oſ a vast number of ſate]

lites, or moons, diſpoſed in the ſame plane,

and making their revolutions round the planet .P

This were to give Saturn a quantity of moons

indeed proportioned' to his distance from the

ſource of light. It is eaſy to conceive that theſe

may be ſo ſmall as not to be ſeen distinctly and

ſeparately at this distance, but that they may

be ſo near to one another, that their blended

light may make one continued blaze, and may

give the whole the appearance of a continued

body. We are ready to ſuppoſe nature uni

ſſſorm in her operations, and ſimilar on ſimilar

occaſions. We ſhould find her ſufficiently ſo

on this ſuppoſition, though not at all ſo on any

other. The ring oſ Saturn, conſidered as

astronomers have ſuppoſed it to be, a broad flat

ring of ſolid matter, ſuſpended round the body

of the planet, and, keeping its place without

any connection with the body, is quite different

from all the appearances, as well as all the

i

 

real accidents, oſ the otherplanets, and istherev

ſore to be ſuſpected oſ error in the obſervation.

But iſ we ſuppoſe, that a number oſ ſatellites

are placed in the ſame, or nearly in the ſame

plane, ſmall, and near to one another, and

make their revolutions round the planet, this

will keep them in their places without a mi

racle, though they do not touch the body oſ the

planet; and, if we ſuppoſe them thus ſmall,

and thus ſituated, they will form ſuch a ring

in appearance, and they will diſappear at cer

tain times; that is, in certain ſituations, be

cauſe they want ſize to give the neceſſa

thickncſs. Indeed, if we conſider the great

diſtance oſ the planet, we ſhall find that ſuch

a glorious aſihmblage of moons may be neceſ

ſary to him, and that they will anſwer, in all

points, to what we ſee of his belt in our ob

ſervations.

There is only one natural objection to this

opinion, but that ſhall be stated fairly. It

may be urged, that theſe ſatellites, (ſuppoſing

the ring to be compoſed oſ ſuch) ought to be

ſubject to the ſame laws oſ nature with thoſe

others we know, and that, according to the

rule laid down by Kepler, the ſquares of the

times of their revolutions ought to be as the

cubes oſ their distances from the body ofthev

planet. Now, ifit were thus, it will be ſaid, the

ring, being compoſed oſ this multitude oſſatel

lites, thoſe oſ the ſeveral different parts of'

which are at different distances from the pla

net, the ſatellites near its exterior edge being

greatly more remote than. thoſe toward its in

terior, would be ſubject to great irregularitiesin

appearance; ſontheſe different ſatellites, hav

,\ ing different degrees oſ motion proportioned to

their different distance, could not keep always

in this equal diſpoſition, ſo as toſorm a, ring of'

equal breadth all round the planet; but that,

as we ſee among the other ſatellites, as Jupiter

for instance, that they are, ſometimes, all ofj

then:
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'them behind the body of the planet; ſo in

theſe, a great many would be hid, at other

times a great many before, and frequently

clusters in ſome particular parts, and defici

encies in others; the Conſequcnce of which

would be, that the ring would be ſometimes

narrower, or, in ſome places, narrower or

broader than in others, and, perhaps, ſome

times interrupted in its continuity. The ob

jection is fairly stated, and it may be fairly an

ſwered ; if we ſuppoſe that there are different

circles, all formed of ſatellites, round the

body of the planet, and that there are as many

of theſe circles as are neceſſary to make the

breadth of the ring, the ſatellites, diſpoſed

in each circle, will all of them make their re

VOlutions in the ſame time, as they will be at

the ſame distance from the planet: and this

being the caſe with all the circles, they will

therefore never change their ſituation with re

gard to one another. A first circle of ſatellites,

all preſerving the ſame distance from one ano

ther, will thus revolve regularly round the

planet; beyond this, another circle of more

distant (but all equally distant) ſatellites, per

forms, behind theſe, its revolution alſo in the

ſame manner, according to the laws esta

bliſhed by Kepler; that is to ſay, the time of

the revolution of this ſecond circle ſhall be to

the time, or period, of the revolution of the

first circle, in the reſpect in which the diſ

tances of the two circles from the centre of

the planet require. Now, according to this,

the ſame parts of the first circle will not con

tinue to anſwer to the ſame parts of the ſe

cond; but this will make no difference in the

appearance of the whole, for still ſome part

or a first circle, oſ equally distant ſatellites,

will anſwer to ſome part of a circle of equally

distant ſatellites, and it is the ſame thing to

us whether this be one part or another, ſo it

be ſome part in the ſame proportion, which
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must happen. There will be no change in

the total appearance, but the whole will be

exactly the ſame as iſ the two concentric cir

cles of ſatellites had performed their revolu

tions in the ſame time, and this is to be ex

tended to all the circles. We ſuppoſe the

whole breadth of the ring compoſed of a due

number of circles of ſatellites, all equally dif

tant, and performing their revolutions in this

manner; thoſe of the ſame circle, in the ſame

time, as being equally distant from the centre

of the planet, and conſequently continuing

equally distant from one another; thoſe of

the ſecond in a longer time, thoſe in the third

in a yet longer, and ſo of the rest. The ſeveral

ſatellitcs, of any one circle, all this time keep

the ſame period of revolution with one ano

ther, and conſequently the ſame distance from

one another. The conſequence plainly is,

that a part of each circle will be always ſeen

against a part of the next, and ſo on; nor is

it any matter which part of either, all parts

of any one being alike. Thus we ſhall al

ways ſee a lucid circle compoſed of parts of ſo

many, always of the ſame breadth. This will

make the ring of Saturn anſwer all the ap

pearances, and thus the laws of Kepler, in

stead oſ overthrowing, countenance and ſup

port this ſystem.

But it is not even neceſſary to make theſe

ſatellites, which compoſe the ring of Saturn,

ſubject to thoſe laws which Keplerhas esta

bliſhed with regard to the other ſatellites. If

we were not inclined to allow ſuch an arrange

ment as has just been laid down of the ſatel

lites, compoſing the ring of Saturn, into ſo

many circular ſeries, we might still account

for their appearance under that form. We

might conceive them to be an irregular con

geries of little moons together, making up the

broad figure of his belt, and placed with ever

ſo much uncertainty, but we might ſuppoſe

them
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them near enough to Saturn to be within the

extent of his atmoſphere ; in that caſe, while

they retained their fixed ſituation with regard

to one another, they would, all together, be

carried round about With the body of the pla

net, in its revolution on its own axis, without

being ſubject to Kepler's laws, which, al

though they are juſt as well as ingenious, need

not have force with regard to thoſe bodies

which are within the atmoſphere of the pla

net. This would abſolutely ſolve the appear

ance according to the laws of optics and of

gravitation, but the other is much more pro

bably the caſe.

Beſide the ring of Saturn and his ſateIlites,

there has been nothing particular obſerved by

the aſtronomers concerning him, except what

are called his belts. There are, on the body

of Jupiter, certain broad bands, or, as they

are called, belts, which are takenſorſeas; and,

on Saturn, there have been, as obſerved at cer

tain times, ſeen alſo ſometimes one, and ſome

times two belts, which have been thought ſi

milar. Some have mentioned a third between

the two ſeen 'at certain times, but this is evi

dently no more than the ſhadow of his ring

caſt'upon his body. As to the others, they

are not, as they appear, marks immediately

upon the body of the planet; the differ

ent angles, under which they are ſeen,

ſufficiently demonstrate this, as has been

already proved. It ſuffices to ſay farther,

that they are at a distance from the ſur

face of the planet, and are probably formed

by exhalations converted into a more denſe

form in his atmoſphere, and are of the nature

of clouds.

When we obſerve the ſun, we may, ac

cording to all appearances, conceive him

as revolving round the earth z when we re

gard the moon, we ſee ſhe actually does ſo,

but it is not thus with regard to the planets,

 
they move round the ſun, and even the moſt

ſimple obſervations will ſhew that they do

ſo. The motions of theſe, and among theſe,

the motions of Saturn, form different appear

ances of him with regard to the earth, in pro

portion to his different aſpects with the ſun.

It is therefore evident, that Saturn revolves

round the Sun in common with this earth,

and not round this earth, as the ſun appears

to do.

Wemay indeed, according to the ſystem of

Ptolemy, repreſent the motions of the planets,

with reſpect to the earth, equally well in ſup

poſmg them to turn about an epicycle 5 but it

is contrary to the (now) known laws of na

ture, to ſuppoſe that one of the heavenly bo

dies revolves round an imaginary centre. We

know gravitation to be the law by which they

are impelled, and there can be no gravitation

where the centre is not real. It is therefore

more conſonant to reaſon, and, as ſo, is now

univerſally acknowledged, that Saturn, and

the other planets, do revolve round acertain

centre, which is the ſun, and that centre is to

be regarded as the principle of their motion.

The ſun being then fixed 'in the centre of

the univerſe, let us conſider the orbit oſ the

earth at a certain distance from the ſun, the

orbit of Saturn at a vastly greater distance,

and the firmament, as another circle, Vaſtly

remote beyond the orbit of Saturn. Having

eſtabliſhed thus much, it will be eaſy to

underſtand the motion of Saturn, and his

different appearances, according to that mo

tion.

'In this obſervation, Saturn being ſeen from

the earth, as correſponding to a certain point

in the firmament, would, if viewed from the

ſun, be ſeen to correſpond not to that, but to

another diſtant part of .the firmament. To

know what is the true place oſ Saturn, as

ſeen from the ſun, it is neceſſary to determine v

the
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the distance between Saturn and the Sun,

with reſpect to the distance between the

earth and the ſun; this is done by the me

thod of reſolving rectilinear triangles, and the

distance between the true place of Saturn,

ſeen from the earth, and its true place, ſeen

from the ſun, will be thus known 5 but as

we cannot do this by immediate obſervations,

we are obliged, in order to effect this per

fectly, and to aſcertain, without error, the

true place of the planet, as ſeen from the

ſun, to haVe recourſe to thoſe occaſions,

when the true place of the planet, ſeen from

the earth, is in the ſame direction with its

place, as ſeen from the ſun; and this hap

pens at the times of the conjuncture, or oppoſi

tion of the planet with the ſun, when the

earth is in a right line with the ſun, and with

Saturn. In ſome of theſe conjunctions the

light of Saturn is too faint to be perceived

from the earth, and this planet is hid behind

the ſun, when its north or ſouth latitude does

not exceed the ſemidiameter of the ſun; from

theſe reaſons we can only employ thoſe con

junctions which happen at different degrees

of the zodiac, and which give the true place

of Saturn, ſeen from the ſun in the different

parts of its orbit ; theſe are very uſeful obſer

vations, but they take up a great deal of time

to make them anſwer any purpoſe, for the

interval between each is a year, and ſome

days. A

In determining the mean motions of Sa

turn, we compare together the times at which

that planet has returned to the zodiac after

one or more revolutions, and this enquiry

Would be ſufficient, if Saturn, when he came

to the ſame point of the ZOdiac, was, at the

ſame time, found in the ſame ſituation in his

orbit; that is to ſay, if his aphelion and per

rihelion were at all times directed toward the

ſame points of the heavens. For the equa

 
tion of the ſame planet being the ſame, at

the ſame distance from its aphelion and per

rihelion, there would then be no difference

between the true and the mean motion of

the planet, contained in any number of its

'revolutions.

It is not thus, however, when the aphe

lion, and the perrihelion of a planet, are ſub

ject to any movement; for, in that caſe, the

ſame points of their orbits, 'do not anſwer to

the ſame points of the heavens; whence it

follows, that the equation of a planet, which

one obſerves in the ſame part of the ZOdiac,

is not ſound to be the Lame ſometime after,

when there have been in the interval ſeveral

revolutions.

Thus the exact determination of the mean

movement of Saturn, requires that of the

movement of its aphelion, and conſequently

its ſituation at different times; it requires

alſo a knowledge of the equations of that

planet at all the degrees of its orbit, in order

to take account of the difference between

thoſe equations, in the compariſon of the an

tient and the modern obſervations, and to

reduce its mean place to its true place, which

is one of the principal elements in the theory

of the planets.

In order to find the aphelion of Saturn and

his greatest equation, we may employ all the

methods laid down by astronomers for deter

mining the apogee of the ſun and the moon.

(See theſe under the article APOGEE.) Butthen

We are to obſerve, that the motions of the

ſun and moon are to be conſidered from the

earth, round about which they ſeem to make

their revolutions; and thus all the exact ob

ſervations, which have been made to the pre

ſent time, may ſerve to the knowledge of theſe

two elements 3 whereas, in regard to the other

planets, which do really move round about the

ſun, we can uſe only their oppoſitions with
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'the ſun, which, with regard to Saturn, 'hap

pen only at the distance of a year and ſome

days. The catalogucs of obſervations, pub

liſhed by astronomers, will be uſeful to this

purpoſe, and the method of employing them

has been already laid down.

We are to conſider, that although the ſitua

tion of Saturn in the heavens is generally

mentioned as with regard to the ecliptic, the

orbit deſcribed by that planet, in its proper

motion, is on a plane inclined to the ecliptic 5

from this it reſults, that the motions of that

planet, reduced to the ecliptic, do not an

ſwer to thoſe places when it is effectually

found in its orbit. It will therefore be ne

ceſſary, on many occaſions, to reduce the

true place of Saturn, obſerved, with re

gard to the ecliptic, to its true place in its

own orbit, and reciprocally, when we know

the true place of the planet in its orbit, to be

able to reduce it to the ecliptic; this requires

a knowledge of the inclination of the orbit of

Saturn, and of the places of its interſection,

with the ecliptic, which are its nodes.

The most ſimple method of determinng

'the true place of the nodes of Saturn, and

their epocha, or the time of the planets re

turning to them, is to obſerve the time when

that planet has no latitude with regard to the

ecliptic; for the ſun and the earth being at

all times on the plane of the ecliptic, when

Saturn, in the interſection of his orbit with

the ecliptic, is on the ſame plane, that 'planet

has no latitude with reſpect to the earth, nor

with reſpect to the ſun ; and the time of the

obſervation determines the epocha of the node

of Saturn, without any reduction.

With reſpect to the true place of the node

of Saturn, it is neceſſary to examine whether

that planet be, at that time, in an oppoſition

with the ſun, or be distant from it. When

Saturn is oppoſition, the-true place of his

VOL. I. ' *
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node, ſeen from the ſun, is preciſely the ſame

with the true place of that planet ſeen from

the earth. When Saturn is not in oppoſi

tion, we are to reduce the true place of Sa

turn, ſeen from the earth, from his true place,

ſeen from the ſun, which Will be, at the

ſarrie time, the true place of the node of Sa

turn, correſponding to the epocha, or to the

time of the given obſervation.

It is eaſy to ſee, that as Saturn is near thirty

years in performing one of his revolutions, he

paſſes only twice in about thirty years through

the ecliptic; and conſequently, that the ob

ſervations for the determining his nodes, by

this method, can only be made once in ſif

teen years, and it is alſo neceſſary beſide, that

Saturn be not found near his conjunction with

the ſun at that time; add to this, that there

are ſeveral months in which we find no op

portunity of ſeeing this planet, and that a fa

vourable ſeaſon is neceſſary alſo to the mak

ing theſe obſervations, and under all theſe

conſiderations, we ſhall find the opportuni

ties but rare z they are not to be miſſed there

fore when they do happen.

Notwithstanding that the creator has pro

vided ſo gloriouſly for the illumination of this

vast planet, the light which it receives can

be but in a very moderate proportion, as im

mediately coming from the ſur.{ and the heat

from the ſame ſource, the ſun, must be alſo

leſs in the ſame proportion than with us, ſo

that, according to all appearances, - Saturn

could not be habitable by creatures, formed

like us, nor his globe produce things like to

ours. The distance of Saturn from the ſun,

we ſee is ten times greater than that of the

earth from the ſame luminary, and confir

quently, according to the known rules oſ de

creaſe of apparent magnitude, with encreaſe

of distance, the ſun will appear an hundred

times leſs to that planet than to the earth

Rr r Vth
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What are we to ſuppoſe the condition of thoſe

inhabitants, (if the planets all have inhabi

tants) who, from their cold orb, ſee the ſun,

which is to us the ſource of all our pleaſures,

Only about twice as large as we ſee the pla

net VenUS.

In mentioning what might be a ſecnndary

eatplication of the ring of Saturn, as under

flood to be a Congeries of ſatcllites, we have

ſpoke of a poſſibility of their being carried

round together with that planet, in its revo
lutioniround its own axis, this might be the

caſe, ſuppoſing them placed at ſo ſmall a di

stance from his ſurface, as to be within the

compaſs of his amiolphere ; but we have not

given that as the right ſolution. This would

indeed have been liable to cavil, ſince it is

not certainly known, that the globe of Sa

turn does turn round upon its axis 5 nay,

ſome have doubted much whether it does ſo;

there is this in favour of the ſuppoſition', that

he does not, that the planets, which we ſee

revolve about their axis, the earth xitſelf not

excepted, have the equaterial diameter of their

globe greater than the polar diameter and

'that this is not diſcovered to be the caſe with

Saturn. We have not indeed the common

'opportunities of determining whether this

planet does revolve about its own axis, for we

ſee nothing of thoſe ſpots and marks upon his

ſurface which are the most obvious, and im

mediate of all proofs, of ſuch a motion in the

others. What have been fancied under the

name of belts, being only clouds, and the

iglobe of the planet appearing at this immenſe

distance quite uniform 3 but as all the other

heavenly bodies, the ſun, and to our know

ledge ſome of the fixed stars, and most pro

bably all, have that motion z it is most natu

ral to ſuppoſe, that Saturn alſo has it, and

that he is like the other planets, in this par

ticular, though too remote to ſuffer us to de

termine it by an immediate obſervation,

 

SCALENOUS CONE. A cone which

does not _stand upright. When the axis of

the cone is inclined to the baſe, or makes an

accute angle with it, of whatſoever extent,

it is called a ſcalenous, or an oblique cone,

in diſtinction from that whoſe axis is per

pendicular, and which is right. See CONE.

SCARABZEUS. A constellation offered

to the astronomical World, and formed of a

cluster of conſpicuous stars, which occupy a

little ſpace in the heavens, left bemeen the

constellations Ophiucus, Libra, and Scor

pio.

The ſpecies of Beetle, under the out-lines

of whoſe form theſe are arranged, is that ſm

gular and beautiful one, known by the name

of the Rhinoceros Beetle, and preſerved in

all the cabinets of the curious; it is repre

ſentcd in a posture of moving, with his back

toward the leg of Ophiucus, and its horn

turned up towards his thigh.

It is a very ſmall constellation, but in pro

portion to the extent that it occupies in the

heavens, it contains a ſufficient number of

stars, and theſe, in general, very conſpicuous:

they have been uſed to be accounted among

the unformed stars of the other constellations,

but this is ſo uncertain, and confuſed a me

thod of ſpeaking of them, that it is certainly

.better to have them, like the stars of thoſe

constellations, arranged under the lines of

ſome figure, and much more familiar and

perſpicuous z for instance, to call one ofthem

the upper or the lower star in the horn of the

Bectlc, than by any number of the unformed

ones of ſuch a constellation, though with the

addition of a letter from Bayer.

The Scarabzeus is ſituated but at a ſmall

distance from any of theſe constellations

which are about it. The whole ſpace left

between the three is not equal to more than

half
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half one of the ſcales of the balance, and the

little constellation is nearly in the middle of

it, but nearer to the two others than to

Ophiucus. The Serpent is over the Beetle's

head, its horn runs parallel with the arm of

Ophiucus, and is pointed, as before obſerved,

at his thigh; one of the ſcales of Libra is

under the hinder part of its belly, and its

rump is turned to the Scorpion, almost touch

ing the extremities of two of his fore legs.

The conſpicuous stars in the Beetle are

nine, they stand in a pretty cluster, and ſome

of them are very conſpicuous z there is one in

the extremity of the head, just at the inſer

tion of the "horn, this is a ſmall one, but in

the horn there are two'both large, and very

conſpicuous, one of theſe is toward the

inſertion, and not at a great diſtance f'om

* that at the root, the other is more than twice

as far from that, as that is from the first,

this is a Very bright star, and ſtands at the

tip of the horn z at the joining of the head to

the back there is alſo one, and that a bright

cstar, and there are two in the legs, one at

the extremity of the first, and the other at

the extremity of the ſecond leg ; there is alſo

one on the lower out-line of the body, at the

inſertion of the thigh of the hinder leg; and

' one almost oppoſite to this, at the out-line of

the back. The ninth, or last ſtar in the

Beetle, is at the extremity of its rump, and

comes between the toes of the first and ſecond

leg of Scorpio.

SCHABTAI. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have

called the planet Saturn; it is the Hebrew

name of that planet, and the word in that

language 'ſignifies reſt. It is naturally enough

given to the (lowest of all theplanets in its

motion. .

 

SCHAORO. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of uncommon words, have

called the moon 5 it is one of the old Chaldee

names of that planet.

SCHEMASH. A name by which thoſe,

who are fond of uſing uncommon terms, call

the Sun ; it is one of the Hebrew names of

that luminary, and ſignifies heat; but the

wo'rd Sun ſufficiently expreſſes all that we

mean by the name of that body, and it is

idle to uſe any other.

SCHEMATISMA. A term by which

ſome of the Greek writers have expreſſed

what the Latins call Conſpectus Stellarum,

and the astrologers, of our time, aſpects of

the planets, and certain of the conſtellations,

or ſingle ſtars ; theſe were certain mutual ra

diations of thoſe planets and ſtars on one an

other, under the influence of which the cant

of that study was, that they co-operated to

gether, and that, from theſe, events were to

be preſaged.

SCHEME, or Frcvae. A term bor

rowed by astronomy from the mathematics,

and uſed to expreſs a ſurface, or an extenſion

of quantity in length and-breadth, when it is

terminated and incloſed every way by lines.

If this ſurface be flat, and in no part either

raiſed or depreſſed, when it is thus circum

ſcribed, it is called a plane-figure.

This figure may be incloſed by two lines,

if one, or both, be crooked; but it cannot be

circumſcribed by leſs than theſe, iſ they are all

ſtrait. Two curves will encloſe it, or one

curve and one ſtrait line, but two strait lines

never can, ſince there must be, between theſe,

at one extremity, orat both, an opening, and

the ſurface therefore is, not encloſed there, hut

runs out into indefinite ſuperflcies, and there

fore there is not a figure.

'Rrr 2 The
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' The strokes, that encloſe this ſurfacc, are

called the circumſeribinglines, and the quan

tity oſ plane ſurſace, contained within them,

is called the area oſ the figure.

SCHEMSO. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond oſ uncommon words, call the

ſun; it is the Chaldee name for that lumij

nary, but we have no occaſion to adopt it.

' SCHENDRA. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of uncommon words, call the

moon z it is a name under which that planet

has been worſhipped by the Indians.

SCORPIO, the Scorpion, One oſ the con

stellations of the northern hemiſphere, and of

the twelve ſigns of the zodiac. It is one of

the forty-eight constellations of the antients;

and is mentioned by all the writers on astro

nomy.

The Scorpion is not a very large constella

tion, but, for its extent, it contains a conſi

derable quantity of stars, and ſome oſ them

very conſpicuous. It is indeed as strongly

marked in the heavens as any of them all.

The constellations of the zodiac are all tole

rably well drawn in the ordinary ſchemes of

the heavens. Some of the others are monsters,

bears with long tails, twisted dolphins, and

hairy-headed dragons 5 but this is a tolerany

accurate figure of alarge ſcorpion; it does not

stand ſo firml)r on the ecliptic as ſome of the

others, but is repreſented as if tumbling off

from it.

The constellations, between and among

which the Seorpion is placed, are Sagittary,

Ophiucus, Libra, and-the Wolſ. Sagittary is

behind it, but at ſome distance, its head is

directly toward Libra, and the two fore claws

come very near the two Scales; Ophiucus is

placed over it, his right foot on the body of
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the Scdrpion, and the head of the Wolſ is

below it, the mouth touching one oſ the feet,

or claws of the Scorpion.

The Scorpion, excluſively of his claws (in

the place of which the constellation Libra has

been placed) contained, according to the an

tient accounts, ſeventy-tſiour stars ; Ptolemy

ſets down ſo many, and he accounts, beſide

theſe, ſeventeen others to the Claws, or to our

Libra 3 but Flamstead has raiſed the account

much higher than that of the antients, he

makes them forty-four.

Oſ theſe there is one oſ the first magnitude,

a very bright and beautiful star, it stands on

the body oſ the constellation, and makes a

very beautiful figure. They have called a

bright star, of the first magnitude, in the

breast oſ the Lion, Cor Leonis, the Lion's

Heart; and they call this, in the ſame man

ner, Cor Scorpionis, the Scorpion's Heart;

but its ſituation does not quite ſo well anſwer

to that appellation. There are two, by ſome,

allowed to be oſ the ſecond magnitude, but

both diſputed by others in this particular, and

reduced to, the third, though they are very

large for that claſs; the one of theſe stands

in the middle of the forehead, and the other

in the sting at the end of the tail, with another

bright one of the third magnitude very near it.
There are ſeveralſi of the third magnitude,

which are very conſpicuous stars, one is in

the third ſouth ſoot, though ſome will have

this to be a star only of the fourth magnitude;

another is the ſouth of three in the forehead,

another in the first joint of the tail, and ano

ther at the foot of Ophiucus, which touches

the Scorpion. There are alſo ſeveral of the

fOurth and fifth magnitudes, beſide the leſſer

ones 5 with all theſe conſiderable stars, we

are not to wonder that a constellation ſo ſmall

as the Seorpion (for ſo it is in compariſon of

the others) is very conſpicuws. The ſmaller

stars

,\i_ -_
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stars add to this, for they are diſpoſed very

luckily, according to the out-line of the body

of the creature, and upon, or cloſe by, its

claws.

The Greeks, who would be ſuppoſed the

inventors of astronomy, and who have, with

that intent, ſathered ſome story or other oſ

their own upon every one oſ the constellations,

give a very ſingular account of the ori

gin of this. They tell us, that is the creature

which killed Orion. The story goes, that the

famous hunter of that name boasted to Diana

and Latona, that he could deſtroy every ani

mal that was upon the earth ; the earth, they

ſay, enraged at this, ſent forth the poiſonous

reptile the Scorpion, and that inſigniſicant

creature stung him, and he died. Jupiter,

they ſay, raiſed the Scorpion up into the hea

vens, and gave it this place among the con

stellations, and afterwards Diana requested oſ

him to do the ſame honour to Orion, which

he at last conſented to, but placed him in ſuch

a ſituation, that, when the Scorpion riſes, he

ſets.

The Greeks went much too far in theſe

histories of their constellations. The Egyp

tians knew nothing of their Hercules and the

rest of their heroes, nor, iſ they had known

oſ them, would they have named constella

tions in the zodiac from them. They placed

this poiſonous reptile in that part of the hea

vens to denote, that, when the ſun arrived at

it, fevers and ſickneſſes, the maladies of au

tumn, would begin to rage. This they re

preſented by an animal whoſe sting was oſ

POWer to occaſion ſome oſ them, and it was

thus they formed all the constellations.

The antients allotted of the twelve prin

cipal among their deities to be the guardian

for each of the twelve ſigns oſ the zodiac.

The Scorpion, 'as their history of it made-it a

fierce and fatal animal that had killed the great.

 

Orion, ſell naturally to the protection oſ the

god of war; Mars is its tutelary deity, and 7

to this ſingle circumstance is owing all that,

jargon of the pstrologers, who tell us, that _

there is a great analogy between the planet

Mars and the constellation Scorpio. To this

alſo is owing the doctrine oſ the alchymists,_

that iron, which they call Mars, is alſo under_

the dominion of the ſame constellation, and

that the tranſmutation of that metal into gold_

can only be performed when the ſun is in this.

ſign. _

When the astrologers talk of any particular

star as being of the ſame nature with any par

ticular planet, they mean, that the light 0f_

that fixed star is tinged with ſome faint dye of

the ſame colour with the light oſ that planet,

Thus all thoſe of the fixed stars, which are

ruddy, are ſaid to be of the ſame naturewiththe

planet Mars; thoſe, which are bluiſh, oſ the,

ſame nature with Saturn, and ſo of the rest ;_

but, when they ſpeak ofawhole constellation as

being of the ſame nature with a planet, they

only mean, that it was attributed, by the an

tients, to that deity, by whoſe name alſo one

of the planets is called. It is not clear that

they always understand themſelves in' this 5

but here is the meaning and ſoundation of the

fancy.

SCORPIONIS FORCEPS, 'be Cfizwr- of

the Scorpion. A term under which Ptolemy,

and many other of the earlier astronomers, as

well as ſome of the later, among whom is

Copernicus, have ſpoken of that ſign in the

zodiac, which is, by the generality of writers,

called Libra. We may ſee, by this little in.

stance, what would have been the effect: of

new-naming all the constellations according

to the original deſign of the Venerable body,

who, being offended at the names oſ the Ram

and the Bull, called thoſe constellations by

the
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the name of St. Peter and St. Andrew, and

was for carrying up the twelve apostles into

the zodiac. Schiller has improved upon him,

and new-named all the hearens, but nobody

has followed them. We ſee, by the confu

ſion occaſioned ſolely by the double name of

this one ſign, an infinite deal of perplexity

Would have followed the altering them

all; for, at preſent, mcn ſcarce know what

they are ſaying to one another, when one fol

lows Ptolemy and Copernicus, and the other

the rest of the astronomical writers. '

The occaſion of this diverſityo'f names for

the constellation, now called Libra, is, that,

originally, there were but eleven constella

tions to the twelve diviſions of the zodiac. In

order to a constellation to every diviſion, or

ſign of this circle, they pr0poſed, very early,

in the improvement of this study, to retrench

the Scorpion, which, at this time, occupied

the ſpace of two ſigns, and to place, in that

diviſion where his claws had been put, 'the

figure of Julius Caeſar holding a balance in his

hand, as we ſee him in ſeveral of the en

graved gems of the antients, and on ſome baſs

reliefs. This was done at once, but it was

not at once allowed. We, in general, now

allow, however, of the Libra, and the Claws

of the Scorpion are cut off.

SCOURGE. A name by which enthuſiasti

cal people have called the constellation Coma

Berenices, or Berenice's Hair. Schiller, and

his followers, unwilling to have any old or

new constellation in any but holy history,

will have this, which Conon intended to ex

preſs a lock of hair, to be the ſcourge with:

_ which our Saviour was puniſhed ; others make

'it Abſalom's famous head of hair; and others,

that of Sampſon, with which he lost his,

strength.

l SEA-CALF, lea. One of the Arabian,

 

constellations, it stands in the place of Ana

dromeda. The Arabians were forbiddcn, by

their religion, to draw human figures, and.

they therefore did this.

SEA-GOAT. A name by which ſome'

have called the constellation Capricorn, from

its being, in the upper part only, a goat, in the

lower, a fiſh.

SEASONS. The astronomers divide the

year into four ſcaſhns, but they do not count

theſe exactly as other people reckon them, to

make the ſame periods, which distinguiſhed

them, to mark alſo certain remarkable periods

of the ſun's motion ; they count them from the

days of the tropics, and the two stations of the

ſun at the equator. The ſpring they begin at

the tenth of March, the day in which the ſun's

place is, for the first time in the year, in the

equator, and on which his diurnal motion is

in the celestial equator. The ſummer they

begin on the eleventh of June, when he is in

his greatest declination north, or the tropic of

Cancer. The autumn they begin on the

twelfth day of September, the day on which

his place is again at the equator, and his di

urnal motion in the celeſtial equator z and the

winter on the eleventh of December, the day

on which his place is at the farthest point of

declination ſouth, and his motion ina parallel

called the tropic of Capricorn.

SEBU. A name by which ſome, who

love uncommon Words, have called the con

stellion Lupus ; it is one of its Arabic names,

and the word, in that language, ſignifies, at

large, a wild beast, and not particularly a

wolf. This is conſonant with the custom of

the other nations, for it was not at first called

a wolf.

SECHEZ.
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SECHEZ. A name by which ſome, who

are ſond oſ unuſual words, call the planet

lVIercury; it is one of the Egyptian names of

that planet, and is, by ſome, ſuppoſed to be

only another name for Seſac. Others make

it ſignify an attendant. This is a very likely

meaning, becauſe we find, in many other lan

guages, this planet is called by names, the

ſignification of which is the ſame, and the oc

caſion of this ſeems his being ſo cloſe an at-'

tendant on the ſun, or ſo much nearer to him

than all the other planets.

SECOND. Conſidered as a meaſure of

ſpace, is the ſixtieth part of a minute, which

minute is the ſixtieth part of a degree, which

degree is the three hundred and ſixtieth part of

a circle; the third is a ſixtieth part oſ the ſe

cond, and ſo on. St: CiRCLE.

SECONDARIES, or SECONDARY CIR
cuts. A term uſed to expreſs certainſi circles

drawn in the ſphere of the heavens from any

given place, ſo as to interſect one another in

the vertical points, or in the zenith and nadir

of the place: theſe are called vertical circles,

or azimuths. When they are called ſecon

daries, the term horizon is underſtood, and it

is meant to call them ſecondaries of the ho

rizon ; for any great circles, that are drawn

through the poles of another great circle, are

called ſecondaries to it. As many of theſe

imaginary circles as we pleaſe may be drawn

through any part of the ſphere, and, provided

they all interſect one another at the poles of

the horizon, they will all be vertical circles,

ſecondary circles, and azimuths, (for the terms

are ſynonymous) to that horizon. In order

therefore to underſtand properly what are

the ſecondary circles, we ſhould first conſider

the primary.

The horizon, on which all theſe azimuths

 

are dependant, is then a great circle of the

ſphere, the plane of which is ſuppoſed to paſs

through that point on'the carth's ſpherical ſur

face, where the perſon stands, and extended

every way to the region .of the starry heavens' 5

or, it is a great circle of this nature, the plane

oſ which paſſes through the centre of the earth

parallel to the point of the earth's ſurſace on

which the obſerver stands. Theſe may ſeem

to make two different horizons, but, in re

ſpect to the heavens, they are the ſame, for

they coincide 3 they are, however, different

in name, the one being called the ſenſible, the

other the rational horizon. There is alſo

another epithet uſed in ſpeaking of the ho

rizon, that is, the viſible horizon. This and

the reſt are to be explained before we proceed.

on the explication of thoſe terms, which re-'

gard circles that are dependant on this of the

horizon. '

The viſible horizon then is that part of the

earth's ſurface which is to be ſeen at one view,

or from any one place. This is ſmaller

when the obſerver stands on the ground, than

when he is on a tower or church, or any

other elevation, as it is a greater circle when

ſeen from an hill than a plane; and the oc

caſion of this is the earth's convexity, more

of a convex ſurface, of any kind, coming in

view from the elevation than frbm a plane.

The ſenſible horizon is not a view limited

to a little part of the ſurſace of this globe,

but is an extent ſo great, that the whole globe

of the earth is, in itſelf, a point, or thing of

no bigneſs, or conſideration, in the compa

riſon. If the plane stone, on which I ſtand

on a pavement, be conceived to be extended

every way to the ſtarry region of the heavens,

it would he'the mark of my ſenſible horizon,

for the horizon is not a fixed circle, but is

different to the perſon who stands on a differ

ent part of the globe.

The
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The rational horizon, finally, is a circle

'extended to the starry heavens, in manner of

the other, but whoſe plane, instead of paſſing

'through the point of the earth*s ſurface, on

i which the obſerver stands, paſſes through the

centre of the earth parallel to that plane, and

is ſo continued.

Now the ſurface ofthe earth, and the centre

ofrit, being remote by a vast multitude of

miles from one another, it might be ſuppoſed,

that the ſenſible and the rational horizon, at

the starry heaVCns, would be alſo two very

distant circles, but, when We imagine that we

do not properly conceive the immenſe distance

of the fixed stars, this is ſo great, that theſe

two circles, with reſpect to our view, coincide,

and make only one there ; and this is indeed

alſo a natural conſequence of what was before

obſerved, that the earth itſelf is but a point,

or thing of no conſideration, with reſpect to

the ſphere of the heavens.

When astronomers ſpeak of the horizon,

however, in general terms, they are always to

be ſuppoſed to mean the rational horizon, for

they keep up to the distinction, and whenever

they intend to ſpeak of the ſenfible horizon,

they make the distinction by uſing that term.

In order to understand the diviſions which

the ſecondary circles make in the heavens, ' it

is neceſſary to understand that made by their

' primary, or by the horizon. We are to un

derstand then, that a great circle of the ſphere,

whoſe plane cuts the point of the ſurface of

the earth on which the obſerver stands, or a

great circle, whoſe plane paſſes through the

centre of the earth parallel to it, divides the

heavens into two hemiſpheres, which, from

their ſituation and circumstances, are called

A ſometimes the upper and lower hemiſphere,

and ſometimes the viſible and inviſible hemi

ſphere. The upper, or viſible hemiſphere, is

that half of the heavens which is above the

i
v

 
horizon, whether we mean the ſenſible or the

rational horizon, for they are, in effect, the

ſame thing; and the lower, or inviſible he

miſphere, is that half of the heavens which

is below the horizon. All the others in the

upper are conſequently to be ſeen by the per

. ſon whoſe horizon it is thatdivides the ſphere,

and all the stars, that are in the lower hemi

ſphere, are inviſible to him. The terms alſo

above the horizon, and below the horizon,

are uſed to expreſs, the first, all thoſe stars

which are ſeen in this place, and the other,

all thoſe wh.ch are hid, or are in the lower,

or inviſible hemiſphere.

It has been obſerved, that eVery part of the

vearth's ſurface has a different horizon, and

this, as it is evident from obſervation, is a

proof of the earth's being round; for if the

earth were 'a great plane, or flat, the hori

zon of all places would be the ſame; but

whereſoever the obſerver stands, that circle

which is his horizon, or is the horizon of that

place where he stands, being a great circle of

the heavens, dividing it into two parts, it

divides, in the ſame manner, every great

circle of that ſphere which is interſected by it.

And as every horizon must have its two poles,

which are the point directly over the obſerver's

head, and the point directly under his fect,

which are called the zenith and the nadir;

theſe, notwithstanding that they they are dif

ferent in every place, yet are in every place

the two points at which 'all thoſe circles,

which are called azimuths, or verticals, or,

according to the term here to be explained,

ſecondary circles of the horizon, do interſect

each other.

The great uſe of theſe ſecondary circles,

which after what has been ſaid of the hori

zon, and of their ſituation, with reſpect to

it, will be perfectly understood, is to mea

ſure the altitude of any point of the heaven

 

above
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above the horizon, or its deprcffion below

the horizon, or to give the altitude of any of

the heavenly bodies by meaſure, ſince all circles

are divided by certain number of degrees

ſerving as rules oſ meaſure. Thus, if we

have occaſion to meaſure the altitude of any

point in the viſible hemiſphere, we know,

that its altitude is the arc oſ a ſecondary, or

vertical circle, or the arc oſ an azimuth, in

terſected between that point and the horizon.

Iſ, for instance, it be required to know what

is the height of a star above the horizon, we

are to imagine one of theſe ſecondary circles,

drawn in the ſphere ſo as to paſs through the

star; when this is done, the star and the ho

rizon, when it is cut by that circle, are two

points, the distance between which, reduced

to the meaſure of a circle, gives the height of

that star. The arc oſ that ſecondary circle,

between the star and the horizon, is ſound,

by meaſure, to contain'ſo many degrees 3 and

ſo many degrees are the altitude of the star.

This admeaſurement is made, with great fa

cility, by means of a circle, or part oſ a circle,

divided into three hundred and ſixty degrees,

for, if this be ſuſpendcd in ſuch a manner,

that the plane of it is perpendicular to the ho

rizon, or diameter acroſs it, it will repreſent

the horizon, and, on turning the circle to

that, the plane oſ it being continued up to the

heavens, would paſs through a star, the edge

will repreſent a vertical, or ſecondary circle,

drawn through the star and the horizon, and

conſequently, on placing a ruler, or strait

piece of any thing, ſo that the star may be

ſeen along it from the centre of the circle,

and the number of degrees that are intercepted

between the ruler and the diameter, which

repreſents the horizon, will ſhew, on the fi

gures marked on the edge, how many degrees

that star is above the horizon. Nothing can

be ſo familiar as this method oſ meaſuring,

VOL. I.

 

nor can any thing be more certain. Indeed

a circle, nor the half a circle, is not neceſſary,

for a fourth of one, that is, what is uſually

called a quadrant, is enough for all poſſible

occaſions, ſeeing that contains ninety degrees,

and the ſpace, in which any thing is to be

meaſured, contains no more, ſor the zenith

being a fixed point, and the horizon a fixed.

point, and their distance from one another be

ing only ninety degrees, or a quadrant of a

circle, there can be nothing to be meaſuer

but what falls within that height.

The quadrant is, on this principle, the in

strument of meaſurng the altitudes of the

heavenly bodies, and as theſe altitudes are all

meaſured upon ſecondary circles, and theſe

circles interſect one another at the zenith,

which is only ninety degrees above the ho

rizon, a larger quantity of the instrument

would be only an encumbrance, and this an

ſwers all poſſible purpoſes. The star, whoſe al

titude is to be taken, is to be viewed along the

edge oſ this quadrant, either through plain, or

teleſcopic ſights. The plain ſights are only op_

pofite holes, pierced in plates oſ braſs, through

which the star is to be ſeen. The teleſcopic

ſights are much more accurate and nice, they

are made in manner oſ a teleſcope oſ the or

dinary reſracting kind, and, for the greater

preciſion, the star is not only expected to be

ſeen through this teleſcope, but there are a

couple oſ hairs drawn acroſs the eye-glaſs, ſo

as to interſect one another at the centre of it,

and the exact admeaſurement is taken when

the star is at the point oſ their croffing one

another. In taking nice obſervations, an in

strument oſ a large radius is neceſſary, that lhe

diviſion may be into ſmaller parts. In this

caſe, to avoid the cncumbrance oſ an un

wieldy inſlrument, they make a ſmaller part

oſ a circle than a quadrant ſerve the purpoſe;

ſor ſince a quadrant is all that can poffibly be

S ſ ſ neceſſary
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neceſſary on any occaſion, as ninety degrees

is all that is between the horizon and zenith,

much leſs than a quadrant is all that can be

neceſiary on most occaſions, and accordinle

they make the instrument equal only to a ſixth,

or an eighth of a circle; this they call, in the

first caſe, a ſextant, and, in the other, an

octant; and, in conſequence of the ſmaller

number of degrees it contains on a limb of

that extent, theſe may be divided into a

greater number ofportions. Thus the ſmaller

part of a circle, (the inſtrument contains the

greater) is naturally the accuracy of the di

viſion.

SECTIONS, Com'c. Figures made by a

plane paſſing through all, or part of the ſides

of the cone. The curve line, deſcribed upon

the furface of the plane by the cone, is a conic

fection. It is eaſy to ſee theſe must differ

greatly according to the circumstances 5 if the

plane paſs in a direction perpendicular to the

. axis of the cone, and cut through all its ſides,

the fection must be a circle; if the plane be

'inclined to the' axis, and cut through all the

ſides in this direction, the fection is an ellipſis 3

if the cone be cut through by a plane, to

which one of the ſides of the cone is parallel,

the fection is a parabola; if it be cut through

by a plane, to which one of the ſides is in

clined, the ſection is an hyperbola. Theſe

are the conic ſections referred to by astro

nomers. .

SECTION, Common of two Plana. The

right line in which any two planes, which are

not parallel, and are extended, do interſect

each other, is called their common fection.

See PLANE.

SEDES REGIA. A name for the con

stellation Caffiopeia; it is one of the old

 

Latin names, and expreſſes the ſeat, instead

of the perſon ſitting. Caſſiopeia was a queen,

and this her throne.

SEMICIRCLE, 'be Ha_/f of a Circle. If

a strait line be drawn from one part of the

circumferencc of a circle, and continued to

the circumference on the oppoſite part, paſſ

ing, in its way, through the centre of the

circle, this divides the circle into two halves,

theſe halves are called ſemicircles, and the

line, which divides the circle into theſe, its

diameter. See CIRCLE.

SEMIDIAMETER of a Circle. Expreſſes

a strait line drawn from any part of the cir

cumference of a circle to the centre of the

circle, and there stopped. This is alſo called

a radius of a circle, and it is equal ifmade

from whatever part of the ſame circle. See

ClRCLE.

SEMO. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, call the planet

Mercury. It is uſed by ſome of the Latin

writers, and ſeems to have been given to

the planet becauſe of its being the lowest,

or nearest to the ſun of all the planets, as the

antients had a way of calling the ſubordinate,

or lower deities, Dei Semones.

SENGI, or AL SENGI. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon words,

have called the constellation Lyra, or only the

great star in that constellation, called Lucida

Lyraz. It is one of the Arabic names of that

constellation, and is derived from the Perſian

name Ciengle, an harp. From this alſo comes

the barbarous word Sangue for the ſame con

stellation, as Alobore for Al Lura.

SENSlBLE
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SENSIBLE HORIZON. A term uſed

by astronomers by way of distinction from the
rational. i The ſcnſible horIZOn is that circle

which is extended cvery way to the heavens,

and has its plane paſſing through the point of

the earth's ſurface on which the obſerver

stands. The rational horizon, on the con

trary, has its plane paffing through, not that

ſpot, but the centre of the earth, parallel with

the place where the perſon stands. The ra

tional horizon is what people principally refer

to, who uſe the term horizon ſimply, in astro

nomy.

SEPHINA, or AL SEPHINA. A name

by which ſome, who are fond of uncommon

words, call the constellation Argo, or the

Ship; this is one of its Arabic names, and

it expreſsly ſignifies a ſhip, and, in the ſame

language, it is called Merab, a word which

does not ſignify a ſhip, but a coach and a

chariot, and we find it alſo called a chariot,

or chariot of the ſea, by the Greeks.

SEPTEMTRIONES. It is plain from

what we meet with in the oldest authors,

who have at all treated of astronomy, that

the Septemtriones were called by the name of

the Bear. We may, in ſome degree, collect

this from the very name of Arcturus, which

is evidently of Greek origin, and is mentioned

by Heſiod, and all the old writers, in ſuch a

manner, as to confirm this opinion. Homer

alludes to the Greeks uſing it for their direc

tion in ſailing; but Heſiod is ſilent as to that

particular; perhaps Homer ſpeaks of the

knowledge of his own time, not of that he

wrote of.

SEPULCHRE, or 'be HOLY SEPULCHRE.

A name of one oſ the northern constellations,

or of what has been made a constellation, by

 
thoſe who are ſo fond of giving Christian

names, and Christian forms, to them all.

Schickard had gone ſo far as to baniſh the

Pagan appellation, Andromeda, out of the

Catalogues of the ſkies, and to put the ſcrip

ture name of Abigail in the place; but Schiller

was not to be ſo contented; he has new

modelled the whole constellation. The fi

gure which he puts in the place of Andro

meda, is that of a ſepulchre, and this the

name of it.

SERPENS, t/n Serpmt. One ofthe constel

lations of the northern hemiſphere 3 it is one of

the forty-eight old ones, or thoſe which are

mentioned by all the antient astronomers, and

were delivered from the Egyptians to the

Greeks. The Serpent is a constellation of

conſiderable extent, and comprehends a great

many stars, and ſeveral of them of conſider

able ſize. '

It is repreſented in the ſchemes of the hea

vens as a ſnake, of enormous length," placed

between the legs of Ophiucus, and extend

ing to a great length before and behind him.

The body is repreſented not strait, but with

a number of convolutions, and there is one

twist, or circular turn, toward the tail; the

head is drawn ſomewhat naturally with hair,

and the mouth is open, the head almost erect,

with reſpect to the greater part of the body.

The constellations near the Serpent are

Ophiucus, Hercules, Libra, Scorpio, Sagit

tary, and at a greater distance the leg of

Bootes, and the Eagle. Ophiucus stands

acroſs the middle of its body, and has hold of

it with each hand; the head of Hercules is

very near its head, and the arm, uhich holds

his club, almost cloſe to it; a part of its

body, at about a fourth ofits length from the

head, almost touches the extremity of the

bcam of Libra, and the rest of the body runs,
S ſ ſſſ 2 in
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in ſome meaſure, ctparalleſ with Scorpio and

Sagittary, being between the legs of Ophiu

dus; the tip of its tail comes very near one

or the wings of the Eagle, and its head is not

ſar ſrom Bootes,'coming almost cloſe up to

the Northern Crown. IVIany oſ the animals

oſ the heavens are very bad repreſentations oſ

thoſe on earth, but that is not the caſe with

this figure oſ the Serpent, excepting for the

hair-yneſs about the head, .the figure is very

like that oſ a ſerpent, and its posture natu

ral, when we ſuppoſe it struggling against

one, in whoſe hands it is graſpcd.

The antients counted eighteen stars in the

Serpent. Hipparchus, who made the first:

cataloguev that eVer was taken oſ them, we

are told, allowed ſo many, and Ptolemy, his

faithful ſollower in all things, has ſet down

the ſame number. Tycho has reduced the

number to thirteen, but it has, ſince his time,

been raiſed to more than its original standard -,

Hevelius counted twenty-two stars in it, and

our accurate and excellent Flamstead has

marked down ſixty-four; of theſe there is

not ſo much as one star, either of the first or

the ſecond magnitude, but thoſe of the third

make a very conſpicuous figure in the hea

vens, and of theſe there are more than in any

constellation of the ſame extent, the rest are

of ſmaller ſizes, but not, in general, of the

ſmallest; they are distributed very regularly

over the body, and indeed a ſerpent was a

happy figure for this purpoſe, becauſe it

could be turned and wound about ſo as to

receive them. There are ſeven or eight con

ſiderable ones about the head, between that,

and the part of the body which touches

Ophiucus, there are ſeveral running in a

double, and ſometimes in a ſingle line, and

the tip oſ the tail is marked by a bright one.

'ſhe constellation is, uponthe whole, .as

ell determined as any in the heavens.

- szm

 

The Serpent may,,in ſome degree, be

looked upon as a part of the constellation

Ophiucus, andit is, in general, conſidered

as ſuch, being called Serpens Ophiuci, or

Serpentarii z ſo that the ſeveral fables, which

the Greeks have deviſed for aſcertaining the

history of that conſtellation, are applicable,

in the ſame manner, to this; theſe may be

ſeen under the head of that constellation. In

general, ſome have ſuppoſed it to be one of

Triptolemus's dragons,which Carnabos killed,

and others, the Serpent oſ the river Segaris,

destroyed by Hercules. The Greeks have

aſcribed its origin to theſe, and ſeveral Other

exploits of the heroes of their history, but it

is of no relation to any of them. The Ser

pent is as certainly, as the ſigns of the zo

diac, of Egyptian origin, and we know not

what they meant by it, any more than by

the Goat, and her kids, in the arms of their

Auriga.

SERPeNT, Crooked. A name by which

the author oſ the book of Job has mentioned

one oſ the constellations, for this is certainly

the caſe, although the dullneſs oſ many com

mentators, and the obstinacy of others, to

ſay nothing of the ignorance oſ ſome, who

have dared to attempt ſuch an office, have

questioned it, and given different interpreta

tions to the paſſage. The word are, H/Zoſe

ſpirit beautg'ſicd, or ornamented tbe brave-m', and

w/Jast band barformed the Crooked Serpent.

Some of thoſe who have attempted to ex

plain this paſſage, have imagined, that there

was no more meant by it, than the Serpent

of our fields and hedges; and indeed there

might be ſome meaning made out, though

many have diſputed it, in this ſenſe, by con

ſidering it as an expreſſion of the power oſ

God, in creating the greatest, as well as the

least of things 3 it is he who formed the ex

' panſe
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panſe of the heavens, and it is he who created'

the meanest reptile of the earth ; this, though

not hit upon by thoſe who favour the opinion

of the word Serpent, being placed, in its li

teral meaning, might be understood as ſuch ;

and indeed when we conſider the manner, ſo

frequent among the Hebrews, of uſing a

part for the whole, for no people were ſo

fond of that figure, it will stand in the fairer

footing of credit; but this is but an appear

ance. The whole paſſage ſhews, that the

heavens, and only the heavens, were in-_

tended, and that the Serpent is named as an

ornament of the heavens; this excludes the

reptile of the earth from any ſhare in the.

conſideration; beſide, the epithet crooked, or

tortuous, for that is the exact meaning of

the Hebrew, does not abſolutely belong, nor

would have been given to, the creature on

that occaſion. The Serpent of the earth can

twist itſelf into many forms at pleaſure 3 but

it is not therefore to be called crooked, be

cauſe it has a power of making itſelf ſo. Now

in the heavens there is a constellation which

repreſents a ſerpent, and wlnch is crooked,

or tortuous, and very particularly ſo, and

which, as it always retains that character,

may be very properly expreſſed by that epi

thet.

If we ſuppoſe, that the book of Job

was written by Moſes, one might, indeed,

wonder to hear a constellation ſpoken of ſo

early, ſince the earliest origin which we pre

tend of the constellations, is much later than

his time; but it is idle, nay, it is ignorant,

to ſuppoſe this book written by that author ;_

far from finding any ſupport for ſuch a wild

opinion, we ſhall, on the strictest enquiry,

fmd reaſon to believe that book to have been

written only about two thouſand three hun

dred years ago, a time at which we know

the Greeks were acquainted with the constel

 

lations, and conſequently other nations might,

nay, and might long have been, for they are

not ſpoken of, even by the earliest Greeks,

as new things, but mentioned as if of very

early origin, even in reſpect of them.

The author of the book of Job was not a

great deal earlier than ſome of thoſe Greeks

who ſpoke most freely of the constellations,

and he might therefore very naturally ſpeak

of them: nay, we have proof enough, that

he might, becauſe we find he did; and if

we could doubt whether he meant this name,

the Crooked Serpent, as that of a constella

tion, or not, we cannot pretend to diſpute

his having meant constellations by the Orion

and the Pleiades, which he alſo mentions,

perhaps by thoſe names which are intcrpreted

Orion and Pleiades: he did not mean what

we do by thoſe words 5 nay, certainly this

was not the meaning, but yet certainly he

meant constellations, and ſuch as were most

in uſe at that time in the world, and most

conſultcd in agriculture and navigation.

I would make it a point in a treatiſe of

astronomy, not to have ſuch terms relating

to the ſcience, as occur in the ſacred writings,

unexplained. We have purſued this matter

ſo far then as to find, that the author of this

book might mean a constellation, ſince he has

mentioned other constellations, and that he

must mean ſomething in the heavens, ſince he

named the Crooked Serpent as an ornament

in the heavens. We find, he was most

likely to name one of thoſe constellations

which men most regarded, ſince thoſe were

most understood, and were the most uſcful.

And on examining ſome of the oldest writers,

we ſhall find a constellation under the name

of Anguis, and Lucidus Anguis, a ſerpent,

and a lucid, or ſhining ſerpent. Now this

was doubtedly the Serpent, or Crcoked Ser

Pem'o
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pent, of the ſacred writer ; for thoſe who have

mentioned it have done ſo, in reſpect to its

being oſ uſe, in reſpect to the huſbandman,

and the ſailor.

It remains only to ſettle which oſ two Ser

pents that there are in the northern hemi- -

ſphere, and we ſhall have explained the

paſſage. If the author had meant that oſ

Ophiucus, he would have named the human

figure with it, but he has not. There is an

other constellation of this figure near the north

pole, called Draco; this is a ſerpent, and a

tortuous ſerpent; and there is all the reaſon

in the world to believe this was meant, be

cauſe its ſituation toward the pole rendered it

very uſeſul to ſailors, and all agree, that ſai

lors did obſerve it.

It must be conſeſſed, that Homer and He

ſiod, who mention Syrius and Orion, the

' Hyades, the Pleiadcs, and ſome other oſ the

constellations, do not mention this oſ Draco;

but we have no reaſon to Conclude from that

there was no ſuch constellation in their time.

The Greeks themſelves might allow it a place

in the ſphere, and yet theſe poets might hap

pen not to name it; but it is not neceſſary

for justiſying the meaning oſ it in this paſſage,

to ſuppoſe, that the Greeks did know it.

We are ſenfible, that it might be known to

thoſe people, among whom the author of the

book of Job wrote, although not to the

Greeks. We know the Greeks did not in

vent the constellations, but received them

from the Egyptians, nay, we know they did

not receive them all at once, but by degrees,

this, therefore, might be among the Egyp

tians, while the Greeks were ignorant of it ;

and it might be familiar to the Hebrews be

Iſore they took it into their ſphere.

Upon the whole, that the Crooked Ser

pent of the book of Job is ſomething in the

 heavens, not any thing upon the earth, is

certain, ſince it is brought in as an orna

mcnt to the heavens. It is most likely, that

the author, on this occaſion, would mention

a constellation, the most familiar among

thoſc to whom he wrote ; and his intent be

ing to exalt the goodneſs, as well as great

neſs of God, he would fix upon one that was

uſeſul; theſe reaſons all lead us to ſuppoſe,

that it was the Dragon of the northern hemi

ſphere, that he meant the Draco, as we call

it in our ſpheres ; and its tortuous figure very

well confirms it by the epithet.

Among the many who have mistaken its

meaning, ſome, who Were conſcious that it

must be intended to expreſs ſomewhat in the

heavens, have gueſſed that it meant the zo

diac, but that is not tortuous, ſo the epithet

destroys the opinion; others have imagined,

that it meant the Milky Way, or Via Lactea,

but this does not by any means repreſent a

ſerpent, nor was ever understood to do ſo;

beſide, although its courſe in the heavens is

not strait, it cannot be called tortuous.

SERPENTARIUS. One oſ the constel

lations oſ the northern hemiſphere, called by

the generality of writers, Ophiucus. Seat/1:

article OPHIUCUS.

SESQUIALTERAL RATIO. When of

two numbers, the antecedent contains just

once and an half, they are ſaid to havea ſeſ

quialterate ratio. Scc RA'rro.

SESQUITERTIAL RATIO. When an

antecedent number, or quantity, contains the

conſequent number, just once and a third

part, they are ſaid to be in a ſeſquitertial ratio.

See RATſO.

SEVEN STARS. A common denomi

nation of the constellation, called, by astrono

"leſs"
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mers, the Pleiades. The history of that con

stellation, and the diſpoſition of the stars of

which it conſists, have been already given

under that article, but there is yet a point to

be conſidered with relation to it, which has

occaſioned much diſpute. It has been aſſerted

by ſome, that the Pleiades conſists only of ſix

stars 5 and others have affirmed, that this En

gliſh name is proper, for that there are ſeven;

and, from the various opinions of writers of

different times on this ſubject, it has been

' concluded, but too hastily, by ſome, that the

ſeventh star of this constellation was one of

thoſe which appear and diſappear at times in

the heavens, and which have thence been

called, by ſome, new stars, and, by others,

re-apparent stars. Thoſe, that have been

called by that name, are truly fixed stars, but

this ſeventh of the Pleiades is not of the num

ber. The constellation does indeed conſist of

a very great number of stars, viſible by the

affistance of teleſcopes, in the place of the

original ſix or ſeven. Galileo, ſoon after the

invention of teleſcopes, counted thirty-ſix in

it, of which he has given the places in his

Arzmu'us Sidereur, and afterwards ſpeaks of more

than forty, beſide the ſix which are ſeen in

common by the naked eye; ſo he expreſſes

himſelf, for he adds, that the ſeventh is rarely

ſeen. After him, De La Hire, of the French

aeademy, in the memoirs of that body for the

year 1693, mentions ſixty-four, which he

diſcovered in the courſe of an obſervation of

the paſſage of the moon through this constel

lation; and Maraldi, in the memoirs of the

ſame body for 1708, has given the places of

fifty-ſix of them. But all theſe are wholly

inviſible to the naked eye, except the ſix, or

the ſeven (whichſoever the number is to be

determined) that are uſually ſeen. Thoſe,

who fix the certain number'to ſix, and make

the ſeventh one of the new, or re-apparent

 

stars, have gone ſo far as to ſet down ſeveral

distant periods, at which they thought it did,

and ſeveral at which they thought it did not,

appear. They aſſert, that it was ſeen ſome

time before the ſiege of Troy, after which it

diſappeared for a long period, and, at the end

of that, became Viſible, and has ſince ap

peared and diſappeared, at times, in the manner

of ſome others in the other constellations. It

is evident, that Homer, Attalus, and Gemi

nus, mention only ſix, and that Sirhonides

makes them ſeven, as do alſo Varro, Pliny,

Aratus, and, what is of much more conſe

quence, Hipparchus and Ptolemy. But we are

not to'ſuppoſe, for this reaſon, that the ſCVenth

star appeared in the times of the latter of theſe,

or diſappeared in thoſe of the former. If we

were to call all thoſe re-appearent stars which

ſome of the antients have ſeen, and others not

mentioned, we ſhould greatly ſwell the list of

thoſe stars. The ſeventh of the Pleiades is,

at all times, equally viſible, but it is ſo much

ſmaller than the others, that it is not every

eye can diſcern it. Some people, whoſe ſight

is better than that of the generality of men,

can at all times ſee ſeven stars in the constel

lation, and thcſe would have ſeen ſeven whe

ther they had lived in the days of Homer, or

thoſe of Hipparchus; others, whoſe ſight is

leſs acute, can ſee only ſix; this is the true

state of the caſe 5 nor is the diſpute, whether

the Pleiades conſist of ſix, or of ſeven stars,

for we ſee, that the constellation conſists of

a vastly greater number; whether the eye

of him who examines them can ſee ſix or

ſeven of that number.

SEXTANS, 'be Scxtdnt. One of the new

constellations of the northern hemiſphere, or

of thoſe which Hevelius has formed out of the'

stars not takeninto the out-lines of the others,

and added to the forty-eight old ones.

If
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It is a ſomewhatlarge constellation, and it

contains a quantity of stars very well propor

tioned to the ſpace which it occupies in the

heavens, and theſe are very happily diſpoſed

according to the lines of the figure. There

is, in this reſpect, a great difference with re

gard to the new constellations, not only bc

tween that and the old ones, but among one

another. The old constellations, which were

probably formed by the Egyptians, and which

we have received from the Greek astrono

mers, were formed in parts of the heavens

where there were many stars, andſome among

them conſpicuous, and they were contrived to

take in the greater part oſ theſe, and to place

the most conſiderable in the most conſpicuous

parts : as in the Bull, for instance, one in

each eye, and one at the tip of each horn.

Among theſe the new ones which have been

formed only in the ſpaces leſt by the antients ;

among theſe there are many that have been

put in places where there are a great number

of stars, but ſome where there are Very few.

Thus the Little Lion is covered with stars as

well as any constellation among the old forty

eight, and not one of them all stands in a

' place where there was no occaſion for one.

The Unicorn, on the contrary, has very few,

and most of thoſe inconſiderable, and, though

it is not without its uſe, might much better

have been ſpared than the other. The Sex

tant is one of the more neceſſary Constella

tions', it stands in a place very thick ſet with

stars, and they are ſome of them very conſpi

cuous; it is placed betWeen the feet of the

Lion, and the twisted part of the body of the

Hydra. The point, or top of the Sextant, is

just under the right ſore paw of the Lion, and

'oppoſite to the head of the Hydra, its limb is

oppoſite to the Cup, but at a conſiderable diſ

tance, and one point of its extremity is Very

cloſe to the back of the Hydra, at ſome diſ

 tance below the turn orcttwist; and the other

is near the left hinder leg of the Lion.

The figure is that of the mathematical in

strument of this name, and it is very well de

ſigned. Hevelius, who formed the constella

tion, allows it only eleven stars, but Flam

'stead has diſcovered in it forty-one; a great

part of theſe are compriſed within the body of

the figure, but there are ſeveral diſpoſed very

happily along the out-line of it. There is

one at the top, another larger at a ſmall diſ

tance from that on the limb next to Hydra,

and two others toward the bottom oſ the

ſame limb, and there is one near the middle,

and one at the bottom oſ the other, which very

well mark its direction ; in the ſweep there

are four in a cluster near Hydra, and one at

ſome distance from the other corner. There

is a conſpicuous and bright star near the centre

of the instrument within, and there are ſe

veral others conſpicuous enough in the ſeveral

parts. The diſpoſition of the stars, and the

place of the constellation, which is very de

terminately marked by the bend of the Hydra,

make it a constellation as eaſy to determine at

ſight as any in the hemiſphere.

SEXTILE. A name by the Latin astro

logical writers to one of their aſpects, called

Hexagonos by the old Greeks. They expreſs,

by this, that aſpect of a planet, with reſpect

to ſome one of the constellations, with which

they ſuppoſe it has an affinity, which happens

when they are at ſixty degrees distance from

one another. This is one of thoſe given diſ

tances at which they ſuppoſe, that the planet

and the conſtellation have mutual radiations

one toward the other, and co-operate, as

they term it, together. The other four aſpects

(for there are five in all) are thoſe of conjunc

tion and oppoſition ; in the first of which the

star and the planet are together, and, in the

latter,
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latter, at one hundred and eighty degrees

distance, and the Quadrate and Trine, in

the first of theſe, they are at ninety degrees

distance, and, in the other, at one hundred

and twentya

SHAULA, or AL SHAULA. A name

given by ſome to certain stars in the tail of the

constellation Scorpio. The term is Arabic,

and ſignifies Cauda Scorpionis.

SHEIRA AL GHOMISAſſ. Aname by

which ſome, who are ſond oſ uncommon

words, call the constellation Canis Minor,

the Little Dog; it is one oſ its Arabic names.

SHELYAK. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of hard words, have called,

ſometimes, the constellation Lyra, and ſome

times only the bright star in that constellation

called Lucida Lyra. It is one of the names

oſ that star among the Arabs. We find it in

Hugh Beigh's tables of the heavens.

SHENELTO. A name by which ſome

people, ſond of out-of-the-way terms, have

called the constellation Virgo. It is the Syriac

name ſor the bright star in the ear oſ corn in

the hand of Virgo, which we call Spica Vir

ginis ; but it is uſed alſo ſometimes for the

whole constellation.

SHEPHERD AND FLOCK. A term

that we meet with in ſome of the Engliſh

astronomers as the name of a constellation.

It conſists oſ a part of the stars which compoſe

the. antient ſign Cepheus. Thoſe, which make

up this new figure, are the bright star in the
foot, the bright one between the feet, vand the

clusters in the hands. It is of Arabic origin.

They call the star in the foot the Shepherd,

that between his feet the dog, and thoſe in the

hands the ſheep. It is exactly the Arab mean

' VOL. I. '

 

ing, for they call the first Al Rai Pastor, the

ſecond, or that between the feet, Al Rer

C_anis, and the clusters Al Aghuam Pe

cudes.

SHEVIL TEUNO. A name by which

people, who will ſeek for hard words, have

called the constellation (for ſuch it truly is)

commonly known by the name of the Via

Lactea, or Milky &Very. The expreſſion

ſignifies a way of straw. It has for its origin

the Egyptian fable, that, when Iſis fled from,

the giant Typhon, ſhe ſcattered heaps of

burning straw behind her to impede his courſe

in the purſuit.

SHIBBOLETH. A name by which ſome'

have called the constellation Virgo. The

word is Hebrew, and is properly, in that lan

guage, uſed to expreſs the bright star in the

ear oſ corn called Spica Virginis; but it is

alſo ſometimes uſed at large for the whole

constellation. _ '

SHIELD, Sabt'eſhi'r. vOne oſ the new con

stellations formed by HeVelius out oſ the un

ſormed stars, and added to the forty-eight old_

asteriſms. This contains ſeven stars, and

they are very happily diſpoſed in the figure.

SHIN. A name by which the Chineſe

call the planet Mercury. It is alſo the name

of water.

SHIP. One of the old forty-eight constel

lations, called alſo Argo and Navis, and men

tioned by all the old astronomers; it is placed

near the Great Dog. See 'be article NAvrs.

SHIR. A name by which ſome writers,

ſond of hard words, have called the con

stellation Leo; it is the Perſian name oſ

T tt that
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that ſign of the zodiac.

Leo.

See t/n article

SHIRA, or SkiIRI. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of hard words, call the

constellation Canis, or Canis Major, the

Great Dog; it is its Arabic name.

SHIRI AL SHAMIYA. Aname which

ſome uſed for the constellation Canis Minor,

or the Little Dog; it is the Arabic name, or

one of the Arabic names, of that constel

lation.

SHOR. A name by which ſome call the

constellation Taurus, the ſecond of the zo

diac; it is the Hebrew name of that constel

A lation, and ſignifies, in that language, a bull.

SIDES, qfa Cane. Lines drawn from the

point which is the vertex to the Circumfe

rence of the circle, which is its baſe. Be there

ever ſo many of theſe, or from what parts

ſoever they are drawn, they are called ſides

of the cone. See the article CONE.

SIDES, of a plane .Numlzcr. Thoſe num

bers, which being multiplied by each other,

produce a plane number, are called the ſides

of the number ſo produced. Thus, if five be
i multiplied by three, the product is the plane

number fifteen, and the five, and the three,

are the two ſides of that number.

SIHOR. A name by which ſome astro

nomers have the Dog-Star; it is originally

Egyptian, and is properly a name of the Nile.

They worſhipped this star, becauſe at its

riſing the Nile began to ſwell.

SIMAK AL AZAL. A name by which

ſome have called the great star in the car of

 

corn in the hand of Virgo, more commonly

named Spica Virginis; this is its Arabian;

name.

SIMAK AL RAMIH. A name given by

ſome to a star ofthe first magnitude in Bootes.

See BOOTES.

SIMON, or ST. SrMON. A name given

to one of the constellations. Schiller, and a

ſet of people as enthuſiastic as himſelf, will

have the constellations altered from the Hea

theniſh figures, under whichthey are, at preſent,

drawn, and will demoliſh the Pagan fables that

belong to them. Thus they have raiſed the

twelve apostles into the zodiac, and given

them the place of the twelve ſigns; and in

this plan Capricorn has given his portion of

the heavens to St. Simon 3 but the confuſion

that would have attended this was too ob

vious to ſuffer its obtaining any countenance

among the judicious. We gave Schickard

leave to call Virgo, the Virgin Mary, to.

make the Lion, not the Nemeean ſavage of

that ſpecies, but that of the tribe of Judah;

but when enthuſiaſm comes ſo high as to be

altering the very form of the constellations, it

is fit we leave the people, who are actuated

by it, to form an astronomy for themſelves,

and that no one elſe pays any credit to it;

this is the caſe with Schiller's ſystem entirely.

See CAPRICORN.

SIOTHI. A name by which ſome of the

old astronomers have called the Dog-Star; it

is an Egyptian name, and ſignifies holy. The

people of that country paid divine honours to

this star. Oſiris was the ſun, their Iſis the

moon, and by their Siothi they often meant

this star: it was alſo a name of Mercury;

but this star was called alſo by all his other

names.

SIRIUS,
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SIRIUS, 'be Dog-S/ar. This is one of the

earliest named stars in the whole heavens. He

fiod and Homer mentioned only four or five

Constellations, or stars, and this is one of them.

Sirius and Orion, the Hyades, Pleiadcs, and

Arcturus, are almost the whole of the old

poetical astronomy. The three last the Greeks

formed of their own obſervation, as appears

by the names; the two others were foreign,

andtheywerebothEgyptian. Siriuswasnamed

from the name of the Nile, one of the names

of that river being Siris z and the Egyptians

ſeeing that river begin to ſwell at the riſing

of this star, paid divine honours to the star,

and called it by a name, derived from

that of the river, expreffing the star of the

Nile. *

I .
' SNAKE. A name which ſome of the

old Latin writers have given to the constella

tion Draco; and they have generally diſtin

guiſhed it by an addition of the epithet lucid,

or ſhining, a very expreſſive and proper one 5
i for it is a particularly bright and conſpicuous

constellation. We find it referred to among

thoſe which were regarded by the ſailors and

huſbandmen of old time :

Et Iuaſidus angutſi:

flyam quibus inpatriam wntqſaper wquora wctis

Pcntus et estrffert fames tentantur Abydi,

are the terms under which Virgil mentions it 3

and we find a like account in all the others.

This alſo is the constellation alluded to in the

book of Job, and there called by the name

of the Crooked Serpent. The Greeks are

ſzlent about it in their earliest writings 3 but

it may be very well known in other nations,

at the time when the book of Job was writ

ten. For an account qf its star-r, ſue the article

DRACO.

 

SOIL JAMANE. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of hard words, have

called the bright star in the stern of Argo;

they uſually call it Canopus, and ſometimes

Ptolemais. Seail is one of its l'erſian names,

and is derived from the Arabic ndme Soheil.

The name Jemana ſignifies Arabian, for Je
man is Arabia Foelix. i

.

SOLID. A ſolid, or, as others more pre

ciſely expreſs it, a ſolid figure, is that magni

tude, or quantity, in which we may conſider

athreefold extenſion, length, breadth, and

thickneſs. Every particle oſmatter is, accord

ing to this definition, a ſolid, it has length,

breadth, and thickneſs, and we may enquire

how much it has of either of theſe, or what

proportion they bear to one another. Among

the vast variety offigures which ſolids may aſ

ſume, there are certain regular and determi

nate ones, to which astronomers continually

refer, thoſe are a ſphere, a cone, a cylinder,

and a cube; theſe are deſcribed, in this vo

lume, under their'ſcveral heads. When they

ſpeak of ſolids they do not always mean that

theſe must conſist of graſs material parts, they

often ſpeak of ſpace itſelf, though void of all

material particles, under this denominatien,
and it has this threeiſiold extenlion, which

constitutes the true and regular delinition oſa

ſolid. Thus when we ſpeak of any part oſ

infinite ſpace, and ſpeak of it as of any deter

minate large veſſel-figure, it is a ſolid, and

it is to be treated as ſuch in our diſqziiſitions.

The cavity of a cup is a ſelid, and when we

name a cone, a cube, or any other of the re

gular figured ſolids, we need not join the idea

of matter with them, for it will be as proper

if they be Conſidered as cenſisting of purc

ſpace. '

SOLOIVTON. A name which Hartldorf

T t t 2 has
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has given to the constellation Cepheus. This

author always refers to the Old Testament in

his new naming of the constellations ; but

S;hillcr has recourſe to the New ; accordingly

he makes Cepheus, St. Stephen. Sat CE

PHEUS.

SOLOMON'S CROWN. A name given

to the Corona Australis, or Crown of the

ſouthern hemiſphere; this is the name given

by Schiller, Hartſdorf calls it David's Crown.

SOLSTICE. A term that is uſed by astro

nomers to expreſs that time when the ſun is

at, or about, its greatest declination, north or

ſouth from the equator, There are only two

days in the year, when the ſun, is in the equa

tor, and on thoſe days his diurnal motion,

round the earth,, is made in the equator : at

other times, (for the ſun changes place every

day of the year, and is not any two days

ſeen in the ſame point of the heavens) its di

urnal revolution is performed in a parallel,_ or

to the ſouth of. the equator.

The two days on which the ſun's place is

in the equator, are the tenth of March, and

the twelfth of September; from each of theſe

days it ContinUCS declining, or moving from

th' equator, north or ſouth, for three months.,

and, after the end of that period, begins to

ake its return, which is_ performed-in three

nionths more.. From the tenth of March

it declines northward, or is found eVery day

in a new place, which is more and more

north of the equator till the, eleventh of June,

and then is going back till the twelfth of Sep

tember, and from the twelfth of September it

is getting every day into a place more and

more ſouth of the equator till the eleventh of

December, from which day it begins to re

turn, and is returning till the tenth of March

following, The ſeveralcirclcs which the ſun

 

deſcribes by his motion round the earth,

when out of the equator, are called parallels,

and theſe are more and more distant fromthe

equator eVery day, from the tenth of Nlarch

to the eleventh of June, and from the twelfth

of Septernber to the eleventh of December ;

on theſe two days they are the most distant

of all, and theſe are therefore called the two

tropics, becauſe, being at its utmost distance,

the ſun then begins to return. That which

happens on the eleventh of June is, from its

ſeaſon, called the ſummer tropic, and that

which happens on the eleventh ofDecemberis,

from its ſeaſon, called the winter tropic, and

they are alſo named from their places in the

heavens z for the ſummer tropic, or most re

mote parallel from the equator north, which

happens in June, pafling through the ſign

Cancer, is called the tropic of Cancer; and

the winter tropic,_or most remote parallel from

the equator ſouth,__ which happens in De

cember, paſſing through the ſign Capricorn,

is called the tropic of Capricorn. We call

all motions in the heavens made .toward the

north aſcending, and all that are made to

ward the ſouth deſcending. Thus, that part

of the ſun's declination from the equator,

which is made toward the north, is called its

going upwards, and its return from it is go

ing downwards again, and therefore the ſign

which was placed to mark this tropic by the

ancient Egyptians, was Cancer, a crab, a

creature that moves obliquely backwards, or

deſcends obliquely.. And, on the contrary,

its declination ſouth being deſcending on the

tropic,, or most distant parallel that way,

marking the end of its deſcent for that time,

and its beginning toreturn backward, or

northward, that is upward to the equator.

They figured the ſign which was placed at

this part of the ſphere by a goat, an animal

that is always aſcending, or climbing the

mount-durst.
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mountains as he feeds ; this is the explication

of Macrobius, and on this has been ſounded

along and a very judicious explication of the

meaning of all the ligns by Le Pheche.

Having thus explained what is meant by the

parallels and the tropics, it will be eaſy to

make the term ſolstice understood, as it is de

pendant on the idea of thoſe parallels and the

tropics. We are to obſerve, that although

the ſun does apparently change place conti

nually, and is never ſeen any two days toge

ther in the ſame part of the heavens with re

ſpect to the equator, yet, like the motion of

a clock, though the hand continually advances,

it is not to be ſeen but by ſome attendance.

Thus the change of place of the ſun in the

heavens, although it be very ſenſible after ſome

weeks, yet, in any one day, is ſo little as not

to be perceived, unleſs by the affistance of the

nice forms of astronomical obſervations; but

even astronomers, . when they ſpeak of the

ſun's riſing or ſetting. to explain the vi

ciffitudes of night and day, ſpeak of it as in

the ſame place for one day, or more.

Now, although at other times the ſun's mo

tion, in any little number of days, is very vi

ſible, and his place, in that time, is ſeen

conſiderably altered, becauſe that motion is

every day continued, and all the time the

ſame way, yet there are two periods in the

year in which it ſeems, for ſome days, fixed

in the ſame place. Theſe are the two ſolstices,

and they are, at thoſe times, when the ſun is

in its remotest parallels from the equator,

north and ſouth,v and is about to return, that

is, they are, when the ſun's place is in one or

other of the tropics. The name ſignifies a

time of the ſun's retaining its place, or stand

ing still, and theſe ſolstices are therefore about

the eleventh day of June and the eleventh day

of December, and as the tropics are named

from the leaſons, ſo are theſe; that of June

 

is called the ſummer ſolstice, and that of De

cember the winter ſolstice. In all other places

the ſun is, after a few days, ſeen to have

changed its place in the heavens, becauſe it

has been all thoſe days advancing forward,

or backward, the ſame way, but here it is

otherwiſe; for, making the obſervation just

about the time of the coming to the tropics,

a part of that motion being in advancing, and

a part in returning, there requires a great deal

more time to make it perceptible. The ſun,

in reality, changes its place, as already ob

ſerved, every day; therefore, any term, that

expreſſes its standing still, is, in effect, im

proper; but it is apparently still, or fixed, as

the term exprestes, when at the tropics. In

truth, as ſoon as the ſun is advanced to the

equator ; from its declinationnorth, it begins

its declination ſouth without-rcsting a moment

at the point, and, in the ſame manner, the

other way ; and ſo alſo, at the moment when

it has reached its utmost declination north,

and is at the tropic of Cancer, it is beginning

to return backward to the equator, and ſo

when it has reached its utmost declination

ſouth, and is at the tropic of Capricorn ; but

the time, which it takes in arriving fully at

theſe tropics from a little distance, and' re-

turning from an equal little distance to them,

is ſomething, and, in that ſpace of time, it

appears to be stationary ;. this time of'its ap

pearance is the ſoistice.

When wc ſpeak of the ſun's changing place, .

and oſ the ſun's diurnal motion in this place, ,

it is to be understood as done in conformity

to common custom, and to the ordinary modes

of expreſiion. The ſun alſo remains fixed all

this time in the centre of the univerſe, and it

is the earth that moves, but the effect is thctc

ſame.

SOLTHIS. A name by which ſome of

die
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the old astronomers call the Deg-Star; it is

the Egyptian name; the word ſignifies holy

in that language. They paid divine honours

to this star. *

SOUTH. The horizon is to be conſi

dcred as a circle interſected in two points by

another circle, the meridian, which divides

it into two equal halves. The point of this

interſcction, which is nearest the ſouth pole,

is the ſouth point, and its oppoſite the north.

Sa- CIRCLES oft/le Spſzrre.

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE, of ctibe

Earl/1. A term uſed by the geographers,

and referred to by the astronomers, expreſſmg

that half of the earth's ſurPACe which is ex

tended from the equator to the ſouth pole.

The meridians divide the ſurface-oſ the earth

each into an eastern and a western hemiſphere;

and, in the ſame manner, the equator, or, as

it is vulgarly called, the line, divides the

earth into two hemiſpheres, a northern and a

ſouthern, each Comprehending all of the

earth between the equator and that pole.

SPACE, luminous. A term uſed by astrono

, mers to expreſs what has, by ſome, been

called a meteor in the region of our air 5 but

is truly, and is allowed to be by thelatest and

best writers, the faintest of thoſe appearances

which have the fixed stars for their origin.

They expreſs by the name of nebulous stars,

thoſe bright and lucid little ſpceks in and about

'ſome oſ the constellations, which to the naked

eye are white ſpots, destitute of form or bril

liancy 5 but, by the teleſcope, are ſeen to be

clusters of little stars; there is one of theſe in

Andromeda, another in the ſword of Orion,

a third near the head of Sagittary, and a fifth

near the foot of Ganymede. Some of theſe

are only distinguiſhable by the telcſcope, and

 

the stars, of which they are compoſed, are

ſcarce perceivable, even by the best affistancc

which they can give. Theſe are the nebu

loſe stars of authors, which it was neceſſary

to distinguiſh, becauſe they may be eaſily con

founded with the luminous ſpaces that are the

immediate ſubject here.

however,

Theſe ſpaces are,

the next degree below theſe,

the largest and the faintest of all appearances,

occ'aſroned by the fixed stars; they are lucid

ſpaces in different parts of the hemiſphere,

which appear to have nothing ſolid in them,

and which yet retain theirſituation with reſpect

to the'other stars, and therefore must have

ſomething belonging to thoſe stars for their

origin.

Theſe luminous ſpaces in the heavens are

most frequent toward theſouth pole. Thoſe,

'who have croſſed the line, and gone far enough

to be inthe way of making theſe obſervations,

declare, that, about the pole, they ſee, in

'many parts, theſe lucid ſpaces, which are large

enough, and determinate enough, to be re

markable, as well as ſufficiently bright, to be

distinguiſhed, and always keeping their place,

ſerve, as well as stars, for making obſerva

tions. The navigators in theſe ſeas were the

first that diſcovered them; the called them

clouds, but the determinations of astronomcrs

gave them another character.

Theſe are, doubtleſs, aſſemblages of stars,

in all reſpects like to thoſe which constitute

what are called nebulous stars ; nay, and

ſome of thoſe, which astronomers have de

ſcribed under the name of nebulous stars, un

doubtedly belong to this rank, and ought to be

numbercd amongst them ; all the difference is,

that thoſe are little clusters of larger, or lcſs

remote stars, and t'neſe are larger clusters of

ſuch as are ſmaller, or elſe more remote, ſor

that will anſwer the ſame purpoſe. Theſe

being extended to a greater bigncſs, the

' ſources
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ſhurces of their light are leſs distinguiſh

able.

W'e know that there are many stars which

cannotbe distinguiſhed by the naked eye, and

that even theſe are of different degrees of big

neſs, or at different stages of distance, in as

much that they are not all distinguiſhable by

the ſame instruments; but, as a teleſcope of

moderate power will ſhew stars in parts of the

heavens where the eye does not diſcover any,

ſothoſe of greater power will distinguiſh stars

alſo in ſpaces were none were to be ſeen by

theſe. The heavens are stored with them,

and, doubtleſs, it is to them, in their different

diſpoſition and arrangement, that all theſe ap

pearances are owing : when they stand at a

distance from one another they are to be ſeen

distinct, and in form of stars, and, when in

clusters, they only form luminous ſpaoes, in

ſome of which particular stars are to be ſeen

by the astistance of our most powerful instru

ments, and, in others, of which, although

none are to be ſeen by the naked eye, yet te

leſcopes diſcover them. Theſe lucid appear

ances differ only in degree, and they are called

by theſe names according to that degree; the

ſmallest are called nebulous stars, and the

greatest expanſe of all is the Milky Way.

The luminous ſpaces, which are the proper

object of conſideration here, are of a middle

degree between them ; they are wholly of the

nature of the Milky Way, only ſmaller, and

wholly of the nature of nebulous stars, only

larger The Milky Way, although it appear,

to the naked eye, only as a diffuſed white

ſpace, yet, when a teleſcope is directed to any

part oſ it, is ſound to be a'cluster of innume

rable, though of well-fixed, stars, whoſe

light does not travel down ſingly to us, be

cauſe of their distance, and, perhaps, in ſome

degree, becauſe of their being ſo cloſe to one

another with reſpect to our view. that it is

 

blended. Courſell, who has given an ac

count of the stars of the ſouth pole to the

French academy, particulariſes two of theſe

luminous ſpaces, and ſays, that they arelargc,

and that they, in all reſpects, reſcmble the

appearance of the hlilky bVay in our hemi

ſphere, only that they are more bright, and

more determinate in their form. He added,

that they always keep their ſituation, which

proves them to be truly owing to fixed stars,

and in that remote region.

Theſeſpaccs of lucid appearances in thehea

vens, are not peculiar to the ſouthern hemi

ſphere, only they are larger there. In con

ſulting the books of astronomers on this ſub

ject, it will not be eaſy to avoid a confuſion.

between ſome of them, and in ſome of thoſe

which are called nebulous stars, and in which,

no ahſolute points of light appear; but it is

of. the leſs conſequence, as the difference, be

tween all theſe, is, as has been already ob

ſerved, only in degree, We meet with many,

who, in reaſoning concerning them,.will not

allow them to be at all occaſioned by stars,

or to have any stars about them. They ſay,

that they are ahſolute ſpaces of light, indepen

dent of ſuns, or of the ordinary ſources of it,_

and they call this the light, and, ſomewhat

like theſe, the ſources of that light, which, in

the Moſaic account of the creation, was prior

to the ſun.. They urge the non-appearance

of ſtars in theſe as a proof, ſince thoſe stars,

which are the occaſion of the others, do 39-,

pear, to our teleſcopes, in them; but it is an.

eaſy anſwer, that thoſe, which compoſe theſe,

may be too remote. They farther urge, the

irregular figure of theſe luminous ſpaCES as a

proof that they are not formed by any star in

the centre, becauſe its light must be diffuſed.

eVery way round it, and would make a more'

regular appearance. But this is objecting to,

whatsnevcr was advanced 3 nobody ever ſup

' poſe-i
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poſcd that any one ſtar occaſioned this appear

ance; and a number of stars may ſurely be

diſpoſed in any figure ever ſo-far from regu

larity.

Among thoſe, which the advocates for this

opinion of their being luminous ſpaces in the

ſky, which have nothing to do with ſtars,

have taken, from the account of thoſe reckoned

by other writers among the nebulous stars,

the most conſiderable is that in the ſword of

Orion, it is about the middle of the ſword.

This has been remarked by Bayer, and

by Tycho Brahe and Hevelius, and even by

the antient astronomers, for Ptolemy men

tions it ; they give it the name ofa star of the

third magnitude. .It-is indeed of a middle

kind between thoſe luminous ſpaces in which

the teleſcopes diſcover the stars that form

them, and thoſe in which none ſuch are ſeen,

and which are, for that reaſon, ſuppoſed to

have none. It is the most ſingular of all the

phcxznomena of this kind, for, on examining

it with the most powerful teleſcopes, there

are diſcovered two stars instead of one, which

stand within the limits of a luminous ſpace

that has no dependanceat all on-them. No

thing can be a greater proof of xtheſe bright

ſpaces abſolutely retaining their place in the

heavens than this, that theſe stars are alWays

"ſeen in this, and always in the ſame ſituation

in it. We do agree with thoſe who aſſert

theſe ſpots to be independent of stars, that the

twa, which are ſo conſpicuous in the Confines

of this, do not occaſion any part of its light,

nor indeed do ſome others that are ſeen in it 5 *

but yet this light is undoubtedly owing to

more stars which are yet more remote than

theſe, and whoſe blended blaze prevents our

ſeeing .them distinctly. Huygens, who fell

upon this by accident as he was obſerving

ſome other appearances, calls it a portent, or

prodigy, the like to which he had ſeen no

Where elſe among the fixed stars.
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Another, which theſe authors reſerve from

among the cluster of nebulous stars, is that

in the girdle of Andromeda; this is ſo ſmall

that all the old authors have miſſed it. He

velius calls ita nebulous star, but theſe writers

aſſert it to be merely a vacant ſpace enlightened

strongly, but with-nothing ſolid in it. In this

no star is ſeen. The next they claim is that'

in the right foot of Antinous, in which, as in

that of Orion, there is ſomething viſible, but

it is only one ſtar, and not two, as there ;

they aſk of this as of the other, if the light be

owing to this ſtar, why is it not more regu

larly diffuſed, and why do not other ſtars, of

the ſame magnitude, alſo give the ſame light?

The anſwer is very eaſy, that no one ever ſup

poſed this ſtar did give the light; they are

quite independent-thing-s as to one another;

they happeh indeed to be ſeen together, but'

that is all. The luminous ſpace is, doubtleſs,

owing to a great cluſter of ſtars very remote,

and they happen to fall juſt behind this ſtar,

which, being, with reſpect to us, placed be

fore them, is ſeen in the middle of this cluſtcr;

juſt as the two in that of the ſword of Orion.

We look upon theſe little ſpaces of this lu

minous appearance, which are viſible in our

hemiſphere, as trivial things, becauſe they oc

cupy but a very ſmall ſpace -in the heavens;

but that is an ill way ofjudging things; they

may be of an extent equal to the whole ſy

ſtem of our ſun, including the planet Saturn's

diſtance, and thoſe, who urge for their being

independent of any ſtars, ſuppoſe them to be

regions of eternal day of that extent. But it

ishard to ſay in what view they Would appear

'if we were nearer to them. They, doubtleſs,

are owing to the blended light ofnumbers of

ſtars, and, although from the earth theſe hap

pen to be ſeen nearly in the ſame line with one

another, there is no ſaying how immenſe may

be their ahſolute diſtance.

SPHAR
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SPHARPHARA. A name by which thoſe,

who love strange words, call the planet Ve

nus ; it is one of the Chaldee names for that

planet, and ſignifies conſpicuous.

SPHERE. A ſphere is one of the regu

larly-ſhaped ſolids: it is alſo called a globe.

It is understood to be a ſolid oſ whatſoever

materials, in ſhape perfectly round ; aſchool

boy's marble is a ſphere. When we ſpeak of

the ſphere oſ the heavens, we mean that ima

ginary ſphere, in the concave ſurſace of which

the stars are fixed. The ſun, the moon, and

the planets, and fixed stars, under the preſent

opinion oſ their being all round ſolid bodies,

may be called ſpheres, but custom, which

is the law oſ ſpeaking, has determined

otherwiſe : we call theſe globes, and only

the imaginary round, in which they are placed,

a ſphere. When the geometricians conſider

a round ſolid abstractedly, and the ſeveral

lines' that may be drawn on it, whether they

treat of the convex, or the concave ſurface,

are ſaid to write about the ſphere. We thus

imagine certain circles to be drawn uppn the

convex ſurſace oſ the globe of the earth in the

concave .ſurſace of the ſphere of the heavens.

Theſe circles are called circles of the ſphere,

and the books that treat of them arc ſaid to

contain the doctrine of the ſphere.

If a ſemicircle beturned round and round

on its diameter, till it recover the first ſitua

tion, it will have deſcribed, or formed, a

ſphere. The original centre of the ſemicircle

will be the centre oſ the ſphere, thus pro

duced by its motion, and any strait line,

drawn through the centre of the ſphere, and

terminated at each end by its ſurſace, will be

a diameter oſ that ſphere. A line drawn from

the centre, only to the ſurſace one way, is a

radius, or a ſemidiarneter of the ſphere 5 and

it is plain, that all radius's, and all diameters

of equal ſpheres, are equal.

VOL. I.

 

If a strait line be drawn ſo, that, in (time

part, it touches the ſurſace oſ the ſphere, and

no where enters its circumſerence, that line is

called a tangent oſ the ſphere ; and any radius

oſ the ſphere, drawn to that point oſ the ſur

face when the line touches it, is perpendicu

lar to the tangent; and any tangent to a

great circle oſ a ſphere, is a tangent to that

ſphere. Any strait line which stands exactly

upright, whether it be on the convex, or

concave ſurſace of a ſphere, is ſaid to be per

pendicular of a ſphere. A line of this ſitua

tion, drawn through the ſphere, would paſs

through its centre, and the converſe of this

propoſition is equally true, that any line

which paſſes through the centre oſthe ſphere,

iſ continued through it, and extended beyond

its conVex ſurface, would, in ſuch extended

part, be perpendicular to the ſphere.

If the arcs of three great circles be drawn

upon the ſurſace oſ a ſphere, in ſuch direction

that they meet in three points, they will then

form a ſpherical triangle; and the meaſure of

a ſpherical angle is the arc of a great circle,

deſcribed from the angular point, interrupted

between the ſides, and continued to qua

drants.

The celestial and terrestial globes, which

are uſed in calculations, are ſpheres. The

terrestial is a ſphere, on the convex ſurſace of

which the earth and ſeas, the mountains and

vallies, are repreſented, and the extent and

diviſion oſ kingdoms marked; and beſide this,

there are certain circles drawn upon it, to re

preſent certain circles, which we imagine

drawn upon the real ſurface of the earth, and

which ſerve to excellent purpoſes z this is the

structure oſ that uſeful instrument called a

globe of the earth, or terrestial ſphere. The

celestial globe repreſents what we may con

ceive to be the convex ſurſace of what we

call the great ſphere oſ the heavens 5 this is

a repreſentation of what we ſhould, accord

U u u ing
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ing to our own imaginations, ſee, iſ placed,

writhout this ſphere, at an immenſe distance

in the void of ſpace. We imagine, for our

uſes in calculation, certain circles to be drawn

in the heavens, and theſe imaginary circles

'are marked upon the ſurface of the celestial

globe ; instead of this, astronomers often uſe

'what they call an artificial ſphere, which is a

machine, having the ſeveral imaginary circles,

already named, marked by hoops, or rings

of braſs, and fixed in their place, the rest be

_ing left vacant.

Iſ the' ſphere be put into a cichlar motion

round one of its diameters, this is called the

rotation of the ſphere, and the diameter

round which this motion is made, is called

the axis. The two extreme points of this

diameter, or axis, where it touches the ſur

ſace of the ſphere, are called the poles of the

ſphere; in this motion every point of the

ſphere, excepting the poles, performs a circle,

coming round in each revolution to the place

where it ſet out. Any point of this ſphere,

which is at equal distance from both the

poles, forms in its revolution what is called a

great circle -, to this all the other circles are

parallel, and of theſe every one grows ſmaller,

as the point that deſcribes it by its motion

i's nearer and nearer toſio'ne of the poles. Any

circle may be conceiVCd as a great circle

drawn upon a ſphere, and may be thus un

derstood to have its axis, and its poles. If

two great circles of the ſame ſphere interſect

one another, they will divide each other into

two equal parts 3 * and if a plane be imagined

to paſs through a ſphere, the fection of the

ſphere, that is, the curve which is deſcribed

upon the plane, by the ſurface of the ſphere

paffing there, it will be a _circle; iſ this plane

paſs through the centre of the ſphere, the

circle will be a great circle of that ſphere; iſ

the plane paſs through ſome other part, and

 

not the centre, the circle will be a ſmaller

circle of that ſphere, and this will be leſs, as

the place has been nearer one oſ the p'oles.

A plane that cuts through a ſphere, and paſſes

through its centre, divides the ſphere into two

equal parts, and theſe are called hemiſpheres:

and a plane that cuts through a ſphere, and

does not paſs through the centre of it, divides

it into two unequal parts.

SPICA VIRGINIS. A name given by

astronomers to a large star in the ear of corn

which is in the leſt hand of the constellation ſi

Virgo 5 they called alſo one in her right wing

Protingetes.

SPICARUM MANIPULUS. A name

by which ſome, who love uncommon words,

have called the constellation Coma Berenices -,

it is a name found in ſome of the Latin wri

ters.

SPOTS. Certain appearances oſ a various

form on the'ſurſaces of the heavenly bodies,

or certain parts, or portions, of their fur-face,

distinguiſhed from the rest by their eleva

tion, or depreſſron, or by the different quan

tity oflight which they reflect. Thoſe of the

first and ſecond kind are distinguiſhed by their

ſhadow, thoſe of the last by their hightneſs

or obſcurity.

It is probable, that all the heavenly bodies

have ſurfaces varicdkin this manner; all thoſe

which we are able to examine distinctly, ap

parently have, and they differ in all. The

moon, when, viewed by the naked eye, is ſeen

to be bright in the greater part of her ſurface,

and in ſome portions of it duſky, or more ob

ſcure; theſe are the moon's ſpots. The ſun's

face, when viewed through a teleſcope, with

the glaſſes blacked, and the planets in gene

ral, when viewed through the ſame instru

ment
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ment in the uſual way, are ſeen alſo to have

ſpots like thoſe of the moon, but none of

them in ſo large a quantity, or ſingly, of ſuch

extent. The fixed stars, probably, have their

diiks, or ſurſaces varied, as that of the ſun,

for they are, in all reſpects elſe, like that lu

minary, but they are too remote for the exa

mination, the largest of them appearing ſo

ſmall, even with the aſſistance of. the best te

leſcopes, that we cannot expect to diſcern any

variation on their ſurſaces. Sirius, or the

bright star in the Great Dog, is the largest

and finest of all the fixed stars, and this

viewed through a ſive-and-thirty-ſoot teleſ

cope, appears but of about an eleventh part

as large as Jupiter, ſeen by the ſame instru

ment. If we allow the diſk of Jupiter fifty

two ſeconds, which we may take as a mean,

the largcst of all the fixed stars is thus ſeen

but of about ſive ſeconds, or not quite ſo

much in diameter. XVe cannot expect to ſee

ſpots on ſo ſmall a ſurſace of ſo remote an ob

jectctand not finding them there, it is in vain

to expect them any where among the lumi

naries of that order.

The ſpots with which the ſun and planets,

and even the ſatellites of the ſeveral planets,

abound, ſerve not only to amuſe the eye in

the obſervation, but to the most important

purpoſes. It is by the obſervation of them,

that astronomers have been able to prOVe the

revolution of thoſe ſeveral bodies round their

own axis, and to determine the period of that

revolution.

The ſpot: in the ſun are numerous, but

they are by no means like th'oſe of the moon,

either in quality, or in quantity 3 they are not

permanent as in that luminary, but are pro

duced occaſionally, and destroyed, or, if not

ſo, they appear, and diſappear at times, and

during the time in which they are obſerved,

appear in continual motion. The ſpots of

the moon are ſo conſiderable in ſize, that they

 
are very obvious to the unaffisted ſight; thoſe

of the ſun are ſo much ſmaller, that they re

quire to have his diſk enlarged to be ſeen di

stinctly. YVe may look upon the ſun through

a piece of plain glaſs, black by ſmoak; but,

in this manner, we ſee the ſurſace uniform.

When we view it through a teleſcope of pro

per power, with the glaſſes alſo blacked, we

distinguiſh a number of ſpots; they are, in

general, ſmall, irregular in figure, and are

frequently changing their appearance; they

are ſeen at all times, as in motion, traverſing

the ſun's diſk; and there have been many

different opinions among astronomers, as to

their place and nature. They have been ſup

poſed, by ſome, a kind of planets revolving

round this luminary at a very ſmall distance 3

and others have thought them a kind of ex

halations, clouds of condenſed ſmoak, or

other light matter, raiſed to a certain height

above the ſurface of the ſun, and revolving

round with its motion. Their real revolu

tion COnſidered, with reſpect to the centre of,

the ſun, is from west to east, but they ſeem as

ſeen from the earth to move from east to west. A

As to the ſuppoſition of their being planetsx

clouds, or any other bodies, at all removed

from the ſurſace of the ſun, and revolving

round it, or at any distance with it, it is

evident, that they are adherent to its ſurfacc,

for they appear broadest when at his centre,

and gradually become narrower, as they ap

proach his edges. We know the ſun to be of

a ſphercial, or nearly ſpherical figure, and we

know, that a circle, laid on the centre of

ſuch a figure, will, vif moved toward its

edge, all the time touching its ſurface, appear

an ellipſis, and become yet more narrow, as

it recedes farther from the centre; it is just

thus with the figure of the ſun's ſpots in their

motion round it, and we know by the laws of

optics, that they are fixed to his ſurface.

Uuuz The
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The general ſurface ofthe ſun appears fiery.

Theſe ſpots are of a black colour, perfectly

apake, but ſurrounded with an edge ofbrown.

While we purſue their revolutions, we find

them alter their real, as well as their appa

rent magnitude and figure, and we often looſe

ſight entirely of thoſe we had in view, and

ſee others perfectly new ariſe. They are at

ſome times more frequent than others, and,

in ſome years, in particular, we ſee the ſun's

diſk, for many mouths, perfectly clear from

them, and in others, for as long a continu

ance of time, obſcured by ſo many of them,

that his light must be impaired by them 5. it

is about an hundred and forty years ſince they

were first ſeen. Galileo has a right to the diſco

very; and Schiller, who diſputes it with him,

talks of fifty at a time, ſeen onthe ſun'sdiſk

in thoſe years; he encreaſes the number,

however, by what he calls Fraculae ofthe ſun,

a kind of ſpots, not darker than the rest of

that luminary, as. theſe are but brighter.

Many after him purſued. this diſtinction of

two kinds ofſpots in the ſun, but we ſee no

thing that has any right to the distinction of

the latter kind at preſent. We ſee the ordi

nary ſpots frequent enough for all the, purpoſes

of obſervation, and there is ſcarce any thing

more entertaining than to have them in their

ſeveral changes. .

That the ſun is a globe offire, has been the

received opinion from the days of Zeno, and

by Pythagoras to the. preſent. Some few have

excepted against, and talked of it, as only

compoſed of a ſubtile matter, capable of ex

citing the ſenſations of light and heat, but this

is held in the contempt it ought. There is

no doubt of the ſun's being actual fire, nor is

it leſs evident, that the general maſs of it is

leſs firm, or hard than theſe ſpots. It has

been ſuppoſed, that the ſun was again to be

like this earth, with mountains on it, and that

 

its general ſurface was covered with melted

matter of ſome kind, above the ſurface of

which the tops of theſe mountains appeared z

and ſome imagined the whole ſurface even, and

the matter ſoft, and thought theſe ſpots owing

to freſh and crude matter thrOWn up from be

low in volcanoes; but it is most probable,

that the general matter of the ſun is in a state

of fuiion, and that amidst it there are vast

blacks of ſolid matter incapable of liquefac

tion 5 this will perfectly ſolve all the appear

ances. Theſe ſolid maſſes may be thrown upv

to the ſurſace at times, and at times, and by

degrees, ſink down again into the common

maſs. They may be thrown up at ſome

times in great number', at other times more'

rarely, and they will be on this place in a

continual change of figure, as they are raiſed

higher by the motion-of the fluid' matter, or'

ſink deeper in its calm and' quiet condition,

till they are wholly lost.

However this be, the ſame ſpots are found

to return to the ſame part of the ſun's diſk, at

the end of twenty-ſeven days, and ſome hours,

when we are aſſured oſ that. important point,

that the ſun, although it retainsat all times its

place in the centre of the univerſe, yet has a:

reVOlution about his own axis, which is made

from west to east, and is performed in twenty-

ſeven days,. and a few. hours.

After the ſpotsoſ the ſun, we'may examine

thoſe of the moon, as in appearance-the next=

of theluminaries in conſideration. Ifwe were

to judge from immediate appearances, we

ſhould, by the ſpots of the moon,,determine,

not that, like the ſun, ſhe had a revolution

round her own axis, but that ſhe stood still in

that reſpect; for as the ſpots of the ſun are inv

continual motion, thoſe of the moon are at

all times still, they preſerve their places on

her trace, and are liable to no motion that is

. apparent; if we except that, by which they a.

little:
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little approach to the edge of her diſk, and a

little retreat from it at times, while they pre

ſerve the ſame ſituation with reſpect to one

another; it is evident, that this is the caſe,

but the concluſion is not There requires,

to the understanding of this, a farther know

ledge. The moon's motion in the hea

vens is to be understood, and it will then ap

pear, that this immoveable ſituation of the

fpots, with reſpect to us, is a proof, not that

the moon has not, but that ſhe has a revo

lution round about her axis, for otherwiſe

theſe ſpots must be ſeen to move; it is much

otherwiſe with reſpect to a body, that, rela

tively to all others, is at rest, as is the caſe

with the ſun, and with reſpect to ſuch a

planet as the moon, which is making a con

tinual tevolution round this earth, while this

earth is carriedv in a larger orbit round the

ſun.

It is certain, that the ſpots of the moon

convince us, that the ſame face of that pla

net, or the ſame part of her ſurface, is always

turned to us, although we ſee a different part

of it enlightned, according to the poſition,

with reſpect to the ſun. The little motion

in the ſpots of approaching toward, and re

ceding from the edge, has been ſuppoſed ow

ing only to what has been called the libra

tions of the moon, certain tremblings of her

globe, ſuch as we ſhould make m a bowl,

by changing the centre of gravityv 3 but it has

been an effectof ſuperficial knowledge in this

ſcience, to conclude from hence, that the

moon did not revolve-upon her axis. We

are to conſider, that there is in the moon, as

Well as in the ſun, an axis, which always

paſſes through the ſame ſpots, and that at the

extremity of this axis are placed two poles,

elevated eighty-ſeven degrees and a half above

the planlev the ecliptic,' and eighty-two and
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an half above the plane of the moon's orbit;

whence it follows, that the moon's equator,

which is ninety degrees distant from each of

the poles, and which alſo paſſes at all times

through the fame ſpots, is enclined two de

grees and an half to the ecliptic, and ſeven

degrees and an half to the orbit of the moon.

The poles of the moon are, at all times,

in a great circle of the globe of that planet,

parallel to the great circle which paſſes through

the poles of her orbit,_and through thoſe of

the ecliptic, which may be called the colure

of the moon, as we expreſs by the name of

colure of the ſolstices, that great-circle which

paſſes through the poles of the equinoctial

and ecliptic, at the distance of'ninety degrees

from the interſections of thoſe circles.

Now let us ſuppoſe, that-the globe of the

moon, instead of standing still, as it appears

to do, turns round its own axis, like all

the other heavenly bodies, the fixed stars

themſelves, probably, not excepted, and that

this revolution is performed from West to east

in the ſpace of twenty-ſeven days and five -

hours, in a period equal to that of the revo- -*

lution of the earth. about its own axis, which -

is alſo performed from West to-east, and its

return to the ſame colure. in the ſpace of

twenty-three hours, and fifty-ſix minutes;

this will ſerve to explain the varieties of the -

apparent libration of the moon. a _

We arc-to obſerve, that the globc of the

moon, its. poles, which are two degrees and

an half distant from thoſe of the ecliptic, and

lwhich, according to this plan, are always

placed on a great circle, parallel to that

which paſſes through the poles of the orbit,

and the ecliptic, must appear to move about

the poles of the ecliptic, in deſcribing the two

polar circles, which will be distant only two

degrees and an half, and to perform their re

volutions

mwai l'l
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volutions in a ſpace of time, equal to eighteen

years, and ſeven months, from east to WCst,

in the ſame time, and in the ſame di

rection with the nodes of the moon 3 this will

be in the ſame manner as in the Copernican

hypotheſis. The poles of the earth perform

their revolutions about the poles of the ec

liptic, from east to west, according to two

circles, which are twenty-three degrees and

an half distant from the poles, in a period of

twenty-five thouſand years, which is what

cauſes the appearance'of the proper motion

of the fixed stars about the poles of the ec

liptic in the ſame ſpace of time.

The poles of the orbit, repreſented on the

globe of the moon, ought always to appear

upon the Circumference of her diſk; for the

Centre of the moon being upon its orbit, its

globe is ſeparated into two equal parts by the

plane of that orbit. This forms a circular

fection, which, being viewed from the earth,

placed in the ſame place, must appear in

form of a diameter of a right line, according

to the laws of optics, and this right line, or

diameter, will paſs through the other moon's

centre. The poles of the moon, which are

at the distance of ninety degrees from all the

planets of this circular fection, which repreſent

the orbit, must be found on the circum

ſerence of its diſk.

Now, while the poles of the moon's globe

make their revolution from west to east, the

colure of the moon, on which the poles are

placed, and which is repreſented by aright

line, when that planet is at the distance of

ninety degrees from its riodes, turns in the

ſame direction, and transforms itſelf into an

ellipfis, the breadth of which continually en

creaſes till the moon, being arrived at her

node, it conforms itſelf to her oriental edge ;

and as this colure, which is fixed on the ſur

face of the moon, paſſes, at all times, through

 

the ſame ſpots, it follows, that, if the moon

had not any motion of revolution round her

own axis, we ſhould ſee thoſe ſpots paſs ſuffi

ciently from the western edse of the moon to

the eastcrn, and return again afterwards to

the ſame place, after that the moon had re

turned to her nodes. This is not the caſe,

and therefore the moon must have ſuch a re

volution about her axis as was at first men

tioned in this ſystem, and it must be per

formed in the time mentioned, namely, in

twentysſeven days and nine hours.

To explain the appearance of the ſame

ſpots in the ſame places at all times to us, we

must conclude, that the globe of the moon

turns round its poles with an equal and uni

form motion from west to east, which, being

ſeen from the earth, will appear to be, from

west to east, contrarywiſe to the apparent

movement of its colure. This contrary mo

tion cannot hinder but that the fpots, which

are near the poles of the moon, where the

parallels, which they deſcribe, are very ſmall,

be always carried, by the colure, toward the

east, in ſuch a manner, that the motion of the

ſpots about the axis, which are made appa

rently toward the west, cannot compenſate

the contrary motions; but they will ſerve to

modify their ſpeed, ſometimes encreaſmg,

ſometimes leſſening it. This compenſation

must always be just, except when it ſhall hap

pen that the ſame arc of a parallel ſhall make

equal angles with the pole of the moon, and

the pole of its orbit, which is a thing very

rare, and, when it does happen, varies in an

instant. This is the reaſon why this ſole cauſe

produces many librations as well in longitude

as in latitude.

The ſpots of the ſun are ſmall in propor

tion to his diſk, and they are not permanent.

This naturally reſults from their being no

thing more than maſſes of a harder matter,

occaſionally
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'occaſionally and accidentally throwing up, by

the motiOn of the general fluid, or melted

matter, of which thatluminary conſists; but

it is otherwiſe with regard to the ſpots of the

moon and planets ; we understand the one a

body of fire in motion, the others to be globes

of earth, and "ſeen like this earth which we

inhabit. The ſun and fixed stars have the

ſource of their own light in themſelves, and

therefore any change of colour in the parts, is

owing to their being leſs fiery than the others,

but the moon a'nd planets are not luminous in

themſelves: the light, which they have, is

from the ſun, and is reflected to us. Now, as

ſome ſubstances will abſorb more than others,

ſome reflect leſs of the light which they receive

than others, and conſequently thoſe, which

abſorb most, will appear most duſky; and

thoſe, which reflect moſt, will appear to us

most bright.

If we ſuppoſe the earth, viewed from avaſt

diſtance, a's from the orbit of the moon, or

ſome of the planets, we ſhall eaſily Con

ceive that it would not appear an uniform

globe, but would be distinguiſhed with brighter

and darker ſpaces from the variety of ſea

and land; and ſome of theſe parts would ap

pear very bright from their reflecting almost

all the light which they receiVed from the ſun,

while others of them would appear obſcure,

becauſe they abſorbed a great deal of it, and

conſequently reflected leſs than the others.

As it would be with reſpect to the earth ſeen

from the moon, or one of the planets, ſo it is,

according to their different distances, with the

moon and the planets as ſeen from the earth -,'

whether they are made of abſolute earth and

water, ſuch as thoſe which compoſe this

globe, may be a doubt, probably they are

not; they are, however, compoſed of parts,
which abſorb, or reflect the light in different-A

degrees, and that it is wholly owing to' the

 

appearance of ſpots upon them. On the

moon, which is near to us, theſe are ſeen

with the naked eye, and very much reſemble

the diſpoſition of land and ſeas on the globe

of our earth ; in the planets, which are more

remote, we can only ſee this by the teleſcope,

and then not ſo distinctly.

' As we ſee a great number of ſpots in the

moon with the naked eye, we distinguiſh many

more with the teleſcope; and thoſe, which

are ſeen without this affistance, are distin

guiſhed ſo much more plainly and perfectly in

this, that it is the best way of examining it,,

and we ſhall ſpeak of the ſpots here as ſo ex

amined. We are to chuſe the quarters of the

moon for the obſervation. Nlany people only

view the full moon, and wonder that they

cannot ſee what astronomers deſcribe in her.

The moon, at full, is a fine ſight, and there

is a great deal of difference of brightneſs in

the ſeveral parts, but all that can be then diſ

tinguiſhed, are, (to uſe the common terms,

the land and ſeas of the moon) known by

thoſe degrees of brightneſs, and of obſcurity.

The ſun ſhining> full upon the moon's diſk,

expoſed to us at this time, all ſhadows are

obliterated, ſo that nothing of what astrono

mers ſpeak of the inequalities of her ſurface, is

ſeen. There are, indeed, ſome ſpots, ſuch

as thoſe distinguiſhed by the name of Tycho

and of Kepler, that ſeem elevations at this

time by their peculiar brightneſs, but, as the

distinguiſhing character of elevations after

Ward, it is probable they are not ſuch, but

only parts of the ſun's ſurface brighter than

ordinary, perhaps of plains,,not of ſand, as

with us, but of marble. i

We are to view the moon in her encreaſe

and decreaſe to underſtand her ſpots properly 3

we there distinguiſh, beſide the land and ſea,

as they are called, mountainsand rocks, ele

vated a great height above the rest of the ſur

1 face,
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face, and casting ſhadows from the ſun 5 theſe

ſhadows are of a pyramidical figure, and uſu

ally terminate in a point. Beſide theſe moun

tains, we ſee caverns, vast, ,deep, and empty.

Theſe have the part, nearest to the ſun, dark,

and that, farthest from him, enlightened, as

we ſee in a baſon, or other empty hollow

body, placed at a distance before a candle.

Some oſ theſe are very large, and, in many

of them, which are leſs deep than the others,

there riſes up a little mountain in the middle.

" It is certain, that the structure of the moon

is thus irregular; there are plains, and there

are elevations oſ vast extent; there are alſo

vast ſpaces called ſeas; there are parts very

compact aceording to the reflection, and

ſiothers ſo rare and light, that they abſorb a

vast quantity of the rays 5 there are elevations

of various heights and figure; and there are

caverns, ſome empty, and, ſo far as we can

ſee, bottomleſs, and others are ſhallower, and

have mountains in the centre. Whether

thoſe ſpots, called 'ſeas, be truly ſuch, is

much to be doubted; it ſhould rather ſeem

that there 'rs no water in the moon 5 any looſe

earth, or any covering like that of forests

over great tracts, would abſorb the light ſo as

to make them appear duſky to us; and, as

to water, if there were any, the ſun having

an effect upon it (ſuch as it has on the wa

tery part oſ this globe) there must be exhala

tions, vapours, clouds, and an atmoſphere 5

and there is neither one nor the other of theſe.

Iſ there were clouds, we ſhould ſee the ſpots

ſometimes more, and ſometimes leſs distinctly,

as they were before them, or, as all was clear.

If there were an atmoſphere, the forms of the

stars must be altered as they went behind the

moon, or came from behind her; but nothing

of this kind is ſeen, and, in conſequence,

there is no atmoſphere. What, therefore,

theſe more obſcure parts of the moon's diſk,

uſually called ſeas, truly are, is yet to be de

 
termined, and, perhaps, although there is

more appearance in ſavour of the opinion,

thoſe dark parts oſ the planets are not truly

ſeas, although ſo called. It is neceſſary,

however, to ſpeak of things under their uſual

names.

That the bodies of the planets have all of

them ſpots of the ſame nature with thoſe of

the moon, is highly probable, but there are two

of them on which we have not opportunities

of determining certainly 5 whether it be ſo or

not, theſe are the most remote from the ſun in

our ſystem, and the nearest Saturn and Merv

cury. The great distance of Saturn prevents

our obtaining ſo distinct a view of his diſk as

we have of the other planets in general 5 and,

to this time, there has been no ſpot or varia

tion diſcovered on him. His globe appearsoſ

one uniform dead white. Nor is there any

more truth in the opinion of his having belts;

ſome have talked of two, others of more, but

the three famous ones, ſeen from many parts

oſ Europe in the year 1719, perfectly explain

the nature oſ that error. The ring of Saturn,

at this time, was in that ſituation, with re

ſpect to us, in which itdiſappears; it is very

narrow in proportion to its breadth, and,

when the edge is toward us, does not reflect

light enough to make it distinguiſhable at this

distance. The planet appeared round, and of

the three famous belts ſeen on it, which were

then but very obſcure, the middle one was

diſcovered to be the ſhadow cast by the ring

upon the diſk ofthe planet 5 and the two others

were ſound, by certain computations, to be

formed oſ clouds, or ſomething of that nature,

ſupported in the atmoſphere of the planet, and

at an equal distance from his body with the

ring. Saturn, therefore, to this time, has not

been ſound to have a ſingle ſpot viſible on his

ſurface adhering to it, or being any part of his

body.

As

4 ___ __. -- --._ _. _.[*'-w
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'As it is owing to the distance þof Saturn

from the earth, that we cannot distinguiſh any

'ſpots on his ſurface, the ſame defect, with re

gard to our obſervations, happens in Mercury,

from the nearneſs of that planet to the ſun.

It is indeed ſo near, that it is uſually hidden

by the rays of that luminary, ſo that the ob

ſervations, poſſible to be made on it, are few,

'and we are in a part of the world the least fa

Vourable for the making of them. In theſe

northern climates he is leſs elevated above the

horizon, at any time, than in the more ſou

them, and whatjoins in the diſadvantage to

us is, that the air here is leſs clear. Partly

from one of theſe cauſes, and partly from the

other, We ſcarce ever ſee Mercury at all diſ

tinctly 3 the remains of the ſun's light ſome

times prevents us, and, at the best, as we can

only view him ſo near the horizon, the va

pours, through which we ſee him, are ſo

graſs, that we can ſee nothing distinctly.

All we know of this planet is, that, by his

paſſages over the ſun's diſk, in which he, at

ſome times, appears quite ſpherical, and, at

others, a little oval, his figure is round, or

nearly ſo, and that, according to his ſituation

with regard to the ſun, we ſee him, as we do

Venus, in form of a half moon, or creſcent;

ſpots have not been ſeen on him any more

than on Saturn 3 but with the other planets it

is otherwiſe. -

The diſk of Jupiter, when viewed through a

properteleſcope,is ſeen not onlydiverſified more

orleſsbyhis belts,(the nature ofwhich has been

already explained in its place) but diverſified

with ſpots, But theſe differ, in many reſpects,

from thoſe which we ſee on the moon 3 they

are not, in general, parts more obſcure than

the rest of the ſurface of the planet, but

brighter. In this they differ both from the

greater part of thoſe ſeen in the moon, and

from all thoſe of the ſun; and they are not

VOL. I.

 

fixed and pe'rmanent like thoſe of the moon,

but ſubject to alteration in the manner of

thoſe of the ſun; they appear at certain times,

and diſappear at others, and, during the time

of their appearance, which is _0ften many

months, 'ſometimes ſeveral years. They are

frequently changing their ſhape and magni

tude, a large ſpot often dividing into ſeveral

ſmaller, or ſeveral ſmall ſpots combining to

form a ſingle large one. They, in this, alſo

agree with the ſpots ofthe ſun, that, after all

their variety of form,they will re-appear in the

ſame places, and nearly of the ſame ſizes and

figures, after ſeveral years entire diſappear

ance. We ſuppoſe. this change of form, and

this temporary appearance in the ſpots of the

ſun, owing to their being maſſes of ſolid mat-'

ter, raiſed, at times, above the ſurface of the

melted maſs. But a very different origin

must be ſought for thoſe of Jupiter, and a dif

ferent ſystem to explain their appearances 5

Jupiter is a globe of cold and quiet matter,

not a maſs of liquid fire, as we conceive the

ſun to be. Theſe ſpots are land in all proba

bility, and the belts, and ſome other parts of

the planet near to them, are understood to be

ſeas. Some of theſe ſpots appear between the

ſeveral belts, but the most conſpicuous are ab

ſolutely in them; they ſeem iſlands in thoſe

ſeas, and are quite overwhelmed and covered,

ſo as to become inviſible, when the ſwelling

of thoſe stars is greatest. At Other times they

appear in lucid ſpecks upon their ſurface ;

and theſe may eaſily be understood to owe all

their changes to thoſe ſcas in which they stand

ſwelling or ſinking. When the water is most

about them, we ſee them ſmall ; as it ebbs,

or becomes lower, we distinguiſh more of

them ; they are ſeen larger, and they, in

ſome meaſure, alter form. A ſingle ſpot may

be divided into ſeveral by the waters riſing, ſo

as to make its way into the lower parts of its

X x x ſurface,
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ſurface, and many may be joined into one by

a ſea that once covered the lower parts be

tween them, deferring them. Thus may they

all, by degrees, change their figure, and diſ

appear, and, after that, be ſeen again in the

fame places nearly ; as the water, or whatſo

ever fluid it be, that covers a part of the ſur

face of this planet, is more or leſs plentiful in

the ſame place. We ſee how conſiderable a

change the flowing and ebbing of the tides of

our ſeas will make in certain places. The

ſeas ofſo vastly larger a globe as thatofJupiter,

which is near nine hundred times as great as

that ofthe earth, may be proportionablylarger;

and, as we attribute the courſe of our tides

to the moon, that planet having four moons

about him, there may be vastly more variety

in their courſe, and all the leſſer, if not the

greater, changes in theſe ſpots, may be owing

to them. It is near one hundred years ſince

certain of the moſt conſiderable of JuPiter's

ſpots haVe been remarked with great accuracy,

and, in the courſe of that time, it appears, by

the obſervations oſ the ſucceeding astronomers,

and by our own obſervations, that theſe ſpots

have, from time to time, after being buried

under the level of the ſeas in that planet, ap

peared again, many times, in the ſame places,

although at irregular intervals, ſometimes after

three, ſometimes after five, ſometimes after

eight, and ſometimes after eleven years.

The ſame reaſons, which ſhew the imagi

nary belts of Saturn not to be truly adherent

to the globe of that planet, or any part of its

fur-face, ſhew that the belts of Jupiter, and

they ſhew alſo, that theſe ſpots,.. are adherent

to that planet, and make a great part of his

ſurſace 5 we perceive them to move over the

diſk of the planet as thoſe of the ſun do, and,

like to thoſe of the ſun, they appearlargest

when near the centre ofthe diſk, and ſmaller,

or narrower, as they recede from it 5 ſo that

 

many of them, and thoſe of conſiderable fizc

too, are quite loſt before they reach the edge.

The motion of theſe ſpots appears alſo ſwifter

as they are near the centre of the planet, and 1

flower as they approach its edges, which i'

another proof that they are adherent to hit

ſurface. Theſe ſpots all traverſe the diſk of

the planet moving from east to weſt. *

From this we know, that, as they are fixed

Upon the ſurface of the planet, they can only

move in conſequence of its motion, and we

diſcover that the planet moves round-its axis -

from west to east. We ſee alſo the ſame ſpot

return to the ſame place on the diflt after a

little leſs than ten hours, whence we collect

the period of that revolution. We find by

this, that the immenſe globe of Jupiter makes

a revolution about its own axis in nine hours

and fifty-ſix minutes, a motion more rapid than .
that of any other of the heavenly bodies. i

Mars is not ſo eaſy of obſerVation as Ju

piter, becauſe there are only certain times at

which he can be ſeen to advantage; but when -

he is viewed at theſe. times, and with teleſ

copes of the due power, his ſurface is ſeen

much more ſpotted than that of Jupiter; he

has often as many ſpots as the moon, and they

are proportionany as large; theſe are alſo,

like thoſe of the moon, of two kinds, ſome

obſcure and dark. in compariſon with the reſt

of the diſk of the planet, and others much

brighter than any other part of the ſurface 3

they change their figure alſo in the manner

of thoſe on Jupiter, and palpably, for the

fame reaſons, .ſon'Le of them are portlons of -

land in the midst of ſeas, and others are ſeas

making their way among' land. As theſe, -

therefore, ebb or flow, or are filled or emptied, .

in the manner' of thoſe of Jupiter, they will

not only of themſelves exhibit the appearance

of duſKy fpots of greater or leſſer diameter,

but they will make a diverſity of appearances

m -
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in the others. The ſpecks oſ land, ariſmg

out of them, being ſeen at ſome times, and

hid at others, and, when ſeen, being ſome

times larger and ſometimes ſmaller, and al

fering their ſhape and appearance in every re

ſpect accordingly.

We meet with accounts of oblong and ob

ſcure ſpots near the centre of the planet, theſe

are the ſeparated portions oſ his principal ſea,

for Mars has a ſea of this kind quite ſurround

ing his globe in form of a belt, in the manner

of thoſe of Jupiter, but it is interrupted in

ſome places, and ſo faint in others, that it is

not eaſy to trace it entire. At ſome times the

fpots on this planet are more permanent than

at others 3 the dark ones, though they cannot

fo well terminate at the edges as the others,

are the most constant; the bright ones change

not only from the time oſ one obſervation to

that of another, but often in the courſe of ten

or twelve days. There are, however, enough

'of them ſufficiently steady for the aſcertaining

thoſe very material points in the theory of the

planet which depend upon them. There is

.morediverfity in the figures ofthe ſpotsofMars,

than in thoſe of all the other planets.

It has been already obſerved, that there

are only certain times favourable for obſerving

Mars 5 this depends upon his different place in

his orbit. Mars, being the planet which re

volves round about the ſun next above the

earth, is, at ſome times, nearer to the earth

than at others. This diverſity of his approach

is much greater in proportion than that of any

planet, and, in conſequence of it, the planet,

in the different ſituations, appears, as itwere,
ſſ tWO diſtinct stars. We ſee him in the heavens,

at ſome times, faint and very ſmall, and red

diſh in the colour of his light 5 at others, he

appears larger, brighter, and paler, and,

when ſeen by the teleſcope, the difference is

not leſs, for, in ſome parts of his orbit, he

 

 

appears ſmall, and his ſpots are ſcarce at all

to be ſeen, and in others he is large, and they

are very distinct. His oppoſitions to the ſun

are the times when he is neareſt to the earth,

and the difference in this reſpect is ſo great,

that he is, in ſome of theſe oppoſitions, ſeven

times nearer to us than in ſome of his con

junctions. His body appears of an oval figure

from the time of his conjunctions to the first

quadrature, at which time he appears as the

moon three days from the full. From this

period of the first quadrature to his oppoſition,

his diſk fills up, from the oppoſition to the

ſecond quadrature he is again in the decreaſe,

and, from the ſecond to the conjunction,

round. The time for the obſervation of the

ſpots is from the firfi quadrature to the ſecond 3

for, in this time, he goes through his oppoſi

tion to the ſun, and is thennearest of all to

the earth. At this time the diſk of the planet

is ſo large, and the light ſo bright, that the

ſpots are eaſily, as well as distinctly, ſeen,

and, as they may be perfectly distinguiſhed

from one another, it is eaſy to fix upon ſuch

as are most particular in their form and ap

pearance for obſervation. If we ſix upon any

remarkable ſpot at this time, wc ſhall find

thatit traverſes the diſk of the planet from eaſt

to west. This proves, that the body of the

planet revolves round its own axis from weſt,

and, if we remark the time of one of theſe

ſpots returning to its place, we ſhall find this

happens at the end of tWenty-four hours and

thirty minutes. We find, therefore, that the

planet turns about on its own axis in this

time.

It is about ninety years ago that this was

determined, but at first it was liable to ſome

confuſion and exception. It requires time to

repeat the obſervations of this kind neceſſary

for the eſtabliſhing a ſystem. It was noſecret

that a French astronomer at Bologna was

X x x z making
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ſi' making obſervations ſor this purpoſe, and ſome

Italian astronomers at Raine stole the thought,

and endeavoured to anticipate his diſcovery.

But theſe things do not ſucceed well when

they are hurried. The Italians gave the

time of Mars's revolution to be thirteen hours.

The original author of the experiments fixed

it at ſour and twenty, and forty minutes.

This was nearly the double of the time they

allowed, and he ſhewed very plainly, that the

mistake, on their part, was owing to their

having confounded the two oppoſite hemi

ſpheres of Mars, on which there are ſpots, in

ſome degree, alike. The complete revolu

tion is performed in the time he laid down;

but, in this, we do not conſider the mean re

volution of the planet, but that which is ſeen

when he is oppoſite to the ſun, which is the

least of all.

Venus has alſo ſpots in great number, and

of conſiderable ſize, and in this, as well as in

ſeveral phaſes of the creſcent, the half-moon,

and the like, ſhe vastly reſembles that planet;

but, as it- is neceſſary to chuſe certain parti

cular times for 'the obſervingoſ Mars, in or

tler to ſee his ſpots to- advantage, it is- equally

ſo with reſpect to Venus, and thoſe times are

not ſo eaſily choſen, what might naturally

appear the most proper not being ſo. *In ob

ſervations oſ Venus, in general, there are ſeen

ſpots in abundance upon her, and they are of

great extent 5 they do indeed, like thoſe of

the full-moon ſeen by the naked eye, cover a

great part of her ſurface, but they are faint,

and well' terminated at the edges, and-are, by

no means, proper to determine any thing.

It would be natural to prefer, with reſpect

to Venus, as we have recommended with re

gard to Mars, thoſe times for obſervation, at

which the planet was nearest to the earth;

but theſe are not the best. It'has been al

ready obſerved, that we can ſee nothing diſ

tinctly on the globe of Mercury, becauſe he

is always ſo near the horizon, that we can onlyr

view him through the grols vapours of the

earth. This is alſo the caſe with reſpect to

Venus, when ſhe is neareſt to the earth 3 ſhe

is, at that time, ſo little elevated above the

horizon, that we ſee her twinkling and trem

bling through thoſe vapours, and could deter

mine nothing diltinctly about her 5 all hes "

parts 'appear confuſed, and though ſpots may

be traced, none can be ſixed with any cer

tainty. When we have opportunity of ſeeing

her out of the reach of theſe vapours, it is

only for a little interval, and we want time for

obſervations of this kind. We may, at theſe

moments, ſee ſpots more distinctly, but there

is no opportunity to examine their different

ſituation, and, added to all this, it is only a

ſmall part of Venus that is enlightened at theſe .

times, and that near her edge, which is there

fore the nearest part, for ſeeing the motion.

We are to ſelect thoſe times for the obſer

vation otſiVenus, when ſhe is moderately diſ-.

tant from the earth 3 ſhe will be ſeen, at this.

time, more enlightened, or will ſhew a large:

part of the enlightened hemiſphere, and will

alſo be out of the reach oſ thatmiſrepreſenta

tion from vapours of the earth by being ſuffi-.

ciently elevated above the horizon.

When. we have ſelected ſuch a time for the

obſervation, we are to apply to teleſcopes of

conſiderable power, and in the most fair and

favourable evenings to remark ſome ſpot

which is of a very peculiar figure, is ſuffici

ently bright, and well terminated at the edges,

and is near the centre of the planet's diſk.

All theſe caut'mns are neceſſary for the obſer

vation of the ſpots oſ Venus, in order to de-.

termine any thing from them. It is true that.

this planet, at almost any. time, affords a

pleaſing ſpectacle through the teleſcope,, her

 

creſcent form, and her ſilvery brightneſs, are

' very
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very pleaſing 5 and fpots, ſuch as they are, may

be always feen on her; but to distinguiſh,

with a ſufficient accuracy, for uſe, in calcula

tion, is much more difficult. Our climate is,

indeed, ſo favourable, that there are but

few opportunities; and notwithstanding the

excellence of our instruments, and the ſkill

of thoſe who uſed them, the best and 'most

determinate obſervations have been made in

Italy; nay, although the climate of France

be more favourable by much than ours, yet,

when, on occaſion ofcertain diſputes with re

gard to the period of Venus's revolution, it

was judged neceſſary to repeat at the obſerva

tory at Paris, and with the best instruments

there, thoſe obſervations which had been be

fore made at Bologna, and at Rome, the

ſpots, which had been the ſubjects of them,

were not to be ſeen with 'a degree of, preci

ſion, in any degree. comparable to that in

which they are ſet down, by either the one,

or the other of thoſe obſervers.

We are to undertake the obſervations of

Venus in this country, as liable to all theſe

deficiencies, but yet we ſhall not want op

portunities of ſeeing all that is neceſſary, if

we uſe the proper regulations. We ſhall di

stinguiſh on the ſurface of the planet, when

we have taken ſuch an opportunity as is pro

poſed, certain large tracts of -a more obſcure,

and others of a more'bright .hue than the

rest of the planets. The first of theſe we ſhall

call feas, according to the received distinction,

and they have, indeed, more the appearance

of ſeas, than thoſe of any other of the pla

nets, being ſpread about the ſurface of the

globe, in ſome meaſure, as thoſe of our earth ;

theſe are large, the brighter parts are ſmall,

many of them are amidst the part called land

inthe planet, and are very fair, but the most

conſpicuous are thoſe which riſe out of the

ſurſace of the stars, or the lucid ſpecks of pez

 

culiar figure that appear among the' dark'

ones. _ . . '
If we ſifix upon one of theſe ſpots near to

the centre of the planet, we ſhall find, that

it returns to its place after twenty-three hours

and twenty minutes. þWe find thus, that the

planet Venus has, like all the others, a revo

lution about her own axis, which ſhe per

forms in a period nearly the ſame with that

of the earth, and not very.different from that

which Mars takes to perform his. There

have been objections raiſed against this ſy-- -

stem indeed 5 nor is it a wonder that there

ſhould, when. the appearances, on which it

is founded, are ſo difficult to be ſeen, and the

obſervations ſo liable to error. Bianchini

made ſome obſervations at Rome, and inferred'

from them, that this planet's revolution waS'

not performed in between twenty-three and -

twenty-four hours, but took up-twenty-four

days and eight hours z this at first ſight con

tradicted reaſon, and the uniformity of na-

ture, in making this planet ſo vastly different

in its period of revolution about its own axis

from the ſun, which were nearest to it in

their orbits; but although this astronomer- '

had his followers at that time, it has been

ſince abundantly proved, that his obſervations

were too few, and too much interrupted, to

form a regular ſystem 5 and that,-throughout -

the whole, in ſpite of their appearance, in fa- >

vour of the long period heestabliſhed upon -

them, they do as fully tend to confirm the

doctrine of that revolution of twenty-three

hours and twenty minutes, which is certainly =

the truth.

We have ſeen that the ſun is certainly-ſub- '

ject to ſpots on his ſurface, the fixed stars,

probably, alſo; and that all the primary pla- -

nets, which we have opportunities of obſerv

ing, with a ſufficient accuracy, afford them.

There yet remains another order of the hea--:

verily _v
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venly bodies to be examined, the ſatellites of

the larger planets. Thoſe ſecondary planets

which revolve round about the others, while

they perform their courſe. about the ſun;

theſe are ſo far as, yet known, only ten in

number, five revolving round about Saturn,

four about Jupiter, and one about our earth.

VVe-ſee that our moon has ſpots in very great

abundance, and as the offiees of the other

nine are the ſame with hers, it is probable

they are compoſed of like materials, and rea

ſon pleads ſor the belief of their being alſo

ſpotted, but this is not all. Experience and

obſervation, although they do not prove it,

join in ſome degree of confirmation.

. In objects ſo remote, and, at the ſame time,

ſo ſmall, as the ſatellites of theſe two planets,

we are not to ſuppoſe the best instruments can

enlarge the diſk, ſo as. to ſhew variations of

colour on ib; but we ſee ſuch things, in to

gard to them, asv may- lead us to inſer, that it

is ſo ; and as in regard to primary, ſo with

theſe, we, at the ſame time, make out their

fpots, and their revolutions about their axis.

We are to conſider, that the existence of a

great quantity of ſpots on theſe remote and

little staJrS, could only ſerveto diminiſh their

apparent magnitude, not to. be distinctly ſeen

on them. In an examination- of the ſatell-ites

of Jupiter, we ſee them, at different times,

appear of different magnitude ; they are quite

inviſible to the naked eye, but a teleſcope,

of ſmall power, will diſcover them; they

may be ken by a reflecting teloſcope of about

four feet, but they then appear only as stars

.of the ſixth or ſeventh magnitude to the

naked eye. When we uſe glaſſes of more

power, we distinguiſh their relative magni

tude to one another, but this .is not always

the ſame. We ſne the ſame ſatellim, even

when it is at tho ſame distance from the pla

net, much larger-at ſanctisz than at others;

 

the fourth ſatellite often appears leſs than the

other three, but ſometimes it ſeems larger

than the two first, and the third often ap

pears larger than any of the others, but ſome

times it is only equal to the two first.

There is no way of accounting for this,

but by ſuppoſing, that the ſatellites have ſpots

on ſeveral parts of their ſurfaces, and that

they revolve round upon their own axis ; for

if there be a great quantity of dark ſpots on

one hemiſphere, and very few on another,

that which has the great number will appear

ſmaller than that which has the few; and

.. conſequently, as the revolution of the ſatellite,

about its own axis, turns toward us, ſome'

times the lighter, and ſometimes the darke'

hemiſphere, the ſame ſatellite will appear

ſometimes larger, and ſometimes ſmaller.

But there is a difference of this kind, yet

.rnore apparent among the ſatellites of Saturn.

The two first of theſe are ſi) apparently near

the body of the planet, in a part of their re

volutions, that we looſe ſight of them for a

.ti-me; the third being larger, and more di

stant, weſometimes ſee through the whole

..courſe of his revolution ; and, in general, this

.alſo is the caſe with the fourth and fifth. The

four first ſatellites alwayspreſerve the ſame

icomparative magnitude with reſpect to one

another; the fourth always appearing the

largest; ſo that probably their ſeveral hemi

ſpheres are ſpotted nearly in an equal man

ner; and which ever part is turned toward

.the earth, the ſame, or nearly the Fame, quan

tity of light is reflected, and conſequently the

apparent bigneſs is the ſame; but it is other

wiſe reſpect to the fifth ſatellite 5 this ſome
ſſ times appears larger, nay, conſiderably larger,

than the third, but- at others it is finaller,

and continues diminiſhing- in bigneſs, from

time to time, till it be wholly lost to the

ſight; it continue thus inviſible for ſome con

ſiderablc
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fiderable time, and then appears again in its'

pristine state, but that not at once, but by

a gradual encreaſe. This is an appearance in

the ſatellite, which can be no other way ac

counted for, than by the ſuppoſition of its hav

ing a great quantity of dark ſpots on one of

its hemiſpheres. We ſhall then understand,

that where it preſents to the whole free hemi

ſphere, it is moſt luminous, and conſequently

it- appears large; as it revolves about its axis,

it, will, by degrees, bring more and more of

the ſpotted hemiſphere toward the earth ; the

conſequence _of this. will be, that as leſs and

leſs light is reflected, the ſatellite will appear

ſmaller and ſmaller, till having brought the

whole ſpotted hemiſphere to be turned toward

the earth, there is not light enough reflected

to make it ſeen at this distance, and, from

this condition, .it will, by continuing the

ſame motion of revolution, by degrees, carry

'hote and more of the ſpotted hemiſphere from -

the earthwards, and a proportionable quan

tity of the free hemiſphere will appear 5 it will

thus, by degrees, from being just viſible, en

creaſe in apparent magnitude till it equal, and,

finally, till it exceed the third ſatellite in ſize, at

which it will continue till ſome of the ſpotted

hemiſphere comes in ſight again.

But this is not all that may be brought in"

favour of the ſatellites of? th'e larger planets,

'ming thoſe ſpots on their ful-faces, which

ſeem univerſal t'othe heavenly bodies. When

the ſatellites of Saturn 'pan but near to the

diſk of the planet, they ar'e- lost in its light,

and at this distance are not distinguiſhable;

but it is not ſo with regard to thoſe of Jupi

ter; it is from theſe last alone thatv the p're

ſent proof therefore is eXpecte'd. The ſame

ſatellite, in its paſſing the diſk of Jupiter, is,.

at ſometimes, much larger in entring, 'and

much longer in departing', . than at others;

 

ſometimes this takes up ten minutes, ibme

times it is performed in leſs than ſix minutes,

and this can only be owing to the diſk of the

ſatellite, having at ſometimes none, or only

a few ſpots, and at others a great many, ſo

that it appears, at thoſe times, much larger,

or ſmaller; beſide, when the ſatellites afford,

as proofs of their hairy ſpots on their ſurfaces,

from the apparent diminutions of magnitude,

we have this farther incident in their appear

'ance to countenance it. It happens, not un

frequently, that they paſs before the body of

the planet, or immediately between that and

the earth 5 in this caſe, We ſometimes can

trace their paſſage over the diſk of the planet, .

and at others we cannot, which can be only

owing to their exhibiting, at one time, a part

of their ſurſaces which have ſpots on them,

and, at other times, parts which have none, -

or have much fewer.

The light of the ſatellites, like that of

the planet, originally coming from the ſun, -

and, being reflected to tis from their ful-faces, it

follows, that their light, and that of the pla

n'et itſelf, muſt be nearly of the ſame degree

ofb'rightneſs; it is ſo in effect, only that at

ſometimes, that of the ſatellites is more faint.

We, at ſometimes, entirely looſe the appear

ante of the ſatellite, as ſoon as it is got be

fore the planet, and ſee no more of it till it

goes off the diſk ; at other times we are able

to trace it along all its paſſage, and cdn die

ſting'uiſli in the place where we know, by

computation, that it must, at that time, be a.

littleduſky ſpot; this is darker than the ge

neral- ſurfaoe of the planet, and is ſmaller than U

the ſhadow of, the ſatellite Would be. From

the ſitte of- the ſpot, ahd the 'appearance of it'

Only at certain times, it is natural to inſer,

that when the lighter hemiſphere of the ſa

tellite appears to be turned towards th'e e'arth'- v

at '
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'at the time 'of its paſſing before the planet,

-the light from it, and that from the planet,

'being very nearly the ſame, it is not distin

guiſhed, but ſeems blended with the body of

the planet; but, on the other hand, when a

part of the more ſpotted hemiſphere of the

.ſatellite happens to be toward us at the time

when it paſſes over the planet, there we ſee it

in form of a ſpot, becauſe it is, in the gene

ral, more duſky than the diſk of the planet;

and this ſpot appears not only darker, and

more or leſs brighter, or leſs distinguiſhable,

as more or leſs of the ſpotted part of the ſurface

comes into that hemiſphere which is toward

us, but the ſpot appears larger as it is more

faint, and ſmaller as it is more strong upon

the planet. There have not been wanting

thoſe, who, while they have allowed a part of

the ſurfaces of the -ſatellites full of ſpots, and

, other parts leſs full of them, have conjectured

zalſo, that theſe ſpots might, occaſionally, ap

pear and diſappear as ſome of thoſe in Jupiter

4 .do, and that this might occaſion the diverſity

of appearance55 but it is much more proba

ble, that it is owing to the different parts of

the ſurface cxhibited to the earth, as the re

VOlution about their axis determines. This

revolution ſeems to be univerſal among the

heavenly bodies 5 and indeed ſpots on their

ſurfaces ſeem as univerſal.

SQUARE NUMBER. A ſquare num

her is the term uſed to expreſs a plane number,

or a number which is produced by the multipli

cation of one number by another, the multi

plicand and multiplicator in which are equal.

If the units of this number are repreſented by

ſo many little ſquares diſpoſed in a rectangle,

the ſides of that rectangle will be equal 5 and,

when this is the caſe, the product of the mul

tiplication is called a ſquare number.

For instance thus, nine is a ſquare number,

 
becauſe three, being multiplied by three, pro

duce it 5 and, when thisvis repreſented in a ſi

gure, the ſides being equal, the figure is a

ſquare. The ſide of a ſquare number is ex

preſſed by the term ſquareroot, it being the

ſum of the multiplicator, or multiplicand,

equally. Thus, when the number nine is re

preſented by ſo many little ſquares as there are

units in it, diſpoſed asmentioned already, any

one of the ſides being taken for all four, are

alike, and the little ſquares, of which it is

compoſed, and which stand in the place of

units, being counted, they 'will be found to

be three, the number three' is therefore the

ſquare root of the number nine, which is a

plane number, and a ſquare number. Four,

in the ſame manner, is the ſquare root of ſix

teen, five of twenty-five, and ſo on.

We ſee, by this, that every ſquare number

may be ranged or diſpoſed in the form of a

ſquare. This being true, the converſe alſo is

a propoſition equally true, which is, that every

number, which, on reducing its numbers

to little ſquares, can be arranged into a ſquare

figure, is alſo a ſquare number.

VJhat the teachers of arithmetic call ex

tracting the ſquare root of a number, is the

finding if a number propoſed, for this investi

gation, be-a ſquare one, its root is always to

be found exactly in round numbers, as, if the

root of twenty-five were deſired to be found,

twenty-five being a ſquare number, that is, a

plane number, produced by the multiplica

tion of a number by itſelf, the root may be

found in an even or whole number, for it is

five. The twent) -five being diſpoſed in a

ſquare, each ſide of that Would contain five of

thoſe leſſer ſquares, which stand for units, and

conſequently five is the ſquare root of twenty

five. A _

If the root of twenty-ſix ſhould have been

required instead of that of twenty-five, this

' could
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could not have been produced in an even or

whole number, ſeeing the given number

twenty-ſix is not a ſquare number. On mark

ing down this twenty-ſix upon paper by thoſe

little ſquarcs, which, on theſe occaſions, stand

for units, there would be found a ſquare,

each of whoſe ſides would be five, and at one

of its corners a ſingle ſquare standing out,

which would be the twenty-ſixth. In this

caſe, all that can be done, is to take the ſquare

root of the twenty-five, that is, five, and to

add to it a fraction, to denote the proportioned

'part of the unit, or ſingle ſquare.

From this expreſſion of numbers, by the

conjunction of lines, instead of the ordinary

uſe of figures, we come at an analogy which

could not otherwiſe have been diſcovered, and

which is extremely worthy of our attention.

This compariſon of lines and numbers toge

ther, ſhews us, that a rectangle in geometry is

the ſame to the lines by which it is generated,

as the product in arithmetic is to the numbers

from the multiplication whereof it ariſcs.

Theſe mutually bear the ſame relation to one

another. The ſquare ofa numberris the pro

duct of a number multiplied by itſelf, and thc,

ſquare of a line is the ſquare produced by the

multiplication of thatlinc into itſelf. In other

words, it is made by the motion of a deſcri

bent carried along a dirigent equal to itſelf.

SQUARE ROOT. Expreſſes that num

ber, which, being multiplied by itſelf, pro

duces the number of which the root is required.

Thus, if the ſquare root of twenty-'ſix had

been required, twenty-ſix not being a ſquare

number, no whole or even number could give

its root. In this caſe, all that can be done, is

to take the ſquare root of the next ſquare num

ber, which, in this caſe, is twenty>five, and

uſe it with a fraction denoting the proportion

to the odd unit. '
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STANDARD, Roman. A name given

by Schickard to the Eagle, one of the nor

thern constellations.

STAR OF REVENGE. A name that is

given by the astrological writers to the planet

Saturn ; it derived from one of the old Greek

names Aster Nemcſios, Stella Nemeſis.

STARS, fixed. Before the uſe of teleſcopes

men thought the number of the fixed stars a

ſettled thing, and could talk of them familiarly

within the compaſs of a few thouſands: but

ſince it appears, that immenſe indeed as theyare

to the naked eye, they are, by no means, the

ſame in point of number as ſeen by different

people. It is well known, that ſome ſee only

ſix, and ſome ſeven stars in the Pleiades;

nay, Kepler gives us an account of one, who

could distinguiſh fourteen there; and the ſame

author tells us of another, who could count
forty in the ſhield of Orion. A iteleſcope of a

very moderate power will ſhew ten times as

many stars as are to be ſeen by the naked eye,

with its general power, and, as the power of

magnifying is encreaſed in the instrument, the

number of stars ſeen encreaſes, till (ſo far as

we can diſcover) it is endleſs. De Rhicta ſays,

he counted more than two thouſand stars in

the ſingle constellation of Orion, which is,

at least, twice the number that a good eye can

distinguiſh in the whole hemiſphere. Galileo

had once a deſign of marking all the stars of

that constellation 'as his best teleſcopes ſhewed

them to him, but, counting twenty-one in the

ſingle nebulous star, and ſive hundred in the

compaſs of about a degree and an half ſquare

in another part, he gave up the attempt.

The obſervation of Sirius's diameter being

five ſeconds, had, for its author, one of the

most accurate, and most judicious astronomcrs

the World has ever known, Caflini, and,

Y y y whenever
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whenever it is repeated with the ſame appa- '

ratus, it ſucceeds in the ſame manner, and ve

rilied very punctually; and other stars have

alſo apparent diameters oſ nearly the ſame

extent. This is, however, a point that has
been combatedv very strenuouſly ſince, and

ſome oſ the greatest oſ. our own astrono

rners have not only taken away ſo great an

apparent diameter from this star, but all dia

meter whatſoever. They alliert, that all the

fixed stars are mere lucid points, and adviſe

zthc viewing them, not through an object-glaſs,

the aperture oſ which is limited as in this ob

ſervation, but through one that has bcen

ſmoaked black, and they aſſert, that, thus,

neither Sirius, nor any other of them,

have any the least meaſurable diameter.

Inſavour of this last ſystem it is advanced,

that, when'any oſ theſe large fixed stars

immerge behind -the dark edge oſ the

moon, they are ſeen to plunge in at once,

and, in the ſame manner, burst out at

once again in an instant in their full ſplendor.

The admeaſurement oſCaffini ſets theſe bodies

at an immenſe distance; this obſervation

would place them at a much larger. It was'

but equitable to state the two opinions, and,

where ſo great authorities as that of Caſſini on

one part, and that oſ Halley on the other, are

oppoſed, it may be well to adviſe repeated

experiments and obſervations farther to deter

mine which is right. In the mean time it

may not be amiſs to add, that, not only one

star, but two have been found to emerge in

this instantaneous manner from behind the

moon, as is the caſe in an obſervation made

on thoſe two stars, which make what appears

"to the naked eye to be only one, and is called

7 in Bayer's catalogue of the stars in Virgo.

This pair oſ stars (_ſor ſo they are ſound to

be by a teleſcope of moderate power) have

been ſeen to immergc and emerge again from

 

the moon's diſk, and, althoagh they be abſo

luter two, and ſo apparently ſuch, that there

is a ſpace between-them, they have been ſeen

to emerge together in their full brightneſs and

lustre, not first diminiſhed as iſ but ſeen in

part. When things of the most nice kind

come before the examination, we are not to

ſubſcribe to the opinion oſ any astronomer,

nor are we to give up she credit, iſ we were

enclined to pay him from any obſervation of

another that makes against it. We are to

conſider the appearances, and the reaſons that

ſavour bath, and we are to compare obſerva.

tions oſ either of theſe, or oſ any others of

good credit that are of a parallel kind, al

though made with a different intent; and,

when we have thus compared, to call in out

own obſervations upon all, divesting ourſelves

oſ prejudice, for itis the enemy to all truth.v t

STARS Frxsn, t/mctr Magnituder. ,The

fixed stars are ſo numerous, that, in order to

ſpeak oſ them with any degree oſ preciſion, all

the poſſible methods were to be attempted oſ
distinguiſhing them oneſſſrom another. After

theywere arrangcdinlittleorlarger clusters into

the figures oſ constellations, they were distin

guiſhed as making parts oſ theſe, accordingto

their apparent magnitude; we ſay apparent,

for nothing is to Be gathered'as to their real

proportional magnitude between one another

from their appearances, under different fizes,

to our eyes. We know that objects appear

ſmaller in proportion to their distance, ſo that

thoſe, which appear largest of all to us, may

be the finallest, only nearer to us than the

rest; and thoſe, which are ſcarce viſible to

the naked eye, largest, only most remote.

Nor is this all, we account them all .to be

ſuns, but they may be ſuns oſ different degrees

of brightneſs ; although globes of' liquid fire,

ſome may have more, and ſome fewer ſpots,

ſuch
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ſuch as we ſee in the ſun, and we know, that,

in proportion to the quantity of thoſe ſpots,

they will appear larger or ſmaller. We ſee,

among the ſatellites of Jupiter and Saturn,

that the ſatellite ſhall appear, at ſome times,

larger, and, at others, ſmaller than thoſe

_ about it. This isſſ not owing to any other cauſe

than that the whole ſatellite, being ſpotted

like that of our moon, only' in ſome parts

more, and in others leſs, it appears larger

when a clearer part of its ſurface is turned to

ward us, and ſmaller when a more ſpotted

part. Thus, if two of the fixed stars be ſup

poſcd at the ſame exact distance 'from us, and

exactly alſo of the ſame bigneſs, only one

having many, and the other but a few of thoſe

ſpots which we ſee in the ſun; it is certain, that

which had but fcw would appear much larger

than that which had many.

lVe ſee, therefore, that we cannot at all

judge of the real comparative magnitude of

the fixed stars from that which appears to us ;

however, as what does appear at one time alſo

appears at others, and they keep the ſame

proportion in the ſizes they aſſume with reſpect

to our eyes ſituated on the earth, it will, in

point of uſe, anſwer the ſame purpoſe to fix

their apparent magnitude as if it were; their

real astronomers have, with this view, di

vided the fixed stars into ſix claſſes, undcr the

name of thoſe of the first, ſecond, third, and

fourth magnitude, and ſo on ; thoſe of the

first being the largeſt, the others diminiſhing

proportionably. -

Although this diviſion be, in ſome degree,
proper, and, in many reſpects, very uſeful, we 'ſſ

are not to ſuppoſe that it is preciſe or regular,

it is no more than a groſs aſſortment, for

there are not, perhaps, any two of the whole

heaven of stars that are exactly of the ſame

ſize 5 and, among thoſe of any one claſs, ac

cording to this received distinction, there are

 

ſeveral that are larger and ſmaller than one

another, and even many, that are called of

one magnitude by ſome writers, are esteemed

of another by others. The stars of the ſixth

magnitude are thoſe which can but just be

distinguiſhed by the naked eye. We know

that there are vast multitudes below theſe in

point of apparent magnitude, which only te

leſcopes diſcover to us, and even theſe ſo dif

ferent among themſelves, that ſeveral orders

might be distinguiſhed among them. But

theſe are not taken into the account of the ſix

claſſes, distinguiſhed under the characteriſcd

degrees of magnitude.

The stars in the whole heavens, viſible to

the naked eye, are much fewer than any one

would imagine, who viewed them only in the '

groſs. l'Ve are induced, by their confuſed

order, and by their twinkling, to ſuppoſe them

much more numerous than they are; in the

midst of the clearest and darkest night we ſee,

in the northern hemiſphere, or, in thatpart of

the heavens which is expoſed every way to

our ſight, only one thouſand at the most, and

of theſe only a very ſmall number are of the

larger kinds. Theſe are viſible to all people 5

but, with regard to the ſmallest, there are

many of them that can be ſeen only by ſuch

as have peculiarly good eyes. The Seven

Stars, as they are generally called, have bccn '

ſet down at ſix only by the far greater number

of thoſe who have written of them, and, to

the generality of mankind, they appear no

more, but here and there a man counts ſeven.

The truth is, that, beſide the ſeveral tele

ſcopic stars among them, there is a ſeventh

very ſmall, and only to be distinguiſhed by an

accurate ſight. From the accounts of theſe

stars, at different times, it has been ſuppoſed,

that the ſeventh was a star that appeared at

ſome times, and diſappeared at others; but

the truth is no more than this, that it is viſible

Yyyz to
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to ſome eyes, and not to others, although a '

thouſand stars therefore may be ſeen by ſome

people in a clear night, others will ſee only

ſeven or eight hundred, and of theſe there are

but three of the first magnitude.

K The whole number of the fixed stars, vi

ſzble to ty naked eye, Counting at its mode'

rate power, is but about one thouſand and

ſeven hundred, taking in the whole extent of

the heavens, and of theſe there are only ſe

venteen of the first magnitude, there are but

ſixty-three of the ſecond, of the third there

are no more than one hundred and nincty

ſix, of the fourth there are four hundred and

fifteen, of the fifth magnitude three hundred

and forty-eight, and the rest are of the ſixth.

STLLLA HERCULIS, the Star (ſiſtr

mit-'5. A name we find, in ſome of the old

writers, for the planet Mars. The Greeks

were ambitious, that astronomy ſhould be

ſuppoſed to have had its origin among them,

and therefore they adapted part of their fables

to. the origin, as they called it, of the con

stellations, and of the ſeVCral planets. They

ſay, this star was formed of their Hercules

when he had ſuffered his untimely death;

they tell us, that. Jupiter took him up into

the heavens, and there gave him an eternal

- being in the form of this star, which takes,

as they tell the story, its ruddy, or fiery cast,

'from the circumstance of his death by fire.

STELLA NEMESIOS._ A name given

by ſome, who are fond of uncommon terms,

to the planet Saturn; it is a strict tranſlation

of the Greek Nemeſios Aster, the star of

Nemeſis 5 and from this early appropriation

to the goddeſs of revenge, the planet has

been made the foreboder of ill luck by all

the astrologers, and they have called it the

ſtar of revenge,- and star of enmity, and the

Latin writers, Infortuna Major.

 
STELLA SoctLIs, t/Je Star aftbc Sun. An

old name given to the planet Saturn, the most

remote of all in our ſystem. To understand

why it was called by that ſingular name, we

must examine into the Grecian fables in the

history of the heavens.

The Greeks, a vain and ambitiow nation,

received the rudiments of astronomy from the

Egyptians, they improved it to ſuch a de

gree, that what they had obtained was little

to what they added 5 they found they ſhould

have the honour ofteaching the ſcience to the

rest of the world, and they burned to be un

derstood as the ahſolute inventors of it. It

was eaſy for them to conceive, that in order

to trace astronomy to its true origin, men

would enquire'into the meaning of thoſe em

blems they had uſed in it, we do ſo at this

time, and we find, by ſuch enquiry, that the

Egyptians themſelves, who taught this ſcience,

had it from elſewhere. Aquarius, the ſign

betokening the rainy ſeaſon, though taught

by the Egyptians to the Greek, yet could not

have been found in Egypt, becauſe there is

no rain there z and the harvest ſign of Virgo,

with her ear of corn, being an autumnal part

of the zodiac, could not be deviſed in Egypt

when the harvest is in April.

The Greeks, who understand the true

meaning of the figures in the constellations,

did not diſcover this foreign origin of the

ſigns, even with reſpect to the Egyptians,

but determined that they would not be esteem

ed by _others foreign,_even to them, they en- *

grafted ſome part of their history, or fable,

to every one of the constellations, and Upon

all the planets. The Swan was that in whoſe

ſhape theirJupiterdebauched Leda, the Eagle, .

or Vulture, for they called it either, was

that which preyed upon Prometheus's liver,

and ſo of the rest. Thus alſo they accounted

for the origin of the planet Jupiter, which

they
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they called Phaethon 5 they tell us he was a

mortal of that name, of a very beautiful per

ſon, whom Jupiter, judging too good for

earth, took up into the ſkies.

Thus alſo Saturn came by his place, they

ſay, in heaven, and thus he certainly came

by his name of Stclla Solis. They tell us,

that this planet owes its origin to the de-'

struction of Phaeton, the offspring of the

ſun. The youth obtained permiſſion to

guide the chariot of his father for one day,

and tumbled out of heaven. Jupiter struck

him dead with thunder, and he fell, they tell

us, into the Eridanus; but his father Phar

bus took him out, and raiſed him into the

heavens, making of him that bright star

which he placed at the greatest distance of all

others, from that fatal manſion the ſun, in

whoſe cauſe he had obtained his destruction.

STELLA TERRESTRIS. A name given

by ſome to the bright star, called, more

uſually, Canopus, in the stern of the ſhip

Argo; it is called by this name, becauſe thoſe

who lived in Greece, whence it had its ori

gin, always ſaw the star near the horizon,

and this only in the most favourable part of

the country; for the greater part of the con

stellation Argo was quite unknown to many

of them, and must have been found in Egyth

, Plutarch,.indeed, tells us, expreſsly, that it

was, and that it was formed in commemora-

tion of Oſiris's ſhip.

A STEPHEN, or ST. STEPHEN. There is

not a ſaint in the whole rubric whom Schil

ler has not, by this ſcience, as he purſues it,
raiſediup into heaven. St. Peter takes the

place of Oiiris,iand St. Andrcw of the Bull in

the zodiac. The Cepheus, of the antient

ſphere, makes the St. Stephcn of the new

enthuſiasts z but they are not perfectly agreed

 

about this; for Hartſdorf, who always goes

back to the Old Testament, calls this figure

Solomon. See CEPHEUS.

STILBON. A name by which ſome of

the early astronomical writers have callcd the

planet Mercury, the word ſignifies radiant,

or bright; and the light of this planet, when

it is not at a ſufficient distance from the ſun,

to be ſeen advantageouſly, is vivid enough to

have deſerved it.

S'TORK. An Arabian constellation; it -

stands in the place of the Ophiucus of the

Greeks; they were not permitted, by their

religion, to draw human figures, ſo were

forced to this alteration.

SUCULZE. A name by which many of >ct

the Latins have called the live .stars in the

face of Taurus, which the Greeks called

Hyadcs; theſe were very early distinguiſhed

by their Greek name, and originally ſo 3 for -

the Egyptians, from whom the Greeks bor

rowed the knowledge of this ſcience, had not

distinguiſhed them by any particular term.

The distinction was very early, for Heſiod

mentions them under the name of Hyades 5

and we have no author extant, the ſacred

writings excepted, that is older than Heſiod, .

in whom the constellations, or indeed any of -

them, are named. The Pleiades, Hyades, and >

Arcturus, were evidently of Greek origin; .

but Sirius and Orion, which he alſo men

tions, were of foreign origin. The Suculze, -

or Hyades, Were ſuppoſed a rainy constella

tion.

SULAPHAT. A name by which ſome,

who are fond of unCOmmon words, have

called a bright star in the constellation Lyra,

called Lucida L'yrze. Sulaphat is one of the

Arabic -
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Arabic names of that constellations, and

alſo of that star; we find it in Ulugh Bc'igh's

tables of the constellations. '

SUMBELA. A name by which ſome

have called the constellation Virgo; it is

properly the Arabic name of the bright star

in the ear of corn, which is in the hand of

the constellation, and which is uſually called

'Spica Virginis, 'but it is ſometimes uſed for

.the whole. -

LSUMEZ. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of unuſual Word's, have called the

planet Mercury; it is a Phoenician name of

the planet, and it expreſſes, in that language,

an attendant. Mercury is called by many

different names, the proper ſignification of

Twhich is attendant, and they have probably

'been given to it as nearest to, or most cloſely

attendant on, the ſun. We find the word

_ 'Semo uſed as a name of this planet alſo by

ſome of the Latin writers, and there is an

obvious explication of it, as lowest; they

called the lowest of their deities, Dii Se

. mones; yet poflibly the true origin of the

Word may have been from the Phcenician,

Sumez, ſoftened in the pronouncing into

Semo.

_SUMMER TROPIC. A term by which

ſome writers expreſs the tropic of Cancer.

The one name is given to it from the ſeaſon of

the year at which the ſun arrives at it; the

other from the constellation through which it

paſibs, that is the Crab. This tropic is the

farthest northern parallel which_the ſun de

ſcribes; or, in other words, it is that circle

which the ſun deſcribes by his diurnal motion

which is most distant from the equator to the

north, as that which is most distant to the

ſouth is called, from the ſeaſon oſ the year'

 

in which the ſun deſcribes it, the winter t'm

pic, or, from the ſign of the zodiac through

which it paſſes, the tropic of Capricorn ; theſe

circles have the name of tropics in the Greek,

becauſe they are the parts of the heaven from

whence the ſun begins to return to the equa

tor, having made his farthest declination one

and the other way from them, when he has

arrived at that place in the heavens, through

which a parallel being drawn, makes this ex

treme circle, or this tropic.

The ſun is in the equator only twice, that

is two days in the year, theſe are the tenth or

eleventh of March, and the eleventh or

twelfth of Septembcr, on each of theſe days

his diurnal revolution is performed in the ce

lestial equator, but only on thoſe days. To

come to the ſummer tropic, of which we are

to ſpeak here, when the tenth or elet'enth

day of March, on which the ſun's place is in

the equator is over, he is ſeen the next day

in a new place, a little way north of the

equator, and his diurnal motion, for that day,

is in a parallel which paſſes through the point

of that place, that is, it is performed in a

parallel a little north of the equator. On the

next day the ſun's place is a. little more north

of the equator, and conſequently his diurnal

motion is alſo 'in a parallel a little more north

of the equator, and ſo on ; theſe daily changes

of place are but very ſmall ; but as it is cer

tain, that the ſun is ſeen every day in a dif

ferent part of the heavens, it is equally ceſir

tain, that its diurnal motion is every day in

a different parallel, though theſe removes are

ſingly, but ſmall 3 yet, in the whole, they

amount to ſomething that is not ſo. This

declination of the ſun, nor this continued

every day for three months, or till the eleventh

of June, in all this time the advance to the

north has been very conſiderable; the eleventh

day of June is the last of its continuing this

declination,
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declination, conſequently it' is the day on

-Which the ſun is ſeen most north of the equa

.tor, and on which his annual motion is in a

parallel, the most remote that it can be from

the equator. As the ſun never remains in

any place during his annual revolution, being

come to this most remote part oſ the hea

vens that he ever occupies north, he begins to

return back toward the equator 3 it is for this

reaſon, that the circle which he deſcribes in

this his greatest declination north, is called

the tropic, or the circle of return; and from

the time of his making his diurnal motion in

this moſt remote parallel, which has the name

of the. tropic of. Cancer, becauſe it paſſes

through that ſign, hc every _day is ſeen in a

place nearer to the equator, and his diurnal

revolution deſcribes a parallel nearer to the

equator for three months more, or until the

twelfth day of Steptember, at which time,

having come back to the equator again, his

diurnal revolution is performed again for one

day in the equator, and from thence never

testing anyz- where, it begins to change its

.place ſouth,. and to make its way toward the

tropic of Capricorn, which is called the win

ter tropic, and from which it in three months

more, that is between the eleventh of De

cember, on which day it reaches that tropic,

and the tenth of March, again recovers its

place in the equator, andbegins-to decline

north again.

When. We ſpeak _ of the ſun's motion in- all

this, it is only to conform to appearances,

and common ſpeech ; it is the earth's motion

that does all 3 but the appearances to us,
who live on the earth, are the ſame. i

SUN. The ſun is the first and greatest

object of astronomical knowledge, and is

enough to stamp a value on the ſcience to

which the study of it belongs. There have

 

not been wanting, in the leſs improved times,

thoſe who have erred extremely about the na

ture, ſituation, and the motions of this lumi

nary, but its vaſt importance to the inhabitants

of this earth is a thing to which all eyes must

be open. We ſee it the ſacrum of light and

hear, we ſee it the parent of the ſeaſons, day

and night, ſummer and winter, are formed

cntirely by it, and all the vegetable creation

are the offspring of his beams, even our own

lives are not to be ſupported but by its influ

ence, and, where it has least power, we find

that life hardly deſerve the name of a blCfflllg.

It is in the heart of a man to value what he

poſſeſſes, but, to any who have ſeen a hap

pier climate, the frOZen regions ſeem to mzkc

life a puniſhment. ;

The earliest astronomers, Philolaus and

his predeceſſors, declared, the motion oſ the

ſun round about the earth to be only appa

rent. They ſaw the importance and ſuperiority '

of ſuch a globe over ours, and could not ſup

poſe it formed only to give us light, and that

they imagined its influence extended through

out much larger bounds, and they placed it

in the centre of the univerſe, and ſuppoſed it

fixed without any motion.

Appearances weighed more than judgment

in the ſucceeding times. Ptolemy, long ſince,

and, of a much later time, Tycho Brahe,

have made the ſun revolve round the earth.

This, though it correſpond with common ap

pearances, is abſurd and idle. It were as

wiſe for a man, who is carried along the river

in a boat, to ſuppoſe the houſes and churches

on the ſhore ran by him, becauſe-he did not

perceive his own motion; as to imagine ſo

immenſe a body as the ſun rolled round about

ſuch a ſpot in the univerſe as this earth, be

cauſe the eye, not perceiving the motion of

the earth, is led to ſee it ſo. Ptolemy was

very faulty in taking up a vulgar opinion in the

place
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place of that cf his wiſe predeceſſors 5 but

what ſhall be ſaid of Tycho Brahc, ſo great a

man, who yet establiſhed ſuch a ſystem after

the time of Copernicus. The distance, at

which that writer, and at which the Author

of nature has placed the fixed stars from us,

was too great for the imagination of Tycho.

It was neceſſary they must be at that distance,

or elſe that the earth must not move, for they

.have no ſenſible pprallel 5 incapable to believe

the former, he determined for the latter, and,

while he strugglcd against a wonder, ſwallowed

an abſurdity. In conſequence of his diſagrce

ment from Copernicus in this article, he fixed

the earth in the centre of the univerſe, and

ſuppoſed the ſun to roll round about it. This

ſystem makes the ſun aplanet, but this is ſuffi

ciently overthrown by numberlcſs obſerva

rtions. At preſent, all men agree with Co

pernicus, that the ſun is fixed in the centre

of the univerſe; and that all the planets, of

which this earth, which we inhabit, is one,

roll round its body. This is taking ſomething

from the importance of our world, but We

ſhould not glory at the expence of truth. It

is certain, that the earth is not the great

point in the ſystem, but is one of the ſeveral

orbs that roll round about the ſun.

The ſun is aſpherical luminous body. The

moon and the planets give light to us, but that

is not inherent in them, they are in themſelves

opake, and what light we have from them,

they first receive from the rays of the ſun, and

then reflect to us. A looking-glaſs has no

light in itſelf, but it may he ſo placed as to

receive the rays of a candle, which we do not

ſee, and throw them back to us. But the ſun

is, in itſelf, poſſeſſed of light 5 it does not

borrow this from any other, but, being a body

of fire, it ſhines as ſuch 5 it expands all about

it to a great distance, ſo as to enlighten, as al

ready obſerved, not only our earth, but all

 

the planets, of which ſome are immenſely

more remote. The fixed stars, on the con

trary, have, like the ſun, their light in them

ſelves, and are otherwiſe at too great a distance

to reflect to us.

That the ſun is a body of fire, appears to the

ſenſes 5 but we have had a ſet of philoſophers

of late, who, right or wrong, would never

have us believe their testimony : becauſe they

miſlead us in ſome things, they think they

must do ſo in all 5 and becauſe we have been

taught to depart from their testimony when

reaſon points out otherwiſe, they would have

us diſpute, or contradict them, when there is

no reaſon to doubt their being right. The

old philoſophers all declared it a body of ab

ſolute fire. So Plato, cho, and Pythagoras,

expreſs themſelves 5 and ſo, among the mo

derns, Kepler, Kircher, and the greatest

who have followed them 5 but Deſcartes and

his followers ſay ſiotherwiſe 5 they would have

us belieVe that there is no ahſolute fire in the

ſun, but that it is a vast globe, compoſed of',

ſubtile matter, capable of exciting the ſenſa

tions of light and heat. This is ſubtile talk

ing, but the best way to examine its validity,"

will be to examine the ſun itſelf. This we

may do by teleſcopes properly prepared, and

by receiving the image of the luminary into

a darkened room.

The ſun is too bright for the view of the

naked eye, his lustrc dazzles, and takes away

the power of ſeeing,ſſif we attempt to look di

rectly at him; but ſometimes there are rays

that render the atmoſphere about us a medium

through which we may ſee him without pain,

but then not distinctly. A thin cloud anſwers

the ſame purpoſe; and we may alſo view him

near the horizon, but we can distinguiſh fmm

ſuch obſervations 5 all that we ſee, is, that the

figure of the ſun is round, A piece of glaſs,

blackcd with ſinoak, will, at any time, do

the
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the ofice of a cloud, or oſ a fog, and we may

thus ſee his figure and out-line, but that is all.

4 VVe ſee the diſk throughout of one uniform

colour, which varies according to the degree

of blackneſs there is upon the glaſs. When

we view the ſun through tcleſcopes, we per

ceive the ſame round figure ; but we ſee on its

vdiſk certain ſpots, leſs brighter than the rest,

which we did not distinguiſh by the ſimple

view; theſe ſpots are uſually black, and they

have round them an edge of brown. This is

a little clearer in the inner part, where it ad

heres to the black; on the exterior, the fi
fgure of theſe ſpots in the ſun's face is irre

gular, and they are not fixed and certain in

their form or fituation, but liable to many

lchanges. It is a common thing, on repeat

ing the obſervation, to ſee a number of theſe

(pots together at no great distance from one

another, and to find that they daily change

place with regard to one another, and even

change in number.

The ſpots are yet ſubject to greater varia

tion, for they are not permanent, but will

diſappear at times ; and, if they appear again,

it will be in a different form, ſo that it is hard

'to ſay, whether what is ſeen is the old ſpot,

or lS another in the ſame place. The time
iof the duration of theſe ſpots is as uncertain as

their figure, but they have ſeldom a very long

duration. The obſervation of thoſe, which

have continued the longest, has not given
i 'them more than eight or nine weeks dura

tion ; many of them appear, and are lost

again, in as many days, or in yet leſs time.

How this is to be reconciled to Deſcartes's ſub

tile matter, is not eaſy to ſay; but, ſuppoſing

the ſun a body of ahſolute fire, it is very na

tural to imagine that ſuch changes will

happen. _ ,

The diſpute, as to the diſcovery of theſe

ſpots in 'the ſun's ditk, lies between Scheiner
VOL. I. i

 

and Galileo ; it was made about an hundred

and forty-two years ago. However that be,

it was almost a neceſſary conſequence of ſeeing

the ſun through a teleſcope, for it is very rare

that the diſk is wholly clear of them 3 Schiner

ſays, he has counted fifty of them on it at the

ſame time, at preſent twenty or thirty is ſome

times a common number. In this, however,

there is a great deal of variety, and it is ſm

gular enough to obſerve it. There are ſome

years in which it is rare to ſee more than one

or two at a time. We have accounts of

years, in' which there have been none diſco

vered z in others we ſee the number, and the '

extent ofthem, both very great. It is evident,

therefore, that there is no ſort of regularity

either in the number or figure of theſe appear

ances 5 but notwithstanding that neither of

theſe has any regularity; there is, in a more

important point, a constant and invariable

order, this is in their motion. They do not

appear fixed always in the ſame places, but

regularly move from east to west as ſeen from

the earth 5 but, to ſpeak of their real motion,

we must ſuppoſe the point of view to be in the

centre of the ſun, and their motion would then

be from west to east, which is the true courſe

of it, and is the ſame with all the other mo

tions of the heavenly bodies.

When the ſpots of the ſun were first ob

ſerved, there was no doubt whether they did

immediately touch and adhere to the body of

the ſun, or whether they were at ſome ſmall

distance from it, and were a kind of planets

forming a quick revolution round it, like thoſe

of the earth and the other planets, only this

is flower in propostion to their distance, but

it was ſoon determined that they are really

adherent to-the ſurface of the ſun, although

elevated above the general plane, and are

parts oſ its body, and not distinct bodies mov

ing round it.
Z a z ſſ In
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In the obſervations made on the ſpots, it is

the general rule, that thoſe which are nearest

to the centre of the diſk appear largest, and

thoſe neareſt to the edge ſmallest. This ap

pears not only in our own obſervations, but

in all the figures of the ſun's face, which have

been drawn from thoſe of others. It appears

alſo, that the ſpots about the centre are of a

kind of roundiſh figure, and that they loſe

this as they depart from it, becoming elliptic

at first, and, at the last, when near the edge,

ſo narrow, that they appear almost as strait

lines. We learn two things from this ap

pearance. First, that the body of the ſun is ab

ſolutely globular or ſpherical 3 and the other,

that theſe ſpots are flat, or not very much

elevated, but are cloſe to its ſurface. The

face, or diſk of the ſun, appears not hemiſphe

rical, but flat, as we view it, whatſoever way,

but this is a deceit in viſion, a common

bullet, heated red hot, appears alſo, when

viewed from a little distance, not ſpherical,

but flat. For the other obſervation, we know,

by the laws of optics, that a portion of the

ſurface ofa globe, ſeen near its centre, must ap

pear a greatdeal larger than whenit is ſeen near

its circumſerence; when, on the other hand,

a body, detached from the ſurface of a globe,

if of a proper thickneſs, would appear to oc

cupy the ſame ſpace upon it, whether viewed

when near the centre, or near the circumfe

rence. If we ſuppoſe a round and flattiſh

ſpot, on the ſurface of the ſun, changing its

place, we ſhall ſee it, when near the centre,

in its full ſize, becauſe we there ſee its hori

zontal diameter, but, when it has got near

the Circumference, we ſhall ſee only its ver

tical diameter, and it will appear, inſtead of

a large round plane, only a fine and ſmall

straitline. We ſhould, indeed, ſee the very

fame appearance if this were detached from the

a ſurface of the ſun, but at only a very-ſmall

 

distance from it, and more flat in ſhape, and

conformed itſelf to the body of the ſun ; it

would then be in the condition of a cloud

placed in an atmoſphere. This would. not

at all be the caſe with a globular body that;

ſhould, at ſome greater distance, perform its

revolution round the ſun. We ſhould ſee

this, in all parts of its courſe in which it was.

viſible to us, occupying the ſame ſpace upon

the ſurſace of the ſun, whether we ſaw it over

the centre, or near the Circumference.

But this is not all that We have to prove the

ſpots of the ſun to_ be adherent to his ſurface,

or, if it be otherwiſe, very near to his body.

By this we may alſo know, that they are

about as long a time upon his ſurface as they

are lost behind it, which could not be the caſe

if they made a revolution round his body at

any conſiderable diſtance. For instance, if

we ſuppoſe a ſpot to be a ſolid body, placed at

the distance of one ſemidiameter from the ſun,

and revolving round that body, the time in

which it would appear as a ſpot upon the ſur

face of the ſun, would be only while it was

running through a certain part of its orbit,

which the diſk of the ſun takes up with regard

to us. This being but about onefifth or ſixth.

part of the whole orbit of ſuch a revolving

body, we must neceſſarily ſee the ſpot upon the

ſurface of the ſun only during the time of one

fifth or ſixth part of its whole revolution ; that

is, it would be unſeen five or ſix times aslong

as it would be ſeen. On the contrary, if we

ſuppoſe the ſpot to adhere to the ſun's ſurface,

we must ſee it during its performing half its re

VOlution, and loſe it the other half.

Farther, theſe ſpotsſſ are proved to be upon

the immediate ſurface of the ſun, or elſe at a

very little diſtance from it, forthe appearances

will be the ſame in both theſe caſes, by mea

ſuring their courſe over its apparent diſk ; for,

if we meaſure the ſpace which they run over

m
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in ſour and twenty hours, or that time when

they are about the middle of its diſk, we ſhall

find that they return to the ſame place, after

having finiſhed their whole revolution round

its ſurface in a ſpace of time proportioned to

the ſpace they had run over in the first four

and twenty hours. This muſt happen if the

ſpots are either immediately upon the ſurſace

of the ſun, or at a very little distance from it,

but it could not, were the bodies, that re

VOlved round it, at any conſiderable distance.

To all this it may be added, that the number

of variations which we ſee in theſe ſpots, their

augmentation and diminution, and the great

irregularity of their figures, as alſo that kind

of cloudy border that ſurrounds them, could

not be ſeen in bodies that were at any great

distance from the ſun. It is evident, there

fore, upon the whole, that theſe ſpots are ei

ther very near to the ſurface of the ſun, orim

' mediately fixed upon it, and the latter is by

much the most probable. Thus much we

may collect of certainty from our own obſer

vations, and thoſe of others. It remains to

enquire what theſe ſpots really are.

It has been ſuppoſed by many, that the ſun

is naturally a ſolid, opake, and irregular body,

having, like this earth, hollows, plains, and

mountains, and that its whole ſurſace, with

all theſe irregularities upon it, is covered to a

certain depth with a fluid of matter, which is

luminous; and they ſuppoſe that this fluid,

being liable to motions, ſometimes is collected

into a quantity, in ſome particular hollow,

and conſequently leaves the tops of theſe rocks

or mountains bare, and that theſe, appearing

above the ſurſace of the fluid, covering, and

not having its luminous quality, form the

opake ſpots which we ſee z and they ſuppoſe

a ſort of froth or foam, made by the motion

of the fluid round about theſe rocks, which

makes that nebuloſity, or brownneſs, ſeen all

 

-round their Circumference. Theſe promi

nences, they ſay, are covered when the fluid

runs back again into its old place, and then

ſome others, in other parts, are expoſed by the

ſame fluid's deſerting them as it did the first.

If, at any time, theſe ſpots appear again, it is

not, on this principle, a wonder vthat they

are not exactly the ſame in form or dimenſions

as at the firſt, for that more or leſs of the

eminence may be thus left uncovered z but

this they alledge, as a very probable occaſion

of the ſame ſpots appearing at different

times.

The ſuppoſition of the ſun being an opake

body covered by a luminous fluid, has not been

limited to theſe. There have been others,

who, ſuppoſing the structure the ſame, have

found another way to account for the ſpots.

They ſuppoſe, that, in this ſolid body of the

ſun, there are vulcano's, like ourlEtna and Ve

ſuvius, which throw forth, at times, great

quantities of matter which thus deform the

ſun in ſpots, riſing up above the fluid ſurface,

like the famous iſland near Santerini, out of

the ſea at once. They ſuppoſe that this matter

is, by degrees, conſumed, and taken into the

fluid maſs upon the ſurface of which it at first

floats, and that, as this is a work of time, the

first appearance of the effect of the burning

fluid is the making that brown Circumference,

or nebuloſity, which we ſee about the edges,

and that, after this, the ſpots, by degrees,

change figure, as they are more and more con

ſumed, till they are wholly ſWallowed up and

diſappear. This ſystem alſo accounts for

their often re-appearing in the ſame places,

and in different forms; becauſe the volcano's

may continue where they were, and, from

time to time, throw up quantities of new

matter, though ſometimes more than at

others.

Z z z :-. Others
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Others have ſuppoſed the ſun a much more'

furious and turbulent quantity ofmatter; they

imagine it to he compoſed'throughout of a

boiling fluid, but that there are, among this,

certain maſſes of ſolid matter, immenſely

great, but of irregular figures; they ſuppoſe

the vast maſs of fluid to be in continual 'mo- '

tion, and to be at times plunging theſe ſoli'd

maſſes down, and, at times, throwing them

u'p to the ſurſace, and ſhewing more or leſs

of their bulk. This will better account for all

their 'irregularities, than for their rc-appear

ing in the ſame places; but as this does evi

dently happen often, there ought to be ſome

account of it in any ſyſtem that pretends to

explain their appearance. -

Finally, others have determined, that

the body of the ſun being compoſed of a ſub

tile and fluid matter in continual agitation,

the fouler or thicker parts, of whatſoever

kind, are, by that motion, ſeparated, time

after time, from the reſt, and that, being

thrown up to the ſurface, they float upon it

like the foulneſs of metals when melted, and,

by degrees, getting together in cluſlers, in
form of ſcum, constitute thoſe ctſpots which we

ſee on the ſurface; theſe parcels ofſcurn be

ing agitated "by the boiling matter underneath,

muſt be frequently altering'their ſhape, as we

ſee thoſe ſpots do, and move farther from, or

approach nearer to. one another; and that,

in fine, the ſame agitation which threw them,

may, by degrees, diflipate them, till they are

no more ſeen. _ '

The continued Obſervafion of the 'ſpots of

the ſun has ſhewn, that they perform their

revolution round it's body in about twenty

ſet/en days ;_ We ſee them move from east "to

west in a regular manner, and after they have

thus 'traVelled over one of the hemiſpheres in

thirteen days and an half, they are lost to us 5

they continue unſeen a time, equal to that

 

L of its ſurface.

'which they toOk in mning over the hemi

ſphere, on which we obſerved them, and, at

the end of that time, they appear again on

the oppoſite verge to that where they were

last ſeen ; this makes it plain, that they have

been making a revolution in the time they

have been hidden from tis, over that hemi

ſphere, which is alſo hidden from us, and their

return to the' point whence they ſet out in.

about twenty-ſeven days, fixes that for the

period of the revolution; it is a few hours

more, but this is trivial.

It is evident from this appearance, either

that theſe ſpots have all ofthem a regular and

periodical revolution round about the body of

the ſun; or elſe, which is much more pro

bable, and will occaſion the ſame appear

ances, that the body of the ſun itſelf does

turn round on its own axis, and carry with it,

in that'motion, theſe ſpots which are fixed to,

and a part oſ its ſurface. Reaſon, and the ge

neral courſe 'of nature, declare for this latter

being the caſe, and conſequently we have diſ

covered, by the obſervation of theſe ſpots,

that the ſun does turn round its own axis,

and that the revolution is performed in twenty

ſeven days, and ſome hours; that this is the

caſe, is, indeed, evident ſrom the conſidera

tion, that theſe ſpots are really, for ſo they

truly are, adherent to the ſutſace of the ſun,

and therefore incapable of any change of

place, otherwiſe than with the whole body of

the ſun 5 truths, in this manner, establiſh one

another. It is evident, that the ſun does re

volve round its own axis, and it is evident,

theſe ſpots are, with the rest of the ſurface,

carried round by this motion, and that they

therefore are not ſolid bodies performing a.

revolution of their own round about the ſun

at a diſtance, nor ſubstances, like clouds,

hanging near it, but that they are truly parts

In order' to aſcertain the time

.__ _ _....-<

which
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which the ſun takes in this revolution on its

own axis, and the direction of that axis, with

reſpect to ſome fixed point' in the heavens, it

is neceſſary to determine abſolutely the places

of certain of theſe ſpots with reſpect to the

great circles of the ſphere, during their whole

apparent motion OVer the ſun's diſk; in the

ſame manner, as in the heavens, we aſcertain

the places of the stars, with regard to the

ecliptic and equator, and on the earth, the ſe

veral regions, and tracts of land, with reſpect

to the different circles of the ſphere. We are

to conſider, to this purpoſe, that the centre

of the ſun, and that of the earth, being placed

On the plane of the ecliptic, the fection of that

plane in the diſk of the ſun, ſeen from the

earth, ought, according to the laws of op

tics, to appear in form of a strait line, or a

diameter paſſing through the centre of the

ſun; it is with reſpect to this line, which is

invariable throughout the courſe of the year,

that we are to determine the place of the ſe

veral ſpots which are the ſubject of our ob

ſervations.

With regard to the parallel which the ſun

appears to deſcribe in his daily revolution, we

know, that it is found differently inclined to

the plane of the ecliptic on different days of

the year; and as it is with reſpect to this pa

rallel, and the circle of declination which is

perpendicular to it, ſo we determine imme

diately, upon the ſun's diſk, the ſituation of

the ſpots; this is the principle, and, upon this

all the rest is eaſy.

Thoſe who are not accustomed to astrono

mical calculations, will be ſurpriſed at the real

magnitude of that luminary, which, from its

vailly greater distance, appears to us no larger

than the moon, which not only appears to

be, butis, a ſmall and ſecond planet, a ſatel

lite, or attendant on this earth. that will

he their astoniſhment to hear that, when

 tloo-king at the ſun, they are viewing a globeſi

of ſolid and of liquid fire, for that is probably

its structure, the diameter of which is equal

to an hundred diameters of the earth, whoſev

thickneſs, in more plain terms, is ſeven hun

dred and ninety three thouſand miles; that

its ſurface is equal to ten thouſand times the
ſurface of the earth, and whoſe ſolidity is all

million times as great; this is the true state 5.

according to the best calculations the ſun,
ſmall as it appears, being a thouſand, thou-I

ſand times, as big as the earth.

If we could ſuppoſe anobſerver of the heat-

vens to be placed in the ſun, his eye from thev

centre of that luminary would ſee the fixed

stars, and the planets, in a ſphere, just as

they appear to the eye that views them from

the earth. The Milky Way would appear

in the ſame form, and the fixed stars diſpoſed.

into the ſame constellations.. This earth is

carried in a great orbit about theſun,.an_d the

stars appearing from their vast distance, in

the ſame ſituation, from whatever part of that

orbit we view them, it is plain they wouldZ

alſo appear in the ſamemanner from the ſun ;.

it is plain, from the ſame-conſideration, that.

the fixed stars will alſo remain in the ſame:

order with reſpect to the eye, if ſeen from

the moon, or from the planets hlcrcufly and

Venus, their orbits being leſsdistant from.

the ſun than that of the earth, and the moon

going always with the earth 5 nay, inthe re-'
motest planet Saturn, the change, vin this re-3

ſpect, could be very little and inſenſible; for'

although the distance of Saturn from'the ſunvv

be ten times as great as that of the earth, and

this to us appears a great deal, yet with re-Z

ſpect to the distance of the fixod stars it is, as

it were, nothing. ' '

The planets would be ſoon distinguiſhed!

from the fixed stars in ſuch a fituation, be-ſi

kcauſe thoſe stars always remaining in their'

placeszp
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places, the planets would be ſeen paſſing by

them; this motion would be found quicker

in Mercury than in Venus, and flower in

Saturn than in any of them ; and one of the

first concluſions would be, that of Saturn was

therefore the most remote, and Mercury the

most near, and the places of the other pla

nets, and of the earth among them, would be

determined from the ſame principle. The

old astronomers uſed a method like this, to

determine the distances of the planet from the

ſun; and they did it rightly as to the upper,

or ſuperior planets; but the mean motion

of the others appearing equal, it was not

ſo eaſy to determine. Indeed they were at a

loſs to know the complete revolution, becauſe

the planet after it had performed one, did not

return to the ſame fixed stars as viewed from

the earth; the reaſon of this was, that the

earth itſelf had changed place, and was got

into another part of her orbit, to determine'

justly, it was neceſſary to know, first, that

the earth, and this motion round the ſun, and

in what period it was performed.

The eye placed on the ſurface of the ſun

will not at any time ſee the ſhadow of any

thing, nor any eclipſe; for a very plain rea

ſon,. namely, that ſhadows are always turned

from the ſun; but when one of the planets

have ſatellites to accompany them, when the

planet is in the horizon, the ſatellite would

appear in the penumbra of it, or the penum

bra of the ſatellite, may, in this caſe, appear

cast upon the diſk of the planet to which it

belongs. ,

As to the comets, when they are ſeen from

the ſun, they would always be of what are

called the hairy kind, they could never have

tails. We know, that this appearance in a

comet, ſeen from .the earth, is only owing to

its ſituation 3 for if the comet be in oppoſition

to the ſun, with the earth between them, the

 

tail can be no otherwiſe ſeen than in form of

a rim of hair, it being cast directly behind

the comet, and only ſhewing itſelf, becauſe of

its larger diameter, which the body of the

comet is not big enough to hide. If this be

the caſe with all comets, when ſeen by the

earth in a line with them, or nearly in a line

with them from the ſun, it must alſo be the

caſe when they are ſeen from the ſun, and

conſequently all comets, and at all times ſeen
from the ſun, will appear hairy. i

But nothing would afford a greater va

riety, of appearnce than this earth; it would

appear as one of the planets, and no more,

but its ſurface would have, at various times,

a very different appearance ; ſometimes it

would be covered with dark denſe fpots, and

theſe as obſerved in their motion round its ſur-_

face, would change their figure, and, by de

grees, vaniſh, ſuch as were broad when ſeen

near the centre, would become narrower, as

viewed moving toward the edges, and an

would happen, that we, at this time, ſee

with reſpect to the planet Jupiter. Sometimes

the whole ſurface would appear plain, and

free from them, and, by degrees, larger or

ſmaller, and more or leſs would appear again 3

this would all happen from the earth's revo

lution round its own axis, in which ſhe would

at ſometimes turn a face almost all ſea, and

at others nearly all land to the eye ſo placed ;

this may account for the changes of the face

of Jupiter, and the other planets, for they

are all cauſed by their revolutions round their

axis.

It is not much to the credit of Thales, or,

at least, it appears, upon the face of the ac

count, not much to his credit to have calcu

lated the ſun's bigneſs. Laertius tells us, that '

one of his principles Was, that the ſun was

but of a ſeven hundred and twentieth part of

the bigneſs of the moon. This, which con

tradicts
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tradicts all our ſenſes, as well as our reaſon,

could never be the determination of that

Thales, famous throughout the learned world,

for having brought from Eygpt, the country

where all that was known of astronomy was

then centred, the ſcience into Greece; but

perhaps from ſo palpable an abſurdity, it may

be, without much violence, construed into

the greatest of all the compliments that have

been paid him, that even Laertius could have

ſaid, what stands in his work must be impoſ

ſible; it is an error of the tranſcribers, be

yond all doubt, and the word moon, in the

original, must have been truly and properly

zodiac; this will ſet the credit of Thales up

on a new footing of reſpect. He tells us, ac

cording to this interpretation, that the ſun's

diameter is equal to a ſeven hundred and

tWentieth part of his annual orbit: iſ we exa

mine this we ſhall find, that he made the

ſun's apparent diameter thirty minutes in mea

ſure; and what do the preſent obſervations

make it ? thirty-one, or thirty-two, and ſome

odd ſeconds. This is an approach to truth,

greater than it was poſſible to conceive could

be made in thoſe times.

Nothing could be ſo obvious as the ſun's

change of place in the heavens, that is, his

apparent change of place, with reſpect to this

earth, to all who gave the best attention to

obſervations of the heavens, and it must have

been palpable to them, that to this change

of place in the ſun was owing the different

length of days, and almost all the variety of

appearances in the years.

When we meet with ſome who, though

writing in ſome degree upon the ſubject, yet

appear to have been ignorant of this, we are

to refer it to their wild and inconſiderate ob

ſervation. If we ſhould ſet a stranger to the

works of art before a clock, and aſk him

whether the hour-hand moved after he had

 

been but a few minutes looking upon it, he

would aſſuredly anſwer it did not, but bring

him to it after ſome hours, and being con

vinced by its apparent change of place that

it had moved ſince the time of his last obſer

vation, hc would confeſs it did move, and if

he had any degree of curioſity, he would then

ſit down before it, and enquire into the man

ner.

It is exactly thus with reſpect to the ſun.

Nothing is more certain, than that this lumi

nary appears in a different point of the hea

vens every day of the year, but his daily mo

tion, or change of place, is like that of the

hour-hand of a clock with reſpect to minutes ;

it is not ſeen, unleſs when the examinationctis

made after ſome time. Thus, if the ſun be re

marked for a few days together, it appears

like the hand for a few minutes, to continue

in the ſame place, at least, as the one could

only be ſeen by the most curious inſpection,

ſo the other can only be found by the nice

astronomical obſervations; and from this it

is, that when talking of the viciflitude of

night and day, or the like temporary things,

it is common, even with astronomers, tov

ſpeak of the ſun, as occuping the ſame place

for the four and twenty hours, though, in

strict justice, this is no more true than that

he had occupied the ſame place for any two

minutes; but it must have been otherwiſe

with reſpect to thoſe who even, in the rudest

times, made any continued obſervations;

from theſe they must ſee, that after any num

ber of days his place was very different, and

from this obſervation they were naturally led

to examine his riſing and ſetting, at the times

of the most eaſy and most certain obſervation

as to this change of place, and from theſe

they were led into the knowledge of the pe

riod, and diviſions of the year, and almost

every other article of the civil astronomy.

They,
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Theyfound that the ſun roſe every day in a

different part of the horizon, and among

different stars, although this was not ſo very

palpable in the courſe oſ one day, it was very

obvious after ſeveral, and, according to this

obſervation, they ſound him, at the end of a

certain time, returning to the ſame point

This marked his whole revolution,

The rest oſ thedivi

again.

and this was a year.

.ſions then were eaſy.

It is from this continual change in the

heavens that we owe the different length of

days, and the different ſeaſons of the year;

that we ſee the ſun, at ſome times, much higher

in the heavens at noon, as is the caſe in ſum

mer, and much lower, as is thecaſe in winter.

It was in theſe terms of changing place that

the antients ſpoke oſ the ſun's varied poſition

in the heavens with reſpect to the earth, for,

being ignorant oſ the true laws oſ the heavenly

ubodies, and oſ the real ſystem oſ the univerſe,

.they, for many ages, did really believe that

(the ſun moved, but We know that it is the

earth that moves, that the ſun occupies the

vcentre oſ the univerſe, and never changes place

(at all, and that all this apparent change of ſi
tuation is oſſccaſioned by the revolution oſ the

earth, on which we dwell, about that lumi

_,nary. This, however, produces exactly the

ſame appearances as iſ it was the ſun that

,. moved, and conſequently we ſpeak in the uſual

terms, and talk oſ the ſun's motion, although

that of the earth is what is always meant.

The earth moving, we, who are upon the

earth, change place, and conſequently, ſeeing

* the ſun from different ſtations at different

times, he appears to us to have moved. The

caſe is no other than with reſpect to the view

.ing a building, or any other fixed thing, as we

.are ſailing along in a veſſel. If we ſuppoſe a

--church, in the place of the ſun, and ſome hills

and trees at a distance behind in that of the

\ .
'

 

fixed stars, and ourſelves in the boat, the

earth, we ſhall ſee the whole deluſion in the

most plain terms. As we ſet out, we ſee the

church oppoſite to ſome one tree, as we go

on it becomes ſuccefiively oppoſite to others

more and more remote, and iſ, after all, we

come back to the place from whence we ſet

out, the church will then be oppoſite again to

the ſame tree at which we first ſaw it. By

this we ſhall know that we are come to the

ſame place again ; and all this time the church

will appear to have moved with reſpect to the

distant trees and hills, juſt as the ſun, in the

Courſe oſ the year, appears to have moved

with reſpect to the cunstellations, while all

the time it is we in the boat who have moved

on the one hand, and we on the earth who

have moved on the other, the churches,

and the trees, and the ſun, and the constella

tions, having kept very still in their places.

YVhat the equator is, has been already ex

plained in its place 5 and from the knowledge

oſ that, and the conſideration oſ this revolu

tion, and continual change oſ place in the
i earth, and the conſequent apparent change oſ

place in the ſun, it will be eaſily ſeen that

this luminary will ſometimes appear in that

equator, and, at other times, will be ſeen to

the north, or to the ſouth of it. When the

ſun is thus inthe equator, his diurnal mo

tion (to continue to uſe the ordinary terms)

is in that equator; and, on the other hand,

when the ſun is to the north, or to the ſouth

oſ the equator, wherever his place for the time

_is,'the diurnal motion, which he appears to

make round the earth, is in a parallel drawn

through that point. This is the general caſe,

for it is only twice in the year that the ſun is

abſolutely in the equator, at theſe two times,

as already obſerved, its apparent motion is in

the equator for the day, and, at all other

times, he is either in a greater or leſſer north

or
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or ſouth declination; in the first caſe, his di

umal motion is in a northern parallel, and,

in the other, the ſame motion is performed in

a ſouthern parallel.

If we examine the heavens, we ſhall find,

for instance, that, about the tenth day of

March, the ſun's place is in the equator, and'

conſequently his diurnal motion is then in

the equator : but, if we continue to obſerve,

we ſhall find, that, from that day, his place

is more and more north of the equator, and

conſequently that his diurnal motion is in a

parallel north of the equator, and that this

parallel becomes more and more north of the

equator for about three months. At the end

of this time, that is, about the tenth or ele

venth of June, the ſun has gone as far north

of the equator as he ever goes. This, in the

astronomical term, is, the ſun is in his greatest

northern declination; and his diurnal motion

is, at this time, madem the parallel, the most

remote from the equator, to the north, of

any that he ever deſcribes by that motion.

From this day, on which the ſun has made

his greatest progreſs north, he begins to re

turn again, and his place is, every day, ſome

thing nearer to the equator than it was the

day before. It has been already obſerved,

that, wherever the ſun's place is, his parallel,

for that day, is drawn through that point, ſo

that we ſee the ſun is, from this eleventh of

June, performing his diurnal revolution in a

parallel, that is, every day more and more

near to the equator. This happens continu

ally for about three months more, at the end

of' which time, as the motion of declination

and return has been about equal, he is found

in the equator again. Thus, about the

thlfth day of September is the day on which

the ſun is, for the ſecond time in the ſame

year, in the equator, and his place being in

that circle, his diurnal motion is, for that day,

VOL. I. i

 

as it was on the other day in March, per

formed in that circle. Thus has the ſun gone

through the ſummer months.

The twelfth of September is the day on

which he begins his winter journey. From

this day he is ſeen every day in a new place,

which is more and more ſouth of the equator,

and conſequently his diurnal motion deſcribes

a parallel which is ſouth of the equator, and

which is every day more and more distant.

from the equator as his place in the heavens,

for every ſucceeding day, is more distant from

the equator, and the diurnal motion must be

in a parallel drawn from that point. This is the

ſun's ſouthern declination 5 and, as he had con- '

tinued the declination north for three months,

this to the ſouth is continued in the ſame

manner, and it is not till about the eleventh

of December that the ſun is ſeen in his most

remote place ſouth of the equator. It is on

this day, therefore, that the diurnal motion

of the ſun is in a parallel the most distant

from the equator of any in which it appears.

From this day he begins, as from the day of

his greatest declination north, to return to

ward the equator. His change of place now

brings him every day ſomewhat nearer to the

equator, and conſequently his diurnal motion

is in a parallel that is every day nearer and

nearer to the equator for three months more.

This is the courſe of the ſun for the winter

ſeaſon; and, about the tenth or eleventh of

March, having been as long in returning as

he was in declining, he is again in the equa

tor, and his diurnal revolution is performed

in that circle 5 ſo that he is beginning, from

that day, a new declination north as before.
All this mayv very well have, to the ignorant,

an appearance of the ſun's actually changing

place 5 but, to thoſe who are vauainted with

the principles of astronomy, it is very evident,

that it is all the while the earth that changes

A a a a place,
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place, and that all theſe changes,-in the ap

parent place of the ſun, must be produced by

that change.

The ſun's place in the heavens is very dif

ferent as ſeen from different parts of the ſur

face of the globe. Thus, to all thoſe, who

live between the tropics, he is, at times, ab

ſolutely vertical, that is, ov.er their heads.

This happens twice every year to the inhabi

tants oſ all thoſe places under the equator 5 it

is on the thirteenth of March, and on the

twelfth of September, that this happens. In

other places it is in reſpect to their latitude and

the ſun's declination.

There is alſo this ſingularity in regard to

the ſun's place with reſpect to thoſe who live

within the tropiCS, that the ſun, at noon,

.is ſometimes north, and ſometimes ſouth,

with reſpect to them. Whenever the ſun's

declination is greater than the latitude of the

place, it is ſeen to the north at noon; and,

on the contrary, Whenever the declination is

leſſer than the latitude of the place, he is ſeen

to the ſouth at noon. This is what happens

in change to all the parts of the earth between

the tropics, becauſe the ſun, in paſſing to the *

tropic from the equator, and afterwards in

paſſing from the tropic to the equator back

again, is, in its way, at different times, more

and leſs declined than the place anſwers to in -

latitude.

This is the caſe with reſpect to the ſun's

place in the heaVens with all who live within

the tropics z the ſun is, at different times, ſeen

at noon, north, ſouth, and vertical z but it is

much otherwiſe with reſpect to thoſe places

which are out of the tropics. In theſe the

ſun never can be vertical, for it never can be

vertical to any place except it be in a parallel

on the earth correſpondent to a parallel in the

heavens, and conſequently it can never paſs

their zenith 'from north to ſouth, or from ſouth

 to north, but on which fide foever it is ſeen,.

at one time, it is ſeen always. Thus, what

ſoever place is north of the tropics, has the

ſun always ſouth at noon, and whatſoever

place is ſouth of the tropics, has the ſun

north at noon, and, in neither the one nor the

other, can it ever come to their zenith, and

therefore it can never change its ſituation in

this reſpect, ſince that is only done by getting

beyond that point of the heavens, which is the

zenith of the place.

SUN, it: apparent Mtitm and Djstanre.

When we have determined the true and ap

parent motion of the ſun round about the

earth, we ſhall haVe found that it is not uni

form; but is faster or flower, and that accord- '

ing to the different ſituations 'of the ſun in the

ecliptic. This inequality of the ſun's motion

has been remarked, by comparing the obſerva

tions of'the ſun's meridian altitude to be near

to the equinoxes, by which it has been found,

that, in the interval of an hundred and eighty

ſix days 'from the twenty-firſt of March to the

twenty-third of September, the ſun's motion

in longitudehad been one hundred and ſeventy

nine' degrees, t'Wenty-eigh't minutes, thirty

three ſeconds, leſs, by forty-eight minutes

and ſixteen ſeconds, than in the interval of one

hundred and ſeventy-nine days from that

twenty-third of September to 'the twentieth of

March following.

This is a conſequence >of ahſolute and de

terminate obſervation, but, without this, we

may immediately obſerve this inequality of

motion in the ſun without the affiflance of any

instruments, only by obſerving the point of

the horizon at which the ſun riſes on the day

. of one of the equinoxes, and counting the in

terval of days which have paſſed bet ween that

time and his being ſeen to riſe, as nearly as

may be, in the ſame place at the ſucceeding

cqumox.

-__.<*l_*
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equinox. For, although the ſun goes to an

equal distance from the points of the equinox

- to the north and to the ſouth, in approaching

the tropics of Cancer and of Capricorn, it is

eaſtr to perceive, that, from the point of the

vernal to the point of the autumnal equinox,

the ſun is eight days more in the courſe, than

he is in going from the autumnal to the vernal.

This ſimple and eaſy obſervation brings us

'to the ſame point with the other, which is to

aproof that the motion of the ſun, with re

ſpect to the earth, is not uniform. Many hy

potheſes have been found to explain this ſin

gular' phcrnomenon. Some have ſuppoſed the

ſun's motion to be in a circle, ſome in an el

lipſis, and others in curve-s of other kinds.

It has been obſerved, that the apparent in

equalities of the ſun's motion were very nearly

the ſame in the ſame parts of the ecliptic after

an interval of ſeveral years. From hence

many astronomers ſuppoſed that the orbit of

the ſun was circular, and that the apparent

inequality of its motion was cauſed by the diſ

ferent distances of the earth from the ſun,

which they ſuppoſed deſcribed its motions

about a circle, the centre of which was distant

from the centre of the earth. Iſ this could

have been allowed, all was eaſy: for, in this

caſe, although the ſun actually ran through

equal parts of his orbit, in equal ſpaces of

time throughout the whole year, yet it would

appear to move with different degrees of

ſwiftneſs, according to his different distances

from the earth, quicker when nearer, and

flower when more remote. It has extremely

puzzled the astronomers, who adhered to this

ſystem, to faſhion their accounts.

Ptolemy placed theſun between two circles,

to the inner of which he approached in his

' perigee, or that time when nearest to the

earth, and to the outer in-bis apogee, or time

when he was farthest from the earth. The

 

aſtronomers' who followed him, and who

Would understand the orbit to be circular, yet

gave up this point, as it appeared obſcured, to

place any revolving body in an orbit, the true

centre of which it did not make, they had re-

courſe to many expedients to evade ſo glaring

an abſurdity. Copernicus repreſented the pe

riodical motion by an excentric and an epi

cycle ; Tycho Brahe by one concentric circle

and two epieycles, and this Long'omontanus

followed; and Lanſberg tried t'o explain the

apparent inequality of the ſun's motion by

a little circle, upon the Circumference of .

which he made the centre of the excentric to

move.

Such will be the conſequences of taking up

a first wrong principle : there is no end of the

confuſion; error grows upon error, and the

farther the attempt is carried, the farther is

_the attempt off the mark. The whole of

theſe complicated errors aroſe from people

perſisting in the opinion that the motion of

theſun was circular, or in a circular orbit.

This could not be made to agree with the

different ſwiftneſs and flowneſs of his motion

without all theſe expedients, nor indeed by

them. We ſee every man oſ ſcience diſcon

tented with thelabours of the best, expedients

growing upon expedients, and nothing nearer

to the truth.

The ſun's orbit is not circular; this is evi

dent from the inequality oſ his motions. This

is the true principle to be given, and, instead

of labouring to make a circle anſwer to the

appearances, they ought to have been con

, vinced, by the appearances, that acircle could

not be the figure, and to have enquired what

it was. Kepler fell into this more rational

method of enquiry, and the reſult of his first

obſervation was, that the ſun did not move in

a circular, but in an ellipſis, or oblong round,

and this, or ſomethinglike this, has been re

A a a a 2 ceived
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ceived ever ſince his time, and is the truth.

In the courſe of this enquiry, we ſpeak in the

ordinary terms of the ſun's motion; what is

meant is the earth's motion, that is, truly the

earth, and not the ſun, that moves, would

indeed be proved, did there want other proofs

even from this obſervation, for it is not only

with regard to the ſun that an elliptic orbit is

neceſſary to be establiſhed, but the motions of

the planets require it.

The old hypotheſes of the ſun and planets

moving about two circles at a time, being too

complicated, and at the ſame time not being

ſufficient to explain their ſeveral apparent mo

tions, which are ſuch that the apparent acce

leration of the motion is nearly double to the

apparent augmentation of their diameter.

Astronomers of later time have diſtinguiſhed

the inequality, which is obſerved in the mo

tion of the planets, into two parts, nearly

equal, the one of which has its cauſe very

different from that of the other. The one

they call optical, or apparent, and deter

mine that it depends upon their different di

stances from the earth, or the 'ſun ; and the

other phyſical, which impreſſes on them a

motion more quick when they are nearer,

than that they have when they are farther off

from the earth, or the ſun, and this they

determined to be nearly proportioned to the

augmentation and diminution of their appa

rent diameter.

Thus much, though it may ſeem digreffive

from the immediate ſubject, is neceſſary to its

explication: the ſeveral parts of this ſyſtem

depend, in ſuch a manner, on one another,

that the ſame laws hold good with regard to

them all, and the explaining one, corobo

rates the eXplanation pf the reſt, and receives

reciprocal advantage from them.

Now to exPlain this inequality, two ſeve

ral ſystems, or hypotheſes, . have been in

 

vented, but both on the ſame foundation.

The original one was invented, as before ob

ſerved, by Kepler, and ſtill does honour to

his name, being diſtinguiſhed by it; the

other is an improvement on his, and from its

greater eaſe and perſpecuity is called theſimple

el/iptic Man. The equations of the planets

are calculated, with a great facility, by this 3

and it has this farther advantage, that thoſe

equations may, according to its rules, be de

termined with a geometric exactneſs, which

cannot be done by the original ſyſtem of Kep

ler.

Kepler, when he has proved the inſuffi

ciency of all the hypotheſes which made the

motions of the planets circular, to account

for their motions and appearances; having

adopted the opinion of the ſun's being the

centre of the univerſe, ſuppoſes that luminary

to be placed, not in the centre of a circle,

but in the focus of an ellipſis, r0und about

which the planet perfonns its revolution, in

ſuch manner, that the arc, as compriſed

within the ſeveral arcs, which it deſcribes,

and the rays drawn from the ſun to the pla

net, ſhould be proportioned to the times which

the planet takes to go over thoſe ſeveral arcs 5

that is, ſuppoſing the ſun to be placed at one

of the focus's of an ellipſis, and the earth on

the Circumference of that ellipſis, is moving

from one given point to another; the time

which it employs to make its entire revolu

lution, ſhall be to the time which it takes

to run from one of theſe points to the other,

as the whole area, or ſurface of the ellipſis, is

to an area 5 and ſuppoſing it to be again moved

to another given point farther distant, the

time which it employs to go through that

arc, ſhall be to the time which it took. to go

through the other, as the meaſure of one of

thoſe arcs is to the other.

Such
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Such were the principles of 'Kepler, and

he deſerves all the honour that has been done

him as the establiſher ofthein; but as the

method which he had laid down of determi

ning the equations of the planets, on this

foundation, is long and troubleſome, many

of the ſucceeding astronomers have deviſed,

and publiſhed other methods more eaſy, and

better for practice; this, however, could be

only done by approximation; for as the buſi

neſs is to calculate the area ofa ſector, formed

by two right lines, and determinated by an

arc of an ellipſis, the geometrical revolution

of the problem ſuppoſes the quadrature, or

ſquaring of the ellipſis, which is hitherto as

much unknown as the ſquaring of the circle ;

ſo that all who have laid down whatſoever

manner of calculating the equations of the

planets, according to this hypotheſis, have

conſeffid, that it is only to be done by ap

proximation, and pretend to nothing more

than the doing it as nearly as is neceſſary for

astronomical calculations. Gregory has given

one of theſe methods, and De La Hire, of

the French academy, another: Keill has alſo

publiſhed one on the Newtonian principles,

in the philoſophical tranſactions, and the

younger Caflini a better than any of them,

with memoirs of the academy of Paris 1719.

This is a very familiar one, and by it we de

termine, ſor each degree of mean anomaly,

the true place of the planet, according to

the hypotheſis of Kepler.

But there is yet another conſideration, an

hypotheſis, which is different from all theſe,

and which the world owes to the elder Caffini.

This does not allow the earth's orbit, or, to

uſe the ordinary phraſe, the ſun's motion, to

be in a circle, according to Ptolemy, and

his followers, nor in an ellipſis, according to

Kepler, but in a curve different from both.

The hypotheſis was founded upon a most ex
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act ſeries of obſervations of the apparent big

neſs of the diameters of the ſun.

He ſuppoſes, that the earth being placed

at one of the focus's of this curve, the ſun

runs round it by his proper motion, and that

in ſuch a manner, that drawing two right

lines from its centre to the two focus's of the

curve, at one of which the earth is placed,

the rectangle made upon theſe right lines,

ſhall be always equal to a rectangle made

upon the greatest and the least distance of the

ſun from the earth.

The equation of the ſun which anſwers to

a given anomaly, according to the hypotheſis

of Kepler, will be ſo near to that, produced

by working on the principles of this curve,

that the difference will not be ſufficient to

make any uncertainty worth notice in astro

nomical calculations z ſo far they ſupport and

ſtrengthen one another; but the greater pre

ciſion by far will be found in this method of

Caffini's. For fart/itſ explanation of 'w/mt r:

gard: tbefim, ſhe t/n article: DAYS, APOGEE,

PERIGEE, OBLIQUITY aſ 'be Ecliptic, and

MAGNlTUDE aft/Je Sun.

SURFACE. Astronomy adopts this term

from the mathematics, and employs it to

expreſs quantity, or, more determinately

ſpeaking, that ſpecies of quantity which we

call magnitude, when it is extended in length

and in breadth ; but is not ſuppoſed to have

any depth, or thickneſs. A ſurface is de

ſcribed by the out-line which marks the up

per, or the under, or any one of the ſide faces

of a ſolid; it is formed of a line, extended .

more or leſs in breadth. When we would

put down the figure of a line, we expreſs

whether we will or not. A ſurſace line, in

the mathematical ſenſe, is an ideal existence ;

when we would mark it upon paper, in 'order

to render it viſible, we give it that breadth

which

4-_________4
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which does not belong to it, and we convert

it into a ſurſace, for a line is quantity, ex

tended in length, without any breadth at all.

By a ſurface we understand the ſimple extent

of any thing in length and breadth without

depth. The ſhadow of any ſolid body, as it

is extended upon the' ground, is properly, and

only a ſurface; for it has no thickneſs, al

though, in lehgth, and breadth, it repreſents

the body to which it is owing. When I mea

ſure a pond, or a canal, as to its length and

breadth, without taking any notice of its

depth, it is the ſurface of that pond, or, in

other words, it is a ſurface that I meaſure.

This is the ſenſe oſ the word ſurface, when

taken in its general meaning; but as this de

finition does not exclude inequalities in it,

and as without connecting any ideas of thick,

.or thin, of high, or deep, we may conſider

a ſurſace as plane, as elevated, or depreſſed,

or flat, riſing, or ſinking ſurfaces, or ſuper

ficies, in mathematics and astronomy, are de

ſigned by different forms, and diſtinguiſhed
by different names) ſi

When the ſurface is perfectly flat, or even,

as that ofa table, a looking-glaſs, or a ſlab

of marble, it is ſaid to be a plane ſurface, or

is called a plane.

When the ſurface riſes, or finks in it, it has

alſo its appropriated denomination 5 if it riſes

up like that of a ball, it is called man 3 if

it ſink in like that of a cup, or baſon, it is

called a concave ſurface, and often the word '

ſurſace is left out, and only the adjective uſed 5

the expreſſion then is a convex, or a concave.

The extent of a ſurface, like that of a line,

is arbitrary. In viſible objects, in general,

we ſee it circumſcribed by the out-line which

marks any one of their faces; but as ſpace

has no bounds, we may imagine a plane ſur

ſace, extended every way without limits, and

this is what is called an indefinite, or, in leſs

 

appropriated words, an infinite ſurface. When

we ſpeak of ſurfacc, under this general ſenſe,

We do not understand it as every way termi

nated and encloſed ; for then, although it

continue to be in itſelf ſurface, as before, yet,

by the circumſcription of thoſe lines, it ob

tains a new name from the connection with

them, and is called a figure.

SYNIZECI. A term, uſed by the old aſtro

nomers and gcographers, to expreſs people

living in part of the earth when the horizon

was the ſame. When two places were ſo near

to one another, that there was no obſervable

difference in the horizon, and that, in conſe

quence, the length of days, and the times of

the ſeveral ſeaſons of the year were the ſame,

the people who inhabited theſe places were

called neighbours, or, ſuch as lived together,

Synazci. The term was uſed in distinction

from thoſe people whom they called Periaeci 5

theſe were ſuch as had in different parts of

the ſame parallel, and conſequently had the

ſame kind of days and nights, but at different

hours, or who lived in the oppoſite points of

the ſame parallel, for there are ſome who re

strain the latter term to that ſenſe only, and

conſequently have it noon at one of them, at

the ſame time that it is midnight in the other,

a neceſſary conſequence of their being oppo

ſite, and yet at_ the ſame diſtance from the

equator. The antients had many terms of

this kind, and they ſerved a very good pur

poſe in that they joined astronomy and geo

graphy together.

SYNODOS. A term that frequently oc

curs in the old Greek astronomers, and ex

preſſes a conjunction of any one of the hea

venly bodies with any other, but it is more

particularly uſed to expreſs what the astrolo

gers call the principal vof their aſpects, which

is
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the Conjunction of one of the planets with

one of the constellations, to which they ſup

poſe it has ſome natural reſemblance, or with

ſome particular fixed star, to which they alſo

ſuppoſe it to have the ſame affinity.

SYSTEM OF THE VVORLD, In order

to explicate the diſpoſition and arrangement

of the ſeveral parts of the univerſe, and to

ſhew in what manner the celestial bodies move

with regard to one another, and with regard

to this earth which we inhabit, men have,

from time to time, laid down certain hypo

theſes and ſystems, whichithey have called

ſystems of the world. There have been ſe

,veral of theſe different in the widest degree

from one another; they began very far from

truth, and as ſcience improved, they, by de

grees, come nearer and nearer to it, unto the

preſent establiſhed one, which there can be

no reaſon to doubt will last as long as that

World which it explains, ſeeing, that it is be

'yond a doubt the truth. It is odd to ſee how

many different ways people have found to

explain the ſame appearances, for they were

the ſame to all.

Some have imagined, as it appears at first

fight to the ſenſes, that this earth we inhabit

was placed in the centre of the univerſe, and

they have imagined, that the ſun and stars

did, in reality, perform ſeverally their revolu

tions round this globe, not only the diurnal,

which is from east to west, but alſo the ge

neral courſe that they all take at a longer pe

riod, and which is, on the contrary, from

'west to east. The first, or the diurnal mo

_t'ron, they ſuppoſed to be common to them

all, and the latter to be peculiar to each.

Others, on the contrary, have placed the

ſun in the centre of the univerſe 5 they have

made that the 'ſole immoveable body, and

they have 'laid it dOWn, that the planets, and

 
this earth 'itſelf alſo, made their revolutions

about that body. Theſe have understood al-_ . -

ſo, that what appeared to be a diurnal revo

lution of all the heavenly bodies round about

the earth, was no other than a motion in the

earth itſelf, a revolution round its own axis,

which it accompliſhes in twenty-four hours,

and in a direction contrary to the apparent

motions of all theſe from west to east. The

first of theſe opinions was the most natural

for thoſe to embrace, who judged only by ap

pearances, as they toolc-them at first ſight,

the latter could only ariſe from diligent en

quiry, and a ſecondjudgment; the first there- '

ſore was natural to be establiſhed in the least

improved times, and the other after the cul-

tivation of ſcience.

The ſystem which establiſhed the immobi

lity of the earth, has been explained two ways

by Ptolemy, and by Tycho. The other ſy

stem which makes the ſun immoveable, and

our earth, as well as the planets, in general,

to turn r0und it, is not ſo modern a thing as

many may imagine. It is evident, that Ari

starchus propoſed it as his opinion, and that

Philolaus, and many of the old philoſophers

beſide,vreceived it. This had, however, been

overborne by the other ſystem, which had ap

pearance, and the prejudice of the vulgar, on

its ſide, till it was adopted and received by

Copernicus. This great man formed out of

it a regular ſystem, which Kepler, and after

him the modern astronomers, in general,

have received 5 this is the ſystem at this time

received, which has had the improvement of

Sir Iſaae Newton, and has his name for its

ſanction, and will undoubtedly remain for

ever. No one doubts now but the ſun

stands still in the centre of the univerſe, and

this earth, and the othef planets, for this

earth is no other than a planet, turns round it.

But as tbzzſe fiwra] fistc/m may be a ſubject of"

enquiry,
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enquiry, they are explained in their place: under

the names oftheir inventors, and will In' found

in the proper article-s. See PTOLEMAIC SY

STEM

SYZYGY. A term uſed by ſome oſ the

Greek writers to expreſs what our astrologers

mean by their term aſpects, that is, as they

have explained themſelves, certain mutual ir

radiations oſ the planets and constellations, or

ſingle fixed stars on one another, in conſe

quence of which they were ſuppoſed to co

 

operate together. There were five of theſe aſ

pects ; the conjunction, when the planet and

stars were together; the ſextile, when they

were at ſixty degrees distance; the quadrate,

when at ninety; the trine, when at an hun

dred and twenty, and the oppoſition, when at

an hundred and eighty. Some will have only

the conjunction to be expreſſed by this term

Syzygy, and it is plain, that it is uſed, and

properly, to ſignify conjunction on other o;

caſions; but the oldest writers uſe it to expreſs

aſpect in general.
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. ARAN, or Tannnnrs. A name by

which we find the planet Jupiter

called in ſome writers oſ our own country,

but they are ſuch as do not, however, de

ſerve to be much read. Nothing can be

ſo idle as the affectation of uſing uncommon

words for names oſ things, of which there

are enough that are common. This is a Tar

taric name for the planet.

TESTUDO. A constellation offered to

the astronomical World in the plates of this

work, and compoſed of certain conſpicuous

and unformed stars over "the constellation

Cetus; it is not a very large one, but for

the ſpace it occupies in the heaven's, v it

comprehends a conſiderable number of stars.

The figure under which it is repreſented is

that of a tortoiſe, drawing up its legs within,

or nearly with-in 'the ſhell, and stre'tc'hing out

its neck, a common posture with that flow

animal, when apprehenſive oſ danger. The

constellations between which the Tortoiſe is

placed, are the Whale, the Fiſhes, and the

water of Aquarius; there is left a vacant

ſpace in the heavens between theſe, and this is

very happily occupied by the figure; it ſeems

crawling over the tail, and toward the back

of the Whale. The two fiſhes are carried

almost parallel over its back, and its tail is

pointed toward the um of Aquarius, it is in

its hinder part, very near one of the fiſhes,

Von. I.

 

but at a greater distance from Aquarius, and

it is toward the head, very near the Whale.

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Testudo are twenty-ſix. Six of theſe are in

the head, five in the tail, and three in the

ſore, and two in the hind foot; and the rest

are distributed over the body. Of thoſe in

the head, there is one at the extremity, and

two near the upper out-line; there is a ſingle

star near the inſertion of the neck to the ſhell,

and there are four toward the anterior part,

and five toward the hinder part of the (hell ;

one oſ theſe last is almost lost by being cloſe

to a larger. In the fore paw there are three,

two of theſe very cloſe to one another, and

the other at a distance, in the hinder foot one

of the two, the anterior one is a large and

bright star, and the others is equal to most

of the others. Of the five at the tail, one is

very near its inſertion to the body, and the

other four are very near its extremity, and

near to one another 3 theſe are at a ſmall di

stance from the lower fiſh.

TETRAGONOS. A term which we

meet with in the Greek authors, and which

is uſed to expreſs one oſ thoſe aſpects that the

planets and constellations, or planets and

fixed stars, are understood by the astrologers

to have particular power when they are found

in them. It is the ſame with what the La

tins called the quadrate aſpect, and it ex

B b b b preſſes
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preſſes that relation which they stand to one

ſi another when they are a fourth part of the

. 1

Circle, or, in other words, ninety degrees

distant from one another.

TOUCAN. One of the new constella

tions of the ſouthern hemiſphere. It is not to

be met with in the writings of the antients,

being one of thoſe which the late astronomers

have added to the old forty-eight. It is but a

ſmall constellation, and it does not contain a

quantity of stars at all proportioned to the

ſpace which it occupies in the heavens.

It is repreſented very well according to na

ture in the ſchemes of the heavens, but the

bird, which it is deſigned to expreſs, is ſo very

ſingular in its proportions, that it may be

eaſily ſuppoſed a creature of imagination, by

thoſe who are not enough acquainted with

natural history to know that there is ſome<

thing o'f the kind in nature. It is a bird of no

great bigneſs, and is figured in a posture of

standing, with the wings cloſe to the ſides, and

'is abough of ſome tree in its mouth, the head

enormoufly large, and the beak very nearly

equal to the whole body in bigneſs, they

ſomewhat even proportion the head, but the

beak is, in-reality, of this amazing bigneſs,

and yet, being hollow, it is ſo light that it is

no encumbrance to the animal. They have

done ill who have called the constellation, in

Engliſh, the American Gooſe, for the Tou

can is not at all of the gooſe kind. It uſed to

be called, though not with perfect propriety,

the Braſilian Magpye; it is indeed of a genus

different from both.

The Toucan is placed in the heavens be

tween the Phoenix, the Indian, the Crane,

and the Hydrus. The pedestal, on which the

Phoenix is repreſented standing, cornes, at one

end, very near to the back of the Toucan.

The legs of the Crane come alſo very near to

 

its head, its back, at the extremity, is but a

little distant from the thigh of the Indian, and

the head of the Hydrus is almost cloſe under

its tail. There is a ſpace among theſe constela

lations which it fills very happily, except that,

toward the body of the Hydrus, there is a

ſpace between that and the feet of the

Toucan.

The stars, compriſed in this constellation,

are only nine, nor are they the most happily

diſpoſed. People, who had nothing to con

ſider but a figure under whoſe out-line theſe

would best stand, might have fixed upon that

of ſome other creature, under whoſe form

they would have been placed more advan

tageouſly. There is one in the head Called

the eye of the Toucan, another toward the

extremity of the back, and one in the bough

in its mouth. On the breast there are

three ſmall, but very distinguiſhable, stars,

nearly in a line, and there are two larger, the

one on the belly, and the other on one of the

wings 3 and a little lower than theſe, there is

a ſingle star upon the lbwer part of the belly

between the inſertion of the two thighs. By

the diſpoſition of theſe it will appear, that they

have as little conformity in their figure to that

of the bird, as the stars of the wildest-fancied

among the old constellations, in which there

was propriety and meaning to make amends

for the want of regularity in the ſituation.

Most of the new-formed constellations are

better ſuited to their stars than this.

TRANSIT. A term uſed to expreſs the

paſſage of any of the heavenly bodies, the ſun,

a fixed star, or a planet, over the meridian.

The obſervation of this is of almost univerſal

importance, and it is very eaſy. A meridian

may be found, in a very familiar manner,

thus. On the day ofthe ſummer ſolstice erect

a braſs wirc upon an horizontal plane, obſerve

when
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when the ſhadow falls at tWO o'clcck in the

m'orniiig, mark the place, and draw a circle,

the out-line of which cuts that point. VVatch

the ſhadow in the afternoon, and ſee when it

touches the circle again. This will be in a

part distant from that in which the ſhadow

touched it in the morning. Mark this point

alſo, and, drawing a line from the centre of

the arc, intercepted between theſe two points,

to the place where the Wire is erected, this

will be a meridian line.

The obſervation, by this line, is not leſs

eaſy than the construction of the line itſelf.

Two threads are to be ſuſpended exactly over

it at a little distance from one another, and

with plummets at their ends to keep them

steady. Theſe two threads, being thus in the

plane of the meridian, when the edge is ſo ſi

tuated as to take in both as one ; that is,

when it is ſo placed, that, being near one, the

other is covered by that, a star, viewed in this

direction, will be known to come to the me

ridian by the threads being immediately before

it. VVhatſoever heavenly body is ſeen to paſs

behind the two threads, the eye thus ſeeing

them one, is ſeen to paſs the meridian, and

the moment when the threads are in the centre

of the object, is the moment of its tranſit. If

it be a star, this is all that is neceſſary, but,

if it be the ſun that is to be obſerved, there is

to be a piece of ſmoaked glaſs between it and

the eye, to prevent injuring the ſight, and

the moment when the ſun paſſes over the

threads with its centre, is the moment of its

tranſit over the meridian. There is a more

accurate way of viewing them than this,

whether they be the tranfits of the ſun, or of

the stars. In this method a teleſcope is to be

uſed instead of the two threads, the teleſcope

is to be placed in the meridian, and two croſs

hairs are to be extended over the eye-glaſs,
one in an horizontal, _and the other in la ver

 

tical peſitiOn, through this telcſcope, the star-r

or planet, or whatever other of the heavenly

bodies is to be viewed, and when the centre

of the object falls upon the vertical hair, then.

that object is at the meridian. This is the

more accurate way, but the other is, in gene

ral, ſufficient.

In the ſame manner it is that the elevation

of the polc is found for any place, by an in

strument fixed in the plane of the meridian.

To this purpoſe, nothing more is neceſſary

than to take the greatest and the least height

of ſome star which is within the arctic circle

of that place. Whatſoe'ver star is within this

circle never ſets, but is carried in a parallel

that is, in every part, above the horizon, ſo

that, instead of riſing in the east, and ſetting

in the west, at right angles, or obliquely, as

is the caſe in a right or oblique ſphere, it only

riſes gradually from its lowest point, and,

when it has riſen to the meridian, gradually

deſcends to its lowest point again. Such a

star being choſen, nothing more is to be done

than to find its greatest and its least height,

and, when that is done, 10 take the middle

between both, for that middle is the height of

the pole in that place. But 'even this is not

neceſſary, for, to the astronomer, who is ac

customed to celestial obſervations, one star,

once obſerved, will anſwer the purpoſe. Let

the declination of the star, which is pitched

upon, be known, and this is to be found in

the tables of declinations, and then nothing

more is neceſſary than the obſerving the star

in the meridian; the star's distance from the

pole being taken from its greatest height at the

meridian, the remainder is the height oſ the

pole. In the ſame manner alſo, and on the

ſame principle, the height of the pole is to be

taken, by obſerving the least height of the

ſame star, that is, the height which it has in

the lowest point oſ its apparent motion, or, in

B b b b 2 that
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that point of its parallel,

height, and this, in the ſame manner, gives the

called, the ele

In this re

eight, or, as it is generally

vation oſ the poleſor the place.

ſpect, hOWever, a caution is to be obſerved,

ſtar, which is choſen for the obſer

be not

the verge of the arctic circle,- or, in that caſe,

its least ' '

not only this,

certainty,

ria leneſs of that refraction 5 ſo that, in this

that, when it can

to make them at a distance

TRIANGLE. This is a plane figure,

encloſed by three lines, which meet and form

three angles; theſe three lines are called the

three ſides of a triangle. Iſ theſe lines are

and iſ they are ſome ofone kind, and ſome of

the other, the figure is called a mixed tri

angle. In every plane triangle, an angle ma

to be oppoſite to a ſide, or a ſide may

be ſaid to be oppoſite to an angle. Thus,

  which, although in
ſight, may be called its oppoſite meridian.

in a triangle ſet upon its baſe,

angle at the right hand, is oppoſite to the

ſide on the leſt,

forms the bottom; and, on the othe

the fide on the right hand is

corner on the left, and the ſide which make:

angles, equal, or only two ofits ſides and two

of its angles may be equal, or all the

; and, finally, when
es are acute, the figure, what we

call an acute angled triangle, theſe are the

the plane triangle.

one of the ſides oſ a

which a triangle is drawn, we make any ſide,

or all alternately, the baſe. When one of the

ſides is conſidered

eaſily proved; through

the vertex oſ the triangle, parallel to the baſe,

then the two ſides, or

must be conſidered as ſailing upon
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is fruitful in the uſeful corollaries. From hence

it is prQVed, that the ſum of the angles of

any one triangle, is equal to the ſum of the

angles of any other triangle, that is the whole

amounts to one hundred and eighty degrees,

or to the ſum of two right angles. Hence

alſo we learn, that the quantity, or number _

of degrees of any one angle of a triangle be

ing known, the quantity of the two other

angles may be known ; and, on the-other

hand alſo, the quantity of two legs of a tri

angle being given, the quantity of the other

angle may be known. Hence alſo it is evident,

that if two angles in one triangle, be equal

to two angles in another triangle, the remain

ing angles are equal; in every right angled

triangle, one acute is the complement of the

other ninety degrees; if one angle in a tri

angle be a right one, it is alſo evident hence,

the others must be acute ; and, finally, iſ any

right angled triangle has one acute angle

equal to one of the acute angles of another

right angled triangle, then thoſe triangles are

equiangular.

Theſe contain the great doctrine of tri

_angles, and theſe are the regular reſult of the

before mentioned demonstration. For the

mea/bring triangler, ste tbc term TRXGONO

METRY.

TRIANGULUM, the Tringle. One of

the constellations of the northern hemiſphere,

a ſmall and inconſiderable one in proportion

to many that are about it, but mentioned by

all the writers of astronomy, and one of the

oldv forty-eight constellationswhich the Greeks

were _acquainted with in the earliest times,

and which they probably received from the

Egyptians, their instructors in the ſcience.

The Greeks are the people to whom we owe

the original improvement of astronomy ; but

it was from the Egyptians that they received

 

the rudiments of it by Thales, and thoſe who

ſucceeded him, and who made it a part of

the courſe of their studies to converſe with th

Egyptian priests. '

There is beſide this antient triangle, an

other constellation of the ſame name, it is of

much later origin, and is in the ſouthern he

miſphere, but this is always distinguiſhed by

the epithet of place annexed to it, being never i

named otherwiſe than under the name of

Triangulum Australe, or the Southern Tri

angle ; this will be ſpoken of hereafter. The

constellation of this name in the northern he

miſphere, and which is the ſubject of the pre

ſent conſideration, is very ſmall, but for its

bigneſs it comprehends a proportional number

of stars ; its figure is that oſ a triangle, with

unequal ſides, and it is ſuppoſed not to be

deſigned by ſingle lines, as is the caſe in the

marking mathematical figures, but is repre

ſented as conſisting of three ſides, of ſome

breadth, ſo as to contain in ſome places two,

in others' three stars, in a line betWeen the

two out-lines. .

The constellation: that stand about the

Triangle are, Andromeda, Aries, Taurus,

and Perſeus, it stands not in the centre, but

toward one edge of a large ſpace which is

left among theſe four constellations, and

there are ſome very unſormed stars about it,

that it were to be wiſhed ſome other figure

of more extent and variety had been deviſed

for the receiving them. What was the Egyp

tians meaning for chuſing this is not known,

but certainly it would have been eaſy to have

ſound a better; it comes very near to a part

of the robe on the left ſide of Andromeda,

near her waist, and is nearly at equal di

ſtance from the gorgous head oſ Perſeus,

the back of the Bull, and the head ofAries.

- The antients counted only four stars in the

Triangle; Ptolemy ſets down that number,

and
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and wc know he was a cloſe ſollower of Hip- i very eaſily known by them. Its figure is that

p..rchu>, who made the first catalogue, that

ever was drawn out, ſo far as weare inform

ed from history. Tycho preſerves the ſame

number, and Hevelius has only added to it
eight; he makes the lnumber twelve, and

.our Flamstcad has at length encreaſed it, to

ſixteen; theſe are none of them of any great

ſize ; there are only two oſ the fourth mag

nitude, the rest are oſ the leſſer kind, and

principally of the ſixth and ſeventh. Thc ſe

veral stars between the Triangle and Aries,

are uſually accounted for under the name of

the unformed stars of Aries.

Among the various conjectures that have

been madelabout the origin of this ſingular

constellation, ſome have ſuppoſed it, by its

original inventors, to have been intended to

convey an idea of the figure of their country,

the delta, as it is called to this day. Some

others, with much leſs ſhew of reaſon, haVe

imagined Sicily intended to be repreſented by

it ; but the Greeks always determined to have

ſome account of their own kind, have told

us, that it was a repreſentation oſ the letter

delta in their alphabet, which is of a trian

gular form, and that Mercury placed it OVer

the head of Aries, in honour to the word

Dios, a name of jupiter. When will people

stop who could go ſo far for fable ?

TRIANGULUM AUSTRALE, the

Southern Yi-iangle. One of the new constella<

tions of the ſouthern hemiſphere, mentioned
by all the late astronomers, and one of thoſe ſſ

which has been added by ſome that have but

lately made their additions to the ſcience, to

the forty-eight old asteriſms.

The Triangle is but a ſmall figure, and it

contains only avery ſmall quantity oſ stars,

thoſe are, however, ſo happily diſpoſed, that

the constellation is very well marked, and

/

 

of a triangle, regularly drawn, and its ſitua

tion is between the Altar, the \Volf, the

Centaur, and 'the Bird oſ Paradiſe. The

upper part of the ſmoke of the Altar aſcends

to one of the ſides oſ the Triangle, the Wolſ

is at a great distance OVer the other, and the

fore foot of the Centaur comes very cloſe up

on the farther corner oſ that ſide, the head

of the Bird of Paradiſe is brought very cloſe

to the other corner, which is commonly called

the top of the Triangle, and the head of the

Chamelion is oppoſite to one of the ſides, but

at a distance 3 it tolerably well fills the ſpace

between the Altar, the Bird oſ Paradiſe, and

the foot of the Centaur, but there is a great

vacant ſpace between one of its angles, and

the ſign Scorpio.

The stars which compoſe the Southern

Triangle are only tive; three of them larger,

and two ſmaller, but all ſufficiently conſpi

If we call that the top of the Tri

angle which comes to the head of the Bird

oſ Paradiſe, there is then one of the larger

stars at, or near the top, for this star is near

the head of that bird 5 there is alſo another

of them atthat angle, which is near the foot

oſ the Centaur which stands down, and the

third of the larger is without ſide, which

runs from that angle to the other, which

points toward the tail oſ the Scorpion; the

two ſmaller are in the ſides, one of them in

CUOUS.

' the ſame fide with the last mentioned of the

three large stars, and placed between that,

and the ſecond, but nearer to the ſecond 5 the

last is in the lowerpart of that ſide, which

reaches from the top to that corner which is

oppoſite to the tail of the Scorpion. In the

whole, partly by the diſpoſition of the stars,

and partly by the place of the constellation,

for it is on all parts, except toward the Scor

pion, ſo well encompaſſed with others, that

there
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there is no room lost. The Southern Tri

angle is as eaſily distinguiſhed as any constel

lation.

TRIGON. A name of one of the fa

mous aſpects of the planets and fixed stars

among the antient astrologers ; it is the ſame

that is called alſo the Trine, or Trine Aſpect 3

it is that into which they fall when they are

at the distance of a third part of a circle, or

are one hundred and twenty degrees from one

another.

This is the most famous of all the plane

tary aſpects, and refer to the zodiacal ſigns,

according to the wild opinion of the early

times, with regard to which theſe Trigons

Were distinguiſhed by peculiar epithets. Thus

they ſuppoſed the twelve ſigns of the zodiac

to be of the nature of the four elements, three

of them referring to each element. They

called Aries, Leo, and Sagittary, the three

fiery ſigns; Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius,

are the three airy ſigns; Cancer, Scorpio,

and Piſces, the three watery ones; and the

earthy are Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn.

It was according to the aſpect of any of the

three ſuperior planets, with reſpect to theſe

particular ſigns, that the Trine, or Trigon,

received its peculiar denomination. If the re

lation was between the planet, and the three

first, or any of them, then it was called a

fiery Trigon. If with any of the three ſe

cond, the reſult was what they called an airy

Trigon ;_ if with any of the third, there was

formed an aquatical Trigon, and if with any

of the three last an earthy Trigon; theſe

were the distinctions, and from theſe the astro

logers preſumed to pronounce the fate of king

doms, and to foretel the events of a man's

actions; and hence has ariſen all that jargon

with which the books of astrology are loaded,

and by which fools have been deluded.

 TRIGONOMETRY. 'lſihe mathema

ticians and geometricians have reduced the

meaſuring of triangles into a regular and diſ

tinct art, and they have called it by this name

Trigonometry. The ſubject of this art is the

finding the quantity of every angle of the fi

gure, and the length of every ſide of it, or

elſe it is ſimply the calculating what is the

area of the Triangle, or the ſpace compre

hended within the lines which mark that

figure.

In the conſideration of a triangle, there

offer to the view ſix parts, three angles and

three ſides; and Trigonometry, beſide the

common and eaſy method of finding the ex

tent and quantity of theſe, teaches us, how, if

ſome of theſe are given, v'e may find out all

the rest. This is a point of more difficulty,

and of the greatest uſe. _ '

TRINE. A famous term among the astro

logical writers 3 they call it alſo Trigon, and,

by way of distinction of its ſeveral peculiar

differences, add the epithet of the fiery, the

watery, and the earthy Trigon, or Trine.

The Trine is one of the five aſpects of the
old astrologers, it expreſſes that ſituation of a i

planet and a fixed star, or a planet and a con

stellation, with reſpect to one another, which

they hold when at a third of a circle distance,

or when they are one hundred and twenty de

grees from one another. Trinus is the Latin,

and Trigonos the Greek name, but they are

uſed by the Latins indiſcriminately. The no

tions of fiery, watery, and earthy Trigons,

have been already explained under the word

Trigon. The other aſpects, under which

the planets and fixed stars were ſuppoſed to

have peculiar influence with reſpect to human

affairs are four, they are the Conjunction and

Oppoſition, the Sextile and the Qxadrate. In

the Conjunction the planet and fixed star, or

' stars,

'I
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ſtars, are together; in the Oppoſition they are

just half the circle distant; in the Sextile they

are ſixty; and, in the Aradrate, or quarter

of the circle, or ninety degrees aſunder. In

all theſe ſituations, they are ſuppoſed to ſhed

'mutual influence, and dart mutuaſ radiations

'upon one another, and to have a peculiar

power over human affairs. This is strange

nonſenſe, but, while we deſpiſe the meaning,

we must understand the terms.

TRIPLICITIES. A term that we find in

the writings ofthoſe old astronomers who have

ſavouredjudicial astrology: it is uſed to'expreſs

certain aſpects, as they are called, of the pla

nets and fixed stars in the constellations, to

one another. They had five of theſe aſpects,

or, as they othiarwiſe called them, conſpects

or ſyzygies, in which they ſuppoſed that the

planets and the stars ſhed a mutual in

fluenCe, or ſent reciprocal radiations toward

one another, and that they, at theſe times,

co-operated to the forming and modelling of

future eVents ; this was their wild and idle

ſystem. Among theſe aſpects, thoſe, which

were called triplicities, were the most re

garded, and ſuppoſed the principal of all the

five aſpccts were, the Conjunction, or Syno

dus, when the planet and the constellation

Were together; the Sextile, or Hexagonus,

when they were at ſixty degrees distance ; the

Aadrate, or Tetrago'nus, when they were at

ninety degrees; the Trine, or Trigon, when

they were at one hundred and twenty degrees ;

and the Oppoſition, in which they were at

half a circle, or one hundred and eighty de

grees distance. But, of all theſe, the most

famous, and, as it was pretended, thoſe which

preſaged not only the greateſt events, but pre

ſaged them the most certainly, were the Tri

gons, or trine aſpects; and when theſe were

made by conjunctions of any one of the three
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ſuperior planets with the ſigns of the zodiac,

they were called by this name of Triplicities,

and were the most powerful, and the most re

garded of all. They divided the constella

tions of the zodiac into four ſets, the fiery, 'the

airy, the watery, and the earthy ; the first

were Aries, Leo, and Sagittary; the ſecond

conſisted of Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius 5

the third took in Cancer, Scorpio, and Piſces 5

and, into the fourth, came Taurus, Virgo,

and Capricorn. The aſpect of a ſuperior

planet with any one of theſe, at the distance

of one hundred and twenty degrees, formed

what was called one of the Triplicites, or

greater Trigons ; and, according to the denoh

mination of that arrangement under which the

aſpect fell, it was called a fiery Trigon, an

airy Trigon, and a terrestrial Trigon. This

was the doctrine of thoſe times, and, idle as

it was, it is amazing to conſider how many

ages it continued in credit.

TWINKLING aftbefixed Starr. Among

the many distinctions of the fixed stars from

the other luminaries of heaven, that which

their light, or peculiar kind of lustre, affords,

is the most obvious.

The astronomer, when he has gone but a

yery little way in the study, will find, that the

order and arrangement, the ſameneſs of ſitua_

tion which the fixed stars preſerve with re

gard to one another, is ſufficient to distin

guiſh them at ſight from the planets, and

comets, which are continually, and very

ſwiftly, changing their tituation with regard

to the rest of the heavens 5 but even the unread

in this ſcience will, by the mere eye-ſight,

distinguiſh the fixed stars from the others by

the difference of theirlight. The planets ap

pear of a more full light, becauſe they are in

finitely nearer to us, and this light is steady,

like that of the moon, becauſe it is reflected

m
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in the ſame manner, and is not innate, but that

of the fixed stars is more bright and lively.

When we direct our eyes to any of the fixed

stars, but eſpecially when we make any of the

largest the objects of the obſervation, we per

ceive, as we look attentively on them, a kind

of vibration of light, which we term twinkling,

This is peculiar to the fixed stars, and it is

moreor leſs in all of them, even the least, the

light of the planets being steady. The two

indeed-which are nearest to the ſun, Mercury

and Venus, have ſomething of this twinkling

in their light, but it is inconſidcrable in com

pariſon with that of the least of the ſix-ed

stars; we ſee nothing of it in the three more

remote planets, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn;

and, what is yet more ſingular, we distinguiſh

nothing of it in the comets, their light being,

in general, more steady, as alſo more ſaint,

than that ofthe planets.

We receive it as a principle, that the fixed

stars areplaced at an immenſe andinconceivahle

diſtance from the ſun, and it is proved, by

experiment and obſerVation, that they are ſo.

The Copernican ſystem, in a great meaſure,

rests upon this, and, when it appeared too

much for credibility in the mind of Tycho

Brahe, he oppoſed a ſystem to anſwer to ap

pearances without it, and that ſystem is found

a falſe one. The immenſe distance oſ theſe

bodies from the ſun being thus fully proved,

when we ſee them ſhine with a light more

bright and ſparkling, we cannot but allow

that they have the ſource of their light in

themſelves, and that they do not borrowvit,

as the planets ;do theirs, from the ſun, for, if

they did, it would be feebler, as more distant.

There are, indeed, among the number of

the fixed stars, ſeveral which are Very ſmall,

and ſome which we call nebulous, the light

oſ which has leſs of this vivacity and twinkling,

and that ofthe latter kind ſcarcc any, except

VOL. I.

 

to the eye of a very experienced obſerver.

Theſe might, if we judged of the nilture of

the stars by their light aboVe, be ſuſpectcd as

not of the ſame nature with the rest; but,

when we ſee them agreeing with the fixed

stars in keeping their exact and invariahle ſi

tuation with regard to one another, we cannot

omit to account them of the nature, and of

the number of the fixed stars, and we ſuppoſe

the feebleneſs of their light to be owing, not to

their being different in their nature from the

others, but to their being at a greater distance,

for we know, by experiment, that distance

will diminiſh thelight of objects as much as

their apparent diameter. It is the preſent

opinion, and it is an opinion that does honour

to the Creator of the univerſe, that all the"

region of unbounded ſpace is ſet with stars and

worldsz iſ itbe ſo, it must needs appear, as

it does to us among _the fixed stars; thoſe,

which are nearest to the earth, are, we know,

remote in' an immenſe meaſure, but, on this

ſystem, there must be others more and more'

remote, and theſe must appear not only

ſmaller, but with afecbler light, in proportion

to their distance. We find it ſo on the view,

the largest stars are the brightest ; in grada

tion from theſe, we ſee, in the concave oſ the

heavens, others ſmaller, and, in proportion,

lcſs bright, down to theſe minute ones.

Astronomers distinguiſh them under ſeveral

ſeries, as, of the first, ſecond, and lowcrmag

nitudes, and what farther countenances this

ſuppoſition, is, that the uſe of glaſſes diſcovere

more; a teleſcope, directed to a part of the

heavens, where, to the naked eye, there ap

pear no stars, will diſcover ſeveral, and it

ſhould ſeem, nay, it is pnlpable, that, as there

are multiturlcs of them more remote than the

rest, and therefore no: ſo large to our eyes, ſo',

'beyond the distance and ſmallneſs of theſe,

there are others quite. imperceptible to our'

* C c c c. , ' eyes,
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eyes, becauſe yet more distant. As we find

the light, in general, decreaſe in brightneſs

with the encreaſe of distance, or decreaſe of

magnitude in the star, for theſe are reciprocal,

we are not to attribute the fainter light of the

ſmallest, that are ſeen by our naked eye, to

their different nature, but to their different

distance. As to thoſe which are called nebu

lous stars, we know at this time, by the help

of better teleſcopes than the first obſervers of

them had, that they are not ſingle stars, but

each of them is a cluster of ſeveral ſmall ones,

ſo that, although their diameter appear equal

to the larger kinds, their light ought to be 'as

weak as that of the least, ſince this is propor

_ tioned to the ſingle stars of which the cluster

i's compoſed.

Theſe are the general obſervations on the

light of the fixed stars, and this is the general

account of it, but there are eXCeptions.

There are evidently, in ſeveral parts of the

heavens, ſixed stars whoſe light is of a very

different degree of vivacity, and which twin

kle with a great difference of force and ſpirit,

although their apparent magnitude be the

ſame. YVe have reaſon to believe that every

fixed star is a ſun, and it is by comparing

theſe their appearances with the face of the

ſun, that we ſhall best understand the doc

trine of theirdifference inbrightneſs. That they

are themſelves all fire we are not to doubt, and

yet the nature of that fire may be different.

We ſee, on the ſun's diſk, parts which burn

more intenſely, or are more bright, and others

that are leſs. The most luminous of theſe

equally large stars may be all of the ſame na

ture with theſe bright parts of the ſun's diſk,

and the least luminous may be all of the na

ture, or, at least, the first may have a great

deal more of the bright part than the latter.

There is one bright star in the heavens

which appears greatly brighter, whoſe light

 

has more brilliance and vivacity than that of

any other; this is Sirius, or, as we call it,

the Dog-Star; the most unaccustomed eye

distinguiſhes the difference in favour of this

star from all the host of heaven, and will tell

you that it twinkles more than all the rest.

This does not riſe at any time to above the

height of twenty-five degrees above our hori

zon. After this we may arrange the stars,

which are most strongly luminous in compa

riſon of. the others, in the following order.

The ſecond in brightneſs is, doubtleſs, that

in the Goat, the third that in the Harp, Ri

gel, Arcturus, Antares, or the Scorpion's

Heart, come next, all nearly equal, but, if

* any thing, inferior according to .their order ;,

then that in the west ſhoulder of Orion; then

Aldebaran, or the Bull's Eye, the Little Dog,

the Ear of the Virgin, and the Cor Leonis,

or Heart of the Lion.

The twinkling of the stars has been a puz

zling thing with many writers to account for,

but it was not in itſelf ſo difficult as they have

made it. It is eaſy to conceive that the fixed

stars, as being in their own natureluminous,

must cast out a vast number of rays more than

the planets, which have no light in them

ſelves, but only reflect what the ſun throws

on them z and, ifwe add to this conſideration,

the motion of the air, we ſhall ſee the effect

in the light of one that is very natural, and

ought rather to wonder if it were otherwiſe.

We are to conſider, that, beſide the rays

which come directly to our eye, there are, at

the ſame time, a vast quantity of others

emitted from a body of fire; theſe are ſcat

tered about every way, and we do not fail to

ſee theſe by the means of extraordinary reflec

tion, or refraction, which the continual agi

tation of the air cannot but occaſion. All

theſe rays, thus ſcattered about, coming toge

ther from different ways, form, to our eyes,

this
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this kind of twinkling, which cannot but be

the more conſiderable asthe star is the brighter;

for, as to thoſe of the fixed stars, which, on

account of their distance, or from whatever

cauſe, are leſs bright, the rays, which they

ſpread abroad in the air, and which ſhould

re-unite in order to be ſeen by our eyes, are

too ſmall a quantity to become viſible. The

conſequence of this must be that we ſee the

body of the star without this moving radiation,

and, in effect, it is ſo in thoſe of the faintest

light.

Another thing, which countenances the

opinion here advanced as to the twinkling of

the fixed stars, is, that there is much leſs of it

ſeen by the teleſcope than by the naked eye.

This must be the conſequence on the forego

ing principle of employing an instrument, it

re-unites the ſcattered rays much more perfect

ly than our eye can do, and it intercepts alſo

a part of the light. Theſe rays, which, from

this ſenſe of twinkling, may be conſiderably

diminiſhed in the obſervations made with tele

ſcopes, only by covering a conſiderable part

of the object-glaſs with a paper cut through

in the middle. The glaſs-grinders indeed do,

in general, make the arc of thoſe glaſſes larger

than they need, and, in viewing any of the

heavenly bodies, it is advantageous to put on

a paper with a hole in its middle, in this

manner to make it leſs. When this paper has

only a ſmall aperture lh the centre, the object

is ſeen vastly more determinate, the diſk of

the star appears clear, and the rays are all cut

off. This caution is not to be uſed only in

viewing the fixed stars; Mercury and Venus,

from their being ſo near the ſun, have ſo bril

liant a light, that it is always best to ſee them

under this limitation of the area of the object

glaſs. All this concurs to prove the doctrine

here laid down as to the rays and twinkling of

the fixed stars.

 

Beſide the great reaſon for this tWinkling

of the fixed stars, deduced from the stronger

nature of their light as intrinſic, and not re

ceived, and reflected, there is another. This

is the fmallneſs of their apparent diameters ;

for whatever we may imagine from the blaze

which we ſee, occaſioned by their rays, and

which enlarges and extends their apparent

ſurface, we may be aſſured, that, in reality,

they do appear to us extremely ſmall. W'e

find, that the largest of them by the teleſcope,

allowing all that is required for the most fa

vourable obſervations, appear but of four or

five ſeconds in diameter, and there are thoſe,

of the greatest eminence, who will not allbw

even that, who refer the extent of ſurface to

defects in the obſervation, and astbrt, that

the greatest oſ them have no diameters at all,

as ſeen by the best glaſſes 3 but allowing the

largest of them, even the full five ſeconds in

meaſure, as ſeen by powerful teleſcopes,

what are they when viewed by the naked

eye? take away their rays, and they can be

only lucid points, or ſpecks.

Now we are to obſerve, that our atmo

ſphere, particularly that part of it which is

near the earth, is full of multitudes of little

particles ; atoms of ſolid matter that float

about in it; we ſee this if we let in a ray of

light through the hole of a ſhutter into a

room cloſed elſewhere, the air which ſeemed

vacant is diſcovered to be ſo full ofparticles of

matter, that we wonder how we breathe init.

When we view one of the fixed stars we ſee it

through an air that full of theſe floating par

ticles, and we may be aſſured, that many of

them are large enough on coming immediately

between the eye, and ſuch a point of light as

a fixed star truly is to the eye, to hide that

point oflight, or take the star wholly out of

our view by intercepting its rays. Theſe

atoms are continually in motion, ſo that a

C c c c 2 star
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star is no ſooner hid by one of them, but it

appears again from its having moved away

from before; but then another comes in its

place, and again intercepts the view. This

is doubtleſs the caſe with regard to the

fixed stars as ſeen by us with the unaffisted

eye, they are momentarily obſcured, and left

viſible, and this in a ſwift ſucceſſion at all

times. We ſee them at one instant, and not

ſee them the next, and at the ſucceeding one

we ſee them again, and this being performed

too quick to become the immediate object of

our obſervation in the ſeveral changes, is

what aſſists greatly in making them ſeem to

twinkle.

We have a proof that there is a great deal

of the effect owing to this from the following

obſervation. If we view the ſame star when

near the horizon, and again view it when

higher in the heavens, it will be found, al

though it twinkle in both fituations, yet to do

that greatly more when nearest the earth z or if

we look at two fixed stars, of equal magnitude,

ſuppoſe the ſecond, the one near the zenith,

the other near the horizon, although they

are, in all reſpects, with regard to us, other

'wiſe perfectly like to one another, that which

"is ſeen near the horizon will twinkle greatly,

that near the zenith much leſs. The reaſon

is plain, although both twinkle by the mere

'brightneſs of their light as being fiery bodies,

and having the ſource of it in themſelves, yet

a part of the appearance being alſo owing to

their orbs being occaſionally intercepted by

particles floating in our air, that part must

differgrcatly in theſe two obſervations; for

as it is only about the earth that the air is

thus loaded with theſe particles, we ſee the

star through a much larger quantity of this

air, thus filled with atoms, when they are

near the horizon, than when we view them

at or tear the zenith.

 

Beſide, although this twinkling of the fixed

ſtars be one of their great characteristics, and

the planets are distinguiſhed from them by

ſhining with a steady light z yet as the diffe

rence between innate and reflected brightneſs

is not all in this conſideration, neither is the

characteristic ahſolute ; ſo Tfar as the twinkling

of the fixed stars depends upon their fire, they

are distinguiſhed -by it 'from the planets, but

when this other cauſe affists, thoſe orbs ſhare

it. We ſee no twinkling in thoſe 'planets

which often appear higher in the heaven's,

and which we view uſually in >ſuch a ſitua

tion 5 but it has been ſaid by many, that

Mercury and Venus have ſome twinkling ; it

may be, in ſome ſmall degree, perhaps, re

ferred to their having more brightneſs, as be

ing, at the ſame time, nearer-toithe ſun, and

nearer to us 5 but it is principally owing to

this, that Venus is uſually, and Mercury is

always, ſeen near the horizon 3 ſo-that view

ing them thr0ugh a vast quantity of this thick

and turbid air, although the floating particles

are not ſingly large enough to cover, or ob

ſcure their orbs, little clusters of thoſe par

ticles occaſionally get together, and, in ſome

degree, mimic, although they do not abſo

lutely produce the effect.

TYCHONIAN SYSTEM. After Co

pernicus had baniſhed the Ptolemaic ſyſtem

out of the world, by- a revival and improve

ment of the old one of Aristarchus and Philo

laus; and, instead of the eanh, had placed the

ſun, as fixed and immoveable in the centre of

the univerſe, Tycho Brahe, a great astro

nomer, and one to whom the world is, in

many reſpects, greatly obliged, found his ob

jections to ſome part of it, and adoptng

ſome, and rejecting the rest of it, he pub

liſhed a ſystem which was part Copernican,

and part Ptolemaic, with his additions and

improve
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improvements, and it has been called by his

name.

The ſmall parallax of the fixed stars, as

ſeen from the earth in the different parts of

her orbit, renders it a neceſſary ſuppoſition,

that the distance of thoſe stars from the ſun,

or from our ſystem, is immenſely great. It

is, indeed, neceſſary, in order to understand

and account for this phcenomenon, accord

ing to the Copernican ſystem, that their di

stance, in proportion to that ofthe earth from

the ſun, which is in itſelf very great, ſhould

be thus immenſe. Tycho did not chuſe

to ſuppoſe this probable, and, upon his doubt

on that head, he formed another ſystem.

In this he agrees with 'Copernicus about Ju

piter and Saturn, and Venus and Mercury,

turning about the ſun, but he gives the ſun

an annual motion round about the earth, ac

cording to the principles of Ptolemy.

According to this hypotheſis, then, the ſun

and the moon turn round about the earth,

and, at the ſame time, the five other planets

perform their revolutions round about the ſun.

This ſystem, therefore, places the earth as

fixed and immoveable in the centre of the

univerſe, and the ſun, even while it is in mo

tion itſelf, is a centre for the rest. Accord

ing to 'this ſystem, two of the planets, Mer

 

cury and Venus, would paſs, during> a part of'

their revolutions, between the ſun and the

earth, and would give different faces, orap

pearanees, in the manner of the moon. It is

found by the affistance of teleſcopes, that theſe

planets do, in reality, give us ſuch appear

- ances, and that Venus is often very distinctly

ſeen in form of a creſcent; this would have

tended greatly to have ſupported Tycho's ſy

stem, were there no,other way 'to account for

it 3 but all that is (neceſſary to this,,,.is to ſup

poſe them between the earth and theſiſun;

and Copernicus fixed theirplaces there.

According to this ſystem, the circles of the

three other, or-ſuperior planets, take 'in the

earth, which is ſituated between that of V -.

nus, and that _of Mars. "It ,is eaſy to free

therefore, that this ſystem will repreſent in

its way all the appearances, becauſe the lap

parent motion of each planet will be com

poſed of its proper motion about the ſup, and

of their general movement, by which they are

carried along withthe ſun round about the

earth. ,

We are not to wonder, that this ſystem

has had its followers 5 the notion of the earth.

being a fixed point, and the centre of the

univerſe, is natural, and will lead many..

  



 

ARDI. A name by which ſome, who

V are ſond of uncommon terms, have

called the constellation Eridanus; it is a

Mooriſh word, and ſignifies only a river.

VENUS. The brightest and largcst to

appearance of all the planets ; distinguiſhed in

the heavens by a ſuperiority of lustre from all

the others, and incapable of being mistaken

for any of them. The distinction between

fixed stars and planets to the eye, is, that the

latter have, although a very bright, yet a

more placid lustre than the former. The

fixed stars are ſuns, they have the ſource of

light in themſelves: the planets are globes

of earth, or opake matter, which only re

ceive light from the ſun, and reflect it back

again; notwithstanding, therefore, that the

fixedstars are at an immenſe-ly greater distance ;

it is natural that their brightneſs ſhould be

greater than that of the planets. It is this that

gives them that twinkling which distinguiſhes

them from the planets when We look at them,

but this is not ſo abſolute a distinction as has

been ſuppoſed; for the planets, which are

nearest to the ſun, do receive their light in ſo

great a degree, that being alſo near to the i

earth, they reflect it with a brightneſs which

does not belong to the others. Venus, in i

this manner, twinkles a little, and Mercury,

although ſo ſmall, much more. In theſe, *

 

however, the effect is ſo much leſs than in the l

fixed stars, that it would not confound them

7 with thoſe luminaries. In Saturn, Jupiter,

and Mars it is not ſeen at all ; ſo that thoſe

three planets are entirely, and theſe two are

ſufficiently distinguiſhed from the fixed stars

by their light, or by the radiance of their

light alone. ,

Venus does not need this occaſion of di

stinction, for her apparent magnitude, and

fine, clear, and lively colour, is ſufficient;

there needs no other means of distinction to

a star that is the largest in the heavens, but

if there did, this peculiarity of light would

give it. Saturn is pale and dead, and Mars

is ruddy, and troubled in his light, except

just in his oppoſitions z Jupiter is white and

bright, but Venus is still whiter, purer, and

brighter.

One would not imagine, that this planet,

which appears ſo much ſuperior to Jupiter

and Saturn in the heavens, is ſo inconſider

able, in compariſon of them, as it truly is:

and, on-the other hand, one would not ima

gine, that what appears only a lucid ſpangle in

the heaVens, was ſo vast a globe as this pla

net truly is ; it is the distance that does all

this, that gives, and that takes away, the ap

parent magnitude of things, in compariſon

with the more remote, and with the nearer.

l Venus, as ſuperior as ſhe ſeems to Saturn, is

> but a little more than a tenth part of his big

_ neſs indiameter, and as ſuperior as ſhe ſeems

18
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is not a tenth part of his diameter, and the

difference of the proportion theſe planets bear

to her, is not ſo much from theirdifference

in real magnitude, for that is not proportion-

ably great enough to occaſion it, but to their

different distance, Saturn being vastly the

more remote; but though Venus be ſo in

conſrderable in proportion to theſe two vast

globes, ſhe is very nearly equal to our earth

in ſize. The diameter of Saturn is ſixty

ſeven thouſand miles, that of Jupiter is ſe

venty-ſeven thouſand, the diameter of the

earth is ſeven thouſand, nine hundred, and

thirty-five, and that of this planet Venus is

ſeven thouſand, nine hundred. The distances

of theſe ſeveral planets from the ſun is alſo very

different ; Saturn is ſeven hundred and eighty

thouſand millions of miles distant from that

luminary, Jupiter is four hundred and twenty

ſix thouſand millions of miles from it, the

earth is eighty-two milllions, and Venus only

fifty-nine ; what a difference between the

place of this planet in the univerſe and. that of

Saturn l her brightneſs, as ſeen from the

earth, is not a wonder.

Thoſe, who divide the planetsinto ſuperior

and inferior, calling the three, which are

more distant from the ſun than the earth is,

the ſuperior planets, make Venus, who is im

mediately under the earth, the upper of the

two inferior planets; the other is Mercury,

whoſe courſe is ſo near the ſun that he is ſel

dom to be ſeen long together. The revolu

tion oſ a planet round the ſun is the meaſure

of the year of that planet 3 and it is very dif

ferent in the ſeveral planets in proportion to

their distances. The revolution of Saturn is

10759 days, thatlof Jupiter 4332 days; theſe

are, therefore, the meaſure of the ſeveral years.

The earth's we know to be three hundred and

ſixty-five days, and that of Venus is only two

hundred and twenty-four days, ſo that her

 

year is of no more extent than that compaſs 3,

but, with reſpect to the earth, Venus ſeems,

instead of much ſhorter, to have a much

longer year than ours; for, although this is

the period of her true revolution, yet, with

regard to the earth's, appears to be about

nineteen months in making that revolution.

In this time ſhe paſſes twice in conjunction

with the ſun ; one of theſe times between the

ſun and the earth, which is called her inferior

conjunction; and the other beyond the ſun,

which is then between her and the earth, and

this is called her ſuperior conjunction. In the

whole revolution which Venus makes round

the ſun, ſhe never appears to be more distant

from him than forty-ſeven degrees and an half;

nearly as the moon on the fourth day after her

conjunction. The distance of that planet, at

that period, is equal to the greatest distance of

Venus from the ſun, and ſometimes ſhe re

turns again toward him when he has not got

quite to the distance of forty-five degrees and

an half; thus her greatest digreſiions vary

about two degrees.

When Venus follows the ſun's rays on the

eastern ſide, and appears above the horizon

after ſun-ſet, if we direct a teleſcope to her,

we ſee her appear nearly round, and but ſmall,

for ſhe is, at this time, beyond the ſun, and

preſents to us her enlightened hemiſphere.

According as ſhe departs from the ſun to

wards the east, ſhe augments in her apparent

bigneſs, and, on viewing her tþrougli the te

leſcope, alters her figure 5 ſhe abates of her,

roundneſs, and appears, at different' times,

like the moon in the different stages of her de

creaſe. At length, when ſhe is at her greater

digreffions, ſhe appears no longer round as at

first, but exactly as the -moon in her first

quarter; ſhe is now an half moon, ſhe ſhews

the earth only one half of her enlightened he

miſphere= and exhibits exactly the ſame ap

pearance
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pearance (with the moon, when from a Full ſhe

has decreafed to a half moon.

After this, as ſhe approaches, in appear

ance, to the ſun, ſhe appears concave in her

illuminated part, as the moon when ſhe forms

a creſeentſi _ Thus ſhe continues till ſhe is hid

entirely in the ſun's rays, and preſents to us

her whole dark hemiſphere, as the moon does

in her conjunction, no part of the planet being

then viſible. r

After this, when ſhe departs out of the ſun's

rays on the weſtem ſide, we ſee her in the

morning just before day-break. It is in this

ſituation that Venus is called the morning star,

as in the other ſhe is called the evening star.

If we direct a teleſcope to her at this time,

ſhe makes a moſt beautiful figure. Venus is,

in this ſituation. a fine and thin creſcent,

just a verge of ſilver light is ſeen on her edge.

From this period ſhe grows more and more

enlightened every day, till ſhe is arrived at her

greatest digreflion, when ſhe appears again a

a half moon, as the moon in her firſt quarter.

From this time, however, iſ continued to be

viewed with the teleſcope it is found to be

mule and more enlightened, but ſhe is all the

While decreaſing in magnitude 5 and thus con

tinues growing ſmaller and rounder till ſhe is

again hid, orlost, in the ſun's rays.

' Venus is 'ſo conſiderable a ſtar, that ſhe is

ſometnnes viſible in broad day-light; and often
iſiriſſ'the hight, if the place be quite dark, her

light is ſo conſiderable, that ſhe casts a very

fair ſhadow behind objects. Aſtronomers,
by thſiectaſiſſiſiance of teleſcopes, frequently pur

ſuerherlto the time of her conjunctions with

the ſun, in which ſhe is viſible to theſe instru

ments when ſhe has but a very little latitude.

The view of her when in a creſcent, and at

her brighteſt times, is the most pleaſing obſer

vation of all that the heavenly bodies afford us

by that inſtrument 5 ſhe has all the appear

\

 

ancc of the moon at that period, and we diſ

cover ſpots on her ſurface altogether like thoſe

which arc ſeen in the moon, and full as large

in proportion. Venus, in her revolutions,

comes ſometimes ſo near the earth, as to be

within one quarter of the distance of the earth

from the ſun; this is a favourable conjuncture

for the determining her parallax. In the in

ferior eonjnnctions of Venus with the ſun, the

planet almoſt always paſſes ſomewhat above,

or ſomewhat below, that luminary, not im

mediately over his diſk, becauſe of her appa

rent latitude, which, necording to the reſpect

it has to the distances of Venus from the earth,

and from the ſun, is then three times, or

thereabouts, greater than her latitude ſeen from

the ſun.

In _1693 ſhe was ſeen in England paſſing

over the diſk of the ſun 5 ſhe appeared in ſhape

round, very obſcure and dark, and her dia

meter equal to about a twenty-ſixth part of

that of the ſun 5 and, as the diſtance of Venus

from the earth was to that of the ſun from the

earth as twenty-ſix to an hundred, we may

infer, that the diameter of Venus, at that 'diſ

tance from the ſun, would haVe appeared equal

to about one hundredth part of the ſun's dia

meter, conſequently the diameter of Venus

must be about equal to that of the earth. it

is found to be ſo by other obſervations ; and

thus it is that one truth corroborates another.

From that time to vthis it has not happened

that Venus has paſſed immediately before the

ſun, but there will be, not Very many years

hence, an opportunity of ſeeing the phwno

mcnon 3 it will happen in the year I 761.

The occaſion that this happens ſo ſeldom,

is, that, when Venus, in her inferior con

junctions with the ſun, is at the distance of

one degree and fortyneight minutes of her

nodes, her latitude, viewed from the ſun, is

ſix minutes and twenty-five ſeconds to the

ſouth,
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ſouth, or to the north, ſo that ſhe must appear

to us at least ſixteen minutes and thirty ſe

conds distant from the centre of the ſurr,

which, exceeding the diameter of the ſun's

diſk, it follows from this, that, whenVenus

is at adistance from her nodes that exceeds

one degree and ſorry-eight minutes, ſhe must,

in her conjunction with the ſun, paſs either

above, or under his diſk, and not appear

upon it.

Some of the writers of astronomy have ſup

poſed this planet to be meant by the term

Mazzaroth in the Old Testament ; and the

authors of the Latin tranſlation of the

bible have put Luciferum in thoſe places

where this word, in the original, occurs.

The authors of the Greek tranſlation have

continued the word which they found in the

original; and indeed it were to be much wiſhed

that they had, in all instances, where words

Were uſed relating to ſciences which they did

'not understand, done the ſame. There are

but about four constellations mentioned in

the Old Testament, and we find them giving

- wrong interpretations of every one of theſe 3

Chimah, which ſignifies Orion, they rendered

the Pleiades 5 Cheſrl, which ſignifies the Bear,

they render Orion ; and Aiſh, which is the

name of the Pleiades, they render Arcturus 5

* they make nonſenſe of all the paſſages in

which theſe are named by this falſe verſion,

but, of the last in particular, they make even

- an abſurdity. The Pleiades was the constel

> lation, which, according to the old accounts

of time, opened the year, and conſequently

the other stars, as its followers, in the courſe

of that time, might very naturally be called

its ſons ; 'but what meaning could there be in

ſpeaking of the ſons of Arcturus? certainly

none. -

It had been much better, therefore, that

the tranſlators, in all places where they met

V01.. I.

 

with a word which they had not opportuni

ties oſ understanding, had continued it in its

place in the verſion, and leſt the curious to

examine what ſhould be its meaning, than

that they had given a word meaning ſome

thing elſe, and by that at once miſmformed

mankind, and prevented enquiry. Venus is

a Very conſpicuous planet, and it ſeems to

have been for that reaſon 'only (for it would

be very hard to find another) that its name was

given in the place of Mazzaroth. The Word

is plural, and plainly means not one star, but

many; and, indeed, by all' that is ſaid of it,

ſeems to have reference to a part of astronomy

ſo very old, and of the ſucceeding ages ſo very

much neglected, that it 'is not a wonder any

thing ſhould be ſooner gueſſed at; but it may

be proper to enquire into it.

lVe find, in the accounts of the Chaldasan

astronomy, frequent reference to what is called

the circle of the moon; and it is evident, that,

by this, is meant a circle correſponding to the

moon's motions, and containing in it, as the

ZOdiac does, the ſigns through which the ſun

paſſes, thoſe stars, or congeries of stars, þwhich

the moon cornes in the way of every night in

her periodical revolution round the earth. As

that month conſisted of twenty-eight days,

theſe congeries of stars must be twenty-eight

in number, and theſe are what we find, in the

Arabic astronomy, called the manſions oſ the

moon. This circle contained theſe manſions,

and was known by the name of Mazzaroth,

or Mazzaloth, a plural uſed to expreſs it',

as being compoſed of a number oſ diſtinct

things, twenty-eight manſions, and, by the

ſentence in the book of Job, which ſpeaks of

bringing forth Mazzaroth in its ſeaſon, is _

meant, not the riſing of the planet Lucifer,

or Venus, but the continuing the courſe of this

circle, and occaſioning every part of it, or

every manſion, to return in its proper period

Dddd of
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of time. For an account qf thzd/þm of VENUS,

jet the article SPOTS.

VERTICAL CIRCLES of the Sp/m-z.

All circles, which paſs from the zenith and

the nadir, and divide the horizon into two

parts, are called vertical circles of the ſphere :

that which paſſes through the cast and west

point, is called, by astronomers, the first Ver

tical. This cuts at right angles the circle

which paſſes through the north and ſouth

points, and which, in that paſſage, blends it

ſelf with the meridian from the place whence

it is obſerved. It is on theſe circles that we

meaſure the heights of stars above the ho

rizon. .

We meet with the term vertical applied to

the ſituation of the ſun, with reſpect to cer

tain parts of the earth, both in the writings of

the astronomers and the geographers. No

perſons can have the ſun vertical (for the term

'is understood exactly as' already explained)

unleſs the ſun's diurnal motion is performed in

a circle which paſſes through the zenith of

that place. 'In this caſe the ſun will, on that

day, in which the circle, he deſcribes in his

revolution, ſo cuts the zenith, be perpendi

cularly over the heads of the people at noon,

or will be in the zenith, and in conſequence

of this they will haVe no ſhadows that day at

noon, and the ſun will ſhine down their chim

nies. This is the ſun's being vertical in the

most exact ſenſe of the word, and there are

people in this ſituation; but it is a liberty of

ſpeech to apply the term to people in places

where the ſun, at noon, is, at certain times,

nearly vertical ; this creates confuſion.

It is palpable the ſun can, when in the

equator, be in this ſituation, with reſpect to

that part of the earth only where there is not

any obliquity; and this is the caſe to thoſe

who live under the line at the two days of the

 

equinoxes- To theſe people, the ſun, on the'

tenth of March and on the twelfth of Septem

ber, is, at noon, truly and preciſely in the'

zenith, and _he is truly vertical, and they have

no ſhadows, for the ſun's courſe, on thoſe

days, being in the celestial equator, he must

paſs through their zenith.

As the ſun is continually changing place in

the heavens, it is only on theſe two days in

the year that he is vertical with reſpect to theſe

people; as, from either of theſe days, his

motion is performed in a parallel at ſome diſ

tance from the celestial equator, it is vertical,

not to thoſe under the equator, but to thoſe

who live in a parallel on the earth correſpond

ing to that parallel which the ſun deſcribes in

the heavens, _and ſo on every day as he ad

vances toward either tropic.

Thus it appears, that the ſun is, at certain

ſeaſons, vertical, or directly over the heads of

all who inhabit any part of the torrid zone ;

and it will alſo be found, that it cannot be

vertical with reſpect to any other people at

any time whatſoever. When the ſun, by his

i motion, deſcribes a circle that is in four de

grees of north declination, he is, at noon,

vertical to thoſe perſons, who, on the earth,

live four degrees of north latitude; when the

ſun is in five degrees north declination, he is

at noon vertical to thoſe who live in five de

grees of north latitude, and ſo of the rest as

far as the tropics, and when he is in either

tropic in the heavens, he is vertical,at noon, to

thoſe who live on the earth in the correſpond

ing tropics. After this, the ſun meaſures back

his declination, ſo that, advancing no farther

north, he can never be vertical to thoſe who

live anyfarther north; therefore the torrid zone
i is the only part of the globe in which he is,

at any time, vertical. To uſe the most ex

preſs terms, the tropics are parallels at twenty

three degrees and thirty minutes from the

equator,
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equator, and as the ſun never performs his re

volution in a parallel more remote than theſe

from the equator, it is plain, that it can never

be vertical to any who live at a greater diſ

tance than that of twenty-three degrees and an

half from the terrestrial equator. To thoſe,

who live within the torrid zone, or between

the terrestrial tropics, the ſun is vertical twice

every year, and this exactly in correſpondence

to their parallels.

UGLACK. A name by which ſome have

called the constellation Capricorn; it is the

Turkiſh name to that constellation, and, in

that language, ſignifies a young goat, or kid.

VIA IGNEA, the Fie'y Why. This is

one of the many names that have been given

to the Milky Way, or Galaxy. This is ca

pable of a double exPlication, and, to know

Which is the' proper one, we ought to be in

formed of the ſentiments and the learning of

thoſe who giVe it. It may refer to the Egyp

tian fable of the appearance being made to

Commemorate the flight of their goddeſs Iſis

from Typhon, in which ſhe ſcattered burning

straw behind her all the way. Many have

hence called it the Strawy Way, and they

may as well call it the Fiery Way. But it

may alſo refer to the Greek philoſophy, which

ſuppoſed this expanſe of brightneſs to be really

a part of the celestial fire. The old stoics be

lieved a region of fire above all that is viſible to

us in the heavens, and they ſuppoſed this lu

minous expanſe to' be owing to a crack in the

roof of heaven (ſo uſe the expreſſion) through

which this celestial flame difcloſes itſelf. This

is a ſenſe in which it was very natural to call

the Milky Way aFiery Way; and this was

the more likely to be received, as it favoured

the old philoſophy Of that ſect, according to

which, the world W'as to be destroyed by fire',
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and, as it was generally ſuppoſed, this was to

be done by fire, making its way out of the

upper heavens, this crack, at which it al<

ready diſcloſed itſelf, ſeemed to verify the

threat, and nothing more was understood as

neceſſary to complete the catastrophe, but the

widening of this crack by ſome natural acci

dent, or by the immediate willof the gods at

the appointed and determined time.

VIA LACTEA, the Ml/Ey IVay. A

broad lucid tract in the heavens. The ap

pearance in this part of the heavens is ow

ing to a multitude of ſmall stars, which here

stand very cloſe to one another, and although

they are too minute to be distinguiſhed by the

naked eye, yet, blending their light together,

form that whiteneſs which is ſeen covering ſo

large a tract in the hemiſphere. About the

ſouth pole there are detached ſpecks of white

of this kind, ſome large, and others ſmall;

they are of the nature of this Milky Way;

they have been ſuppoſed to be ſpaces in the

heavens luminous of themſelves, and to have

no ſolid body, nor any natural ſource of light

in them. But teleſcopes having ſhewn us

what is the true state of the caſe in the Milky

Way, we have no reaſon to question but it is

exactly the ſame there. The appearances in

the heavens, called nebulous stars, are alſo

ſmaller ſpecks of this kind 5 they are not ſingle

stars, but clusters of minute ones.

The Milky Way may, in ſome degree,

be reckoned a constellation; for iſ we under

stand by that term a certain number of stars,

diſpoſed in a certain form as ſeen from the ,

earth, this is truly the caſe with this por

tion of the heavens; and although the light

of the ſeveral stars does not travel down to

us distinctly, it does in the blended mixture,

in which the whole is ſeen of this milky, or

white hue, although one particular star is

D d d d 2 viſible.
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viſible. Thus we may call the Via Lacteſſa

a constellation of teleſcopic stars; a ſea of

great breadth, of a whitilſſh colour, and en

COmpaſſmg the whole heaVens 3 it gdes ſome

times in a double path, but uſually in a ſingle

body; it paſſes through many oſ the conſtel

lations in its way, and keeps its exact place

with reſpect to them ; it runs through Callio

pcia, l'erſeus, and Auriga, by the feet of

Gemini, and the club of Orion; it purſues its

courſe through the breast of the Unicorn, the

tail of the Great Dog, the Ship, the Royal

Oak, the Croſs, and along the feet of the

Centaur; hence it continues its way till it

Comes over against the Altar, it breaks like

a river that had met a ridge, or extent of

land in its way, and divides into two streams ;

its eastern part then paſſes through the Altar,

the extremity of the Scorpion's tail, and the

east foot of Serpentary z hence it is continued
through Sagittaryi's bow, Sobieflti's ſhield,

and by the feet of Antinous, and the Swan,

where the largest part of it again joins the

- other, having, r as it were, ſurrounded the

iſland that broke _ its courſe. The Western

stream, on the other hand, paſſes through

the anterior part of the Scorpion's tail, the

right of Serpentary and the Swan, and finally

ends its courſe in Caſii0peia. This is the

courſe of that ſingular and beautiful appear

ance through the heavens, and in all this it

is distinct and beautiful.

The Greeks were determined to have the

obſervations of the heavens ſeem to have been

begun in their country. We know, that they

indeed received the rudiments of the ſcience

from Egypt ; but it was the labour of their

lives to drown that article. With this in

tent they converted part of their own history,

with every portion of the heavens, and what

ſoever had a name among the stars, was pre

tended to derive it from ſomething relating to

 

their country; it was a judicious piece of ar

tifice 5 for to whatever country we find the

stories of the origin of things, to that we ſhall

be very apt to refer the whole. Thus they

told us, that Saturn, which they called Fi

lius Solis, was their Phaeton, whom, when

Jupiter had struck 'dead for miſguiding the

chariot of the ſun, his father thbus changed

him into a planet, and placed the most diſtant

from theſſſun of all the others, to prevent far

ther miſehieſ. Jupiter, which they called

alſo Phaethon, they ſaid, was once a mortal

of that name. One oſ the men, formed by

Prometheus, who beingtoo perfect for the

earth, [they took into the ſkies, and made

this planet. Mars v'vas their Hercules, taken

from the Pyre, and preſerving the manner oſ

his death in that fiery look Which distinguiſhes

it from all the other planets. Venus, which

they called alſo Hcſperus, a ſon of Cephalus

and Aurora, transformedv into this planet;

and Mercury, Stilbon, the inventor of the

diviſion of the year into months and weeks,

raiſed to the ſkies, and made that planet, still

keeping near the ſun, whoſe motions he uſed

to attend ſo cloſely.

In the ſame manner the constellations they

informed the world were founded on their hi

story; and who would then doubt that they

were formed among themſelves ? Thus, the

Dragon was that which had been uſed to

guard the Heſperiaii fruit, Capricorn was

their ffigipan. The mixed figure into which

Pan transformed himſelf for fear of Typhon,

plunging his hinder parts into the river z the

Bear was their Calistho, changed first on

earth into that animal, and then taken up

into the ſkies, and ſo of all the rest.

In this manner the Milk Way, or Via

Lactea, an extent in the heavens, equal to

many of the constellations put together, and

too conſpicuous not to be taken notice of,

' they
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they alſo referred to their own history. They

tell us, that Juno, not regarding what it was

ſhe did, gave ſuck to Mercury when an in

fant, but that as ſoon as ſhe cast her eyes

that way, ſhe threw him from her, and as

the nipple was drawn from his mouth, the

milk ran about for a moment. Homer tells

us, his Juno had the eyes of a cow, one

would think by this ſhe had the teats of a

cow too', and of a monstrous one into the

bargain; it is a ſine mark of ſuch an incident,

but their stories are all of this wild kind.

They do not, howwer, quite agree about

this, ſome of them ſay it was not Mercury,

but Hercules that was the infant. They tell

us, that he was laid by the ſide of Juno when

he was aſleep, and that on waking ſhe gave

him the nipple; but ſeeing quickly what it

was, ſhe threw him from her, and the ſame

accident happened, and the heavens Were

marked by the wasted milk.

Many of the commentators on the book,

of Job have ſuppoſed, that the Milky Way

is the part of the heavens referred to in that

paſſage, where the author, ſpeaking of the

Almighty, ſays, that " his ſpirit beautiſied

" the ſkies, and his hands had formed the

a Crooked Serpent." It is very palpable from

the connection, that the animal, called the

serpent upon the earth, could not be meant

by the paſſage, and as ſomething in the hea

vens must be intended by the term of orna

menting and beautifying the ſkies, they were

at ſome pains to findM'hat it must be

there, and ſomething that might be con

ſidered as an ornament, they have thought

of the zodiac, and they have thought of the

'Milky Way, more indeed have been of this

last opinion than of the former, and they

have ſuppoſed this extended ſpace, which is

bent in ſeveral parts of its courſe, was called

by the Hebrews the Serpent. It is certain,

 

that the Milky Way is a very conſpicuous

part in the ſkies, and large enough to be taken

notice of, but it is not at all like a ſerpent.

The Egyptians, and the Chaldzeans, among

whom the Jews had been ſufficiently ac

quainted, were careful obſerVers of the hea

vens, they would not ſail to have traccd the

courſe of this milky, or lucid path, and they'

would have found its diviſion, as already

mentioned. This might very well ſerve for

a part of a ſea, but, by no means, for any

part of the figure of a ſerpent; ſo that it is

not likely that the Jews, or indeed any other

people, had a cuſtom of calling this part of

the heavens by that name. A path way, or

a ſea, were terms much more natural to be

applied to it, and we find it called by ſuch,

but there is no authority for ſuppoſing a ſer

pent any of the names by which it was un<

derstood.

Indeed it is much more natural to under

stand the words another way, and, in their

plainer ſenſe, f" his hand hath formed the

" Crooked Serpent in the ſkies 3" he that

formed the ſkies, formed thoſe ornaments

alſo which have place in them, and are called

the constellations. The author might have

named all theſe, but it is very natural to ſe

lect one, and this ſeems to be what he has

done, and the Serpent, or Crooked Serpent,

is naturally to be understood of the constella

tion of that name : there is the more reaſon

to be of this opinion, becauſe the ſame au-,

thor names in the ſame book other constella

tions. " Canst thou bind the ſweet influence'

U of the Pleiades, or looſe the bands of

a Orion i" ſo at least they are tranſlated.

Now that he who had named one conſtella

tion, ſhould name another, is not very strange ,

nor is it a forced construction, that when he

who had ſpoken of the Pleiades and Orion,

meant thoſe, or ſome other constellation.

* _ W'hen
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\thn he mentions the Crooked Serpent,

ſhould mean the Serpent, not that of Ophiu

cus, becauſe then the human figure would al

ſo have been named 5 but the Dragon, as we

call it, is a constellation near the north pole.

While the Greek fabulists gave for the ori

gin of this lucid trace in the heavens, the

ſpilling of the milk of Juno, and the Egyp

tians called it the Way of Straw, from the

story oſ its owing its origin to burning straw,

thrown behind the goddeſs Iſis in her flight

from the giant Typhon, the philoſophers

gave it a different name, and different ori

gin. We find them esteeming it to be a tract

of liquid fire, ſpread in this manner along the

ſkies; and others of them ſuppoſing a cele

stial region beyond all that was viſible, and

imagining, that fire, at ſometime let looſe

from thence, was to conſume the world, made

this a part of that celestial fire, and appealed

to it as a preſage of what would ſurely hap

pen; they underſtood the tract a long while.

This diffuſed brightneſs is ſeen to be a crack

in the wall of heaven, if it might be ſo called,

and thought this was a glimmering of the ce

lestial fire through it, and that there required

nothing more than the undoing of this crack

by ſome accident in nature, or by the will of

the gods, to make the whole frame start, and

let out the fire of deſtruction.

VIRGIN MARY. A name given by

Schiller, and the enthuſiasts, his followers,

to the moon. This writer, after he had new

modelled, and new named all the constella

tions, raiſing the twelve apostles into the zo

diac, and the patriarchs Abraham, Iſaac, and

Jacob, with the rest of the ſcripture-people,

into one, or other part, of one, or other he

miſphere, began with the planets, the ſun

and the moon. Saturn he new named Adam,

Jupiter, Moſes, and Mars, Joſhua, Venus

 

was St. John the Baptist, and Mercury,

Elias 3 the ſun he called Christ, the ſun of

righteouſiieſs, and the moon, the Virgin

l\/Iary. \

VIRGO. One of the constellations of the

northern hemiſphere, and one of the twelve

ſigns of the zodiac 5 it is one of the old

forty-eight constellations, and is'mentioned

by the astronomers of all ages and nations,

whoſe works have come down to us. It is a

very large constellation, and takes in a con

ſiderable quantity of stars, ſeveral of them of

conſiderable ſize.

The Virgin has been a little altered from

her original appearance; ſhe maintains the

ſame place which ſhe always did occupy in

the heavens 5 but the Greeks, diſpleaſed with

the naked figure,or nearly naked, ofthe Egyp

tians, for ſo the Virgin appears on their old

monuments, as they intended to make her

of better condition, no matter for propriety,

cloathed her better.

The Virgin is, at this time, repreſented in

all the ſchemes of the heavens, as a woman

with wings, or, if it must be called by the

name, it would most naturally claim from

the vulgar, an angel 3 ſhe is in a posture, as

it were, of walking, her legs at ſome distance,

and her wings falling strait down her ſides;

ſhe has no ornament on her head, beſide her

hair 5 but the painters, out of decency, have

thrown a looſe robe over almost her whole

figure, (he holds an ear of com in her left

hand, and in her right a branch of palm.

The constellations, between and among

which this of Virgo is ſituated, are Bootes,

Leo, Crater, Corvus, Hydra, and Libra.

The left foot of Bootes comes very near to the

right hand of Virgo; the tail of the Lion ap

proaches to the top of her right wing, and his

hinder parts are at a ſmall distance from her

head;
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head ; the Cup and the Crow run parallel al

most with her left wing 5 the Hydra comes to

ward her lcft leg, and the Balance is just op

poſite to her feet, and is as near to them as the

Lion is to her head. Some of the other ſigns

of the zodiac are figured at more distance

from their neighbours, but it is becauſe they

' are ſmaller; this is ſo large that it occupies

very nearly the whole ſpace aſſigned between

Leo and Libra. -

Virgo, according to the old astronomers,

compriſed, in her extent, thirty-two stars.

Ptolemy ſets down that number, and we know

he was a strict follower of Hipparchus ; he

ſays, indeed, that he a little altered the figure

of the Virgin, putting thoſe stars in her ſide

which his predeceſſor had accounted to her

ſhoulder, but he made no alteration in their

number. Tycho Brahe counted thirty-three

stars in Virgo, Hevelius fifty, and Flamstead

an hundred and ten. Of theſe there is one of

the ſirst magnitude, large and beautiful, in the

left hand, which holds the ear of corn; there

is not one of the ſecond, but there are three

or four of the third magnitude, one in the

bending of the left wing, another, the ſecond

'in order, inthe ſame wing, another, preceding

it, in the ſame wing, diſputed by ſome as to

its magnitude, and degraded to a fourth ;

there is another, however, an allowed third,

in the right ſide near the girdle; and another

in the girdle, in the tip, or near it. Beſide

this, there are ſeveral very conſpicuous stars,

they are principally of the fourth magnitude,

and are ſo happily ſituated, that there is not,

in all the heavens, a conſtellation more eaſy

to be distinguiſhed at ſight; the wings are
both veryſſfully ſpangled with stars, eſpecially

the right wing. There are ſome upon the

face and neck, and a great many on the lower

part of the robe ; the palm-branch in her right

hand has ſeveral near it, .and in a right line

 
1 with it, but they are unformed ones; thoſe

within the out-line are but few. The leg

that is naked (for the left is covered by the

robe) has only ſome ſmall stars on it, but there

is a bright one on the foot.

The Greeks, determined to ſind ſome story

in their history or fables that ſhould ſuit with

the origin of every constellation, have not

been wanting with reſpect to this; they tell

us, that the Virgin, now exalted into the ſkies,

was, while on earth, that Justitia, daughter

of Astrazus and Ancora, who lived in the

golden age, and taught mankind their duty,

but who, when their crimes encreaſed, was

obliged to leave the earth, and take her place

in the heavens ; but about this they are not.

all agreed. Heſiod gives the celestial maid

another origin, he ſays (he was the daughter

of Jupiter and Themis ; and there are others

who depart from both theſe accounts, and

make her to have ' been Erigone, the

daughter of Icarius ; others, Parthene, the

daughter of Apollo, whom he, at her death,

placed there; and others, from the ear of

corn, have called it a repreſentation of Ceres ;.

and others, from the obſcurity of her head,

ofFortune.

It is not among theſe people that we are to

look for a real history of the origin of the con

stellations; they received them from the Egyp

tians, and, content with the figures, never en

quired into the meaning of them. The Virgo

of the Egyptians, as has been already obſerved,

was not this well-winged, and well-dreſſed

creature, but a naked, or almost naked wench,

with an ear oſ wheat in her hand. The con

stellation marked the place at which the ſun

arrived in the heavens when the corn began

to grow brown, and promiſe harvest. The ſi

gure was a peaſant belonging to the harvest

work, and the ear of corn denoted her em

ployment. It will be found, however, even

on
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on this enquiry, that there had been, at ſome

time, a people, who were to the Egyptians,

what the Egyptians were to the Greeks, and
i that they, from theſe people, as the others

afterwards from them, received the figures of

the conltellations, which they retained with

out any regard to their meaning. The con

ſlellation Virgo, which marks the ſpace in the

heavens at which the ſun arrives in August

and December, may, indeed, very well de
inote the harvest's approach with us, and it

might do ſo to the people who invented the

figure of the harvest-woman to stand there,

but it could not with the people of Egypt.

August and September are the months pre

ceding harvest in the temperate zone, but it

is otherwiſe with reſpect to Egypt, for there

the corn is only three months in the ground.

It is ſown in the mud, left by the overflowing

of the Nile in December, and grows ſo quick,

that the time of gathering it is in March or

April; ſo that the ſign Virgo was, undoubt

edly, invented, and placed in this part of the

zodiac, not by the Egyptians, (at leaſt not

by that people when ſettled in Egypt) but,

"probably, by their ancestors, when they lived

together after the flood, and had not

* yet divided into different states and king

doms.

The antients, as they gave each of the

twelve months of the year to the care of ſome

one of the tWClve principal deities, ſo they

alſo threw into the protection of each of theſe

one of the twelve ſigns of the zodiac. Virgo,

from the ear of corn in her hand, naturally

fell to the lot of Ceres, and we accordinle

find it called Signum Cereris.

VISION. When an object is ſo diſpoſed,

that the rays of light, coming from all parts

of it, enter the pupil of the eye, and preſent

its image on the retina, that object is then

 

ſeen. This is proved by experiment, for, if

the eye of any animal be taken out, and the

ſkin and fat be carefully stripped off from the

back part of it, till only the thin membrane,

which is called the retina, remains to termi

nate it behind, and any object be placed before

the front of the eye, the picture of that object

will be ſeen figured as with a pencil on that

membrane. There are thouſands of experi

ments which prove that this is the mechaniCal

effect of viſion, or ſeeing, but none of them

all appear ſo conveniently as this which is

made with the abſolute eye of an animal; an

eye of an ox newly killed ſhews this happily,

and with very little trouble. It will, indeed,

appear ſingular in this, that the object is in

verted, in the picture thus drawn of it, in the

eye, and the caſe is the ſame in the eye of a

living perſon. It is unquestionable, that the

pictures of all objects are repreſented to us in

verted, but the ſoul ſets that right; it must be

thus, ſeeing that there is no material apparatus

for the performing the change, or ſetting it

upright.

The miſrepreſentations of viſion frequently

depend upon the distance of the object. Thus,

if an opake globe be placed at a moderate diſ

tance from the eye, the picture of it upon the

retina will be a circle properly diveriified with

light and ſhade, ſo that it will excite in the

mind the ſenſation of a ſphere or globe; but,

if the globe be placed at a great distance from

the eye, the difference between thoſe lights

and ſhades, which form the picture of a globe,

will be imperceptible, and the globe will ap

pear no otherwiſe than as a circular plane.

In a luminous globe, diſtance is not neceſſary

in order to take off the repreſentation of pro

minent and flat; an iron bullet, heated very

red hot, and held but at a few yards distance

from the eye, appears a plane, not a promi

i ct nent
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nent body'; it has not the look of a globe,

but of a circular plane. It is owing to this

miſrepreſentation of viſion that we ſee the ſun

and moon flatby the naked eye, and the planets

alſo, through teleſeopes, flat.- It is in this

- light that astronomers, when they ſpeak ofthe

ſun, moon, and planets, as they appear to

our view, call them the diſks of the ſun,

moon, and planets, which we ſee.

The nearer a globe is to the eye, theſmaller

ſegmentof it is viſible,the fartheroffthegreater,

and at a due distance the half; and, on

the ſame principle, the nearer the globe is to

the eye, the greater is its apparent diameter,

that is, under the greater angle it will appear,

the farther off the globe is placed, the leſs is

its apparent diameter. This is a propoſition

ofimportance, for, on this principle, we know

that the ſame globe, when it appears larger,

is, nearer to our eye, and, when ſmaller, is

farther off from it. Therefore, as we know

the globes of the ſun and moon continue al

ways oſ the ſame bigneſs, yet appear ſome

times larger, and ſometimes ſmaller, to us, it

is evident, that they are ſometimes nearer,

and ſometimes farther off from the place

whence we view them. Two globes, of dif

ferent magnitude, may be made to appear ex

actly of the ſame diameter, if they be placed

at different distances, and thoſe distances be

exactly proportioned to their diameters. To

this it is owing that we ſee the ſun and moon

nearly of the ſame diameter, they are, indeed,

vastly different in bulk, but, as the moon is

placed greatly nearer to our eyes, the apparent

magnitude of that little globe is nearly the

ſame with that of the greater.

In this instance of the ſun and moon (for

there' cannot be a more striking one) we ſee

the miſrepreſentation of viſion in two or three

ſeveral ways. The apparent diameters of

theſe globes are ſo nearly equal, that, in their

VOL. I.

' ſeveral changes oſ place, they do, at times,

appear to us abſolutcly equal, or mutually

greater than one another. This is oſten to be

I ſeen, but it is at no time ſo obvious, and ſo

perfectly evinced, as in eclipſesof the ſun,

which are total. In theſe we ſee the apparent

magnitudes of the two globes vary ſo much

according to their distances, that ſometimes

the moon is large enough exactly to cover the

diſk of the ſun, ſometimes it is larger, and a

part of it every where extends beyond the edge

of the ſun; and, on the contrary, ſometimes

it is ſmaller, and, though the eclipſe be abſo

lutely central, yet it is annular, or a part of

the ſun's diſk is ſeen in the middle of the

eclipſed, enlightened, and ſurrounding the

opake body of the moon in form of a lucid

ring.

When an object, which is ſeen above, with

out other objects of compariſon, is of a known

magnitude, we judge of its distance by its ap

parent magnitude ; and custom teaches us to

do this with a tolerable accuracy. This is a

practical uſe of the miſrepreſentation of viſion,

in the ſame manner, knowing that we ſee

things, which are near us, distinctly, and

thoſe, which are distant, confuſedly, we judge

of the distance of an object by the clearneſs,

or confuſion, in which we ſee it. We alſo

judge yet more eaſily and truly of the distance

of an object by comparing it to another ſeen

at the ſame time, the distance of which is bet

ter known, and yet more by comparing it

with ſeveral others, the distances of which are

more or leſs known, or more or leſs eaſily

judged of. Theſe are the circumstances which

affist Us, even by the miſrepreſentation of vi

ſion, to judge oſ distance; but, without one

or more of theſe, the eye does not, in reality,

enable us to judge concerning the distance of
objects. 'ſi
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This miſrepreſentation, although it ſerves

us on ſome occaſions, yet is very limited in its

effects. Thus, though it helps us greatly in

distinguiſhing the distance of objects that are

about us, both with reſpect to ourſelVes and

them, and with reſpect to themſelves with

one another, yet it can do nothing with the

very remote. We ſee that immenſe concave

circle, in which we ſiippoſe the fixed stars to

be placed, at all this vast remove from us, and

no change of place that we could make to get

nearer to it, would be of any conſequence for

determining the distance of the stars from one

another. If we 'look at three or four churches

from a distance .of as many miles, we ſee

them stand in a certain poſition-with regard

to one another. If .we advance a great deal

nearer to them, we ſee that poſition differ,

but, if we move for-ward only eight or ten

feet, the difference is not ſeen.

VITA PER ASPECTUM. A very odd

name given to zthe planet Mercury, but it is

by a very odd ſet of people that it is given, the

writers on judicial astrology. Theſe authors

hold certain of the planets to 'be fortunate,

and certain others unfortunate in their own

nature. Of the first kind is Jupiter, the most

benign of all 5 of the latter are Saturn and

Mars 5 'the first of theſe they call Infortuna

Major, and the latter Infortuna Minor.

Mercury, they, on the other hand, held to be

in himſelf neither good nor bad, but to por

tend good or ill, or to influence to good or

bad actions, just according to the nature of

the star with which it was joined .in the aſpect.

It is in this ſenſe that they call Fortuna Per

Aſpectum, fortune according to a dependant

on the aſpect 5 in which ſenſe it is found, and

in this ſenſe we are to understand the old au

thors alſo, who ſay, that Mercury is like the

star that it ſees, Stella Mercurii ſit ſimilis illa:

quam videt.

 
UM AL S'AMA. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon words, call

the Milky Way 5 the name is Arabic, and ex

preſſes the exact ſenſe of the words, the me

ther of the heavens. The Arabic is a very

copious language, it abounds, on all occaſi

ſions, with ſynonymous terms, but in none

more than in thoſe with reſpect to the phmno

mena of the heavens.

This is one of the leſs uſual names of this

part of the ſkies; the mo're customary are

two, one of them Tarikal Lubanna, the other

Tarik Al Tibin; the first names the ſpace

according to the Greek, the latter according

to the Egyptian origin of it. The first ſignifies

a way of milk, the latter away of straw; for,

as the Greeks ſaid, this appearance was ow

ing to milk ſpilt from Juno's nipple,.the Egyp

tians ſaid it was made by-straw thrown bitrn

ing behind their goddeſs Iſis in her flight from

Typhon. It is thus the Arabs have, in many

caſes, under different names, preſerved the

Grecian and the eastern'fables. But this third

name, Ulm Al Sama, is of a kind quite dif

ferent from both, and is deduced from, not

any account of the origin of the appearance,

but commemorates an idle opinion as to its

effects and virtues. Some of the old orientals

ſuppoſed it the birth-place of the stars, and

that freſh ones were, at times, ſent forth from

it into the other parts of the heavens. And

the Latins believed it the great parent, or

foster-mother, of all encreaſe below. Pliny

produces an old opinion, thatall the plants

of this earth deduced thLir milky from it,

and, from tone .or other of theſe'imaguiary'

qualities, it was called by this name.

UNICORN, Mnacerar. One of thenew

constellations of the northern hemiſphere, or

one of thoſe which Hevelius added to the old

forty-eight asteriſms, from the unformed stars.

It

A _7N,_______.-_<d
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It contains, according to Hevelius's account,

only nineteen stars, but, according to that of

ſiFlamstead, thirty-one, and its place is be

tween the Great and Little Dog. See Mo

NOCIROS.

URANISCUS. A name by which ſome

of the old astronomers have called the con

stellation, which is more univerſally known

under the name of the Southern Crown, or

Corona Australis.

URANOSCOPUS, 'be Star-Gazcr. A

constellation offered to the astronomical world

in theſe obſervations, and compoſed of certain

conſpicuous and unformed stars between the

constellation Lynx and the ſign Gemini. The

figure, place, and ſituation of the stars of which

it is compoſed, have been exhibited in the ſame

plate with the constellation Gemini.

The Uranoſcope is a ſea-fiſh of peculiar

figure, and has its name from its eyes being in

ſuch a poſition that it always looks upwards.

Nature has destined it for living at the bottom

of the ſeas, and its prey being always above it,

this is the only direction of the eyes that could

be uſeful. Most of the writers in natural

history have named it, and it will be found ſi

gured and deſcribed at large in the history of

animals, publiſhed, ſome time ſince, by the

author of theſe obſervations.

The constellation is of conſiderable extent,

and, in proportion to the ſpace it occupies in

the heavens, is not ill furniſhed with stars.

Theſe are happily enough diſpoſed to repre

ſent the figure, and the constellation is in this

the more marked, that it takes in all the vi

ſible stars in that part of the ſpace which

it occupies; and without any forcing of the

out-line, does not leave one out anywhere.

The figure is that of a fiſh with a large head,

the eyes looking upward, a body very thick

 

toward the head, but thinner all the way to the

tail, and that fin a broad one. It is very well

marked in its place in the heavens, for it is

over the head of Gemini, and under the belly

of the Lynx, the rest of the constellations

about it are Auriga and Cancer, there is a

ſmall ſpace left between theſe four conſtella

tions, in the middle part of which, and not

very near to any of them, are the arrange

ment of stars, now thrown into a constella

tion, under the form of the Uranoſcope 5

that ſign is thence detached from all of them,

and, as it were, ſituated at equal distance

among them.

The belly of the Lynx runs almost parallel

with the body of this fiſh, its head is under the

fore legs of the Lynx, and at a ſmall distance

from the right ſhoulder of Auriga; its tail is

just over the head of Gemini, and its body

over the extended arm of one of them, that

which holds the dart. Cancer is at ſome

little distance behind its tail, and below it.

The conſpicuous stars in the constellation

Uranoſcope are ſeventeen, and of theſe there

' are ſeveral very conſiderable 3 there is one at

the extremity of the head, and a little behind

it another ſinaller, at ſome little distance be

hind theſe stand two in the place of the eyes,

both conſpicuous and bright, a little beyond

theſe are two placed on the lower out-line,

and at ſome distance beyond theſe is a clustcr

of four, placed alſo near the lower out-line,

at the head of the body ; after this there are

three, two of theſe are near the upper out

line, and one is in the middle; beyond theſe

is a ſingle one near the middle, then two others

alſo near the middle, and the last, or ſeven

teenth, is in the centre of the fork of the tail ;

this is ſmaller than the rest, but it is ſuffici

ently conſpicuous.

URN. A denomination given by the

E e e e 2 Greek
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Greek astronomers to four stars, which are at

the extremity of the right hand of Aquarius.

See them in the figure, and account of that con

ſir/lation.

URNA. A name by which ſome, who

are fond of uncommon words, have called

the constellation Crater; it is not a new fancy

to call it thus. We read the word in ſome

old poets.

UROTALT. A name by which ſome,

who love affected terms, call the ſun; it is

one of the old Arabic names, and, in its

proper ſignification, expreſſes the Lord of

Light.

URSA MAJOR, 'be Great Bear. A

constellation in the northern hemiſphere, one

of the forty-eight old ones, and perhaps more

antient than many of the others ; for we find it

alluded toand named, as familiarlyknOWnby the

old writers. It ſeems by the name ofArcturus,

mentioned alſo ſamiliarly by Heſiod, that the

Septemtrioneswerecalled inhistimeby the name

*of the Great Bear, but he does not expreſsly

ſay ſo ; and Homer, who probably lived ſome

time after Heſiod, mentions it as obſerved

by navigators, although Heſiod is ſilent as to

that particular. It is a large constellation, and

contains many stars 3 its ſituation is at a ſmall

distance from the north pole, the Lynx is be

fore it, the tail of the Dragon runs almost pa

rallel with its back, and at a ſmall distance

above it 3 the Hounds, or Canes Venatici,

arejust behind it, and the Little Lion is under

-its hinder feet: there are ſeveral large stars'in

its tail, on its buttocks, above the paws, and

in the face. The old astronomers were not

much better naturliasts than the modern he

ralds. They have given the Bear a tail al

most equal to its body in length; but if this

 

does not belong to that creature, it very hap

pily contains the stars we want to obſerve,

and has uſe in the place of propriety.

The old astronomers counted thirty-five

stars in the Great Bear, we find ſo many ſet

down in Ptolemy's catalogue 3 Tycho allows

but twenty-nine 5 Hevelius reckoned ſeventy

three, and about that number are marked

down in the figures of the constellation ; but

our Flamstead made them eighty-ſeven.

The constellations ſeem to have been de

viſed by the Egyptians, and as they uſed all

the figures of animals in an hieroglyphic ſenſe,

might be ſelected to expreſs the ſituation of

the stars contained in it, and, in ſome de

gree, their apparent motions. The animal

they ſelected being an inhabitant of the north,

and not famous for long journeys, or ſwift

motion. The Greeks received it, doubtleſs,

from the Egyptians, but though they retained

the form, they lost the meaning. It was their

custom to adapt part of their history, or fable,

to the figures which were delivered to them

from theſe people as comprehending the stars,

and they might thus be ſuppoſed the inven

tors of them. They tell us, that this constel

lation owed its birth to the unfortunate Cal

listo; this was a nymph of Arcadia, the

daughter of Lycaon, king oſthe country, de

voted to the chace, and thence led to aſſo

ciate with the huntreſs Diana; they tell us,

ſhe was a principal favourite with the god

deſs, but Jupiter debauched her; ſhe con

cealed the event as long as ſhe could, but it

was diſcovered as ſhe was bathing. The

Virgin-goddeſs, they ſay, inſtantly transformed

her into a bear, in which form ſhe brought

forth her ſon Areas. After a ſeries of years,

paſſed in the woods, they tell us, ſhe was

taken by ſome huntſmen, and brought as a

preſent to her father. She no ſooner ſaw her

houſe than ſhe threw herſelf into a temple of

jupiter,
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Jupiter, whither her offspring followed her.

The Arcadians, they add, Were about to

kill her for the proſanation ; but Jupiter, who

had not been very grateful all this time, at

length interpoſed, and took both the mother

and the child up to heaven, making of Cal

listo the constellation, the Bear, Aretos, or

Urſa Major, and of her ſon Arcturus. Others

attribute the original transformation of the

nymph into a bear to Juno, and ſay, that

Diana, having looſed and killed her in that

form, placed her among the stars 5 and ſome

ſay, that Jupiter himſelf, for they do not ſeem

to make him of any diſpoſition, turned the

poor princeſs into a bear himſelf to avoid the

rage of Juno, and that ſhe ſet Diana to kill

her, and afterwards atoned for it by placing

her among the stars. To account for this

constellation's not ſetting, they tell us, that

Tethis, the wife of Oceanus, having beeri

Juno's nurſe, would not receive the injurer

of her bed into her boſom, though ſhe wil

lingly accepted all the other stars; ſo much

pains did the Greeks take to adapt the Egyp

tian hierOglyphics to their own history.

The Greeks called this constellation Arc

tos and Helice; the Latins from the name

of the nymph, as variotu written, Callisto,

Megisto, and Flemisto, and from the Ara

bians, ſometimes Feretrum Majus, the Great

Bier. They called alſo the Urſa Minor,

Feretrum Minus, and the Italians have fol

lowed the ſame custom, and call them Cata

letto. They ſpoke alſo of the Phceniceans

being guided by the Leſſer Bear, but the

Greeks by the Greater. We find Ovid ſay

ing,

Helicen grain carina noint;

and much earlier among the Greeks them

ſelves, Oratus, who wrote of the constella

tions, expreſſes himſelf to this ſenſe:

 

Dat graſſ: Helfce tu'ſus majorilzu: q/Irz':

Plaamica: gnoſura regiſ.

We have ſeen what is the Greek acc0unt

of this constellation, but we have an oppor

tunity of tracing it to a much earlier origin. It

will at first ſeem strange to mention the Great

Bear, as one of the constellations of the ſcrip

tures, but it is certainly ſo ; and it is certain,

even, that the Little Bear is named, or im

plied alſo.

All the constellations we find the names of

in our Engliſh verſion are, Orion, the Pleiades,

Arcturus, the Crooked Serpent, or Draco.

The latter of theſe is undoubtedly the con

stellation here named, notwithstanding, that

ſome have ſuppoſed the Hebrew term to mean

the zodiac, and others the Via Lactea, or

Milk Way; the other three words are tran

ſlations of Chimah, Cheſil, and Aiſh, of the

original; but they are put strangely at ran

dom; and it appears abundantly, that thoſe

who have put them there, neither did, nor

could understand the original. As to Arctu

rus, there is no proof of his being named in

the bible, the Pleiades and Orion are, though

theſe not as they are given in the tranſlation,

but the Bear alſo is, though not named in

the tranſlation at all. The tranſlators of theſe

books of the Old Testament ſeem to have

taken the names of four of the Greek con

stellations, which are most familiar, and oc

cur oftenest, and to have put them for the

four named in theſe places, as likely to be the

ſame, not knowing them to be ſo; it was

gueſs work, but it has happened, in ſome

degree, to be right. They tranſlate Chi

mah the Pleiades. V Canst thou bind the

*' ſweet influence of Chimah .F" is rendered,

" Canst thou bind the ſweet influence of the

" Pleiades .P" But Chimah means a giant, and

is the name of the constellation Orion. For

Aiſh
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Aiſh they have put Arcturus, who maketh

Aiſh and Cheſil, ſhould be, who maketh the

Pleiades and the Bear; for Aiſh is the Plcia

des, but they put it, who maketh Arcturus

and Orion; and they have throughout con

founded the whole matter.

Cheſil is frequently named in ſcripture, and

the tranſlators have alway rendered it by

Orion, but its ſignification is the Great Bear.

That it cannot mean Orion is evident, be

cauſe Chimah means Orion, and both could

not be names oſ that constellation, becauſe

they stand together as two. But iſ wc at

tend to the manner in which Cheſil is meu

tioned, we ſhall ſoon determine what con

stellation must be meant in the original by

that word. Amos bids the people ſeek the

great God of heaven and earth, the God who

created Chimah and Cheſil. Cheſil therefore

must be a constellation of conſequence to

mankind ; and as Orion was regarded by the

huſbandmen, it is natural to ſuppoſe the other

Was the name oſ one regarded by ſailors.

The Bear is ſuch a one. Iſaiah threatens the

people when he is denouncing the vengeance

of God against them, that the Cheſilim ſhall

not ſhine. This ſhews, that there were two

constellations of the name of Cheſil 5 for Che

ſtlim is the plual of Cheſil, and ſhews alſo,

that they were of conſequence to mankind

by their being threatned with their darkneſs.

The two Bears are two constellations of the

ſame name, and they are of this importance.

Job ſays, V Canst thou looſe the bands of

a Cheſil .P" Having tranſlated the influence of

Chimah in the ſame paſſage by influence of

the Fleiades, they render Cheſil by Orion ;

but what had Orion to do with hands, or

with tying, or looſing? the constellation,

which was truly meant by the word Cheſil,

however had. The original name oſ the two

Bears was not that of animals of any kind,

 

but' of two waggons. The antient: repre

ſented them each under the form of a wag

gon drawn by a team of horſes, and the

Greeks originally called them waggon's and

two bears ; Amaxas is the old word for them.

Now the Orion could have nothing to do with

bands and tying, a waggon and a team oſ

horſes very naturally had; the binding and

looſmg were terms extremely well applicable

to an harneſs, and were very likely to be uſed

in a figurative ſenſe in ſpeaking of that con

stellation.

Schiller, who has diſplaced all the constel

lations in ſavour of the Old or New Testa

ment hiſtories, makes a boat out oſ the stars

oſ this constellation, and calls it St. Peter's

fiſhing-boat. Others, more moderate in the

ſame ſpecies of enthuſiaſm, call this one of

the bears of Eliſha, and the Leſſer Bear the

other, or, when wheel-carriages, mid not

quadrupeds, are to be understood by theſe

constellations, they make this the chariot of

Elias, and the other, or leſſer wain, the cha

riot oſ Joſeph, though ſome have degraded it

into the waggon of Jacob.

URSA MARINA, 'be Sea-Bear. A name

by which ſome have called the constellation

Cetus. We are not to wonder at the strangest

names, when they are given to creatures of

the imagination, for this is abſolutely the caſe

with reſpect to this figure. It is at least as

like a bear as it is a whale, and, if it reſembles

any animal in nature at all, it is ſome of the

large phocm, or ſea-calſs, ſo that they, who

called it Leo Marinus, or the Sea-Lion, ſeem

to have anticipated the giving of that name to

one oſ theſe ſpecies, which ſomelate voyagers,

who ſaw them on ſhare, gave to them at

random.

URSA MINOR, the Little Bear. One
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of the constellation: of the northern hemi

ſphere, and near to the north pole, the

great star in the tip of its tail being very near

to it, and called, from its ſituation, the pole

ar.fl The Little Bear is one of the forty-eight

old conflellations, but, poffibly, is of a ſome

what later origin than the greater part of

them. There remains no doubt of many of

the others, indeed, almost all oſ them having

been borrowed from the Egyptians by the

Greeks, as this nation took the rudiments of

all their astronomy from that early people, *

but it is much a queſtion whether the Egyp

tians had any knowledge of the Leſſcr Bear:

they, undoubtedly, invented the Greater,

but this ſeems to haVe been invented by

Thales, who lived about five hundred years

before Christ, and did great things in the early

vaſtronomy. It is one of the ſmaller constel

lations, but, for its extent, it contains a con

fiderable number of ſtars, and ſeveral of them

large ones. The constellations neareſt to it

m Cepheus and the Dragon, the tail oſ the

Jameſ conſtellafion ſeparates it from .theGreater

Bear, which is at a conſiderable diſtance; the

tail of the Little Bear runs between the feet of

Cepheus, teaching almoſt from the one of

them to the other, the body is between theſi- right foot of that constellation and the tail of

the Dragon, and its legs are in a direction al

moſt parallel with that _0ſ the body goſ- the Dra

gon, or at a finall diſtance from zit. - ,

There is very little in thediſpgfition oſ zthe

ſiars in the heavens that could have deter

mined the inventor to give them the form of

a bear. Probably, Thales, ifhe was the in

ventor, meant no more than toput them into

a form ſomewhat like that of the Great Bear,

and did not much care about thediſpofition of

them. It is a very odd figure for the purpoſe;

 

itshead and legs are without stars, at least

without any of conſequence, and, in order to

take in the pole-flar, and two other very con

ſiderable ones, which are in a line with that,

the creature has a tail given to it conſiderably

longer than its whole body and head put toge

ther, and carried in a fine erect poſition. This,

although quite out of nature, and making the

Bear in the heavens a very different animal

from the bears of the earth, is, however, of

great uſe in getting thoſe stars into form.

The antients counted eight stars in the

Little Bear, We find ſo many allowed to it-in

Ptolemy's catalogue; Tycho reduced them

to ſeven, but Hevelius made them twelve,

and Flamstead twice the laſt number. Three

of theſe, all of conſiderable ſrze, are, as al

ready obſerved, in the tail; the rest are onthe

body, and principally toward the hinder and

lower part, for the head has none, nor are

there any upon the legs.

The Grecian fable aſcribes the origin of

this constellation to Cynoſura, but there'is

ſome doubt who, or what, Cynoſura was;

ſome affirm, that it was no more than the

name of one of Calliflo's dogs, and that the

huntreſs was, after her transſormation into a

bear, carried up into the heavens, i and made

the constellation Urſa Major; the faithful

companion of her ſports was ſent up after her.

But t e generality give the constellatioſſa

much noblcr origin; they ſay, that Cynoſura

was one of the Idaean nymphs that nurſed the

inſant Jupiter; and ſome ſay, that Calliffo

was another-oſ them, and that, for their care,

they were taken up together into the ſkies.

However itbe, there are no iblets upon record

with regard to the character of this Cynoſura,

and ſhe ſeems to have obtained her exaltationv

ſolely by her virtues.

KVe findv the Leſſer Bear mentioned by all

the old poets, and not unfrequele under the

name of Phtenice as well asCynoſura. The

occaſion
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occaſion of this appellation is evident; as to

the other, Herodotus tells us, that Thales,

who has been already mentioned as the in

ventor oſ the constellation, was a Phutn'ician -,

he was content to call it Arctos Minor, but *

\ his countrymen, to commemorate his honour,

called it the Phaenician star z they alſo guided

themſelves by this in ſailing, whereas the

Greeks -(as already obſerved under the head

of Urſa Major) were directed by that constel

lation. ThePhtrnicians had more reaſonfor this

than that the constellation was ſirst taken no

tice of by their countryman Thales. We find

Aratus obſerving to this purpoſe;

Cerhſior zst Cynoſhra tamen ſullantibus equor,

Qutþpe 'verbis tatam ſitlost tard/'ne 'vertit

Sydoniamque ratem nunquamſhectam fefilctt,

A ſet of enthuſiastic writers, Schiller,

Schickard, and their followers, who will refer

every one of the constellations to ſome part of

the ſcripture story, make this to be one of the

bears of Eliſha, and the great one the other

which destroyed the children. But for this we

can pardon them, when the figure is under

a stood to be that not of a quadruped, but of a

wheel-carriage 5 they, in the ſame manner,

make it to be the chariot of Joſeph, or the
I_waggon of Jacob 5 and all this is pardonable.

But Schiller has carried the enthuſiaſm too

, far, he has altered the very figures of the con

stellations. Out of the stars of the Great Bear

he has formed the figure of a veſſel, which he

calls St. Petr's ſiſhing-boat z and, out ofthoſe

of this leſſer Bear, he has made that of an an

gel, and given it the name of St. Michael.

This is making endleſs confuſion.

VULPECULA ET ANSER, the Foxand

Goast. A name of one of the new constella

tions of the northern hemiſphere; it is one of

 
thoſe which Hevelius deſigned out of the un

formed stars, and added to the forty-eight

original constellations of the antients.

This is a figure of ſome conſideration in

the heavens, it is conſiderably larger than the

Dolphin, to which it is near, and it contains

a proportionany larger number of stars; the

ſpace which it occupies in the heavens is, in

deed, very thick ſet with them, and ſome of

them are of conſiderable ſize, ſo that it is an

advantage, on many occaſions, to be able to

name them with this degree of preciſion. In

general, the new constellations are ſo uſeful,

that it is to be lamented there are not more of

them, as there are stars enough to form them,

and we are often at a loſs to ſpeak with the

due regularity of them for want of ſuch an

arrangement.

The figures of the new constellations are,

in general, much better drawn than thoſe of

the old, that is, they are nearer to nature.

The choice of theſe two animals, under the

forms of which Hevelius has arranged the

stars of this constellation, is not greatly to be

approved, there is a conceit in it unworthy of

the ſubject, but we are to take them as they

are given to us, and they are very tolerably

drawn. The Fox is repreſented as having just

ſeized upon his prey, and running away with

it; the posture, in which he is drawn, is that

of at once creeping and making off z and the

Gooſe is repreſented as struggling as he holds

her in his mouth, her wings are extended,

and her head is bent to one ſide.

The constellations, between and among

which the Fox and Gooſe is placed, are the

Horſe, the Dolphin, the Eagle, the Arrow,

Hercules, Lyra, the Swan, and the Lizard.

The fore feet of Pegaſus come very near to

the tail of the Fox, the head of the Dolphin

is at a ſinaller distance under his hinder legs,

the Eagle is at about an equal distance under

his
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his fore legs and under the Gooſe, and the

little constellation of the Arrow is just cloſe

under one of the legs; Hercules is at a conſi

derable distance before the Fox; the head of

the Swan comes very near to that of the

Gooſe, and the top of the two arms of Lyra

are not at a great distance.

Hevelius, who formed the constellation,

counted in it only twenty-ſeven stars ; but the

diſceming Flamstead makes them thirty-five 5

they are none of them of the first magnitude,

but ſeveral are very bright and conſpicuous,

and, in general, they are tolerably well diſ

poſed to mark the out-lines of the figure.

There is one very bright and conſpicuous in

the knee of the left fore foot of the Fox, ano

ther at the tip of his noſe, a third in the wing,

and a fourth in the tail of the Gooſe, and

there is one, equal to any of theſe, in the

right fore foot of the Fox, but, this foot tread

ing upon the Arrow, that star is common to

both, and has been already mentioned in the

account of that constellation. The rest of

the stars in this constellation are happily diſ

poſed, there is one for the eye of the Gooſe,

and one at the top of the ſame wing, at the

tip of which alſo is the larger, and near to

that large one there alſo stands another ſmall

one; there is one on the middle of the Fox's

noſe, another just under his ear, one in his

neck on the fore part, and another on his

breast; there are two over the ſhoulder, and

three at the belly, two at the inſertion of the

right hinder leg, one on the thigh of that leg,

and one on the leſt, and one on each pſ the

feet of thoſe legsz there are two toward the

origin of the long tail, and orie at its extre<

mity. The ſpace, which this constellation

occupies in the heavens, is, on many parts,

very well defined by the adjoining ones, and

the stars denote it extremely plainly, and ob

viouſly.

V 01.. I.
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VULPIS, the Fox. A constellation, or

part of a constellation, in the northern hemi

ſphere, the whole figure conſisting of an ani

mal of this denomination with a gooſe in its

mouth, and being known by the name of the

Fox and Gooſe. It is one of the new con

stellations added by Hevelius to the forty

eight original ones, and compriſes ſeveral of

the unſormed stars of the old distribution 5 it

is placed 'over the head of the Eagle and Dol

phin. See VULPECULA.

VULTUR, the Vulture. A name of one

of the northern constellations, more uſually

known by the name of the Eagle, Aquila.

The antients pretended, that this Was the

bird which preyed on the liVer of Prometheusſſ,

and that the Arrow, which is a little above it

in the heavens, was placed there in remem

brance of that with which Hercules ſhot this

destroyer. As they called this bird ſometimes

by the name of an Eagle, and ſometimes of a

Vulture, in the story ofPrometheus 5v ſo they

gave one or other of thoſe names to the con

stellation in the heavens. See AVHLA.

VULTUR CADENS. A name by which

ſome, who are fond of uncommon terms, have

called the constellation Lyra. To explain

the occaſion of a name ſo verydifferent from

the customary one, this is to be obſerved, that

the constellation was originally drawn in form'

of a vulture holding an antient lyre inverted.

They alſo called it Testudo, and Fidicula.

UTZERATH HAJAH. A term by

which ſome, who are fond of hard names,

call Serpentary; it is the Hebrew name of

that constellation, and ſignifies a man hold

ing a ſerpent. '

Ffff > VV.
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WAGGONER. A name by which

ſome of the astronomical writers

have called the constellation Auriga, others

alſo have given the name to Bootes. See the

article: AURIGA and Boorzs.

YVAIN, ſimaxa. A name by which we

find the constellation, called Urſa Major by

late writers, mentioned by the oldest of the

Greek astronomers. '

It is evident, that the astronomy of the

preſent time, in whatſoever nation of the world

it flouriſhes (unleſs we are to except the Chi

neſe, though this is not certain) is derived

from the Greeks; and it is as certain, that

the Greeks receiVed the rudiments of it from

the Egyptians. We look up to Ptolemy as

the father of astronomy. He mentions his

predeceſſor Hipparchus with the ſame degree

of reverence; and Hipparchus, whom Pliny

ſuppoſed to have undertaken what was a

work not for a man, but for a god, when

he ſet about his catalogue of the fixed stars,

ſpeaks of Thales with the ſame degree of

reverence. Thales, who is thus mentioned,

travelled to Egypt, and brought thence, among

other rudiments of astronomical knowledge,

the figures of ſome constellations.

The Bear, we know, was one of the ear

liest of theſe, it was even prior to the time

of Thales; for although he is ſaid by ſome

to be first of all the Greeks who travelled into

 

\

Egypt on this occaſion, it is plainly other

wiſe, ſince he is ſaid to be the inventor of the

Leſſer Bear, that is, the perſon who brought

the knowledge of it into Greece ; and by the

form of that account it appears, that the

Great Bear was familiar then before his time.

Thus much of the history of the bringing the

constellations into Greece, is neceſſary to ex

plain the figure, and the early name of one of

the oldest of them, perhaps the very oldest of

them all.

Although the stars, which are ſo very con

ſpicuous toward the north pole, and which

are at this time called the stars of the Great

Bear, were ſo early taken notice of, they

were not ſo early called by this name, or

arranged under the lineaments of this qua

druped.TheGreeks, though they received the

constellations from Egypt, made great inno

vations in them, and, I am ſorry to ſay, not

with the most ingenuous view. We find this

constellation called in the writings of ſome of

the Engliſh astronomers the Wain, that is,

the VVaggon; and that which is called the

other Bear, is alſo called by the ſame name.

The erms Greater and Leſſer Wain being

as frequent, in many writers, as Greater and

Leſſer Bear; this is no Engliſh, nor modern

innovation. Amaxa, the Grecian name for

this constellation, or, in the plural, for theſe

two constellations, ſignifies a waggon, coach,

chariot, or any Other wheel-carriage, and

far

____.___V . _ _ e. -_t
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far from being a new, it is, as 'I ſet out

with the ſaying, the antient name of this con

stellation. The Egyptians understood thoſe

stars as correſponding with the figure of a

low cart, or carriage, ſuch as stone is drawn

upon, having four wheels, and drawn by

'three horſes, placed one before the other.

We find it thus repreſented among the hiero

glyphical figures, inſcribed on the earliest

'monuments of that country, and in company

with thoſe which repreſent Virgo, the Lion,

the Crab, and Capricorn. It is ſometimes

alſo placed on thoſe monuments, and it ſeems

then intended as an emblem of stability.

The Greeks, who received this uſeful con

stellation, doubtleſs, nay, evidently; very early

from the Egyptians, appear at first to have

retained the stars under the ſame figure ; and

by this word Amaxa to have called it by the

ſame name, for Amaxa, ſignifying at large a

wheel-carriage, was, of all words their lan

guage afforded, the most proper for exprefling

the name of a carriage of that kind, not per

fectly the ſame with any in uſe with them,

and was probably intended as a tranſlation of

the period by which the Egyptians called it.

The Greeks when they began to cultivate

astronomy in earnest, when they applied the

other ſciences to the heavens, and laid the

foundation for thoſe improvements which

were after made, and which carried it to that

amazing height at which the ſcience, at

length, arrived among them, grudged the

Egyptians the honour of having knowu any

thing of it before, and were unwilling that

what they had improved to this ſurpriſing

height, or what they had but laid the steps of

ſo improving, ſhould not be ſuppoſed the pro

duce in its original of genuius's in their own

country. With this intent they addedto

the story of the constellations part of their

own history, or of their own fable, that they

  might ſeem the offspring of that country to

which ſuch history, or ſuch fable, belonged,

as will be ſeen at large under the whole ſeries

of the forty-eight old constellations. When

they found a lion in the ſphere, it was ſaid

to be the Nemaean ſavage oſ that ſpecies

which Hercules destroyed; if a dragon it

was made to be that which guarded the Heſ

perian fruit, and which the ſame great hero

llew, and thus of all the rest. But when

they found figures that would not ſupport any

of theſe pompous trifles, they took a farther

liberty, and altered them ; this was the caſe

with the constellation which is the ſubject

of the preſent enquiry. A waggon was a -

coarſe and paltry instrument, they knew not

what to do with it 5 they had not one fable

among all their legends into which ſo clumſy

a machine could be introduced ; they altered

it. We find in their earliest times the con

stellation was given under the figure of a

waggon, for they called it Amaxa, but this

was afterward thrown out of the ſphere, and

a bear put in its place. This they delivered

dOWn to posterity as the animal of that ſpecies

into which Calistho was transformcd, and ſo

the origin was as pompous, and as fooliſh, as

that of any of the rest.

That the Great W'ain, or Greater Bear,

was indeed a very early constellation, is not

only very natural to ſuppoſe, but it is very

abundantly proved. We are told by the old

Greek historians, that thoſe who travelled

over the immenſe deſarts of Arabia, for there

were people, adventurous enough to attempt

this in the earliest times, guided their courſe

by the aſſistance of thoſe stars which were

about the pole. That ſailors, as ſoon as they

grew bold enough to venture the ſight of

ſhare, must alſo have recourſe to theſe is evi

dent; and we do find the Bear, that is to

ſay, the stars forming the constellation at this

F f ff 2 time
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time called, though not then ſo named the

Great Bear, was the constellation they uſed

as their guide on theſe OCCaſions. That theſe

land-travels were prior to long Voyages, none

will doubt, and as they were, doubtleſs, pur

ſued with a view to commerce, carriages

were, doubtleſs, employed in them to tranſ

port the goods of one part of the country to

another; in this view of the matter the figure

of the constellation will appear the most na

tural that could be given to it. What could

be ſo familiar as to form thoſe stars into the

figure of a carriage, the uſe of which was as

a guide to carriages .P If we look into the oc

caſion of the Egyptian constellation, we ſhall

find this origin conſonant to thoſe of all the

rest. They had a mind to denote, by certain

stars, the ſun's place at that period of the year

when the young of the ſeveral ſpecies of do

mestic cattle, the lamb, the calf, and the

kid, began to be ſeen about the pastures 3

and whatever the figures that they choſe for

the arranging the stars of theſe ſuccefiive

fpaces, the Ram and Bull, the fathers of the

flock, with reſpect to the two first, and for

the other the Kids themſelves, and a pair of

them, for that is the old figure of the con

stellation Gemini, to ſhew, that they came

forth -in pairs, not ſingly, as the lamb and

calf uſually offered. In this manner alſo a

woman, with an ear of corn in her hand, a

female reaper, denoted the time of harvest;

and a lion, the most furious of all beasts, the

rage of the hottest ſun in the month of his

full power. If we conſider theſe as the oc

caſions and deſigns of the Egyptian constella

tions, and if we allow, as we aſſuredly must,

the Wain, the Amaxa, to be one of thoſe

constellations, we ſhall ſee, that nothing

could be ſo natural, or ſo probable, as their

giving to thoſe stars, which were to direct the

traveller in his way with ſuch carriages, the l

 

figure of one of the carriages themſelves, for

it must be confeſſed, that none could be ſo

natural, nor any thing ſo conſonant with

what appears to be their constant custom.

It is highly probable, that the venturing out

to ſea was long after the institution of theſe

long land-travels, and nothing was ſo fami

liar, as that thoſe who did it ſhould have re

courſe to the ſame stars, for their direction,

that had before ſerved, and were probably, at

that time, known to ſerve the others. When

they wae aecustomed to the ſea, they ſound

greater preciſion neCeſſary than was needful

at land, and conſequently they added the

Little Wain, or that other constellation.

That theſe constellations were thus early

known, will appear from all the authors

who have had the ſlightest opportunities

of mentioning any of them ; we ſhall

find them all mentioning the Bear and the

Wain ſmle in many places, and by that we

are always to understand them as meaning

the Great Bear, and we ſhall find ſome, but

not all of them, occaſionally, mentioning

them both, or uſing what is generally under

stood as the name only of one of them in the

plural number; and it is by this Word that

they expreſs them both when it is not neceſ

ſary for them to be particular in the distinc

tion, but only to allude to that part of the

heavens. '

We find the Bear and the Bears, the Wain

and the Wains, mentioned in this manner in

three different books of the Old Testament 3

indeed We find neither the name of the Bear,

nor the Wain, in the Engliſh ; nor Urſa, nor

Plaustrum, in the Latin; nor even thoſe of

Arctos, or Amaxa, in the Greek; but it is

not in the tranſlation, no not even in the

Greek one, that we are to look for the things

that concern astronomy : recourſe must

be to the original, and that only can direct

us 5

_ -___..<-......-r
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us 5 for not the Hebrews of later time them- l

ſelves, nor any of the tranſlators, nor the

wiſest of the commentators, have any idea

of the ſcience, from the ſoundations of which

alone the meaning of thoſe words, which

occur there as names of constellations, could

be aſcertained.

That the writers of thoſe ſacred pages

knew very well what it was they wrote about

is plain 3 they were under too ſecure a guidance

to have error poſſible -, and wherever they

have appealed to the heavens as testimonies oſ

the power and goodneſs of the Creator, they

have invariably referred to thoſe parts of them

which were most conſpicuous, and of most

immediate uſe to the world. Their plan be

ing to expreſs the majeſty and goodneſs of

God, they must have done this, ſince they

well knew how to cauſe, and where to do it 5

but that is not all the proof, there is abundant

evidence, from the manner of their ſpeaking

concerning the constellations, which they

were they meant.

But, though this knowledge lay among the

witers of the Old Testament, we have no teſ- =

timony, nay, we have no reaſon to believe, -

that any part of it was preſerved among

their early readers. The Jews, we know,

were ignorant and obstinate, theſe were

the qualities that made up their character;

knowledge in the ſciences they never had,

nor ever attempted to obtain; in their

most proſperous state they deſpiſed it; in

their captivity it is not to be ſuppoſed they

were in ſpirits to preſerve it, or, that they

would have dared to do ſo with reſpect

to this particular ſcience of astronomy,

ſince that and judicial astrology were always

conpled together by the people whoſe captives

they were, conſequently the studying of the

stars would have been construed into enquir

ling of themwhen thoſe diviſion: and troublcs,

 which were among their masters, ſhould de

stroy their monarchy. Before their captivity,

therefore, they did not, and in it they dared

not, to study astronomy z after, it was the

only time that could be ſuppoſed likely, ſince

we read of ſchools and ſeminaries after their

restoration in Alexandria. But let us look

into the history of theſe, and we ſhall find

them, as ever, out of the way of all knowledge

in the ſciences, for they there ſuffered no stu

dies to be followed but thoſe of the recovery

of their language, which was, in a great mea

ſure, lost, and of the law of Moſes written

in it. After this we know they required

none.

Thus much is neceſſary to obſerve with re

ſpect to the Jews, ſmce not one of their com

mentators give any notice of the Bear, or

Wain, being a constellation named in the

ſcriptures 5 but this we ſhall find to be no ar

gument that it is not, nor were, that the ver

ſion of thoſe books, 'm which the constella

tions are mentioned, called that of the Septua

gint, names not this. In the first place, we

are not aſſured that the ſeventy, who were

engaged by Ptolemy in tranſlating the Old

Testament into Greek, did ſo tranſlate the

whole of it; and, if they only did a part, it

is very probable theſe books made 'no portion

of it; poſſrbly it was only the law they tran

ſlated, or, if they went farther, probably the

origin of the people, and the story of their

wars, was all 3 but we cannot ſuppoſe that

the allegorical and prophetic books would be

taken in, if any Were lt-ft out -; ſo that, if

we ſuppoſe there was any part of the Old

Testament not tranſlated by .the ſeventy, the

book of Job, and the prophecies of Iſaiah and

Amos, may be naturally ſuppoſed to be among

that part. It is in theſe books, and in theſe

alone, the constellations are mentioned, and

therefore, if the tranſlation, ſp celebrated for

Its
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its authenticity, did not' extend to all the

books, theſe have no claim to its countenance.

But let us ſuppoſe the whole Greek verſion

of the Old Tcllament to have this ſanctionpf

the Septuagint authority; still I have ſhewn,

that no perfect dependance is to be placed on

their verſion of Words which were the terms

of a ſcience, with which ſcience they were

perfectly unacquainted. We find theſe tran

flators, whoſoever they were, rendering the

word Chimah, which ſignifies a giant, and

which was the old name of Orion, by

the word Pleiadcs, and we find them render

ing the name of the northern conſtellation

Draco by the plain words a crooked ſerpent,

' not ſeeming to understand it to have been the

name of a constellation at all, but to have

looked upon the words Nahaſh Barik to have

meant one of the fnakes under our hedges.

As to the Jewiſh commentators, the best
of them are as wideſſof the matter as the tran

flators, and confeſs a perfect ignorance in

their perfect confuſion ; their 'perplexity, and

idle attempts to explain Chimah and Cheſil by

a hot ſtar and a cold star, are ſufficient proofs

of this, and he will have conviction enough

of their perfect ignorance in astronomy, who,

when he finds them talking of the Seven Stars,

ſees them blundering between the Pleiades

and the Septemtriones.

It is neceſſary to ſhew that there is this per

plexity and ignorance among the commenta

tors, .and even in the tranflators of ſome parts

of the bible, with reſpect to this particular ſci

ence, in order to justify that recourſe which

must be had to the original, to understand

what was meant in particular by thoſe words

which are ſo palpably the names of ſome or

other of the conftellations. We know the

origin of astronomy to have been very early

in the world, and we may eaſily determine,

that the first progreſs it made was no more

 

than that of remarking certain clufters of ſtars

which pointed out, by their riſe, peculiar ſea

ſons, or marked invariably certain points in

the heavens z the first ſerved as a direction to

the hufbandman

' 5sz ffia'ere ter-ram

I'ertrre;

when he ſhould change his land, when ſow

his crop, and when bx wg out his lambs into

the pasture; the other .i-rected the voyager,

or traveller, who, in the deſert, or on the

wide ſea, had no other mark to look upon.

As early therefore, probably, as huſbandry

began, and certainly as early as commerce

was undert-iken, eonstellations were formed.

A few of thcſe ſerved the purpoſe, and conſe

quently a few only were establiſhed. Theſe

were all that were known for many ages, and

curioſity, long after, added the rest. There

are but four or five of theſe named in the Old

Testament. The tranſlators of the Old Teſ

tament were not enough informed of the ſci

ence to which they belonged to know exactly

which they were; they found an equal num

ber, four or five alſo known to the early

Greeks, and they gave the names of theſe as

chance directed for the others. For the

Chimah, Cheſil, and Aiſh of the heavens,

'they gave the Pleiades, Orion, and Arcturus

of the Greeks, and, although it happened, as

very naturally might be expected, that two of

theſe were the names of twa of the Hebrew

constellations, yet it has ſo happened, that

they have not applied them to thoſe two, but

to two others.

Though we have reaſon to allow a very

early origin to ſome of the constellations, yet

we are not to ſuppoſe any of them ſo early as

the old books of the ſacred text. It has been

pretended by ſome, that the book of Job was

written

_- _..__ ____ ___. __, a. _
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written by Moſes, but there are a thouſand

reaſons against ſuch a ſuppoſition, and were

there not one more, the naming oſ constel

lations in it would be enough to prove that it

was not. There can be no reaſon to imagine

that any constellations at all were formed in

the days of Moſes, or that any owed their

origin to the Jews. Had there been any,

the ſpirit of Moſes, who is full of the greatest

images throughout his writings, would not

have failed to mention them, as there are

many opportunities in the courſe of his wri

tings, under which he might have done it;

but, from his perfect ſcience on this head, and

from the character of the Jewiſh people, in

and before his time, we have all the reaſon in

the world to determine none more than

known.

We very well know, when Iſaiah prophe

cied : he aſcertains the time himſelf, for he

tells us the names of the ſeveral kings in whoſe

reigns he prophecied, and among them is

Uzziah. We very well know when Uzziali

reigned, and therefore we know of a certainty

when Iſaiah prophecied ; it was between ſeven '

and eight hundred years before the birth of

Christ. As to Amos, it is plain that he

was a cotemporary, or very nearly a cotem

porary with Iſaiah, for he alſo, as himſelf

tells us, prOphecic-d in the reign of Uzziah,

ſo that the greatest distance that can be placed

between them is only that of a few years, ſup

poſing one to have pr0phccied in the begin

ning, and the other toward the latter end of

his reign. That authors of this time ſhould

mention constellations is as natural, as it

would be unnatural to ſuppoſe that Moſes

could; for we can trace the knowledge of

constellations (th0ugh perhaps not of many

constellations) up to this time, among other

nations. We can, of a certainty, ſhew, that
ſſ the Babylonians were acquainted with ſome

 

constellations- between ſeven and eight hun

dred years before the Chriſtian zra, though,

perhaps, all their own boasts of antiquity will

not be able to carry it much higher; and, if

we ſuppoſe this to have been the very period,

as most probably it is, at which the stars be

gan to be formed into constellations, and their

uſe known to mankind, it is the more natural

that the prophets ſhould appeal to them as

proofs of the greatneſs of God's power, and

as the means of his vengeance.

We need not be in fear that the book of

Job, in which constellations are mentioned,

ſhall carry up the origin of thoſe aſſemblages

of stars higher than it is carried by the period

of theſe prophets. Peace to the violence of

thoſe who have contended for that allegorical

work having been written by Moſes l It is cer

tain that it was done ſome centuries after the

writings of theſe prophets. There is abun

dant proof, even in the nature, language, and

intent of the book, that it was written during

the captivity of the Jews, and we very well

I know when that captivity began, and conſe

 
quently can be aſſured within what period it

must have been written. It is evidently a

work of conſolation to the Jews in that diſ

treſs, and is as noble as judicious, and as in

structive an one as could have been conceived

for that purpoſe, not as the genius of man

could have contrived, for it is much more

than mortal. The unhappy people are ſoothed

and flattered in it 5 they are taught the only

means by which they can extricate them

ſelves, or by which they can obtain the divine

favour; and they are ſhewn, that, by ſuch

means, they will obtain it. The misfortune

is not laid hpon any crime oſ theirs, but, ac

cording to the freedom of the castern way of

writing, upon the practices of an evil ſpirit.

WVhat could ſooth an afflicted people ſo much

as being told, not their own crimes had

brought
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brought thle afflictions on them, but things

out of their own power? XVhat could at

once animate their hope and their reſolution

ſo nobly as the painting out to them a man ſu

perior to all theſe misfortunes by his confidence

in the power and greatneſs of his God P

What could be ſo great a, leſſon of humility

and reſignation as the character and conduct

of that ſufferer ? or what ſo glorious a proſpect

as that they have ſten in the concluſion of the

story of his wealth and his proſperity doubled

by the bleſſing of that God whom he had never

offended by repining at his miſerable con
dition ? i

Theſe are foundations on which the true

period of the book of Job may be eſtabliſhed 3

as to the times of thoſe of Amos and Iſaiah,

they are as fixed as any point in history,

and as incontcstible. We thus ſee the three

writers of the Old Testament therefore who

have named the constellations, for no others

have mentioned any, living at a time when

astronomy was in its infancy, when only a

few constellations were formed, and when

only thoſe few there could be named, theſe

must have been the moſt of uſe, and it is eaſy

to know therefore, that they muſt have been

thoſe which pointed out the times of agricul

ture, or were the marks ofdirection for naviga

tors. We are therefore to expect a few of

the old conſtellations to be named in theſe

books, and muſt we not expect the Bear to

be admitted among them? Can we imagine

it poſſible, that a Conſtellation which we

know to have been of ſo early origin, and

which We know to be ſo uſeful, could be

omitted where any conſtellations were men

tioned, eſpecially when they were mentioned

with intent to ſpeak the glory and the good

neſs of God ? Certainly, no. We are not to

doubt but that Bear was one of the early, and

one of the uſeful conſtellations. We find no

  

author among the moſt antient who mentions

any conſtellation at all, and who does not

mention the Bear, or \Vain, the Arctos, or

Amaxa, and why ſhould we ſuppoſe, or, in

more proper terms, why did the tranſlators

of the books of Iſaiah, Amos, and Job, ſup

poſe that three ſo early writers, ſhould all

name ſeveral conſtellations in their books,

and yet omit to mention it ? It is not neceſ

ſary that we ſuppoſe ſailing in uſe in their

days to make ithigh in uſe. Diodrus Siculus

tells us, that the earliest people had recourſe

to it in travelling over the deſarts, where there

were notices, or buildings, or mountains, to

direct them.

But, though we could only infer from this,

that it was improbable the authors of theſe

books ſhould have omitted the name of this

constellation, or ſpeaking of the Greater and

the Leſſer Bear, we ſhall be able to prove by

the text, that they have named them, and that

the terms, in which they have ſpoken of them,

are ſuch, that they could have been applied to

no other conſtellation. We ſhall find a constel

lation called Cheſil in thebook of Job, and we

ſhall find tWO constellations mentioned together

by the ſame name in the prophecy of Iſaiah ;

and theſame name occurs again, in the ſinglar,

in Amos; and from the context, from the man

ner of their mentioning the words, and from

the metaphors, which, according to the man

ner of the east, they apply to them in naming

them, we ſhall find, that, by the word Cheſil,

in the ſingular number, no other thing can

poſſibly be meant except the constellation of

the Great Bear, or Wain 5 and that by the

ſame word, when made plural in Iſaiah, no

other thing can be intended but the two con

stellations the Greater and Leſſer Bear, as

they are now called, or, as they were called

much earlier, thelGreater and Leſſer Wain. In

Job, the word Cheſil is mentioned twice, and

both
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both times in the ſingular number; in the

ninth chapter God is deſcribed as hc who

created Aiſh, Cheſil, and Chimah, that is, as

it is rendered, Arcturus, Orion, and the Plei

ades ; but the true tranſlation is the Pleiades,

the Bear, and Orion. In this paſſage we ſee

the word Cheſil put as the name of one of

thoſe constellations which were of great uſe

to mankind, and which gave a real instance

of the greatneſs and goodneſs of God. Cheſil

is therefore the name of a constellation of im

portance to mankind z the tranſlators have

rendered it Orion, and this would have been

a constellation of ſufficient uſe to authorize the

conjecture, but Chimah follows it, and Chi

mah is the certain name of Orion, and conſe

quently Cheſil cannot be ſo, but must ſignify

ſome other constellation. This is certain; but

it has not been conjectured by any of the tran

ſlators, or*commentators, that it meant the

Bear. The ſecond place in which the word

Chefil is mentioned in the book of Job, is in

the thirty-eighth chapter, the words are theſe 3

" Canst thou bind the ſweet influence of

t' Chimah, or looſe the bands of Cheſil P"

This we find tranſlated " Canst thou bind the

*' ſweet influence of the Pleiades, or looſe the

a hands of Orion P" Chimah being again

tranſlated the Pleiades, ' though it truly ſigni

fies Orion; and Cheſil, Orion,though it means

the Bear. The force of this paſſage ſhall be

preſently conſidered in proof of this aſſertion z

but, in the mean time, let us conſider the

others,
i The prophet Amos mentions this constel

lation in company with Chimah, just as they

are mentioned in the book of Job, and with

the ſame intent; he expreſſes by them the

goodneſs and the power of God, and, as

Amos is the earlier writer by a century or

two, and was, doubtleſs, in great estimation

among the Jews during the time of their cap
VOL. I. ct

 

  

ti vity, it is extremely probable, that the author

of the book of Job tranſcribed the paſſage

from him. Amos is preaching repentance to

the Jews, and he bids them turn to God;

the God who hath done all good and all great

things for them 3 and, to expreſs this, he

calls their eyes up to the heavens, and calls

him the God that maketh Chimah and Cheſil,

that is Orion and the Bear, or, in plainer

words, the God who gave them the constel

lation which directed them in the affairs of

huſbandry, and the constellation which was

their guide upon the ſeas, or over the deſart ;

the former being the uſe of Chimah, that is,

Orion; and the latter of Cheſil, that is, the

Bear. This text agrees in all things with the

first mention of the constellation in the book

of Job, that is, in the ninth chapter, and

both meant to characteriſe Cheſil as a con

stellation of great uſe to mankind. Thus

much we find, therefore, establiſhed by theſe

two paſſages. Thus much might, indeed,

agree to ſome other constellations as well as

to the Bear, but the Bear must be allowed

one of thoſe constellations to which it might

refer.

All that is proved by theſe paſſages, there

fore, is, that Cheſil may mean the Bears, but

there is that behind which will prove that it

must, and that it can belong to no other con

stellation. We ſhall find Iſaiah mentioning

it in his thirteenth chapter, and that in ſuch a

manner as c0untenances, in the strongest ſenſe,

the opinion establiſhed on the other texts,

that Cheſil must mean a constellation ofgreat

uſe to mankind, and, at the ſame time, fixing

it -to the Bear. It is here that we find the

word uſed in the plural number. The intent

of the paſiage is a denunciation of the ven

geance of God gby the prophet for the ſins of

the people; the words are, V The stars of

_ U heaven and the Chcſilim ſhall no more he

G g g g 5' bright,
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* a bright, or'ſhine, and the run ſhall be' ran: at

a his riſing, and the moon ſhall not give her

'ſſ' light." The tranſlators, not well knowing

what to make of this plural of Cheſil, have

rendered the word constellations in a general

manner, withodt applying it to any: but the

appropriated' uſe or' the ſame term, once in

Amor, and tri-'vice in' the book of Job, are

proofs' ſUfficient that it is not' to be ſo ren

dered." _

It is plain' that Chefllim does not man the

constellatio'n's in general, ſince then the word

'would have beſi'en' unneceſſary in the text 3 the

ferr'n stars, which had been before, ſignifying

tſſhe fame thing; for, that all the ſtars ſhall be

daſſrkened, and all the constellations ſhall be

darkened; isjuſt the ſame; and the bible, of

all books' in the world', most free' from tauto

logy; but,- after ſaying ingerſeral; that the

stars' of 'heaven ſhould be" darkerfed, it Was

very' natural and forcible to urge the ſystem,

by ſingling out ſome of the particular Constel

lations Which were most uſeſdl of' all to m'an'ſi

kind, and the advantage of Which they Wbu'ld

loſe by this judgment; lt Was most natural

for the prophet, in this ſenſe, to name the'

two maſt impoita'nt, and, if any o'n'e', at this

p time, ſherrld aſk which are the two most im

portacttn't constellations in the header'is certainly

the anſwer would be,- the tw'o' ears, or

Waids. A '

Bþt 'this is rr'o't all; We ſhe it natural that

he ſhould hat-ne theft, we ſee' it proved

that he has named them; for he lids named

two constellations, Which are Ekprefl'ed by a

plural of the ſa't'ne frriguiaf, that is, (for it can

admit a no other constrtrction) he has ſelected

(WO constellation: which Were called by the

fame name, although diſtinguiſhed by the epi

thets that were added. The tWo Bears, or,

as they were 'earlier called, the tw'o Amaxas,

er two Wains, are two censtellationt thus

 'distinguiſhed by the' epithets Smaſiller and

Greater, and they were of importance enough

tomankind in their uſe-tojustiſy all that was ſaid

ofthem, and to make the obſcuring their light,

or the cauſing them to ceaſe from ſhining, a

judgment and a curſe of the ſeverest kind upon

the people. It Will remain to aſk, Are there

two other" eonstella'tions inxali the heavens of

as great uſe as theſe to mankind i' There are

not. Are there two" other's, which are called

by the ſame name, and might- be eXpreſſed by

the plr'rraf of the ſa'nie Word, and that are 'ex

tremely uſeful? There are not. It is plain,

that (We constellations, thus uſc'ful, and two

constellations thus called by the ſzrne name,

are meant by the term Cheſilim in Iſaiah, and

as there' are no others which anſwer that de

ſcription, it folloWs, that the prophet meant,

by Cheſilirn, the Greater and the Leflir Bear,

or GreateSr and Lest'er Waggon, and conſea

quently that Che'ſi'lim being warns, Cheſil is

Wah ; she that where this Word is' uſed 'm the

finglar number in the book of Job, although
we it tranſlated the Word Orion, w'e'ſi

ought to it as kneading the Bear,

that is, the Great, Of Old Beat.

Bu't there is Yet one paſſage' w be exa

mined. I have already mentioned the words',

they are,- a Cahst thou bind the' ſweet influ

u 'thee or' Chimah, or loofc th'e bands of

3 Chefll i" pThe tranſlatidn ſays, 4 Carist

** thou bind theſwett influenCe of the Pleiades,

" or looſ'e the hands dſ Orion ?" The Plei

ades were remarked, in very early time, for

two things, ahd they' Were remarked for no

more ; theſe Were, as the constellation which

began the year, for they marked the new

y'ea'r by their riſing, and as' the preſage ofrain,

but neither of theſe is the particular characte

riſing the bonstella'tion Chimah in this place ;

ſo that there was from the cbnt'ext, or from

the flaming it, no reaſon in the werk! to ſup

poſe
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poſe the Pleiades were meant by it 5 beſide,

. the ſame verſe has mention of the word Aiſh,

which is the old name of the Pleiades, and

therefore, for the ſame reaſon that Chcſil can

not be Orion, becauſe Chimah, named in the

ſame place, is that constellation, Chimah,

were it not known that it ſignifies Orion,

could not be put for the Pleiades, becauſe

Aiſh, which is the proper name of that con

ſtellation, stands in the ſame paſſage.

If we are to judge by the context indeed,

and there is no better way of judging, Aiſh

must, and can mean no other than the Ple

iades, becauſe Aiſh and its offspring, or, ac

cording to the eastem phraſe, Aiſh and his

ſons, is avery proper expreſſion applied to

the constellation which opened the year, and

which might therefore be called the parent,

or the leader, of all the rest, and they might

becalled its attendants: and, in a ſecondary

ſenſe, owing to thelcustom of the Hebrew,

its children. This makes it [a beautiful ex

preſſion, to ſpeak of the Almighty as leading

in the constellation Pleiades and its ſons,

though this could mean nothingiif ſpoken of

Arcturus, as the Greek tranſlation has ren

dered it

The ſettling one constellation 'aſcertains

another; and having thus, onzthemofi firm

foundation, determined what is the meaning

of Aiſhand Chimah, the Pleiades and Orion,

-that of the third word will be much-eaſier al

lowed. The: Pleiades, Orion, and the Bear,

were the three constellations moſt likelyto be

meanththeſe authors, becauſe the three oldest,

and the three moſt uſeful in the world 5, two

of vthem we ſee do ſignify Orion.and the Plei

ades; were, it therefore ſo, the probability

would be great, that the third ſhould ſignify

the Bear. zBut this is only circumstantial

reaſon z we' have ſeen-Iſaiah ſpeaking of, Cheſil

X asthe common name of two constellations;

 

we here ſee the author of the book of Job

ſpeaking of it under the form of an expreſſion

in which hands are mentioned. Let us exa

mine what this means.

If we refer to the tranflation, we ſhall find

the word Pleiades, in which there is nothing

that could have the least reference to the word

bands; but this, we know, is not the true

meaning of the original name. If we look

into the commentators, we ſhall find abun

dance of idle and unmeariing words about

Cheſil being a cold star, and binding up the

earth, but this is too contemptible to be

minded. Among the more rational, Bochart,

who has conſidered theſe things largely, could

never come at the truth regard to the word

Cheſil, becauſe the wotd before ſuppoſed Aiſh

to ſignify the Bear, and by that ſhut himſelf

out of the true ſenſe of thexwordz and Coſ

tard, who has, with greatjudgment, adapted

and appropriated all that was valuable in Bo

þchart and Hyde, and a multitude more on the

ſubject 3 although he falls upon the true mean

ing of the word, yet hits upon a verypoor

explication of the phraſe that is in this place .

. joined to it. He agrees that Chcſil is the

Bear, and, remembering that what is now

called the Bear was once called the Waggon,

he ſuppoſes that the unlooſing the bands of

Cheſil alluded to the untying of the harneſs

by which the horſes were afiixed to that car

_ riage; but this is a low idea, and anunmean

ing explication. It was much beneath the

dignity of this hwriter, whoſoever he was,

when-ſpeaking. of the power of the, Creatorin

__malting_a constellation, to talk of the harneſs

of the horſes; nor indeed wouldvtherezhaye

vIrn-en any meaning. kithe Paffizze; on the

contrary, _there__is a ſenſe of theſe words, looſe

the_bapd_s,,w_hich,_ being expreſſed ofthe Bear,

or Waggon, (forin this ſenſe it is all one by

Awhat name constellation is called)_ havea
Gſig g g 2 full
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full and noble meaning, and at once illustrate

and enforce the ſenſe of the whole paſſage,

while they' characteriſe the constellation', and

ſhew that no other co'uld be named. 1

We agree that the Great Bear is the

Cheſil of this paſſage ; its uſ: to mankind

was as a guide over ſeas and deſarts, as that

of Orion was preſtigng the time of the ripe

pasturage and food for cattle. The constel

lation Chcſil effected this great purpoſe, how ?

by being, at all times, fixed in one part ofthe

heavens. We know the free and figurative

' method of the eastern writing; nothing could

be more natural to that people, when ſpeak

ing of a constellation, whoſe great character

it was to be fixed in one part of the heavens,

than to expreſs themſelves concerning it as

tied, or bound there, and the removing it

from its place, or taking away the character

of fixedneſs, could be no way more naturally

expreſſed than by this phraſe of untying, or

looſening the hands. Let us look into the

paſſage in this view, and We ſhall ſee it, in

all things, ſuited to the ſubject, and Worthy

of the writer.

The ſentiment to be conveyed was, that

the Almighty was the author of all good

things to mankind, and the creatorv of eVery

thing august and uſeful. There could be no

objects in the viſible creation ſo aptly applied

' to, on this occaſion, as the constellations 3

_ arrangements of multitudes of stars, and be

ſide their grandeur in appearance, ſerving

A mankind in the great purpoſes of life. The

manner of expreffing this torment was by

aſking of man himſelf, whether he could make

ſuch things, or whether he could prevent that

good which the God who had created them,

had destined them to be of to the world. The

question was, in plain terms, this: Canst

thou prevent the conſequences of thoſe stars

appearing, whoſe riſe promiſes, or preſages

 
ſummer? or, canst thou take from man that

great direction which I have establiſhed for

him in the heavens, to guide him in his tra

vels and his voyages ? How is' this ſentiment

expreſſed! how? but in the most natural

manner of'all others, in which an eastem

writer could have expreſſed it z it is done by

particulariſing thoſe constellations by their

names, and alluding to their uſes. Canst

thou bind the ſweet influence of the Orion ?

for that is the real constellation referred to in

the paſſage. . Canst thou prevent that when

this constellation appears, the herbage of the

field ſhall follow? Or, canst thou looſe the

hands of the Bear? that is, can'st' thou pre

vent that constellation from being fixed to the

pole, in which ſituation it is the constant

guide and director of mankind; and let it

move like the other stars, or as the motion

of the earth cauſes the other stars to appear

to move? What could be ſo natural as to

ennumerate, on this occaſion, the great and

uſeful constellations, or which could have

been more properly mentioned, or how could

any have been mentioned with more force and

elegance? The paſſage is thus explained;

and the Amaxa, or Wain, of the Greeks, is

proved to be, as it has been at'all times ſup

poſed, one of the oldest of the constellations.

WATER, in the Moon. Astronomers

pretty univerſally call thoſe obſcure ſpots,

which are ſeen on the moon's diſk, by the

name of water; but it is probably a name

very little belonging to them. Water ſhould

reflect more light than land, and conſequently

thoſe parts of the moon which were ſeas and

lakes, ought to be brighter, not dutkyer

than the rest: many other things may be

conceived-better to anſwer this appearance,

but there is an argument against it much

greater than all this. There does not ſeem,

by

4-_-___
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by the most accurate enquiries, to be any

ſuch thing as water in the moon's compoſi

tion. That planet ſeems formed of elements

different from thoſe vof this earth. Iſ there

were water there must be exhalations, clouds,

'and an atmoſphere about the moon, but we -

diſcover no ſuch thing; nay, wc have de

monstrative prooſ that there is no atmoſphere
'aboutctthat planet, ſince, iſ there were, the

stars must alter their colour or figure, in go

ing on, or going off her diſk, as we ſhould

then ſee them through that atmoſphere, but

no ſuch thing happens. The clouds alſo,

which would be a neceſſary effect of water,

if there were any there, would alter the ap

pearance of the ſeveral ſpots as they paſſed

over them, and they would look very diffe

rent when we ſaw them through clouds, and

when through a clear air ; but no ſuch change

is perceived, they are the ſame at all times in

' colour and conſiguration, and it is evident

therefore, that we do at all times ſee them

through the ſame medium.

There is great probability therefore, that

what we call water in the moon, is only ſome

' more looſe or light, and rare part of her ſur

Tace. It has- been thought by ſome, that they

' are great extents of ſorest 5 be that as it may,

that they are not water, nor that the ele

ments, oſ which the moon is compoſed, have

any thing like water, or capable of being

raiſed in vapours by the ſun, is certain : (he is

best calculated for reflecting light to us if (he

have not.

WATER-BEARER, Aquarius. A name

of one of the constellations of the northern

hemiſphere, which is alſo one of the twelve

ſigns. See it deſcribed at large under the name

. AVJARws. *

WATER-SERPENT. One of the old forty

cight constellation: mentioned by the astrono

 

mere of the earliest ages, and referred to by

all who haVe written ſmce their time; it is

a constellation of a vast extent, greater than

any other in the heavens, but it does not

contain a proportioned number ofstars 3 there

are an hundred and eighty stars in Aquarius,

and an hundred and thirteen'in the fiſhes,

and yet theſe constellations do not extend'

nearly over the ſpaCe that Hydra occupies,

though its stars are but little more than half

the number. a

ſſ The Hydra is one of thoſe creatures in the

heavens, the likeneſs of which is not upon

the earth: but this is 'common to many.

One would think the figure of a ſerpent as

eaſy to draw as that of a river, but the head

is miſrepreſented, as they have given long tails

to their Bears, they have painted this Ser

pent with the head and beak, as it were, of

a bird, and they have added teeth within it.

There alſo runs a kind of undulated fin along

the back. .

The constellations about the Hydra are,

Virgo, Leo, and Cancer, the Sextant, the

Cup, the Raven, and the Centaur and Wolſ;

the three ſigns of the zodiac are almost pa

rallel with it, but at ſome distance; the Crab

is over its head, and is indeed very near, ſo

that ſome of its ſeet almost touch the head,

but the others are more distant; the Sextant

is placed just over its back z there is a twist

toward the head oſ that animal, and the

upper part of the Sextant touches that, the

under limb almost touches alſo a lower part

of the back. The Cup and the Raven are

alſo placed upon the back of the Hydra, but

at a great distance below theſe, and the head

of the Centaur, and one oſ the legs of the

Wolſ, come very near the tail underneath.

The Ship and the Unicorn are under the

part of the body that is nearer the head, but

they are at a much greater distance.

The
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The old astronomers allowed only twenty

ſeven stars to thisarast constellation 5 Ptolemy

ſets down ſo many, and we know he copied

faithfully after Hipparchus, who made the

original catalogue. Thus it stood among all

the writers to the time of Tycho Brahe 5 that

author counts only nineteen; Hevelius raiſes

the number to thirty-one, and, last of all,

Flamstead makes it ſixty. Of theſe there is

not one of the first, and there is only one of

the ſecond magnitude 5 this is toward the

upper part of the body. There are no more

than three stars which have at any time been

accounted of the third magnitude, and of

theſe but one, which is generally aIIOWed to

,be ſo, two of them having, by many, been

.degraded to the fourth. The allowed star of

the third magnitude is toward the tail, the

last but one behind Corvus. Of the others,

one is near the last bend of the tail, and the

other at the head. It is not a wonder, that

a constellation of this great extent, which

has, in the whole, ſo ſew starsin proportion

to that extent, and in which ſo very ſmall a

_portion, even of thoſe, are Of the conſpicuous

claſſes, ſhould be leſs marked in the heavens

than any others 5 it is indeed one of the most

obſcure among the constellations 3 the rest of

the stars which belong to it are principally of

the ſmaller kinds, and they are Very irregu

' larly distributed over the figure, there are

'little cluſſsters oſ them in ſome places,.and, in

'ſi others, the body is for a great way naked.

'The Greeks, who are eager to have astrov

_norny ſuppoſed of their own origin, have

thought -it very proper to conceal die-obliga

tions whichthey had to the Egyptians on that

head, and it is in this view, that to prevent

the world fromdiſcovering, that they had

.borrowed the knowledge of their constella

. tions from that country, they adapted part of

their own historyand fable to. every one of

 
them, -by\this means to fix the invention of

them to that country where that history, and

thoſe fables, were received. Thus, with re

ſpect to the Hydra, a constellation which

they, doubtleſs, had, with the rest, from

Egypt, they have obſerved the Raven and the

Cup, which are fixed upon its back, making

two other leſier constellations, and they have,

from the whole, given this story. Apollo,

they ſay, at a ſacrifice, ſent the 'Raven with

a cup for water. The Raven ſeeing a quan

tity of unripe figs on the trees, in the place

where it Went for water, staid for the ripen
ing _oſ them, aſind then having eat as many

as it could, carried Apollo his cup of water;

in the mean time Apollo had uſed other water,

and, they ſay, that, in return for the neglect,

he starnped a lasting plague upon the Raven,

that, during the time of figs ripening, it

ſhould be unable to drink; and to continue

the memory of ſuch an incident, they tell you,

he took up the Raven and the Cup into the

ſkies, and that he placed both the one and

the other at a distance, on the back of a great

Water-Serpent, that the Raven might, in

its thirsty fituation, ſee the cup ofxwater be

fore it, and be unable to get at it for the mo

tion of the Serpent. By this strange and ri

diculous story, we may gueſs at the credit

that is to be paid to the other histories of the

constellations as they are deſcribed by the

Greeks. They knewnothing of theintent

or meaning of the Egyptians who constitqu

the constellations, but invented any story to

give an account of them, rather than confeſs

that ignorance. 'Theyhave other fables about

theſe three contiguous ſigns, the Raven, the

Cup, and the Hydra, but they are as abſurd

. as this, and it were impertinent togive them

a place here. Some account qf them 'will beſet'

under 'be head: CMTER and Convus, when

r 'be origin qfibqſe constellation: it jþakm of.

WVEST.
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IVEST. That' half of the circle of the

horizon in whichv the stars appear to ſet, is p

called, in general, the west. The circle

which divides the horizon into- two halves is

the meridian, and the two points, when the

one oſ theſe circles interſects-the other, are

called north and ſcath z that which is nearest

the north pole is called the north point, that

which is nearest the ſouth pole is called the

ſouth point. There is alſo an imaginary

point in the midst of the ſpace, between the

one and the other of theſe either way, at
equal distance from one oſ them, and from i

the other. That point oſ theſe two which is

in the eastern half of the horizon, or in that

half where the stars appears to riſe, is called

the east point, and that which is in the

western half, or that half in which the stars

appear to kt, is called the west point. See

Cracnas.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE. A term

uſed by astronomers and geographers to ex

preſs a part,- or an halſ of the earth, as di

vided by a meridian. Every meridian divides

the earth into two halves, an east and a

west; as the equator does into two others, a

north and aſouth; but theſe are uncertain,

according to the place oſ the meridian;

whereas, the equator being a fixed line, the

other diviſions are alſo certain. In order to

understand this properly, we are to obſerve,

that a meridian is a line, or great circle,

drawn through the two poles oſ the earth,

and through ſome particular place, whoſe me

ridian it is. From the diſpoſition of this circle,

it must cut the ſurſace of the earth into two

hemiſpheres 5 and, as it cuts the horizon at

right angles, marking the north and ſouth

points upon the plane of it, the diviſion,

which it makes oſ the earth's ſurſace, must be

an eastern and westem hemiſphere.

WHALE, Cetus.

northern hemiſphere.

Tus.

A constellation in'v the

See tb'e article Cli

WHE'AT-SH'EAF. One oſ the Arabian.

constellatio'ns; they were forbidden to draw

human figures, and conſequently enlarged

the e'ars oſ corn in Virgo*s hand into a ſheaf,

and leſt out the rest oſ the figure ; it is a li'

berty they have taken with many other of'tho

constellations.

VVHEEL, or Ime's VVHEEL. A name

X by which ſome have called the constellation

Corona Australis, or the Southern Crown;

it is not a new name, we find lxionis Rota

in many authors.

WINTER TROPIC. A name by

which many have called that tropic which is

more uſually named the tro'pic of Capricorn 5

the terms are both proper, one oſ them ex

preſſes the ſeaſon oſ the year at which the ſun

arrives at this its extreme circle ſouth, and tho

other the constellation through which the ex

treme circle of the ſun's motion pasti-s.

The winter tropic is that parallel which

the ſun deſcribes by his diurnal motion on the

eleventh day oſ December, on which he paſſes

through the ſign Capricorn, and is the most

ſouthern parallel, with reſpect to the equator,

that he' ever makes.

There are two days in the year in which the

ſun is in the equator, theſe are the tenth or

eleventh of March, and the eleventh or

twelfth oſ December. To explain what is

meant by the winter tropic, or the circle of

return of the winter ſeaſon, we must trace the

ſun's motion from this ſecond entrance into

the equator, which happens at his return from

the greatest declination north, and is on the

 

i eleventh or twelfth of September.

The
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The ſun's place in the heavens, we are to

obſerve, is not the ſame any two days toge

ther, ſor, during the whole ſummer, he is de

clining north, or elſe returning from that nor

thern declination; and, during the whole

winter, he is declinng ſouth, or elſe returning

from that declination. On the twnlſth of

September then, the ſun's place is in the

equator, and conſequently the ſun's diurnal

motion, for that day, is in the equator, but

the ſun never remains aday in the ſame place,

and, during the winter, his declination is

ſouth, conſequently, on the thirteenth daincv

September, the ſun's place is not in the equa

tor, but is at a little distance ſouth oſ the

equator, and his diurnal motion is therefore

performed in a parallel at that distance from

the equator, ſor this motion is always per

formed in a parallel which is drawn through

this point.

On the fourteenth day of September the

ſun's place is at a ſomewhat greater distance

from the equator than on the thirteenth, and

conſequently the parallel is yet more distant.

In this manner the parallel oſ the ſun's di

urnal motion changing with his place, is,

every day, more and more distant ſouth of the

equator, till it arrives at the moſt remote place

 

ſouth, where, when it is come, the parallel,

which it deſcribes in its diurnal motion, is the

most remote that can be, and is therefore

called the tropic, or circle oſ return.

This change is 10 little in the ſpace of a

ſingle day, that it is not much perceived, but,

in the ſpace of three man hs, every day of

which has added to it, it lS very conſiderable.

On the eleventh day of December, the pa

rallel, being the most distant ſouth the ſun

ever makes, paſſes through the constellation

Capricorn. It is called the tropic at this

place; and trom this ei/erylday brings the ſun

again nearer and nearer to the equator, and

conſequently makes his diurnal motion de

ſcribe ſmaller aud ſmaller parallels, and, at

the length, after as much time has been em

ployed in bringing him back, as was in car

rying him ſo far away, that it is on the ele

venth of March he is again got back to the

equator; and after, for one day, performing

his motion in that circle, begins to decline

north toward the ſummer tropic.

When we ſpeak of the ſun's motion in all

this, it is in compliance with custom 3 the ſun,

we know, stands still, it is the earth that

moves.
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IPHIAS, the Sword-Fzſh. One of the

X constellations of the ſouthern hemi

ſphere, at least it is the name of one; for as

to the figure, that is indeed not of the Sword

Fiſh, but the Saw-Fiſh. This is not to be

expected among the old forty-eight constella

tions, or its name among the antient astro

nomers 5 it is one of thoſe that the writers of

late days have added to the account. It is a

constellation of very conſiderable ſize, but,

in proportion to its extent, it compriſes but

a very few stars. Its figure, as repreſented on

the globes, and in the ſchemes of the hea

vens, if it had been called the Saw-Fiſh, in

stead of Sword-Fiſh, would have been tole

rably well done ; this is a very ſingular cir

cumstance, with regard to a new-formed con

stellation. The old writers were leſs ac

quainted with natural history than we are at

this time, and they therefore might be ex

cuſed for drawing things leſs accurately; be

ſide, they had often allegorical meanings to

expreſs by the figures of the constellations, or
uſed them has a kind of hieroglyphical lan

guage. They were therefore determined in

their choice from the conſideration of mean-

ing, and it was natural enough for them, if

an exact figure did not ſo well as it was to be

wiſhed, take in all the stars they wanted to

compriſe under its lines, to make ſome addi

VoL. I.
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tions to, or alterations in it; but as neither

of theſe is the caſe with the forms of the new

constellations, they are certainly to blame in

not being accurate. The Sword-Fiſh andſi

the Saw-Fiſh have each a long weapon grow

ing from the ſnout, but in the Sword-Fiſh it

is ſlender and plain, or ſmooth at the edges;

in the Saw-Fiſh it is broad, and notched, or

dentated with teeth like a ſaw: it is odd,

that ſo ſtriking a characteristic ſhould eſcape

any one who drew the figures, and it is the

leſs to be pardoned, as the one would have

compriſed all the stars intended to be con

tained under it, as well as the other. We

may eaſily alter this in future delineations,

and, I hope, for our credit, with our ſuc

ceſſors, it will be done.

There is no constellations very near to the

Xiphias 5 thoſe which are placed about it, at

a distance, are, the Eridanus, the Hydrus,

the Royal Oak, the Ship, and the Dove'; a

part of the Eridanus runs under its tail, the

bent part of the Hydrus comes toward the

ſide of its neck, the root of the Royal Oak is

OVer its head, the stern of the Ship is on the

oppoſite ſide to the Hydrus, and the Noah's

dove is at a distance, but in a parallel direc

tion with the hinder part of its body.

The stars which are ſet down as belong

ing to this great constellation are only ſix.

H h h h There
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There is a ſmall one near the origin of the

Saw or Sword, as we are to call it, another

about the middle of the head, and a third a

little lower. The largest in the constellation

is on the lower part of the body toward the

tail, and there is another just at the root of

the tail, and one at the extreme corner of it,

on the ſide toward the Dove, though theſe

are ſo few, yet their diſpoſition ſavours their,

being remarked, and, they ſay, the constel

lation is vety eaſily knowu.
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A'C. A term under which ſome of the

Y fanciful, among the astronomical wri

ters, have mentioned the constellation Sagit

tary; it is the Turkiſh name of that ſign, and,

in that language, ſignifies an arrow, and,

figuratively, an archer.

YARD, or GOLDEN YARD. A name

given by our ſailors to the stars which compoſe

the belt of Orion. Theſe are ſo very conſpicu

ous, that they have always been remarked in

the heavens. The Arabs call them Mintaka

Al Giauza. Our astrologers, who love hard

words, preſerve the term 3 it means only the

belt of Orion.

YEAR. The original ſignification of the

word, which has been rendered year with us,

and, in the other languages, by ſome word

ſignifying the courſe of the ſun round the

earth in its apparent motion, originally ſig

nifies only a revolution, and is not lirnited to

that oſ the ſun. We find, accordingly, by

the oldest accounts, that people have, at dif

ferent times, expreſſed by it other revolutions,

particularly that of the moon -, and, conſe

quently, that the years of ſome accounts are

to he rendered only months. This will help

us greatly in understanding the accounts cer

tain nations give of their own antiquity. We

read expreſly, in ſeveral of the old Greek

writers, that the Egyptian year, at one pe

  

riod, was only a month, and weare told, ,

that, at other periods, it was four months.

There is no nation, for the understand

ing the history of which ſuch a conſi

deration is inore neceſſary, for the Egyp

tians talked, almost two thouſand years ago,

of having accounts of events forty-eight thou

ſand years distance. We must allow a great '

deal in their accounts to abſolute fallacy.

They had, in the time of the Greeks, the

ſame ambition which the Chinefe have at

preſent, and wanted to paſs themſelves upon'

that people, as the others do upon us, for the

oldeſt inhabitants of the earth; They alſo'

had recourſe to the ſame means, and both the

preſent and the early impostors pretended to

obſervations of the heavenly bodies, and re

counted eclipſes, in particular, to vouch for

the truth of their accounts. The Egyptians

told the Greeks of very near four hundred

eclipſes of the ſun, of which they had the re

gisters; and the Chinefe have attempted to

palm things of the ſame kind upon us, but the

miffionaries among them (ſuch of them at

least as have not been credulous) have diſco

vered a part of the fraud, and computation

has made out a great deal of the fallacy.

That the Eg 'ptians were, indeed, a very

old people, and that they had, from their fa

thers, obſervations of the stars, is certain.

We owe astronomy to the Greeks, and the

Greeks owed its rudiments to them. It was

H h h h 2 from
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from among them that the diviſion of the zo

diac was brought into the rest of the world,

and this Very diviſion proves them to be an

old people; they preſerved its characters on

the most antient of their buildings, and it ap

pears, from the nature of thoſe characters and

figures themſelves, that they were not in

vented there. Virgo, with her ears of corn,

was the ſign intowhich the ſun entered at the

time of the harvest, and Aquarius, with his

urn, denoted the rainy ſeaſon of the winter;

but neither of theſe could be deviſed in Egypt,

for there the harvest is not in September,

which is the time of the ſun's being in Virgo,

but in March or April, and there is no rain

at all there. It is plain, therefore, that their

fathers had establiſhed this diviſion of the zo

diac before they came into Egypt, probably

in the plains oſ Shinar; ſo that they are,

indeed, earlier in their claim to astronomy

than themſelves know of ; but how long their

practice of it in Egypt had been, there is no

determining. -- Beſide their account by years,

they compute alſo by their reigns of kings;

but kings in Egypt were not always kings of

Egypt 5 that kingdom was, in early time,

divided into a multitude of petty principalities,

ſo that, if they take the names of all the lords

of theſe, of whom fifty may have been alive

at a tim'e, and whoſe mutual quarrels, and

frequent wars, may have made many of

them very ſhort-lived, they may, by placing

them over one another as ſo many kings ſuc

ceeding to each other, after a reign of twenty

years a-piece, produce a period as long as that

of their time produced by accounting months

for years, and adding, at their pleaſure, even

unto thoſe, by thouſands at a time. Since

the time in which the ſolar year, or period of

the earth's revolution round the ſun, has been

received, we may account with certainty; but

for thoſe remote ages, in which we do not

 

know of a certainty what is meant by the

term year, it is impoſſible to form any con

jecture of the duration of time in the accounts.

The Babylonians pretend to an antiquity of

the ſame rommtic kind; they talk of forty

ſeven thouſand years in which they had kept

obſervations; but we may judge of theſe by

the others, and of the obſervations as of the

years. The Egyptians talk of the stars hav

ing four times altered their courſes in that pe

riod which they claim for their history, and

that the ſun ſet twice in the east. They were

not ſuch perfect astronomers, but, after a

round-about voyage, they might mistake the

east for the west when they came in again;

but this would not add much to the credit of

their account, although it might exculpate

them with regard to ahſolute fallacy.

YEAR, Solar. The ſolar year is the mea

ſure of that time which the ſun, according to

the ſystem of Ptolemy and Tycho Brahe, or

the earth according to Copernicus; and

truth employs in its proper motion from west

to east to run through the ecliptic, and re

turn to that point of it from which it is ſet

out. Astronomersmwhen they ſpeak with-the

neceſſary preciſion concerning the ſolar year,

distinguiſh between the apparent and the

mean year.

The mean ſolar year conſists of-that time

which meaſures the return of the ſun to the

ſame point of the ecliptic, conſidered from

the centre of the mean movement 3 this is al

ways the ſame, it is not ſubject to any variac
tions. A '

The apparentſiſolar year is the time which

meaſures thereturnof the ſunvtothe ſame

point of the ecliptic, conſidered fromthe

centre ofthe. earth z this isnog always of the

ſame extent, but is liable to certain variations,

whichyaxiations are, cauſed by,the_ movemezft
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of the apogee and perigee of the ſun. [See

this explained under the article APOG 1515.] When

we know the difference between the apparent

ſolar year, and the mean ſolar year at all

times, or for all the points of the zodiac,

which will be familiar after theſe conſidera

tions, we ſhall deſire to determine the dura

tion of the apparent ſolar year, in order to

deduce the mean year ; this is to be done by

the riſing and ſetting of the ſun in the most

familiar manner. No more is neCeſſary than

to mark ſome fixed point on the horizon, at

which we have ſeen the ſun riſe, or ſeen it

-ſet on any particular day of the year 5 and to

watch the time at which it returns to the

ſame point, or riſes, or ſets again at the ſame

place, after having paſſed the two points of the

ſolstice. We ſhould continue theſe obſervations

for two or three days before, and one day after

the day of the ſun's returning to the ſame

point; or ſuppoſe it only one day before,

and one day after, we are then to meaſure

the arc of the horizon, intercepted between

theſe different points, and after this ſay, as

the arc oſ the horizon compriſed between the

riſing, or the ſetting of the ſun, from one of

theſe days to the Other, is to the arc of the

horizon, compriied between the riſing or

'ſetting of the ſun from one year to another 5

ſo are twenty-four hours to a fourth number 5

which being added to the number of the days

between the two first obſervations, will give

the true greatneſs, or extent, of the ſolar

year.

The magnitude of the ſolar year may alſo

'be determined by obſervations of the fixed;

ſtars, compared with obſervations of the, ſun 5,

 

or it may be done by the meridian altitudes

of the ſun 3 but no method can be ſo familiar

as that first mentioned, and it would be tedi

ous and uſeful here to lay down the methods

of doing according to any other, by which

ever it is done, the purpoſe is anſwered in

the ſame manner.

YENKUTEK, or YENKlTEK. A name

by which ſome have called the constellation

Cancer; it is the Turkiſh name. They alſo

call it Lenkanteb and Lenkitek.

YIDGHER YILDUZ. A name by

which ſome have called the constellation Urſa

Major, or the Great Bear; it is the Turkiſh

name of that constellation, and expreſly ſig

nifies the Seven Stars. The Greeks called

the Bear by the ſame name, and from this hasv

ariſen all that strange confuſion that we ſind

between the Bear and the Pleiades.

YILANGE. A name by which ſome,

who are fond oſ uncommon words, 'have

called the constellation Sagittary; it is the

Turkiſh name of that ſign, and from it is de.

rived'the Arab Al Hangal.

YILENKUTEK, A name by which

ſome have called the constellation Cancer;

it is one of its Turkiſh names. They call it

alſo Lenkuteb and Lenkiteb.

YUNGH. A name by which Mars is

called in the Chineſe astronomy. The pro

per ſenſe of the word is Flame. They call it

alſo Ho-Fire; it is from the redneſs of his

appearance.

Z.
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ABZISM. That kind of ſupperstition

Z which led men to worſhip the stars.

The first people who fell into this ſpecies of

idolatry were called Zabii, from Zeber, an

Hebrew word, ſignifying the stars. It ſeems

not improbable, that theſe were the authors

of the first diviſion of the heavens into con

stellations, and from remarking them as pre

ſaging the ſeaſons of rain and fair weather,

they looked upon them as the cauſes vof thoſe

things, 'ſuppoſing them actuated by ſome di

vine ſpirit, and of the nature of the deities.

It was very natural to reverence that which

they ſuppoſed thus poſſeſſed of power to do

good or hurt, and there is reaſon to conclude

this one of the earliest falſe religious in the

world,

ZAHALA, or ZOHOLO. A name given

by thoſe, who are fond of uncommon terms,

'to the planet Saturn 5 it is not a coimd term,

but is one of the Arabic names of the planet,

and though it does not much honour to thoſe

who force it into uſe in our language, when

it is neither neceſſary, nor, in general, in

'telligible5 it is a credit to thoſe who gave it

originally, it ſignifies ſomething that goes

backward, and was a term therefore very

properly given to that planet, which is of all

the most retrograde, or has the most appear

p ancel of going backward.

i

 

ZENITH. That point of the heavens

which is immediately over our heads.

ZERNAIZAN, Ffflu/ator. The Per

ſians call by this name the constellation Her

cule55 they probably therefore make ſome

variation in the figure. Some of our writers,

who are ſond of being obſcurc, called it by

the ſame name.

ZODIAC." A circle in the heavens, ſup

poſed to be in form of a belt or girdle, of

ſixteen degrees in breadth, in the middle of

this belt runs the ecliptic; this belt is di

vided into twelve equal parts, each contain

ing thirty degrees 5 theſe are called the ſigns

of the ZOdiac, and they heretofore did-corre

ſpond to twelve constellations, the names of

which are therefore continued to them to

this time, theſe 'are Aries, Taurus, Gemini,

&c. See the article CIRCLES eft/1' Sþlict'e.

ZONE. A name given by ſome writers

to the circles of the ſphere in general, but by

most of them to the zodiac in particular 5 it

has been the custom of almost all nations to

call this circle, in particular, the belt, though

the rest have equal claim to the appellation.

ZONES. A term of diviſion of the earth's

ſurface among the old astronomers and geo

graphers,
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graphers, which is neceſſary to be understood,

in order to the comprehending their deſcrip

tions. The astronomers uſing the term to

explain the different appearances of the ſun,

and other heavenly bodies, and the length of

days and nights, and the geographcrs, as they

did the climates, to mark the ſituation oſ

places z they kept in uſe both the diviſions oſ

the earth, this into zones, and that into cli

mates, and they uſed them according as they

were inclined, or were able to ſpeak with

greater exactneſs; iſ they knew particularly

what they treated of, they generally ſignified

it by the mentioning what climate it was in,

and if they were leſs accurate about it, they

expreſſed themſelves by a more vague term,

and ſaid in which oſ the zones. '

It will be apt to puzzle thoſe, who are un

accustomed to the terms, to find them talking

of theſe zones under different numbers, ſome

calling them ſive, and others ſix, but this

will be eaſily exPlained, for thoſe who made

them ſix, added nothing to the five, .but only

divided one of the ſive into two.

Five is the original number oſ the zones,

and they had their names thus; one is called

the torrid zone, the two adjoining to this,

one on each ſide, the two temperate zones;

and the two more remote, or adjoining ſeve

rally to the remote edges oſ theſe, were called

the two frigid zones. This is the constant

ſenſe oſ thoſe who make them ſive ; and thoſc,

who ſpeak of ſix, make two torrid zones, as

well as two temperate and two ſrigid ones,

by dividing the torrid zonc exactly into two

in the middle.

Having thus understood what the antients

mean by the term zone, and by its diviſions,

we may determine what they were, how ex

tended, and whence ſramed. The zones

were diviſions oſ the parts oſ the ſurſace oſ the

earth made by the tropics, and by the polar

 

circles. They conſidered that part of the

globe, which is between the two tropics, as

constituting one zone, this is what they call

the torrid zonc; and when they ſpeak oſ two

torrid zones, it is still of this only that they

ſpeak, for they conſider it then as divided into

two parts by the equator, and call each oſ the

halves a torrid zone, distinguiſhing them

ſometimes by the addition oſ northern and

ſouthern torrid zone, but 'it is much more

customary with them to conſider the whole as

one part oſ the globe, and call it by the

ſingle name oſ the torrid zone. The part of

the globe, that lies between each tropic, and

each oſ the polar circles, they called a tem

perate zonc; theſe, therefore, are two, they

comprehend' each a large extent oſ country,

and are continued from one oſ the tropics to

one of the, polar circles. From each polar

circle to each pole was another diviſion ;

theſe ſormed two other zones, which they

called the ſrigid zones, each oſ theſe extended

from one oſ the circles to the adjacent pole.

According to this distribution of the earth,

the Almighty ſeemed to have formed a very

conſiderable part of it to no ſort of purpoſe.

The temperate zones were the whole oſ the

earth's ſurſace which they thought habitablc;

and the torrid zone they underſtood to be too

hot, and the ſrigid zones too cold, for that

purpoſe; but all this was error. We find,

that, although the cold is very ſevere within

the polar circles, yet there are, very ſar within

them, people, who live, and are happy, and

who have refuſed, on very great advantages,

to change their climates. They are as ſond

oſ their long nights, and ice, and ſnow, as the

Swiſs of their mountains, and, as thoſe ſeem

made for their inhabitants, and their inhabi

tants ſor them, it is just ſo with reſpect to the

ſnows and colds oſ the countries within the

polar circles. As to the torrid zone, they

ſuppoſed
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ſuppoſed its heat as terrible as the frost of the

frigid; but they erred equally in this, for we

lind that many parts ofit are the 'countries of

very happy people. When the ſun is most

powerful there, they have cool breezes, and

frequent ſhowers, which cool the air, and re

freſh them continually.

ZURNAI ZAN. A name by which ſome,

who are ſond of hard words', have called' the'

constellation Hercules ; it is a Perfian name,

and ſignifies a man playing upon a golden

pipe, they must therefore have figured the

constellation differ-ently.

ZYGUS. A name by which ſome have

called the ſign Libra 5 it is one of its Greek

names.

  















 

  

  



  


